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OBJECTIVES AND FOCUS FOR FY1995
NASA's Microgravity Science and Applications Division (MSAD) sponsors a program that seeks to
focus on the use of space as a laboratory by undertaking the study of important physical, chemical, and
biochemical processes on orbit that cannot easily be studied in the terrestrial gravity environment.
However, since flight opportunities are rare and flight hardware is very expensive, a strong ground-
based research program from which only the best experiments evolve is the keystone of the program.
The microgravity environment affords unique characteristics that allow the investigation of phenomena
and processes that are difficult or impossible to study on Earth. Significant reductions in critical
characteristics, such as buoyancy driven forces, convection, sedimentation, and hydrostatic pressures,
make it possible to isolate and control gravity-related phenomena and make measurements that have
significantly greater accuracy than can be achieved in normal gravity. Space flight gives scientists the
opportunity to study the fundamental states of physical mattermsolids, liquids and gasses--and the
forces that affect those states. Because microgravity tends to allow the treatment of gravity as a variable,
research in microgravity leads to a greater fundamental understanding of the influence of gravity on the
world around us. With appropriate emphasis, the results of space experiments lead to both knowledge
and technological advances that have direct applications on Earth. Microgravity research also provides
the practical knowledge essential to the development of future space systems.
The Office of Life and Microgravity Sciences and Applications (OLMSA) is responsible for planning and
executing research stimulated by the Agency's broad scientific goals. OLMSA's Microgravity Science and
Applications Division (MSAD) is responsible for guiding and focusing a comprehensive program, and
currently manages its research and development tasks by dividing them into five major scientific
disciplines: benchmark science, biotechnology, combustion science, fluid physics, and materials science.
FY 1995 was an important year for MSAD. Each of the major disciplines released new NRAs in FY 1995.
The principal investigators chosen from those NRAs will form the core of the MSAD microgravity
research program at the beginning of the space station era. The Space Shuttle made two historic linkups
with the Mir space station in June and November of 1995 enabling NASA to conduct long-term
microgravity research. Data from microgravity equipment placed on Mir are already being received and
evaluated by NASA scientists. Planning for the international Space Station facilities is also continuing
with respect to the furnace, fluids and combustion facility, and a newly planned low-temperature
microgravity physics facility. On-orbit research carried out on the Space Shuttle USML-2 (October, 1994)
mission provided valuable insight into each of the five discipline fields. The processing and evaluation of
these results have provided a solid basis for the planning of future microgravity missions.
This document, NASA Technical Memorandum 4735 [1996], The Microgravity Science and Applications
Program Tasks and Bibliography for Fiscal Year 1995 (October 1994 - September 1995), includes research
projects funded by the Office of Life and Microgravity Sciences and Applications, Microgravity Science
and Applications Division, during that year. This document is published annually and is sent to
scientists in the microgravity field, both foreign and domestic. The information provided in the Task
Book is used in reports to the NASA Associate Administrator, the Office of Management and Budget, and
to the United States Congress.
The Microgravity Science and Applications Division wishes to thank Information Dynamics, Inc., and in
particular recognize Mr. Bill Wilcox (task book review process and publications manager) and Mr. Duke
Reiber (data system development) for their lead efforts in the development, compilation and publishing
of this report. Gratitude is also expressed for significant data processing support at the responsible
Centers for MSAD task management, recognizing: Dr. Donald Strayer and Angela Belcastro, JPL; Phyllis
Golden, JSC; Mary Malone, LeRC; and Charles Walker, MSFC.
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FY1995 PROGRAM RESEARCH TASK SUMMARY:
Overview Information and Statistics
Total Number of Principal Investigators: ........................................................................................................ 290
Total Number of Co-lnvestigators" .................................................................................................................. 286
Total Number of Bibliographic Listings: ...................................................................................................... 1,200
• Proceedings Papers: ........................................................................................................................ 140
• Journal Articles: ................................................................................................................................ 525
• _ Articles: ................................................................................................................ 11
• Science/Technical Presentations: .................................................................................................. 509
• Books/Chapters: ................................................................................................................................ 14
Total Number of Patents Applied for or Awarded: .......................................................................................... 1
Number of Graduate Students Funded, .......................................................................................................... 534
Number of Graduate Degrees Granted
Based on MSAD-funded Research: .................................................................................................................. 178
Number of States with Funded Research (including District of Columbia): ............................................ 34
FY199S Microgravity Science & Applications Budget: .............................................................. $163.5 Million
Microgravih 3 Science & Applications Research Tasks and Types
-- Responsibilities by Center--
Centers, Types of Research Ground Flight ATD
.let Propulsion Laboratory 28 5 3 36
Johnson Space Flight Center 34 1 0 35
Langley Research Center 3 2 0 $
Lewis Research Center 126 31 6 163
Marshall Space Flight Center 76 25 6 107
Goddard Space Flight Center 0 0 I 1
Research Task Totals 267 64 16 347
Center Totals
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II.
Microgravity Science & Applications
Program Tasks for FY 1995
Flight Research Tasks
Biotechnology ....................................................................... II-9
Combustion Science ........................................................... II-26
Fluid Physics ....................................................................... II-69
Low Temperature Microgravity Physics ...................... II-102
Materials Science .............................................................. II-113
Ground Research Tasks
Biotechnology ................................................................... II-162
Combustion Science ......................................................... II-297
Fluid Physics ..................................................................... II-392
Low Temperature Microgravity Physics ...................... II-558
Materials Science .............................................................. II-592
ATD
Advanced Technology Development ............................ II-731
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II. MSADProgramTasks-- FlightResearch Discipline:Biotechnology
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Protein Crystal Growth Vapor-Diffusion Flight Hardware and Facility
Principal Investigator: Dr. Daniel C. Carter NASA Marshall Space Right Center (MSFC)
Co-Investigators:
Ho, J.(X. He)
Miller,T.
NASA MarshallSpaceFlightCenter(MSFC)
NASA MarshallSpace FlightCenter(MSFC)
Task Objective:
The major objectives of this research are to provide a user-friendly interface between ground-based and flight protein
crystalgrowthhardware,increased(common) availabilityofflighthardware,eliminationoflateaccessrequirement,
and individualoadingby theprincipalinvestigator.
Task Description:
Initially, these experiments will be conducted with a small hand-held unit using human serum albumin. Subsequent
tests will involve the growth of Fab 3D6, a human anti-HIV antibody. When the necessary tests and procedures
have been completed with the hand-held unit, facility flight hardware will be constructed. The microgravity
experiments will be conducted in two stages. In the first stage, the hand-beld unit will be flown to test the overall
concept, refine the hardware if necessary, and establish protocols for later scale-ups with multi-user hardware. The
design would then be configured to accommodate several trays and interface directly with the existing
refrigerator/incubator module (R/IM) and thermal environment system (I'ES) temperature control hardwares without
modification. In addition, a new plastic tray will be developed to provide additional advantages in optical, storage,
and hardware interfaces with a potential increase in the number of experiments in each tray assembly (VDT). In the
early periods of the second stage, the facility hardware will utilize cryogenics only for improvements in experiment
pre-loading efficiency. In order to proceed with the cryogenic aspects of the second stage, a sub-zero freezer will
have to be developed. When flight freezers are utilized, the hardware is left in the activation configuration, and
protein crystallization proceeds after the experiments are withdrawn from the freezer and placed in the temperature
control units.
Task Significance:
This research is concerned with the development of a protein crystal growth system for microgravity which provides
for rapid, convenient access to the microgravity environment and a greater number of samples, and eliminates
numerous problems associated with logistics and handling of the current flight hardware.
Progress During FY 1995:
PCAM facility ground testing was successfully completed and the hardware approved for flight. A co-investigator
group was established by previously described procedures. Subsequently, PCAM was flown on STS-63, STS-67,
and is currently installed on STS-73 (USML-2). The hardware performed well on the first two missions, growing
representative crystals of all proteins as compared with the ground-based controls. Several advantages of the
hardware have been clearly demonstrated. Altogether, STS-63 and STS-67 included eight co-investigators and
twelve proteins for a total of 756 individual experiments. Flight experiment results were particularly good for
Co-Investigator Dr. Mark Wardell of the Department of Hematology at Cambridge University. Crystals produced of
human antithrombin HI were the best ever obtained and have allowed for the complete construction and refinement
of the atomic model. Two manuscripts describing this result have been submitted for publication. Our research
group obtained outstanding results using hen egg white lysozyme as a model system. This structure was refined to
yield the highest resolution detail of this structure to date. The refined structure and other important physical
properties of these flight crystals have been determined and at least one manuscript describing the results has been
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submitted for publication. Details of other promising results await the analysis of additional crystalline flight
samples. To this end USML-2 PCAM experiments include eleven co-investigators from industry, academics and
government laboratories and approval for eighteen different proteins.
The Diffusion-Conlrolled Crystallization Apparatus for Microgravity (DCAM) was successfully developed and
constructed. The h&dwLre has passed all safety and flight tests and is now installed on USML-2 as a demonstradon
experiment to assess its future performance on Space Station for which it is currently manifested. USML-2 carries
81 DCAM's in a Single Thermal Enclosure System (STES) in the Spacelab. The total number of experiments
flown in the Protein Cryst_itllization Apparatus for Microgravity (PCAM) and DCAM on USML-2 is greater than
I000, yielding a total number of protein experiments for 1993 which exceeds the number flown since the program
inception in 1983 (based on available data).
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 5/93 EXPIRATION: 11/97
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-45-08
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
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Protein Crystal Growth in Microgravity
Principal Investigator: Dr. Lawrence J. DeLucas University of Alabama, Birmingham
Co-Investigators:
Noted Guest Investigators See List, Appendix B
Task Objective:
The objectives of this research are: to develop improved protein crystal growth flight hardware to produce larger,
high quality protein crystals in microgravity for use in the determination of protein molecular structures for
applications in medicine, drug design, agriculture, and the biological sciences; and to understand the
dynamics/process of protein crystal growth.
Task Description:
A breadboard system will be developed that utilizes fight scattering to detect the onset of crystal nucleation. This
optical monitoring system will be developed for both vapor diffusion and temperature-induced crystallization
techniques. This hardware will be used to grow crystals with dynamic control of the appropriate crystallization
parameter (i.e., temperature or vapor diffusion). The crystals will be evaluated microscopically and, from this
evaluation, the best crystals will be used for x-ray data collection using the facilities available within the CMC.
The data will then be compared with the best data obtained from ground-based crystals, and an evaluation of the
usefulness of these dynamically-controlled systems will be made.
Task Significance:
Larger, high quality protein crystals may be used in molecular structure determinations for applications in medicine,
drug design, agriculture, and the biological sciences.
Progress During FY 1995:
Automated dynamic controlofproteincrystalgrowth usingcontrolledvapordiffusionhas been used toinvestigate
theeffectofvaryingtheevaporationrateon thecrystalsobtainedforagivensolutioncondition.The system
incorporatesa staticlaserlightscatteringsubsystemconsistingofa laser,photodetector,and fiberopticswhich
allowstheevaporationprofiletobe modifiedinresponsetonucleationevents.This systemhas shown that
detectionofnucleationand modificationoftheevaporationprofilewhiletheexperimentisinprogresscan improve
thecrystalgrowthresults.
DCPCG-Tem_rature: Automated dynamic controlofproteincrystalgrowthusingtemperaturehas been usedto
show theeffectsofvaryingramp rates,setpoints,and nucleationdetectionlevelson thecrystalgrowth resultsfora
givensolutioncondition.A staticlaserlightscatteringsubsystemisalsoincludedasa non-invasiveprobefor
detectionofaggregationevents.This allowsthenucleationand growth phasesofcrystalgrowth tobe separatedin
an attempttooptimizethem. Severalversionsofthissystemhave been used todemonstratetheeffectsofvarious
temperatureprofilesand ledtothedevelopmentofstrategiesforgrowingsmallpopulationsoflargecrystals.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 1 MS Degrees: 1
PhD Students: 3 Phi) Degrees: O
TASK INITIATION: 4/93 EXPIRATION: 3/98
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION: 963-45-06
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NASg-39762
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
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Electrophoretic Separation of Cells and Particles from Rat Pituitary
Principal Investigator: Dr. Wesley C. Hymer Pennsylvania State University
Co-investigators:
Mastro, A.
G_indeland, R.
Snyder, R.
Pennsylvania State University
NASA Ames Research Center (ARC)
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
Task Objective:
The objectives are to separate (I) pituitary cells and (2) hormone-containing granules by free flow elecl_ophoresis
using the Japanese Free-Flow Electrophoresis Unit (FFEU) on Earth and in space.
Task Description:
To accomplish these objectives it is necessary to: (I) optimize conditions for maintaining live pituitary cells in
Japanese cell culture kits (CCK) for 21 days; (2) remove cells from the CCK in space and fractionate them by
electrophoresis; and, (3) break open the cells in space and fractionate the lysate by electrophoresis to obtain
hormone-containing granules. These procedures must be done in such a way as to be executable in flight. It is also
necessary to modify existing technologies in order to analyze different hormone forms of growth hormone and
prolactin in these fractions. Both hormones will be usayed by both immune and biological assays.
Because FY94 was the flight year for this experiment, the logistics associated with conducting pre-flight, flight, and
post-flight operations was also required.
Task Significance:
(I) Pituitary growth hormone and prolactin are required for proper function of the bone, muscle, and immune
systems. Because these systems are modified by spaceflight, and because the results from four previous space
experiments show that the biological activities of growth hormone and prolactin are _shed during and after
spaceflight, this experiment is intended to probe the mechanism(s) by which these changes occur.
(2) Biotechnology research on earth routinely utilizes coupled technologies to meet focused objectives. Coupled
technologies are difficult to accomplish in a low gravity environment; yet these will be routine on Space Station
Alpha. This experiment serves as a prototype for such activities.
Progress During FY 1995:
Two manuscripts describing the results of our experiment done on the IML-2 mission have submitted to the Journal
of Biotechnology and are currently in review. Key findings:
(a) The frequencies of changing cell culture medium in microgravity affected the amount and activity of some, but
not all, of the six pituitary hormones released into the medium.
(b) Extensive cell clumping occurred in low gravity cultures without media change.
(c) Fresh enzyme solutions prepared in microgravity successfully detached ceils from their substrate; these
reattached and retained function in low gravity.
(d) Processing of a pituitary cell lysate, coupled to separation of its growth hormone containing particles by free
flow electrophoresis, was successful.
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(e) Post-flight electrophoresis trials of microgravity-exposed pituitary cells showed that cell feeding frequency
affected their net surface charge. This result was unique to low gravity.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION:12/89 EXPIRATION: 6/95
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION: 963-35-15
NASA CONTRACTNo.: NAG8-953
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Hymer, W.C., Grindeland, R.E., Salada, T., Nye, P., Grossman, EJ., and Lane, P. Experimental modification of rat
pituitary growth hormone cell function during and after spaceflight. J. Appl. Physiol., (in press 1995).
Hymer, W.C., Salada, T., Avery, L., and Grindeland, R.E. Experimental modification of rat pituitary prolactin cell function
during and after space flight. J. Appl. Physiol., (in press 1995).
Hymer, W.C., Shetlenberger, K., and Grindeland, R. Pituitary ceils in space. Adv. Space Res., 14(8), 61-70 (1994).
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Growth, Metabolism, and Differentiation of MIP-101 Carcinoma Cells
Principal Investigator: Dr. J. M. Jessup HarvardMedicalSchool
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
Our objectiveistodeterminewhetherthemetabofismand differentiationofhuman coloncarcinomacellsinactual
microgravityissimilartothatexhibitedinsimulatedmicrogravity.
Task Description:
MIP-101 is a poorly differentiated human colon carcinoma that was initially established from the ascites of a patient
with widely metastatic cancer. Previous work has found that these tumor cells do not produce carcinoembryonic
antigen (CEA) or related molecules, are not metastatic, and grow as isolated cells in monolayer culture. However,
growth in vivo in athymic nude mice induces the expression of CEA and similar proteins as well as increasing the
metastatic potential of MIP-101 cells. Growth in simulated microgravity in the RWV induces the expression of
CEA and related proteins and may have an effect on metastatic potential. Our task is to assess whether growth of
MIP-101 cells in the Bioteclmology Specimen Container (BSTC) in actual microgravity also upregulates the
expression of CEA and related proteins and changes the metabolic or cell cycle parameters of the cells.
Task Significance:
This work is important because it will define the effects of microgravity on the growth, metabolism, and
differentiation of a human colon carcinoma cell line that is useful for microgravity research. Our preliminary
ground-based experiments suggest that metabolism of MIP-IO1 is significantly increased in simulated microgravity
and strains the capacity of the RWV to support its growth. This cell line will assess how aggressively cells
consume nutrients in microgravity when three-dimensional culture is attempted under non-perfused conditions and
will test the metabolic requirements of space-based bioreactors. As a result, there is a need to know whether
microcamer cultures produce three-dimensional cultures in space at the metabolic rate observed in the RWV. The
MIP-101 cells are important for this test because they are the only cells which display differentiation (production of
CEA and CEA-related proteins) as monocultures in the RWV. Finally, we may begin to realize the potential of
microgravity to foster three-dimensional cultures and to produce growth and regulatory factors.
Progress During FY 1995:
During the first three months of this grant our laboratory has begun to standardize its approach to the analysis of
CEA and CEA family members as well as the analysis of the cell cycle. This was facilitated by the experience with
microgravity culture in EDU-1 on Shuttle Mission STS-70. During that flight it was recognized that cultivation of
MIP-101 cells was similar to what occurs on Earth in the NASA Bioreactor in terms of the number of cells
produced, the gross metabolism of cells (e.g., the amount of acid and dissolved carbon dioxide produced or oxygen
consumed), and the general morphological appearance of cells. However, it turns out that within these gross
measures, there are a number of minor differences that may have profound consequences.
First, the STS-70 actual microgravity cultures have a normal distribution of cells within the cell cycle. Normally,
MIP-101 cells have 15 - 30% of cells in G1-G0 phase, 10 - 20% in S phase, and approximately 30% in (32 + M
phase. However, in the Bioreactor within 6 days of growth under simulated microgravity conditions, there is an
increase in the number of cells in G2 + M to 45 - 50%. We have found that these cells proceed through another S
phase and then undergo apoptosis. This is accompanied by increases in the amount of cyclin D1, ERK1 and ERK2,
and tubulin expressed in these MIP-101 cells. Further, the MIP-101 cells in monolayer or static 3-D culture on
poly-HEMA coated surfaces do not develop these characteristics which are the large cells seen in the MIPol01
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cultures in the Bioreactor runs. STS-70 samples do not have these large cells, have a normal distribution of cells in
the cell cycle, and lack the apoptosis that was seen in the ground controls. This fmding alone supports the growth
of cells in microgravity and demonstrates that the results seen in the Bioreactor are a special problem in the
simulation of ,Oct, gravity.
Second, the question of the regulation of CEA is still a major problem. Preliminary results suggest that 3-D
growth upregulates the expression of 18 - 200 kDa CEA as well as another family member which is the 55 or 90
kDa NCA which shares 70% homology with CEA and is a differentially glycosylated shorter peptide. We have
fmally begun to accurately quantitate the relative amounts of these two gene products produced under different
conditions. CEA and some NCA was produced by the MIP-101 cells cultured in microgravity but not by the cells
in the ground controls. Further, we have found that the amount of the gene product produced in static 3-D culture is
greater on a per cell basis than in the monolayer cultures. This conclusion, which seems relatively simple to
achieve, has been difficult to achieve because the amount of mRNA for the CEA gene product is minimal while the
amount of NCA gene product is increased 40-fold in 3-D growth. Thus, increases in CEA gene product may be
achieved by increased stability of the cEA gene transcript in 3-D culture. We will be testing these hypotheses in the
future.
Thus, from the first three months of this new grant we have interesting insights into gene regulation and the cell
cycle. We hope to follow these over the next few months. We also hope that the findings observed on STS-70
will be confirmed by a re-flight. Without this confirmation, we are not in a position to be able to publish these
results in a credible scientific journal.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 9/95 EXPIRATION: 8/99
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:963-45-23-22
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NACO-835
RESPONSIBLECENTER: JSC
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Membrane TransportPhenomena
Principal Investigator: Mr. Larry Mason LockheedMartin
Co-lnvestlgators:
No Co-I'sAssigned toth/sTask
Task Objectlve:
The Membrane TnmsportPhenomena(MTP) invesflsaflon addresses how gravity influences fluid boundary layers
that areassociatedwith membranes,andhow the relatedm_bnuw mediated_ _pon t_:emes Jurea.-_ect_
The primary variable in the proposed experin_nts is the convective environment within the test solutions, of which
there are three modes: induced convection (+Ig), inh/bited convection (-Ig), and forced convection (externally
applied stin'ing). All of the experiments will be performed for each of these three convective modes. Kinetic
differences between gravimeu-lc odentetions will indicate expm'imentel co_tions where mlorogntvity effects are
likely.
Task Description:
A primary objective of the MTP study is the development of instrumentation to measure membrane m_lated
transportphenomenain_Ip'avity. There are three areas ofemphasisinthistudy: (I) developmentof an
experimenudapparatus; (2) experlmonUdresearchusingtheappmtus; and,(3)analyticalmodel development.The
apparatusdevelopmentinvolvesfabricationof aMembrane Transpo_Apl_ratus(MTA) tocontain experimental
fluids.The experimentalresem_-..hinvolvesexperimentalmeasu_,mentoftransportphenomena(i.e.,osmosis)
withintheapparatusandmodeldevelopmentoreconciletheexperimentaldataandenablecomputational
predictions.
Task Significance:
The MembraneTransportPhenomena (MTP) investigationwill elucidatethe role of gravity in membranemediated
mass transport. Prior mlcrogravity experiments using individual ceUs in theBiorack (Shuttle D-I mission)t
Biosatellite H, Salyut, Cosmos, and additional Shuttle missions have clearly shown that important cellular
functions are altered in micro|lxavity. Some of the alterations include cytoplasmic streaming (protozoa), membrane
properties end proliferation (bacteria), intracellular composition (slime molds), photosynthesis, growth rate, and
overall morphology (plant cellS)l aggregation and morphology (red blood cells), and cellular differentiation and gene
expression (lymphncytes). The broad range of changes seen may be explained by an alteration in a fundamental
mechanism that is common to all systems, and su88ests a common, non-specific cause. Many of these observed
cellular changes can be explained as consequences of altered mass tnmsport due to increased thickness of fluid
boundary layers associated with membranes. Membranes are present in many different systems: biological,
physiological, chemicalt end biotechnological. Thicker boundm7 layers can alter the associated membrane transport
processes by many orders of magnitude.
Progress During FY 1995:
The MTP project received authorization to commence work on 13 November 1995. LMA Internal Research end
Development (IRAD)o end Capital Equipment funds are being used to suppliment the MTP contract funding. The
MTP activities to dateare summarized below:
Generated initial design of the Membrane Transport Apparatus (MTA).
Ordered materials and supplies for MTA development and pound experiments.
Coordinated LMA Capital Equipment procurement activities for MTP video system, sensor array, end fluid
manipulation pumps.
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Generated detailed design of the Membrane TransportApparatus(MTA), and ordered materials for optical refractive
index visualization system. The design is based on commericaUy available 47 mm d/ameter membranes.
Generated design and ordered materials for the MTI' Microsensor Array interface electronics. The microsensor array
is not scheduled to be fabricated until MTP year 2, but the interface will be developed this year (LMA Capital
funding).
Development of volumetric flow sensors under LMA Internal Research & Development (IRAD) funding. The
design characteristics were parametrically analyzed, and a prototype version developed. The interface electronics were
also fabricated.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: L0/95 EXPIRATION: 11/98
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-45-10
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAS8-40633
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
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An Observable Protein Crystal Growth Flight Apparatus
Principal Investigator: Dr. Alexander McPherson, Jr. University of California, Riverside
Co-Investigators:
Koszelak,S.
Malkin,A.
Kuznetsov, Y.
Kathman, A.
Dodds, A.
Garavito, M.
University of California,Riverside
University of California,Riverside
University of California,Riverside
Teledyne Brown Engineering
University of California, Riverside
University of Chicago
Task Objective:
The task objective is to initiam research and development efforts in the area of macmmolecular crystal growth, and
specifically focused on the direct observation of the relevant phenomena as they pertain to the design and ultimate
flightofanobservable proteincrystalgrowthapparatus(OPCOA).
Task Description:
The experiment objective included the identification and characterization of candidate biochemical systems that
included proteins, nucleic acids, and viruses. It further included the construction of an optical platform that would
be suitable for detailed interferometric analysis of protein crystal growth experiments and the visualization of
concentration fields, the time lapse microphotography of react,molecular crystals, and the furthercharacterization of
the mechanisms and fundamental parameters that determine the features of macromolecular crystal growth.
Task Significance:
The need for structural information on biological macromolecules is of paramount importance to the emerging field
of bioteclmology. Such information provides the basis for the rational design of pharmaceuticals, the determination
of enzymatic mechanisms and the engineering of proteins to enhance or modify their function. The value of x-ray
crystallography to provide structural information at atomic resolution is unsurpassed. This technique does,
however, depend on the availability of crystals for the react,molecule under study, and furthermore, which possess a
high degree of internal order and suitable size and shape to allow the accurate collection of x-ray diffraction data.
Typically, crystals grown in the earth's gravitational field suffer from one or more types of flaws which decrease the
structural information that canbe derived from them. These imperfections include the relatively simple, but
nonetheless adverse, problem of intergrowth. In a 1-g field several crystals, which nucleate independently, sediment
to the bottom of the growth chamber where they intergrow into a mass not suitable for x-ray diffraction analysis.
Such intergrowth or the appearance of satellite crystals, which were earlier thought to occur by nucleation at the
sides of defects in pre-existing crystals, have been shown to be almost exclusively due to the effects of
sedimentation and intergrowth. The value of a microgravity environment for the elimination of sedimentation in
the preparation of these crystals is obvious. Early experiments conducted on board the Space Shuttle clearly
indicated such benefits. They also provided the impetus for other researchers to design experiments and procedures
for mimicking the effect of microgravity in ground-based experiments. The development of methods for
successfully growing protein crystals in gels is an example of such activities.
Progress During FY 1995:
During FY95 a number of crystallization experiments were carried out on board the U,S. Space Shuttle and on board
the Russiau Space Station Mir. These included a 20 reactor cell experiment in the ESA-designed and built Advanced
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Protein Crystallization Facility (APCF) flown on the Second International Microgravity Laboratory (IML-2), the
first flight of the Hand Held Diffusion Test Cell (HHDTC) with video observation, Spacehab-3 (STS-63), and the
f'wst investigation of protein crystal growth on Mir by American investigators (Mir-1). This last experiment
utilized the GN-2 Dewar and carried over 180 flash frozen batch and liquid-liquid diffusion samples. The results of
the APCF experiment have b_n published (Koszelak, et al. 1995) and include some of the most definitive results
obtained from protein crystallization experiments in space.
A series of breadboard instruments were utilized to evaluate which techniques would be most appropriate for the
Observable Protein Crystal Growth Apparatus (OPCGA) currently under development. These included Michaelson
interferometry, phase-shift and conventional Mach-Zehnder interferometry, atomic force microscopy, and time lapse
video microscopy. From these studies time lapse video microscopy and phase shift Mach-Zehnder interferometry
were selected for inclusion. A Science Concept Review (SCR) was held and approval to continue development of
OPCGA toward RDR was granted. The most crucial component of the OPCGA, a phase shift Mach-Zehnder
interferometer based on solid optics components was built and its performance verified. This prototype will serve as
the basis for development of the flight instrument.
Using intefferometric methods we established the fundamental kinetic and thermodynamic parameters for several
macromolecular crystal growth systems, and with phase shift methods demonstrated the existence of depletion zones
around crystals growing in the laboratory. Study of such depletion zones is a major objective of the OPCGA.
Using atomic force microscopy, we have established the mechanistic basis for macromolecuiar crystal growth and
begun to define the nature and effects of incorporated impurities, an essential prerequisite for the study of
macromolecular crystal growth processes in microgravity.
Work has now begun on a full up prototype of the OPCGA that includes crystallization cells, activation
mechanisms, optical components, and control services. From this prototype, following testing and verification, the
flight instrument will be developed. Development has also begun on an Advanced Dewar-based apparatus that will
include temperature control and monitoring.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 0 MS Degrees: 0
PhD Students: 3 PhD Degrees: 3
TASK INITIATION: 5/93 EXPIRATION: 5/98
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-45-07
NASA CONTRACT No.: NAS8-3963
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Ban, N., Escobar, C., Hasel, K.W., Day, J., Greenwood, A., and McPherson, A. S_'ucture of an anti-idiotypic lab against
feline peritonitis virus neutralizing antibody and a comparison with the complexed fab. The FASEB J., 9, 107-114 (1995).
Canady, M.A., Day, L, and McPherson, A. Preliminary x-ray diffraction analysis of crystals of turnip yellow mosaic virus
(TYMV). PROTEINS, 21, 78-81 (1995).
Canady,M.,Leja,C.,Day,L,and McPherson,A. Preliminaryx-raydiffractiona alysisofcrystalsoftomatoaspermy
virus(TAV). PROTEINS, 21,265-267(1995).
Ko, T.-P.,Day,L,Greenwood,A.,and McPherson,A. The structuresofthreecrystalformsofthesweetproteinthaurnatin.
Acta Cryst.,DS0, 813-825(1994).
Koszelak,$.,Day,L,Leja,C.,Cudney,R.,and McPherson,A. Proteinandviruscrystalgrowthon International
MicrogravityLaboratory-2.BiophysicalJournal,69, 13-19(1995).
Kuznetsov,Yu.G.,Maikin,AJ.,Greenwood,A.,and McPherson,A. Intefferomeu'icstudiesofgrowthkineticsand surface
morphologyinmacmmolecularcrystalgrowth.Canavalin,thaumatinand turnipyellowmosaicvirus.L $Wactural
Biology,vol.I14,no. 3, 184-1960995).
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McPherson, A. Increasing the size of microcrystals by fine sampling of pH limiu. J. of Applied Crystallography, 28,
362-365 (1995).
McPberson, A., Maikin, AJ., and Kuznetsov, Yu.G. The science of macromolecular crystail/zation. Structure, vol. 3, no.
8, 759-768 (1995).
Patel, S., Cudney, B., and McPberson, A. Polymeric precipitants for the crystallization of macromolecules. Biochemistry
and Biophysics Research Communications, 207, 819-828 (1995).
Proceedings
Kathman, A., Cole, T., Wells, M., Jenkins, G., Knszelak, S., end McPbermn, A. "Advanced optics module for monitoring
protein crystal growth in microgravity." SPIE Proceedings, Volume 22145-36 (1995).
Kuznetsov, Yu.G., Malkin, A.J., and McPhorson, A. "Interferometric studies of growth mechan/,ms in protein end virus
crystal growth." Proceedings of the I Ith International Conference on Crystal Growth, The Hague, The Netherlands, p 369,
June 1995.
Malkin, A.J., KuzneUov, Yu.G., Land, T.A., DeYoreo, J., and McPherson, A. "Observations of canavaiin and satellite
tobacco mosaic virus crystallization using in situ atomic force microscopy." Proceedings of the I Ith International
Conference on Crystal Growth, The Hague, The Netherlands, p 51, June 1995.
Maikin, A.J., KuzneUov, Yu.G., Land, T.A., DeYoreo, J., and McPberson, A. '?hysicai analysis of macromolecular
crystaU/zat.ion." Proceedings of the 14th Conference on Crystal Growth and Epitaxy, Fallen Leaf Lake, U.S., p 32, June
1995.
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Enhanced Dewar Program
Principal Investigator: Dr. AlexanderMcPherson,Jr. University of California,Riverside
Co-Investigators:
Koszelak, S,
Malkin, A.
University of Californ/a" Riverside
University of California" Riverside
Task Objective:
The objective of the research is to develop a microgravity suRable system for screening protein crystallization
conditions using the batch and liquid-I/qu/d crys_llization method.
Task Description:
Initially, a relatively simple system composed of a Dewar flask filled with small crystal]/zation samples will be
frozen on Earth and allowed to passively thaw in m/orogravity. Samples will be housed in the Passive ON= Freezer,
a Dewar previously used in other miorogravity applications. In addition W the crys_lization experiments, plans are
outlined for examination of crystals by standardlight microscopy and also electron microscopy and atomic force
rnicroscopy, and detailed documentation of results, structure determination and high resolution refinement, and
detailed analyses of sU'ucturesobtained from crys_s grown on _ and in microgravity.
Task Significance:
These experiments represent an exciting and important new opportunity for protein crystal growth studies in
microgravity. The proteins and protein solutions that will tolera_ the freeze-thaw mechanism used to initiate these
experiments will increase as the trend away from exclusion of glycerol from protein solutions used in crystall/zation
continues. Shuttle experiments, furthermore, suggest that most orbiting platforms have some variations in the
acceleration environment, and some protein crystallizations are more tolerant of these variations than others. Many
of the difficulties that have affected most previous microgravity experiments can be circumvented in the Dewar
system and long duration flights making possible crys_lUzation experiments that cover much longer equilibration
times,
Progress During FY 1995:
This task was funded only recently and is in its initial start-up stages. FL"stmission inR/ated in July for the M/r-I
mission. Began design and development of temperan_reconlzol and moniwring system.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 3/95 EXPIRATION: 3/99
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-45-07
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
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Electrophoresis Technology
Principal Investigator: Dr. Robert S. Snyder NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
Co-investigators:
Rhodes, P.
Miller, T.
Roberts, G.
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
Roberts Associates, Inc.
Task Objective:
The task objectives are m study the effects of sample concentration and dielectric constant on sample stream
distortion and the limits of the electrohydrodynamic stabifity of the sample stream in the absence of shear flow.
Task Description:
The electrophoresis separation process can be considered to be simple in concept, but flows local to the sample
filament produced by applied electric field have not been considered. These electrohydrodynamical flows, formulated
by G.I. Taylor in 1965 for drops suspended in various liquids, distort the sample stream and limit the separation. In
addition, electroosmosis and viscous flow, which are inherent in the continuous-flow electrophoresis device,
combine to disturb further the process. Electroosmosis causes a flow in the chamber cross section which directly
distorts the sample stream, which viscous flow causes a parabolic profile to develop in the flow plane. These flows
distort the electrophoretic migration of samples by causing a varying residence time across the thickness of the
chamber. Thus, sample constituents at the center plan will be in the electric field a different length of time and
hence move more or less than comparable constituents closer to the chamber wall.
Both horizontalandvertical laboratoryelectrophoresis testchambershavebeenbuilt to test the basicpremiseof
continuous-flowelectrophoresisthat removal of buoyancy-inducedthermal convection causedby axial andlateral
temperature gradients will result in improved performance of these instruments in space. These gravity-dependent
phenomena disturb the rectilinear flow in the separation chamber when high-voltage gradients and/or thick chambers
are used, but distortion of the injected sample stream due to electrohydrodynamic effects causes major broadening of
the separated bands observed in these chambers.
The initial part of the proposed space experiment was planned to be done in the French electrophoresis hardware
(RAMSES) on the Second International Microgravity Laboratory (IML-2). This hardware has the capability of
applying the required voltage at 1,000 Hz which can permit the dielectric dependence to be determined. Two
different frequencies were planned to vary the dielectric constant of the samples and the cross-section illuminator
used to show the sample fdament cross section, and recorded photographically. This experiment was not done on
IML-2 because of a hardware failure on orbit.
The experiment can be accommodated on a later RAMSES flight, or available TEXUS electrophoresis hardware,
with its cross-section illuminator, can be supplied with the required high-frequency power supply. These
measurements can then be completed during a short-duration rocket flight. Additional opportunities are being
evaluated.
Task Significance:
Since the Continuous Flow Electrophoresis System (CFES) built by the McDonnell Douglas Astronautics
Company achieved results in space on seven shuttle missions that were influenced by electrohydrodynamics, these
scientific phenomena are a critical part of electrophoresis in space. The severity of sample distortion due to
dielectric constant variations is poorly known in the laboratory because of the concurrent sample concentration
effect.
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Progress During FY 1995:
The activities during FY95 were directed into efforts to resolve discrepancies between measured dielectric spec_a and
those predicted by classical electrokinetic theory. In general, measured dielectric constant values are an order of
magnitude larger than corresponding theoretical values. Experiments using our miniature electrobydrodynamic test
chamber show greatly reduced values in the dielectric constant compared to measured values in the literature.
However, problems in dynamically measuring the sample and buffer conductivity have prevented firm conclusions
from being made.
A paper has been submitted which shows experimentally the role of dielectric constant in the deformation of
polystyrene latex sample sueams. These observations are befieved to be the first experimental evidence of the
dielectric constant effect in conducting fluids to appear in the literature.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 9/89 EXPIRATION: 9/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-35-15
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Rhodes, P.H., Snyder, R.S., and Roberts, G.O.
Colloid Interface Sci., (accepted 1995).
Role of dielectric constant in electrohydrodynamics of conducting fluid. J.
Proceedings
Rhodes, P.H. and Snyder, R.S. '_I'heoretlcal and experimental studies on the stabilization of hydrodynamic flow in free fluid
electrophoresis, in cell electrophoresis." J. Bauer, ed., CRC Press, Inc., pp57-73 (1994).
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InvestigationofProteinCrystalGrowth Mechanisms in MicroFavity
Principal Investigator: Dr. i_im B. Ward of Naval Research
Co-Investigators:
Zuk, Dr. W.M. Geo-Centers, Inc./Naval Research Laboratory
Task Objective:
The objective of this prod'am is to conduct flight experiments aimed at gathering fundamental data about how the
processes of protein crystallization differ in a microlp'avity environment compared to unit gravity. The goals of
these experiments therefore differ from those conducted by previous investigators who have Urn/ted their
experiments to the preparation of large crystals suitable for x-ray diffraction analyses. The experiments performed
under this project will be conducted in identical apparatuses both in Ip_und-based and flilht-based experiments.
They will provide invaluable data about how solubility curves, nucleation kinetics, and crystal [p-owthrates differ
between m/cro|p'avity and unit gravity. This information win thenbe used in the rune sppa_ms to op_ize
conditions so as to favor the preparation of large, well ordered, single crystals. These results will prove crucial for
the design of future generations of protein crystallization facilities that will be flown on a variety of space
platforms.
Task Description:
The experiments will be conducted using the Canadian-American Telerobotic Crystallization Hardware (CATCH), a
modified version of an apparatus developed under the auspices of the Canadian Space Agency. This equipment
provides either liquid-liquid diffusion or m/xed batch protocols, and incorporates a unique _ mechanism that
overcomes the difficulties encountered by current flight-based crystallization devices. The system also provides for
monitoring light scattering signals from automated growth cells, allows video observation of the cells during the
course of the experiments, and provides for precisely adjusting the growth cell temperature as a means of controlling
protein supersaturation.
The automation system, which includes the flight computer and hardware interfaces of CATCH and the software
necessary to control the apparatus, will be developed in the PI's laboratory as pan of this project. Because of its
ability to control the temperature and to monitor the progress of crystallization, CATCH will provide investigators
the opportunity to devise experiments using dynamic control in which crystallization parameters are changed during
the course of the experiments, either through predetermined experimental protocols or via commands provided by
_'oundobased investigators. This unique ability to dynamically control the crystallization conditions is not afforded
by any currem microgravity crystallization device.
Task Significance:
Using CATCH, we will initiate a new series of flight experiments not limited to the preparation of single protein
crystals, but which will also include the acquisition of fundamental data required to address the question of how
microgravity may best be used to advantage in the preparation of such crystals. CATCH will allow investigators to
monitor the results of crystallization trials, and more importantly, to reinitiate experiments based upon the
nucleation and crystallization behavior observed in growth cells during the same flight. This use of telerobotic
control inherent in CATCH will provide investigators an unparalleled level of efficiency in conducting microlp'avity
crystallization experiments.
Progress During FY 1995:
We have begun development of a simple remote control system in our laboratory which can demonslrateanability
to operate crystallization experiments telerobotically. The laboratory-based system will initially be used to monitor
remotely the progress of a crystallization experiment, and will provide users on the Internet the ability to control the
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monitoring camera. The first version of the control software is run on the World Wide Web (WWW) and allows
users to interact with driver software located on our Web Server computer. This month we have extended the Web
software to access control electronics and software that we have developed to drive a set of stepper motors. These
motors are used to position a video camera above a crystallization plate. We are currently waiting for Windows NT
drivers which will allow us to use a video capture board installed in our Web server to acquire video images of
individual wells. A user will be able to move the stepper motors to position the camera above a crystaU/zation
well, and then capture an image of the well, which will be posted to the Web page.
We have also begun conducting dynamic fight scattering experiments to examine the states of aggregation of protein
in bulk solution and around various faces of a protein crystal. This information may be useful in determining how
proteins attach to a crystal face.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 7/95 EXPIRATION: 7/98
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-45-09
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
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Low-Velocity, Opposed-Flow Flame Spread in a Transport-Controlled, Microgravity Environment
Principal Investigator: prof. Robert A. A]te_circh Washington StateUniversity
Co-Investigators:
Bhattachanjee, S.
Olson, S.L.
San Diego State University
NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC)
Task Objective:
Tne overall objectives of the proposed work are to uncover the underlying physics and increase the fundamental
understanding of the mechanisms that cause flames to propagate over solid fuels against a low velocity flow of
oxidizer in the low-gravity environment. Although the work is fundamental in nature, it has clear applications to
free safety in space and on Earth. Specific objectives are:
1. To analyze experimentally observed flame shapes, measured gas-phase field variables, spreadrates, radiative
characteristics, and solid-phase regression rates for comparison with theoretical prediction capability previously
developed that will be continually extended.
2. To investigate the transition from ignition to either flame propagation or extinction in order to determine the
characteristics of those environments that lead to flame evolution.
Task Description:
To meet the objectives of the research program, a series of experiments has been developed to exercise several of the
dimensional, controllable variables that affect the flame spread process in microgravity. Those variables that will be
changed from experiment to experiment are the opposing flow velocity (1-20cm/s), the external radiant flux directed
to the fuel surface (0-2) W/m2, and the oxygen concentration of the environment (35-70%). An experiment matrix
is used that minimizes the number of experiments to be conducted in order to obtain the information needed to meet
the scientific objectives of the effort.
Because the amount of data to be collected is limited, modelling is necessary to interpret the results and to son out
the important physics of the phenomenon. The modelling effort that will support the experimental program is
numerical in nature and includes the capability to solve model flame spread problems over both thermally thin and
thick fuels posed as steady-state, eigenvalue problems for spread rate or as unsteady problems from ignition through
flame spread. In each approach, the two-dimensional continuity, momentum, species, and energy equations in the
gas and the continuity and energy equations in the solid are solved using the SIMPLER algorithm. Gas radiation is
included in the model to assist in the interpretation of species-specific emission data obtained with band pass-faltered
video cameras in the experiments.
Task Significance:
Radiative heat transfer is critical to these and many other micmgravity flame spread experiments, and so radiant
heating will be imposed, and radiant heat loss will be measured. These are the first attempts at such experimental
control and measurement in microgravity, and the experimental results and numerical modelling will allow the role
of radiation, as well as diffusive transport, in these flames to be delineated.
Progress During FY 1995:
The flight hardware for DARTFire was assembled and an extensive series of DC-9 low gravity tests are being
conducted to finalize the test matrix and match like intensity flames for the two simultaneous sounding rocket
experiments. The sounding rocket is currently scheduled to fly during the 2nd quarter of FY96.
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Unsteady computational results for a full channel flow were obtained for comparison to the half channel results
obtained earlier. Gas-phase radiation and surface reradiation loss are considered together. The momentum equations
are solved in order to obtain a steady channel flow. After 14 seconds, the u velocity attains a steady value. Most
results from the full and half channel agree reasonably well, with the exception perhaps of the velocity fields.
We continue to develop a simplified theory that builds on the de Ris formula for the prediction of flame spread rate
over thick fuels. The biggest discrepancy between the de Ris formula and the spread rates computed from a
comprehensive numerical model stems from the simplification introduced by the Oseen approximation. Five
different geometrical configurations are considered for flame spread over a flat plate (a) with a free flow zone
upstream Co)without any free flow upstream (c) inside a fully developed channel flow (d) inside a developing
channel flow, and (e) case (d) with a free flow ahead of the channel. The difference in the hydrodynamics in all these
configurations results in a different numerical spread rates for each situation, all other environmental and fuel
parameters fLXed. Configurations (c) and (d) are important for the DARTFire geometry. The spread rate formula
developed contains two constants, evaluated numerically, and handles all these five configurations. The flame
structureis also reasonably predicted by the closed-form formulas.
Additionally, variable gas-phase specific heat and thermal conductivity have been thoroughly integrated into the
computational routines. These quantities are now functions of local mass fraction of species and temperature. We
are also evaluating the effect of radiation on the Emmon's problem in microgravity. The Simplified Theory for
the thermal regime of opposed-flow flame spread over thick fuel into the microgravity regime is being extended
because accurate modeling of hydrodynamics is a must since the spread rate is most sensitive to the velocity field
near the leading edge.
In the microgravity regime, ff a uniform velocity field hits the channel entrance at x-0, there are two distinct
phenomena that characterize the entrance flow development: i) the centerline velocity increases from u_inf at x-O to
1.5u_inf at x-x_e, x_e is the entrance length obtainable from standard correlations, ii) the flow near the wall shows
a velocity overshoot, i.e., the velocity profile reaches a u_max_wall that is higher than u_centerline. At f'u'stthis
second phenomenon was believed to be a numerical artifice, but computations could not get rid of this, especially at
low Reynolds numbers that are common in microgravity. Experimental confirmation of this observation was made
from researchers at NASA, Lewis so this appears to be a real phenomenon. A velocity overshoot correction is
being incorporated into the spread rate expression of the thermal regime.
The effect of radiation on the Emmons problem in microgravity is being examined. The Emmons solution as been
obtained within computational accuracy. A comprehensive model has been developed, where the major
assumptions of Emmons have been removed, to do a parametric study of the problem and compared results with that
of Emmons. The preliminary results indicate that at high opposing velocity Emmons prediction of the mass
burning rate is reasonably accurate. However, in the microgravity regime the difference between the two models is
large and can be mostly attributedto radiation.
Predictions of steady and unsteady codes are being compared to establish the pseudo-steadiness of the flame spread
problem. The effect of flame size and changing boundary layer thickness have an unsteady effect on the spread rate.
By solving the problem in a quiescent microgravity environment and in an opposing-flow environment it is
possible to isolate the two sources of unsteadiness. The radiation code is also being upgraded to improve its
predictive capabilities: i) The computational domain is being divided into n boxes, and n different a._p'sare
calculated for the field. In the old model n-l, that seems to lead to relatively higher losses from a flame making the
flame temperature too low sometimes, ii) The discrete transfer method of Lockwood (Imperial College group of
England) is being considered for incorporation into the radiation code.
Additionally, modelling efforts have concentrated on incorporating full radiation coupling, i.e., feedback from the
flame to the fuel surface as well as surface reradiation and gas-phase radiation loss, and to experiment with
'_nulti-box °'radiation models in which the computational domain is divided into more than one region, and the
radiative properties of each region, i.e., the Planck mean absorption coefficient, are allowed to differ as compared to
a single Planck mean absorption coefficient for the entire computational domain as we have been using thus far.
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Comparisons with the steady computations were made for 50% oxygen, I arm, and an opposing flow of I cm/s,
one of the DARTFire malrix points. Results show that the Planck mean absorption coefficient increase rapidly in
the beginning, overshoots the steady value only slightly, and reaches the steady value of around 4.1 l/m within
about 25 s. The fraction of radiation fed back to the surface increases rapidly, peaks at about 20% around 25 s, and
then decreases to the steady value of about 17% at the steady flame location. From the unsteady computation, the
spread rate peaks at around 25 s at approximately 0.011 cm/s and then decreases toward the steady value of 0.0087
cm/s to reach 0.0077 cm/s. The gas-phase temperature profiles from each computation are similar, but in the solid
phase, the steady results show a much larger heard region downstream of the flame leading edge than do the
unsteady results.
The gas phase rad/ation model has been improved. A multi-box radiation routine was used to divide the global
control volume into a number of subdomalns to determine the individual Planck mean absorption coefficient for
each subdomain. This approach produces a distribution of ap. However, the flame temperature with this approach
does not show a significant change from that using the original global model. During the period of this report,
effort has been spent improving the radiation routine in order to handle three-dlmensional property fields. The
reformulation of the code will allow us to use models such as Discrete Transfer without much recoding effort. The
modified radiation code has been tested thoroughly. The ap values predicted for limiting situations agree with the
results of"lien (C.L.Tien, Advances in Heat Transfer, P. 315, 1968).
The modified radiation code was used in the computation of the DARTFire/Learjet Series which was conducted
aboard the NASA Lewis Research Center Learjet (Olson et. al.). Computed spread rates for 50% oxygen and 2.0
arm at 0.01g is 0.032 cm/s. This is quite comparable to the measured values: 0.0321 cm/s. The computed
temperatures do not match with measured values: the computed surface temperature 'Is is higher and the in-depth
temperature lower than the measured value. Predicted flame appearance agrees well with experimental one: flame is
very thin, close to the fuel surface, and flame is curved. There is a problem that remains to be solved: the
theoretical surface temperature seems to be higher and the embedded temperature to be lower than those seen in the
experiment, independent of the radiation model used. This raises questions about the pyrolysis model which was
developed originally for flames spreading in normal-gravity environment.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 1 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 2 MS Degrees: 2
Phi:) Students: 2 PhD Degrees: 0
TASK INITIATION: 6/91 EXPIRATION: 11/98
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:963-22-05-02
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NCC-3-221
RESPONSIBLECENTER: LeRC
BnOLIOCRAPHnC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Bhattecharjee,S., West, J., and Dockter, A simplified theoryfor de ds flame over thick and thin fuel bed. Combustionand
Flame Journal, (1995).
West, J., Bhattacharjee,S., and Altenkirch,R.A., Surfaceradiationeffects on fleme spreadover thermallythick fuels in an
opposing flow. J. Heat Trans, 116, 646-651 (1994).
West, J., Thomas, P., Chao, R., Bhattacharjee,S., Tang, L., Altenk/rch, R.A., and Olson, S.L., "Low velocity
opposed-flow flame spreadin a transport-controlledenvironment: DARTFire." Third InternationalMicrogravity
Workshop, Cleveland, OH, April 1995.
Presentations
Bhattacharjee,S., West, J., and Altenkirch,R.A., "Hydrodynamic effects in laminaropposed flow flame spreadover a
thermally thick fuel in the thermalregime: extension of a simplified theory." Central/WesternStates Section of the
Combustion Institute Meeting, San Antonio, "IX, April 1995.
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Oson, S,L., Hegde, U., "Imposed rad/ation effects on flame spread over black PMMA in low grav|_." Fall Technical
Meeting of the Eastern States Section of the Combustion Institute, Clearwater, Florida, December 5-7, 1994.
West, J., Chao, R., Bhat_acharjee, S., Tang, L., and Altenklrch, R.A,, "Evaluation of the quasi-steady hypothesis for
oppossed flow flame spread over thick fuels: a comparison of unsteady and steady-state modelling." Central/Western States
Section of the Combustion Institute Meeting, San Antonio, 'IX, April 1995.
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Reflight of the Solid Surface Combustion Experiment with Emphasis on Flame Radiation Near
Extinction
Principal investigator: prof.RobertA. A]tenkirch WashingtonStateUniversity
Co-Investigators:
Bhattacharjee, prof. S.
Sacksteder, K.R.
Dclichatsios,Dr. M.
San Diego StateUniversity
NASA Lewis ResearchCenter(LeRC)
FactoryMutual Research
Task Objective:
The objective of this flight experiment is to determine the mechanisms of flame spreading over solid fuels in the
absence of buoyant or externally imposed, gas-phase flows. This experiment is an extension of the Solid Surface
Combustion Experiment with the purpose of observing flame spread with radiative losses near the flammability
limit.
Task Description:
The Solid Surface Combustion Experiment (SSCE) is to be reflown to perform additional tests and to obtain
quiescent flame spread data for cylindrical, thermally thick fuels. In these tests, measurements of the fuel and flame
temperature are to be made and recorded, and the flames will be photographed using motion picture film. The
numerical model, developed as part of the SSCE project, is to be further extended to predict flame spread behavior
over cylindrical samples in which the geometry of the gas-phase radiative interactions are simplified
computationally. A detailed quantitative comparison of the experimental and computational results is to be
performed, including comparisons of spread rate, temperature field, beat transfer rates, and flame structure.
Task Significance:
The spreading of flames over solid fuels is a fundamental combustion problem that has practical significance in the
prevention and control of fires. Flame spreading in normal gravity is usually dominated by buoyant air flow that
introduces a significant complexity into fundamental theoretical models. Experiments conducted in the microgravity
environment nearly eliminate this complexity, providing a more fundamental scenario for the development of flame
spreading theory.
Progress During FY 1995:
This is a continuation of the work in Solid Surface Comubstion, which originated in December, 1984 under Task
ID No: 963-22-05-01. All FY95 publications and presentations are listed under the original SSCE program.
I)FollowingthefinalflightoftheSolidSurfaceCombustion Experiment inFebruary,1995,thebaselinetestsfor
the SSCE Reflight was determined. Two flights are planned, the first to essentially refly the existing
SSCE-PMMA configuration changing only the atmospheric content/pressure in order to approach the flammability
limit` This test is expected to exhibit the unsteady behavior of flame spread over thick, flat samples more clearly
than the previously flight tests in which this unsteadiness was first observed. The second flight is to test a
cylindrical configuration for the first time in a purely quiescent environment in which the radiative interaction
between the flame, fuel surface and the surroundings is simplified from a theoretical point of view.
2) A series of 5.2 Second Drop Tower tests was conducted to evaluate the test conditions for the near extinction
flight test and the ignition behavior of the cylindrical samples for the second flight test. The flat samples seem to
be unignitable in the available test time at atmospheric conditions of 40% oxygen/60% nitrogen at 1 atmosphere,
but are clearly ignitable in 50% oxygen at the same pressure. Several configurations of the cylindrical samples
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were tested,includingvaryingignitorwirepath configurations,and samplemounting schemes,leadingtoa design
oftheflightsamplesthatisreadilyignitedinthedrop towertesttime.
3)Some analyticalwork has been completed,extendingtheearlywork ofdeRis,inwhich ithas been shown that
theflat,thicksamplesarefundamentallyunsteadyintheirflamespreadbehavior,whilethinsamplesmay spreadat
a steadyrate.Discriminationbetween thickand thinaredependentupon thefuelpropertyvalues,atmospheric
conditionsand thepresenceand strengthofa flowfieldabouttheflame.
4) The numerical modeling work has been used to estimate the necessary test conditions for the flat-sample,
near-limit case. The numerical results agree with the drop tower tests indicating that the flight test conditions
should lie between 40% oxygen and 50% oxygen (with the balance of niu'ogen) at 1 atmosphere, or at 50% oxygen
at a reduced pressure. The modeling also indicates that tests in this regime should exhibit clear unsteadiness in the
existing sample length of 2.5 cm.
5) The numerical modeling work has also been used to estimate the necessary geomea'y of the cylindrical sample.
The proposed sample will be in two separate pieces, one being 2mm in diameter and 20mm long; and the second
6.4ram in diameter and 40mm long. The second sample will be one-half hollow (with a lmm wall thickness) and
one-half solid. This collection of three geometrical configurations are predicted to show independent variations in
flame behavior based on surface radius and fuel thickness.
6)At year'send theprojectwas preparingfortheMSAD Hardware ReflightReview, basedupon theanalytical,
numericaland testresultsummarized here.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 4
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 5/94 EXPIRATION: 11/97
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-15-0E
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NCC3-354
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Ramachandra,P.A.,Altenkirch,R.A.,Tank,L.,Wolverton,M.K.,Bhattacharjee,S.,and Sacksteder,K.R. The behaviorof
flamesspreadingoverthinsolidsinmicrogmvity,presentedattheTwenty-FifthSymposium (International)on
Combustion.PublishedinCombustionand Flame,vol.I00,I/2,(1995).
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ScientificSupportforan OebiterMiddeck Experimenton SolidSurfaceCombustion
Principal Investigator: Prof.RobertA. Altenkirch Washington State University
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task ObJectlve:
The objective of this flight experiment is to determine the controUing mechanisms of flames spreading over solid
fuels in the absence of buoyant or externally imposed, gas-phase flows. Ground-based testing of flame spreading in
quiescent mJcrogravity environments has identit'_d the qualitative importance of radiative heat losses in dem'mining
flame spread rates, but these tests are too short in duration to establish spreading flames without residual effects of
the ignition process.
Task Description:
The Solid Surface Combustion Experiment (SSCE) was built to perform a minimum of eight fright experiments.
The experiments are to consist of five flame spreading tests using a thin fuel, varying the atmospheric composition
and pressure, then three additional tests using a thick fuel with fewer variations of the same parameters. In these
tests, measurements of the fuel and flame temperam_ are to be made and recorded, and the flames are to be
photolFaphed, using motion picture film. A parallel effort is to be made to develop a complex numerical model of
the opposed-flow flame spread problem, including the imporumt effects of surface and gas.phase radiative losses.
Finally, a detailed, quantitative comparison of experimental and compu_l results for flame spreading over thin and
thick fuels in various oxidizer and pressure environments is to be performed including comparisons of spread rate,
temperaUtreand heat mmsfer fields and the structureof the flame.
Task Significance:
The spreadingof flames oversolid fuels is a fundamentalcombustionproblemthat haspracticalsiipfificancein the
preventionandcontrolof fL"es.Flame spreadingin normalgravity is usuallydominatedby buoyantair flow that
introduces a significant complexity into the fundamental models of the phenomena. Experiments conducted in the
microgravity environment nearly eliminate this complexity, providing a more ftmdamental scenario for the
development of flame spreading theory.
Progress During FY 1995:
1)The eighthandt'malflight of the SSCE programwascompletedduringFebruary,1995 with the burningof the
third PMMA test conditionof 50_ oxygen50% nitrogenin !.0 atmospheresof pressure.Both samplesignited
promptlyandburneduntil the motionpicturefilm wasconsumed,approximately2"10seconds,at which time the
quenching mechanism was used to stop combustion and preserve the samples for later analysis. Based on the
experience of the first two PMMA flights, the motion picture cameras were operated differently for the second test
such that the start-up of the cameras was delayed for 60 seconds.
2) The flame images were analyzed using an automated computer image digitizer and flame tracking algorithm
developed for the SSCE project. The principal result of this analysis was an additional demonstration of the
repeatability of the test until the flame reaches the vicinity of the gas phase thermocouple. While near the
thermocouple, the glow of the thermocouple obscures the flame leading edge. Both flames were recovered by the
tracking algorithm after passing the thermoconple.
3) Analysis of the results of the three PMMA flight tests of the SSCE have led the investigator team to conclude
the important result that the flame spreading observed in each case is not a steady process, but gradually slowing.
Results of the unsteady numerics] model, originally developed to account for the influence of the ignition process
on flame spreading, was being compared at years end to the flight test results.
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4)During thisyearmuch ofthefocusoftheSSCE program hasfocusedon thepreparationsforthetwo additional
reflightopportunities,which arereportedina relatedtask,963-15-OE.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 4 MS Degrees: 8
PhD Students: I Phl) Degrees: 1
TASK INITIATION: 12/84 EXPIRATION: 12/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-22-05-01
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAS3-23901
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Ramachandra, P.A., Altenkirch, R.A., Tang, L., Wolverton, M.K., Bhattacharjee, S., and Sacks,crier, K.R., The behavior
of flames spreading over thin solids in microgravity. Combustion and Flame, vol. I00, I//2, 71-84 (1995).
Presentations
Bhattacharjee, S., West, J., and Altenkirch, R.A., "Hydrodynam/¢ effects in laminar opposed-flow flame spread over a
thick fuel in the thermal regime: extension of a simplified theory." Central States/Western States/Mexican National
Sections of the Combustion Institute and American Flame Research Committee Meeting, San Antonio, TX, April 1995.
Bhattacharjee, S., West, J., and Doclaer, S., "A simplified theory for deNis flame over thin and thick fuels." Chemcon-94,
Kharagpur, India, December 1994.
Bundy, M., West, J., Thomas, P.C., Bhattacharjee, S., Tang, L., Altenkirch, R.A., and Sacksteder, K.R., "Solid surface
combustion experiment: flame spread in a quiescent, microgravity environment, implications of spread rate and flame
sUructure." Third International Microgravity Combustion Workshop, Cleveland, OH, April l 1-13, 1995.
West, J., Chao, R., Bhattacharjee, S., Tang, L., and Altenkirch, R.A., "Evaluation of the quasi-steady hypothesis for
opposed-flow flame spread over thick fuels: a comparison of unsteady and steady-state modeling." Central States/Western
States/Mexican National Sections of the Combustion Institute and American Flame Research Committee Meeting, San
Antonio, TX, April 1995.
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Gravitational Effects On Laminar, Transitional, and Turbulent Gas-Jet Diffusion Flames
Principal Investigator: Dr. M. Y. Bahadori Science Applications International Corporation
Co-Investigators:
Hegde, Dr. U.G. NYMA, Inc.
Task Objective:
The overall objective of this program is to improve our fundamental understanding of microgravity gas jet diffusion
flames in the entire laminar, transitional, and turbulent regimes. Specifically, tests are to be conducted in
microgravity with the purpose of (i) determining the effects of buoyancy on these flames, (ii) determining the
relative importance of buoyancy-induced turbulence on flame characteristics, (iii) revealing phenomena which may
be masked by buoyant convection, and (iv) characterizing the processes of vortex/flame interaction for a better
understanding of transition to turbulence of gas jet diffusion flames.
Task Description:
In order to achieve these objectives, the program pursues two distinct but complementary paths, as follows:
(a) Investigating the effects of fuel type, flow rate, Reynolds number, nozzle size, and gravity on (i) global flame
characteristics (such as flame shape, height, radiation and temperature), (ii) the extent of the transition regime, (i/i)
turbulent flame features, and (iv) stand-off characteristics and blow-off conditions. These tests provide data on
flames in microgravity (using the Drop Tower and Zero-Gravity Facility, in addition to the KC-135 aircraft) and
normal-gravity environments. The measurements include temperature, thermal radiation, pressure, species
concentration, acceleration, and flame imaging. The data will be used to validate detailed analytical and numerical
models of these flames.
Co) Identifying the mechanisms involved in the generation and interaction of observed large-scale structures which
directly influence the flame characteristics noted under (a). This part involves an investigation to be carried out in
space, which utilizes a controlled, well-defined set of disturbances to reveal the mechanisms that govern the
dynamics of large-scale structures interacting with flame fronts under microgravity conditions. This will further
our understanding of the naturally occurring disturbances that are an inherent part of the transitional and turbulent
flames of part (a). As in part (a), a combined analytical and numerical modeling effort will be an integral
component of this phase of the program.
Task Significance:
Most practical combustion is turbulent because enhanced mixing is essential for increasing combustion efficiency.
Despite this technical importance, turbulent flames are not well understood because their random, transient nature
greatlycomplicatestheinteractionofprocessesoccurringinflamesandtheirassociatedanalysis.This
complicationisovercomeinamicrogravityexperimenthroughtheuseofasteadylaminarflameandinduced
vortices.Controlled,repeatingvorticesareproducedbyanirismechanismthatopensandpartiallyclosesaround
the base of the flame. The operation of the mechanism creates sinusoidal variations in the air flow entrained by the
fuel jet, at a single controlled frequency. The experiment cannot be conducted in normal-gravity because buoyant
instabilities induce uncontrolled vortices at other frequencies and amplitudes, complicating the analysis. The results
of this experiment will help in improving our understanding of turbulent flames with direct applications to
problems of combustor efficiency and pollutant emission.
Progress During FY 1995:
Contract NAS3-25982 has been in place since November 1991. It involves a comprehensive study of laminar,
transitional and turbulent gas jet diffusion flames in microgravity. The following researchers participated in these
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efforts: 1) M.Y. Bahadori, Principal Investigator (SAIC); 2) J.F. Small, Jr., Research Scientist (SAIC); 3) U.G.
Hegde, Co-Investigator (NYMA, Inc.); 4) L. Zhou, Research Scientist (Analex, Inc.); 5) D.P. Stocker, Project
Scientist (NASA Lewis); and 6) F. Vergilii, Project Manager (NASA Lewis).
An extensive series of tests in the 5.18-Second Zero-Gravity Facility at NASA Lewis was conducted for the flight
test matrix of pulsed gas-jet diffusion flames. These tests were conducted for characterization of the
axisymmelric-perturbation mechanism, flame behavior under the influence of oscillation parameters, visualization
characteristics, radiometer (both global and slice) verification, and thermocouple-rake operation. Obtained data
included:
(i) Time-resolved images of the flame under the influence of the imposed disturbances. The convection
velocity of the pulsations along the flame was obtained, and it was found that the average convection velocity was
approximately 20% of the injection velocity. In addition, slructure wavelength was shown to decrease with
downstream distance. These findings are consistent with theoretical predictions made by the investigators.
(ii) Temperature measurements by means of free-wire thermocouples at various axial and radial locations in the
flame. Sampling rates in excess of 500 Hz were employed. The obtained thermocouple signals were corrected for
the time constants which were also measured during the reduced-gravity tests. Amplitudes of the temperature
oscillations were found to decrease axially. The decay in the amplitudes was frequency dependent. The disturbances
displayed near-unity coherence over the flame region.
(iii) Flame radiation measurements by both global and slice radiometers as a function of both imposed pulsation
frequency and radiometer location. Time-averaged global radiometer signals compared exlremely well with
theoretically predicted values. The sampling rate of the signals was greater than 500 Hz and the obtained signals
were corrected for the radiometer time constants. The correspondence between temperature and radiation signals is
currently under investigation.
Other significant findings also resulted from these tests. For unpulsed flames, it is found that: (a) Temperatures
near the flame tip are still increasing at the end of the drop; (b) Global- and slice-radiometer signals are increasing at
the end of the drop; (c) Optimum location of the global radiometer is consistent with numerical calculations; (d)
Temperature drop along the centerline of the microgravity flames is verified both experimentally and numerically;
and (e) Microgravity times longer than five seconds are needed to approach steady conditions in the near-field of the
flame.
The results of the pulsed microgravity flame studies can be summarized as follows: (a) Iris pulsing has led to
sinusoidal temperature and radiation oseiUations; (b) Disturbances are damped downstream as centerline temperature
amplitude decreases with axial distance; (c) Near-perfect coherence between both temperature and radiation
oscillations are observed over the flame length (this is not observed in normal gravity); (d) Time-averaged data do
not reach near-steady state in 5 seconds of microgravity; (e) Temperature oscillations near the center,in, are 180
degrees out of phase with oscillations near the flame sheet, which is consistent with vortex dynamics; and (f) Five
seconds of microgravity does not provide enough time to obtain statistically stationary data for flames under the
influence of imposed disturbances.
The iris arrangement utilized to impose the periodic and repeatable pulsations on the investigated flames was
characterized by LDV measurements. An W-into-air jet was utilized for this purpose and all three components of
the velocity, i.e., axial, radial and tangential, were measured. It was found that the axial velocity dominated the
radial and tangential velocities under both steady and oscillatory conditions. The axisymmetric nature of the
imposed disturbances was confirmed. Experimental and numerical results were in good agreement for the flowfield.
Fabrication of the flight experiment package is in progress, and the planned completion date is early 1996.
Currently, safety documents, the Product Assurance Plan, drawings, and other documentation are being prepared.
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The modeling effort consists of analytical and numerical simulations of gas jet diffusion flames under the influence
of imposed disturbances. To date, laminar base-flame calculations for flight experiment have been conducted, and a
number of comparisons such as optimum radiometer location and temperature field of the flame are made with
experimental da_ Detailed numerical computations of a time.dependent, Navier-Stokes model are in progress,
Disturbed flames are currently under investigation. Numerical simulation of the finme mmsient development under
the experiment condition is obtained. Detailed modeling of iris-induced fiowfield in jets was completed, and the
results have shown good agreement with the LDV measurements.
Milestones:
(i) The project successfully passed the Requirements Definition Review (RDR) which was conducted in February.
(i/) Authorit_ to proceed to flight was received from NASA Headquarters in March.
(i/i) The final Science Requirements Document (SRD) was del/vered to the Project Scientist in April.
(iv) The Project Plan and Hardware Capabilities documents were submim_dto the Program Manager and Prod'am
Scientist in May.
(v) The Payload Accommodations Requirements (PAR) document was submitted to Goddard Space Flight Center in
August.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 1
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 0
TASK INITIATION:11/91 EXPIRATION: 12/98
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:963-22-05-03
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAS3-25982
RESPONSIBLECENTER: LeRC
BJBLJOORAPH;C CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Hegde, U.G., Zhou, L., and Bahadod, M.Y., The transitionto turbulenceof m/crogravRygas jet diffusion flames.
Combustion Science and Technology, vol. 102, no. 1-6, 95 (1994).
Presentations
Bahadori,M.Y., 'q_ninar, transitional,and turbulentgas jet diffusion flames - bibliography (1984-1994), SAIC Report
No. 284-03-1067 (95-3)." Science Applications Internationa/Corporation,Torrance,Cal/fornia, 1995.
Bahadori,M.Y., Small, J.F., Jr., Hegde, U.G., Zhou, L., and Stocker, D.P. "Characteristics of transitionaland turbulentjet
diffusion flames in microgravity." Proceedings of the Third InternationalMicrogravityCombustionWorkshop, Cleveland,
OH, April,1995.
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Sooting Effects in Reduced Gravity Droplet Combustion (SEDC)
Principal Investigator: Prof.Mun Y, Choi University of Illinois, Chicago
Co-Investigators:
No Co-rs Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
To determine the effects of sooting on droplet combustion characteristics using optical and intrusive techniques.
The parameters to be studied include burning rate, flame dynamics, extinction, disruption and soot particle
dTnandcs.
Task Description:
The sooting behavior will be studied using expanded beam line-of sight extinction and subsequent 3-point Abel
deconvolution to determine the soot volume fraction distribution; two-wavelength optical pyrometry to determine
the soot temperature within the region between the flame and the droplet; and thermophoretic sampling/transmission
electron microscopy to determine the soot morphology (radius of gyration, primary panicle size, fractal geometry,
etc). Feasibility studies will also be performed using Laser-lnduced-lncandescence techniques to determine droplet
soot volume fraction.
These experiments will be performed for a wide range of conditions to vary the sooting propensity of the droplet
using various fuels, pressure, oxygen indices, droplet dimension and inem as parameters. In addition,
computational modeling of the soot particle dynamics using the balance between thermophoresis and Stefan drag
will be compared with the experimental measurements. The modeling efforts will be advanced interactively with the
experimental measurements of the soot volume fractions and the soot particle dimensions.
Task Significance:
The combustion of a pure, single-component liquid droplet provides an ideal problem from which to obtain valuable
information for both basic and applied scientific purposes. The importance of the isolated droplet burning process
has promoted extensive experimental and theoretical investigations for more than 40 years. In terms of the practical
relevance, the knowledge of individual droplet burning characteristics provides insights into some of the more
complex mechanisms involved in spray combustion. Since estimated energy production through spray combustion
processes accounts for more than 25% of the world's output, droplet combustion remains a viable field for continued
research.
Since the pioneering microgravity droplet combustion experiments of Kumagal and coworkers back in 1957, there
have been numerous theoretical, computational and experimental studies analyzing the burning characteristics of
isolated droplets. However, sooting effects have typically been neglected due to the complexities involved (both
experimental and computational/theoretical). However, recent microgravity experiments indicate that soot/sootshell
formation affects all four of the importantmeasurable parameters involved in droplet combustion: burning rate,
flame diameter, extinction and disruption. Thus, our understanding of the burning characteristics of droplets can
only be complete by considering a detailed study of the sooting behavior for a wide range of characteristic times and
dimensions.
In all previous microgravity studies, the degree of sooting was estimated by visual observations of the sootshell.
This study will focus on the effects of sooting on the droplet burning rate, flame dimensions, extinction and
disruption by accurately measuring the soot volume fraction, temperaV,m; and soot morphology and dynamics.
These measurement of the temperature and soot volume fractions will also prove beneficial in assessing the
importance of radiative heat transfer.
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Progress During FY 1995:
Themajor accomplishmenthisyearwasthe completionof adroptower/aircraftrig for examining fiber-supported
dropletcombustion.The basicdesignwasbasedon that of DCE (Droplet CombustionExperiment), with two
significant, additional diagnostic features. These were full-field soot volume fraction measurements via laser light
extinction, and gas phase temperature measurements using two-wavelength pyrometry. Many successful drops
wereperform,eL
In choosing a chamber to use for this experiment, our initial goal was to permit multiple optical paths and
maximize chamber volume. This led us to consider a rectangular chamber, which would most efficiently utilize the
space available on a standard drop package. This also would enable the placement of windows for viewing on
multiple orthogonal paths. Unfommately, such a chamber would have to be very thick and heavy to tolerate the
comer stresses which would be induced when pressurized/evacuated. Therefore, the decision was made to use the
DCE-style cylindrical chamber, with a modified window layout to accommodate the required optical paths.
The droplet deployment and ignition hardware was built using the successful design of DCE. However, a fiber
support for tethering the droplet was designed and installed to keep the droplet from drifting out of the field of view
of the optics. A thermophoretic soot sampler was designed, but not yet incorporated into the chamber.
The challenge for this drop rig buildup was to insert a substantial volume of additional diagnostics in the limited
space available, while not exceeding the allowable weight limit for the drop tower. Therefore, early in the design
stages, the specifications and weights of the optical components (and drawings of custom-made component holders)
including the beam-expanding subsection, two-wavelength pyrometry subsection and extinction measurement
subsection were determined. (A laser beara-expanding system not requiring the use of a spatial filter was chosen,
significantly reducing the degree of alignment needed prior to the experiment.)
The calibration factors for the gray-level intensity conversion for several possible data acquisition and analysis
systems were determined. A computer imaging code was written to measure droplet surface area, volume and
diameter regression for use in normal-gravity and micmgravity experiments.
The graduate student performing the drops duplicated the video analysis system used back at the university in the
drop tower at LeRC. This system included a computer equipped with a frame grabber and a separate high-resolution
monitor. All of the algorithms needed to deconvolute the fight extinction and pyrometry measurements were
available. The student, who spent a third of the year at LeRC, assisted NASA engineers in placing all of the optical
components and holders on the drop rig. He also calibrated the two-wavelength pyrometry cameras using a
high-temperature black body and calibrated the laser detection camera using various neutral density filters.
The fast successful drop was performed on 9/22/95, producing ignition for a decane droplet in air. (The sooting
region appeared smaller than expected, enabling a magnification of 2.5 times for subsequent experiments.) Heptane
and decane droplets of different sizes have also been burned in air.
For most of the year (while the drop rig was being built), there was substantial 1-g work performed to determine
settings for the optical diagnostics, establish numerical algorithms, and obtain baseline flame data. Soot volume
fraction experiments were conducted using toluene, benzene, decane, heptane, and various toluene/methanol
mixtures at 1, 0.5 and 0.25 arm. Gray,metric sampling of the emitted soot from the open-tip flames of toluene
determined whether the optical measurements of soot volume fraction could provide information regarding total soot
emission from the very sooty fuels. (This is important because most heavily sooting fuels have open-tipped flames
and the sooting region is usually much larger than the area that can be measured using conventional optical
techniques.)
Thermophoretic sampling experiments in toluene and heptane flames, and subsequent transmission electron
micrographs measured primary particle size and radius of gyration. Then, the optical measurements from various
sections of the sootingregion were usedto determine if a scalinglaw existed to predictthe emittedsoot. As initial
massof fuel usedto generatethe dropletdecreased,so didthe dropletsize(andtherefore the flamesize), however,it
wasnotedthat despitethe changein the initial diameter,the conversionof fuel to emittedsootremainedconstant.
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Using ferrocene as an additive, normal gravity droplet soot volume fraction measurements were conducted.
(Ferrocene may be used with toluene to reduce sooting characteristics.) Without additives, toluene combustion in
microgravity will likely produce conditions that will violate the optically-thin assumptions used in light extinction
techniques.
Soot volume fraction measurements in an ethylene/air diffusion flame (the Santoro flame ) were compared to
single line of sight results to assess the accuracy of the light extinction and deconvolution techniques.
Two-wavelength temperature measurements using the Santoro burner were compared with thermocouple
measurements to calibrate the full-field two-wavelength pyrometzy technique.
TEM/radius of gyration measurements were made for various fuels that produce soot with similar optical properties
as droplet flame soot. More than 500 soot aggregates from each flame of acetylene, ethylene and propane were
analyzed using a non-subjective technique to determine the number of aggregates required to determine the sample
threshold that would produce meaningful averages. This study, in conjunction with the gravimetric sampling/light
extinction experiments that are being performed as part of a NIST effort, is important in determining the correct
light extinction constant to be used in the experiments.
Laser-induced-incandescence experiments on droplets and gaseous diffusion flames were conducted. These gave an
independent check on the soot concentration field.
Depending on the temperature and soot volume distributions, the emission intensity can change as a function of
fuel-type, pressure, oxygen concenU'ation, and various other environmental factors. To ensure that the use of a
single neutral density filter (placed in front of the light extinction camera) can discriminate flame emission while
maximizing the laser intensity transmission, a novel technique was designed in which the laser light is chopped. In
this manner, successive frames can be used for light extinction plus flame emission, and flame emission alone. By
subtracting the flame emission signal, a corrected attenuation frame can be obtained.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 2
TASK INITIATION: 6/94 EXPIRATION: 5/98
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION: 963-15-0B
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG3-1631
RESPONSIBLECENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Presentations
Lee, K.-O., Jensen, K., and Choi, M.Y,, 'rrhe effects of sooting in droplet combustion." Presented at the Third
International Microgravity Combustion Workshop, Cleveland, OH, NASA Conference Publication 10174, 53-58, April
1995.
lee, K.-O., Jensen, K., and Choi, M.Y., "Measurements of soot volume fraction of single droplets using light extinction
technique." Presentedat the Westem-States/Central-StatesJMesicanNational Sectional Meeting of the Combustion
Institute, San Antonio, TX, April 1995.
Vander Wal, R., Dietrich, D. and Choi, M.Y., "Relative soot volume fractions in droplet combustion via laser-induced
incandescence."Presentedatthe EasternStatesSectionof the Combustion Institute,Clearwater,FL, December, 1994.
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Candle Flames in Microgravity
Principal Investigator: Dr. DazdelL. Dietrich NASA Lewis Research Center(LeRC)
Co-Investigators:
Ross, Dr. H.
T'ien, Prof. J.S.
NASA Lewis Research Center (I.,eRC)
Case Western Reserve Univerity
Task Objective:
The goal of this work is to further investigate some of the features of candle flame combustion observed during a
recent small scale candle flame experimentconducted on board the space shuttle. These are specLflcally as follows:
I. To observe whether a steady flame can exist in a purely diffusive environment;
2. To understand from a fundamental aspect the observed near.extinction flame oscillations;
3. To examinethenatureof the interactions betweentwo candieflames.
As a secondary objective, we will use the candleasa model system (non.propagating, steady-state diffusion
(non.convective) flame) to investigate buoyant scaling argnments for diffusion flames. Testing and scaling analysis
to date shows that utilizing reduced pressure, enhanced oxygen environments do not produce a buoyancy.t_e
environment, as currently published scaling arguments suggest.
Task Description:
These objectives will be accomplished by a program consisting of the development of a comprehensive numerical
model of the candle flame, ground.based testing in normal-gravity laboratories and drop towers, and another
small-scalegloveboxexperiment.
The development of a comprehensive numerical model represents the most significant addition to the propos_
program. The gas-phase model will be a modification of an existing two.dimensional code developed for flame
spread over solid fuels under the guidance of one of the investigators. The imtial model for the wick/liquid phase
has already been developed by the principal investigator.
The ground based testing will utilize existing drop rigs and other existing experimental equipment to fully
characterize the candle flame in a range of ambient conditions (i.e., atmospheric to sub-atmospheric pressures,
nitrogen-oxygen, helium-oxygen ambients). The data will be imaging of the flame, ,herin,couple measurements,
LDV and possibly PIV, all of which the investigators have experience using. The use of more advanced diagnostics
will also be explored during the later phases of the program.
The space experiment will be a glovebox experiment that is similar to the existing Candle Flame in Microgravity
glovebox experiment (same investigators). The minor proposed changes will be: a larger free volume, the
performance of the thennocouple measurements (a capability that existed but was not used on the last experiment
because scheduling conflicts), the ability to maintain a large candle spearation distance and to simultaneously ignite
the two candies.
Task Significance:
The candle flame in microgravity is a unique/model system (non-propagating, steady-state d/flus,on (non-convective)
flame). The dam from thb work is expected to improve our understanding of diffusion flames on a fundamental
level.
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Progress During FY 1995:
The initial formulation of the computational model is complete. The initial formulation solves the steady-state
droplet combustion problem with gas-phase radiative loss and single-step chemistry. The formulation for the more
complex non-spherically candle flame is underway, The candle will be treated as a samra_,d porous material at a
constant temperature which greatly simplifies the wick and coupling of the wick and gas-phase. The full
Navier-Stokes equations must be solved for this formulation.
The candle flames project was selected for manifest as a MIR glovebox experiment. This experiment will be an
enhancement of the USML- 1 experiment with the following features: I) a larger candle box with a greater free area
which should translate into a longer flame lifetime, 2) more candles to develop statistics of the combustion process,
3) temperature measurements using free wire thermocouples, 4) point measurements of the flame luminosity, 5)
point measurements of the far-field oxygen concentration, 6) automatic ignition and simultaneous ignition of two
candles, and 7) candles with different wick diameters and lengths and different candle diameters. The flight hardware
was designed and constructed and will be delivered this year. Everything is on schedule for a December Priroda
launch date.
A new style of candle was designed and constructed. The design of the candle is a liquid fuel and a porous metal
wick (similar to an alcohol burner). Initial testing was completed using heptane, decane, isopropanol and methanol
atair,latin(normalgravity)withdifferentwick diametersand exposedwick lengths.Initialtestingisextremely
promising. The flame size and shape and burning rate are very reproducible. The flame size, shape and burning rate
are also easily controlled from the wick length and diameter. This may prove to be an excellent model candle since
the fuel properties are well known and the properties of the porous metal wick are known and can be controlled. An
insert was manufactured for the Droplet Array 2.2 Second Drop Tower rig so that it can be used to test the liquid
candles. Testing will start in August 1995.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 1
MS Students: 1
PhD Students: 0
TASK INITIATION: 5/94 EXPIRATION: 4/98
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-15-013
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Presentations
Dieu'ich, D., and Ross, H. "Candle flames in microgravity." Third International Microgravity Workshop, 1995.
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Investigation of Laminar Jet Diffusion Flames in Microgravity: A Paradigm for Soot Processes in
Turbulent Flames
Principal Investigator: Prof. GerardM. Faeth University of Michigan
Co-Investigators:
No Co-rs Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The fright project is an experimental and theoretical investigation of the mechanisms of soot formation in laminar
jet diffusion flames under conditions of low buoyancy. The flight experiment is in the Combustion Experiment
Module.
Task Description:
Several types of experiments have been conducted. The majority have been in normal gravity, studying the
influence of gravity by varying the ambient pressure. In addition, experiments have been conducted on NASA's low
gravity aircraft, (the KC-135 at JSC). The work has focused on mapping soot volume fraction, temperature, soot
particle size and gas species in a variety of hydrocarbon flames. The flight experiment will be limited to
measurement of soot volume fraction, soot particle size and some temperatures.
Task Significance:
In most flames of practical interest, soot radiation is the dominant mode of heat transport to combustor components
and a dominant mechanism for flame spread and growth. The experimental results, combined with theoretical
modelling will confirm or deny the applicability of the conserved scalar formalism to soot properties in diffusion
flames. These results, when combined with those of ground-based low- and normal gravity experiments will
increase the currentfundamental understanding of soot formation processes in both laminar and turbulent flames and
increase our ability to model them. Consequently this will have a significant impact on our understanding of
systems such as the spread of unwanted fLres,design of jet engines and large scale boilers.
Progress During FY 1995:
October:.
Data on varioushydrocarbon airflameshavebeenrecl_-.ckedto t'md soot nucleation andgrowth behavior;the results
indicatethat nucleation is associatedwith afirst-orderacetylenereactionwhile growth canbe exp_ by pandlel
f'u-storderreactionsinvolvingbothethyleneandacetylene. Measurementsof soottemperature distributions witl_
the premixedethylene/airflamesare nearing completion;measurementsfor these flameswill turn to velocitiesand
soot structure during the next report period. Analysis of imaging measurements of soot volume fractions obtained
at NASA-LeRC was completed satisfactorily for propylene/air flames and is in progress for ethylene/air and
propane/air flames', this work will continue throughout the next report period.
November.
The twopapersdescribingsootnucleationa dgrowthforacetylene/airndotherhydrocarbon/airflameswere
completedand submittedtoCombustionandFlame.Measurementsofsoottemperaturedistributionswithinthe
premixedethylene/airflameswerecompleted;atthepresentimelaservelocimetrymeasurementsofvelocitiesin
theseflamesareinprogressandwillbecompleteduringthenextreportperiod.Analysisofimaging
measurementsofsootvolumefractionsobtainedatNASA-I.aRC was completedsatlsfactorilyforethylene/air
flamesandisnearingcompletionforpropane/airflames;thisworkshouldbecompleted,andanalysisofmult/I/ne
temperaturem asurementsinitiated,duringthenextreportperiod.
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December:.
A paper describing effects of hydrodynamics on soot nucleation and growth was completed for the upcoming
Aerospace Sciences Meeting; this paper also has been submitted to the Journal of Propulsion and Power. P.B.
Sunderland completed the written version of his Ph.D. thesis; the thesis currently is being evaluated and reproduced.
Several issues concerning the flight experiment were resolved: the soot volume fraction measurement was
demonstrated, agreements concerning success criteria and repeat tests were completed, and an agreement about an
improved optical system for the soot volume fraction measurements was completed; work continues on testing the
soot temperature measurement system. Measurements of velocities were completed in the premixed flame
apparatus, they increase significanOy with distance from the burner exit Q a property that was not considered during
earlier studies of soot in these flames.
January:
The papers by Sunderland and Faeth, and Lin et al., were presented at the Aerospace Sciences meeting; the thesis by
Sunderland has been approved; and a paper by Xu et al., has been submitted to the Spring Technical Meeting of the
Canadian Section of the Combustion Institute. Work still is in progress concerning evaluation of the soot
temperature measurement system for the flight experiment. Measurements of velocities in the premixed flame
apparatus were repeated successfully. Current measurements on this apparatus are concentrating on soot structure
and gas species concentrations.
February:
The paper by Sunderland et al., has appeared in Combustion and Flame; the paper by Xu et al., has been accepted
for presentation at the Spring Technical Meeting of the Canadian Section of the Combustion Institute; and an
invited paper by Faeth and Koylu was completed and submitted for the 8th ISTPC. Measurements of soot structure
and gas species concentrations in the premixed flames are in progress and will continue during the next report
period. Measurements of flame lengths at low gravity CKC-135 tests) were completed while evaluation of the soot
temperature measurement system for the flight experiment is still in progress.
March :
The paper by Farias et al., has appeared in the Journal of Heat Transfer. Measurements of soot structure were
completed for all three flames allowing computations of soot nucleation and growth rates. These calculations have
highlighted a few problems with the data base where measurements are currently being repeated; these measurements
and updated rate determinations will be completed during the next report period. Calibration of the gas
chromatography revealed some problems about separating some species and obtaining adequate repeatability for
other species. We have been working with the manufacturer to resolve the problems and plan to continue gas
composition measurements throughout the next report period. Routine evaluation of test information from
NASA-LeRC, for the LSP experiment, continued throughout the report period.
April :
Measurements of soot structure were completed for the three premixed flames and the data was reduced to yield soot
nucleation and growth rates. Initial growth rates were comparable to earlier observations of Harris and Weiner
(1993) and decreased with increasing residence time as Harris and Weiner observed as well; this behavior is thought
to be caused by reduced flame temperatures due to radiative heat losses, which reduces the radical pool needed to
activate the carbon surface for soot growth reactions. We also observed reduced nucleation rates, which supports
parallel behavior for reactions of heavy hydrocarbons
toward observable soot particles. Earlier problems about gas concentration measurements have been resolved and
these measurements will continue throughout the next report period. Evaluation of test information from
NASA-LeRC for the LSP experiment continued throughout the report period.
May:
Measurements of species concentrations were completed in the three flames and all data was reduced to fred
fundamental reaction rate parameters. Acetylene is the dominant species available for soot formation, growth rates
decrease as temperature decreases and nucleation rates decrease consistent with their known temperature dependence.
Measurements have now turned to condensable hydrocarbon species (CHS), this work, and routine evaluation of
LSP results from NASA-LeRC work.
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June :
The sampling system for condensable hydrocarbon species (CHS) and for gray|metric measurements of soot
concentrations in th, _premixed flames was developed successfully. Measurements with this arrangc_m_nt are in
progress but results thus far indica_ relatively low concentrations of CHS and good _ment betw_n earlim"
optical and present gray|metric measurements of soot concentrations; these measurements will continne throughout
the next report period. Work has begun to develop a detailed model of soot formation in the premixed flames.
July:
Measurements of the concen_ations of condensable hydrocarbon species, and gravimetric measurements of soot
concentrations, continued throughout the report period, with results completed at c/O ratios of 0.79 and 0,89;
similar measurements at c/O-0.99 are in progress and should be completed during the next report period. Findings
continue to show good agreement between optical and gravimetric measurements of soot volume fractions. Initial
calculations of premixed flame properties using a simplified model were completed satisfactorily; work during the
next report period will involve calculations with a more complete model. Work on the write-up of experiment
procedures, and the brochure write-up for the LSP experiment continued during the report period.
August:
Measurements of the concentrations of hydrocarbon species and gray|metric measurements of soot concentrations
were attempted at a C./O ratio of 0.99, using both the original and new burners. Unfortunately, flame structure
conditions to correspond to our earlier measurements could not be repeated; therefore, we are moving on to consider
gas species concentrations for intermediate conditions that are less affected by burner age. Predictions of gas species
thus far are very promising using the mechanism of Leung and Lindstedt, current work is considering other
conditions and the mechanism of Frenklach and coworkers. Correlations of soot growth rates with predictions of
radical concentrations look very promising; this work will continue throughout the next report period. Writ|up of
experimental procedures is still progress.
September:
Work continued on setting up intermediate premixed flames and measuring stable species concentrations and other
properties within them; this work should be nearing completion by the end of the next report period. Work
continues on preparing for calculations using the mechanism of Frenklach and coworkers; data has been entered and
properties checked thus far, with calculations to follow during the next report period. The surface growth
mechanism continues to look promising with quite reasonable collision efficiencies found thus far, we hope to
complete this development during the next report period. Interactions with NASA-LeRC about LSP and writ|up of
experimental procedures continued.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 4/94 EXPIRATION: 4/97
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0 PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-22-05-04
MS Students: 1 MS Degrees: ] NASA CONTRACT No.: NAG3-1245
PhD Students: 2 PhD Degrees: 1 RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Faeth, G.M. and Koylu, U.O. Soot morphology and optical properties in nonpremixed turbulent flame environments.
Combustion Science Technology, (1995).
Far|as,T.L.,Carvalho,M.G.,Koylu,U.O.,and Faeth,G.M. Computationalevaluationof
rayleigh-debye-gans/fractal-aggregate theory for the absorption and scattering properties of soot. Journal Heat Trans, Vol.
117, 152-159 (1995).
Koylu, U.O. and Faeth, G.M. Optical properties of soot in buoyant laminar diffusion flames. Journal Heat Trans., Vol.
116, 971-979 (1994).
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Koyiu, U.O., Fteth, G.M,, Farlu, T.L., and Carvalho, M.O. Fractal and projected structure properties of soot aggregates.
Combust/on Flame, Vol. 100, 621-633 (1995).
Lin, K.-C. and Faeth, G.M., Hydrodynamic suppression of soot emLssions in laminar diffusion flames. Journal Propuision
Power, (1995).
Sunderland, P.B., Paeth, (3.M. Soot formation in hydrocarbon/air laminar jet diffusion flames. Combustion Flame, (1995).
Sunderland, P.B., Koylu, U.O., and Faeth, G.M. Soot formation in weakly buoyant ecetylene-fueled laminar jet diffusion
flames burning in air. Combust/on Flame, Vo. 100, 310-322 (1995).
Proeeedlngs
Fresh, G.M. "Laminar soot processes." Third International Microgrevity Combustion Conference, Cleveland, April 1995.
Faeth, G.M. and Koyiu, U.O. "Stracture and optica] properties of fIame-genereted soot." 8th International Symposi_Lm on
Transport Phenomena in Combustion, San Prancisco, Juiy 1995.
Farlu, T.L., Carvalho, M.G., Koylu, U.O., and Feeth, O,M. "Sranering properties of polydisperse soot agllregates,"
Eurothem Seminar No. 37: Heat Transfer in Radiating and Combustin$ Systems - 2, BNEA Research Center, SaluiUl/a, Italy,
pp. 59-67, 1994.
Lin, K.-C. and Faeth, G.M. "Hydrodynamic suppression of mot emissions in laminar diffusion flames." 33rd AIAA
Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Reno, NV., AJAA paper no. 95-0375, 1995.
Sunderland, P.B. and Paeth, O.M. "Soot nucleation and growth In weakly.booyant hydrocarbon difl_ion flames." 33rd
AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Reno, NV, AIAA Paper No, 95-0149, 1995,
Sunderland, P.B. and Faeth, G.M., "Soot format/on in hydrocarbon/air laminar jet diffusion flames," 1994 Fall Technical
Meeting, Eastern Sect/on of the Combustion Institute, Pl_burgh, PA, 333-36, December 1994.
Xu, F., Sunderland, P.B., and Faeth, G,M. "Soot growth in premixed ethlene/air flames at atmospheric pressure."
Proceedings of the Spring Technical Meeting, Canadian Section of the Combustion Institute, Victoria, B.C,, pp. 75-79,
1995.
Presentations
Faeth, G.M., "Soot morphology and opt/ca] properties in flame environment,." Chemica] Engineering Department
Seminar, UCLA, Los Angeles, March 1995.
Lin, K.-C., "Soot formation in c2h2/air diffusion flames." Fluid and Ou Dynamics Seminar, Department of Aerospace
Engineering, The University of Michigan, November 1994.
Sunderland, P.B., "Soot formation in laminar jet diffusion flames." Ph.D. Thesis, The Unlverslty of Michlgan, Ann Arbor,
Michigan, 1995.
Sunderland, P.B., "Soot formation in hydroearbon/a]r difftalon flames." Fluid and Gu Dynamics seminar, Department of
Aerospace Engineering, The University of Michigan, November 1994.
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Unsteady Diffusion Flames: Ignition, Travel, and Burnout
Principal Investigator: Dr.Frank Fendell TRW
Co-Investigators:
No Co-rs Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
Investigate the adequacy of freqnently adopted, simplified mathematical models to describe the behavior of laminar
flames, primarily diffusion flames, by comparison with definitive experimental data, conveniently available from
burning in a microgravity environment.
Task Description:
A combined experimental and theoretical approach is used, in which a high degree of spatial symmetry is achieved
by experimental design, as a simplification for both data collection and modeling. Parametric variation of
stoichiometric proportion and reactant dilution at ignition is to provide sufficient data to test models.
Task Significance:
The adequacy of frequently used models to predict diffusion-flame behavior can be tested. This project will facilitate
comparison of the accuracy of alternative diffusion-flame models, from the relatively simple to the highly inclusive.
Clarifying what minimal level of inclusiveness in formulation suffices to meet a user's requirements is practically
advantageous. The work is particularly pertinent for flames with gaseous fuels, such as hydrogen, natural gas and
propane, and near-cold-wall quench layers. The approach may be extended for the study of other gaseous chemically
reacting systems.
Progress During FY 1995:
The conu'act NAS3-27264 was signed by J. M. Smink of TRW on September 2, 1994 and by E. C. Meusurati of
LeRC on September 6, I994. It was received by TRW on September 13, 1994. The effective starting date of the
contract is July 11, 1994.
The plan is to initially segregate hydrogen diluted with argon, and oxygen diluted with helium, into two equal
half-volumes within a squat rectangnlar-solid-configured container with isothermal, noncatalytic, impervious walls.
The contents of the two half volumes are each to be at atmospheric pressure and temperature, and to have equal
density, so that the "average molecular weight" for each half volume is the same. The overall contents are to be
sufficiently fuel-deficient such that, if (conceptually) the initial, segregated contents of the container were mixed to
form a perfectly homogeneous gaseous mixture, the diabatic flame temperature (equilibrium burned-gas
temperature) would be consistent with a vigorous diffusion flame, but not so hot that either dissociation of product
species (mairdy water vapor) or gaseous radiative heat transfer or the physical integrity of the container is of
concern.
In practice, a thin metallic film seems a candidate material to serve as the impervious initial interface between the
half volumes; it is to be removed, on command, by rapid lateral translation in its own plane, much in the manner of
the roll-up of a window shade. Ignition, probably by spark, is to occur after a short interval for reactant
interdiffusion. Aside from possible exceptions at early times, the diffusion flame is anticipated to travel into the
hydrogen-containing half volume. The key objective is to measure the flame temperature and flame position as a
function of time until depletion of the deficient reactant (hydrogen) results in extinction of the planar diffusion
flame. The fairly bet, soot-free, barely visible nature of a vigorous hydrogen-air flame poses a challenge for
diagnostics.
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LeRC has provided information to TRW about H20 spectral emission characteristics, spark and hot wire ignition
electrical circuitry and power requirements on the space shuttle and station.
The QFD process at NASA, which started in mid-October, 1994, finished at the end of January, 1995. QFD
brainstorming sessions identified separator design, ignitor design, gas fill system design and 2-D measurement of
flame temperature and position as potential breadboards. We determined alternative approaches for the solution of
each problem. We also selected the most promis/ng approaches for each problem, to start building the breadboards.
The Breadboard Management meetings of the Lewis team, which started after the QFD process, are continuing once
a week for two and a hat[ hours each. Conference calls are being held at least once a week with the PI and his
experimentalists at TRW to keep them involved in the process. The bimonthly Combustion Advanced
Development Review meeting was held on June 27, 1995 to discuss the status of the project with the Division
management.
Experimentally, the design of the test chamber is nearly completed. The chamber is to be created specifically for
testing in December in the NASA 2-second drop tower, this testing is to observe the adequacy of techniques adopted
for thin-fill removal, subsequent gas ignition, and planar-flame establishment. TRW and LeRC are designing a
rapid-removal-and-storage mechanism for the thin-f'flm separator, probably involving the use of an inflatable seal.
The objective is to permit redeployment of the separator (for another experiment in the 2 Second Drop Tower)
without breaking the pressure seal of the container. This would eliminate the need for a new leak-test before every
experiment.
A major current activity is assuring that the chamber is designed to meet NASA requirements for pressure vessels.
For that purpose the results obtained earfier by the Project Scientist, Suleyman Gokoglu, are being utilized. He
ran the NASA CEC program extensively for adiabatic flame temperature calculations, under different fuel-to-oxidant
ratios and for different dilutions, to clarify safety requirements, as well as to guide the choice of operating
conditions. The calculations were done for both constant pressure and constant volume conditions, with the
additional constraint that the initial density of the hydrogen + argon mixture is the same as that of oxygen + helium
mixture. The calculations show that chamber pressure is not expected to exceed I0 atmospheres. The mixture
ratios which result in adiabatic flame temperatures between 2100 - 2300°K are identified. The chamber material and
wall thickness, and the locations and dimensions of the optical windows for diagnostics, are being selected on the
basis of the constraints and requirements for science and engineering.
A set of experiments are being planned to determine the suitable ignition parameters, i.e. minimum and nominal
ignition energy, temporal interval for energy deposition and electrode separation distance. These experiments will
also provide assurance for safety that conditions which may lead to detonation are being avoided. TRW is sending a
candidate '_ome-grown" spark-ignition system to LeRC for testing. For temperature measurement, LeRC is
currently designing an experiment to properly calibrate the two candidate techniques selected via the LeRC QFD
process: l) band-ratio technique from the infrared-emission of the water-vapor product (LeRC's current first choice)
and 2) ceramic fiber mission technique (LeRC's current second choice). TRW is currently exploring options for a
minimally intrusive flame-temperature-measurement technique that is suited to the planar-flame geometry (and
possible minor departures therefrom).
The current concept for parametric investigation in extended microgravity is for repeated use of one unit, lltially
evacuated and sealed, with a thin fill in place to divide the contents into two equal subvolumes. Soon before test
execution, one control is to initiate and terminate the gradual, simultaneous filling of the hail volumes, each half
volume being connected to its own 'feed' bottle. This procedure maintains negligible pressure differential across the
thin fll, yet avoids the problem of hydrogen permeability that would arise if ]ong storage of a gas-filled unit were
required. Upon command, chemical '_reezing" of the container contents by expansion into a large volume is
planned as an option during testing.
TRW favors composing the chamber for spaceflight of stainless steel, and forming it of two top-hat-configured
parts, with a retractable/restorable foil fxed between the two halves by an inflatable seal. TRW favors the use of
sapphire needle valves in backfilling the test chamber, to meet the requirement of maintaining "equal" pressure on
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each side of the thin.film separator as the gaseous compositions are introduced. The maximum allowable pressure
difference between the two half volumes after the fill but before the separator is removed is specified. The main
concern in the repeated use of one
chamber for parametric testing is the accumulation of the heat from combustion, in the absence of convective
cooling in microiFavity. However, the heat from any one test is modest, and is distributed over an apparatus with
large thermal inertia.
A manuscript entitled 'Unsteady Planar Diffusion Flames: lipfition, Travel, Burnout" prepared by F, Wu and F.
Fendell, was presented u Paper 95-0147 in the Microgravity Combustion Session (Dr. Merrill K. King,
cha/rperson) on Sanuary 9, 1995 at the AIAA 33rd Aerospace Sciences Meeting in RenD, NV. A six-p_e summary
was prepared by the PI for, and presented by him at, the 3rd International Microi_vity Combustion Conference,
held on April 11-13, 1995 in Cleveland. Issues briefly discussed include: (1) _in-flame modelin8 for differing
diffUsivities (including peripheral calculation of when the sufficiency condition for extinction, derived from a global
second-order irreversible An'hen/us-type model of the fmite.ra_ chemical iclnetics, is meO; (2) flame quenching and
possible water-vapor condensation, in proxindty to the cold lateral walls of the conudner;,and O) miBnnent of
values to the dimensionless parameters aridn_ in the parabolic boundary/initial-value problem desorlbin_ the navel
of a planar diffusion flame. These parameters include the Lewis-Semenov numbers for fuel vapor (hydrogen) and
gaseous oxidizer (oxygen), the first and second Damkohler numbers, the |sen|topic coefficient, the dimensionless
Arrhenius activation temperature, and the stoich/omelrlcally adjusted mass fractions for fuel vapor and gaseous
ox/d/zer fractions for fuel vapor and gaseous oxidizer.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 7/94 EXPIRATION: 7/98
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-15-00
NASA CONTRACT NO,: NAS3-27264
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1996:
Journals
Fendell, F.E. andWu, F.,
93-126 (1995).
Unsteady planardiffusion flames: ignition, travel, burnout. Comb. Sci. & Tech., vol. 107,
Wu, F. and Fendell, F., Unsteadyplanardiffusion flames: ignition, travel, burnout. AIAA PaperNo. 95-0147, (1995).
Presentatlons
Fendell, F. and Wu, F. "Unsteady planardiffusion flames: ign/tion, U'avel,burnout." Presented in the MlcroBravity
CombustionSession, the AIAA 33rd AerospaceSciences Meeting, RenD,I_W,$annuary 1995.
FendeU,F. and Wu, F., "Unsteadyplanardiffusion flames: ignition, travel, burnout." Presentedat the 3rd Intematlonal
Micro_p'avityCombustion Conference, Cleveland, Ohio, April 11-13, 1995.
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Fundamental Study of Smoldering Combustion in Microgravity
Principal Investigator: Prof. A. C. Fernandez-Pello University of California, Berkeley
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The overall project objective is to increase the fundamental understanding and the prediction of smoldering
combustion under normal and microgravity conditions. This in turn will help the prevention and control of smolder
originated fires in both normal gravity, and in space- based environments. The specific objectives are to determine
the smolder characteristics of a polymeric porous combustible material (polyurethane foam), in a quiescent or
convective oxidizing environment, both at normal and micro-gravity.
Task Description:
The project objectives are accomplished by conducting experiments on ground.based and space-based facilities, and
by developing theoretical models of the process. The experiments are conducted with polyurethane foam as fuel
with mixtures of oxygen/nitrogen as an oxidizer. Temperature at several locations of the sample are measured with
thermocouples; the resulting temperature histories are used to obtain the smolder propagation velocity and smolder
reaction temperature as a function of the oxidizer flow velocity and oxygen concentration. The experimental results
are used to verify and improve the theoretical models of smolder combustion. Experiments are also conducted to
observe the potential transition from smoldering to gas flaming, and to determine the conditions and mechanisms
leading to this transition.
Task Significance:
Smolder is important as both a fundamental combustion problem, i.e., the propagation of a heterogeneous,
non-flaming, surface combustion reaction through a porous combustible material, and as a fire safety problem, i.e.,
the production of toxic compounds and the potential initiation of a Rre through the transition to flaming. There is a
need for furtherunderstanding of the problem for betterprediction and control of smolder in both normal gravity and
microgravity. Furthermore, microgravity introduces additional questions about the transport of mass to and from
the reaction, and the transfer of heat from the reaction that must be resolved in order to predict smolder behavior in a
space-based environment.
Progress During FY 1995:
The following is a monthly step-by-step progress report:
Task I:I_nitionStudyofOpposedSmolderin_
October
Experimentscomparingcharinsulationv.FiberFraxinsulationhavebeenrun.We arepresentlyeaningtowardthe
useofthechar,foritseemstoretainitsconsistencyfairlywell.Allinstrumentationhasbeenrecalibrated(data
acquisitionb ard,massflowcontrollers)toensureaccurateexperimentationafterachangeinpersonnelTGA and
DSC havebeenacquiredfromtheLawrence-LivermoreLabsandarebeingsetup.
November
The igniter wire for the heater broke during a runand has been rebuilt and has been tested to satisfaction.
December
We reviewed the NASA tapes for smoldering glovebox experiments aboard the space shuttle and plotted five
differentruns.We areanalyzinganddiscussingsome interestingthingsuchasbreathingbehaviors.More tests
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have been conducted to expand the data base and they have continued to show consistent and repeatable results. As
part of this test set, we are monitoring additional parameters: the weights of char, foam before, lost weight, and
unburnt foam.
January
The MSC post processor (provided by the MSC project engineering team) has been tested and performs acceptably.
Further runs have been conducted; the variable being studied is voltage effects.
February
Several opposed flow smolder runs have been completed en route to the compilation of a flow regime chart. This
chart shows three regimes: burn to completion, melting, and no light. The melt regime appears to lie between the
low energy, no light zone and the high energy, burn to completion zone. The material behind the heater has been
studied. Replacing the FiberFrax blanket after one or two runs shows the best reproducibility. Using char left from
previous runs undergoes a reaction for the first test condition, but appears to be unreactive after this initial reaction.
When the opposed reaction is allowed to continue until completion, the data show the returnof the reaction to a
forward smolder condition and the oxygen limitation of this secondary reaction.
March
Further runs are commencing to better define the burn regimes for the opposed flow smolder. Data from previous
SCM runs 1-4 have been compiled into a MS Excel Workbook entitled SCM_I-4.xls. Data and plots comparing
experimental geometries and gravity conditions are included, which have been sent to the anonymous ftp site
zeta.lerc.nasa.gov. Charwas produced and sent to NASA Lewis for use in future microgravity experiments.
April
The experimental apparatushas been disassembled and cleaned to insure accurate data collection. Further tests at
flow rates of 0.1mm/sec ignition and 0.7mm/sec burn have been made to outline ignition curves. The latest
version of the MSC Post Processor has been tested and found to work without incident.
May
Several more tests at flow rates of 0.1mm/sec ignition and 0.7mm/sec burn have been made. These tests have been
made varying the ignitor power and the time the ignitor is on in order to better develop the ignition curve.
June
More char has been made and sent to NASA Lewis. Several more tests at various flow rates have been made to fill
in the ignition curve.
July
Further test conditions on the ignition curve are being plotted. Points which seem to lie in outer lying areas are
being checked for errors by rerunning at the given conditions. The curves seem to show a threshold value for
causing melting of the char near the heater of approximately 55 watts. The radiation from the thermocouples in
close proximity to the heater is vital in this threshold value.
August
Test cases have been run for various power levels and times for air flows of 0.1 mm/s ignition and 0.7 mm/s during
smoldering. No unusual trends were noted during the test procedures for the tested conditions. It is noted that for
input heat fluxes less than about 0.2 WatWcm 2, of the sample will not maintain a self propagating condition for
the given conditions.
A model that matches a requisite flux required for ignition of the smolder wave to the provided heat flux by the
Nichrome wire heater. The model predicts test conditions that will produce a self propagating smolder over a range
of input heat fluxes on the order of 0.1 to 1.0 watts/cm 2.
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September
Further experiments to determine ignition criteria for opposed-downward smoldering. The latest parameters to be
varied are the flow velocity. Present tests are being conducted with flow velocities of 0.7 mm/s during both
ignitionand burning.
Estimateswere made oftheCO and CO 2productionfortheSTS-69 experimentsforpostcombustiongas analysis
and senttoNASA Lewis.
Task 2: Forward Smoldering
October
Experiments with 2mm/s and 4mm/s flow velocity have been run. Cursory inspection indicates a strong
dependence on the flow velocity, as temperature and exhaust gas concentration data are significantly different.
Although detailed analysis has not yet been done, there is a trend of higher smolder velocities and temperatures with
increasing flow velocity.
November
Experiments at 2mm/s to lOmm/s flow velocity are being run. Preliminary results indicate that smolder velocity is
linear with air flow velocity. Also at high flow velocities, only one reaction front appears as opposed to the three
(pyrolysis, smolder, and char oxidation) observed at low flow velocities.
December
The combustionchamber hasbeen cleanedand rebuilt.We have made severalrunswitha 0.2mm/s ignitionflow
rate.Preliminaryexaminationofthedatashows littleffany effect.Higherignitionflow rateswillbe studiedin
thefuturetodeterminethevelocitiesatwhich theignitionflowratebecomes important.
January
Several more runs using 0.1mm/s ignition flow rate varying the power to the heater have been made.
February
Ithasbeen determinedthatthecharleftbehindby thesmolderreactioncan be relitundersimilarconditionsasthe
virginfoam. Itappearsthatthepyrolyzateisprovidingmost ofthefuelforthissecond-bum reaction.Runs using
onlya nitrogenpurgefortheflowgas have been made also.The datafrom thiswillbe used fordeterminingthe
effectofthecombustion reactionduringignition.
March
Allofthedatapointsgatheredsofarhave been plottedon a semi-logchartofpower vs.time.There isthe
possibilityofa linearelationshipamong thedatawhen viewed insuch a fashion.Severalmore runshave been
made alongthisboundary toimprovetheresolutionofthechartand tomake certainofthelinearity.
April
More tests were run for determining the ignition curve.
May
Severalmore testshave been run using0.1ram/seeignitionand Imm/sec burn flow rates.These have been run in
thelow power,long timeareaoftheignitioncurve.A preliminaryprogram forcontrollingthe
Thermo-GravimetricAnalyzerhas alsobeen completed.
June
Tests to determine the low power requirements for ignition have been completed. It has also been found that it is
possible to cause a 'Ynelt" even at this low power. Several tests have been conducted in the high power region as
well (80W-90W).
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July
Several more runs in the high power region have been completed. Much of the program to take data from the
Thermo-Gravimetric Analyzer has been completed. Debugging is still in progress.
August
Several more runs have also been made in the high power region. Some strange behavior was noted and the
combustion chamber has been rebuilt to see if this can be accounted for via experimental error. The foam no longer
seems to melt at high power, only at intermediate power ranges.
September
Several more experiments have been made for the 0.2 mm/s case at low power settings. Experiments running a 0.5
mm/s ignition velocity have also been run. Preliminary results indicate that even at low power, the 0.2 mm/s
gives the same power/time curve as the 0.1 mm/s case.
Task 3: 2-D Smolder,n2 And The Transition To Flamin_
January
We have made significant progress in finding a method to image the inside of the foam sample during burning.
Ultrasound is presently very promising. We have acquired 25kHz ultrasound transducers and discovered that this
frequency penetrates our foam (at our present experimental sizes) with reasonable attenuation--sending at 8V rms and
receiving at 2mV rms for a 13cm sample. There is very good transmission through the char, distinguishing itself
from unburnt foam. We will investigate higher frequencies to determine the conditions that provide the best
combination of foam transmission and spatial resolution.
February
40kHz ultrasound transducers have been tested. They do not penetrate the foam as well as the 25kHz ultrasound
transducers. Consequently, we will most likely restrict our imaging technique to frequencies between 25kHz and
40kHz.
March
The homepage for the University of California, Berkeley Microgravity Combustion Lab has been setup and can be
found at http://www.me.berkeley.edu/mcl. Gases for the gas chromatograph have been ordered. 40kHz ultrasound
transducers with higher sensitivity have been sent from Japan (from Prof. Miyasaka) and await testing--if these
transducers perform well, then we will employ them in our ultrasound imaging apparatus, otherwise, we will go
ahead with the 25kHz transducers. We are working in close collaboration with Professor Miyasaka (Fukui
University, Japan) on the signal amplification and reconstruction aspect of the ultrasound imaging technique, as an
e-marl connection has recently been established.
April
The high sensitivity 40kHz ultrasound transducers have been received from Professor Miyasaka and have been tested.
They performed exceptionally and will be used in a prototype testing of the imaging system next month. The
signal responses are as follows: sending at 12Vrms through a 13cm piece of foam, we can detect as signal of
3mVrms. The detection for the char is on the order of IVrms and for the Fiberfrax insulation (at I/2 inch) is
35mVrms. Professor Miyasaka will bring more of these speakers next month, when we work on the imaging
technique.Final manuscript for the ISTP-8 paper has been sent for
publication.
May
Professor Miyasaka visited for a week and helped work on the GC sampling technique, TGA, and ultrasound
imaging technique. The gases for the GC have arrived. The TGA has been rapah-edand hardwired to a PC for data
acquisition and awaits calibration.
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June
The (3(3 has been setup (ie. piping to gases, dedicated power line, computer interface), A capillary column to
measure basic HC's and 02, CO, and C02 has been ordered. We are still trying to develop a linear positioning
system for the ultrasound transducers, but are experiencing difficulty in designing one at low cost (under $2000).
The new pentium 100 computer has been setup.
July
The OC has been tested and works satisfactorily. Liquid CO2 has been ordered for the cryogenic oven. Professor
Miyasaka has arrived from Japan to help work on the linear position system and data acquisition for the ultrasound
imaging system.
August
A PoraPLOT Q capillary column for hydrocarbons, C02, 02, and CO has been installed in the gas chromatograph.
The TCD has been connected to the FID in series. A linear positioning system for the ultrasound transducers has
been obtained (UniStide, Velmex Inc.), An array of speakers and receivers has been setup, Professor Miyasaka
designed and constructed an eight channel mutiplexer and rms converter for the receiver signals, a power amplifier
for the speaker signals, and some preamplifiers for receiver signa/s. Additional preamps have been made along with
all connections and ancillary components, so that a working prototype of the imaging system is ready to be tested.
September
The ultrasound imaging system has been set up and attached to the linear positioner, Scanning movement,
multiplexing, and data acquisition are done by computer. Software has been written for preliminary testing. Scans
of the foam/char are being made.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: I MS Degrees: 2
PhD Students: 3 Phi) Degrees: 0
TASKINITIATION: 3/94 EXPIRATION: 3/97
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:963-22-05.05
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG3-1252
RESPONSIBLECENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Schultz, D.A., Matkowsky, BJ., Volpert, V.A. and Femandez-Pello, A.C., Propagation and extinction of forced opposed
flow smolder waves. Combustion and Flame, (1994).
Shult.z, D.A., Matkowsky, B.J,, Volpert, V.A., and Fernandez-Pello, A.C,, Forced forward smolder combustion.
Combustion and Flame, (1995).
Torero, J.L. and Fernandez-Pal/o, A.C., Downward smoldering of polyurethane foam. Fire Safety Science, Proceedings of
the Fourth International Symposium on Fire Safety, 409-420 (1994).
Torero, J.L. and Femandez-Pello, A.C., Natural convection smolder of polyurethane foam, upward propagation. Fire Safety
Journal, (1994).
Torero, J,L. and Fernandz-Pello, A.C., Forward smolder of polyurethane foam in a forced air flow. Combustion and Flame,
(1995).
Torero, J,L., Fernandez-Pello, A,C. and Urban, D., Experimental observations of the effect of gravity changes on
smoldering combustion. AIAA Journal, 32, 5,, 991-996 (1994).
Tse, S.D., and Fernandez-Pello, A.C., Some observations of two-dimensional smoldering and the transition to flaming.
8th International Symposium on Transport Phenomena in Combustion, (1995).
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Ignition and the Subsequent Transition to Flame Spread in Microgravity
Principal Investigator: Dr. TakashiKashiwagi National Instituteof StandardsandTechnology
Co-Investigators:
Baum, Dr. H.
MacGrattan, Dr. K.
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
National Institute of Sumdards and Technology (NIST)
Task Objective:
The objective is to conduct radiative ignition followed by tranaltion to flame spread over various, different
combustible solid surfaces in microgravity in order to understandthe transition mechanisms from the ignition to
subsequent flame spread, and to determine the effects of preheating, oxygen concentration, external flow velocity,
geomelrical configuration, and sample materials on the transition and flame spread characteristics.
These results are needed for comparison with the numerically calculated data taking advantage of microgravity to
determine their accuracy and to examine the validity of the chemical and physical processes used in the calculations.
Task Description:
This study consists of a theoretical part and an experimental part. The latter has two different flights; one is a
planned Glovebox experiment called R1TSI (USMP-3, STS-75) and the other is a future flight experiment being
called TIGER-3D which is currently in the definition stage. A numerical model which can calculate time-dependent
phenomena of ignition and subsequent flame spread over a thin cellulosic paper has been developed in threedifferent
configurations -- axisymmetric, two and three-dimensional Cartesian. Ignition can be initiated locally by an
external thermal radiation or a heated wire.
The unique feature of this study is that localized ignition is initiated in the middle part of the sample instead of at
the end of a sample. Therefore, there could be two possible flame fronts, one travels toward upstream and the other
toward downstream under an external wind. A slow external wind up to 5 cm/s is studied in the calculation. It is
planned that this model will be extended to apply to a thermally thick material, a plastic material, and smoldering.
The results can be directly compared with the experimental results which will be obtained in the future RITSI and
TIGER-3D flight experiments.
Task Significance:
For the first time, it is possible to study the transition from a radiative ignition to flame spread in the absence of
overwhelming buoyant convection. The elimination of natural convective flow in the microgravity experiment
simplifies both the formulation and subsequent computation of these time-dependent, three-dimensional problems
that include other complexities such as t'miterate chemical kinetics in both the gas and solid.
Progress During FY 1995:
The flight hardware for the RITSI experiment is nearly complete for a planned Feb. 1996 flight. In addition, the
SRD for TIGER- 3D was detailed further,and a DC-9 experiment apparatus is being fabricated for low gravity
testing of TIGER-3D's laser ignition in Jan. 1996. An SCR for TIGER-3D is planned after the low gravity tests
arecompleted.
Fifteen microgravity experiments were conducted using the RITSI engineering hardware in the Japan Microgravity
Center (JAMIC) 10 second drop tower in March. Experimental parameters were atmospheric oxygen concentration
(air, 35, and 50%), external slow wind velocity (0, 2, and 5 cm/s), experimental configuration (2D and 3D), and
ignition mode (an electrically heated wire as a pilot and a tungsten lamp without any pilot). Whatman ashless
filter papers (44) were used as a test sample. Ignition and subsequent flame spread were observed for all tests.
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Since theoretically calculated results indicate that transition from ignition to flame spread is marginal in air, four
tests in air were intended to test feasibility for the RITSI Glovebox experiment. Although flame spread rate could
not be accurately measured during the short time after ignition in air, it appears that transition to flame spread was
achieved after a sample was ignited using a heated wire and also the lamp with a heated wire above the irradiated
area. In 35 and 50% oxygen concentration, the transition was achieved for all cases even some of them were ignited
by the lamp only. Detailed data analysis of front view video pictures, 35 mm photographs of flames, and
thermocouple data is in progress. Our calculated results show faster flame spread along the open edge of a paper
sheet than along the center part of the paper. This trend was examined by igniting circularly a center part of a
narrow paper by the radiation from the lamp in 50% oxygen with 2 cm/s slow wind. Shortly after ignition, the
flame front reaches to the open edges of the narrow paper and flame spread very quickly along the open edges.
Flame spread rate along the open edges was roughly three times faster than that along the center part of the paper.
The calculations show that the most interesting phenomena for ignition and flame spread under an external flow
occurs when the external flow velocity is very small. In this case, the governing equations have an elliptic nature
(i.e., information can travel upstream and downstream). Because of this, there is some concern on effects of the side
walls and ceiling on the transition for the RITSI experiment. Since the experiment will be conducted in the
glovebox, the size of the flow chamber is relatively small and the side walls and ceiling and the floor are relatively
close to the sample. The 3D code has been modified to conduct several calculations varying the distance between
the walls and the sample and also between the ceiling and the sample surface. All combustion experiments in
microgravity must start from some kind of ignition but often the initial effects of ignition on intended combustion
are ignored or neglected. Therefore, an analytical model to study the effects of sudden, localized well-defined heat
release on the slow flow field has been constructed. The results indicate that the heat release rate creates a large
modification to the flow field, whose magnitude is proportional to heat release rate.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 11/94 EXPIRATION: 11/98
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-15-OB
NASA CONTRACT NO.: C-32001-R
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
McGrattan, K.B., Kashiwagi, T., Baurn, H.R., and Olson, S.L., Effects of ignition and wind on the transition of flame
spread in a microgravity environment. Combustion and Flame, (1995).
Proceedings
Kashiwagi, T., McGrattan, K., Baum, H.R., "Ignition and subsequent transition to flame spread in a micmgravity
environment." Third International Microgravity Combustion Workshop, Cleveland, OH, April 11-13, 1995.
Presentations
McC,rattan, K., Kashiwagi, T., Baum, H.R., and Olson, S.L., "Ignition and wind effects on the transition to flame spread in
a microgravity environment." 1994 Fall Technical Meeting, The Eastern States Section of Combustion Institute, 365-368,
December 5-7, 1994.
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Studies of Premixed Laminar and Turbulent Flames at Microgravity
Principal Investigator: prof.Paul D. Ronney University of Southern California
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to tl_s Task
Task Objective:
The objective of this work is to study the effects of gravity-induced buoyancy on the combustion limits of premixed
gas flames. The following sub-tasks have been pursued during FY95:
1. Flame structure and stability at micro!rarity.
2. Evaluation of alternative ignition sources for premixed gases.
3. Experimental simulation of combustion processes using autocatalytic chemical reactions.
Task Description:
The three primary tasks related to this study are as follows:
For task 1, we are studying flames in a variety of gas mixtures having low Lewis number (Le) in drop tower and
aircraft tests, particularly those exhibiting stationary spherical flame structures (flame balls). These tests are in
support of the Structure of Flame Balls At Low Lewis-number (SOFBALL) flight experiment to be performed
using the Combustion Module-1 (CM-1) hardware on Space Shuttle Mission MSL-1 in April 1997. Numerical
modeling of flame balls is being performed to refine the flight test matrix and provide a theoretical comparison to
the experimental results. Additionally, high-L! flames propagating in robes are being studied to examine the
different instabilities found under these conditions.
For task 2, we are measuring the minimum ignition energies of combustible gases using laser ignition sources and
comparing these results to spark ignition results.
For task 3, we have inlroduced the use of aqueous autocatalytic chemical fronts for simulating premixed gas flame
fronts. The aqueous fronts propagate at steady rates but are unaffected by heat losses, have practically no change in
transport properties across the front and exhibit very small thermal expansion. Three flows have been employed:
Taylor-Couette and Capillary-Wave flows to produce nearly is!tropic turbulence, and Hele-Shaw flow to study
buoyancy-driven front propagation in a flow described by linear equations.
Task Significance:
It is anticipated that the results of these studies will lead to an improved understanding of the fire hazards that may
exist in orbiting spacecraft and of ways to minimize these hazards. Furthermore, such studies may lead to an
improved understanding of the mechanism of combustion limits in Earth-based devices, which in turn could lead to
the development of cleaner and more efficient engines through the use of lean premixed combustors.
Progress During FY 1995:
I. Flame structure and stability at microgravity
Eight weeks of tests have been performed on NASA's KC-135 research aircraft in support of the SOFBAI_ flight
experiment using a flight.like combustion chamber, ignition system, and instrumentation. The issues studied
include: accuracy of the gas mixing system, sensitivity and optimal gain settings for the intensified video cameras
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and radiometer system, false coloring schemes to aid the flight crew in setting video intensifier levels, and Final
refinement of the space flight test matrix. While these tests are primarily for engineering development, some new
science results have been obtained, notably that the radiometer signal levels are consistent with those predicted by
theory.
A one-dimensional, unsteady flame code employing detailed chemical and transportsub-models has been installed
and run on HP workstations. These predictions are generally in qualitative agreement with experiments and
analytical theories. Additionally, these computations have determined the stability limits of flame balls in regimes
inaccessible to analytical theories.
Theory predicts at high Lewis number, pulsating and traveling-wave instabilities should occur. In conjunction with
Dr. Howard Pearlman of NASA-Lewis, experiments have been performed that show, in addition to these modes,
spiral-wave flame fronts, multiple, and other instabilities found in other nonlinear chemical and biological systems.
None of these modes had been conclusively observed experimentally in previous works, probably because the recent
experiments employed more advanced diagnostics and mixtures with higher Le than any previous work of its type.
2.Evaluation ofalternativeignitionsources forpremixed gases
Several flight PPs have considered the use of some alternative to electric sparks for flame ignition because of the
potential difficulties with high voltages and eleclromagnetic interference. The PI had evaluated the use of heated
wire sources and found them to be inadequate for some cases, particularly very lean or dilute mixtures, because of
limitations on the amount of energy that could be deposited in the gas in a short period of time without melting the
wire. To test a different alternative ignition source, we have measured the minimum ignition energies (MIE) of
methane-air and methane-oxygen-argon mixtures by laser sources in collaboration with The Aerospace Corporation
(El Segundo, CA). The most notable trends observed are summarized as follows: 1) the laser ignition results lie at
higher energy than the electric discharge results, however, the difference decreases toward the flammability limits; 2)
the experimental MIEs are higher than the predictions of detailed computations by Sloane and Ronney; and 3) the
MIE for picosecond-duration pulses lies at higher energy than for nanosecond pulses, however, the difference
decreases toward the lean and rich flammability limits. These results may be a consequence of the size of the energy
deposition region with some possible influence of gas dynamic shock losses.
3.Experimentalsimulationofcombustionprocessesusingautocatalyticchemicalreactions
Comparison of the results of experiments on front propagation rates in TC and CW flows to theory suggested that
Yakhot's Renormalization Group (RNG) theory provides the best description of turbulent flame propagation for
large Damkohler number (Da) (ratio of mean chemical reaction rate to mean turbulent strain rate). At lower Da,
Damkohler_s original (1940) hypothesis fits these data well. The fractal dimensions of these fronts compare
favorably with Kerstein's heuristic model. Recently we have studied propagating fronts under buoyancy-dominated
conditions in a Hele-Shaw cell, i.e., between two closely-separated vertical walls. Initial results indicate that
fingering of the rising, propagating front can occur even in this very simple system. The reasons for this are not
yet well understood, since the classical effects of Lewis number, surface tension, viscosity differences between
reactants and products, etc., do not seem to apply to this system.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 9 BS Degrees: 9
MS Students: 2 MS Degrees: 2
PhD Students: 2 PhD Degrees: 1
TASK INITIATION; 3/91 EXPIRATION; 12/98
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION;962-22-05-06
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NA03-1523
RESPONSIBLE CENTER; LeRC
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Journals
Haslam, B.D. and Ronney, P.D.,
7, 1931-1937 (1995).
Fl-aCtalproperties of propagating fronts in a strongly stirred fluid. Physics of Fluids, vol.
Ronney, P.D., Some open issues in premixed na'bulent combustion. Modeling in Combustion Science, F.xlsBuckmaster
and Taken,, Lecture Notes in Physics Series, vol. 449, Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 3-22 (1995).
Ronney, P.D., Haslam, B.D., Rhys, N.O., Front propagation rates in randomly stine.d media. Physical Review Letters,
vol. 74, 3804-3807 (1995).
Proceedinas
Lira, E.H., McIlroy, A., Ronney, P.D., and Syage, J.A., "Detailed character/zation of minimum ingition energies of
combustible gases using laser ignition sources." to appear in the Proceedings of the 8th International Symposium on
Transport Phenomena in Combustion, Taylor and Francis, 1995.
Ronney, P.D. "Structure of flame balls at low lewis number." Proceedings of the Third International Combustion
Workshop, 439-444, NASA CP10174,Cleveland, OH, April 1995.
Presentations
Liu, J.B.and Ronney, P.D. '_Robust interferometer system for drop tower experiments." SPIE International Symposium on
Optical Science, Engineering, and Instrumentation, San Diego, CA, July 9-14, 1995.
Wu, M.-S, Ronney, P.D., "Numerical simulation of flame ball structure and stability." Jo/nt Technical Meeting,
Combustion Institute, Central States/Western States/Mexican Sections, April 23-26, 1995, San Antonio, TX.
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Ignition and Flame Spread of Liquid Fuel Pools
Principal Investigator: Dr. Howard D. Ross NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC)
Co-Investigators:
Sirignano, Prof. W.A.
Miller, Dr. FJ.
University of California, Irvine
Case Western Reserve University
Task Objective:
For flame spread over liquid fuel pools, the existing literature suggests three gravitational influences: (a)
liquid-phase buoyant convection, delaying ignition and assisting flame spread; Co)hydrostatic pressure variation, due
to variation in the liquid pool height caused by thermocapillary-induced convection; and (c) gas-phase buoyant
convection in the opposite direction to the liquid-phase motion. No current model accounts for all three influences.
In fact, priorto this work, there was no ability to determine whether ignition delay times and flame spread rates
would be greater or lesser in low gravity.
Of specialinterestto thisworkisthedeterminationfwhether,andunderwhatconditions,pulsatingspreadcanand
willoccurinmicrogravityintheabsenceofbuoyantflowsinbothphases.The objectiveofthisstudyisto
determinetheinfluenceofbuoyancyonflamespreadoverliquidfuelpools.
Task Description:
The approachwe havetakentoresolvingtheimportanceofbuoyancyfortheseflamesis(a)normalgravity
experimentswithadvanceddiagnostics,Co)microgravityexperiments,and(c)numericalmodelingatarbiU'ary
gravitationallevels.
Task Significance:
The modellingandexperimentaldataprovideamorecompleteunderstanding offlamespread,anareaoftextbook
interest,andaddtoourknowledgeabouton-orbitandEarth-boundfirebehaviorandfirehazards.
Progress During FY 1995:
_: The experiment was flown on a Terrier-Black Brant sounding rocket; this was a major milestone since
it representedthe first lagcombustionexperimentto be performedin a soundingrocketand included moreadvanced
diagnosticsthan any previous microgravity combustionexperiment(on any spaceflight carrier). A 30 cm longx 2
cm widex 2.5 cmdeep fuel tray was located inside a 10cmx 10cm cross-sectionalareaflow ductto provide a
low-speed forced air flow over the fuel tray. The topand sidesof the flow ductwerealso fitted with windowsto
allow recordingof the propagating flame by eightcamerasystems.Two top camerasandtwo sidecameraseach
recordedhalf of the flame spread.Two side-viewing Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) systemsrecordedliquid-fuel
flow patterns astheflame crossedthe midsectionof the tray. An Infra-Red OR) camerarecordedthe liquid surface
temperature field aheadof the flame crossingthissameregion. And finally, A Rainbow Schlieren Deflectometer
(RSD)system recordedliquid-phase temperaturegradients.
The sounding rocket flight provided just over six minutes of ttg time to perform the experiment. The butanol
fuel circulated internally for 60 seconds before filling the trayto ensure the PIV particles were well distributed in the
fuel. The tray was then filled with fuel in low gravity; only a very few small bubbles located near the bottom of
the fuel tray were observed and they did not apparently affect subsequent observations. This was an important
finding of the experiment, since fuel management in I.tgwas a key technological issue. Once the tray was filled
with fuel, a bulk air flow was started and a waiting period began to allow any pool surface deformations to damp out
and any internal fluid flows from the filling process to cease. When the downlinked PIV showed no residual fluid
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motion, a command was telemetried for the primary igniter to be energized. At the end of the test, all experiment
systems were de-energized and a valve was opened to the vacuum of space to evacuate the payload for safe handling
upon retrieval. The evacuated payload returned to Earth via parachute and was recovered without damage an hour
after the flight.
Preliminary Exnerimental Resultq
In general the intensity of the lag flame was much less than the ! g flame; the gg flame
monotonically decreased in intensity as it propagated; the flame stood off the surface more in j_g, as well. The top
camera view showed that the 1 g flame front was much less curved than the pg flame front, due most likely to the
slower rate of propagation (discussed next) and increased sidewall heat loss in the latter case.
Ignition and spread are completed in 6-7 second in Ig. As expected, the Ig flame exhibits rapid, pulsating spread
alternating in I-2 second intervals between the slow and fast propagation phases of the pulsating cycle; the crawling
velocity was I-2 cm/second and the jump velocity was 8 cm/sec. Igu/tion and spread took more than twice as long
in _g. The character of the spread was also distinctly d/fferent than in lg. In the f'_rsthalf of the tray, the flame
moved slowly, without pulsation, and reached a near-steady spread velocity of about 1.5 cm/second; this value is an
order of magnitude less than that which occurs on Earth in the uniform spread regime, and thus is more similar to
the crawling velocity described above. Just before the halfway position, the flame jumped forward at about 6
cm/sec. It then paused at about the 20 cm position, which coincides with a thermocouple rake. After this, it
rapidly and erratically spread. A number of hypotheses have been conceived as to why the flame spread behavior
changed and while these are all vigorously being pursued, none is fully verified; some of these are; air flow
irregularities; thermocouple rake interferences; mass flow reductions in the air stream due to the combustion's heat
release and product formation; and ignition transients.
A review of the PIV video indicates slow panicle motion begins shortly after the igniter is energized in both I g and
gg. The flow accelerates sharply as the flame and its accompanying vortex approach. The center of the vortex
preceding the flame is deeper in j_g. The Ig RSD image shows a series of vortices, close to the pool surface,
which formed during times when the flame slowly propagated. The _tg structure extends much deeper into the fuel
depth and shows a much longer preheat distance. This clearly indicates that buoyancy serves to stratify the warmer
liquid near the surface in Ig; absent this force, as in l_g the warm liquid is carried into the fuel depth by the
thermocapiliary-driven motion of the liquid fuel.
The Ig IR image shows a unique structure we have called twinning. As the Ig flame began the crawling portion of
the pulsating cycle, the preheat region extended, as expected, a greater distance ahead of the flame. It then developed
a very symmetric vortical structure toward the sidewalls of the fuel tray. These vortices rolled up while a central
portion of preheated liquid continued to proceed upstream of the flame. When the surface temperatzu"e exceeded the
flash point, the flame then jumped forward and obscured the twin vortices. The cycle then repeated itself with the
reformation of the twin vortices. The _.g flames showed an entirely different s_cture; recall, in this case, the flame
was spreading steadily and much more slowly. As also seen by the RSD, the IR revealed the preheat distance ahead
of the flame was much greater in _ than in Ig. While the flame itself showed excellent side-to-side symmetry, no
twin structures were observed in the IR image. Instead, asymmetric vortical motion was clearly apparent in gg.
Second Fli_ht Test:
In the second microgravity tests, however, the flame spread very slowly and uniformly across the entire length of
the pool. Unlike Ig, the microgravity flame was completely blue (soot-free), without any noticeable plume or
wavering. The diagnostic instruments showed a large liquid-phase vortical flow extending deep into the pool ahead
of the flame, very different than the stratified liquid flow which occurs in Ig. These observations showed
conclusively that flame spread can persist in microgravity and that it is substantially different than at Earth's
gravity. The acquired data will allow detailed verification of the numerical models in areas such as liquid-phase
velocity and temperatures, as well as the flame spread ram.
_Gi_]_Ig: The 2-D, transient, state-of-the-art numerical model, which incorporates finite-rate chemical kinetics,
variable properties, and a partially adaptive grid scheme for a planar configuration, also reached a major milestone.
Numerical convergence was obtained, enabling the prediction of flame spread behavior in m/crogravity for both
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quiescent conditions and, for the first time, opposed air-flow conditions. A series of parameteric runs determined
that the results are sensitive to the choice of chemical kinetic coefficients for the second-order reaction rate
expression. For example, a 20% decrease in the value selected for the activation energy, causes the character of
flame spread to change from pulsating to uniform spread (for the same conditions as was flown in the sounding
rocket experiment). The code was used to simulate previous drop tower and the aforementioned sounding rocket
experiment. Similar to drop tower experiments and previous numerical calculations, the flame is predicted to
extinguish in quiescent air in zero gravity. The sounding rocket experiment behavior was predicted qualitatively.
There was a long igu/tion Iransient period during which the flame spread slowly. During this period liquid-phase
flow develops far ahead of the spreading flame. After this in/tin, period, the ensuing flame spread consists of a
series of slow-moving and raid-moving progressions across the liquid surface. In some cases, the flame moves
backward before accelerating forward. The pulsation frequency increases with increasing values of the
pre-exponential constant or decreasing activation energy. In general, the model predicts that a combination of
forced, opposed air flow and thermocapillary-driven concurrent flow can cause a gas-phase recirculation cell to form
in front of the leading edge of the flame in microgravity. As was previously shown for normal gravity flame spread
without forced flow, this recirculation cell entrains fuel vapor and leads to a prediction of pulsating flame spread. In
l_g, the mean flame spread rate and pulsation frequency increase with opposed flow velocity. This provides some
guidance for the selection of conditions for the next sounding rocket test.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 5 BS Degrees: 5
MS Students: 1 MS Degrees: 1
PhD Students: 1 PhD Degrees: 1
TASK INITIATION: 2/91 EXPIRATION: 2/97
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-22-05-07
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NCC3-1212
RESPONSIBLECENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Miller, F.J., and Ross, H.D., Liquid.phase velocity and temperature fields during uniform flame spread over l-propanol.
Eight International Symposium on Transport Processes, San Francisco, CA, (July 1995).
Presentations
Miller, F.J., Ross, H.D., and Schiller, D.N., 'Temperature field during flame spread ,eros l-propanol: comparison of
measurements and modeUin8." Fall Technical Meeting, Eastern States Section of the Combustion Institute, Clearwater
Beach, FL, December 1994.
Ross, H.D., Miller, F.J., Schiller, D.N., and Sirignano, W.A., "Spread across liquids." Third International Microgravity
Combustion Workshop, NASA CPI0174, Cleveland, OH, April 1995.
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Combustion oj: Solid Fuel in Very Low Speed Oxygen Streams
Principal Investigator: Prof. James S. T'ien Case Western Reserve University
Co-Investigators:
Sacksteder, K.R.
Ferkul, P.V.
NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC)
Analex Corporation
Task Objective:
The objectives are to:
I. Enhance the understanding of flame spreading above solid-fuel surfaces through a systematic investigation in the
low-speed, forced and buoyant flow regimes.
2. Determine the mechanisms that induce flammability limits of flames over solid surfaces in low-speed flows.
3. Resolve the structure of flames spreading in low-speed flows through a characterization of the velocity,
temperatureand selected-species fields in their vicinity.
Task Description:
This task consistsof the development and fright of a space-based experiment, the continued pursuit of ground-based
results in drop towers and aircraft experiments, and the continued development of a comprehensive predictive model
of concurrent-flow flame spreading.
The flight experiment is to be accomplished in three phases. An experiment to be conducted in a Glovebox Facility
is to provide insight into global flame characteristics of thin and thick fuels. In the second phase, thin fuels are to
be burned as they are dispensed from a continuous supply in such a way that the flame is f'_ed in space relative to
the test apparatus. In this way, detailed diagnostic measurements are greatly simplified and transient flame behavior
can be observed as the test conditions are slowly varied. In the third phase thick fuels will be burned to address the
effect of transverse heat conduction into the fuel, yet with flames spreading slowly enough that the same diagnostic
measurements can be made.
The gronnd-based experimental program consists of observations of flame spreading in partial gravity environments
(first attempted as part of this program), the ignition behavior of flames over thin and thick solid fuels in
microgravity forced flows, and the implementation of temperature, velocity and species concentration measurement
systems.
The model development consists of integrating a fully elliptical fluid mechanics formulation with surface and gas
phase radiative interactions in a transient model that attempts to predict the behavior of the selected experimental
test fuels in concurrent-flow burning.
Task Significance:
In normal gravity, buoyant air motion in flames is at least 20 to 30 cm/sec. Flame spreading mechanisms that are
present only in lower flow velocities, such as spacecraft air-ventilation currents, cannot, therefore, be studied in
normal gravity. "I'nisresearch seeks to contribute to fundamental combustion science, and to improve the basis for
engineering improvedspacecraftfiresafety.
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Progress During FY 1995:
l) A device for evaluating the proposed technology for the flight experiment was completed and fright tested aboard
the NASA parabolic aircraft. This device, named the Solid Fuel Delivery System or SFDS, consists of a low-speed
wind tunnel enclosed around a spooled strip of thin solid fuel. The fuel is fed into the flow duct under the control of
an automated system that detects the leading edge of the fuel as it bums away such that the burnout front of the fuel
is kept at a t'Lxedlocation in the duct. The flame surrounding the fuel is also held stationary in the duct, facilitating
the probing of the flame with various candidate diagnostic systems.
In flight tests aboard the KC-135 and the DC-9, the SFDS demonstrated the feasibility of the continuous fuel
supply concept in low-speed purely forced concurrent flows. The initial concept for sample ignition provided
reliable ignitions, but introduced complexity in the fuel exit plane. The ignition system has been replaced with a
retractable, reusable ignitor. This ignition has been successfully tested aboard the aircraft. At year's end the
difficulties of spooling unburnt or partially burnt fuel has been resolved in normal gravity tests, and is awaiting
demonstration tests in planned aircraft tests.
Mr. Richard Pet,,grew, a student of Professor James S. T'ien of the Case Western Reserve University, defended his
Master's Thesis entitled, "An Experimental Study of Ignition Effects and Flame Growth Over a Thin Solid Fuel in
Low-Speed Concurrent Flow Using Drop Tower Facilities." This work clarifies the extent of concurrent flow flame
spreading data that can be obtained in drop tower facilities beyond the earlier work of Grayson and Tien. In each
case over a range of flow velocities from 1-10 cm/sec, flames were observed to be unsteady during the 5.2 seconds
of test time. However, images of growing flames and pyrolysis regions and fuel and flame temperature data were
obtained for the first time in these tests for preliminary evaluations of the (steady) theory.
2) The Forced Flow Flamespreading Test (FFFT) glovebox experiment was expanded for an additional flight
opportunity aboard the Russian MIR Space Station as part of the Priroda Module. This additional flight
opportunity was used to plan for additional flight data for thickness effects on concurrent flow flame spreading and
for some re,,sting of the fuels that were flown in the USML-1 Wire Insulation Flammability Experiment. During
this year, the MIR version of the experiment was proposed, awarded, built and delivered to Russia. The original
version of the FFFF experiment was manifested to fly aboard the Space Shuttle during the USMP-3 mission on
STS-75. These tests will focus on the spreading of flames in different speed concurrent flows using flat samples,
and over cylindrical, heated samples. At year's end, this experimental hardware was being completed in preparation
for a November shipment for flight integration.
3) Dr. Ching-Biau Jiang, a student of Professor James S. Tien of the Case Western Reserve University, defended
his Phi) dissertation entitled "A Model of Flame Spread Over a Thin Solid in Concurrent Flow With Flame
Radiation." This work consists primarily of the addition of gas-phase radiation to the concurrent flow flame
spreading model of Ferkul and Tien. The gas-phnse radiation reduces the size of the calculated flames, more in line
with experimental results and identifies a shift in the reduced gravity flammability boundary due to reduced chemical
reaction rates. At high speeds the model identifies the importance of gas phase radiation as a heat feedback
mechanism that increases flame spread rates but does not change the blowoff velocity.
Since Dr. Jiang's dissertation was completed, his model has been extended to consider purely buoyant flows,
providing predictions of quenching in reduced, but non-zero, gravity levels, which can only be concluded in the
presence of radiative losses from the flame. Another enhancement of the numerical model was also added to account
for the possible effects of the finite flow duct that will be required in the proposed flight experiment. By
reconfignring the model boundary conditions to simulate the duct walls, the computed flames are forced closer to the
fuel surface by the boundary layer growth, increasing heat transfer to the surface and increasing flame spread rates
and fuel burning rates. These results will be important to the development of the science requirements for the flight
experiment.
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STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 2/94 EXPIRATION: 2/99
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0 PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-22-05-40
MS Students: 2 MS Degrees: 4 NASA CONTRACT No.: NAG3-1046
PaD Students: 0 PhD Degrees: 3 RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Ferkul, P.V., and T'ien, J.S., A model of low-speed concurrent flow flame spread over a thin fuel. Combustion Science and
Technology, vol. 99, 345-370 (1994).
Sacksteder, K.R. and T'ien, J.S., Buoyant downward diffusion flame spread and extinction in partial gravity accelerations.
Twenty-Fifth Symposium (International) on Combustion, The Combustion Institute, 1685-1692 (1995).
Proceedings
Sacksteder, K.R., "Combustion in mlcrogravity: parabolic aircraft experiments." Proceedings of the Second International
Symposium on Parabolic Aircraft, Novespace, Paris Prance, 53-60, 1995.
Sacksteder, K.R., '_Parabolic aircraft experiments in microgravity combustion." Proceedings of the Workshop on
Parabolic Flight Experiments Results, ESA WPP-90, Orbitics, Toulouse-Labege, Prance, 69-76, 1995.
Presentations
Jian8, C-B. and T'ien, J.S., "Numerical computation of flame spread over a thin solid in forced concurrent flow with
gas-phase radiation." Eastern States Section Meeting of the Combustion Institute, December 1994.
Olson, S.L. and T'ien, J.S., '_uoyant low stretch stagnation point diffusion flames over a solid fuel." National
Combustion Institute Joint Technical Meeting, Combustion Institute, April, 1995.
Sacksteder, K.R. and T'ien, J.S., "A new formulation of Damkolder Number for studying opposed flow flame spread and
extinction." 33rd AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting and Exhibit, AIAA-95-0150, Reno Nevada, January 1995.
T'ien, J.S., Sacksteder, K.R., Ferkul, P.V., Greenberg, P.S., Jiang, C-B., and Pettegrew, R.D., "FLame spread over solid
fuel in low-speed concurrent flow." Third International Microgravity Combustion Workshop, Cleveland, OH, April 11-13,
1995.
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Droplet Combustion Experiment
Principal Investigator: Prof. FormanA. Williams University of California, San Diego
Co-Investigators:
Dryer, Prof. F.L. Princeton University
Task Objective:
The objectiveof this collaboration is to provide scientific support for fundamental, single component, isolated (free
and tethered) droplet burning experiments to be performed on board space platforms. The specific objectives of these
studies are to provide fundamental results which impact fire safety issues in low gravity environments and to
advance the scientific understanding of droplet burning/flame/extinction dynamics over characteristic times which
can not be studied in ground based configurations. Engineering and design support functions contribute to:
developing and refuting methods to perform isolated droplet combustion experiments in general; determining and
testing methods to acquire appropriate experimental observations; developing and evaluating methods for presenting
and analyzing the collected data. Experimental support functions include: theoretical analyses to define appropriate
experimental conditions and to analyze the experimental results obtained; bench scale and drop tower experiments to
test and verify methodologies to be applied in the space-based experiments.
Task Description:
The objectives are pursued experimentally in ground-based bench facilities at the respective institutions and NASA
Lewis, as well as in the 2.2 Second and 5 Second Drop Towers located at NASA-Lewis. Studies include isolated,
filament-suspended and free droplet studies in bench scale facilities (200 to 1000 micro-meter diameter), 2.2 Second
Drop Tower experiments in tethered and free droplet modes (1000 to 1500 micro-meter diameter), and 5 Second Drop
Tower experiments in tethered and free droplet modes. Theoretical analyses based on asymptotic methods are
pursued at the Urfiversity of California San Diego, while m-dimensional (sphero-symmetric) and two-dimensional
axi-symmetric numerical computations are pursued at Princeton. The fuels of interest to this work include:
normal-heptane, normal decane, methanol, and methanol-water mixtures.
Experiments are performed at varying ambient pressures, oxygen contents, and with varying diluent species to
develop an experimental data base over parameter ranges which can be studied in the available test times in each
facility. Right experiments are required because of the very long test times and low gravity conditions required for
significant portions of the work. Data typically obtained include back-lighted images of the droplet, and direct light
images of the flame structure as functions of the experimental test time. Data are acquired film as well as through
video imaging (inclusive of intensified imaging methods to obtain direct light intensity distributions over specific
wavelengths) as a means of producing quantitative comparisons of flame image with model predictions. Image data
are processed using high precision methods to obtain droplet diameter history, flame structure history, and
extinction diameter. These parameters are then directly compared with theoretical predictions. In ground-based
experiments, supplemental experimental measurements such as integrated droplet chemical composition history, and
direct light imaging measurements at several wavelength ranges can be obtained for comparison with model
predictions. Data obtained in ground-based experiments complement that which can be obtained in flight
experiments in that the characteristic times of the former extend from (with some overlap) to times considerably
shorter and with droplet diameters much smaller than can be studied in the latter.
Task Significance:
The overall purpose of the research is to achieve fundamental advances in the science of droplet combustion, which
is central to a number of energy-producing devices and systems. In particular, unsteady liquid and gas phenomenon,
and extinction chemistry of normal alkanes and simple alcohols are investigated.
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Progress During FY 1995:
Studies at University of Callfornla-San Diego
Analytical modeling on the structure and extinction of quasi-steady, spherically symmetric diffusion flames around
methanol droplet continued during this reporting period. Analyses corresponding to two, three, and four-step reduced
mechanisms applied to the study of n-heptane droplet burning have been completed previously, and similar studies
are now complete for methanol. For methanol droplets, the equilibrium of water-gas shift reaction is a very good
assumption so that extinction diameters obtained from the two and three-step analysis ate almost the same. The
asymptotic analysis corresponding to the four-step mechanism, obtained by relaxing the H atom steady-state
assumption, gives extinction diameters 50% smaller than those of the two and three-step analyses. Initial
comparisons between the initial asymptotic results and the numerical calculations performed at Princeton showed
significant disagreement with the asymptotics predicting extinction diameters roughly one order magnitude smaller.
While the early work did not account for the possible absorption and dissolution of water into the droplet as a
function of burning time, a more recent effort now treats this condition fully. When this effect is included, the
calculated results agree well with those found for the fully transient numerical analyses performed at Princeton (see
below) for one atmosphere pressure.
Studies at Princeton University
In addition to supporting the engineering development of the flight experiment for DCE, and experimental studies in
the 2.2 Second Drop Tower (see below), efforts have further advanced the computational tools and sub-models for
numerically predicting the combustion of methanol and normal heptane droplets. Progress in each of these areas is
summarized below.
Methanol and N-Heptane Droplet Combustion Modeling
A report describing in detail the numerical modeling which was performed to develop the test envelopes for the DCE
second flight, methanol test matrix entitled, "rheoretical Basis for Estimating Test Times and Conditions for Drop
Tower and Space-Based Droplet Burning Experiments with Methanol and N-Heptane" was issued as Princeton
University MAE Report No. 1999.
Sphero-Symmetric Numerical Modeling of the Combustion of Methanol Water Mixture Droplets
The one-dimensional numerical model developed earlier was updated to more fully consider the effects of
pressure-dependent chemical kinetics and internal liquid phase transport effects. These modifications have led a
refined understanding of previously published data and consideration of the combustion of bi-component droplets.
The effect of liquid phase transport on the combustion of methanol/water droplets has been more fully explored. In
the presence of only diffusive transport, little water should absorb into an initially pure methanol droplet during
combustion. Experimental evidence in the form of measured extinction diameters and deviation from d2-1aw
burning, both from ground-based laboratory experiments at Princeton, and from 2.2 Second Drop Tower data,
suggest the presence of significant absorption/dissolution and integrated water accumulation over the droplet burning
time. The presence of internal liquid transport due to fluid motions is apparently responsible for this result. Further
study of the possible sources which produce such motions are under investigation. Extensive numerical calculations
for pure methanol and methanol/water mixture droplets of 1-5 mm diameter in various N2/O2 and HalO2 oxidizing
environments compare favorably with new experiments performed both by Princeton as well as in collaboration
with NASA personnel in 2.2 Second Drop Tower (see below) when the effects of internal liquid motion are
accounted for. Further comparisons will be made to the results of the FSDC glove box experiments (USML-2 and
MSL-1). FSDC experiments not only include studies on pure methanol droplets, but on methanol droplets which
initially contain water as well as ethanol and ethanol/water droplets.
Numerical Modeling of the Combustion of Pure Normal Alkane Droplets and Mixtures and Chemical Mechanism
Development
A one-dimensional, transient numerical model has been used to simulate the combustion of hi-component liquid
droplets of methanol/water and normal heptane/hexadecane. The results will be compared to those obtained in the
FSDC glove box experiments (USML-2). The methanol/water calculations show that even gross droplet burning
parameters can be affected by liquid transport phenomena. Initial calculations for n-heptane/hexadecane droplets were
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performed using semi-empirical chemistry, as well as the detailed chemical kinetic mechanism proposed earlier by
Warnatz (for pre-mixed flame propagation). More recently, and in collaboration with work underway for the
Departmem of Energy, chemical kinetic experiments on n-hepume oxidation have been performed, and a new
skeletal mechanism has been developed for high temperature n-heptane ox/dation. Detailed droplet combustion
calculations underway presently, and derivation of a reduced mechanism for this skeletal kinetics, along with
comparative asymptotic droplet combustion calculations currently underway at UC-San Diego will be compared in
the future.
Finally, a particular difficulty in comparing experimental data with theory has typically been how to quantitatively
relate the light emission imaging of flames to the model predictions. Princeton has pursued appropriate
modifications of the n-heptane model chemistry so as to predict chemilumiscent emissions observed from the flame
structure surrounding burning-heptane droplets. Work in progress shows considerable promise for defining the
emission intensity distribution as a function of burning time, thus giving quantitative comparisons not only as to
the flame positions, but gross flame structural features.
Development of 2-D Droplet Combustion Model
Early drop tower experiments performed under this program showed compelling evidence that under slow gas/drop
relative motions, gross droplet burning parameters might be significantly modified from those for sphero-symmetric
burning conditions. Princeton has pursued development of a two dimensional, axJ-symmetric, time dependent
droplet combustion/vaporization model suing spectral element techniques. In collaboration with members of the
computational fluid dynamics group at Princeton (Dr. S. Orszag), the developed model is now being applied with
simple-step chemistry to study the combustion of panicles under at relative particle/gas Reynolds numbers from 1
to 10. While this initial testing is proceeding with simple chemistry, the formulation of the approach is directed
toward including much more detailed descriptions of chemical and transport processes.
Experiments
An extensive range of droplet combustion experiments were performed using the 2.2 Second Drop Tower at NASA
Lewis. Pure methanol and methanol/water mixture droplets were tested in O2/N 2and O2/He environments. Pure
methanol burning rates have now been measured in 18%-35% O2/N 2 and 30%-70% 02/He. These tests as well as
those carried out for n-heptaae burning in O2/I-Ie environments at the NASA Lewis 5-second ZGF were instrumental
in developing an ultraviolet OH-emission imaging technique. The data analysis technique which, along with
detailed numerical modeling, were used to determine the instantaaeous flame position are described in an upcoming
paper. Additional tests are planned, including collaborative testing with NASA-Lewis personnel.
Program Reviews:
During this reporting period a successful RDR/PDR for the Droplet Combustion Experiment (DCE) was completed
in collaboration with the NASA personnel.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 0 MS Degrees: 0
PhD Students: 3 Phi) Degrees: 3
TASK INITIATION: 3/91 EXPIRATION: 3/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-22-05-08
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Marchese, A.J. and Dryer, F.L., The effect of liquid mass transport on the combustion and extinction of bi-component
liquid droplets of methanol and water. Combustion and Flame, (July 1995).
Proceedings
Marchese, A.J., Lee, J.C., Held, T.J., and Dryer, F.L., "The effects of detailed chemistry and transport in microgravity
droplet combustion." Third International Microgravity Combustion Conference, NASA Lewis Research Center, Cleveland,
OH, April 1995.
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Presentations
Held, TJ., Marchese, AJ, and Dryer, P.L., "A new reaction mechanism for n-alkane diffusion flame studies." Western
States/Central States/Mexzican National Sectional Meeting of the Combustion Institute, San Antonio, Tx. April 1995.
Marchese, AJ. and Dryer, F.L., "Transient modeling of the combustion of bi-component liquid droplets: methanol/water
mixtures." presented at the Easter States Section of the Combustion Institute Meeting, Orlando FI, December 1994.
Marchese, AJ. and Dryer, F.L., 'q'ransient numerical modeling of the combustion of hi-component liquid droplets:
heptaneYhexadecane mixtures." Western States/CentraJ States/Mexican Nar3onal Sectional Meeting of the Combustion
Institute, San Antonio, "IX, April 1995.
Williams, F.A., "Combustion processes under microgravity conditions." Ninth European Symposium on Gravity
Dependent Phenomena in Physical Sciences, May 1995.
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Surface Controlled Phenomena
Principal Investigator: Prof.RobertE.Apfel Yale University
Co-Investigators:
Holt, R.G.
Tian, Y.
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
Yale University
Task Objective:
The goals of this research are to investigate the rheological properties of surfactant-bearing liquid drops. By
comparing experimental results in the ideal environment of the Spacelab to our theory for spherical equilibrium
drops, we can validate the model. We can then synthesize a generic theory which can handle arbitrary acoustic fields
and static deformations, in order to have a technique for studying static and dynamic surface properties for
surfactant-bearing drops which can be successfully applied in 1-g experiments.
Task Description:
Single liquid drops are introduced into the center node of an acoustic standing wave in DPM's Near-Ambient
Chamber. They are allowed to reach quiescent equilibrium. Then, shape oscillations about either a spherical or a
spheroidal equilibrium shape are excited - either by a momentary increase and release of the z-axis acoustic pressure
or by a periodic modulation of that pressure. The resulting oscillations are recorded on video tape and cin_ film for
later analysis.
Three sample materials will be investigated on USML-2: triply distilled water, water with small amounts of Triton
X-100 or bovine serum albumin at five different concentrations. The additives provide contrasting time scales:
Triton X-100 is a nonionic fast-sorbing surfactant while BSA is sorption-inhibited. A range of drop sizes from 4 to
12 cc will be investigated for each of concentration.
Task Significance:
The flight experimental data will be used to validate the theory which describes drop shape-oscillations as a function
of various surface parameters. These parameters will be obtained in microgravity from drops oscillating about a
spherical equilibrium shape as well as about an acoustically induced oblate shape. By comparing the differences in
the natural frequency and damping constant for these oscillations, the theory and experimental techniques can be used
to perform measurements of the surface properties on the ground. Theoretical development and ground-based
experiments to support the microgravity work are also performed.
Progress During FY 1995:
Ground-based work, primarily in preparation for the USML-2 mission has focused on assuring ourselves that a)
improved DPM will work up to expectations, b) the crew will be well trained for the mission, and c) the quality of
the science and the ultimate science return will be maximized.
In preparation for USML-2, tests have been performed to determine an optimal tip configuration for drop
deployment; the best of the ground based designs were tested in KC-135 flights as well. Tests have been performed
on whether the flexible tubing used to transport fluids for forming drops can produce bubbles. Both levitated and
suspended samples are being used to study spurious sample rotation of the type observed on USML-1, from our
understanding techniques for compensation are being developed.
We have designed a computer simulation of drop dynamics that can be used in training the USML-2 crew. It has
been delivered to the Payload Crew Training Complex at MSFC.
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Ten papers covering the experimental, analytical, and computational studies into the rheology of surfaces covering
the work done in this fiscal year will be submitted within the calendar year. Experimental measurements of surface
tension from the static shape of a very small levitated drop compare well with theoretical predictions. Oscillating
drop experiments analogous to those of USML- 1 and USML-2 have been carried out on the ground, including
measurement with the samples to be flown on USML-2. An automated system for reducing the video image of a
drop to half a dozen parameters is now processing three frames a minute. The deformation on both static and
oscillating drops due to the levitating and oscillation-driving acoustic field has been studied using a
boundery-integral technique. The interaction of speakers in vL, ious configurations and the resulting torques have
been studied with levitated and suspended samples.
Initial experiments at l-g have been performed with arrays of charged drops in the presence of both acoustic and
electrostatic fields. Drops are uniform and the drop patterns are regular. Studies have been performed on the
evaporation of single drops and of multiple drops, as a precursor to studies of the evaporation or combustion of
dense sprays.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 3 BS Degrees: 3
MS Students: 2 MS Degrees: 0
Phi) Students: 3 PhD Degrees: 1
TASK INITIATION: 2/90 EXPIRATION: 6/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-24-04-03
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: J'PL
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Shi, T. and Apfel, R. Oscillations of a deformed liquid drop in an acoustic field. Phys. Fluid, 7, 1545 (1995).
Shi, W.T. and Apfel, R.E. Deformation and position of an acoustically levitated liquid drop. Journal of the Acoustical
Society of America, (accepted).
Shi, W.T., Apfel, R.E., and Holt, R.G. The instabilities of liquid drops in a sound field. Phys. Fluid, (submitted).
Tian, Y and Apfel, R.E. The study of dense spray evaporation using a novel multiple drop levitator. Journal of Aerosol
Science, (sbumit_xl).
Tian, Y., Holt, R.G., and Apfel, R.E. Investigations of liquid surface rheology of surfactant solutions by droplet shape
oscillations. I. Theory. Phys. Fluid A, 7, (in press).
Tian, Y., Holt, R.G., and Apfel, R.E Investigations of liquid surface theology of surfactant solutions by droplet shape
oscillations. II. Experiments in lg and 0g (USML-I) environments. J. Colloid Interface Sci., (submitted).
Tian, Y., Holt, R.G., and Apfel, R.E. A new method for measuring liquid surface tension with acoustic levitation. Rev. Sci.
Instrum., 66, (1995).
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The Dynamics of Disorder-Order Transitions in Hard Sphere Colloidal Dispersions
Principal Investigator: Prof. Paul M. Chaikin Princeton University
Co-Investigators:
Russell, Prof. W.B. Princeton University
Task Objective:
To study the disorder-order transition in a hard sphere colloidal particle system, utilizing laser light scattering to
detect (1) viscosity changes as the transition from fluid to crystal to glass occurs, (2) diffusion of particles, (3)
nucleation and growth of the crystals and (4) rigidity after the transition is complete.
Task Description:
The approach has focused on simulating low-gravity by fluidizing a bed of specially prepared hard spheres (sifica
particles with short polymer coatings) with a countefflow of solvent. The counterflow allows an approximation of
microgravity.
Task Significance:
The study of crystal formation in the microgravity environment can lead to a greater understanding of how gravity
affects the formation of many kinds of materials. The focus of the experiment is to use a material which can exist
in multiple phasesdepending on itsconcentration in a colloidal suspension.Laser tight scatteringimages will
provide structural information about the material as it goes through liquid, ordered crystal, and disordered glass
phases.
Progress During FY 1995:
A novel colloidal fluidized bed was assembled to gain some insight into the behavior of hard spheres in the absence
of gravity. Using this method it is possible to support particles by the viscous drag of upwardly flowing fluid.
Since an isolated sphere settles at about 3 ram/day, this requires an extremely slow fluidized bed by any
conventional standards. The resulting steady state then mimics the equilibrium conditions expected under
microgravity if the P_clet number is sufficiently small, i.e. for very slow sedimentation relative to diffusion.
The fluidized bed at Princeton is coupled with a tight scattering instrument capable of detecting Bragg diffraction
from the crystalline phase and dynamic light scaUering from either the disordered or ordered phases. The scattered
tight is detected at any desired angle by a photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu H4730-01 PMT and
Amplifier/Discriminator Assembly) through optics mounted on an arm that rotates with the goniometer. The
detection optics consist of a lens that images the scattering volume to the photo cathode of the PMT and two
apertures to limit the acceptance angle and define the scattering volume. The signal is collected by a digital
correlator (ALV 5000) which constructs the temporal autocorrelation function and computes the static intensity of
the sample. To investigate the structure factor at low angles, a CCD camera is used (GBC CCD-500E) to capture
the intensity of the pattern on a screen.
The shear modulus and viscosity of the hard sphere dispersion are detected via Bragg Spectroscopy. A function
generator drives a speaker attached to the rotational stage holding the fluidized bed, which gently rotates it at a
prescribed frequency, creating an oscillatory disturbance within the dispersion. When the amplitude of the
oscillation is small relative to the inverse of the scattering wave vector, the scattered intensity fluctuates at the same
frequency, and the ensemble averaged temporal autocorrelation function of the scattered intensity from the center of
the bed indicates the amplitude of the response. The theological properties are then extracted by modelling the
colloidal system as a linear viscoelastic solid.
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The sca_rins intensity pa_rn at low ansles from a crystalline dispersion in the fluidized bed forms five symmetric
tings on each side. The Brag8 angles indicate an fcc smx:ture for a fluidized hard sphere crystal, since the ratios of
the corresponding scattering wave vectors match all lines for the fcc crystal. However, the intensity of the second
Bragg peak is much less than the first, suuesting that some crystal gralm may have randomly stacked hexagonal
structures which contribute to the intensity of all but the second peak. Thus the structure observed may be a
mixture of face-centered.cubic and randomly stacked crystallites. The flight experiment should confirm if the
structure is pure fcc or a mixture of fcc and randomly deposited hop s_u_res.
The samples needed for the flight experiment have been prepared by Princeton and are ready to be integrated into the
flight instrument. The instrument itself has been designed and is in the advanced stages of assembly with a partially
capable breadboard located at Princeton. The breadboardwill be used to develop operational procedures for the flight
experiment and to verify software functionality.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Studen=: 0 BS Delpees: 0
MS Students: 2 MS Degrees: 1
FaD Students: 0 Phi) Degrees: 1
TASKINITIATION:7/95 EXPIRATION:7/98
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:963-24-05-10
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NA03-162"/
RESPONSIBLECENTER: LeRC
B,BLiOaRAPHiO CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journall
Ruuel, W.B. and Sperry,P.R., Effect of mlcrosu'uctureon the viscosity of herdsphere col/otds and modulus of compoal_,s.
Prosres= in OrEanicCoatings, 23, 305 (1994),
Rutgers, M.A., Russel, W.B., Chaikin, P.M., and Dtmsmulr,J.H,, Real hard spheres. AmericanPhysics] Society, vol. 40,
no. I, (1995).
Rutflers,M.A., Xue, J.Z., Herbolzheimer,E., Russel, W.B., and Chalkin,P.M. Crystallinefluidized.beds. Physical Review
E., (to appear).
Zhu, J.X., Phan, S.E., RuJse], W.B., and Challdn,P.M., Absorptionof tetralL_by PMMA spheres/n docalLq/tetral/n
mixture. American Physical Society, vol. 40, no. I, (1995).
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Critical Dynamics of Fluids
Principal Investigator: Prof. Richard A. Ferrell University of Maryland
Co-Investigators:
Moldover, Dr. M.
Wilkinson, Dr. R.A.
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC)
Task Objective:
This work has three objectives all relating to second-order phase transitions in fluids. Part one seeks to confirm the
untested dynamic scaling of the asymptotic limiting acoustic attenuation in simple liquid-vapor systems. The
second part seeks to confmn the fast dynamics of adiabatic heat u-ansfer in compressible liquid-vapor critical systems
using a near-term space experiment. The third objective is to expand the theory of the specific heat at the lambda
transition of liquid 4He. The theory would allow for comparison to data from a currently planned space experiment,
namely CHEX.
Task Description:
The work involved three critical fluid investigations: 1) ground-based definition of an acoustic attenuation in a pure
liquid-vapor system space experiment, 2) Principal Investigator activities for a fast adiabatic thermal/density
relaxation space experiment which flew on IML.2 in 1994, and 3) theoretical work on the specific heat near the
lambda transition of 4He. Item I involves repeating the Garland & Thoen experiment to establish techniques and
demonstrate that adiabatic heat transfer losses are detectable and predictable. That knowledge will be useful in
def'ming a space experiment that will not be hampered by the effect. It is the space experiment that would fulfill the
first objective.
Item 2 employed ESA's Critical Point Facility (CPF) with visual and inteffemmetric data. A heat pulsed wire and a
500 Volt charged wire were used to stimulate fast transients and electrostriction. This activity also allowed a
reflight of an IML-I experiment to study slow density relaxation with better geometric and thermal boundary
conditions.
Task Significance:
Significance is based on the fundamental character of this work, all of which is driven by experiments only possible
in low-gravity. The 4He work is to bring current theory up to par with experiments in process. The liquid-vapor
acoustics work is to probe the unverified dynamic scaling predictions of older theory, while properly accounting for
adiabatic heat transfer loss mechanisms. The experiments on IML-2 also works toward the confu'mation of the
theory describing adiabatic heat transfer in highly compressible critical fluids.
Progress During FY 1995:
During the past twelve months, considerable effort has been devoted to the analysis and interpretation of the
experiments Fast Adiabatic Equilibrium (AFEQ) and Temperature Equilibration Bis (TEQB) that were flown aboard
the space shuttle Columbia in July, 1994. This work culminated in an invited talk given by the P.I. at a Gordon
Research Conference in July, 1995 and in a final report prepared by Dr. Greg Zimmerli to be presented by him in
November, 1995 at the Investigators' Working Group in Frascati, Italy.
AFEQ: Dr. Min at NASA/Lewis has noted a complication in the analysis of the electrostriction portion of the
AFEQ that is due to the non-linear response of the fluid to the applied electric field around the wire that passes
through the sample cell. This is because the electrostrictive pressure, P, produced by the field is sufficient to change
the density near the wire, r, significantly away from its critical value, re. By making use of the accepted scaling
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equation of state, the non-linear relationship of • to P has been worked out in detail by Drs. Zimmerli, Hao, Kostur,
and Bhattacharjee.
A further impediment to a direct comparison of the theory of electrostriction with the experimentally observed
interferrograms is the fact that the optical system of the Critical Point Facility (CPF) does not image the sample
cell onto the recording CCD camera. The "'virtual" plane that the CPF does actually map onto the CCD plane is at
a non-negligible distance, s, away from the mid-plane of the sample cell. As a consequence, a light ray that has
been influenced by the electrostrictive density inhomogeneities in the fluid, and thereby deflected by a small angle,
q, becomes laterally displaced by q, when it impinges on the "'virtual" plane. It is essential to allow for this
displacement when interpreting the fringe pattern of the interferrograms. A further complication is that the
2
additional path length traversed by the ray, namely, q 2,/2, superposes on the ray a supplemental phase shift, p q
,/l, where I is the wavelength of the light in air. Thanks to the collaboration of visiting Professor Jayanta K.
Bhattacharjee, it has been possible to analyze these refraction effects in considerable detail. A full report on the
electrostrictive portion of AFEQ, that will expose and delineate all of the complications that are involved in
analyzing the interferrometric data, is in preparation for publication in a scientific journal.
TEQB: The primary goal in TEQB was to measure the rate of heat diffusion at a temperature closer to the critical
point than is possible on Earth. The heat flow across the sample cell imposes an initial condition for the
temperature relaxation that has an angular dependence that is described by a cosine (or sine) function. An expansion
in normal modes is feasible. This has, in fact, been carried out, but it can be argued that the analysis of the
relaxation in terms of the 'lilt" function that corresponds to the presumed uniform temperature gradient of the initial
condition promises greater accuracy. This is because, at every stage of the relaxation, the actual temperature
distribution is more closely similar to the '_ilt" function than it is to any of the Bessel's functions that describe the
individual normal modes. Two alternate methods of implementing the '_ilt" function approach have been followed
at the University of Maryland and at NASA Lewis Research Center. The Maryland method, at any given stage of
the relaxation, generates by means of Fourier analysis, an "orthogonal" fringe pattern. Multiplying this with the
evolving pattern and summing numerically over all of the pixels in the pattern reveals the subsequent changes. The
values inferred for the thermal diffusion coefficient, D, at 100mk and 30ink agree with the values ob1_ned by Jany
and Straub from light scattering. The value for D at 10inK, which is closer to the critical point than was possible
for Jany and S_aub, agree with dynamic scaling with a relatively small correction for the non-critical thermal
conductivity background, as expected for this temperature. The Lewis method, on the other hand, generated
explicitly a phase map which is then analyzed in terms of the '_ilt" function. The Maryland and Lewis results agree
above lOmK but exhibit a difference at 10inK. A further troubling discrepancy, also not understood, is the failure
of the phase map to satisfy the isothermal boundary condition at the cell perimeter.
When the heat flow is turned off in TEQB, the initial condition can be expected to excite not only the "tilt"
mentioned above, but also the cylindrically symmetric modes. Alternatively, one expects a fiat relaxing temperature
distribution with the spatial dependence consisting only of some rounding at the cell perimeter. This is a
non-isobaric non-one-dimensional phenomenon for which the theory has not yet been worked out. It is necessary to
include adiabatic temperature changes, as described by the now familiar Onuki-Ferrell-Hao
differentio-integro-equation. An expansion in eigenfunctions of the Laplace operator yields a solution in terms of a
doubly infinite series. This work is still in progress.
Critical Sound Propagation: Early in FY95, measurements were made by Dr. R. Kusner of the acoustic spectrum
of a critically t'filed SFe resonator at low frequencies (200Hz <f<3000Hz). The resonator was an annulus of height
3 mm and circumference 28 cm. The resonator was designed to oscillate at low frequencies in order to probe the
effects of surface to volume ratio (or the thermal boundary layer) on the acoustic resonances of a critical fluid. From
an analysis of these resonances, the critical exponent for the specific heat at constant volume was found to 0.I 1, in
agreement with present theory and recent direct measurements by Straub et al. Acoustic attenuation was
significantly larger throughout the temperature range, which was attributed to mechanical losses in the resonator. In
mid FY95, a phase lock technique was used to track a particular acoustic resonance as the temperature approached
the critical point. An analysis of these data showed that corrections due to the boundary layer could account for
deviations of the data from a simple power law relationship to within 100 mK of the critical point. Calculations by
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Prof.George Tuthill,made inthefourthquarterofFY95, showed thatcorrectionsdue tostratificationofthecritical
fluidaresignificantwithinI00 mK ofthecriticaltemperature.Carefuland thoroughmeasurements oftheacoust/c
spectrumoftheannularresonatorproduceddatathatdisplayedthesame behaviorasthesu-atificationcalculations;
however,themeasured resonanceswere fivepercenthigherthanthecalculatedresonanceswithinI0 mK ofthe
criticaltemperature,whereasabove I00 mK themeasurements and calculationsagreedtolessthanone percent.An
investigationcontinuesinan effortounderstandthesourceofthisdiscrepancy,which may be a failureofthe
equationofstateoran incompletetreatmentoftheeffectsofstratificationon thermalboundary layerlosses.
Theoretical Studies: A further ramification of TEQB is the approach to equilibrium in the two-phase state of the
fluid. We have limited our investigation of this problem to the layered one-dimensional geometry of the liquid 3He
experiment of 7:hang and Meyer. The more complicated 3-D configurations encountered in TEQB are much more
difficult to analyze. By means of a completely analytical treatment, we have verified the Straub-Eicher solution for
CO2, a study that was prompted by the Zhang-Meyer experiment. We have noted that the predicted behavior of the
vapor phases is in stark and qualitative disagreement with that reported by Zhang and Meyer. Stranb and Eichefs
ascribing this to convection seems untenable. A more likely explanation, suggested by M. Moldover, is that there
is an additional meniscus resulting from the wetting of the upper pair of the capacitor plates. A publication on this
subject is in preparation.
Incollaborationwith VisitingProfessorJ.K. Bhattacharjee,Dr. Hao has been making a detailedcomparison ofhis
analytice-expansionPh.D. thesiscriticalviscosityexponentcalculationwith thenumericalsolutionofSiggiaet.
al. A publicationon thisisinpreparation.
Inthelow temperaturerealm,Prof.Bhattacharjeehas developedamethod fortakingintoaccounttheeffectof
boundary conditionson orderparameterfluctuations,withaview towardmaking a predictionforCHeX.
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Microscale Hydrodynamics Near Moving Contact Lines
Principal Investigator: Prof.Stephen Garoff Carnegie Mellon University
Co-Investigators:
Weislogel, M. NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC)
Task Objective:
The objective of this study is to characterize the relationship between macroscopicaUy observed dynamic contact
angles and the microscopic fluid physics occurring near the contact line.
Task Description:
This task consists primarily of low-gravity experimental studies on moving contact lines. The experiments will
simultaneously measure flow fields and the fluid/fluid interface very near the moving contact line using video
microscopy and particle image velocimetry. The experiments will be conducted in low gravity since it is in low
gravity that interracial phenomena dictate the fluid/fluid interface shape and location.
Task Significance:
Our ground based research on moving contact lines focused on five areas: (l) confmnJng the validity and delineating
the limitations of present asymptotic hydrodynamic models of spreading; (2) measuring the velocity field near
moving contact lines; (3) examining the changes in inner scale physics for a systematically varying set of fluids and
solid surfaces; (4) studying thin film formation for advancing contact lines; and (5) probing receding contact lines.
Progress During FY 1995:
We have completed our studies conf'm_Jng the validity of present asymptotic hydrodynamic models for spreading.
We measured the dynamic interface shape over distances on the order of the capillary length. Far from the contact
line, the interface shape becomes static.like; although within the accuracy of our experiments, the interface shape at
capillary numbers (Ca) as low as 0.01 is measurably different from the static shape even at distances of 80% of a
capillary length from the contact line. We found that the parameter w0 determined by fitting the dynamic data near
the contact line to the composite model is same as the contact angle for the static-like interface shape far from the
contact line. This result confirms a fundamental hypothesis of the model. We discovered a region of the interface at
moderate distances from the contact line (on the order of i/3 of the capillary length for Ca,.O.OOl)which is neither
static-like nor described by the asymptotic model. Within this region, viscous and gravitational forces compete to
determine the interface shape. This competition is not described by the present model. The residual dynamic
bending of the interface even at distances on the order of a capillary length and relatively low Ca raises doubts about
the accuracy of measurements of dynamic interfaces made by other techniques and reported in the literature. This
work is first reported in a manuscript accepted for publication in Journalof Colloid and Interface Science.
We also completed the studies begun last year of interface shapes at higher Ca. We have made the first
measurements of dynamic interface shapes in depression. We fred that the present models are adequate for Ca<0.1.
Above this Ca, the model predicts too large a curvature at small distances from the contact line. The region where
the model is inadequate expands as Ca increases. The breakdown is either due to an insufficient number of terms in
the Ca expansion describing the intermediate region or to the inner scale hydrodynamics affecting the interface shape
at unexpectedly large distances. The model of the intermediate region can be extended to higher Ca. It then provides
an additional parameter describing the inner scale physics. However, our measurements show that this expansion
cannot be used in terrestrial measurements because of contamination from geomeu'y dependent terms which cannot
be expressed analytically. This result proves that microgravity measurements, which increase the outer length scale,
will provide a unique opportunity to measure an additional parameter with which to characterize inner scale physics.
This work is first reported in a manuscript accepted for publication in Physics of Fluids.
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We have completed our t'_t study of the velocity field near the movinl contact line using particle image
velocimetry. The polymer fluid is seeded with small bubbles 1-10mm in diameter. Panicle trajectories and velocity
fields are measured and compared to the fields predicted by the modulated wedge approximation, an .[approximation
central to the model of the intermediate region wldch we use to fit the interface shape. We have carefully examined
our data and proved that the bubbles are tracking the fluid flow field even near the contact line where the streamlines
exhibit a sharpbend. At Ca<0.15, the model correctly predicts the flow field for distances 20-500ram from the
contact line. At h/_er Ca, the flow field is not correctly described by the modulated wedge approximation due to
the higher curvatures ex]dbited by the interface at larger distances from the contact line. The velocity field measured
in such experiments provide necessary input to numerical modeling of systems with moving contact lines. A
manuscript describing th/s study is presently in prep.rat/on.
Our materials studies show that the inner scale hydrodynamics of polymer melts is sensitive to local
polymer/surface interactions. We have probed the effects of: polymer end termination, polymer molecular weight,
ultratldn water layers on the solid surface, and interfacial energy of the solid surface. For all materials systems we
probed, the parameters describing the inner scale hydrodynamics must be dependent on the velocity of the moving
contact line. The spreading of polydimethylsiloxanes (PDMS) across a 7740 Pyrex surface is strongly affected by
the end termination chemistry of the polymer:, hydroxyl terminated PDMS exhibiting a strong velocity dependence
methyl terminated PDMS exldbiting a weak dependence. The parameter describing dynamic wetting increases
with the molecular weight of the polymer. Ultrathin (~30/_), mobile layers of water condensed from a humid
atmosphere onto the pyrex surface enhance slip of the polymer relative to the solid surface. By spreading the same
polymer across derivatized surfaces, we have found that the dependence of the parameterdescribing dynamic wetting
on soUd surface energy is complex, None of these conclusions can be drawn from traditional methods of measuring
dynamic wetting. Our method of measuring the viscous bending of the interface near the contact line is essential.
Thin precursing films exist in front of static menisci and have been proposed as inner scale mechanisms for movin_
contact lines. We have explicitly measured the extent of films near moving contact lines using condensation figures
and videomicroscopy. Our results show that/'or speeds as slow as 3mm/sec (Ca-l.5 x 10-4), films of 10poise
PDMS on pyrex extend less than 2ram, the resolution limit of our present experiments. Thus, thin film
mechanisms are not likely to be the appropriate inner scale mechanism for our material system.
We have begun studies of receding contact lines. For 10poise PDMS on a surface with a grafted, fluorinated
surfactant, the interface shape is compatible with the asymptotic hydrodynamic model for Ca<2.5 x 10-4. For 2.3 x
10-4<Ca<5 x 10-4, the interface shape is not compatible with the model, However, condensation figures and
vide,microscopy show no PDMS is left behind on the surface] We have shown that a monolayer of PDMS would
be detectable. For Ca>5 x 10-4, a thick film, visible to the naked eye, is pulled from the retreating meniscus,
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Chen, Q., Rame, E., Garoff, S., "Yhe interface shape and flow field near the moving contact fine." ACS Colloids and
Surface Science Symposium, Salt Lake City, June 1995.
Garoff, S. "Contact line dynamics." Gordon Conference on Gravitational Effects in Physicocbemical Systems, Henniker,
NI-I, June 1995.
Rame, E. "the boundary condition at a moving contact line: an experimental study of the interpretation of the dynamic
contact angle." American Physical Society/Division of Fluid Dynamics, Atlanta, GA, November, 1994.
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Geophysical Fluid Flow Cell
Principal Investigator: Dr. John E. Hart University of Colorado, Boulder
Co-Investigators:
Leslie, F.
Miller, T.
Toomre, J.
Ohlsen, D.
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
University of Colorado, Boulder
University of Colorado, Boulder
Task Objective:
The Geophysical Fluid Flow Cell experiment (GFFC) takes advantage of the unique environment of the
microgravity laboratory, which permits forces that would otherwise be swamped by normal terrestrial gravity to
become dominant. The GFFC uses electrostatic forces to warp gravity into a radial vector field, centrally directed
towards the center of the cell. This allows us to perform visualizations of thermal convection in a spherical shell of
liquid subject to imposed differential heating and basic rotation, where the active buoyancy forces are radially
directed, as in planetary atmospheres and stars. The objective of the experiments is to categorize the types of
convective patterns that can occur in highly nonlinear and turbulent flows with varying amounts of basic rotation
and thermal stress.
Task Description:
1. A significant modification to the original GFFC experiment that flew previously on Spacelab-III is the addition
of real-time video visualizations of the fluid turbulence that can be downlinked from the shuttle to scientists on the
ground. This permits interactive experiments that can identify and focus on important flow regimes. Design,
construction and verification of space qualified hardware to effect this video downlink is a major hardware task.
2. In preparation for flight, theoretical, computational, and terrestrial laboratory simulations of rotating convection
are required in order to suggest particular experiments that can critically advance our basic understanding of such
phenomena, as well as make contributions to the science of geophysical and astrophysical fluid dynamics.
Theoretical and computational models typically involve assumptions that will be checked in the Spacelab flights,
and terrestrial experiments are planar in geometry, allowing comparison of fundamental differences between "flat"
and "spherical" convection.
Task Significance:
The spherical configuration and radial gravity of the Geophysical Fluid Flow Cell is significant because large-scale
motions of the atmospheres of planets and stars are constrained by the inherent spherical geometry of these bodies.
Furthermore, the flows on them are constrained by rotation, under the action of the same Coriolis forces that shape
Earth's weather, and by buoyancy forces which result in hot fluid rising in a radial direction. It is impossible to
study such motions in the terrestrial laboratory because gravity is uniformly directed. The GFFC experiments will
provide basic laboratory data that can be appfied to problems of cloud patterns on the giant planets, differential
rotation on the Sun, and motions in Earth's core, mantle and atmosphere.
Progress During FY 1995:
1. The GFFC instrument and video acquisition module were integrated and tested at MSFC. They were
subsequently shipped to the Kennedy Space Center for integration into the USML-2 Spacelab payload. Functional
tests there were successfully completed.
2. Computational simulations of low voltage GFFC runs were completed using both the Tim Miller and the Gary
Glatzmaier codes. These indicated several interesting and surprising flow regimes that will be investigated during
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USML-2. No pulsating modes were found. However, at low rotation rate, multiple states of convection were seen
in the models at modest (SKV) voltages. Such multiple states are important for undermmd/ng the pred/ctabi, ty and
long-time "climates" of slowly rotating spherical shells (Likethe Earth's mantle).
3. Detailed thermal and velocity measurements in rotating convection were completed in the terrestrial laboratory.
These illustrate the surprising presence of a non-adiabatic interior, u compared with non.rotating convection.
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Interfacial Phenomena in Multilayered Fluid Systems
Principal Investigator: Prof. Jeanis.Koster University of Colorado, Boulder
Co-Investigators:
Biringen, Prof. S. University of Colorado, Boulder
Task Objective:
The main objective of the researchis to design a three-liquid-layer flight experiment that will study the interaction
of two interracial tension forces of different magnitude, and their effects on thermocapinaryfluid flow induced in
adjacent liquid layers. The thermocapillary flow results fi'om temperature gradients parallel to the fluid interfaces.
In addition, the mechanical coupling between the immiscible layers and the suppression of convective flow will be
investigated. The conditions for the existence for oscillatory flow, and the effects of g-jitter may also be studied.
Task Description:
The general approach is to conduct ground-based normal-gravity testing and develop theoretical models of the
combined buoyant and thermocapillary convection phenomena. The instrumentation and diagnostics are centered
around the physics of interest; namely, flow fields, temperature fields, and interfacial shapes. The theories and
numerical models developed and verified with the one-g data were used to predict the anticipated results of the flight
experiment for the IML-2 mission which flew July 1994.
Task Significance:
The results are expected to significantly advance our knowledge in the area of surface-tension-driven convection in
multilayered fluid systems. The scientific results will find applications related to encapsulated float zone
processing. Float zone processes are techniques in which space processing of crystals can be done while
minh_izing the number of imperfections.
Progress During FY 1995:
As was previously reported, the IML-2 flight experiment was not successful. Consequently, the analysis of flight
data which would have normally occurred duringFY 1995 has not taken place. The experiment was considered for a
re- flight on BDPU for the LMS mission in June 1996, however, it failed to receive approval from a re-flight
review in December 1994. ESA, however, has decided to re-fly the prevously flown test container on the LMS
mission under the auspices of a European investigator, J. C. Legros of Belgium. Koster has consulted with Legros
on the nature of this LMS experiment.
The grantactivities, therefore, have continued making progress in the ground-based areas only. The multifaceted
ground-based program of Prof. Koster continued to study the many aspects of multilayered flows. The specific areas
of study included: natural convection in multiple layers; stability in multiple layers; natural convection in two-
phase miscibility gap fluids; free convection of a vertical plate; combined and Rayleigh Benard convection;
thermocapillary waves in thin layers; natural convection with density inversion. Much of this work is being done
by European students who are supported by their home institutions.
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Koster, J. and Ky, N. Steady natural convection in a double layer of immiscible liquids with density inversion. Int J. Heat
Mass Transfer, vol. 39, 467-478 (1995).
Schrnitt, M. Koster, J., and l-lamacher, K. Particle design for displacement tracking velocimetry. Measurement Science and
Technology, vol. 6, 682-689 (1995).
Theses
Helle,r, L.
1995.
"Convection in miscible gap alloys." Final Report submitted to Techuische Unlvenitat Karlsruhe, 4 September,
Kerihuel, B.Y. "Convection flow in a double liquid layer with verticle and horizontal temperature 8radimts." Fine] eport
submitted to EHSICA, 1995.
Lorkowski, T. "Convection in miscibility sap model alioys." Diploma Thesis submitted to the University of Stuttgart.
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Extensional Rheology of Non-Newtonian Materials
Principal Investigator: Prof. GarethH. McKinley Harvard University
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The objective of this work is to determine the extensional viscosity in uniaxial stretching flow for dilute polymer
solutions.To generateasimplehomogeneousshearfreeflowinthematerialwhilemeasuringthestressresponse
ofthe materialduringthisconstantstrainrate deformation.
Task Description:
Thiseffortwillrequireaninitialground-basedexperimentaldesign,andultimatepayloadimplementation,ofanovel
experimental apparatus to measure accurately the rheological responseof non-Newton/an fluids under shear-free
conditionsthatarecharacteristicofthosexperiencedinthecontainerlessprocessingofmaterials.
The proposed instrument generates a homogeneous uniaxial elongation through an exponential stretching of the test
sample, and the spatial uniformity of the deformation rate experienced by the fluid is verified by digital panicle
image velocimetry. Direct measurements of the tensile force exerted by the material then allow calculation of the
extensional viscosity of the fluid.
The designoftheapparatusutilizesseveraloftheexistingorplannedfluidiagnosticmodulesbeingconsideredby
NASA, andinaddition,providesacompletelynew fluid-scienceflightcapability,whichcanbeusedrepeatedlyto
supportmulti-userrheologicalmeasurementsforawiderangeofnon-Newtonianfluids.
Task Significance:
The extensional viscosity is a fundamental physical property of all non-Newton/an materials, and cannot be
determined from simple viscometric shear flow experiments. Constitutive equations for viscoelastic fluids such as
dilute polymer solutions predict large changes in the extensional viscosity as the elongation rate is increased;
however, the validity of these theories cannot be confmned due to the lack of experimental data obtained in
extensional flows. To date, quantitative rheological measurements in shear-free flows have only been possible for
highly elastic or "stiff" materials such as polymer melts which can easily be elongated without sagging under a
gravitational body force. By performing similar experiments in an extended microgravity environment it will be
possible for the first time to obtain accurate measurements of the extensional viscosity for more 'mobile' fluids such
as polymer solutions, suspensions and liquid crystalline materials. This rheological data will allow designers of
both space- and ground-based material processes to use improved constitutive models in numerical simulations of
complex two- and three-dimensional fluid flows.
In a simple stretching flow, fluids such as water or syrup exhibit a resistance to stretching that is exactly three
times the value of their Newton/an viscosity. This resistance is usually termed the "extensional viscosity of the
material." However, for fluids containing long macromolecules (e.g., synthetic polymers, liquid crystals, or DNA)
it is predicted that the extensional viscosity can be anywhere from I00 to I0000 times greater than the viscosity of
the fluid. In the near future, NASA plans to develop "containerless processing" operations under microgravity and a
detailed understanding of extensional properties in fluids will be absolutely critical -- since, in the absence of
container walls, the only way to mix, pour, and shape fluids will be through pure stretching motions. Knowledge
of such nonlinear material functions is fundamental to the development and verification of relatively cheap
ground-based computational modeling techniques which can be used effectively in the "a priori" design of advanced
microgravity material processes thereby alleviating the need for costly in-flight pilot experiments. Finally, in
addition to their significance in many industrial processes such as flber-spinn/ng and film coating operations,
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stretching flows of non-Newtonlan fluids are of fundamental scientific importance to a number of complex fluid
dynamics phenomena, including the stability and breakup of jets, enhanced oil recovery and turbulent drag reduction
for advanced aircraft,boats, and submarines.
Progress During FY 1995:
The birefringence system has been built and assembled with acceptance testing in progress. Optical measurements
of the fluid filament radius and seeded fluid particle velocities have been successfully demonstrated. DPIV software
was developed at Harvard University and used for the velocity and velocity gradient computations. A laboratory
electronic force balance has been identified and tested. A linear drive unit was designed, built, and used to conduct
numerous axial stretching tests of a Boger fluid column. The extensional viscosity, and trouton ratio was computed
from the resulting force and radius measurements.
Future plans include further development and construction of the following:
1. The drive mechanism breadboard testing - In_ motion of neu_-al density fluid: viscous diffusion of Boger
fluid
2. Reducing diame_ device ¢RDD) breadboard rating
3. Load cell and microbalance testing (.01 to 300 grams range required)
4. Sridhar Apparatus testing - using RDD with elecu'onic balance
5. Adiabatic heating - Theoretical estimation
6. Fluid choice - rheological analysis of varying concentrations of polyiobutylene (monodisperse)
7. Lubrication - Analysis of slip on wheels in plateau tank
8. Sudace tension - Determine correlation of dynamic surface tension to extensional theology experiment
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 1
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 12/92 EXPIRATION: 12/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION:963-25-0A-36
NASA CONTRACTNO,: NAG3-1385
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Spiegelberg, S., Ables, D. and McKinley, G.,
Non-Newtonian Fluid Mechanics, (1995).
Extensionalviscosity of polymerfluids: boger fluids. Journalof
Presentations
Gaodet,S., McKinley, O., and Stone, H., "Extensional deformation of newton/al liquid bridges." A modeling paperwas
presentedat the AmericanPhyscial Society Conference in Atlanta,November 20, 1994.
McKinley, G.H., "Steady and transientmotion of a sphere sedimenting throughshear-thinning and constant viscosity
elastic fluids." A presentationgiven to the British Society of Rheology on April 20, 1995.
Spiegelberg, S. and McKinley, G., "Generation and deformationof newtonianand non-newtonianliquid bridges." AIChE
Conference November, 17, 1994.
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Pool Boiling Experiment
Principal Investigator: Pro_,HermanMet!e,_r. University of Michigan
Co-Investigators:
No Co-rs Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The program described here seeks to improve the understanding of the fundamental mechanisms thatconstitute
nucleate pool boiling. The vehicle for accomplishing this is an investigation, including experiments to be
conducted in rnlcrogravity and coupled with appropriateanalyses, of the heat transfer and vapor bubble dynamics
associated with nucleation, bubble growth or collapse, and subsequent motion. Certain effects that can be neglected
at normal Earth gravity, such as surface tension and vapor momentum, can become quite significant in
microgravity. Momentum imparted to the liquid by the vapor bubble during growth tends to draw the vapor bubble
away from the surface, depending on the rate of growth, which in turnis governed by the temperature distribution in
the liquid. Thermophoretic forces, arising from the variation of the I/quid-vapor surface tension with temperature,
on the other hand, tend to move the vapor bubble toward the region of higher temperature. The bubble motion will
be governed by which of these two effects prevail.
The elements of nucleate boiling, for which research conducted underm/crogravity would advance the basic
understanding,are:
I. Nucleation or onset of boiLing. Indications are that both heater surface temperature and temperature distribution
in the liquid are necessary to descdbenucleation.
2. The dynamic growth of a vapor bubble in the vicinity of the heater surface. This includes the shape as well as
motion of the liquid-vapor interface as growth is taking place. These are influenced by the liquid temperature
distribution at the initiation of growth.
3. The subsequent behavior of the vapor bubble. This includes the modon, whether departure takes place or not,
and the associated heat Iransfer.
Task Description:
In the proposed experiment, a pool of liquidmin/tially at a precisely def'medpressure and temperature---will be
subjected to a step-imposed heat flux from a semitransparent thin-film heater forming pan of one wall of the
container, such that boiling is initiated and maintained for a def'med period of time at a constant pressure level.
Transient measurements of the heater surface and fluids temperatures near the surface will be made, noting especially
the conditions of the boiling process in two simultaneous views, from beneath the heating surface and from the
side. The conduct of the experiment and the data acquisition will be completely automated and self-contained.
Task Significance:
The outcome of the experiment is expected to include the following:
1. Observation of the liquid-vapor behavior, including bubble growth and motion as functions of heat flux, initial
subcooling and time, and correlation with observed heater surface temperature variation.
2. Use of initial liquid temperature distribution at nucleation to compute vapor bubble growth rate for comparison
with observation.
3. Measurement of delay time to nucleation for correlation with nucleation theory.
Anyone who has ever boiled water on a stove is familiar with nucleate pool boiling. Even though it is an everyday
event, scientists do not understand precisely how it works, because Earth's gravity influences how bubbles form and
grow in boiling liquids.
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NASA is interested in results from this experiment, because boiling liquids generates bubbles which are very
efficient at transferring large amounts of heat. Finding new ways to dissipate heat from the space shuttle or future
manned space platforms will be vital to the success of long term missions.
There are potential benefits closer to home as well, including more effective air conditioning and refrigeration
systems and improvements in power plants that could reduce the cost of generating electricity.
Progress During FY 1995:
The prototype hardware for the Pool Boiling Experiment was flown aboard the SL-J mission on September 12-20,
1992. Performance of the hardware was "near perfect." The data clearly reveal that pool boiling in reduced gravity
(10 -3gOis a transient process and not a steady periodic one. At the higher-heat flux tests (8 W/cm2), the
temperature, as well as the vapor content continued to increase. Tests conducted at the lower-heat flux levels
resulted in a rapid spreading of the vapor across the heater as compared to the high-heat flux levels. In low gravity,
the vapor bubbles adhered to the heater surface and were 1 cm to 5 cm in diameter. In normal gravity, the vapor
bubbles lift off the heater surface due to buoyancy and are approximately 1.5 mm in diameter.
The flight hardware was flown on STS-57 mission in June 1993. Eight of nine test points were successful. The
Pool Boiling Experiment was flown again on the STS-60 mission, in February 1994. All nine test points were
successful.
The principal investigator submitted the foal report on the results of the STS-47 mission to NASA-Lewis in July
1994. A combined final report of the STS-57 and STS-60 missions was completed in February 1995.
The results from these three flights can be summarized as follows:
In microgravity the absence of buoyancy causes large bubbles to form and often remain on the heater surface as
surface tension plays a dominant role. Some dryout and rewetting was observed. In normal gravity (lg) convection
causes the bubbles to depart from the heater surface while they are quite small.
Correlation of dry out area to mean, h. and boiling, hs0 (wetted) heat transfer coefficients and mean heater surface
temperature, Tw, for microgravity pool boiling tests is the first of its kind.
Professor Merte successfully passed a Microgravity Hardware Reflight Reviews held on June 24, 1994 and his
proposed experiment, "Study of Pool Boiling in Microgravity-Rewetting Following Dryout," was approved by
NASA. Two flights are planned using the same pool boiling hardware with a few modest changes. There will be
higher subcoolings (20, 30 and 40°F) in the ftrst reflight and lower heat fluxes (0.5,/and 2 w/co 2) in the second.
The first mission is to be launched on STS-72 in January 1996.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 1 MS Degrees: 1
PhD Students: 1 Phi) Degrees: 1
TASK iNITIATION: 2/90 EXPIRATION: 12/96
PROJECT iDENTIFICATION:963-24-0B-10
NASA CONTRACT No.: NAG3-1684
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
l._.e, H.S. and Meres, Jr., H. Hemispherical vapor bubble growth in microgravity: experiments and model. International
Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer, (1995).
Lee, H.S., Meres, Jr., H., Spherical vapor bubble growth in uniformly superheated liquids. International Journal of Heat
and Mass Transfer, (1995).
Presentations
Meres, Jr., H. "Sensitivity of pool boiling to microgravity fluctuations - observations from PBE GAS in STS-47, STS-57,
STS-60." Presented to a meeting of the MGMG - No. 14 held at JSC on March 21-23l 1995.
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Surface Tension-Driven Convection Experiment (STDCE-1, STDCE-2)
Principal Investigator: Prof. SimonOstrach Case Western Reserve University
Co-Investigators:
Kamotani, Prof. Y. Case Western Reserve University
Task Objective:
The objective of this research is to further the understanding of the physical mechanisms associated with
non-oscillatory (STDCE-I) and oscillatory (STDCE-2) thermocapillary flow by (a) developing an accurate
description of the physical mechanisms, (b) developing an accurate numerical model, and (c) obtaining ground-based
and flight experimental data to verify the physical mechanisms and the numerical model. The thermocapillary flows
result from the fluid motions generated by the surface-tractive force that is caused by surface-tension variation due to
the temperature gradient along the free surface.
Task Description:
STDCE-I: The basis of Surface-Tension-Driven Convection Experiment 1 (STDCE-1) flight experiment is a
copper test cell 10 cm in diameter and 5 cm deep, filled with silicone oil, able to provide both fiat and curved free
surfaces in a microgravity environment. The outer wall of the test cell is water cooled. The silicone oil can be
centrally heated either externally by a carbon dioxide laser (constant heat flux, _ or internally by an immersion
heater (constant temperature, CT). The cross section is illuminated by a I-ram-thick sheet of light, which scatters
from small aluminum oxide particles mixed into the off, allowing observation and measurement, using a
particle-tracking technique, of the axisymmetric flow velocity. An infrared imager is used to measure surface
temperature, and thermistors are used to measure fluid and wall temperature. The velocity and temperature
measurements are compared with the numerical predictions.
STDCE-2: The center of Surface-Tension-Driven Convection Experiment 2 (STDCE-2) is an interchangeable
module containing a test cell and fluid reservoir. Six modules containing copper test cells of 1.2, 2.0 and 3.0 cm
diameter, each with the depth equal to the radius, will be filled with 2 centistoke silicone oil, to provide both flat
and curved free surfaces in a microgravity environment. In three of the modules, one of each size, the fluid will be
heated by a carbon dioxide laser, imposing a Gaussian heat flux on the free surface, and in the remaining three the
fluid will be heated internally by an axially located heater which is ten percent of the chamber diameter. The outer
walls of the test chambers will be cooled. This modular approach was taken to accommodate the large test matrix.
During the experiment, the surface temperature--which is the driving force in the flow--is measured
non-intrusively by an infrared imager. The free-surface deformation, felt to play a critical role in the oscillation
phenomenon, is measured quantitatively using a Ronchi deflectometer. The flow field is observed by illuminating
the entire test chamber volume with laser light which is scattered from 20 micron aluminum oxide particles mixed
in the fluid, allowing for three-dimensional qualitative visualization. Thermistors are used to measure bulk fluid,
wall and heater temperatures.
At the start of each test the heater power will be slowly increased until the flow transitions from steady and
axisymmeuic to periodic and three dimensional. This will be performed for 43 combinations of test chamber size,
heating mode and free surface shape. The temperature difference at the transition point will be used to calculate
non-dimensional parameters which are used to characterize the onset of oscillations. The flow field, surface and bulk
temperature distributions, and the free surface deformations will be correlated to support verification of the proposed
physical mechanism for the oscillatory phenomenon.
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Task Significance:
The Surface Tension Driven Convection Experiment is designed to study the nature and extent of steady and
oscillatory thermocapillary flows using state of the art diagnostics to measure and characterize these flows over a
wide range of parameters. Valuable dam, which can only be gained from low gravity.based experimentation, will be
obtained resulting in an undentanding of the fundamental physical mechanisms and improved implementation of
related industrial processes such as life support systems, containerlass processing of materials, crystal growth,
propellant storage _nt, and bio-fluids engineering both in space and on earth.
Progress During FY 1995:
STDCE-1
STDCE-I was flown on USIvlL-I in June, 1992. 38 tests were completed relxtming over 12 I/2 hours of data. To
date approximately 75% of the data has been analyzed and o_pared to the numerical model. The comparisons show
good agreement. This represents the relevant data from the experiment. The analysis of the data has been broken
into sections and numerous presentations of those sections of the reduced flight data have been made. These include
flow data from the lhr CT and CF tests, temperature data from the lhr tests, flow data from the shorter CT flat
surface tests, and flow data from the shorter CF curved surface tests. All of the reduced data has been compiled by a
graduate student for the final contract report. In addition, no flow oscillations were observed in any of the tests
corroborating the Principal Investigator's theory that the Marangoni number alone is not sufficient to indicate the
onset of oscillatory flow.
STDCE-2
Flight Experiment:
STDCE-2 is scheduled to fly on USML-2 in September of 1995. In preparation, the PI and Co-I participated in two
USML-2 Investigator Working Group meetings at the Marshall Space Flight Center in addition to numerous
meetings and reviews at the Lewis Research Center. The PI/STDCE operations team have participated in pre
mission simulations and are currently awaiting the launch of USML-2.
Oro_d-based work:
I. Analysis
A scaling analysis of ax/symmetric thermocapillary flows was conducted. Various important velocity and length
scales were determined. The scaling laws were shown to agree well with the results of a numerical analysis. Based
on the scaring analysis a surface deformation parameter (S-parameter) was derived for each CT and CF heating mode.
Both the Marangoni number and the S.parameter must be larger than certain values in order to obtain oscillatory
thermocapil]ary flow. The work has been written up as a Ph.D. thesis.
2. Experimental Work
The deformation of the free surface has been measured in oscillatory thermocapillary flow. The free surface motion
was measured by observing the surface in one radialcross-section through a micro-video system. An organized free
surface motion was found. The frequency of the free surface oscillations was the same as that of the temperature
oscillations detected by a thermocouple probe in the fluid. Both oscillation patterns were closely related.
An optical system is being set up to measure the free surface motion over the entire free surface instead of only
sections. This optical measurement will provide us with information regarding a wave-like motion of the free
surface. The information is imporUmt in establishing a coupling among the surface motion and the rotating
temperature oscillation pattern.
An experiment on oscillatory thennocapiUary flow in cylindrical containers is being performed. The objective is to
confu'm the S-parameters obtained by analysis. In order to do so the effect of buoyancy on oscillatory
thermocapiilary flow must be understood. The buoyancy effect is being investigated numerically and
experimentally.
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STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 0 MS Degrees: 4
PhD Students: 2 PhD Degrees: 2
TASK INITIATION: 4/91 EXPIRATION: 3/98
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-25-0D-09
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG3-1568
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
KamoUmi, Y., Ostrach, S. and Pline, A., Analysis of velocity data taken in surface tension driven convection experiment
in microgravity. Physics of Fluids A., vol. 6, no. 7, 3601-3609 (November 1994).
Presentations
Kamotani, Y., Chang, A., and Ostrach, S. "Effects of heating mode on steady axisymmetric thermocapilIary flows in
microgravity."Presentedatthe 1994 InternationalMechan/calEngineeringCongressand ExpositioninChicagoIllinois,
November 6-II,1994.
Karnotani,Y.,Chang,A.,and Ostrach,S., "Effectsofheatingmode on steadyaxisymmetricthermocapiIlaryflowsin
microgravity."inHeatTransferinMicrogravitySystems,ASME HTD, vol.290,53-62,1994.
Kamotani, Y., Masud, J., I.a.e, J.H., and Pline, A., "Oscillatory Convection due to combined bouyancy and
thermocapillarity." Paper AIAA-95-0187, 33rd AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Reno, NV, lanuary 9-12, 1995.
Kamotani, Y., Ostrach, S. and Pline, A., "Summary of results from the surface tension driven convection experiment in
microgravity." IAF Paper IAF-94-J.3.238, 45th Congress of the International Astronautical Federation, Jerusalem, Israel,
October 9-14, 1994.
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Modelin 8 and New Experiment Definition for the VIBES
Principal Investigator: Prof. Robert L. San/ University of Colorado, Boulder
Co-Investigators:
Azuma, Dr. H.
Doi, Dr. T.
Kamei, Dr. S.
Ohnish, Dr. M.
Kida, Dr. T.
Yamamoto, Dr. K.
Japanese National Aerospace Laboratory (NAL)
NSDA -- Japanese Space Agency
Mitsubishi Research Institute
Japanese National Aermpace Laboratory (NAL)
Japanese National Aerospace Laboratory (NAL)
JapaneseNational Aerospace Laboratory (NAL)
Task Objective:
The Vibration Isolation Box Experiment System (VIBES) is an IML-2 flight experiment designed by the Japanese
National Aerospace Laboratory. Its primary goal is to evaluate the performance of a vibration isolation device in
conjunction with typical fluids experiments. The IML-2 flight experiment contains two experimental units: the
Convection Diffusion Unit (CDU) and the Thermal-Driven Flow UniL The purposes of the CDU experiment (the
one of interest herein) are to observe natm'al convection and diffusive transport in a micro-g environment and to
observe the effect of g-jitter with and without the vibration isolation due to the vibration isolation box. The
objective of this project is to provide numerical modeling for the CDU experiment for aiding in design refinements
and evaluation of terrestri=d benchmark experiments as well as post-flight evaluation of the experimental data.
Task Description:
The numerical modeling will utilize a Galerkin finite element algorithm for the linear momentum, energy and
species balance equations using the Boussinesq approximation. This project will make comparisons of two codes
(Pl's research code and a commercial code, FIDAP) in a transient, 3-D calculation to determine their efficiency and
accuracy. Timing comparisons will also be made between FIDAP and the research code. The numerical
experiments will include example cases with and without the test cell being subjected to g variation; both single and
multiple frequency variations will be considered. The numerical experiment will also consist of simulating the
g-environment (to be provided by the Japanese research team) both inside and outside the isolation box.
Comparison of these results should allow a quantitative assessment of the isolation capability of the apparatus.
Task Significance:
The microgravity environment available for space experiments is not quiescent but is subjectezi to significant
background vibrations generated by aerodynamic and machinery vibrations, crew motion, etc. Such g-jitter can be
relatively random in orientation and can attain significant magn/tudes. There is a growing list of observations and
data analyses that demonstrate the existence of significant g-jitter episodes and their potential for having very
deleterious effects on many proposed flight experiments. A potential solution to this problem in the mlcro-g
environment is the use of vibration isolation for the experiments which require it. The assessment of such an
apparatus is one of the main thrusts of the research proposed in this project.
Progress During FY 1995:
I. Continued development, testing and bench marking of the semi-consistent mass finite element projection
algorithm for 2-D and 3-D transient Boussinesq flow.
a. The modification of the algorithm to include the option of a skew-symmetric form of the advection
operatorand concomitantly the implementation and tuning of a bi-conjugate gradient stabilized routine has
continued.
b. The implementation of a variable time step capability has recently been fmiabed and currently various error
indicators are being investigated.
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c. The inclusi°n of the capability to model additional fields, for example, concenlration, is being addressed.
Its eventual complementation will be an essential tool in the def'mition of potential new fLightexperiments behavior
of coupled fluids in a g-jitter environment.
2. Time-varying gravity Boussinesq flow simulations.
a. Simulations of ground based experiments done by Japanese research team have been compared with
experimental observations.
b. The data analysis of the gravitational data from the VIBES experiment was received from NASA LeRC and
simulations of the VIBES experiment utilizing a more realistic gravitational field temporal signature, obtained from
the data analysis, has been initiated.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 1/93 EXPIRATION: 1/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION:963-24-05-14
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG3-]4]0
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
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Studies in Electrohydrodynamics
Principal Investigator: Dr. Dudley A. Saville Princeton University
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I'sAssigned to thisTask
Task Objective:
This research is designed to su_ngthen and test the experimental foundations of the theory of elec_rohydrodynamics.
Electrohydrodynamic forces can be used to manipulate fluids, especially fluid interfaces. As such, they offer a
means of controlling fluid motion on very small length scales.
Task Description:
Theoretical studies will center on adapting the existing leaky dielec_ic theory for the stability of a fluid cylinder to
account for pinning the contact line at the upper and lower boundaries in a liquid bridge configuration.
Experimental studies will be carried out to (1) evaluate the influence of ionic surfactants on conductivity so as to
enable us to control the time scale of the electrohydrodynamic fluid motion and (2) test the existing
electrohydrodynamic theory for the stability of a cylinder subject to an axial field with isopycnic systems.
Task Significance:
Despite substantial efforts over the past two decades, the foundation of electrohydrodynamics is weak. Relatively
few experiments have been done to test the leaky dielectric theory, the most promising model of behavior, and much
ofthework has been oflimitedscopebecauseoftheneed touse isopycnicsystemstoavoidsedimentationand
hydrostatic pressure effects. This restricts the range of fluid properties that can be studied and as a result there are
many gaps in our knowledge. In addition to its scientific importance, there are a wide range of applications where
electrohydrodynamic phenomena play important roles.
Progress During FY 1995:
In December 1994, a "Science Concepts Review" was completed and we began preparations for a flight experiment.
The experiment will be part of the LMS mission scheduled for June 1996. The experiment itself will test the
leaky, dielectric model of electrohydrodynamics by studying the behavior of liquid bridges in the presence of strong
electric fields. Our experiment will be conducted in the BDPU facility which is part of the European Space
Agency's activities. Since December we have designed and built apparatus to test various concepts during parabolic
flights on a KC-135. Two flights were completed and another is scheduled. Flight apparatus has also been designed
and tested in a "breadboard" configuration. This whole activity is, in some sense, a "test case" to see if laboratory
science on board the Space Shuttle can be carried out within a short time period. In our case, only eighteen months
will elapse from the Science Concepts Review to completion of the microgravity experiment.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 2
TASK INITIATION: 4/93 EXPIRATION: 4/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-25-10
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAGS-969
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Presentations
Burcham, C.B., and Saville, D.A. "Flow visualization of electrohydrodynamic motion." 1994 Annual Meeting of the
American Institute of Chemical Engineers, November 1994.
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SaviUe, D.A. 'The leaky dielecl_'ic model of electrohyctrodynamics." SIAM Conference on Mathematics and Computation
in the Materials Sciences, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, April 1994.
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Mechanics of Granular Materials
Principal Investigator: Dr. steinsture University of Colorado, Boulder
Co-Investigators:
Costes, N. NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
Task Objective:
The objective of this research is to gain a quantitative understanding of the mechanical behavior of cohesionless
granularmaterials under very low effective confining pressures.
Task Description:
Ground-based displacement-controlled triaxial experiments are conducted on a cohesionless granularmaterial at the
lowest effective confining pressures possible, that do not result in material instability, to assess constitutive
properties, stability phenomena, and control parameters that will be applied to in-space experiments on 75 mm
(diameter) and 150 mm 0ength) fight cylindrical specimens. The ground-based tests on similar-sized specimens are
conducted in the range 3.5-69 kPa, while the microgravity tests will be conducted at effective confinement levels in
the range 0.05-1.30 kPa.
The displacement-controlled mode of loading confmed specimens was chosen mainly to maintain overall
specimen-apparatus stability while strain-softening resulting from continuous or discontinuous bifurcation and
discontinuous deformation fields are allowed to take place. Optical and other noncontacting displacement-sensing
techniques are used to measure specimen response duringexperimentation. Prescribed displacements are u'ansmitted
in terms of loading, unloading, and reloading historics, while volume change is measured in "drained" tests, and pore
fluid pressure is measured in '_adralned" isochoric tests. Confinement pressure is transmitted to the granular
material assembly through a thin flexible latex membrane surrounding the specimen. A subangular and uniform
Ottawa quartz sand constitutes the specimen.
Specimens tested both in space and on ground will be subjected to nondestructive and destructive (thin-slicing)
testing to assess degrees of material uniformity and isotropy before and after experimentation. It appears that
instability phenomenon associated with specimens of certain configurations result in curved internal surfaces of
localized deformation and high rates of dilatancy, whose structuredepends on bifurcation mode.
Task Significance:
Specifically, the purpose is to study the influence of particle interlocking and other fabric properties on the strength
criterion near the effective stress space origin, i.e., can it be represented by a straight-line envelope passing through
the origin or does it have a curved shape with shear (cohesion or interlocking) or tensile strength intercepts. The
experiment will determine whether cobesionless granular materials under very low effective confining
pressures/effective stresses tend to dilate or contract regardless of their initial state of compaction, and whether their
mechanical behavior under relatively large displacement or quasi-static cyclic loading is according to conventional
constitutive theory. In addition, bifurcation and material instability phenomena resulting in formation of shear
bands, before and after peak strengths have been reached, will be studied. Based on terrestrial experiments and
theory, it has been found that critical hardening, strain-softening behavior, and shear band orientation are dependent
on confining stress.
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Progress During FY 1995:
The progress in the MGM project during FY95 includes the following:
I. Completion and testing of the MGM apparatus;
2. Improved analysis of tested specimens;
3. Training of payload/mission specialists;
4. Improved constitutive models;
5. Improved analysis of specimen bifurcation instability conditions; and,
6. Improved optical-imaging and measurement systems.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 1 BS Degrees: 1
MS Students: 1 MS Degrees: 1
Phi) Students: 2 PhD Degrees: 1
TASK INITIATION:12/92 EXPIRATION: 9/97
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION: 963-55-05
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAS8-38779
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Jolly, S.D., Happel, J., and Sture, S. Design and constraction of shielded lunar outpost. J. of Aerospace Engineering
(Amer. Society of Civil Engineers), vol. 7, no. 4, 417-434 (1994).
Macari, EJ.P., Runesson, K., and Sture, S. Responseprediction of granular materials at low effective stresses. J. of
Geotechnical Eng. (Amer. Society of Civil Engineers), vol. 120, no. 7, 1252-1268 (1994).
Proceedings
Jeremic, B., and Sture, S. "Implicit integration in geoplasticity." Proceedings of the 10th Engineering Mechanics
Conference, American Society of Civil Engineers, S. Stere, editor, 1099-I 102 (1995).
Larson,R.,Runesson,K.,and Stun=,S. '_nbedded localizationband inundrainedandconsolidatingsoilbasedon
regularizeddisplacementdiscontinuity."Proceedingsofthe4thU.S.NationalCongresson ComputationalMechanics,
J.C.SirnoMemorial Symposium on ComputationalPlasticityand FailureMechanics,J.N.Reddy,editor,261-282(1995).
Zhang,R., and Sture, S. '_iscretcparticle analysis at low stresstates."Proceedingsof the 10thEngineeringMechanics
Conference,American SocietyofCivilEngineers,S.Sture,editor,1103-I106 (1995).
Presentations
AI-Shibli, K. "Localized deformations in granular materials." Department of Civil, Environmental, and Architectural
Engineering, University of Colorado at Boulder, 176 (1995)(Dissertation for Ph.D. thesis).
Jeremic, B. "Integration rules in plasticity: theory and implementation." Department of Civil, Environmental, and
Architectural Engineering, University of Colorado at Boulder, 159 (1995)(Report).
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ThermocapiUary Migration and Interactions of Bubbles and Drops
Principal Investigator: Prof. R. S. Subramanian ClarksonUniversity
Co-Investigators:
Balasubramaaiam, Dr. R.
Wozn/ak, Dr. G.
NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC)
Tu Bergakademle Freiberg (Germany)
Task Objective:
The objectives of the research me to experimentally measure, both in one. 8 and low-g, the thermocapillary
migration velocities and the shapes of single and interacting gas bubbles, and liquid drops in a continuous phase
under the action of an applied temperature gradient. Comparisons between the observed velocities and shapes with
those that are precticted from theory will be made. The low- g results will bear data that will be free from the effects
of buoyant convection in the matrix ]iqnid as well as buoyancy effects on the bubbles/dropl.
Task Description:
The general approach has been to conduct ground-based normal-gravity testing and to develop theoretical models of
the thermocapillary m/gration phenomena. The tusmunentation and diagnostics are centered on the physics of
interest, namely, flow fields, temperature fields, and bubble/droplet velocities end shapes. The theories and
numerical models developed and verified with the one-g data will be used to design and pred/ct the results of the
flight experiments. Assessment of flight IML-2 data was done in FY95. In add/t/on"LMS preparatory activities
continued duringFY95.
Task Significance:
The results from these bubble migration experiments are not only expected to advance our knowledge in the area of
surface tension driven motion, but are, in addition, relevant to several applications with respect to space processing
of materials. Some examples of the latter include solidification, glass processing, and composite preparation. The
physics studied in the experiments offer a method by which undesirable void formation in metals and composites
canbe avoided.
Progress During FY 1995:
Efforts in FY 1995 concentrated on analysis of the flight data from their successful IML-2 flight experiment.
Video and film images have been analyzed for bubble and droplet speeds. Results show good agreement with
theoretical predictions in the case of bubbles. Analyses are conrlnuing for the drop cases for isolated objects.
Results show good qualitative agreement and some quantitative discrepm_ies with theoretical predictions where
available. Results for an interesting pair of drops show that a small lead_ drop, which appears unaffected in its
motion, can significantly reduce the motion of a u'ailing drop in its vicinity that is almost twice as large.
The investigators were made aware of plans to re.fly BDPU in the LMS mission. They successfully presented their
re- flight objectives and a preliminary test matrix to a science review panel in December 1994. The emphasis for
the LMS mission will be studying bubble/bubble and drop/drop interactions.
Recommendations to the European Space Agency (ESA) had been made for the implementation of a shearing
interferometric system in the BDPU. A dual purpose composite prism with two angles (to accommodate the
differing requirements of the Subramanian and Slraub experiments) was recommended. ESA has accommodated this
request. The selection of tracer panicles to be used in the test cells is nearly complete. These particles will be
mixed with the host fluid to enable the visualization of the flow fields around the bubble. Normal activities have
progressed in support of the LMS mission. This includes feedback to ESA regarding the def'mition of functional
objectives for the LMS experiments; updating application software;and attending IWG meetings.
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STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 1/90 EXPIRATION: 6/97
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0 PROJECT [DENTIFICATION:963-25-OC-61
MS Students: 1 MS Degrees: 0 NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG3-1122
Phi) Students: 2 PbD Degrees: 1 RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Balasubramaniam, R. Thermocapillary bubble migration - Solution of the energy equation for potential flow approximated
velocity fields. CFD J. of the Japanese Society for Computational Fluid Dynamics, vol. 3, no. 4, 407-414 (915).
Presentations
Balasubramaniam, R., Lacy, C.E., Wozniak, G., and Subramanian, R.S. '_xperiments in reduced gravity on the
thermocapillry motion of bubbles and drops." AIChE Annual Meeting, Miami Beach, FL, November, 1995.
Kondos,P.A.and Subramanian"Naturalconvectioninsidearectangularcavityundertheinfluenceofa sinusoialgravity
signal."PosterPresentation,Gordon ResearchConferenceon GravitationalEffectsinPhysicochemicalSystems,
Henniker,NH, July,1995.
Kondos, P.A. and Subramanian, R.S. "Buoyant flow driven by a time-dependent gravitational field in a two-dimentional
cavity." AICb.E Annual Meeting, San Francisco, CA, Novemebr, 1994.
Ma, X., Lacy, C.E., Subramanian, R.S., and Balasubramaniam "Behavior of drops in a vertical temperature gradient in a
fluid of nearly the same density." Poster Presentation, Gordon Research Conference on Gravitational Effects in
Physicocbemical Systems, Henniker, NI-I, July, 1995.
Subraman/an,R.S. "I'hermocapillarymotionofdropsand bubble.=.."Symposium on MultiphaseFlow V, 26thAnnual
MeetingoftheFinePanicleSociety,Chicago,IL,August,1995.
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Drop Dynamics Investigation
Principal Investigator: prof. Taylor G. Wang VanderbiltUniversity
Co-Investigators:
Lee, C.P.
Anilkumar, A.V.
Hmelo, A.B.
Hussein, H.J.
Vanderbilt University
Vanderbilt University
Vanderbilt University
Vanderbilt University
Task Objective:
The objective of this program is to understand the behavior of free liquid drops, primarily by studying them in a
microgravity environment. The Drop Physics Module (DPM) operated in the Space Shuttle provides an
opportunity to address outstanding fluid-dynamics issues of rotating and oscillating simple and compound drops. To
maximize the return from this short on-orbit opportunity, ground-based experiments will be performed to verify
concepts and experimental techniques, and modeling will be done to select the parameters for the DPM experiments.
This investigation will use a triple-axis acoustic positioning chamber to study the static shape and the dynamics of
simple and compound drops. Equilibrium shapes and the stability of rotating and nonrotatin8 drops, their associated
internal flow patterns, and the centering force associated with shape oscillations of compound drops-----willbe the
principal scientific areas of interest.
Task Description:
A variety of experiments will be performed in space. Compound drops and liquid shells will be formed to study
their oscillation modes and the effectiveness of those modes in centering the core. The interaction be_veen the
acoustic field and the drops will be smd/ed: the drops' static shape, the stability of distorted shapes, and the
generation of any flows in the drops. The dynamics and stability of rotating drops near the point of fission will be
explored.
Task Significance:
This investigation uses the low gravity provided by the Space Transportation System, the working laboratory of
Spacelab, and the Drop Physics Module hardware to study large drops. Studying drops of size I-3 cm. in diameter
shows dynamic phenomena to time scales, which can be observed by the experiment operator (video) as well can be
captured on high-speed film.
Progress During FY 1995:
Due to the late arrival of the DPM video data, the reduction and analysis of most of the USML,-I data was performed
in FY 94; three papers have been prepared using this data and have been submitted for publication. Support to the
DPM project in the area of understanding tumble rotation progressed from flow visualization experiments at
Vanderbilt to preparations for torque measurements on the flight system at KSC.
One of the primary objectives of USMI..1 was to perform careful experiments on rotating drops. The DDM results
from Spacelab-3 deviated from analytical and numerical predictions. The USML-1 results showed that flattening due
to acoustic forces would cause experimental measurements to deviate from theoretical pred/ctions that assume a
spherical geometry; when the drops are spherical, there is no discrepancy. The results have appeared in the Journal
of Fluid Mechanics (Oct. 94).
Another set of USML-I experiments studied the tendency of compound drops to become concentric under the
influence of capillary oscillations. A compound drop is composed of two relatively immiscible fluids one totally
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contained within the second fluid drop. Studies of both bubbles and liquid-liquid compound drops showed that the
core moved to the center after several periods of oscillation and remained concentric. These results which can not be
explained by existing inviscid models were published in the Journal of Colloid and Interface Science.
A third paper has been generated from USML- I sequences of drop oscillation and natural decay. The experimental
results were obtained using rotating and non-rotating drops with small but finite viscosities. The latter data agree
with current theory while the flattening inherent in a rotating drop caused deviation from the simple models. This
work has been accepted for publication in the Journal of Fluid Mechanics.
A major reason that the science return from USML-I was less than expected was the appearance of an uncontrollable
rotation. In support of the DPM Project a team at Vanderbilt has been studying how the air moves inside the DPM
chamber under various combinations of acoustic signals. Flows were observed to be due to both to the quartz wind
from the individuals drivers as well as to the interaction of DPM's unique signals. The strength of the former is
larger and correlates with the weak DPM driver on USMI._I. Characterization measurements of the torque on a
suspended ball in DPM-like chambers at Vanderbilt, the trainer at Marshall SFC, and the flight system at KSC are
being carried out,
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 3 MS Degrees: 2
PhD Students: 1 PhD Degrees: 0
TASK INITIATION: 8/92 EXPIRATION: 7/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-24-04-01
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: JPL
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Wang, T.G., Anilkumar, A.V., and Lee, C.P. Oscillations of liquid drops:
Journal of Fluid Mechanics, (1995).
Results from USML-I experiments in space.
Wang, T.G., Anilkumar, A.V., Lee, C.P., and Lin, K.C. Bifurcation of rotating liquid drops: Results from USML-I
experiments in space, journal of Fluid Mechanics, 276, 389-403 (1994).
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Physics of Colloid in Space
Principal Investigator: Dr. DavidA. WeRz University of Pennsylvania
Co-Investigators:
Pus, y, ProL P.N. The University of Edinburgh
Task Objective:
This experiment entails the study of the physics of colloidal panicles in microgravity. It consists of two distinct
parts. The fin'stdeals with ordered slzuctures while the second deals with highly disordered stmcna'es. The study of
ordered structuresentails the growth of colloidal superlattices formed with mixtures of different-sized particles. The
goal is to develop useful periodic structures using colloidal particles as precursors, through "coUoid engineering."
The study of the highly disordered structures entails the formation of fractal colloidal aggregates of much greater
extent than has ever been done, and the formation of very weak st_ctures that would collapse under their own
weight in normal gravity.
Task Description:
The work within this effort is ground-based research to study the formation of novel materials from colloidal
dispersions, and to study the physical properties of such materials. As part of the effort, space experiments to be
carried out in a space shuttle middeck carrier, will be defmed. These experiments will utilize the laser light
scatteringapparatuscurrentlybeingdevelopedat NASA LeRC.
The focuses of the ground-based experiments are the study of colloidal superlattices formed from mixtures of
different-sized colloidal particles, the in-depth study of the formation of fractal colloidal aggregates. While
considerableknowledgeexistsabouttheformationorgrowthoffractalcolloidalggregates,much lessisknown
abouttheuniquepropertiesoftheseobjectsandtheconsequencesoftheirscaleinvariance.A majorreasonforthis
istherelativelysmallscaleoverwhichtheaggregatesexhibitscaleinvariantbehavior.By growingstructuresthat
arescaleinvariantoveramuch greaterrangeoflengthscales,thepropertiesoftheseobjectscanbestudiedmuch
moredirectly.Thiswillprovidethefirstdetailedinformationabouttheconsequencesofscaleinvariants ructureon
the properties of these materials.
Task Significance:
Very little is currently known about the structures of binary colloidal crystals, and these experiments will initially
be directed at determining the phase diagrams of the superlattices for mixtures of different sizes of particles. In
addition, virtually nothing is currently known about the kinetics of the formation of these superlattices, and about
their dynamics once they are formed. This will also be studied by these experiments. This will represent the first
m-depthstudyof the growthandproperties ofcolloidalsuperlattices.
Progress During FY 1995:
This project successfully completed the Science Concept Review (SCR). The final draft of the Science
Requirements Document (SRD) was completed. It was proposed that PCS be supported by two MArSpace Station
Glovebox missions. The first mission, the experiments on superlattice crystal formation in bidisperse colloid
mixtures and ,elation of colloid plus polymer mixtures, is tentatively scheduled for the August 1996 Mir flight.
These experiments require PMMA colloidal particles. Initial difficulties with their synthesis have now mostly been
overcome, although some problems remain in the preparation of highly men,disperse small particles. Enough
men,disperse material was prepared to supply training and flight samples for the ftrst proposed mission. A
ground.basedexperimentwasbegun to seeif superlatticestructuresforminzero-gravityassimulatedby slow
tumbling. A well developed theoretical understanding was attained for the behavior of density.matched polystyrene
(PS) gels, as it has been observed in all experiments made to date. It is now possible to measure the elasticity of
gels by an entirely optical technique. Development continued of the PCS in-software correlator, necessary for
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dete_g the behavior of PS gels in a regime currently inaccessible to measurements. More understanding was
reached on the phase diagram and gelation kinetics of colloid plus polymer mixtures. With this system it will be
possible to determine the consequence for gels of a flexible bond between panicles, rather than the rigid bond of PS
gels, but since the colloid plus polymer mixture system cannot be density-matched, a zero-gravity environment is
essential for experiments. Training and flight samples were prepared for the first Glovebox flight. Emulsion
droplets are l/kely to provide one of the components of future heterogeneous systems. Therefore, much work was
done in order to understand the llght-scattering, rheological, and crystal forming behavior of oil droplet emulsions.
New techniques were developed for the emulsification of liquid crystals. These techniques may eventually be applied
in the assembly of novel order materials in zero gravity.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 2
TASK INITIATION: 3/94 EXPIRATION: 3/97
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-24-05-13
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAO3-1614
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Gang, Hu, Krall, A.H., and Weitz, D.A. Thermal fluctuations of the shapes of dropleU in dense and compressed emulsions.
Phys. Rev. E., (1995).
Huang, Z., Krali, A.H., and Weitz, D.A., Jr., The density of aggregated polystyrene spheres. Journal of Colloid Interfac.
Sci., (1995).
Ladd, AJ.C., Gang, Hu., Zhu, J.X., and Weitz, D.A., Temporal and Spatial dependence of hydrodynamic correlations:
simulation and experiment. Phys. Rev. E., (1995).
/..add, A.M.C., Gang, Hu, Zhu, LX., and We/=, D.A. Time-dependent collective diffusion of colloid panicles. Phys. Rev.
Lett, 84, 318 (1995).
Lin, Binhua, Rice, Stuart A., Weitz, D.A. Experimental evidence for the divergence of a transport coefficient in a quasi-two
dimensional fluid. Phys. Rev. E., 51,423 (1995).
Mason, T.G. and Weitz, D.A., Optical measurements of frequency-dependent linear viscoelastic moduli of complex fluids.
Phys. Rev. Lett., 74, 1250 (t995).
Mason, T.G. and Weitz, D.A., Linear viscoelasticity of colloidal hard sphere suspensions near the glass transition. Phys.
Rev. Left., (1995).
Mason, T.G., Bihette, J., Weitz, D.A., Yielding and flow of monodisperse emulsions. J. Colloidal Interfac. Sci., (1995).
Mason, T.G., K.rall, A.H., Gang, Hu, Bihette, L, and Weitz, D.A., Mondisperse Emulsions: properties and uses.
Encyclopedia of Emulsion Technology, vol. 4, P. Beth, r, Ed., (1995).
Mason, T.G., Weitz, D.A., Elasticity of compressed emulsions. Phys. Rev. Left., 75, 2051 (1995).
Page, J.H., Lui, J., Ahelas, B., Herbolzheimer, E., Deckman, H.W., and Weitz, D.A. Adsorption and desorption of a
wetting fluid in vycor studied by acoustic and optical techniques. Phys. Rev. E., 52, 2763 (1995).
Page, LH., Schdemer, H.P., Bailey, A.E., and We/=, D.A., Experimental test of the diffusion approximation for multiply
scattered sound. Phys. Rev. E., 52, (1995).
Weitz, D.A. and Ladd, A.J.C. Response to comment. Phys. Rev. Left., 75, 2253 (1995).
Presentations
Weitz, David A., "Elasticity of emulsions, or how solid sludge slips." The Gordon Conference on condensed matter
physics in Hong Kong, July 9-14, 1995.
Weitz, David A., "Elasticity of emulsions, or how solid sludge slips." International Meeting on Complex Fluids and
Monte Carlo Methods, July 24-August 5, 1995.
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Critical Dynamics in Microgravity
Principal Investigator: Dr. Robert V. Duncan Sandia National Labs, and Univ. of New Mexico
Co-Investigators:
Chui, T. C.P.
Israe]sson, Dr. U.E.
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (IPL)
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (YPL)
Task Objective:
The objectives of the Critical Dynamics in Microgravity Experiment are as follows:
1. Measure the dependence of the normal state thermal conductivity (_.) on the heat flux Q, and on the proximity
of the cell endplate:
- Nonlinear transport very close to T_;
- Q sets distance from criticality, as predicted by the Dynamic Renormalization Group Theory (DRGT);
- Explore boundary suppression of fluctuations near criticality;
- 0.3 nW/cm 2< Q _<10 _w/cm 2 with no convection in a 2 cm cell.
2. Measure the temperature profile very near, and through, the He I-He g interface:
- Measure ATx(Q) and explore "supercooled" He I region as a function of small temperature and pressure changes
- Determine the boundary conditions on j. and possibly _;
- Determine if the inteffacial width (w) scales as predicted by DRGT and Dynamic Scaling: w - wJ_/Q;
- Measure the superfluid AT, hence He II vorticity.
3. Searchforhysteresisinthesuperfluidtransitionu derheatflux:
- Up/down reproducibility;
- Latentheat.
Task Description:
A high-resolution, all-aluminum thermal conductivity cell containing a sample of ultra-high purity helium will be
employed for these measurements. The high resolution thermometers _IRT) developed for and used successfully on
the Lambda Point Experiment will also be used on DYNAMX to measure temperature gradients when a small heat
current is applied.
Task Significance:
The improvements to the HRT's developed for the CHeX mission will also be applied to the DYNAMX HRTs.
The all-aluminumconstruction will reduce the mass of the sample cell to reduce the degradation of the measurement
resolution caused by ionizingradiation in orbit.
Progress During FY 1995:
Critical Dynamics in Microgravity (DYNAMX) has reached a singular time in its scientific progression at the end
of FY 1995. The scientific concept for the DYNAMX experiment in microgravity is now mature, and the
Prototype Cryoprobe for DYNAMX is now complete and fully operational at the University of New Mexico. The
PrototypeCryoprobe is the first in three phases of the flight instrument development. The next phase, namely the
Engineering Model Cryoprobe, shall be constructed in FY 1996, and the final Flight Hardware shall be built
beginninginFY 1997. The basicscientificpremisemotivatingtheShuttle flight ofDYNAMX has been clearly
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established through the combined effort of the Science Team at Sandia, YPL, and UNM. Only a few aspects of the
detailed science requirements for DYNAMX have yet to be firmly established, such as the need for vibration
isolation in the microgravity environment. As detailed below, these few remaining issues shall be clarified during
FY 1996, permitting the final Scientific Requirements Document to be completed by the end of FY 1996. Both the
Preliminary Implementation Plan review and the Scientific Concept Review shall be conducted within the next
month. Successful passage of both reviews shall permit DYNAMX to enter 'phase B" and to progress towards the
requirements Definition Review (RDR) to be held at the end of FY 1996.
The constructionoftheground-basedprototypeoftheDYNAMX instrumenthas been completedattheUniversity
ofNew Mexico (UNM). ithas been used tomeasure thethermalprofileintheliquidhelium sampleasthe
superfluid-normal fluid(Hel -Hell)interfacemoves pasta sidewallthermometryplatformlocated0.25mm from
thewarm end ofthecylindricalthermalconductivitycell.These thermalprofileshave been measured atheatflux
(Q) valuesrangingfrom 20nW/cm 2to240nW/cm 2withhigh resolutionthermometry(HRT) capableof
sub-nanokelvinresolutionina one-hertzbandwidth. With thecellentirelywithinitssuperfluidphase,theHRT
locatedon the0.25mm thermometrystagetrackedthetemperatureoftheHRT locatedon the 14mm stageto
within0.3%, demonstratingtheisothermalnatureofthesuperfluidoverthisentirerangeofheatfluxQ. These
experimentalresultsdetectedno thermalgradientwithinthesuperfluidoverthisrangeinQ, consistentwith
previousexperimentalwork. Once theHeI-HeH interfacewas locatedatabout Ito2 mm above thebottom ofthe
cell,the0.25mm stageHRT trackedthenormal fluidtemperatureprofileasthesuperfluidtemperaturereadon the
14mm stagewas increasedby a servoattherateof2.5nK/s.The resultingnormal fluidsgradients,alloutsideof
thenonlinearegion,agreedwellwithpredictionsbasedon otherEarth-basedthermalconductivitydatatakenfurther
from thetransition,validatingour experimentalabilitytoobtainadequatethermalcontroltomake thesehighly
sensitivemeasurements. The regionofgreatestinterest,namely theregionwhere theinterfacepositionwas within
about0.2nun ofthe0.25 mm stage,was heavilyrounded by celldesigneffects.Although some informationmay
be obtainedwithinthisregionthroughadvanced dataanalysistechniques,modificationstoouroriginalcelldesign
shouldpermitus tomuch more clearlydetectand studythenon-lineartransportregion.These celldesign
improvementsaredetailedbelow.
Our originalcelldesignconsistedofultra-pure(99.999% pure)aluminum sidewallthermometrystageswelded ata
constantheightfrom bottom plateofa cellallaround thecircumferenceofthecylindricalcell.The end plateswere
made ofthe99.999% pure aluminum, whilethesidewallswere made oftheAL5456 alloy,which was thoughtto
have an extremelylow thermalconductivity(<I0 mW/cmK) instarkcontrastotheextremelyhighconductivityof
theultra-purealuminum (>20 W/cmK). Unfortunately,thethermalconductivityofthissidewallalloywas
measured tobc 20 mW/cmK, which was unacceptablyhigh formaking measurements inthenon-linearegion.On
closeexaminationoftheelectronbeam welds ofthehigh conductivityaluminum sidewallstagestotheAL5456
sidewallsitbecame apparentthatsome smallseparationoccurred.Foilingfourthermalcyclestheend-capwelds,
which were hermeticagainstsuperfluidleaksinitially,developedmicrocrackswhich ruinedthecell.These
complicationshave ledus todevelopa new celldesignand constructiontechniquewhich shallbe evaluated
experimentallyintheengineeringmodel cellduringFY 1996.
Our new celldesignshallconsistofalumina-impregnatedcompositesidewallswitheitherultra-highpuritycopper
oraluminum endplatesand sidewallstages.Thiscylindricalsidewallmade ofthealuminacompositehas a measured
thermalconductivityof0.1mW/cmK at2K, which islessthanthebackground thermalconductivityofnormal fluid
wellaway from thesuperflnidtransition.Hence,thesidewallheatfluxwillnotcreatea substantialradialheatflux
near the interface, permitting the sharp onset of thermal resistance at the interface to be clearly observed. Adhesives
have been used to seal the cell against superfluid heat leaks successfully, and to provide good anchors of the sidewall
stages to the sidewall. Comprehensive two-dimensional thermal models have verified that these alumina-composite
sidewalls will round the transition by no more than 1.5 nK on Earth, corresponding to a special resolution of about
8pro at the thermometry stages. A fright-like cell shall be built at JPL and integrated into the prototype cryoprobe
at UNM for science verification of these anticipated thermal properties by the end of March, 1996. Once complete,
this flight-like cell shall be integrated into the "critical thermal path" and again tested at UNM. the "critical thermal
path" shall consist of the cell, bubble pressure regulator, cryogenic valve, burst rings, and the HRTs. The "critical
thermal path" shall then be integrated into the Engineering Model cryoprobe, which will complete the second
generation of the DYNAMX hardware built.
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The measurement scenario for DYNAMX while on Earth-orbit has been defined, the DYNAMX cell shall be cooled
through a weak thermal conductance of about 7,000 K/W by a platform, called "stage 4," which will be located
above the isothermal shield which surrounds the critical thermal path. By netting the stage 4 temperature with a
precision of I0 nK to a temperatnre f a few mK below the cell temperature, a precisely known amount of power
will be removed from the cell. The time constant for the thermal relaxat/on between the cell and stage 4 shall be
about 20,000 seconck, while a typical measurement shal] requke o_y 300 secondl to complete. Hence, the power
out of the cold end of the cell (Q) shall be approximately constant and very well known throughout the
meuuremants. A heat current of 1.02Q _ be applied to the opposite, hot end. Hence, a total of 0.02Q rate of
heating shall be available to build up the enthalpy in the normal fluid region once the normal fluid interface forms
out of the superfluid phase in the cell. Even/f the heat flux does not stabilise the superfluid - normal fluid interface
( u predicted by A. Onuld), this thermal design shall ensure that the rate of the interface advance will be well
controlled. Through one-dime_ional shnuiatimu we have determined that at 5ram from the hot end of the cell the
rote of interface advance shall be optimal for captud_ the nonlinear thermal profile near the interface in quasi-static
conditions. We shall use heat flux values ranging from 5nWlcm = to 70 nW/cm _, resuiting in interface advance rates
which will increase with decreasing Q and which are typically a few microns per second. This range of Q was
chosen to observe the nonl/_ar thermal conductivity region near the superfluid tnmsition over the range where such
measurements would be difficult and/or knpoasible on Rarth.
In addition to the nonlinear thermal conductivity measurements, the DYNAMX experiment shall measure other
nonlinear effects near the superfluid transition which can not be observed on Earth. The temperature drift rate in the
superfluid phase, while a known rate of heat is being extracted from the cell, will result in an accurate measurement
of the superfluid heat capacity while the superfluid tnmapom a heat flux Q. This heat capacity is expected to
become strongly dependent on Q very close to the superfluld transition. Once in the interfacisl region, the captured
thermal profde shall display haw the interracial width varies with Q. This anticipated scaling of the interracial
width has been predicted to be Q.Z,where x has been calculated at approximately 0.5 by two different theories.
Finally, qualitative questions concerning the superfluid transition under a heat flux which have not been observed on
Earth, such as the possible existence of hysteresis, and heat-flux stabilization of the interface, shall be examined in
the m/crogravity conditions on-orbit.
Some open scientific questions remain unsettled at this time. Measurements at UCSB have indicated that an
unexplained thermal resistance appears in the superfluid phase over a temperaturerange which scales as QX.e,while
the nonlinear thermal conductivity region is anticipated to scale as (_. Hence this unknown dissipative phase
should not create a major contribution to the dynamics of the dissipative phase at very small Q, as has been
observed experimentally down to Q-0.459W/cm =. While measurements at UNM have shown no detectable thermal
resistance in the superfluid phase, the nature of the onset of thermal resistance once the superfluid phase breaks
down. These we-transition cLissipatlveeffects possible result from vonicity in the superfluid, and further
g_ound-based investigations should be conducted to better understand the effects of superfluid vorticity on the
superfluid transition. Richard Packard, Talso Chui, and David Goodstein have all been considering such effects near
the superfluid transition.
The cryogenic design of DYNAMX has been published at the Space Cryogenics Workshop sponsored by the
Ooddard Space FLightCenter during FY 1995. These proceedings shall be published in Cryogenics. Dynam/cs has
participated in a number of educational outn',ach activities, including the development of a videotape teacher's guide
which introduces superconductivity and superfluidity to High School students. Other educational outreach activities
have included our involvement in a science fair in Pasadena, and a number of talks on DYNAMX to different
organizations by various members of the DYNAMX team.
STUDF.NT_ FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 1/93 EXPIRATION: 12/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION:963-24-04-04
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: JPL
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BIBLIOGI:IAPHIO CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Proceedings
Duncan, R.V., Moeur, W., Boyd, S., Adriaans, MJ., and Strayer, D.M. "Cryogenic design of the microgravity helium
experiment DYNAMX.' Proce_ings of the 1995 Space Cryogenics Workshop, Cryogenics, December 1995.
Presentations
Duncan, R.V. "Chairman's comments on superconductor applications." Session on Revolutionary Superconducting
Sensors, Instrumentation and Measurement Topical Group, American Physical Society March Meeting, San Jose, CA,
March 1995.
Duncan, R.V., Boyd, S., Moeur, W., and Hensinger, D. '_ffects on sidewall probes in helium thermal conductivity cells."
International Symposium on Order and Disorder, Santa Barbera, CA, June 1995.
Duncan, R.V., ]Vleeur, W., Boyd, S. "Science object/ves of the DYNAMX microgravity experiment." A/AA 1995 Reno
Meeting, Reno, NV, lanuary 1995.
Duncan, R.V., Moeur, W., Boyd, S., and Hensinger, D. "Update on DYNAMX issues ." Meeting of the IPL Low
Temperature Science Steering Group, Pasadena, CA, February 1995.
Duncan, R.V., Moeur, W., Boyd, S., Henalnger, D. "Critical dynamics in microgravity." 1995 International Low
Temperature MicrogravlV/Meeting, Pasadena, CA, February 1995.
Strayer, D.M., Duncan, R.V., Ruiz, R. 'Technological developments for the DYNAMX micrograviCy experiment." AIAA
1995 Reno Meeting, Reno, NV, January 1995.
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Satellite Test of the Equivalence Principle (STEP)
Principal Investigator: Prof.c. F. EverJtt Stanford University
Co-Investigators:
Worden,P. Stanford University
Task Objective:
The objective of the Satell/te Test of the Equivalence Principle (STEP) experiment is to investigate the foundation
of gravitational theory, the equivalence of inertial and gravitational mass.
Task Description:
The mission, now called Quick STEP, is a NASA led experiment with possible colloboration with the French
space agency. The Quick STEP mission is a descoped M2 mission with the essential Equivalence Principle and
geodesy science intact. The overall cost has been reduced from approximately $600 m to $150 m.
Task Significance:
The STEP experiment may be thought of as a modemversion of the experiment attributed to Galileo of dropping
two weights from the Leaning Tower of Pisa. Any difference in the ratio of gravitational to inertial mass causes a
corresponding difference in the rate of fall. The detection of a difference would substantially alter present theories of
relativity and gravitation.
Progress During FY 1995:
During FY 1994-95 we completed two major projects:
1) completion of new office space in '_maggen" building (June1995)
2) completion of '_nechatronics" laboratory in '_nag gen" building (September 1995)
We have occupied the newly completed space. About half of the potentially available laboratory space remains to be
developed, but may be completed in FY 1995.
Technical progress in FY95:
(1) We made a number of minor improvements to the Flux Microscope. These are essentially to make it easier to
use. We are still waiting for usable NNEuSe samples to be delivered by/PL.
(2) We made some major improvements to the SQUID Position Sensor Experiment. These include
a. A new stepper motor and controller
b. A much improved translation stage
c. A new sample holder
d. Much improved data acquisition software
e. A new capacitance displacement sensor
f. More accurate inductance calculations
g. Good temperature control
This apparatus isnow adequate for our immediate sensor R&D effort.
3) We made sign/ficant improvements to the Exposure System which will expose niobium circuits on cylinders.
This system was tested to be reproducible to better than I micron and has a resolution of about I0 microns. We also
developed special software for the bitmaps that drive this system since commercial software was not
up to the job.
(4) The Electrostatic Positioning system, which will be used in the tipper table and other systems, has gone
through two prototypes. The latest improved the resolution from 8 bits to 12 bits and the performance from 90 to
110+ Db.
(5) We acquired a number of major items of equipment for the Mechmronics Laboratory, including an RF etcher and
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clean room equipment. The Mechatronics laboratory has been moved from the Varian Physics building to its
permanent quarters in the STEP building. It is being reassembled and significantly upgraded.
(6) All major components of the tipper table were acquired, and assembly and preliminary tests of subsystems have
begun. We made some tests of the seismic background in the STEP building (a limiting factor for this facility) and
found that it is about I0 _rnes quieter than in Varian.
(7) We built a vacuum probe for helium storage dewars, and constructed a simple magnetometer for flux motion
measurements. We used a Quantum Design DC SQUID. Without coupling the SQUID, we are as sensitive as
listed in the SQUID specification sheet (actually, we are a little better). With the pick-up coil
connected to the SQUID, we lose a factor of 1O in sensitivity. We are currently trying to improve this. However,
the probe sensitivity is more than adequate to do the things we want to do at this point in time. The probe is so
useful that we are building a second one to study superconducting-superconducting junctions and heat switches.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 1 BS Degrees: O
MS Students: O MS Degrees: O
PhD Students: 3 FaD Degrees: 1
TASK INITIATION; 10/84 EXPIRATION: 9/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-07-10
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: JPL
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
NASA Tech Briefs
Bye, M., Dolese, J., ToriJ, R., Worden, P. Satellite test of the equivalence principle 'QuickSTEP' Phase A study report.
NASA Tech Brief,/PL D-12453, (January 1995).
Worden, P. M/n/STEP Science Requirements. NASA Tech Brief, (1995).
Worden, P. W. QuickSTEP Science Requirements Document (revised). NASA Tech Brief, (October 1994).
Presentations
Bye, M., Dolese, J., and Sapilewskl, G. '_earing development at Stanford." Stanford STEP Symposium, Stanford, CA,
June 29, 1995.
Torii, R. "SQUID position sensor development." Fundamental Physics in Space Symposium, London, England, October
16-19, 1995.
Torii, R. "Flux trapping in niobium thin films." Stanford STEP Symposium, Stanford, CA, June 29, 1995.
Torii, R. "Superconducting position sensor development." Stanford STEP Symposium, Stanford, CA, June 29, 1995.
Worden, P., and Bye, M. "Accelerometer development at Stanford." Fundamental Physics in Space Symposium, London,
England, Ocwber 16-19, 1995.
Worden, P.W. "Helium constraint for STEP." Stanford STEP Symposium, Stanford, CA, June 29, 1995.
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Critical Fluid Light Scattering Experiment - ZENO
Principal Investigator: prof. RobertW. Gammon University of Maryland
Co-Investigators:
Shaumeyer, Dr. J.N. Univenity of Maryland
Task Objective:
The objective is to measure the decay rates of critical density fluctuations in a simple fluid (xenon) very near its
liquid-vapor critical point using laser light scattering and photon correlation spectroscopy. Such experiments are
severely limited on earth by the presence of gravity which causes large density gradients in the sample. The goal is
to measure fluctuation decay rates with 1%precision two decades closer to the criticalpoint than is possible on
earth, with a temperature resolution of +/- 3 microKelvin. This will require loading the sample to 0.1% of the
critical density and taking data as close as 100 microKelvin to the critical temperalm'e (Tc - 289.72 K). The
minimum mission time of 100 hours will allow a complete range of temperature points to be covered, limited by
the thermal response of the thermostat and correlation averaging times. Other technical problems have been
addressed such as multiple scattering and the effect of wetting layers.
Task Description:
We have demonstrated the ability to avoid multiple scattering by using a thin sample (I00 microns), a fast optical
thermostat with microKelvin temperature control and measurement, and accurate sample loading. Further the
important engin_ring tasks of mounting the experiment to maintain alignment duringflight have been confwmed.
The experiment entails measurement of the scattering intensity fluctuation decay rate at two angles, 12 and 168
degrees| for each temperature and simultaneously recording the scattering in|amities and sample turbidity (from the
transmission). The analyzed intensity and turbidity data gives the correlation length at each temperature and locates
the criticaltemperature.
The fluctuation decay rate data set from these measurements will provide a severe test of the generalized
hydredynamics theories of transport coefficients in the critical region. When compared to equivalent data from
binary liquid critical mixtures they will test the universality of critical dynamics.
Task Significance:
Such experiments are severely limited on Earth because gravity causes a large density gradient in the fluid due to the
divergence of the fluid compressibility as the critical temperature is approached. The data from this experiment will
provide a test of critical phenomena theories in a temperature reaIm that has not been adequately tested to date, due
to the Limitationsimposedby gravity. The data tests the current theory of crossover from assymptotic behavior
near Tc to pure background behavior far from Tc. Such a crossover theory is useful for predicting thermophysical
properties in supercritical fluid solvents.
Progress During FY 1995:
After a science panel reviewl approval was given to prepare the Zeno instrument for a second flight as part of the
USMP-3 payload to fly in February, 1996. The major theme of the second flight would be to avoid the density
perturbations caused by moving the temperature too quickly. This would be accomplished by using a calculated set
of maximum ramp rates which get slower and slower as Tc is approached. Tc itself would be determined with
increasing resolution from the data taken in a single sequence moving to the critical point.
The key personnel at BaLIAerospace were retained and testing of the flight hardware began in November 1994. We
were not able to improve on the slight amount of container heater perturbation of the sample temperature and so
decided to fly with no change in hardware. We had thought that a simple radiation baffle could improve
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performance. We also did extensive further testing of the laser/sample cell alignment and finaily concluded that the
fill was correct and stable and the focused beam was at the correct location. Thus our confidence in the inherent
smbilRy of the Zeno apparatushas increased,
After the f'malv/brat/on testing, the inside of the Optical Module was cleaned and sealed up. The instrument began
PI characterization on April 13, 1994 and the testing continued to June 26, 1995. In this time we learned that our
previous scanning technique for locating Tc was flawed, and though precise, it gives a value for Tc up to I
mill/Kelvin below the actual temperature. The reasons are that the preparat/on of the sample for the scanning
cooled the sample too quickly leaving the density at the las_ beam position too low. Secondly, the scan itself was
too fur causing furthererrors. A rich array of behavior was seen as various palms of ramp rates were chosen to
move to density testing temperature and to the data temperamru. These were eventually understood andseparated
into contributions from dimensional creep of the cell, real density changes at the beam location, and sample
turbidity. A baseline setof procedures was written as code and tested for an earthbaseline data set.
In July 1995 the final testing of the instrument was done off-line at KSC in three weeks. A f'malbaseline was run.
Using _ the known parameters and a ref'medcalculation of the rounding caused by gravity induced density
stratification, we were finally not able to use the set of correlol_tm data to refine the value of Tc. We believe that
the procedure will work in low gravity but we will have to wait for the flight to demonstrate it. We used as a
backup a very slow scan through Tc from 300 microKelvin. A consistent and reliable value for Tc was found but it
did not have the ~I0 microKelvin precision that we require.
We are continuing to study the behavior of the xenon sample in our back.up flight cell mounted in the Engineering
Development Model located at the University of Maryland. We expect to improve our undersUmding of the complex
interference effects seen in the flight cell from data taken with the back-up cell which has solid sapphire windows.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 0 MS Degrees: 0
PhD Students: 5 PhD Degrees: 4
TASK INITIATION:12/88 EXPIRATION: 2/97
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:963-50-0C-25
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAS3-25370
RESPONSIBLECENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Boukari, H., Gent. D.. Shaumeyer, J.N., and Gammon,R,W., Turbid/tytransientsduringtemperaturechanges:calculations
vs, measurements. Am. Phys, Sot., 40, 1022 (1955).
Boukari, H., Palik, E.D., and Gammon,R.W., Closed-formexpressions to fit dataobtained with a multipa, Fabry-Perot
interferometersystem. Appl. Optics, 34, 69-86 (1995).
Boukari, H., Pego, R.L., and Gammon,R.W., Calculationof the dynamics of _nviv/-induced density profiles neara
I/quid-vaporcritical point. Phys, Rev. E, $2, 1614-1626 (1995).
Briggs, M.E. and Gammon. R.W., Photothermaldeflection in a supercritical-fluid. Intl. L Thermophysics, 16, 1614-1626
(1995).
Li, W.B., Sengen, J.V., Gammon, R.W., and Segre, P.N., Measurementof mmsportpropertiesof liquids with equilibrium
and nonequilibriumRayleigh scauaring. Intl. J. Thermophyaics, 16, 23-31 (1995).
Li, W.B., Sengers, J.V., Gammon,R.W., Ortiz DeZarate. J.M., NonequilibflumRayleigh light scattering in a polystyrene
solution. Am Phys. Soc., 40, 1023 (1995).
Palik, E.D., Bouk_, H., and Gammon,R.W., Line-shape studies for single- and u/ple-pus Fabry-Perotinterfarometer
systems. Appl. Optics, 34, 58-68 (1995).
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Zhang, K.C., Briggs, M.E., Gammon, R.W., Sengers, I.V., Measurement of the temperature derivative of the refractive
index of liquids with an optical beam-bending technique. Am. Phys. Soc., 40, 1024 (1995).
Presentations
Gammon, R.W., Shaumeyer, J.N., Borden. J.M., Torrealba, D., Reinker, R., Wilkinson, R.A., and Lauver, R.W.,
"Performance of the critical fluid light scattering experiment (Zeno) on USMP-2." invited talk at the AIAA 9th Symposium
on Microgravhy Science, Reno, NV, talk AIAA-9$-0611 in Session 92-SP-6, January, 1995.
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Confined Helium Experiment (CHeX)
Principal Investigator: Prof. John A. Lipa Stanford University
Co-Investigators:
Chui, T.C.P.
Israelsson, U.E.
Gasparim, F.M.
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
State University of New York, Buffalo
Task Objective:
Of significant current interest in the field of condensed matter is the study of crossover behavior as a bulk system if
confined more and more tightly in one or more dimensions. Crossover occurs when the effect of the boundaries is
significant but not dominant. An ideal way to explore this effect is to perform measurements on films of ever
decreasing thickness until the lower dimensional behavior is dominant. Unfortunately, in most cases it is not
possible to vary the film thickness without totally changing the sample, making it difficult to keep track of
intrinsic changes in the parameters. Also, in real systems other effects often dominate the behavior of matter at
very small length scales. Near the lambda transition of helium the correlation length diverges, magnifying the
effects of the confinement while simultaneously decreasing the importance of extraneous effects. This situation
gives us a unique tool to look at a diverse set of conditions in a controlled way, opening a new window on the
general question of finite size phenomena in condensed matter systems. For example, at 0.1C below the transition,
the correlation length is on the order of a few Angstroms, whereas 10 .9degree below the transition the correlation
length is about 0.1 ram. This means that, ff we can access the inner region very close to the transition, we will
have for the fast time a finite size system with a truly macroscopic length scale, allowing exceptional control of the
effects of boundaries. This situation appears to be absolutely unique in condensed matter systems. The Confined
Helium Experiment should lead to dramatically improved tests of the theory of f'mite size effects.
Task Description:
We plan to measure the heat capacity of helium confined between closely spaced parallel plates and compare the
results with the bulk heat capacity data obtained on the Lambda Point Experiment (LPE). The relationship between
the two data sets is predicted by theories of confinement. Most of the LPE flight hardware will be reused to perform
therequiredmeasurements.
Task Significance:
The Confined Helium Experiment should provide a much improved test of the theory of conf'mement and may
provide a f'u'm basis for its extension to other properties of confined materials.
Progress During FY 1995:
In the past year we have been able to transition from instrument development to systems level performance testing
with integrated instzmnent and flight electronics.
A significant effort was undertaken at Northeastern University to develop a suitable confinement system. This
resulted in a stack of 408 silicon wafers with 57 micron average gap, suitable for use in a flight calorimeter. A new
caging mechanism was built and the calorimeter successfully assembled. A 77 K shake test was performed and no
damage was detected. This cleared the way for assembly of the complete flight insmJment and the commencement
of low temperature testing. In parallel with this effort the flight high resolution thermometers were built, based on
the prototype design. Detailed simulations were performed on the cosmic ray noise problem and the results were
encouraging. It appears that with a 10 Hz sampling rate most of the degradation seen on LPE can be avoided.
Recent noise measurements of the flight thermometers have confirmed the good results seen with the prototype
devices.
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The flight electronics was upgraded sUghtiy to meet the CHEX needs and take advantage of the experience from
LPE. The sampling rate of the science-critical A/D converters was increased to 100 Hz from 1 Hz, and the main
heater drive circuits were modified to operate at higher power levels and shorter pulse times. This latter change was
made to minimize the effects of stray heat input on the net energy increments made to the sample,
The flight code development work encountered sign/ficant difficulty implementing the 1553 interface used to
communicate between the insmsment and facitity computers. Vendor support was almost non-existent, and new
device drivers had to be written virtually from scratch. Th/s delayed our flight code development significantly and
impacted testing. However we now have a minimal operating environment functioning and are testing science code.
The software development environment is substantially improved over LPE and bug fixes are quick, primarily
limited by the time required to understand the cause of the problem,
Improvements to the flight cry,star were accomplished at JPL end testedto verify the required perfocmnce.
Modifiations to the facility electronics to provide the 1553 communications interface to the instrument electronics
and improve functional/ty for ground testing have been completed and are under test, This effort was also impacted
by the difficulties with the 1553 interface, discussed above, Early mission integration activities have been
accomplished with MSFC, including establishing the Mission Verification Plan and a baseline Instrument Interface
Agreement and completion of Phase 2 Ground and Flight Safety Reviews. Preperadons are now under way for
instrument and cry.star integration and the lolling round of performance and environmental testing,
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH;
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
Phi) Students: 2
TASK INITIATION: 12/92 EXPIRATION: 12/97
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION:963-24-04-02
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: JPL
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY lggB:
Journals
Coleman, M. and Lipa, J.A. Heat capacityof helium confined to 8 micron cylindersnear the lamMa point. Physical
Review Letters, 74, 286 (1995).
Proceedings
qin, X., Nissen, J.A., Swanson, D.R., WilUamson,P.R., Stricker, D.A., Lipa, J,A., Chuo, T.C.P., and Israel.on, U.E, "A
heat capacityexperiment for very high resolut/on tests of the theory of confined materials." Space CryrogenlcsWorkshop,
(to be published in Cryogenics), GoddardSpace Flight Center,Greenbelt, MD, July, 1995.
Williams,n, P.R., Nissen, J.A., Swanson, D.R., and Lipa, J.A. "Specific energy loss in low Ear_ orbit." Proceedings of
the InternationalCosmic Ray Conference, Rome, Italy, August 1995.
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In Situ Monitoring of Crystal Growth Using MEPHISTO
Principal Investigator: Dr. Reza Ahbaschian University of Florida
Co-Investigators:
Coriell, Dr. S.R.
Favier, Dr. LL
N_ioxu_ Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
CENG (France)
Task Objective:
The objectiveistodeterminethemorphologicalstabilityofsolid/liquidnterfacesand resultingmacro and micro
segregation patterns, and to determine the auaclunent kinetics at the freezing interface deduced via measurements of
the growth-rate/interface-supercooling relationship.
Task Description:
To investigate the solidification behavior and stability of solid/liquid interfaces during the growth of pure Bi (a facet
forming material), and Bi alloyed with small amounts of Sn, in 1-g and gg. The experiments were designed to
make use of the second flight of MEPHISTO on USMP-2 (3/94).
The experiments make use of the Seebeck technique to measure the interface temperature in-sire and non-invasively
during crystal growth in both the ground-based and flight experiments. Both 1-g and _g experiments make use of
the measured resistance change across the sample to determine interracial velocity and Peltier pulsing for
demarcation of the interface shape.
Task Significance:
The experiments were performed to gain a detailed understanding of the role of gravity driven convection during the
solidification of faceted materials. Two fundamental and interrelated aspects of the liquid to solid transformation
have been investigated: (a) Morphological stability of the solid/liquid (s/l) interfaces and the resulting macro- and
micro-segregation patterns and Co) atomic attachment kinetics at the freezing interface, deduced via measurement of
the growth rate-interface supercooling relationship(s)
Initial ground-based experiments were carried out using high purity Bi and dilute Bi-Sn alloys. Bi-Sn alloys were
chosen to complement the experiments conducted by CENG/CNES on the f'LrStflight of MEPHISTO
(MEPHISTO-I): on this flight, dilute, non-faceted Sn-Bi alloys were used, while this research program (the second
flight of MEPHISTO, or MEPHISTO-2) used strongly faceted Bi- 0.I at % Sn alloys. In this manner, the results
of the two flights are being used to compare and contrast various fundamental aspects of solidification without and
with a strong influence of atomic attachment kinetics, respectively, in the presence (ground-based studies) and
near-absence (_t-g studies) of gravity induced convection. It is expected that this comprehensive investigation
approach will significantly further our understanding of key crystal growth parameters.
We expect to use these dam to test and improve current solidification theories. In particular, the interplay between
morphological stability and interface kinetics is not well understood. The microgravity experiments will yield an
integrated database involving interface velocity/interface shape/interface supercooling. Such data are important from
both practical and theoretical standpoints. For example, a knowledge of the mmsition from a faceted to a rough
interface (from the Seebeck data) and the interface shape (from solute-dump-demarcated interfaces) under identical
growth conditions has important applications in practical crystal growth situations: the information can be used to
understand the correlation between defect generation and solute banding. In addition, because the information has
been obtained in diffusion dominated conditions without the overriding effects of gravity-induced thermo-solutai
convection, meaningful tests (and appropriate refinements) of the current crystal growth theories can be made.
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Progress During FY 1995:
A comprehensive directional solidification experiment was recently carried out successfully on the USMP-2 mission
(STS-62) utiliT.ing the MEPHISTO directional solidification facility. The 14 day shuttle flight was launched on
Friday, March 4, 1994. A total of 45 cm of dilute Bi-Sn alloys were solidified directionally in microgravity. Prior
m the final directional solidification, extensive measurements were performed on the samples, consisting of Seebeck
measurements to measure the solid/liquid (s/l) interface temperature, resistance measurements to ITack the position
of the srl interface and thermal gradient measurements in the solid and liquid during freezing and melting. The final
solidification also included a procedure for marking the shape of the s/l interface via mechanical perturbations, as
well as rapid quenching of a 2 cm section of one of the samples.
A three-pronged strategy for achieving the stated goals was used: (a) Development of experimental apparatus for
ground based kinetics and morphological stability studies at University of Florida (UF), Co) Scientific and technical
collaboration with the MEPHISTO teams at CENG and CNF_ and (c) Analytical modeling of morphological
stability and interface kinetics in collaboration with Sam Coriell (NIST). Particular reference is also made to an
extensive collaboration between the various scientific and technical personnel from NASA-Lewis for developing a
comprehensive flight program.
The research team at UF developed the facilities necessary for ground based experiments to ensure maximum
conform/ty with the MEPHISTO space hardware. In addition, four "campaigns" were conducted prior to the
USMP-2 mission (three on the MEPHISTO engineering model at CENG and one on the MEPHISTO flight model
at CNF_,S). Each campaign required three samples approximately I meter in length, which were prepared at UF
according to MEPHISTO specifications. The campaigns not only proved the integrity of the samples produced, but
also provided valuable ground based data, which is currently being compared with the flight experiments.
Concurrently, NIST has carried out analytical modeling of the morphological stability of faceted solid/liquid (s/l)
interfaces for the alloy system under investigation.
These fright experiments used a novel technique (termed the Seebeck technique) to measure the interface
supercooling directly, non-invasively and in-situ (i.e. in real time during growth). The interface velocity was
measured by monitoring the resistance change across the sample, while the interface shape was delineated by
subjecting the sample to electrical current pulses (for ground based studies) and mechanical perturbations (for _g
studies) to cause a momentary demarcation of the interfaces.
We will be able to obtain values of key parameters, such as liquid diffusivities, via this investigation. In addition,
the novel and non-intrusive technique used to measure the interface temperature can potentiatly be used for
monitoring and controlling the space-based single crystal growth of technologically important semiconductors.
We are currently analyzing the approximately 6 gigabytes of USMP-2 MEPHISTO data. During the mission,
extensive use was made of the telemetry commanding capability to modify and refine experimental procedures for
better scientific yield. Preliminary analysis of the data acquired during the first 28 hours of mission shows excellent
correlation of the Seebeck signal with melting/freezing as well as solute build-up/decay. Numerical calculations are
being carried out concurrently to correlate the Seebeck signal with thermal/solutal decay and hence to back calculate
an accurate value of the diffusion coefficient of tin in liquid bismuth.
MetaUurgical analyses of the samples have shown that the interracial kinetics play a key role in controlling the
morphological stability of faceted alloys. We believe this to be the t'_st unambiguous demoustration of such an
effect during directional solidification under diffuaion.dominated conditions. In addition, analysis of the differential
Seebeck thermoelectric signals for very slow growth velocities was camed out. The analysis indicates that it is
possible to calculate the kinetic undercooling from the Seebeck signal decay at the end of solidification. Such
information is not accessible from ground-based studies due to effects associated with convective destabilization.
Recent results of the analysis work on the USMP-2 flight samples are contained in the papers listed in the
bibliography section of this report. With the collaboration of the French, anomalies experienced during the flight
have been analyzed and plans to present their reoccurrence made.
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STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH;
BS Students: 1
MS Students: 4
PhD Students: O
TASK INITIATION: 1/90 EXPIRATION; 9/95
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:963-25-05-04
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG3-1096
RESPONSIBLECENTER: LeRC
BIBLnOGRAPHUC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Presentations
Abbaschian, R., et.al. '1n-situ monitoring of crystal growth using MEPHISTO; Mission STS-62 - Program USMP-2
experiment analysis launch + six month report ." Office of Payload Scientist at MSFC, Dr. Peter Curreri, 1995.
Abbaschian, R., et.al. "A study of directional solidification of faceted Bi-Sn alloys in microgravity." 33rd Aerospace
Sciences Meeting and Exhibit, Reno, NV, AIAA 95-0608, January 9-12, 1995.
Abbaschian, R., et.al. "In-situ monitoring of crystal growth using MEPHISTO; mission STS-62 - Program USMP-2
experiment analysis one year report." Office of Payload Scientist at MSFC, Dr. Peter Curreri, 1995.
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Coupled Growth in Hypermonotectics
Principal Investigator: Dr..T.B.._cLrews UniversityofAlabama, Birmingham
Co-Investigators:
Coriell, S. NationalInstituteofStandardsand Technology (NIST)
Task Objective:
The objective of this investigation is to gain an improved understanding of solidification processes in immiscible
alloy systems. A portion of this study involves the development of experimental techniques which will permit
steady-state coupled growth of hypermonotectic composition samples to produce aligned microsu'uctures. A parallel
effort is underway to develop a model for the coupled growth process in monotectic systems. This analysis starts
with the basic equations for diffusion controlled growth and avoids many of the simplifying assumptions often
utilized in similar analyses. Once results are obtained from experimentation, they will be compared to predictions
from the model and utilized to improve the model. In order to permit steady-state coupled growth in
hypermonotectic composition samples, experimentation must be carried out under low-gravity conditions.
Task Description:
This project includes the major research tasks of experimentation, including ampoule development and testing, and
theoretical modeling. Ampoule development first involves the selection of an appropriate ampoule material based
on wetting characteristics and resistance to attack by the molten aluminum-indium alloy. This first step is then
followed by design of an appropriate ampoule assembly to control thermal end effects and to eliminate free surfaces
during processing. The modeling segment involves stability calculations to determine the gravity level limits and
thermal gradient requirements for proper processing followed by modeling of the solidification process. In addition,
the project is concerned with the evaluation of current flight hardware for use in experimentation and with input into
the development of new hardware. Experimentation will require directional solidification of immiscible
aluminum-indium alloys under low-gravity conditions in order to avoid convective instability and promote
steady-state coupled growth.
Task Significance:
The significance of this project lies primarily in the scientific gains to be made in truly understanding the coupled
growth process in immiscible alloys. Many alloys in immiscible systems have great promise for potential
applications in areas which include superconductors, magnetic mamrials, catalysts, and electrical contacts. However,
there are many details of the solidification process that are poorly understood for these alloys because these details
are masked by gravity-driven phenomena. This project is aimed at using the unique environment available in space
to improve this understanding in order to make possible the production of new materials using specialized
processing techniques.
Progress During FY 1995:
A tremendous amount of progress has been made in both the experimental and theoretical segments of this project.
In the experimental area, aluminum nitride (AIN) has been selected as the ampoule material of choice due to its
favorable wetting behavior and inertness when utilized with hypermonotectic Al-In alloys. An ampoule assembly
has been designed and tested which utilizes a spring and piston arrangement to accommodate thermal contraction and
solidification shrinkage of the sample during directional solidification. This design is being utilized to minimize
the likelihood of void formation during processing which would provide free surfaces on the melt and the possibility
of surface tension driven convection. Thermal contraction of the Al-In alloy requires a spring that can accommodate
over 2 cm of travel while maintaining a consistent spring constant at temperatures up to 1260 ° C. This requirement
has been satisfiedby usinga specializedhighperformance carbonspringproducedfrom apolymer precursor.The
ampoule designalsoincludesa threepiecesample assemblyconsistingofa main samplesandwichedbetween two
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smaller "dummy samples." This arrangement is utilized to minimize thermal end effects in the main sample and
provide a more uniform solidification rate during processing.
A vacuum ampoule loading and sealing technique has been developed which permits loading the ampoule at absolute
pressure levels approaching Ixl0"TTorr, The aluminum n/tride ampoule is then sealed by melting a sealant material
using a focused radiant heating facility while the ampoule assembly is under vacuum, Vacuum sealing min/m/zes
residual gas entrapment in the ampoule which could lead to void formation. Prototype testing of the ampoule
assembly has been carried out using the Advanced Gradient Heating Facility (AGHF) at the French Space Agency
(CNES) and at using a breadboard model of the High Gradient Furnace with Quench (HGFQ) at the Marshall Space
Flight Center (MSFC).
Major advances have also been made in the modeling area. Calculations have been made to emulate the flow
patterns and velocities anticipated at different gravity levels while processing, These two- and three-dimensional
analyses have permitted determination of the sensitivity of the experiment to residual acceleration levels and
orientations with respect to the ampoule axis.
The solidification model, which starts with the basic equations for diffusion controlled growth, has been further
refined. This model has already shown that some of the assumptions which were previously thought to be valid
placed major restrictions on the phase equilibria conditions, The model has now been expanded to permit
determination of the influence of a high diffusivity in one of the product phases during coupled growth, This
addition is significant because one of the product phases is a liquid. The results indicate that diffusion in one of the
phases has a surprisingly small impact on the resulting microstructure. Work is continuing in this area.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 2 MS Degrees: 1
PaD Students: 2 PhD Degrees: 0
TASK INITIATION: 1/93 EXPIRATION: 1/98
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-25-08-09
NASA CONTRACT NO,: NAO8-39717
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
B,BLnOGRAPHnC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Andrews, J.B., Hayes, L.J., Arikawa, Y., O'Dell, J.S., and Cheney, A.B. Instabilities during coupled growth of
hypermonotectics. Advances in Space Research, vol. 16, 177-180 (1995).
Andrews, J.B., Hayes, L.J., Arikawa, Y., O'Dell, J.S., and Cheney, A.B. Microgravlty solidification of immiscible alloys.
Key Engineering Materials, vol. TBD, pp TBD (accepted).
Hayes, L.J., and Andrews, J.B. The effect of convective instability on coupled growth of hypermonotectic alloys. Key
Engineering Materials, vol. TBD, pp TBD (accepted).
Proeeedlngs
Arikawa, Y., and Andrews, J.B. "Modeling and numerical simulation of directional solidification of hypermonotectic
alloys." Proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Experimental Methods for Microgravlty Materials Science,
TMS. R.S. Schiffman, ed., 111-114 (1995).
Cheney, A.B., and Andrews, J.B. "An evaluation of ampoule materials for microgravity processing of hypermonotactic
aluminum-indium alloys." Proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Experimental Methods for Microgravity
Materials Science, TMS. R.S. Schlffman, ed., 5-13 (1995).
Hayes, L.J., and Andrews, J.B. "The influence of convection on composition and morphology of directional]y solidified
hypermonotectic a11oys." Proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Experimental Methods for Micro,rarity
Materials Science,TMS. R.S. Scldffman, ed., 103-110 (1995),
O'Dell, J.S., and Andrews, J.B. "Design and sealing techniques of ampoule materials for directional solidification of
aluminum-indium alloys in micro,rarity." Proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Experimental Methods for
Microgravity Materials Science, TMS. R.S. Schiffman, ed., 87-92 (1995).
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Presentations
Andrews, J.B., and Coriell, S.R. "Coupled growth in hypermonotectics." Second Investignwr Working Group Meeting,
Life and Micro_'avity Spacelab, Noordwijk, The Netherlands, May 9-I0, 1995.
Andrews, J.B., Hayes, LJ., Arikawa, Y., Cheney, A.B., and O'Dell, J.S. "The LMS experiment on coupled growth in
hypermonotectics." Ninth European Symposium on Gravity Dependent Phenomena, Berlin, Germany, May 2-5, 1995.
Andrews, J.B., Hayes, L.J., Arikawa, Y., O'Dell, J.S., and Cheney, A.B. "Microgravity solidification of immiscible
alloys." Second International Conference on Solidification and Gravity, Miskolc, Hungary, April 25-28, 1995.
Arikawa, Y., and Andrews, J.B. "Modeling and numerical simulation of directional solidification of hypermonotectic
alloys." TMS Annual Meeting, Las Vegas, Nevada, February 12-16, 1995.
Cheney, A.B., and Andrews, J.B. "An evaluation of ampoule materials for m/crogravity processing hypermonotectic
alloys." TMS Annual Meeting, Las Vegas, Nevada, February 12-16, 1995.
Hayes, L.J., and Andrews, J.B. "The influence of convection on composition and morphology of directionally solidified
hypermonotectic alloys." TMS Annual Meeting, Las Vegas, Nevada, February 12-16, 1995.
Hayes, LJ., and Andrews, J.B. "]'he effect of convective instability on coupled growth of hypermonotectic alloys."
Second International Conference on Solidification and Gravity, Miskolc, Hungary, April 25-28, 1995.
Hayes, L.J., and Andrews, J.B. "]'he effect of convective instability on coupled growth of hypermonotectic alloys."
Gordon Research Conference, Gravitational Effects in Physico-Chemical Systems, Henniker, New Hampshire, July 9-14,
1995.
O_)e]l, J.S., and Andrews, J.B. '"Design and sealing techniques of ampoule materials for directional solidification of
aluminum-indium alloys." TMS Annual Meeting, Las Vegas, Nevada, February 12-16, 1995.
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Effects on Nucleation by Containerless Processing
Principal Investigator: Prof. Robert J. Bayuzick Vanderbiit University
Co-Investigators:
Hofmeister, W.
Robinson, M.
Vanderbilt University
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
Task Objective:
The primary scientific objective is to further the understanding of nucleation of solids from their melts. A
secondary objective is to determine if ground-based methods, such as drop tube processing, electromagnetic
levitation, and electrostatic levitation, are equally useful for containerlessly processing bulk samples of pure metals
as compared to electromagnetic heating and positioning in low Earth orbit. Within this secondary objective is a
focus on identifying and quantifying any possible teclmique specific factors that influence nucleation behavior.
Task Description:
The presently existing containerless ground-based methods are being used to study nucleation of solid from the
liquid. This includes drop tube processing, electromagnetic levitation, and electrostatic levitation. Since nucleation
is a statistical process, approximately 100 undercooling measurements are desired for each type of sample. This
number of measurements facilitates the interpretation of results through the application of statistical techniques.
Much care is taken in the measurement of temperature due to the sensitivity of the approach to the precision of the
measurements. Increasing and investigating the absolute precision is an important part of the experiments. The
precision affects the width of the distribution of undercoolings, which consequently determines the activation energy
for the phenomena. A large half-width of a distribution yields low values for the pre-exponential and exponential
factors in the nucleation equation, thereby indicating heterogeneous nucleation by mechanisms other than contact
with a container. Comparisons of the data from the ground-based and flight techniques give clues as to the nature of
the nucleation of the solid from the liquid. Different processing methods have different environments and other
factors that may affect the amount of undercooling in bulk samples.
Task Significance:
Solidification processing is one of the most prominent methods for the production of materials and most of these
processes begin with a nucleation step. The regime of nucleation known as deep undercooling, where liquids are
cooled considerably below their equilibrium freezing temperatures prior to the formation of solids, has become
particularly distinctive. With deep undercooling, a unique condition for microstructural development and control
exists and, therefore, a unique condition for improving and controlling the properties of materials exists. Hence, an
understanding of the rudiments of nucleation in the unique regime is most important.
Progress During FY 1995:
Each major objective of this research has been addressed in order to complete the theoretical and statistical
foundation of the project. The In'st objective is to quantitatively describe the observed nucleation behavior in terms
of Classical Nucleation Theory. The second is to determine the processing factors which promote higher
undercoolings and thus a decrease in the heterogeneous nucleation behavior. The third is to interpret the results
from statistical analyses in order to determine if there is a specific heterogeneous nucleation mechanism responsible
for the observed behavior.
For the first objective, a complete error analysis has been accomplished on the statistical analysis method which
leads to calculated values for the pre-exponential and exponential factors of the classical nucleation rate equation.
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The error analysis was performed with Monte Carlo simulations for a predescribed set of parameters, This set of
parameters has been optimiz_ by the use of a factorial design in analysis of variance. The results of the error
analysis indicate that there is a strong correlation between the accuracy of the calculated values and temperatureerror.
The magnitudes of the calculated values decrease as temperature ertm"increases,
Another pan of the error analysis concerns the actual temperaUe dam used to determine the undercoollng
temperatures. All of this dam, including the damfrom the flight experiment aboard TEMPUS and the ground-based
dam from the elecwomagnetic levimtor and elacuosmtic Icy|rotor, has been analyzed. The results indicate that there
is a one standard deviation temperature measurement errorof +1.4 K using the TEMPUS hardware and an error of
:_5K using ground-based hardware. Further error analysis concern/ng the dependence of undercooling measurements
on individual sample and on processing cycle number are being continued.
For the second objective, statistical comparisons based on analysis of variance U_hniques have been employed in
order to quantitatively determine the effects of several proceuing parameters and to give the comparisons a sound
statistical foundation. The existing dam sets have also been interweaved into a facWrial design framework that will
allow the determination of the factors that influence nucleation behavior. Some of these factors may be inU_nsic to
Classical Nucleation Theory, whereas others may not be explicitly contained in the nucleation rate equation. In the
investigation of processing parameters, different containerless processing methods have been used. Different
processing methods have different environments and/or sdjnstable parameterswh/ch may promote higher
undercoolings or a greater success rate of achieving higher undercoolings, The specific parameters that will be
investigated by the factorial design are sample size, sample purity, cooling rate, overheat, in/tial vacuum level, and
overall processing method. Interactions between processing parameters as evidenced by the results of the factorial
design analysis may be indicative of specific heterogeneous nucleation mech.|sins such as surface nucleation, if
these interactions are coupled with low calculated values for the pre-exponential and exponential factors. Further
investigation is being done in order to interpret the results of possible results from the factorial design. The end
result of the factorial design analysis will identify those factors which show the promise of promoting higher
undercoolings in ground-based processing methods.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 0 MS Degrees: 0
PhD Students: 1 Phi) Degrees: 1
TASK INITIATION: 4/90 EXPIRATION: 6/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-35-10
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG8-9"/8
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Presentations
Morton, C.W., Hofluister, W.H., Bayuzick, RJ., and Robinson, M,B. "Zirconium undercooUngresults in low earth orbit
on IML-2." TMS Annual Meeting, Las Vega Nevada, February1995,
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Alloy Undercooling Experiments in Microgravity Environment
Principal Investigator: Prof. MeltonC. Fiemings MassachusettsInstituteofTechnology (MIT)
Co-Investigators:
Matson, D.M. MassachusettsInstituteofTechnology (MIT)
Task Objective:
The objectives ofthistaskareto performsolidificationexperimentson undercoolingbinaryalloys,to compare
resultsofground-basedand microgravityexperiments,and toexamine effectsofmicrogravityon solidification
behaviorand microstructurecharacteristics.
Task Description:
We will collect thermal history, nucleation and growth history, and resulting solidification microstructures through
experimentsapplyingdirect,highspeed,highresolutionpyrometricand cinematographicmeasurements during
melting,undercoolingand recalescenceofnickel-tinbinaryalloysofdifferentcompositions,bothon thegroundand
inmicrogravity.
Task Significance:
With experiments carried out in microgravity, it is expected to have improved specimen shape and stability and
reducedconvectionduringcooling,resultinginthepossibilityofhigherundercooling,lessmicrostructurealteration,
reduced coarsening, and improved specimen observation in order to gain a complete understanding of the
solidification kinetics of undercooled melts, including: primary dendrite tip velocities; rapid thickening of primary
and secondaryarms duringrecalescencc;ripening,remelting,and soluteredistribution;dendritefragmentationand
grainrefinement;primaryphasesolidificationand ripening;and eutecticsolidificationwithconcurrentprimaryphase
ripening.
Progress During FY 1995:
Work during the current grant period resulted in the successful completion of post-flight analyses. Metallographic
analyses of the flight samples were conducted and post-processing condition was documented. Analysis results of
alloy interdendritic spacing was compared to ground-based experiments using samples processed under similar
conditions on earth. These results show a slight increase in dendrite arm spacing for the IML-2 samples but the
deviation was less than expected due to the lower undercooling achieved. Analysis of the video record showed that
samples were fully molten and surface oscillations were readily apparent, especially under higher superheat
conditions. Documentation of significant ground-based and flight results has been completed.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: O
MS Students: 0 MS Degrees: 0
Phl) Students: 2 PhD Degrees: I
TASKINITIATION: 4/90 EXPIRATION: 6/95
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION: 963-35-10
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG8-971
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Koseki, T., and Flemings, M.C. F_.ffectof external heat extraction on dendrite growth into undercooled melts. ISU
International, voI. 35, 611-618 (1995).
Proceedings
Flemings, M.C., and Koseki, T. "Solidification of stainless steels in strip casting." Proceedings of the Etham T.
Turkdogan Symposium l_ndamenUtls and Analysis of New Fanerg/ng Stochnak/ng Technologies, Iron and Steel Society, pp
207-215, (1994).
Koseki, T., and Flemings, M.C. '_pid dendrite growth during ch/II casting." Proceedings of the 2nd Pacific Rim
International Conference on Model/rig of Casting and Solidification, Sendal, Japan, (1995).
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Compound Semiconductor Growth in Low-g Environment
Principal Investigator: Dr. ArchibaldL. Fripp NASA LangleyResearchCenter(LaRC)
Co- Investig ate rs:
Crouch, R.K.
Debnam, W.J.
Clark, 1.0.
NASA Headquarters,Code UG (MSAD)
NASA Langley Research Center ([_C)
NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC)
Task Objective:
The objective of the Langley flight program is to determine the effects of gravity driven convection on the growth
and crystal properties of the compound semiconductor alloy, lead tin telluride which is miscible over the entire
compositional range. The electronic properties of this material are dependent on the ratio of the two, psedobinary,
components and consequently, the uniformity of an array of devices is dependent on good compositional control.
Lead tin telluride is amenable to study for it is emily compounded; it has a relatively low vapor pressure; and there
is existing, though limited, literature on its growth and properties.
Task Description:
This material was chosen for mierogravity research for a number of reasons. Lead tin telluride is not only a useful
semiconductor material which has been used for construction of infrareddetectors and tunable diode lasers. It also
has a phase diagram similar to other compound semiconductors of interest such as mercury cadmium telluride and
mercury zinc teUuride.
Lead tin telluride is also interesting from a purely scientific point of view in that it is both solutially and thermally
unstable. Both the temperature gradients and the compositional changes in the liquid near the melt/solid interface
produce density gradients which, in turn, produce driving forces for convection when coupled with gravity.
Task Significance:
Earth based Bridgman growth of lead tin telluride has only produced inhomogeneous crystals that are a result of
strong convective forces in the liquid during growth. The temperature gradients are required for growth and the
solutal changes at the interface are a fundamental property of the material system. However, for convection to occur
these gradients must be coupled to a gravational field. Growth in low Earth orbit offers an unique and fascinating
opportunity to study the effect of convection on this class of materials. The resultant gravitational force is not zero
in low Earth orbit hence convection is not completely eliminated but the fluid velocity, due to convection, will be
greatlyreduced.
Two flights are planned in the Advanced Automated Directional Solidification Furnace (AADSF). The primary
objective of both flights is to study the effect of gravity reduction, hence convection reduction, on the growth of
lead tin telluride. In one experiment the growth rate of the crystal will be changed in steps to test the effect of
varying the relative speed of the interface movement and the fluid velocity. In the other experiment the Space
Shuttle will be rotated to vary the relative orientation of the gravity vector and the crystal growth axis. Both sets of
experiments are expected to affect the compositional homogeneity of the crystal.
Progress During FY 1995:
We are ready for flight on USMP-3 presently schedules for launch on february 22, 1996. Three cell ampoules have
been constructed, tested both thermally and machenically, and a flight item delivered to Cape Kennedy and installed
in the AADSF on the Shuttle.
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STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 4 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 0 MS Degrees: 0
Phi) Students: 0 PhD Degrees: 1
TASK INITIATION: 10/78 EXPIRATION: 9/98
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-35-00-01
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: ]._C
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Barber, P.G., Pripp, A.L., Debnam, WJ., Berry, R.F., Woodell, G.A., and Simchick, R.T. Experimental verification of
agreement between thermal and real time visual melt solid interface positions in vertical Bridgnum grown germanium. J.
Crystal Growth, (accepted 1995).
Fripp, A.L., Debnam, WJ., Berry, R.F., WoodeU, G.A., Barber, P.O., and Simchick, R.T. Orowh rates and interface shapes
observed with X and g rays in real t/me during Bddgnum growth of german/urn and lead tin tel/uride. J. Crystal Growth,
147, 83-90 (1995).
22mo, A.X., Motes, C., and Narayanan, R. Rayleigh convection in a closed cylinder- experiments and a three dimensional
model with temperature dependent viscosity effecU. Physics of Flu/ds, 7, 1576-1582 (1995).
Presentations
Barber, P,G. "The use of moments of momentum to predict crystal habits." ICCG-XI, The Hague, The Netharlan_, July,
1995.
Zhao, A.-X., Narayanan, R., and Fripp, A.L. "Flow profiles in a Bddgman tube subject to G jitter conditions." A/AA
96-0254, 34th AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Reno, NV.
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Melt Stabilization of PbSnTe in a Magnetic Field
Principal Investigator: Dr. Archibald L, Fdpp NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC)
Co-Investigators:
Dabnam,WJ.
Szofran, F.R.
Chait,A.
NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC)
NASA Marshall Space blight Center (MSFC)
NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC)
Task Objective:
The objective of this research is to furtherelucidate the gravity driven physical phenomena on the growth of the
alloy compound semiconductor, PbSnTe. This work, coupled with the past microgravity experiment with the MEA
and the existing flight program to grow PbSnTe in the AADSF, will form the most comprehensive set of space
processing experiments performed todate.
Task Description:
The effect of the gravitational body force on the convective properties of the alloy compound semiconductor,
PbSnTe, with that body force modified by both reduced gravity and by magnetohydrodynamic (mhd) damping is the
subject under investigation. PbSnTe is an ideal material for this study in that it was the material of both a past
flight experiment and a planned 1996 AADSF experiment. Both of these experiments are without magnetic fields.
Subsequent experiments, both Earth based and in Space, using mhd damping will form a complete set of
experiments that will furtherelucidate the gravity dependent physical phenomena on the growth of this class of
materials.
The application of a magnetic field to PbSnTe growth will dampen convective flow. The anticipated results are that
even in the MSFC superconductor magnetic furnace the growth will not become diffusion controlled but that the
combination of magnetic field and low gravity environment will produce diffusion controlled growth.
Task Significance:
Numerical modeling is an integral part of this endeavor. Computer simulation can aid in the design of the space
experiment by its predictive capacity to optimize conditions for the growth. The key purposes of this portion of the
study will be to optimize the growth for both the Earth and the space experiments and to obtain an estimate of the
required magnetic field strength for low gravity growth.
This proposed work will complete the set. It will compare the effects of convection, as modified by a magnetic
field, on the growth of this material both on Earth and in the Microgravity environment found in low Earth orbit.
Progress During FY 1995:
The progress within this first year of the research on the magnetic stabilization of PbSnTe consists primarily of
preparations forfuture quantifiable, modelable experiments.
Numerical modeling is an essential part of this program. The primary thrust for modeling is within the Materials
Division at the Lewis Research Center. Modeling, both two and three dimensional, will evaluate both the
sensitivity of the thermophysical parameters to determine if better measurements, in addition to electrical resistivity,
are needed and attempt todetermine the combination of low gravity and magnetic field strength required to attain
diffusion controlled growth in PbSnTe. Preliminary modeling is complete. Diffusion controlled growth is
predicted, with modest magnetic fields, in microgravity but heavy mixing is predicted on Earth even with a five
Tesla field.
The ampoule configuration has been designed for ground based tests in the five Tesla magnetically stabilized furnace
at the Marshall Space Flight Center. Seven crystals have been grown to date, six with full magnetic field and one
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withno field.The primaryvariablewas ampoule pullrate.Allcrystalshowed complete compositionalmixing as
was predictedby thenumericalmodeling.
Additional model/rig is underway to evaluate the ampoule diameter as it affects both viscous damping and extent of
flux line intersection. The effect of thermal gradient, both magnitude and shape, will also be evaluated.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 10/93 EXPIRATION: 9/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-80-70-05
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LaRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONB FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Yao, M., Chair, A., Fripp, A.L., and Debnam, WJ. Numerical simulation of Bridgman crystal growth of PbSnTe in
microgravity. Microgravity Science and Technology, (submitted 1995).
NASA TechBrief
Yao,M., Chait,A.,and Fripp,A.L. NumericalmodelingofBridgmangrowthofPbSnTe ina magneticfield.NASA Tech
Brief,#I06996, 1995.
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Gravitational Role in Liquid-Phase Sintering
Principal investigator: Prof. Randall M. German Pennsylvania State University
Co-Investigators:
No Co-rs Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The purpose of this research is to establish the gravitational role in liquid phase sintering with respect to both the
macro-scale distortion and phase separation, and the microstructuraievolution over time at elevated temperatures.
Task Description:
The investigation has graduated to flight status, with 21 samples (seven compositions of tungsten-nickel-iron)
subjected to liquid phase sintering treatments on STS-65 during July 1994. The experiments involved isothermal
hold times of 1, 15, and 120 minutes at 1500°C in the Japanese--developed Large Isothermal Furnace on the IML-2
mission. Identical ground- based experiments have been conducted to provide the baseline for contrast with the
microgravity samples, and post-flight analysis will focus on quantitative assessment of distortion and
microstructural evolution.
Task Significance:
The microgravity experiments will establish a modeling basis for the gravitational role in a viscous flow distortion
of sintered components. It will furtherassess the agglomeration of solid grains and possible coalescence
contributions to grain growth for upgrading of current theories. These results will lead to the development of
manufacturing techniques which will permit formulation of new unique alloys.
Progress During FY 1995:
"Sintering" means welding or fusing of metal or ceramic powders by heating them without melting. Frequently, it
is aided by applying pressure in a special high-temperature press to squeeze the particles together. This experiment
explores a different mechanism, by adding a portion of a powder that melts at a lower temperature and surrounds the
powdersthatremainsolid.Thisliquidthenletsparticlesandmaterialsmove moreeasily,allowingthepowdersto
morerapidlyformasolidcompact.Problemssuchasseparationfthesolidandliquidduetogravity(manifested
by settlingofthesolidparticles)stillremain.Accesstothelow gravityenviromentofEarthorbitprovidesa
uniqueopportunityostudyliquid-phasesinteringwithoutseparation,settling,orothergravity-induced
complications.Theresultswillincreaseourunderstandingoftheprocess,andthenew knowledgewillhelp
introducen w industrialapplicationofliquid-phasesintering,suchasautomotivecomponents,resultinginnew and
improvedproducts.
Inthisinvestigation,mixedpowdersoftungsten,ickel,andironareinitiallycoldcompactedunderpressureinthe
shapedesiredforthefinalproduct.Thecompactsarethenheatedtojustbelowthenickel-ironalloymelting
temperature to provide handling strength, a process called '_resintering." In the experiment, they are heated above
1465°C to form a liquid-solid mixture. The tungsten, with its very high melting point (3370°C), remains a solid,
while the nickel and iron, with much lower melting points, become liquid. The liquid permits more rapid transport
of material for faster sintering than would be possible if all the material were solid. After sintering, the
microstrucmre of the samples (i.e., the structure when viewed under very high magnification), consists of connected
tungsten grains surroundedby the solidified liquid.
This experiment flew as part of the second International Microgravity Laboratory (IML-2) mission in July 1994
aboard the Space Shuttle Columbia. The experiment was conducted in an apparatus called the Large Isothermal
Furnace(LIF),whichcouldoperateatthehightemperaturesrequired.The LITwas developedby
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Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries Co., Ltd., for the National Space Development Agency of Japan (NASDA).
This project was supported by the NASA I-IeadquartenMicrogravity Science and Applications Division, and was
Imaged by the NASA Lewis Research Center.
The test specimens for the LIF consisted of three different cara'tdgas, each containing seven samples I0 mm in
diameter by 10 mm high. One cartridp was tested at each of the three critical sintering periods identified in earlier
ground-based experiments; 1, 15, and 120 minutes. In one minute, liquid penetrates along existing solid-solid
boundaries. Fifteen minutes is the time needed for full densification. The 120-minute time is needed to observe
grain rotation and coalescence events.
In summary, a nominal temperature of 1506"C was achieved for each of the desired testimes. Free-drift of
Colombia during the appropriate times was confxnned. All of the functional objectives were achieved. Analysis
will begin upon returnof the samples to the laboratories of the Pennsylvania State University.
Oe_tnher1995 u_ndate:
Upon return of the samples to the laboratories of the laboratories of the pennsylvania State University in November
of 1994, each sample was photoFaph/caUy recorded, its physical data was collected, and they were readied for
metallurgical examination using traditional sectioning, mounting, and polishing techniques.
The microgravltyenvironment present during the sintering of these samples has had a drastic impact on their
microstructural development. The frequency and masnitude of the microstructund anomalies is larger in samples
containing lower volume fractions of tungsten. Features are present which have never been seen before, despite the
fact that tunSsten-nickel-iron heavy alloys are well characterized metaUuqically. New scientific explanatiom are
needed to describe the formation of the aforementioned anomalies; however, specific observations can be made about
the microsuxtcmres observed. First, gas-filled pores appear to be a stable, discrete phase in mJcrogravity
liquid-phase sintered materials. These pores undergo coalescence as they become very larile competed to the scale of
the microstructure.
The lack of gravity also produced very unusual pore morphologies. Pore shape is probably influenced by
attachment to tungsten grains. In the next several months, work will begin on reconstructing the three-dimensional
microstructure of these samples.
At the edge of the sample where there was no constraintexerted by the crucible, liquid protrusiom were observed on
the sample sintered for 120 minutes. In terrestrial conditions, these protrusions would notexist, rather there would
be a meniscus between 8rains produced by the capillary force of the wetting liquid. The lack of periodic structure in
these structurescreates additional questions. Had the structurebeen period/c0 it could have been described as a
columnar solidification front created by constitutional undercooUng.
Clearly, there are some very unusual features in these rnicrostructures. It will be some time before all of these
features are adequately described by fundamentals of powder metallurgy and solidification.
The data obtained fi'om this shuttle fl/ght opens the doors to many unanswered questions. The next immediate step
is to dissect the samples layer by layer using a micromilling instrtunent, and then to electronically reconstruct the
microsm_cture using image analysis equipment. This should provide an absolute picture of the microiravity
microstrucmres. Additionally, it may be possible to fly additional samples on an upcoming shuttle flight (e.g.,
MSL-1 on STS-83) that will provide information on the effect of surface energy, solid content, etc., on
microstructural development in a mlcrngravity environment.
STUDEKT8 FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 0 MS Depses: 1
Phi) Students: 1 PhD Degrees: i
TASKINITIATION: 10/94 EXPIRATION: 10/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:963-25-05-05
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG3-1287
RESPON81BLECENTER: LeRC
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BIBLnOGRAPHnC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
German, R.M., Microstructure of the gravitationally settled region in a liquid phase sintered dilute tungsten heavy alloy.
Metallurgical and Materials Transactions, vol. 26A, 279-288 (1995).
German, R.M., Space study of gravitational role in liquid phase sintering. Industrial Heating, vol. 62, no. 2, 52-54
(1995).
German, R.M., Grain Agglomeration in solid-liquid mixtures under microgravity conditions. Metallurgical and Materials
Transactions, (1995).
German, R.M., Iacocca, R.G., Johnson, J.L., Liu, Y., and Upadhyaya, A., Liquid-phase sintering under microgravity
conditions. Journal of Metals, vol. 47, no. 8, 46-48 (1995).
Heaney, D.F., German, R.M., and Ahn, I,S., The gravitational effects on low solid volume fraction liquid phase sintering.
Journal of Materials Science, (1995).
Johnson, J.L. and German, R.M., Theoretical modeling of densification during activated solid-state sintering.
Metallurgical and Materials Transactions, (1995).
Liu, Y. and German, R.M., Contact angle and solid-liquid.vapor equilibrium. Acta Metallurgica et Materialia, (1995).
Liu, Y., Dubois, S., Klinger, C., and German, R.M., Modeling powder metallurgy processes via computer simulation and
numerical calculations. International Journal of Powder Metallurgy, (1994).
Liu, Y., Heaney, D.F., and German, R.M., Gravity induced solid grain packing during liquid phase sintering. Acta
Metallurgica et Materialia, vol. 43, 1587-1592 (1995).
Liu, Y., Heaney, D.F., German, R.M., Gravitational effects on solid grain packing in liquid phase sintering. Tungsten and
Refractory Metals, A. Bose and R.J. Dowding (eds) Metal Powder Industries Federation, Princeton, NJ, 121-128 (1995).
Liu, Y., lacocca, R., Johnson, J.L., German, R.M., and Kohara, S., Microstructural anomalies in a W-Ni alloy liquid phase
sintered under microgravity conditions. Metallurgical and Materials Transactions, vol. 26A, 2485-2486 (1995).
Raman, R. and German, R.M., A mathematical model for gravity-induced distortion during liquid phase sintering.
Metallurgical and Materials Transactions, vol. 26A, 653-659 (1995).
Proceedings
German, R.M., "Microstructure of the gravitationally settled region in a liquid-phase sintered dilute tungsten heavy alloy."
Proceedings entitled Metallurgical and Materials Transactions A:, vol. 26A, 279-288, February 1995.
Heaney, D.F. and German, R.M., "New grain growth concepts in liquid phase sintering." Proceedings: Advances in Powder
Metallurgy & Particulate Materials - 1994, C. Lali and AJ. Neupaver (eds), 1994 Metal Powder Industries Federation/APMI,
Princeton, NJ, vol. 3, 303-310, 1994.
lacocca, R.G., German, R.M., and Kidd, C., "Microstructural analysis of tungsten heavy alloy samples sintered in l-g
conditions: preparation for shuttle flight." Proceedings: Advances in Powder Metallurgy & Particulate Materials - 1994, C.
LaU and AJ. Neupaver (eds), 1994 Metal Powder Industries Pederation/APMI, Princeton, NJ, vol. 5, 201-218, 1994.
Johnson, J.J. and German, R.M., '_'he solubility criterion for liquid phase sintering." Proceedings: Advances in Powder
Metallurgy & Particulate Materials - 1994, C. LaU and AJ. Neupaver (eds), 1994 Metal Powder Industries Federation/APMI,
Princeton, NJ, vol. 3, 267-279, 1994.
Raman, R. and German, R.M., "A mathematical model for gravity-induced distortion during liquid-phase sintering."
Proceedings: Metallurgical and Materials Transactions A: vol. 26A, 653-659, February 1995.
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Raman, R., Heaney, D., and German, R.M., "Control of component distortion during liquid phase sintering." Proceedings:
Advances in Powder Metallurgy & Particulate Materials - 1994, C. LaU and A3. Neupaver (eds), 1994 Metal Powder
Industries F.ederation/APMl, Princeton, NJ, vol. 3, 281-293, 1994.
Presentations
lacocca, R.G. and German, R.M. "Liquid phase sintering in microgravity."
Section of APMI Intemationa] on November 8, 1994.
22nd Seminar & Exhibit of the Pittsburgh
Liu, Y., lacocca, R.G., German, R.M., "A challenge to liquid phase sintering concepts." 1995 International Conference on
Powder Metallurgy & Particulate Materials, Seattle, WA, May 14-17, 1995.
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Isothermal Dendritic Growth Experiment
Principal Investigator: prof.MartinE. Ollcksman Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Co-Investigators:
No Co-rs Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
Successfully analyze the resulting space flight and terrestrialdata from the Isothermal Dendritic Growth Experiment
(DOE) on its fwst Space Shuttle mission (STS-62), as part of the Second United States Microgravity Payload
(USMP-2). Determine dendritic tip velocity and tip radius as functions of supercooling. Use velocity and radius
data to evaluate the validity of theoretical models that purportto predict velocity and radius. These models are used
to improve industrial metal production on Earth. Publish reports and give papers to inform the scientific
community of our findings.
Acquire and analyze terrestrial data gathered by the IDGE apparatus at three different supercoolings, in order to
characterize the three-dimensional shape of dendritic tips. This data will ultimately be compared with the resulting
space flight data from the second mission. This is the primary scientific objective of the second flight of IDGE
aboard USMP-3 on STS-75, currently scheduled for February 1996.
Purify and characterize Pivalic Acid (PVA), the sample material to be used for the third flight of IDGE aboard
USMP-4.
Task Description:
The Isothermal Dendritic Growth Experiment is a fundamental Materials Science Experiment performed on the
Space Shuttle. The specific topic is dendritic solidification which is relevant to virtually all industrial
manufacturing of metals and alloys on Earth.
IDOE is an experiment performed in the cargo bay of the Space Shuttle using an apparatusdesigned, built, and
tested at the NASA Lewis Research Center in Cleveland, Ohio, USA. Over 400 photographs of dendrites that
solidified in space along with over 800 photographs of dendrites solidified on Earth will be produced on each flight.
Each photograph will be accompanied by 8 or more scientifically important measurements of rime, temperature, and
local acceleration. While in space, the apparatus will be operated by IDGE personnel located in the Payload
Operations Control Center (POCC) at the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) in Huntsville,
Alabama, the Tele-operations Support Center at the Lewis Research Center, and at Rensellaer Polytechnic Institute
(RPI).
Personnel at RPI will analyze terrestrial data produced by the IDGE flight apparatus prior to its turn over to KSC
personnel on September 1, 1995. During the mission, LeRC and RPI personnel will work together to analyze the
IDGE CCD camera dendrite images which are transmitted down to Earth in near real time, in order to replan the
remaining portion of the mission.
After the flight, RPI personnel will analyze the resulting 35 mm photographs and other data to determine the
dendrite tip velocity, as well as characterize the three-dimensional size and shape of the dendrite tip. This data will
be used to assess the validity of various solidification theories which are currently being used to try to improve
industrial metal production on Earth.
RPI personnel will publish reports and give papers at relevant conferences to disseminate the information to the
scientific and industrial community.
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Task Significance:
IDGE will study dendrites. Dendrites are tiny crystalline structures that form inside molten metals and metal alloys
when they solidify. Nearly all industrially important metals solidify dendritically from the molten state. The
dendrites formed inside metals during manufacturing result in m/croscopic zones of strength, weakness, ductility,
and brittleness. Consequently, understanding precisely how dendrites form can lead to improvement of alloy
strength and ductility by eliminating weak and brittle areas in the metal. Metal products can be improved, while
lowering production costs.
During the past 50 years, numerous scientists have attempted to develop practical theoretical models to predict
important dendritic growth parameters. However, years of experimentation on Earthhas not produced a datmet
capable of testing the models to t'mdout which one, ff any, is correct. This is due to the influence of gravity. On
Earth, dendritic solidification can be strongly affected by gravitationally driven convective currents in the molten
metal. These currents exist during virtually all metal solidification processes. However, their effect on dendritic
solidification cannot be accurately be modeled without knowledge of dendritic solidification in the absence of such
currents.
The microgravity environment of space effectively ei_mlnates convection in the IDGE experiment. Extensive
non-advocate peer review indicated that a comparison between space experiment data and Earthexperiment data is the
only practical way to separate the effects of convection from the underlying mechanism of dendritic solidification.
Ultimately, IDGE may result in the improved industrial manufacturing of steel, aluminum, super alloys, and other
metals that are used on Earth every day. Moreover, the data returned from space will remain relevant indet'm/tely.
IDGE data can be used to test current theories, as well as theories that will be developed perhaps far into the future.
In fact, the Schriffer Committee report (1987) declared that the IDGE was one of NASA's four '_,vorld-class"
m/crogravity science experiments due to the quality, scope, and long term relevance of its science.
Progress During FY 1995:
First Flight of IDGE
The Isothermal Dendritic Growth Experiment (H)GE) is a tele-operated microgravity science experiment payload that
flew on the space shuttle Columbia in March of 1994. The first mission was an unqualified success. Analysis of
the flight data revealed that current solidification theories need significant modification. Moreover, convection,
both on Earth and in space, may have greater effect than previously believed. These findings are unexpected and
immediately important to the science of solidification, and longer term, to industrial alloy production. Personnel at
RPI have concluded all the analysis of the data from the first mission.
Second Flight of IDGE
RPI purified sample material and filled a growth chamber required for the second flight of IDGE. RPI analyzed
terrestrial data produced by the IDGE flight apparatus prior to its turnover to KSC personnel on September I, 1995.
Third Fli_at of IDGE
RPI personnel have continued to improve their techniques required to purify pivalic acid (PVA), the sample r_ter_l
to be used in the third flight. RPI now has enough PVA to fi]] several _'owth chambers.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 3 MS Degrees: I
Phi) Students: 0 PbD Degrees: 0
TASK INITIATION:12/88 EXPIRATION: 12/98
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:963.25.05-01
NASA CONTACT NO.: NAS3-25368
RESPONSIBLECENTER: LeRC
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Olicksman, M,E., Koss, M.B., Bushnell, L.T., LaCombe, J,C., Win,, E,A., Space Flight dam from the isothermal
dendritic growth experiment, Adv. Space Res, 16 (7), 181 (1995).
Ollcksman, M.E., Koss, M,B,, Winsa, E,A., The chronology of a mlcrogravity spaceflight experiment: IDGE. JOM, (8),
49 (1995),
Koss, M.B,, Olicksman, M.E., Bushnell, L.T., LaCombe, J.C., The effect of convection on dendritic growth under
microgravity conditions. Chemm. Eng. Comm,, (1995).
LaCombe, J.C., Koss, M.B., Pradkov, V.E., Olicksman, M.E,, Three-dimensional dendrite tip morphology. Phys. Rev.
E., 3, 52 2778 (1995).
Smith, R.N., Olicksman, M.E., and Koss, M.B,, Effects of buoyancy on the growth of dendritic crystals. Annual Review of
Heat Transver, vol. VII, (1995).
Smith, R.N., Olicksman, M.E., Koss, M.B., Bushen¢ll, L.T., and LaCombe, J.C,, Experimental study of dendrite growth in
an undercooled melt under mlcrogravlty conditions. Heal Transfer in M/crogravity Systems, eds. SS. Sadhal and A.
Oopinath, ASME HTD (ASME, New York), vol. 290, 1-8 (1994).
Proceedings
Olicksman, M.E., Koss, M.B., Bushne11, L.T,, and LaCombe,J.C. "The isothermal dendritic growth experiment:
implications for theory." ModeLing of Casting, Welding, and Advanced SoLidification Processes VII, edited by M. Cross
and J. Campbell, (The Minerals, Metals & materials Society, Warrendale, PA) 663, 1995.
Olicksman, M.E., Koss, M.B,, Bushnell, L.T., LaCombe, J.C., and Winsa, E.A,, "Dendritic growth of succinontrile in
terrestrial and microgravity conditions as a test of theory." ISIJ International, 35 (6) 1216, 1995.
Olicksman, M.E., Koss, M.B,, BushneU, L.T., LaCombe, J.C., and Winsa, E.A,, "Dendritic growth in terrestrial and
microgravity conditions." Mat. Res. Soc. Syrup. Proc., vol. 367, Materials Research Society, 13, 1995.
Olicksman, M.E., Koss, M.B., Bushnell, L.T., LaCombe, J.C., and Winsa, E.A., "Evaluation of teleoperating the IDGE on
STS-62." 7th International Symposium on Experimental Methods for Mlcrogravity Science, edited by R.A. Schiffman,
(The M/nerals, Metals & Materials Society, Warmndale, PA) 51-56, 1995.
Olicksman, M.E., Koss, M.B., Bushnell, L.T., LaCombe, J.C., and Winsa, E.A., 'The isothermal dendr/ticgrowth
experiment." Proceedings of the Second International Conference on Solidification and Gravity, 1995.
Olicksman, M.E., Koss, M,B., Bushnell, L.T., LaCombe, J,C., and Winsa, E.A. "Dendritic growth measurements in
microgravity." Proceedings of the 9th European Symposium on Gravity-Dependent Phenomena in Physical Sciences,
1995,
Olicksman, M.E., Koss, M.B., Bushnell, L.T., LaCombe, J,C., Kobryn, P., and Winsa, E.A., 'The tele-operational
capabilities of the IIX_E." 6th International Symposium on Experimental Methods for Microgravity Science, edited by
R,A. Schiffman and J.B. Andrews, The Minerals Metals & Materials Society, 141, 1994.
Winsa, E.A., Malarik, D.C., Olicksman, M.E,, Koss, M.B,, Bushnell, L,T,, and LaCombe, J.C., "Operation of the
isothermal dendritic growth experiment on USMP-2," 33rd Aerospace and Sciences meeting and Exhibit, Re.print AIAA
95-0610, Reno NV., January 9-12, 1995.
Presentations
Bushnell, L.T., "Effects of convection on dendritic growth in mlcrogravlty." ACCO-east/9, Atlantic City, NJ, October
1994.
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Glicksman, M.E., "Convection in microgravity: first flight of the isothermal dendritic growth experiment." AIChE
meeting in San Francisco, CA, November 1994.
Glicksman,M.E., "IsothermaldendriticgrowthexperimentUSMP-2, 3,4." RaumsimulationInstltut,DLR, Koln,FRG,
November 1994.
Glicksman,M.E., "Dendriticgrowthinterrestrialand microgravitycond/tions."MaterialResearchSociety(MRS) Fall
Meeting,Boston,MA, November 1994.
Glicksman,M.E., '"I'heisothermaldendriticgrowthexperiment:anniversaryreviewofspaceflightresult."Burgess
MemorialLecture,WashingtonD.C. Chapter,ASM, March 1995.
Olicksman, M.E., '_'he isothermal dendritic growth experiment." Second International Conference on Solidification and
Gravity, Miskolc, Hungary, April 1995.
Glicksman,M.E., "Dendriticgrowthmeasurementsinmicrogravity."9thEuropeanSymposium on Gravity-Dependent
Phenomena inPhysicalSciences,Berlin,FRG, May 1995.
Glicksman, M.E., 'Free boundary aspects of dendritic growth in microgravity." Free Boundary Problems: Theory and
Applicat/ons Conference, Zakopane, Poland, May 1995.
Glicksman, M.E., "Isothermal dendrite growth." Gordon Research Conference on Gravitational Effects in Physicochemical
Systems, Hermiker, NH, July 1995.
Glicksman, M,E., '_'be isothermal dendritic growth experiment." The Ninth Annual Alabama Materials Research
Conference, The University of Alabama at Birmingham, September 1995.
Koss, M.B., "Evaluation of teleoperatlng the IDGE on STS-62." 7th International Symposium on Experimental Methods
for Microgravity Science, TMS Annual Meeting and Exhibit, Las Vegas, NV, February 1995.
LaCombe, J.C,, '_['hree dimensional characteristics of dendrites." ACCG-east/9, Atlantic City, NJ, October 1994.
Poster "Remote teleoperatlon of microgravity experiments." Gordon Research Conference on Gravitational Effects in
Physicochemical Systems, Heoniker, NH, July 1995.
Poster 'The isothermal dendritic growth experiment: implications for theory." Modeling of Casting, Welding, and
Advanced Solidification Processes VII, September 1995.
Smith, R.N., "Experimental Study of dendrite growth in an undereooled melt under microgravity cond/tions." AS/VIE
Winter Annual Meetings, Chicago IL, November 1994.
Winsa, E.A., "Operation of the isothermal dendritic growth experiment on USMP-2." 33rd Aerospace and Sciences
Meeting and Exhibit, paper 95-0610, Reno NV, January 1995.
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Thermophysical Properties of Metallic Glasses and Undercooled Alloys
Principal Investigator: Dr. William L. Johnson California Institute of Technology
Co-Investigators:
Lee, D. California InstituteofTechnology
Task Objective:
The objective is to study thermophysical properties of undercooled alloy melts and how they relate to glass
formation. Toward this end, we have developed non-contact calorimetric methods to investigate the specific heat and
thermalconductivityofthesemelts,bothintheliquidandundercooledregion.Thesequantitiesareessentialforthe
developmentofnewer,moreadvancedprocessingtechnologiesforbothexistingandfuturematerials.
Task Description:
Non-contact AC calorimetry was successfully demonstrated on the IML-2 flight in July, 1994. We obtained
information the specificheatand thermal conductivityofliquidandundercooledZrToNiu andNieNbdomelts
usingTEMPUS. Thisdataiscurrentlybeinganalyzedtocalculateentropyandfreeenergyfunctionsforthese
melts.We willcomparethesequantitiestotheirvaluesforthecorrespondingequilibriumandmctastablecrystalsto
comparetherelativestabilityofthephases.Also,we willdeterminetheKauzman isentropictemperatureofthe
alloysandcompareittotheobservedglasstransitiontemperature.
In addition, the ground-based total radiance bolometer is currently being integrated onto a UHV levitation chamber
for total hemispherical emissivity measurements. Measurement of temperature-dependent total hemispherical
emissivity functions will allow us to unwind specific heat from undercooling data in an unambiguous manner.
Task Significance:
The non-contact AC calorimetry experiment is significant for many reasons. First, the thermodynamic properties of
these advanced materials are a prerequisite to the development of processing technologies for them. Without
knowledge of heat capacities and thermal conductivities, it is not possible to define, for example, how much power
is needed to melt and cast the materials. In addition, the specific materials chosen for our experiment are the parent
compounds for a new class of bulk metallic glasses that have recently been discovered by our group here at Caltech.
By studying the properties of these parent compounds, we hope to better understand the bulk metallic glasses and
how they form. These materials will revolutionize metallic processing technologies with their novel, superior
properties. These materials can be engineered to be more ductile, slipperier, harder, lighter and more corrosion
resistant than the typical materials used today. It is essential that the processing technologies for these materials be
developed as quickly as possible and that, therefore, the ,herin,physical properties be measured.
Progress During FY 1995:
FlightdatafromIML-2 hasbeenanalyzedandtheresultshavebeenbothsubmittedforpublicationa dpresentedat
meetings-includinganinvitedtalkatthe1994GordonConferenceon MicrogravityResearchandaninvitedtalk
andpaperatthe4thAsianThermophysicalPropertiesConferenceinTokyo,Japan.
The technique is constantly being refined. Better filtering and analysis routines are being written and the phase
difference between the RF coil currentand temperautre response is being analyzed for possible additional information
on the thermal conductivity of the samples. Also, an impedance change technique for determining the elecu'ical
conductivity of the liquid sample is being developed.
Samples for reflight are being chosen and tested for vapor-pressure, melting point, undercoolability, etc. The
ground-based support program for reflight from DLR has begun, as has TEMPUS refurbishment. Samples are also
being prepared for the January 1996 KC-135 flight of TEMPUS.
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In the ground-be_d program the total emissivity meuurements are being retinal Low.nobe pyrometen have been
built and are in the process of being cal/brated for accurate temperature measurement of RF-levitated samples. In an
effort jointly undertaken with the Szekely group at MIT and Mike Roblnton'i group at MSFC, dynamic liquid drop
visccai,.ies of good glass-formlng alloys are being measured in the drop tube at Marshall,
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESFJmCH:
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MS Smdent_: 2 MS Degrees: 0
FaD Students: 2 FaD Degrees: I
TASK INITIATION: 2/92 EXPIRATION: 6/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-35-10
NASA CONTRACT NO,: NA08-954
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1998:
Journals
Busch,R., Khu, Y,L, and 3ohnson, W.L, Thermodynamicsand kinetics of the undercooledl/quid and the Slass transitionot
the Zr, s.zTi,s.sCu,ljNIjo.oBeuj alloy. J. App]. Phys., 77(8), 4039-4043 (1995).
Busch, R., K/m, YJ., Johnson, W.L., Rug!son, AJ., and Rh/m, W.K. Hemlsphedcal total emissivity and specific heat
capacity of deeply undercooled Zr,_jTlLj_CunjNi_o_Be_s melts. AppL Phys. Lea., voI. TBD, pp TBD (in press).
K/m, Y J., Busch, R., Johnson, W.L., Rullson, AJ., and Rhlm, W.K. Metallic glass formation in highly undercooled
Zr,z.=Tin,Cu_uNl_o.oBe,.j during contain!fleas electrostatic levitation processing. AppL Phys. Lea., 65(17), 2136-2138
(1994).
Lee, D.S., HoffmeJstcr, W., Bayuzick, R., and Johnson, W.L Non.contact calorlmelry of liquid Ni,oNb,o and NluZr,,:
results from IML-2 (Ims_snted at the 4¢h Asian Thcrmophy|lcal Proper,gas Conference, Tokyo, Japan, September $-8,
1995). Internatlonal Thermophysical Journal, vol. TBD, pp TBD (in press).
Lee, D.S., Uffelman, D., and John_n, W.L. Non-contact AC Calorimetry on Undercooled Alloys. Monde A. Otoon/.
Science and Technology of Rapid Solidification and Processing, June 20, 1994, Picatinny Ar_nal, New Jersey. West
Point: Kluw©r Academic Publishers (NATO ASI Series E: Applied Sciences), 278, 327-337 (1995).
Proceedings
Busch, R., Kim, YJ., Johnson, W.L., Rulison, A.J., and Rhlm, W.K. "De_rmlnatlon of the specific heat capacity and the
hemispherical total emissivity of the deeply undarcooled Zr,t.=Tin.,Cun_Ni_0.oBe=,s alloy." Pro¢. 7th Int. TMS Symp. on
Experimental Methods for Microgrevity Materials Science, February 12, 1995, _ Vegas, Nevada, TMS, pp 15-21 (1995).
Kim, Y.J.,Busch,R.,Johnson,W.L.,RuUson,A J.,and Rhlm, W.K. '_JndereooIIngstudiesofthebulkmetallicglau
forming Zr,_.=Ti,.,CunsNi_o.oBenj alloy during contain!fleas electrostatic levitation processing." 7th Inter. Syrup. on
Experimental Methods for Microgravity Materials Science, February 12, 1995, !.as Vegas, Nevada, TMS Syrup. Proc,, pp
153-157 (1995).
Presentations
Johnson, W.L. "Fundamental aspects of bulk metallic glass formation in must/component alloys." ISMANAM-95, July
24, 1995, Quebec, Canada (1995).
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Orbital Processing of High Quality Cadmium Telluride
Principal Investigator: Dr. David J. Larson,Jr. StateUniversityof New York, StoneyBrook
Co-Investigators:
Dudley, M.
Moosbrugger, J.
Carlson, F.
Alexander, J.
Gillies, D.
DiMarzio, D.
SUNY at Stony Brook
Clarkson University
Clarkson University
University of Alabama, Huntsville
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (IVISFC)
Northrop Grumman ATDC
Task Objective:
The objective of this research is to investigate the influences of gravitationally-dependent phenomena (hysrostatic
and buoyant) on the growth and quality of doped and alloyed Cadmium.Zinc-Tel]uride (CdZnTe) crystals grown by
the modified seeded Bridgman-Stockbarger technique. It is hypothesized that the damping of the
gravitationally-dependent buoyancy convection will substantially enhance chemical homogeneity and the
near-elimination of hydrostatic pressure will enable the significant reduction in defect density.
Task Description:
The primary objective of this program is to grow CdZnTe crystals in orbit (ix-g) for comparison with the best
crystals grown terrestrially (l-g). Our comparative baseline includes crystals grown within the program and at the
bestfacilitiescommercially.Our hypothesissuggestedthatcrystalsgrowninIx-gcouldbegrownunderdiffusion
controlledgrowthconditions,duetothedampingofgravitationally-dependentconvective(buoyant)flows.Further,
inthenear-absenceofhydrostaticpressureinIx-g,crystalscouldbe grownvirtuallywithout
melt/crystaFampoulewallcontact.Itwas hypothesizedthatthiswouldsignificantlyreducethethermo-mechanical
stressesxperiencedby thegrowingandcoolingcrystalndimprovethedefectdensity(twinsanddislocations)of
theresultingCdZnTe crystals.
As acriticalpartofthistask,2 crystalsweregrowninIx-gusingtheseededBridgman-Stockbargergrowthtechnique
onUSML-I/STS-50 in1992,and2additionalcrystalswereprocessedonUSML-2/STS-73 inoctober/november
1996.The seededBridgrnan-Stockbargercrystalgrowthtechnique,isaccomplishedby establishingsothermalhot
zoneandcoldzonetemperaturesthatbrackethesolidificationemperature(I095"C)withauniformthermalgradient
inbetween.Aftersampleinsertioni totheCrystalGrowthFurnace(CGF)thefurnace'shotandcoldzonesare
rampedtotemperature,stablishingathermalgradientof35"C/cmandmeltingthebulkofthesample.The furnace
isthenequilibratedandthenismoved backtowardstheseedcrystal,causingthebulkmelttocome incontactwith
theseedcrystal,thusseedingthemelt.The seedcrystalprescribesthegrowthorientationofthecrystalgrown.
Havingseededthemelt,thefurnaceisagainequilibrated,thefurnacetranslationsreversed,andthesampleis
solidifieddirectionallybypassingthethermalgradientdown thelengthofthesampleatauniformvelocity
(1.6cm/h).
Task Significance:
The family of II-VI compound semiconductors, of which CdZnTe is a commercially sigificant member, is used in
thefabricationofmedium andlongwavelengthIR sensorsandbetaandgamma raynuclear detectors.Orbital
processingoffersauniqueopportunityoadvance towardthe goalofgreatly increasedstructuralperfectionwithin
bulkcrystalsofincreasedchemicalhomogeneity,by growing,characterizing,a dtestingparadigmmaterial.
Further, seeding technologies are being developed which will be useful to industry, and insight will be generated
with respect to the generation of twins, which are pervasive terrestrially.
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Progress During FY 1995:
Three (3) of the abovecrystals,two (2) on USlVlL-t andone(1) on USML-2, were grown successfullyusinga
standard Bridgman-Stockbargm"seeded growth co/diguratice. The fourth sample was successfully processed on
USML-2 in an identical manner thermally, except that the ampoule was designed to minimize wall contact between
the growing and solidifying crystal and the growth ampoule. This maxim/zed the volume of material which
solidified without wall contact, regions which had been shown to minimize thermo-mechanical stresses experienced
by the crystal during growth and post.solidification cooling. This experiment could only be attempted in l_-g where
there is a near.absence of hydrostatic pressure on the bulk liquid.
It was found that the chemical homogeneity of the crystals grown in _-g was outstanding longitudinally and
radially. This suggested that gravitationagy-dependent thermo.solutal convection had been damped and
diffusion-controlled growth had been achieved, as anticipated. This result also suggests that in this alloy system
surface driven convection is not a significant detriment to the attainnmntof diffxmion-controlled growth conditions
in microgravity.
The experiments also demonsu'ated that in the near-absence of hydrostatic pressure the non-wetting liquid separated
from the ampoule walls as proposed, depend/ng on influences includ/n$: volume_c _l-factor, level of consumt,
residualg-vector, ampoule geometry and_'owth couditions. Regiom solid_ withoutwag contactwerefound to
virtually ellmlnAte twinning, suggesting that these pervasive defects terrestrially are surface nucleated. Further,
these regions without wall contact showed dramatic reductiom in (I 11)[1 I0] dislocation density, from 800,000 (l-g)
to 800 (_-g) elxl. This resulted from thermo-mechauical stress reduction within the flight samples during growth
and post-solidification cooling. Regions of partial wall contact showed defect gradients, with high densities on the
wall side and low densities on the free surface side. These results are consistent with our high-fidelity thermal and
thermo-mechan/cal stress models.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 1 MS Degrees: 4
Phi) Students: 3 Phi) Degree: 3
TASK INITIATION: 8/90 EXPIRATION: 12/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:963-2]-08-02
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAS8-39721
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
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Crystal Growth of II-VI Semiconducting Alloys by Directional Solidification
Principal Investigator: Dr. Sander L. Lehoczky NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
Co-Investigators:
Szofran, F.
Su, C.-H.
Scripa, R.
Sha, Y.
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
University of Alabama, Birmingham (UAB)
Universities Space Research Association (USRA)
Task Objective:
The objective of this research is to investigate the effects of reduced gravity on the crystal growth of mercury zinc
telluride (HgZnTe) and mercury zinc selenide (HgZnSe) alloys with respect to their compositional, metallurgical,
and optical properties.
Task Description:
The investigation includes both Bridgman-Stockbarger and solvent growth methods, as well as growth in a magnetic
field. The alloys are prepared by reacting pure, elemental constituents in evacuated, sealed, fused-silica ampoules.
The crystals are grown in a multizone furnace. The hot zone is heated above the liquidus temperature of the given
alloy and the cold zone is maintained at lower temperatures to provide temperature gradient sufficient to prevent
constitutional supercooling. Crystal growth is accomplished by slowly moving the ampoule from the hot zone to
the cold zone of the furnace. The flight portion of the investigation is being performed by using the Crystal
Growth Furnace (CGF). Preparation of the samples is being done in the Space Sciences Laboratory of Marshall
Space Flight Center. Characterization and analysis of the samples after processing is being done primarily in the
same laboratory with substantial microstructural analysis being done at the University of Alabama at Birmingham.
Device fabrication and characterization will be done primarily at the Rockwell International Science Center.
Task Significance:
The anticipated resulta of this study will have both scientific and technological significance. The advancement in
science will result from the increased understanding of the role of gravity on the fluid dynamic and compositional
redistribution phenomena during the crystal growth of solid-solution semiconducting alloys having large separation
between the liquidus and solidus of the constitutional phase diagrams, and from the more accurate values of material
properties that can be measured using the high-quality, bulk crystals grown in space. Any advance in quality of
these electronic materials has a great technological impact because of the application to infrared detectors for NASA
and DOD requirements.
Progress During FY 1995:
A new seeded method has been developed for the growth of HgZnTe crystal ingots from pseudobinary melt by the
Bridgman-Stockbarger type directional solidification.A vapor Iranspon method developed by us was used to grow 2
cm ZnTe seed crystals in the fused silicon ampoules. Then a stack of precast pseudobinary alloys of varying
compositions were loaded in the remaining ampoules.
The alloy compositions and their distribution were chosen to correspond to the expected melt composition variation
along the growth axis for steady-state diffusion-controlled growth conditions. A series of Hg_sJ-,no.t_Te and
Hg_ssZv.o.,2Te crystals were grown using the CGF Ground Conlrol Experiment Laboratory (GCEL) furnace, as well
as MSFC heat-pipe furnaces. Several crystals were also grown under the influence of a 5T axial magnetic field.
Detailed compositional and microsm_ctural characterization of the samples indicated that the alloy stacks could be
successfully back-melted within 0.5 mm of the seed interface to assure nearly steady-state growth conditions. The
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applied magnetic fields had a significant influence on radial alloy segregation and interface constitutional
supercooling breakdown underlying the im_ce of g_vity-induced fluid-flow effects.
Two Hgo.nZno.12Teseededampoules were preparedforprocessingintheCGF duringtheSecond UnitedStates
MicrogravityLaboratory(USML-2) mission.The resultsfrom similarexperimentsthatwere inadvertently
terminatedduringthepreviousUSML-I missionstronglyindicatedthatresidualaccelerationstothegrowth axisare
detrimentalforachievingtheprimaryexperimentobjectives.A Shuttleflightattitudethatminimizessuch
accelerations was requested for the USMI.,-2 mission. Just prior to launch the attitude was disallowed because of
programmat/c constraints and a decision was made not to perform the flight portion of _he exper/ment under
unfavorable growth conditions.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 1 BS Degrees: 2
MS Students: I MS Degrees: I
Phi) Students: 2 Phi) Degrees: 1
TASK INITIATION: 12/92 EXPIRATION: 9/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-35-05
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Li, W., and Petterson, I.D. Deep defects in narrow-gap semiconductors. Phys. Rev., BS0, 14903 (1994).
Mazuruk, K., Su, C.-H., Sha, Y.-G., and Lehoczky, S.L. Viscosity of HgZnTe pseudobinary melt=. J. Appl. Phys., vol.
TBD, pp TBD (submitted).
Palosz, W., Szofran, F.R., and Lehoczky, S.L. The effect of heat treatment in the magnitude and composition of residual
gas inseededsiliconglassampoules.L Crys.Growth,142,215-224(1994),
Sha, Y.-G., Su, C.-H., Mazuruk, K., and Lehoczky, S.L. Thermal diffusivity and conduct/vity of HgZnTe solids and melts.
J. Appl. Phys., vol. TBD, pp TBD (submitted).
Su, C.-H., Sha, Y.-G., Lehoczky, S.L., Szofran, F.R., Gillies, D.C., Cobb, S.D., and Scripa, R.N. Crystal growth of
selected II-VI semiconducting alloys by directional soldiflcation: I. ground-based experiments, L Mater. Sci., vol. TBD,
pp TBD (submitted).
Su,C.-H.,Sha,Y.-G.,Lehoczky,S.L.,Szofran,F.R.,Gillies,D.C.,Cobb,S.D.,and Scripa,R.N. Crystalprowthof
selectedII-VIsemiconductingalloysby directionalsoldification:2. experimenminlow gravityenvironment.L Mater.
Sci.,vol.TBD, pp TBD (submitted).
Su, C.-H., Sha, Y.-G., Mazurak, K., and Lehoczky, S.L. Thzrmophysical and thermodynamic properties of HgZnTe
pseudobinary melts: phase diagram, density, heat capacity, and enthalpy of mixing. L Appl. Phys., vol. TBD, pp TBD
(submitted).
Zhou, W., Dudley, M., Wu, J., Su, C.-H., Volz, M.P., GiRies, D.C., Szofran, F.R., and Lehoczky, S.L. Synchrotron
topography characterization of ZnTe single crystals. Materials Science and Engineering, B27, 143 (1994).
Proceedings
Lehoczky, S.L., Szofran, F.R., Gillies, D.C., Cobb, S.D., Su, C.-H., Sha, Y.-G., and Andrews, R.N. "Crystal growth of
selected H-VI semiconducting alloys by directional solidification." NASA Conference PubLication 3272 vol. I, N.
Ramachandran, D.C. Frazier, S.L. Lehoczky, and C.R. Baugher, editors (1994).
Su, C.-H., Lehoczky, S.L., Szofran, F.R., Gillies, D.C., Sha, Y.-G., Cobb, S.D., and Andrews, R.N. "Crystal growth of
II-VI semiconductors in microgravity." Proceedings of the 3rd International Union of Materials Research Society (IUMI_)
International Conference on Advanced Materials, Trans. Met. Res. Soc., Japan, 16A, p 699 (1994).
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Zhou, W,, Dudley, M., Wu, J,, Su, C.-H,, Volz, M.P,, GiUies, D,C., Szofran, F.R., and Leheczky, S.L. "Character/zaUon of
growth defects in ZnTe sinlle crystals," Msmrials ReMatch Society Symposium Proceedings, 299, p 203 (1994).
Preaoutstions
Su, C.-H., Gillies, D.C., Szofran, P.R., Walt/rig, D.A,, and Lehoczky, $.L. "The/nfluence of reduced srmvit7 on the crystal
growth of electronic materials." 6th Int_s'natlonal Space Conference of Pacific Buin Societies (Sth ISCOPS), Mau-lnosdel
Ray, California (1995).
Su, C.-H., Sha, Y.-O., Leheczky, $.L., Szofran, F.R., Gillies, D.C., Cobb, S.D., and Scrips, R.N. "Crystal growth of
tigZnTe by dL,'ectional mUdlflcation in microgravRy." 34th AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Reno, Nevada, 1996
(accepted).
Wang, J,-Ch,,Watrlng,D.A.,Gillies,D C.,and Lehoczky,S.L. "Interfacemorphologyeffectsoflateralcompositional
dlslr/butionformagneticallystab/I/zedgrowthofH$CdTe." Alabama MaterialsScienceConference(1995).
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Growth of Solid Solution Single Crystals
Principal Investigator: Dr. Sandor L. Lehoczky NASA Marshall Space Right Center (MSFC)
Co-Investigators:
Szofran, F.
Gillies, D.
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
Task Objective:
The major objective of this research is to establish the limitations imposed by gravity during growth on the quality
of bulk solid solution crystals having large separation between their liquidus and solidus temperatures. The
important goal is to explore the possible advantages of growth in the absence of gravity.
Task Description:
The alloy system being investigated is HgI.=C__Te with x-values appropriate for infrared detector applications in the
8 to 14(m region. Both melt and Te-solvent growth methods as well as growth in magnetic fields are being
consklered. The study consists of flight experimentation and ground-based experimental and theoretical work needed
to establish material properties and optimum experimental parameters for the on-going flight experiment and to
assist material evaluation. Hgt._Cd_Te is representative of several alloys which have electrical and optical properties
that can be compositionally tuned to meet a wide range of technological applications in the areas of sensors and
lasers with applications to optical computing and communications as well as the national defense. The
investigation includes both Bridgman-Stockbarger and solvent growth methods, as well as growth in a magnetic
field. The alloys are prepared by reacting pure, elemental constituents in evacuated, sealed, fused-silica ampoules.
The crystals are grown in a multizone furnace. The hot zone is heated above the liquidus temperature of the given
alloy and the cold zone is maintained at lower temperatures to provide temperature gradient sufficient to prevent
constitutional supercooling. Crystal growth is accomplished by slowly moving the ampoule from the hot zone to
the cold zone of the furnace.
The majority of the ground-based studies are being performed in the Space Sciences Laboratory of the George C.
Marshall Space Flight Center. The flight portion of the investigation is being conducted using the Advanced
Automatic Directional Solidification Furnace developed by the Marshall Space Flight Center and manifested for
flights on the United States Microgravity Payload series of missions. The first flight of the instrument took place
in March 1994.
Task Significance:
The anticipated results of this study will have both scientific and technological significance. The advancement in
science will result from the increased understanding of the role of gravity on the fluid dynam/c and compositional
redistribution phenomena during the crystal growth of solid-solution semiconducting alloys having large separation
between the liquidus and solidus of the constitutional phase diagrams, and from the more accurate values of
materials properties that can be measured using the high-quality, bulk crystals grown in space. Any advance in
quality of these electronic materials has a great technological impact because of the application to infrared detectors
for NASA and DoD requirements.
Progress During FY 1995:
An approximately 16 cm long H&.,Cd_=Te alloy crystal was successfully grown over a period of eleven days during
the STS-62 Second United States Microgravity Payload CUSMP-2) mission. Detailed microstructural and
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compositional analysis has been performed for the crystal. A rate change inserted into the growth timeline sequence
produced in the crystal an effective time marker for correlating orbital and residual accelerations to various crystal
features and alloy compositional changes. This allowed a detailed evaluation of the effects of the magnitude and
direction of residual acceleration on crystal homogeneity and perfection to be made for the first time. The rate
change did not cause the propagation of new crystals. Circumferential variation of composition and topographic
features around the boule indicated that residual acceleration vectors were present and having a considerable effect on
the growth process. Preliminary x-ray topographs of the portion grown in the most favorable attitude (-XLV,
-ZW) indicate that this region is of significantly higher quality than usually grown on the ground. The OARE
acceleration measurement instrument proved to be an accurate predictor of the direction of residual acceleration
vectors, as evidenced by the surface features of the boule. The measured transient surface compositions indicate a
lower effective mass transport coefficient than those observed in ground-based studies. Certain attitude maneuvers of
the orbiter can dramatically affect the growth stability. This is illustrated by the roll-around in tail-down attitude
which reversed the direction of the residual acceleration perpendicular to the interface and caused thick compositiorud
striations at 11 cm along the crystal. Further microstructural, optical, and electrical characterizations of the crystal
promise to provide a wealth of additional information on the growth in low earth orbit of solid solution alloy
crystals having a large separation between their liquidns and solidus. A series of Hg0jCdojTe crystals were also
grown under the influence of axial magnetic fields up to ST. The application of the magnetic fields greatly reduced
the radial compositional variations in the crystals, underlying the importance of gravitationally-induced fluid flows.
The observed radial segregation agreed well with theoretically predicted results.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 1 BS Degrees: 3
MS Students: 2 MS Degrees: 5
PhD Students: 1 PhD Degrees: 1
TASK iNITIATION: 10/84 EXPIRATION; 10/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-35-01
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Lehoczky, S.L., Szofran, F.R., and Gillies, D.C. Growth of solid solution single crystals of selected II-VI alloy
semiconductors. NASA Technical Report, Launch + One (L+I) Report, Second United States M/crogravity Payload
(USMP-2) mission (in press).
Mazuruk, K., Su, C.-H., Lehoczky, S.L., and Rosenberger, F. Novel oscillating cup viscometer - application to molten
HgTe and Hgo.,Cdo.2Te. J. Appl. Phys., 77, 5098-5102 (1995).
Price, M.W., Andrews, R.N., Su, C.-H., Lehoczky, S.L., and Szofran, F.R. Effect of Iz'ansverse magnetic field on the
microstructure of directionally solidified CdTe. J. Crystal Growth, (1994).
Wat_ing, D.A., and Lehoczky, S.L. Magneto-hydrodynamic damping of convection during vertical Bridgman-Stockberger
growth of HgCdTe. J. Crystal Growth, vol. TBD, pp TBD (in press).
Proceedings
Bene, A.V, Gillies, D.C.,andLehoczky, S.L. "Optimization ofbulk HgCdTegrowthindirectional soUdification fumaceby
numencalsimulation." Proceedings of the 1995 Fall Meeting of the Ma_rials Research Society, Bosmn, Massachusetts
(1995).
Lehoczky, S.L., Gillies, D.C., Szofran, F.R., Reeves, F.A., Sledd, J.D., Pendergrass, T.K., Wat;,ing, D.A., Cole, J.M.,
Coppens, C.R., LeCroy, J.E., and Popok, D. "Paper AIAA 95-0609." 33rd Aerospace Sciences Meeting and Exhibit, Reno,
Nevada, January 1995.
Su, C.-H, Gillies, D.C., Szofran, F.R., Walxing, D.A., and Lehoczky, S.L. "the influence of reduced gravity on the crystal
growth of electronic materials." Proceedings of the 6th International Space Conference of Pacific Basin Societies (6th
ISCOPS), Marina del Ray, California (1995).
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Diffusion Processesin Molten Semiconductors
Principal Investigator: Prof. David H. Matth/esen CaseWesternReserveUniversity
Co-Investigators:
Arnold, Dr. W.
Chair, Dr. A.
Dunbar, Dr. B.
Stroud,Prof. D.
CaseWesternReserveUniversity
NASA Lewis ResearchCenter(LeRC)
NASA JohnsonSpaceCenter (/SC)
Ohio State University
Task Objective:
To provide purely diffusive experimental measurements of the isothermal diffusion coefficients of Ga, Sn and Sb in
molten germanium with sufficient accuracy and precision to:
a) Differentiate between model predictions of the temperaturedependence.
b) Determinethe effect of dopantsize and type.
c) Determineira '_vall effect" is present.
d) Provide input to continuum and atomistic model development.
To provide purely diffusive experimental measurements of the thermomigration diffusion coefficients of Ga, Sn and
Sb in molten germanium with sufficient accuracy and precision to:
a) Determine the effect of dopant size and type.
b) Determine ff a '_vall effect" is present.
c) Provide input to continuum and ammistic model development.
To develop a 3-d/mensional, fully time dependent continuum numerical model of the germanium diffusion column,
shearcell, cartriAgeand furnace for both earth-based and space-based experiments which accurately predicts the
measured concenu'ation pmf'de as a function of distance in the diffusion column.
To develop atomistic models which accurately predict:
a) The purely diffusive isothermal diffusion coefficient of a dopant in a molten semiconductor,
b) The temperature dependency of dopants in molten semiconductors, and which:
c) Attempts to explain the '_vall effect,"
d) Develops new empirical potentials useful for predicting other diffusion and transportprope_es for other molten
semiconductor systems.
Task Description:
This program of study is directed at the fundamental and applied issues pertaining to diffusion of species in the
liquid state as driven by concentration gradients (Fickian diffusion) and thermal gradients (Sorer diffusion). The
fundamental material systems of interest for near term study are the dilute binary systems of gallium (Ga), tin (Sn)
and antimony (Sb) in germanium (Ge). Systems of commercial interest for future study include the d/lute binary
systems of dopants in gallium arsenide (GaAs). This research program consists of three major components: an
experimental measurement portion, a continuum numerical simulation portion and an atomistic numerical
simulation portion.
The experimental measurement portion is designed to provide det'mitive measurements of the purely diffusive
component of mass transfer in molten semiconductor systems. A shear cell technique will be used to directly
measurethe diffusion coefficients in semiconductor melts. For the Fickian diffusion case, isothermal measurements
will be used to determine the diffusion coefficients. An experimental matrix will be used to determine the
dependence of the diffusion coefficients on temperature, dopant type and column diameter. For the Sorer diffusion
case, measurements will be made in a thermalgradient.
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Task Significance:
The fundamental mechanisms of mass diffusion in the liquid state are still unclear to the degree necessary for the
prediction of diffusion of one species into another or even within itself. This observation is especially true with
respect to the dependency of diffusion mechanisms on temperature and on concentration levels, as well as on the
dopant type. Present estimates of diffusivity in molten semiconductors can typically provide an order of magnitude
estimate only, without any information on their dependency on concentration levels and types, and on temperature
and temperature gradients.
The availability of these data is of paramount importance for practical reasons as well. The relevancy of numerical
modeling for the analysis and design of ground based and space experiments is directly dependent upon the accuracy
of the fundamental material properties used in these simulations. These data are also important for the correct
characterization and interpretation of experimental results from ground based and space experiments.
The subject of how a mass of one species diffuses through a matrix of another is, at the same time, both a very old
and very new research area. That this area can encompass the small, i.e.,movement of electrons in a plasma, to the
very large, i.e., the depletion of the global ozone layer, merely serves to emphasize the fundamental aspects of this
subject. Most manufacturing technologies at some stage, rely on diffusion processes in the solid, liquid or gas.
The need for precise measurements of the diffusion coefficients in molten semiconduc_'s has been repeatedly
pointed out. These data are required both to interpret the experimental results from previous space-based (and
Earth-based) experiments and also to optimize newly envisioned experiments. Difficulties in experimental
techniques and theoretical interpretations are cited for the lack of these data. This is a comprehensive program which
addresses both of these issues.
Progress During FY 1995:
• Quantified the level of mixing between adjacent shear cell segments due to the initial fluid-fluid
shear.
• Numerically evaluated shearing rate.
• Numerically quantified the effect of convection on the measured diffusion coefficient.
• Established machining tolerances for shear cells.
• Numerically evaluated Soret diffusion.
• Numerically evaluated the use of an applied magnetic field to suppress convection.
• Quantified error bars to establish confidence level in the measured diffusion coefficient.
We are currently running diffusion experiments with Ca-doped Ge and Sb-doped C-e. We are evaluating the
experimental data.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 1/93 EXPIRATION: 2/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:963-21-05-04
NASA CONTRACT No.: Ncc3-293
RESPONSIBLECENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Presentations
Arnold, W. A.s Matlhiesen D.H., and Keith, J.M.I '?_umerical simulation of sorer diffusion effects using a shear ceiL"
AIAA Paper # A/AA 95-0502s 1995.
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GaAs Crystal Growth Experiment
Principal Investigator: Prof. David H. Matthiesen CaseWesternReserveUniversity
Co-Investigators:
Kafalas, Dr. J.A.
Ditchek, Dr. B.M.
GTE Labmuories, Inc. (retired)
GTE Laboratories,Inc,
Task Objective:
The objective is to determinethe magnitude of effects of buoyancy-driven convection on the crystal growth of bulk
gRllh2marsenide (GaAs).
Task Description:
Selenium-doped (~10e-17) GaAs crystals are grown in controlled envinmments at selected environments affecting
fluid flow as follows: (a) low-gravity (minimal convection), and (b) normal gravity in three separate orientations
(vector stabilizing the temperature gradients, vector destabiHTing the thermal gradient, and vector transverse to the
thermal gradient), and a magnetically damped flow (the three normal-gravity orientations with either axial or radial
magnetic field). The distribution of dopant is measured and competed to numerical predictions. Selected electrical
and chemical properties are measured and correlated with the dopantdism'bution. Both macro- and mlcro-segregation
are determinecL
Task Significance:
Gallium arsenide (GaAs), an electronic material, has two principle advantages over s/licon for producing solid state
electronic "chip:" its ability to emit light, useful for making lasers, and its inherently high speed, useful in
high-speed computers, communication satellites, etc. To fully exploit these characteristics, the material must be of
the highest quality and be uniformly doped with traces of impurities. Typically, such uniformity is determined by
convection in the molten material from which OaAs crystals are grown.
This materials processing experiment, pan of a larger effort to better understand and control the crystal growth
process, was undertaken to investigate the effects of buoyancy-driven convection on crystal growth.
Progress During FY 1995:
During late 1994 and 1995, an advanced Ph.D. candidate (Mr. Eugene Garza) was provided access to the flight
samples in order to complete the secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) measurements of selenium distribution.
He implemented improved techniques for these quantitative measurements on adve,_'.ed mass spectrometers at the
University of Illinois and at the Wright Patterson Materials Laboratory. The measurements were completed and the
results summarized as part of Garza's thesis (thesis submitted in FY95 and degree to be granted in FY96). These
results and correlated analyses of thermal and fluid transport (due to A. Chait at LeRC) will be summarized in the
project f'malreport and presented as part of a final cooxd/natedcharacterizationmeetingatLeRC in Spring, 1996
with the Air Force Materials personnel and participants in the characterization program from LeRC.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 2
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 9/85 EXPIRATION: 1/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:963-21-05-02
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG3-1478
RESPONSIBLECENTER" LeRC
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The Study of Dopant Segregaton Behavior During the Growth of GaAs in Microgravity
Principal Investigator: _oL David H. Matthiesen Case W_tem Reserve University
Co-Investigators:
g_alas, J.
Carlsan, Dr. D.
Kaforey, Dr. M.
Viable Systems, Inc.
M/A Com Associates
Case Western Reserve University
Task Objective:
To design, fabricate, process, and analyze selenium-doped gallium arsenide crystals grown in the Crystal Growth
Furnace (CGF) on the ground and during the Second United States Microgravity Laboratory mission (USML-2).
Task Description:
Selenium-doped gallium arsenide crystals will be grown in the CGF during ground-based experimentation and on
board USML-2. Characterization of these crystals will include optical (infrared transmission, Fourier Transform
InfTared Spectroscopy (FTIR), and Quantitative Infrared Imaging (QIR)), electrical (Hall effect, Capacitance-Voltage
(C-V), spreading resistance, and Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy (DLTS)), and chemical (Secondary Ion Mass
Spectroscopy (SIMS)) analysis. Experimental results will be compared with theoretical predictions.
Task Significance:
The Current Pulse Interface Demarcation (CPID) system on the CGF will be used to demark the melt-solid
interface. These demarcation lines will show the interface shape and location at specific times during solidification.
This should lead to an improved understanding of the axial and radial segregation contributions to the concentration
distribution.
Progress During FY 1995:
During this task, the design of the sample/ampoule configuration was final/zeal. Samples were prepared and
processed in the CGF on the ground. Characterization of these samples was started. Flight experimental timelines
were designed based on analysis of the ground-based experiments. In addition, flight samples were prepared for
processing in the CGF on the Second United States Microgravity Laboratory (USML-2).
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: O
MS Students: 1 MS Degrees: I
Phi) Students: O PhD Degrees: O
TASK INITIATION: 5/92 EXPIRATION: 10/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-35-05
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAS8-39722
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
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TemperatureDependence of Diffusivitiesin LiquidMetals
Principal Investigator: Prof.FranzE.Rosenberger University of Alabama, Huntsville
Co-Investigators:
Banish, R. M. University of Alabama, Huntsville
Task Objective:
This research aims at advancing the understanding of diffusion mechanisms in liquid metals and alloys through
accurate diffusivity measurements over a wide range of temperatures, including the proximity to the materials'
melting points.
Task Description:
Toward the task objective we are pursuing the following tasks:
• Development of an efficient technique for dynamic In sire measurements of diffusivities in melts as a traction of
temperature;
• Development of a fright-certified hardware package to automatically perform such dJffusivity measurements under
reduced gravity conditions and on Earth;
• Investigation of the significance of the "wall effect" in diffusion capillaries;
• Exploration of convective contamination of the diffusivity measurements on Earth through numerical modeling;
• Exploration of the possibility to simulate low gravity diffusion conditions in conducting liquids on Earth through
the application of magnetic fields; and,
• Measurements of diffusivities of selected materials that will be chosen according to class-like molecular
interaction behavior in the liquid.
Diffusivities will be determined from temporal records of evolving concentration profiles through multi-detector
measurements of radioactive traceremission. An init/ally solid, cylindrical sample contains a radioactive isotope at
one end. After melting, radiation escaping through small bores in an isothermal llner/radiation shield is monitored
via a chain of detectors. Data evaluation is facilitated by a novel algorithm, which is not limited to the simple
initial conditions traditionally used in diffusivity studies. The algorithm permits data deduction from any sequence
of concentration distributions. Hence, diffusivity data can be gathered over a range of temperatures in a single
experiment. Utilizing the different radiation absorption behavior of different photon energies, we will investigate
the significance of the "wall" effect. This effect is currently believed to contaminate diffusion studies in narrow
capillaries used to suppress convection at normal gravity.
Task Significance:
The diffusion of species in melts and its temperature dependence is important for the product quality in numerous
metallurgical and semiconductor manufacturing processes. Hence, a detailed understanding of diffusion in liquid
metals and alloys is essential for an efficient improvement of numerous technological processes. Neither accurate
measurements nor reliable theories of diffusion in liquids are available at this point. The uncertainties in the
experimental values are due to difficult.to-control transport contributions from convection. The complex structure if
liquids has resulted in an abundance of theoretical models of liquid diffusion. This investigation will provide
accurate data for selected materials over wide temperature ranges that can be used for both process development and
verification of theoretical models.
Progress During FY 1995:
• Development and construction of a low temperature (200 ° C) version of the our liquid metal diffusion experiment
in response to an immediate flight opportunity utilizing the Microgravity Isolation Mount (MIM) aboard Mir.
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Measurements to be conducted underdefined reduced accelerations will provide datafor comparison with our
numerical modeling efforts and guidance for the later high temperature experiments.
• Development of solid state diffusion bonding between radioactive and nonradioactive sample sections, and of a
spring-loading the whole diffusion sample. These measures will mitigate the formation of voids and bubbles during
the liquid diffusion experiment.
• Redesign of the radiation shield/isothermal liner to increase the signal-to-noise ratio and, thus, to decrease the
specific activity required for the experiments. As a consequence both the flight experiment timeline and radiation
safety issues became less critical.
• Verification of various experiment design assumptions through tracer diffusion experiments in both solid and
liquid samples.
• Numerical modeling of the time-dependent and three-dimensional d/ffusive-convective transport in typical
experiment geometries with realistic boundary conditions. In particular, the results show that the magnetic field
strengths required to assure dominantly diffusive transportat unit gravity are so high that the diffusivity itself would
be modified.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
Phi) Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 2/93 EXPIRATION: 8/94
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION: 963-35-21
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAS8-39716
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
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Particle Engulfment and Pushing by Solidifying Interfaces
Principal Investigator: Dr. Dora M. Stefanescu University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa
Co-Investigators:
Curreri, P. NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
Task Objective:
The primary objective of this task is to further develop the existing understanding on pushing and engulfment of
particles by planar liquid/solid interfaces during sofidification of metallic alloys.
The approach towards achieving this objective is by developing an analytical and then a numerical model describing
this phenomenon, with a parallel experimental validation effort. The numerical model is required in order to include
the effect of convection in the liquid on interface morphology and the particle/interface interaction. The interaction
between an insoluble ceramic particle and a liquid-solid interface during solidification is significantly influenced by
gravitational acceleration. Since the interaction between an insoluble ceramic particle and a liquid-solid interface
during solidification is significantly influenced by gravitational acceleration, microgravity experiments will be
performed to validate these models and to further contribute to the experimental data base for metals/ceramic
paniculate mixtures.
Task Description:
To acquire further insight in the physics of particle behavior, directional solidification experiments with transparent
organic materials doped with polystyrene particles were scheduled. It was planned to use results from these
experiments to validate the analytical model developed so far.
Ground-based experiments under controlled solidification conditions with AI-SiC systems to documem
pushing/engulfment phenomena in metallic systems were also scheduled. In addition several tasks required in the
flight requirements defmition effort were to be performed.
Task Significance:
It is of fundamental and practical importance to understand and control particle behavior at the solid-liquid interface
during solidification. Panicle behavior determines the uniformity of their distribution in the matrix. Uniformity of
panicle distribution is of great significance as it dictates the mechanical and physical properties of the composites.
Introduction of insoluble ceramic particles in a metal matrix p_m_'ily involves three stages: transfer of particles
from gas to liquid, interaction of particles in the liquid state and finally transfer of panicles from liquid to solid. It
is the last stage that is the most important and yet the least understood since it is the outcome of the interaction of
numerous solidification variables. The anticipated results from this research program will provide a much better
understanding of this stage of metal matrix composite processing and therein lies its significance.
Progress During FY 1995:
During FY95 ground experiments were conducted to formulate the particle pushing experiments to be done on the
Shuttle flight. It was found that SiC particles used were non-spherical and also, ff their size was small, they tended
to agglomerate. Therefore, for further experiments spherical zirconia particles of larger diameters (500 lan dia.) were
chosen.
In order to calibrate the actual melt interface velocities with respect to the furnace translation velocities two
approaches were used. In one case, the distance between the initial melt interface and the quench interface was
divided by the time of translation to obtain the actual average interface velocities. In the other case, Al-Ni eutectic
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matrix samples were run at different velocities and the interiameller spacings obtained were calibrated against the
furnace translation velocities.
The samples have been examined under x-ray microscopy before running to locate the position of the zirconia
particles. This is a new technique developed at the Marshall Space Flight Center. Similarly, the samples were
again analyzed under the x-ray microscopy after running at different translation velocities. The new location of
particles provided information whether the particles were pushed or engulfed at those translation rates. This
demonstrated the utility of this new non-destructive testing method of characterizing the location of the particles
accurately. Concurrent work went on during this period to investigate the critical velocities of particle pushing in
the pure Al-zirconia and Al-Ni-zirconia samples. The results so far had clearly demonstrated the effect of convection
on the particle pushing phenomena.
Thermal tests were performed on the samples incorporated in the cartridge in the AGHF furnace in France. The
results of the tests have shown that the method of testing samples with respect to their design and translation
behavior is satisfactory and that the samples can be successfully run in the similar furnace aboard the Shuttle.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 1
PhD Students: 1
TASKINITIATION: 2/93 EXPIRATION: 2/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION: 963-35-22
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAS8-39715
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Stefanescu, D.M., Phalnikar, R.V., Pang, H., Ahuja, S., and Dhindaw, B.K. A coupled force field-thermal field analytical
model for the evaluation of the critical velocity for particle engulfment. ISLI International, vol. 35, no. 6, 700-707
(1995).
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Crystal Growth of ZnSe and Related Ternary Compound Semiconductors by Physical Vapor Transport
Principal investigator; Dr. Ching-Hua Su NASA Marshall Space Hight Center (MSFC)
Co-investigators:
Brebrick, R.
Volz, M.
Sha, Y.
Noever, D.
Sanghanitra, S.
Johnson, S.
Marquette University
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
Universities Space Research Association (USRA)
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
Santa Barbara Research Center
Santa Barbara Research Center
Task Objective:
The investigation consists of extensive ground-based experimental and theoretical research efforts and concurrent
flight experimentation. The objectives of the ground-based studies are to obtain the experimental data and conduct
the analyses required to define the optimum growth parameters for the flight experiments, perfect various
characterization techniques to establish the standard procedure for material characterization and quantitatively
establish the characteristics of the crystals grown on Earth as a basis for subsequent comparative evaluations of the
crystals grown in a low-gravity environment, and develop theoretical and analytical methods required for such
evaluations.
Task Description:
The crystal growth experiment will use a novel vapor transport three-thermal-zone heater translating method. The
Crystal Growth Furnace (CGF) or Advanced Automated Directional Solidification Furnace (AADSF) will be ideal
for this experiment because they provide two high-temperature end zones and a booster heater at the center of the
furnace with translation capability. Using this technique, large single crystals of CdS, CdTe, PbSe, and ZnTe have
been grown successfully in this laboratory.
Task Significance:
The materials to be investigated are ZnSe and related ternary semiconducting alloys, e.g., ZnS_ Se_.,, ZnSe_.=Te, and
Znt._ Cd_Se. These materials are useful for opto-electronic applications such as high efficient light emitting diodes
and low power threshold and high temperature lasers in the blue-green region of the visible spectrum. The recent
demonstration of its optical bistable properties also makes ZnSe a possible candidate material for digital optical
computers. Compositional non-uniformity, microstructural crystal defects (e.g., dislocations, small-angle grain
boundaries, and second phase precipitates), and deviation from stoichiometry can seriously limit state-of-the-art
device performance and future device applications. The reduction of gravity-driven convective fluid flows in a
low-gravity environment is expected to be advantageous in minimizing these compositional variations and structural
defects.
Progress During FY 1995:
l. Mass flux of ZnSeTe and ZnSeS was measured and the results were compared to theoretical calculations.
2. Horizontal and vertical growth of ZnSe, ZnSeTe, andZnSeS were performed.
3. The grown crystals were assessed by characterization methods established earlier.
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STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 2/93 EXPIRATION: 2/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION: 963-35-23
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAS8-39718
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Cben, K.-T., George, M.A., Zhang, Y., Burger, A., Su, C.-H., Sha, Y.-G., GiUies, D.C., and Lehoczky, S.L. Selenium
precipitation in ZnSe crystal grown by physical vapor transport. J. Crystal Growth, 147, 292-296 (1995).
Sha, Y.-G., Su, C.-H., Palosz, W., Volz, M.P., Gillies, D.C., Szofran, Fit., Lehoczky, S.L., Liu, H.-C., and Brebrick, R.F.
Mass flux of ZnSe by physical vapor transport. J. Crystal Growth, 146, 42-48 (1995).
Zhou, W., Dudley, M., Wu J., Su, C.-H., Volz, M.P., Gillies, D.C., Szofran, Fit., and Lehoczky, S.L. Synchrotron
topography characterization of ZnTe single crystals. Mater. Sci. & Eng., B27, 143-153 (1994).
Presentations
Chen, K.-T., Zhang, Y., Egarievwe, S.U., George, M.A., Burger, A., Su, C.-H., Sha, Y.-G., and Lehoczky, S.L.
"Post-growth annealing of CdS crystals grown by physical vapor transport." 11th International Conference on Crystal
Growth, The Hague, The Netherlands, June 1995.
George, M.A., Collins, W.E., Cben, K.-T., Hu, Z., Zhan8, Y., Burger, A., Su, C.-H., Sha, Y.-G., Gillies, D.C., and
Lehoczky, S.L. "Selenium nanoclusterin 8 in vapor grown ZnSe crystal." 41st National Symposium of American Vacuum
Society and the 3rd International Conference on Nanometer-scale Sci. and Tech., Denver, Colorado, October 1994.
Su, C.-H., Sha, Y.-G., Volz, M.P., Mazuruk, K., Lehoczky, S.L., Liu, H.-C., Fang, R., and Brebrick, R.F. "Mass flux and
crystal growth of ZnSe by physical vapor transport." I Ith International Conference on Crystal Growth, The Hague, The
Netherlands, June 1995.
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Measurement of Viscosity and Surface Tension of Undercooled Melts
Principal Investigator: Dr. Julian Szeke]y Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
Co-Investigators:
Hyers, R. Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
Task Objective:
The objective of this investigation is to utilize the electromagnetic levitation unit, TEMPUS, on IML-2 to measure
the viscosity and surface tension of undercooled metallic melts. To date, little study has been made of the
!herin!physical properties of undercooled melts, and a controversy exists over whether the temperaturedependence of
the viscosity obeys an ArrhenJum-type or a power-law relationship.
Task Description:
In this investigation, a "squeezing" force will be applied to a suitably-positioned sample to induceoacfllations. The
rate of decay of the amplitude of these oscillations will be observedin order to measure the viscosity at a number of
temperatures in the undercooled regime, while the frequencies of the oscillation modes will be used to deduce the
surface tension at these temperatures.
Our effort consists largely of a comprehensive program of nmlhem_cal modeling designed to give a detailed
understanding of what can be expected from the flight experiment. To date, the main thrust of the modeling work
has been to develop the methodology and to perform calculations predicting the behavior of
levitation-melted/electromagnetical]y-positioned metallic droplets under both Earthbound and rnicrogravity
conditions.
Task Significance:
The main purpose of the work was to be able to predict the electromagnetic forces and heating rates,
electromagnetically-driven velocity fields within the sample, the transient behavior of the system, and the
deformation of the sample. The accuracy of the computational models has been checked by comparison with
available analytical results and the results of ground-based experiments.
Progress During FY 1995:
Further amdysisof the IML-2 missiondata wascarriedout. Thesedatawere collectedduring the flight in July
1994. Surfacetensiondata were presentedfor Au, AuCu, andZrNi. This dataprovidesexpefimenudsupport for
theories aboutground-breed electromagneticlevitationthat cannotbe obtainedexceptin microlFavity.
Viscosity data wm not as expected. New theories were developed and tested against numerical models in an attempt
to determine the cause of the enhanced viscosity observed. The leading theory is that the enhanced vmcositywas
caused by turbulent or transitional flows in the liquid sample. This investigation has led to planned experiments,
which will be carried out under support related to the MSL-1 mission (April 1997) to define the conditions, in terms
of process variables, under which the flow in the molten sample ceases to be simple laminar flow and becomes
turbulent or transitional.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 0 MS Degrees: 0
Phi) Students: 1 Phi) Degrees: 1
TASK INITIATION:12/90 EXPIRATION: 6/95
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION: 963-35-10
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAO8-1078
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Szekely, J., Schwartz, E., and Hyers, R. Electromagnetic levitation -- a useful tool in microgravity research. J. of
Materials, 50-53 (May 1995).
Proceedings
Schwartz, E., and Szekely, J. "Mathematical modeling: an essential component of the design of space experiments," TMS
International Symposium on Materials Processing in the Computer Age IT, pp 147-61, Las Vegas, Nevada, 1995.
Szekely, J., and Schwartz, E. "Some perspectives on electromagnetic levitation in space experimentation."
Electromagnetic Processing of Materials, ISU Symposium Proc., pp 9-14, Nagoya, October 1994.
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Test of Magnetic Damping of Convective Flows in Microgravity
Principal Investigator: or. Frank R. Szofran NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
Co-Investigators:
Cobb, S.D.
Robinson, M.B.
Volz,M.P.
Momkef, S.
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
NASA MarshallSpace Flight Center(MSFC)
Computer Assisted Process Engineering(CAPE)
Task Objective:
The objectives of this study are: to test experimentally the validity of the modeling predictions applicable to the
magnetic damping of convective flows in conductive melts as this applies to the directional solidification of
semiconductor and metallic materials in the reduced gravity levels available in low Earth orbit; and to assess the
effectiveness of magnetic fields in reducing the fluid flows occurring in these materials during space processing that
result fi-om density gradients (driven by the residual steady-state acceleration or g-jitter) or surface tension gradients
(Marangoni flow). To achieve these fundamental objectives, the following specific objectives will be pursued:
• To determine the relative effectiveness of an axial magnetic field in suppressing convective flows in lg driven by
gravity, vibration, or surface tension gradients;
• To test the validity of magnetohydrodynamic modeling predictions in characterizing the effectiveness of an axial
magnetic field for suppressing convective flows in l-g.
Task Description:
To achieve the objectives of this investigation, we will carry out a comprehensive ground-based program using a
carefully chosen set of materials. Some of these materials have been intensely studied in environments that have
not simultaneously included both low gravity and an applied magnetic field. These include a dilute alloy (Ga-doped
Ge) in which solu_l effects will be negligible and three solid solutions (Ge-Si, InSb.GaSb, and Cu-Ni) with liquid
density ratios of 2.18; 1.07, and 1.012, respectively. Thus, during Bridgman-SWckbarger solidification with the
solid on the bot'Lom,Ge-Si has a strongly stabilizing solutal density variation, InGaSb is very mildly stabilizing
with previous results showing substantial mixing, and Cu-Ni is even less stabilizing. All four systems will be
processed by the Bridgman method using two diame_-rs. In addition, the Ga-doped Ge and Ge-Si systems will be
fioat-zoned to study the effects of magnetic suppression of Marangoni convection.
Task Significance:
During directional solidification of semiconductors, generation of destabilizing temperature gradients in the melt is
unavoidable, resulting in buoyancy-induced convective mixing of the liquid phase. On Earth this convective mixing
is generally very intensive and interferes with segregation of melt constituents at the growth front leading to less
than optimum quality crystals. Crystal growth in space provides the opportunity to reduce the convective intensity
and, for some classes of systems and charge sizes, achieve mass mmsfer diffusion-controlled growth. Magnetic
damping of convection in electrically-conductive melts, however, can be used to provide a higher degree of conuol
on convection in the melt. Thus our understanding of convective influences can be further advanced, and our ability
to interpret space experimental results may be significantly improved.
Progress During FY 1995:
Durin&the past year, experimental work has included Bridgman and floating-zone growth experiments and numerical
modeling of the Bridgnum experiments has continued. The floating-zone experiments were done with silicon
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samples and were carried out in collaboration with the Kristallographisches Institut ([]) of the University of
Freiburg, Germany under a collaborative agreement between [] and NASA.
Significant accomplishments of the project include:
• Spreading resistance measurements confu'med earlier four-point probe results that diffusion controlled growth has
been obtained in gallium-doped germanium.
• Experimental results confirmed the accuracy of the numerical model for predicting the magnetic field needed to
obtaindiffusioncontrolledgrowth ingallium-dopedgermanium.
• Problems ofirregulargrowth rateand bubbleformationon theoutsidesurfacesofthegermanium sampleswere
eliminatedby usingboron nitridesamplecontainers.
• A vacuum orinertgas growthcartridgethatdoes notuse fusedsilicawas designedand builttopermitcurrent
pulsedemarcationexperimentsingermanium and germanium-siliconalloysamples.
• Siliconsamples,includingsome which were coatedtoeliminateMarangoni convectionand some which were pill
doped,were grown by floatzoninginfieldsup to4 Tesla.
• At 3 Tesla,thefloat-zonedsamplesfolloweda diffusion-controlledprofilebut analysisofthepill-dopedsamples
showed thattherewas stillmore convectionthaninreducedgravitywithzerofield.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 10/92 EXPIRATION: 10/95
PROJECT iDENTIFICATION: 963-35-24
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Rolin, T,D., and Szofran, F.R.
6-10 (1995).
Determinationof the electricalconductivityofliquidGe_Seo=. J.Crys.Growth,153,
Presentations
Cr011, A., Szofran, F.R., Dold, P., Lichtensteiger, M., Benz, K.W., and Lehoczky, S.L. 'rFloating-zone growth of silicon
under large axial magnetic fields." Eleventh International Conference on Crystal Growth, The Hague, The Netherlands, June
18-23, 1995.
Szofran,F.R.(invitedoralpresentation)"Growthofdiluteand concentratedsemiconductorsinmagneticfields."Gordon
ResearchConferenceon GravitationalEffectsinPhysicochemicalSystemsinHenniker,New Hampshire,luly9-14,1995.
Szofran, F.R., Volz, M.P., Cobb, S.D., Lchoczky, S.L., and MotakeL S. "Bridgman-nmgnetic field growth of dilute and
concentrated semiconductors." Eleventh International Conference on Crystal Growth, The Hague, The Netherlands, lune
18-23, 1995.
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Coarsening in Solid-Liquid Mixtures
Principal Investigator: Prof.Peterw. Voorhees Northwestern University
Co-Investigators:
No Co-Fs Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The objective of this project is to plan and perform a microgravity experiment on Ostwald ripening in solid-liquid
mixtures. This experiment will serve two primary purposes.
1. It will allow experiments to be performed which can be directly compared to heretofore untested theories for
coarsening in systems with low volume fractions of solid.
2. It will eliminate conclusively convection of the liquid matrix and small-scale panicle motion within the skeletal
structure as possible sources for the disagreement observed between theory and experiment in the high volume
fraction experiments.
Task Description:
Previous NASA sponsored work clearly showed that solid-liquid mixtures consisting of Sn-rich panicles in a Pb-Sn
eutectic liquid are ideal, and perhaps unique, systems in which to explore the dynamics of the Ostwald ripening
process. The high coarsening rate in these systems permit accurate kinetic data to be obtained, and the
thermophysical parameters necessary to make a comparison between theory and experiment are known. However, in
a terres_'ial environment experiments can be performed only at the relatively high volume fractions of solid where
the presence of a solid skeletal structure prevents large-scale particle sedimentation. In these high volume fraction
experiments, a comparison between theory and experiment shows that the solid-liquid mixVzres are coarsening faster
than predicted by an approximate theory for purely diffusional controlled Ostwald ripening. Thus, the we are in the
process of formulating a microgravity experiment. This experiment will serve two primary purposes: it will allow
experiments to be performed which can be directly compared to heretofore untested theories for coarsening in
systems with low volume fractions of solid, and it will eliminate conclusively convection of the liquid matrix and
small-scale particle motion within the skeletal structure as possible sources for the disagreement observed between
theory and experiment in the high volume fraction experiments.
Task Significance:
The spaceflight experiment will produce data which, for the first time, can be compared directly to theory with no
adjustable parameters. This data will address the long standing controversy over the dependence of the coarsening
rate of a two-phase system of the volume fraction on coarsening phase.
The results from the spaceflight experiment will further our understanding of the processes responsible for
imcmsm_ctural development in a broad range of commercially important materials ranging from turbine blade alloys
to liquid phase sintered materials.
Progress During FY 1995:
We have finalized the science requirements for the Coarsening in Solid-Liquid Mixtures spaceflight experiment. We
have also interacted extensively with NASA engineers in the design of a furnace for the spaceflight experiment. Our
specimen preparation procedures have been refmed and improved. We can now produce spatially uniform mixtures
of Sn particles immersed in a SN-Pb eutectic liquid at a variety of volume fractious of solid. The spatial uniformity
of these mixtures was confirmed, even in low volume fraction mixtures, through short-time coarsening
experiments. Our image analysis programs and system have been improved in preparation for the analysis of the
spaceflight specimens.
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We have developed an automated serial sectioning machine. It consists of a micromiller and metallurgical
microscope. The images from the microscope are digitized using a frame grabber. We can control the thickness
between each serial section to two microns. The entire process is quite efficient; we can acquire approximately eight
sections per hour. These digitized images are then used to reconstruct the three-dimensional image of the
microstructure using a computer. This three-dimensional image can then be manipulated to analyze the morphology
of the solid-liquid mixture. Preliminary measurements show clearly the interconnected nature of the solid-liquid
mixture.
Terrestrial-based experiments using Pb-Sn solid-liquid mixtures have shown that gram boundaries occasionally form
between particles. In an effort to quantify the nature of these grain boundaries, and hence the morphology of these
sol/d-liquid mixtures, for comparison with the results of the spaceflight experiment, we are in the process of
measuring the orientations of grain boundaries using a scanning electron microscope. This microscope will allow
us to determine the orientation of many grain boundaries and thus we will be able to examine the temporal
evolution of the distribution of grain boundary orientations as well as the dependence of the distribution on the
volume fraction of solid. We have acquired high quality K/kuchi patterns from the tetragonal Sn panicles and are in
the process of examining the disUibution of grain boundary orientations.
Finally, we have examined the effects of ternary alloy additions on the kinetics of Ostwald ripening. The objective
of this work was to determine how the addition of a third alloying element, which could be employed to match the
density of the solid and liquid phases, would change the coarsening kinetics of the two-phase mixture. The analysis
is valid for a general, non/deal, nondilute solution, but is limited to extremely small volume fractions of coarsening
phase and neglects off-diagonal terms in the diffusion matrix. The Gibbs-Thompson equation in a ternary system
undergoing coarsening reveals that the concentrations at the particle-matrix interface are dependent on the far-field
supersaturations as well as the panicle radius. An asymptotic analysis shows that the exponents of the temporal
power laws for the average panicle radius, number of particles per unit volume and matrix supersaturations are the
same as that found in the binary limit, however, the amplitudes of the power laws are modified. We find that the
trajectory of the matrix supersaturation must lie along a tie line, but the trajectory of the average particle
composition does not. Thus, the density difference between the two phases will be a function of time and matching
the density of the two phases by the addition of a third element is nearly impossible during Ostwald ripening.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 1/92 EXPIRATION: 10/95
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:963-25-05-10
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG3-1417
RESPONSIBLECENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Akaiwa, N. and Voorhees, P.W., Late-state phase separation: dynamics, spatial correlations and structure functions.
Physics Review E, vol. 49, 3860 (1994).
Ratke, L., Uffelmann, D., Bender, W., and Voorhees, P.W., Theory of ostwald ripen/ng due to a second-order reaction.
Scripta Metallurgies et Materialia, vol. 33, 363 (1995).
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Vapor Growth of Alloy-Type Semiconductor Crystals
Principal Investigator: Dr. HeribertWiedemeier Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Co-Investigators:
No Co-rs Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The objectives of this research are: (1) the establishment of experimental trends for the relation between convective
flow, mass flux, and crystal morphology; and, (2) the identification of microgravity effects and crystal properties
for the ternary semiconductor mercury cadmium telluride (HgCdTe).
For this purpose, thin epitaxial layers of Hg].,Cd_Te will be grown on (1DO)CdTe subs,rates during the USML-2
mission to observe the effects of microgravity on the morphology of the substrate-layer interface and of the epitaxial
layer.
Task Description:
This experiment requires the hot zone to be 625 ° C and the cold zone to be 455 ° C. The total duration of the
experiment is 16 hours. The ampoule assembly is designed to be 160 nun in length, 18 mm outer diameter, and
about 31 grams total weight. A cadmium telluride single crystal and a sapphire disc are used for the epitaxJal crystal
growth as substrate and subs,rate support, respectively. Four time intervals are requked for crystal growth, namely,
heat-up, annealing, growth, and cool-down periods.
,dent/ca, experiments, except for the level of gravity, are performed on _ound and in space to provide a direct
comparison of results.
Task Significance:
The lateral and axial compositional homogeneity (distribution) of the major and dopant components is expected to
be more uniform for the space-grown epitaxial layers. The density of dislocations, of strain-induced defects, and
possibly the number of inclusions are expected to be considerably reduced relative to ground-control specimens.
In addition, observations of the effects of reduced gravity on the formation of defects at the growth interface and on
the propagation of these "birth defects" into the layer are of basic scientific and technological significance.
Progress During FY 1995:
Ground-based test experiments were continued in the Pl's laboratory to confu'm the transient times for is]and and
layer growth of Hg1._CdzTe on (I D0)CoTe substrates under vertical, stabilizing conditions. The combined results of
these and of corresponding GCEL tests were used to establish the f'mal time line for the USML-2 experiments.
In addition to the flight, flight back-up, and flight spare sample-ampoule assemblies, six assemblies were prepared
and delivered to MSFC for vibration and qualification testing.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 1
PhD Students: 3
TASK INITIATION:]0/90 EXPIRATION: 10/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION: 963-35-05
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAS8-39723
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Chen, K.T., and Wiedcmeier, H. The temperature-composition phase diagram and miscibility gap of Hg,.,Cd, Te solid
solutions by dynamic mass-loss measurements. J. Electronic Materials, 24, 405 (1995).
Ge, Y.R., and Wiedemeier, H. Crystal defects and interdiffusion behavior of Hg_.,Cd,Te/(1O0)CdTe epitaxial layers grown
by CVT. J. Electronic Materials, 23, 1221 (1994).
Wiedemeier, H., and Chen, K.T. Observation of phase separation in Hgt.,Cd_Te solid solutions by low incident angle X-ray
d/ffract.ion. J. Electronic Materials, 23, 963 (1994).
Wiedemeier, H., and Wu, G.H. Defects in CdTe single crystals grown by very fast vapor growth technique. J. Electronic
Materials, 24, 1007 (1995).
Wiedemeier, H., Ge, Y.R., Hutchins, M.A., and Sha, Y.G. Growth of Hg_.,Cd_Te epitaxial layers on (100)CdTe by chemical
vapor transport under normal and reduced gravity conditions. J. Crystal Growth, 146, 610 (1995).
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The Use of Bioactive Glass Particles as Microcarriers in Microgravity Environment
Principal Investigator: Prof.PononovoS. Ayyaswamy University of Pennsylvania
Co-investigators:
Ducheyne, P. University of Pennsylvanis
Task Objective:
Our ultimate objective is m f'mdoptimal operating conditions which would produce the best _,ee-dimensional
tissue culture by using bioactive glass materials as micro carriers in a microgravity environmenL This requires the
determination of desirable characteristics of the bioactive beads, chem/cal make-up and control of the fluid medium
in the microgravity environment (for example, a rotating.wall vessel), and actual operating conditions (for example,
the rotational speed of the vessel, etc.). This undert_.ing involves both numerical and experimental aspect.
During the t'wstyear of the four year grant, preliminary studies of the fluid motion and forces on the bioactive glass
panicles caused by rotation of the vessel wig be carried out. Actual extent of sedimentation of the panicles as a
result of vessel operation and the diffusive mass transportof different chemical species in the fluid medium will be
numerically simulated. The most beneficial chemical composition of the fluid and the properties of this optimum
fluid will also be experimentally investigated at the University of Pennsylvania laboratory.
Task Description:
During the f'u-styear of the four-year grant, the numerical aspects of the investigation will comprise of the
following: a) Development of a numerical scheme to incorporate the effects of rotation, b) Appropriate
modifications of governing equations and boundary conditions, c) Checking the convergence by analyzing
situations of no rotation, d) Continuation of unit gravity study to develop confidence in the numerical procedure
by comparison of results obts.ined with those available in published liU:ramre.
The experimental aspects to be studies are: a) Preparation of bioactive glass samples, b) Preparation of tissue
culture, c) Familiarization with rotating vessels, d) Investigation of various rotating vessel parameters.
Task Significance:
It is anticipamd that the numerical and experimental studies wig ulRmately lead to an improved understanding of
the use of bioactive use particles in conjunction with the rotating-wall vessel. The use and production of bioactive
glass panicles and the use of the rotating-wall vessel for tissue culturing in microgravity conditions will in turn lead
to an improved three-dimensional tissue culture technique.
Progress During FY 1995:
There is not much progress to report at this time as the project funding began in September 1995. However, the
governing equations, the appropriateboundary conditions, and initial conditions for rotating fluid flow/mass transfer
problems have been developed. These are being scaled to determine the importance of the various terms. Various
designs of rotating-wall vessels are being considered for use in experiments.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: O
MS Students: 0
Phl) Students: 2
TASK INITIATION: 7/95 EXPIRATION: 7/99
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-23-01-23
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAOg.SI7
RESPONSIBLECENTER: ISC
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Evaluation of Ovarian Tumor Cell Growth and Gene Expression
Principal Investigator: Jeanne L. Becker,PhlD. University of SouthFlorida
Co- Investigators:
Spaulding, G.F.
Widen, R.H.
NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC)
University of South Florida (Tampa Gen. Hospital)
Task Objective:
To examine growth and gene expression of LNI ovarian tumor cells cultured in the NASA Rotating-Wall Vessel
0tWV).
Task Description:
To develop an in vitro model for the growth of ovarian tumor cells under conditions which simulate the growth of
these tumors in vivo, e.g., the development of complex muir,cellular aggregates. To apply the knowledge gained
from this model towards the development of models to study other hormonally responsive gynecologic tumors.
Task Significance:
Reliable in vitro models to study human gynecologic cancer have been limited by the ability to maintain certain
vital tumor cell characteristics during extended growth in tissue culture. Using the NASA RWV, we have
established such a model for ovarian cancer using the LN1 human ovarian tumor cell line. During
three.dimensional growth in the RWV, these tumor cells express characteristics of the original patient tumor
specimens from which LNI was derived, including the generation of multiple types of cells of varying lineages
(epithelial and mesenchymal), as evidenced by immunohistochemJcal analysis. Moreover, we have observed
changing patterns of gene expression during extended culture of LNl cells in the RWV, as determined by reverse
transcription polymerase chain reaction amplification. Because ovarian cancer is a hormonally responsive cancer,
studies have been initiated to examine the effects of hormonal modulation on the growth of LN1. Furthermore, the
RWV model has applied to the growth of end, re,trial tumor cells, another hormone dependent cancer which is
exceedingly difficult to maintainfor an extended time period in vitro.
Progress During FY 1995:
The sensitivity of LN1 to estrogen was examined as a function of two versus three-dimensional growth. Grown as
both a monolayer and as three-dimensional aggregates in the RWV, LN1 exhibits expression of mRNA for estrogen
receptor. However, monoclonal antibody studies showed that LS1 cells fail to stain positively for estrogen receptor
protein. These results suggest the possibility of a post-transcriptional defect or, alternatively, that the estrogen
receptor protein expressed by these cells is altered in some way such that it is not recognized by the monoclonal
antibodies used for detection.
In order to determine whether LN1 cells were responsive to estrogen, cellswere Brownas monolayers or in the
RWV in the presence of physiologic (1 nM) versus pharmacologic (1 uM) concentrations or 17-beta estradiol.
Exposure to I nM 17-beta estrediol yielded no alterations in cell growth under either growth configuration.
Exposure to I uM steroid induced a slight reduction in the rate of cell growth of LNI Brownas a monolayer. In
contrast, cell growth was entirely inhibited when LN1 was cultured in the RWV, in the presence of 1 uM 17-beta
estradiol, with cell death occurring in cultures grown 7 days with this concentration of steroid. Furthermore, LN1
cells grown in the RWV for up to 5 days with the estradiol could not be rescued from subsequent death by
replenishing cultures with fresh media lackin8 the steroid. The mechanisms of these effects occurring as a function
of two-dimensional versus three-dimensional growth are presently being examined, since non-receptor mediated
effects of estrogen have been documented in the literature.
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Studies have been initiated to establish a model of endomeu'ial carcinoma _-owth in the RWV. For these
experiments, the growth of the Ishikawa human earl, menial carcinoma cell line has been examined. Because
endomeu'ial carcinoma is generally estrogen and progesterone receptor positive, Ishikawa cells represent a good
model for this tumor since these cells exhibit both estrogen and progesterone receptor expression. Cultured as a
mort,layer or in the RWV, Ishikawa cells were appropriately growth stimulated in the presence of either I nM or 1
uM 17-beta estradiol, as has been well documented in the literature.
Additional work using this model has been aimed at investigating potential mechanisms for the development of
chemotherapeutic resistance. For these studies, we have exmnined regulation of the expression of the multiple drug
resistant gene (MDR1). This gene has particular relevance in endomeu'ial carcinoma, since progesterone is known
to upregulate MDRI expression in normal secretory and gestational endomelrium. The MDRI gene product,
p-glycoprotein, is a l_'ansmembrane pump which acts to remove toxic agents, including certsin classes of
chemotherapeutic drugs. P-glycoprotein (Pgp) is believed to function as a detoxifying protein in preventing the
build up of toxic material in the endometrium during the time of embryo implantation and subsequent pregnancy.
When cultured as monolayer or in the RWV, Ishikawa cells show expression of mRNA and promin for MDRI.
Interestingly, however, 17-beta estradio] inhibited the expression of MDRI (both mRNA and protein) in cells
cultured as a ton.layer. This effort did not occur in cells cultured as three-dimensional aggregates in the RWV.
Ishikawa cells cultured in the RWV in the presence of either I nM or I uM of the steroid both exhibited MDRI
mRNA and Pgp. Recent studies have demonslrated that the acquisition of drug resistance in tumor cells is
facilitated by growth as three-dimensional spheroids. We, therefore, postulate that MDRI expression can be
regulated as a function of three-dimensional growth in the RWV, and additional work is aimed at investigating
potential mechatusms involved in this effect.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
Phi3 Students: I
TASKINITIATION:II/92 EXPIRATION:11/95
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:%2-23-01-15
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NA0-648
RESPONSIBLECENTER: JSC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Beck, r, J.L., Papcrthausen, P.R., and Widen ,R.H. C_ogenetic, morphologic and oncogene analysis of a cell line derived
from a heterologous mixed mullerian tumor of the ovary. In Vitro Cell. Cevelop., In Press, (1995).
Beckcr, J.L., Widen, R.H. Influence of spatial orientation on mixed mullerian tumor cell expression of TOF-bcta. Front.
Biosci., Submitted, (1995).
Ooodwin, TJ., Prewett, T.L., Spaulding, G.F., and Becker, J.L. Three-dimensional culture of a mixed muUerian tumor of the
ovary: expression of in vivo characteristics. In Vitro Cell. Develop., In Press, (1_)5).
Presentations
Arango, H., Satyaswaroop, P., Cavanagh, D., Goldfaln, V., and Becket, J. "Effects of 17-beta estradiol and ruff, pristine
(RU486) on p-glycoprotein in the Ishikawa human endometrial cancer cell line." Am. Cancer Sic. Set. Cancer Res. in
Fla., 1995.
Beck, r, J. "Oncogene expression in human ovarian cancer." Grand Rounds, H. Lee Moffit Cancer Center and Research
Institite, 1995.
Beck,r, J. Application of NASA microgravity biotechnology to woments health research. Panel discussion, "Gifts from
Space: NASA's contributions to well-being on Earth." AIAA Life Sciences and Space Medicine Conference, 1995.
Beck, r, J. "Outer space and inner health: space-based technologies and women's health." Workshop, Annual Meeting of
the National Foundation of Business and Professional Women, 1995.
Hell,r, R., Jaroszeski, M., Pert,,t, R.. Beck, r, J., Mango, H., Satayswaroop, P., and Gilbert, R. "Increased cytotox/city of
bleomycin when used in conjunction with electroporation." Congr. In Vitro Biol., 1995.
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Expansion and Differentiation of Cells in Three Dimensional Matrices Mimicking Physiological
Environments
Principal Investigator: Prof.RajendraS.Bhamagar University of California, San Francisco
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
Our overall objective is to develop 3-D culture systems for mammalian cell cullures based on materials that mimic
type I collagen, a major component of the exWacellular matrix (ECM). We have identified a potent cell binding
domain of type I collage. Synthetic compounds based on this domain, as well as several conformafional analogue
pep:ides, exhibit many of the cell directed activities of collagen including the ability to attach cells and to promote
their migration into several 3-D matrices. In this environment, cells exhibit remarkable differentiated behavior.
Objectives for FY 95:
I)PreparationfCultureMatrices:Designandsynthesize3-Dma_ces containinganaloguesofacellbinding
domainofcollagen.
2) Suitability for 3-D Cell Culture: Demonstrate attachment, migration and proliferation in these matrices, of (i)
primary cultures of neonatal human dermal fibroblasts, (fi) an established line of human osteoblasts, (iii) an
established line of human mammary epithelial cells, and (iv) a line of rodent liver cells.
Task Description:
We expect to perform the following tasks in FY 95:
1) Preparation and Characterization of Peptide Containing Matrices: Collagen-mimetic Pep:ides will be grafted on
the following matrices, (i) Agarose hydrogel, (ii) Methyl cellulose hydrogel, (iii) Hydroxypropyl methylcellulose
hydrogel, (iv) Polyglycolide (PGA) fibers, braided yarns, (v) Polylactide (FLA) fibric, sponges, sheets, and (vi)
PGA-PLA composites fabric, sponges, sheets.
2) Synthesis (i) Development and optimization of procedures for grafting peptide to polymers, (ii) Determine the
conditions for loading pep:ides at different levels.
3) Characterization: (i) Peptide content, (ii) Determine N- or C-terminal attachment of pep:ides.
4) Biological Activity: (i) Preliminary assays of cell attachment, (ii) Cell infiltration and formation of 3-D
colonies.
5) We have selected cells which are known to exhibit differentiated behavior in 3-D matrices. The following cell
lines will be used in the f'wstyear of the project: (i) CRL 1502 Fetal human dermal fibroblast, (ii) MG-63 Human
osteosarcoma, (iii) HBL 100 Breast epithelium, and (iv) Hep G2 Human lever carcinoma.
Task Significance:
The proposedresearch will help in designing more efficient bioreactorsby attaching cells in 3-D matrices via
receptors for ECM. Since a cell in its native physiological environment is surrounded by the ECM and by other
cells, receives informational messages from both the ECM and from the surrounding cells through specific
receptors, and since collagen is presumed to be the primarytransducing agent for mech_ical signals transmitted
through specific receptors, the synthetic environment proposed by us will promote the expansion of cell
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populations in a differentiated state. Such matrices can be engineered to allow for a facile exchange of nutrients and
wastes with a surrounding medium. Cultures in such matrices will, (i) facilitate expansion of differentiated cell
populations, (ii) allow closer examination of the role of geometry and surroundings CECM,cells) on differentiation,
(iii) allow the determination of the role of mechanical signals in differentiation through the manipulation of applied
force, and thus (IV) make possible the optimization of culture conditions for bioreactors.
Progress During FY 1995:
Peptide and polymer composite syntheses have been initiated and studies are in progress to characterize these
composites both in terms of their physico-chemical properties and their ability to sustain cell binding and growth
in 3-D geometry.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH" TASKINITIATION: 9/95 EXPIRATION: 8/99
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-23-01-35
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG9-812
RESPONSIBLECENTER; JSC
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Quantitative, Statistical Methods for Pre-Flight Optimization, and Post-Flight Evaluation of
Macromolecular Crystal Growth
Principal Investigator: Prof.Charlesw. Carter University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Co-Investigators:
Ducriux, A.
Ries-Kautt, M.
CNRS-Gff Laboratoire de BiolgieStructure
CNRS-OffLaboratoire de BiolgieStructure
Task Objective:
To generalize the applicationofresponsesurfacemethodologytoabroadrange ofcrystallizationstudies. To
develop and provide tutorial workshops to dis_bute skills in designing response surface experiments and analyzing
the resultingdataforstationary points.
Task Description:
Thisapproachinvolvesmakingandtestingmodelsofcrystalgrowthwhichinvolvequadraticpolynomials,which
are the simplest mathematical functions that can pass through a maximum or minimum. Because these are slowly
varying mathematical functions, they are most appropriatefor modeling a local neighborhood of a maximum or
minimum value for the response a system makes to changes in the independent parameters. The polynomial form
of the functions facilitates estimation of a small number of coefficients using a minimum number of experiments,
Itisalsoasimplemattertodeterminethecoordinatesoftheoptimumpointby partialdifferentiationandsolution
oftheresultingsimultaneousequations.The modelanditstatisticaldescriptorsbecomeanvaluablesetof
scientificdo umentation.Moreover,workingatstationarypointsalsoenhancesthereproducibilityofexperiments,
becauseofthepropertythathepartialderivativesvanishatstationarypointsofthequadraticfunction.
Task Significance:
A generally applicable protocol for determining that the conditions for crystal growth correspond to an optimum in
the response surface will extend the value of flight-based microgravity experiments, by helping to assure that
experiments are minimally vulnerable to experimental errors and hence as reproducible as possible. By eliminating
experimental fluctuations as an important source of variation, this in turn will enhance the signal-to-noise ratio of
all microgravity experiments done under optimal conditions. Ultimately, the same experimental strategy can be
extended to the study of crystal diffraction quality. This work may therefore contribute to improvements in the
detail with which protein structures can be analyzed, as well as the quantitative attribution of such improvements to
microgravity.
Progress During FY 1995:
We havearrangedforRobertCudneyofHamptonResearch,Inc.,toprovidefiveproteinsofhischoosing,forwhich
we will determine analytical response surfaces, to generalize the approach to as broad a selection of proteins as
possible. I have hired a research specialist experienced in protein crystal growth, who will join the lab December 1,
1995 to supervise the project. Once she has learned to carryout response surface experiments, we will schedule and
advertise the first of several workshops to teach the techniques to proteincrystallographers involved in NASA
microgravity research. As part of the theoretical development of the method, I formally derived a local
approximation to s.persamration, applicable to any situation where estimates exist for the limiting solubility in the
absence of crystallizing agent and the exponential decay constant for the dependence of solubility on the crystallizing
agent concentration. This approximation facilitates a direct coordinate transformation for the solubility phase
diagram, making it possible to represent the nucleation zone as a rectangle and to place experiments on a rectangular
grid. Though apparently abslzact, this result has important practical advantages. It will help to assure that
sampling for response surface experiments can be done in as efficient a manner as possible with minimal loss of
data through inadvertent placement of experiments that do not crystallize and hence do not contribute to the analysis.
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STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 7/95 EXPIRATION: 6/99
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-23-08-31
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
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Crystallographic Studies of Proteins Part IX
Principal investigator: Dr.Dan/el C. Caner NASA Marshall Space Right Center (MSFC)
Co-Investigators:
Ho, J. (X. He) NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
Task Objective:
This research involves the atomic structure determination of several protein structures. Key areas of study involve
serum albumin structure and chemistry and HIV antibody complexes and structure. Aspects of this research generate
flight experiment problems and contribute to facilities for the evaluation of flight experiment activities.
Task Description:
The overall goal of this research is to utilize ground-based and microgravity-grown protein crystals to improve our
understanding in two important areas of structural molecular biology. The first involves the determination of the
def'mitive structure of serum albumin together with the chemical basis for the molecules' tremendous ability to bind
and transport an immense variety of ligands throughout the circulatory system. The second area which is also broad
in scope involves the structure determination of a series of human monoclonal antibodies expressed against the
AIDS virus together with their respective antigen complexes. Both of these project areas are in an advanced stage
where improvements in crystal quality will have significant impact on our understanding of the underlying
chemistry.
Screens for optimum crystallization conditions or to determine crystallization conditions for new proteins will be
conducted by the hanging-drop vapor.diffusion method. A Micromedics robotic crystal growth system is available
to aid systematic surveys of pH, precipitant type, precipitant concentration, and protein concentration. The
monoclonal antibodies expressed against the AIDS virus will be supplied by collaborator Professor Forian ROcker
of The Institute of Applied Microbiology in Vienna, Austria. Cleavage of the antibody with papain or pepsin to
produce the Fab fragments and subsequent purification will continue to be conducted. Antigenic peptides will be
provided by Dr. ROckerand/or as a gift from IAF Biochemicals of Canada. X-ray diffraction data will be collected
from both ground-based and flight crystals using a multi-w/re areadetector (Nicolet) and an imaging plate system
(R-Axis) mounted on a Rigalcu RU200 rotating anode generator. In favorable cases where the logistics can be
arranged, diffraction data will be collected at synchrotron sources.
Task Significance:
High quality, single crystals are of tremendous value for a variety of industrial and research applications. Crystals
of sufficient size and quality also provide invaluable avenues to understanding the detailed atomic structure and
function of biological macromolecules and other substances. Efforts to produce higher quality protein crystals for
application in x-ray crystallography have spawned numerous experimental approaches which range from the
application of automated screening to the growth of protein crystals in microgravity.
Progress During FY 1995:
l. Complete details of the atomic structure of Canine serum albumin have been determined to high resolution, The
structure has been refined to 2.0 angstroms including the water structure. This structure has revealed the atomic
details of long-chain fatty acid transport via serum albumin which has resolved many important questions in the
literature, Two manuscripts describing these results are in preparation.
2. The structure of several important ligand complexes with albumin have been determined and manuscripts
describing these results are in preparation.
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3. The refinement of Cytochrome c5 was finished. The HEW lysozyme microgravity and ground-based refinements
were finished and details were submitted for publication.
4. The work describing the atomic structure of glutathione S-lransferase was published.
5. Crystallization conditions for a variety of new serum albumin crystal forms suitable for the atomic structure
determination were publishecL
6. We have completed the second year on two government/industry agreements and both are in the process of being
extende¢
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Microgravity Simulated Prostate Cell Culture
Principal investigator: Prof. Leland W. Chung University of Virginia
Co-Investigators:
Zhau, Dr. H.E.
Chang, Dr. S.M.
Gotoh, Dr. A.
University of Virginia
University of Virginia
Univeristy of Virginia
Task Objective:
Prostate cancer is the most common malignancy found in the United States. In 1994, it is estimated that 200,000
new cases of prostate cancer will be diagnosed which accounts for over 32% of all cancer cases detected and the
secondleadingcauseofdeathinAmerican men. As aendocrineorgan,theprostateglandishighlyresponsivetothe
steroid androgen, which induces growth and differentiation in vivo. Consequently, endocrine therapy remains the
leading therapeutic modality for the trealment of local and metastatic disease. Unfommately, an escape of the
blockade by androgen antogonists presents a serious threat to the success of endocrine therapy. Despite much effort
in the past years to develop model systems to study the effects of androgen on prostatic epithelial cell growth and
differentiation in vitro, there is little evidence that prostate epithefial cells respond directly to the mitogenic signal
of androgen. One of the key reasons that these attempts have failed is the conventional prostate cell culture system
will not retain an essential feature of the prostate gland, i.e., a 3-dimensional organization composed of interactive
prostate stromal and epithelial cells.
Task Description:
The central theme of this proposal is to establish a 3-dimensional cell-cell interaction model in vRro to examine
the influence of androgen, known and novel growth factors, exmlcellular matrices, and differentiating agents on the
growth and differentiation of human prostate cancer. To accomplish this goal, we propose to pursue the following
three objectives:
First, we propose to construct 3-dimensional prostate organoids in vitro under microgravity-based conditions. We
willcomparethegrowthanddifferentiativepot ntialsof theprostateorganoidsformedthroughcell-cellinteractions
between prostate su'omal cells obtained from normal, benign, or cancerous prostate and epithelial cells derived from
normal prostate or the LNCaP cell line (which is derived from a human prostate cancer lymph node deposit). These
comparisons will help us m understand the possible regulatory roles of prostate stromal cells on prostate epithelial
growth and differentiation.
Second, we will test the biologic behaviors and the functionalities of the reconstituted prostate organoids. The
growth and differentiative responses of the reconstituted prostate organoids to androgen (dihydrotestosmrone, DHT),
growth factors (transforming growth factor a, TGF a ; transforming growth factor b keratinocyte growth factor,
KFG; hepatocyte growth factor/scatter factor, H(}FISF; and basic fibroblast growth factor, bFGF), exlracellular
matrices (plasma membrane preparation from human prostate stromal cells, collagenIV,laminin,fibronectin,
heparan sulfate proteoglycans, and MaU_el 01), and differentiating agents (phenylbutyrate, retinoid fenretinide) will
be evaluated by histomorphologic, immunohistochemical, biochemical, and molecular methods. This
microgravity-simulatedmodelsystemmay bedevelopedandperfectedforfutureuseasastandardfordrugscreening
programsandcouldserveasavaluabletooltocomplementexistinganimalmodelsystems.
Finally,becauseofthepossibleparallelismofprostategrowthanddifferentiationbetweenthe
microgravity-simulatedcon itionsandinvivoconditions,we proposetousethisystemtoproducelargequantities
ofpotentiallybiologicallyrelevantmoleculesthatcanbeusedtostimulatehuman prostateepithelialcellgrowthin
vitrousingconventionalcultureconditionsonplasticdishes.Itishopedthatheenrichedsourceofthese
biologically relevant factors will assist our future attempts to purify, characterize, and close factors that may be
useful in evaluating the possible roles of these factors in the clinic progression of human prostate cancer.
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Task Significance:
The specific significance of this proposal involves the delineation of central questions in prostate cancer research.
These include:
(I)Althoughtheprostateglandisahighlyandrogen-responsiveorgan,why do prostatec lls,when culturedin
vitro,generallynotshowgrowthresponsestoandrogens?Despitethecocultureofprostateepithelialce lswith
prostatefibroblasts,androgenonlyinducesmarginalgrowthresponsesintheculturedprostatec llsinvtiro(Chang
andChung,1989).
(2)What arethephysiologicalmediatorsforandrogen-inducedprostategrowthresponses?
(3) Can the growth mediators alone or differentiating agents promote prostate cancer differentiation under
chemically defined ceU culture conditions? With respect to question I, there has been considerable speculation on
the interrelationship of structure and function of the prostate gland. Reciprocal inmmction between prostate stroma
and epithelium, under proper configurations (e.g., 3-dimensional structure), may determine the differentiated function
of prostatic sinus epithelium. Tissue recombinants composed of fetal UGM and UOE (urogenital sinus epithelium)
have been demonstramd to undergo normal prostatic morphogenesis and cytodLeferemiationwhen [mm_otedby
androgen (Cunha and Chung, 1981; Chung and Cunhs, 1983) and selected growth factors (Sugimura eL al., 1994)
both in vivo and in vitro. These results illustrate the importance of proper organization and orientation of prostate
stroma and epithelium; a 3-dimensional organization could be prerequisite for the androgen-induced growth and
differentiation observed in the normal prostate gland.
Progress During FY 1995:
Funding for this research became available at the very end of FY 95. We have recently submitted a paper to In
Vitro.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 9/95 EXPIRATION: 9/99
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-23-01-19
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAOg.S23
RESPONSIBLECENTER: JSC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Chung, L.W. Establishmentof 3-dimensional humanprostateorganoids by co-cultm'in8stromal and epithelial cells on
microcarrierbeads undermicmgravity-simulated conditions: Evaluationof androgen-induced jp_wth and PSA expression.
In Vitro, Submitted, (1995).
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Noninvasive Near-Infrared Sensor for Continual Cell Glucose Measurement
Principal Investigator: Dr. GerardL. Cote TexasA&M University
Co- Investigators:
Rastegar, Dr. S. Texas A&M University
Task Objective:
To date the required advances for NIR spectroscopy to be a quantifiable indicator of cell culture glucose are novel
techniques in order to achieve a stronger, more accurate, and repeatable signal which compensates for cell culture
media variations and can be miniaturized for use with the rotating wall vessels and space applications.
There are two specific aims that will be addressed in the fast year of this four year project, namely:
1. Maximize the glucose signal while minimizing the water absorption peak with a bench-top NIR system for
predicting glucose concentration.
2. Develop digital filter pre-processing computer algorithms coupled with multivariate calibration techniques
applied to the NIR spectra to quantify concentrations for the cell culture media.
Task Description:
The following is a brief description of the workto be donein the fast year to accomplishthe two previously
mentioned tasks.
1. The bench-top design will include delivery of spectral wavelengths in the 2.0 to 2.5 pm region which is a
minimum for the water absorption signal. Both transmission and reflection signals will be investigated. A series
of increasingly biologically complex solutions will be investigated, from glucose in water to the cell culture
medium, to identify the minimum number of wavelengths that can be used without loss in production of glucose
concentration.TemperatureandpH effects onthespecmanwillbeinvestigatedan ,if needed,compensatedforwith
thealgorithmsdescribedunderspecificaim#2.
2. Algorithms will be developed to determine the optimal wave numbers that are most useful for the determination
ofglucosewithinthevariouscellculturemediaused.Filteringalgorithmswillbedevelopedforpre-processingthe
raw spectrabeforeapplicationofthemultivariatetechniques.The optimalnumberoffactorsandmodelwillbe
developedusingapartialleastsquaresmultivariatetechnique.
Task Significance:
In this proposal, a plan is forwarded to accelerate the development of a three-dimensional tissue culturing system by
building on previous data towardthe design of an on-line, non-invasive, NIR optic sensor for use with rotating-wall
bioreactors. The primary focus is to develop the technology to continuously and non-invasively sense glucose in
the cell culture media to allow for long-term, on-line monitoring without potential contamination of the medium
from invasive approaches.
The culturing of a variety of tissues under clinostatic suspension in rotating vessels has been enhanced by NASA's
biotechnology program. Increased cell viability, adhesion, tissue formation and differentiation have been
demonstrated. However, to increase the production of cell cultures, the design of bioreactors must include computer
control of cell culture processes. In order to do this, on.line, preferably non-invasive, sensors must be implemented
to monitor various parameters of the cell culture and feedback that information for regulation of the environment.
One vital parameter of interest is the concentration of glucose in the cell culture media. The basis for cell culture
media is an isotonic saline solution of nutrients and cofactors. In a typical medium, glucose is the major
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carbohydrate energy source. Cell proliferation causes rapid consumption of glucose which in turn causes growth
limitations of the cells. Thus, the relative concentration change of glucose is a determining factor for the rate of
cell culture growth. By permitting closed-loop control of cell culture glucose, the growth rate will be optimized.
Current techniques used to monitor the value of this parameter within cell culture media are invasive and cannot be
used in a closed-loop system since they are not on-line measurements. In this research, a near-infrared spectroscopy
system is proposed to perform the required glucose measurements on-line and non-invasively, without potential
contamination of the cell culture media.
Progress During FY 1995:
With the receipt of the grant in September, 1995, we set about acquiring equipment and setting up a laboratory.
Algorithms are being developed in order to proceed with the required research.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 9/95 EXPIRATION: 8199
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-23-01-36
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG9-821
RESPONSIBLECENTER: JSC
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A Comprehensive Investigation of Macromolecular Transport During Protein Crystallization
Principal Investigator: Dr. Lawrence J. DeLucas University of Alabama, Birmingham
Co-Investigators:
Chait, A.
Meyer, W.
NASA Lewis Research Center
NASA Lewis Research Center
Task Objective:
The objective of this research is to systematically study the differences between protein crystallization transport
mechanisms on Earth and in space. The protein, lysozyme, will be used for these studies since there exists a
detrmitive and extensive growth mechanism database for this protein.
Task Description:
Ground-based studies with lysozyme will include dynamic light scattering on protein in solution and in gels and
measurement of particle and concentration fields around the growing crystal. This data will be compared with
continuum modeling of transport phenomena which will be followed by the design of new growth cells and
optimization of parameters for flight experiments. The eventual flight experiment will measure the particle and
concentration fields around a growing crystal and compare results with ground-based gel and solution experiments
and modeling prediction.
Task Significance:
The proposed research repots a new and innovative approach that combines advanced in situ diagnostic
techniques with detailed continuum computational models to describe transport in solution. The combination of
diagnostics and modeling will allow critical examination of hypotheses emerging in the literature.
Progress During FY 1995:
No progress to date since the money for this grant was received very late in the fiscal year.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION; 9/95 EXPIRATION: 8/99
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION:962-23-08-35
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG8-I162
RESPONSIBLE CENTER; MSFC
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Development of Robotic Techniques for Microgravity Protein Crystal Growth
Principal Investigator: Dr. LawrenceJ. DeLucas University of Alabama,Birmingham
Co-Investigators:
Terra, Dr. L
Tillouon, Dr. B.
Boe_ Aerospace
BoeingAerospace
Task Objective:
The objectives of this proposal are to increase the yield of large, high quality crystals from macromolecular crystal
growth experiments and to enhance crystallographer%ability to evaluate crystal suitability for x-ray analysis.
Task Description:
The approach is multidisciplinary, combining engineering, robotics, optics, and crystallography. Machine vision
techniques will be applied to monitor growth rateand solute _on at the surface of growing crystals.
Advanced automation will use this information to dynamically adjust conditions in the growth cell, maintaining
optimal conditions throughout the crystal growth, Non-invasive methods for manipulating crystals in low gravity
will be investigated.
Task Significance:
The proposed research in improving the yield of high quality crystals is important because of the increasing role of
macromolecular crys_llography in medicine and biology. Large, high quality crystals are critical to solving the
structure of biologically important macromolecules, but many macromolecules are difficult to crystallize. Methods
for improving the yield of large, high quality crystals are therefore fundamentally important to crystallographers.
Because hard-to-crystallize molecules are often selected for microgravity crystallization experiments (where it is
hoped that reduced gravity will im_ove crystalline quality), and because flight opportunities are infrequent and have
very limited capacity, it is especially important to maximize the yield of usable crystals from microgravity
experiments.
Progress During FY 1995:
No progress since money was received very late in the fiscal year.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
Phi) Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 9/95 EXPIRATION: 9/99
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-23-08-36
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAGS-1146
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
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Macromolecular Crystallization: Physical Principles, Passive Devices, and Optimal Protocols
Principal Investigator: Dr. GeorgeT. DeTitta Haupm_an-Woodw_t Medical Research Institute
Co-Investigators:
Luft, J.R. Haul_man-Woodw_l Medicad Research Institute
Task Objective:
The objective of our work is to design, test, and evaluate devices and protocols for #owing single crystals of
macromolecules suitable for x-ray diffraction experimentation. In the process we propose to identify those devices
and protocols that will work optimally on earth, and to identify those that may benefit from a microgravity
environment. Our objective is to quantitatively assess those parameters that have a profound effect on crystal
quality.
Task Description:
The work centers on a fundamental understanding of the role of kinetics in determining the ultimate quality of
macromolecular crystals grown in the l-g laboratory. Our prel/minary work was to propose and fabricate a number
of prototype devices that can work to control the kinetics of equilibration in vapor diffusion crystallization
experiments. Our present work is to understand the basic processes that underlie the vapor diffusion process, and to
con_f'u'm the assertion that the rate-limiting step in vapor diffusion is _ansit of water across the vapor space.
Task Significance:
Macromolecular crystallography has become the foundation stone of much of modem biology. Protein engineering,
molecular genetics, and rational drug design depend on an accurate description of the structure of a macromolecule
(typically a protein) at the atomic level. Such a view is afforded by few disciplines, and the principal one is
crystallography. A necessary first step in structure determination is the growth of a single crystal suitable for
diffraction studies. Our work is aimed at a greater understanding of the processes of crystal growth, and at the design
and testing of devices and protocols to grow better macromolecular crystals. Modem approaches to drug design rely
on an accurate understanding of the target molecules of drugs and therefore our work has the potential to materially
affect the general public who will benefit from new drugs that result from these approaches.
Progress During FY 1995:
The project was funded on July 27, 1995. Since that time we have completed a number of basic experiments
designed to answer the question concerning the rate-limiting step in vapor diffusion. Our work on the relationship
between the kinetics of equilibration of hanging drops on the distance from the drop to the s_rface of the reservoir
shows that the further the drop is from the reservoir the slower is the equilibration. In the last few weeks we have
concluded studies on the evaporation of equivolumetric droplet configurations, in which droplet configurations of
one 24 _L droplet, two 12 IzL droplets, three 8 _L droplets ..... eight 3 IK, droplets were allowed to equilibrate
with uniform reservoirs. Six sets of experiments were conducted, differing in the distance from droplet to reservoir
distance from set to set. Results indicate that for short drop-reservoir separations the kinetics of equilibration is
linearly, and strongly, dependent on the surface area of the droplet, while at long separations there is a weak
dependence on surface area. This indicates that the principal assumption of vapor diffusion theory is correct. In
addition, three manuscripts of work preliminary to our project appeared in print. Finally, we are in the final stages
of preparation of a manuscript describing the results of the kinetics versus drop-reservoir separation work (that
manuscript will be submitted to Acta Crystallographica D as well).
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STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASKINITIATION: 7/95 EXPIRATION: 7/99
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-23-08-4]
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NA(]S-IlS2
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
ArakaU, S.V., Luft, LR., and DeTitta, G.T. Non-idealRy of aqueous solutions of polyethylene glycol: consequences for its
use as a macromolecular crystallizing agent in vapor-diffusion experiments. Acta Crystallograpldca, D51,772-779
(1995).
DeTitta, G.T., and Luft, I.R. Rate of water equilibration in vapor-diffusion crystallization: dependence on the residual
pressuumof air in the vapor space. Act= Crysta_ographica, D51, 786-791 (1995).
Luft, J.R., and I)eTitta, G.T. Chaperone salts, po]yethylon¢ 10YCOland rat_ of equilibrat/on in valxa,-d/ff_ion
crystallization.Acta CrystaIlographica,D51,780-785 (1995).
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The Effect of Microgravity on the Human Skin Equivalent
Principal Investigator: Dr. S. D. Dimi_jevich Univ. of N. Texas Health Science Ctr, Fort Worth
Co-investigators:
Mills, MPh., J.G. University of North Texas
Task Objective:
The objective of this project in the first instance is to effect morphogenesis of the Human Skin Equivalent under the
conditions of simulated microgravity. We will then study the effects of fluctuation in several physiological
parameters (e.g., glucose, calcium levels), encountered in intact organisms under zero gravity, on the development
and functions using our in vitro model of the human skin.
Task Description:
We have developed living in vitro models of several human tissues (e.g., skin, cornea, conjunctiva), based on a
non-contracting three-dimensional collagenous matrix populated with appropriate fibroblasts. These models feature
epithelia and endothelia which structurally and functionally resemble ex vivo human tissue. These features provide
an excellent opportunity for studies of heterologons cen-cell, and cell-matrix interactions during tissue development
or wound healing. Equally important are studies of the responses of these models to changes in the
rnicroenvironment during development, wound healing or in quiescence. We will, therefore, examine all states
involved in the development of the skin equivalent such as fibroblast behavior and functions, attachment of
keratinocytes and melanocytes and epidermopoesis under the conditions of simulated microgravity. Using the RWV
cell culture systems and the Human Skin Equivalent, we will also study the effects, on tissue, of changes in glucose
and calcium hemeostasis which have been observed transiently in intact organisms (man) under zero gravity.
Finally, we propose to determine if the simulated microgravity is a stress factor to which cellular tissue components
respond by expression of stress proteins.
Task Significance:
Simulation of the microgravity environment using RWV has been found to provide unique conditions which allow
growth of difficult cell type/lines, and of organoid cell aggregates. We expect to demonstrate that the simulated
microgravity conditions will generate human tissue equivalents of superior mechanical and biological integrity,
more appropriate for tissue replacement therapy. It is further hoped that a great deal may be learned about tissue
tolerance to the transient physiological abnormalities experienced under zero gravity, and how this might impact on
our understanding of processes such as tissue repair and design of new approaches to wound healing.
Progress During FY 1995:
The majority of studies utilizing reduced gravity n_croenvironment have been coucemed with cultures of
difficult-to-grow mammalian cells, or transformed cells and their involvement in the process of tumorigenesis. It
has been shown that the benefits of reduced gravity, generated by various configurations of the Rotating Wall Vessel
Cell Culture Systems, led to the production of '_.issue granules" arising from aggregation of cells and subsequent
differentiation.
Over the past few years, we have focused our attention on cell-cell and cell-matrix interactions involving normal
human cells. The in vitro models which we have developed to facilitate our studies are three-dimensional cultures
consisting of the collagen type I matrix populated with the appropriate fibroblasts. On the surface of these
non-contracted Connective Tissue Equivalents are plated epithelial cells, which are allowed to proliferate and form
confluent monolayers. Following exposure to the air-liquid interface, the monolayer differentiates to a fully
stratified epithelium. Utilizing dermal fibroblasts and epidermal keratlnocytes in this fashion, we have assembled
the Human Skin Equivalent (HSE), and applying this concept to ocular tissue led to the development of Human
Corneal and Conjunctival Equivalent.
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In order to study the effect of the reduced gravity on the heterologous interactions using our tissue models, we have
had to implement certain modifications of the RWV Cell Culture System. We have modified the 50 ml RWV cell
culture system by introducing a cylindrical insert which divides the vessel into four comparUnents. This
arrangement allows an HSE to be set up in each of the segments, so that simultaneous execution of four identical
repeats of any experimental conditions are possible. In addition to helping with quantitation of the results, this
approach also makes the experimental process more efficient. Alternatively, the Skin Equivalent has also been set
up as a disc (Smm thick and 2.25" in diameter) attached to the end wall of the vessel nearest to the drive shaft. By
using a suitable "cross shaped spacer" this tissue can also be subdivided into four identical compartments. We are
advised that neither modification interferes with the principles which govern generation of the microgravitational
environment.
Dermal Equivalents (DE) are made by inoculating collagen type I solution (Smg/ml) with 2.5 X 10s normal human
dermal flbroblasts/ml, and "casting" 3.0 ml of this mixture in each compartment of cylindrical insert. The DE are
then allowed to polymerize and form translucent gel segments. The RWV is then charged with medium, the system
assembled and set to rotate under incubator conditions. After incubation for several days, visualization by neutral
red uptake method shows a random distribution of viable fibroblasts throughout the matrix. There appears to be no
extensive cell division, nor matrix contraction under the experimental conditions used. These findings parallel our
experience with these flu'ee-dimensional cultures when normal conditions are used. When the keratinocytes are
introduced into the vessel, they attach to the surface of the DE, and form a confluent monolayer. Some
stra_'ication takes place under "submerged" conditions but differen_tion at the air-liquid interface has not yet been
examined.
To date, we have established that the Human Skin Equivalent can be assembled in the 50 ml RWV Cell Culture
System and have implemented some modification which are more appropriatefor our experimental protocols.
Studies are in the progress on quantitation of the findings briefly described above, keratinocyte attachment and
incorporation of normal human melanocytes into the SE.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: I
TASK INITIATION: 9195 EXPIRATION: 8199
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION:962.23-01-37
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAGR-S13
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: JSC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Presentations
Dimitrijevich, S.D., Reese, TJ., Paranjape,S., Agm'wal, R., Wilson, J., and Mills, J,O. "Wound Healing: In vitro studies
using threeequivalents." SERONOSYMPOSIA,USA. "Symposium on GrowthFactorsandWound Healing:Basic Science
and Potential Clinical Applications". Boston, MA. Sep. 28 - Oct 2, 1995.
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Use of Microgravity-Based Bioreactors to Study Intercellular Communication in Airway Cells
Principal Investigator: Dr. Ellen R. Dirksen University of California, Los Angeles
Co-Investigators:
Woodruff, Dr. M.
Biotano, Dr. S.
UCLA School of Medicine
UCLA School of Medicine
Task Objective:
1. To develop protocols for optimal culturing of airway epithelial tissue in low shear stress simulated
microgravity, rotating-wall zero-headspace vessels (RWV) using microbeads.
2. To measure the ability of airway tissues cultured in simulated microgravity to communicate intercellularly.
3. To measure and characterize mechanically-sensitiveionchannelsinthe plasma membranes of isolatedcells
grown in low shear stress microgravity simulating RWV.
Task Description:
Recent experiments using microgravity-based systems to culture cells have demonstrated the potential for obtaining
the viable tissues that can be used for biochemical and molecular biological analysis. Cells that do not grow well
in cultures at unit gravity (e.g., cells obtained from salivary gland) have been induced to form three-dimensional
assemblies of cells, with differentiated characteristics that mimic the in situ tissue when grown in simulated
microgravity. In contrast, some other cell types (e.g., lymphocytes) do not grow or proliferate well in
microgravity. Gravity has been shown to affect the stimulus-response characteristics of cells and this may underlie
the differences observed in microgravity. We have been studying a cell calcium signaling mechanisms in our
laboratory that is expressed in a wide range of tissues and that may be used to help evaluate normal cell and tissue
functional integrity.
Our model system is based on primary tissue cultures of airway epithelia and the stimulus-response parameter that
we have characterized is a mechanosensitive change in intracellular calcium concentration in an individual cell that
is communicated over a large area of the cultured epithelial tissue by gap junctional mediated diffusion. We have
developed precise and accurate techniques for observing the cellular calcium changes in an array of cells in real-time
using a computer-based video imaging system. High resolution quantitative measures and qualitative analyses have
allowed us to implicate particular components of the signal transduction pathway, including mechanosensitivity
release of effector molecules (e.g., inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate and calcium ion), and mechanosensitive membrane
ion channels (calcium-conductance channels). We have recently discovered that interference with the signaling has a
tong-term effect on cell migratory behavior and are exploring the possibility that the mechanosensitivity relies on
the function of the cytoskeleton.
The experiments that we are proposing will assay the effect of earth-based, simulated microgravity on the
intercellular communication of the meehanically-induced calcium signal and on the expression and control of
mechanosensitive cation specific and calcium channels that are related to the calcium signaling. Cells will be
grown in a Rotating-Wall Vessel and then characterized for 1) whole tissue growth characteristics such as
aggregation, morphological differentiation, viability and tissue growth, 2) second messenger signaling such as
mechanosensitivity, magnitude of intercellular calcium increases and intercellularly communicated calcium
responses, and 3) channel activity including single ion channel currents and whole-cell mechanosensitive ion
channel currents. We will use as controls cells cultured in parallel at unit gravity in organ and tissue cultures.
This type of cell communication may be fundamental over a broad range of tissue types, including all tissues that
express gap junctional communication and it is important that it be fully understood. These experiments will use
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the microgravity environment to help us dissect the molecular mechanisms involved in he pathway in order to
advance new ways to manipulate the culturing of cells in microgravity.
Task Significance:
Mechanically induced intercellular communication is a complex tissue function involving the expression of
mechanoreceptors, mechanically sensitive ion channels, IP_.-dependent CO2÷mechanisms, and the expression and
assembly of gap junctions between cells. This type of communication is essential for coordinated cellular activity
and proper tissue response. It is presently unknown whether tissues produced under microgravity conditions have
intercellular communication. In contrast, with cells that aregrownunder conditions that reduce mechanical shear
stress, where the effect of gravity is randomized, might demonstrate a potentiation of intercellular communication.
The epithelial cells, as they are presently cultured, have several limitations, The morphology of cells in monolayer
cultures, unlike those in the intact epithelium, take on an amorphous, flattened shape and the percentage of ciliated
cells is markedly reduced as cells migrate away from the explant. Attached to the collagen substrate is minimized
after 2 to 3 weeks in culture. Because the cells do not stay attached, they do not survive for an extended time in
culture. We are through limited in our ability to manipulate the cultures--to observe the long-term effects of agents
that are added extracellularly and intraceUularly. This is a serious limitation since we would like to study
hi,molecules that control differentiation and maintenance of the cells and relate this effect to the expression and
elaboration of gap junctional communication. Microgravity has been shown to extend the lifetime of cultures of
salivary glands and may also produce this beneficial effect in airway epithelia.
Microgravity may influence the expression and maintenance of the IP3 signaling pathway and hence, intercellular
communication. Many of the deleterious effects of microgravity, such as reduced exocrine and endocrine secretion,
reduced biosynthetic activity, and reduced cell proliferation in the immune system may involve an altered IP3
signal as well as an altered PKC pathway.
It has been suggested that microgravity-based culture systems may have great potential for medical science in the
area of tissue engineering. The success of this hypothesis is dependent on developing fully functional tissues under
microgravity conditions. Our proposed research will elucidate cell-cell interaction mechanisms that are sensitive to
gravitational forces. These results may lead to information for improving tissue growth so that the full potential of
biological system sunder microgravity conditions can be realized.
Progress During FY 1995:
The research project has commenced with the purchase of a bier, actor. Techniques are being developed to facilitate
attachment of airway cells to microbeads for use in microgravity experiments. Previous fmdings indicate that the
cells prefer coUagen-coated beads for attachment. Therefore, successful attachment of the cells to the microbeads is a
major step in the experiments being developed to manipulate the culturing of cells in microgravity.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION; 8/95 EXPIRATION: 7/99
PROJECT iDENTIFICATION:962-23-01-16
NASA CONTRACT No.: NAG9-814
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: JSC
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Microgravity Thresholds for Anti-Cancer Drug Production on Conifer Cells
Principal Investigator: Dr. Don J. Durzan University of California, Davis
Co-Investigators:
Falk, R. University of California, Davis
Task Objective:
Objectives are to develop a model system for anticancer drug production under microgravity using highly adaptable
conifer cell lines, and more specifically, to evaluate the effects of microgravity on the cellular production of free and
covalently bound taxanes.
Task Description:
l. The postulated enhanced production of free and bound taxanes is explored in suspensions of haploid and diploid
cells using bioreactors that can be designed to establish better process controls with plant cells.
2. Free taxanes are recovered by solvent extraction and the residual bound taxanes are removed from cellular
structures by enzymatic cleavage. Taxane precursors and substrates are evaluated for their possible use as synthons
for the enhanced production of paclitaxel (Taxol TM).
3. Microgravity is examined for the enhanced production of taxanes on catalytic surfaces by gold-immunological
localization at the subcellular level using scanning electron microscopy.
4. Cell viability is monitored cytochemically for apoptosis (unscheduled and programmed cell death). Protein
crystals in organelles are evaluated as an additional marker for effects of microgravity.
Task Significance:
l. A model for enhanced paclitaxel and taxane production by haploid-derived cell lines provides a novel
experimental basis and a possible alternative to alleviate the anti-cancer drug supply problem. This opportunity is
indicated by the current unavailability of a total chemical synthesis of paclitaxel. The numerous and complex steps
make total chemical synthesis uncommercial. Moreover, dependency on natural or cultivated sources of Taxus
brevifolia are unrealistic because this tree is endangered, undomesticated, highly variable in taxane content, and
slow-growing. Other faster-growing Taxus sp. make taxol but usually at lower levels. However, other species may
produce more baccatins and substrates that can be used as synthons to shorten the number of steps in a chemical
synthesis. Process control strategies with the appropriate bioreactor designs are aimed at enabling a better
evaluation of how gravity alters cell cultures as drug factories.
2. Texane production is enhanced over current extractive methods by enzymatic recovery of covalently bound
taxanes. The yet unidentified new taxanes offer opportunities to investigate their anti-cancer properties as more
water-soluble analogues of paclitaxel. Cell lines can be evaluated for their ability to biochemically transform
synthons via the isoprenoid pathway for enhanced drug production.
3. Taxus cells under lxg synthesize catalytic surfaces that covalently bind taxanes. An assay is needed to show
how distributions of taxanes on these surfaces are affected by microgravity. Since some cell lines are initially
haploid, mutations can be directly and more easily screened than in diploid cells. In the long run, mutant lines will
help to clarify the steps in the overall biosynthetic process and could serve as more effective cell factories for taxane
production. Recovery of proteins from catalytic surfaces would enable a more specific examination of how specific
proteins are used in the biosynthetic process.
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4. The effects of gravity and microgravity on the viability of cells in terms of enhancing scheduled and unscheduled
cell death and terminal differentiation are needed. Endonuclease assays and evaluation of protein crystal growth in
subcellular organelles provide internal markers as to physiological states and viability of cells in the bioreactor.
This information is needed to understand opportunities with taxane-producing cell lines in bioreactors designed for
continuous and batch culture.
Progress During FY 1995:
Three genotypes of Taxus brevifolia cells on semisolid plates were subjected to 2xg on a large centrifuge for 2
weeks. Delays in the manufacture of bioreactors led to preliminary work that showed that other conifers gave
antibody reactivity to taxanes, Suspensions of these cells were also subjected to 2xg using 1 liter rotating nippled
flasks on a clinostat in 50 gallon buckets of the centrifuge.
Results indicated that growth was not inhibited by 2xg. Cells from both studies were harvested for taxane content
and microscopic examination. A shortage of pans for the scanning electron microscope has temporarily delayed
cell surface examinations. Compatibility of cell suspensions for the Synthecon rotary cell culture system will start
now that the bioreactors have arrived. We have considered furore modifications to the bioreactors that would make
them more amenable for use with a light source without the heat input.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 8/95 EXPIRATION; 8/99
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-23-Ol-28
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG-9-825
RESPONSIBLECENTER: JSC
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Laser Scattering Tomography for the Study of Defects in Protein Crystals
Principal Investigator: Prof. Robert s. Feigelson Stanford University
Co-investigators:
DeLucas, L.
DeMatti, R.C
University of Alabama, Birmingham
Stanford University
Task Objective:
The principal objective of this research program is to apply the laser scattering tomography technique (LST) to the
study of defects in protein crystals and how these defects relate to growth conditions and x-ray diffraction
performance.
Task Description:
This research effort is designed to provide an in-depth understanding of the nature of the defects present in protein
crystals using the fast and non-destructive LST technique. A major component of this program will be a
comparison between microgravity-grown and terrestrial-grown crystals to help establish the link between
microgravity conditions and the improved crystal quality of space-grown crystals. The program will begin with the
design and construction of the LST apparatus. The system will be tested on Lysozyme and used to study at least
four other protein systems representative of crystals which have been or are being grown in l_g. Crystals grown in
the laboratory will be evaluated along with space-grown crystals. After the [,ST crystal characterization studies,
these same crystals will be sent to the University of Alabama for x-ray performance evaluation.
Task Significance:
This investigation will clarify the relationship between growth conditions and defects in protein crystals. It will
lead to both a better understanding of the mechanisms involved in protein crystal growth and an ability to make a
rational choice of growth parameters, thereby permitting an improvement in crystal size and diffraction resolution
(quality). The LST technique will also provide an important means of pre-screening protein crystals prior to
diffraction experiments with a significant savings in manpower and beam time.
Progress During FY 1995:
Work on this project started in September 1995 when funding became available. During this short reporting period,
we have begun the LST equipment design and selection phase. Various equipment suppliers have been contacted
and specifications developed for the laser and other parts of the optical system.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 7/95 EXPIRATION: 6/99
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-23-08-33
RESPONSIBI I=:CENTER: MSFC
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Role of Fluid Shear on 3-D Bone Tissue Culture
Principal Investigator: Prof. _o_n A. Frangos University of California, San Diego
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The ultimate goal of this research is the optimization of growth and differentiation of three-dimensional bone cell
cultures in vitro. The research has medical implications in arresting bone loss due to microgravity, bedrest, and
disuse, and in developing better implant devices and grafting materials. Our objective is to study the role of fluid
shear stress on three-dimensional growth and differentiation of osteoblasts and manipulate fluid shear stress
throughout the culture period to maximize viable and differentiated tissue. Specifically, we will:
I. Determine the role of different levels of fluid shear stress on osteoblast growth differentiation when grown on
porous collagen beads in a Slow Turning Lateral Vessel (STLV). We will:
a. Study different levels of shear sUess experienced by the cells in the bioreactor by using collagen beads that are
either unweighted (minimal shear), weighted with small amounts of titanium particles (moderate shear), or weighted
heavily with titanium particles (high shear) and compare them to similar beads in control situations (static in the
incubator or immobilized in a trickle bed reactor system).
b. Evaluate the growth characteristics of the osteoblasts by determining growth rateand glucose consumption.
c. Perform cell cycle analysis by propidium iodine stAinln8 and flow cytometry on cells subjected to no, low, and
high fluid shear stress. For completeness, we will also perform tiffs analysis on monoiayer cells exposed to well
def'med levels of shear in our two-dimensional laminar flow system.
d. Assess differentiation by measuring alkaline phosphatase activity on the cell membrane, hydroxyapatite
deposition onto the beads, and osteo_al/cin release into the media.
e. Assess cell organization and growth patterns on the porous beads by SEM analysis of bead samples.
L Evaluate media PGF_ levels for comparison to previous work on fluid shear stress on octeoblasts grown as
monolayers on glass slides. This will serve as a comparison of two- and three-dimensional growth under flow and
shear conditions.
2. Extend our knowledge of the role of fluid shear stress on cell differentiation to optimize the reactor conditions.
In this part of the study, we will progress from constant shear level during the culturing period to variable shear
levels throughout the culturing period in order to optimize growth and differentiation. These studies will include the
following:
a. Determine if altering (increasing) the shear stress within a culturing period can promote differentiation.
b. Determine if reducing shear stress after the onset of differentiation results in the cellsreverting to a proliferative
phase.
c. Evaluate whether intermittent periods of increased shear stress are capable of providing the stimulus required for
initiation,
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Task Description:
Specific Aim I: We propose to differentiate between the effects of no, low, and high fluid shear stress on
osteoblasts in three-dimensional culture.
Specific Aim 2: We propose to optimize the reactor growth condition of osteoblasts on matrix beads by
manipulating the hydrodynamics of the system. Altering the fluid hydrodynamics within a single culturing period
will reveal the importance of fluid shear stress in bone tissue growth and differentiation. Changes in fluid shear
stress within a culturing period may be achieved by altering the media density. The major force creating fluid shear
stress on the beads is the force of gravity resulting in bead settling. The settling velocity is dependent on the
density difference between bead and fluid. The greater the difference, the greater the settling velocity, and thus the
greater the fluid shear stress on the beads and cells. Thus, we propose that manipulation of media density, achieved
with the normal medium changes, can alter the fluid shear in the system and promote osteoblast differentiation.
Ficol 400 (Pharmacia) may be used to achieve altered densities. Ficol 400 is a neutral, highly branched, hydrophilic
polymer of sucrose. It dissolves readily in aqueous solutions up to a concentration of 50% by weight and a specific
gravity of 1.2 without exceeding normal osmolality. It is also cell culture tested by Sigma, but will be tested
extensively on our osteoblast system before use. By utilizing media density to manipulate shear stress within the
reactor, we will be able to alter the shear stress within a culturing period by approximately 3.5 dyne/cm _(i.e., from
0.5 to 4 or from 2 to 6 dyne/cm2). We will study the following situations.
Task Significance:
In our lab we have previously cultured primary rat osteoblasts and studied their response to fluid shear stress when
grown as monolayers on glass slides (Reich et al., 1990: Reich and Frangos, 19i91; 1993; Appendix) and when
grown on macro-porous collagen beads in a fluidized bed biomactor (VERAX System One) (Hfllsley and Frangos,
1994; Appendix). The flow-induced shear stresses on the cells on the beads, assuming no bead tumbling and
applying Stokes Law, were estimated to be on the order of dyne/cm 2. The osteoblasts were evaluated for markers of
differentiation, including alkaline phosphatase activity and hydroxyapatite formation. A control experiment was
conducted in which osteoblasts were grown on the same macro-porous collagen beads under static conditions. Static
beads had a better seeding efficiency, but the final cell density was similar to that of beads exposed to flow. The
alkaline phosphatase (AP) levels per cell dropped earlier and more dramatically for the cells subjected to flow in the
bioreactor than for the static cells. Studies by Owen et al., (1990) have shown that alkaline phosphatase mRNA
levels peak just prior to the onset of mineralization. We observed a similar peak in alkaline phosphatase activity
near the time that mineralization began. In comparable monolayer shear experiments, we also observed a drop in
AP MRAN levels, followed by decreased AP activity (unpublished data). Hydroxyapatite greatly increased during
the three-dimensional flow experiment. Yet in comparable static control studies, no measurable hydroxyapatite was
detected in this time frame. This indicates that when coupled with three-dimensional growth, fluid flow promotes
mineralization by osteoblasts in vitro. This type of cell culturing system shows great promise for growing a large
number of osteoblasts.
The above described three-dimensional fluidized bed osteoblast culturing system produced differentiated cells.
However, this system would be greatly improved if larger numbers of cells could be cultured prior to the onset of
mineralization, and if a mixed cell population of differentiated and proliferating osteoblasts could be maintained
throughout the culturing period. Both static and flow beads resulted in limited cell density due most probably to
diffusion limitations in control beads and mechanical disruption of surface cells on reactor beads resulting from
bead-bead and bead-reactor colfisions. The STLV offers an opportunity to increase the cell density prior to eticiting
differentiation with increased shear stress.
The STLV imposes shear based on settling velocities, a principle also utilized by the fluidized bed reactor.
However, the STLV configuration controls bead to wall bumping and turbulence better due to elimination of a need
to recirculate media through a peristaltic pump. These are the main impediments to growth and differentiation
(Cherry and Papoutsakis, 1988) within the fluidized bed system.
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By studying the optimal culturing conditions of ostoblasts and bone tissue, we can gain an understanding of the
requirements for healthy bone formation and of the missing elements of microsravity which result in reduced bone
mass and possibly also in bone diseases such as osteoporosis. The results of this study will also aid in developing
techniques for propagating auto]ogous grafts, and maxJmizi_ bone healing.
Progress During FY 1995:
During the last five months, we have re-established our protocol for culturing primary osteoblasts from rats. These
cells are now characterized and we have begun flow studies. We are establ/shing ties with the Institute of Aging at
UCSD to acquire human bone tissue as well. We have also established the culture of osteoblast-like cells
UMR-106. During this period, we have acquired an STLV unit (from Dr. B. Palsson who is instructing us on its
use). We are now in the process of characterizing the hydrodynamic environment in the bioresctor with the use of
shear-sensitive bioluminescent dinoflage]late marine org&n/m. This latter techn/que is one we are pioneering here
at UCSD for the flow characterization of shear stresses by visualizing bioluminescence emitted by pyrocys_s
lu_ species of marine plankton.
In related research, we have developed an animal model of alter flow through bone. Since our ultimate objective is
to determine the role of flow perfusion of bone in osteoporosis of disuse and microgravity-induced osteoporosis, this
rat model will provide an appropriate complement to our in vitro models. Preliminary results suggest that increased
perfusion of rat tibia by femoral vein ligation or venous tourniquet stimulates increased bone mass.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 2
TASK INITIATION: 8/95 EXPIRATION: 7/99
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION"962-23-01-22
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAC.,-9-837
RESPONSIBLECENTER: J'SC
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Microgravity Studies of Cell-Polymer Cartilage Implants
Principal Investigator: Lisa E. Freed, M.D., Ph.D. Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
Co-Investigators:
Langer, R.
Goodwin, T.J.
Vunjak-Novakovic, G.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC)
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
Task Objective:
The long-term objectives of our current studies are: (1) to assess the effects of in vitro culture conditions,
microgravity in particular, on cartilage tissue morphogenesis, (2) to correlate the characteristics of engineered
cartilage with bioreactor fluid dynamics in the form of physically and biologically sound mathematical models, and
(3) to elucidate the mechanisms underlying the effects of microgravity on the structure and function of the
engineered cartilage. Related practical objectives are to optimize bioreactor design and develop operating strategies
for cultivating tissues under conditions of simulated and actual microgravity.
Task Description:
A simulated microgravity environment can be used to engineer cell-polymer tissue constructs, the size and shape of
which are determined by an FDA approved, biocompatible, biodegradable scaffold with a defined three dimensional
(3D) shape and structure. In particular, fibrous polyglycolic acid (PGA) can be seeded with isolated cells
(chondrocytes) and cultivated in rotating bioreactors to make cartilaginous tissue constructs for in vitro studies of
tissue morphogenesis and/or in vivo implantation.
Task Significance:
Engineered cartilage (i.e., tissue constructs grown in vitro using isolated cells and biomaterial scaffolds) can be used
in vivo, to create subcutaneous neocartilage (in nude nile.c) and for joint resurfacing (In rabbits), and thus represents
a biologically based therapy for repairing cartilage damaged by congenital defects, arthritis, or trauma. We have
shown that the structure of engineered cartilage depends on hydrodynamic forces during in vitro cultivation; this is
similar to the known effects of environmental forces on tissue morphogenesis in vivo. For example, structural
organization of bone and cartilage depends on the mechanical distribution of compressive and tensile stresses.
Ground-basedresearchutilizingrotatingvessels(simulatedmicrogravity)isexpectedtoenhanceourunderstanding
theprinciplesgoverningtissuemorphogenesis.Space studies(actualmicrogravity)can furtherextendtheoperating
limitsofthesevessels.The same approachesand methodologiescan alsobe appliedtoothercell-polymermodel
systems,inordertoengineerotherclinicallyusefultissues.
Progress During FY 1995:
SpecificAim (I):
Establishmethods to culturechondrocyteson 3D synthetic,biodegradablepolymerscaffoldsina rotatingvesselto
regenerate cartilaginousti sue.
Commlcts basedon bovine calfchondrocytesand PGA scaffoldswere seededinspinner flasksand transferredinto
rotating vessels (n-12 per 110cc STLV). Within 1 month of cultivation, cartilaginous tissues were produced that
were 7-8mm diameter x 3-4 mm thickand resembled explants of natural bovine articularcartilage with respect to
morphological appearance, biochemical composition and biomechanical properties. Morphologically, constructs
consisted of uniformly distributed lacunae containing round cells within a compact cartilaginous extracellular matrix
and a thin surface layer of fiat cells. Biochemically, 2-3 week constructs contained 18% more water, 19% less
glycosaminoglycan, GAG, and 55% less collagen than natural cartilage. The biomechanical properties of tissue
engineered cartilage improved continuously over the course of in vitro cultivation as assessed in creep-recovery
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studies: 2-3 week constructs were seven-fold more stiff than the initial PGA scaffold and half as stiff as natural
cartilage.
Specific Aim (2):
A perfused rotating vessel was designed that consisted of the annular space (120 cm3)between two concentric
cylinders with diameters of 5.75 and 2cm. The vessel containing carUlage discs (n-12) was simultaneously perfused
with _acers (aluminum powder and blue dextran dye) and rotated such that the discs were maintained in a state of
continuous free-fall. Convective mixing was generated by the settling discs, which oscillated, tumbled, formed
wakes and shed vortices. Fluid-dymunic parameters including construct settling velocity (2-3 cm/s), settling
Reynolds number (114-20q), average hydrodynamic stress (1.5 dyn/cm2), non-dimensional dispersion. (0.918),
Peclet number (3.8), and equivalent number of perfectly mixed vessels in series (1.1) demonstrated excellent mixing
in conjunction with relatively low shear in rotating vessels under the operating conditions selected for the
cultivation of tissue constructs.
Specific Aim (3):
Correlate the characteristics of engineered tissues with specific fluid dynamic parameters in order to optimize
bioreactor operating conditions.
Mixing affected the structure and function of tissue engineered cartilage as follows. Constructs cultured statically
were thin and irregularly shaped with rough surfaces while those grown under mixed conditions were thick and
regularly shaped with smooth surfaces. Biochemically, constructs grown in mixed flasks contained up to 50% more
cells, 50% more GAG, and 125% more collagen than consWacts grown in static flasks. A 300ram thick capsule
consisting of multiple layers of flat cells and collagen formed at the surface of constructs grown in flasks.
Constructs grown in rotating vessels were more elastic and less dissipative than those grown in mixed spinner
flasks, in which the surface capsule increased the time required for constructs to recover from an applied compressive
load.
_p./_p._: A space study within the Shuttle/Mir Program is currently scheduled to begin in August 1996. In
brief, bovine calf chondrocytes will be seeded on polymer scaffolds at M.I.T. and transferred into the Engineering
Development Unit - Mir (EDU-M) prior to launch. Cell-polymer constructs will be cultivated in space for five
months and then returned to M.I.T. for structural and functional analyses. Parallel ground studies will be done in
order to study the effects of actual microgravity on cartilage tissue.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 0
TASK INITIATION: 3/94 EXPIRATION: 3/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-23-01-] ]
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG-9-655
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: JSC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
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Microgravity Tissue Engineering
Principal Investigator: Lisa E. Freed, M.D., Ph.D. Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
Co- Investig ate rs:
Vunjak-Novakovic, Dr. O.
Cohen, Dr. R.
Gooch, Dr. K.
Schmidt, Dr. C.
Nerem, Dr. R.
Stamenovic, Dr. D.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
Massachusem Institute of Technology (MIT)
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
Massachusetts Imtimte of Technology (MIT)
Georgia Technical University
Boston University
Task Objective:
Engineered tissues can be grown in vitro using isolated cells, biodegradable da'ee-dimensional (3-D) polymer
scaffolds, and tissue culVae bioreactcrs. Our working hypothesis is that NASA rotating vessels offer unique fluid
dynamic and mass transfer conditions that selectively stimulate cells to maintain their differentiated phenotype and
form functional tissue constructs. Our scientific and practical objectives are as follows:
1) Characterize mixing and mass transfer in bioreactors designed for the cultivation of 3-D cell-polymer tissue
constructs. Establish flow conditions that promote tissue regeneration. Qua,tit,t, hydrodynamic forces acting on
the constructs over the course of in vitro cultivation.
2) Extend the chondrocyte-polymer-bioreactor system to a variety of cell types including cardiac myocytes,
osteoblasts, neuronal and endothelial cells, and tumor cells.
3) Develop structure-function relationships for the engineered tissues described in objective 2 in the form of
mathematical models based on experimentally measured tissue properties (histological, physiological, biochemical,
and biomechanical).
4) Optimize a bioreactor design for microgravity tissue engineering. Design and characterize bioreactor prototypes
to be incorporated into flight hardware for space studies of tissue morphogenesis.
Our long-term goal is to improve our basic understanding of tissue morphogenesis. The use of NASA bioreactors
in conjunction with cells and 3-D polymer scaffolds is expected to form a basis for microgravity tissue engineering
for a variety of clinical applications.
Task Description:
Tissue morphogenesis will be studied using isolated cells, synthetic biodegradable polymer scaffolds, and tissue
culture bioreactors (including rotating vessels) in complementary ground and space studies. The project will be
realized through the joint effort of three research teams located at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Georgia Institute of Technology and Boston University, in cooperation with the NASA Johnson Space Center.
Aim 1: The effects of flow, mixing and mass transfer on tissue growth will be assessed using a variety of tissue
culture hi,reactors, including rotating vessels. Baseline tissue cultm'e parameters will be those established for tissue
engineered cartilage in rotating vessels (i.e., 1l0 cm3STLVs containing n-8-12 chondrocyte polymer constructs
5-10mm diameter x 3-Smm thick and rotated at a speed at which the constructs are maintained in a continual state of
free fall). Bioreactor operating conditions will be defined that provide for the changing construct requirements over
the course of in vitro cultivation.
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Aim 2: The model system will be extended to a variety of cell types in addition to chondrocytes, including cardiac
myocytes (to form contractile tissue constructs up to 1 cm in diameter x 0.2 cm thick for physiological or
pharmacological studies), osteoblasts (to form bone implants for orthopedic surgery), neuronal and endothelial cells
(to study innervation and vascularization of tissue engineered constructs), and tumor cells (for recombinant protein
production). For each cell type, appropriate in vitro culture conditions will be established with respect to mass
transferrequirements for nutrient supply and waste removal and acceptable levels of shear suess.
Aim 3: Construct structure will be correlated with function over the course of in vitro tissue morphogenesis. For
example, tissue engineered cartilage will be compared with natural cartilage and the initial polymer scaffold with
respect to histological appearance (distribution of structural elements), biochemical composition (amounts of water,
cells, collagen and glycosaminoglycan) and biomechanical properties (apparentstiffness and permanent deformation).
Aim 4: Bioreactor design and operating conditions for furtherground studies and the Shuttle/Mir biotechnology
experiment scheduled for August 1996 will be optimized based on the results of research described in Aims 1-3.
Several bioreactor designs will be tested to select the appropriate vessel configuration and operating conditions for
tissue morphogenesis in actual microgravity. In order to provide the required levels of shear stress and mass transfer
in the absence of gravity, other mechanisms to generate fluid motion at the construct surface will be explored.
Parallel ground and flight studies will be done in order to compare the effects of simulated and actual microgravity
on cartilage tissue.
Task Significance:
The proposedstudiesaremotivatedbytheneedforbasicresearchintheareaofmicrogravityissueengineering.
Tissuemorphogenesisisknown todependon exogenousforces,presumablyduetohydrodynamiceffectsoncell
functionandmasstransfer.Requirementsfortheinvitrocultivationofengineeredtissuesinclude:(I)3-D scaffolds
forcellattachmentandtissueregeneration,(b)anadequatesupplyofnutrientsandgases,and(c)ahydrodynamic
environmenthatispermissivefortissuemorphogenesisorevendesignedtopromoteselectedcellfunctions.
Our current studies indicate strong correlations between cartilage tissue morphogenesis and hydrodynamic forces in
the in vitro tissue culture environment. Simulated microgravity conditions in rotating vessels permitted
chondrocytes to maintain their differentiated phenotype and form biomechanically functional cell-polymer
constructs, while pilot space flight studies (STS-62, 2/94) showed chondrocyte growth and metabolism in actual
microgravity. These studies demonstrated the feasibility and advantages of using cell-polymer cartilage constructs
cultured in rotating vessels as a model system for microgravity tissue engineering.
In addition, polymer scaffolds and rotating vessels will be used in conjunction with a variety of other cell types to
cultivatecardiactissueconstructsforinvitrophysiologicalorpharmacologicalstudies,engineeredbonefor
orthopedicsurgery,nerveandbloodvesselconstructsforimplantinnervationa dvascularizationstudies,andtumor
cellaggregatesforrecombinantproteinproduction.Inallcases,complementaryground-basedandflightstudieswill
permitustocorrelatecultivationconditions,includingtheeffectofgravity,withtissuemorphogenesis.
Microgravityissueengineeringholdspromiseforadvancingourbasicunderstandingofcellgrowthandfunction,
anddevelopingnew tissuestostudyand/ortreathuman diseases.
Progress During FY 1995:
Specific Aim (1): Characterize mixing and mass transfer in tissue culture bloreactors.
Establish flow conditions that promote tissue regeneration. At MIT, long-term (up to 10 weeks)
cultivationsfcell-polymercartilageconstructs(5-I0mm diameter, 3-4mm thick)were carriedout underthree
differentsetsofmixingconditions:tatic,rotatingvessels(STLV),andturbulentspinnerflasks.Assessmentof
constructmorphology,biochemicalcomposition,metabolicactivity(nutrientconsumptionandbyproduct
synthesis),andbiomechanicalpropertiesareunderway.Inseparatestudies,pinnerflaskswereseededwithvarious
numbersofchondrocytesperpolymerscaffoldandthekinetics,yieldanduniformityofcellattachmentarebeing
evaluated.AtGeorgiaTech,aflowchamberforcultivatingchondrocytemonolayersandtissueconstructsunder
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definedfluidynamicconditionsi beingfabricatedandassaystoassesscellmorphologyandgeneexpressionare
beingdeveloped.
Specific aim (2): Extend the cell-polymer-bioreaetor system to a varlety of cell types
(cardiac myocytes, osteoblasts, neuronal, endothelial and tumor cells. Various cell types are being
studiedwithrespectto acceptablevelsofmasstransferand shearduringinvitrocultivation.AtMITt cardiac
tissueconstructsbasedonchickembryoniccardiacmyocytesandpolymerscaffoldswerecultivatedforup toone
monthinrotatingvessels(HARV) andspinnerflasksandevaluatedfunctionally(microelectroderecordingsof
spontaneousandpacedsignals)andhistologically(lightandelectronmicroscopy);biochemicalassays(e.g.,myosin
content)areunderdevelopment.Methodswereestablishedtocultureratcalvarialosteoblastsontwotypesof
polymerscaffolds(polyglycolicacidwithandwithoutpolylactica idcoating)inrotatingvesselsandspinnerflasks.
Pilotinnervationstudiesweredoneinwhichchickembryosymphtheticneuronsandheartcellswereco-culturedon
polymerscaffolds.At GeorgiaTech,mouse pituitarytumorcells(ART-20cells)arebiengassessedwithrespecto
cellaggregationa drecombinantproteinproduction.
Specific Aim (3): Develop structure-function relationships for engineered tissues in the
form of models based on experimentally measured tlamue properties. At MIT, correlations are being
made between the morphology, composition and biomechanical properties of cartilage constructs cultured for
different time intervals (up to one month) and natural cartilage exposed to various culture conditions (rotating
vessels, spinner flasks, static). AT BUt correlations are bieng made between confmed and unconfmed
compression-recovery data obtained from tissue constructs and naturalcartilage This information is needed to
establish methods (experimental, theoretical) to assess construct biomechanical properties.
Specific Aim (4): Optimize bloreactor design for mlcrogravlty tlune engineering.
Cell-polymer cartilage constructs were cultured for one month in rotating vessels (110 mL STLSv) under defmed
conditions (50% refeeding every other day, continuous gas exchange throngh a 0.0036m^2 membrane). Medium
levelsofpH,dissolvedgasesandglucoseweremonitoredandcomlructswereevaluatedhistologicallyand
biochemicaily.The follwingpreliminaryset-rangeswereestablishedforbaselinemetabolicparameters:
7.2<pH<7.45,40<pO2<150nun Hg, 35<pCO_<80 mm Hg, and 1.5<glucoselevel<4.5g/L.Cartilagetissue
constructsfromMIT wereculturedforuptoonemonthinaprototyperotatingperfusedvessel(125mL EDU-M) at
JSC withdailyinfusionsof60mL (50%)andtwice-dailyperfuaions(througha0.4m^2 membrane)andthe
parameters could be maintained within the above set-ranges. A separate set of tissue consu'ucts have been cultivated
at MIT for a flight unit (EDU-I) at JSC for a long.term (five month) ground.based study in preparation for the
Shuttle-Mir study scheduled to launch in August 1996. In addition, a perfused system is being fabricated to assess
the effects of nutrient and oxygen levels on cellular metabolic activities at Georgia Tech and a rotating perfused
vessel is being fabricated for further cultivations of cell-polymer tissue constructs at MIT.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
Phi) Students: 9
TASKINITIATION: 9/95 EXPIRATION: 8/99
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-23-01-I1
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NA(39-836
RESPONSIBLECENTER; JSC
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Protein and DNA Crystal Lattice Engineering
Principal Investigator: Dr. D. T. Oallagher Center for Advanced Research in Biotechnology
Co-Investigators:
Oilliland, G.L. CenterforAdvancedResearchinBiotechnology(CARB)
Task Objective:
1) To enhance scientific understanding of the molecular interactions that control crystal growth.
2) To produce crystal contact mutants of the enzyme subtilisin and compare their crystal growth to that of
wild-type.
3)To producebranched-DNAoligomersandstudytheirstructureusingcrystallographyandothermethods.
Task Description:
Standardmolecularbiologytechniqueswillbeusedto make site-specificmutantsoftheenzymesubtilisinBPNI,
whichwillthenbecrystallizedusingacetone.DNA thathasbeendesignedtocontainstablebranchedstructures
willbesynthesizedandcharacterizedbyelectrophoresis,UV spectroscopy,andothermethods.Crystallizationofthe
DNA willbeattempted.
Task Significance:
Currentadvancesinmedicalandotherbiotechnologiesd pendonknowingtheprecisestructuresofmoleculesas
determinedthroughcrystallography.To do thisyouneedcrystals,buthow proteinandDNA crystalsgrowisstill
largelyamystery.Thesestudiesareaimedatthefundamentalmechanismsofcrystalgrowth.The balanceofforces
thatoperateinonewell-characterizedproteincrystalsystem(primitivemonoclinicsubtilisin)willbemeasuredby
modifyingkey residuesinthecrystalcontacts.Inaddition,thestructureofbranchedDNA, whichisimportantin
many biologicalprocessesaswellaspotentialsyntheticbiomaterials,willbeinvestigated.
Progress During FY 1995:
Funding for this project began in September 1995. Thus there was only I month of progress in FY95. During
thistimestartingmaterialswereorderedandexperimentaldesignsweredouble-checked.Specifically,nucleotides
wereorderedforDNA synthesisandthedesignofthefirsttwo subtilisinmutants(Y91F andD259N) hasbeen
established.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 9/95 EXPIRATION: 8/99
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-23-08-37
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
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Microgravity-Based Three-Dimensional Transgenic Cell Models
Principal Investigator: Dr. SteveR. Gonda NASA Johnson SpaceCenter(JSC)
Co-Investigators:
Yang, Dr. T.C.
WUeDr. H.
Richmond, Dr. R.C.
Short, Dr. J.
NASA Johnson Space Center 0SC)
KRUG Life Sciences
Dartmouth College
Stratagene
Task Objective:
The FY'95 objective is to develop and optimize microgravitT-based three-dimensional cell culture models that have
been genetically engineered for genomic containment of multiple copies of a det'medtarget 8ene for mutational
analysis.
Task Description:
Using the NASA bioreactore we will examine and evaluate the growth characteristics of transgeulc cells. We will
focus on (i) the attachment phasee (ii) growth and proliferation phase, and (iii) the three-dimensional formation
phase. Mini- and co-cultures of transgenic fibmblasts and epitherlial cells will be studied.
Task Significance:
Advances on two fronts of bioU_hnology are merged m provide new and fundamental information on the roles of
multicellular organization in genetic alterations caused by exposure to environmental conditions. Advances in
genetic engineering of cells and advances in the development of three-dimensioual models in the NASA biota,actor
that are representative of multicellular tissue will be utilized to develop three-dimensional models for risk
assessment of environmental insults.
Progress During FY 1995:
Initial studies are underway to establish the optimal culture of selected genetically engineered mammalian cells that
contain multiple copies of a defined target gene. High Aspect Ratio Vessels (HARV) have been selected to culture
2l fibroblasts (Stratagene's Big Blue TM rat cell line) into three-dimensional models. Culture of rat 21fibroblasts as
three-dimensional aggregates was achieved using microcarrier beads as the attachment matrix.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK [NITIATION: 9/95 EXPIRATION: 8/99
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION:962-23-01-30
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: JSC
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Lymphocyte Invasion Into Tumor Models Emulated Under Microgravity Conditions In Vitro
Principal Investigator: Thomas J. Goodwin, M.S. NASA JohnsonSpaceCenter (JSC)
Co-Investigators:
Pellis, Dr. N.R.
Wolf, Dr. D.A.
Becker, Dr. J.
NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC)
NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC)
Univeristy of South Florida
Task Objective:
This application tests the hypothesis that microgravity provides a unique environment to create three-dimensional
tumor models for the investigation of solid tumor invasion by human lymphocytes in vitro. We predict that this
research will demonstrate that human lymphocytes oriented proximally to solid tumor models will be induced to
invade and kill modeled tumor tissue. Two solid tumor models will be adopted from the NASA Rotating-Wall
Vessel (RWV) bioreactor to propagate materials currently investigated by the applicant laboratory. Colon and breast
cancer tissues co-cultivated with mesenchymal components yield tissue masses consistent with the investigation of
the lymphatic invasion of human solid tumors. Tissue masses will be co-cultivated in stationary phase and RWVs
with human peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBL) and with IL-2 activated PBL known as lymphokine activated killer
(LAK) cells. Invasiveness will be analyzed quantitatively for adherence to lymphocyte populations to target aanors
masses, the extent of infiltration, and the effect on tumor viability.
Previous investigations have shown that lymphocyte movement in simulated and true microgravity is substantially
impaired when measured in type I collagen. The tumor models will be analyzed under the same conditions to
determine if lymphocyte movement in native tissue rather than gelled collagen is profoundly affected by alterations
in gravity load and vector.
The investigation will use the RWV technology in two applications, 1) production of tissue organoids and 2)
analysis of the effect of gravity on lymphocyte movement. Completion of this proposed investigation will provide
the experimental basis for establishment of three-dimensional models to investigate therapeutic strategies
irrespective of whether immunological, chemical, or radiological. Furthermore, it will facilitate identification of the
utility of microgravity in two areas of cell biology, tissue production and cellular movement.
Finally, in the later stages of experimentation, solid tumors created in simulated microgravity environment will be
transitioned into true microgravity in a Space Shuttle experiment where they will be inoculated with LAK cells and
the progress of these lymphocytes, activated and non-activated, will be measured via histological,
immunohistochemical and biochemical techniques.
Task Description:
Hypothesis:
Microgravity provides a unique environment to create three-dimensional tumor models for the investigation of the
solid tumor invasion by human lyumphocytes in vitro.
SpecificAim 1: Develop the modelsof choice:a) colon tumor modeland b) breasttumor model.
Specific Aim 2: Quantitate the degree of invasion into the tumor models by resting and activated normal PBL:
Analyze adherence of lymphocytes to tumor models, and b) Immunohistochemical evaluation of invasion by
location and distance traveled.
a)
_a_a_ta_o_o_|_|_a_a_a_|_!_!_tat_a!o_a_o|_!_a_o_o_o_|_a|_too!_|_|_|_!_!_o_to_t__to_|_!_|_oato_an_n_
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Specific Aim 3: Determine if lymphocyte invasion into tissue involves a normal locomotory response.: a) Test
invasion in the RWV known to inhibit PBL locomotion into solid matrix., b) Determine ff lymphocyte activation
in situ facilitates invasion in unit and microgravity, and c) Determine the relationship of cytokines produced by
tumors to invasion.
Specific Aim 4: Determine the effect of tumor invasion by lymphocytes on cell metabolism and death: a)
Determine changes in cellular metabolic activity as a result of LAK invasion in tumors, b) Analyze cell death in
LAK infillrated tumors, and c) Distinguish if cell death is necrotic or apoptotic.
Specific Aim 5: Determine the effect of true microgravity on invasive process by LAK cells.
Task Significance:
It is of paramount importance to understand the response of the immune system to tumors. In many cancers, the
host immune system is triggered, deployed systematically, and even has its cells accumulate at the site of the
tumor. Despite what appears to be an overwhelming hemostatic response to destroy the tumor, the immune system
seems to lose effectiveness at the tumor site. Therefore, it is critical that we model the tumor site to address
strategies that will augment host immunity in cancer. Colorectal and breast carcinoma are the second and third
largest cancer killers in the United States with 57,000 deaths occurring from colon and 46,000 deaths occurring from
breast carcinoma in 1993. An estimated 153,000 new cases of colorectal carcinoma will occur along with an
estimated 183,000 new cases of breast carcinoma. These carcinomas kill through either local or distant spread when
the tumors metastasize. Survival of patients afflicted with colonic and breast carcinoma has not improved
dramatically in recent decades, and the mechanisms for control of the metastatic process are poorly understood. Over
the last four years, the NASA Johnson space Center has developed in vitro tumor models using RWVs in several
cell systems. Colon, breast, ovarian, and prostate cancer are but a few. Construction of these three-dimensional, in
vitro tumor models has revealed striking similarities to tissues grown in vivo. In addition to the solid tumor
models that have been created for study of the respective diseases, ncemal cellular models have also been created to
study cell/cell interactions and the development of interstitial and cellular matrices which form in vivo. Recently,
space flight experiments conducted in actual microgravity aboard the Space Shuttle have revealed characteristics of
locomotion through solid matrix by normal human PBL. The mechanisms involved in the locomotion of PBL
initiated in microgravity is currently under study; however, investigations that are on-going have elucidated
methodologies to elicit locomotion from PBL under normally non-locomotory conditions which rule out the
necessity for chemical inducement. These methodologies may be employed to arrest solid tumors prior to
metastasis by activation of lymphocytes at the tumor site. Three-dimensional tumor models developed in
microgravity allow the study of this scenario.
Progress During FY 1995:
Substantial progress has been made establishing that randomized gravity (simulated microgravity, [SM])provides a
unique environment of low shear and turbulence to create three-dimensional (3D) tumor tissue models. Solid tumor
models of colon (LS 174T) and breast (MCF-7) cancers were established in rotating-wall vessel (RWV) culture to
study the induction of lymphokine-activated killer (LAK) cells that invade and kill solid tumors. LS 174T and
MCF-7 were grown in RWV and stationary culture for 21 days on cultispher-GL microcarriers (Hyclone Labs) and
GTSF-2 medium (Goodwin, et al., 1993). Cells were seeded at 2.0 X 10 s cells/ml with 1 mg/ml microcarriers.
Stationary LS174T and MCF-7 cultures achieved average densities of 9.6 X 10 5 and 1.07 X 10 e, while RWV
cultures achieved 1.92 x 10 _and 8.3 x 10 e cells/ml. Gulcose utilization rates at 21 days of culture for LS174T
ranged from 4.2 and 1.27 mg/dFhr in stationary phase to 6.4 and 2.98 mg/dl/hr in RWV culture, respectively.
LS 174T RWV cultures were positive for known differentiation markers such as sucrase-isomaltase, villin, desmin
and expressed an increase in normal colon antigen iNCA). Similarly, MCF-7 RWV cultures displayed Estrogen
receptor (ER*) Keratin 8,18,19 and polymorphic epithelial mucin -positive cells. LS 174T and MCF-7 models both
expressed apical polarized, microvfllus surfaces. Thus the development of differentiated 31) tissue assemblies in SM
of colon and breast provide the plausible models to investigate the process of LAK cell adherence and invasion into
solid tumor in vitro.
_|_|_|_|n;H_N_!e_!_o|_e!_e_|_e!o_e_o_o_!_e_e_o!_e_me_ee_eo_mH_t_e_ee0_tel_|_eu_t_e_ee_e_||n_H_|_Huee|e_|_|_ne_m_H_eee_|_e_H_N_
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Differentiation of Cultured Normal Human Renal Epithelial Cells in Microgravity
Principal Investigator: Dr. Timothy G. Hammond Tulane University
Co-Investigators:
Lelkes, P.I.
CJOOdwin,T.J.
Albrecht, R.M.
Univ. of Wisconsin. Milwaukee Clinical Science Center
NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC)
University of Wisconsin, Madison
Task Objective:
Renal tubular injury is a common, lethal problem costing many billions of federal health care dollars annually.
Although the molecules postulated to mediate many forms of this injury have been identified in vivo (The
'TIeymann antigen"/megalin (gp330) and an intermicroviUarglycoprotein (gp280)), the field is impeded by the lack
of culture conditions in which kidney epithelial cells contain to express these highly differentiated nephrotoxin
receptors; recent evidence suggests that gp330 is the polybasic animoglycoside receptor. The purpose of this
proposal is to explore microgravity as an innovative modality of cell culture which will lead to organ-specific
differentiation of normal human renal epithelial cells expressing gp280 and gp330 in vitro.
Normal humanrenal cellshavebeendifficult to obtain,cumbersometo purify, and impossible to maintainin
differentiated form in culture. Our hypothesis is that simulated microgravity culture will provide a source of
differentiated normal human epithelial cells expressing gp330 and gp286 in culture.
Task Description:
The specificobjectivesof this proposalare:
1. To compare enhancement of adhesion, proliferation, and organ specific differentiation renal epithelial cells in
simulated microgravity (NASA rotating-wall perfused vessels) toconventional cell culture techniques (2-D
monolayer, suspension culture, beads, polarization on Milipore inserts).
2. To test whether organ specific co-culture with cortical microvascular endothelial cells enhances adhesion,
proliferation, and organ specific differentiation of renal epithelial cells in simulated microgravity (NASA
rotating-wall perfused vessels) andconventional cell culturetechniques.
Indices of organ specific epithelial cell differentiation include expression of the postulated injury mediators gp280
and gp330, as well as some sUucturaland functional measures of properties specific to polarized cellular doma_s.
Task Significance:
Endocytosisby epithelial cellsof the renal proximal tubule,servesto reabsorb anddegrade theproteinsthat have
escaped the glomemlar filter, as demonstrated for a number of proteins. This specialized activity, "degradative
endocytosis", is associated with a high turnover of plasma membrane which entails very efficient recycling carried
out by specialized structures, the dense apical tubules. Understanding of this process is key to defining mechanisms
of toxicity of common nephrotoxins from the polybasic aminoglycoside antibiotics, through myeloma light chains.
A cell culture model expressing the receptors for these and other toxins, will greatly enhance studies of renal
toxicity of pharmaceuticals.
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Progress During FY 1995:
We have collected substantial pre]Jminar7 data pending ftmdmg of our appllcar.jon.
We have grown normal human proximal tubular cells in culture, both highly purified by differential trypsinization,
and in co-culture with the physiological cellular mixture of the normal renal cortex. Culture of the renal proximal
tubular cells in Slow-Turning Laterial Vessels compared to non-adherent bags, stirred fermentors, or contentJonal
2-dimensional culture is associated with a significant increase of polarized features. Polarity is characterized by
increased number of microvilll, and endosomal differentiation including the formation of dense apical tubules.
These effects are much more marked in the cells co-cultured in the presence of the cortical cellular mixture, than in
pure proximal tubular cultures. There is expression of gp330 in the polarized renal proximal tubular cells in
culture,
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
FaD Students: 1
TASK JNITIATION: 9/95 EXPIRATION: 8/99
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-23-01-29
NASA CONTRACT NO,: NAC,-9-81 ]
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: JSC
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Excitable Cells and Growth Factors under Microgravity Conditions
Principal Investigator: Dr. CharlesR. Hartzell Alfred I. duPontlast/cute
Co-Investigators:
Schroedl,N.
Gonda, S.
Alfred I. duPont In,st/cute
NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC)
Task Objective:
Peptide growth factors are intimately involved in the regulation of normal muscle growth and differentiation.
Invaluable ground work has been laid by investigators using numerous muscle cell lines to elucidate the
contributions made by these growth factors in myogeuesis, and significant advances in understmuting these
mechanistic pathways have been achieved. We underscore, however, the importance of confirming these results in
primary muscle cultures.
Task Description:
Using the NASA bioreactor, we will examine the effects of a threc-dimemional architecture on the growth and
differentiation of neonatal rat heart cells and young adult muscle satellite cells. The bioreactor allows muscle cells
to orient and grow within constraints normally determined by the basal lamina in vivo, yet permits experimental
parameters to be cleanly delineated. Once muscle cultures are established, the role of neuromuscular junction
formation on myogenesis will be explored by co-culture of heart or skeletal muscle cells with cholinergic neurons.
Alterations in the differentiation program induced by fibroblmt growth f_'_or, insulin-like growth factor-I and
transforming growth factor-b will be evaluated.
Task Significance:
The two-dimensional, unit-gravity constrain= of conventional cell culture do not optimally model the
three-dimensional cytoarchitectural design of the in vtvo system. Limitations inherent in standard cell culture
systems encourage us to continue the development of an innovative in vitro model system that is not limited by
gravity-induced constraints and that promotes the formation of three.dimensional, in vivo.fike tissue that is critical
to understanding myogenic regulation.
Progress During FY 1995:
1. Evidence for multinle satellite cell _nulations
We have initiated studies to determine if different populations of satellite cells provide nuclei to growing and
regenerating muscle fibers. Thirty-one percent of cells isolated from bupivacaiue-induced regenerating muscle and
66% of cells from controls were identified by desmin staining as _tellite celb. Within this muscle population,
28% of the colonies contained 8-44 large cells only whereas the remainder of the colonies were composed of 60-226
mostly small and some large cells. Regeneration did not effect either the percentage of muscle colony type isolated
or the ability to proliferate in vitro. Satellite cells from regenerating and control muscles formed myotubes and
expressed myosin heavy chain at similar levels. Treatment of regenerating cultures with dexamethasone resulted in
a 16% increase in the number of desimin-positive colonies. These results suggest that two distinct populations of
satellite cells can be isolated from muscle and a third population can be induced by glucccorticoids to express
desmin and possibly to participate in myogenesis.
2. Characterization of the muscle cell line RMo
To eliminate some of the intrinsic heterogeneity associated with primary rat satellite cell cultures, we were
interested in obtaining a cell line that was derived from the rat and was responsive to growth factors, formed
l Ill 011l!l log O!l _||_!|nil_n_n_|_!_n_1111111111_n|n_#_H_u_!_1011101'1111_|_|_n_u1_)_I(fu_H_e_H_H_H_H_H_Q_o_4)|_|H_#|_
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conu'actile myotubes and expressed myosin isoforms and myogenic transcription factors like adult satellite cells.
The better known L6 line did not meet these standards, however, the rat myoblast omega or RMo line (Merrill,
1989) was intriguing to us because its growth and differentiation properties in culture was like satellite cells. Since
lime i_formation concerning the phenotype of RMo cells was available, we characterized the expression of
myogenic factors (MyoD, myogenin, MRF4 and myfS), intermediate filament proteins (desmin and vimentin),
myosin heavy chain isoforms (embryonic, neonatal, and adult fast HB) and the a and e subunits of the acetylcholine
receptor of RMo cultures. Data from these experiments suggest that RMo cells express a mature myogenic
program in vitro that is significantly more like that in rat satellite cells than the program expressed by the L6 line.
3. Growth factor regulation of muscle develovment in three-dimensional (3D_ tissue culture
What affect growth factors have on the myogenic program when cell-cell or cell-subs_'atum interactions are not
confined to two dimensions (2D) is unknown. We investigated the response of RMo myoblasts to basic fibroblast
growth factor (bFO1_ and insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I) in 3D tissue culture. Myoblasts were grown on
microcarrier beads suspended in the High Aspect Ratio Vessel (HARV). Proliferation of RMo myoblasts in the
HARV was responsive to different serum concentrations, and cells underwent limited proliferation for 72h in a
chemically defined medium (DMC). Addition of bFGF and IGF-I separately to defined medium increased the
proliferation of myoblasts 1.7-fold and 1.3-fold, respectively. When bFGF and IGF-I were added together,
proliferation of myoblasts increased 4.4-fold, suggesting the two facWrs acted synergistically to enhance
proliferation in 3D culture. Importantly, this enhanced proliferation of RMo cells by bFGF and IGF-I, either alone
orincombination,was not observedinflat(2D) culture.
4. Develor_mentofthree-dimensionalmuscle _raftsinvitrofortransnlanmtion
Although growth of muscle cells on microcarrier beads in the HARV resulted in 3D interactions of cells, the
arrangement of muscle fibers on microcarriers was random. For this reason, we chose to develop a system that
promotes 3D interactions of cells but also facilitates the parallel arrangement of myotubes in vitro with the idea of
grafting this tissue into a muscle bed in vivo. Using a modified culture system developed by Stohman (1990), we
were able to grown macroscopic (l.5cm x Imm) pieces of skeletal muscle that actively contracted. Coss sections
stained with _'ichrome demonstrated that the interior of the muscle was composed of a mixture of muscle and
connective tissue and a well def'med layer of connective tissue surrounded the piece, appropriate in size and
composition, for grafting back into the adult rat. To follow the fate of grafted muscle in vivo, we have developed
several RMo myoblast clones that have been Wansfected with a replication-defective retrovirus contAinlng the
b-gaiactosidase gene. Hybrid muscle fibers composed of primary rat satellite cells and transfected RMo myoblasts
are identified using simple histochemistry and should provide us with a marker system to follow the fate of grafted
muscle in vivo. This important model system can now be used to monitor changes in biochemical, genetic or
gravity parameters either in vitro or in vivo.
5. Biolo2ical Characterization of Cardiac Cell Cultures in 3D
Increasing evidence suggests that cells cultured in microgravity exhibit profound alterations in both detectable
phenotypes and cellular responses; however, the mechanism(s) by which these alterations occur remains unclear. At
unit gravity, neonatal rat cardiac cells beat spontaneously and rhythmically after 16 to 20 hours in culture; this
coordinated contractile activity is dependend on specific cellular interactions as well as on the organization of the
cytoskeleton and organelles, precise Ca _ handling, and efficient energy metabolism. Since alterations in the
structures and activities of the myocardial cells repesent adaptations to specific culture conditions, we have
characterized some of the effects of microgravity on the morphology and contractile functions of neonatal rat heart
cells in the HARV bioreactor.
Cardiac cells form distinctive three-dimensional structures along the surfaces of the support matrices and among
groups of unsupported cells. These structures are conU'actile; however, the contractile activity (i.e., beat frequency)
of HARV-cultured cardiac cells is invariably reduced compared to parallel control cultures carried out on traditional
tissue culture fiats. The degree of beat frequency reduction varies, but HARV cultures typically beat at less than
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half the rate of controls and this beating is often non.rhythmic. The explanation for this decrease in contractility
may have to do with the method of observation: HARV-cultured cells must be sampled through the access ports,
then placed into a tissue culture dish prior to viewing on a microscope; control cultures are viewed directly but can
be similarly affected by moderate levels of shear (e.g., feeding). Alternatively, differences in contractility may be
due to the consistent exposure of the cells to the low level of shear inherent in HARV culturing, they may be due to
differences in gas tension (O2/CO2) between the HARVs and traditional culture, or they may be due to differences in
either paracrine stimulation or cellular signal transduction.
6. Ultrastructural Examination of Cardiac Cell Cultures
The organelles of cardiac cells become organized into a distinct pattern when cultured using traditional culture
methods: nuclei tend to localize toward the basolateral surface (toward the culture dish), and the majority of
sarcomeres occur between the nucleus and the apical cell surface. We have investigated the distribution of organelles
in HARV-based cultures to determine whether their distribution is directed by the extra-cellular matrix or by the
direction of the gravity vector. Our observations suggest that the distribution of organ, lies in the HARV-cultured
cells more closely resembles that seen in vivo (nuclei are more centrally located). We are currently conRrming our
preliminary observations of HARV-cultured cardiac cells, but we can tentatively conclude that the distribution of
organelles in tradtiional cardiac cultures results from the gravitational vector and not from an extra-cellular matrix
signal. We are continuing and extending our ultra-structural observatons in order to specifically identify the
inter-cellular junctions formed in HARV cultures.
7. Effect of Growth Factors on Cardiac Cell Myosin Expression
Neonatal rat cardiac cells are sensitive to changes in the hormonal status of the animal. In vitro, this sensitivity is
maintained; specifically, the levels of a and b myosin change with exposure to triiodothyronine ('I"3, causes a
swithc from b to a myosin) or basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF, mimics hypertrophy and induces b myosin).
We have began characterizations of the dose responsiveness of cardiac cells in HARV and traditional (fiat) culture
methods. The effects of T3 on contractility has been established: prolonged exposure of ceils to T3 results in an
elevation in beat frequency over control. These results are consistent with a myosin isoform switch from b myosin
to a myosin. Differential electropboretic migration assays have been used to determine protein levels of a and b
myosin in flat cultures using doses of T3 ranging from O to 3 raM. Our results support the published descriptions
of myosin regulation in cardiac cells and coincide with the physiological effects on contractile frequency noted
above. In addition, we are developing a PCR-based method for the quantitation of relative messenger RNA levels.
8. Culture of choliner_dc neurons
The cholinergicneuronalcellline,NG08-15 was obtainedfrom Dr. MarshallNirenbergatNIH. We found thatthe
cellswould proliferatew llineitherthemedium specifiedby Dr.Nirenbergorintheserum-supplemented,
DMEM-based medium normallyusedforthecultureofsatellitec lls.AlthroughdibutyrylcAMP was considered
by Nirenberg,etal.,tobe essentialfortheinductionofdifferentiationointheNGI08-15 cells,we observed
significanteuriteoutgrowthintwo differentserum-freemedia developedinour laboratory.Thus,we were ableto
successfullycoculturetheneuronalcellswithcardiaccells(inSFHM medium) and satellitec lls(inDMC
supplementedwithhemin). We arecurrentlysub-cloningNGI08-15 cellstogenerateamore homogenous
populationforsubsequentassays,and we arecharacterizingNGI08-15 differentiationincultureby usinga
combinationoftwo molecularmarkers;cholineacetyltransferaseand monosialyl-ganglioside(GM2).
9. Coculture of Cardiac and NG10g-15 Cells
The coculture of neonatal rat cardiac cells with the neuroblastoma/glioma fusion cell line NG1Og-15 leads to
differentiation of NG108-15 cells and cholinergic irmervation of the cardiac cells. Standard cardiac cell cultures
maintain a spontaneous beat frequency about 5-6 times faster than co-cultured cardiac cells. Treatment of co-cultures
with atropine (2 mg/ml) results in an increase in cardiac cell beat frequency by approximately 1.8 fold; the
subsequent addition of the adrenergic agonist isoproterenal (16 mg/ml) further stimulates cardiac cell contractility by
increasing beat frequence another 1.7 fold. Interestingly, a atropine had no effect and isoproterenol had little effect
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on cardiac cells cultured without NGI08-15 cells; both control and co-culutred cells exhibited negative chronotropic
responses to the adrenergic antagonist (10 mg/ml) propranolol. These observations will be extended to HARV
cultures in which both NG108-15 cells and cardiac cells have been cul_l.
lO. Cp-culture of neuronal cells with satellite cells
We hypothesized that chollnergic neurons would affect the maturation and neuromuscular junction formation of
primary muscle cells in culture. Cells were grown in the customary serum-supplemented medium and at day 6 in
culture NG108-15 neurons were added in defined medium containing 5 mM hemin. Neurons had no distinguishable
effect on differentiation as indicated by myosin content. Conversely, acetylcholinesterase activity was increased
3-fold in the presence of neurons and clustering of acetylchollne receptors was significantly greater, suggesting
enhanced formation of neuromuscular junctions.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION:11/92 EXPIRATION: 10/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-23-01.07
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG--656
RESPONSIBLECENTER: JSC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Akins, R.E., Schroedl, N.S., Gonda, S.R., and Hartzell, C.R. Neonatal rat heart cells cultured in simulated microgravity. In
Vitro Cell Diff., In Press, (1995).
Journal Ho, M.L., Molnar, G., Funanage, V.L., and Schroedl, N.A. Expression and quantitation of myogenic factors during
postnatal myogensis. Dev. Biol., Submitted, (1995).
Moinar, G., Schroedl, N.A., Gonda, S.R., and Haxtzell, C.R. Skeletal muscle satellite cells cultured in simulated
microgravity. In Vitro Cell. Diff., In Press, (1995).
Presentations
Ho, M.L., Nolnar, G., Madonna, M.L., Akins, R.E., and Schroedl, N.A. "Development of three-dimensional muscle grafts
in vitro for transplantation." American Society for Cell Biology's 35th Annual Meeting, Washington, DC, December
1995.
Moinar, G., Ho, M.L., and Schroedl, N.A. "Evidence of multiple satellite cell populations and a nonmyogenic cell type
capable of participating in postnatal myogenesis." American Society for Cell Biology's 35th Annual Meeting,
Washington, DC, December 1995.
Molnar, G., Ho, M.L., Gonda, S.R., Schroedl, N.A., and Hartzel, C.R. "Growth factor regulation of muscle development in
three-dimensional tissue culture." ASGSB, IIth Annual Meeting, Washington DC, October 1995.
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Determining the Conditions Necessary for the Development of Functional Replacement Cartilage
Using a Microgravity Reactor
Principal Investigator: ProLCaroleA. Heath Iowa State University
Co-Investigators:
No Co-rs Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The objectives of the project are to determine i) the level, frequency, and time course of applied compressive az_or
shear stresses which result in regenerated tissue that is biologically relevant and functio=ud over the long term, and
ii) how chondrocyte growth and cartilage regeneration are affected by microgravity /n v/tro.
Task Description:
Mechanical forces have been shown to affect the structure of developing cartilage in vitro. With the goal of
achieving regenerated tissue that is biologically relevant and useful, we will determine the effects of varyin 8 the
frequency and time course of applied stress(as), and the effects of microgravity on the development lm:¢eu. Isolated
chondrocytes, the cells responsible for producing the components of cartilage, will be cultured in a
three-dimensional mesh of resorbable polymer in a modified microgravity reactor which can be operated over the
range from very low stress to high shear and/or high compression. By mimicking key aspects of the in rive
environment, i.e., su'ucture and stress, we will determine the conditions necessary for regenerating functional
cartilage in vitro from cultured chondrocytes as well as the effects of microgravity on the process.
Task Significance:
The knowledge gained from this project will bring us closer to a treatment for osteoarthritis and other diseases and
injuries of the articulating joints and to an understanding of the effects of microgravity, as experienced in space
flight, on cartilage development. The generation of an i n vitro engineered sheet of replacement articular cartilage.
if it can be successfully implanted in rive, would precipitate a revolution in the management of severely impaired
dysfunctional joints.
Progress During FY 1995:
Funding for this research became available at the very end of FY 95. Progress to date has included investigations of
cartilage development under intermittent compression at low levels of pressure; studies at higher pressure levels are
underway.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 9/95 EXPIRATION: 8/99
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-23-01-34
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG9-827
RESPONSIBLECENTER: JSC
II. MSAD Program Tasks-- Ground-based Discipline: Biotechnology
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The Effects of Microgravity on Viral Replication
Principal Investigator: John H. Hughes, Ph.D. Ohio State University
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The overall goal of this project is to assess the effects of microgravity on various aspects of viral replication. The
specific objectives are:
1) To determine viral yields for different viruses grown in different cells at microgravity.
2) To determine the effects of either acute or chronic microgravity on the replication of several different human
viruses that are grown in different cells.
3) To determine if cells latently infected with viruses are activated to produce more virus when grown at
microgravity than when the same cells are grown at lg.
4) To determine if viruses that cannot be grown in conventional cell culture systems at lg can be grown in cells at
microgravity.
For comparative and control purposes, viral replication in cells grown at hypergravity and lg (standard culture) will
also be examined.
Task Description:
For this project, we will use a simulated microgravity environment to investigate viral replication. The simulated
microgravity environment will be generated by one of the NASA-designed Rotating-Wall Vessels (RWVs). Some
key issues to be addressed are whether microgravity plays a role in viral-cell interactions and whether microgravity
can effect viral pathogenesis, To study any effects of microgravity on viral replication, both DNA and RNA viruses
will be used. For the effects of microgravity on latent viruses, we will test lymphoblastoid cell lines infected with
the Epstein-Barr Virus and mouse cell lines infected with retroviruses. Lastly, differentiated cells induced at
microgravity will be studied to determine if they will h', permissive for the replication of viruses that currently
cannot be grown in vitro. Viral yields for viruses produced at microgravity and lg will be determined by plaque
assay. For viruses that only replicate in vivo, a quantitative polymerase chain reaction will be used to monitor viral
replication.
Task Significance:
Information about the replication of infectious agents at microgravity is limited. Our studies are aimed at
understanding and determining the effects of microgravity on infected cells. If microgravity can activate latent viral
infections, then the activation of varicella-zoster virus and the induction of shingles during spaceflight could be a
significant health problem. Our proposed studies should help determine if microgravity has any adverse effects on
latent viral infections.
In the past, virological studies with infected cells have opened new avenues of research involved with cellular
functions. Currently, certain viruses such as some hepatitis viruses and wart viruses, etc,, will only replicate in
vivo but not in vitro. Since these viruses replicate in differentiated cells in vivo, there are obviously some cellular
factors that permit their replication or inhibit their replication. Differentiated cells induced at microgravity may
provide the critical cell or host-factors needed for the replication of certain viruses. If this is the case, then
microgravity conditions could provide a new biotechnology tool for developing control measures (new vaccines and
antivirals) as well as allowing for the production of new diagnostic products.
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Progress During FY 1995:
The project started in September, 1995. After receipt of grant funds, equipment was purchased and the set-up of the
laboratory was begun. Interviews were conducted lab personnel brought on-board to conduct the studies. Certain
experiments have been started; however, there is minimal results to report at this time.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 9/95 EXPIRATION: 8/99
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-23-01-26
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAC-9-818
RESPONSIBLECENTER; JSC
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Sensitized Lymphocytes for Tumor Therapy Grown in Microgravity
Principal Investigator: Dr. Ma_lou Ingrain Huntington Medical Research Institutes
Co-Investigators:
Techy,G. HMRI
Saroufeem,R.
Narayan, S. HMRI
Yazan, O. HMRI
Goodwin, T. NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC)
Task Objective:
The NASA High AspectRatioVessel(HARV) bioreactorisusedtogeneratespheroidsofhuman tumor cells.
These spheroidsarethenused tosensitizethepatient'slymphocytestothepatient'sown tumor. The populationof
tumor-sensitizedlyrnphocytes(TSL) isthenexpanded incultureinthepresenceofinterleukin-2(IL-2)and used in
immunotherapy ofthepatient.
Task Description:
This is a small scale, in depth pilot study in which nonspecifically stimulated autologous lymphocytes (ASL) and
tumor-sensitized lymphocytes (TSL) are administered serially by intralesional injection as local immunotherapy of
invasivecarcinomaoftheurinarybladder.Thisisa modificationofcellularimmunotherapy thatwe have applied
withencouragingresultsinclinicaltrialstotreatrecurrentmalignantgliomas(1).For thebladdercancer,the
urologicalsurgeonwillinjectceilsintralesionallyatintervalsofapproximatelythreeweeks. Response totherapy
willbe determinedby directobservationofthelesions,serialbiopsiesforhistologicaland cytologicalstudies,
climcalevaluationsand radiologicalexams. The abilitytobiopsylesionsatvarioustimesafterinjectionof
stimulatedimmune ceilsisan importantadvantageinunderstandingresponsetotherapyand inrefiningthetherapy.
Serialevaluationoflesionsby histology,measuringtheexpressionofmajor oncogenes and tumor suppressor
genes,assaysofcytotoxiceffectivenessofASL and TSL totumor obtainedfrom urinespecimensorbladder
washingscan provideadditionalinformationbetween biopsyspecimens.The pilotstudyprovidesan excellent
opportunitytoevaluatetheNASA HARV bioreactorasa method forculturingtumorsasspheroidsascontrasted
withconventionalmonolayer cultures.Tumor spheroidsinvitrohave a number ofcharacteristicspresentinvivo
but absentfrom monolayer cellcultures.These characteristics,some ofwhich willundoubtedlybe importantinthe
generationofTSL ceils,includethepresenceofspecifictumor markers,angiogenesisand growth factors,biological
responsemodifiers,gap junctionsand tumor suppressorgene expression.Changes inthelevelofexpressionand
distribution of intermediate filaments and the extracellular matrix elements have also bean observed.
Task Significance:
Cancer of the urinary bladder is of special interest in immunotherapy because it has already been shown that
immunotherapy in the form of BCG treatment is efficacious. It is now widely used in clinical management of
invasive bladder cancer. Thus, there is sound evidence that appropriate mobilization of the patient's own cellular
immune mechanisms can have therapeuticefficacy.A number ofinvestigatorshave recognized thepossibilityhat
TSL may offer significant advantages in adoptive immunotherapy and there has been a recent resurgence of interest
in this approach (2). TSI. can be expected to show increased tumor cell killing, as do tumor.infiltrating
iymphocytes (TIL) and they also hold forth the promise of serving as probes for identifying immunogenie gene
products in the tumor.
Many elderly patients with multiple tumors of the urinary bladder cannot tolerate extensive surgery or extensive
chemotherapy and may either have failed to respond to BCG irnmunotherapy or are too unwell to tolerate side effects
of that therapy. These patients present a frustrating therapeutic problem to the urologist. We believe that local
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immunotherapy would be well tolerated by these patients and that it/s a rational therapeutic strategy. A clinical
trial of this therapy will also provide valuable information about how stimulated immune cells select and identify
their target cells, m/grate through tissue, whether or not they continue to proliferate after injection and other
important considerations that will advance our understanding of cellular immunotherapy and aid in refining it for
Ireatment of bladder cancer and ultimately other cancers.
Bladder cancer has many advantages as a model for refuting methodology. It permits serial administration of
immunologically stimulated cells into the bladder lesions and yields serial biopsy specimens in which the
interactions of immune cells and their tumor targets can be studied directly.
1) Ingram, M., Buckwalter, J.G., Jacques, D.G., et at. Neurological Research 12:265-273 (1990).
2) Greenberg, P.D., Riddell, S.R.J., Natl. Cancer Inst. 84:1059-61 (1992).
Progress During FY 1995:
During FY 95 we have expanded the set of human tumor cell lines cultured successfully without carrierbeads in the
HARV bioreactor. All these cell lines are otherwise anchorage dependent. Cultures are initiated with a
monodisperse suspension containing 1-2 million cells per m/of nutirent medium and are maintained for periods of
a few days to approximately a month. The spheroids produced are fixed in Cm'noy's/Bouin's futative, then sectioned
and stained. Some sections of each specimen are stained with hematoxylin and eosin and other sections from the
same specimen are stained immmunohistochemically to demonsuate various markers of interest.
When cultured in the bioreactor, each cell line produces spheroids that demonstrate cell line-specific microscopic
arch/lecture. Thus, giiomas tend to form small, compact spheroids that sometimes fuse to form larger bodies; the
PC3 cell line that was developed from prostate carcinoma metastatic in bone forms discrete spheroids in which cells
are very loosely associated. Another prostatic carcinoma cell line, LNCaP, typically forms elongated tubule-like or
folded structures. The bladder carcinoma cell line, HBL2, recently developed here, shows a definite tendency towa_ls
epithelial differentiation. The tendency for the HBL2 cells to assemble in such a pattern suggests that various cell
adhesion molecules play a role in determining spheroid morphology. Immunohistochem/cal staining to demonstrate
fibronectin, collagen, vimentin, CD44 and other cell adhesion molecules can be expected to provide further insight
into spheroid formation and differentiation. So far, we have found cytokerat/n, CD44 and E cadherin to be defin/tely
up-regulated in spheroids as contrasted with monolayer ells.
Our clinical collaboratort Dr. Michael Bishai, urological surgeon, has provided additional surgical specimens of
bladder tumors and these have been invaluable. They have allowed us to refine tissue culture methods specifically
for bladder cancer. Most of the patients from whom the specimens were obtained did not meet protocol requ/rements
(patient selection criteria) for the immunotherapy trial and Dr. Bishai managed these patients clinically using other
therapeutic modal/ties. The fifteenth patient did meet protocol requirements and became the t'h-Stprotocol patient.
The immunotherapy protocol for bladder cancer derives from previous experience in this institute with local cellular
immunotherapy that was applied with encouraging results in treating more than 150 patients with recurrent
malignant giiomas. The general plan of the study is to give a series of intralesional injections of stimulated
autologous lymphocytes directly into individual tumors in the urinary bladder. The first injections consist of
]ymphocytes stimulated with phytohemaggiutinJn (PHA) and then cultured in the presence of interleukin-2 (IL-2) in
a manner analogous to our earlier clinical trials of implantation immunotherapy for recurrent mat/ghent gliomas.
These autologous, non-specifically stimulated lymphocytes (ASL) are intended to initiate an immune reaction
against the tumor while other lymphocytes are becoming specifically sensitized in vitro to a biopsy specimen of the
patient's tumor. The latter lymphocytes are tumor sensitized (TSL). Once they appear in the tissue culture, they
are expanded by furtherculture in the presence of 11,-2 and included in subsequent injectiom.
The treatment plan is to inject stimulated lymphocytes into the base of individual tumors approximately every three
weeks for the first quarter then quarterly thereafter. The f'n'sttumor biopsy obtained is the source of moor for
preparation of tumor-sensitized lymphocytes in vitro. Since this step usualy takes at least a month, the initial
injections of stimulated lymphocytes consist entirely of non-specifically stimulated ASL which are generated by
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exposing resting peripheral blood lymphocytes to phytohemagglutmin in vitro to Iransform resting lymphocytes
into proliferating lymphoblasts. This is followed by culture in the presence of IL-2 typically for about two weeks,
to agument their numbers. When TSL become available, they are included in the population of cells injected, the
goal being to achieve a 1:1 mixture ASL and TSL. Each tumor will have 500 million to one billion stimulated
lymphocytes, in a volume of I-2 ml of physiological saline, injected into the base at each injection. Ten thousand
units of Amgen recombinant human IL-2 (r-met Hu IL-2 (ala- 125)) per ml of cell suspension is included in the
injected volume. IL-2 is not admin/stered systemically.
The first patient received three intraleisional injections of ASL at intervals of approximately three weeks. Injections
were very well tolerated and had no significant adverse effects. The patient died in his sleep the day before a
scheduled fourth injection of cells and before receiving any TSL. Cause of death was myocardial infract unrelated to
immunotherapy. An autopsy was performed and tissue was obtained from various areas of the bladder. These
sections showed mul_ocal and diffuse, dense collections of lymphocytes in all areas of the bladder and no evidence
of residual minor. Further case studies in which the therapeutic course is completed and there is adequate follow-up
will, of course, be required before we can draw any conclusions about the theapeutic efficacy of the procedure. It is,
however, somewhat encouraging that whereas multiple new tumors had invariable appeared in previous serial
examinations in this case, no new tumors were found after the second injection of lymphocytes.
From the bladder cancer specimens obtained so far, we have established one bladder cancer cell line and at least one
additional specimen may also yield a permenent cell line. The new cell Line, designated HBL2, has been cultured in
both monolayer culture and in the NASA bioreactor culture vessel. HBL2 cells, as well as minced tumor from
some of the other bladder cancers and glJoma and prostate cancer cell lines, provide important experimental and
reference specimens for immunohistochemical demonstration of 'Yaarkers" of interest and for comparison of
'_marker" expression in cells grown in monolayer as contrasted with the same cell lines grown as spheroids or
examined in tumor mince specimens. Although we cannot, of course, expect to establish a permanent cell line
(i.e., at least 25 passages) from every tumor, primary cultures and tumor mince will be available for use in
preparing TSL in all cases. Where possible, lymphocytes to be tumor-sensitized for bladder cancer immunotherapy
will be exposed to tumor mince, monolayer cultures and tumor spheroids in parallel so that we may compare the
relative immunological effectiveness of the three modes of tumor presentation. We also hope to establish, from at
least one tumor, a line of fibroblasts and a line of endothelial cells as well as tumor cells and to use these
autologous cells in a structured series of co-cultures to observe histogenesis and the effects of active histogenesis on
the expression of antigenic gene products.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION:11/92 EXPIRATION: 11/95
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-23-01-14
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG.649
RESPONSIBLECENTER: JSC
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Three-Dimensional Tissue Interactions in Colorectal Cancer Metastasis
Principal Investigator: Dr. J. M..Tessup New England Deaconess Hospital
Co-Investigators:
No Co-rs Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The objective of this project is to test the fidelity with which microgravity models three-dimensional tissues by
assessing how well microgravity effects the molecular and biological function of MIP-1OI, a human colorectal
carcinoma.
Task Description:
MIP-101 is a poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma of the colon that was derived from the aacites of a patient who
had widespread metastases within the abdominal cavity. MIP-1Ol cells are grown in the rotating wall vessel (RWV)
with or without normal host cells and assessed for the production of carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA - a 180 kDa
glycoprotein that is produced by carcinomas and used clinically as a tumor marker) and for biological behavior
including adhesion and metastasis. Cells grown in microcarfier bead cultures in the RWV under simulated
microgravity are compared to similar MIP-101 cultures grown on microcarrier beads in stationary culture as well as
in conventional monolayer cultures.
Task Significance:
One of the prime goals of the biotechnology program at NASA/Johnson Space Center is to determine whether
cultivation of cells in microgravity produces three-dimensional cultures that mimic the morphology and function of
tissues in living animals or humans. The MIP-101 cells are an excellent test of this because they are poorly
metastatic in experimental models of metastasis in athymic nude mice and do not produce CEA in conventional
monolayer culture systems. We have shown that CEA injected into mice enhances production of liver metastases
by MIP-1Ol cells and that MIP-101 cells will metastasize when implanted into the abdominal cavity after producing
CEA. MIP-101 cells placed in the subcutaneous tissue of the mouse do not metastasize and do not produce CEA.
Furthermore, ceils grown on plastic or conventional substrates such as Matrigel or laminin are neither metastatic
nor reduced to produce CEA.
The conventional interpretation of these results is that the microenviroument (the three-dimensional environment) of
the abdominal cavity induces MIP-IO1 cells first to produce CEA and then to develop blood-home metastases in the
liver and lungs of nude mice. Early experiments in the RWV question this conventional interpretation of the effects
of host microenvironment, because they demonstrated that CEA production may be induced in MIP-I01 cells when
they are grown in the RWV in the absence of any abdominal cavity stromal cells. This suggests that the MIP-101
cells may produce CEA when they are allowed to grow in three dimensions. Thus, the absence of CEA production
in subcutaneous tumors is due to an inhibition of CEA production by the subcutaneous tissue rather than
promotion of CEA production and metastatic potential by the abdominal cavity.
This system is an excellent model in which to test the fidelity of the RWV culture system because the first stage in
metastasis by MIP-101 cells appears to be the induction of CEA production, followed by the acquisition of the
ability to develop experimental metastases after injection into the spleen of nude mice. Assessment of fidelity of
the RWV culture system is simplified by first testing for the production of CEA, tumor marker, then assessing the
biological aspects of metastasis.
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Progress During FY 1995:
The primary goal of the Biotechnology Program at NASA/Johnson Space Center is to determine whether ceils
cultivated in microgravity produce three-dimensional cultures that mimic the morphology and function of tissues in
living humans or animals. The MIP-101 cancer cell line is an excellent test of this functionality because these
poorly differentiated human colon carcinoma cells are not metastatic and do not produce either carcinoembryonic
antigen (CEA) or non-specific crossreacting antigen (NCA, a member of CEA gene family) when grown in
mort|layer culture. However, when MIP-101 cells are implanted in the abdominal cavity of nude mice, they
produce CEA and NCA as well as develop spontaneous, blood-borne metastases in liver and lung. We have found
through this project that MIP-101 cells grown in the rotating-wall vessel (RW"V) that simulated microgravity
produce CEA and NCA and that this may have an effect on the potential to met|st|size. Considerable effort has
been expended during the past year to precisely define the amount of CEA and NCA that are increased in the
three-dimensional culture provided by the RWV. On a protein level, western blots have demonstrated that CEA is
increased 1.5-fold in cells grown in the RWV compared to the level expressed in MIP-101 cells cultured in
monolayers. The amount of NCA is increased even more in MIP-101 cells since it is 5 to 6-fold greater in RWV
cultures than in monolayer cultures. When compared at the gene transcript level by the semi-quantitative technique
of competitive RT-PCR, no CEA mRNA is detectable in either type of culture while MIP-101 cells grown in the
RWV produce 0.04 attomoles of mRNA per mcg of DNA compared to 0.001 attomoles for NCA mRNA in
monolayer cultured cells. These results are important because they indicate that three-dimensional growth is an
important stimulus for the production of molecules that are involved in the spreading, or metastasizing, of cancer.
Last year we observed that MIP-101 cells grown in three-dimensional cultures appear to produce more H+ and
carbon dioxide than monolayer cultures. In follow-up, we find that it appears to be consistent in both RWV and
nonstick petri three-dimensional dish cultures. It is not clear if this is a process that is associated with the lack of
diffusion in cells grown in three-dimensions. We are currently continuing to analyze this and will assess the
production of key enzymes in the glycolytic pathway in three-dimensional cultures to their expression in monolayer
cultures.
We have observed that as cultures of MIP-IO1 cells mature in the RWV, the cells generally get bigger as they begin
to slow their proliferative rate. We have begun to analyze the cell cycle by flow cytometry as well as to assess the
production of key proteins that regulate the cell cycle. We have found that, in certain cultures, cells accumulate in
G2+M, whereas ourpreconceptionwould suggestthattheyaccumulateinGI+S, which isthemajor branchpoint
fordifferentiation.These resultsarenotconsistentand have toberepeatednumerous timestobe surethatthistrend
isreal.However, MIP-101 cellsculturedthree-dimensionallyineithera staticnon-stickPetridishorintheRV/V
producemore cyclinD1 and cyclinsA and BI thando MIP-101 cellsgrown inmonolayers.Work isinprogressto
definethesignificanceofthisand how itrelatestothechangesinmetabolism and theexpressionofNCA and CEA.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH; TASK INITIATION; 1/93 EXPIRATION: 1/97
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION;962-23-01-13
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG-650
RESPONSIBLECENTER; JSC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Jessup, J.M., Brown, D., Fitzgerald, W., Ford, R.D., Nachman, A., Goodwin, T.J., and Spaulding, G. Induction of
carcinoembryonic antigen expression in a three-dimensional culture system. In Vitro Cellular and Developmental Biology,
Submitted, (1995).
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Presentations
Fitzgerald, W.S., Craig, J.N., Spaulding, G.F., Jessup, LM., and Goodwin, T.I. "Expression of carcinoembryonic antigen
in MIP-101 colon carcinoma cells in rotating-wall vessel culture." Mole. Biol. Cell 5S:483a, San Francisco CA, December
1994.
Jessup, LM. "Medical Spin-Offs of NASA." A/AA Conference of NASA Teclmology, Houston, April 1995.
Jessup, LM., Nachnum, A., and Ford, R.D. "Low shear stress of NASA Rotating-Wall Vessel (RWV) increases CO2 and acid
production while providing thr_-dimensional cultures." Annual Meeting of Society for In Vitro Biology, Denver CO, May
1995.
Jessup, LM., Nachman, A., Ford, R.D. "NASA Rotating-Wall Vessel (RWV) provides three-dimensional cultures with
increased CO2 and acid production." Proc. Aerospace mod. Assoc. A22:129, Anaheim, CA, May 1995.
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Fibril Formation by Alzheimer's Disease Amyloid in Microgravity
Principal Investigator: Prof. Daniel A. Kirsctmer UniversityofMassachusetts
Co-Investigators:
Inouye, Dr. H. University of Massachusetts
Task Objective:
(1) To identify specialists whose experience is in micro-fabrication of synthetic polymers into fibers.
(2) To initiate experiments whose objective is to obtain oriented fbrils of the full-length (or nearly full-length)
amyloid-beta peptides.
Task Description:
Our previous experiments mainly utilized peptide fragments corresponding to the putative extracellular domain of
amyloid-beta,althoughsome 40-merswere studied(primate,rodent,and Dutch-haemorrhagicanalogues).The
difficultyinundertakingfiberdiffractionfrom 40-mer samplesisthat,unlikemost oftheshorterpeptides,the
assembledfibersdo noteasilyorientina magneticfield,which resultsinmore overlapamong thex-rayreflections,
inturnmaking thediffractionpatternsconsiderablymore difficulttointerpret.However, consideringthe
preponderanceofthe1-40and 1-42amyloidproteinsinAD tissue,we arefocusingourfibrilogensiseffortson these
full-lengthpeptides.Obtainingwell-orientedfibersand interpretablex-raypatternswillhave importantbearingon
our subsequentmolecularmodeling.
Task Significance:
InAlzheimer'sdisease,a normally-occurringproteintermedbeta-amyloidaccumulatesbetween thenervecells.The
formationand accumulationofthismaterialprofoundlyaffectsthefunctioningofthecentralnervoussystem,as
amyloidcan be ncurotoxic.To characterizethemechanism by which theamyloidformsand exertsitseffects,we
have been studyingfibrilogenesisu ingthetoolsofstructuralbiology(x-rayfiberdiffraction,electronmicroscopy).
A detailedunderstandingofthethree-dimensionalorganizationofamyloidwillcomplement theinformation
currentlybeingobtainedfrom analyticalproteinchemistryand immunocytochemistry,and more recentlyfrom light
scatteringand magneticresonance,and willprovidevaluableinsightsintothepathogenesisofpre-amyloiddeposits,
neuriticplaques,and cerebrovascularamyloid. By establishingthemolecularorganizationofamyloid,we hope to
providearationalebasisfordevelopingagentsfordiagnosticimagingofthedepositsand therapeuticsforpreventing
orarrestingfibrilogcncsis.
Progress During FY 1995:
During thenearlytwo months ofFY95 thatthisgrantwas ineffect,ata time when we were preoccupiedwith
moving ourlabfrom Neurology ResearchatChildren'sHospitalinBoston totheDepartment ofBiological
SciencesatUMass-I.,owell,we were abletoidentifyscientistsatthenew institution,aswellasatUMass-Amherst
and attheArmy MaterialsResearchLaboratoryinNatick,Massachusetts,who have considerablexperiencein
microfabricationoffibersfrom syntheticpolymers. Contactswith thesescientistshave been initiated,and we hope
tobeginexperimentstoassembleorientedfibersofthefull-lengthpeptideswithinthenexttwo months,asournew
labbecomes functional.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 8/95 EXPIRATION: 8/98
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-23-08-32
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
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Applications of Atomic Force Microscopy to Investigate Mechanisms of Protein Crystal Growth
Principal Investigator: Dr. JohnH. Konnert Naval ResearchLaboratory
Co-Investigators:
Ward, K.
D'Antonio, P.
Naval Research Laboratory (NRL)
Naval Research Laboratory (NRL)
Task Objective:
The research objective is to use Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) to study protein crystal growth mechanisms by
extending the pioneering work of Durbin et al (1992) to include crystals other than lysozyme, and by applying
image analysis methods not generally available to others to aid in the interpretation of crystal face images observed
by this technique. Specific objectives include:
• To modify an AFM liquid sample cell for use as a crystal growth cell for protein crystals. This cell has a
flow-through system which will allow protein supersaturation to be controlled by varying the temperature of the
crystallization solution bathing the crystal being observed;
• To determine by direct observation of developing crystal faces the mechanism of crystal face growth for a variety
of growth conditions including solution composition, degree of protein supersaturation, temperature, growth rate,
and microgravity;
• To use crystal etch figures methods and direct observation of growing crystal faces observed by AFM to classify
and determine the number of crystal imperfections which occur under a variety of crystal growth rates and
conditions, including the examination of faces of single crystals prepared under microgravity conditions;
• To demonstrate that the observed diffraction quality of protein crystals preparedunder a variety of conditions can
be correlated with the number and type of crystal defects observed using AFM; and
• To determine whether any observed changes in the appearance of the surface of protein crystals can be correlated
with the growth cessation phenomena of protein crystals.
Task Description:
Proteins will be prepared for examination by AFM using conventional vapor diffusion, hanging drop methods, and
in the temperature-controlled crystallization cell described by Ward, Perozzo and Zuk (1992).
The goal will be to prepare crystals of a given protein using different growth rates by carefully controlling the
degree of supersaturation and other growth parameters. Single crystals prepared for these studies will be
characterized by x-ray diffraction analyses using standarddata reduction and analysis techniques. The diffraction
quality will be quantified using the relative Wilson plot analyses described by DeLucas et al (1991).
In addition to preparing crystals under unit gravity conditions, we also intend to submit these proteins for
crystallization experiments under microgravity conditions. These experiments will be performed by Keith Ward
either as part of the co-investigator protein crystallization program at the University of Alabama-Birmingham or as
part of his own Flight Investigation Project which has been submitted in response to the recent NRA.
A numberofproteinshave beenselectedforthisapplicationfAFM toproteincrystalgrowthstudies.Eachoneis
readilyavailable,easilycrystallized,andexhibitsuniquecrystallizationpr perties.
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Task Significance:
This project will, for the first time, provide unique information about protein crystal growth processes by direct
observation of crystal faces in their growth medium. Successful results will provide new evidence for the effect of
crystal growth conditions, including microgravity, on the defect structures and diffraction quality of protein crystals.
Results derived from this project will, therefore, be of direct significance to NASA-funded efforts aimed at preparing
high-quality protein crystals for structural investigations by effectively utilizing the unique microgravity
environment of space platforms.
Progress During FY 1995:
The data collection and processing techniques developed in FY94 have been applied to study the growth kinetics of
protein crystals in solutions whose concentrations span those employed for the growth of protein crystals suitable
for single crystal diffraction experiments. Growth kinetics of the (110) and (101) faces of ]ysozyme crystals have
been observed within a temperature range of 10-30 = C (employing a newly constructed stage for temperature control)
and at concentrations up to 10 fold supersaturation. It has been observed for the first time that the rate for
nucleation of new features is greater on the (101) faces than the (110) faces at low supersaturation. The relative
rates of growth due to nucleation of new, ordered regions relative to growth building upon existing defects is crucial
to determining the perfection of the final crystal. Two journal articles are being prepared.
Our observation of the preferred molecular arrangement on the (110) faces has aided Marc Pusey and co-workers at
NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center in developing theoretical models for the growth of protein crystals.
Subsequently their work has suggested features that we should look for on the (101) faces.
Studies with the green fluorescent protein have demonstrated that the techniques may be applied to other proteins.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK[NITIATION: 1/93 EXPIRATION: 1/96
PROJECT[DENTIFICATION:962-23-08-25
NASA CONTRACTNO.: H-07973D
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Presentations
Konnert, J. 'The observation and interpretation of protein crystal growth data obtained with the atomic force microscope."
Washington Crystal Colloquium, Washingwn, D.C., February 1995.
Konnert, J., D'Antonio, P., and Ward, K. "Data collection techniques and image processing techniques specifically
designed for investigating protein crystal growth with the atomic force microscope." Protein Crystal Growth Conference,
Panama City, Florida, April 21-24, 1995.
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Regulation of Skeletal Muscle Development and Differentiation In Vitro by Mechanical and
Chemical Factors
Principal Investigator: Dr. WilliamE. ICu_us Duke University Medical Center
Co-Investigators:
Tmskey, G.A. Duke University
Task Objective:
This is a biomedical engineering project dealing with the de novo growth of three-dimensional skeletal muscle
tissue in a culture system. The thrust of the project is the bioengineering of skeletal muscle fibers in culture and
involves: I) construction of a device adequate for the study of mature muscle cells in culture and that mimics some
of the mechanical responses experienced by skeletal muscle fibers during physical exercise; 2) comparison of
biologic maturation of skeletal muscle fibers grown in this device with those grown in the NASA bioreactor; and 3)
characterization of the physical and chemical parameters of the culture conditions (e.g., physical stress and strain,
metabolite and gas diffusion) that contribute to fiber type alterations in mature muscle fibers.
Task Description:
I. Investigations of the cell culture conditions that support the development of intact muscle fibers in vitro: This
phase includes construction of and comparison of several devices that will support the growth of mature skeletal
muscle fiber bundles in vitro. Preparation for Phase I has required identification of a suitable flexible membrane
upon which freshlyderivedmammalian (rabbit)myoblastsgrow and proliferate,identificationofa suitable
mechanical attachment for the fibers, and identification of stretching parameters that promote muscle fiber
alignment. The device has also been designed to support studies of various deforming frequencies on skeletal
muscle phenotype. This phase also addresses considerations of the influences of a) extracellular matrix substrate, b)
original muscle fiber type from which the cells were derived, c) co-culture of non-muscle cell types in the culture
(e.g., fibroblasts, neurons), d) media conditions and e) uniform, gradual physical deformation (mechanical loading)
on the ultimate phenotypic characteristics of the resulting fibers. Muscle fiber phenotype is to be determined using
histological staining, immune-histological staining with fiber type specific antibodies and by the ratio of gene
expression for oxidative to glycolytic enzymes. Primary muscle cells will be derived from two sources in the
rabbit: the fast-twitch, glycol)tic muscle, tibialis anterior and the slow-twitch, oxidative muscle, soleus.
Comparisons are to be made between the device designed and built in our laboratory with the NASA bioreactor.
II. Investigations of the mechanical and chemical factors that influence gene expression in developing and maturing
skeletal muscle. Phase H involves investigations of how cellular signaling pathways may be involved in the
modulation of skeletal muscle fiber type with changes in loading, activity, metabolic substrate and hormonal
influences. Phase II of the task entails exploration of external mechanical and chemical factors (e.g., deformation
magnitude and frequency, media conditions, growth factors, oxygen) and internal signaling molecules (cAMP, Type
II adenylyl cyclase and protein kinase C them (PKCO), pH)) triggered by external factors that may control the
phenotype and metabolism of skeletal myocytes. Mature skeletal muscle fibers of a fast-twitch glycolytic fiber type
will be subjected to various loading and mechanical deformation protocols. The effects of mechanical forces on
skeletal muscle phenotype will be determined using the parameters outlined in Phase I. Mechanical forces will be
measured, stress-strain relationships derived and correlated with changes in cellular signaling molecules and gene
expression for signaling molecules (Type ]I adenyly] cyclase, PKC0) and various markers of skeletal muscle fiber
type. In like manner, cultured muscle fibers will be subjected to various conditions of oxygen tension, while
controlling for mechanical forces, and changes in muscle fiber type will be determined.
Task Significance:
The development and further characterization of the in vitro culturing system described in this task and the
technologies and techniques for monitoring and modeling the chemical and mechanical influences on skeletal muscle
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phenotype and function will provide insight into the cellular processes underlying maintenance of skeletal muscle
function in normal and low gravity environments. Progress in describing the cellular signaling pathways involved
in transducing mechanical signals generated by changes in activity to alterations in the intracellular milieu, as
described in this proposal, may help provide clues to better countermeasures and therapeutic interventions for
maintaining skeletal muscle function during spaceflight.
Progress During FY 1995:
Progress on the grant has been made on several fronts. A large quantity of skeletal muscle cells (myoblasts) have
been isolated from both fast-twitch and slow-twitch skeletal muscles of adult rabbits. These cells have been
expanded and characterized, and a substantial number of aliquots have been stored frozen for later use. The device
utilized to support the growth of these cells and to induce mechanical deformation has been built, and is undergoing
characterization. Specifically, a number of computer programs that control the stretch parameters have been written
and tested. Currently, work is underway to characterize the silicone membrane on which the cells are seated, to test
its uniformity under stretch parameters. A variety of subs|rates utilized to coat the membrane have also been
assessed. These include geletin, matrigel, and reduced-growth factor matrigel. Lastly, the bioreactor has recently
been received, and experiments will now be initiated to test the efficacy of myoblast growth and differentiation of
different sizes of macrocarrier beads, and various subs|rate coatings. Experiments to trouble-shoot myoblast culture
in the bioreactor environment will be conducted first with the murine skeletal muscle cell line, C2C12, and then be
followed by work with the isolated rabbit myoblasts.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 1
TASK iNITIATION: 9/95 EXPIRATION: 8/99
PROJECT iDENTIFICATION: 962-23-01-18
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG9-8 I0
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: JSC
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Neuro-endocrine Organoid Assembly in Vitro
Principal Investigator: Dr. Peter I. Lelkes University of Wisconsin. Milwaukee
Co-Investigators:
Unsworth, B.R. MarquetteUniversity
Task Objective:
The specific aims of our project, entitled "Neuro-endocrine Organoid Assembly In vitro" are as follows:
I. To assemble adrenal medullary endothelial and parenchymal cells into functional organoids. Progress will be
monitored by evaluating, a) morphology (light microscopy and ultrastructure), b) intercellular communication
(immunocywchemlsU'y), c) functional maturation and its hormonal control by corticostemids, d) the expression of
phenotypic, biochemical, and molecular markers.
2) To compare the usefulness and efficacy of NASA vessels with conventional co-culture systems (monolayer
culture, suspension culture and 3-dimensional gel assembly). The time course, and the extent of neuro-endocrine
cell differentiation, under the different culture conditions will be evaluated (as in 1).
Task Description:
Our long term research goal isto understand the fimdamental mechanisms of neuro-endocrine gland assembly and
differentiation. In our particularmodel system, the adrenal medulla, neural crest-derived cells of the sympathoadrenal
lineage differentiate into neuro.endocrine chromaff'mcells. We are particularly interested in the role of the
microenvironment in this process. We have previously shown that during assembly and maturation of the adrenal
medulla, as in other endocrine organs, parenchymal cells and endothelial cells interact through reciprocal,
intercellular signals. Such signals may constitute soluble factors, heterotypic cell contacts, or may be derived from
organ-specific extracellular matrix components. These cues comprise part of the epigenetic repertoire, which
induces the ordered differentiation of both cell types into what is known as the "endocrine structure".
Using conventional 2-D culture techniques, we have shown that in co-culture with adrenomedullary endothelial
cells, chromaft'm-cell-defived pluripotent PC12 cells differentiate towards the neuroendocrine phenotype. We,
therefore, hypothesize that capillary endothelial cells in the adrenal medulla provide some of the organ-specific,
differentiative cues which contribute to the neurcendocrine differentiation of the chromaffin precursorcells.
In this project we extend our on-going in vitro studies on the mechanisms of organ-specific differentiation by using
alternate methods of co-culture. We are exploiting the enhanced potential offered by the NASA vessels to analyze
the temporal assembly of co-cultured adrenomedullary endothelial and parenchymal cells into functional,
organellel-like structures (organoids). The simulated microgravity environment of the NASA vessels has been
shown to randomize gravitational vectors and minimize detrimental shear forces routinely encountered in
conventional three-dimensional suspension cultures in spinner flasks. We anticipate that the favorable culture
conditions in the NASA vessel will accelerate differentiative, heterotypic cell-cell contacts and thus lead to
differentiated organoid-assembly in vitro.
Task Significance:
In this study,we attempt, for the trot time, to generateneuro-cndocrineorganoidsin vitro by co-culturingdifferent
cells isolatedfrom the sameorganundersimulatedmicrogravityconditions.By usingthe NASA cell culture
vesselsasa novel,alternate approachto conventionalsuspensionculturein spinnerflasks,we areparticipatingin
NASA's assessmentof simulatedmicrogravityconditionsfor organ-specificcultureandcellulardifferentiation. As
previouslyshown, a major advantageof usingthe RotatingWall Cell CultureVessels(RWVs) developed by NASA
is the enhancedcellviability and tissuedifferentiation underconditionsof simulatedmicrogravityand _zed
shear stress.
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The unique conditions in the NASA vessels are believed to enhance cellular interactions and thus differentially
accelerate and/or facilitate these processes. In complementing a number of other parallel studies within this
program, our project is the first one specifically designed to examine the effects of microgravity on heterotypic
interactionsbetweenparenchymalcellsandmicrovascularendothelialcellsisolatedfromthesameorgan,namelythe
rat adrenal medulla. Such intercellular interactions are believed to be of importance during all phases of the
development of endocrine organs, from the earliest stages of embryonic genesis through posmatal maturation.
By using NASA's RWVs as the prime cell culture environment, we will be able to assess whether the spatial
arrangement of the functional organ is affected by gravitational forces/vectors. Based on our preliminary
observations, we hypothesize that by using the RWVs, we will be able to eliminate gravitational vectors, such as
those present in static two-dimensional monolayers or in suspension cultures, and thus obtain a more realistic
representation of tissue assembly, as seen in vivo.
Our co-culture system is ideally suited for dissecting the microenvirorunental effects (heterotypic cell interactions,
microgravity, etc.) on neuro-endoerine differentiation of adrenal medullary chromaffin cells, since many of the
phenotypic and genotyhpic markers for organ specific differentiation of these cells are well characterized.
Furthermore, our model system of heterotypic co-culture of adrenal medullary cells is of particular relevance in view
of our recent finding that microgravity specifically alters the expression of pivotal enzymes in the catecholamine
synthesizing cascade. Thus, our model system is also suitable to explore the cellular and molecular basis for
(micro)gravity sensitivity, e.g., of signal transduction mechanisms involved in neuroendoerine hormone synthesis
and secretion.
Based on the first two years of practical experience with one of the RWVs, we are confident that the enhanced
cellular viability and differentiation achieved by culturing the cells under similar microgravity conditions will be of
general advantage for developing new concepts for tissue culture and tissue engineering. Specifically, we anticipate
that this novel environment will be beneficial for culturing and/or co-culturing fragile cell types, e.g., when isolated
at early stages of embryonic development. We anticipate that within a reasonable time period, we will be able to
test our model for organogenesis and differentiation during one of the future Space Shuttle missions.
Progress During FY 1995:
As indicated in last year's progress report, we spent the second year of this grant on establishing the cellular and
molecular tools for our evaluating the effects of simulated microgravity on tissue-specific differentiation of PC12
cells and endothelial cells, in mono- anc co-cultures. Using these tools, we have made considerable progress during
the past year, which can be summarized as follows:
1. In mono-cultures of PC12 pheochromocytoma cells, we have identified several genes which are selectively
upregulated by exposure for 20 days to simulated microgravity conditions in the NASA bioreactors. These genes
include some of the catecholamine synthesizing enzymes, such as pbenylethanolamine-N-methyl transferase
(PNMT) and aromatic dopa-decarboxylase matrix proteins, such as fibronectin, laminin and SPARC.. Thus, in
line with our original hypothesis, we fred that the favorable culture conditions in the NASA reactors provide
microenvironmental stimuli constraints (e.g., randomized gravitational vectors, reduced fluid shear stress) suitable
for the induction of tissue-specific differentiation. Importantly, the induction of PNMT signals a significant shift of
the differentiation of these cells towards the neuroendocrine phenotype.
2. Interestingly, mono-cultures of rat adrenal medullary endothelial (RAME) cells were less susceptible to
microgravity influences. In studying extracellular matrix expression, we fund no changes for collagen and
fibronectin expression. By conlract, we found significant changes in the expression of laminin. Importantly, these
studies suggest that for both cell types, the laminin gene seems to be susceptible to modulation by the cultuere
conditions in the NASA bioreactors.
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3. Under co-cultureconditions,PCI2 ceilsand RAME cellswere found toform largethree-dimensionalaggregates
which structurallyresembletheassemblyofaciniintheadrenalmedulla:nestsofparenchymalPC12 cells
surroundedby capillary-likestructures.Remarkably,sucha complex three-dimensionalassemblywas onlyseen
underco-cultureconditions,neverintherespectivemono-cultures.The acceleratedorgan-specificdifferentiationof
PCI2 cellsintheNASA vesselsundertheseco-cultureconditionswas confh-medimmunohistochemically,by the
enhanced expressionofanotherneuroendocrinemarker,chromograninB.
4. IncontinuedcollaborationwithDr. Timothy Hammond (UW-Madison), we have used theNASA rotating
vesselstostudythetissue-specificdifferentiationofhuman kidneyapproximaltubuleephithelialcells.(Fordetails,
see the report of Dr. Hammond.) Importantly, our preliminary studies have resulted in a funded proposal, enabling
us to study in detail the effects of simulated microgravity conditions in the NASA rotating vessels on the induction
of tissue-specific traits in these cells, alone and in co-culture with organ-derived endothelial cells.
Insummary, thethirdyearoftheprogram was verysuccessfulinadvancingourbasicknowledge on the
differentiativeeffectsofsimulatedmicrogravityintheNASA reactorasproposedintheoriginalproposal.Much
more detailedwork needstobe done tofurthercharacterizethephenotypicand genotypicchangesinorganoid-like
assembliesgeneratedintheNASA vessels.Specifically,we willuse our availablecellularand moleculartoolsto
examine the mechanisms by which these differentiat£ive effect occurs. In pre"luninary studies, we ))ave identified a
possible mechanism, namely, changes in protein phosphorylation which occur solely under simulated microgravity
conditions.
Prospect for 1996: In accordance with our specific aims, we will continue to evaluate the differentiative effects of
simulated microgravity on (co-)cultures of adrenal medullary parenchymal PC12 and microvascular endothelial cells.
We will assess the organ-specific (neuro-endocrine) differentiation of these cells cultured in the NASA vessels
molecular biological and immunological techniques. We will refine our tools for assessing tissue-specific
endothelial cell differentiation by developing species-specific molecular probes for use in Northern blots, RNAse
protection assays and for in situ hybridization. Finally, we will expand our observations as to the involvement in
specific signal transduction pathways in the mechanisms by which cells might sense microgravity. In parallel to
our biochemical and molecular biological approaches, we will continue to collaborate with our colleagues from the
biotechnology group at JSC in evaluating the (co-)cultures by biochemical and immunohistochemical means on the
light and elecU'on microscopic level. We anticipate that within the next year we will be able to test our model for
neuroendocrine organogenesis and differentiation during one of the future Space Shuttle missions.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 11192 EXPIRATION: 11195
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-23-01-12
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAGg-651
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: JSC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
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Galvan,D.L.,Unsworth,B.R.,and Lelkes,P.I.Briefexposuretosimulatedmicrogravityaffectstyrosinephosphorylatin
inPC12 pheochromocytomacells.InVitroCellDev Biol,31,10A (1995).
Galvan, D.L., Unsworth, B.R., Goodwin, TJ., Liu, J., and Lelkes, P.I. Microgravity enhances tissue-specific
neuroendocrine differentiation in cocultures of rat adrenal medullary parenchymal and endothelial cells. In Vitro Cell Dev
Biol, 31, 10A (1995).
Galvan,D.L.,Wankowski, D.M.,Bacciao,R.,Dillinger,A.,Karmiol,S.,Hammond, T.G.,and Lelkes,P.l.Human renal
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Liu, J., Galvan, D.L., Unsworth, B.R., and Lelkes, P.I. Simulated microgravity enhances extracellular matrix expression in
cultured PCI2 cells. In Vitro Cell Dev Biol, 31, 9A (1995).
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human renal proximal tubule epithelial cells under simulated microgravity conditions." AIAA/NASA Life Sciences and
Space Medicine Conference: Cell & tissue Biology, Houston, TX, April 3-6, 1995.
Lelkes, P.I., Galvan, D.L., Unsworth, B.R., Liu, J., Wankowski, D., and Goodwin, T.J. "Simulated microgravity
conditions enhance neuroendocrine organoid formation in vitro." AIAA/NASA Life Sciences and Space Medicine
Conference: Cell and Tissue Biology, Houston, TX, April 3-6, 1995.
Lelkes, P.I., Liu, L, Wankowski, D.M., Ramos, E.M., K_tello, G., Sothmarm, M.S., and Unswonh, B.R. "Distinct effects
of space flight and of simulated weightlessness during tail suspension on rat adrenal medullary catecholamine synthesizing
enzyme expression." AIAA/NASA Life Sciences and Space Medicine Conference: Regulatory Physiology & Metabolism,
Houston, TX, April 3-6, 1995.
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Formation of Ordered Arrays of Proteins at Surfaces
Principal Investigator: Prof.Abraham M.Lenhoff University of l_laware
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The goal of the project is to investigate the formation and ordering of arrays of proteins at solid surfaces. Two
parallel approaches are employed:
1. An empirical study, by scanning probe microscopy (SPM), of the effects of protein and surface parameters on
arrayformation;
2. A fundamental examination, by molecular simulations and surface forces apparatus measurements, of the protein
- protein and protein - surface interactions that give rise to protein adsorption and ordering.
Although our primaryinterestisinproteins,insightcan be providedinboththesimulationsand experimentsby
correspondingexperimentson spheres.For thispurposelthetaskincludesstudyofchargedpolystyrenelatex
panicles.
Task Description:
The FY95 effort concentrated on atomic force microscopy (AFM) of adsorbate particles and molecules, and
associated simulations. AFM experiments were performed on adsorption and structuring of arrays of proteins and
latex spheres on surfaces, complementing the purely protein-related work performed and proposed previously. Use
of AFM makes possible the investigation of behavior at non-conducting surfaces, specifically mica, while
examination of latex spheres makes possible discrimination among multiple possible explanations for changes in
adsorption extent as a function of salt strength. The associated calculations seek to predict adsorption coverage of
particles at charged surfaces. The initial computations covered energetics of ordered arrays of spherically symmetric
particles, but for arrays lacking two-dimensional order, a Brownian dynamics simulation approach was used to allow
configurational exploration.
Task Significance:
Ordered arrays of proteins are of interest for two main reasons:
1. Protein structure determination. X-ray crystallography is still the workhorse for determination of protein 3-D
structures, but other techniques have begun to emerge. One class of methods that emerged during the 1980's is that
of structure determination on two-dimensional crystals, with techniques such as electron microscopy employed to
probe the structures of the constituent molecules. The 2-D arrays of interest to us are suitable for such
investigations. Furthermore, it is possible that such arrays can serve as templates for the epitaxial growth of 3-D
crystals.
2. Synthesis of novel materials. The complex structures of proteins give them functional properties that are also
complex, and in addition can be produced reproducibly. Given proteins with the appropriate functions, ordered
monolayers of protein molecules at solid surfaces may represent materials with useful properties that make various
applications possible. Examples include electronic devices and "oiocomposite" materials.
Apart from these applications, our studies of self-assembly have a further, more fundamental purpose: the colloidal
forcesdriving2-D self-assemblyarethesame asthosegivingriseto3-D crystalgrowth, so understandingthese
forcesand theirinteractionsi expectedto leadultimatelytoinsightsinto manipulationofboth2-D and 3-D
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structures.Itisalsotheisolationofthesecolloidalforcesfrom otherdisturbancesthatprovidestheincentivefor
microgravity-basedresearchinthisarea,asinproteincrystalgrowth.
Progress During FY 1995:
We have completed and submitted for publication the work begun in FY94 on kinetic and equilibrium aspects of
adsorption of positively charged latex particles on mica. Our key experimental accomplishment was demonstrating
the use of liquid tapping mode AFM to image adsorbed particles in situ, allowing elimination of any possible
artifacts due to drying the samples prior to imaging. The structures observed show glass-like radial distribution
functions (i.e., crystalline order is not observed). However, imaging in Liquid shows that mobility of adsorbed
particles is negligible on the time scale of the experiments, suggesting that the structures observed are not
equilibrium structures. The mean interparticle spacing decreases, and hence the surface coverage increases, with
increasing ionic strength, a trend that is opposite to that observed for proteins. The reasons for this behavior are
elucidated by our simulations, of which we have performed two kinds: a random sequential adsorption approach for
"soft" particles, and a hybrid Brownian dynamics-grand canonical Monte Carlo (BD-GCMC) method. The
computations show that beyond a certain surface coverage, electrostatic repulsion between adsorbed particles and
those approaching the surface gives rise to a kinetic barrier preventing surface coverage from reaching levels
expected from equilibrium considerations. Such repulsive interactions are much weaker for smaller proteins, hence
this behavior is not observed there. Smaller proteins would also be expected to be more mobile on the surface, thus
explaining their ability to attain high degrees of two-dimensional periodicity. Work is continuing on applying to
proteins the methods developed for latex particles; initial experiments on ferritin have demonstrated the abiLity to
observe adsorbed molecules, but a systematic study has not yet been carried out.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 2
TASK INITIATION: 4/94 EXPIRATION: 4/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-23-08-30
NASA CONTRACT No.: NAGW-2798
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
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Multidisciplinary Studies of Cells, Tissues, and Mammalian Development in Simulated Microgravity
Principal Investigator: Dr. Elliot M. Levlne The Wistar Institute
Co-Investigators:
Herlyn D.V.M., Prof. M.
Spain, Dr. L.
P=mettieri, Dr. R.
Litt, Prof. M.
Pollack, Dr. S.
Me=my, Dr. D.
The Wistar Institute
The Wistar Institute
University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine
University of Pennsylvania
University of Pennsylvania
University of Pennsylvania
Task Objective:
The Wistar Institute of Anatomy and Biology, in collaboration with The Hospital of the University of
Pennsylvania, and the Department of Bioengineering of the University of Pennsylvania, is undertaking a study
entitled 'Multidisciplinary Studies of Cells, Tissues, and Mammalian Development in Simulated Microgravity".
The joint research team (called WISTAR/PENN) combines cutting.edge tissue culture and molecular technology
with advanced bioengineering analyses and expertise. WISTAR/PENN, consisting of eight principal investigators
(and their research teams) and one scientific executive administrator, will develop nine different cell, tissue, and
embryonic systems to be cultured in low shear bioreactors which simulate microgravity. The WISTAR/PENN
group will employ these model systems to achieve several goals:
a. Develop optimum cell culture conditions for the propagation of a range of three-dimensional complex tissues in
current bioreactors (with the recognition that bioreactor culture may have positive or negative effects, or both, on
some of the model systems).
b. Pursue a comprehensive and ground-breaking investigation of the effects of microgravity simulated in current
bioreactors on the model systems at the molecular, biomech=mical, cellular and embryonic levels.
Combine theexperiencegainedin(a)and (b)withtheoreticalmodelingand predicationto:
c. Produce, within a short time, advanced bioengineering enhancement of bioreactor technology.
d. Set the ground-work for future flight proposals.
Task Description:
We propose a broad program in which multiple culture systems will be evaluated in depth, providing a unique
opportunity to draw general conclusions about the effects of low shear and simulated microgravity and the utility of
bioreactor technology. The hypothesis inherent in our approaches and proposed research is that biomechanical
forces, such as gravity and shear, stimulate responses from cells, tissues and embryos. The initial tr=msduction of
mechanical forces into the cells involves components such as surface and adhesion receptors and signaling
mechanisms including protein kinase C and calcium fluxes. These then are translated into alterations in cell
association, matrix synthesis, proliferation, migration, differentiation and gene expression. Each project will test
one or more of the components of this hypothesis. As we achieve our goals, we will be able to directly compare
microgravity effects on, for example, calcium fluxes in different model systems.
The cell and tissue types being studies are: endothelial and smooth muscle, breast and skin, airway smooth muscle,
bone, thymus, and renal epithelial.
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Previous studies with NASA bioreactors often compared results obtained under simulated microgravity conditions in
bioreactors with those obtained under gravity in static culture. We propose an approach in which, except for the
gravity vector, the experimental conditions are more nearly equivalent. We will compare results obtained from cells
or embryos in reactors operated at 18 rpm ("simulated microgravity'_ with results obtained in reactors operated at
1.5 rpm. As previously shown, particle motion with reference to the bioreactor wall is minimal at an operating
speed of 18 rpm; we refer to this mode as '_)G". In contrast, at a lower rotation speed of 1.5 rpm, gravitational
forces are greater than the angular momentum. Consequently, particle motion with reference to the bioreactor wall
is appreciable, although particles remain suspended; we refer to this mode as "lG".
This '_R3" vs. "IG" approach permits another important aspect of NASA bioreactor technology to be considered.
With few exceptions, cells and tissues in NASA bioreactors have been studied only under simulated microgravity
conditions, i.e., in the '_3" mode. The consistently better growth and differentiation obtained under these
conditions compared to static cultures may be a consequence of bioreactor attributes other than that of simulated
microgravity. Low shear, minimal turbulence, and high oxygenation are examples of improved culture conditions
also obtainable in bioreactors operated at "IG". The effect of simulated microgravity per se will be determined by
comparison of the "0G" vs. "IG" modes proposed above. We will be mindful, however, that slightly greater shear
may exist in "IG" conditions due to the particle motion through the culture medium as described above.
Conclusivestudiesofsimulatedmicrogravityand bioreactortechnologywillrequirea systematicapproach.To
meet themajor challengeofapplyingand enhancingthistechnology,we believeitessentialtorigorously
characterizethebiomechanicalenvironmentofcells,organsystemsorembryos inthebioreactor.Such
characterization is necessary for a quantitative understanding of the altered mechanical stimulus/cellular response
studies in all the proposed projects. Therefore, the synopses of the projects' individual objectives begins with that
of the biomechanical analysis project. The output of this project will influence ongoing experimental design and
interpretation of data in all the other project which relate gravity-related stress stimuli to the transduction,
biochemical, and morphogenetic pathways of cells, organs and embryos.
Task Significance:
The hypothesis inherent in all our experimental approaches and proposed research is that biomechanical forces, such
as gravity and shear, stimulate responses from cells, tissues and developing embryos. The initial transduction of
mechanical forces into the cells involves components such as surface and adhesion receptors and signaling
mechanisms including protein kinase C and calcium fluxes. These then are translated into alterations in cell
association, matrix synthesis, proliferation, migration, differentiation and gene expression. Each project will test
one or more of the components of this hypothesis. As we achieve our goals, there will be the opportunity to
directly compare microgravity effects on, as one example, calcium fluxes in different model systems.
Although not always recognized, the usual static or suspension culture conditions also exert significant
hiomechanical forces on cells. We hypothesize that, because of unidirectional gravity vector and/or high shear in
such situations, bioreactor-grown cultures will more closely resemble in vivo tissue than cultures grown under
ordinary conditions, By changing bioreactor rotation speed, as explained below, we will be able to dissociate the
effects of simulated microgravity from the effects of low shear.
Progress During FY 1995:
Funding for this program began August 15, 1995, and the initial four month period has been devoted to hiring and
training personnel, obtaining the necessary equipment, including 5 NASA bioreactors and motor bases, and
initiating preliminary experiments with several different cell types. For instance, we are developing culture
conditionsforthegrowthofhuman vascularendothelialand smooth muscle cellsassuspended aggregatesinthe
NASA bioreactor.Studiesarealsoinprogresson thegrowth ofhuman skinconstructsand thegrowth and
developme__tofmurine embryos.
Even beforefundingbegan,theprogramdirectorand allprincipalinvestigatorsofourgroup presentedand discussed
ourresearchplansinaone-daymini-symposium atNASA organizedby us incooperationwithNASA/JSC. In
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addition0 monthly program meetings are being held on our campus to discuss and coordinate progress in the various
projects.
We alsohaveinitiatedadditionalcollaborationswithDr.DanielaSantoli(TheWismrInstitute)workingwith
human T-cells,Dr.JohnHoyer(Children'sHospitalofPhiladelphia)onhuman renalepithelialce ls,Dr.Paul
DucheyneandPortonovoAyyaswamy (U.PennsylvaniaSchoolofEngineering)on thebiophysicalspectsof
cellularg owthinthebioreactor,andDrs.BorisYaffeandGretchenDarlington(BaylorUniversitySchoolof
Medicine)onthegrowthofhuman liverceils.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 8/95 EXPIRATION: 9/99
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION:963-45-23-21
NASA CONTRACT No.: NAGg-832
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: JSC
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Analysis of Electrophoretic Transport of Macromolecules using Pulsed Field Gradient NMR
Principal Investigator: Dr. Bruce R. Locke Florida State University
Co-Investigators:
Moerland, Dr. T.S. Florida State University
Task Objective:
The scientific objective of the present work is to apply pulsed field gradient nuclear magnetic resonance (PFGNMR)
spectroscopy to the analysis of electrophoretic and diffusive transport of biological macromolecules in solutions of
polymers, in gels and in gel-like media. PFGNMR offers the major advantage of allowing for measurement of the
rates of transport of a wide range of molecules in media that is not necessarily optically transparent. A limited
amountofworkhasbeenreportedintheliteraturetoshowthatPFGNMR canbeappliedtodiffusiona d
electrophoresis;however,furtherdevelopmentandstudyisnecessarytoapplythemethodtotransportoflarger
macromoleculesinawiderrangeofmaterials.
Task Description:
The goal for the first year of this project is to use PFGNMR, which is a well established method for measuring
diffusion coefficients, to measure diffusivity of small molecules in gels and in gel-like media. In addition, small
probe compounds will be used m investigate structural aspects of the polymer solutions, the gels, and gel-like
media through measurement of the hindered diffusion in such media. Since the project began on August 30, 1995,
the first years worth of work will continue into FY96.
Task Significance:
The productionofbiologicalmacromoleculesformedical,consumer,andindustrialapplicationsisoftenlimitedby
thedegreeofpuritytowhichthesecompoundscanbemanufactured.Electrophoresisisapurificationtechniquethat
utilizesanappliedelectricalfieldtoseparatemacromoleculeson thebasisofthechargeandsizeofthe
macromolecule,Electrophoresisisperformedinsolutionsofpolymersorgelsandmicrogravityconditions.The
studiesinthepresentworkinvolvestheuseofpulsedfieldgradientnuclearmagneticresonance(PFGNMR) tostudy
themotionofbiologicalmacromoleculesingelsandsolutionsinordertoimproveourunderstandingofhow these
moleculescanbeseparatedbyelectricalfields.
Progress During FY 1995:
This project was initiated on August 30, 1995. The first month of research has focused on the design and
specification of the probe insert that will be used in the NMR instrumentation for studying electrophoretic transport
and electroconvection. In addition, preliminary studies of the self diffusion of water in acrylamide gels of various
concentrations has been performed in order to assess the technique and to determine structural features of these gels.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 8195 EXPIRATION: 8/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION:962-24-08-18
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
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Ground-Based Program for the Physical Analysis of Macromolecular Crystal Growth
Principal Investigator: Prof. Alexander J. Mal_ University of California, Riverside
Co-Investigators:
McPherson, A.
Kuznetsov, Y.G.
Koszelak, S.
DeYoreo, J.J.
Land, T.
University of California, Riverside
University of California, Riverside
University of California, Riverside
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
LawrenceLivermore NationalLaboratory
Task Objective:
The general objectiveof thisresearch is to gain a betterunderstandingof thephysics of macromolecular
crystallization. These include development andapplication of the in situ highresolutiontechniquesfor bothstudies
of the growth phenomenaandmasstampon in protein and virus crystalgrowth.
Task Description:
To achieve the objectives of this investigation, we are applying a combination of physical in situ techniques such
as atomic force microscopy, conventional Michelson and phase shift Mach-Zdmder interferometry and inelastic light
scattering for the quantitative investigation of the nucleation and crystallization phenomena for different proteins and
viruses. The specific aims of this investigation are:
• determination of the sources of step generation for different macromolecular systems
• investigations of the surface morphology and kinetics of macromolecular crystallization
• determination of the fundamental kinetic and thermodynamic parameters, which govern rnacromolecular
crystallization
• studies of the defect structure and mechanisms of impurity action
• investigation of the relative importance of transport processes versus surface kinetics
• determinationftheconcentrationgradientsaroundgrowinganddissolvingcrystals
Task Significance:
Macromolecular crystallization currently is highly problematic, to such an extent that it has become the rate
limiting step to the broader application of x-ray diffraction analyses in molecular biology and biochemistry, which
in turn has significant adverse effects on the progress of bioteclmology in general. This is true, in a large part,
because little is known of the physics of macromolecular crystallization. Crystallization experiments in space
provide a significant improvement in crystal quality for a number of protein and virus crystals. In order to evaluate
the impact of microgravity in macromolccular crystallization, it is necessary to compare the physics of
crystallization in both environments. Increased understanding of the mechanisms of macromolecular crystallization
might be expected to result in the development of new growth techniques and contribute to the medical and
pharmaceutical applications of biological macromolecules.
Progress During FY 1995:
This grant was awarded in June 1995. During the reported period, in situ atomic force microscopy was applied to
studygrowthmechanismsofcanavalinandsatellite tobaccomosaicvirus(STMV). Inthecaseofcanavalin,growth
occursby stepflowon complexdislocationhillocks,whileallSTMV crystalsinvestigatedsofarwere
dislocation-free and two dimensional nuclei were the sources of the growth steps. Step advancement rates were used
to determine the kinetic coefficient, 13.Sizes of the critical nuclei in case of two-dimensional nucleation provided an
estimate for the free energy of the step edge, a. Both parameters arc two-m-three orders of magnitude lower than
those estimated for inorganic crystals grown from solutions. Individual molecules were resolved both on the (111)
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facesofSTMV crystalsand (I00)facesofcanavalincrystals.Defectformationsdue totheincorporationofderby
panicleswere alsoobtained.
InsituMichelson interferometrywas utilizedtoinvestigategrowth kineticsand surfacemorphology incanavalin
crystallization.I terferometricpatternsand kineticmeasurementsfrom growingmacromolecularcrystalsassmall
as20 p.m were obtained.The kineticoefficientB forcanavalincrystallizationwas estimatedtobe consistentwith
one determinedfrom AFM studies.Dislocationswere thesourcesofgrowth stepsand change inactivitiesof
dislocationsourcesunderdifferentgrowthconditionswere analyzed.
For thestudiesofconcentrationgradientsaroundthegrowing and dissolvingcrystals,we have designedand
constructedareal-timephaseshiftMach-Zehnder interferometer.We carriedoutpreliminaryexperimentson
crystallizationofseveralmacromolecularsystems.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: O
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: I
TASK INITIATION: "//95 I=XPIRATION: 7/99
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-23-08-46
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Kuznetsov,Yu.G.,Malkin,A.J.,Greenwood,A.,and McPherson,A. Interferometricstudiesofgrowthkineticsand surface
morphologyinmacromolecularcrystalgrowth:canavalin,thaumatin,and turnipyellowmosaicvirus.J.Structural
Biology,LI4,3, 184-196(1995).
McPherson,A.,Malkin,A.J.,and Kuznetsov,Y.G. The scienceofmacromolecularcrystallization.Structure,3,759-768
(1995).
Presentations
Kuznetsov,Yu.G.,Malkin,A.J., and McPherson,A. "Interferometricstudiesofgrowthmechanismsinproteinand virus
crystalgrowth."IIthInternationalConferenceon CrystalGrowth,The Hague,The Netherlands,June 1995.
Malkin, A.J., Kuznetsov, Yu.G., Land, T.A., DeYoreo, J.J., and McPherson, A. "Atomic force microscopy studies of
macromolccular crystallization.*' 14th Conference on Crystal Growth and Epitaxy, Fallen Leaf Lake, June 1995.
Malkin, A.J., Kuznetsov, Yu.G., Land, T.A., DeYoreo, J.J., and McPherson, A. "Observations of canavalin and satellite
tobacco mosaic virus crystallization using in situ atomic force microscopy." Proceedings of the 1lth International
Conference on Crystal Growth, The Hague, The Netherlands, June 1995.
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Thyroid Follicle Formation in Microgravity: Three-Dimensional Organoid Construction in a
Low-Shear Environment
Principal Investigator: AndreasMartin,M.D. Mount Sinai School of Medicine
Co-Investigators:
Davies, M.D., F.R.C.P., T.F. Mount Sinai Medical Center
Task Objective:
The objective of this project is to construct, from single thyroid epithelial cells, human thyroid rico-organs
(organoids) which will greatly facilitate disease-orient! biological investigations.
Task Description:
This project is a logical extension of our previous work on the generation of thyroid organoids in rive. We have
recently demonstrated the spontaneous formation of functional human thyroid organoids in basement membrane
matrices transplanted into severe combined immunodeficiency ($cid) mice. Such organoids show functional, active
follicles with normal architecture. They respond to recombinant human TSH with thyroglobulin secretion more
than 3 months after organoid construction. Such thyroid organoids allow the extensive and prolonged interaction
between thyroid cells and ]ymphocytes. We expect this model to be an important asset to our on-going studies of
human thyroid autoimmune disease.
We are planning to use the favorable, low-shear environment of the NASA-developed bioreactor to generate
high-density follicle thyroid organoids. Such organoids would more closely mimic the thyroid tissue and at the
same time retain the advantages of a highly reduction/st model in which the organ can be constructed from its
separate elements. Improved lymphocyte survival in high density thyroid follicle organoids will be the consequence
of increased cell/cell contact, improved antigen presentation and augmented cytolcine concentrations with shortened
diffusion d/stances.
Growth of the resulting cellular (follicular) structures will be conveniently monitored, either by trypan blue
exclusion at fixed time intervals during cell culture, or following their entrapment by undiluted basement membrane
matrix at the end of culture. Their functional characteristics will be easily assessed using established routine assays
and the use of recombinant TSH will allow biological probing of the structures with a highly det'med bio-molecule.
Task Significance:
A reduction/st model - one in which a human thyroid organoid can be constructed from its separate elements - will
allow disease-oriented biological investigat/ons, e.g., the study of disease relevant lymphocytes in the human
autoimmune thyroid diseases or growth patterns of malignant thyroid tumors.
Progress During FY 1995:
The NASA-developed rotary cell culture system provides a unique, low-shear environment conducive to
three-dimensional (3D) cell growth. To explore its usefulness for artificial thyroid neo-organ (organoid)
construction, the SV40 transformed, immortalized human thyroid cell line TAD2 was grown in a high-aspect ratio
vessel (HARV) for optimum oxygenation in medium RPMI 1640, supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% antibiotics
with or without basement membrane extract (BME, 1%) at an initial inoculation concentration of 1 X I06 cells/ml.
In the presence of BME, new cell structures several mm in size formed within a 9-day growth period and were fLXed
in 10% formalin for light microscopy and in 3% glutaraldehyde for electron microscopy (EM) whereas, in the
absence of BME, there was no cluster formation and cell numbers declined. Hematoxylin/eosin staining revealed
undifferentiated spindle and epitheloid cells. Immunohistochemis_-y showed no staining for human thyroglobuim.
Likewise, RT-PCR for human thyroglobulin did not demonstrate raRNA for human thyroglobulin. The absence of
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human thyroglobulin mRNA was consistent with the negative gene regulation exerted by SV40 large T antigen.
However, scanning EM demonstrated cell/cell contact of cell aggregates and transmission EM showed desmosomes
and/or tight junctions and cell cisternae f'dled with amorphous fibrillar material. The cells appeared to be polarized
as evidenced by the appearance of microviUi. In addition, vesicles and lipid droplets were visible. TAD2 cells
grown under the same deFmed medium conditions (1% BME) in monolayer cultures and at the same cell density did
not form 3D structures although they exhibited contact inhibition. Culture under simulated microgravity favored
formation of 3D structures even in transformed thyroid cells in the presence of low concentrations of BME. These
observations suggest the use of this system for studies of normal thyroid cell/cell interaction, as well as human
thyroid autoimmune disease and human thyroid cancers.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INmATION: 9/95 EXPIRATION: 9/99
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-23-01-17
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAS9-816
RESPONSIBLECENTER: JSC
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Biological Particle Separation in Low Gravity
Principal Investigator: Dr. D. J. Morr6 Purdue University
Co-Investigators:
Van Alstine, J.M.
Morr6, D.M.
University ofAlabama, Huntsville
Purdue University
Task Objective:
Subcellular particles play key roles in normal health, as well as the course and treatment of a variety of diseases.
Most subceUular particles are not homogeneous but exist in distinct subpopulstions with specific functional
characteristics. Functional heterogeneity is especially evident in cellular endosomes. Research on such
subpopulations is currently limited by a paucity of effective separation methods. Those commonly used (e.g.,
Phase Partition and Free-Flow Hlectrophoresis) have both been shown to benefit from low gravity. The objective
of this research is to prepare to test the hypothesis that "the low gravity environment of space will allow
unparalleled separa_ons of su_.el]ular particles," resu]_ in enhanced knowledge concerning end,soma]
subpopulations.
Task Description:
The ground-besed research necessary to responsibly evaluate this promising hypothesis and, possibly, test it in low
gravity is being undertaken by Purdue University in conjunction with the University of Alabama in Huntsville
(UAH). Purdue has expertise on subcellular particle separation by Free-Flow Electrophoresis (FFE) and Phase
Partition (PP). UAH has expertise related to flight experimentation involving FFE and PP, as well as the use of
polymer coatings and polymer-linked affinity ligands to enhance separations obtained by these methods.
Task Significance:
Physicians and scientists are now in need of a better understandm 8 of what subpopulations of particles exist in cells,
how they might contribute to disease, and how they point to new methods to l_,st disease. Our research is aimed at
providin 8 the ability to use space to satisfy this need. The research goal is similar to that for protein crystal growth
experiments. Much of the value obtained from protein crystals grown in space is related to new knowledge of the
protein structure. So, too, the immediate value in being able to isolate defined endosomal subpopulations will be
in the knowledse of their existence and how this enhances current medical hypotheses and treatments. Secondary
value will come from obtaining even small samples of purer materials as they may allow us to develop or improve
methods for their large scale isolation on earth.
Progress During FY 1995:
I. Development of rapid, nondestructive, method to electrokinetically quantify chemical and polymer groups on
native and modified biotechnical apparatus surfaces.
2. Developed enhanced biocompatible polymeric coatings for use in partition and FFE separation methodologies.
3. Ref'med theory of operation of PEG-affinity derivatives used to enhance both FFE and PP separations.
4. Above theory expanded to include direct comparison to polymer "coated" colloids and fiat surfaces.
5. Methodology for end,some isolation and characterization.
6. Isolation and characterization of rat muscle endosomes carrying glucose transporters as a potentially useful
ground-based model.
7. Detergent-evened plasma membrane vesicles as end,some models.
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STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 8/95 EXPIRATION: 8/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-08-17
NASA CONTRACT No.: NAO8-1147
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Burns, N.L., Van Alsttne, J.M., and Harris, J.M. PEG grafted onto quartz: surface analysis via a site-dissociatlon model of
electro-osmosis. Langmulr, 11, 2768-2776 (1995).
Presentations
Harris, J.M., Emoto, K., Burns, N.L., and Van Alstine, J.M. "Electrophoretic characterization of poly(ethylene
glycol)-coated capillaries." 17th International Symposium on Capillary Chromatography and Electrophoresis,
Wintergreen, Virginia, May 4-11, 1995.
Moya-Carnarena, S., Lawrence, J., Garvey, W.T., Maianu, L, MorrO, D.M., and Mort6, D.J. "Aqueous two-phase
partitioning and preparative free-flow electrophoresis in tandem for rat muscle fractionation." 9th International
Conference on Partitioning in Aqueous Two-Phase Systems, Zaragoza, Spain, June 4-9, 1995.
Moya-Camarena,S.,Mort6,D.J.,and MorrO,D.M.
cellsaidedby partitioninginaqueoustwo phase."
Systems, Zaragoza, Spain, June 4..9, 1995.
"ProgresstowardGolgiapparatusisolationfromculturedmammalian
9thInternationalConferenceon PartitioninginAqueousTwo-Phase
Van Alstine, J.M,, and Malmsten, M. "Surface behavior of poly(ethylene glycol) amphiphiles and the use of PEG-ligands
in phase partition. Electrokinetic analysis of polymer coated surfaces." 9th International Conference on Partitioning in
Aqueous Two-Phase Systems, Zaragoza, Spain, June 4-9, 1995.
Van Alstine,J.M.,Emoto,K.,Burns,N.L.,and Harris,LM. "Improvedpolymercoatingsforuse inseparationscience."
17thInternationalSymposium on CapillaryChromatographyand Electrophoresis,Wintergreen,Virginia,May 4-II,
1995.
Van Alstine,J.M.,Harris,J.M.,Burns,N.L.,Emoto, K.,and Holmberg,K. "Electrokineticanalysisofpolymercoated
surfaces."9thInternationalConferenceon PartitioninginAqueous Two-PhaseSystems,Zaragoza,Spain,June4-9,1995.
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Continuous, Noninvasive Monitoring of Rotating Wail Vessels and Application to the Study of
Prostate Cancer
Principal Investigator: prof. David W. Murhammer University of Iowa
Co-Investigators:
Arnold, M.A.
Cohen, M.B.
University of Iowa
University of Iowa
Task Objective:
The primary hypotheses that will be tested in this research are (1) NIR spectroscopy can be used for the real-time,
non-invasive monitoring of glucose, glutamine, ammonia, and lactate in a rotating-wall vessel (RWV) and (2)
cellular adhesion molecular (CAM) expression by prostate cancer cell lines under microgravity conditions better
simulate in rive conditions than routine tissue culture. The specific objectives that will be undertaken to test these
hypotheses are (1) develop calibration models for glucose, ghitamine, ammonia, and lactate in inoreasingly complex
mixtures of components found in prostate cancer cell culture medium, (2) develop an on-line monitoring system for
the rotating-wall vessel (RWV), and (3) simulate in rive prostate cancer expression of cellular adhesion molecules
(CAMs) by growing prostate cancer cells in rotating-wall vessels (RWVs).
Task Description:
The first phase of this research will involve the development of calibration models for the off-line determination of
glucose, glutamine, lactate, and ammonia concentrations in prostate cancer cell medium from a single near-infrared
(NIR) spectrum. We will begin with a simple matrix and then systematically evaluate more complex matrices,
allowing for potential interferences to be identified and for the development of rational procedures to eliminate the
adverse effects of these interferences. In the second phase of tiffs research, methodologies will be developed to
interface the NIR spectrometer with a perfusion RWV such that the glucose, glutamine, lactate, and ammonia
concentrations within the vessel can be non-invasively monitored. This will involve the use of bifurcated fiber
optic probe to deliver NIR light to the bioreactor contents and to collect reflected spectra for analysis. In addition,
this phase of the proposed research will utilize luminescence quenching and indicator absorption spectroscopy to
non-invasively monitor the dissolved oxygen concentration and pH, respectively. The information obtained through
this monitoring system will be utilized to control the pH and nutrient concentrations within the RWV so that the
behavior of prostate cancer cell lines can be investigated under conditions closely resembling those found in vivo.
Specifically, the expression of CAMs, which are important for invasion and metastases of this and many other
types of cancer, will be evaluated.
Task Significance:
Successful development of non-invasive NIR spectroscopic sensors to monitor critical analyzes used in conjunction
with non-invasive pH and dissolved oxygen monitoring will clearly revolutionize the operation of bioreactors in
general and RWVs in particular. We propose to focus attention on selective monitors for glucose, glutamine,
ammonia,lactate,pH,anddissolvedoxygenbecausethesearethemostcriticalfactorsinanimalcellculturesand
affecttheoverallproductionefficiency(qualityandquantity)ofbiorcactorsingeneral.Althoughourwork centers
arounddevelopmentofmonitorspecificforprostatecancercellinesoperatedintheperfusionmode,itisimportant
tonotethat heanalyticalmethodsdevelopedherewillbeapplicabletonearlyallfermentationprocesseswithminor
modifications.Successfulcompletionofthisworkisexpectedtohaveamajorimpactinthegeneralfieldof
biotechnologybecausetheavailabilityofcontinuousmonitorswillenablethedevelopmentofactivefeed-back
controlstrategieswhichwilldramaticallyimproveproductionefficiencyofnearlyallrecombinantproducts.In
addition,suchNIR monitorswillbevaluablebasicresearchtoolscapableofprovidingchemicalinformationthat
canbeusedtostudythecomplexbiologicalreactionsa sociatedwithrecombinantprocesses.Overall,theproposed
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NIR spectroscopic monitors will be an enabling technology with many applications throughout the field of
biotechnology. This technology will also greatly benefit future microgravity research since it can be applied to
continuously monitor and control bioreactors operating in space.
In addition to the wide ranging benefits resulting from the non-invasive monitoring technology, this research will
also address questions regarding the mechanisms involved in invasion and metastasis of prostate cancer. This
research phase will greatly benefit from the non-invasive monitoring technology by allowing more accurate
simulation of in vivo conditions resulting from environmental control. It is anticipated that the knowledge obtained
from these studies will allow for a better understanding of the biology of prostate cancer.
Progress During FY 1995:
Simultaneous measurement of glucose and _lutamine. As a first step toward establishing the analytical utility of
using NIR spectroscopy for bioreactor monitoring, we have used NIR spectroscopy to measure glucose and
glutamine simultaneously in binary mixtures. Our results demonsn'ate that glucose and glutamine can be measured
independently at millimolar concentrations in aqueous solutions composed of glucose and glutamine. The ability to
differentiate glucose and glutamine comes from the differences in their NIR spectra. Basically, glucose is
characterized by three unique absorption bands centered at 4300, 4400, and 4710 cm1, while glutamine possesses
bands centered 4390, 4580, and 4700 cm .i. A total of 72 standard solutions were prepared and 215 spectra were
collected. It is important to note that there was no detectable correlation between the concentrations of glucose and
glutamine in these standards. Spectra corresponding to a fraction of these samples were used to develop calibration
models while the remaining spectra were used to judge the valJdity of these models by testing their ability to
accurately predict glucose and glutamine concentrations. Unique calibration models were developed for glucose and
glutamine based on a combination of Fourier filtering and partial least squares (PLS) regression. The best
calibration models were able to measure glucose and glutamine with standard errorsof prediction (SEPs) of only
0.32 nlM for glucose and 0.75 mM for glutamine over concentration ranges from 1.66 to 59.91 and 1.10 to 30.65
re_M,respectively.
Simultaneous measurement of glucose, glutamine, glutamate, ammonia, and lactate, We have also established that
glucose, glutamine, glutamate, ammonia, and lactate can be measured independently and simultaneously by NIR
spectroscopy. Again, differences in the NIR spectra for these compounds permit the selective analysis. Even for
compounds as similar as glutamine and glutamate, spectral differences are apparent. Calibration models have been
developed based on Fourier filtering coupled with PIS regression. These calibration models were then used to
predict the concentration of each analyte from the remaining spectra. In all cases, the mean percent errors were less
than 10% and the SEPs were under 0.65 raM. Glucose and glutamine, in particular, can be measured with a SEP of
0.54 and 0.24 raM, respectively, in solutions with changing concentrations of glutamate, lactate, and ammonia.
NIR Spectra for Amino Acids. Our work has demonstrated that the key to building successful and selective
calibration models is the presence of unique spectral information for each analyte in the sample. The ability to
selectively monitor glucose and glutamine in a bioreactor requires unique NIR spectra for these compounds relative
to all other matrix components. Clearly, amino acids represent a matrix component that we must be able to
differentiate with the NIR spectral information. NIR spectra for 18 different amino acids have been collected and
compared to see if the NIR spectral features for glucose and glutantine are unique, Inspection of these data reveals
that each amino acid possesses a unique NIR spectrum. The differences between glutamine and asparagine are
particularly noteworthy because of the structural similarity of these two amino acids. As stated before, glutamine
possesses bands centered at 4390, 4580, and 4700 cm "_,while asparagine has bands at 4380, 4580, and 4740 cm "=.
AIso, these spectral features differ in relative absorptivities and band shapes. Ourprevious experience suggests that
glutamine and asparaginecan be differentiated spectroscopically and selective calibration models can be developed for
glucose and glutamine in the presence of mJllimolar concentrations of all these amino acids.
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STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 2
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 2
TASKINITIATION: 8/95 EXPIRATION: 8/99
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-23-01-24
NASA CONTRACTNo.: NAC-9-824
RESPONSIBLECENTER: JSC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Chung, H., Arnold, M.A., Rhiel, M., and Murhammer. D.W. Simultaneous measurement of glucose, glut!rain, glutamate,
lactateand ammonia concentrationsby near-infraredspectroscopy.AppliedSpectroscopy,Submitted,(1995).
Chung, H., Arnold, M.A., Rhiel, M., Murhammer, D.W. Simultaneous measurement of glucose and glutamine in aqueous
solutions by near infrared spectroscopy. Applied Biochemistry and Biotechnology, 50, 109-125 (1995).
Zhou, X., Chung, H., Arnold, M.A., Rhiel, M.1 and Murl'mmmer, D.W. Selective measurement of glut!mine and !spar!gin!
inaqueous mediaby near-infraredspectroscopy.Inrecentadvancesinbiosensors,bioprocessmonitoringand bioprocess
control.ACS Symposium Series,InPress,(1995).
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Crystallization Studies in Microgravity of an Integral Membrane Protein: The Photosynthetic
Reaction Center
Principal Investigator: Dr. James R. Norris Argonne National Laboratory
Co-Investigators:
Deisenhofer, J.
Thumauer, M.
Tiede, D.
Thiyagarajan, P.
Schiffer, M.
Furrer, R.
Howard Hughes Medical Institute
Argonne National Laboratory
Argonne National Laboratory
Argonne National Laboratory
Argonne National Laboratory
Free University Berlin
Task Objective:
The objective of this project is to investigate mechanisms and pathways for membrane crystallization using small
angle neutron scattering (SANS).
Task Description:
Advances in the understanding of membrane protein crystallization are important from both biological and
pharmaceutical viewpoints. Membrane proteins are responsible for many of the major biological processes such as
vision, nerve conduction, cell differentiation, photosynthesis, and respiration. The unique aspect of membrane
protein crystallization compared to other protein crystallization is the required presence of the detergent for protein
solubilization in the case of membrane protein crystallization. The presence of the detergent greatly modifies the
phase map for membrane protein crystallization. This task is using SANS to analyze the physical chemistry and
structures of components used in membrane protein crystallization.
The bacterial photosynthetic reaction center is being used as a test membrane protein. This integral membrane
protein has been successfully crystallized in two different detergents: lauryldimethylanfine-N-oxide (LDAO), and
n-octyl-B-D-glucoside (OG). Conditions required for crystallization of the reaction center protein differ significantly
for these two detergents. The difference in crystallization requirements shows the influence of the detergent in
changing the pathways or intermediates in reaction center crystallization. In FY94 this task completed a
characterization of LDAO and OG raicelle structure and micelle-nticelle interactions under solution conditions used
for reaction center crystallization. This work showed how conditions used to optimize reaction center crystallization
modify the structure and physico-chemical properties of the detergent micelles.
In this fiscal year, this task used SANS to examine structures in reaction center solutions as a function of detergent,
temperature and ionic strength. This work characterized how the detergent changes the solubilization state of the
reaction center. This work provides the information necessary for identifying the physical chemistry that serves as
the basis for crystallization, and for developing rational schemes for optimizing membrane protein crystallization.
Task Significance:
Current results on crystallization in raicrogravity have shown that the minimization of convection and
sedimentation in space leads to improved size and/or ordering of crystals for many water-soluble proteins. In several
cases,theresolutionofthex-raydiffractionwas betterthanany crystalproducedon Earth.Incaseswhere thex-ray
diffractionqualitydidnotexceedthebestobtainedon Earth,thespace-growncrystalswere stillbetterthanthosein
thecontrolexperiment.These resultsindicatetheneed foroptimizationofspacehardwarecompared totheresults
achievedinthelaboratory,butstillpointtothebeneficialeffectsofmicrogravityon thecrystallizationprocess.
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Progress During FY 1995:
This fiscal year our small angle neutron scattering studies of intermediates in crystallization pathways were extended
to include characterization of structures of a detergent-solubilized membrane protein, the photosynthetic reaction
center, as a function of detergent, ionic strength and temperature. The results obtained in this task documented how
the physical-chemical properties of the detergent-solubilized reaction center change with detergent. This work has
provided unique information that is critical for evaluating mechanisms and pathways of detergent-solubilized
membrane proteins.
One significant accomplishment was the development of a computer algorithm that calculates solution scattering
profiles based upon protein crystal coordinates. This program allowed us to analyze structures of protein solutions
more quantitatively. SANS measurements were made using fuUy-deuterated protein and protonated detergents. A
neutron contrast-matching technique was used to suppress the neutron scattering from the protonated detergents and
to selectively detect scattering exclusively from the deuterated protein in these complex mixtures.
This task found that scattering prot'des for LDAO solubilized reaction centers could be fit with a solution scattering
prot'de calculated from the reaction center crystal structure. This provided proof that: i) the reaction center is
monedispersed in LDAO; ii) the reaction center structure in solution is consistent with the crystal structure; and,
iJJ) the contrast matching techniques have successfully suppressed scattering from the detergent. This work served
as a starting point for comparing structures in solutions of reaction center under other conditions, and established the
validity of our strategy to use isotopic labeling to selectively identify scattering from the reaction center in complex
crystallization mixtures.
Scattering profiles for reaction centers in OG solutions were found to deviate from calculated scattering profiles for
monodispersed reaction centers. Comparisons with scattering profiles calculated for reaction dimers show that the
reaction centers in OG are likely to be a mixture that is predominately dimeric with some higher order aggregates.
An examination of reaction center SANS as a function of ionic strength and temperature lead to the following
conclusions:
a. Reaction centers have a propensity to dimerize. This tendency appears to be a property of the reaction center
protein and not the detergent. The tendency can be masked by the solubilizing detergent. The dimerization is
minimized in LDAO, and is most evident in 0(3. It is diminished by high ionic strength in both detergents.
b. Temperature in the range 6 ° to 23 = C does not affect the LDAO solubilized reaction center. In contrast,
cooling reaction center in 0(3 to 6 = C caused the formation of tetramers (dimerization of directs).
c. Freezing in water and glass-forming solutions caused extensive three-dimensional aggregation in which the
detergent was excluded from the protein-protein interface contacts.
d. Hysteresis in response to changes in temperature caused variability in reaction center dispersity detected at
room temperature.
This work identified fundamental features of reaction center physical chemistry that is likely to play a role in
determining protein-protein interactions in crystallization conditions. Preliminary measurements were also made on
reaction center structures in the presence of the crystallizing agent polyethylene glycol 4000, PEG. This work
provided the f'_rstexamination of reaction center structures as a function of position in the soluble domain of the
crystallization phase map. The results show the surprising result that there is diminishing monomer concentration
as crystallization mixtures approach the crystallization threshold, and that there is increasing concentrations of
soluble small aggregates. Although the structure of the aggregates have not yet been analyzed in detail, this project
is t-mding that structures of reaction center solutions in the soluble domain are more complex than had been
anticipated from idealized views of protein crystallization.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 4/93 EXPIRATION: 4/95
PROJECT iDENTIFICATION: 962-23-08-29
NASA CONTRACT No.: H-13058D
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Thiyagarajan, P., and Tiede, D.M. Detergent micelle structure and micelle-micelle interactions determined by small angle
neutron scattering under solution conditions used for membrane protein crystallization. J. Physical Chemistry, 98,
10343-10351 (1994).
Presentations
Th/yagarajan, P., and Tiede, D.M. "SANS studies of structure and interactions of detergent micelles as applicable to
membrane protein crystallization." Amer, Cryst. Assoc. 22, 75 (1994).
Tiede, D.M., Marone, P.A,, Wagner, A., and Th/yagarajan, P. "Aggregation states of bacterial reaction centers and antenna
complexes determined by small angle neutron scattering." Gordon Conference on Photosynthesis: Biophysical Aspects,
New Hampton School, New Hampton, New Hampshire, August 7-12, 1994.
Tiede, D.M., Marone, P., Wagner, A.M., and Thiyagarajan, P. "Characterization of photosynthetic assemblies using small
angle neutron scattering." Xth International Photosynthesis Congress, Montpellier, France, August 20-25, 1995.
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Insect-Cell Cultivation in Simulated Microgravity
Principal Investigator: Prof. K_ O'Connor Tulane University
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
As discussed in the 1995 report on our NASA grant (NAS9-773), we found distinct differences in the growth and
metabolic properties of Spodopterafrugiperda insect cells cultivated in simulated microgravity within the High
Aspect Rotating.Wall Vessel (HARV) as compared to conventional bioreactors such as shaker-flasks. Over this
t'n'stmonth of the renewed grant, our objectives are two fold.
The first objective is to extend our comparison of HARV and shaker-flask cultures of S.frusiperda cells to
stationaryphase and death phase, characterizing differences in cellular properties and investigating the mechanisms
underlying these changes.
It was also evident from our earlier work that HARV cultivation may improve recombinant protein production from
stably transformed insect cells. During this one-month period, our second objective was to quantify recombinant
protein expression in shaker-flask control cultures.
Task Description:
Our current research involves two cell lines: IE1FB, a clone derived from S.frugiperda, and S2L£)-VCAM,
Schneider H cells derived from Drosophila melanogaster expressing recombinant human vascular cell adhesion
molecule (VCAM) upon induction with copper ions.
IncomparingHARV culturesofinsectcellswiththoseproducedinconventionalbioreactors,we selectedashaker
flaskforthecontrol.Relativetootherconventionalbioreactors,shakerflasksprovideanextremelygentle
culturing environment. Yet, hydrodynamic forces in this control are nearly twice the magnitude of those
encountered in the HARV. Differences observed between HARV and shaker cultures of insect cells should be
applicable and magnified when comparisons are made between the HARV and more turbulentbioreactors.
Task Significance:
Insect cells are invertebrate animal cells that show great potential as hosts for the commercial production of
recombinant proteins. This is a relatively new phenomenon, beginning in the mid-1980's. Since this time, there
has been an explosive growth in the number of recombinant proteins that have been expressed in insect cells with
less than 10 by 1984 to over I00 by 1990. The reason for this growth is the ease with which recombinant proteins
can be expressed in and purified from insect cells relative to mammalian cells.
Recombinant proteins are playing an increasingly greater role in medicine, basic research and agriculture for use as
protein therapies, diagnostic agents and insecticides to name a few. The sale of recombinant proteins makes a
substantial contribution in the U.S. economic market. In the pharmaceutical industry alone, biotherapies, which are
primarily recombinant proteins, generated $1.2 billion in U.S. sales in 1991 and are predicted to generate nearly
$8.0 billion in 2001.
Withcurrentechnology,commercialproductionof recombinantproteinsfrominsectceilsishinderedsincetheyare
moresensitivetohydrodynamicforcesinabioreactorandhaveagreateroxygenuptakeratethanmostvertebrate
ceils.Thiscombinationplacesevereconstraintson celloxygenationduringlarge-scalecultivation:sufficient
oxygenmustbe transportedtotheinsectceilsforrespirationwithoutinducinghydrodynanficdamagetothecells.
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Conventional methods of oxygenation, such as sparging, supply sufficient oxygen but do so by increasing mixing
of growth medium and gas flow rate, resulting in cell destruction from hydrodynamic forces in the medium and at
the gas/liquid interface.
The HARV provides a low-turbulence environment in which cells grow suspended in culture medium through
end-over-end mixing and are oxygenated via a silicon membrane. In this environment, hydrodynamic forces are
greatly reduced over those in conventional bioreactors while mass transferrates for oxygen remain high.
Our research evaluates the potential of the HARV for cultivation of insect cells and production of recombinant
proteins derived from these cells.
Progress During FY 1995:
Since the renewed grant, in late summer, we have been conducting an in-depth study of S.frugiperda cells in
stationary and death phase. HARV cultures remain in stationary phase 2 to 3 times longer than shaker-flask
cultures. This increase is attributed to reduced turbulence and lower concentration of metabolic wastes in the
HARV. Typically, stationary phase lasts 10 days in the HARV and is followed by gradual cell death. During this
I0-day period, there is a noticeable reduction in cell size in HARV cultures; the number of cells with diameters
under I0 microns rises from less than 2% to greater than 15%. This trend becomes even furthermagniffied during
death phase. Shaker-flask cultivation has the opposite effect; cells larger than 30 microns account for less than 5%
of newly inoculated cultures but greater than 20% after 12 days of cultivation.
These changes in cell size could be indicative of different mechanisms of cell death in the two vessels: apoptosis in
the HARV versus necrosis in the shaker flask. To test this hypothesis, we are characterizing DNA fragementation
and quantifying the formation of apoptotic bodies in the two vessels.
In addition to the research described above, we are investigating recombinant protein production in HARV cultures
of insect cells. During this t'u'stmonth of the grant period, we have been working with stably transformed
Drosophila cells expressing VCAM. This study is being done in collaboration with Dr. Alaln Bernard at Glaxo in
Switzerland. With Dr. Bernard's help, we are learning the procedures to detect the recombinant protein and
measuring its expression in control Drosophila cultures grown in shaker flasks.
Besidesourworkwithinsectcells,we arestudyingtheeffectofsimulatedmicrogravityon DU 145human prostate
adenocarcinomacells.
From our previous research with this cell line, simulated microgravity significantly alters cell aggressiveness,
resulting in a slower growing and more differentiated culture than can be obtained in either a spinner flask or
T-flask. For additional information on these studies, see the 1995 report on our NASA grant (NAGg-733).
Currently, our focus is to investigate the mechanisms that underlie this phenomenon. During this first month of
the grant period, we are attempting to correlate the decrease in cell aggressiveness in HARV cultures with changes
in the expression of growth factors, growth factor receptors and extracellular matix components synthesized by DU
145cells,
We speculate that the reduction in cell aggressiveness can be attributed to three-dimensional growth in the HARV.
Three-dimensional growth allows for increased cell-cell and cell-matrix interaction relative to monolayer culture and
to a rich interstitial fluid containing growth factors and other biological effectors at concentrations found in intact
tissue.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
Phi) Students: 2
TASK INITIATION: 8/95 EXPIRATION: 7/99
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION:962-23-0]-21
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAOg-S26
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: JSC
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Journals
Cow||r, N., O'Connor, K., and Bivins, J. Mechanisms of cell death in microgravity and shaker-flask cultures of
Spodoptere frugiperda cells. J. Biotechnol., In Preparation, (1995).
O'Connor, K.C., Clejan, S., Haque, S., Cheles, M.K., and Primavera, A.C. Regulation of micro|rarity and spinner-flask
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Insect-Cell Cultivation in the NASA High Aspect Rotating-Wall Vessel
Principal Investigator: Prof. Kim O'Connor Tulane University
Co-Investigators:
No Co-rs Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
This project was designed to broaden the application of rotating-wall vessels and, in particular, the High Aspect
Rotating-Wall Vessel (HARV) to insect-cell cultivation and the production of recombinant proteins from these
cultures. During this period, we expanded our research into the areas of tissue modeling with HARV cultures of DU
145 human prostate adenocarcinoma cells and bovine corneal cells.
Insect Cells
With St9 cells derived from Spodopterafrugiperda, we assessed whether the HARV had a beneficial effect on
insect-cell cultivation relative to conventional bioreactors. To this end, one of our objectives was to compare the
growth and metabolic profiles of Sf9 ceils in these two reactor environments.
Based on the positive results from this comparison, we began investigating the mechanisms by which the HARV
affects insect-cell cultivation. We hypothesized that reduced turbulence in the HARV relative to conventional
bioreactors may alter stress protein synthesis in Sf9 cells. Since very little is known about stress protein induction
in this cell line, another objective during this phase of research was to characterize the phenomenon.
It was also evident from the comparison that HARV cultivation may improve recombinant protein production from
stably transformed insect cells. To this end, a third objective was to initiate research in this area.
DU 145 Cells
Our objectives are five-fold, the first of which is to develop cell models of human prostate cancer that can be used to
identify more accurate markers of metastatic potential than are currently available. Second, we will ascertain
whether cell models generated with the HARV have substantially different metastatic potentials from those produced
with conventional cultivation chambers. And, we will attempt to gain insight into the mechanisms which underlie
these differences.
Another objective is to quantify the effects that the HARV has on metastatic potential which others have described
qualitatively. Our fifth objective is to compare cell cultures grown in the HARV and spinner flask. The latter is a
popular bioreactor for bench-scale research in bioengineering. A favorable comparison for the HARV will aid in its
acceptance by the engineering community.
Corneal Cells
During the grant period, we initiated a study to develop tissue models of the cornea with the HARV. Our objectives
for this preliminary work were to select cell lines and characterize the growth and morphology of our initial models.
Task Description:
Insect Cells
Our research involves three cells lines: Sf9, a popular host for recombinant protein production; I31FB, a clone
derived from Sf9 cells that continuously expressesrecombinant beta-galactosidase; and S2LO-VCAM, Schneider IT
cells derived from Drosophila r_lanogaster expressing recombinant human cell adhesion molecular upon induction
with copper ions.
In comparing HARV cultures of insect cells with those produced in conventional bioreactors, we selected a shaker
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flask for the control. Relative to other conventional bioreactors, shaker flasks provide an extremely gentle
culturing environment. Yet, hydrodynamic forces in this control are nearly twice the magnitude of those
encountered in the HARV. Differences observed between HARV and shaker cultures of insect cells should be
applicable and magnified when comparisons are made between the HARV and more turbulent bioreactors.
Inour studyofstressproteininduction,we identifieda subsetofstressproteinsthatareresponsivetomultiple
forms ofs_ess.The subsetwillbe thefocusofour futurework withtheHARV.
DU 145 Cells
This study explores the dependence of metastatic potentiM on the design of the cultivation chamber for growth of
DU 145 cells. Three chambers were used in this study; the HARV, spinner flask, and T-flask. DU 145 cells grew
in the HARV and spinner flask in suspension as aggregated, three-dimensional cultures of Cytodex-3 microcamer
beads and as cell monolayers in the T-flask. While both the HARV and spinner flask produced three-dimensional
cultures, fluid turbulence, which can damage animal cells, was greater in the latter.
Metastaticpotentialwas characterizedintermsof cell growth and differentiation.Slowergrowth isindicativeof
reducedmetastaticpotential.By itself,however,growth isnotan accuratemeasure ofmetastaticpotential;itcould
reflect'forexample,poor cellhealth.Therefore,anotherindicator,celldifferentiation,was investigated.Insolid
tumors,growth isofteninverselyrelatedtodifferentiation.Slowergrowth coupledwith enhanceddifferentiation
would demonstratecellhealthand be a strongindicatorofreducedmetastaticpotential.
Corneal Cells
We started this project with Dr. Glenn Spaulding at NASA. At that time, our corneal cells were purchased as a
mixed population of rabbit endothelial cells, fibroblasts and epithelial cells in fifth passage. The fibroblasts quickly
dominated the culture. In fact, the endothelial cells had become senescent within two passages after inoculation in
theHARV.
It was evident from this study that we needed to work with younger cultures and pure cell types. To achieve this,
we established corneal cell lines ourselves from bovine eyes obtained at a local slaughterhouse.
Task Significance:
Insect Cells
Insect cells are invertebrate animal cells that show great potential as hosts for the commercial production of
recombinant proteins. This is a relatively new phenomenon, beginning in the mid 1980's. Since this time, there
has been an explosive growth in the number of recombinant proteins that have been expressed in insect cells with
less than I0 by 1984 to over I00 by 1990. The reason for this growth is the ease with which recombinant proteins
can be expressed in and purified from insect cells relative to mammalian cells.
Recombinant proteinsareplayingan increasinglygreateroleinmedicine,basicresearchand agricultureforuse as
proteintherapies,diagnosticagentsand insecticidestoname a few. The saleofrecombinantproteinsmakes a
substantialcontributiontotheU.S.economic market.Inthepharmaceuticalindustryalone,biotherapies,which are
primarilyrecombinantproteins,generated$1.2billioninU.S.salesin1991 and arepredictedtogeneratenearly
$8.0billionin2001.
With current technology, commercial production of recombinant proteins from insect cells is hindered since they are
more sensitive to hydrodynamic forces in a bioreactor and have a greater oxygen uptake rate than most vertebrate
cells. This combination places severe constraints on cell oxygenation during large-scale cult|vat|n; sufficient
oxygen must be transported to the insect cells for respiration without inducing hydrodynamic damage to the cells.
Conventionalmethods ofoxygenation,such assparging,supplysufficientoxygen butdo so by increasingmixing
ofgrowthmedium and gas flowrate,resultingincelldestructionfrom hydrodynamicforcesinthemedium and at
thegas/liquidinterface.
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The HARV provides a low-turbulence environment in which cells grow suspended in culture medium through
end-over-end mixing and are oxygenated via a sificon membrane. In this environment, hydrodynamic forces are
greatly reduced over those in conventional bioreactors while mass transfer rates for oxygen remain high.
Our research evaluates the potential of the HARV for cultivation of insect cells and production of recombinant
proteins derived from these cells.
DU 145 Cells
The prostate is the most common site of cancer in men. In the U.S. last year, approximately 200,000 men were
diagnosed with prostate cancer; another 38,000 died from this disease. A unique feature of prostate cancer is its
prevalence at autopsy in men with foci of carcinoma cells confined to the prostate but who have died from other
causes. This discrepancy between prevalence and mortality confounds treatment decisions. Because death from
prostate cancer ultimately results from metastasis, the ability to predict the metastatic potential of localized prostate
cancer will greatly aid in treatment design.
Currently, choice of treatment in clinically localized prostate cancer is based largely on phenotypic properties of the
diseased tissue such as tumor volume and DNA ploidy. These markers only indirectly measure metastatic potential,
and thus, their ability to accurately predict a patient's prognosis is limited. Monitoring proteins manor genes that
regulate cell growth should more accurately distinguish between tumors with a potential for slow progression and
those that progress rapidly, leading to early death.
Identification of useful markers of metastatic potential of prostate cancer has been hindered in part by a lack of
human cell models that mimic the diseased prostate. With the HARV, we have been able to generate such models.
Specifically, we have regulated the metastatic potential of DU 145 cells by the choice of cultivation chamber.
This work is done in collaboration with researchers in the Department of Pathology at Tulane Medical School.
This group has a drug development effort for prostate cancer and has strong ties to the pharmaceutical industry. It is
headed by Professor Sanda Clejan, Director of Chemistry, Special Chemistry and Endocrinology for Clinical
Pathology.
Corneal Cells
The need for corneal tissue models is great. They are used to develop novel treatments for corneal disorders such as
infection with herpes simplex virus. It is estimated that 90% of U.S. adults have antibodies to herpes and 10% of
these give clinical manifestations of the disease. Herpes infection is the leading cause of corneal blindness. Tissue
modeling can eventually regenerate tissue for transplantation. Corneal transplants are the most frequently performed
human transplant procedure. Each year, there are in excess of 40,000 such surgeries. At any given time, there are
nearly 5,000 people in the U.S. on waiting lists for transplants because of tissue shortage. Regenerated tissue
would eliminate this shortage.
The objective of tissue modeling is to develop a tissue structure that mimics its native counterpart. The majority of
cornea models have been cell monolayers; however, they preclude an accurate representation of three-dimensional
phenomena such as would healing and nutrient mass transport. Another popular model is donor tissue. Its use is
limited by availability and reproducibility. These limitations can be overcome with three-dimensional tissue
supported by extracellular matrix synthesized by the cells themselves.
Progress During FY 1995:
Insect Cells
A methodology was developed to culture Sf9 cells in the HARV. In this vessel, the growth and metabolic profile
for these insect cells were profoundly different that those obtained in shaker-flask culture. Specifically, stationary
phase in the HARV was extended from 24 hr to at least 7 days, while cell concentration and viability remained in
excess of 1 X 107 viable ceiis/ml and 90%, respectively.
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Measurements of glucose utilization, lactate production, ammonia production and pH change indicate that the
HARV had a two-fold effect on cell metabolism. Less nutrients were consumed and less wastes were produced in
stationary phase by as much as a factor of 4 over that achieved in shaker culture. Those nutrients that were
consumed in the HARV were directed along different metabolic pathways as evidenced by an extreme shift in
glucose utilization from consumption to production in lag phase and a decrease in yield coefficients by one half in
stationary phase. These changes reflect a reduction in hydrodynamic forces from over 1 dyne/cm 2in shaker culture
to under 0.5 dyne/cm 2 in the HARV.
These results suggest that cultivation of insect cells in the HARV may reduce production costs of cell-derived
biologicals by extending production time and reducing medium requirements. In addition, this research represents
the first use of the HARV for cultivation of freely suspended and non-mammalian animal cells.
For the work described in the previous paragraphs, we received a NASA Tech Brief Award.
In our characterization of stress protein induction, we observed that anoxia transiently induces a cluster of heat shock
proteins at ?I and 72 kDa in Sf9 cells. This is a subset of a larger group of s_ss proteins induced by heat shock.
Several heat shock proteins reported in this study were previously undetected in sfg. With these additional proteins,
the stress response ofhyperthermic Sf9 closely resembles that of Drosophila melanogaster. Prior investigations of
stress protein induction during oxygen deprivation focused on mammalian cells. In sharpcontrast to these cells,
anoxic Sf9 cells neither induce glucose-regulated proteins nor suppress the heat shock family of 71/72 k.Daproteins.
We are collaborating with Professor Don Jarvis at Texas A&M University and Dr. Alain Bernard at Olaxo in
Switzerland to study recombinant protein production from stably transformed insect cells in the HARV. With Dr.
Jarvis, we have determined that the growth and metabolic profiles of IEIFB cells in the HARV and shaker flask are
similar to those of Sf9 cells. We have extended the duration of these experiments to determine how long the
stationary phase in the HARV is stable. Also, we are measuring recombinant beta-glactosidase production in terms
of the intracellular and extracellular concentration of this protein present in medium as well as its rate of synthesis.
Our collaboration with Dr. Bernard on S2LO-VCAM cells is in its initial stages. We have mastered the culturing
procedures for shaker and T-flask. The cells are smaller than Sf9 cells and have far faster doubling times. We are
currently learning the procedures to detect the recombinant cell adhesion molecule.
DU 145 Cells
Cultivation of DU 145 cells in the HARV, spinner flask and T-flask generated cultures with distinctly different
metastatic potentials.
HARV cultures were the least aggressive; they were characterized by slower growth and enhanced differentiation
relative to T-flask controls. Slower growth was reflected in reduced doubling times, glucose consumption and
percentage of S-phase cells. The extent of differentiation was monitored by the staining intensity of select
dcytoskeletal proteins: cytokeratins 8 and 18, actin and vimentin.
This reduction in metastatic potential was attributed to three-dimensional growth in the HARV. Three-dimensional
growth allows for increased cell-cell and cell-matrix interaction relative to monolayer culture and to a rich interstitial
fluid containing growth factors and other biological effectors at concentrations found in intact tissue. Also, it
should be noted that genetic mutations and mass-transport limitations cannot account for the changes induced in the
HARV cultures.
The metastatic potential in the spinner flask was slightly higher than in the HARV, particularly with respect to cell
differentiation. Other differences between the HARV and spinner flask pertain to aggregate morphology. Scanning
electron microscopy revealed that aggregates were larger and their surface structureswere more pronounced in the
HARV. In comparing these two vessels, the lower metastatic potential in the HARV could have reflected more
extensive three-dimensional growth and reduced turbulence.
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This is the fu'st quantitative study of the effects of HARV cultivation on metastatic potential and the first
comparison of the HARV and spinner flask.
Corneal Cells
With the aid of Professor Diane Blake of the Departments of Ophthalmology and BiochemisU'y at Tulane Medical
School, we have developed protocols to establish pure cultures of corneal endothelial cells and fibroblasts from
bovine eyes. Culture purity was verified with immunocytostaining.
While the fibroblasts can proliferate for many passages, the endothelial cells grow for only a limited number of
passages. After second passage, maximum cell density is reduced in half as average cell size increases, and doubling
time slows slightly in third and fourth passage. With a week between each passage, it is possible to conduct a
three-week experiment with proliferating endothelial cells despite their limited life span.
Currently, HARV cultures of these cell lines are under investigation.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH;
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 1
FaD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 9/94 EXPIRATION: 3/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION;
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NACO-733
RESPONSIBLE CENTER; JSC
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Biotechnol. Bioeng., Submitted, (1995).
Francis, K.M., O'Connor. K.C., and Spaulding, G.F. Cultivation of fall armyworm ovary ceils in simulated microgravity.
In Vitro Cell. Dev. Biol., In Press, (1995).
Francis, K.M., O'Connor, K.C., Blake, D.A., CaldweU, D.R., and Spaulding, G.F. Growth and structure of corneal tissue in
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Hugler, W., O'Connor, K.C., Landry, SJ., and Bivins, I.E. Induction of stress proteins in anoxic and hyperthermic
Spodoptera frugiperda Ceils. Cytotechnology, 17, 91-101 (1995).
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Use of Rotating Wall Vesse/ (RWV) to Facilitate Culture of Norwalk Virus
Principal Investigator: Dr. PaulE. oefmger University of Texas Medical School at Houston
Co-investigators:
Johnson, Dr. P.C. EI'HSC-Houston
Task Objective:
The objective of the project is w use the NASA-developed slow-_ug lateral vessel (STLV), a type of
rotating-wall vessel (RWV) used for differentiation of tissue cultures, to facilitate culture of Norwalk virus. We
will culture and confLrmdifferentiation of various human intestinal cell lines or populations. With this completed,
stoolspecimensderivedfromNorwalk virus.infectedvolunteerswillbeusedto infectselectedhuman intestinalce l
lines obtained from RWV tissue culture differentiation studies. The infected cell cultures will be characterized for
evidence of Norwalk virus replication by immunocbemical, biochemical, uRrastructural, histological, and infectivity
studies, and neutralization assays. Finally, we plan to generate tissue culture adapted strains of Norwalk virus with
enhanced replication properties in conventional tissue culture lines and systems.
Task Description:
This project will use the RWV as a means m develop a tissue culture system for Norwalk virus, a gastroeneric
pathogen. In collaboration with Dr. M.P. Moyer and T. Goodwin, we have gained the expertise of tissue culture
establishment of human intestinal derived cell populations in the RWV system. This system is being refined for
our purpose of propaSating Norwalk virus. The pro_ct utilizes the collec_l specimem from our human volunteer
Norwalk virus challenge studies (Dr. P.C. Johnson) as an inoculum. Evidence will be accumulated, as discussed in
objectives, to com_n'mreplication of the virus in the RWV system. Once samples enriched for putative progeny
virus populations have been identified, furthercharacterization of the material will occur. These include _adiant
purification, biochemical analysis, and electron microscopy As a conclusive test, the progeny virus from the
cultures will be passed several times into new RWV cultures. The confwmation of replication of Norwalk virus
will be undertaken as occurred previously with the primary passages. EvenLually, the RWV-derived Norwalk strains
will be adapted to conventional cul_re systems, which will enable tests such as neutralization assays to be
performed to evaluate the immunoge_ic efficacy offutureNorwa__ virus vaccine preparations.
Task Significance:
The successfulpropagationfNorwalk virusmay require ad/fferentia_1intestinald.ue culture system.A well
known Norwalk virus inoculum, 8Flla, is infectious in human volunteer studies, but has not been demonstrated to
replicate in vitro. Approximately 60% of volunteer individuals challenged with Norwalk virus do experience
gastroenteritis, corroborated with studies at this institution by lohnson and other investigators. Disease occurs in
the upper small intestine. Since the original inoculum used for human volunteer studies is being depleted, other
sources of infectious virus need to begenerated for studies in basic virology, vaccine development and infectious
dose volunteer challenge studies. It is our contention that mature three-dimensional culture of human intestinal
tissue will support Norwalk virus jrow_, whereas undifferentia_ or unrelated tissues are inadequate to do so.
ProgenyvirusgeneratedbythesestudieswillbeusedinfuturetestingofvaccineIrialefficacythrough
demonstration ofneutralizinga tibodies of immunized individuals.
Progress During FY 1995:
One of the t'_t well-documentedconfirmationsof the enhancedtissue culturesysemprovidedby the RWV was
reportedby Ooodwin,Meyer andcoworken, (P.S.E.B.M., 202: 181, 1993). Human mesenchymalcells were
established on microcarrier beads in the RWV, followed by addition of small inteSr_LI epithel/al ceils. The ceil
cultures developed into a dm_e-dimemional arrayconU_ing d/fferentia_ cellular markers chatwere not detectable or
lowly expressed in conventional monolayer cells. Their report exemplifies the possibility of completely new
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aspects of biological investigations, including applications in the private sector.
In collaboration with Dr. Mary Pat Moyer at the University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio, we
initiated pilot studies to propagate Norwalk virus. We have preliminary evidence that Norwalk virus can be cultured
utilizing this system. Using the cell preparations reported in her article, we infected these and other cultures with a
Norwalk inoculum derived from human volunteer studies.
Preliminary ultrastructural analysis of these mesenchymal/epithelial human intestinal cells infected with Norwalk
virus was undertaken. At day 0 prior to infection, the ultraslrucmre appears without obvious pathology. However,
at day 6 post-infection, cytoplasmic vacuoles are noted. This pathology progressed to frank cytoplasmic degradation
and nuclear condensation by day 8 post-infection.
Immunohistological staining of Norwalk-infected formalin fixed and paratYmizedtissue from the RWV has been
pursued. Acute and convalescent (_ weeks after illness) paired sera from two of our Norwalk-chaLlenged volunteer
donors as well as hyperimmune rabbitanti-recombinant Norwalk virus (rNV) capsid serum (suplied in collaboration
by Dr. M.E. Estes) have been used in an immunoperoxidase staining and ELISA procedures.
Our further studies support the contention that there is some level of Norwalk virus replication in the human
masenchymal/epithelial cells grown in the RWV. Low levels of detectable antigen by solid phase and in situ
immunochemistry were noted in these cultures. In addition, glucose consumption fell during days 6 and 8
post-infection. The evidence of Norwalk virus replication within the primay human intestinal cell cultures grown
in the RWV was quite encouraging. However, the difficulty and reliability in obtaining these primary cell
populations has necessitated a search for alternative tissue culture sources. Accordingly, we have been investigating
several established human intestinal cell lines for adaptation within the RWV.
The human intestinal tissue culture cell lines were established in a culture on microcarrier beads in the RWV. At
two weeks of culture, the cells were beginning tOcover the microcarrier beads as seen by phase contrast
microscopy. Evidence of three dimensional structure was evident. Initial differentiation studies have detected keratin
within these microcarrier RWV cultures. The cells appear to be arranging themselves in a pattern similar to gut
epithelium.
The search for an optimal human intestinal cell line is ongoing for our purposes. Initial studies have been
encouraging. Samples were harvested daily for the first four days, and every other day thereafter. Using
hyperimmunme sera, obtained from immunized animals with rNV capsid stocks, infected cells were analyzed for
evidence of Norwalk virus replication. Cell samples were fixed in formalin and paraffinized for immunochemical
analysis. Cytoplasmic reactivity was noted in rare cells within one day post-infection. The total number of cells
displaying immunoperoxidase reactivity was found to increase seveal-fold with cell samples from subsequent days
post-infection. The immunostaining reactivity is blocked when the hyperimmune serum is preincubated with rNV
capside preparations, supplied by Dr. Estes. Borderfine levels of Norwalk virus were detected by the polyclonal
anti-rNV ELISA, but this must be confLrmedby quantitative PCR studies. The histological and ultrastructural
investigation of this work is underway. This is an important first step in establishing a characterized cell culture
system within the RWV for our Norwalk virus propagation work.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 9/9._ EXPIRATION: 8/99
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION:962-23-01.31
NASA CONTRACT No.: NAG 9-834
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: JSC
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Okhuysen, P.C., Jiang, X., Ye, L.M., Johnson, P.C., and Estcs, M.K. Viral shedding and fecal IgA response after Norwalk
virus infection. J. Inf. Dis., 171,566-569 (1995).
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Shear Sensitivities of Human Bone Marrow Cultures
Principal Investigator: Dr. Bernhard O. Palsson University of California, San Diego
Co-Investigators:
Wang, Dr. H. University of Michigan
Task Objective:
The objective of this research is to reconstruct human bone morrow tissue ex vivo using the NASA bioreactor to
provide the culture environment for three-dimensional growth.
Task Description:
The specific aims of this program are three:
1) To fred optimal growth conditions for human bone marrow as a function of the supplied growth factors;
2) To develop a shear stress chamber that measures the shear stress sensitivity of human bone marrow cells;
3) To use the information gained from 1) and 2) to implement long-term, continuous bone marrow cultures in the
RWV.
Task Significance:
This study will focus on the elucidating role of three-dimensionality in bone marrow stem cell differentiation. The
development of a three-dimensional in vitro cell model will permit investigation into the biochemical signals that
triggers cell differentiation into various stages and subtypes of human blood cells. It also will permit the
investigation of the role of three-dimensionality in extensive cell to cell contact and exposure to growth factors.
Progress During FY 1995:
Conditions for the expansion of adult human bone marrow mononuclear cells in the rotating wall vessel (RWV)
have been established. Total cell numbers and the number of progenitor cells increase over time by a factor of
10-20 fold. Shear sensitivity of the cells does not hamper growth of these cells. At present, it is unknown whether
stem cells are maintained or if they expand in number in the RWV. This issue will be investigated in the coming
year.
Furthermore, we have shown that the composition of the basal medium has a significant effect on the growth
performance. Elevated amino acid and vitamin concentrations improve growth by 50-100 percent. Optimal amino
acid and vitamin concentrations will be determined in the coming year using a factorial experimental design. The
interactions between the stirring rate and the inoculum density have been investigated. These two factors interact
and we have determined the critical inoculum densities for a range of rpms. Optimal bioreactor operational
procedures will be developed based on this data.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION:11/92 EXPIRATION: 11/95
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-23-01439
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG9-652
RESPONSIBLECENTER: JSC
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Microgravity and Immunosuppression: A Ground-Based Model in the Slow Turning Lateral Vessel
Bioreactor
Principal Investigator: Dr. Neal R. Pellis NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC)
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
This investigation tests the hypothesis that simulated and true microgravity modulate immune function by affecting
lymphocyte locomotion through intercellular matrix.
Task Description:
The investigation addresses three specific aims that encompass the use of the Slow Turning Lateral Vessel (STLV)
as a model for microgravity. In the first aim, the basis of the loss of locomotion in the STLV is sought using
video and biochemical analysis of the critical components of lymphocyte locomotion. The second seeks the basic
mechanisms to be targeted in an attempt to ameliorate the loss of lymphocyte locomotion in the STLV and in
microgravity. Finally, the third aim is to determine if the loss in locomotion is related to actual decline in
immunity.
Task Significance:
The ability of the immune system to maintain hemeostasis is predicated on many different lymphocyte activities.
A critical aspect in immune function is the movement of lymphocytes through interstitium to engage and destroy
antigenic stimulus. Both clinostatic rotation and actual mJcrogravity of space inhibit the locomotion of
lymphocytes through Type I collagen. Therefore, it is essential to understand how alterations in gravity modify
immune function, not only in the context of space travel, but also to apply the microgravity tool to modulate
immune function.
Progress During FY 1995:
Clinostatic rotation in the STLV inhibits the locomotion of resting lymphocytes through Type I collagen.
Activation by polyclonal stimulation incrases the proportion of locomotory cells in the STLV. Treatment of
lymphocytes with _ansferrin-iron complex significantly promoted locomotion in stationary and rotated lymphocyte
cultures. An immunological adjuvant, lipophilic muramyl-tripeptide (MTP-PE, had similar activity. It is
tentatively concluded that each of these processes may result in the production of chemokinetic substances that
participate in the locomotory process. Using molecular genetic strategies, we will investigate the changes in the
expression of the gene that encode lymphokinetic and chemokinetic substances in lymphocytes.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 1
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 9/95 EXPIRATION: 8/99
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-23-01-38
RESPONSIBLE CENTER; /SC
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Lira, C.A., Mclntyre, B.W., and Pellis, N.R.
one intcgrin antibodies. Submitted, (1995).
Modulation of lymphocyte locomotion through type l collagen by anti-beta
Pellis,N.R.,Ellis,L., and Balch,C.M. Tumor biology. Greenfiled,LJ (ed.)Surgery:ScientificPrinciplesand Practice,
Philiadlphia:J.B.Lippincott,In Press,(1995).
Pellis,N.R., Goodwin, T.I.,Risin,D., Mcintyre,B.W., Pizzini,R.P.,Cooper, D., Prewett,T.L.,and Spaulding,G.H.
Randomization of gravitationalvectorsinhibtshuman lymphocyte locomotion through type I collagen. In Vitro,In Press,
(1995).
Pizzini, R.P., Schmitt, D.A., and Pellis, N.R. Lymphocyte locomotion through type I collagen is iron dependent. J.
Leukocyte Biol., Submitted, (1995).
Risin, D., Kleinerman, E.S., Umezu, Y., Pizzini, R.P., Balch, C.M., and Pellls, N.R. Impairment of lymphocyte
locomotion in the tumor microenvironment and the effect of systemic immunotherapy with L-MTP-PE.. Cancer Immunol.
Immunother., 40:, 57-64 (1995).
Risin,D., Risin,S.,Pathak, S.,and Pellis,N.R. Motilityin collagengel and tumorigenicpotentialof EBV-transformed G
lymphocytes.. Proc. Amer. Assoc. Cancer Res.,36, 68 (1995).
Presentations
Brown, D., Clark, K.I., Pellis, N.R. and Goodwin, TJ. "Characterization of skeletal muscel atrophy induced in simulated
microgravity culture systems." In Vitro Cellular and Developmental Biol. Vol. 31 No. 3 Part II, 1995.
Presentation "Establishment of 3-dimensional primary hepatocyte cultures in microgravity environment." Amer. Assoc.
for the Study of Liver Diseases, Chicago, IL, Nov. 3-7, 1995,
Pellis,N.R. "Bioreactorrotating-wallvessel."Amer. Inst.Aeronauticsand Astronautics(AIAA) Life Sciencesand Space
Medicine Conference and Exhibition'95,Westin-Galleria,Houston, TX, April 4, 1995.
Pizzini,R.P. and Pellis,N.R. "Microgravity-suppressodperipheralblood mononuculear cell(PBMC) locomotion is
restored by iron-transferrin supplementation." In Vitro Cellular and Developmental Bit. Vol 31, No. 3, Part II, 1995.
Risin, D., Prewett, T.L., and Pellis, N.R. "Suppression of lymphocyte function in microgravity and potential impact on
immunosurveillance." Fifth International Conference on Anticancer Research, Corfu, Greece, Nov. 17-22, 1995.
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Isolation of the Flow, Growth and Nucleation Rate, and Microgravity Effects on Protein Crystal
Growth
Principal Investigator: Dr. MarcL. Pusey NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The purpose of these studies is to determine how I_ affects the protein crystal growth process and how that effect
can be optimized for the production of higher diffraction quality protein crystals. In pursuit of this goal, the
research will comprise a ground and a g-based program. The research will consist of:
• the development of new proteins for use as models in protein crystal growth studies;
• determinations of protein solubilities as a function of solution parameters;
• the determination of protein crystal nucleation rates;
• the effects of low velocity solution flow on protein crystal nucleation and growth rates;
• the effects of low velocity solution flow on protein-protein and protein-solvent interactions; and,
• the effects of protein crystal nucleation and growth rates on Earth and in I_g on crystal d/ffraction quality.
At the conclusion of this effort several new proteins will have been developed as models for protein crystal growth.
This will entail acquiring a detailed background knowledge about their crystallization conditions and solubility
behavior, to a level of detail approximating that currently available for hen egg-white lysozyme. This data will be
invaluable for the subsequent research to be carried out in this and other laboratories.
Task Description:
For the fLrstyear, the efforts will be centered upon developing methods of measuring crystal nucleation rates and
reconciling these methods with each other and with more traditionsl '_oulk solution" type measurements.
Instrumentation will be acquired to build a means of following the aggregation, by light scattering and scintillation
measurements, along a low velocity flow cell. Measurements will be made of crystal growth rates in a flowing
solution. The effects of variat/ons in the nucleation and growth rate on lysozyme crystal quality will be determined,
based upon experiments done with a long duration dialysis system developed in this laboratory (McDUCK, or
Multiple-chamber Dialysis Unit for Crystallization Kinetics). We will also begin the screening process for
development of several new proteins as potential candidate model proteins for use in protein crystal growth studies.
Task Significance:
Evidence shows that high purity and a typically narrow range of solution conditions are important to the growth of
high x-ray diffraction quality protein crystals. Intuitively, one would assume that careful control of the processes,
resulting in the slow growth of carefully nucleated crystals would result in the highest quality crystals. To date this
has not been demonstrated and the comparative effects of nucleation rate, growth rate, and _g on the obtained protein
crystal quality are not known. Also absent are any clear explanations for the effects of solution flow on protein
crystal growth, often cited as the rationale for the use of ttg. This research will show, using several model proteins,
how each factor (i.e., nucleation rate, growth rate, solution flow, and l_g) affects protein crystal growth. These
results can then be incorporated into the subsequent design of protein crystal growth systems for use both on Earth
and in j_g.
Progress During FY 1995:
This work is a new start for FY95. Preliminary results have been obtained for the McDUCK apparatus. After a
three-month long equilibration period, crystals from each of the chambers were mounted and tested for x-ray
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diffractionquality.While allcrystalsdiffractedto,,1.6/kresolutionwithsimilardataquality,therewas a marked
variationinthequalityofthelow resolutiondata.Ingeneralitwas foundthatthelongerthenucleationrate/slower
thegrowth ratethehigherthequalityofthelow resolutiondata.More experimentsareunderway toverifyand
extendtheseresults.
We have purifiedca30 grams ofconcanavalinA, and arenow doingpreliminaryscreeningstudiestoidentifyuseful
crystallizationc ditions.Crude glucoseisomerase(ca15 gins)was donatedtothislaboratoryby NOVO Nordisk.
Conditionshave been identifiedwhich yieldsmallbipyrimidalcrystalsby sittingd_opsand by dialysis,and
solubility studies will be initiated with this material.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK iNITIATION: 6/95 EXPIRATION: 6/99
PROJECT iDENTIFICATION; 962-23-08-38
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Ewing, F., Forsythe, E., van der Woerd, M. and Pusey, M.L. The effects of purification on the crystallization of lysozyme.
J.Cryst.Growth,voL TBD, pp TBD (accepted).
Forsythe,E.,and Pusey,M.L. The effectsofacetatebufferconcentration lysozymesolubility.J. Cryst.Growth,vol.
TBD, pp TBD (submitted).
Li,M.,Nadarajah,A.,and Pusey,M.L. Modelingthegrowthratesoftetzagonallysozymecrystals.J.Cryst.Growth,vol.
TBD, pp TBD (inpress).
Nadarajah,A.,and Pusey,M.L. Growth mechanismand morphologyoftetragonallysozymecrystals.ActaCrystD, vol.
TBD, ppTBD (submitted).
Nadarajah,A.,Forsythc,E.,and Pusey,M.L. The averagedfacegrowthratesoflysozymecrystals:theeffectsof
temperature.J.CrystalGrowth,151,163-172(1995).
Nadarajah,A.,Li,M.,and Pusey,M.L. Growth mechanismofthe(110)faceoftetragonallysozymecrystals.J.Cryst.
Growth,vol.TBD, pp TBD (submitted).
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Microgravity Crystallization of Avian Egg White Ovostatin
Principal Investigator: Dr. MarcL. Pusey NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
Co-Investigators:
Carter, D. NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
Task Objective:
The research objective is designed to study the ovostatin from the standpoints of its suitability as a model protein
for protein crystal nucleation and growth mechanisms, the bio-mechanical movements which apparently form the
basis of its inhibitory activity, and using it as a means of studying the a2M group of proteins. Further, the
intention is to develop the crystallization conditions to be tried based upon studies of the physico-chem/cal
parameters, such as solubility phase behavior and observed nucleation kinetics. This will be our fn'st demonstration
protein for the application of what is being learned about the crystal growth of macromolecules.
Task Description:
The study of ovostatin is of interest for several reasons. This protein is attractive as a model for protein crystal
nucleation and growth studies. CrysUds can be easily and rapidly grown in bulk solution. With a minimum step
height of 25-34 nm, surface features should be readily detectable in real-time using interferome_c techniques,
allowing direct observation of the crystal growth process. The large size would facilitate protein crystal nucleation
studies using light scattering methods. Practically, ovostatin can be easily purified in large quantities, requiring
about six dozen hen egg whites/gram of protein. Material purified has been stable for prolonged periods (over four
months) during crystall/zation trials and has been kept for over one year as a lyophilized powder. Finally, there is
the similarity between it and a2M. Currently, the only structural information extant is from eleCtron microscopy
studies of isolated molecules.
Task 1: Preparation of ovostatin for use in experiments. Large scale protein purification will be continuous for the
duration of the project. This material will be used to establish the reference ground-based crystal quality against
which future flight crystals will be measured. Ovostafin prepared in this laboratory will be made freely available to
other researchers wishing to study it.
Task 2: Screening of ovostatin crystallization conditions. The best crystallization conditions determined at this
time will be used for future flight experiment(s). These conditions will then be used for the final solubility diagram
determinations to be used in designing the flight experiments.
Task 3: Establishing baseline crystal quality. Multiple data sets will be acquired using the x-ray diffractometer.
These will be used to establish the baseline ground-grown crystal quality.
Task 4: Studies of ovostatin. These will last for the duration of this project. These will be done using the
instrumentationdevelopedinthelaboratoryforthestudyoftheproteincrystal nucleationa dgrowthprocesses.
Task Significance:
Any knowledgegainedaboutovostatinbasedoncrystalstructureanalysiswouldadvancetheoverallknowledgeof
thisfamilyofproteins.
Progress During FY 1995:
Previous microgravity protein crystal growth experiments have used vapor diffusion, free interface diffusion, and
dialysis teclm/ques with most being done using vapor diffusion. Littke and John, using free interface diffusion,
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reported a I03 volume increase for beta-Galactosidase over crystals grown on Earth. In vapor diffusion experiments,
at least three proteins have shown significantly improved diffraction resolution over any of the crystals grown on
Earth,despitethefactthat,becauseofshortflightdurations,crystallizationc ditionshave had tobe optimizedfor
rapidnucleationand growth,i.e.,thetemporalconditionswere more favorableforlowerqualitycrystals.Current
experiencesarethatovostatincrystalsnucleateand finishgrowing withina one-tothree-dayperiod.The process
willhave tobe slowed down tofitbetterwithinthetimeframefora typicalmicrogravityPCG experiment,as
opposedtotheusualcasewhere thecrystalgrowthprocessmust be speededup. Based on theovostatincrystal
currentlygrown, thereisconsiderableroom forimprovement inbothcrystalsizeand diffractionresolution.
Ovostatin purified in this laboratory has now been supplied to four other research groups as a test material. Dr.
William Wilson (Mississippi State University) has found a dramatic dimerization-tetramerization behavior at low
ionic strength. This has led us to an investigation of ovostatin activity vs. structure which has been carried out by
a mummer faculty (Dr. D. Moriarity, UAH). Ovostatin crystallizability has been found to be very sensitive to the
purification procedure and materials employed. We are currently supplying ovostatin to the laboratory of Dr. David
Blow (Imperial College) for extensive crystallization trials which we hope will lead to a preliminary structural
determination. However, the protein sent to Imperial College has yet to crystallize, even when material from the
same preparation gives crystals in out laboratory. Also, we have yet to fred any new crystallization conditions for
ovostatin beyond those first described in the initial proposal.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: l
TASK INITIATION: 1/93 EXPIRATION: 1/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-23-08-26
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
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Stem Cell Expansion in Rotating Bioreactors
Principal Investigator: Dr. Peter3.(_esenberry University of Massachusetts
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
Task Objective #I: This is to develop improved methods for cytokine supported in vitro expansion or maintenance
of engrafting lympho-hematopoietic progenitor/stem cells using the non-shear rotating three-dimensional culture
vehicles developed within the NASA research program.
Task Objective #2: This is to evaluate the culture of purified stem cell populations in the non-shear rotating
three-dimensional culture vehicles and compare this with conventional culture vehicles.
Task Objective #3: This is to determine ff co-culture of isolated irradiated stromal cells or a stromal cell line in the
non-shear rotating three-dimensional culture vehicles would improve expansion of stem cells and maintenance of
primitive engrafting stem cells.
Task Description:
Task Description #1: We have previously found that cytokine exposure in conventional culture vehicles results in
expansion of progenitor cells assayed in vitro, induction of cell cycle progression but the development of a profound
defect in engrafUnent in in vivo transplantation models. In our first series of experiments, we will compare
conventional culture vehicles to the non-shear rotating three-dimensional culture vehicles for their ability to support
both in vitro progenitor cells and in vivo engrafting cells in vitro after exposure to a variety of cytokines including
Interleukin-3. Interleukin-6, steel factor, OM-CSF, basic fibroblast growth factor and Interleukin-1 in various
combinations. We will carry out cytokine dose response and time course evaluate the impact of various cell
concentrations and monitor in vitro progenitors, their cell cycle staVas and engrafting ability. In all the studies in
Task Description #1, whole unseparated routine marrow cells will be cultured. Further, in these experiments, we
will assess cy_okines in optimal doses for their capacity to expand stem cells in vitro and we will also access
different conditions and different cytokine doses for their ability to maintain without induced cell proliferation
progenitor/stem cells in vitro. These later studies are particularly important in that we feel that this may be the
culture condition in which engrafting stem cells can be maintained and induction of cycling may impair engraflment
in this setting. There are many important considerations with regard to the culture of hematopoietic stem cells in
vitro and approaches to expand stel cell populations. As noted above, our data suggests that cycle activation
actually prevents cells from engralling. However, cycle activation is necessary for expansion of stem cell
populations and for retroviral integration in various gene therapy approaches. Therefore, a very important aspect of
these studies would be to determine whether stem cells can be induced to expand with associated proliferation and
activation of cell cycle and then this state reversed so that an expanded population of stem cells or a gene carrying
population of stem cells may now return to the phenotype of a primitive engrafting stem cell. Accordingly, we
will assess various conditions to see if we can reverse the cytokine induced engraftment defect. Once again, we will
compare the non-shear rotating three-dimensional culture veldcles with standard tissue culture flasks. In these
experiments, stem cells will be induced to cycle by cytok/ne exposure and then these populations will be subjected
to either growth in selected low levels of cytokines, hematopoietic stem cells inhibitors such as transforming
growth factor beta, or growth on various stromal populations. The goal here would be to induce quiescence in the
previously stimulated stem cell populations and in these studies we will assess the cells for cycle status, progenitor
content and an ability to engraft in in vivo models.
Task Description #2 is as outlined under #1 for whole marrow, but will be carried out on highly purified
populations of routine hematopoietic stem cells. Purifications will consist of depleting lineage positive cells and
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then selecting cells which stain very weakly with the dyes Rhodamine and Hoescht. Alternative purifications
utilizing Sca antigen or c-Kit are also possible. The assessment of growth and comparison between systems will be
as described in Task Description #1.
Task Description#3 stromalcellswillbe establishedintheculturevehiclesand thenco-culturedwitheitherwhole
marrow orpurifiedmarrow cells.Outcomes would be assessedasoutlinedunderTask Description#I.
Task Significance:
Task significance#I: SuccessfulaccomplishmentofthisTask Objectivecouldleadto superiormethods of
maintaininghematopoieticstem cellsinvitroinvariousproliferativestates.Thisinturncouldform a basisfor
more effective approaches to marrow transplantation and to gene therapy.
Task significance #2 : The accomplishment of the goals outlined in Task Objective #1, but utilizing purified
hematopoietic stem cells, would both open insights into basic stem cell biology but would also potentially reduce
costs in marrow expansion and gene therapy approaches substantially making developed technology much more
feasible for clinical application.
Task significance #3: It is possible that superior results with regard to stem cell maintenance and gene transfer will
be obtained in the presence of stromal cell co-culture using the non-shear rotating three-dimensional culture
vehicles. Success here would, again, increase efficacy of approaches for both marrow transplant and gene therapy.
Progress During FY 1995:
We have now obtained the cylindrical cell culture vessel and have begun our preliminary experiments with the
culture vessle. We have not gone through a full detoxification and conditioning of the vessel. We ate presently
assessing growth of WEHI (a leukemia mouse cell line) cells in the vehicle. We are assessing the growth of WEHI
cells in RPMI-1640 with 10% fetal calf serum. The initial experiments are without antibiotics. We initiated
cultures with a total of 5.2 X 106 cells in approximately 80 ml. After two days of growth, we obtained 138 million
cells in the same volume. Viability of the initial starting cells was 85.6% and after two days was 88.5%. Due to
the machine being inadvertently shut off, we also were able to evaluate non-rotary conditions briefly and found that
we could resuspend the cells and obtain good on-going viability. We are at present obtaining micro-carrier beads to
initiate co-culture operations and have ordered two more vessels in order to begin comparisions with multiple
conditions in the rotary vessels and with stationary flask cultures.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 9/95 EXPIRATION: 9/99
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-23-01.20
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAC-9-S19
RESPONSIBLECENTER: ISC
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Study of Crystallization and Solution Properties of Redesigned Protein Surfaces
Principal Investigator: Prof. David C. Richardson Duke University Medical Center
Co-Investigators:
Gemert, K.
Richardson, J.
Duke University Medical Center
Duke University Medical Center
Task Objective:
The objective of this work is to determine what combinations of protein surface features and solution factors best
promote the growth of highly ordered protein crystals and to seek strategies for improving control over the process.
The experiment design is to make detailed analysis of crystal contacts in Cytochrome B562, construct a planned
series of mutations at those crystal contacts, study crystal growth and solubility properties of the mutant proteins,
study resultant crystal order and use the results to further ref'me analyses, hypothesis, and test mutants.
Task Description:
High-resolution x-ray crystal structures of proteins are the backbone of academic and industrial research efforts m
understand and control the detailed functional properties of these important molecules. Many such studies are
stymied, either by lack of crystals altogether or by crystals whose degree of order is inadequate to show details at the
level of resolution needed.
Two sets of factors jointly influence the growth of ordered protein crystals: the atomic-level details of the protein
surface, including flexibility and bound waters; and the solution conditions, including concentration and identity of
precipitants and other components, pH and ionic strength, temperature, interactions at solid or liquid interfaces,
vibration, convection currents, etc. Traditionally, the protein surface was not variable except by trying different
species, and the only strategy for solution conditions was simply trying as many variations as possible. The most
general conclusion was that what worked for one protein was likely to be different than what worked for another.
Recently, however, there has been support and encouragement, largely led by NASA, for scientific study of the
process of crystallization. The most notable single result so far has been the demonstration that growth in
microgravity can produce significantly better-ordered crystals for many proteins, presumably because of the absence
of convection currents at the crystal surface. The absence of convective currents, in turn, allows for the increased
effect of random diffusion of the protein molecules at the crystal surface and for the increased effective binding
energy of the protein molecule to the growing crystal. Both of these are presumed to lead to more accurate and more
stable attachment of the protein molecules to the crystal, and thus a better-ordered crystal.
Three-to-four mutants will be studied per year. Each study will involve computer-aided graphics studies of crystal
contacts and design of mutants, genetic engineering of mutants, protein purification, crystallization experiments,
crystal solubility determinations, face growth rate measurements, calorimetric measurements of crystal growth, and
evaluation of crystal diffraction.
Task Significance:
The research aims arc to contribute to the scientific understanding and the practical improvement of protein crystal
growth by tying together a series of designed mutations at known crystal contacts with the changes in
crystallization behavior and parameters. There are several logical levels at which the results of this research should
be useful.
A research study of the relative strengths of the binding of protein molecules into their crystal is important for
understanding which factors arc improved in microgravity, whether the growth cessation phenomena can be
alleviated in normal gravity, and how changes in crystal contacts can improve the overall order of protein crystals.
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A detailed study of protein crystal contacts and their specific effects may also help in the future to sort our
influences on nucleation of protein crystals versus later growth. This research is designed to collect two
overlapping but distinct types of information: what specific side chain changes will strengthen or weaken a contact
for a particular crystallization media; and what contact strength is optimum, relative both to the other contacts and
to the diffusion and convection conditions. Such information will surely aid in future rational control of the
crystallization process. Crystal contacts are one type of protein-protein interaction. Related work in this laboratory
studies the full range of such interactions with eventual goal of design and control of protein structure formation as
well as crystallization.
Progress During FY 1995:
Diffraction quality crystals have been grown of seven different mutants of B562, which vary three residues of crystal
contact loop E 81, G 82, K 83 (thus B562-EGK is native). B562-AVK, B562-1SA, B562-RGM, and B562-LGR
crystallized under conditions similar to that of the native B562 conditions (3.5 M PO4, pH 7.0), while B562-LAA,
B562-SLS, and B562-SSR crystallized under conditions of higher PO4 and lower pH (3.75 M PO4, pH 6.0). The
remainder of the mutants studied formed needles or mJcrocrystalline precipitate. The space groups of individual
crystals were determined for four crystals (B562-AVK, P21; B562-LAA and B562-SLS, C2221; B562-SSR; and,
P212121). All of which are a different space group than the wt_B562 (PI), suggesting something different about
the packing of the molecules within the crystal but, fortunately, not precluding the particular target contact region
being similar enough for meaningful comparison. Diffraction data has been collected for B562-AVK and
B562-LAA, and is being processed to determine the molecular structure and the actual protein contacts in these
crystals. Various mutants as well as B562-wt are being tried at different crystallization conditions to fred pairs of
crystals (wt and mutant) which can be directly compared. Computer graphics studies of crystal contacts and
protein-protein interactions continue to be done to provide context for the results of the specific crystal structure
experiments.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 3 BS Degrees: 1
MS Students: 0 MS Degrees: 0
PhD Students: 0 PhD Degrees: I
TASK INITIATION: 8/93 EXPIRATION: 8/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-23-08-22
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAGS-966
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Gemert, K.M., Surles, M.C., LaBean, T.H., Richardson, J.S., and Richardson, D.C. The alacoil: a very tight antiparallel
coiled-coil of a-helices. Protein Science 4 (and Electronic Appendix file C-emert.kin), 2252-2260 (1995).
Hemmingsen, J.M., Gemen, K.M., Richardson, J.S., and Richardson, D.C. The tyrosine comer: a feature of most
greek-key beta barrel proteins. Protein Science 3 (and Diskette Appendix file Hemmngsn.kin), 1927-1937 (1994).
Presentations
Gemert, K.M., and Richardson, D.C. "Crystallization and crystal contact design: cytochrome B562." Protein Crystal
Growth Conference, Panama City, Florida, April 22, 1995.
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Convective Flow Effects on Protein Crystal Growth and Diffraction Resolution
Principal Investigator: Prof.FranzE. Rosenberger University of Alabama, Huntsville
Co-Investigators:
No Co-rs Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
This research aims at developing a detailed understanding of:
• thenucleationand grOWth mechanisms involvedinthecrystallizationofglobularproteins;
• theformationmechanisms of structuralnd compositionalnonuniformities(defects)inproteincrystalsand their
dependenceon growthconditions;and,
• thedependence ofx-raydiffractionresolutionofproteincrystalson defecttypesand concentrationsand,thus,on
crystallizationc ditions.
Task Description:
We seek to establish, for select proteins, a correlation of well-defined solution conditions (purity, pH, buffer,
precipitant, supersaturation, temperature, and bulk transport) with nucleation and growth behavior during
crystallization,a d the x-raydiffractionresolutionof the resultingcrystals.
Towards the above goalswe are pursuingthe followingtasks:
• Characterization of the purity of protein solutions by gel electrophoresis, immunoblotting with comparison to
authenticproteinstandards,and FastProteinLiquidChromatography (FPLC).
• Preparationofhighlyhomogeneous proteinsamplesby FPLC.
• Studies of protein interactions and aggregation in under- and supersaturated solutions by static and dynamic light
scauering.
• Determinations of the precipitant and protein impurity repartitioning between solutions and growing protein
crystals, using atomic absorption and optical spectroscopy, ion selective potentiometry, and gel electrophoresis.
• In situ studies of the protein growth morphology and kinetics, with and without forced solution flow, by
high-resolution microscopic interferometry.
• Numerical modeling of diffusive-convective mass and momentum transport, and the resulting interface
morphology, in geomemes characteristic of protein crystallization on Earth and in space, using experimentally
determinedprecipitantrepartitioning and growthkineticsdata.
• Measurements ofthekinematicviscosityofsupersaturatedproteinsolutions,with acapillaryflow technique,m
supportofthemodeling efforts.
• Measurements ofthedependence oftherefractiveindexofsolutionson saltand proteinconcentration,insupport
ofthe lightscatteringstudies.
• Measurements ofproteinsolubilitiesasa functionofprecipitantconcentration,pH and temperature,usinga
miniaturizedopticalscintillationtechnique.
• Characterizationfthestructuralqualityofselectedcrystalsby x-raydiffractiona d topographytorevealthe
influence of kinetics and transport effects.
Task Significance:
The pharmaceutical industry needs protein structure information to facilitate rational drug design. However, many
of the currently available protein crystals are too imperfect to yield detailed structure information. The reasons for
thislow crystalperfection are not wellunderstood. Interestingly,crystallizationexperimentsinspacehave ledto
significant improvements in crystal perfection for some proteins. Again, the physical mechanisms for this are not
clear.Our researchaims atclarifyingtheconnectionbetweenthemagnitude ofgravitypresentduringprotein
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crystallization and the resulting crystal quality. This insight is expected to lead to the design of protein crystal
growth techniques that result in larger and more perfect crystals.
Progress During FY 1995:
We have identified and quantified the protein impurities in hen-egg-white lysozyme (HEWL) obtained from the three
major commercial suppliers. Depending on the source, the protein heterogeneities were found to be I-6% (w/w).
Furthermore, we have obtained gram quantities of electrophoretically homogeneous (>99,9% w/w) HEWL by single
step semi-preparative scale cation exchange FPLC with a yield of about 50%.
The extensive body of simultaneous static and dynamic light scattering data obtained for under- and super-saturated
HEW/., solutions was quantitatively analyzed in terms of a colloid model potential. The net protein charge and
Hamaker constant obtained by fitting of the potential to the scattering data agrees well with earlier results, This,
together with the low polydispersity of the dynan_ic scattering data excludes the presence of HEWL aggregates prior
to nucleation.
The high-resolution microscopic investigations of HEWL growth morphology and kinetics without forced flow
were cont/nued. Most importantly, growth from the highly purified material (see above) showed neither growth
sector boundary delineations nor striations resulting from kinetics fluctuations. Furthermore, temperature-induced
striations appeared only on extreme temperature changes in growth from this material. This emphasizes the
importance of purification of the starting material for achieving low-defect-density protein crystal growth.
The repartitioningofNa+ and Cl-ionsbetweenHEWL solutionsand crystalswas concluded.Itwas
unambiguously shown thatthesalt-coringisassociatedwiththepreferentialincorporationofthehighermolecular
weightproteinimpuritiesintothecrystals.No saltcoringoccurredingrowth from thepurifiedmaterial.On
re-contaminationofHEWL withavidin,saltcoringwas aspronouncedasintheleastpuresourcematerial.This
furtheremphasizestheimportanceofpurestartingmaterials.
The numerical model for diffusive-convective transport in HEWL crystallization was expanded. On inclusion of a
meaD-scale model for the growth-step motion and its dependence on transport-conditioned protein and impurity
concentrations, both the convex and concave growth morphologies observed earlier were quantitatively reproduced.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: O
PhD Students: 2
TASK INITIATION: 2/93 EXPIRATION: 1/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-23-08-23
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG8-950
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Lin, H., Rosenherger, F., Alexander, J.I.D., and Nadarajah, A. Convective-diffusive transport in protein crystal growth. J.
CrystalGrowth,151,153-162(1995).
Nyce,T.A.,and Rosenberger,F. A generalmethodforcalculatingaturalconvectionflowsinclosedloops.Chem. Eng.
Comm., 134,147-155(1995).
Vekilov, P.G., Monaco, L,A., and Rosenberger, F. H/gh resolut/on interferometric technique for in-situ studies of crystal
growth morphologies and kinetics. J. Crystal Growth, 148, 289-296 (1995).
Presentations
Lin, H. "Interaction between bulk u'ansport and surface kinetics in protein crystal growth." Protein Crystal Growth
Conference, Panama City Beach, Florida, April 1995.
Monaco, L.A., Veki/ov, P.G., and Rosenberger, F. "Sa/t-rich coring in lysozyme crystals." Eleventh International
Conference on Crystal Growth, The Hague, The Netherlands, June 1995.
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Muschol, M. "Lightscattaring from lysozyme solutions. Monomeric interactions or aggregation?" ACS Southeast
Regional Meeting, Birmingham, Alabama, October 1994.
Muschol, M. "Static and dynamic light scattering from protein solutions: aggregation or monomeric interactions?"
Protein Crystal Growth Conference, Panama City Beach, Florida, April 1995.
Rosenberger, F. "Crystall/zation and repartitioning of lysozyme solutions." ACS Southeast Regional Meeting,
Birmingham, Alabama, October 1994.
Rosenberger, F. "Interaction between bulk transport and strongly anisotropic interface kinetics in crystal growth."
Graduiertenkolleg, KOin, Germany, February 1995.
Rosenberger, F. "How can crystals grow with faceted habits when comers and edges get more readily supplied with
nutrient?" Physics Department, Michigan Technological University, March 1995.
Rosenberger, F. "Monte Carlo studies of the interdependence of crystal growth morphology, interface kinetics and bulk
transport." Physics Department, Michigan Technological University, March 1995.
Rosenherger, F. "Lysozyme, a simple system, why bother?" Protein Crystal Growth Conference, Panama City Beach,
Florida, April 1995.
Rosenberger, F. "Protein crystallization." Eleventh International Conference on Crystal Growth, The Hague, The
Netherlands, June 1995.
Vekilov, P.G. "Impurities, growth layer-sources and kinetics fluctuations in the growth of lysozyme crystals." Protein
Crystal Growth Conference, Panama City Beach, Florida, April 1995.
Vekilov, P.G., Monaco, L.A., and Rosenberger, F. '_Lysozym¢ - a model system for advanced crystal growth studies."
Eleventh International Conference on Crystal Growth, The Hague, The Netherlands, June 1995.
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Nucleation and Convection Effects in Protein Crystal Growth
Principal Investigator: Prof. Franz E. Rosenberger University of Alabama, Huntsville
Co-Investigators:
Vekilov, Dr. P.
Muschol, Dr. M.
University of Alabama, Huntsville
University of Alabama, Huntsville
Task Objective:
The objectives of this research arc:
• understanding of the nucleation and crystal growth mechanisms to facilitate a rational approach to protein
crystallization;
• determinationfthefactorsthatcurrentlyimithex-raydiffractionresolutionfproteincrystals,andtheir
correlationtocrystallizationconditions;and,
•developmentofnoveltechnologiestostudyandmonitorproteincrystalnucleationa dgrowthprocesses,inorder
toincreasethereproducibilityandyieldofproteincrystallization.
Task Description:
Studiesoftheaggregationstateinpurified, compositionallycharacterized,under-andsupersaturatedprotein
solutions,toidentifytheconditionsleadingtotheformationofcrystallinenucleiversusundesirableprecipitates.
Forthistask,we aredevelopinganovelmethodology/instrumentationforsimultaneousmultianglelightscattering
(SMALS) studies,andapplyittoselectproteins.The SMALS approachwill,forthefirsttime,allowfor
unambiguousaggregationstudiestobe conductedatthehighsupersaturationstypicalofproteincrystallization
processes.Forlow molecularweightproteins,thelightscatteringstudieswillbesupplementedby neutron
diffractionnvestigationsftheaggregationbehavior.
Studiesoftheeffectsofdefinedsoluteandimpuritytransportonmorphologyandkineticsinproteincrystallization
andonresultingcrystalperfection,totestourhypothesisthathelimitedstructuralperfectionfEarth(andsome
space) grown crystals is partly due to instabilities in the transport and interfacial processes involved. The growth
morphology of select, well characterized proteins, will be monitored by high-resolution, in situ interferornetry for a
wide range of crystallization conditions. In particular, we will study the effects of forced solution flow/convection
on kinetics and structural perfection. The structuralquality of crystals will be evaluated by x-ray diffraction and
topography.
Task Significance:
The pharmaceuticalindustryneedsproteinstructureinformationtofacilitaterationaldrugdesign.However,many
ofthecurrentlyavailableproteincrystalsaretooimperfect toyieldetailedstructureinformation.The reasonsfor
thislowcrystalperfectionam notwell understood. Interestingly,cr stallizationexperimentsinspace haveledto
significant improvements in crystal perfection for some proteins. Again, the physical mechanisms for this are not
clear.Our researchaimsatclarifyingtheconnectionbetweenthemagnitudeofgravitypresentduringprotein
crystallizationandtheresultingcrystalquality.Thisinsightisexpectedtoleadtothedesignofproteincrystal
growthtechniquesthatresultinlargerandmoreperfectcrystals.
Progress During FY 1995:
The designofthesimultaneousmultianglelightscatteringunithasbeencompletedandacquisitionfthemain
componentshasbegun.
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In preparation for detailed impurity analyses and purification work, a systematic comparison and quantification of
the sensitivity of staining techn/ques of SDS PAGE gels was conducted. An enhanced silver staining techrtique,
with a sensitivity of 0.1 ng of protein, was shown co be ten times more sensitive than normal silver stain and
100-1000 fold more than coomassie blue.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASKINITIATION: 7/95 EXPIRATION: 7/98
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-23-08-43
NASA CONTRACTNo.: NAGS-I161
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY lggS:
Presentations
Lin, H. "Modeling mass transport and surface kinetics in protein crystal growth." AIA.A Space Programs and Technologies
Conference, Huntsville, Alabama, September 1995.
Muschol, M. "Crystallization in protein solutions. What can we learn from light scattering?" AIAA Space Programs and
Technologies Conference, Huntsville, Alabama, September 1995.
Rosenberger, F. '"Protein crystallization." International Space University, Stockholm, Sweden, August 1995.
Rosenberger, F. 'lh'otein crystallization." Institeto de Fisics, Unlversidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, Mexico City,
September 1995.
Vekilov, P.G. '_t_igh-resolution in-site interfemmetric studies of lysozyme crystal growth morphology and kinetics."
AIAA Space Programs and Technologies Conference, Huntsville, Alabama, September 1995.
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Enhancement of Cell Function in Culture by Controlled Aggregation Under Microgravity Conditions
Principal Investigator: Prof. w. M. Saltzman Johns Hopkins University
Co-Investigators:
Leong,Prof.K. Johns HopkinsUniversity
Task Objective:
Cell-cellcontactwithintissuesisfundamentaltotheregulationfcelldifferentiationandfunction.Cellaggregates,
formedinvitroandmaintainedinculture,havebeenshowntomaintainmany ofthefunctionsofthenativetissue.
The mainobjectivesofthisprogramare:i)developmentofmethodsforcontrollingcellaggregationusingbioactive
polymersandpolymermicrospheresandii)systematicstudycfthefunctionandbehaviorofsuitablyaggregated
cellsinculture.The discoveryofnew methodsforimprovingcellgrowthandfunctionincultureiscriticaltothe
developmentofhybridartificialnternalorgansandmammaliancellbioreactors.
Task Description:
To achieve these goals, we have formulated the following specific objectives for a three-year period of study:
Obiective 1: Synthesis of water soluble zmlvmers for controlling cell agm'egation. We will synthesize water
soluble polymers with bioactive groups that are specifically recognizedby certain cells and use these
multifunctional polymers as molecular nuclei to initiate and control cell aggregation. We will use these polymers
to control aggregation by adding them to gently agitated or quiescent suspensions of single cells; this technique will
produce small cellular aggregates (<10 cells, diameter<100 nun). By altering the properties of the polymers and the
conditions of aggregation, we will identify approaches for obtaining cell aggregates of different size, polydispersity,
and morphology. We have demonstrated the feasibility of this approach using N-acetyl glucosamine (specific for
chicken hepatocytes) attached to vinyl polymers.
Objective 2: Fabrication of polymer microspheres for carrier-assisted cell ag_m'egation.We will fabricate
microspheres containing encapsulated, soluble mediators of cell growth and function. We will use the microspheres
to create larger aggregates with a central polymer core. We have also demonstrated the feasibility of this approach
using microspheres composed of vinyl polymers and cultured hypatocytes.
Ob_iective 3: Development of methods for culturin_ cell ag_ere__atesunder unit _avity. In preliminary studies, we
have encapsulated hepatocytes and hepatocyte aggregates within gels of type I collagen, cultured these encapsulated
cells, and examined subsequent cell growth, function, and viability. We will test gels of collagen under different
hydration conditions to fred an optimal experimental system for maintaining cells in an aggregated and suspended
state in the laboratory. The gels will be used to suspend aggregates created with water-soluble polymers and
microspheres. To develop model culture systems representing both liver and neuronal tissues, we will use primary
cultures of hepatocytes, primary cultures and fetal brain cells, neuroblastoma cell lines, and the PC12 cell line.
Objective 4: Measurement of cell function under different a_t,re2ation conditions in gel culture,. We have already
developed methods of monitoring cell growth and metabolism in culture by measuring cellular protein, DNA, and
lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) content. We have also developed methods for monitoring cell function in culture by
following albumin and uric acid secretion (for hepatocytes) and expression of specific enzymes and responsiveness to
nerve growth factor (for PC 12 cells). Using the optimal experimental system, defined in specific objective 3, we
willsystematicallyexaminethefunctionofcellaggregatesinculture.Aggregateswillbe culturedunderavariety
ofconditionsincludingi)conventionalstaticculture,ii)staticculturewithaggregatessuspendedwithingelsof
exwacellularmatrixmolecules,andiii)microgravitycultureofaggregateswithintheNASA rotating-wall
bioreactors.
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O_ective 5: Preoaration of exneriments for evaluation under micro_ravitv conditions. In specific objectives 1
through 4, we will have identified the important variables for controlling cell aggregation and function in aggregate
culture. In the final stages of this project, we will design methods for developing physiologically realistic cell
aggregates under microgravity conditions and for testing the influence of aggregation on cell function in suspension
culture under microgravity in space.
Task Significance:
These studies are uniquely suited for study in mlcrogravity. First, cell aggregation in zero gravity will be driven by
migration and diffusion rather than by forced collisions as is necessary on earth. The resulting aggregates may be
closer to those found in tissues, since tissues are formed by migration and selective adhesion. Second, gentle
suspension culture techniques can be used to culture the aggregates in microgravity. By the end of the period of
laboratory study proposed here, we will have developed cell aggregation techniques appropriate for testing under
microgravity conditions in space.
Progress During FY 1995:
Objective I: We have synthesized several water-soluble molecules as molecular nuclei for cell adhesion. These
molecules are based on poly(ethylene glycol) with bioactive peptides, NH3-GIy-Arg-GIy-As p (GRGD) and
NH3-Gly-Tyr-Ile-Gly-Ser-Arg (GYIGSR), grafted to the termini. We have developed covalent coupling methods for
attaching these peptides to PEG with a variety of molecular weights (5,000 to 30,000) and to polystyrene
microspheres (0.1 to 10 mm). We have used quantitative cell adhesion assays to determine the best peptides for
conjugation. We have examined the kinetics of cell aggregation of a number of important cell types (including
neural ceilsand celllines, fibroblasts, and genetically engineered fibroblasts). We are developing methods for
examining cell function for aggregates maintained in culture. The first report in this work was published this year
(Dai, Belt, and Saltzman, 1994) and other publications are in progress.
Objective 2: We have synthesized polystyrene polymers modified with carbohydrates and peptides at the surface. A
manuscript describing this work was published this year (Gutsche, eL al., 1994). These unique polystyrene-based
polymers can be formed as microspheres, and cells attach and grow avidly to these novel microcarriers. We have
developed similar methods for coupling peptides to polystyrene supports with a range of sizes.
Objectives 3 and 4: We have developed methods for culturing and forming aggregates under unit gravity. A
manuscript that was recently accepted for publication is appended. (Krewson, C.E., Chine S.W., Dai, W., and
Saltzman, W.M. Biotechnology and Bioengineering 43:555-562 (1994). We have adapted these methods for
producing aggregates within the NASA rotating-wall vessels.
Objective 5: Only applicable to the third project year.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 11/92 EXPIRATION: 11/95
PROJECT iDENTIFICATION: 962-23-01- I0
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG-654
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: JSC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Baldwin,S.P.0KrewsOnnC.E.,and Saltzman,W.M. PC 12cellaggregationand neuritegrowthingelsofcollagen,laminin0
and fibronectin. International Journal of Developmental Neurosciencee Submitted, (1995).
Dal, W. and Saltzman, W.M. Cell-binding peptides conjugated to poly(ethylene glycol) promote neural cell
aggregationCellaggregateformationby suspensionwithconjugatesofpoly(ethyleneglycoland RGD. Biotechnologyand
Bioengineering,Submitted,(1995).
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Dai, W., Belt, J., and Saltzman, W.M. Cell-binding peptides conjugated to poly(ethylene glycol) promote neural cell
aggregation. Bio/Technology, 12, 797-801 (1994).
Gutsche, A.T., Parsons-Wingerter, P., Chand, D., Saltzman, W.M., and Leong, K.W. N-acetylglucosamine and adenosine
derivatized surfaces for cell culture: 3T3 fibroblast and chicken hepatocyte response. Biotechnology and Bioengineering,
43, 801-809 (1994).
Krewson, C.E. and Saltzman, W.M. Controlled delivery of nerve growth factor in 3-dimensional cell cultures and in the
brain. Proceedings of the International Symposium on Controlled Release of Bioactive Materials, 22, in press (1995).
Krewson, C.E.,Chung, S.W., Dai,W., and Saltzman,W.M. Cellaggregationand neuritegrowth in gelsof extracellular
matrix molecules. Biotechnology and Bioengineering,43, 555-562 (1994).
Saltzman, W.M., Belt, J., Dai, W., Krewson, C.E., Livingston, T., Parkhurst, M.R., and Shin, M. Synthesis of polymeric
substrates and characterization of cell-polymer interactions. Journal of Cellular Biochemistry Supplement, 18C, 240
(1994).
Presentations
Dai, W., Belt, J., and Saltzman, W.M. "Cell adhesion peptides conjugated to poly(ethylene glycol) promote cell
aggregation." AIChE Annual Meeting, San Francisco, CA, 16 November 1994.
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Culture of Porcine Islet Tissue: Evaluation of Microgravity Conditions
Principal Investigator: Dr. David W. Scharp Washington University School of Medicine
Co-Investigators:
No Co-rs Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
Porcine islet tissue is receiving new attention as an attractive, potential tissue for application in clinical islet
transplantation in patients with Type I, Insulin-Dependent Diabetes Mellitus 0DDM). Recent clinical success of
islet transplantation into patients with renal grafts using human islets and standard immunosuppression
demonstrated that greater than one year islet graft function can be achieved off insulin therapy. As additional
patients are being transplanted to establish how many patients can achieve insulin independence and for what
duration, investigators are anticipating that the 4,000 human organ donors a year will be insufficient for the
numbers of potential transplants that can be achieved. Thus, adult porcine islet isolations are being developed. We
have developed an adult porcine islet procedure but realize that the use of neonatal porcine islet tissue is more suited
for clinical application from a cost production viewpoint as well as from a safety viewpoint, since the neonatal
porcine islet tissue could be obtained from gnotobiotic donors. While this seems ideal, there has not been any
reliable way to isolate neonatal islet tissue in any quantity nor any method to culture these islet cells. We have
recently developed a markedly improved method for the isolation and purification of neonatal porcine islet tissue,
but, have no reliable method to culture islet cells that can not only produce new islets, called pseudoislets, but also
take advantage of their inherent growth and maturation potential prior to consideration of transplantation.
Learningofthemicrogravitationalculturesystemwithlow shearrateand theprovenimportanceinproducingother
tissuetypesfrom singlecellsdevelopedby Dr. Glenn Spaulding(NASA JSC),he and Ihave establisheda new
collaborationthatwould combine our isletissue.
Task Description:
To accomplishthesethreeobjectives,we proposethefollowingspecificaims fortheinvestigations:
I. To cultureneonatalisletissueby rotational,microgravitationalnd staticmethods todetermineoptimalways
offormationand preservationoffunctionalpseudoislets.
2. To examine theabilityofculturedneonatalporcineisletissuetodevelopand maintaindifferentiatedislet
functionalcharacteristics.
3. To determinetheabilityofoptimallyculturedporcineisletissuetobe successfullytransplantedintodiabetic
recipients.
4. To examine thereplicationpotentialofneonatalporcineisletissuethroughculturemanipulations.These
proposedstudiescombine theisletexpertisewith a method ofrotationalisletculturethathas successfullyformed
neonatal porcine pseudoislets with the microgravitationai expertise with a specific low shear culture system that
seems ideally suited to the fragile neonatal islet cells. Successful completion of these proposed studies should
provide important results that will have considerable application in the islet field as well as in the field of
microgravitational studies important to future NASA objectives.
Task Significance:
The results of these studies will provide new information to three areas. The results will be important to: 1) a
better understanding of the development of neonatal islet tissue, 2) NASA considerations of islet tissue as a
potential type of tissue for their microgravitational studies, and 3) islet transplantation for developing an effective
culture system for this promising new source of islet tissue.
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Progress During FY 1995:
This project continues to utilize islet tissue isolated from 14 to 29 day neonatal pigs which have been surgically
altered at three days of age and given feed enriched with potential growth factors to increase the beta cell production
and maturation for the lO-day to two week period prior to harvest. So far this year, we have performed twelve
separate experiments, each closely monitored at different stages by sampling for DNA extraction, insulin
production, glucose utilization rates, insulin extraction, and histology evaluation.
Resultsshow a two- toseven-foldincreaseinthenumber ofaggregatesattwo weeks ofculture.Although glucose
utilizationisfairlyconstant,thereseems tobe a maximum outputofinsulinatone week ofculture.Final
viabilitytestingshows functionalisletissueand a 95% viabilityby fluoresceindiacetatestaining.Recentstudies
have been focusedon varyingtheculturemedium used,aswellasvaryingthetissueand bead ratios.One ofour
latestdevelopmentshas todo withincreasingtheabilitytoprocessmore tissueata time,thereforecuttingdown on
thevariabilitiesand increasingtheyieldpergrams oftissue,allowingus toculturemore aggregatesfrom each
experiment.
Although invitrotestinghasbeen a successfultoolinmonitoringtheprogressofour tissuesurvivaland growth,
we have justrecentlybegun tostudythepotentialofthisprojectwith invivo growth ofour neonataltissue.We
areusingtheSCID (sever-combinedimmune deficient)mouse asa recipientmodel,inordertoavoidany rejection
problems. The resultsoftheseexperimentsaretoorecenttodraw conclusionsbut ourexpectationsforthisseries
arehigh.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 1/93 EXPIRATION: 1/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-23-01-08
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG-653
RESPONSIBLECENTER: JSC
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Robotic Acquisition and Cryogenic Preservation of Single Crystals of Macromolecules for X-Ray
Diffraction
Principal Investigator: Craig D. Smith, Ph.D. University of Alabama, Birmingham
Co-Investigators:
DeLucas, L. University of Alabama, Birmingham (CMC)
Task Objective:
Experiments are aimed at the development of new or better methods of preserving protein crystals at ultra-low
temperatures. Cryogenically preserved crystals can be used for immediate enhanced x-ray crystallographic data
collection or stored indef'mitely until data collection facilities become available.
Task Description:
'I'neinitial focus is on cryofluid/pmtein crystal interactions, thermal processes which affect the success of freezing
protein crystals, and the development of rapidphysical handling methods of these small fragile crystals to enhance
success rates of cryofreezing. Understanding the freezing process on a molecular scale may provide more guidance to
the currentempirically derived methods.
Task Significance:
Protein crystals used for x-ray crystallographic experiments usually are very fragile and short-lived. Data from these
crystals produce three-dimensional sCuctures of proteins important to many biochemical processes. Freezing
protein crystals can greatly enhance the structuralinformation obtained by crystallography by reducing their fragility
and dramatically increasing their lifetimes. Experimental data also show that a clearer picture of the protein
structure can result when the crystal is frozen.
Progress During FY 1995:
This grant has been funded for only a few weeks and experiments are currently in progress.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 10/95 EXPIRATION: 10/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION:962-23-08-47
NASA CONTRACT No.: NAGS-1193
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
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Influence of Microgravity Conditions on Gene Transfer Into Expanded Populations of Human
Hematopoietic Stem Cells
Principal Investigator: Dr. F. M. Stewart University of Massachusetts
Co-Investigators:
Stein, Dr. J.
Lawrence, Dr. J.
University of Massachusetts Medical Center
University of Massachusetts Medical Center
Task Objective:
We plan to evaluate the ability of the HARV (high aspect rotating-wall vessel) three-dimensional culture system to
optimize engraftment conditions of human hemopoietic cells into SCID-NOD mice by evaluating: a) its effects on
purified stem cells and the development of stromal ceils, b) cytokine stimulation in this system and expansion of
stem cells, c) repetitive transplant, and d) cell cycle manipulation of stem ceils. These conditions set the stage for
subsequent gene transfer studies with neomycin-resistance gene NEOR transfection into primitive
lymphohematopoietic stem cells.
Task Description:
We propose to use the HARV three-dimensional culture system and microgravity concepts to evaluate marrow cells
from normal donors transduced with NEO R,assessing long-term gene transduetion frequency and gene expression,
the effect of 5-FU pre-treatment (a method of cell cycling) on transduetion frequencies in this system, and
engraftment (with minimal or no myeloablation) into SCID.NOD animals. The results of these studies may show
that the mitt,gravity culture approaches may improve gene transfer, stem cell expansion and engraftment into
SCID-NOD animals. From these studies and others beyond the scope of this proposal, the potential benefits (and
risks) of transferring other genes such as MDR1 into normal cells (or into cancer cells) may be assessed.
Ultimately, as part of the future clinical gene therapy protocol, we plan to evaluate MDR1 gene transfer into normal
marrow from patients with ovarian carcinoma in an effort to escalate doses with p 170 pump drugs such as Tax,l,
thereby potentially increasing cure rates, while minimizing toxicity.
Task Significance:
Hematopoietic stem cells, because of their ability to repopulate bone marrow of myeloablated animals, have been an
attractivevehicle for various gene therapy approaches. Work in different animal species and humans indicates an
ability to transfer genes to hematopoietic stem cells using a variety of approaches including retroviral vectors.
Genetically transduced hematopoietic stem cells have been transplanted into animals and humans, and the expression
and long-term persistence of the genes demonstrated in vivo. Unfortunately, the level of expression and percent
cells carrying the transferred gene have been disappointingly low in expression of the transferred gene, especially
with progressive cell differentiation into different lineages. Alternate possibilities include a failure to transfer the
gene of interest into long-term hematopoietic repopulating cells and/or a failure of these cells to engraft. Current
culture systems are limited in supporting long-term preservation and expansion of stem cells. Since co-culture with
gene-carrying viral supematants appears at present to be the most effective method of gene insertion in human cells,
optimizing culture conditions may be important for maximizing the efficiency of gene transfer into hematopoietic
stem cells.
Progress During FY 1995:
We plan to evaluate the ability of the STLV three-dimensional culture system to optimize engraftment conditions of
human hematopoietic stem cells into SCID-NOD mice by evaluating a) its effects on purified stem ceils and the
development of stromal cells; b) cytokine stimulation in this system and expansion of stem cells; e) repetitive
transplant; d) cell cycle manipulation of stem cells. These conditions set the stage for subsequent gene transfer
studies with the neomycin-resistance gene (NEO_) and other genes.
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Since our grant funding period commenced in Spetember, 1995, we have initiated the process of tit, ring
amphotropic MDRl-vector suprenants with the assistance of Ingenex. We have also obtained from Genetics
Therapy, Inc., the appropriatevectors carrying the neomycin-resistance gene (LNL-6 and G1NA). We have
purchased a total of three STLV bioreactors. Due to a backlog of ordering, we were only able to obtain one
bioreactor but expect to receive two hi,reactors in January '96. We have hired a technician to assist with the culture
studies and SC1D-NOD mouse experiments. We visited the Johnson Space Center in December, 1995. During our
visit, we were able to accomplish the technical aspects of the STLV and HARV hi,reactors.
We have also procured a number of human cord blood specimens that have been cryopreserved and will be used in
additional future experiments. We sent l0 cord blood samples to NASA/JSC for human stem cell work as pan of
our continued collaborative interaction with scientists at JSC/Houston.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 9/95 EXPIRATION; 9/99
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION;962-23-01-27
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG 9-820
RESPONSIBLECENTER; JSC
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Mechanisms for Membrane Protein Crystallization: Analysis by Small Angle Neutron Scattering
Principal Investigator: Dr. David M. Tiede Argonne National Laboratory
Co-Investigators:
No Co-rs Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The goal of this project is to characterize structural intermediates in pathways for membrane protein crystallization.
This project will use small angle neutron scattering, SANS, to characterize detergent and protein structures that
exist in solution as a function of initial crystallization conditions, and this project will examine how these
structures change as a function of time and trajectories that move the crystallization mixtures into metastable,
crystallization phases.
Task Description:
This project will use the bacterial photosynthetic reaction center as a model for examining mechanisms for
membrane protein crystallization, and for investigating the influence of the detergent on crystallization. Membrane
protein crystallization differs from other protein by requiring the presence of a solubilizing detergent. The reaction
center has been successfully crystallized in two types of detergent, zwiterionic lauryldimethylamine-N-oxide,
LDAO, and non-ionic n-octyl-B-D-glucoside, 0(3, Conditions requited for reaction center crystallization change
depending upon the detergent used for solubilization of the reaction center. This demonstrates that the solubilities
of both detergent and protein must be manipulated in order to successfully crystallize membrane proteins.
Protein crystallization is typically described in terms of three discrete phases: a solution phase where the
detergent-solubilized protein complexes are soluble, a metastable crystallization phase where crystal nucleation and
growth occur in the presence of solubilized protein, and irmally a precipitation phase in which there is no solubilized
protein in solution.
This project will use SANS to characterize how detergent and protein structures vary as a function of position in
this phase diagram. Neutron scattering is sensitive to isotopic substitution. This project will use isotopic labeling
to selectively extract neutron scattering contributions from the detergent and the reaction center structures in
crystallization mixtures. These structures will be time-resolved during the time-course of crystallization.
Task Significance:
Protein crystallization is frequently a rate-limiting step in the analysis and understanding of the molecular basis for
disease and drug therapy. This is particularly true for membrane proteins that are responsible for many major
biological processes such as vision, nerve conduction, photosynthesis and respiration. So far there has been
relatively little success in the crystallization of membrane proteins compared to water-soluble proteins. This project
will provide unique, first-of-the-kind data on slnlctural intermediates in pathways leading to the crystallization of the
bacterial photosynthetic reaction center, which is one of the few membrane proteins that has been successfully
crystallized. This information is necessary for the development of more general, rational strategies for enhancing
the efficiency of membrane protein crystallization.
Progress During FY 1995:
Funding was just received at the end of fiscal year 1995. No progress to date.
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Preparation and Analysis of RNA Crystals
Principal Investigator: Dr. Paul Todd University of Colorado, Boulder
Co-Investigators:
Kundrot, C.E.
Schultz, S.C.
University of Colorado
University of Colorado
Task Objective:
Grow crystals of specific RNA's and nucleic-acid peptide complexes that diffract x-rays to high resolution.
Identify pathways that lead to highest-quality crystals of RNA's and complexes.
Detail the mechanism of the role of inertial acceleration (gravity) in high-resolution RNA crystal growth.
Task Description:
1. Preparation of high-quality crystals and their complexes.
2. Pathway to high-quality RNA crystals.
3. Mechanism of action of inertial acceleration (gravity)on crystalgrowth.
Task Significance:
There is a rising interest in the use of specially-tailored RNA sequences as pharmaceutical and diagnostic chemicals.
These sequences must have a three-dimensional structure that allows them to interact with target molecules, usually
proteins. One example is a 28-base RNA sequence that inhibits the reverse transcriptase of HIV- 1; this target
molecule is required for the replication of the AIDS virus in human cells. Another is a longer RNA that behaves
like an enzyme and enzymatically cleaves virus RNA in cells. To assess the ability of these RNA's to interact with
their targets and to possess chemical stability, their three-dimensional structure needs to be determined by x-ray
crystallography, which requires high-quality crystals at least 0.5 mm long. However, there is very little experience,
worldwide, in crystallizing RNA's. Therefore the goals of this project are to provide high-quality RNA crystals and
a paradigm for their reliable preparation.
Progress During FY 1995:
The following progress has been made in addressing the tasks listed above:
1. Preparation of high-quality crystals of RNA's and their complexes: Oligonucleotide 'q.IU-dodecamer" and nucleic
acid-proteincomplex crystalswere grown inFluidProcessingApparatus(FPA) and MaterialsDispersionApparatus
(MDA) on ShuttlemissionSTS-69. At thetimeofthiswritingadditionalsamplesareawaitingthelaunchesof
ShuttlemissionSTS-73 and METEOR commercialexperimentcarrier(unmanned orbiter).The methods ofdouble
diffusion,stepdiffusion,and osmoticdewateringwere employed on allthreeflights,and crystalswere formed by
thesemethodson STS-69,includingone diffraction-qualitycrystaloftheUU-dodecamcr and a few diffraction-quality
crystalsofnucleicacid-proteincomplexes.
2. Pathway to high-quality RNA crystals: An osmotic crystallizer with 24 reaction chambers has been built and
tested. A successful transport model has been applied to the control of solute concentration rate. A transport rate
measuring device has been built and tested. A 12-base RNA "UU-dodecamer" has been synthesized by in vitro
transcription; its phase diagram in methylpentane diol and ammonium acetate at 37* C has been determined, and
crystals of this material have been grown by osmotic dewatering in the laboratory.
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3, Mechanisms of action of inertial acceleration (gravity) on crystal growth: Crystal/nucleus sedimentations as a
factor has been studied by growing crystals with the above crystallizer upside-down in the laboratory. Under this
condition, crystallization seldom proceeds beyond the nucleation stage, and the concentration of solutes at the 'lop"
of the chamber leads to a high frequency of continuous nucleation. Low-gravity experiments have been performed
as mentioned above.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 2
MS Students: 1
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 9/95 EXPIRATION: 7/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION; 962-23-08-42
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Proceedings
Lee, C.Y., Sport/elloi M.G., Cape, S., Ferrt_t S., Todd, P., Kundrot, C.E.I and Barnes, C. "Application of osmotic
dewatering to the crystallization of oligonucleotides for crystallography." Proceedings of 25th Annual Biochemical
Engineering Symposium, R. Bajpal (ed.), University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri (1995).
Presentations
Lee, C.Y., Sportiello, M.G., Capet S., Ferret, S., Todd, P., Kundrot, C.E.t and Barnes, C. "Application of osmotic
dewatering to the crystallization of ol/gonucleotides for crystallography." 6th Annual Colorado Biotechnology
Symposium, Boulder, Colorado, September 1995.
Leet C.Y., SportieUo, M.G., Cape, S., Ferree, S., Todd, P., Kundroti C.E., and Barnes, C. "Application of osmotic
dewatering to the crystallization of oligonucleotides for crystallography." 25th Annual Biochemical Engineering
Symposium, University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri, September 1995.
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Development of Microflow Biochemical Sensors for Space Biotechnology
Principal Investigator: Dr. BraceTowe Arizona State University
Co-Investigators:
No Co-rs Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The objective of this work is to develop biochemical sensors and associated hardware for space bioreactor
applications. Two different methods are being explored consisting of flow injection analyzers (FIA) of small format
and low reagent volume demands, and micro-flow type fluorescent biochemical sensors. Each of these two types of
sensors are being implemented in hardware that have configurations which are specific to the environment and
construction of the space shuttle bioreactor. Together, the two systems offer the opportunity to measure the
concentration of basic culture nutrients of glucose and oxygen as well as the potential to measure other
biochemicals of future interest such as galactose, urea, creatinine, an other cellular products released into the cell
culture medium.
Task Description:
A microflow colorimetricsensorfor glucose is being constructedbasedon the use of apredissolvedsinglereagent
system. The Sigma, Inc., (St. Louis, Mo.) 'Trinder test"employs peroxidase and glucose oxidase enzymes with
another dissolved reagent to produce, in the presence of glucose, stoichiometric amounts of a colored dye that is
measured photometrically.
The basicglucosesensingstrategyistopump submicroliterquantitiesofTrindereagentanddialyzedsampleof
filteredbioreactormediaintoacommon mixingplenumandphotometricallyrecordingcolorchanges.The project
requiresthedevelopmentofafluidhandlingsystemthatisresistanttobubbleformationandotherproblemsbrought
onby theforcesofliftoffandzerogravityoperation.
The fluorescent oxygen sensor under development uses an oxygen sensitive dye trapped in a micro-flow recirculating
loop using a length of thin silicone tubing that is immersed in the bioreactor solution or media flow loop. The
portion of the sample exiting from the bioreactor media is subjected to a fluorescence test by an in-line optical cell.
The dye is then recirculated back to a small, several milliliter, holding reservoir for reuse.
The important problems and issues under research concern the best way to implement the biochemical sensor's flow
system so that it can self-check and recalibrate itself periodically. Another important issue is determining methods
to minimize the quantity of reagents that are used over two week to one month missions in order to make the sensor
small and compact. Research is being conducted to f'mdways to improve the shelf life of reagents so that over one
month sensor operational lifetimes can be achieved.
The project consists of developing the principles and manufacturing approaches to microflow injection analysis for
application to space bioreactors. Specifically we plan to:
I. Test microdialysis methods of sample withdrawal from the bioreactors as a way of avoiding clogging and bubble
entrainment.
2. Develop more optimal techniques for the improved storage of the Trinder reagents without refrigeration. We are
specifically investigating the augmentation of the Trinder with additional quantities of enzyme (glucose oxidase,
peroxidase) prior to charging the sensor storage reservoirs in order to help offset losses of their activity with time.
3.Identifywaystofabricatehesensorsinareliableandmaintenance-freeconfiguration.
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4. Develop a testing protocol that conforms to the operating conditions the sensor will experience in space
bioreactors. This will allow final shakedown and identification of possible problems with f'mal sensor integration
into the configuration used for flight.
Task Significance:
Maintenance of cell culture environments in terms of glucose and oxygen tension is of particular importance to the
successful growth of mammalian cells. The range of permissible biochemical variation in culture media, however,
is very narrow and specific to a given cell type. For this reason, a critical requirement of successful space bioreactor
operation is the measurement of the concentration of biochemicals in cell growth media. This information would
then be used by a control system to maintain cell culture chemical balances. Unfortunately, the rigorous demands
placed on biochemical sensors by space biotechnology reactors precludes the use of commercially available
biochemical sensors that meet the size, weight and bulk requirements of flying in a space shuttle locker. As a
result, a good argument could be made that lack of suitable biosensors is one of the primary factors presently
limiting the success of biotechnology reactors in space.
Progress During FY 1995:
We have found that significant improvements in the useful lifetime of the sensors, up to 30 days, can be achieved
by application of anti-bacterial techniques in handling of the integral reagent supplies. We are presently testing
versions of the sensor hardware that have a potentially improved reliability through the replacement of micropumps
with fluorocarbon pressurized reagent-delivery reservoirs.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 9/95 EXPIRATION: 8/99
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-23_01-33
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAC__-815
RESPONSIBLECENTER: JSC
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Experimental Studies of Protein Crystal Growth Under Simulated Low Gravity Conditions
Principal Investigator: Dr. Eugene H. Trinh Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
Co-Investigators:
DeLucas, Dr. L.J.
Rhim, Dr. W.K.
University of Alabama, Birmingham
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
Task Objective:
The goal of this ground-based experimental research task is to better establish the role of convective flows in the
determination of the characteristics of crystals grown from protein solutions. The primary objectives are f'u-stto
inhibit natural convective flows around isolated crystals immersed in single levitated solution droplets, and then to
either allow natural convection to occur or to carefully increase the magnitude of an artificially-induced convective
flow. The secondary objective is to develop a new experimental approach for the detailed characterization of the
crystal environment while providing simulated low gravity conditions in l-g by using freely levitated solution
droplets rotating along a horizontal axis.
Task Description:
A specific objective is to obtain a quantitative measure of the effects of varying the flow velocity around a crystal
by at least one order of magnitude while maintaining all the other relevant parameters constant. The specific tasks
are to measure the face growth rate and to monitor the depletion layer around a growing crystal while inhibiting
convection. We will first attempt to visualize it in the simulated low-gravity condition, and then perturb it by the
induction of controlled flow fields.
Task Significance:
The influence of gravitational effects on the evolution of living and inorganic crystalline nmterials has been recently
underscored by investigations performed in microgravity. In particular, strong circumstantial evidence has been
gathered pointing to the marked improvement in the characteristics of protein crystals grown in low Earth-orbit.
The importance of the understanding of the structure of the assembly of protein molecules for application to the
bioteclmolo&-y and pharmaceutical fields makes the identification of the specific gravity-related processes of
particular significance. Understanding and perhaps eventually controlling the right parameters on Earth will
significandy impact our ability to improve our methods to grow proteins to extract more valuable information to be
used for the manufacture of drugs and to better understand biochemical processes affecting human health.
Progress During FY 1995:
No significant activity has taken place in FY95 except for the assembly of the laboratory set-up. Funding will be
officially in place at YPL at the beginning of November 1995.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 11/95 EXPIRATION; 9/99
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-23-O8-40
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
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Two-Dimensional Protein Crystallization at Interfaces
Principal Investigator: Prof. Viola Vogel University of Washington
Co-Investigators:
Stayton,P. UniversityofWashington
Task Objective:
The primary objective of our program is to develop extensive insight into the biophysical chemistry of protein
crystallization, with simultaneous emphasis on developing new approaches for catalyzing three-dimensional protein
crystal growth. Genetic engineering techniques and powerful in situ optical imaging and spectroscopy
methodologieswillbeusedtodissectthebiomolecularstructure-functionrelationshipsgoverningcrystallization.
The site-directedmutagenesisofstreptavidinw llallowthemappingofspecificproteinside-chainstospecific
physico-chemicalro esincrystallization.Thesephysic.o-chemicalroleswillbeexperimentallyelucidatedusingan
arrayofcutting-edgesurfaceanalyticaltechniques.
Task Description:
Our first two tasks are (I) to study the effects of reduced biotin-binding affinity on the two-dimensional
crystallizationpr cessby theuseofsite-directedstreptavidinmutants,and(2)tocharacterizehow site-directed
side-chainalterationsfthelaleral protein-proteincontactzonesaffecttwo.dimensionalcrystallization( .e.,crystal
growth,size,andmorphology).
Modem insitusurfaceanalyticaltechniqueswillbeemployedandfurtherdevelopedtoprobe(a)thesurfacebinding
ofthemodelprotein,(b)thetwo-dimensionalcrystallizationpr cesses,and(c)thegrowthrates.The surface
binding,aswellasthesizeandshapesofresultingcrystals,willbecharacterizedasafunctionofthebinding
affinityothesurfaceanchoredligands.Thecrystallizationofsueptavidinu derneathbiotinylatedsurfaceswill
serveasourfn'stmodelsystem.
Task Significance:
Despite the importance of protein crystallization to many fields in the biological sciences, the biotechnology field,
and the pharmaceutical industry, there remains a striking paucity of fundamental principles describing protein crystal
nucleation and growth. Our program is aimed at filling this gap, by providing molecular insight into the
biomolecular st_cture.function relationships governing protein crystallization in the model streptavidin
two-dimensional system that is amenable to in situ physico-chemical clutracterization. Site-directed mutagenesis
experiments allow us to alter selected protein side-chains. We will probe the resulting changes in physical
parameters of the crystallization process as a function of these changes using a combination of surface analytical
techniques.
Insitumonitoringofcrystallizationpr cessesisanimportantneedformicrogravityenvironmentresearch,asvery
littleinformationisavailableforhow thedynamicscomparetoground-basedgrowth.Thus,althoughourfirst
generation of proposed experiments are designed for ground-based research, the optical and mass sensitive techniques
to be utilized in these experiments should be readily adapted to future in-space applications.
Progress During FY 1995:
Ourprogramgot startedofficially only onSeptember1, 1995. In preliminaryexperiments we couldalready
demonstrate that the protein surface density can be quantified by Brewster angle microscopy and that the difference in
optical thickness between the noncrystalline and the crystalline phase is sufficient to provide for contrast rich
images. We determined a critical surface density for commercial streptavidin that is required to induce the
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two-dimensional crystallization of streptavidin. Several mutants have been produced to alter (a) the binding affinity
of streptavidin to biotin, and Co) the protein-protein contacts. These mutants are currently under investigation with
respect to their crystallization behavior.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 2
TASK INITIATION: 9/95 EXPIRATION: 8/99
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-23-08-45
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAGB-l146
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
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Automation of Protein Crystallization Experiments: Crystallization by Dynamic Control of
Temperature
Principal Investigator: Dr. Keith B. Ward Office of Naval Research
Co-Investigators:
Zuk, Dr. W.M.
Perozzo, M.A.
Geo-Centers, Inc./Naval Research Laboratory (NRL)
Naval Research Laboratory (NRL)
Task Objective:
The goal of this research program is to develop a dynamically-controlled crystallization system (DCCS) in which
protein supersaturation is controlled by varying the temperature while crystallization is monitored by optical means.
This device will also be capable of being controlled telerobotically. The program intends to extend its
accomplishments in this area by continuing to enhance the DCCS, expanding the system to include multiple
crystallization chambers and incorporating more efficient and versatile systems for monitoring the progress of
nucleation and crystallization. A final goal of this project is to ascertain to what extent the technique of
temperature-controlled crystallization is applicable for protein crystallization.
Task Description:
A study of a representative sample of well-characterized proteins that have been successfully crystallized using other
methods is proposed. The temperature coefficient of solubility will be measured using the DCCS, and attempts to
prepare crystals in this apparatus will allow us to judge the general usefulness of this approach.
The proposed methods of research include further modifying the current design to incorporate video monitoring to
provide visual observation of growth volumes, to introduce dynamic light scattering, and to expand the system to
include multiple crystallization cells, each with separate temperature controls. Telerobotic control experiments will
continue using enhanced control software, and the results of the experiments will be aimed at defining the
capabilities and limitations of remotely-controlled crystallization protocols on space platforms in microgravity.
Collection of protein temperature solubility data will be enhanced by the development of more fully automated
software algorithms. The temperature of a sample is slowly changed step-wise until the level of scintillation signal
indicates that the crystallization phase boundary has been crossed. The temperature will then be recycled using a
lrmer step size until the solubility temperature of the sample is determined to within 0.1* C. Although currently
some of this process is conducted manually, further development of the control software will completely automate
the process.
Task Significance:
This research is important in continuing the development of dynamically-controlled crystallization systems, proving
the usefulness of dynamic control in conducting protein crystallization experiments in microgravity. This work
will also aid the current effort of other NASA-funded Principle Investigators in designing advanced crystallization
apparatuses. This system will also be used, while it is being developed, to explore whether temperature control of
supersaturation is a technique that can have wide applicability in laboratory-based protein crystallization.
Progress During FY 1995:
The miniaturized dynamically controlled temperature device has been used to collect preliminary solubility data on
hen egg-white lysozyme, a-chymotrypsin, ferritin, ribonuclease A, and catalase. Some success was achieved in
crystallizing iysozyme and ferritin through temperature control. The control software which operates the
crystallization device is being redesigned to permit simultaneous multiple experiments and to enhance the analysis
of intensity data. We have also initiated the integration of dynamic light scattering equipment into the apparatus to
study the effects of temperature on protein aggregation.
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STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 1/93 EXPIRATION: 1/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-23-08-24
NASA CONTRACT NO.: I-I-07975D
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Presentations
Zuk, W.M., Ward, K.B., and Perozzo, M.A. "Automation of protein crystallization experiments: crystallization by
dynamiccontroloftemperature."Conferenceon ProteinCrystalGrowth,Panama City,Florida,April1995.
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Thermal Optimization of Growth and Quality of Protein Crystals
Principal Investigator: Dr. ]o_ M. Wiencek University of Iowa
Co-Investigators:
Arnold, E. Rutgers University
Task Objective:
The overall goal of this project is to control supersaturation at constant values during protein crystal growth by
varying the temperature in a predetermined (by simple theory) manner. Applying the theory requires knowledge
about specific physicochemical properties of the protein solution including the effect of supersaturation on growth
rates and the effect of temperature on protein solubility. Our specific goals are:
• Application of a temperature control strategy which maintains constant supersaturation to the growth of lysozyme
crystals and comparison to traditional isothermal sm_,egies.
• Investigation of batch isothermal calorimetry as a tool to determine lysozyme solubility as a function of
temperature by employing the Van't Hoff equation.
• Construction of a video microscopy apparatus for determination of crystal growth rates and terminal size.
Work for the coming year will focus on the measurement of solubility and crystal growth rate for human serum
albumin as well as the assessment of the crystals grown by the developed strategies via x-ray diffraction.
Task Description:
Three protein systems have been chosen for study: lysozyme, human serum albumin (HSA), and HIV reverse
transcriptase (RT). Each of these proteins have unique features that make them interesting. Lysozyme and HSA
represent fairly inexpensive and readily available proteins and will be model systems for investigations elucidating
the effects of growth rates on crystal quality. Once strategies that are optimal are available, such strategies will be
applied to the RT system as a realistic test case.
Experimental evidence suggests that larger and higher quality crystals can be attained in the microgravity
environment of space. Fundamental studies have attempted to measure and model the effects of gravity-induced
convection and sedimentation on the crystal growth process. However, the effect of growth rate on protein crystal
quality is not well documented. If the growth rate is controlled, how much time is required to allow for interfacial
attachment of the large protein molecule? What is the impact of this "attachment time" on crystal quality? This
research effort is directed at measuring the effects of crystal growth rate on the ability of crystals to diffract x-rays.
We hope to link crystal quality to slow growth rates and discern '_ow slow is slow enough." In addition,
processing strategies will be developed which x-ray crystallographers can use to grow larger, high-quality crystals.
The investigation requires the measurement of protein (lysozyme, HSA and RT) solubility at two or more different
temperatures (typically 4= and 25 = C) and the growth rate at two or more different supersaturations.
Microcalorimetry is a potentially powerful technique to measure these and other (e.g., nucleation) physical
parameters of the protein systems.
Task Significance:
Development of a systematic method of protein crystallization may lead to crystallization of previously
uncrystallizable proteins and add to current knowledge of protein structure/function relationships. Knowledge of
detailed protein structure is essential for rational design of therapies and small molecule pharmaceuticals.
II.MSADProgramTasks-- Ground-baaed Discipline: Biotechnology
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Progress During FY 1995:
Work is progressing on the use of predictive temperature control algorithms to maximize crystal size and quality.
Our previous efforts have shown that the predictive temperature profiles for lysozyme can lead to fewer, larger
crystals with notable improvement in crystal quality. Current efforts have focused on the extension to other protein
systems. The physico-chemical parameters required to implement such temperature profiles include the heat of
crystallization, growth rate functionality in terms of supersaturation, and the location of the labile zone. We are
deriving theoretical as well as practical methodologies based on microcalorimetric measurements to obtain such
information. The results to date with lysozyme have proven our theoretical expressions correct provided care is
taken when determining terminal crystal sizes. Using these parameters, we are concurrently growing crystals of
Equine Serum Albumin via our temperature control algorithm. Work for the next year will continue along these
lines.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 4
TASK INITIATION: 6/93 EXPIRATION: 6/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-23-08-28
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG8-975
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Schall,C.A.,Wiencek.J.M.,Yarmush,M.L.,and Arnold,E.V. Lysozyme crystallizationstudiesathighpressure.J.of
CrystalGrowth,135,548-554(1994).
Vasudevan,M.,and Wiencek,J.M. Proteinextractionintononionicmicroemulsions:effectofsurfactantstructure.
Biotech.and Bioeng.,46,99-108(1995).
Presentations
Wiencek, J.M. "Thermal optimization of protein crystal growth."
Beach, Florida, April 1995.
NASA ProteinCrystalGrowth Conference,Panama City
Wiencek,J.M. "Productionofproteincrystalssuitableforx-raydiffractiona alysis:controllinggrowthratesvia
temperaturemanipulation."FallColloquia,Chemistryand ChemicalEngineering,PolytechnicUniversity,Brooklyn,New
York,October1994.
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A Rational Approach for Predicting Protein Crystallization
Principal Investigator: Dr. W. W. Wilson MississippiStateUniversity
Co-Investigators:
No Co-rs Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The primary objective is to begin light scattering measurements on the protein a-chymotrypsin to obtain second
virial coefficient values in a variety of solvent conditions. The experimental data obtained will later be compared to
theoretical results.
Task Description:
Static laser scattering (SLS) will be used to determine osmotic second virial coefficients, B=2, for the protein in
solvents which vary in ionic strength, pH and temperature.
Task Significance:
The proposed work will determine the feasibility of theoretically predicting the solution conditions that are favorable
for protein crystallization.
Progress During FY 1995:
A graduate student has been identified to begin the task, and the materials for Phase I of the work have been
procure_
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH;
BS Students: 0
MS Students: I
PhD Students: 0
TASK INITIATION; 8/95 EXPIRATION: 8/99
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION; 962-23-08-34
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
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Search for a Dilute Solution Property to Predict Protein Crystallization
Principal Investigator: Dr. W. W. Wilson Mississippi State University
Co-Investigators:
No Co-rs Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The primary objective of the research is to discover a unique dilute solution parameter that universally and
unambiguously predicts protein crystallization.
Since most crystallographers will not have access to sophisticated laser scattering instrumentation, a secondary
objective of this research is to construct a simple laser scattering device that determines the universal predictor
values. The device will be miniaturized to work with sub-milliliter volumes and incorporate the latest optical fiber
technologyfor beam delivery andsignaldetection.
Task Description:
Static,dynamicandelectrophoreticlaserscatteringtechniqueswillbeusedtocarefullymeasureanarrayof
thermodynamic and hydrodynamic (not kinetic) solution parameters for each of a group of selected proteins dissolved
under crystallizing as well as non-crystallizing solvent conditions. The proteins chosen will have a wide variation
with respect to molecular weight and crystallizing conditions such as temperature, pI-I and crystallizing agent type
(inorganic salts, PEG's and other organics). The laser scattering solution parameters will be measured in the dilute
protein concentration regime, often 10-20 times below protein saturation.
The research approach is to obtain comprehensive measurements of the SLS, DLS and ELS parameters from a set of
selected proteins under both crystallizing and precipitating conditions with particular attention given to the dilute
solution regime. The selection of the proteins is significant, and some collaboration with protein crystallographers
will be required to totally define the set. Prior verbal agreement for such advisory collaboration has been obtained
from Marc Pusey and Dan Carter at Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Alabama, Pat Weber at Dupont in
Wilmington, Delaware, Alex McPherson at the University of California, Riverside, Franz Rosenberger at the
University of Alabama, Huntsville, and Charlie Bugg and Larry DeLucas at the University of Alabama,
Birmingham. Use will also be made of the Biological Macromolecule Crystallization Database compiled by Gary
Gilliland at the Center for Advanced Research in Biotechnology in Rockville, Maryland. Based on years of
experience in performing laser scattering measurements and on the manpower requested in the budget, a target
number of twenty proteins is projected for the set, corresponding to roughly one complete set of measurements per
protein per month. This amount of time accounts for protein purification procedures as well as repetitions for each
of the SLS, DLS, and ELS experiments.
Task Significance:
It is anticipated that a particularsolution parameter (or combination of parameters) will be discovered that has
quantitative values within a reasonably narrow range for crystallizing conditions and values significantly outside that
range for non-crystallizing or precipitating conditions. If such a universal predictor can be proven, then its use will
have an immediate impact in the protein crystal growth community in general and microgravity research in
particular. The solution conditions for protein crystallization in a microgravity environment should be maximized
during ground testing so that a high probability for crystallization is achieved. Having a universal predictor will
allow crystallographers to free tune existing crystallization protocol or discover new conditions to crystallize
difficult proteins.
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Progress During FY 1995:
A predictor for protein crystallization has been def'med in terms of a crystallization slot repre_nted by values of a
dilute solution parameter called the osmotic second virial coefficient, Bz=. The slot includes values of B==between
about-2to-8x 104mol ml g.2.We have alsofound thatB=2isa qualitativepredictorforproteinsolubilityfor
bothnormal and retrogradesolubilitybehavior.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 1 MS Degrees: 1
PhD Students: 1 FaD Degrees: 0
TASK INITIATION: 7/93 EXPIRATION: 6/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-23-08-2!
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAGS-965
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
George, A., and WilsonI W.
(I994),
Predictingproteincrystall/zationfrom a dilute solutionproperty.Acta.Cryst.,DS0t 361-365
Presentations
Arabshahi, A., Venkataswamalah, M., and Wilson, W. "Automated dynamic control of protein crystal growth." 461h
Annual Southeastern Regional Meeting of the American Chemical Society, Birmingham, Alabama, October 1994.
George, A., ChiangI Y., Cal, Z., and Wilson, W. '_r scattering studies of crystallizing protein solutions." 46th Annual
Southeastern Regional Meeting of the American Chemical Societyi Birmingham, Alabama, October 1994.
Parsons, C., and Wilson, W. "Capillary electrophoresis studies of protein." 46th Annual Southeutem Regional Meeting
of the American Chemical Society, Birmingham, Alabama, October 1994.
Wilson, W. "The second virial coefficient as a predictor in protein crystallization." Protein Crystal Growth Conference,
Panama City, Florida, April 1995.
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Phase Shifting Interferometric Analysis of Protein Crystal Growth Boundaries and Convective Flows
Principal Investigator: Mr. William K. Witherow NASA Marshall Space Right Center (MSFC)
Co-Investigators:
Sibille, Dr. L.
Smith, D.
Universities Space Research Association (USRA)
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
Task Objective:
The objective of the proposed study is to obtain experimental evidence of several characteristics of a crystallizing
protein solution and model their effects on the crystal growth process. The characteristics to be studied include: the
presence of concentration gradients during the crystal growth, the extent of the boundary layer from the crystal face,
and the effect of buoyancy driven convection on the growth. Phase shifting interferometry (PSI) can provide
significant insight to this issue. PSI will produce a visual con/'trmation of the concentration profile at the boundary
layer and concentration values within the depletion region. PSI has the potential to offer a direct visualization of
convective flows within proteinic crystallizing solutions.
Task Description:
Mach-Zehnder and Reflection Interferometry with a magnification of up to 1000x will be used to examine growing
protein crystals. Phase shifting will be accomplished using an electro-optic phase modulator or a piezo electric
mirror. Abel inverse transforms will be used on the resulting phase maps to provide planar phase information.
Task Significance:
Protein crystals axe grown to determine the three-dimensional structure of proteins. By utilizing x-ray or neutron
diffraction, the collected information allows the direct identification of active sites of the macromolecule, its
conformation, and sequence of the amino acids. Sections of very large assemblies of proteins such as structural
proteins or viruses can also be crystallized. Crystallization is therefore the starting point of any study aiming at the
development of new drugs and the understanding of viral diseases. Crystallization techniques for proteins are now
well known, but a biophysical understanding of the growth mechanisms is underdeveloped. This aspect of protein
research needs to be expanded as the proteins being studied are more complex and their purification more costly.
Since the beginning of the 1980% tens of proteins have been crystallized in microgravity. Microgravity-grown
crystals of several proteins were found to be larger or diffracted with higher resolution than ones previously grown
on the ground. These results tend to demonstrate that a reduction of gravity affects the inteffacial growth
mechanisms which are directly dependent upon the mass transport regime. Convection is known to play a
significant role in the growth kinetics of inorganic crystals but its importance is still debated in relation to the
crystallization of biological macromolecules. There is little doubt about the existence of convective flows in
proteinic solutions, but the flow rates they generate close to the crystal/solution interface and their effect on growth
kinetics have not been quantified experimentally. The technique of PSI will allow us to determine these values and
provide direct comparison between solutal flows in crystallizing solutions under various levels of gravity. An
examination of the flows in the fluid and its correlation with crystal growth will strongly depict the role of
microgravity in protein crystal growth.
Progress During FY 1995:
A phase shifting interferometer has been constructed and a computer program modified to collect the data and
produce a phase map of the regions around growing protein crystals. A special optical quality test cell has b_n
designed and built to grow the protein crystals. Work is progressing on collecting data from growing protein
crystals and improvements are being made to the optical system.
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STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH;
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 1
PhD Students: 0
TASK INITIATION: 10/94 EXPIRATION: 9/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-23-08-44
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Presentations
Sibille, L. 'rWork-to-date (poster)." 6th International Conference on Crystallization of Biological Macromolecules,
Hiroshima, Japan, November 12- ] 7, 1995.
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Characterization of Solvation Potentials Between Small Particles
Principal Investigator: Dr. Charles F. Zukoski University of Illinois, Urbana-ChampaJgn
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
A combined experimental and modeling effort is used to characterize how variations in solvent chemical potential
alter the states of aggregation of colloidal particles.
Task Description:
The objectiveoftheFY95 program istodevelopa combined densityfractionaltheoryand Monte Carlosimulation
techniquetodescribethephasebehaviorofparticleswhere interactionsaredominatedby solvationforces.In
addition,theroleofsolvent/particleinteractionsincreatinghydrophobicattractionsi explored.On the
experimentalside,directlinksaremade betweeninterparticleforcesand phasebehaviorthroughmeasurementsof
proteinsecondvirialcoefficientsby lightscatteringand phasebehaviorasproteinconcentrationisincreased.
Task Significance:
Developing methods which reliably result in high quality protein crystals is of major technological significance in
the development of fundamental understanding of biochemical phenomena and the expression of genetically altered
therapeutic proteins. In the work carried out here, new methods of controlling protein crystallization are explored.
The modeling effort seeks to guide the experimental program by providing understanding of the role of solvation
interactions in controlling the state of protein aggregation. The modeling effort has shown that the rarely
recognized variable of solvent chemical potential can be used to control protein crystallization behavior. The
experimental program is aimed at developing methods of characterizing protein interactions as solvent chemical
potential is altered and demonstrating links with crystallization behavior.
Progress During FY 1995:
Three major steps forward have been made. First, a model for electrostatic interactions between changed surfaces has
been developed where the chemical potential of the solvent as well as the ions between the two approaching surfaces
is held constant. This model captures both classic descriptions to double layer interactions as well as providing
evidenceforelectrostaticattractionsbetweenlikesurfaces.The secondstephas been thedevelopmentofanalytical
scanningprobemicroscopetechniquesforprobingstrength,range,and solventdependenciesofhydrophobic
interactions.Thirdly,we have shown thatthesecondvirialcoefficientcan be used topredictthesolubilityof
proteinsand otherglobularmacromolecules.Our work suggeststhatifcompared on an equalfooting,broad classes
ofglobularmacromoleculeswillhave thesame solubilities.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 1 BS Degrees: 1
MS Students: 1 MS Degrees: 3
PhD Students: 2 PhD Degrees: 1
TASK INITIATION: 6/93 EXPIRATION: 6/97
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-23-08-27
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG8-976
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Rosenbaum,D.,Zamora,P.C.,and Zukoski,C.F. Phasebehaviorofsmallcolloidalparticles.Phys.Rev. Letters,vol.
TBD, ppTBD (submitted).
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Presentations
Frink, L.A. (Ph.D. Thesis) "A comprehensive solvation theory for colloidal forces with application to both neutral and
charged systems." University of Illinois, Urbana-Champalgn (1995).
Kokkoli, E. (M.S. Thesis) "Contact angles and hydration forces." University of Illinois, Urhana-Champaign (1995).
Rosenbaurn,D. (M.S.Thesis)"Hydrationforcesand proteincrystallization."UniversityofIllinois,Urbana-Charnpaign
(1995).
Zamora, P.C., Rosenbaurn, D.A., and Zukoski, C.F. '_'he role of attractions in protein phase behavior." Physical
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Protein Crystal Growth and Microgravity, Panama City, FT.,, April 1995.
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Effects of Energy Release on Near Field Flow Structure of Gas Jets
Principal Investigator: Prof.Ajay K. Agrawal University of Oklahoma
Co-Investigators:
Gollahalli, Dr. S.R. University of Oklahoma
Task Objective:
The primary objective of this research is to understand how buoymey affects the structure of the shear layer, the
development of fluid dynamic instabilities, and formation and characteristics of the coherent structures in the
near-nozzle regions of burning gas jets. The secondary objective is to understand the role of buoyancy in the flame
lifting and reattachment process, evaluate the scaling behavior of diffusion flames, and aid in the development of a
theoretical model by providing quantitative temperature data throughout the flame in the absence of buoyancy
effects.
Task Description:
The initial phase of this project involves the visualization of near-field flow structures in cold jets and nonsooting
flames at the same flow conditions or the same jet exit Reynolds number, allowing the effects of energy release on
these structures to be identified by comparison. The experiments will use hydrogen and hydrogen-inert gas
mixtures as the fuel with air as the oxidizer. Energy released in the flame will be controlled by varying the
hydrogen mole fraction in the jet stream. Attached flames, lifted flames, and flames in the transition region between
these two extremes will be studied. Experiments for all cases will be conducted in both normal and reduced gravity.
Task Significance:
The phenomena occurring near the exit of a gas jet nozzle determine burning characteristics and the rate of pollutant
generation. The effect of buoyancy on these processes is poorly understood and hence it is difficult to model when
designing commercial combustors, This project will study the fluid dynamics of turbulent gas jet combustion,
applicable to commercial combustors of this type and may lead to higher efficiencies and lower pollution generation
levels.
Progress During FY 1995:
Laboratory experiments were conducted using hydrogen at atmospheric pressure. The objective of these experiments
was to determine flame characteristics including the Reynolds number at lift-off for nozzle diameters from 0.25 mm
to 3.00 ram.
Reduced pressure laboratory facilities were developed. They included a vacuum pump rated at 117 CFM at an
absolute pressure of 0.1 inches of mercury, and a stainless steel test chamber with appropriateoptical access. The
custom test chamber includes a diffuser section around the inlet nozzle to provide a uniform air flow around the fuel
nozzle and a honeycomb diffuser at the outlet to provide a smooth transition to the outlet. Additionally, there is a
remote ignitor that retracts following ignition.
Analyticalworkwas initiatedtopredictcharacteristicsofthehydrogenjet.Thiseffort involvednumerical
simulationsofburningandnon-burningdiffusionjetsatvariousoperatingconditions.A generalpurpose,
commercialcomputationalf uidynamicscode(CFD),PHOENICS, was usedtocomputetheflowfield.Inthe
future,theenergyreleasemechanismwillbemodeledusingdetailedchemicalkinetics.Preliminarycalculations
wereperformedbyCHEMKTN, achemicalkineticsodedevelopedattheSandiaNationalLaboratory.The
PHOENIC$ codewas interfacedwiththeCHEMKIN codetosimulatehydrogenjetswithandwithoutchemical
reactions.We havealsohelddiscussionswiththeNavalResearchLaboratoriestousesomeoftheirsimulation
codes.
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The PI and Co-I traveled to NASA Lewis and conducted the tests in the 2.2 Second Drop Tower. The test rig
DIANA was used for these experiments. DeVon Griffin of LeRC provided the necessary training and support for
using the rig and the drop tower, the rainbow schlieren filters used were developed by Paul Greenberg, also of
LeRC. The experiments involved hydrogen flames at low cold flow Reynolds numbers (up to 400) from 0.58 mm
and 1.2 mm ID fuel nozzles. Color schlieren images at normal gravity and microgravity were recorded in S-VI-IS
format. Analysis of these tapes revealed that the flame anchored upstream of the fuel tube exit at both normal and
low gravity. However, the upstream distance of 20.D. at normal gravity increased to approximately 60.D. at low
gravity. Discussions were held with NASA scientists to develop techniques for quantifying the rainbow schlieren
data.
These tests revealed that a more intense fight source would be requ/red to temporally resolve turbulent structure in
the flames. Hence, a high intensity strobe with a xenon flash lamp was later modified to mate with the drop tower
fiber optics. This lamp operates at 30 Hz, has a pulse energy of 1.3J with a duration of 6.5 microseconds. The
lamp should have enough intensity to allow the 30 Hz video system to open its shutter for a duration of 200 micro
seconds. While this system appears adequate for current needs, we are also exploring the arc lamps sold by Oriel
Corporation.
Ground experiments were conducted at atmospheric pressure for various fuel tubes and flow rates. A symmetric
rainbow filter was created and used for some of the experiments. For a 0.58 mm I.D. tube, the flame appeared
laminar at a Reynolds number of 540. At higher Reynolds numbers the laminar and turbulent zones were
distinguished by the flame necking. The necking distance decreased with increasing Reynolds number as the flame
became fully turbulent, lifted-off and eventually blew-off. The test facility for low pressure experiments was
fabricated and has undergone validation tests. The entire test assembly was mounted on a swiveling bracket to
facilitate orienting the flow direction at any angle with the gravity vector.
The rainbow f'tlter generation computer programs, originally developed for a Unix machine, were ported to a
personal computer, The filter data are stored in TIFF format. Rectangular and circular filters of any RGB
distributions can now be created readily. We are producing symmetric linear and exponential f'dters which will be
used to evaluate sensitivity of the rainbow system. We acquired a digital film recorder with cost-sharing using
internal funds. The recorder allows generation of a large variety of fdters quickly and locally.
To complete the proposed reduced gravity test program, large hydrogen flow rates are required. Using the system
currently in place at the 2.2 Second Drop Tower would require a large amount of onboard fuel to insure a steady
flow rate. Due to safety concerns a balloon-based fuel supply system was developed. A fuel-filled balloon is
contained inside a pressure vessel filled with an inert gas. The balloon inflates to a volume of approximately 100cc,
with the fuel exiting at a constant flow rate due to the high pressure of the surrounding inert, Using this technique,
the fuel would be completely consumed at the end of the drop. Preliminary tests on a demonstration unit were
encouraging and we are now developing a procedure to systematically fill the inert and the fuel.
We identified and ordered a high intensity, short arc strobing white light source to maximize throughput in the
single-mode fiber used in the 2.2 Second Drop Tower. This xenon light source from Oriel Corporation provides
0.32 J/pulse at up to 100Hz. The arc dimensions are 3ram x 2.5 mm with a pulse duration of 1.6 microsecond. A
1:1 condenser lens assembly is used to collect and reimage light onto a fiber bundle focusing assembly which could
be linked to the transmitting fiber. The strobe can be pulsed manually or _ggered externally by a "['IT, signal.
Preliminary experiments with an existing xenon strobe indicated a need to synchronize light source with the video
camera. This was accomplished by an electronic circuit consisting of a sync separator, an adjustable time delay,
and a trigger. The video signal was sync separated at either 30 or 60Hz. Thus, the light source could be triggered at
30Hz to synchronize with each video frame or at 00Hz to synchronize with each video field. The light source and
the camera could be synchronized online by the adjustable time delay. Because we have not yet received s_robe from
Oriel, the synchronization circuit board was tested using an existing strobe.
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The rainbow filter generation computer programs were extended to create falters of any RGB distributions. These
distributions could be prescribed analytically or numerically. The revised program was used to create a variety of
symmetric and exponential filters. Experiments with exponential filters improved resolution and visual appearance
of the color schlieren images. We have acquired and installed the Polaroid Model HR 6000 Digital Palette Film
Recorder. We have chosen TIFF format for all of our imaging work.
Experimenting with image acquisition, we found that 640x480 RGB schlieren images captured at 30Hz could not
be transferred to the computer memory in real time. The limitation was imposed by the PC EISA-bus used by the
frame grabber. The frame acquisition program was modified to trim the image such that small images could be
stored in real time. A small image does not necessary lose useful data because the schlieren images often have a
large background.
We evaluated a general purpose software MATLAB with its Image Processing tool box and determined that this
software would limit our imaging capabilities. Thus, we have developed a set of subroutines in Fortran which
could be integrated with public domain image read/write functions written in "C". These subroutines were
developed for both the PC and Unix platforms. The subroutines have allowed us to develop image processing tools
in Fortran.
The primary image processing task is to invert the schlieren images into refractive index distributions. A computer
code was developed to curve-fit the angular deflection data from schlieren images using Hermite polynomial of some
order. The deflection data could then be inverted to the refractive index distributions analytically without
computationally intensive numerical integration. The computer codes to curve-fit and to invert deflection data have
been validated using known distributions.
The vacuum chamber was reassembled and a shake-down test with hydrogen flames was conducted. The overall
systemperformedwell.The testsindicatedneedstoachieveauniformairflowaroundthefuelnozzleand to
simultaneouslyregulateairflowand thechamber pressure.Thus,thefuel-tubemounting systemand the
honeycomb were modified,and a flow controlvalvewas placeddownstream ofthechamber. With these
modifications,theairflowcharacteristicsmproved considerably.Adding thedownstream valvenotonlyprovided
independentcontrolofthechamber pressureand airflowratebutalsoprovidedcoldairtoquench theexhaustgases.
Thus,thetemperatureofgasesintothevacuum pump was lowered. Recently,we used a smoke machine to
visualizeairflowinthechamber atcoldflow conditions.We areintheprocessofinstrumentingthistestfacility.
We have acquiredand installeda Sun Spares!at!on20 which willbe dedicatedtothecomputationalwork. The
PHOENICS and CHEMKIN coded have alsobeen installedon thisworkstation.We have alsoacquiredand installed
anothergeneralpurposecomputationalfluiddynamics softwareCFD-ACE by CFDRC.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 1
PhD Students: 2
TASK INITIATION; 6/94 EXPIRATION: 5/97
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-22-05-57
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG3-1594
RESPONSIBLECENTER; LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Presentations
Agrawal, A.K., Gollahali, S.R. and Griffin, D.W. "Effects of energy release on near field flow structure of gas jets." Third
InternationalMicrogravityCombustionWorkshop, Cleveland,OH, 1995.
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Radiative Extinction of Diffusion Flames
Principal Investigator: Prof.ArvindAtreya University of Michigan
Co-Investigators:
Wichman, Prof. I.S. MichiganState University
Task Objective:
The objective of this program is to quantify the conditions under which a stabilized, laminar diffusion flame will be
extingnished by radiative heat losses from flame-generated particulates (e.g., soot) that drain the chemically released
energy from the flame. These tests must be conducted in microgravity because radiation-induced extinction may not
be possible under normal.gravity conditions where buoyancy-generated convection would sweep the radiating sources
upward and away from the flame.
Task Description:
The program is to have simultaneous experimental and theoretical efforts. Experimentally, normal-gravity tests
using a quasi-one-dimensional counterflow diffusion flame burnerwill be studied to quantify soot production and
oxidation rates and their optical properties. These data are needed both for the formulation of the reduced-gravity
testing and for the development of theoretical models.
Subsequent reduced-gravity testing is to be pursued in the 2.2 Second Drop Tower at NASA Lewis Research Center,
where a laminar diffusion flame is to be stabilized about a spherical porous burner. In these tests the local fuel
concentrations will be varied by the introduction of inerts into the fuel-flow stream. Measurements of flame
temperature and radiation flux will be used for comparisons with theory.
A numerical model will be developed to simulate the reduced-gravity experimental configuration, and will include a
chemical-kinetics-model and an empirical model of the production and consumption of soot particulates. A model
of the radiant emissions from the flame, associated with the particulates, will be developed.
Task Significance:
The microgravity flames will demonstrate the concept of radiative extinction in stabilized flames, distinct from the
case of spreading diffusion flames. This mechanism of extinction is likely unique in microgravity, and thus may
haveapplicationt firesafetyaboardorbitingspacecraft.
Progress During FY 1995:
This report describes the t'ma] efforts of this program, completed during FY95.
I)Severalweeksof2.2SecondDropTower testingwereconductedtorefinethesphericalburnerdesignandignition
techniques.The porousceramicmaterialfromwhichtheburnershavebeenmade (tominimizeheatlossestothe
burner)haveanon-uniformicrostructurethatresultsinaflowthatisnotsphericallysymmetric,especiallyduring
thepressurepulseexperiencedduringtransitionfromthehydrogenignitionflametothemainfuelflow.
ManufacturingtechniqueshavebeendevelopedbytheFItomitigatetheseffects,demonstratedby theachievement
ofsphericalb ueflamesurfaces.Additionally,theradiationdetectorsystemdevelopedby thePIhaveshownthat
thedynamicrangeofemissionsfromtheflameexceedthatofthestandardroptowerdataacquisitionsystem(l0
bits).However,sincetheburnertechnologyhasbeenestablished,alimitednumberofdroptowertestshave
indicatedthat hetimeprofileoftheradiantemissionsisrepeatablewherethesystemisnotsaturated.
In the last series of tests, an innovative method of measuring flame radiation using a trio of independent band
limited photo-diode detectors (with different band-pass fi'equencies) was successful, and combined with thermocouple
measurements provide time varying histories of radiant emissions, temperature and visible flame radii for spherically
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expanding diffusion flames in quiescent microgravity environments for methane, ethylene, and acetylene all in air at
normal atmospheric pressure. These results have been used to infer the history of soot formation, residence time
and oxidation in these flames and are being compared to the numericed model developed earlier.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH;
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 2
PhD Students: 0
TASK INITIATION: 4/9] EXPIRATION: 3/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-22-05-29
NASA CONTRACT NO,: NAG3-1460
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Presentations
Atreya, A., Agrawal, S., Shamim, T., Pickett, K., Sackst_ler, K.R., and Nauru, H.R., "Radiant extinction of gasious
diffusion flames." Third International Microgravity Combustion Workshop, Cleveland, OH, April 11-13, 1995.
Pickett, K., Atreya, A., Agrawal, S., and Sacksteder, K.R., "Radiation from unsteady spherical diffusion flames in
microgravity." 33rd AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting, AJAA-95-OI48, Reno Nevada, January 1995.
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Multicomponent Droplet Combustion in Microgravity: Soot Formation, Emulsions, Metal-Based
Additives, and the Effect of Initial Droplet Diameter
Principal Investigator: prof. c. T. Avedisian Comell University
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The objective of the proposed research is to provide insights and data that supports the role of immiscible (e.g.
emulsion) and miscible metal-containing additives, and to examine the influence of the initial droplet diameter on
the combustion of fuel droplets in microgravity. In addition, the feasibility of using a laser-based light scattering
technique for detecting soot formed in spherically symmetric droplet flames in microgravity will be examined.
Task Description:
The burning of multicomponent droplets is complicated by the influence of composition, which can effect the
formation of soot, lead to multistage combustion in which one component preferentially vaporizes from the droplet
during combustion, or possibly result in the droplet exploding during combustion due to achieving an internal
superheat condition. These problems are extremely complicated, especially that of soot formation. A CCD camera
coupled with an image intensifier for the purpose of recording UV light emissions from a burning droplet will be
measuring the droplet flame diameter and a laser light scattering technique will be set-up to provide a quantitative
measure of soot formation. The experiments will be conducted in a drop tower at Comell that provides
approximately 1 second of reduced gravity.
Task Significance:
Little data have been provided regarding the spherically symmetric burning of tmsupported droplets of
multicomponent fuels or emulsions. The importance of examining fuel blends is that most practical fuels which
are burned in combustion-powered devices or incineratorsaremulticomponent in nature, usually miscible, but
sometimes immiscible (emulsions).
If the mechanism for an influence of initial droplet diameter on spherically symmetric droplet burning can be
understood and predicted for the "simple" spherically symmetric droplet flame, this information may be useful for
providing insights into the influence of initial droplet size on soot formation in a convective environment. Metal
additives can create the potential for significant reductions in particulate emissions by the possible effect of the ions
produced on the nucleation and agglomeration of soot particles, and their possible oxidation; their effect in the
droplet flames, especially in the spherically symmetric configuration, is unknown.
Progress During FY 1995:
There is no progress to report at this time since work will not start until September 1995.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 1
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 8/95 EXPIRATION: 8/99
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-22-O5-49
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG3-]791
RESPONSIBLECENTER: L=RC
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Proceedings
Avedisian, C.T., "Multicomponent droplet combustion and soot formation in microgravity." Third International
Microgravity Combustion Workshop, 47-52, April 11-13, 1995.
Presentations
Avedisian, C.T. and Shaw, B.D., "Droplet combustion and soot formation in microgravity." 1994 Fall technical Meeting
The Eastem States Section of the Combustion Institute, pp.19-26, 12/05/94.
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Development of Advanced Diagnostics for Characterization of Burning Droplets in Microgravity
Principal Investigator: Dr. William D. Bachalo Aerometrics, Inc.
Co-Investigators:
Sankar, S.V. Aerometrics, Inc.
Task Objective:
This research is intended to develop rainbow thermometry for quantitative radial temperature measurements in
burning droplets and use Morphologically-Dependent Resonances for quantification of the radial regression rate.
Both of these techniques will be developed using devices amenable for use in one of NASA's reduced gravity aircraft;
this hardware will be delivered to LeRC at the end of the project.
Task Description:
Rainbow thermometry utilizes the angular dependence of rainbow location. In other words, given a known droplet
composition, the location of the rainbow generated by that drop when illuminated with a monochromatic source
will give the refractive index of the drop, and thus, its temperature. Instrumentation and software will be developed
that will permit quantitative droplet temperature measurement.
Morphologically-Dependent Resonances occurs when the droplet diameter is an integral number of wavelengths of
the illumination source. As the droplet size regresses due to combustion, this condition will be repeatedly met,
causing the droplet to periodically "shine." The rate at which this occurs will give the diameter regression rate and
will be accomplished using the same hardware as for the rainbow thermometry.
Task Significance:
Droplet combustion is an economically vital phenomenon occurring in liquid-fueled engine combustion, which
includes both mobile and stationary combustors. Optimization of such designs has been hindered due to insufficient
knowledge about the nature of combusting droplets. This project will develop analytic instrumentation that will
allow measurement of the radial temperature distribution and size of combusting droplets. While the tools to be
developed can be used in either normal or reduced gravity, the latter admits the use of much larger droplets and
dramatically increases the information yield of the experiment.
Progress During FY 1995:
Efforts on this project have been focused on both modeling and hardware capabilities. On the modeling side, the
initial efforts centered on extending the Lorenz-Mie theory to include scattering from droplets that were radially
inhomogeneous. The goal was to develop a software package that integrated light scattering and combustion models
to produce a theoretical description of the droplet size and burning rate throughout the combustion process. An
additional challenge was to develop scattering theories for droplets with diameters on the order of millimeters, since
droplets previously modeled by this community were much smaller.
As the theoretical effort progressed, the software was used to determine the size of droplets produced by a
drop-on-demand generator to within + 1 micrometer. Computer analysis also revealed that only rays passing
through the outer 50% of the drop radius contribute to the rainbow signal. While disappointing for those wishing
to measure the complete radial temperature of the drop, most reduced gravity measurements restrain the drop on fiber
tethers. Hence, the measurement technique will not be perturbed by the method of anchoring the drop.
Two different techniques were developed for measuring droplet size regression during burning. The fast, known as
the phase methoda relies on processing two frames of the rainbow thermometry signal to extract components whose
contributions vary rapidly with time. These processed signals are then correlated to determine the phase difference
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between the two. This difference gives a rate of diameter change; the method is capable of detecting diameter
changes as small as 2-5 nanometers but has difficulty following a droplet whose size is varying rapidly.
In the frequency method, a photodetector is placed at the rainbow angle and the fluctuations in light intensity are
recorded. Using computer models, the time required for one cycle of intensity oscillation may be determined and a
droplet regression rate then calculated from the time data. The resolution with this technique is approximately 200
nm. Hence, for droplets with a fast regression rate this would be the superior technique, whereas droplets that are
regressing more slowly would be more amendable to the phase method. Both capabilities will be included in the
system to be delivered to LeRC.
Hardware development included laboratory breadboarding to prove the technique outlined in the proposal, integration
of software to automatically collect the data, a drop-on-demand generator to produce droplets for laboratory study and
the hardware required to acquire and process the rainbow thermometry signals. Since dellverables on this task
include hardware that could be flown on NASA's reduced gravity aircraft, LeRC personnel have provided the PI's
teamwithmechanicaldrawingsofanexistingaircraftrigthatwouldbecompatiblewiththeproposedeffort.
The theoretical analysis and computations performed during the current reporting period raised several issues that
need to be satisfactorily addressed before the design of the deliverable system can be undertaken. The most
important of these pertain to the measurement of the fuel droplet regression rate. The need to record the high
frequency oscillations of the rainbow signature imposes certain requirements on the optical system: high laser
power, polarized light source, coherent light source, short exposure timing for the CCD, and high rep rates. In
principle, all of these specifications can be met by incorporating advanced components such as gated intensified
CCD cameras, dual cameras, and feedback control of laser power and camera gain. However, the limited financial
resources available in the current Contract does not permit the development of such a sophisticated system. In light
of these limitations, we are currently discussing different options with NASA so that a satisfactory system may be
delivered by us at the end of this Contract. The possibility of using a high powered, fiber coupled diode laser
(available at NASA) was discussed. However, the fact that the laser is incoherent and randomly polarized raises
doubts with regard to its suitability for measuring the droplet regression rates. This issue needs to be resolved as
soon as possible so that we may proceed with the design and fabrication of the deliverable system.
Inthe areaofsoftwaredevelopment,effortshavebeentakentodevelopLabViewbaseddataacquisitionand
processingfortheDataRaptorframegrabberboard.The developmentandtestingofthisoftwarewillcontinuefor
thenextfew months.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 8/94 EXPIRATION: 9/95
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-22-05-43
NASA CONTRACTNO,: NAS3-27261
RESPONSIBLECENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONB FOR FY 1995:
Presentations
Sankar,S.V.,Buermann,D.H.,andBachalo,W.D., "Developmentofadvancediagnosticsforcharacterizationofburning
dropletsinmicrogravity."ThirdInternationalMicrogravityCombustionWorkshop,Cleveland,Ohio,April11-13,1995.
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Ignition and Combustion of Bulk Metals
Principal Investigator: Prof. Melvyn C. Branch University of Colorado, Boulder
Co-Investigators:
Daily, Prof. J.W.
Fiechtner, Dr. G.J.
University of Colorado, Boulder
University of Colorado, Boulder
Task Objective:
This project is an analytical and experimental investigation of the mechanisms of ignition and combustion of metal
pellets under low-pressure oxygen atmospheres. Innovative featm_ of the research apparatusand procedures are a
non-disturbin8 radiative.ignition source and improved diagnostics for determination of surface and gas temperemres,
flame characteristics, and metal-oxide surface morphology.
Task Description:
The study explores the entire process of metal combustion, starting from heat-up end ignition. The metal fuels are
in the form of bulk pellets rather than the typical non-representative powder forms. A continuous, high-heat-flux
radiant heat lamp is the ignition source, which eliminates the contamination of the reaction zone caused by the
usual promoted igniters. Other innovative features of the experiment are in the diagnostics for the determ/nation of
temperatures of each phase, flame characteristics, fuel mass loss, and surface structure. The initial phase _f the
research is normal-gravity testing to evaluate the performance of the ignition system end to obtain reference data on
ignition criteria, flame characteristics, metal-surface morphology, and heat and mass-transfer mechanisms for a
number of puremetals. Upon completion of the normal-gravity tests, the tests continue at elevated gravity in the
Geotechnical Centrifuge of the University of Colorado, using the same compact combustion chamber with its
optical access and diagnostics but modified for remote operation.
Task Significance:
The study is the first approach to the investigation of ignition and combustion of bulk pure metals under
conditions that facilitate the interpretation of the temperature and compositional histories. The practical application
of the results promise improvement in the handling and fire safety of oxidizer pumping and storage systems in
spacecraft and industrial applicatiom.
Progress During FY 1995:
The normal-gravity experiments were continued to supplement the temperature measurements and visual
observations obtained in the preceding year. Tests on eight different pure metals provided a selection of fuels with
ignition temperatures above, at, and below the vaporization temperatures. The specimen pellets, 4-ms diameter by
4-ms high, were slightly smaller than those used in the preceding years. The pellets were ignited by a I(XX)-W
xenon short-arc lamp, and the reaction was terminated at various stages of heat-up and combustion. Diagnostics
included a spectrograph-arreyflame analyzer, scanning-electron-microscope SEEM)metallography analyzer, and an
X-ray spectrometer chemical analyzer.
The time-resolved measurements of gas-phase emission spectra in the reaction zone were conducted with magnesium
(Ms) specimens. A spectrograph with a diode-array detector measured the color temperaturefrom the broad-band
continuum spectrum. Prominent lines in the narrow.band spectra established the abundance of M8 and its Mt_3
product through identified electronic and vibration resonances. This information will be very useful in determining
the effect of gravity-induced convection in gas-phase reactions of bulk metals.
The SEM surface-morphology and chemical analyses of quenched specimem were conducted with copper (Cu)
specimens. The oxidation history of Cu during the heating and combustion was determined from the identification
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of surface and internal reactants and products by quantitative electron-microprobe analysis. It is anticipated that in
microgravity the chemical nature of the oxide layer will be altered by the lack of convective transport of oxygen into
the metal surface.
Elevated-gravity measurements were conducted with titanium (Ti) specimens over an acceleration range of 2 to 20 g
in the University of Colorado Geotechnical Centrifuge. The complete experimental system was mounted on
swiveling baskets at both ends of the rotating arms of the Centrifuge. Power, control, and data signals were
transmitted through slip rings. An additional silicon photodiode was installed to monitor any changes in the Xe arc
lamp output due to the increased acceleration environment. Results of the testing, in terms of the time-related
temperature responses, indicated a distinct change in the heating rate of the Ti samples. At 3 and 5 g, the heating
rate decreased and the ignition delay increased, although the ignition temperature remained comparable to that at
normal gravity. At higher accelerations, however, the trend reversed and ignition delay decreased. In fact, at 15 and
20 g, the heating rate was greater that at normal gravity and the ignition temperature appeared to be higher. This
behavior is due apparently to the enhanced transport of oxygen to the metal surface overcoming the negative effects
of increased convective heat losses from the flame zone.
The project concluded on schedule at the beginning of December 1995. The final activities were the re.configuration
for low-gravity testing of the basic apparatusused on the Centrifuge. The low-gravity investigation is conducted in
the DC-9 Airplane Facility at the NASA Lewis Research Center. A new data-acquisition-and-control system and
electrical power supply and control were specified, secured, and checked. The apparatus is mounted in two frames:
one for the combustion chamber, lamp, and diagnostics, and the other for the gas and vacuum storage and handling
system.
A proposal for the foil,w-on microgravity study (a ground-based experiment) was submitted in response to a NASA
Research Announcement in Micro,rarity Combustion Science and was selected for support. The new project,
NASA Grant No. NAG 3-1685, continues the efforts of the completed subject project without interruption.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 1
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 4/91 EXPIRATION: 11/94
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-22-05-30
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG3-1257
RESPONSIBLECENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Branch, M.C., Daily, J.W., and Abbud-Madrid,A., Ignition and combustion of bulk metals in a microgravity environment.
Final Technical Repn. Center for Comb. Res. ReportNo. 94-08, NASA CR 197519, (December 1994).
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Ignition and Combustion of Bulk Metals in Microgravity (Ground-Based Experiment)
Principal Investigator: Prof. Melvyn C. Branch Universityof Colorado,Boulder
Co-Investigators:
Daily, Prof. J.W.
Fiechmer, Dr. GJ.
University of Colorado, Boulder
University of Colorado, Boulder
Task Objective:
This project is an analytical and experimental investigation of the mechanisms of ignition and combustion of metal
pellets under low-pressure oxygen atmospheres in a low-gravity environment. Innovative features of the research,
continued from a preceding normal-gravity and elevated-gravity study, are a non-disturbing radiative-ignition source
and improved diagnostics for determination of surface and gas temperatures, flame characteristics, and metal-oxide
surface morphology.
Task Description:
The experimental study uses the apparatusand techniques developed in the preceding normal-gravity project to
explore the entire process of metal combustion, starting from heat-up and ignition. The metal fuels are in the form
of bulk pellets rather than the typical non-representative powder forms. Two unique features of the apparatusare the
1000-W, short-arc-lamp ignition source, which eliminates the contamination of the reaction zone and ignites all
metal specimens in a clean and reproducible manner, and the compact combustion chamber with full optical access
for non-disturbing measurements. The observation of the metal surface during ignition and combustion is achieved
through high-speed photography, using a camera on loan from the Lewis Research Center. Metal-oxide
combustion specimens are recovered after each test and analyzed physically and chemically by electron microscopy.
Elevated-gravity measurements, already underway, are to be completed in the Geotechnical Centrifuge operated by
the University of Colorado. The compact, remotely operated apparatus used on the Cenlxifuge is modified for the
microgravity experiments, to be conducted in the Lewis Research Center airplane facility. Metal combustion is
strongly affected by gravity level, particularly in microgravity, because the changed mobility of the liquid phase in a
varying convective environment affects the surface exposure of the burning metal.
The analytical study involves numerical modeling of the metal heating, ignition, and combustion processes based
on information from the experimental studies. The modeling calculations cover the effects of gravity level and
oxygen pressure. The initial findings were verified by the normal-gravity measurements of metal temperature rise,
withexcellentagreement.The extendedmodelingincorporatesthevariationsinheatlossby naturalconvection,
inducedby thevariousgravitylevels,asvalidatedby themicrogravityandelevated-gravitytestresults.The
experimentalresultsalsocontributeinformationnecessarytoaddsurfaceandgas-phasereactionratesintothe
modeling.
Task Significance:
The studyisthefirstapproachtotheinvestigationofignitiona dcombustionofbulkpuremetalsunderconditions
thatfacilitateth interpretationofthetemperatureandcompositionalhistories.The practical
applicationftheresultspromiseimprovementinthehandlingandfiresafetyofoxidizerpumpingandstorage
systemsinspacecraftandindustrialapplications.
Progress During FY 1995:
For the low-gravity investigation to be conducted in the DC-9 Airplane Facility at the NASA Lewis Research
Center, the apparatus was mounted in two frames: one for the combustion chamber, lamp, and diagnostics, and the
other for the gas and vacuum storage and handling system. A new electrical system was designed, with a 120-VAC
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source for the lamp, pumps, spectrograph, computers, and other major diagnostics, and a 28-VDC source for the
camera, shutters, and solenoids. The mechanical and electrical system designs were approved by NASA Lewis
Ground-Based Facilities Branch. A new data-acquisition-and-control system for the low-gravity test program was
specified by the Principal Investigator with NASA approval. In addition, after investigation of other diagnostics
requirements, the Principal Investigator selected a new diode-array detector/spectrograph for the low-gravity
apparatus. This instrument will improve the time- and space-resolved measurements of the emissions from the
vapor-phase flames in the metal-oxygen reaction. The specu'ograph has been acquired and installed.
Following the approval of the Test Request and Safety Request, the apparatus was shipped to NASA Lewis on
August 23 for experiments on board the DC-9 Reduced-Gravity Research Aircraft. Because of an oil-pump problem
on the airplane, the testing was delayed for three weeks. Starting on September 12, the student investigators
conducted three days of experiments under multiple parabolic trajectories, covering checkout tests and combustion
tests on magnesium and titanium pellets. The apparatus was returned to the University of Colorado on September
15.
Interpretation of the low-gravity test results from the data record of high-speed motion-picture photographs and
thermocouple indications is now in progress.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 2
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: I
TASK INITIATION: ]2/94 EXPIRATION: 11/97
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-22-05-30
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG3-1685
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Proceedings
Abbud-Madrid, A., branch, M.C., and Daily, J.W. "Ignition and combustion of bulk metals under elevated, normal, and
reduced gravity conditions." Third International Microgravity Combustion Workshop, NASA Conf. Publ. 10174,
123-128, August 1995.
Presentations
Abbud-Madrid-A., Branch, M.C., and Daily, J.W. "Ignition and burning behavior of pure bulk metals under normal and
high-gravity conditions." Joint Tech. Mtg. of the Central and Western Sees. and Mexican Natioard See., The Combustion
institute, San Antonio, 'IX Paper 95S-059, April 1995.
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Modeling of Microgravity Combustion Experiments - Phase II
Principal Investigator: Prof. John D. Buckmaster University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
Modeling of existing microgravity experiments for improving our understanding of the fundamental physics.
Specific areas of interest include: smoldering combustion, premixed flammability studies, radiation effects, and
diffusion flame instabilities.
Task Description:
Microgravity combustion experiments amenable to modeling are identified, and analytical and numerical models are
developed from fast principles for various systems and configurations. Model predictions are compared with
experimenta/results and necessary adjuslments and enhancements are incorporated into the models. Precise
quantitative comparisons are made using numerical simulations where possible.
Task Significance:
Modeling provides invaluable physical insights into the experimentally observed behavior. This study is done in
close collaboration with experimentalists with the goal of providing a clear understanding of the underlying physics.
Progress During FY 1995:
A paper entitled "Unsteady Spherical Flames in Dusty Gases," by J. Buckmaster and A. Agarwal is published by
Combustion Science and Technology. The Abstract of the paper reads: "We examine an expanding spherical
premixed flame propagating in a mixture containing inert dust. The presence of the dust generates a significant
radiative energy flux that influences the flame speed. With the adoption of a hydrodynamic description in which
stretch effects are accounted for using an empirical formula, and with the use of the Eddington approximation to
describe the radiation, a simple numerical problem is formulated valid for that initial time interval in which the
flame temperature changes by O(e) amounts where e is the small inverse activation energy. Solutions are
constructed using parameter values appropriate to lean CH4Calr mixtures, and for modest particle loadings. We
describe the competition between the Zeldovich-Spalding effect in which radiative losses on the diffusive scale tend
to quench the flame, and the Joulin effect in which radiative preheating on the scale of the Planck length tends to
strengthen the flame."
The paper entitled "/'he role of slip in the generation of acoustic instabilities in gas turbine combustion systems,"
by M. DiCicco and J. Buckmaster, which was completed in December 1993 and submitted to the Journal of
Propulsion and Power, is accepted for publication. The Abstract of the paper reads: "Slip affects the response time
of fuel sprays to acoustic fluctuations in a gaseous flow field. This paper describes how gaseous fuel is released by
evaporation as an oscillating response to the acoustic velocity fluctuations, and so contributes to acoustic
instability. The paper discusses the differences due to the evaporation characteristics of various fuels (JP-4, JP-5,
and D-2) as well as the effect of droplet size, inlet air temperature, air speed, and Reynolds number on mass
response. For example, it is shown that instability will be driven harder at lower frequencies, higher gas velocities,
and increased liquid volatility."
The paper entitled "The effects of radiation on the thermal-diffusive stability boundaries of premixed flames," by J.
Buckmaster and T. Jackson was published in Combustion Science and Technology. The Abstract of the paper reads:
"We examine the stability of premixed flames in mixtures containing significant amounts of fine dust whose sole
impact is upon the radiative transport. By using well-established modeling strategies together with a simple
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radiation model which preserves much of the essential physics, it is possible to explore to what extent radiative
transport displaces the classical non-hydrodynamical stability boundaries of the plane deflagration. Analysis is
possible for arbitrary values of both the Planck length and the Boltzman number. It is shown that the
pulsating-traveling- wave instability is strongly enhanced by the presence of radiation, and can be present even if
Le<l. On the other hand, radiation tends to suppress the cellular instability normally associated with values of Le
less than 1. The latter is consistent with preliminary experimental observations of Abbud-Madrid and Ronney."
The paper entitled "Quenching of reverse smoulder," by D. Lozinski and J. Buckmaster is accepted for publication
by Combustion and Flame. The Abstract of the paper reads: "A simple model of reverse smoulder in a porous
medium is analyzed using asymptotic methods. When the only chemical reaction is exothermic oxidation, the
burning rate is a single-valued function of the blowing rate, increasing from zero to a maximum, and then returning
to zero. When endothermic pyrolysis is added to the description, the burning rate is double-valued for blowing rates
less than some maximum. Beyond this maximum there are no solutions. The upper branch of the double-valued
solution is the physically relevant one. On it, for certain choices of parameters, the burning rate increases from zero
to a maximumi and then decreases until quenching occurs at the maximum blowing rate. This behavior mimics
experimental observations by Torero, Fernandez-Pello, and Kitano (1993)."
The paper entitled "Some topics in reverse smoulder," by J. Buckmaster and D. Lozinski, is published in the book
entitled Modellna In Combustion Science, Eds. J. Buckmaster and T. Takeno0 Springer, Lecture Notes in
Physics 449, p. 308, 1995. The Abstract of the paper reads: "I'he role of thermal non-equilibrium and endothermic
pyrolysis is discussed in the context of a simple model of reverse smoulder combustion. It is shown that
non-equilibrium has little qualitative effect on the nature of the solutions, but endothermic pyrolyzes can lead to
quenching at sufficiently large blowing rates."
The paper entitled "An elementary discussion of forward smouldering," by J. Buckmaster, C. Fernandez-Pello, and
D. Lozinski is accepted by Combustion and Flame. The Abstract of the paper paper reads: Wee describe an
elementary model of one-dimensional unsteady forward smouldering, purged of all unnecessary physics. Following
work of Dosanjh and Pagni, a late time solution is constructed, characterized by two reaction fronts - an exothermic
oxidation front, an unusual kind of diffusion flame; and an endothermic pyrolysis front. It is shown that the flame
temperature and the ratio of the speeds of the two fronts relative to the solid are independent of the blowing rate, in
agreement with data obtained by Ohlemiller and Lucca. The structure of the oxidation front is described in the
context of 1-step Arrhenius kinetics, and it is shown that leakage of solid reactant through the front is possible, but
not leakage of oxygen. An elementary pyrolysis structure is also examined which reduces to the frontal model in a
certain limit, and clarifies its nature."
A paper entitled "A Theory of Shallow Smoulder Waves," by J. Buckmaster is submitted for publication. The
Abstract of the paper reads: "A smoulder wave traveling through a porous solid slab is analyzed as a small Stefan
number free-boundary problem, assuming that the wave depth is small compared to its length. It is shown that the
wave aspect ratio AR (-length/depth) depends on two parameters: the Peclet number pUL/oD where ris the air
density, U the wave-speed, L its length, and D is the diffusion coefficient of oxygen; and the stoichiometric volume
ratio of solid/air0 which is small on account of the large solid/air density ratio. Assuming Peclet numbers near 1, it
is shown that when free-stream convection is modest the aspect ratio will be large. When convection is large,
however, no general statement is possible, although shallow waves can occur for realistic parameter values. Wave
shapes are calculated, as are the oxygen and temperature fields. For large convection velocities the results are in
qualitative agreement with numerical simulations, and with experimental observations.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 2
PhD Students: 0
TASK INITIATION: 1/95 EXPIRATION: 1/98
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-22-05-31
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG3-1704
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Buckmaster, J and Agarwal, A., Unsteady spherical flames in dusty gases. Combustion Science & Technology, vol. 103,
191-206 (1994).
Buckmaster, J. and Jackson, T., The effects of radiation on the thermal-diffusive stability boundaries of premixed flames.
Combustion Science & Technology, vol. 103, 299-313 (1994).
Buckmaster, J. and Lozinski, D., An elementary discussion of forward smouldering. Accepted by Combustion and Flame,
(April, 1995).
DiCicco, M. and Buckmaster, L, The role of slip in the generation of acoustic instabilities in gas turbine combustion
systems, accepted by Journal of Propulsion and Power, (1995).
Lozinski, D. and Buckmaster, L, Quenching of reverse smoulder. Accepted by Combustion and Flame, (May, 1995).
Books
Buckmaster, J. and Lozinski, D., "Some topics in reverse smoulder." Edited by: L Buck,master and T. Takena, Springer,
Lecture Notes in Physics 449. Modeling in Combustion Science, pp 308, 1995.
Fischer, I., Buckmaster, L, Lozinski, D., and Matalon, M., "Vapor diffusion flames, their stability, and annular pool
fires." Edited by: L Buckmaster and T. Takeno, Springer, Lecture Notes in Physics 449. Modeling in Combustion Science,
pp 249, 1995.
Presentations
Buckmaster, J., "Some topics in smouldering combustion." Seminar at the Center for Combustion Research, University of
Colorado, Boulder, Colorado, March 13, 1995.
Buckmaster, L "Free boundary problems in smouldering combustion." Presented by invitation at the ESF/FBP Workshop
'Free Boundary Problems in Combustion', Arcachon, France, March 22-24, I995.
Buckmaster, J. "Modeling of microgravity combustion experiments." Presented at the 3rd International Microgravity
Combustion Conference, Cleveland, Ohio, April 11-13, 1995.
Buckmaster, J., "Current perspectives in the mathematical modeling of microgravity combustion phenomena." Presented
by invitation at the Gordon Research Conference 'Gravitational Effects in Physiccchemical Systems', Hermiker, New
Hampshire, July 9-14, 1995.
Buckmaster L, and Lozinski, D., "Some topics in smouldering combustion." Presented at the 15th Icders, Boulder,
Colorado, July 30-August 4, 1995.
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Buoyancy Effects on the Structure and Stability of Burke-Schumann Diffusion Flames
Principal Investigator: Prof.L.- D. Chen University of Iowa
Co-Investigators:
Stocker, D.P. NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC)
Task Objective:
The general goals of the proposed research are to improve our understanding of (1) the influence of buoyancy on
co-flow diffusion flames, e.g., Burke-Schumann diffusion flames, and (2) the effects of buoyancy on vortex-flame
interactions in co-flow diffusion flames. The overall objectives of the proposed work are to:
1. Verify the zero-gravity Burke-Schumann model and the gravity-dependent Hegde-Bahadori extension.
2. Investigate the flame stability in a buoyancy-dependent flow-field as affected by the co-flow oxidizer.
3. Examine the state relationships of co-flow diffusion flames.
4. Study flow vortex and diffusion flame interactions.
Task Description:
In order to meet the objectives, the phenomena will be investigated by:
1. Microgravity testing.
2. Normal-gravity testing (e.g., at reduced pressure to emulate reduced gravity).
3. Numerical modeling.
D. Stocker (NASA LeRC) will have the lead responsibility for the microgravity testing, which will be generally
conducted in the 2.2-second Drop Tower. The tests will be conducted in the rig fabricated for Stocker's precursor
studies of Burke-Schumann diffusion flames. Also, D. Stocker and L.-D. Chert will consider testing in the Zero-G
Facility and in research aircraft (e.g., DC-9) if a need is identified. In either case, the tests will most likely be
conducted in rig(s) built for the Gas-jet Diffusion Flame (GDF) Experiment, since only limited modification would
be required.
Normal-gravityestswillbeconductedunderthedirectionfProLChen attheUniversityofIowaandpossiblyat
theWrightLaboratory(atWPAFB, inDayton,OH),sincetheWPAFB facilitieshavebeenmade availabletothis
projectatnocost.The normal-gravityexperimentswillcomplementthemicrogravityexperiments,butwill
includeteststhatcannotbereadilyconductedinthemicrogravityfacilities.Forexample,some instrumentation
(e.g.,NOx analyzer)thatwillbeusedinthenormal-gravitytestingcannotreadilybeusedinthemicrogravityests
duetovariousconstraints(e.g.,timerequiredformeasurement,sizeofinstrument,'Yuggedness"ofinstrument,
etc.).
Prof. Chen will direct the numerical modeling which will be conducted at the University of Iowa. An existing,
semi-implicit, transient, axisymmetric code will be modified to include gas-phase radiation, state relationships or
reduced mechanisms for major species, and finite chemistry for NOx. The predictions will be verified by the
experimental measurements.
Task Significance:
The 1928 Burke-Schumann diffusion flame analysis is of fundamental and historical interest, and can be found in
many, if not all, introductory combustion textbooks in the U.S. Experimental validation of this zero-gravity model
will be an important contribution to combustion science, and it is likely to be referenced in future textbooks.
Additionally, the study results could lead in the long-term to improved engine or furnace efficiency and reduced
pollutant emissions.
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Progress During FY 1995:
Experimental Testing:
During FY95, frequency measurements were made to determine the spectrum of the dynamic response of a pulsed
methane-air Burke-Schumann Diffusion flame (BSDF). The data showed that there existed a higher frequency
component between 20 to 30 Hz when the BSDF was driven by a frequency of I to 4 Hz. This high frequency
component was reproduced in the numerical simulation, and the high frequency component disappeared in the
simulation when gravity was set to zero in the simulation. The driven BSDF was reported in two papers presented
at the Iowa Academy of Science annual meeting (Bang and Chen - Experimental; Sheu and Chen - Numerical).
Experiments were also conducted to determine the flame length and maximum radius of a free-jet laminar
methane-air diffusion flame in reduced pressures. Toe resultswere compar_ with Ropefs theory, which extended
the classical analysis of Burke and Schumann. We also extended Roper's analysis to account for varying molecular
diffusion coefficient resulting from the pressure variation. The comparison of the measurements and analysis
showed good agreement when the maximum flame length was used as the scaling length. The results were
presented in a poster presentation at the Joint Technical Meeting of the Central States, Western States, and Mexican
Sections of The Combustion Institute and The American Flame Research Conference, 1995. Preparatory
experiments for automated temperature traversing were also made for the free-jet methane-air laminar diffusion flame
in reduced pressures using a coated fine-wire thermocouple. Temperature profiles showed that the maximum
temperature lies outside the luminous boundar7 with a distance on the order of I to 2 mm. The separation distance
appeared to increase with decreasing system pressures. Experiments are in progress to characterize the frequency
response and velocity characteristics of the proportional valve that will be used in planned Drop-Tower experiments
of the pulsed BSDF, as well as to determine the stability limits of a methane-air laminar jet diffusion flame in cross
flows. Detailed design of a new burner was initiated at NASA Lewis for planned testing in the Drop Tower. The
new burneris being designed for flow visualization, and measurements of temperature, pressure, species, and
thermal radiation. Furthermore, the burneris being designed for both circular and slot geometry, and co-flow and
cross-flow configurations. A glovebox investigation was proposed in February 1995 for the study of the stability
of ducted jet diffusion flames. The proposal was approved for a 6-month proof-of-concept period. The detailed
designs of the prototype hardware will be completed in September 1995 at NASA Lewis. The experiment will
consist of a fuel nozzle centered in a fan-driven flow duct, instnnnented with an astronaut.positionable temperature
rake. The rake will include an arrayof five thermoconples and numerous SiC fibers (used to provide temperature
isotherms). The duct will also be insmunented with a hot-element anemometer, a pressure transducer, fuel flow
contzolier, and additional thermocoupies. Nitrogen-diluted methane and/or ethane will be used as the fuel. The
operational variables are fuel flow, air velocity, the temperature rake position, and possibly the fuel.
Numerical Modeling:
During FY95, the time-accurate numerical model was extended from the fast chemistry (i.e., the flame-sheet model)
to include the finite-rate chemical reactions for the simulation of laminar hydrogen-air and methane-air BSDF with
or without external forcing of the fuel jet. The numerical model was successfully tested to include (a) a global
1-step a detailed reaction for CH4-air, (b) a global 4-step reaction for CH4-air without an external forcin8 of the fuel
jet, (c) a detailed mechanism for H2-alr (i.e., testing the H2-O2 mechanism) without the external forcing, (d) a
4-step reduced mechanism for CH4-air without the forcing. Currently, the numerical model is tested for the
nitrogen chenfistry for the prediction of the NO emission from CH4-alr BSDF. A reduced mechanism has been
derived which includes the thermal NO, prompt NO, NO2 and N20 formation, destruction and transport in the
BSDF studied. The N2 reduced mechanhm solution will be compared with that based on a detailed N2 chemistry for
a stationary BSDF in normal-gravity and zero-Bravity conditions. The numerical simulation baaed on l-step global
reaction and 4-step reduced mechanism showed that the effects due to differential diffusion of species, non-unity
Lewis number (or preferential diffusion in energy and species), and thermaYSoret diffusion are more pronounced in
microgravity environment. The l-step global model is currently being tested for its prediction of the stabilization
location of the BSDF (i.e., flame base location) as a function of the velocity, while keeping an identical velocity for
the fuel and air at the inlet. The preliminm7 results showed that the flame base moved to downstream locations with
increasing velocities, although the prediction has yet to show the rapid increase of the flame base when a lifted
condition is approached. The simulation does correctly predict a tripie-flame structure at the flame base,
One-dimensional laminar flamelet modeling was also made to assess the characteristic times that are required for the
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flamelet to reach steady-state response, for example, due to the time-varying flow conditions as reflected in
flame-vortex interaction or increasing the flow velocity. The flamelet calculation will also be tested to compare the
NO predictions based on our derived reduced mechanism with those based on a detailed mechanism.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: O
MS Students: l
PhD Students: 3
TASK INITIATION: 6/94 EXPIRATION: 6/98
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-22-05-63
NASA CONTRACT No.: NAG3-1592
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Proceedings
Shen, J.C., Stacker, D.P., and Chen, L.-D. "Dynamic response of a pulsed burke-Schumann diffusion flame." Proceedings
of the Third International microgravity Combustion Workshop, Cleveland, OH, April, 1995.
Presentations
AI-Abbadi, N. and Chen, L.-D., "A flamelet modeling for pollutant reduction in diffusion flames." AJAA Paper No.
95-2907, 1995 Joint Propulsion Conference, 1995.
Bang, H. and Chen, L.-D., "Dynamical response of a forced Burke-Schumann diffusion flame: experimental results."
Presented at the 1995 Iowa Academy of Science Annual Meeting, 1995.
Sheu, J.-C and Chert, L.-D. "Dynamical response of a forced Burke-Schumann diffusion flame: computer simulation."
Presented at the 1995 Iowa Academy of Science Annual Meeting, 1995.
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Gravitational Effects on Premixed Turbulent Flames
Principal Investigator: Dr. RobertK. Cheng Lawrem_ Berkeley Laboratory
Co-Investigators:
No Co-rs Assigned tothisTask
Task Objective:
The overall objective of this experiment is to investigate experimentally the dynamics of low Reynolds number
premixed turbulent flames in a microgravity environment.
Task Description:
The emphasis of this experimental program will be on measuring flame wrinkle scales and imaging mean flowfield
prope_es of conical Bunaen-type flames and rod-stabilized v-flames. Laser diagnostics will be used m obtain
statistical scalar and velocity information to evaluate paramemrs snimble for predicting the effects of gravity on
turbulent premixed flames. A 2.2 Second Drop Towerexperiment, and Lear jet parabolas will be performed as well
as parallel laboratory experiments.
Task Significance:
This research effort will provide insight to demrmine significant processes through which gravity affects flame
properties such as flame speed and flame s_'ucmres. The results will be used to determine the gravity-influenced
limit for premised turbulent flames. Such knowledge is valuable for guiding the development of turbulent
combustion models to include the effects of gravity. This experimental study will contribute to resolving the
inconsistencies that exist between experiments and theories and help couple chemical and fluid mechanical processes
found in many turbulent combustion environments. If better understood, turbulent combustion can be exploimd to
enhance burning rams and volumetric power density in many heating and power generating systems.
Progress During FY 1995:
The investigation of the laminar and turbulent stabilization limits for two flame configurations (i.e., conical and
v-flames)in+g and-ghavebeencompleted.Thisstudyprovidedthenecessaryfoundationforinterpretingthe
results obtained in microgravity and can be applied to selecting the proper operating conditions for future
microgravity experiments. For v-flames, reversing the gravitation vector extends the stabilization limit to leaner
equivalence ratios. For conical flames, changes in the stabilization limits are not as drastic due to the effectiveness
of the stabilizer ring (patent pending). Analysis of the v-flame angle in normal gravity for a large range of
equivalence ratios and flow rateswere performed. The results are used to compare with those determined under -g
and microgravity. Such comparison will help to explain the stabilization limits.
During the course of the flame stabilization studies it was discovered that buoyancy can be used m stabilize laminar
flat flames. These flames occur in -g when the exit flow velocities are close to the laminar burning speed. The
most important stabilizatioE mechanism is the balance between the flow momentum generated by combustion and
buoyancy forces of the products. The discovery of these flames is significant to this research because they provide a
convenient means to characterize the scaling between momentum and buoyancy for premixed flames.
In preparation for the use of the planar imaging technique in microgravity, preliminary tomographic study of conical
flames was conducted. Tomography involves seeding the premixed flow with a silicone oil aerosol that bums and
evaporates at the flame front. When illuminated with a laser sheet, the flame wrinkles are delineated. This
technique has been successfully applied in a laboratory to study premixed turbulent flames. Uniform seeding is one
of the most important criteria for tomography and difficult to achieve using existing hardware. Alternative
techniques and design changes are being explored to overcome this problem.
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STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: O
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 6/91 EXPIRATION: 3/95
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-22-05-32
NASA CONTRACTNO.: C-3200012
RESPONSIBLECENTER: L_RC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Kosduk, L.W. and Chen 8, R.K. Imaging of premixed times in microgravity. Experiment in Fluids, 18, 59-68 (1994).
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Gravitational Effects on Premixed Turbulent Flames: Microgravity Flame Structures
Principal Investigator: Dr. Robert K. Cheng Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The overall objective of this experiment is to investigate the influence of gravity on premixed turbulent flame
propagation.
Task Description:
The emphasis of this experimental program will be on measuring flame wrinkle scales and imaging mean flowfield
properties of conical Bunsen-type flames and rod-stabilized V-flames. Laser diagnostics will be used to obtain
statistical scalar and velocity information to evaluate parameters suitable for predicting the effects of gravity on
turbulent premixed flames. DC-9 parabolic flights will be performed as well as parallel laboratory experiments.
The research effort is an extension of a previous NRA effort entitled '_3ravitational Effects on Premixed Turbulent
Flames."
Task Significance:
This research effort will provide insight to determine significant processes through which gravity effects flame
properties such as flame speed and flame structures. The results will be used to determine the gravity-influenced
limit for premixed turbulent flames. Such knowledge is valuable for guiding the development of turbulent
combustion models to include the effects of gravity. This work will contribute to resolving the inconsistencies
that exist between experiments and theories. If better understood, turbulent combustion can be exploited to enhance
burning rates and volumetric power density in many heating and power generating systems.
Progress During FY 1995:
Work continued on investigating laminar flat flames stabilized by buoyancy to determine the appropriate scaling
parameters to describe the ratio between flame generated flow momentum and buoyancy forces. This knowledge is
essential for evaluating the effects of gravity on more complex turbulent flame situations.
IDA was used to measure the axial and radial velocity components. Centerline and traverse velocity profiles were
obtained for five different conditions. For one of these flames, the flowfield was scanned to obtain a velocity vector
map that showed flow divergence and overall characteristics.
Implicit in buoyancy stabilized flames is a balance of momentum and buoyancy forces within the products. The
important parameter in our analysis is the Richardson Number, Ri, which is the ratio of momentum to buoyancy.
It was found that an important length scale for defining the Ri for this problem is the thickness of the product zone.
This thickness is defined by the distance between the flame front and the stagnation point where the velocity of the
product decreases to zero due to buoyancy. The Ri defined for all cases is about one. This is in accord with the
notion that in order for these flames to exist, the momentum generated by combustion should balance the buoyancy
force. The results also show that information obtained along a center can be used to describe the dynamics of the
entire flame flowfield.
Work will continue with LDA measurements of -g v-flames and conical flames. These results are needed to help
interpret the schlieren observation in microgravity. Once the overall characteristics of turbulent v-flames and
conical flames are determined, they will be used to guide the selection of the experimental conditions for the next
microgravity parabolic flight campaign. Central to the next campaign is the use of planar imaging technique. Also
planned is the use of tomography if an appropriate laser source is available.
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STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 3/95 EXPIRATION: 3/97
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-22-05-32
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Proceedings
Benoit, B., Kostivk, L.W., and Cheng, R.K., "Coupling of wrinkled laminar flames with gravity." Third International
Microgravity Combustion Workshop, 395-400. April 11-13, 1995.
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Combustion of Interacting Droplet Arrays in a Microgravity Environment
Principal Investigator: Dr. DanielL. Dietrich NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC)
Co-Investigators:
KJtano, K. Hokkaldo NationalIndustrialResearchInstitute
Task Objective:
This research program involves the study of one-dimensional and two-dimensional arrays of droplets in a
buoyant-free environment. The purpose of the work is to extend the data base and theories that exist for single
droplets into the regime wherein droplet interactions are important.
Task Description:
The emphasis of the present investigation is experimental, although comparison will be made to existing theoretical
and numerical treatments when appropriate. Both normal-gravity and low-gravity testing will be employed, and the
results compared.
The normal-gravity testing will utilize the classical suspended droplet techuique; single droplets and droplet arrays
will be supported on 125 _'n optical fibers in a combustion chamber where the ambient environment can be
controlled. The low-gravity testing will employ droplets suspended on 15 lm_ Si-C fibers, a new technique
developed during the past year, again in a combustion chamber where the ambient environment can be changed.
Task Significance:
The eventual goal will be to use the results of this work as inputs for models on spray combustion, wherein
droplets seldom burn individually (the combustion history of a droplet is strongly influenced by the presence of the
neighboring droplets).
Progress During FY 1995:
A significant number of improvements to the normal gravity testing apparatus were implemented this year. These
include: I) the purchase and use of a long distance working distance microscope to obtain detailed magnified images
of the droplet, 2) a computer system (based on the Apple Macintosh) to control the dispensing, deployment and
ignition of the droplet(s), 3) improved deployment system, 4) computer based data acquisition of analog pressure
transducer, radiometer and thermocouple data, and 5) automated computer data analysis. The data acquisition is now
performed real-time to the computer, which can also be analyzed in several minutes for the droplet size history.
Single droplet combustion and two-droplet array data were taken with the improved normal gravity test apparatus.
The single droplet combustion data were for chloroheptane and chlorodecane in support of the work on Laser-lnduced
Incandescence (LII). The burning rate constant for both fuels was approximately 0.87 mm#2/sec for 1.4 mm initial
sized droplets burning in Iatm air.
In collaboration with R. Vander Wal, data was obtained for the burning of heptane, decane and hexadecane. The data
was simultaneous measurements of the natural flame, a bacldit view of the droplet and radiometric measurements of
the flame.
Singleand two dropletarraytestingofdecanedropletsinair(normalgravity),atatmosphericand subatmospheric
pressures tartedthismonth. The initialdropletsizeswere on theorderof I-1.5ram. As ofthewritingofthis
report,inter-dropletseparationdistancesof4,6,and 8 mm were testedand analyzedatpressuresof I,I/2and I/4
atm (airambient).
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Flight hardware for the Fiber Supported Droplet Combustion (FSDC) glovebox experiment was assembled and
delivered to KSC. Everything is on schedule for the USML-2 mission in September 1995.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 12
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 0
TASK INITIATION; 10/89 EXPIRATION: 12/94
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-22-05-33
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Dietrich, D.L., and Vander Wal, R., Laser-induced incandescence applied to droplet combustion. Applied Optics, (1995).
Presentations
Dietrich, D.L., "Combustion of interacting droplet arrays in a m/crogravity environment." Presented at the 3rd
International Workshop on Microgravity Combustion Science,
Dietrich, D.L., and Vander Wal, R., 'Relative soot volume fractions in droplet combustion via laser-induced
incandescence." Presented at the Eastern States Section of the Combustion Institute, Fall meeting.
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Internal and Surface Phenomena in Heterogeneous Metal Combustion
Principal Investigator: Dr.Edwardt.. Dreizin AeroChem Research Laboratories, Inc.
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
This project is an experimental and analytical study of condensed and vapor.phase combustion and oxidant
penetration in burning metal droplets. The emphasis is on the determination of metal combustion rates and
temperature histories and the explanation of disruptive burning, such as in micrcexplosions.
Task Description:
The study uses a novel apparatus, developed by the Principal Investigator, that generates and ignites metal droplets
through electrical-arc discharges with consumable, pure-metal electrodes. This insures repeatable formation and
ignition of uniform metal droplets with a controllable initial temperature and velocity. The burning droplets are
subsequently quenched to terminate the reaction at prescribed stages of the combustion. Test variations include
those of temperature, droplet size, and atmospheric oxygen concentration for at least three different metals. The
experimental data cover droplet observations, droplet temperatures and diameters as functions of time, and chemical
and metallurgical analyses of the inner composition of the quenched, solidified specimens.
In microgravity, the absence of settling forces permits the precise control of the droplet motion to improve the
interpretation of the droplet-diameter and droplet-temperaturehistories. Therefore, a subsequent set of experiments
will be conducted in low gravity using the NASA Lewis Research Center parabolic-trajectory airplane facility.
Concurrent with the experimentaJ studies, analytical studies verified by the experimental results will model the
processes occurring in metal droplet combustion to provide a theoretical foundation of surface and internal transport
and reaction-rate phenomena in the metal droplets.
Task Significance:
The generation of monodisperse metal droplets creates a set of microgravity metal-combustion experiments
analogous to those of microgravity fuel.droplet combustion. In contrast to the essentially homogenous liquid-fuel
droplet, however, the internal structx_ of the metal droplet can be altered by controlled quenching and rapidfreezing.
The results of the study have practical application to the safety and improved performance of metallized fuels, such
as those used in solid rocket motors.
Progress During FY 1995:
The fast-year effort of a planned four-year project is complete. The metal-droplet generation and ignition apparatus
was already available, and only small modifications, principally in the electrode feed and positioning unit, were
required to initiate the studies. The normal-gravity research in the fast year covered the investigation of the
temperature and compositional histories of burning droplets of aluminum (Al), zirconium (Zr), and titanium (Ti).
The experiments on AI droplets concentrated on 190 mg inltial.diameter particles burning for periods up to 100 ms
in air atmospheres. While several methods of terminating the combustion were investigated, the most repeatable
results were obtained by rapid quenching through impingement onto an aluminum plate. The Al studies
complemented studies on this metal that were initiated prior to the NASA-supported research. The results have
contributed new understanding of the observed phenomena of discontinuous temperature histories and "jumps". The
analyses of quenched droplet cross-sections were also revealing. For example, after about 50 ms of combustion, the
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recovered particles consisted of a spherical segment composed of stoichiometric aluminum oxide overlaying the bulk
particle composed of A1 with dissolved oxygen. For longer periods of combustion, the volume of the oxide
segment increased with time to encompass nearly all of the droplet.
The experiments on Zr droplets were facilitated for good repeatability by using an electrode of Zr wire with a very
thin coating of copper. The study concentrated on 240-gin initial diameter panicles. Spectroscopic measurements
showed a strong radiation remm from a cloud smTounding the droplet, implying a vapor-phase combustion, an
unexpected result for Zr combustion. The burning Zr panicles were quenched rapidly by impingement on aluminum
foil. Both oxygen and nitrogen from the air atmosphere dissolved into the droplets during combustion. The rate of
nitrogen uptake decreased with time after an initially strong value, but the rate of oxygen uptake was essentially
constant with time. Analysis of the quenched droplets showed that a Zr-O-N solution formed fast. Stoichiometric
ZrO2 formed at a later time during the combustion process, but the solid oxide remained dissolved in the liquid
matrix. The droplet became supersaturated when its temperature decreased after about 150 ms of combustion time.
Eventually, the oxide precipitated rapidly with a sudden evolution of heat, a phenomenon proposed as the cause for
temperature jumps during combustion and inhomogeneities in the quenched droplets. In tests where the droplets fall
into an oxygen atmosphere before quenching, disruptive burning occurred. This also was attributed to the sudden
release of the heat of precipitation.
The experiments on Ti droplets concentrated on 220.gin initial diameter particles. These studies and their
interpretations are in process.
With the completion of the normal-gravity experiments, the project efforts will mm to the redesign of the apparatus
for tests on zero-inltial-velocity droplet trajectories and in microgravity environments.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: "rASKINITIATION: 7/94 EXPIRATION; 6/98
PROJECTiDENTIFICATION:962-22-05-46
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAS-3-27259
RESPONSIBLECENTER; LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Dreizen,E.L., and TrnnovIM.A.,
(May 1995).
Surface phenomena in aluminum combustion. Combustion and Flame, 101,378-382
Proceedings
Dreizen, E.L.I Molodetsk'y, I.E., and Law, C.K.I "Internal and surface phenomena in metal combustion." Third
International Microgravity Combustion Workshop, NASA Conf. Publ. 10174, 129"134D August 1993.
Presentatlons
Dreizen, E.L., "Stages in aluminum panicle combustion in air." Fall Technical Meeting of the Eastern States, Sec., the
Combustion Inst., Clearwater Beach FL., Paper 2 (December 1994).
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Flame-Vortex Interactions Imaged in Micro, rarity
Principal investigator: Prof. James F. Driscoll University of Michigan
Co-lnvestigators:
Dahm, Prof. WJ.A.
Sichel, Prof. M.
University of Michigan
University of Michigan
Task Objective:
The objective of this research is to investigate a method that will provide high quality, quantitative, color enhanced
digital images of a vortex exerting aerodynamic strain on a flame under microgravity conditions. This will be used
to"
1. Quantify how the vortex distorts the flame;
2. Define the degree of flame curvature;
3. Show how preferential diffusion affects temperaturepmf'des.
Task Description:
The fundamental interaction between turbulence and chemistry in a combustion process will be studied by
interacting a repeatable, weB-defined vortex, or variable size and strength vortex, with premixed and nonpremixed
flames. The compficating effects of buoyancy will be eliminated by employing the NASA LeRC 2.2 Second Drop
Tower. High quality, quantitative, color enhanced 2-D images will be obtained of the temperature field, the flame
emission, and the mixture fraction (nonpremixed case). Results will be compared to full Nay,,r-Stokes direct
numerical simulations and to the classical theory of stretched flames.
Task Significance:
Images of the flame shape and curvature will be used to assess numerical simulations which neglect buoyancy, and
to deduce universal, buoyancy free scaling relations showing the effects of vortex size and strength. Understanding
of turbulent combustion, applicable to all practical combustion, will be enhanced.
Progress During FY 1995:
A graduate student (Alan Tuikki, a Ph.D. candidate in Aerospace Engineering) was hired for the project. Equipment
information and catalogs were collected from vendors of the components needed for the drop experiment. Blueprints
for the modified fiame-vortex interaction experiment were drawn up on C'IARIS CAD and given to give to the
machinist. A Xenon arc lamp white light source was borrowed from an existing research project and was tested to
see if a white light sheet of the proper thickness (lmm) and intensity can be obtained. A satisfactory lmm thick
sheet was obtained that has a 7.5 cm confocal length, which is sufficient. The energy per pulse in the sheet was
measured using a pulsed energy meter. Optimization of the sheet optical arrangement is continuing. Updated PIV
data processing software was obtained from Larry Cross at Wright Patterson AFB. A student is beginning to test the
software on an in-house computer. It is planned to use this software to obtain velocity field images and local strain
rates on the flames in the drop experiment. The synchronization of the experiment was tested using an existing
setup. A NASA drop frame was received. It is planned to set up the experiment in this frame in the next month as
the equipment is received.
A writ, up of the proposed experiment was assembled, with drawings of the arran,,mere and photographs of the
equipment that was purchased. A proposed electronic wiring diagram was outlined (in a general sense) and the
commands that need to be programmed on the Tattletale timing controller are listed. Most of the equipment to be
used on the drop experiment has been received. Tests were conducted to check the operation of the video camera,
light source, atomizer, and optical system and some solenoid valves. The entire air supply system and the fuel
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supply system components were ordered. Some potential problems with handling propane were solved. A small
tank must be filled properly, allowing for several safety features to prevent overfilling with liquid. The propane
distributor recommended several fittings which were ordered. The thin filament array mount was designed. It is
planned to mount 50 filaments 1 mm apart between two stiff wires and then insert this into the combustion
chamber. The components were designed and the mount is being constructed by the departmental machinist.
All of the plumbing required for the drop package was received and was partially assembled on a benchtop rig.
Some remaining optical components also were received. It was found that the condenser lens that originally was
suggested by Oriel Optics did not provide a uniform light sheet so it was replaced with an acromat which was
satisfactory. An optical shelf and DDAC controller were provided by NASA and integrated into the experiment.
The Xenon light source was synchronized with the video camera. J.Driscoll and two students visited NASA to
discuss safety aspects. It was decided to eliminate the fuel and air tanks and fill the experiment with a mixture prior
to the drop. The power distribution circuit diagram that was designed by NASA was assigned to an electronics
technician for construction. The ignition system was designed utilizing an electric match used in model rockets will
be used.
Some one-g experiments were conducted to test out the PIV system that will be used in the drop experiment.
Approximately 50 PIV images were obtained for different flame-vortex interactions. A new seeding method was
developed so that panicles can survive the flame and yield velocity in the products. The new flame-vortex
interaction chamber was designed and machined. It consists of three sections: an upper rectangular section with the
ignition wires and controllable relief ports, a central rectangular section with optical windows, and a lower
rectangular section with the loudspeaker, sharp edged orifice, and fuel inlet ports. Each section has flanges and
gaskets so that the three sections bolt together for easy access and to allow the central section to be replaced for
future measurments. The DDAC was programmed and will be tested upon completion of the power distribution
box. An additional electronics box was designed by NASA to allow the video camera 60 Hz framing signal to drive
the light source. A graduate student has assembled and used the necessary PIV velocity field imaging equipment
needed to analyze the PIV images that will be obtained in the drop tower experiments. Exceptionally high quality
PIV velocity field images for the one-g flame-vortex interaction were obtained. The vorticity field has been
measured and several important scientific findings have been made. The flame generates vorticity that was not
expected and a physical reason for this finding has been identified. Vortices of different strengths cause different
'Tlame-generated turbulence". The necessary software was written (and commercial software was interfaced) so that
velocity vectors can be properly plotted and vorticity contours plotted.
The Michigan flame-vortex drop package was prepared for an anticipated late April drop in the NASA 2.2 second
drop tower. The optics were optimized such that the light source and the video camera are properly synchronized.
The fuel-air loading system, which is separate from the drop package, was further modified and tested to provide a
homogeneous fuel-air charge. The port system that exhausts the product gases was tested and modified. The PIV
data analysis system was improved and tested at one-g. In the future, PIV velocity field images will be obtained in
microgravity with the drop package, and a major part of this effort is the data reduction and interpretation of the
velocity field images. Therefore it is important to have the PIV data analysis system operating to its full potential.
One-g images were obtained and analyzed. These images will be presented at the April microgravity conference to
illustrate the type of information that PIV provides. A second drop package was designed and is being prepared; it
is a study of nonpremixed flames and vortices, and differs from the first package, which is a study of premixed
flames. Different fuel and aix management systems are required. The second drop package is being assembled in
UM laboratories.
Several problems associated with the drop rig were identified and corrected. The fuel-air charging system was
modified in order to meet NASA safety standards. It was decided to not drop any bottles of pure fuel but to charge
the system with an external fuel bottle. Plumbing and construction of the charging system was completed. The
ignitor first used was modified to make it easy to replace between drops. The DDAC computer was programmed.
A safety switch was added which prevents ignition from occurring unless the exhaust ports are open. The light
sheet used for imaging was improved by modifying the lens positions and one lens was replaced with a shorter focal
length to achieve a thinner light sheet.
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Another graduate student (Charles Mueller) has been developing the PIV hardware and software for use on both the
one-g experiment and the future microgravity PIV measurements. Several hundred one-g PIV images have been
recorded and analyzed. The flame-generated vorticity, stretch rate of the flame, and other properties of flames that are
being wrinkled by vortices have been obtained. Software was written to deduce the stretch rates, vorticity and plot
the contours.
A graduate student (Fernando Costa) spent several months in Washington DC at the Naval Research Lab working
with Dr. K. Kailasanath. Professor Sichel at Michigan is developing a code which will simulate the experiments to
be performed in the drop tower. The NRL code FLAME1D is superimposed on a flame interface that is convected
by the vortex induced velocity field. This code simulates complex chemistry, realistic diffusion coefficients, and
unsteady effects. The advantage of such simulations are that several important physical processes can be turnedon
and off in order to understand which physical process is the cause of an experimental observation. For example,
when local flame extinction occurs, radiative heat losses can be removed from the simulation and it typically is
found that extinction no longer occurs, indicating the importance of quantifying and properly simulating heat losses.
Professor Dahm has received a second drop rig frame and has been adding the necessary DDAC, power distribution
box and optics. This drop rig is designed to study the interaction of a nonpremixed flame and a vortex, which is an
important problem that affects the flame blowout limits, NOx generation, soot generation and radiation losses in
turbulent nonpremixed flames.
Two papers have been prepared for journal publication and conference presentation, 'Time-Evolution of the
Vorticity Field as a Vortex Interacts with a Flame" by Mueller, C. J., Driscoll, LF., Reuss, D., Dr_e, M.C., and
Rosalik, M. to be submitted to Combustion and Flame. "Analysis of Unsteady One-Dimensional Homogeneous
Diffusion Flames at Constant Pressure", Costa, F.S, Kailasanath, K., and Sichel, M. to be presented at the
ICDERS Meeting and then submitted for publication.
Some additional problems associated with the drop rig were solved. The electrical discharge of the Xenon light
source disturbed the operation of the DDAC computer. Proper shielding and relocation of the light source was
found to eliminate the problem. The software for the DDAC was refined and works well. Some components of the
fuel-air charging system were added. A pressure gauge was added to measure the pressure downstream of the choked
orifices to insure that choking occurred when the seeder is added downstream. The operation of the seeder was tested.
Runs were made under several conditions to calibrate the system and determine the best running conditions. The
operation of the safety switch was tested.
A paper that describes the one-g PIV baseline tests was written and is now ready to be submitted for journal
publication. It was found that baroclimc torques due to gravity have a large effect on the wrinkling and stretch rates
of typical flames. These effects were quantified in the one g experiments. An important research issue is how the
flame wrinkling process differs in microgravity when these baroclinic torques are not present. Turbulent flame
properties such as local extinction, blowout, and burning velocity are very sensitive to the flame wrinkling process
and may be significantly changed by subjecting a flame to a microgravity environment.
The drop experiment was modified and tested to satisfy the recommendations of the safety committee. A switch was
added that will not allow the ignitor to fire unless the exhaust ports are open. The previous switch provided this
capability but was controlled by the DDAC. Runs were made with the exhaust ports closed at the normal lean
conditions (equivalence ratio of 0.6) and at the worst-case scenario of equivalence ratio of 1.0. The blowout patch
operated correctly and the chamber maintained its integrity. Numerous runs of the experiment were made to check
out the timing and repeatability of the flame. There was a problem with some air leaking into the chamber which
renders the mixture inflammable. Efforts were made to correct all leaks. The DDAC program was upgraded and
improved.
MarrySichelmet withDr.KailasanathatNRL inWashingtonandisplanningtodo directnumericalsimulationsof
theexperiment.Comparisonofmeasurementswithsimulationswillprovidequantities( uchaschemicalspecies
concentrations)thatcannotbemeasured.
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Experiments were prepared for drop tower tests and drops were made during the week of July 17. These drops were
of a preliminary nature and the purpose was to pass the NASA safety inspection, test the system integrity, and
identify any potential problems that need to be solved befo ---¢xt set of drops, which will be data-gathering
drops. The following was learned from the July 1995 drops:
1. The experiment passed the NASA safety committee inspection.
2. There is a 20 minute time period between the charging of the combustion chamber and the actual drop. Our
design does not maintain the seeding panicles in a uniform concentration during that time; some air leaked in and
some panicles settled out. Changes need to be made to get better visualization using these seeding droplets.
3. The spark ignitor did not properly ignite the fuel-air mixture in the tests conducted just prior to the NASA drop
tower tests. The existing ignitor has to be replaced with a new ignitor that is lightweight and does not interfere
with the DDAC controller, yet it must be energetic enough to consistently ignite the lean fuel-air mixture.
4. The optics, video camera, transmitter, DDAC controller and all valves and safety interlocks operated correctly on
the drops that were made.
5. A fuel charging room in the basement of the drop tower facility is needed to safely charge this experiment.
Plans were made by both Michigan and NASA personnel to insure that the necessary items will be available for the
next set of drops.
A new ignitor was ordered and received. The new ignition system consists of a dc to dc voltage amplifier, a high
voltage relay, and a high voltage capacitor. New electrodes were also added. The particle seeding was not acceptable
because of leaks in the chamber exhaust ports, which remain closed for 20 minutes prior to each drop. Steps were
taken to seal such leaks. New gasket material and a stronger spring tension to seal the metal end plate against the
gaskets were added.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 2
TASK INITIATION: 5/94 EXPIRATION: 4/98
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-22-05-45
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG3-1639
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
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Aerodynamic, Unsteady, Kinetic, and Heat Loss Effects on the Dynamics and Structure of
Weakly-Burning Flames in Microgravity
Principal Investigator: Prof.FokionN. Egolfopoulos University of Southern California
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
To obtain quantitative information (flame speed, velocity field, temperature) about the characteristics of weakly
burning flames in microgravity, and to use this information to analyze near-limit phenomena at normal gravity
conditions.
Task Description:
The experiments will employ a counter-flow burner geometry to provide a nearly adiabatic flame with well
controlled strain, for conditions that cannot be achieved in normal gravity. Both prem/xed and diffusion flames will
be studied at various pressures, and Laser Doppler Velocimetry, Particle Image Velocimetry and high-speed
cinematography will be used to measure the flow fields. Models will be developed for these cases for comparison
purposes. In addition, flame interactions will be studied, and numerical simulations of flame propagation in tubes
in spherical vessels will be performed. Experiments will be conducted at normal gravity, in the 2.2 Second Drop
Tower, and aboard the DC-9 aircraft.
Task Significance:
The research will allow for the first time a study of flames burning near their flammability limit (the concentration
of fuel in air that just forms a flammable mixture) without the complications of buoyancy, wall heat losses or
dine-varying sa-ain. It will provide fuaOJunen_ data about the flammability limits that can be used to verify
theoretical calculations, and has applications to turbulent combustion such as that found in engines.
Progress During FY 1995:
Progressthis year consistedmainly of buildingup the droprig and performing initial drops. The ignitionprocess
was tested by using two different approaches, namely a hot wire and a spark ignitor. Results show that clearly the
use of hot wire leads to larger ignition time, so it was decided to use a spark for ignition during the drop tests. The
flow oscillator, to be used in unsteady experiments, was constructed and extensively tested. After initial LDV
measurements, we are now in the process of modifying the shape of the oscillator in order to come as close as
possible to a sine wave.
The drop rig was completed. It consists of two opposed jet burners with co-flow (30 mm O), on board flow
control, data acquisition system, camera to record flame shape, spark ignitor on retracting arm, and photo diode to
record extinguishment. In addition, a PIV seeder was completed at Lewis for bench tests, and will be incorporated
into the rig for the next drops.
The rig was completed at USC and shipped to NASA Lewis for drops in April, 1995. Unfortunately, the rig had a
number of deficiencies which were identified by the NASA technicians and major reconsu'uction is being done at
Lewis. However, after rework some drops with successful ignition were accomplished, but parameters were not set
correctly to obtain flame extinguishment during the short drop time.
Meanwhile, a new approach is being considered for the determination of laminar flame speeds by utilizing the
nearly-ideal plug flow exit velocity profile of the present burners. This has not been clone before, and it allows the
approach of the flame very close to the burner exit. Under such conditions the flow divergence can be minimum and
the nozzle exit velocity will give us the true laminar flame speed.
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Subs_xntial numerical work has been completed on stretchless curved flames (spherical and cylindrical) in an attempt
to assess the effect of curvature and radiation on the burning of weak flames. In addition to steady calculations,
unsteady calculation has also been done in order to assess the combined effect of radiation, curvature and
unsteadiness.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: I
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 5/94 EXPIRATION: 4/98
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-22-05-50
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG3-1615
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1906:
Proceedings
Egolfopoulos, F., "Aerodynamics, unsteady, kinetic, and heat loss effects on the dynamics and structures of
weakly-burning flames." 3rd International Microgrsvity Combustion Conference, Cleveland, OH, 1995.
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Effects of Gravity on Sheared and Nonsheared Turbulent Nonpremixed Flames
Principal Investigator: Prof. SaidE. Elghobashi University of California, Irvine
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned m this Task
Task Objective:
To answer fundamental questions regarding the effect of buoyancy on turbulent combustion. These questions
include:
I) How does buoyancy affect the small.scale s_'ucture of the scalar and velocity fields?
2) How does buoyancy affect the distribution of scalar dissipation near the reaction zone?
3) Is the flamelet model valid for buoyant turbulent diffusion flames?
4) How does flame extinction depend on the appropriate non-dimensional numbers (Fr, Da, Re, etc.), the
magnitude of the reaction energy, and the direction of gravity relative to the fuel-air interface?
Task Description:
This research is entirely computational, It will focus on direct numerical simulation (DNS) of two cases of flow:
an initially.homogeneous turbulent flow without shear, and a flow with initially uniform shear, In both cases
separate, parallel streams of fuel and oxidizer will enter the computational domain and react. Numerical models that
have already been developed by the Principal Investigator will be extended to these cases with principal additions to
include f'miterate chemistry and non-zero gravity. The results will be presented in the form of diagrams based on
the appropriate nond/mensional numbers.
Task Significance:
This work will answer fundamental questions about how buoyancy induced by gravity affects turbulent
combustion. In particular, gas, temperature, and velocity distributions can be very different without the flows
caused by gravity, and this research will focus on revealing the small-scale s_ructural differences in the flame, as
well as probing the dependence of flame extinct/on on the alignment between gravity and the fuel.air interface.
With this information, mathematical models of turbulent diffusion flames can be modified to better account for
buoyancy effects. Better understanding of the physical processes will lead to improved combnstor design and
enhanced predictive capabilities regarding fires on Earth and in a space environment.
Progress During FY 1995:
The code was successfully ported to the C90 at NASA Ames, which offers better performance than the Y.MP
previously used. However, tests using four-dimensional arrays to make the code more user-friendly proved to slow
it down, so the original I-D arrays were kept. The energy and species equations (presented in the original proposal)
were re&rived from first principles to ensure their consistency with the assumptions. No errors were found. We
normalized these equations and formed the dimensionless parameters, e.g. FroudeandDamkohler numbers. Using
the code we obtained homogeneous isotropic fields of velocity and species concenlration in fully-developed isolropic
turbulence without chemical reaction. These fields were then used as imtial conditions for the reacting flow
simulation. The code was tested using a one-step reaction with finite rate including source terms (heat release and
chemical reaction rates) in the governing equations. We also tested the code with low, moderate, and high
Damkohler numbers to examine the reaction zone structure and resolution requirements. Good preliminary results
were obtained for a coarse grid (N..643 points), and later with a freer grid (963 points)jmd a Reynolds number - 25
(based on Taylor microscale) and two different Damkohler numbers ( 1 and I0).
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In order to study the effects of the finite rate chemistry on the flow behavior, the input/output and restarting
modules were modified in the code. The input and restarting procedures were modified to allow for flexibility in
changing time step sizes between runs. The output is enhanced for the additional quantities related to the newly
introduced scalar (fuel mass fraction). A post-processing program was developed for reading the output data of the
numerical simulation, calculate additional quantifies (e.g. Ixif of angles between scalar gradients and the principal
axes of sU_ain rate), then provide output files that are ready for visualization using Tecplot graphics.
The effect of gravity was studied by introducing a gravitational acceleration of magnitude 0. lg (0.981 m/sec 2) to the
original fast chemistry code. The boundary condition in the direction of gravity is modified to account for the
non-symmetric flow behavior. Primary results show dramatic enhancement in turbulent activities as can be seen in
skewness, turbulent intensity, and vorticity.
Test runs (for the ,'mite rate case) are now being performed to determine the parameter ranges (Damkoehler number,
Zeldovich number, and the heat release parameter) that can be resolved by the grids now available (963 and 1283).
The effect of gravity is studied by exami,l,g various quantities in the wavenumber space, including the energy
specw.,m, the transfer function, and the source/sink term due to gravity (buoyancy).
We are currently working toward understanding the fundamental physics of the multi-way interaction between
turbulence, chemical reaction and buoyancy in a nonpremixed flame. The reaction rate is fmite (Damkohler number
< infimty) and the flow is without shear (equivalent to grid-generated turbulence). The results were obtained from a
963 mesh and initially homogeneous isom3pic turbulence with Re_.= -25, and the nondimensionai energy release
parameter, Ce, is prescribed such that the ratio T_/To -6. These conditions insure the resolution of the
Kolmogorov scale motion throughout the simulation. The effects of buoyancy on turbulence were studied by
examining the spectra of turbulence energy in horizontal planes (i.e. normal to the gravity direction), as well as
distributions of vorticity, enstrophy, temperature, variance of scalar (mixture fraction) and scalar dissipation.
Discussion of these results is available in the cited paper.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 2
TASK INITIATION: 5/94 EXPIRATION: 5/98
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION;962-22.05-59
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG3-1605
RESPONSIBLECENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Proceedings
Elghobashi, S., Lee, Y., and Zhong, R., 'V._fects on gravity on sheared and nonsheared turbulent nonpremixed flames." 3rd
International Microgravity Combustion Conference, Cleveland, OH, 1995.
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Combustion of Electrostatic Sprays of Liquid Fuels in Laminar and Turbulent Regimes
Principal Investigator: Prof.,,UessandroGomez Yale Umve_i_
Co-Investigators:
Long, Prof, M.B.
Smooke, Prof. M.D.
Yale Umversity
Yale University
Task Objective:
The focus of this project is the study of the formation and burning of sprays of liquid fuels at both normal and
reduced gravity. The objective is to synthesize gradually the complexity of practical combustion systems, using
well-defined sprays to generate controlled clouds of droplets to be burned in well-characterized combustion
environments.
Task Description:
The program is strategically articulated in three parts: an experimental one at normal gravity, in the combustion
laboratories at Yale; an experimental part at reduced gravity, in the 2.2s drop tower at NASA-Lewis, and a
computationalpart hatparallelsthe experimental components. The microgravityexperiments are aimed atstudying
the same types of sprays that have been previously examined at normal gravity in an env/ronment free of natural
convection effects. The numerical model/rig is pursued to facilitate the interpretation of the experimental results and
to complement the measurements, especially in the microgravity phase of the project, in which the constraints on
available diagnostic techniques are severe.
Electrostatic sprays and ultrasonic nebulizers are used as atomizers. Experiments are conducted Rrst in counterfiow
and co-flow laminar diffusion flames.
Task Significance:
To improve the understanding of spray combustion using well.defined sprays and combustion environments, which
will ultimately lead to improvements in the practical implementation of liquid fuel atomization, for example in
diesel or liquid-fueled rocket engines.
Progress During FY 1995:
l) The experimental study on the structure of an axis-symmetric laminar spray flame using the electrospray was
completed. The flame appearance and temperature field showed little or no evidence of individual droplet burning.
Rather, internal group combustion was experienced, in which the bulk of droplet evaporation occurred in an inner
core that provided vapor diffusing into a flame enveloping the bulk of the droplet cloud. Droplet life-histories
showed that the droplets follow the d-square law during a significant pan of their lives with relatively constant
evaporation coefficients on the order of 0.6 mm2/s. The experimentally-inferred evaporation coefficient is within
the margin of error of that calculated in the case of isolated droplet evaporation in a convective environment. We
conclude that, although the interactive effect between the droplets results into a flame enveloping a droplet cloud,
individual droplet evaporation still applies within the cloud, that is the droplet interaction is not sufficiently intense
tocauseadeparturefromthe d-squarelaw.
2)After retrofittingheco-flowaxisymmetricspraydiffusionflameburnerto adrop-modulefor theLewis2.2s
DropTower,we performedseventeendropteststoinvestigatetheeffectofgravityonthestructureoftheseflames.
Co-flowflamesaresignificantlyaffectedbygravity.Flamesare(between40% and100%)longerandwiderin
microgravity as compared to normal gravity, similarly to what was observed for gaseous diffusion flames and
despitethefacthatpreviousgas-phasevelocitymeasurementsatnormalgravityindicatedthathesprayflames,at
leastinitially,arenotbuoyancycontrolled.
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3) One of the short-term objectives of this project was that of replacing the electrospray in a counterflow spray
burner with an ultrasonic nebulizer. With such device the available range of flow rates would be sufficient to
explore regimes of flame extinction and droplet-droplet interactions under conditions of small slip between the two
phases that are amenable to numerical modelling. After adapting a Sono-Tek nebulizer to the counter-flow flame
burner, we succeeded in establishing a self-sustained flat flame after numerous modifications to the burner. Tests are
now being performed on flames operated at a liquid fuel flow rate of 2 co/rain and at a strain rate of 30 s"_,i.e.
roughly one order of magnitude above what could be achieved with the elecm_static spray.
4) The computational modelling of the spray flames is progressing. After some unsuccessful attempts at modelling
heptane com_terflow diffusion flames, we concluded that the detailed chemistry mechanism that we were using was
inadequate. We then tried methanol spray flames whose chemis_y had already been validated in vapor diffusion
flames studies. The counterflow spray diffusion flame code promptly converged using as boundary conditions input
from the experimental portion of the program. Good agreement with the experimental data was obtained provided
that the liquid fuel fraction (the percentage of liquid in the liquid phase at the burner mouth) was kept (artificially)
low.
5) In preparation for experiments on turbulent spray combustion, single point Raman thermometry for turbulent
spray diffusion flames was developed with the objective of measuring mean and fluctuating components of the
temperature field pointwise and in the presence of droplets. The technique entails using the ratio of the spectrally
integrated Stokes/Antistokes Raman scattering intensity, as detected by two photomultipliers interfaced with boxcar
integrators. A counterflow gaseous diffusion flame burner was also constructed to provide a well-defined
environment in which the Raman thermometry is calibrated against accurate thermocouple measurements.
Preliminary experiments suggest that we can measure average temperature with an accuracy better than 2%.
Interference from elastic light scattering contaminating the signal at Raman wavelengths can be eliminated using
optical filters and some signal conditioning. Current efforts are focused to minimize laser-induced gas breakdown in
the most dense region of the spray.
6) We completed a manuscript on high resolution measurements of droplet size by laser light scattering. The
technique entails imaging on a photodiode array the angular scattering intensity collected by a lens and applying a
Fast Fourier Transform (FFF) to the array serial output to recover an effective frequency and phase corresponding to
the number and position of the scattering lobes. The method yields the determination of size with an accuracy better
than 1%, if the index of refraction is known and constant. The technique can be in principle applied in real time at
data rates as high as tens of KHz with modest equipment investment. Errors associated with particle trajectory
effects and changes in the index of refraction were also considered. Results appear not to be affected by the former,
whereas variations of the refractive index over a range typical of an evaporating droplet cause a deterioration of the
sizing accuracy to approximately 3%. An article was submitted to Applied Optics. Further details on both the
fundamentals of the electrospray and its application to combustion are given in the two Ph.D. dissertations that
have resulted from this project.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEAFICI-I:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 2
TASK INITIATION: 3/91 EXPIRATION: 12/98
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-22-05-34
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG3-1688
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Gomez, A. and Chen, G., Charge-induced secondary atomization of droplets in diffusion flames of electrostatic sprays.
Combustion Science & Tech, vol. 96, 47 (1994).
Tang, K. and Gomez, A, On the structure of an electrostatic spray of monodisperse droplets. Physics Fluids A, vol. 6, 2317
(1994).
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Proceedings
Chert, A. and Chen, O., "On the sa-ucmre of a co-flow laminar d/ffusion flame." w appear in Recent Advances in Spray
Combustion, (Kuo, K., Ed.), AIAA Progress Series, AIAA, Washington, DC, 1995.
Oomez, A. and Chen, G., "Monodisperse electrosprays: combustion, scale-up and implications for pollutant formation."
to appear in the Combustion Science and Technology Book Series (Siriganano, W., Ed.), 1995.
Books
Chen, G., "An experimental investigation on ]aminar diffusion flames of monodisporse fuel sprays." Ph.D. Thesis, Yale
University, May 1995.
Tang, K., 'The electrospray: fundamentals and applications to targeted drug delivery." Ph.D. Thesis, Yale University,
December 1994.
PresentJ, tions
Chert, G. and Gomez, A., "Group combustion of a dilute spray in a co-flow laminar diffusion flame." Accepted for
presentation at the 3rd Asian-Pacific International Symposium on Combustion and Energy Utilization, Hong Kong,
December 1995.
Gomez, A. and Chen, G., "Experimental investigation on self-sustained co-flow laminar diffusion flames of monodisperse
sprays." Sixth International Conference on Liqu/d Atom/zation and Spray Systems, ICLASS-94, (AJ. Yule and C,
Dumouchel, eds.) 718, Begell House, 1994.
Gomez, A. and Chen, G., "Spray combustion at normal and reduced gravity in counterflow and co-flow configurations."
Proceedings of the Third International Microgravity Combustion Workshop, Cleveland, Ohio, USA, April 11-13, 1995.
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Three-Dimensional Flow in a Microgravity Diffusion Flame
Principal Investigator: Prof. JeanR. Hertzberg University of Colorado, Boulder
Co-Investigators:
Linne, M.A. Colorado School of Mines
Task Objective:
The objective is to study the influence of buoyancy on the three-dimensional fluid dynamics of the interaction
between a diffusion flame and the elliptic vortex rings formed by pulsations of the fuel flow issuing from an elliptic
nozzle.
Task Description:
A methane diffusion flame burning in atmospheric conditions is investigated. Elliptic vortex rings are generated by
a combination of periodic flow perturbations (active forcing) and the elliptic geometry of the fuel nozzle (passive
forcing). The fuel flow is forced by an in-line 100 watt loudspeaker system at frequencies up to 1 Khz. Phase-locked
flow visualization and panicle image velocimetry (PIV) are the primary diagnostics.
Task Significance:
Techniques of acdve and passive control of the fluid dynamics in diffusion flames have the potential to enhance
combustion efficiency and reduce pollutant formation. Potential applications include industrial and residential
burners and gas/liquid fueled engines.
Progress During FY 1995:
The overall objective of this work is to understand the fluid dynamics of the interaction between large scale,
three-dimensional vortex structures and a transitional diffusion flame in the microgravity environment. The vortex
structures are used to provide a known perturbation of the type used in active and passive shear layer control
techniques. Active forcing refers to techniques which add acoustic or kinetic energy to the flow in order to influence
the shear layer vortex dynamics. Passive forcing relates to the manipulation of geometry to influence the
three-dimensional vortex dynamics.
A combustor incorporating these techniques was designed and completed during the past year. Passive forcing is
provided by a 2:1 aspect ratio elliptic cross-section nozzle. The elliptic nozzle is designed to minimize flow
separation while providing the three-dimensional flame. Active forcing is provided by a loudspeaker in the
combustor plenum. A flow seeding technique was developed that uses aspirated vegetable oil to visualize the
flowfield. Canola oil was found to be most effective.
A preliminary combustor using an actively forced, axisymmetric flow has been under investigation during the past
year. Experiments have shown that under specific forcing conditions the yellow diffusion flame splits into two or
more flames that are shorter and mostly blue in color. This behavior has also been observed in the preliminary tests
of the microgravity combustor. The flame exhibits both splitting and bifurcation behavior. At high forcing levels
the flame is split 100 percent of the time. At lower forcing levels the split state is intermittent with a classical
diffusion flame state, indicating a bifurcation.
Video imaging was used on the preliminary combustor to characterize the flame splitting phenomenon as a function
of flowrate, forcing frequency, and forcing amplitude. The frequency response of the preliminary combustor was
measured with a sound pressure level (spl) meter. The frequency response of the combustor when filled with
methane was found to be significantly different than when it was filled with nitrogen due to the differences in the
speeds of sound in the two gases. Preliminary results indicate that flame splitting behavior coincides with peaks in
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the sound pressure field suggesting that the phenomenon may be found at other frequencies ff the amplitude could be
driven high enough. However, the amplitude is not the only conlrolling factor because flame splitting was not
observed above 300 Hz even though the frequency response indicated the existence of amplitude peaks comparable to
those found below 300 Hz.
A three-dimensional visualization technique is currently under development which will provide a better
understanding of the flame splitting phenomenon as well as the three-dimensional microgravity flame. A Nimslo
photographic camera has been adapted for close-up stereoscopic use. An ullrason/c flow seeder is being developed
that will provide effective seeding independent of fuel flowrate.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH;
BS Students: l BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 0 MS Degrees: 1
PhD Students: l PhD Degrees: 0
TASKINITIATION; 5/94 EXPIRATION; 5/98
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION;962-22-05-58
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG3-1616
RESPONSIBLECENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Proceedings
Hertzber$, J.R. and Linne, M., "I'hree-dimensional flow in a microgravity diffusion flame." Third International
Microgravity Combustion Symposium, NASA Lewis, Cleveland, Ohio, April 1995.
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Unsteady Numerical Simulations of the Stability and Dynamics of Flames in Microgravity
Principal Investigator: Dr. K. Kallasanath Naval Research Laboratory (NRL)
Co-Investigators:
Patna.k, Dr. G.
Oran, Dr. E.S.
Berkeley Research Associates
Naval Research Labs
Task Objective:
Study the structure (multidimensional) and dynamics (propagation, stability and extinction) of premixed flames in
micro- and normal-gravity environments.
Task Description:
Perform detailed numerical simulations using time-dependent, one- and two-dimensional flame models. These
models solve the multispecies coupled partial differential reactive-flow equations, including fluid, thermodynamic
and transport properties, chemical kinetics, radiative heat transfer, buoyancy and boundary heat loss effects. The
investigator will a) systematically isolate and evaluate the relative importance of various physical and chemical
processes that may be controlling the structure and dynamics of premixed flames, and b) compare simulation results
qualitatively and quantitatively with experimental observations.
Task Significance:
Small amounts of fuel leaking from fuel cells could pose a fh-e hazard on the space-shuttle and similar vehicles.
Therefore, understanding the burning and extinguishment characteristics of flames are important for the safe
operation of space vehicles. The knowledge gained from such studies is also useful for the safe and efficient use of
fuels on Earth. Computer simulations are a cost effective way to obtain data to corroborate limited experimental
observations and provide additional details which are difficult to obtain from space based experiments.
Progress During FY 1995:
The newly developed parallel version of the flame code is being used to study the detailed dynamics of the
extinguishment of downward-propagating methane-air flames. The plan is to compare these observations to those
made in the earlier NRL study of the extinguishment of hydrogen-air flames. Such a comparison will be helpful in
isolating effects that are specific to the highly diffusive and easily combustible hydrogen-air mixtures from those
that are more general and applicable to a variety of fuel-air mixtures. Furthermore, it will also provide some
information on the relative role of conductive and radiative heat losses in extinguishing flames propagating in tubes.
The earlier NRL studies of one-dimensional, zero-gravity flames in lean methane-air mixtures showed that radiative
losses alone can extinguish some flames. In this study of two-dimensional flames, radiative and conductive losses
will be considered together and separately to isolate their effects.
The cellular structures observed in lean methane-air mixtures (5-6%) were very weak when compared to those in lean
hydrogen-air flames of comparable burning velocities. Therefore, after discussions with Professor Paul Ronney, a
CO2 diluted methane-oxygen mixture, with an effective Lewis number of about 0.70, was chosen for studying a case
which should exhibit su'ong cellular structures. Both the simulations and Ronney's experiments indeed indicate well
defined cellular structures. However, the detailed su'uctures are not quite the same in the two cases. Computed
burning velocities are larger than the experimental ones; however, the flame temperatures are about the same.
Three-dimensional effects, insufficient numerical resolution and inadequacy of the chemical kinetics scheme to
adequately capture the effects of CO2 dilution are possible explanations for the observed differences.
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The variation of the burning velocity with dilution is being studied to see if the "skeletal" mechanism used in the
computations is adequate to represent the chemical effects of dilution with CO2. This work is hampered by the lack
of experimental data on CO2dilution effects. Further tests with N2 dilution are underway to check if the reaction
scheme is adequate for any dilute mixture. Tests in which the equivalence ratio was varied showed that the scheme
was adequate for those cases.
Currently, studies of near limit downward-propagating methane flames are continuing. Discussions with Prof. Paul
Ronney and others at the International Combustion Symposium identified the third-body efficiencies in the
chemistry scheme as a possible source of the differences observed earlier between Paul's results and ours for the
extinguishment of CO2 diluted methane flames. It was decided to pursue this matter further using the FLAME1D
code before performing more detailed multidimensional simulations of the extinguishment of methane-air flames.
Different values for the third body efficiencies suggested in the literature have been incorporated into the codes. A
repeat of stoichiometric methane-air flames shows that these parametersdo not make any difference in the results.
However, a repeat of the simulations of the CO2 diluted mixtures used in Ronney's experiments shows that these
parameters have a strong influence on the flame temperatures and velocities. In fact, it has been difficult to even
ignite one of these mixtures. NRL results to date show that the burning velocities of near-limit CO2diluted
mixtures are now lower than Ronney's. Furthermore, more than one combination of third-body efficiencies could
give the same overall results. Further simulations have shown that various intermediate values for the burning
velocities can be obtained with different choices for the individual third-body efficiencies. Now, it is clear that the
exact values of the third body efficiencies could play a crucial role in obtaining accurate results for near limit
mixtures. There is sufficient variation in Ronney's experimental data that it by itself cannot be used to determine
the required third-body efficiencies. Discussions with other scientists are currentlyunderway to determine how
accurately these parameters are known. In order to determine if the problems encountered above with the third-body
efficiencies is primarily restricted to CO2mixtures, flames in lean methane-air mixtures were recomputed with the
new values for the efficiencies. These studies show that they do affect the results. Calculations with a 5%
methane-air mixture now show that it is not possible (for the range of parameters tried) to obtain a steadily
propagating flame in this mixture when radiation and non-unity third-body efficiencies are taken into account. The
lean-limit obtained with the currentvalues for the third.body efficiencies is between 5.1 and 5.2 %methane in air.
Further one-dimensional simulations show that the zero-gravity limit is around 5.15% and the
downward-propagating limit is around 5.20%. These numbers are in agreement with drop-tower and KC-135 results
of Professors Strehlow and Ronney.
Two-dimensional studies of the flame structurehave resumed. A 56.5 % CO2diluted mixture was chosen for further
studies since the burning velocity of a planar flame in this mixture is about 8 cm/s and the burning velocity of
near-limit mixtures in Ronney's experiments were about 8 cm/s. What NRL wants to focus on here is to examine
if the computed structure of the flame is similar to the one observed in experiments if near-limit mixtures with
comparable burning velocities are chosen. Note, however that the actual dilution of the near-limit mixtures in the
experiments varies between 57.44 and 58.34 % CO2. As discussed previously, this difference is attributed to the
uncertainties in the exact values to be used for the third body efficiencies. NRL's current simulations show a nearly
straight flame with multiple cells and is similar to those observed in the experiments. Longer calculations show
that the size of the cells is comparable to those observed in the experiments. We observe 5 complete cells in a 5.1
cm channel and 10-11 cells are observed in the experiments using a l0 cm diameter tube. These results are
presented at the 1995 AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting.
The focus of the current research is on developing a three dimensional version of the flame code. This is expected to
take several months. Since NRL has adopted the time-step or process splitting approach to solve for the various
physical and chemical processes, the code is very modular. The various processes can be worked on individually and
generalized into three dimensions. The first process to be tackled is convection. A three-dimensional version of the
basic Flux.Corrected transport algorithm has been implemented. Currently, the BIC (Barely Implicit Convection)
part of the convective transport is being worked on.
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STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: ]/95 EXPIRATION: 1/98
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-22-05-22
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NASA-DPR
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
IQlilasanath,K. and Patnalk, O.
Technology, (1994).
On the sU,ucmre and stability of rich hydrogen flames. Combustion Science and
Pamaik, G. and Kailasanath, K., Numerical simulations of burner-stabilized hydrogen-air flames in microgravity. Accepted
for publication in Combustion and Flame, (1994).
Pamaik,G.,and Kallasanath,K. Multidimensionalstructureofleanmethaneflames.AIAA paperno:95-0130,(1995).
Presentations
Agrawal, A., Gollahalli, S.R., Griffin, D.W. '?;on-sooting diffusion flames at normal and m/crogravity." Joint
Centra_Westem States Meeting of the Combustion Institute, Paper 95-PS-010, 1995.
Pamaik, G. and Kallasanath, K., "Multidimensional structure of lean methane flames." The AIAA 33rd Aerospace Sciences
Meeting, Reno, NV, January, 1995.
Pamaik, G., Fyfe, D., Kal]asanath, K., Moon, B., Bennett, R., Sussman, A., and Saltz, 3., 'qmplementation of a
two-dimensional flame model with detailed chemistry on MIMD computers." Role of High Performance
Simulation-Combustion, Environment and Heating Technology Conference, Columbus, OH, October 6-7, 1994.
Pamaik, G., Fyfe, D., Kailasanath, K., Moon, B., Bennett, R., Sussman, A., and Salt,, J. "A parallel implementation of a
time-dependent, two-dimensional flame model with detailed chemistry." Fall Technical Meeting of the Eastern States
Section of the Combustion Institute, December, 1994.
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Soot and Radiation Measurements in Microgravity Turbulent Jet Diffusion Flames
Principal Investigator: l=rof,Jew c. Ku Wayne State University
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The objectives of this study are to determine modeling coefficients from measurements of soot morphology and
radiation in both normal and reduced-gravity turbulent gas jet d/ffusion flames, and to fiJrther refine models for soot
formation and spectrally dependent radiation properties.
Task Description:
In the area of experimental measurements, thermophoretic particle sampling and subsequent transmission electron
microscopy analysis are used for soot particle size and analysis of aggregate morphology. Laser light absorption
imaging provides for the determination of soot volume fractions. Emission imaging using isolated bandpass filters
will be used to measure spectrally dependent soot radiation properties and possibly temperature. Rapid insertion of
fine-wire thermocouples will also be used for the determination of temperature.
In the area of modeling, Favre-averaged boundary layer equations with a k-e-g turbulence model and conserved scalar
approach with an assumed probability density functions Qz_If)are used to predict flow field and gaseous species mole
fraction profiles, respectively. The soot formation model has been modified and tested to predict soot volume
fraction and number density. The energy equation is included to provide a full coupling between flame structure and
radiation analysis. A third-order spherical harmonics approximation and the YIX method have been applied to solve
the radiative transfer equation. In the proposed study, soot formation and radiation models will be improved, and
methods for efficient spectral integrations and iteration between the solutions for the flame structure and the radiative
transfer equation will be sought.
Task Significance:
Microgravity Combustion is not only relevant to fire safety on board a spacecraft, but also provides a unique
condition for a better understanding of combustion fundamentals of this common type of combustion.
Progress During FY 1995:
There is no progress to report at this time as the project has not started yet.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 3/95 EXPIRATION: 2/98
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-22-05-36
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NA03-1265
RESPONSIBLECENTER: LeRC
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Sooting Turbulent Jet Diffusion Flames
Principal Investigator: Prof. JerryC. Ku Wayne State University
Co-Investigators:
Greenberg, P.S. NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC)
Task Objective:
The objectives of this study are to model soot formation and radiation for turbulent jet diffusion flames and to
determine the modeling coefficients from measured data under both normal and reduced-gravity conditions.
Task Description:
In regard to experimental measurements, thermophoretic particle sampling and electron microscopy are used for soot
particle size and aggregate morphology analysis. Laser fight absorption imaging provides for the determination of
soot-volume fractions, and emission imaging and thermocouple measurements will be used for soot thermometry.
Laser Doppler Velocimetry may possibly be employed to measure velocities and turbulence intensities, but is
beyond the stated deliverables of this effort.
In the area of modeling, Favre-averaged boundary layer equations with a k-e-g turbulence model and the conserved
scalar approach with an assumed pdf (probability density function) are used to predict flow field and gaseous species
mole fraction profiles, respectively. Transport of soot particles is described by equations for volume fraction and
number density using rate equation models. The energy equation is included to provide coupling between flame
structure and radiation analyses. The radiative flux is solved from the radiative transfer equation (RTE).
Task Significance:
Microgravity combustion is not only relevant to fire safety on-board a spacecraft but also provides a unique
condition for better understanding of fundamentals of this common type of combustion.
Progress During FY 1995:
The YIX method was applied to solve radiative heat transfer in a finite cylindrical enclosure with a
nonhomogeneous, nongray, emitting, and absorbing soot/CO2 mixture. Numerical results were obtained for
radiative heat transfer within a turbulent ethylene jet diffusion flame from precalculated flame temperature, soot
volume fraction, and CO2 concentration maps. Soot only, CO2 only, and combined cases were examined over the
spectral range of 1-20 microns. Soot absorption coefficient spectra were calculated from soot volume fraction and
refractive indices according to the Drude-Lorentz dispersion model based on the three frequently cited dispersion
parameter sets. Results from these three dispersion parameter sets show that the difference in maximum flux is
51%. Thus, current uncertainties about soot spectral refractive indices are the main limitation on accurate estimates
of the radiation heat transfer from sooting combustion systems. The exponential-wide-band model is used to
calculate the CO2 absorption coefficient spectrum. Overall, the contribution of soot radiation is only two to three
times that of CO2. Consequently, both soot and CO2 contributions are significant, and must be accounted for. For
CO2 gas, only contributions around absorption bands at 2.7 and 4.3 microns are significant. It seems that spectral
contributions from the range above 5 microns may be neglected without any significant loss of accuracy in
evaluating total radiation properties. This work was submitted to the ASME Journal of Heat Transfer. In addition,
an improved method for handling the discontinuity between the velocity of fuel and co-flow has been implemented.
The agreement between model prediction and Prof. Santoro's co-flow soot volume fraction data (already in the
literature) is very good now.
The fabrication of a coaxial, piloted burner for turbulent gas jet diffusion flame studies has been completed.
Extremely small tubing diameters (n 0.75 nun inner diameter for the inner jet) were employed to obtain large
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Reynolds numbers while retaining a reasonable overall flame height compatible with the dimensions of the
combustion chamber on the present 2.2 second laser rig. The major challenge was to provide a stable, coaxial
arrangement of the inner jet and pilot nozzles. This was accomplished by the staff of the LeRC instrumentation
shop, who employed an arrangement of laser-welded thin wire spacers to accurately control the relative position of
the inner and outer tubes. After welding the spacers in place, the thin wires were then ground to the appropriate
diameter to fit accurately into the pilot tube. The spacers also serve as flow straighteners for the pilot flow. Initial
tests indicate that adequate symmetry has indeed been achieved.
A series of drops were conducted in the NASA LeRC 2.2 -Second facility to obtain the soot volume fraction in
reduced gravity laminar jet diffusion flames. Tests indicated a reduction in local volume fraction for 1.5 mm jets
using ethylene as a fuel at flow rates between 1.0 and 3.0 cc/sec. This resulted in volume fraction signals (obtained
via light extinction measurements) with poor SNR's. Larger diameter burners were fabricated to provide longer
optical path lengths, thus increasing signal strengths. Limitations on flow rate due to the capacity of the rig and
the resulting flame lengths proved to be disadvantageous because stable flames could not be achieved in the available
test time. Apparently Reynolds number considerations separate two different regimes wherein these flames are
either diffusion or momentum dominated. The former evolve too slowly to be studied in the 2.2 second facility; the
latter produce insufficient volume fractions for tractable flow rates and flame heights. Switching to acetylene as the
fuel increased the soot production to the level wherein reasonable SNR's could be obtained. Some issues relating to
the stability of these flames as a function of burner diameter and flow rate under reduced gravity conditions remain,
and are presently being pursued. The hardware has been performing consistently well, as has the facility's newly
refurbished air-bag deceleration system.
Test were performed relating to the input/output properties of the Betacam video recording system being utilized for
reduced gravity soot absorption measurements. In particular, the absolute gain and offset of the recorded signal was
examined to a resolution of 8-bits. It was determined that this fidelity could be achieved through appropriate
calibration and attention to procedural details. The resulting performance negates the requirement for on-line
digitization in the 2.2 second facility, insofar as 8-bit, monochromatic signals are concerned.
To establish the validity of data reduction methods presently being used in soot volume fraction measurements via
laser light extinction, Professor J.C. Ku et al at Wayne State University have approached this problem by
synthesizing forward-propagated data for a 2.3 cc/sec larnmar ethylene diffusion flame. A soot volume fraction map
was generated by numerical simulation; this result was then employed to generate simulated 2-D projection data.
Spatially random noise was added to this data to replicate the effect of spatial noise found in our actual data sets.
Noise amplitudes representing 5, 10, and 20% of the original signal were added before tomographically inverting the
'noisy data.' Agreement with the original soot volume map was obtained in all cases to within 5%.
As a further cross check on soot volume fraction data obtained via imaging laser light extinction measurements, the
test conditions reported by Santoro, et al in their 1983 Combustion and Flame paper were repeated. After correcting
the results to account for the wavelength dependence of the absorption cross sections, excellent agreement was
obtained with Santoro's original data. The spatial smoothing algorithms being utilized are being investigated in
more detail. The IMSL lower-order B-spline polynomial is observed to preserve the shape and magnitude of the
absorption peaks, but to bias their spatial locations. Linearly weighted spatial convolutions of various sizes appear
to handle this aspect more favorably, and continue to be pursued. The effect of constricting the angular collection
specification has produced no measurable effect on 1-g laminar ethylene diffusion flames, as was anticipated.
Experiments to fully demonstrate and characterize the technique of soot volume fraction extinction imaging have
been completed. The range of topics investigated includes: 1) a study of data inversion methods, including angular
sufficiency criteria, spatial smoothing algorithms, and noise tolerance, 2) temporal averaging vs. single-shot data, 3)
the specification of forward-scattered angular acceptance, and 4) the use of a moving spatial diffuser to corrupt
coherent interference effects. Data was also obtained to compare to previously published values for ethylene/air
coflow-stabilized flames. These results are being summarized in a manuscript for journal submission.
Having successfully addressed issues relating to both data acquisition and fuel delivery systems, 2.2 second drop
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tower tests to study soot volume fractions in laminar jet diffusion flames were repeated. Tests were conducted for
both pure acetylene and acetylene diluted with nitrogen. While soot volume fraction data was successfully acquired
and analyzed, these tests will be repeated and studied for repeatability. The low pressures required by Safety for
acetylene mixtures has been shown in previous drops to require finesse in mixing, filling, and igniting. Analogous
1g tests have also been completed.
The analysis of initial soot volume fraction data comparing lg and 0g laminar, acetylene/nitrogen (50/50) jet
diffusion flames was then undertaken. A number of interesting features are observed: 1) the lg flame is
non-smoking, whereas the corresponding 0g flame smokes heavily; 2) the 0g flame generates more soot overall; 3)
the 0g flame generates more soot on a per volume basis; and 3) the soot shell occurs at significantly greater radial
locations in the 0g flame. Prior to publication, it is felt by the investigators that complementary soot temperature
data is required. The collection of this data is presently in progress.
The piloted, turbulent diffusion flame burner designed to conduct normal and reduced gravity experiments relating to
sooting turbulent jet diffusion flames has been successfully demonstrated. In these tests, ethylene was used as the
fuel for both the main fuel jet as well as the coaxial pilot jet. Extremely stable operation was obtained for a
primary/pilot mass flow rate of 100:1. It is not possible to initially light the pilot flame at this low flow rate,
which corresponds to 0.1 cc/sec. The pilot flow must be initiated at twice this rate and then be reduced to the fmal
value after stabilizing the primary jet. The Reynolds number of the primary jet is presently on the order of 3000.
The soot formation model used by Prof. J. Ku and co-workers at Wayne State University has been shown to
accurately fit a volume fraction map when experimental data has been used to provide rate formation coefficients.
The ability of the model to correctly predict volume fractions for differing flow rates using the same rate coefficients
is not as successful. Modifications to the existing formation model, and alternate models are being investigated. In
other results, the YIX method for calculating radiative transfer has successfully shown to demonstrate convergence
on the iterated temperature field between the energy and radiative transfer equations when the Roseland mean (i.e.
averaged over the wavelength spectrum) is employed.
Modeling analyses for soot formation and radiation in gas jet diffusion flames have been completed for both laminar
and turbulent cases. Rate-equation models are used to model detailed soot transport. Local radiation fluxes from soot
and gases are solved using the YIX method (which has been demonstrated to be as accurate as the Monte Carlo
method) with the Rossland mean absorption coefficients. Soot radiation and flame structure analyses are coupled
through an iteration process with convergence based on flame temperature. So far, the major conclusions are: 1. By
optimizing the rate coefficients in soot formation models, good agreement are found between model predictions and
published data for a laminar and a turbulent ethylene flames. 2. Compared to the data we obtained using the
imaging absorption technique for acetylene laminar and turbulent flames, the model made reasonably good
predictions with only some slight adjustments of ethylene rate coefficients - indicating that the model has pretty
good generality. 3. Based on lg vs ug comparisons based on our data, using the same rate coefficients for lg and ug
flames of the same fuel and flow rate, the model again made reasonably good predictions - again indicating that the
model has pretty good generality in terms of its accountability for buoyancy effects.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 1 MS Degrees: 0
PhD Students: 3 PhD Degrees: 1
TASK INITIATION: 3/91 EXPIRATION; 8/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-22-05-36
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG3-1265
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Hsu, P.F., and Ku, J.C., Radiative heat transfer in finite cylindrical enclosures with nonhomogencous participating media.
AIAA J. of Thermophysics and Heat Transfer, vol. 8, no. 3, 434-440 (July-Sept. 1994).
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Hsu,P.F.,and Ku, J.C.,Radiativeheattransferinfinitecylindricalenclosureswithnongray,nonhomogeneoussoot/gas
mixtures.AIAA J.ofThermophysicsand HeatTransfer,(1995).
Ku, J.C.,Griffin,D.W.,and Greenberg,P.S.,"Buoyancy-induceddifferencesinsootmorphology."acceptedfor
publicationinCombustionand Flame,1995.
Proceedings
Ku, J.C.,Tong,L.,andGreenberg,P.S.,"Demfiedmodelinganalysisforsootformationandmdiationinmicrognviw gas
jetdiffusionflames."ProceedingsoftheThirdlnmmationalMicrogravi_CombustionConference,Cleveland,OH, April
If-13,1995.
Presentations
Hsu, P.F., Ku, J.C., "Radiative heat transfer in f'mit_ cylindrical enclosures with nongray, nonhomogeneous soot/gas
mixtures." Accepted for presentation and proceedings of ICHNT International Symposium on Radiation Heat Transfer,
Kusadasi, Turkey, August 14-18, 1995.
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Studies of Flame Structure in Microgravity
Principal Investigator: Prof.Chung K. Law Princeton University
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The objectivesof thisworkare to understandand quantifythe structure,stabilizationmechanisms,sootformation
in, and extinction of one-dimensional premixed and nonpremixed laminar flames.
Task Description:
This programcomprises two main elements:
1. A numerical simulation of one-dimensional laminar flames is to be developed that, in addition to including the
usual fluid mechanical and heat transfer mechanisms, will include detailed chemical kinetic mechanisms for
comparison with the unique experimental results.
2. A drop-towertext apparatusisto be usedto observepremixedlaminarflamesstabilizedaboutcylindrical and
sphericalporousburnersto distinguishheatlossand flow divergence influences on flame stabilizationand
flamefrontstability.
Task Significance:
The one-dimensionaladiabaticlaminarunstretchedpremixedflame is a fundamental preceptof combustionscience,
butcannotbe stabilizedin normalgravity becauseof the strainingor asymmetricalinfluences of gravitationally
induced buoyantconvection. In microgravityexperiments,this programdemonstratesthis combustionparadigm
andprovidesa capabilityforprobingthe structure,chemistry,sootdynamics,and flame propagationspeedof these
fundamental flames.
Progress During FY 1995:
1) The theoretical modeling of spherical burners for premixed and non-premixed flames was developed that provided
predictions for behavior expected from drop tower tests. This model includes the rotation of the spherical burner
creating a rotating flame with variable burner radii. The theoretical conclusions show that based upon variations in
the mixture Lewis number (the ratio of thermal to mass diffusivities) from unity value, the flame response to burner
rotation, namely either elongation or flattening with respect to the sphere rotation axis is changed in extent or
dh-ection.
2) A spherical burner capable of rotation was built for use in the 2.2 Second Drop Tower apparatuspreviously used
for cylindrical burner tests. Tests with this burner were f'_t conducted to consider prernixed flames stabilized about
a spherical porous burner, adding a degree of curvature to that of the cylindrical premixed flames previously studied.
In addition, the spherical burner system will be rotated during tests to introduce controllable body forces into the
flame during the drop tests. At year's end the test results were being compared to the completed theoretical model
results.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 5/90 EXPIRATION: 11/97
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION:962-22-05-37
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG3-1713
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LcRC
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Eng, J.A., Law, C.K., and Zhu, D.L., On burner-stabilized cylindrical premixed flames in microgravity, Twenty-Fifth
Symposium (International) on Combustion. The Combustion Institute, pp. I711-1718 (1995).
Eng, J.A., Zhu, D.L., and Law, C.K., On the structure, stabilization, and dual response of flat burner flames. Combustion
and Flame, voL 100, no. 4. pp. 645-652 (1995).
Presentations
Eng, J.A., Zhu, D., and Law, C.K., "On burner-staFdized cylindrical prenfixed flames in microgravity." Third International
Mitt,gravity Combustion Workshop, Cleveland, Ohio, April 11-13, 1995.
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Chemical Inhibitor Effects on Diffusion Flames in Microgravity
Principal Investigator: Dr.GregoryT. Linteris National Institute of Standards and Technology
Co-Investigators:
Hochgreb, S. MassachusettsInstituteofTechnology(MIT)
Task Objective:
The objectives of the proposed research are as follows:
I.To determinetheeffectsofflameinhibitorson thephysicalcharacteristics(height,shape,color,andluminosity)
andstabilitylimits(ignition,extinction,lift-offandblow-off)ofgaseousdiffusionflamesinthepresenceof
halogenatedfn-csuppressantsinmicrogravity.
2. To develop quantitative analytical models for the observed behavior, including chemical kinetic effects, in order
to understand the mechanisms of inhibition of halogenated compounds in gaseous diffusion flames.
Task Description:
The experiments will consist of normal and microgravity studies of laminar jet and co-flow diffusion flames
inhibited by halogenated suppressant addition to the air or fuel stream. In microgravity, visual and temperature
diagnostics will be utilized to detect flame shape, dynamics and stability limits. Normal gravity experiments will
makeuseofadditionalchromatographicandspectroscopicdiagnosticsinadditiontovisualandtemperature
measurements.
Analytical and computational work will be performed using existing general 2-D codes with chemical kinetic
models for comparison with the observed results. The calculations should serve for comparison with observations,
explanation of observations and selection of additional experimental conditions of interest.
Task Significance:
Fire suppression in space is one of the main reasons to investigate combustion phenomena in microgravity. Since
halogenated compounds will remain as the fire suppressant of choice in many space missions, there is clearly a need
for experimental evidence on the effectiveness of these compounds under zero buoyancy conditions.
The finalproductoftheexperimentalndanalyticalworkisacomprehensiveandquantitativeunderstandingofthe
physicalandchemicalphenomenainvolvedinthesuppressionfdiffusionflamesthroughtheadditionofchemical
halogenatedinhibitors.Thisunderstandingisexpectedtobeveryusefulbethfromafundamentalviewpointaswell
asforthepracticalutilizationofchemicalfiresuppressantsinspace.
Progress During FY 1995:
During the first quarter, a combustion bomb at MIT was used to perform experiments and numerical modeling was
performed on the laminar flame speeds of inhibited methane/air premixed flames at elevated temperatures and
pressures. The work contributed with additionaldata for the verification of currenthalogenated inhibitor chemical
models.
The fast series of microgravity experiments was initiated in January 95, to investigate the effects of chemical
inhibitors on methane laminar gas-jet diffusion flames. These experiments have covered a wide range of conditions,
including variation in inhibitor, inhibitor concentration, pressure, oxygen concentration, fuel, and fuel flow rate.
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Counterflow Diffusion Flame Experiments
Investigatory counterflow diffusion-flame experiments involving methane, halogenated inhibitors and oxidizer
mixtures were performed at NIST in March. The apparatus consisted of opposed jets of fuel and oxidizer each about
20 mm in diameter and separated by about 15 ram. The velocity profiles of the jets were straightened by a series of
stainless-steel screens in the inlet tubes. Methane and carbon monoxide/hydrogen were the fuels used, and CF3Br,
CF3H, and C2FSH were the inhibitors added to the fuel or oxidizer sides of the flame. Hydrogen was added to the
CO in quantities of around I-2% to allow moist (rather than dry) CO oxidation. Strain rates from 45 to 300 I/sec
were used, but most experiments were done at a strain rate of 75 I/sec.
The experiments showed that the addition of CF3Br produced a reddish zone offset from the flame by nearly a
millimeter on the side to which the inhibitor was added. This zone is thought to originate from the decomposition
of the inhibitor with the reddish color resulting from the emission spectrum of atomic bromine. This hypothesis is
reinforced by the experiments with the fluorinated inhibitors, CF3H and C2F5H, which showed no secondary zone
or reddish color. The addition of CF3Br also enhanced soot production while the fluorinated inhibitors tended to
reduce soot production. In fact, sooting methane flames with CF3Br added showed three distinct regions--a thin blue
flame, a slightly thicker red CF3Br zone on whichever side the inhibitor was added, and a thick bright yellow soot
zone on the fuel side. As expected, extinction of the flame required about 3-4 times as much CF3H as CF3Br, and
about twice as much C2FSH. The extinction strain rates of these experiments were lower than those of Seshadri.
Drop Rig / MIT Laboratory Experiment Construction
During April and May, a low pressure jet diffusion flame apparatus was built at M1T. It was designed for easy
installation into a drop rig. Experiments should begin within a week; we will first duplicate the conditions of tests
performed previously in the 2.2 Second Drop Tower, and then use the rig to explore regimes for study at low
gravity. Future experiments will employ nonsooting fuels (CO and H2) as well as additional diagnostics.
2.2 Second Drop Tower Experiments
A second set of microgravity experiments were performed at NASA-Lewis during the first two weeks of June.
These experiments were designed to fill in gaps in the experimental test matrix of the fh'st visit to Lewis last
spring, and to expand the test to regimes which appeared to be interesting based on the previous results. One
subset of this session was aimed at studying the apparent suppression of soot with the addition of concentrations of
8% CF3H to the oxidizing mixture, compared to an uninhibited flame.
Experiments performed at 5% and 6% CF3H (intermediate between the previous results at 4% and 8%) show that
there is a progressive decrease in the amount of soot observed at concentrations around 4-5%. In order to investigate
whether the decrease in soot was primarily an effect of the corresponding decrease in 02 due to the addition of
inhibitor, experiments were also performed with 8% N2 dilution, and also with oxygen enrichment (30% 02). The
reduction in the sooting tendency was not as large with N2 as the diluent.
Another subset of experiments was aimed at determining the structure and extinction limits for methane diffusion
flames with CF3Br addition to the oxidizer. Experiments were performed at 0.5% and 3% CF3Br, and 18% and
30% 02. The 3% CF3Br and the I% CF3Br/18% 02 tests both showed extinction. Both flames lit, developed into
the previously observed two-zone structure, then shrunk and faded away within about 0.5 seconds. The 18% 02 test
was added to investigate the reduction of soot in the CF3Br inhibited flame, and provided information on the
structure of the flame before it extinguished. The 3% CF3Br/30% 02 flame was stable, but had a long thin inner
luminous structure which was unexpected based on previous results. A total of five 30% 02 flames were tried, but
more are needed to draw more definitive conclusions. Finally, a subset of low-pressure (0.25 arm) flames were
tested. Addition of 4% and 8% CF3H showed a marked increase in flame size. The low-pressure, 8% CF3H, 30%
02 flame exhibited a large blue reaction zone around a bright core.
Numerical Flame Structure Calculations
As a first step in understanding the structure of the inhibited flames, we have been using a counterflow diffusion
flame code (obtained from M. Smooke) to obtain flame structure solutions which simulate conditions
approximating those of our experiments. We hope to obtain solutions for both CHF3 and CF3Br inhibited flames
for a range of strain rates. To date, efforts have been concentrated on CHF3.
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Minor modifications of an existing chemical kinetic mechanism to make it suitable for use in the counterflow code
were made, we have obtained a converged solution for a somewhat reduced mechanism and are now attempting to
build to a solution using the complete mechanism for CHF3.
Fourth Quarter:
During July the low-pressure jet diffusion flame apparatus was completed here at MIT, and a set of experiments
were performed. The experiments were designed to mimic the microgravity tests, using methane as the fuel, and
having a 1.7 mm diameter nozzle and a Reynolds number based on nozzle diameter of 98. These experiments were
aimed at determining a reasonable test pressure range for ground-based experiments, and finding limiting
concentrations of CF3H for these conditions. A test pressure of 25 kPa was determined to be appropriate for these
tests since it is low enough to avoid soot luminosity and buoyant instability, while staying significantly above the
pressure at which the flame becomes unstable. Lower pressures would reduce buoyancy further, but would result in
a weaker flame. The limit concentrations of CF3H for a laminar jet at Re-98 at 25 kPa were 4% with air, and 27%
with 30% 02.
In August, a third set of microgravity experiments were performed at the NASA-Lewis 2.2 Second Drop Tower.
This set of experiments was designed to clarify a few points from previous experiments and investigate potential
effects of higher flow rates and CO fuel The first important piece of information found was that the methane flame
could be made open-tipped by lowering the oxygen concentration. We have found no mention of this effect in the
literature.
Additional, better images were recorded of the flame behavior with 1% CF3Br by moving the camera closer to use
more of the pixels, and setting the gain of the camera more accurately, aided by experience from previous
experiments. Higher flow rate experiments were conducted at double the flow rate of the initial base case,
corresponding to a cold-flow Reynolds number based on nozzle diameter of 196. These flames showed similar
characteristics with respect to addition of inhibitor as the lower flow rate flames, but required more inhibitor to get
the same effect. For example, the Re-98 flame showed the two-zone structure at 1% CF3Br, while AT Re-196 the
two-zone structure was not evident at 1%, but only at 2% CF3Br. In addition the low flow rate (Re-98) flame
extinguished at 15% CF3H, while the Re=196 flame persisted.
A number of experiments were also performed with a mixture of 99% CO / 1% CH4 as the fuel. Diffusion flames
with this fuel at the same volume flow rate as methane (154 sccm) were very small, so the flow rate was doubled in
subsequent tests(308 sccm). These flames proved to be easily extinguished by the inhibitor, blowing out at 3%
CF3H, or 0.5% CF3Br. At these low inhibitor concentrations, no significant changes in structure could be
observed. In later tests, the lower flow rate (154 scorn) flame appeared to be more stable, persisting at 0.5% CF3Br,
whereas the higher flow rate flame would not, which is opposite the behavior observed for methane. However, no
significant structural changes were observed.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 2
PhD Students: 0
TASK INITIATION: 6/94 EXPIRATION: 6/98
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-22-05-54
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Proceedings
Hochgreb, S., Hsin, Y.E., and Linteris, G.T., "Laminar flame speeds of CF3H-propane-alr mixtures at elevated pressures."
NIST Annual Conference on Fire Research, Gaithersburg, MD, October 17-20, 1994.
VanDerWege, B.A., Bush, M.T., Hochgreb, S., and Linteris, G.T. "Effect of CF3H and C F3Br on laminar diffusion flames
in normal and microgravity." Third International Microgravity Combustion Conference, Cleveland, OH, April 11-13,
1995.
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Structure and Dynamics of Diffusion Flames in Microgravity
Principal Investigator: Prof.MosheMatalon Northwestern University
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The objectives of the work are to gain insight into diffusion times by studying simple combustion sys,¢ems. The
emphasis of the work will be to understand the structure and dynamics of stationary spherical flames, and the
coupled processes occurring in the liquid and gas phases associated with the burning of liquid fuels.
For gaseous times, the Principal Investigator will investigate the processes that lead to extinction of these times
either by the process of blowoff or by radiative losses. He will also examine the nature of the interactions between
two diffusion times, the mechanisms leading to the generation of flame front instabilities, the formation of cellular
times and the effect of residual gravitational acceleration on microgravity diffusion times.
For liquid fuel burning, the Principal Investigator will examine the possible generation of instabilities that are
intrinsic to the vaporization process and identify the importance of thermocapillary motion on the overall burning
process.
Task Description:
The program is entirely theoretical in nature. The Principal Investigator will work closely with related experimental
investigations in the microgravity combustion science program to identify problems of specific interest.
The porous sphere will be the model problem for gaseous diffusion times. A standard formulation of the
conservation equations in spherical coordinates forms the base case. The model will then be extended to incorporate
finite rate kinetics through activation energy asymptotics, enabling details of the tiame structure to be elicited. The
model can then be extended to include a standard form of a radiative loss to determine the extinction limits, blowoff
and radiative, of the combustion system. Finally, the model will be extended to determine the effects of interaction
by modeling two spherical diffusion times in close proximity to each other employing bi-sphericai coordinates in
the approach outlined above.
As a next step the core model will be extended to incorporate stability theory and determine the conditions for the
onset of time-front instabilities similar to those that have been observed experimentally. Similarly, the effect of a
low-magnitude, time-varying body, force (g-jitter) on the tiame will be examined, by casting the disturbance as a
sinusoidal term in the governing equations.
The ideas developed above will then be extended to liquid fuels. The major change to the model will be the
incorporation of the liquid phase, the conservation equations for the liquid phase, and the coupling of the gas and
liquid phases. A major addition will be the incorporation of thermocapillary motion in the liquid phase equations.
Task Significance:
The proposed research will lead to a greater understanding of diffusion times in general. By working closely with
experimental studies in the microgravity science program, the investigator will be able to give a theoretical
foundation to many experimental observations of diffusion times in microgravity.
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Progress During FY 1995:
Near Limit Oscillations of Diffusion Flames
An analysis has been carried out to explain the observed oscillations that occurred during the last stages of burning
of a candle flame in a Tier, gravity environment. The analysis is based on the assumption that at this stage the
oxygen concentration is low and consequently the burning intensity is weak. We were able to establish that, in the
presence of heat loss, oscillations similar to what has been observed in the experiments develop once the Damkohler
number is reduced below a critical value. By further reducing the Damkohler number, the amplitude of these
oscillations continue to grow presumably leading to extinction.
Annular pool fires admit various possible "stationary" combustion states. There is always the possibility of a
quenched state and a pool burning; but occasionally one fmds front propagation in a circulatory fashion. An
analysis has been carried out in an attempt to explain the possibility of front propagation. Although an instability
has been detected for a sufficiently large value of the Lewis number associated with the fuel and for an appreciable
amount of heat loss, the instability found corresponds to pulsations and does not identify a non-zero wave number
that would have characterized the front propagation.
Flame Front Instabilities in Diffusion Flames
Studies of intrinsic instabilities in flames have been predominantly concerned with premixed systems. A
manifestation of an intrinsic instability is the spontaneous development of cellular structures, which is commonly
observed in premixed flames. The competing effects of thermal and mass diffusivities play a central role in the
development of cellular flames. One might therefore expect that they play a similar role in diffusion flames as well.
However, very little has been done on the subject. The lack of experimental work in this area may be attributed to
the fact that it is difficult to generate in the laboratory a one-dimensional diffusion flame free of the stabilizing
influence of stretch and curvature. Using a spherical burner in microgravity a one dimensional spherical flame of
sufficiently large size can be produced. A theoretical study has thus begun to examine possible thermal-diffusive
instabilities in diffusion flames. The first most important step has been completed; that is a general model has been
developed to describe the dynamics of a diffusion flame of general (three-dimensional shape covering the whole range
of parameters: from the equilibrium limit down to extinction.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
Phi) Students: 2
TASK INITIATION: 6/94 EXPIRATION: 5/98
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-22-05-47
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG3-1604
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Matalon, M., Fischer, I., Buckmaster, J., and Lozinski, D.
Mathematical Modeling in Combustion Science, (1995).
Vapor diffusion flames, their stability, and annular pool f'ures.
Matlon, M., Flame propagation in closed vessels. Mathematical Modeling in Combustion Science, (1995).
Presentations
Matalon, M., "Modeling flame phenomena." Plenary talk, Eastern States Section of the Combustion Institute, 1995.
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Filtration Combustion for Microgravity Applications: (1) Smoldering, (2) Combustion Synthesis of
Advanced Materials
Principal Investigator: Prof. Bernard J. Matkowsky Northwestern University
Co-Investigators:
Bayliss, A.
Volpert,V.A.
NorthwesternUniversity
NorthwesternUniversity
Task Objective:
Investigating combustion in porous media with applications to l) smoldering and 2) combustion synthesis of
advancedmaterials,alsoreferredto as serf-propagatinghigh-temperaturesynthesis(SHS).
Task Description:
I) Prop,sing/developing theoretical models describing the fundamental mechanisms for the phenomena under
consideration, 2) performing complementary analytical and numerical work on the proposed models and
mechanisms, and 3) comparing the results of these analyses to experiments.
Task Significance:
Both smoldering and combustion synthesis of advanced materials (SHS) contribute to fundamental science, and also
represent important applications for microgravity combustion science; in smoldering to fu'e safety in both normal
and microgravity, and in SHS to the determination of optimal synthesis conditions in both normal and microgravity
environments. Combustion synthesis appears to compete favorably with conventional technology, by achieving
shorter synthesis times, and at lower cost, by employing the internal energy of the combustion reactions rather than
the costlyexternal energy of a furnace, employed in conventional technology.
Progress During FY 1995:
A paper entitled "Combustion of Porous Samples with Melting and Flow of Reactants," by A. Aldushin, B.
Matkowsky, K. Shkadinsky, G. Shkadinskaya, and V. Volpert is accepted for publication by Combustion Science
and Technology. The Abstract of the paper reads: "We formulate and analyze a model describing the combustion of
porous condensed materials in which a reactant melts and spreads through the pores of the sample. Thus there is
liquid motion relative to the porous solid matrix. Our model describes the cases when the melt either fills all the
pores or spreads through only some of them. In each case the melt occupies a prescribed volume fraction of the
mixture. We employ both analytical and numerical methods to fred uniformly propagating combustion waves, to
analyze their stability and to determine behavior in the instability region. The principal physical conclusion which
follows from our analysis is that the flow of the melted component can result in nonuniform composition of the
product. Unlike models which do not take into account the relative motion of the components, this model exhibits
a dependence of the structure of the product on the mode of propagation of the combustion front. Thus, if the initial
mixture is uniform, models which do not allow for relative motion necessarily lead to uniform structure of the
product, while in the model employed here the structure can be nonuniform. We observe that the structure of
uniformly propagating combustion waves depends on whether the refractory or melting component is in excess in
the initial mixture. We determine how various parameters of the system affect stability and fred a pulsating
instability of the uniformly propagating solutions. We also perform numerical simulations in order to (i) study the
dynamical behavior of the combustion wave in the instability region, (ii) obtain a description of the melt flow on
the scale of the entire sample rather than on the scale of the combustion wave, i.e. to study the evolution of the size
of the liquid melt layer which may occupy only a part of the product region. We show, in particular, that a
transition to relaxation oscillations may occur closer to the threshold of instability than in gasless solid fuel
combustion. Our numerical and analytical results are in qualitative agreement."
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A paperentitled"Propagationa dExtinctionfForcedOpposedFlowSmolderWaves,"by D.A.Schult,B.J.
Matkowsky,andV.A.VolpenandA.C.Fernandez-PeIloisacceptedtoCombustionandFlame.The Abstractof
thepaperreads:"Smolderingisaslowcombustionprocessinaporousmedium inwhichheatisreleasedby
oxidationofthesolid.Ifthematerialissufficientlyporoustoallowtheoxidizertoeasilyfilterthroughthepores,
asmolderwavecanpropagatethroughtheinteriorfthesolid.We considersamplesclosedtothesurrounding
environmentexceptattheends,withgasforcedintothesamplethroughoneoftheends.A smolderwave is
initiatedattheotherendandpropagatesinadirectionppositetotheflowoftheoxidizer.We employlarge
activatione ergyasymptoticmethodstofinduniformlypropagating,planarsmolderwave solutions.We determine
theirpropagationvelocity,burningtemperature,t'maldegreeoffuelconversion,andextinctionlimits.We also
determinespatialprofilesofgasflux,oxidizerconcentration,temperature,anddegreeofconversionofthesolid,
includingtheburningtemperatureandfinaldegreeofconversion."
A paperentitled'_ForcedForwardSmolderCombustion,"by D.A.Schult,B.J.Matkowsky,andV.A.Volpertand
A.C.Fernandez-PelIoisacceptedforpublicationby CombustionandFlame.The Abstractofthepaperreads:"We
considerporouscylindricalsamplesclosedtothesurroundingenvironmentexceptattheends,withgasforcedinto
thesamplethroughone oftheends.A smolderwaveisinitiatedatthatendandpropagatesinthesamedirectionas
theflowofthegas.We employasymptoticmethodstofredsmolderwave solutionswithtwodifferents ructures.
Eachstructurehastwointeriorlayers,i.e.regionsofrelativelyrapidvariationi temperatures paratedby longer
regionsinwhichthetemperatureisessentiallyconstant.One layeristhatofthecombustionreaction,whilethe
otherisduetoheattransferbetweenthesolidandthegas.The layerspropagatewithconstant,houghnot
necessarilythesame,velocity,andareseparatedbyaregionofconstanthightemperature.A so-calledreaction
leadingwavestructureoccurswhen thevelocityofthecombustionlayerexceedsthatoftheheattransferlayer,while
aso-calledreactiontrailingwavestructureisobtainedwhen thecombustionlayerisslowerthantheheattransfer
layer.The former(latter)occurswhen theincomingoxygenconcentrationissufficientlyhigh(low).Reaction
trailingstructuresallowforthepossibilityofquenchingifthegasmassinfluxislargenough;thatis,incomplete
conversioncanoccurduetocoolingofthereactionbytheincominggas.Foreachwave structuretherexist
stoichiometric,andkineticallycontrolledsolutionsinwhichthesmoldervelocityisdetermined,respectively,b the
rateofoxygensupplytothereactionsiteandbytherateofconsumptioninthereaction,i.e.by thekineticrate.
Stoichiometric0cineticalIycontrolled)solutionsoccurwhen theincominggasfluxissufficientlylow (high).For
eachofthefoursolutiontypes,we determineanalyticalexpressionsforthepropagationvelocitiesofthetwo layers,
theburningtemperature,andthefinaldegreeofsolidconversion.We alsodetermineanalyticalexpressionsforthe
spatialprofilesoftemperature,gasflux,andoxygenconcentration.Gravitationalforcesareconsideredandare
showntohaveaminimaleffectprovidedtheambientpressureislargecomparedtothehydrostaticpressuredrop.
The solutionsobtainedprovidequalitativeth oreticaldescriptionsfvariousexperimentalobservationsofforward
smolder.Inparticular,thereactiontrailingstoichiometricsolutioncorrespondstotheexperimentalobservationsof
OhlemiIlerandLucca,whilethereactionleadingstoichiometricsolutioncorrespondstotheexperimental
observationsofToreroet.al."
Professor Matkowsky's request to rebudget the grant in order to accommodate subsistence support for his post-doc
with no extra cost to NASA has been approved.
Inanefforttofosterinternationalco laboration,ProfessorMatkowskyhavegottentogetherwithJohnLeefrom
McGillUniversity(fundedbytheCanadianSpaceAgency)withinthelastfewmonthsof1994.He hasalso
contactedotherSHS experimentalistssuchasProf.J.Moore fromColoradoSchoolofMines(fundedbyourselves),
andCarlosFernandez-Pelloonsmolderingresearchinordertobeknowledgeableaboutthelatestworkofthe
experimentalists.
Professor Matkowsky has responded to the Glovebox solicitation with international partners. His collaborators are
J. Lee, S. Goroshin and D. Frost of the Mechanical Eng. Dept. at McGill University in Montreal, Canada, who are
funded by the Canadian Space Agency. The proposal is about the SHS of ZnS to learn more about the kinetics of
the process.
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STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
Phi) Students: 2
TASK INITIATION" 5/94 EXPIRATION: 5/98
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-22-05-55
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG3-1608
RESPONSIBLECENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
A1dushin, A., Matkowsky, B., Shkadinsky, K., Shkad/nskaya, O., and Volpert, V., Combustion of porous samples with
melting and flow of reactants. Combustion Science and Technology, vol. 99, 313-343 (1994).
Schult, D.A., Matkowsky, BJ,, Volpert, V.A., and Fernandez-PeUo, A.C., Propagation and extinction of forced opposed
flow smolder waves. Combustion and Flame, (1994).
Schult, D.A., Matkowsky, BJ., Volpert, V.A., and Femandez-Pello, A.C., Forced forward smolder combustion. Accepted
to Combustion and Flame, (1994).
Presentations
Matkowsky, BJ., "Filtration combustion: smoldering and SHS." Presented at the 3rd International Microgravity
Combustion Conference, Cleveland, Ohio, April 11-13, 1995.
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Combustion of PTFE: The Effect of Gravity on Ultrafine Particle Generation
Principal Investigator: Prof. 9. T. McKi_on Colorado School of Mines
Co-Investigators:
Todd, P.W.
OberdorsterD Prof. G.
University of Colorado
University of Rochester
Task Objective:
This project is an experimental and analytical study of the fundamental chemical and physical mechanisms and the
i_uence of gravity on the ultraf'me particles and gases generated by the thermal breakdown of
polytetrafluoroethylene (FIFE) wire insulations. PT]_ is a widely used spacecraft material that resists ignition and
fire spread, but it can degrade when stressed by thermal and electrical overloads to release ult_rme (10 to 100 nm)
particles as aerosols or smoke.
Task Description:
The experimental study will be performed in three tasks.
1. Normal-gravity tests, conducted at the Colorado School of Mines, investigate PTFE powder, or a reference
perfluorinated alkane, in a flow-tube reactor under three atmospheres--wet air, dry air, and nitrogen. The
reaction-temperature range is from 380 to 700 C. The gas products are collected and analyzed using gas
chromatography and mass spectrometry. The concentration of ultrafine particles in the effluent gas stz-eam (smoke)
is measured using optical absorption. The particles are also collected on f'flters and analyzed chemically and
physically by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (F'I'IR) and electron microscopy.
2. Normal-gravity tests, conducted at the Colorado School of Mines, investigate the smoke emitted from a
PTFE-insulated copper wire thermally overloaded in a closed chamber under wet air, dry air, and nitrogen. In these
tests, smoke density is measured by light scattering, and representative samples of the particles are collected by
thermophoresis.
3. Microgravity tests, conducted in the NASA Lewis Research Center drop-tower and airplane facilities, investigate
the effect of gravity on the degradation reaction and product evolution. The test apparatus and operating plan for the
microgravity experiments will be established from the results of the Task 1 and 2 studies.
The accompanying analytical study develops a comprehensive model to predict ultrafine-particle production, given
inputs of heating rate, polymer quantity, degree of forced convection, and other factors. This analysis is based on
elementary reaction rates from established databases, the Principal Investigator's previous studies on soot formation,
and the interpretations of the results of the experimental tests.
Task Significance:
The study will examine the phenomenon of ultrat'me-particle generation by the thermal degradation of a widely used
spacecraft wire insulation. The results contribute to the knowledge of the physical and chemical mechanisms of this
process and offer practical applications in the reduction of health hazards in spacecraft and in the eafly.warni_
detection of f_e incidents by atmospheric smoke sampling.
Progress During FY 1995:
The tube-furnace flow apparatus for the Task I studies was constructed and used for testing. The degradation studies
were conducted under three atmospheres--dry air, air saturated by bubbling through water, and nitrogen. The
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atmospheric exhaust from the furnace passed through a densely packed glass wool filter to trap the aerosol panicles,
with gas samples removed for off-line analysis.
The robe-furnace tests heated a gram of PTFE powder. The analyses showed that there was negligible degradation
below a temperature of 390 C. Above that threshold temperature, the evolution of reaction products increased
rapidly with temperaVae; this rate could be modeled by an Arrhenius-type dependency. The atmospheric
composi_on had a significant effect c_ the na_-e of the degradation products. Under nitrogen, no smoke was
observed, i.e., the on]y products appeared to be gases. Under dry air, the effluent had a large quantity of smoke (an
aerosol of particulates). Under wet air, the effluent had a light quantity of smoke. Under all three atmospheres, the
analyses showed that the principal gaseous product was perfluoroethylene, C_F,.
Preliminary FTIR analyses of the composition of the collected smoke panicles showed that the composition under
wet air was not the same as that under dry air and both d/tiered from the FIFE reactant. The chemical identification
of the FHR peaks is still in process, however.
Transmission elect'n-microscopy analyses of the coUected panicles were also made. Both individual panicles and
a_lomera_d clusters were noted. The analysis of individual particles was aided by dispersion of a small sample in
a solvent, then vibrating and evaporating to isolate the panicles. For the degradation under dry air, primary panicles
were in abundance, and they ranged in nominal size from 7 to 15 nm. Cluster sizes were in a nominal range from
100 to 400 nm. For the degradation under wet air, primary panicles were scarce. The nominal size range under this
atmosphere was from 20 to 40 nm for the primary panicles and from 250 to 400 nm for the clusters.
The wire-insulation degradation apparatusfor the Task 2 studies was constructed and used in tests on copper wires
insulated with polyethylene and PTFE, The initial observations for the PTFE wires agreed with those made in the
tube-furnace tests. Considerable smoke was evolved underdry- and wet-air atmospheres, but none under nitrogen.
The beat-up time before visible degradation was of the order of 12 sex. Obviously, the experimental conditions
• must be accelerated for success in the planned microgravity drop-tower testing. The continuing
wire-insulation-degradation studies are to use video imaging to observe the dynamic progress of the reaction and
effluent release.
Preliminary designs have evolved for microgravity testing. The Principal Investigator has assembled a prototype
apparatus in a frame modeled after the NASA Lewis Drop Tower frames. Preliminary tests of apparatus integrity
are being performed in a makeshift, but serviceable, 1.5 Second Drop Tower at the Colorado School of Mines.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 1
PhD Students: 0
TASK INITIATION: 5/94 EXPIRATION: 4/98
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION:962-22-05-64
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG3-1628
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOQRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY lgg§:
Proceedings
McKinnon, LT., and Duan, H.M., "l'hermal degradationof polytetrafluoroethylenein tube reactors." Tldrd International
Mictogravity Combustion Workshop, NASA Conf. Publ. 10174, 147-151, August 1995.
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Premixed Turbulent Flame Propagation in Microgravity
Principal Investigator: Prof.Suresh Menon GeorgiaInstituteofTechnology
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The overall objective of this research is to characterize the behavior of turbulent premixed flames and to use the
experimental data to validate a novel computational method to simulate accurately the behavior of premixed flames.
In order to understand the behavior of turbulent flames, access to all the length scales (from the device size to the
Kolmogorov scale) in the flow field is required. A possible method to achieve this is to reduce the flow velocity.
However, in normal-gravity this is not possible due to gravitational acceleration and the turbulent stresses are
overwhelmed by buoyant stresses. Therefore, experiments in microgravity will be carried out that will allow the
study of low-speed turbulent flames without buoyancy effects.
Task Description:
Premixed combustion of hydrogen-air mixtures will be studied in a Couette flow configuration which is essentially
a flow between two parallel plates moving opposite to each other. The turbulent flow field will be characterized
withtheflamespeedbeingtheprimaryvariableofinterest.Additionaldataon pressureriseand temperaturewill
alsobe measured.
Task Significance:
Improved understanding and modeling of practical turbulent flames will lead to increased efficiency and reduced
pollutant formation. Practical applications of technology to industrial combustors and high throughput engines
may be anticipated.
Progress During FY 1995:
The experimental device for the cold-flow tests was designed, constructed and assembled. The entire Couette flow
set-up is enclosed in a glass box whose dimensions are 889 nun x 737 mmx 356 nun, and 10 mm thick. The
Couette flow channel is made of infinite -belt type, where both walls move at the same speed, but in opposite
directions. The belt, made of Mylar, is 0.1 ram thick and 305 nun wide and is supported and driven by two solid
aluminum cylinders which ate each 76 mm in diameter. A DC motor is used to drive one of the cylinders while the
other cylinder has adjustments available to adjust the tension of the belt. The belt speed is determined using a
proximity switch that measures the rpm of the driving shaft. A maximum belt speed of 2 m/s is possible with the
currentconfigurationand thebeltspacingcan be variedfrom IOmm to a maximum of76 nun.
Preliminary LDV measurements of the Couette flow in the test facility were initiated. Some minor problems with
the beltand thedrivesystemwere encounteredbuttheynow appeartobe working adequately.The design
requirementsforthehot flow facilityarebeingevaluated;however, thereisno plantocarryouttheconstruction
untilthecoldflowexperimentshave been completed.DirectnumericalsimulationsoftheCouetteflow were also
initiated.These utilizea 64x96x64 grid.
Preliminary cold flow results for the mean velocity profile have been obtained using both a constant coefficient and
a dynamic sub gridmodel forthesub gridkineticenergy.Comparison withavailablexperimentaldatashows that
thepresentscheme iscapableofresolvingmean motion.
The model for thin flames has also been implemented and it is planned to initially carry out parametric studies for
constant density flames. The heat release model is already implemented but it will require further testing.
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Proceedings
Menon, S., 'Tremixed turbulent flame propagation in microgravity." Proceedings of the Third International Conference on
Microgravity Combustion, Cleveland, Ohio, April 1995.
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A Fundamental Study of the Combustion Syntheses of Ceramic-Metal Composite Materials Under
Microgravity Conditions - Phase H
Principal Investigator: Prof. JohnJ,Moore Colorado School of Mines
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
Obtaining an improved understanding of the effect of gravity on the combustion synthesis of ceramic matrix-metal
infiltrated composites; develop new and improved-property materials.
Task Description:
Combustion synthesis reactions are conducted both under normal gravity (various orientations of samples with
respect to gravity) and microgravity conditions to generate either porous or dense ceramic matrices in the presence of
varying amounts of excess AI_03 (diluent) and/or excess aluminum, which will be available to fill residual pores by
capillary action. The effects of gas generation during reactions on the porous matrix formation are studied under
different levels of gravity. The dense composite materials are produced using a one step, low cost simultaneous
combustion-consolidation process. The microstructure and properties of both dense and porous product composite
materials are also characterized.
Task Significance:
An improved understanding of the role of gravity on the combustion synthesis of ceramic-ceramic and ceramic
matrix-metal composite materials allows for new approaches for the development of specified microstructures,
thereby resulting in improved material properties. One can also explore ways to develop brand new materials by
microgravity processing (e.g. high surface area expanded or foamed ceramics, and fully dense interpenetrating phase
composites). The expected benefits of such inexpensive, light, strong, and either highly porous or dense composite
materials range from construction-support systems to liquid-metal, filtering-systems applications.
Progress During FY 1995:
Professor L Moore has been pursuing the B4C/AI203 system using the reaction:
2B203 + C + (4+x)Al + yAI203 -> B4C + (2+y)AI203 + xAI (1)
for further in depth analysis with graduate student, Brooke Whitehead. The selection of this system is based on the
observation that it showed expansions of approximately 150% under 2-g, and over 400% under 0-g conditions (Lear
Jet), as opposed to 300% under n-g, after the combustion synthesis process. The student has concentrated her efforts
on the more accurate control of the combustion temperature to avoid melting A1203, with the expectation that, if
successful, this would provide increased surface area in the expanded ceramic composite.
Two modes of combustion are being studied: 1) simultaneous, where the mature is ignited by heating the whole
pellet at once, and 2) propagating, where the ignition is at one end of the pellet. Depending on the value of y and
combustion mode, the reactions are observed to be quenching, unstable, or stable, and the product has different pore
sizes, distribution and expansion.
Brooke focused mostly on the 10 wt% excess AI203 (diluent) samples, with some additional 5 wt% and no excess
AI:O3 samples in argon gas (inert atmosphere). A trend of continuous reduction in combustion temperature with
increasing diluent is observed. The SEM images of all samples show the formation of shells within the sample.
The determination of the interior structure and composition of the shells by using electron back-seatter imaging, as
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well as the measurement of the surface areawill be conducted by the next student CraniaManor).
The vacuum pump is in place to complete reactions utilizing 15-20 wt% AI203 as a diluent. The goal is to decrease
the combustion temperature of the reaction system below the melting point of A1203 so that the reacted samples
exhibit a higher surface area/weight ratio.
Brooke Whitehead's samples for the B4C/AI203 system with 0, 5 and I0 wt% excess AI are flown on the Lear Jet
by LeRC personnel for a total of seventeen trajectories during the last week of October 1994. Problems with the
aircraft electrical system during flights indicate that at least some of the temperature measurements will not be
reliable for some tests, which is quite disappointing.
Data from the last Lear Jet fright experiments was analyzed. Brooke defended her MS Thesis in December, 1994.
Major conclusions from Brooke Whitehead's MS Thesis are summarized below: Expansion increased when graphite
was used as the reductant instead of lampblack. Reactions using graphite resulted in higher combustion
temperatures Crc) than those that used lampblack.
- Increased Tcresulted in increased expansion.
- Conducting the reaction in low gravity (Lear Jet) resulted in significant increases in porosity, To, ignition
temperature (Ta), and expansion.
- Increased amounts of AI20_ diluent did not increase expansion, butdid increase the amount of unreacted products.
- Conducting the reaction in the propagating mode resulted in near-unidirectional expansion in the vertical direction.
- Conducting the reaction in the simultaneous combustion mode resulted in near-3-dimeusional expansion.
Tania Mat|or has replaced Brooke Whitehead as an MS student. Tania is focusing on using both graphite and
lampblack as the carbon source. She is conducting the SHS reactions in the propagating mode under vacuum, near
atmospheric and an intermediate subatmospheric pressure. Under vacuum conditions both graphite and lampblack
reactions proceed in an unstable spiral mode. If the power supply is tamed off immediately after ignition, the
reaction would quench out. However, if the power supply remains on until the reaction progresses partially through
the pellet, the reaction would go to completion in what appears m be a stable manner. Recorded combustion
temperatures has varied between 1490C and 1813C if lampblack is used, and between 1696C and 1962C if graphite
is used as the carbon source. Measured expansions so far have varied between 235% and 511%. Expansions under
normal gravity but vacuum conditions can be even larger than low gravity but atmospheric conditions.
Professor Moore's post-doc, Chris Feng, is processing the TiC/A1203/A1 system using the reaction:
3TiO2 + 3C + (4+x)Al + yAI203 -> 3TiC + (2+y)Al203 + xAl (2)
under normal gravity conditions using a hot press. He is studying the effect of process parameters, such as reactant
stoichiometry, green density, pre-ignition conditions, thermodynamics (|her||chemistry) as well as consolidation
conditions, on the kinetics and stability of combustion, microstructural uniformity and morphology, and resulting
mechanical properties of synthesized TiC/AI_O3/AIproducts.
The effect of excess AI (xA1) and diluent A1203 0tA1203) on the combustion temperature Cr¢)has been examined
both theoretically (using |her||chemical enthalpy-temperature relationships) and experimentally. Both additions,
i.e. xAl and yA1203, lower T_and decrease the grain growth of Al203. The TiC particles are much smaller than the
A1203particles, but even these TiC particles decrease slightly in size with increased additions of xAl and yA1203 (i.e.
by increasing x from 0 to 2, and/or increasing y from 0 to 2, the size of the TiC grains decreases from 2 microns to
1 microns, which is insignificant for this size range to affect properties). This increased refmement in structure on
lowering T_can contribute to increased fracture toughness.
A major effort has been to use these data to produce dense ceramic CriC-AI203) and ceramic-metal CriC-Ai20_-A1)
composites using reaction (2), by simultaneously coupling the consolidating (hot press) load to observing the
initiation of the combustion synthesis reaction. (The initiation of the combustion synthesis reaction was achieved
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using a rf induction coil in which the sample was placed, and the temperature was measured by means of a
!herin!couple embedded in the wall of the graphite die. Once the exotherm was observed on the chart recorder that
as interfaced to the !herin!couple, the compaction/consolidating load was applied. Quite often, the initiation of the
exothermic combustion synthesis reaction was also observed by a sudden change in pressure registered within the
hot press system. Both of these techniques were used to identify the initiation of the reaction.) The effect of
reaction stoichiomeU'y (xAl, yAl203), pressure applied to the reacting pellet, and the time and temperature at which
the consolidating load was applied have been examined in order to correlate these processing parameters with the
resulting microstructures, product density and mechanical properties (using four point bend modulus of rupture
(MOR) and four point bend chevron notch fracture toughness tests). These correlation studies are currently
underway. Some initial data indicates that, as would be expected, both flexural strength (lVIOR)and fracture
toughness increase with increase in consolidating load applied at 1600C. Although these initial data indicate a
slightly lower MOR than perhaps would be expected according to the rule of mixtures, the MOR approaches the
predicted values (320 MPa) as the consolidating load is increased above 30MPa. On the other hand, extremely high
fracture toughness values (6 to 10 MPa.ml/2) have been recorded. These values are as good as some recent
published work from Japan in which SiC whiskers were used to reinforce AI_O3. Since the use of whiskers presents
considerable health hazards, the technique that Chris Feng is exploring may provide some significant advantages. A
full evaluation and analysis of these data is currently underway and should be completed in the next few weeks.
Chris has also been using differential thermal analysis (DTA) to identify the controlling reaction mechanism for
reaction (2). The sequence of the combustion reaction is investigated through studying the various combination of
the reactants. These data confwmed that the reaction sequence for reaction (2) is: 1) aluminothermic reduction of
TiO2, i.e.
3TiO2 + 4A1 -> 3Ti + 2A1203it
followed by 2) the synthesis of TiC, i.e.
3Ti + 3C -> 3TIC.
Professor Moore visited Professor B. Matkowsky at Northwestern University for a day discussing how the two
groups may interact in the future on micro!rarity combustion synthesis. Professor Moore believes that they have
some important experimental observations which can benefit from some form of mathematical modeling.
ProfessorMoore'srequestforinternationalcollaborationwithOIL ofNewfoundland,Canada,aspartofhisnew
NRA grantwhichstartedJanuary,1995,was approvedverballybyDr.MickeyKingon theconditionthatno
NASA money orfacilitiesareused.ProfessorMoore hasrecruitedanMS student,TravisWoodger,who wentto
NewfoundlandinMay, 1995toconductSHS experimentswithacousticallyevitatedsamplesuntilDecemberas
partofthiscollaboration.
Inanefforttoestablishinternationalcollaboration,ProfessorMoorecontactedProfessorAlexanderMerzhanovat
ISMAN inRussia,who isthepioneeroftheSHS process,todevelopajointresearchprogram.Merzhanov's
microgravitySHS proposalhasbeenapprovedforfundingby theScientificandTechnologicAdvisoryCommittee
oftheRSA. The combinedcollaborativeproposalcurrentlyincludesatriangularapproachinvolvingtheUS,
RussiansandtheCanadians.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 2 MS Degrees: l
PhD Students: 0 PhD Degrees: 0
TASK INITIATION: 1/95 EXPIRATION: 1/98
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-22-05-38
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG3-1698
RESPONSIBLECENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Feng,H.J.andMoore, J.J., The design ofanaffordableone-stepprocessfortheproductionfafunctionally-graded
material(FGM).J.Mat.Synth.Proc.,vol.2 (6),367-377(1994).
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Fens, HJ. and Moore, J.L, Combustion synthesis of dense ceramic-metal composites. Ceramics Transactions,
SI 1-39-93, (1994).
Feng, H.J. and Moore, JJ., In-situ combustion synthesis of dense ceramic and ceramic.metal interpenetrating phase
composites. Metallurgical and Materials Transactions, 26B, 265-273 (1995).
Hunter, K.R. and Moore, J.J., Effect of gravity on the combustion synthesis of ceramics and ceramic-metal composites. J.
Mat. Synth. Proc., vol. 2 (6), 355-365 (1994).
Moore, J.J. and Fens, HJ., Combustion synthessis of advanced materials: Part I, reaction parameters. Accepted, Progress
in Materials Science, (1994).
Moore, JJ., Fens, H.J., Combustion synthesis of advanced materials: Pan II, classification, applications and modeling.
Accepted, Progress in Materials Science, (1994).
Moore,JJ.,Readey,D.W., Fens,HJ. and Monroe,K., Exothermicreaction(combustionsynthesisofadvancedceramic,
intermetaUicand compositematerials.J.of Metals,vol.46 (II),72-78(1994).
Proceedings
Fen S, H.J. and Moore, JJ., '_xothermic reactive synthesis of composite materials." International Symposium: Synthesis
and Processing of Lightweight Metallic Materials, Eds,, F.H. Foes, C. Suryanarayana, C.M, Ward-Close, published by
TMS, Las Vegas, Nev, FebrumT, 1995.
Yiin, T.Y., Barmatz, M., Fang, HJ., Moore, LJ., "Microwave.Induced combustion synthesis of ceramic and ceramic-metal
composites." ACer Soc. Conference on Composites, Cocoa Beach, published by ACer. Soc., Fla., January, 1995.
Presentations
Fens, HJ. and Moore, JJ., "In-Situ, exothermic forming of ceramic composite materials." Paper no. M2-6, MRS Annual
Meeting, Symposium: Ceramic Matrix Composites - Advanced High Temperature Structural Materials, Boston, Mass.,
November 28 - December 2, 1994.
Fens, HJ. and Moore, JJ., "Exothermic reactive synthesis of composite materials." International symposium: synthesis
and processing of lightweight metaliic materials, Eds., F.H. Foes, C. Suryanarayana, C.M. Ward-Close, published by TMS,
Las Vegas, Nev, February, 1995.
Mattor, T. "Combustion synthesis of porous ceramics." Student Poster (Second Prize), Rocky Mountain Section AVS
Meeting, Dever, CO, August, 1995.
Moore, J. "Combustion synthesis of ceramic-metal composite materials in microgravity." Presented at the 3rd
International Microgravity Combustion Conference, Cleveland, Ohio, April 11-13, 1995.
Moore, J.J., Fens, H.J. and Monroe, K., "Combustion synthesis and its application to coatings." Invited paper, 80
SIBRAT, Gramada., Brazil, September 25-28, 1994, 425-441, published by Universidade Federal; de Rio Granada de Sol,
1994.
Whitehead, S.B, and Moore, J.J., "In-Situ synthesis of macroporous ceramic composite materials." Paper no. WI-7.4,
MRS Annual Meetin S, Symposium: Advances in Porous Materials, Boston, Mass., November 28 - December 2, 1994.
Yiin, T.Y., Barrnatz, M,, Fong, HJ., Moore, LJ., "Microwave-induced combustion synthesis of ceramic and ceramic-mere]
composites." ACOr Soc. Conference on Composites, Cocoa Beach, published by ACct. Soc., Fla., January 1995.
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Flow and Ambient Atomosphere Effects on Flame Spread at Microgravity
Principal investigator: Prof. Paul D. Rouney University of Southern California
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
This program is a three-year experimental and theoretical study of the effects of ambient atmosphere on the
properties of flame spread over thin and thick solid fuel beds. In particular the effect of the type of inert gas, which
affects the Lewis numbers of fuel and oxidant, and the effect of the addition of sub-flammability-limit
concentrations of gaseous fuels to the oxidizing atmosphere will be studied. The effect of convection will be studied
through one--g and mg experiments with and without a forced flow. Moreover, the influence of thermal radiation,
whose effect is known to be markedly different depending on the convection level, will be addressed.
Task Description:
The emphasis of this study is on thermally thin fuels because of the limited Kg test time available in ground-based
facilities, and preliminary scaling analyses suggest that thermally thick fuels can be examined as well when gaseous
fuel is added to the oxidizing atmosphere.
The experiments will be conducted in a combustion chamber in which a convective flow of a few cm/sec can be
imposed in the direction opposite the flame spread. The oxidizing atmosphere will be mixed by the partial pressure
method. For tests of Lewis number effects, inerts He, Ne, N2, CO=and SF6 will be used since they provide Lewis
numbers from about 0.3 to 1.4. CO and CH, will be used for the gaseous fuels. Thin fuel samples will be ashless
filter paper and thick fuel samples will be PMMA. Fuel samples of varying thickness will be ignited by the heat
generated by a currentpassed througha coiled nichrome wire coated with nitrocellulose.
The primary diagnostics are video and an array of fme.-wire thermocouples to measure the temperature
simultaneously at several locations. The video records provide information on the spread rate and flame shape. The
thermocouples give an independent check of the spread rates and the existence (or lack thereof) of a separate flame
front in the case of added gaseous fuel. The temperaturedata may also be used to determine the heat flux from the
gas phase to the fuel bed, which can be related to the spread rate.
Task Significance:
The understanding and control of accidental f'u'esis a critical safety issue in both terrestrial and space-borne
environments. The proposed work would provide insight that could be used to assess the fire hazards associated
with non-standard atmospheres that might be employed in future manned spacecraft. Also, rues in enclosures
produce a considerable amount of unburned vaporized fuel and partially combusted gases such as CO. One--g
experiments have shown that the addition of combustible gases such as CO to the oxidizing atmosphere may
increase the flame spread rate substantially. This study could provide information to improve models of fire
development and spread in enclosures at one-g and _g.
The influence of weak forced convection is particularly important for studies of flame spread at p.g because there is
very little buoyancy-induced flow at Izg. Experiments by Oison and collaborators shows that the presence of forced
convection currents (for example due to ventilation systems in manned spacecraft) can have a profound effect on the
spread rate and extinction conditions. Consequently, the understanding of these effects is critical to understanding
how fires might start, spread, and be extinguished at gg conditions.
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Progress During FY 1995:
To improve the sensitivity of the video imaging system for the very weak near.extinction flames, a shearing
interferometer has been designed and is being constructed for evaluation. The shearing interferometer has no parts
that have critical alignment requirements, and thus may be especially suitable for drop tests. The interferometric
measurements may also be useful to supplement the thermocouple temperature measurements.
As a precursor to the experimental study, an analytical study has been initiated in conjunction with Dr. Mike
Delichatsios of Factory Mutual Research Corporation in Norwood, MA. The goal of the work is to extend Dr.
Delichatsios's previous (1986) exact solution of flame spread over a pyrolyzing fuel bed to consider the effects
Lewis number, finite-rate chemistry, and gaseous fuel addition on flame spread rate. A preliminary theory of Lewis
number effects on flame spread over thin fuel beds, including finite-rate chemistry, has been obtained and compared
with prior one-g data from Zhang et. al., (1992).
An apparatusfor conducting microgravity experimentsin the NASA.Lewis 2.2 SecondDropTower underquiescent
flow conditions has been completed. This facility consists of a combustion chamber with quartz windows, shearing
interferometer system, video cameras and a data and control acquisition system, This system has recently been used
successfully by the PI for experiments on radiation-driven flows in limes, For the flame spread experiments, the
radiation.driven flow test section has been removed and replaced by a sample holder, mixing fan, flame spread
initiation system and thermocouple rake. In the past quarterall of these components have been built, integrated into
thechamberandfunctionallytested.Initialdroptests are scheduledforOctoberof1995.
A model for the effect of gravity on upward-spreading flames has been developed by the PI. For flames spreading
upwardover thin fuels under the influence of buoyancy, a model for the flame spread rate (Sf(upward)) normalized by
the spread rate for downward propagation (Sf(downward)), as a function of the Orashof number (Or -3D gW3/n2),
where g is the gravitational acceleration, W the sample width sad n the kinematic viscosity, was developed. The
predicted expression for the spread ramover narrow samples (low Or) was Sf(upward))/Sf(downward)) ~ Orl. The
predicted spread rate agrees well with the experimental results at low Or, At higher Or, turbulent flow and radiative
loss from the fuel surface alter the behavior and reduce the predicted exponent on Or to 12/7 and 0, respectively.
Sf(upward))/Sf(downward)) does seem to approach a constant value for large Or, which is consistent with the scaling
predictions.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 2
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION" 5/94 EXPIRATION: 4/98
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION:962-22-05-61
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG-3-1611
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Proceedings
Bhattacharjee,S., West, J., and Docter, S., "A simplified theoryfor de ds flame over thin and thick fuels." Combustion
and Flame, CHEMCON-94, Kharagpur,India,December 10-16, 1994.
Presentations
Delichatsios, M.A., Ronney, P.D., "Horizontal and lateral flame spreadon solids: closure and diffusional Lewis Number
effects." Fall Technical Meeting, CombustionInstitute,EasternStates Section, Clearwater Beach, FL,, December5-7,
1994.
Liu, J.B., Ronney, P.D., 'lltobustinterferometersystem for droptower experiments." SPIE International Symposium on
OpticedScience, Engineering,and Instrumentation,July 9-14, 1995, San Diego, CA.
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Combustion Research
Principal Investigator: Dr. Howard D. Ross NASA Lewis ResearchCenter(LeRC)
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The task objective is to advance the understanding of fundamental combustion phenomena and/or processes that are
affected by the presence or absence of gravity.
Task Description:
The researchapproachistoprovideforlimitedprecursorstudiesby externalinvestigatorsand fortheengineeringand
fabricationfhardwareneededtoconductin-houseresearchand assistintheresearcheffortsconductedon-siteat
LeRC insupportofCode UG-sponsored PrincipalInvestigators(PI's)and NationalResearchCouncil(NRC)
graduate student researchers. Funds for facility overhead charges are provided through separate Research and
Technology OperationsPlans(RTOP) resources.
Subtasksarefundedinpartby thistask,orareincludedforcompletenessattherequestofNASA Headquarters.
Task Significance:
Significancevarieswiththevariousresearchefforts,and therefore,more focused,effort-specific,statementsare
givenbelow.
Progress During FY 1995:
Binary Azeotroplc Droplet Combustion Experiment - Dr. R. Colantonio
Objective:
Non-idealmixturesthatexhibita relativeextremum intheirvaporpressureand '_,olatilityreversal"ataparticular
composition(azcotropicpoint)areclassifiedasazeotropicmixtures.This investigationwillobservetheliquid
dropletand flamehistoriesand locationoftheazeotropicpointinreducedgravityfora number ofbinaryazeotropic
mixtures.
The fluid motion within a burning droplet is of great importance for practical applications involving droplet
transport enhancing both heat and mass transport. Advanced laser diagnostics will be utilized to observe internal
recirculation patterns that will be used to determine its affect on preferential vaporization and extinction
characteristics of azeotropic droplets and non-azeotropic (zeotropic) droplets.
Radiationheatfluxfrom flamesto the surroundingobjectsdeterminesthedegreeofignition,burningrateand
extinctioncharacteristicsofburningdroplets.Radiationfluxmeasurementswillbe performedtoquantifythe
radiationheatlossfractionduringtheburninghistoriesand assistinlocatingthecriticalpointsfora number of
binaryazeotropicmixtures.
Description:
Droplet burning of azeotropic will be performed at the NASA 2.2 Second Drop Tower. A demonstrated droplet
deployment and ignition system will be used. The droplet deployment system consists of two deployment needles
that merge together via rotary motors. A fuel dispenser will form the droplet between the two needle tips. Once
the droplet is formed, the rotary motors withdraw the needles. Two hot-wire hoops will be used to ignite the fuel
droplet once the needles have been withdrawn and the droplet is suspended during reduced gravity.
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Both a color CCD and high-speed 16 mm B&W cameras will be used to observe the burning characteristics of
azeoo_opic fuel mixtures. Particle Tracking Velocimetry (PTV) will be used to observe internal re.circulation within
burning and non-burning droplets. A thin laser sheet will cut through a plane of a seeded droplet with the particle's
motion with a CCD camera. Two "herin,pile radiometers will be used to measure radiation emissions emanating
from a burning droplet. One radiometer will have a low-pass LrV filter and the other will have no filter.
Significance:
Many hazardous liquid wastes (e.g., aromatics, polyhalogenates, alcohols and hydrocarbons can form azeotropes.
The unique feature about the behavior of azeotropic multicomponent liquids is the modulating of relative volatilities
by suppressing the gasification of the lower or higher boiling point component beyond a critical composition. This
feature is very important in the disposal/incineration of azeotropic mixtures and in the chemical distillation industry.
Azeotropes can also be formed with commonly burned fuels. Water when added to ethanol will form an azeotropic
mixture and is very soluble in ethanol. Ethanol is an alternate fuel being considered by industry to reduce emission
levels exhausted from automobiles. Limited data exists on the burning of azeotropic droplet mixtures. By
observing the burning behavior of a fully symmetric, stationary droplet a greater fundamental understanding of the
volatility reversal and burning characteristics unique to azeotropic mixtures will be gained. Also, most droplet
combustion models ignore any form of radiation emission and internal droplet recirculation or assume a quantitative
value. This research effort will confirm previous modeling assumptions.
Progress:
The experimental hardware has been built and operational since May 10, 1995. Over 35 drops have been completed
with the burning of the azeotropic mixture propanoYtetrachloroethylene. The data is currently being analyzed.
Preparations are underway to burn ethanoYmethlycyclohexane. Modifications to the rig will be made in August
1995 to accommodate two "herin,pile radiometers. PTV laser equipment and associated hardware are on order and
will be fitted to the rig in October 1995.
Radiative Flame Extinction at Large Droplet Radius - P. Struk (GSRP)
Objective:
To verify experimentally the existence of a theoretically predicted large droplet radius above which a spherical steady
flame cannot be sustained due to gas-phase thermal radiative beat loss. Large fuel droplets are simulated using a
wetted porous sphere continuously supplied fuel by a syringe pump.
Description:
The research consists of two phases: a ground-based phase and a low-gravity phase (using the NASA LeRC DC-9
aircraft). The ground-based phase involves the development of porous spheres, hardware buildup, as well as
ascertaining the feasibility and techniques of using porous spheres to simulate droplet burning. In the low-gravity
phase, wetted porous spheres are ignited in various atmospheric conditions. The radius of the droplet is varied by
adjusting the fuel flow rate into the porous sphere.
Significance:
This experiment will provide information on large droplet burning using porous spheres in low gravity. The
information gathered may provide evidence of a droplet diameter limit above which steady droplet burning is not
possible. If extinction is observed, it will suggest that gas phase thermal radiative heat loss can cause diffusion
flame extinction in low gravity as theoretically predicted.
FY95 Progress:
A droplet combustion experiment using wetted porous spheres being fed fuel from a syringe pump was flown aboard
the NASA LeRC DC-9 aircraft in June 1995. The experiment was designed and built to use the flight hardware
developed for the Gravitational Influences on Flammability and Flame Spread Test System (GIFFTS) experiment.
Porous spheres ranging in size from 4 ram to 6ram were tested both in 21% oxygen at pressures of less than 1
atmosphere and 15% oxygen at pressures of less than 0.5 atmospheres. The experiment was conducted both attached
to the aircraft and free-floated in the cabin.
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After ignition, flames appeared near the droplet surface (on the order of a droplet diameter) and began to grow
spherically outward sometimes reaching diameters near 10 times the size of the droplet. The large flames were
susceptible to g-jitter, however, and many cases lost their spherical symmetry just after ignition especially when
attached to the aircraft. Free-floating the experiment provided less g-jitter, however, for shorter durations ranging up
to roughly 6 seconds (due to repositioning of the free-float package for safety which produced significant
accelerations). All near spherically symmetric cases appeared to continuously grow and concurrently decrease in
luminous intensity until disrupted by g-jitter (which typically enhanced the burning) or, as observed in a few cases,
extinguish. However, no flames appeared to reach a steady state since the flames continuously moved radially
outward as viewed by the human eye---a quantitative analysis is currently underway in order to verify this
observation. In the coming months, a thorough analysis of the data will be done.
Combustion Synthesis of Fullerenes - J. Brooker
Objective:
The objective of this research is to produce, collect, and quantify fullerenes synthesized during combustion under
normal gravity and microgravity and compare the results relative to: C60 and C70 composition. C60 and C70
percent of soot, and C70/C60 molar ratio. In phase one, acetylene will be burned in a gas-jet premixed flame; in
phase two, benzene will be studied.
Description:
Flames will be used to generate fullerenes in a sub-atmospheric combustion chamber. Normal gravity tests will be
performed to determine conditions favorable for fullerene production and to define a suitable method of collection and
species separation/identification. Subsequent experiments will employ the 2.2 Second Drop Tower and possibly
aircraft.
Significance:
The suggested potential applications for fullerenes include superconductors, lubricants, catalysts, high energy fuels,
polymers, and biomaterials. Some of the emerging applications that are currently under investigation include the
growth of diamond films on surfaces for protective coatings and electronic industries, their use as optical limiters to
protect sensors from intense radiation sources, incorporation of fullerenes into photoconducting polymers with
applications in light detection and electrostatic imaging, and the possible use of fullerene derivatives as drugs to
combat AIDS by interacting with the active site of HIV.
FY95 Progress:
Mechanical/electrical design is continuing on the drop rig. The DACS, battery box and spark igniter have been
completed. Preliminary calculations favor the fiat-flame over the gas-jet burner due to the flow rates needed to
achieve appreciable quantities of fullerene. Fullerene samples have been ordered along with an I-IPLC column and
solvents to separate the extract the fullerene fractions. Design calculations showing the pressure rise in the chamber
using the new flow requirements were completed. Pressure drop calculations for the acetylene flow stream were
completed. These calculations were necessary to do the selection of the fluid components in the C2H2 stream, size
the C2H2 supply tank, and estimate the operating time for one full tank of C2H2.
Investigation of a suitable chamber size continues so that a McKerma Flat-Flame burner can be used with minimal
side effects. Fabrication of the drop frame will remain on hold until a chamber size is determined.
The one-g gas-jet burner has been assembled and tested with premixed methane/oxygen flames, Pressure regulation
equipment was incorporated into the one-g laboratory experiment. A pressure of 1.1 torr was achieved with
minimal leakage. Sierra mass flow controllers have arrived and will be connected to the MKS cluster gauge to
complete the pressure / mass flow control system. The spark igniter was installed and successfully ignited a
methane diffusion flame. The vacuum connecter had to be relocated since the combustion chamber would not fit
over the baseplate. Gas-jet acetylene diffusion flames have been established in the 12.7 cm OD tubular burner. A
premixed acetylene/oxygen flame was also attempted, however, it was determined that the OD was too large for this
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flame and a smaller tubularburner (OD - 3.175 cm) was constructed. Acetylene diffusion flames have also been
established using the McKenna fiat burner.
High Lewis Number Premlxed Gas Flames -- Dr. H. Pearlman (NRC)
Objective:
The objective of this study is to develop a fundamental understanding of the inherent stability of premixed gas
flames at earth and micro-gravity.
Description:
The research approach is to design and construct hardware used to study freely-propagating flames in tubes in both
normal and microgravity. The experimental configuration is chose because it eliminates the additional complexities
of heat loss and hydrodynamic effects common to burnerstabil/zed flames.
Significance:
Understanding the intrinsic stability of premixed gas flames is essential to our fundamental understanding of heat
and mass transport in the presence of chemical reaction. This work is applicable to our understanding of
combustion phenomena as well as to our knowledge of a broader class of chemical and biological systems known as
reactive-diffusive systems, which include such diverse phenomena as the patterns of spots on animals, the spread of
infectious disease, the formation of spiral galaxies, as well as the rhythmic beating of a human heart and the solitary
voltage pulses which travel along nerve fibers.
FY95 Progress:
A concentrated experimental effort was undertaken to conclusively demonstrate the high-Lewis number,
diffusive-thermal instability in premixed gas combustion at normal and reduced-gravity. This work began three
years ago and has recently culminated in some astonishing discoveries [I-2]. Most notable is that high-Lewis
number, premixed gas flames exhibit spontaneous pattern formation and chemical oscillations similar to those
observed in the liquid-phase Belousov-Xhabotinsky (BZ) reaction, as well as a host of biochemical and
electrochemical oscillators. While the patterns formed in these systems are similar, the mechanisms which drive the
instabilities are different. Our premixed flame oscillations are believed to be due to the high-Le of the mixtures
which means that a sufficient imbalance between the rates of heat and mass diffusion in the presence of chemical
reaction can cause such instability. Moreover, this combustion system is believed to be the first observation of a
non-isothermal, gas-phase oscillator which exhibits spontaneous pattern formation and traveling waves where
temperature plays the role of the autocatalyst and provides the essential feedback into the reaction to sustain the
oscillations.
A multitude of experiments were performed at normal gravity (lg) which concentrate on freely-propagating flames in
tubes filled with a quiescent mixture of butane and oxygen diluted with helium or helium+inert diluents. These
mixture are chosen to systematically vary the Le, defined as the ratio of the thermal diffusivity of the mixture
(mostly diluent) to the mass diffusivity of the scarce reactant (butane) in the mixture. In these mixtures, the Le
varies from 3.8 to 4.3. The tubes are typically open at the ignition end and closed at the opposite end. This
geomeu7 is selected to minimize the role of conductive heat loss and imposed velocity gradients (i.e., flame
stretch), both of which complicate the behavior of burner-stabilized flames. The flames are recorded using two
high-speed F.ktapro image-intensified video cameras at framing rates of 1000 frames per second. These high framing
rams are necessary because the characteristic fi'equency of the oscillations is on the order of 100-150 cycles per
second; they are too fast to be seen with the naked eye or with standard video cameras (30 frames per sec).
Three fundamental modes of propagation were observed. They are classified according to the mixture stoichiometry
and the Lewis number, where the stoichiometry of the mixture is varied by controlling the volumetric fuel fraction
and the Lewis number is varied by controlling the inert gas(es) in the mixture. Using helium as the inert gas,
variations in the stoichiometry (i.e., fuel fraction) reveal the following modes as the fuel fraction decreases from
stoichiometry toward the lean flammability limit; (1) steadily-propagating, spatially uniform flames, (2)
radially-propagating, concentric ring waves on the surface of a steadily-propagating flame (target patterns) and (3)
combined concentric-ring waves (target patterns) and rotating spiral waves on the flame surface. In a similar
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fashion, gradual reduction in the Le by replacing some of the helium with another inert (e.g., Ar), for f_ed
stoichiometryan stabilizes flames which are unstable at high.Le numbers. Hence, there exists a critical Le, Lec,
below which the flames are stable irrespective of the stoichiometry.
In summary, these tests provide a wealth of irrefutable evidence to support the existence of the high-Le instability.
Moreover, they are the first to suggest that a combustible system can also be excitable and spontaneously
oscillatory. This comes as quite a surprise since excitability, spontaneous pattern formation and oscillations have
never been observed in an exothermic, gas-phase reaction, let alone a combustion reaction. This system is
attracting a great deal of interest on part of physicists, chemists and mathematicians for several reasons: (I) it may
serve a model for biological systems which are also exothermic reactive-diffusive systems which display
spontaneous oscillations, (2) it is nonlinear and autocatalytic and thus may provide new insight into chemical
turbulence and chaos when coupled with diffusional and convective processes, and (3) it has never been seen before
in a gas-phase chemical reaction.
Venting Extinguishment Experiment -- Jeffrey S. Goldmeer (G.S.R.P.)
Objective:
The Venting Extinguishment Experiment is examining the extinction of a solid diffusion flame at low pressures in
reduced gravity. The experiments being conducted will yield data on the flammability of the fuel at various
pressures and flow velocities. This datawill provide information regarding the effectiveness of the depressurization
process as a fire extinguishment technique in reduced gravity.
Description:
The VentingExtinguishmentExperimentisexaminingthecombustionand extinctionbehaviorofasolid,
horizontal,PMMA cylinderinalow-speedflowinreducedgravity.The depressurizationpr cessisbeingexamined
in three phases. The first portion involved l-g testing to determine the appropriate test parameters. The second
portion of the research examined the effect of reduced gravity on the selected combustion configuration utilizing the
NASA Lewis 2.2 Second Drop Tower. The third phase of the research will examine the effects of flow and
depressurization on the flame in 1-g and in low-gravity. The low-g depressurization experiments will be conducted
on board a NASA reduced gravity aircraft. (This research is partof L Goldmeer's doctoral program at Case Western
Reserve University.)
Significance:
Combustion of solids in low-speed forced flows at reduced gravity is relevant to ftre safety in spacecraft. In an
emergency a compartment within a space vessel could be intentionally vented to space to extinguish aftre.
However, the effect of the induced flow on the fire in the low gravity and low pressure environment is unknown.
Progress:
A solid-phase cylindrical conduction model was developed to use in conjunction with an existing gas-phase
combustion code. The solid-phase model takes into account the reduction in the cylinder diameter with the use of a
non-dimensional coordinate transform (Wise and Ablow, 1954). Solid-phase burning rates have been measured and
comparedtoliteratureandnumericalvalues.
A series of experiments were conducted on the NASA Lewis Lear Jet (March 1995) and on the NASA Lewis DC-9
(June 1995) utilizing the Spacecraft Fire Safety Facility. In the combustion tests PMMA cylinders (2.5 cm in
length, 1.9 cm in dim)were ignited in Ig prior to the trajectory; the sample was allowed to bum through the high-g
portion of the trajectory. As in previous experiments chamber pressure, solid-phase centerline temperature,
acceleration levels, and forced flow rates were measured. Flame images were recorded on video for analysis.
The goal of the Lear Jet tests was to determine if the affects of g-jitter could be reduced. In previous tests, the
g-jitter associated with the aircraft extinguished the flames during the transition from normal gravity to low-gravity.
In these experiments, the forced flow rate was increased to minimize the affect of buoyant induced flows on the
flame. The forced flow velocities examined were I0 to 20 cm/sec.
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The goal of the DC-9 flights was to examine the flammability limit of the burning solid at low-pressure in
low-gravity. These experiments utilized a vacuum pump to obtain chamber pressures below 0.1 arm. During these
flights the trajectories were flown to minimize negative-g°s during the period of low-gravity. In low-gravity as the
solid-phase temperantre increased, the extinction pressure decreased. This _ was similar to the results from
previous normal gravity experiments. In both the normal and low-gravity experiments, the samples were able to
burn at pressures below 0.3 atmospheres. This is significant, as the lower pressure limit for venting on the
International Space Station is approximately 0.3 atmospheres.
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Reduced Gravity Combustion with 2-Component Miscible Droplets
Principal Investigator: Prof. BenjaminD. Shaw University of California, Davis
Co-Investigators:
No Co-rs Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
Determine the combustion of two-component miscible droplets in reduced gravity via experimental and theoretical
analysis. Specific objectives were to gather data on transient liquid behaviors (e.g., diameter histories and
disruption),transientflamebehaviors(e.g.,suddenflamecontractiona dextinction),andsooting(e.g.,luminosity
andtransportofobservablesootparticles).
Task Description:
The experiments involved burning two-component miscible droplets in environments of differing pressures and
compositions. Data was obtained by direct photography of droplets and flames. Droplets initially about 1 mm in
diameter and with components that differ significantly in volatility were studied.
Hydrocarbon (e.g., heptane/hexadecane) or alcohol mixtures in oxygen mole fractions from about 0.1 - 0.5 and
initial pressures from 0.5 - 2 atrnwere used. Different inerts in the gas phase enhance or inhibit certain phenomena;
e.g.,CO2 inhibitsootformation,whileheliummay promoteextinctionby increasinggastransportates.
Theoreticalndcomputationalresearchincludes:modelingoffundamentaldropletcombustionphenomena;studies
ofallowableaccelerationlevelsanddurationstodefinexperimentrequirements;andstudiesofissuesuchas
allowabledropletoscillationamplitudes,oscillationdecaytimes,andpre-ignitionvaporization.
Task Significance:
The reducedgravityexperimentsshouldyieldinsightintotheefficiencyofliquid-phasespeciesdiffusion,sincethis
diffusionmay markedlyinfluencecombustionbehaviors(e.g,,two-stagedcombustionbehaviors).By notingtimes
forflamecontractiontooccur,calculationsforeffectiveliquid-phasespeciesdiffusivitiesmay bemade (e.g.,with
asymptoticorwithnumericalmodels).Finally,uniquesootingbehaviorsmay appearsincegas-phasecompositions
may differsignificantlywithtime.Differencesinsootingmay beobservablephotographicallyby notingbehaviors
ofapparentflameluminositiesandsootparticleslargenoughtobeobserved.
The theoreticaleffortswill aidinterpretationofthereduced-gravityexperimentsa wellasimproveunderstandingof
fundamentalphenomenathatoccurduringcombustioninreduced-gravity.
Progress During FY 1995:
A new dropletcombustionapparatusdevelopedandbuiltattheUniversityofCalifornia,Daviswas usedforalarge
numberofexperiments.Use was made ofthe2.2SecondDropTower attheNASA LewisResearchCenter.From
August1994toFebruary1995,133successfuldroptowerexperimentswereperformed(outof203attempts).
Ambientpressureswerevariedfrom0.3-3 arm(abs),thediluentsN2,CO 2,Ar andHe wereused,andmany
differentfuelmixtures(alkanesand/oralcohols)wereinvestigated.The primaryfuelmixturestudiedwere
heptane/hexadecane,inairorO_-Heenvironments.About40experimentswereconductedwithheptane/hexadecane
mixturesinO:-Hcenvironmentsatlarmorbelow.The experimentswereverysuccessful,allowingmany new
phenomenatobeobservedaswellasprovidingverificationoftheoriesrelatedtoflamecontractionsassociatedwith
combustionoftwo-componentdroplets.
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We are now in the process of analyzing the films from these successful experiments. Because of the large volume
of data obtained, this process has taken several months; the data analysis will be completed this fall. An overview
of the experimental results can be found in Ref. [1]. Results have indicated that liquid-phase species diffusivities (as
estimated by noting times for flame contractions) varied significantly with the ambient pressure. As the ambient
pressure was increased, values for effective liquid-phase species diffualvities increased as well. This is most likely
related to the fact that droplet surface temperatures will increase with increasing pressures, which will increase liquid
species diffusion rates. Burning rates, transient flame behaviors, extinction, and visible sooting behaviors varied
sn'ongly with ambient gas pressure and composition, as well as with the initial droplet diameter and initial droplet
composition. Articles on these (and other) aspects of the experiments have been submitted for publication [2-5].
Detailed computational modeling (in collaboration with Professor H.A. Dwyer) has focused upon predicting effects
of capillary flows on transient droplet vaporization. A fiuite-volume method is used, and variable properties are
allowed in the liquid and gas phases. Modeling of single-component droplet vaporization in a hot environmem has
clearly shown that capillary flows dramatically influence droplet vaporization and internal circulation behaviors
under conditions representative of slowly-drifting droplets in reduced-gravity experiments as well as
rapidly-translating droplets in practical high-pressure sprays (see [6] and the references contained therein).
The computer code was recently modified to allow for multicomponent liquids. Thermal and solutal Marangoni
effects on transient droplet gasification are now being investigated.
AnW.t  
To aid interpretation of experimental efforts, analytical studies of gas/lying droplets in reduced-gravity environments
have been performed. These efforts focused on determining: (I) effects of small gravitational levels on droplet
gas_cation; (2) and hydrodynamic stability of two-component droplets. Each effort has considered evaporation;
combustion will be considered later.
The gravity-level research [7] focused on how small gravitational levels affect droplet gasification characteristics.
The (viscous) conservation equations were nondlmensionalized, and a small parameter that accounts for the effects of
gravity was identified. Asymptotic analyses were developed in terms of this parameter. Near a droplet, the flowfield
is spherically symmetric to leading order. Outer zones exist, however, where buoyancy significantly influences the
flow; a stagnation point is predicted to exist in an outer zone.
The stability analyses [8,9] addressed the problem of predicting when spherically-symmetrical gasification of
two-component droplets can be expected to be hydrodynamically unstable from surface-tension gradients. It was
found that with zeotropic mixtures and for _s/_)'r<o and _t/FI'<O (where s is surface tension, T temperature, and y
the liquid mass fraction of the more volatile droplet component), the thermal Marangoni effect is stabilizing and the
solutal Marangoni effect is destabilizing. Heptane/bexadecane mixture droplets were predicted to be
hydrodynamically stable. For methanol/water droplets, there is a critical radius for stability. When a droplet is
initially pure methanol and absorbs water from the ambient, the critical radius depends upon the relative humidity of
the environment. The instability for water/methanol droplets stems from the fact that water has a very high surface
tension relative to methanol.
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atmosphericand elevatedpressures.Combustionand Flame,(submitted).
Aharon,I.and Shaw, B.D.,Combustionofinteractingbinarydropletsinreducedgravity.CombustionScienceand
Technology,(submitted).
Aharon, I., Shaw, B.D., Influences of ambient gas composition on characteristics of droplet combustion in reduced
gravity. International Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer, (submitted).
Niazmand,H.,Shaw,B.D.,Dwyer,H.A.,and Ahron,I.,Effectsofmarangoniconvectionon transientdropletevaporation.
CombustionScienceand Technology,103,219 (1995).
Shaw, B.D.,Aharon,I.,Gage,J.W.,Jenkins,A3.,and Kahoc,TJ., Combustionofalcoholmixturedropletsinreduced
gravity.CombustionScienceand Technology,(submitted).
Presentations
Aharon, I. and Shaw, B.D., "Hydrodynamic stability of multicomponent droplet gasification in reduced gravity." Paper
95-0145 presented at the 33rd AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Reno, NV, January 9-12, 1995.
Betelmal,A. and Shaw, B.D., '_rheoryoftheeffectsofsmallgravitationallevelson dropletgasification."paper95-0144
presentedatthe33rdAerospaceSciencesMeeting,AIAA Reno,NV, January9-12,1995.
Shaw, B.D.,Aharon,I.,Gage,J.W.,Jenkins,AJ., and Kahoe,T.J.,"Combustionofalcoholmixturedropletsinreduced
gravity."Presentedatthe1995 FallMeetingoftheWesternStatesSectionoftheCombustionInstitute,Stanford,CA,
October1995.
Shaw, B.D. and Aharon, I., "Combustion experiments of two-component miscible droplets in reduced gravity." Paper
presented at the Third International Workshop on Combustion Science in Microgravity, Cleveland, Ohio, April 1995.
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Quantitative Measurement of Molecular Oxygen in Microgravity Combustion
Principal Investigator: Dr. Joel A. Silver Southwest Sciences, Inc.
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
There are two objectives of this task. The furst is to develop diagnostics based on diode laser absorption
spectroscopy for use in microgravity combustion research. The genera] technique is expected to be applicable to
major gases involved in combustion and in spacecraft cabin environments. The specific application in this task is
the quantitative determination of molecular oxygen. The second objective is to develop a better understanding of the
relative roles of diffusion and reaction of oxygen in microgravity combustion. Oxygen has a major role in
controlling flame properties such as flame front speed, extinguishment, flame size, and temperature.
Task Description:
This investigation involves the determination of molecular oxygen using diode laser absorption spectroscopy. This
technique uses a compact, low power optical system to probe the near infrared bands of oxygen. Though these
bands are relatively weak, high sensitivity is maintained by means of wavelength modulation of the diode laser with
detection at twice the modulation frequency. A compact laser scanner permits the laser beam to traverse the entire
flame region. This scanner eliminates the need to use optical fibers in the setup. A compact electronics package
includes all control, detection, and data acquisition electronics.
Task Significance:
Oxygen, as the primary oxidizer in flames, controls the major flame properties such as flame spread, flame front
speed, temperature, and extinguishment properties. Its quantitative determination therefore is necessaryboth for an
improved understanding of flame behavior in general and for fire safety on board spacecraft. Oxygen measurement is
also critical for ground-based applications such as engine efficiency, energy production, air quality monitoring, and
industrial processes such as steel manufacture. The specific technique under development is a compact, lightweight,
and rugged instrument offering a wide range of laboratory, field, and industrial process measurements.
Progress During FY 1995:
Optimum spectral lines for simultaneous measurement of temperature and O2 concentration have been computed.
Four pairs of lines have been identified which show appropriate temperature sensitivity. Expected temperature
accuracy is +_25 K. Optimum lasers for these lines have been ordered.
The PI is investigating the possibility of using Vertical Cavity Surface-Emitting Lasers (VCSEL's) as a potential
replacement for the conventional laser diodes. The VCSEL's show promise of increased long-term reliability, wider
tuning range, better beam profile, and reduced mode-hopping.
Optical and mechanical design has been completed and components have been ordered, received, or fabricated.
Assembly is underway. Various lens types have been tested for laser focusing.
The VCSEL lasers were purchased and characterized. The tuning range is large enough to allow the entire R-branch
of the v-0 band near 760 nm to be scanned. The temperature tuning rate was determined. The noise power density
decreases with frequency to the shott noise limit at frequencies well below the 1 MHz detection frequency.
The scanning mirror system was built and demonstrated to move a collimated 1 ram-diameter beam across the 40
ram range at 20 Hz. Laser power on the detector was flat to better than 2%.
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Theelectronicscanningofthemirrorsandthelaserf equencyiscompleteandbothscanramps are working
simultaneously.
The data acquisition board was acquired and programmed to control all operating parameters and to collect data.
Integration of the system into solid-surface combustion experiments was started.
Fabrication was started on parts to integrate the optical setup into the solid-surface combustion chamber. Electronic
design was completed.
A 40 Mb solid state hard drive based computer was received and tested. The control software was installed. The
computer can communicate with a standalone computer so that experiment initiation can be performed remotely and
data can be downloaded after a drop.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 7/94 EXPIRATION: 6/97
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-22-05-51
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAS3-26553
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Presentations
Silver, J.A., "Quantitative measurement of oxygen in microgravity combustion." Presented at the Third International
Microgravity Combustion Workshop, Cleveland, OH, April 11-13, 1995.
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Numerical Modeling of Flame-Balls in Fuel-Air Mixtures
Principal Investigator: Prof. Mitchell D. Smooke Yale University
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The overall objective of the proposed work is to understand if and the mechanisms by which stationary, spherical
flames, sometimes called flame balls, stabilize in a quiescent, premixed gaseous fuel-oxidizer environment. These
flames have been observed experimentally shortly after ignition in microgravity, but their long-term persistence is
as yet undetermined.
Task Description:
The approach to meet this objective is to modify an existing numerical model, which includes full chemical
kinetics, to account for radiative heat losses. Parametric analyses of kinetic, transport, and radiative effects will
then be performed. The predictions will then be compared to the experimental observations of Professor P. Rouney
as well as theoretical results developed by Professor J. Buckmaster.
Task Significance:
The significance of this effort is to enhance the understanding of very basic combustion phenomena, such as:
flammability limits and stabilization mechanisms, and the probability that it will find its way into combustion
science textbooks.
Progress During FY 1995:
During the first year of the project our goals have included verifying the sensitivity of the flame ball radius and the
value of the lean and rich flammability limits to 1) the hydrogen-air chemistry, 2) the transport model, and 3) the
radiation approximation. Our previous hydrogen-air flame ball computations [1] employed a Curtiss-Hirschfelder
transport approximation with a radiation model in which interpolated emissivity data was used to construct an
approximation for the divergence of the radiative heat flux.
Utilizing the kinetic theory of dilute gas mixtures, we can write expressions for the species diffusion velocities.
Using the recent theory of iterative transport algorithms, [2] rigorous kinetic theory expressions can be derived for
all of the needed transport coefficients. In particular, the thermal conductivity, the species diffusion coefficients, and
the thermal diffusion coefficients are obtained by solving constrained singular linear systems. These approximate
expressions are accurate and computationally much more cost-effective than a direct numerical inversion of the
associated linear systems. Moreover, the approximate species diffusion coefficients and thermal diffusion
coefficients automatically satisfy the mass conservation constraint [3].
Since radiation plays a key role in defining the structure and stability of flame-balls, it is necessary to construct a
careful estimate of the radiative contribution. We assume that for hydrogen-air mixtures the only significant
radiating species is H_O. (For methane-air systems additional terms from CO and COs will be included.) By
utilizing an optically thin limit in which self-absorption of radiation is neglected, the divergence of the net radiative
flux is given by: (1/r_)(d/dr(r2qr)-4_,_.4t_Bl(T) where Bl (T) is the Planck function evaluated at the band centers of the
contributing vibration-rotation or pure rotational bands whose integrated intensities are given by _ [3,4].
Utilizing a modified hydrogen-air reaction mechanism [5] with the transport model employed in [ 1], we computed
flame balls as a function of the equivalence ratio. Temperature and radii results were compared with our original
computations. While the temperature and the size of the flame ball at the rich limit show only minor changes,
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there is a modest increase of the rich flammability limit with the new mechanism. Only very small changes occur
on the lean side but they move in the direction of increased agreement with the experiments [1 ]. We have also
compared the temperature and radii as a function of the equivalence ratio for the new mechanism/old transport
calculations with calculations made with the new mechanism and the transport and radiation models discussed above.
Essentially no major differences were found. Nevertheless, due to its more accurate formulation, the detailed
transportand band radiationmodels willbe utilizedinallfutureflameballcalculations.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 5/94 EXPIRATION: 4/98
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-22-05-60
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Trees, D., Brown, T.M., Seshadri, K., Smooke, M.D., Balakrishnan, G., Pitz, R.W., Giovangigli, V., and Nandula, S.P.,
The structure of nonpremixed hydrogen-air flames. Comb. Sci. and Tech., (accepted 1995).
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Interactions Between Flames on Parallel Solid Surfaces
Principal Investigator: Dr. David L. Urban NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC)
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The objective of the proposed research is to study the interactions between flames which are spreading or established
over parallel solid surfaces and to determine the relative importance of radiative and convective heat exchange versus
the potential reduction of oxidizer due to the presence of the second fuel surface. The results from this work will be
used to improve existing models of flame spread over solid surfaces and to improve our understanding of f'ue spread
and growth for practical fuel geometries.
Task Description:
The research will be conducted under a ground-based program. Low gravity testing will be conducted at the NASA
LeRC drop towers and on NASA's low-gravity research aircraft. The objective of this work will be to determine
the dependence of flame spread over parallel sheets on geometric parameters such as height and width and to use this
understanding to select the optimum configuration for more extensive tests. These tests will determine the
dependence of spread rate for parallel surfaces on fuel thickness, separation distance, oxidizer flow direction and rate
and gas phase radiation. In addition, the controlling factors in the unstable regime at close surface separations will
be established. Tests will also be conducted to determine the flame structure and burning rate for flames established
over parallel thick fuels with forced flow between the plates. Finally, these results will be combined with
numerical/analytical results to determine the importance of radiative feedback, between interacting flames and
surfaces, on flammability and spread and burning rates.
Task Significance:
The interaction between flames on solid surfaces is of considerable practical importance since in most practical
heterogeneous combustion systems, the condensed phase is distributed in more than one piece and this spatial
distribution can strongly affect burning and/or spread rate. From a fundamental viewpoint, the interaction between
parallel surfaces offers opportunities to simplify the boundary conditions, over those for isolated surfaces, as the
opposing surfaces impose a plane of symmetry between the two surfaces and ff the surfaces are sufficiently large,
the radiation shape factors between the surfaces and between the flame and the surfaces approach unity. This
geometry also provides interesting and unique opportunities to explore the relative effects of reactant diffusion rates,
radiative heat transport and conductive transport in flame spread; these transport mechanisms have been identified as
critically important in microgravity.
These phenomena will be more readilystudied in nonbuoyant flames as the buoyant transport will be removed,
simplifying analysis and increasing the importance of conduction and radiation. In the absence of strong buoyant
flows, the interaction between flames on opposing sheets extends to greater separation distances, providing greater
opportunities to study the interaction via the greater spatial resolution afforded by microgravity.
These results will be significant to low gravity flame spread research in general as the parallel geometry with its
plane of symmetry between the fuel surfaces is in some terms simpler than the traditional case of a single sheet in
an infinite oxidizer. The results will be an extension of the existing body of knowledge concerning flame spread and
burning rate over flat surfaces. The work might also have practical benefits as radiant preheating is also very
significant in fire spread in building fires. Due to the significance of flame interaction in terrestrial t'Lmsafety, it is
important that flame interactions be studied in low gravity to assess their importance in spacecraft fire safety.
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Progress During FY 1995:
November
Downward flamespreadtestswereconductedusingapointdiffractionnterferometerostudyflameinteractionsi
1-g.The testswereverysuccessful,thesystemseemsappropriateforthisproblemandtheresultswerevery
promising.
April
Purchaseofinterferometercomponentsisunderway.Two approachesarecurrentlybeingpursued.The firstinvolve
replicationofthebreadboardsystemborrowedinpreviousmonthsandthesecondinvolvesmodificationfaCM- I
sootvolumefractionextinctionsystemtofunctionasanintefferometer.The designeroftheCM-I systemhasbeen
retained toprovide the needed modifications.
May
A summer student (Eric Falk) has begun conducting l-g and 0-g experiments in the drop tower using one of the new
PIG rigs. The first tests are focusing on comparison of the results with new sample holder with previous results.
The bulk of the interfemmeter components have been purchased along with the components necessary for g-data
video overly for the aircraft tests.
June
Drop tower tests by Eric Falk are continuing in the drop tower. The effect of sample width and separation distance
are being examined for nitrogen diluent in 1-g and 0-g. The sample holder design has been modified to allow
control of the distance to the leading edge for both sheets. The results with this sample holder are repeatable. The
0-g results are now showing a more appropriate trend with separation distance: transition from extinction to a
maximum value and then decreasing asymptotically to the single sheet value as separation distance is increased.
Similar results are observed in l-g but at closer separation distances. It is likely that the sample holder used in the
old Pizza Oven rig masked this effect.
A proof of concept test of assembling a point diffraction interferometer by replacing one component in one of the
LSP soot volume fraction system breadboards was executed successfully. The field of view and fringe visibility
were acceptable. Parts are being fabricated and procured to make a better implementation of the design. A
calibration system is being designed by another summer student (Kathleen Tacina). We will calibrate the
interferometer against thermocouple measurements in the boundary layer over a heated vertical flat plate.
July
Drop tower tests by Eric Falk are continuing. The effect of sample width and separation distance are being
examined for nitrogen diluent in 1-g. The unsteady propagation effect seen previously is being examined in detail.
Improved photography reveals that the pulsations are occurring at the edges of the paper sheets. Experiments have
been conducted with various frame designs and materials to change the quenching effects. No significant changes
have been observed in the presence of the instability to date.
An isothermal vertical heated flat plate has been assembled for testing of the intefferometer. Thermocouple
measurements have been made and temporal average values agree well with the classical results reported in the
literature, however, fluctuations are evident in the temperatures. Due to delayed arrival of one of the intefferometer
components, the fiat plate is being studied using one of the branch's rainbow schlieren systems. This has been
useful for visualizing the fluctuations in the boundary layer which have been significantly reduced by controlling the
boundaries more carefully and limiting the influence of ambient air flows. These problems are similar to those
observed in the LSP breadboard testing: a facility in which the HVAC can be deactivated is needed.
August
Measurements were made of the temperature field of a vertical heated flat plate using the Point Diffraction
Interferometer. The results compared well with thermocouple measurements at distances more than a few
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millimeters from the plate. Close to the plate, the interferometer measurements were significantly higher than the
thermocouple measurements. This is believed to be a result of the absence of side plates in the system which
allows the boundary layer to spill over the comers of the plate, increasing the optical path length near the plate.
The first design of an adaptor to convert the LSP soot volume fraction system was not successful due to the tight
alignment requirements and manufacturing tolerances. A new adjustable design is being made and the hardware will
be modified to allow modification of the LSP drop tower soot volume fraction system for this purpose.
A chamber was received from the fabrication shop. It is identical to those in the general purpose combustion rigs
and will be used for l-g testing with the interferometer.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 5/94 EXPIRATION: 5/98
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-22-05-52
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Proceedings
Urban, D.L., "Interactions between flames on parallel solid surfaces." presented at the 3rd International Microgravity
Combustion Workshop Cleveland, OH 1995.
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Gasless Combustion Synthesis from Elements Under Microgravity: A Study of Structure-Formation
Processes
Principal Investigator: Prof.Arvind Varma University of None Dame
Co-Investigators:
McGinn, Dr. P.J. University of Notre Dame
Task Objective:
This project is an analytical and experimental investigation of the mechanisms of reaction and structure formation
during combustion synthesis of advanced materials from elemental reactants. Many of the processes in the stages of
the synthesis axe affected by gravity, and conducting the synthesis under microgravity will elucidate the reaction
mechanisms to give fuller understanding of the processes and their applications.
Task Description:
Previous normal-gravity studies have shown that the reaction and structure-formation mechanisms in the "gasless
combustion synthesis" process involve several stages, including melting of reactants and products, spreading of the
melt, droplet coalescence, diffusion and convection, buoyancy of solid particles and bubbles in the melt, nucleation
of solid products, and crystal growth. This project aims to model, isolate, control, and optimize the above stages,
taking advantage of the absence of the disturbing effects of gravity.
The experimental program includes two general approaches and two reaction systems, all to be conducted under
normal gravity and microgravity. The macrocombustion approach involves the combustion synthesis initiated from
pellets pressed from reactant particles, with the self-sustained reaction initiated by a hot-wire coil. The first system
investigated is that of nickel (Ni) particles clad with aluminum (A1), which will react to produce a mixture of nickel
aluminides, Ni3A1 and NiA1. The second system is that of a pressed powder of Ni, AI, titanium (Ti), and boron (B),
which will react to form a mixture of Ni3A1 and TiB 2. The reactions are conducted in a combustion chamber charged
with an inert atmosphere (argon) or under vacuum. An internal holder accommodates up to three reactant (green
mixture) pellets with a common igniter coil. The experimental variables include the composition and porosity of
the green mixture and the initial temperature of the reaction. Diagnostics measure the combustion-front propagation
velocity, temperature-time history of the process, pellet size and appearance, and the mierostructure and phase
composition of the products.
The microcombustion approach involves the combustion synthesis initiated from separated powders, suspended by
gas flow or other means. The microcombustion approach is novel, and it greatly simplifies the processes and their
interpretation for modeling. The practical implementation of the microcombustion approach is complex, however.
The microcombustion tests are to use the same elemental reactants, combustion chamber, and operational conditions
as the macrocombustion approach, with appropriate changes in the internal holders and tube entries.
Tests on both approaches and systems will be conducted in mocrogravity using the NASA Lewis Research Center
free-fall drop-tower facilities. The apparatus will be adapted for use in the NASA facility. Because of the rapid
progress of the processes, the reaction can be completed in the brief microgravity time available in the drop towers.
Task Significance:
The study is the first to use microgravity in this method of combustion synthesis in order to isolate the process
stages and understand the reaction and structure-formation mechanisms. The combustion synthesis promises great
value to the production of solid and porous materials for high-temperature aerospace and industrial applications.
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Progress During FY 1995:
The first year of a planned two-year effort is complete. The macrocombustion Al-clad-Ni-reactant combustion
system was investigated with ignition at the top of the vertically oriented pellets. The system was difficult to
ignite at ambient temperatures, and the reaction exhibited comples modes of combustion waves, at times spinning,
oscillating, interrupted, or stable. Preheating the reaction pellet (green mixture) to 200 C improved the ignition
stability and increased the combustion temperature; but the combustion front was still irregular. Preheating above
200 C had little further influence. Examination of the microstructure of reacted and partially reacted products
showed that the Al core melted first and reacted to form NiaAI. A rapid reaction occurred later in the process when
the Ni shell cracked, releasing A1 to accelerate the reaction.
The AI-Ni system was also investigated with the green mixture formed from pressed elemental powders rather than
from clad particles. For the powder macrocombustion reactants, the combustion wave at ambient conditions was
stable, but it had a spinning mode. Preheating, particularly over 300 C, had a strong effect on the powder reaction,
increasing the combustion temperature and wave velocity. For both AI-Ni-reactant configurations, the combustion
was complete; but the product microstructure was non-homogeneous, with voids and inclusions.
The A1-Ni-Ti-B combustion system was investigated at ambient initial temperatures only. The Ti-B strongly
influenced the reaction, with combustion temperature and velocity increasing with increasing Ti-B content
(increasing TiB 2 product). Green mixtures with lower Ti-B contents showed combustion waves propagating in a
spin mode. With contents of 40 wgt% Ti-B or greater, the combustion wave was stable, although the wave front
was not planar. Tests were also conducted with the ignition at the bottom or the side (horizontal pellet). Compared
to the usual top ignition, the alternative combustion-wave directions produced an increase in combustion-wave
velocity but little difference in combustion temperature or product morphology. Electron-microscope analyses of
the products showed complete combustion (except for traces of AI and Ni for compositions with only 5 wgt% Ti).
The microstructure for all compositions was non-homogeneous, showing "islands" of Ni3Al embedded in a
TiB2-Ni3Al matrix.
The normal-gravity macrocombustion tests showed a strong influence of gravity, not only on the combustion mode
but also on the product grain growth and crystallization. The test chamber, power supply, diagnostics, and
mounting systems were then modified for installation on a standard test frame for microgravity experiments in the
NASA Lewis 2.2 Second Drop Tower. Normal-gravity bench tests were first performed with the chamber and
ignition system at the Lewis Research Center. These preliminary tests showed that the modified ignition system
performed adequately and the entire process from ignition to reaction could be completed in 2.2 seconds, the
microgravity time limit. Certain improvements in the ignition programming, sample mounting, and vacuum
connections are still in progress, based on deficiencies identified in the bench tests. A Test Request and Safety
Request are under review, for approval prior to the microgravity experiments scheduled for the winter of 1995.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH;
BS Students: 3
MS Students: 0
Phi) Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 7/94 EXPIRATION: 6/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-22-05-56
NASA CONTRACT No.: NAG3-1644
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Proceedings
Varma, A., Yi, H.C., and McGirm, P.J., '_'he effect of gravity on the combustion synthesis of Ni-AI and Ni3A1-TiB a
composites from elements." Third International Microgravity Combustion Workshop, NASA Conf. Publ. 10174, pp.
181-186, August 1995.
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Studies of Wind-Aided Flame Spread Over Thin Cellulosic Fuels in Microgravity
Principal Investigator: Prof.IndrekS.Wichman Michigan State University
Co-Investigators:
DiBiasi, Prof. C. University of Naples
Task Objective:
The objective of this research is to develop fundamental theoretical models for wind-aided flame spread over thin
solid fuels in low gravity. An important aspect of this study is to develop detailed models for the combustion
process in the flame anchoring region, the so-called 'q'riple-Flame" zone and for the fuel pyrolysis chemistry.
Task Description:
The theoretical modeling effort will explore two tracks, one fundamental, the other directly concerned with the
wind-aided flame spread calculations. The fundamental part will be detailed examination of the triple flame problem
near the leading edge of the spreading flame. The results of this model should provide the heat flux distribution to
the supporting fuel surface. The solution techniques employed will be asymptotic and approximate methods
combined with numerical methods. The second model to be examined will be wind-aided flame spread calculations.
An order-of-magnitude analyses of the governing equations will be performed to identify the correct scaling of the
wind-aided flame spread problem, particularly near the flame attachment point. The properly scaled equations will
be solved numerically to obtain flame spread rates. The results of this study will be compared against experimental
data obtained in low gravity facilities at the NASA Lewis Research Center as a part of other on-going programs.
Task Significance:
Theoretical models for the combustion process occurring at the flame anchoring point will be developed to better
understand the tyiple flame structure. Using this basic model, numerical codes will be developed to predict
wind-aided flame spread rates over thin solid fuels.
Progress During FY 1995:
Developed a simple description of the triple flame structure using a pseudo 1-D theory embedded in a 2-D
calculation of the mixture fraction field, onto which the simple numerical calculation are superposed. The results
are presented at the AIAA meeting.
Developed a more sophisticate modeling approach that incorporates 2-D methods. Two levels of comparison have
been developed though not yet fully implemented.
Developed a detailed Navier-Stokes (laminar) numerical scheme for the splitter-plate triple flame problem.
Preliminary results provide good justification for the previous simplified models.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 2
PhD Students: 0
TASK INITIATION: 3/94 EXPIRATION: 3/98
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-22-05-53
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Presentations
Wichman, Indrek, "Basic features of triple flames in combustion theory." 8th International Symposium on Transport
Phenomenon in Combustion held in San Francisco, July 19, 1995.
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High Pressure Droplet Combustion Studies
Principal Investigator: prof. Forman A. Williams University of California, San Diego
Co-Investigators:
Kono, prof. M.
Sato,Dr. J.
UniversityofTokyo, Japan
IHI,Inc.,Japan
Task Objective:
The focus of this international cooperative effort is on high-pressure combustion of miscible binary fuel droplets.
This is a joint research program pursued by investigators at the University of Tokyo, the University of Tohoku, the
University of California, San Diego, and the NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC). It involves construction of an
experimental apparatus in Tokyo and mating of the apparatus to a NASA-LeRC 2.2-Second Drop Tower in
Cleveland. Experimental results are to be analyzed jointly by the Tokyo, UCSD, and NASA investigators. The
project was initiated in December, 1990, and has now involved three periods of drop-tower testing by Mr. Masato
Mikami (U. ofTokyo) atLeRC.
Task Description:
The research accomplished thus far concerns the combustion of individual fiber-supported droplets of mixtures of
n-heptane and n-hexsadecane, initially about l mm in diameter, under free-fall microgravity conditions. Ambient
pressures ranged up to 3.0 MPa, extending above the critical pressures of both pure fuels, in room-temperature
nitrogen-oxygen atmospheres having oxygen mole fractions, X, of 0.12 and 0.13.
Task Significance:
The general purpose is to study near-critical and super-critical combustion of the droplets and to see whether
three-stage bu/llmg, observed at normal gravity, persists at high pressures in microgravity.
Progress During FY 1995:
The data from the last series of drops in the 2.2 second drop tower (two droplet array of a binary fuel at high
pressure in air) were analyzed to obtain the following information: 1) droplet diameter as a function of time (when
the droplet was visible), 2) flame shape as a function of time, 3) droplet lifetime, and 4) flame behavior as a
function of time.
Flame contraction and separation during burning was observed for the fwst time. This occurs when the more
volatile fuel component (heptane in this case) burns initially and a merged flame between the droplets appears. As
the more volatile component is depleted near the surface of the droplet, small individual flames surround the
droplets. After the droplet heats and the less volatile component begins to vaporize, a merged flame again appears.
The data are not sufficient for publication, so more tests will be performed in August 1995.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION:10/89 EXPIRATION: 12/94
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-22-05-41
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG3-1248
RESPONSIBLECENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Presentations
Mikami, M., Kono, M., Dietrich, D., and Williams, F.A. "high pressure combustion of binary fuel sprays." Third
International Microgravity Workshop, 1995.
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High-Pressure Combustion of Binary Fuel Sprays
Principal Investigator; Prof. Forman A. Williams University of California. San Diego
Co-Investigators:
Kono, Prof.M.
Sat.,Dr. J.
University of Tokyo, Japan
lHI, Inc., Japan
Task Objective:
The objectiveoftheproposedresearchistoimproveunderstandingofthecombustionofspraysofmulti-component
fuelsatelevatedpressures,extendingfrom normalatmosphericpressureto pressuresabove thecriticalpressureof
thefuel.Inparticular,explanationoftheroleofpreviouslyobservedthree-stagedropletcombustionbehaviorand
microexplosioninspraycombustion issought.The extenttowhich buoyancy influencesthephenomena thatoccur
istobe determined.
Task Description:
The objective is to be achieved by theoretical analyses taking into account concentration profiles of fuel constituents
within the liquid, instabilities, droplet interactions, and conditions for achieving the limit of superheat, along with
drop-tower experiments employing 1.4 and 2.2-Second Drop Towers. Binary mixtures of heptane and hexadecane
will be studied first' using fiber-supported droplets of diameters from 0.8 nun to 1.5 mm in air at pressures from
0.1 to 5 MPa. Later work is planned to involve free droplets and other fuels and possibly microgravity facilities
that afford longer test times.
Thisprogram isajointprogram withseveralinvestigatorsinJapan.The Scienceand Technology Agency ofJapan
issupportingresearchby Dr.MichikataKono, Professor,Department ofAeronautics,The UniversityofTokyo,
Tokyo, Japan,Dr. TakashiNiioka,Professor,InstituteofFluidScience,Tohoku University,Sendal,Japan,and Dr.
Jun'chiSat,,SeniorResearcher,Heat and FluidDynamics Department'ResearchInstitute,Ishikawajima-Harima
Heavy IndustriesCo.,Tokyo, Japanon "Combustion ofaFuel DropletinHigh-PressureAtmospheres under
MicrogravityConditions"and on 'IgnitionofFuelDropletsinHigh Pressure,High-TemperatureEnvironments."
Task Significance:
The proposed research will improve our understanding of the mechanisms of the combustion of high pressure fuel
sprays, such as those found in diesel and gas turbine engines.
Progress During FY 1995:
The data from the last series of drops in the 2.2 Second Drop Tower (two droplet array of a binary fuel at high
pressure in air) were analyzed to obtain the following information: 1) droplet diameter as a function of time (when
the droplet was visible), 2) flame shape as a function of time, 3) droplet lifetime, and 4) flame behavior as a
function of time.
Flame contraction and separation during burning was observed for the first time. This occurs when the more
volatile fuel component (heptane in this case) burns initially and a merged flame between the droplets appears. As
the more volatile component is depleted neat the surface of the droplet, small individual flames surround the
droplets. After the droplet heats and the less volatile component begins to vaporize, a merged flame again appears.
The data are not sufficient for publication, so more tests will be performed in August 1995.
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PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-22-05-4]
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
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Laser Diagnostics for Fundamental Microgravity Droplet Combustion Studies
Principal Investigator: Dr. MichaelWinter UnitedTechnologiesResearchCenter
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
This research program seeks to investigate the range of applicability of advanced diagnostics to droplet combustion
under microgravity conditions while generating fundamental information relevant to other ongoing NASA
programs. Using a progressive approach, advanced laser diagnostics will progress from laboratory, to flight
experiments, and ultimately to drop tower facilities. In this way, these diagnostics can be developed, while
providingfundamentaldataon droplettransportand combustionphenomena. Through consultationwith NASA
personnel,and otherresearchersinthefieldsofmicrogravitydroplettransportand combustion,prioritieshave been
established with respect to measurement parameters. The prioritized measurement parameters are:
1. Flame front position.
2. Relative gas-phase flow around droplets.
3. Droplet surface transport and internal flow.
4. Liquid-phase thermometry.
Task Description:
An integrated diagnostic unit, capable of performing these measurements has been assembled under a previous
contract. The unit consisting of NASA and UTC owned equipment has been transferred or applied to the current
contract. All of the major components such as lasers, detectors and data systems are currently allocated to this
effort. A self-containedt miniature, nitrogen-pumped dye laser system and two-dimensional intensified CCD
imaging system will form the core of the unit. Procurement of a miniature Nd:YAG laser for integration in the
Laser Diagnostics Droplet Combustion facility has been initiated. The laser will be provided by United
Technologies for use in these experiments.
The testing program is proceeding with ever more challenging environments proceeding from the laboratory, to
flight based tests. The diagnostic approaches and instrumentation are being verified in a laboratory setting under
Task H. Experiments with the intent of reducing the risks associated with high impact and droplet drift are being
conducted on the Learjet, DC-9 and KC-135 aircraft, with fiber suspended, or electrodynamically levitated droplets.
Initial measurements are being performed on use of PLIF measurements to describe flame front position. Gas-phase
flow dynamics will be determined by velocity measurements using particle image velocimetry. Measurement of
droplet surface and internal transport will also be attempted. The applicability of liquid phase thermometry in a
burning droplet is being pursued at NASA LeRC and frequent consultation toward that effort is being provided by
UTRC.
Task Significance:
One of the most fundamental distinctions in combustion is whether a flame is a premixed or non-premixed flame.
Condensed-phase materials usually serve as reactants in practical combustion devices, either through direct injection
of a condensed-phase fuel into a combustor or the initial presence of a condensed-phase fuel within the comhustor.
These fuels generally burn as non-premixed flames. Additionally, most hazardous flames are multi-phase diffusion
flames as well. Many of these combustion systems involve burning liquid-phase fuels which are comprised of
many individual droplets.
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Basic understanding is best advanced by well-controlled experiments and simplified calculations. A great deal of
attention has been paid to studying the combustion of individual droplets, which is the simplest example of
non-premixed combustion. These single-droplet flames provide an idealized geometry for investigating the
interaction of the physical and chemical processes involved. A significant means of simplifying droplet combustion
is to approach the phenomena in a microgravity environment. A great deal of activity is ongoing in this area,
including calculations, drop towers, the Droplet Combustion Experiment (DCE), and glove-box experiments aboard
the space shuttle. Drop tower data have shown deviations from calculated results, suggesting that the experimental
conditions may differ from the idealized assumptions used.
Optical diagnostics offer several advantages over physical probes because they permit noninUusive multi-point
measurements. Nonintrusive measurements are of particular importance for droplet combustion and transportin
microgravity environments, where physical contact would introduce an unacceptable level of perturbations. The
resolution of these diagnostics can isolate transport to length scales much smaller than the droplet diameter. These
techniques can be configured to instantaneously map an entire flow field in two and three dimensions, providing
either qualitative or quantitative information on the distribution of a desired scalar or vector quantity.
Progress During FY 1995:
_u'dware:
An apparatus for performing laser-induced fluorescence measurements of fiber supportedburning fuel droplets aboard
the NASA Learjet and KC-135 and DC-9 aircraft facilities was designed and built primarily in 1993 with testing and
use in 1994. The rig houses a self-contained miniature nitroge-pumped dye laser system and two-dimensional
intensified CCD and unintensified CCD imaging systems. The time code generators, two VCR's. a timing system,
and Macintosh IIci computer with image digitization hardware form the data collection/storage system. Droplet
deployment, ignition and synchronization to the timing electronics is accomplished via a unique system of radio
controlled model airplane controls.
Experiments:
A new multi-level combustion platform has been fabricated which includes a levitator. This module will be a direct
replacement to the original and can be replaced in a matter of minutes between flight tests, or parabolas.
The design will rely upon electrodynamic levitation and the electrostatic levitation electrodes will be passive. While
this will increase the difficulties associated with 1-g testing, it will significantly increase the optical access and
preclude flame interferences at 0-g where the flame standoff distances are significantly greater. Flight safety review
for the levitator module have been completed.
A new levitator has been fabricated to provide greater optical access. The maximum allowable hole area in the
center of the electrode needs to be less than 51%. With this constraint, the inner ring diameter will be increased to
accommodate a hole large enough to allow passage of a laser sheet large enough to illuminate a flame with a
standoff distance of ~ 10 diameters over a 1 mm diameter droplet. The exact dimensions of the device are scaled
accordingly. The unit is operational and is being cycled and tested.
UTC will provide a new Nd: YAG laser from Big Sky Laser of Montana. The laser specifications are for 200 mj at
532 nm and 20 Hz.
A milestone of this project is the acquisition of 2-D images of OH fluorescence from a burning droplet in
microgravity. The fluorescence may be excited from radiation at several wavelengths including the 0,0 band at 308
um and the Pl(1) transition at 282 nm. For either case, the fluorescence is observed in the 308 nm band. Clearly,
excitation at 282 nm is preferred because the signal can be spectrally separated from the excitation radiation. The
experiment will require a few milfijoules of energy at 282 nm to excite the OH molecules over a laser sheet height
of 15 ram. A cost effective laser design utilizes available equipment to produce a reliable system that can operate
within the constraints of the microgravity environment. Flight regulations impose some restrictions on the size
and weight of the experimental hardware.
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A dye laser has been built to produce 564 nm light that can be frequency doubled in a KDP crystal to produce light
at 282.2 nm. It will utilize the Big Sky Nd: YAG laser for pump power. A commercial dye laser module from
UTRC inventory is being modified for this application. This module is compact and contains elements that allow
tuning the output wavelength over the gain region of the dye, in this case, Rhodamine 590. The cavity is a
modified Littrow configuration and has no mechanism for flowing the dye solution, it uses a cuvette that will need
replenishing between flight parabolas. The output will be doubled with KDP crystals. The compact Nd:YAG laser
and modified dye laser module will easily fit within the hardware rack used for the flight experiments.
Results:
Ignition standoff data for the methanol indicated that the ignitor wire needed to be as close as physically possible to
achieve reliable ignition. In contrast, the position of the ignitor needed to be several diameters away from the
droplet surface to achieve reliable ignition in ethanol.
Successful radical chemiluminescence, PLIF and visible flame luminosity images were obtained. Initial analysis
indicates that the broadband visible flame luminosity and radical chemiluminescence agree well in mapping the
flame front position. Comparison between the broadband visible flame luminosity and simultaneous PLIF images
of NaC1 seeded burning methanol droplets indicates that the visible luminosity is not a reliable marker of the flame
front position, being dominated by Na chemiluminescence for droplets seeded with NaC1.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION; 9/92 EXPIRATION: 9/94
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION; 962-22-05-44
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAS3-27265
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
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Combustion of a Polymer (PMMA) Sphere in Microgravity
Principal Investigator: Dr. Jiann C. Yang National Institute of Standards and Technology
Co-Investigators:
Hamins, Dr. A, NationalInstituteofStandards and Technology (NIST)
Task Objective:
The ObjectiveistodeterminethecombustioncharacteristicsofsphericalPMMA particlesinreducedgravity.
Task Description:
Experiments will be conducted to study both supported and unsupported PMMA particles burning in a controlled
environmentundermicrogravityconditions.The testconditionswillbe room temperatureand pressure(25 =C and I
arm).The ambientoxygen concentrationwillrangefrom 19% to70% and theparticlesizewillbe 3,5 and 7 mm.
Differentignitionmethods willalsobe tested.The diagnosticsystemwillconsistofa CCD videocamera and a
high speed movie camera. The video and film images will be analyzed to provide information on burning history,
flame location, soot formation, burning rate, and other combustion characteristics.
Task Significance:
This experiment is the first attempt to study the combustion of a solid fuel sphere under ruler.gravity conditions.
The one-dimensional configuration will simplify the data interpretation and the test results will provide some
fundamental information to solid fuel combustion science.
Progress During FY 1995:
Preliminary ignition experiments of PMMA spheres in lg were conducted with different devices. The spheres of 5
mm in diameter were easily ignited with a small propane torch. However, ignition of the sphere (without
preheating) could not be achieved when a spark ignitor (with an on-time of more than 2 sees) was used. Ignition of
solid PMMA spheres was then further tested. Spark ignition of a PMMA particle coated with a thin layer of ethanol
was unsuccessful. Neither was with a preheated particle. However. ignition was always achieved using a small torch
or a match. The PI concluded that a micro-torch might be the appropriate means to ignite particles. Therefore, a
micro-torch is being designed for ignition. The system is very similar to a cigarette ignitor using liquid butane.
The fabrication method of PMMA spheres with embedded thermocouples was devised and planned. PMMA powder
will be dissolved in a solvent and an initiator Coenzoyl peroxide) will then be added to the solution. The polymer
solution will be cured in an oven into a spherical mold and a thermocouple inserted into the solution. Some
technical problems still remain to be solved, e.g. how to avoid bubble formation in the PMMA sphere. A
technique is also being tested to accurately embed a .herin.couple junction at desired location inside a PMMA
particle. The fLrst step is tO heat the thermocouple by passing a electric current through it. Then the heated
.herin.couple is lowered into a PMMA particle by using a linear positioning stage.
Some experimental equipment were consolidated. A LO-CAM (model 50) was located in-house at NIST. A scanner
capable of digitizing 16 nun films was also acquired. Imaging software such as SigmaScan/Image is needed.
Dr. J. C. Yang (PI) and Dr. A. Hamrnins (Co-I) visited NASA Lewis Research Center and toured the microgravity
facilities.They obtainedfirst-handinformationon rigconstzuction,testproceduresand otherrelatedissuesthrougha
seriesofdiscussionswithpeoplefrom theSpace ExperimentDivision.
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Study of Two-Phase Flow and Heat Transfer in Reduced Gravities
Principal Investigator: Dr.DavoodAtxloUahian S. Levy, Inc.
Co-Investigators:
No Co-rs Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The objective is to conduct two-phase flow instability studies in vertical upflow and down/low, in both a normal
gravity environment and in low gravity aboard an aircraft, to ascertain the effect of gravity on instability and boiling
mechanisms.
Task Description:
The approach is to design and build a recirculating flow boiling loop which would be used aboard an aircraft to test
different two-phase flow instability phenomena and measure the conditions at which critical heat flux occurs.
Specifically, the instability phenomena to be examined are the following: nucleation instability, flow pattern
instability, excursive instability, oscillatory instability, and density wave instability. Testing would consist of
examining the flow stability and critical heat flux in normal-gravity vertical upflow and downflow as well as in low
gravity aboard an aircraft.
Task Significance:
Two-phase instabilities have been responsible for a multitude of fatal and costly accidents on Earth in the oil,
electric power and nuclear industries. Ia addition, by understanding critical heat flux better, it may be possible to
improve the cooling of microcircuitry used in the electronic industry thus improving the capability of that circuitry.
Progress During FY 1995:
The flow loop and instrumentation were fully integrated into the standard Learjet racks and tested. Normal gravity
testing has commenced with the test section being aligned vertically for these tests to obtain the axial symmetry
found in low gravity flows. After these tests have been completed, the test section will be repositioned horizontally
within the Lear.jet racks. The data acquisition and control software has been modified in order to provide for the fast
data acquisition rate and the necessary protective measures required to avoid damaging the flow loop from both
burnout and flow loop overpressurization. Hydrostatic certification of the flow loop was completed and the flow
loop was charged with freon. Single phase subcooled heating tests were conducted within the test section to assess
the heat loss through the insulation to ambient conditions.
Testing is focusing on the parallel channel flow instability and determining the critical heat flux in both normal and
reduced gravity. The parallel channel flow instability tests are to be conducted between the two phase test section
and a parallel single phase line. The critical heat flux tests are to be performed with this parallel single phase line
closed. Initial tests for critical heat flux have shown that even with this parallel single phase line closed, a parallel
flow instability occurs between the test section and the pump bypass line at conditions not anticipated during the
design of the flow loop. In order to isolate these instability effects for the critical heat flux tests, the valve in the
bypass line will be closed, and the positive-displacement pump's speed will be con_olled as a direct means of
setting the flowrate. DC-9 testing is planned for early FY96.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 3
MS Students: 1
PhD Students: 0
TASK INITIATION: 3/93 EXPIRATION: 3/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-24-05-50
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAS3-26550
RESPONSIBLECENTER: LeRC
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Colloids & Nucleation
Principal Investigator: Prof.BruceJ. Ackerson OklahomaStateUniversity
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I'sAssigned tothisTask
Task Objective:
Directobservationswillbemade ofthenucleationa dearlygrowthofcrystalscomprisedof
polymethlylmathacrylate (PMMA) '1_ard"colloidal spheres in an index matching solvent. Colloidal samples will
be prepared in a particle volume fraction range which exhibits crystals of colloidal particles at equilibrium. These
samples will be shear melted and the subsequent appearance of crystals monitored by direct observations/video
camerarecordingatthefirstorder Braggscatteringangle.
Task Description:
l. Apply classical nucleation theory in the limit applicable to hard sphere interactions to compare against data.
Modem analytic (density functional) and simulation results will be compared with data as appropriate.
2.Establisht epracticallimitingdensitysupersaturationthatcanbestudiedwithoutinterferencedu to
sedimentationinducedconvection.
3. Conduct an exploratory investigation of the density or order parameter fluctuations leading to a critical nucleus,
andifpossible,characterizeth sizeandtimedependentcharacteristicsofthesefluctuations.
Task Significance:
The experimental observations of nucleation and early growth of crystals comprised of "hard" colloidal spheres will
provide a critical test of classical nucleation theory.
Progress During FY 1995:
A fastalgorithmwas createdinordertoseparatethecrystalsfromtheimagebackground.Thiswas neededsince
conventionalstructureanalysisalgorithmsonhandcouldnotcompensatefortimedependentbackgroundgradientsin
theimages,norcouldtheyaccuratelydetectcrystalimagesofwidelyvaryingcontrastwiththebackground.Since
theimagebackgroundgradientsarenotconstantwithtime,simpleinitialbackgroundimagesubtractionwouldnot
suffice.Giventhathecrystalstructuresoccupya significantportionoftheimages,attemptsatlocalmean pixel
valuecalculationswerefutileffthe calculationsdidn'ttakeintoaccountwhetherornotsampledpixelvalues
belongedtocrystalsintheimage.The finaltechniquewhichdidworkwas tocalculatepoint-by-pointthe
cumulativepixelvaluehistogramforaregionofappropriatesizesun'oundingthepixelofinterestandtoevaluate
wherethepixelwouldmap toifthecumulativehistogramwereequalized.Once thisisdone,acommercialparticle
detectionalgorithmisusedtoproducestatisticson thecrystals.Itcalculatesarea,perimeter,location,aswellasa
numberofstatisticsfordeterminingthemorphologyofthecrystalimages.We wroteautomationcodetomake the
processingsystemproducethesestatisticsforimageswherethecrystalpopulationdensityislowenoughthatthe
imagesneednotbemodifiedfurtherthantheoutputofthecrystal/backgroundseparationalgorithmprovides.
Alloftheopticalequipmentwas mountedon arailsystem.A goniometerandangleindicatorswereaddedtothe
arrangementtoreproduceandrecordcameraanglesandsampleangleswithrespecttotheincidentlightsheet.
Initially,a35ramcamerawasusedandexposureslastingthirtysecondsonslidefilmweretakenofcrystal
formation.An illuminationsystemwas made totransfertheslidestothecomputer.Thisisanawkward process
sincetheslidescaneasilyacquiredust,areeasilyscratched,andcannotbeuniformlyilluminated.The opticsofthe
systemwereimprovedbytheadditionofanew CCD camerawithlowdarkcurrentnoisecapableoflongterm
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image exposure. This camera provides us with the means of bypassing the image background inhomgeneit/es
induced by projecting 35 ram. slides inW the image processor. Software and hardware were created to control the
camera and m interface it with the existing frame grabber.
The sample preparation of the 430 nm radii particles was completed. In order to produce adequately clean cells, we
were required to design and construc_ an acetone vapor rinsing system which provides a dust-free rinse at the f'mal
stage of cell processing. Once the cells were clean, six samples were created with estimated volume fractions of
0.495, 0.500, 0.505, 0.510, 0.515, 0.540. The samples were mixed over more than 24 hours and then set to rest.
Crystals appeared earliest in the 0.540 volume fraction cel] (~l hour, 30 minutes) and latest in the 0.500 volume
fraction cell (-3 days). Although the particles in these samples are on the order of two times larger than previous
panicles analyzed in related experiments, the crystals appear to be sign/ficantly smaller. We will try to understand
the small crystal size on the basis of seRling induced shear stress comparable to the crystal yield stress. Because the
crystal size is smaller than expected making photographic analysis more difficult, we will proceed using our small
supply of 0.22 micron radius particles which are known to produce larger crystals.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: t
Phl) Students: 0
TASK INITIATION; 6/94 EXPIRATION: 6/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-24-05-'/8
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAO3-1624
RESPONSIBLECENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Presentations
Ackerson, B.J. "Nucleation an8 growth of crystals in suspensions of hard spheres." Deparunent of Chemistry, The
University of Sydney, Sydney, Austrailia, May 24, 1995.
Ackerson, BJ. "Nucleation and growth of crystals in suspensions of hard spheres." Department of Applied Physics, Royal
Melbourne Institute of Technology, Melbourne, Australia, May 4, 1995.
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Stability Limits and Dynamics of Nonaxisymmetric Liquid Bridges
Principal Investigator: Prof. J. Iwan D. Alexander University of Alabama, Huntsville
Co-Investigators:
Perales, Dr. J.M.
Meseguer, Dr. J.
Universidad Politecnica de Madrid
Universidad Politecnica de Madrid
Task Objective:
The objectives of the proposed work are:
I. To determine the stability limits of Nonaxisymmetric liquid bridges held between non-coaxially aligned disks.
2. To examine the dynamics of NonaxisymmeU'ic bridge configurations and Nonaxisymmetric oscillations of
initially axisymmetric bridges.
3. To experimentally investigate the vibration sensitivity of liquid bridges under terrestrial and low gravity
conditions.
Task Description:
The program is to have simultaneous experimental and theoretical efforts. Experimentally, normal-gravity tests
using the Plateau method will be conducted to study the equilibrium shapes and stability limits of various
orientations of the liquid bridge, and to study the sensitivity of liquid bridges to axial and lateral vibration.
A numerical model will be developed using Picard iterative procedure to study the dynamics of Nonaxisymmetric
bridges subject to g-jitter and the vibration sensitivity of liquid bridges.
Task Significance:
Liquid bridge stability is an important factor in determining the stability of molten zones associated with floating
zone crystal growth experiments. Such understanding can help better defme the vibration isolation requirements for
in-space processing experiments, and can greatly enhance the chances of obtaining new and better quality
semi-conductor crystals.
Progress During FY 1995:
Our research involves an experimental and theoretical investigation of the statics and dynamics of nonaxisymmetric
bridge configurations and nonaxisymmetric oscillations of initially axisymmetric bridges. During FY95, the effects
of nonaxial acceleration on the minimum volume stability limit have been examined using a finite difference
method coupled with a mapping technique to solve the equilibrium equations. The minimum volume stability
limit was found to be substantially modified as the lateral component of acceleration is increased. It appears to
approach, but not meet, the "zero Bond number" minimum volume limit for purely axial acceleration. This analysis
has since been extended to include an investigation of maximum volume limits.
Together with coworkers at the Universidad Politecnica in Madrid we have studied the effect of vibration on the
stability limits of bridges and the modification of the static stability boundaries. We have also developed two
numerical methods for the description of three dimensional oscillations of liquid bridges. The first method is
restricted to relative volumes of less than about 1.5. The second method is quite powerful, especially for problems
involving liquid fragmentation and coalescence. The third method is based on a VOP-type approach and can handle
both large and small volume bridges up to and beyond the point of breaking.
Experimentshave been carriedoutinthreeareas:Lateralshearing,squeezing,and forcemeasurements;Stability
limits,symmetricand nonsymmetricbreakingbehaviorofinitiallyaxisymmetricbridges;Vibrationdynamics and
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breaking behavior. The bulk of the experimental work involved force measurements using a force-deflection
apparatus to measure the tom force exerted by a liquid bridge on the lower disk. Measurements have been compared
to theoretical predictions for various relative volumes and aspect ratios and agreement is good, We have recently
installed a pressure transducer on the lower disk. This will allow us to carry out force measurements for conditions
that are not accessible to the cantilever system.
For coaxial disk supports, the stability of nonaxisymmetric bridges subject to axial gravity has been investigated
experimentally and theoretically. This is the first attempt that we are aware of to determine the stability limit of
nonaxisymmetric bridges for ranges of relative volume and aspect ratio beyond the maximum volume margin for
axisyrametric bridges,
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 12/92 EXPIRATION: 12/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-05-60
NASA CONTRACT NO,: NAG3-1384
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY
Journals
Gonzalez, J., Alexander M.A., and Alexander J.I.D.
Tech., 7, 234-242 (1994).
1995:
Dynamic stab/lity of long axisymmetdcbridges.Microgr., ScJ,and
Presentations
Alexander, J.I.D. "Stab///ty of nonax/symmetrlc I/quid br/dges." Presented at the European Low Gravity Research
Association Biannual Meeting (FJ.,GRA), Madrid, Spain, December 11-14, 1995.
Alexander, J.I.D., "Response of crystal growth experiments to tlme-dependent residual acceleration." Presentated at the
9th European Symposium on Gravity Dependent Phenomena in Physical Sciences, Berlin, May 2-5, 1995.
Alexander, J.I.D. '_Response of solute transport during dir_t/ona] solidification to residual acceleration caused by thruster
firings: Predictions for the USMP3 MEPHISTO experiment." Presented at the Microgravity Measurement Group Meeting,
Houston, March 20, 1995.
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Investigations of Multiple-Layer Convection
Principal Investigator: Prof. c. D. Andereck Ohio State University
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The convection patterns that develop in two-layer fluid systems are to be studied. The principal objectives are:
1. To test the predictions of theoretical investigations.
2. To study the interaction of the pattern in one layer with the pattern in the other layer.
3. To determine the role of the geometry of the test cell on the patterns that emerge.
4. To determine the impact of surfactants at the fluid interface on the interface profile and the patterns that form.
Task Description:
An experimental investigation of natural, buoyancy driven, convection in a system consisting of two superposed
layers of immiscible fluids will be performed. Narrow, pseudo-one-dimensional, test cells will be constructed with
insulating side walls and conducting top and bottom walls. Temperature control of the horizontal surfaces will be
provided initially by circulating known temperature water next to these surfaces. Shadowgraph visualization
techniques, which are sensitive to index of refraction variations resulting from temperature gradients in the fluids,
will be used to determine the flow patterns. This allows for observations of the basic dynamics of competing
instabilities in the two layers. A direct comparison will then be possible between existing general theories of
pattern competition, and experimental results for a specific system. This will also provide a test for direct
numerical simulations of two fluid layer systems. Further work to be performed includes studying the deformation
of the interface as a function of conlzol parameter and with the introduction of surfactants. Finally, the geometry of
the cell will be varied. To introduce periodic boundary conditions in one dimension we will construct an annular
cell. Another variation will be to construct a cell with large extent in both horizontal dimensions, thereby freeing
the system to choose more complex competing patterns.
Task Significance:
Multiple-layer convection is of interest in geophysical, astrophysical and industrial settings. It is also of
importance as a fundamental pattern forming nonequilibrium system. These experiments will provide a quantitative
test of our theoretical understanding of this fluid dynamical system. Results on the pattern formation processes may
also be directly relevant, in thin layer limits, to understanding and improving fiim coating processes.
Progress During FY 1995:
We have constructedand useda fast testcell, andhaveemployed Schlierenimagingto view the convection
patterns. The cell consistsof g]ass sidewallsand aluminumblockson the topand bottom. The dimensionsare
suchas to imposea strongalignment of convectionrolls with their axesparallel to the opticalpath. The top and
bottomblocksarecooled andheated,respectively,by water fromtemperaturecontrolledbaths. One of the major
problems in this experiment is in fluid selection. The fast fluids used were a silicone oil, Rhone-Poulenc
Rhodorsil 47v10, as the upper fluid, and Fluorinert FC-70, from 3M Corporation. These fluids were chosen on the
basis that they are nearly immiscible, and because their thermal and flow properties are similar enough that
convection begins in both layers almost simultaneously. The Schlieren system consists of a high-intensity red
LED, a large collimating lens to produce approximately parallel light through the side of the cell, a focusing lens,
knife-edge and a CCD video camera with a PC-based image capture and analysis system.
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The procedure followed in data collection is to first establish a desired depth ratio for the two fluids and then allow
the system to equilibrate for at least 12 hours at zero temperature difference between the two aluminum
blocks. The temperature is then ramped by approximately 0. I C, and the system is left for 3 hours to reach a steady
state before data taking at that temperature difference begins. Time dependence in this system, when it occurs, has
a period on the order of one hour, so a data run consists of acquiring a single video line in each layer every 30
seconds over a total period of 6 to 8 hours. The effective ramping rate therefore is of the order of 0.2 C/day. The
frames are then put together to produce space-time plots, or power spectra in space and time are computed to obtain
pattern wavelengths and frequencies.
We expected that the system would be subject to oscillatory coupling of the roll patterns in the two layers, on the
basis of numerous theoretical studies. But this had never been seen in experimental realizations. There are two
fundamental coupling mechanisms possible. Thermal coupling is the alignment of the hot rising fluid in both
layers, causing rolls that are aligned one above the other to turn with the same sense, either clockwise or
counterclockwise. Mechanical coupling is the alignment of the cold falling fluid in one layer, say the lower, with
the hot rising fluid in the upper layer, with the result that the rolls turn with opposite senses, in a gear-like fashion.
The oscillations are predicted to be between a thermally coupled state and a mechanically coupled state over time.
Weakly nonlinear analysis of the problem by another group has shown that time dependence arises as either a
standing wave of coupling oscillations in a f'mite system, or as a traveling wave in a large system. They also
predicted the type of coupling expected at onset, depending on the depth ratio of the two fluids. Computations
specific to our fluids were performed by Y. Renardy, and showed similar behavior.
The principal result is that we have found experimentally oscillatory behavior similar to that predicted by theory
near the onset of patterns. Specifically, we began our experiments with nearly equal layer depths, where numerical
studies predicted the behavior to be oscillatory at onset. At this fraction, however, we found only mechanical
coupling, up to large temperature differences. From here, we systematically decreased the Fluorinert depth until it
reached -39% of the total cell depth, where we discovered oscillations slightly above the onset of convection.
Oscillations near onset continued at lower depth ratios, until the lower fluid depth was -34% of the total cell
depth, where no oscillations were observed, and the coupling was predominantly thermal. Although the onset
parameters were quite different from the predictions, the frequencies and wavelengths of the oscillatory state were
close to the theory.
We are now attempting to complete our systematic survey of the behavior for this pair of fluids in the rectangular
cell. Since the oscillatory behavior did not occur at the onset of the patterns we are also attempting to understand
this. One possibility is that the ends of the cell play a strong damping roll in the oscillatory onset. Therefore we
are constructing an annular cell, which should eliminate end effects and perhaps change the character of the
oscillatory states. This cell is nearly operational and should provide an important complement to the results from
the rectangular cell.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 2
TASK INITIATION: 6/94 EXPIRATION: 6/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-05-79
NASA CONTRACT No.: NAG3-1612
RESPONSIBLE CENTER; LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Presentations
Andereck, D.C., "Experiments on multiple-layer convection." AMS-IMS-SIAM Joint Summer Research Conference on
Multi-Fluid Flows and Interracial Instabilities, Seattle, Washington, July 1995.
Colovas, P.W., Degen, M.M.t and Andereck, C.D., "Convective flow in two immiscible fluid layers." American Physical
Society April Meeting, Washington, April 1995.
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Electrokinetic Transport of Heterogeneous Particles in Suspensions
Principal Investigator: Prof.JohnL. Anderson Carnegie Mellon University
Co-Investigators:
Garoff, S. Carnegie Mellon University
Task Objective:
There are three objectives to our research program. The first is to complete a hydrodymmaic theory for the motion
of slender colloidal particles in electric fields. The other two objectives involve experimental measurements. The
first of these is to design and develop a microelectrophoresis apparatus and video imaging system that would enable
us to follow the kinematics of colloidal doublets in electric fields. The second experimental objective is a study of
the rotational rates of doublets of latex particles in solutions at different ionic strength.
Task Description:
1. The electrophoresis of nonuniformly charged slender particles, such as cylinders and prolate spheroids, is
analyzed in terms of existing models for the hydrodynamics of such particles. The basic idea is to apply the Lorentz
reciprocal theorem of Stokes flow with the concept of electroosmotic "slip velocity" on the surface of the particle to
obtain explicit algebraic expressions or quadratures for the translational and rotational velocities of the particle of
arbitrary contour shape (straight, curved, helical, etc.). This theory can be directly extended to model the
electrophoresis of uniformly charged slender particles in nonuniform electric fields.
2. The microelectrophoresis apparatus must permit observation of particle motion in a constant, one dimensional
electric field at field strengths ranging from 0.1 to 50 V/cm. The optical quality of the cell is important. In
addition, a method for recording and analyzing position/orientation versus time for single particles and aggregates
must be developed. Temperature control to better than +1o C is desired to avoid complications of convection;
however, in analyzing the rotational motion natural and forced convection resulting from the electrical field is not
too much of a problem. In addition to developing this apparatus, the images must be analyzed in a way to interpret
the data in terms of the existing hydrodynamic models for electrophoretic rotation.
3. Colloidal doublets formed by coagulating two latex particles of different zeta potential (i.e., different surface
charge) rotate when an electric field is applied. Two theoretical models, differing only in the physical picture of the
doublet, are available for the angular velocity of the doublet as a function of sphere sizes and zeta potentials. We are
collecting data at different solution conditions (pH, ionic strength) for comparison with these two models.
Task Significance:
1. Many colloidal systems are not composed of spherical, uniformly charged particles. For example, clays are
disks with edges that differ from the faces, and most inorganic colloids have different crystal planes exposed at the
surface thereby generating a "patchiness" to the charge. Aggregates of particles also create heterogeneous
supraparticles that could result in chains with a distribution of zeta potential along their length. Our theoretical
work on electrophoresis of charged slender particles expands the range of understanding heterogeneous systems.
2. The now classical DLVO theory of the energetics between two colloidal particles in aqueous media predicts two
states of adhesion between two spheres. The first is a '_rimary minimum" in the potential energy which occurs
when the two spheres essentially touch. The second state of adhesion is in the "secondary minimum" where
electrostatic repulsion balances attraction caused by London dispersion forces; the secondary minimum is
characterized by gap distances of order 4-8 Debye screening lengths. From hydrodynamics we expect that a doublet
in the primary minimum would rotate like a rigid body in an electric field, with the more positive sphere rotating
toward the field direction, while in the case of a secondary minimum the apparent doublet rotation occurs with each
sphere rotating at a different angular velocity to keep the hydrodynamic torque on it equal to zero. The difference in
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rotation rate predicted by theory for these two cases is a factor of 3. We believe that electrophoretic rotation is a
tool to probe the state of adhesion of colloidal aggregates.
Progress During FY 1995:
1. A theory for the behavior of uniformly charged panicles in spatially varying electric fields was developed. This
theory makes interesting predictions regarding alignment of rod-like and disk-like particles in converging/diverging
fields, which could be used to separate such particles.
2. The first set of experiments on the electrophoretic rotation of doublets formed from dissimilar latex spheres was
concluded and the paper reporting the results has been accepted for publication. These experiments indicate that the
latex doublets were always in a rigid-body conformation, even when the classical DLVO theory for colloidal forces
predicts the doublets were in a deep secondary minimum with a significant fluid gap (10-20 nm) between the
surfaces. These results mean either that the DLVO theory is quantitatively in significant error (i.e., there was no
secondary m/n/mum), or that the surfaces of the two particles were restricted in their relative lateral (tangential)
motion even though the doublet was in a secondary rain/mum.
3. New experiments using the electrophoretic force acting on heterogeneous doublets when they a]/gn with an
applied electric field failed to show breakage into single particles even at fields 50 times greater than the colloidal
restoring force predicted from DLVO theory. These electrophoretic displacement experiments with aligned doublets
are continuing. The rotation and displacement experimental protocols we have developed give us a tool to probe the
fundamental colloidal forces actiug both perpendicular and parallel to the surfaces of the individual particles in
proximity to each other.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 1/93 EXPIRATION: 1/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-24-08-09
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAGS-_S4
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Solomentsev, Y., and Anderson, J.L. Electrophoresis of slender panicles. J. Fluid Mechanics, 278, 197-215 (1994).
Presentations
Andenon, J.L. '_,lectrokinetic mmspon of complex colloids." Gordon Conference on Gravitational F.Xfects/n
Physicochemical Systems, Hermiker, New Hampshire (1995).
Anderson, J.L. '1_robing the structure of colloidal doublets by electrophoredc rotation." Seminars at van't Hoff Laboratory
in U. Utrecht (The Netherlands), University of Wageninsen (The Netherlands), U. Sydney (Australia), U. South Australia, U.
Melbourne (Australia).
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Experimental Study of Liquid Jet Impingement in Microgravity: The Hydraulic Jump
Principal Investigator: Prof. c. T. Avedisian Comell University
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The primary objective of this task is the experimental study of liquid jet impingement in microgravity. The
proposed experimental study is aimed at understanding the effect of gravity on a hydraulic jump formed during
impingement of a liquid jet on a target plate.
Task Description:
This study is important in applications which involve cooling of a heated surface by a relatively colder liquid jet
since the heat transfer rate is strongly affected by the velocity (and hence the thickness) of the liquid film spreading
on the surface. The principal investigator plans to examine the effect of gravity on the location of the hydraulic
pump created by an impinging water jet onto a flat surface.
Task Significance:
This experimental study will test the validity of the theoretical predictions, and provide a fast step towards more
detailed studies of heat transfer and phase change processes associated with jet impingement cooling of heated
surfaces in microgravity environments.
Progress During FY 1995:
The progress for the project so far were: (1) four stainless steel sharp-edged orifice plates were manufactured and
tested, (2) the search for suitable flow visualization methods to reveal the details of the fluid flow near the hydraulic
jump, and (3) the visualization of hydraulic jump itself. Some prcl'mainary visualization were made of hydraulic
jumps under normal gravity. The primary purpose was to try various fighting arrangements for photography. The
hydraulic jump profile was obtained by using a silhouette photographic method to provide a subsurface view of a
jump. Experiments were also performed to examine the effect of down stream jump height on the location of
hydraulic jump. The experiment will also be initiated to visualize the transition of the hydraulic jump from normal
to microgravity in the drop tower.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 6/94 EXPIRATION: 7/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-05-34
NASA CONTRACT No.; NAG3-1627
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
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Studies on the Response of Emulsions to Externally-Imposed Electric and Velocity Fields:
Electrohydrodynamic Deformation and Interaction of a Pair of Drops
Principal Investigator: Prof.JamesC.Baygents University of Arizona
Co-Investigators:
Stone, H. Harvard University
Task Objective:
The objective of this study of multiphase electrohydrodynamic flows is to determine the electric field-induced
microstructural response of two-phase systems, as well as to develop an improved understanding of the
physico-chemical and transport process common to a variety of low-gravity flows; we examine the motion,
deformation, and interaction of pairs of viscous drops owing to an applied electric field.
Task Description:
The research is a comprehensive numerical and theoretical study of several phenomena common to multiphase flows
where electrical fields are used to manipulate the microstructure in the absence of any buoyancy-induced fluid
motions. This class of problems appears in typical materials handling, physico-chemical processes (e.g., emulsion
breaking and drop coalescence) and bioseparations processes (e.g., aqueous two-phase partitioning).
This investigation is designed to use numerical solutions to develop an improved quantitative understanding of the
effect of electric fields on typical two-drop (pair) interactions that lead toward coalescence. Cases will be studied
where the potential distribution is influenced by conduction processes in the limit where viscous effects dominate
the hydrodynamics. Both the effects of uniform and simple nonuniform (imposed) fields will be studied. The
'leaky" dielectric model and the Stokes equations will be employed to describe the constitutive behavior of the
dielectric media. The numerical calculations will use established integral equation methods for solving this class of
time-dependent free boundary problems.
Task Significance:
The systematic study will lead to a quantitative description and understanding of electrically-driven low-gravity fluid
motion, particularly as these flows pertain to the manipulation and positioning of drops and bubbles with electric
fields. Such flows are significant for several reasons. First, in the absence of the usual gravitational forces, electric
fields can be used to effect phase separation processes that are controlled by drop coalescence (e.g., emulsion
breaking). Second, electric fields have long been envisioned as a tool for containerless processing of materials,
inasmuch as the fields can be used to manipulate fluid interfaces, such as those of a drop surface, and as a means to
levitate fluid globules against weak gravitational fields.
Progress During FY 1995:
The emphasis of the FY95 work has been on three issues. First, developing analytic expressions for axisymmetric
electrohydrodynamic interactions between drop pairs, ignoring deformation of the two drops. This is being done to
provide an analytical benchmark and a theoretical framework with which to interpret the results of our numerical
code that was developed and tested in FY94. Second, development of analytic expressions for the electrical force on
spheroidal bodies in externally-applied electric fields that vary linearly with position. This work has been submitted
to Chemical Engineering Science and provides a context for understanding the results of our FY94 numerical
calculations on the electrohydrodynamic deformation and Iranslation of a single drop in a nonuniform field. The last
issue that we are addressing is the role of surface charge convection in drop deformation. This is being done by
modifying the (boundary integral) numerical simulations done in FY93 and FY94 to account for the rearrangement
of surface charge caused by motion within the drop surface.
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STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 0 MS Degrees: 1
PhD Students: 1 PhD Degrees: 0
TASK INITIATION: 3/93 EXPIRATION: 3/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-24-08-13
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAGS-948
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Proceedings
Baygents, J.C. "Electrohydrodynamic deformation and interaction of a pair of drops." Proceedings of the Second
Microgravity Fluid Physics Conference (NASA Conference Publication 3276), pp 363-368 (1994).
Presentations
Baygents, J.C., Rivette, N.J., Erker, J.A., and Stone, H.A. "Eleetrohydrodynamic deformation and interaction of a pair of
emulsion drops." l lth Arizona Fluid Mechanics Conference, Tucson, Arizona, March 3-4, 1995.
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Critical Viscosity of Xenon
Principal Investigator: Dr. RobertF. Berg National Institute of Standards and Technology
Co-Investigators:
Moldovcr, Dr. M.R. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
Task Objective:
The objective of the experiment is to produce archival viscosity data on xenon that is closer to its liquid-vapor fluid
critical point than is possible in l-g.
Task Description:
1. Develop a low frequency, low shear rate viscometer with mK temperature control near room temperature. It
will be of an electrostatically driven micro-flexure design;
2. Characterize vibration isolation sufficient to approach the critical temperature to within 600 gK while
measuring viscosity to 0.2% precision;
3. Load xenon sample to within 0.3% of the critical density;
4. Choose sample geometry and do heat a'ansfer analysis to establish expected thermal gradients and thermal
equilibration times realistic for a Space Shuttle flight timeline;
5. Involve critical point dynamics theorists in data analysis before and after flight.
Task Significance:
The flight experiment will be the first direct measurement of the predicted power-law divergence of viscosity in a
pure fluid. The measurement will test theories for the crossover to the critical region and for the value of the
exponent associated with the divergence. Also, in combination with the results from the Critical Fluid Light
Scattering Experiment (Zeno), the data will provide a stringent test of the mode-coupling theory of dynamic critical
phenomena.
Progress During FY 1995:
Flight Cell Characterization :
Flight-eligible cells E, F, and O were delivered to Lewis Research Center. These cells were constructed, filled, and
characterized according to a 100-item checklist. Because the nickel oscillator's anelasticity affects the transfer
function at frequencies as low as 1 mHz, we also measured the oscillator's creep following a step change in the
applied torque. We have shown that this creep measurement, in combination with the measurements of the
oscillator's resonance frequency and Q, are sufficient to characterize the low-frequency transfer function.
Determination Of Tc:
We used observation of the liquid-vapor mensicus's appearance and disappearance within cells E, F, and G to locate
their critical temperatures to a precision of better than 1 inK. All the measurements, made during a 7-month
interval are referred to the temperature scale of a common thermistor, which was assumed to be stable. The critical
temperatures of cells E, F, and G, which were filled from a common bottle of xenon, fell within a span of only 2
mK. The two measurements of Tc in cell E, separated by six months, are consistent to within 1 mK, indicating the
stability of the thermistor with respect to Tc.
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Internal Waves:
Because the xenon's density is stlafifying in 1-g measurements near the critical point, the oscillator excites stancLing
internal waves which are analogous to sloshing in fuel tanks. Although it will not be significant in microgravity,
we further studied this effect to understand its influence on the 1-g measurements and to be certain of its origin.
We used a coupled-osciUator technique to measure the temperature-dependent frequencies of the internal wave modes,
and we found as many as five modes at each temperature. Through a collaboration with members of NISTs
Computation and Applied Mathematics Laboratory, we have achieved a quantitative understanding of these results.
In the simplest case, where the viscometer*s symmetry allowed only two modes to couple to the oscillator, the
observed modes were identified and their frequencies were compared to numerical hydrodynamic calculations. We
found agreement to within 15%.
Viscosity Measurements In Cell E:
A set of viscosity measurements was made in cell E. The temperature timeline consisted of a series of temperature
ramps whose rates decrease as Tc is approached. These slow ramps, including the final rate of5O nK/s (1.6 K/year),
will be needed in the flight experiment to avoid significant density gradients in the xenon.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK iNITIATION: 1/94 EXPIRATION: 1/97
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-03-0A- 19
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Berg, R.F., Hydrodynamic similarity in an oscillating-body viscometer. J. Thermophys., 16, 1257 (1995).
Berg, R.F., Temperature and frequency dependence of anelasticity in a nickel oscillator. Rev. Sci. Instrura., (1995).
Presentations
Berg, R.P., '_I'heorigin of the engineering requirements of CVX." NYMA, Inc., Cleveland, OH, June 28, 1995.
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Marangoni Effects in Boiling of Binary Fluid Mixtures Under Microgravity
Principal Investigator: prof.van P. Carny University of California, Berkeley
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
Recent efforts to more fully optimize performance of power, refrigeration and thermal control systems have lead
some developers to consider the use of binary working fluids. Vaporization of the working fluid is often a critical
element in the performance of such systems. However, transport phenomena associated with vaporization of binary
liquid mixtures is still not well understood. The main objective of this project is to separate and explore the roles
of buoyancy and Marangoni effects in binary liquid mixture boiling under simulated low gravity conditions. The
research will also aim to fred coolant mixtures that are particularly well suited for use in a variety of applications
including spacecraft thermal control.
Task Description:
This project consist of a series of experimental studies of nucleate boiling of a variety of binary mixtures. The
experiments will include both l-g and low-g data of boiling curve and critical heat flux. Testing the boiling
performance of the heating surface in different orientations will establish whether the presence of Marangoni effects
reduces the sensitivity of the system to the direction of the gravity vector. The least sensitive mixtures will then
become the focus of tests under low gravity conditions (via NASA low-g aircraft).
Task Significance:
The experimental database for boiling of binary fluid mixtures will help to clarify the individual contributions of
gravity and Marangoni effects on the heat transfer from the surface and the critical heat flux transition. It will also
help to develop a capability to model these effects with reasonable accuracy to improve the designs of thermal
systems,
Progress During FY 1995:
During this reporting period, the following have been accomplished:
Design, fabrication, and assembly of the binary mixture test system is complete. The test system, which will fly
on the DC-9 later this year, has been leak checked and is fully operational. Boiling heat transfer data for pure water
in different orientations was obtained to fully assess the inslzmnentation capabilities and establish a baseline to
compare to the binary mixture data.
Initial laboratory experiments (in l-g) have been conducted with water/propanol binary mixtures. These
experiments span several combinations of system pressure and ambient propanol concentration. Back-to-back
experiments were performed with three different heater surface orientations: (1) upward facing, (2) downward facing
and (3) with the surface vertical (side facing). These results are providing valuable insight into the effect of gravity
body forces on the boiling process.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
FttD Students: 1
TASKINITIATION: 6/94 EXPIRATION: 6/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-24-05-81
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG3-1633
RESPONSIBLECENTER: LeRC
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
McGillis, W.R., and Carey, V.P., On the role of Marangoni effects on the critical heat flux for pool boiling mixtures.
Accepted for publication to ASME J. Heat Transfer, (1995).
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Marangoni Instability Induced Convection in Evaporating Liquid Droplets
Principal Investigator: Dr. An-Ti Chal NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC)
Co-Investigators:
Arpaci, Prof. V.R. University of Michigan
Task Objective:
The objectives of the proposed effort are: (1) to study and to characterize the Marangoni instability phenomena in
the near ideal configuration of an evaporating droplet in micmgravity, and (2) to establish the effect of the induced
convection on the droplet evaporation rate.
Task Description:
Specifically, the purpose is to study the Marangoni instability and thermocapillary convections in an evaporating
liquid drop in the Fluids Experiment System (FES) developed for flight on Space Shuttle missions. When a liquid
drop undergoes evaporation, its surface t_nnperamredecreases. If the droplet is freefloating in a microgravity
environment, the heat transfer process inside the droplet is "conduction controlled." As the process continues, a
radial temperature gradient builds up at the free surface until the critical Marangoui number is exceeded. Then the
onset of instability induces thermocapillary convective flows that, in turn, speed up the evaporation. The
convective flow will subside when the interior of the droplet reaches a certain equilibrium temperature, and the
process will return to the "diffusion controlled" mode.
Task Significance:
When the proposed experiments are successfully completed, the unique data set, which will be collected undernear
ideal conditions, should by itself constitute a significant contribution to our knowledge of droplet evaporation. The
significance and influence of the proposed project go far beyond any unique experimental data seL With the
anticipated data set, it will be possible to quantitatively evaluate the well known Maxwell's theory of droplet
evaporation. Additionally, it will be possible to establish that thermocapillary instability induced convection inside
a droplet can affect its evaporation process. It is our intention to use this information to pursue the development of
a complete and comprehensive theory of droplet evaporation.
The value of a more comprehensive and complete theory cannot be overstated. Having a solid theoretical basis,
numerical computation can be devised along with skillful scaling techniques to explore cases where direct
experimentation is not feasible. The influence of the proposed work is expected to be far reaching in this regard.
Progress During FY 1995:
Experimental Effort: A proposal to conduct Olovebox experiments on '_oplet Injector and Evaporation" was
submitted and a review for the final selection will be conducted in early 1996.
1. Received funding for Glovebox selection review.
2. Prototype injectors of different size have been fabricated for both bench test and Zero-O drop test to demonstrate
feasibility.
3. Both manual and automated mode of operation of the injector are being studied.
4. Alternate injector designs are being consideredandtested.
5. Various evaporating sample liquids are being evaluated.
Theoretical Effort: In the past two years we have tried the projection method for the instability of evaporating
horizontal layers. First, we tested the method in the absence of evaporation. We then included the effect of
evaporation; the results were presented at the 9th InternationalConference on Numerical Methods in _ and
Turbulent Flow in Atlanta.
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The use of the "Projection Method" for deforming droplets does not appear to be feasible. This year Professor
Arpaci successfully tested the front trarking method for the dynamics of interface mechanics in general and for the
evaporating droplets in particular. Preliminary results will be analyzed and reported later. Separately, we are trying
to apply the chaos theory to the second a'ansition of the thermocapillary instability of horizontal layers. However,
the method is only applied for the case of no evaporation.
Special effort has been put forward by Professor Arpaci in search for the Kilmogorov microstructure of the interface
dynamics. It is expected that this su'ucture should be related to the wavelength of the growing disturbances. The
following three keynote lectures on the microstructure of turbulence have been presented at international
conferences: 1) 10th International Heat Transfer Conference at Brighton, England, August 14-18, 1994, 2) The
International Symposium on Turbulence, Heat and Mass Transfer at Lisbon, Portugal, August 8-12, 1994, and 3)
Third Latin-American Symposium on Fluid Mechanics at Caracas, Venezuela, February 5-8, 1995.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
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MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 4/93 EXPIRATION: 4/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION:962-24-05-65
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Arpaci, V.S. 'q'he microstructure of turbulence." Third Latin-American Symposium on Fluid Mechanics, Caracas,
Venezuela, February 508, 1995.
Evren-Selamet, E, Arpaci, V.S., and Chai, A.T., "Evaporation in Thermocapillary Driven Flow." 9th International
Conference on Numerical Methods in Laminar and Turbulent Flow, Atlanta, GA, July 1995.
Zhang, N. and Chai, A.T., "Experimental study of thermocapillary instability and temperature field in evaporating
droplets." Second Microgravity Science Symposium in China, May 23-28, 1995.
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Rewetting of Monogroove Heat Pipe in Space Station Radiators
Principal Investigator: Prof.s. H. Cban University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The general objective of the program is to investigate the physics of rewetting of heated, grooved flat plates in a
microgravity environment.
Specific objectives of the program are to add to the fundamental understanding of the physics of rewetting/dryout
fronts; to better quantify the conditions under which rewetting occurs; and to obtain more accurate predictions of the
rewetting velocity for a range of parameters.
Task Description:
The program is composed of both experimental and theoretical investigations. For the experimental investigation a
grooved flat plate apparatus will be designed and constructed. Liquid will be introduced on one side of the plate to
flow along the grooved surface; the other side of the plate will be electrically heated. This apparatus will be
operated both on the ground and aboard a microgravity aircraft.
Data from these experiments will consist of temperature measurements in the liquid film and the heated plate.
Advancing wetting front (rewetting), receding wetting front (dryout), and stationary wetting front cases will be
examined.
The theoretical analysis will be made by applying experimental data on rewetting velocity and temperatures to
analytical processes developed for predicting rewetting velocities on overheated nuclear fuel rods.
Task Significance:
Understanding the dryout and rewetting characteristics of grooved surfaces is important in predicting behavior of
monogroove heat pipe designs proposed for the space station.
Progress During FY 1995:
When performing the ground experiments it was found that the greatest difficulty arose with the introduction of the
wetting fluid to the end of the grooved plate. This was to be done in such a manner that only the capillary action
was responsible for the advancement of the fluid, with other factors (i.e., gravity head, initial velocity from feed
system) being minimized.
When designing the apparatus for the in flight test, this problem was at the forefront of consideration. We have
come up with a design scheme in which the plate end is immersed in fluid for the duration of the microgravity run,
and is out of the fluid at all other times.
Our progress in this area is as follows:
I. We have completed a drop tower with which to test the experimental apparatus. The drop time is around 0.9
seconds. With this we can evaluate the performance of the reservoir and the resilience of the overall experimental
apparatus.
2. The ftrst design iteration reservoir has been built and is ready for testing.
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3. All othercomponentsfortheinflight experiment have been built and are ready to be put together as soon as the
reservoir is tested.
Recently a series of rewetting experiments were run m which the entire bottom of the plate was subject to heating.
In analyzing the data an interesting discovery was made. As in previous experiments, in which the plate end was
heated and maintained at a constant temperature, the wetting front temperature was found to vary with several
factors, the most notable being the initial temperature. This variation in wetting temperature made precise
prediction and determination of the wetting front quite difficult. However, when the data (temperature vs. time) was
used to generate a polynomial expression, and when the second derivative of this expression was plotted, the zero
(point of inflection) of the second derivative, which indicates the time that the wetting front reach a given
thermocouple location, was found to agree very well with the observed time at which the wetting front crossed the
sensor. Due to its success, this technique is being implemented to determine the rewetting temperature.
We are currently running further experiments in an attempt to correlate the effects that factors such as temperature
gradient and initial temperature have on the wetting temperature.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 1
MS Students: 2
PhD Students: 0
TASK INITIATION: 12/92 EXPIRATION: 12/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-05-54
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG3-1381
RESPONSIBLE CENTER; LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
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Chart, S.H., Blake, I.D., Shen, T.R., and Zhao, Y.G., Effects of gravity on rewetting of capillary groove surface at elevated
temperatures, experimental and theoretical studies. ASME Journal of Heat Transfer,
Presentations
Chan, S.H., Blake, J.D., Shen, T.R., and Zhao, Y.G., "Effects of gravity on rewetting of capillary groove surface at
elevated temperatures, experimental and theoretical studies." Presented at the ASME National Heat Transfer Conference,
Portland Oregon, August 6-9, 1995.
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Marangoni and Double-Diffusive Convection in a Fluid Layer Under Microgravity
Principal Investigator: Prof.ChuanP. Chen University of Arizona
Co- Investig ators:
Chan, C. University of Arizona
Task Objective:
To study the onset and the subsequent convection in a fluid layer subjected to Marangoni and double-diffusive
instabilities, including the effects of cross diffusion and gravity modulation.
Task Description:
A coordinated research effort in ground-based experiments, stability analysis, numerical simulation, and a design
sensitivity study is to be conducted. Experimentally, the effect of gravity modulation on the onset and subsequent
convection in singly and doubly diffusive layers will be studied with improved experimental techniques.
Theoretically, stability analyses of Marangoni double-diffusive instability will be conducted, and a numerical
simulation using boundary element methods will be carried out to examine the interaction of finger convection with
Marangoni convection, and to test the design sensitivity to optimize the flight experiment.
Task Significance:
The results of this study will enable the design of an apparatus for crystal growing and for casting in a space
environment. In addition it will offer an improved understanding of materials processing, which will enhance the
chancesofobtainingnew and betterqualitycrystalsforthesemi-conductorindustryand forthebio-medicalindustry.
This study can also provide an improved understanding of the interaction of surface tension forces and double
diffusive buoyancy forces which would lead to the improvement of manufacturing processes on Earth.
Progress During FY 1995:
In FY95, numerical simulations using the finite difference method were conducted to study the onset of convection
m a double-diffusive layer with surface tension effects. The nonlinear evolution of perturbations was also examined
using this code. The code is capable of simulating experimental results and verifying linear instability theory.
Furthermore, by using the derived kinetic energy equation, sources and sinks of energy can be clearly identified, thus
providing a better understanding of the mechanisms of the instabilities.
In preparation for the planned experimental investigation, numerical simulations using the finite-difference method
have been applied to study the effect of sinusoidal gravity modulation on natural convection in a vertical narrow
tank. In particular, we studied the transition from unicellular to multi-cellular flow. Results show that gravity
modulation enhances stability for an air-filled test tank. But, for a high Prandtl number fluid, Pr-720, our results
show a subcritical instability mode. It would be interesting to obtain experimental confmnation.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
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Chen, C.F., Experimental study of convection in a mush fluid layer during directional solidification. Journal of Huid
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Tanny, J., Chan, C.C. and Cben, C.F., Interactive effects between Marangoni and double-diffusive instabilities. Journal of
Fluid Mechanics, (accepted 1995).
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Transport Phenomena in Stratified Flow in the Presence and Absence of Gravity
Principal Investigator: Prof.NormanChigier Carnegie Mellon University
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The strategy of this study is as follows:
1. To separate the effects of molecular and turbulent diffusion from gravitational forces during the mixing of two
shear layers.
2. To identify the relevant and characteristic non-dimensional parameters that govern the physical interaction
between fluid layers in the range of the proposed experimental conditions.
3. To examine the interaction between buoyant plumes and stratified shear layers, and to study the rates of
entertainment into buoyant plumes and stratified shear layers.
4. To study the effects of injecting solid and liquid particles into fluid streams under stable and unstable s_atified
shear flow conditions.
5. To identify potential instrumentation that could distinguish between molecular and turbulent diffusion in the
presence and absence of gravity.
Task Description:
1. Conduct detailed measurements in turbulent mixing layer with velocity and density gradients.
2. Conduct a scoping on the interaction of buoyant heated jets and plumes interacting with stable and unstable
stratified shear layers.
3. Develop scaling laws and similarity criteria for comparison with measurements made in the "main" and
'Yeduced" scale experiments.
Task Significance:
To use the reduced gravity environment to improve the understanding of the fundamental physical processes of
mixing between layers of fluids of different densities and velocities. The following are a few matters that are
important to this research project:
1. To understand the process of dispersion of pollutants in a highly stable stratosphere and in outer space.
2. To understand the effect of dispersion of pollutants emitted from a space craft at high altitudes.
These results could be used to fred the means of controlling or at least reducing pollutions of the atmosphere and the
oceans where stratified flows prevail.
Progress During FY 1995:
During this period, Prof. Chigier has completed a series of measurements using a two-component LDV and a newly
developed smoke-wire design for clear visualization of the vortex structures in the mixing layer with the first wind
tunnel facility. Results provided guidance for improving the heat transfer conditions across the splitter plate. To
this end, the wind tunnel has been modified to create optimized flow conditions. The newly-designed wind tunnel is
in the final stages of manufacturing and assembly. The modifications are as follows:
1. Improved thermal insulation of the splitter plate by using AURA super insulation vacuum panels.
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2. Thickness of the splitter plate inside the nozzle has been increased.
3. The total length of the splitter plate has been reduced by 20".
4. The height of the nozzle exit was doubled to increase the flow width and reduce the influence of the outer
entrainment layers on the mixing layer.
5. New contraction contours were designed based on the effects of geometry on flow uniformity.
This newly-designed wind tunnele with improved vacuum insulation for the splitter plate and redesigned cona'action
nozzle is expected to generate initial conditions much closer to the ideal conditions. Plans to conduct velocity and
temperature measurements and to test the effectiveness of the new design are underway.
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Bubble Dynamics, Two-Phase Flow, and Boiling Heat Transfer in Microgravity
Principal Investigator: Prof._acobN. Chung Washington State University
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The main objective is to study the effects of external force fields on the nucleation, two-phase bubble dynamics and
boiling transport in microgravity. The proposed research seeks to increase our understanding of bubble nucleation
and growth on the heater surface, bubble removal from the heater surface by an electric field, an acoustic field or a
velocity shear resulting from the relative fluid motion with respect to the surface, and bubble dynamics and heat and
mass transport in boiling liquids.
Task Description:
In the experimental portion, visualizations with I_rFSC and high-speed photography and heat transfer measurements
have been performed in a drop tower at Washington State University. The visualization photographs were then
analyzed by a digital image analysis system. Boiling curves were developed based on measurements of heat fluxes
and surface superheats for various system conditions. Special attention was focused on the critical heat flux.
Analytical and numerical modeling is also included to compliment the experiments. Perturbation and asymptotic
techniques will be applied for low Reynolds number bubble dynamics, linearized bubble stability analysis, and
small oscillation of bubble in rnicrogravity to account for small disturbances and the g-jitter. Because of similar
heater and boiling system design, the proposed research would be easily adapted to the current Pool Boiling
Apparatus (PBA) flight hardware available from NASA for future space experiments.
Task Significance:
The proposed research seeks to:
I. Increase our understanding of bubble nucleation and growth on the heater surface.
2. Bubble removal from the heater surface by an electric field, an acoustic field, and velocity shear resulting from
the relative fluid motion with respect to the surface.
3. Bubble dynamics and heat and mass transport in boiling liquids.
Future spacecraft power systems are likely to have greater power generation and dissipation requirements due to
proposed longer space missions and more intensive space activities. Without suffering from weight penalties,
two-phase boiling systems are being considered for a wide range of future space applications such as thermal
control, propulsion, power generation, and thermal management. The boiling system has the potential advantage of
being able to transfer a large amount of energy over a relatively narrow temperature range with a small weight
requirements. For example, two-phase systems were once bmelined for the space station. However, the
thermo-fluid dynamics of two-phase systems in microgravity encompasses a wide range of complex phenomena that
were not undersWod sufficiently for engineering design to proceed.
Progress During FY 1995:
We have made substantial progress in the following four areas:
1. Facilities:
The 2.1 Second Drop Tower is working well and we have completed 195 drops to date. The construction and
calibration results for the drop tower design have been submitted as three journal articles. One is a general
description of the drop tower and the calibration along with some initial results, the second focuses on the air bag
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design and performance, and the third focuses on the residual acceleration as a function of frequency. We have also
recently completed the conversion of our 0.6 Second Air bag Drop Tower into a 1.2 Second Drop Tower. We have
changed from plastic to glass in our heater design with very successful results. One of these heaters has lasted for
over thirty drops with heat fluxes up to 8 W/cm 2. Ol.u"single bubble heaters are also now sputtered on glass and can
generate hundreds of individual bubbles before any noticeable degrading effects on the heater.
2. Acoustic Driven Nucleate Boiling:
The purpose of the acoustic driven boiling research is to determine if an acoustic sound field can maintain nucleate
pool boiling in microgravity and measure its effects on the boiling process in microgravity and terrestrial gravity.
This research is complete and has been written up as a MS thesis. The application of the acoustic sound field to the
boiling process increases the heat transfer rates in Earth's gravity. In microgravity it was found that the radiation
pressure can produce a large enough acoustic force to move vapor bubbles off a heater surface during microgravity.
The effects of cavitation and acoustic streaming resulted in erratic bubble motion and aided in the perturbation of
vapor bubbles attached to and in the vicinity of the heater and effected the heat transfer and bubble dynamics in both
microgravity and terrestrial gravity. At all heat fluxes tested during microgravity, the acoustic mechanisms
prevented large amounts of vapor from blanketing the heater surface.
3. Forced-Convection Nucleate Boiling:
The purpose of the forced-convection boiling research is to determine if a flow field can maintain nucleate pool
boiling in microgravity and measure its effects on the boiling process in both microgravity and terrestrial gravity.
We presented a paper on the work of Wang et at. 1993 at the National Convective Boiling Conference in Banff,
Canada. The paper received favorable reviews and, as a result, it will be published in a new book entitled
"Convective-How Boiling". In continuation of this work, we are presently utilizing a small flow boiling rig in the
1.2 Second Drop Tower and have completed 30-40 drops with both 1" x 1" gold film heaters and with single bubble
heaters. The continued research will attempt to map the boiling regimes for various flow rates and heat fluxes in
microgravity. For example, at a given heat flux, what flow rate is required in order to sustain boiling and avoid
burnout of the heater surface.
4. Electrostatic Driven Nucleate Boiling:
The purpose of the electrostatic boiling research is to determine if an electric field can maintain nucleate pool
boiling in microgravity and measure its effects on the boiling process in both microgravity and terrestrial gravity.
We have studied how large nonuniformities in the electric field produced at the edge of two diverging-plate electrodes
can produce large forces which are efficient in motion control and bubble positioning for both liquid droplets and
vapor bubbles. Three electric-field experimental studies are either completed or under progress. The first study
focuses on results in which a controlled electrical body force is imposed onto the boiling process for a test fluid of
FC-72 which is boiled on a horizontal platinum wire heater. As this force tends to either add to or subtract from
buoyancy an analogy between variable gravity boiling results and results from boiling with an electric field are
presented and discussed. Second, an experiment was performed to correct some mistakes previously reported in the
literature. We have submitted a paper to the J. of Applied Physics detailing this information. The third and fmal
set of experiments uses semitransparent gold-film heaters which allow a bottom view of the boiling. We are also
using a special surface that changes color with temperature and allows us to visualize how the temperature varies
over the heater surface.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 2 MS Degrees: 1
PhD Students: 1 PhD Degrees: 0
TASK INITIATION: 12/92 EXPIRATION: 12/95
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RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Snyder, T.L, Sitter, J.S., Wang, T-C., and Chung, I.N., WSU 2.1 second drop tower with airbag deceleration system -
design, instrumentation and initial results. Microgravity Quarterly, vol. 5.2, (1995).
Wang, T-C., Snyder, T.J., and Chung, iN., Forced-convection subcooled nucleate boiling and its application in
microgravity. Convective Flow Boiling, Editors LChen, Y. Fujita, F. Mayinger, and R. Nelson, Taylor and Francis,
(L995).
Proceedings
Wang, T-C., Snyder, T.J., and Chung, J.N. "Forced-convection subcooled nucleate boiling and its application in
microgravity." Convective Flow Boiling Conference, Paper II-8, 1995.
Presentations
Schneider, T.J., Chung, J.B., and Chung, iN., "High-gradient bubble dielectrophoresis and its application to thermal
management in terrestrial and microgravity." WSU-MME-95-4, June 1995.
Sitter, J.S.. "Acoustic driven nucleate pool boiling heat transfer in terrestrial and microgravity environments." MS
Thesis, May 1995.
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Microgravity Particle Dynamics
Principal Investigator: Dr. Ivan O. Clark NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC)
Co-Investigators:
Johnson, E.J.
Meyers, J.F.
Kjelgaard, S.O.
Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co.
NASA LaRC/RTG/FIdMD/NDB
NASA LaRC/RTG/FldMD/EMB
Task Objective:
The objective of this research is to develop the apparatus, numerical models, and practices for enhancing the
knowledge of particle transport in laminar fluid flows. Specifically, an enhanced understanding of the roles of
thermophoresis (thermal gradient) and Saffman (particle crossing of velocity gradient) effects on particle transport is
sought. The research also seeks to identify the critical parameters and instrumentation requirements for subsequent
microgravity experiments.
Task Description:
The technical approach is a coordinated numerical and experimental investigation using geometries selected to
maximize the scientific return of the research. Gravitational effects in the experimental investigation are addressed
through the use of multiple orientations, relative to gravity, of the test chambers. The first step in this
investigation is a parametric study to determine the order of magnitude of the competing effects for candidate test
chamber geometries. These complex interacting effects include gravity, buoyancy, inertia, viscous drag, particle
rotation, electrostatic charges, as well as thermal and velocity gradients. The initial parametric study will ensure a
maximum scientific return from the selected geometry. Experimental studies will use the laser velocimetry (LV)
and flow visualization systems developed for chemical vapor deposition reactor characterization at Langley Research
Center (LaRC). Additional LV and other aerodynamic instrumentation systems are available to this research at
LaRC ff needed.
Task Significance:
The proposed research will result in: (1) definition of the requirements and the potential for follow-on flight
experiments in transport phenomena, (2) an enhanced understaading of particle transport phenomena in thermal and
velocity gradients, and (3) fluid dynamic correction factors for particle-based flow instrumentation for a range of
thermophoresis and Saffman environments. The results of this research will be immediately applicable in both
unigravity and microgravity for applications such as validation of particle transport theories; correction of wind
tunnel research data; and design refinements for chemical vapor deposition reactors, particulate combustors, and clean
rooms. In addition, experimental size constraints for mierogravity experiments dictate that velocity gradients will
exist in laminar flow flight experiments. Hence, Saffman effects will be present to some extent in all microgravity
laminar flow experiments with particles.
Progress During FY 1995:
Steady-state numerical studies of thermophoretic flow patterns have begun. Several shortcomings of the
thermophoresis algorithm used in FLUENT have been identified and an improved algorithm has been implemented.
Parametric studies of velocity, length, time, thermal gradient magnitude and velocity gradient magnitude likely to be
involved in gas-solid multiphase flight experiments have been assessed for 1-100 micrometer particles. The results
of this parametric study indicate that flight experiment regimes are both achievable and useful. A version of
FLUENT augmented to analyze particle nucleation and growth during transport has been installed and validation
testing has begun.
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A database has been established of panicle dynamics research and panicle-based instnlmentation which will ensure
currency of ground and flight experiments associated with this research as well as provide a valuable reference tool
for other researchers in this area.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INMATION: 11/92 EXPIRATION: ll/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-06-04
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LaRC
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Reactive Fluids Experiment: Chemical Vapor Deposition
Principal Investigator: Dr. Ivan O. Clark NASA LangleyResearchCenter(LaRC)
Co-Investigators:
Hyer, P.V.
Johnson, E.J.
Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co.
Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co.
Task Objective:
The research will develop a series of ground-based experimental investigations of the fluid dynamics of chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) which will lead to an enhanced understanding of the basic sciences underlying reactive fluid
interactions. It will form the basis for a proposal to perform a series of fright experiments necessary to more fully
elucidate these scientific principles. This program will use past experience in chemical vapor deposition,
non-isothermal flow measurements, numerical modeling of reactive fluid dynamics, and development of
instrumentation to carry out the research.
Task Description:
A combined numerical and experimental approach is being used to investigate the CVD process. The experimental
approach combines growth of semiconductor materials, the deposition of a model material, and the measurement of
the gas flow velocities in the CVD reactor using laser velocimetry. The numerical approach models each of the
experimental approaches and uses the experimental results for validation.
Task Significance:
CVD is an extremelyimportantindustrial process.It is widely usednot only for the productionof semiconductor
and insulatingmaterials,butalso for opticalcoatings,wear- andcorrosion-resistantcoatings,paint pigments,and
the production of drawing stock for optical fibers. In addition to the economic importance of these application areas
for terrestrialresearch and manufacturing, they also represent key manufacturing capabilities for future extraterresu'ial
development. Each of these CVD applications takes place in reactors which have been developed through decades of
empirical trial and error. Engineering design capabilities have been limited by the extreme difficulty, under
Earth-gravity (lg), of separating the fluid dynamic effects of externally forced convection, buoyant thermal
convection, buoyant solutal convection, and internally forced convection due to volume changes arising from both
thermal and chemical effects. This research seeks to improve the ability to apply engineering design techniques to
this economically important area.
Progress During FY 1995:
The numerical modeling of InP in three spati_ dimemions has been ret'medwith good results. Model/experiment
agreement is best when the experimental films are thick. InP film porosity has proven to be a problem on the
large-area amorphous substrates. Additional growths are being performed with OaAs and InP substrates to examine
substrate effectson measuredgrowthrates.
Laser velocimetry (LV) measurements of the flow velocities in a replica CVD reactor, which duplicates the
geometry used for the InP growths, is in progress. Analysis of particle imaging velocimetry (PIV) experiments
conducted in this channel are underway and are being correlated with LV and thermal imaging measurements. The
transition from supply manifold to reactor inlet has proven to have a significant effect on reactor flows. Numerical
modeling of this reactor geometry has been expended to include the entry region effect on the thermal field as well as
the effects of thermal gradients on the trajectories of tracer panicles used for the LV measurements.
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STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 11/90 EXPIRATION: 11/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION" 962-24-06-03
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: I.,a.RC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Presentatlons
Humphriesw W.M., Jr., Clark, I.O.wand Bartram, S.M. "Velocity field measurements in a chemical vapor deposition reactor
using digital panicle image velocimetry." 1996 AS]VIESyrup Laser Anemometry and Experimental and Numerical Flow
Visualization, San Diego, CA, July 7-I l, 1996.
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Studies of Freely Suspended Liquid Crystal Bubbles
Principal Investigator: Prof. NoelA. Clark University of Colorado, Boulder
Co-Investigators:
No Co-rs Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The experimental study of smectic liquid crystal films in the form of single levitated bubbles including studies of
(1) dynamic and equilibrium in-plane stress-induced shapes of levitated bubbles, (2) stress-induced quenches of the
Kosterlitz-Thouless phase transition among others, and (3) studies of film permeability.
Task Description:
These experimental studies require technique developments beyond those which have been used for the study of
planar fills in lg. Among the more important ones are (1) a method for inflation, levitation, positional
stabilization of the bubble, (2) transmission video microscopy to monitor bubble shape and polarized reflection
video microscopy to probe the local orientation, and (3) methods to change ambient gas pressure while maintaining
bubble position.
Task Significance:
This study is suitable for several novel lines of experimentation of relevance to the physics of both liquid crystals
and fluid thin films. These ultra thin freely suspended liquid crystal films are structures of fundamental interest in
condensed matter physics. They are the thinnest known stable condensed phase preparation, making them ideal for
studies of two dimensional phase transitions and of fluctuation and interface phenomena of thin fluid films. Freely
suspended films have been used to provide unique experimental conditions for the study of condensed phase
transitions on two dimensions.
Progress During FY 1995:
The inherent fluid-layer structure and low vapor pressure of smectic liquid crystals enable the long term stabilization
of freely suspended, single component, liquid crystal films as thin as 30 A, a single molecular layer. These
structures have been intensively studied as planar films freely suspended over holes in solid substrates, experiments
which have been crucial to the current understanding of liquid crystal phase behavior.
In this project the study of these smectic liquid crystal films in the form of bubbles was emphasized. This bubble
geometry makes accessible a variety of important new experiments. The following experiments are of primary
concern"
• Quenching the Smectic A to C Transition
During the quick deflation of a smectic C (////////) bubble, there is in-plane compression which forces the tilted
smectic C molecules to stand up, giving transient formation of smectic A (Ullllll). When the deflation completes the
smectic C returns but the field giving the tilt direction in the layer plane is full of topological defects. These defects
can be observed on the film by polarized reflection microscopy. This system is a two dimensional analog of the
symmetry breaking phase transition corresponding to the appearance of matter in the early universe. A scaling
model has been developed along with a computer simulation of the process which explains the time behavior.
• Permeation of Helium through Ultrathin Organic Films
Bubble photos have shown typical 2cm diameter bubbles with thick regions (approximately 15 layers) and thin
regions (approximately 5 layers). Such a bubble, if filled with helium, will completely deflate via permeation of
helium through the thin region in about ten seconds. The permeation rate of helium through the film can be
measured using this deflation rate. Currently, optical reflectivity is being used as a measure of film thickness.
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• Annealing of a Two Dimensional Foam
In other bubble photos the thick regions are large and contiguous. After aggressive shearing of the bubble by an
air jet the thicker region forms a foam of very small pancake.like circular islands, which slowly coalesce and coarsen
and settle by gravity to the bottom. The coarsening dynamics of this novel two-dimensional system are presently
being studied.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PkD Students: 2
TASK INITIATION: 4/94 EXPIRATION: 3/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-24-05-82
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG3-1600
RESPONSIBLECENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
j_arnals
Pang, J. and Clark, N.A., Dynamics of layer steps in freely suspended liquid crystal films. Bulletin of the American
Physical Society, 40, 85 (1995).
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Fluid Interface Behavior Under Low- and Reduced-Gravity Conditions
Principal Investigator: Prof. Paul Concus University of California, Berkeley
Co-Investigators:
Finn, R. Stanford University
Task Objective:
The general objective of this research is to gain a better mathematical understanding of the physical behavior of
fluids partly filling a container or otherwise in contact with solid support surfaces, when capillary forces are
predominate. Closely interrelated with the mathematical and computational studies are current and planned
ground-based and in-space microgravity experiments.
Task Description:
The approach for this project is to pursue parallel theoretical, computational, and experimental studies to explore
equilibrium capillary free surface interfaces in a variety of geometrical configurations. The theoretical aspects
include both rigorous mathematical studies and numerical computation. In connection with the scheduled USML-2
Glovebox experiment, two configurations of particular interesL for which small changes in container shape or
contact angle can give rise to large bulk reorientation of fluid, have been devised and are being studied: 1) a
movable wedge and 2) canonical proboscis containers. Experimentation is carried out in collaboration with M.
Weislogel at the NASA Lewis Research Center.
Task Significance:
Knowledge gained from these studies can lead toward a better understanding of surface phenomena of liquids in
containers in a low-gravity environment, and in particular to obtaining new information on the significance of
contact angle as an intrinsic physical property. Additionally, development of accurate, new methods for measuring
contact angle and new insights for managing fluids in space can result.
Progress During FY 1995:
Work continued on studying the behavior of capillary surfaces in wedge domains, in which the contact angles on the
two sides of the wedge are allowed to differ. Local and global existence criteria, previously conjectured, were
proved, and precise conditions on boundary data under which surfaces are bounded at the comer were obtained. The
question of when solutions must be discontinuous at the comer continues to be under study.
As part of developing a proposed glovebox/MIM experiment, a new type of discontinuous dependence on data was
inferred from results of a student L. Zhou on liquid bridges between parallel plates and of another of J. McCuan's on
nonexistence of tubular bridges in wedge domains. We have begun to study this unusual behavior numerically to
obtain information on possible configurations and their stability.
A new form of the canonical proboscis was derived in which transitional behavior as the critical contact angle is
crossed is discontinuous. This has some interest in connection with the forthcoming USML-2 Glovebox ICE
experiment.
Additional mathematical work related to the capillary equation yielded new forms of the maximum principle, with
quantitative estimates, and gradient bounds for the mean curvature equation.
Studies in the above topics will continue, taking into account results of the USML-2 experiment. Emphasis will
be placed on obtaining further computational and mathematical results for development of the proposed
glovebox/MIM experiment.
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Additionally, as a first step in studying the case of contact angle that is to some extent indeterminate rather than
being prescribed at a fixed value, we hope to begin looking at certain global shape estimates under these
circumstances.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH;
BS Students: 1
MS Students: 0
Phi) Students: 3
TASK INITIATION: 3/90 EXPIRATION: 3/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-24-05-66
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NCC3-329
RESPONSIBLECENTER; LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Finn, R., Local and global existence criteria for capillary surfaces in wedge domains. Calculus of Variations, (to appear
1995). = ....
Proceedings , ._..
Concus, P. and Finn, R., "New developments in the mathematical theory of capillarity." A minisymposium at the
International Congress on Industrial and Applied Mathematics, Hamburg, July 3-7, 1995.
Books
Finn, R., "On Solutions of mean curvature type inequalities." to appear in commemorative volume dedicated to Carlo
Pucci, 1995.
Presentations
Concus, P., Finn, R., and Weislogel, M., "Proboscis container shapes for the USML-2 interface configuration
experiment." A poster presentation was given at the Ninth European Symposium of Gravity Dependent Phenomena in
Physical Sciences in Berlin, German, May 4, 1995.
Finn, R., "On a proposition of Lancaster and Siegel." Preprint, Mathematics Institute, University of Leipzig, 1995.
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Convection and Morphological Stability During Directional Solidification
PrincJpaJ JnvestigatoE Dr. Sam R. Coriell National Institute of Standards and Technology
Co-Investigators:
McFadden, G.B.
Murray, B.T.
Manning, J.R.
National Institute of Standards and Technology (N/ST)
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
Task Objective:
During the directional solidification of a binary alloy, solute inhomogeneities can arise from both fluid flow and
morphological instability. In microgravity buoyancy-driven fluid flow is reduced, and experiments to study the
evolution of morphological patterns without the interference of fluid flow may be possible. The goal is to develop
an understanding of the interaction of fluid flow with the crystal-melt interface so that solute segregation in
solidifying alloys can be controlled in order to obtain materials with superior properties.
Task Description:
Included in this research are the following:
1. Calculations of cellular morphologies in the absence of fluid flow.
2. Evaluation of the Seebeck voltage for cellular interfaces as a method for monitoring interface morphology in
metallic alloys.
3. Linear stability analyses of coupled interfacial and convective instabilities.
4. Calculations of the effects of time-dependent gravitational accelerations (g-jitter) on fluid flow during directional
solidification. For growth of a vicinal face at constant velocity, the effect of anisotropic interface kinetics on
morphological stability has been calculated for a binary alloy. Anisoa-opic kinetics give rise to traveling waves
along the crystal-melt interface, and can lead to a significant enhancement of morphological stability.
This ground based research will focus on providing theoretical interpretation and guidance for a series of space
experiments to be carried out by J.J. Favier, R. Abbaschian, and colleagues on tin-bismuth alloys using the
MEPHISTO apparatus and by K. Leonartz and colleagues on succinonitrile-acetone alloys.
Task Significance:
This comprehensive research on the directional solidification of binary alloys will determine the processing
conditions required to eliminate microsegregation of impurities and produce alloys with desirable microstructures and
improved properties. This research will potentially contribute to the important and challenging goal to develop and
transfer to all of the consortium members (of NIST, US industry, and NASA) technology that will provide for the
rapid design and prototyping of new precision cast parts, enhance product quality, and reduce rejection rates.
Progress During FY 1995:
In collaboration with A. A. Chemov, the effect of anisola'opic kinetics on the morphological stability of a crystal
growing at constant velocity has been treated for growth into a supersaturated solution, for growth into a
supercooled melt, and for growth of a binary alloy by the Bridgman method. The dependence of the interface kinetic
coefficient on crystallographic orientation is based on the motion and density of steps. Morphological instability
leads to step bunching and the formation of macrosteps. Anisotropic kinetics gives rise to traveling waves along
the crystal-melt interface, and can lead to a significant enhancement of morphological stability. It is well known
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that a shear flow along the crystal-melt interface generally stabilizes the interface with respect to perturbations of the
interface shape along the flow direction. Thus, a shear flow introduces an anisotropy similar to that introduced by
anisotropy of interface kinetics and we expect an interaction between a shear flow and anisotropic kinetics. A shear
flow in the opposite direction from the step motion tends to move fluid into the steps and is somewhat equivalent
to a faster translation of the perturbations in a stagnant fluid; thus, one expects such a flow to further stabilize the
interface. Conversely, a shear flow in the direction of the step motion will destabilize the interface. Calculations of
the interaction of a shear flow and anisotropic kinetics for melt growth of a germanium-silicon alloys have been
carried out. A shear flow (linear Couette flow or asymptotic suction profile) parallel to the crystal-melt interface in
the same direction as the step motion decreases interface stability in that the critical solute concentration decreases.
A shear flow counter to the step motion enhances stability for small shear rates; for larger shear rates, the neutral
curve develops a bimodal structure, and the critical solute concentration slowly decreases with shear rate. The
instability mechanism and the stability behavior for a wide range of processing conditions are being investigated.
We plan to carry out similar calculations for the case of growth from supersaturated solution.
In collaboration with R. F. Sekerka, we have developed a simple model of the influence of natural convection on
the selection of the operating state (dendrite tip velocity and tip radius) for dendritic growth of a pure material. We
hypothesize that the important aspects of natural convection can be accounted for by considering the global
convection that would occur in the vicinity of a sphere of radius R that characterizes the size of a dendritic array that
emanates from a point source. We estimate the thickness of a stagnant boundary layer d surrounding this sphere by
matching the value of the Nusselt number obtained from the heat transfer literature. We solve the steady-state
problem of a paraboloidal dendrite at temperature TMgrowing toward a confocal paraboloid at temperature T. and at a
distance d from the tip. This results in a new transcendental equation, that depends on the gravitational acceleration,
and transport properties of the melt, for the dimensionless supercooling in terms of the Peclet number.
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Interaction and Aggregation of Colloidal Biological Particles and Droplets in Electrically-Driven
Flows
Principal Investigator: Prof. RobertH. Davis Universityof Colorado,Boulder
Co-Investigators:
Todd, P.
Loewenberg, M.
University of Colorado, Boulder
Yale University
Task Objective:
The objectiveofthisresearchistodevelopafundamentalunderstandingofaggregationa dcoalescenceprocesses
duringelectrically-drivenm grationofparticles(orceils)anddroplets.
Task Description:
The research includes the following tasks:
• Development of a theoretical description of electrically-driven particle aggregation by computing the relative
velocity between two particles in near contact with hydrodynamic, electrokinetic, van der Waals, and electrostatic
double-layer interactions, and by predicting the stability conditions and the rate of pair-wise aggregation in a
semi-dilute suspension;
• Formulation of a description of electrically-driven drop coalescence by developing a simplified electrokinetic
description of a charged fluid interface under thin double-layer conditions, and performance of initial computations
for the interactions between a pair of electrically-driven droplets; and
• Observationsofelectrically-drivenaggregationa dcoalescenceby conductingterrestrialexperimentstotesthe
theoreticaldescriptionofelectrically-drivenparticleaggregationa dobservelectrically-drivendropletcoalescence,
withtheresultsleadingtofuturedesignofaflight-basedexperimentogatherquantitativeobservationsfortestinga
theoreticaldescriptionofelectrically-drivendropletcoalescence.
Task Significance:
The fundamentalstudyofparticleaggregationi electricfieldsisexpectedtohavepracticalpplicationt
elec_cally-controIIedcellflocculationf rcellseparationa drecycleinspace-basedbioreactors,wheregravity
cannotbeemployedaspreviouslydone.$irnilarly,researchconductedon dropinteractionsa dcoalescenceis
expectedtoprovideanunderstandingofelecu-ically-drivendemixingoftwoliquidphases,suchasthosencountered
inbiphasicaqueousextractionofbiologicalceilsandmoleculesunderreducedgravitywhenbuoyancy-driven
demixingisweak.Finally,thetheoreticaldescriptionsoftwo charged,migratingparticlesordropsareexpectedto
havegeneralscientificandengineeringvalue.
Progress During FY 1995:
A theoretical description of the near-contact interaction of two particles in an electrical field has been completed.
The new results were combined with previous results for moderate and large separations in a trajectory analysis to
predict pairwise aggregation rates of charged particles with differing zeta-potentials. In addition to hydrodynamic
interactions, attractive van der Waals forces and repulsive eleclrostatic forces were included in the analysis. The key
result is that particle aggregation under an electric field occurs more easily and efficiently than under a gravitational
field. A study of combined electrophoretic and gravitational aggregation indicates that it may be possible to prevent
aggregation by ant/parallel orientation of an electric field of proper strength with the gravity vector. A theoretical
description of the electrophoretic migration of drops with thin double layers due to insoluble ionic surfactants on
their interfaces has been initiated.
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Microvideo experiments to observe aggregation of red blood cells have been initiated, but direct quantification is
difficult since even moderate concentrations (1% cells) are optically opaque, whereas very dilute suspensions have
very low aggregation rates. Zone electrophoresis, in which a zone of faster-moving cells passes through a zone of
slower-moving cells, are planned.
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Microphysics of Close Approach and Film Drainage and Rupture During Drop Coalescence
Principal Investigator: Prof. RobertH.Davis University of Colorado, Boulder
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The overall objective of this research is to develop a comprehensive theoretical model of the relative motion, film
drainage, and film rupture leading to coalescence of interacting drops dispersed in an immiscible fluid. Relative
motion due to gravity, thermocapinary migration, and attractive van der Waals forces is considered. This research is
concerned with the microphysics of coalescence and focuses on the near-contact interaction of a drop approaching a
second drop or a surface or interface.
Task Description:
The overallgoalofthismicrophysicalresearchistopredictdeformation,filmdrainage,and collisionratesusing
fundamental theoretical analyses. The novel method used couples lubrication theory in the narrow separation gap
and boundary integral theory for the drop phase. Matched asymptotic expansions are used for small times (small
drop deformations) and long-times (draining film regions).
The research program is divided into three components directed at meeting the goal:
1. Near-contact relative motion for nearly spherical chops: The rate of approach and the onset of deformation and
fdm drainage are examined for gravity-driven and thermocapillary-driven motion.
2. Evolution of drop deformation during film drainage: As the drops move closer, the natural evolution of the
shape of the thin film separating them is predicted, as is the rate at which this film drains.
3. Film rupture due to van der Waals forces: When the rate-limiting coalescence step of film drainage causes an
unstable film to become very thin, then attractive van der Waals forces pull the drop interfaces together and cause
rupture. The rupture time and the rupture mode are determined as functions of the system parameters.
Task Significance:
Drop interactions and coalescence play key roles in a variety of natural and industrial phenomena, including
liquid-liquid extraction, raindrop growth, multiphase flow, and processing of bimetallic melts within the
liquid-phase miscibility gap. In liquid-liquid extraction of separation, it is advantageous to promote interactions and
coalescence for efficient and faster operations, while in the processing of bimetallic materials coalescence must be
controlled so that the two materials are uniformly dispersed in the fmal product. This research aims to provide a
better understandingofthefundamentalfactorsgoverningdrop interactionsand coalescence.
Progress During FY 1995:
The primary objective of the research project was to provide a theoretical description of the hydrodynamic
interaction of two viscous droplets moving through an immiscible fluid and to use this description to predict
coalescence rates. The primary focus is on the interaction of the drops when in near contact. A combination of
lubrication theory for flow in the film separating two drops and boundary integral theory for flow within the drops
was developed to describe the near-contact interaction. This theory was combined with prior results for the
interaction of two drops at moderate and larger separations and then used in trajectory analyses and in the
convection-diffusion equation to predict palrwise collision rates due to gravitational motion, Browuian motion,
thermocapillary migration, and bulk fluid motion. A key result is that two spherical drops come into physical
contact in a finite time in the absence of molecular effects, in contrast to the prediction for rigid spheres. When the
drops become very close, however, they flatten and then dimple in the region of near contact. The film drainage rate
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then becomes very slow, and van der Waals aUractive forces are required to cause t'dmruptureand coalescence. This
work is relevant to coalescence and phase separation processes in liquid-phase materials processing, flotation,
raindrop formation, liquid-liquid extraction, and a variety of other natural and industrial processes. It is also of
fundamental interest in providing understanding of gravitational and nongravitational mechanisms of relative drop
motion and coalescence.
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Phase Segregation Due to Simultaneous Migration and Coalescence
Principal Investigator: Prof.RobertH. Davis University of Colorado, Boulder
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The objective of this research is to understand the interaction and coalescence of bubbles and drops due to
thermocapillary and gravitational effects. Modeling is performed via population dynamics balances to predict the
rate of phase segregation under the collective or individual action of the driving forces.
Task Description:
Significant effort is being devoted to the development and performance of ground-based experiments. The
trajectories of interacting drops and the rate of phase segregation are being measured in a transparent immiscible
liquid system under isothermal conditions.
Theoretical work is also being performed to predict the macroscopic phaseseparation and drop-size distributions due
to buoyancy and thermocapillary motion and coalescence of immiscible dispersion of drops by solving the general
population dynamics equations retaining both spatial and time dependencies.
Task Significance:
This research on phase segregation attempts to provide a predictive tool to determine the size distributions of drops
in a heterogeneous immiscible fluid mixture. Inputs from other fundamental studies on drop interactions and
coalescence are used in population dynamics models to predict the size distributions. This research will ultimately
be of use in materials processing, food and beverage processing, and perhaps in the biotechnology industry.
Progress During FY 1995:
Theoretical work on spherical drops included a nonhomogeneous population dynamics model to describe the
simultaneous effects of drop coalescence and gravity sedimentation on phase separation in liquid-liquid dispersions.
It was predicted that the rate of phase separation initially increases with time due to coalescence forming larger drops
with greater sedimentation velocities, and then decreases at later times due to the larger drops settling out of the
dispersion. The predictions have been verified experimentally. Related work has been initiated with thermocapillary
motion of dispersed drops in a temperature gradienL
Studies to predict collective effects of Bmwnian diffusion and gravitational or convective motion on drop
coalescence rates were also performed. It was found that the synergistic coalescence rates are higher than the
individual coalescence rates added together.
Finally,atheoreticalstudyoftheeffectsofdrop deformationon coalescencerateshas been initiated.Large
deformationsaredescribedby anew, three-dimensionalboundary-integralformulation.Smalldeformationsoftwo
dropsduringnearcontactaredescribedby a combined lubrication/boundary-integraltheory.Initialresultshow that
smalldeformationsreducecoalescencerateswhereaslargedeformationsincreasecoalescencerates.
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Theory of Solidification
Principal Investigator: prof. Stephen H.Davis Northwestern University
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
This work concerns our effort to understand - on a quantitative level - how various factors affect the morphology of
solidificationfrontsand,hence,theresultingmJcrostmcturesofthesolidifiedmaterial.
Task Description:
Intheapproach,nonlinearstabilityheory,asymptotic,and numericalmethods areused toinvestigatethestability
ofthecoupledsystemsdescribingthedirectionalsolidificationofbinarysystemsfrom themelt.
Task Significance:
The project aims at the theoretical prediction of microstructure in crystalline materials that would allow the a priori
"design" of new materials. We will endeavor to answer the following central scientific question: How and under
what conditions can crystals be grown in microgravity (_tg) with different and '"oetter" properties than those grown
onEarth?
Progress During FY 1995:
progress has been made in many areas of solidification. Three areas are of particular interest.
Schulze and Davis previously showed that on the basis of linear stability theory that substantial delay of
morphologicalinstabilitiescan be expectedifduringdirectionalsolidificationthecrystalisgivencertainprescribed
motions. This shearstabilizationhas now been shown toextendintothenonlinearrange. Thus,intheabsenceof
gravity,"perfect"crystalshouldbe abletobe grown atsubstantiallyhigherspeeds.Itremainsan open question
whetherthisstabilizationexists,ason Earth,when buoyancy-drivenconvectionispresent.
If a convective flow is imposed upon a solidifying interface, then the morphology will be substantially affected.
presently, a two-dimensional steady case is being examined in order to determine how the intensity and wave length
of the convection affect the onset of cellular growth.
If one wishesto studyhow a meltflow reactsto say,theceilularcorrugationsof a solidifyinginterface,one requires
aknowledge ofthe"effective"boundary conditionson longscaleswhere themorphology hasbeen "averagedaway".
Likewise, if one wishes to examine eutectic-growth instabilities and one could "average away" the eutectic scale,
one could fred a simple model for long-wave instabilities and the effect of fluid flow on these. Both of these efforts
are in progress.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 0 MS Degrees: 0
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Schulze, T.P. and Davis, S.H. Shear stabilization of morphological instability during directional solidification. Journal
Crystal Growth, 149, 253-265 (1995).
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Davis, S.H. "Shear stabil/zation of morphological instability." RWTH, Aachen, Germany, 1995.
Davis, S.H. "Rapid solidification." Department of Mechanical Engineering, Wayne State University, 1995.
Schulze, T.P. and Davis, S.H., "Long-wave weakly nonlinear theory for a directionaUy solidifying bunary alloy in the
presence of a time-periodic shear flow." Annual Meeting of the Division of Fluid Dynamics, American Physical Society,
Irvine, CA, 1995.
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Microgravity Foam Structure and Rheology
Principal Investigator: Prof. Douglas J. Durian University of California, Los Angeles
Co-Investigators:
No Co-Z's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The objective of this research is to investigate the origin of the most striking and least understood rheological
properties of foam by measuring elastic and flow behavior for a sequence of aqueous foams with increasing liquid
content. The microscopic structure and dynamics of the foams will simultaneously be characterized by recently
developed multiple fight scattering techniques.
Task Description:
Foam structure and dynamics will be measured directly and non-invasively through development and use of novel
multiple light scattering techniques such as Diffusing Wave Spectroscopy (DWS). Foam rheology will be
measured in a custom rheometer which allows simultaneous optical access for multiple light scattering.
Microgravity conditions will ultimately be required to eliminate the increasingly rapid gravitational drainage of
liquid from in between gas bubbles as the liquid:gas volume fraction is increased toward the rigidity-loss transition.
Task Significance:
This experiment will constitute the first measurement of how the surprising solid-like elastic quality of foam
vanishes as the volume fraction of liquid is increased. The simultaneous measurements will also permit the first
quantitative correlation of macroscopic theological behavior with the underlying microscopic structure and
dynamics, thus providing new insight into the origin of the dual solid/liquid nature of foams.
Progress During FY 1995:
In the current funding period we have made important progress both in terms of the development of multiple light
scattering techniques and their application to a model foam system. As for the former, analysis of multiple light
scattering data crucially assumes that photon propagation can be described by a diffusion approximation with source
and boundary terms set by a phenomenological penetration depth and extrapolation length, respectively. While the
accuracy of this approach can in principle be no greater than about 1%, far greater errors are introduced in practice
due to inappropriate treatment of source and boundary terms. We have determined how to average over the
penetration depth, and how to experimentally deduce the extrapolation length. We have nearly achieved the
objective of putting the Static Transmission (ST) and Diffusing-Wave Spectroscopy (DWS) theories on f'Lrmer
theoretical ground and advance the reproducibility and accuracy of their application down from the 10% level to the
1% level. This is crucial if ST and DWS are to be truly quantitative probes of foam structure and dynamics. In
addition, we have introduced a new optical configuration for DWS experiments which provides for significantly
better photon-counting statistics and is less susceptible to systematic errors from imperfect laser beam conditioning.
To move toward our goal of making ST and DWS truly quantitative probes, we have completed a series of
measurements of the angular dependence of light diffusely transmitted through a variety of opaque samples. We
have shown that such data can be analyzed in terms of the extrapolation length ratio which describes the boundary
conditions to be used in diffusion theory treatments of photon propagation. This phenomenological parameter
appears in the theoretical results used to analyze ST and DWS data, and must be accurately known if analyses are to
quantitatively accurate. Furthermore, a two-stream theory of diffusing light spectroscopies have been developed
which extends the traditional theories to thinner slabs, where diffusion theories break down.
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Finally, a bubble-scale model has been developed for simulating foam rheology and its dependence on liquid content,
polydispersity, and dimensionality. Varying these parameters has been a long-standing problem in the theory of
foams. The key is to focus on entire bubbles rather than films or vertices. Significantly, the new model can also
be used to compare with our multiple light scattering experiments.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 2
TASK INITIATION: 1/93 EXPIRATION: 12/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-05-73
NASA CONTRACT No.: NAG3-1419
RESPONSIBLE CENTER; LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Durian, D. and Gopul, A., Rearrangement dynamics in a slowly sheared foam. Accepted for publication in Physical Review
Letters, (1995).
Durian, D.J., Accuracy of diffusing-wave spectroscopy theories. Phys. Rev., E 51, 3350 (1995).
Durian, D.J., Penetration depth for diffusing-wave spectroscopy. Applied Optics, 0995).
Durian, DJ., Importance of boundary reflections in the theory of diffusive light scattering. Optical Engineering, (1995).
Durian, D.J., Foam mechanics at the bubble scale. Phys. Rev. Lett., (1995).
Durian, DJ., Two-stream theory of diffusing-light spectroscopies. Physica A., (1995).
Gopal, A.D. and Durian, D.J., Nonlinear bubble dynamics in a slowly driven foam. Phys. Rev. Lett., 75, 2610 (1995).
VerB, M.U. and Durian, D.J., The angular distribution of diffusely transmitted light. Phys. Rev. E., (1995).
Presentations
Durian, Douglas J., "Bubble dynamics in a slowly driven foam." On the foam work at the Gordon Conference on condensed
matter physics, July 9-14, 1995.
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The Influence of Gravity on Nucleation, Growth, Stability and Structure in Ordering Soft-Spheres
Principal Investigator: Prof. Alice P. Gast Stanford University
Co-Investigators"
Pine, Dr. D.J. Exxon Research & Engineering
Task Objective:
While previous investigations of colloidal crystals have focused primarily on the structures produced ha the ordered
arrays, we intend to probe the dynamics of the crystallization process, in particular, focusing on the influence of the
gravitational field on ordering. In this study, we will use a novel new light scattering experiment, known as
diffusing wave spectroscopy, allowing us to monitor particle motion and ordering in an otherwise turbid
suspension. This approach will provide the means to study, on a particle level, a model ordering process in situ.
The application of diffusing wave spectroscopy can thus be viewed as an important new noninvasive experimental
probe of interparticle dynamics.
Task Description:
Among the attractive features of aqueous colloidal suspensions are long-range Coulombic repulsions diminishing
the influence of hydrodynamic interactions between particles. In this system we can observe and provoke
homogeneous nucleation, bcc or fcc lattice formation, defects, twinning and a crystallization growth instability
analogous to those observed in molecular systems. These phenomena motivate and provide a means for us to
investigate the role of inteffacial tension, transport and gravity in this process. A key feature in this study is the use
of density matching conditions to study the late stages of crystallite growth and ripening without the complicating
factors arising from their sedimentation. In order to investigate the influence of a gravitational field on ordering in
soft-sphere colloidal suspensions we propose to begin with ground-based studies of polystyrene particles of size
ranging from 100 to 500 nm suspended in mixtures of hydrogenated and deuterated water. Choosing an appropriate
mixture of D20 and H20 we can render the suspension neutrally buoyant. In this fashion we will be able to monitor
nucleation rate, growth, and ripening under a variety of gravitational conditions. Future studies on more dense
colloidal particles of technological importance would require actual low gravity experiments.
Task Significance:
An additional feature of this research will be an improved understanding of the transport of multiply scattered light
through complex, multiphase systems. Our combination of experiments and theoretical treatments is of fundamental
importance in the understanding of phase transitions and for further applications of diffusing wave spectroscopy. The
interest in colloidal systems as important materials themselves and as model molecular systems is only beginning
to expand to phase transition dynamics. This study will provide a def'mitive test of the nature of ordering dynamics,
and its sensitivity to gravity. The link to molecular processes will have important implications for future studies of
gas-liquid and solid-fluid transition kinetics.
Progress During FY 1995:
We began a dynamic scatteringstudyoftheinfluenceofgravityon thestructuresinand growth of colloidal
crystals.Inordertostudytheopaque suspensionsofcolloidalparticlesinwater,we use themultiplescattering
experimentknown asdiffusingwave spectroscopy(DWS). We have expanded thisapproachby developinga new
spatiallyresolveddetectionsystemforDWS studiesoforderedcolloidalsuspensions.This novelscattering
geometrywithitsvariableincidentbeam and detectorseparationallowsus tocharacterizethepropagationofthe
diffusinglightoverdifferentlengthscales.
In order to understand the dynamics within a single crystallite in a polycrystalline suspension, we have developed a
shearing cell that produces macroscopic ordered arrays for interrogation with our spatially resolved DWS experiment.
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This experiment has provided the fwst unambiguous evidence for the applicability of the diffusion equation for light
interacting with an ordered medium, provided we observe photons scattered over distances sufficient for the light to
be randomized. The autocorrelation function from the dif_sive photons gives us quantitative evidence for enhanced
short time panicle dynamics corresponding to motion about a lattice point in a cage of nearest neighbors. For small
separations between the incident laser and the de=tor,the m===_ autocorreiation function cannot be fit with the
predictions of a diffusive model. These non-randomized photon scattering events show a long time '_rozen-in"
component in the autocorrelation function characteristic of the slow relaxation and annealing phenomena associated
with crystalline systems. This dynamic scattering technique provides the opportunity to expand this project in the
future to investigate additional systems with the Laser Light Scattering facility being developed at NASA Lewis
Research Center.
We are also pursuing crystal growth and sedimentation studies via visualization. This promising approach will
allow us to characterize the growth and dynamics of crystallites at larger length and time scales than probed in the
scattering experiments. We observe the relaxation of the sharpconcentration gradient between a concentrated
sediment and a more dilute suspension. We control the suspending fluid density through the addition of D20, to
create conditions where the particles vary from positively to negatively buoyant. When the gravitational force and
crystal growth direction are antiparallel, the expanding front is unstable. We are currently quantifying the kinetics
of crystalline sediment expansion in simulated micro-gravity conditions through the use of density matched
suspensions.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 1.3
TASK INITIATION: 7/94 EXPIRATION: 7/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-24-05-83
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG3-1652
RESPONSIBLECENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Presentations
Gast, A.P., "Colloids and Surfaces." EuropeanScience Foundationmeeting, June, 1995,
Nilsen, S,, "Structure and dynanfics in colloidal suspensions." MaterialsResearch Society, San Francisco, CA, April
1994.
Nilsen, S. "Fhe effect of orderedand disorderedstructureson diffusion in screened coulombic suspensions." American
Institute of Chemical Engineers, San Francisco, CA, November 1994.
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Plasma Dust Crystallization
Principal Investigator: Prof.Johr,A.Goree University of Iowa
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The objective of this research is to demonstrate that charged particulates in a plasma environment form an ordered
structure.
Task Description:
The investigator will design and test apparatus for radio-frequency (RF) plasma generation / particulate confinement,
and analyze the structure of suspended particulates. This will include working with German scientists in designing
microgravity experiments.
Task Significance:
This investigation begins a new genre of microgravity research. It will provide: (1) a macroscopic model of how
atoms arrange themselves in a crystal or liquid, (2) a much-needed test of dusty plasma theories used in space
physics and astronomy, and (3) an understanding of particulate contamination during plasma processing steps of
microchip manufacturing.
Progress During FY 1995:
A series of ground-based experiments was undertaken to advance and exploit our new plasma crystal technique. The
plasma crystal consists of plastic microspheres that are charged and levitated in a gas discharge plasma. They
arrange themselves in ordered structures. We produced and studied crystalline lattices, fluids near the freezing point,
is,tropic fluids, gases, and the hexatic intermediate phase that lies between the crystalline and liquid phases of
2-dimensional media.
Analysis methods and hardware were tested in the laboratory to define concepts for future flight experiments. As
collaborators for a DARA-funded German experiment that is planned as a get-away-special, we advised in the design
of the flight hardware.
Theoretical simulations were carried out to characterize the inter-particle potentials for the mitt, spheres in the
plasma.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 0 MS Degre.cs: 1
PhD Students: 3 PhD Degrees: 0
TASK INITIATION: 4/93 EXPIRATION: 4/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION; 963-25-10
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAO8-292
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Goree, J. Charging of particulates in a plasma. Plasma Sources Science and Technology, 3, 4430-406 (1994).
Goree, J., and Selwyn, G.S. Dusty plasmas in the cosmos and in chip manufacturing. American Institute of Physics
(newspaper), Physics News in 1994, 59-61 (1994).
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Praburam, G., and Goree, J. Observations of particle layers levitated in an rf sputtering plasma. Journal of Vacuum Science
and Technology A, 12, 3137-3145 (1994).
Praburam, G., and Goree, J. Cosmic dust synthesis by accretion and coagulation. Astrophysical Journal, 441,830-838
(1995).
Sheridan, T.E., and Goree, J. Langmulr probe characteristic in the presence of drifting electrons. Physical Review E, 50,
2991-2996 (1994).
Thomas, H., Morrill, G., Demmel, V., Goree, J., Feuerbacher, B., and MOhlmann, D. Plasma crystal: coulomb
crystallization in a dusty plasma. Physical Review Letters, 72, 652-656 (1994).
Presentations
Goree, J. "Dusty plasma experiments using the GEC reference cell." Gaseous Electronics Conference, October 1994.
Gore.e, J. "Experiments with strongly-coupled dusty plasmas." Internat/onal Conference on the Physics of Strongly
Coupled Plasmas, September 1995.
Goree, J. '_lasma crystals." University of Wisconsin, NSF Engineering Research Center Seminar, Madison, Wisconsin,
November 1994.
Goree, J., and Praburam, G. "Carbon grains grown in a sputtering plasma: grain morphology and cloud dynamics." Sixth
Workshop on the Physics of Dusty Plasmas, San Diego, California, March 1995.
Gore.e, J., Cui, C., and Quarto, R. "Strongly coupled dusty plasmas." IEEE International Conference on Plasma Science,
Madison, Wisconsin, June 1995.
Goree, J., Cui, C., and Qulnn, R. "Strongly coupled dusty plasmas." International Conference on Phenomena in Ionized
Gases, Hoboken, New Jersey, July 1995.
Melandsem, F., and Goree, J. "Numerical calculations of a mesothermal plasma flow around a negatively charged dust
particle." Sixth Workshop on the Physics of Dusty Plasmas, San Diego, California, March 1995.
Quinn, R.A., CUl, C., and Goree, J. "Structural analysis of plasma crystal experiments." Sixth Workshop on the Physics of
Dusty Plasmas, San Diego, Carlifornia, March 1995.
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Fluid Mechanics of Capillary Elastic Instabilities in the Microgravity Environment
Principal Investigator: Prof. JamesB. Grotberg Northwestern University
Co-Investigators:
Halpem, Prof. D. University of Alabama
Task Objective:
The primary objective of this work is to study the fluid mechanics of pulmonary airway closure in the microgravity
environment. This task is also to study the stability of liquid lined flexible tubes with surfactants in the liquid.
Task Description:
The task is to study coupled fluid-elastic instabilities of a flexible tube coated internally with a thin liquid film by
both theoretical and experimental means. The principal investigator will analyze a mathematical model of
post-closure filling flows and reopening phenomena using a similar approach as the closure problem. An
experiment of a flexible tube containing a thin liquid layer on its wall and a liquid core of a much smaller viscosity
but similar density is also proposed.
Task Significance:
The results will be of interest to most fluid dynamicists concerned with surface phenomena and dynamic fluid-solid
interactions.
Progress During FY 1995:
The progress for the project so far were in theoretical modeling and experiments. For the progress of theoretical
modeling, three evolution equations were derived and solved numerically using a Crank-Nicolson finite difference
time matching scheme. The results for the radial oscillations show that the enclosure time is reduced when the
system is oscillated with a finite frequency. These results indicate that the destabilizing effect of expiration is
greater than the stabilizing effect of inhalation. For the progress of experiments, the necessary lab equipments for
the experiments have been purchased and set up and run in the lab successfully. The results from these experiments
indicated the increase in closure time with even small amount of surfactant in the systems. Results from these
experiments using an oil trim and water core in rigid tube support theoretical values derived by the PI and Co-I.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 1 MS Degrees: 1
PhD Students: I PhD Degrees: 0
TASKINITIATION: 6/94 EXPIRATION: 9/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-24-05-84
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG3-1636
RESPONSIBLECENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Proceedings
Moriany, J.A. and Grotberg, J. B. "A model of flow-induced instabilities of mucus." Biomedical Engineering Society
Annual Fall meeting, Boston, MA, October, 1995. Arm. Biomed. Eng., 23:$15, 1995.
Moriarty, J.A., Haplern, D., and Grotberg, J.B. "Capillary-elastic instabilitie in liquid-lined flexible tubes with an external
forcing function." Biomedical Engineering Society Annual Fall Meeting, Boston, MA, October 1995. Ann. Biomed. Eng.,
23:S15, 1995.
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Presentations
Moriany, J.A. and Grotberg, J.B. "Capillary-elastic instabillities with an oscillatory external forcing function."
American Physical Society, Division of Fluid Dynamics, 4?th Annual Meeting, Atlanta. GA, November 1994.
Iv[or/arty, J.A. and Grotberg, J.B. "A model of flow-induced instabilities of mucus." American Physical Society, Division
of Fluid Dynamics, 48th Annual Meeting, lrvine, CA, November, 1995.
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Effects of Convection on the Thermocapillary Motion of Deformable Drops
Principal Investigator: Prof. HosseinHaj-Hariri UniversityofVirginia
Co-Investigators:
Borhan, Prof.A. Pennsylvania State University
Task Objective:
The objective of this theoretical effort is to extend the understanding of thermocapillary motion of drops by
including drop deformations. The convective transport of momentum and energy as well as the effects of container
walls will be accounted for by the work.
Task Description:
The focusof the initial effort is on the following tasks(a) theoretical work on the boundary-integral formulationfor
the axi.symmetric motion and deformation of a drop in a cylindrical container, Co)finite-volume formulation of the
sameproblemusingdomain-mappingtechniques,and(c)analysisofthetransportofacolorfunctiontodemarcate
the drop boundary.
Task Significance:
Thisresearchwillprovideinformation themotionandshapesofdropsdrivenby inteffacialtensiongradients.A
novelfeatureofthisresearchisthatofacilitateth modelingofthisphenomenonusingacomputer,thesharp
boundary between the drop and the surrounding liquid is "smeared" in the computations. The anticipated outcome of
this research is the speed and shapes of the drops under various conditions and an enhanced understanding of how
much the interface can be smeared before the results are intolerably degraded.
Progress During FY 1995:
Computational results have been obtained for the migration velocity of finite viscosity deformable drops, as well as
bubbles, at finite values of the Reynolds and Marangoni numbers. The bubble results are in complete agreement
with those in the literature. It has been demonstrated that development of accurate means of computing second
derivatives on an adaptively-refmed grid with a tree structure is vital for these calculations. The second derivatives
were computed economically through a Taylor series.based pointwise linear-algebraic manipulation of locally
calculated naive values. Extra grid refinement is required to accurately capah-e finite Reynolds and Marangoni
number effects due to the presence of boundary layers. Analytical results have been obtained demonstrating the
critical need for refmement in order to reduce interface smearing errors. The need for resolution becomes greater the
further the viscosity or conductivity ratios of the drop fluid to the surrounding fluid deviate from unity. The present
algorithm and code with smeared properties at the interface is capable of providing quantitatively accurate results (to
within 1%) when compared to analytical results, where they exist. Previous studies of a similar nature have been
qualitative in nature.
Parametric studies of the thermocapillary migration of bubbles/drops have demonstrated the appearance of shape
deformations at moderate Reynolds numbers (20-50). Such deformations are found to significantly affect the
migration velocity. During the past year, the code was also extended to study other problems, viz. the interaction
of two bubbles or drops in thermocapillary motion, and the role of surfactant transport on moving and deformable
interfaces. The latter was achieved using a new formulation wherein the surface couvective-diffusion equation is
solved on the refined three.dimensional cartesian grid. Predictions based on preliminary computations for the
thermocapillary migration of drops in the presence of insoluble surfactants are in complete agreement with the
analytical results.
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STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PbD Students: 3
TASK INITIATION: ]2/92 EXPIRATION: ]]/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-05-45
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAO3-1396
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOSRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Haj-Hariri, H., Sh/, Q., and Borhan, A., A continuum surface model for flows driven by interracial tensions grad/ents.
Computational Mechanics Publications, Boundary Elements XVII, (ed., C.A. Brebbia, S. Kim, T.A. Osswald, and H. Power)
Southhampton, 637-644 (1995).
Presentations
Sh/, Q., Haj-Hariri, H., and Borhan, A., "Tbermocapillary mot/on of deformable drops: convection effects." 47th Annual
Meeting of the Division of Fluid Dynamics of the APS, Atlanta, GA, November 1994.
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Evaporation from a Meniscus within a Capillary Tube in Microgravity
Principal Investigator: prof.KevinP.Hallinan University of Dayton
Co-Investigators:
Ervin, Dr. J. University of Dayton
Task Objective:
The primary objectives of this project are to perform (i) macroscopic studies of evaporation from a capillary
meniscus, (ii) preliminary measurements of the flow field in the evaporating thin film region, and (ili) further
development of the Coherent Forward Scattering Particle Image Velocimetry (CFSPIV) technique applied to the
evaporating thin film region near the contact line.
Task Description:
This is a fundamental study in microgravity of evaporation from curved liquid-vapor interfaces in capillaries in the
interracial region controlled: (i) by surface tension; and by (ii) surface forces due to solid-liquid intermolecular
interactions. The experiments will include simultaneous particle image velocimetry (PIV), interferometry, and wall
temperature measurement in order to obtain the fluid velocities, the interface shape, and the wall temperature in the
thin film region. Thermocapillary effects will be quantified by the measured wall temperature and the fluid velocity
profile in the thin film region.
Task Significance:
The study of the thermocapillary effect on the interfacial instability of an evaporating extended meniscus may help
explain the failure of the Capillary Pump Loop in a microgravity environment. The knowledge obtained from this
study could result in radical new heat exchanger technologies that will benefit both space exploration and terrestrial
applications.
Progress During FY 1995:
Work has continued and is near completion on macroscopic studies of evaporation from a heated capillary meniscus.
This work has focused on: evaluating the effectiveness of heat transport from the whole of evaporating meniscus;
investigating the stability of the heated and evaporating meniscus and attempting to gain an improved understanding
of the mechanisms leading to the instabilities; and finally on attempting to improve the heat transfer effectiveness
and interracial stability through the use of either surface coating on the capillary wall or the addition of a
non-volatile solute to the solvent. The progress has continued toward the development of the CFSPIV technique to
the heated evaporating near contact line region. The configuration of an interferometric metrology setup to measure
the displacement of the microscope stage to the freed objective lens to an accuracy of 0.05 microns was completed.
The production of calibration diffraction image of the light scattered by 0.2 micron polystyrene particles in
methanol for particle positions ranging for -10 tol0 microns from the focal plane of the lens was accomplished.
The accomplishment also included the development of a correlation technique to compare actual diffraction images
individually to the calibration images to establish the position of the particles relative to the focal plane of the lens.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 3
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 3
TASK INITIATION: 12/92 EXPIRATION: 12/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-25-0A-21
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG3-1391
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
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BIBLiOGRAPHiC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Presentations
He, Q., Hallinan, K.P., and Ovryn, B. "Three dimensional full field particle image velocimetry with pattern recognition
applied to thin liquid rxlms." Annual Meeting of the Optical Society of America, Portland, OR, September 10-15, 1995.
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Interfacial Transport and MiceUar Solubilization Processes
Principal Investigator: Prof. T. A. Hatton Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology (MIT)
Co-Investigators:
Smith, K.A. MassachusettsInstituteofTechnology (MIT)
Task Objective:
The objective of this research is to develop and implement a new diffusion cell for the fundamental investigation of
the effects of surfactants on the interfaciai transport of solutes between two phases. In the one case, the concern
will be the retardation effect the surfactant monolayer has on solute transfer at conditions below the critical micelle
concentrations. This work will assist in determining the effects of interfacial compressibility and solute and
surfactant structure on the activation barriers to transport. In the other case, the rates of formation of micelles and
reversed micelles at the interface will be investigated. These, too, will be affected by the prevailing solution
conditions. To date, this type of study has been hindered because the techniques used for measurement of interfacial
transport processes are prone to artifacts associated with ill-defined hydrodynamic conditions.
Task Description:
During this task period, we have concentrated on developing a new diffusion cell approach for the measurement of
interfacial transport and solubilization rates without introducing hydrodynamic effects that can complicate data
interpretation and analysis. The technique relies on the fact that many fluorophores can be bleached irreversibly
when exposed to high intensity light sources for brief periods of time. The rate at which fluorescence is recovered
in the bleached zone depends on the diffusion of fluorophores from outside this region. Our task has been to set up
the equipment, to integrate the various components, and to establish a methodology for data analysis. A testing
program to identify the important parameters ranges over which a space-based experimental study would be
beneficial is to be undertaken.
Task Significance:
Interfacial transport and solubilization processes are important in many industrial, commercial and home operations,
ranging from large-scale reaction and separation processes to detergency in dishwashing and laundry applications.
New separation and reaction technologies based on suffactant self-assembly show promise for reducing the potential
for environmental contamination in many industrial processes, or for remediation of already contaminated resources.
Through the development of techniques to measure the rates at which the processes of interest occur, and relating
these data to the chemical properties of the systems under study, we will be in a position to design more effectively
the surfactants for specific new applications. In some cases, gravity-driven convective currents will complicate the
data analysis and interpretation, and this establishes the need to conduct experiments under the low-gravity
conditions of a space-based experimental program.
Progress During FY 1995:
Optimization of the FRAP system operating parameters has been carried out. To obtain acceptable levels of
sensitivity, a minimum photobleaching extent of 30% is required to perturb the system sufficiently. This level of
energy input into the system requires very low fluorophore concentrations, on the order of 100 nM. A video
detection system of increased sensitivity has been set up to allow observation of dilute solutions. In addition, a
mechanism has been devised to shield the test cell from the observation beam except at data-acquisition times to
allow increases in the observation beam strength. A translation stage now permits scanning of the photobleaching
beam across the sample cell parallel to the interface, allowing greater flexibility in the bleaching pattern and
effectively reducing the diffusion problem to one dimension. Finally, the entire system has been automated to
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facilitate multi-user operation. Preliminary experiments have been carried out in the water/reversed-micellar
two-phase system with both fluorescein and fluorescently-labeled proteins as solutes. Experiments are also planned
to investigate transport in aqueous two-phase polymer-based systems.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESF_ARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 2
TASK INITIATION: 4/93 EXPIRATION: 4/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-08- ] 1
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAGS-951
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Proceedings
Browne, E.P., Nivaggiolin T., and Hatton, T.A. "Measurement of resistance to solute mmsport across surfactant-laden
interfaces using a fluorescence recovery after photobleaching(FRAP) technique." SecondMicrogravity Fluid Physics
Conference, NASA Conference Publication No. 3276, 347-352 0994).
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Critical Phenomena, Electrodynamics, and Geophysical Floras
Principal Investigator: Dr. John Hegseth University of New Orleans
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
To demonstrate the feasibility of using fluid near its critical point as a compressible fluid for an electroconvection
experiment.
Task Description:
Create an experimental system where a spherically symmetric density gradient is established in a compressible fluid.
Such a system called Compressible Geophysical Flow Experiment (CGFE) will mimic the property of planetary
fluid flows. In order to understand how such an experimental system works, knowledge of elements from fields
such as critical phenomena, electrodynamics and compressible fluid dynamics have to be brought together.
Task Significance:
This experimental work will help the understanding of the Geophysical flows and their characteristics and direct
consequences.
Progress During FY 1995:
The task of this ground based study is to build a working critical fluid cell that demonstrates the E field induced
density distribution. This grant came into effect on 8/22/94 and we have been working on this project for nine
months. Although the density gradient has not been demonstrated yet, our confidence in the success of these
planned measurements is supported by some important new evidence from a recent microgravity experiment which
has shown that a density gradient is induced near the critical point by an electric field in microgravity. We are in the
process of manufacturing the apparatus, developing our temperatme and pressure control systems, and building the
mecharucal driving system. We have nearly finished the first phase of the detailed procurement of the specialized
parts needed for this experiment and the diagnostic equipment for demonstrating the density gradient in SF6 near the
critical point.
The highly compressible critical fluid is very sensitive to the presence of gravitational body force which makes it
very difficult to create a spherically symmetric density gradient on Earth. Moreover, the critical fluid is also
sensitive to convection heat transfer under lg. In addition, the high pressure of the critical cell makes it more
difficult to develop the mechanical and thermal forcing mechanisms. Because of the waiting in the procurement and
manufacturing processes, we have also been building and testing an incompressible fluid cell. The simplified cell
will also help to predict the phenomena that will occur in space experiment. The two cells will be prepared in
parallel, one critical fluid cell for low gravity testing and another incompressible fluid cell for ground based studies.
We have built and tested a rotating sphere in Dow Coming 0.65 cS silicone oil using magnetic coupling. We have
also tested the Particle Velocimetry and electrical continuity using this system.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 1
PhD Students: 0
TASK INITIATION: 8/94 EXPIRATION: 8/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION;962-24-05-85
NASA CONTRACT No.: NAG3-1658
RESPONSIBLECENTER: LeRC
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Nonlinear, Resonance-Controlled Bifurcation Structure of Oscillating Bubbles
Principal Investigator: Dr. R G. Holt Jet Propulsion Laboratory (YPL)
Co-Investigators:
Gaitan, D.F. Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
Task Objective:
The topic of the proposed investigation is the nonlinear dynamics of acoustically forced bubble oscillations.
Specifically, the interplay between the nonlinear resonances of the system and the asymmetry imposed by 1g
levitation forces required to isolate a bubble for ground-based experimentation will be investigated. The objectives
of the proposed experiments are:
1) to observe the possible resonance-governedbifurcations by varying (within the limits imposed by lg) the
relevant parameters (driving pressure P, driving frequency feequilibrium bubble radius RO. These would be the t-L-St
measurements of location and type of bifurcation ever. The expected bifurcations are saddle-node, period-doubling,
Faraday (Hopf-like) and Hopf; and
2) to identify the (P, fd, 17,0)regime where only mg experiments can obtain data, and to place bounds on the effect of
the buoyant force on the threshold (P, fd) values for each R0-dependent modal resonance bifurcation measured in lg.
Task Description:
Single-bubble experiments in water at lg with a sinusoidally-varying acoustic pressure are planned. Both acoustic
levitation and optical levitation will be used to position the bubbles. Data acquisition will be accomplished via
opticalMie scattering(foradiusandfrequencyinformation)andhigh-speedvideo(forshapemode data).
Ro willbevariedviacontrolledrectifieddiffusionbetween0.2and2.(normalizexltothelinearmonopoleresonant
sizeofabubblewithfixedfa).P willbevariedbetween0.05and 1.5atm fortheacousticlevitationexperiments.
fdwillbevariedbetween0.2and2.5(normalizedtothelinearresonancefrequencyofabubbleoffLxedRo).
The roles of surface tension, viscosity and especially surface viscosity in determining the location in parameter
space where the shape bifurcations take place will be examined by varying the type and concentration of added
surfactant to the host liquid, usually water. It should be possible to increase the value of P where the Faraday
instability sets in, perhaps "uncovering" some of the predicted saddle-node/period-doubling bifurcations for purely
spherical motion even in lg.
Task Significance:
As a brief introduction, consider the complicated nature of fixed-parameter driven oscillations of a bubble in water.
Experimental observations of single-bubble oscillations have yielded a wide variety of phenomena: periodic and
period-doubled spherical oscillations [Holt, R. Glynn and Lawrence A. Crum, J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 91, 1924
(1992)]; periodic, quasiperiodic and chaotic multi-mode shape oscillations [Holt, R.G., Proceedings of the 13th
International Congress on Acoustics, Belgrade, Yugoslavia, P. Pravica and G. Drakulic, eds., (Sara Centar,
Belgrade, 1989), Volume 1, p. 131]; and, most recently, periodic, period-doubled, quasiperiodic and chaotic
sonoluminescence! [Holt, R.G., D.F. Oaitan, A.A. Atcbley and J. Holzfuss, Phys. Rev. Lett. 72, 1376 (1994)].
Despite this seeming wealth of information, there is still no global 'map' of the parameter space (P, fd,R0) which
shows the possible behaviors, and the bifurcation curves which govern changes in behavior.
There are two reasons for the gap in experimental knowledge. First, prior experiments, the fu'stof their kind, were
limited in scope. Second, for lg acoustic levitation of bubbles, the same acoustic field provides levitation
(positioning) and drives the oscillations. Changing P changes the levitation position (which is displaced from the
antinode due to gravity), making execution and calibration difficult.
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There exists much theoretical work on the small amplitude, spherical problem, and this is largely borne out by
experiment. Some spherical models have been pushed to large ampl/mdes, where a rich resonance-b/furcation
structure is predicted, but has not been observed experimentally, largely due to the onset of stable shape oscillations
through the Faraday instability.
Recently, some exciting new theoretical work had addressed the Faraday bifurcation by examining (for limited modes
and frequencies only) the nonlinear resonant coupling (1:1 and 1:2 frequencies) between shape and volume modes.
In particular, Yang, Feng and Leal [Yang, S.M., Feng, Z.C. and L.G. Leal, J. Fluid Mech. 247, 417 (1993)] show
that the very nature of the coupling and relative mode stability are altered when there is some initial deformation due
to an external flow; thus, for ls experimentation, the observed onset and stability of shape oscillations will occur at
lower pressures, and will likely show other anomalous features with respect to the ideal, purely isotropic case
(which could be realized in microgravity).
Progress During FY 1995:
The project has been underway for a year. The techniques for data acquisition have been finalized, and a system for
taking the necessary data has been assembled from scratch. The system consists of
• a levitation system capable of stably levitating sub-resonant bubbles and driving them with acoustic pressures up
toIatmosphere.The systemusesultra-clean,gas-saturationconu'olled wateras the fluidmedium, and iscapableof
utilizingany desiredgas orairforthebubblecontents.The relativepositionofthelevitationcelland thelasersis
controlledby PC-drivensteppermicropositioners,with Imicron resolution.
•an automatedand PC-controlledlaser-scatteringsetupcapableofresolvingR0 fora levitatedbubbleto2% accuracy
over therangeof I0 to120 microns viaMie angularscatteringwithin10 seconds,withan accuracyof± I
milliradian.
•an A/D systemon a PC capableofgatheringboth theMie angulardataand Mie time-resolvedataforsizeand
frequencyinformation,atamaximum of2 Msamples/secand atime-serieslengthof8 Msarnplessegmentable.
•a video-imagingsystemwhich usesapulsedNd-YAg (frequency-doubled)laserasa short-pulse,illumination
source, and a Questar telescope as the magnification element for a 700x500 pixel resolution CCD camera. The
spatial resolution of the system is Imicron/pixel relative, and 1 micron absolute in both directions.
The task is poised to begin intensive data acquisition for the next fiscal year.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 9/94 EXPIRATION: 9/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-04-15
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: JPL
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Holt,R.G. Searchingforthesecondharmonic.L Acoust.Soc.Am., vol.96,no. I,594-596(1994).
Holt, R.G., Gaitan, D.F., Atchley, A.A., and Holzfuss, J. Chaotic sonoluminescence. Phys. Rev. Let_., vol. 72, no. 9,
1376-1379 (1994).
Proceedings
Holt, R.G., Gaium, D.F., Atchley, A.A, and Holzfuss, J. "Sonoluminescence in a single bubble: Periodic, quasiperiodic
and chaoticHghtsource."Proceedingsofthe2nd ExperimentalChaos Conference,Arlington,Virginia,W. Dittoet aI.,
eds.,(WorldScientific,Singapore,1995),p.177.
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Presentations
Oaitan, D.F and Holt, R.G. "Experimental investigation of onset threshold for shape oscillations for air bubbles in Ig."
130th meeting of the Acoustical Society of America, St. Louis, Missouri, 1995.
Holt,R.G. and Galtan,D.F. "ExperimentalinvestigationofonsetthresholdforshapeoscillationsforairbubblesinIg."
48thmeetingoftheDivisionofFluidDynamics,Irvine,California,1995.
Holt,R.G.and Trinh,E.H. "Acoustically-inducedapillarywaveson bubblesand shells:patternformationand
turbulence."47thmeetingoftheDivisionofFluidDynamics,Atlanta,Georgia,1994.
Holt,R.G. and Trinh,E.H. 'rResonanceeffectsinaxisymmetricallyforcedbubbleoscillations."127thmeetingofthe
AcousticalSocietyofAmerica,Cambridge,Massachusetts,1994.
Holt, R.G. and Trinh, E.H. "Radiation-pressure-induced capillary waves." 127th meeting of the Acoustical Society of
America, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1994.
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Thermocapillary Instabilities and g-Jitter Convection
Principal Investigator: Prof. _orge M. Homsy Stanford University
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The objectives of this study are:
1. To study the stability characteristics and to establish the conditions under which thermocapillary flows become
three-dimensional, time-dependent, and/or chaotic.
2. To analyze the g-jitter effects on surface-tension driven flow.
Task Description:
Complimentary experimental and computational studies will be conducted to characterize the transport phenomena
induced by surface tension gradients or transient accelerations. Experimentally, measurements of various flow
variables will be carried out to elucidate the mechanism of the instability and the dependence of instability on
various parameters of the problem. The range of Marangoni numbers will be extended to study the transitions to
time-dependent flows, and perhaps to turbulence. Linear stability analyses, using a combination of inverse iteration
and Lancozos methods, will be conducted to help elucidate the connection between driven cavity problems and
thermocapillary convection problems.
Task Significance:
The results from this study should enhance the understanding of the basic forces acting on fluids in a space-flight
environment, and the accompanying fluid response. Such an understanding can contribute directly to better the fluid
handling/management technologies. This can help improve planning and execution of any space experiment that
has fluids involved, thus maximizing the science/technology return pursued by these space-flight experiments,
which encompasses a wide range from materials processings to biomedical research.
Progress During FY 1995:
Our work has involved studies of thermocapillary convection and of g-jitter convection.
The redesign of the thermocapillary convection experimental apparatus was completed. This new design allows
better temperature control, facilitates the use of LDV measurements, and allows for the variation of both the fluid
depth and the cell aspect ratios. Work over the last year has been devoted to studying various transitions in flow
slJ_cture in thermocapillary/buoyancy convection. We have now identified two transitions; one from a steady two
dimensional flow to a steady three dimensional flow. The former is in general agreement with that we observed in
an earlier set of experiments, and the latter is entirely new, never having been observed before. The newly
discovered mode has been identified with so-called "meniscus convection" and work is in progress to build a simple
model to explain the oscillatory convection and the mechanism and variables that determine the period of
oscillation. We are in the process of preparing a manuscript on this work.
Two prototype problems in g-jitter convection have been studied. The first of these is a fully enclosed box subject
to a lateral temperature gradient and vertical oscillations; the second is an open slot with wall temperatures such that
both a vertical thermal stratification and a constant applied lateral temperature gradient are imposed. The results
indicate that resonances are possible between the imposed jitter and either neutral gravity waves or boundary layer
instability modes. These resonances are strongly dependent on fluid Prandtl number and box size. In the fully
enclosed box at unit aspect ratio, parametric resonances with internal gravity waves are important, and have their
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greatest influence on streaming flows at Prandtl numbers near unity. In the modulated slot problem, streaming
persists to very large levels of jitter until a stability limit is reached. The secondary time dependent two
cLimensional flow that ensues exhibits unexpected turbulent bursts that are interpreted through dynamical systems
theory as being characteristic of two unstable states.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: I
TASK INITIATION: 4/93 EXPIRATION: 4/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-05-48
NASA CONTRACT No.: NAG3-1475
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Farooq, A. and Homsy, G.M., Linear and nonl/ncar dynamics of a d/ffercntially heated slot under gravity modulation. J.
Fluid Mech., (accepted 1995).
Presentations
Homsy, G.M., "Gravitational effects in physico-chemical systems." Gordon Conference July 9-14, 1995.
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Turbidity of a Binary Mixture Very Close to the Critical Point
Principal Investigator: Prof.DonaldT. Jacobs The College of Wooster
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to Sis Task
Task Objective:
This experimental activity is intended to measure the light transmitted through a near critical fluid consolute point
of a density matched binary mixture.
Task Description:
1. Develop a room temperature thermal control system for the sample that enables temperature control inside of +
3_J_.
2. Assemble and use a phase sensitive detection system to detect the small light intensity variations expected close
to the consolute point.
3. The turbidity data will be reduced according to the formalism of P. Calmettes et al. (Phys. Rev. Lett. 28,478
(1972)} and of R.A. Ferrel (Physica A 177, 201 (1991)};.
4. Undergraduate students will assist ProL Jacobs, making his activity a strong educational experience for the
students.
Task Significance:
The resulting data will be used to confu'm and quantify a small exponent '4" in a denominator "(l+(qx )2-,} that
describes the correlation length dependent distribution of scattered light from near critical fluids. Also, '_wo-scale
universality" can be tested from the data set when combined with measurements of the heat capacity.
Progress During FY 1995:
The work for FY95 has been focused on the thermostat and software control. This included heater wire wrapping
and thermistor installation and aging in three co-axial shells. The software work involved integrating control of the
three actively temperature controlled shells. Each shell provides a factor of 10 to 100 reduction in temperature
fluctuations. Short term control is now _+_5micro-K. However, room temperature swings still induce 100 micro-K
swings on twelve hour time scales.
A master program that tests for stable temperature control and laser illumination levels before accepting data was
worked on this summer by the supported undergraduate students.
The phase-locked-loop transmitted light detection setup has shown its sensitivity (<0.1%) by indicating a misfilled
cell and temperature drifts. The light detection element of the apparatus is complete.
Three more students have received their Bachelors degrees and new students have been brought into the learning
experience. One student (Anne Flewelling) was selected for an American Physical Society Summer Industrial
Internship at IBM.
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STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 10 BS Degrees: 5
MS Students: O MS Degrees: 0
Phl) Students: O Phi) Degrees: 0
TASK INITIATION: 1/93 EXPIRATION: 12/95
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-24-05-74
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG3-1404
RESPONSIBLECENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Proceedings
Jacobs, D.T., "Turbidity of a binary fluid mixture: determining h ." Second Microgravity Fluid Physics Conference, NASA
Conf. Publication 3276, 201-206, June 1995.
Presentations
Flewelling, A.C. and Jacobs, D.T., "Heat capacity anomaly in triethylamine and water." American Physical Society
Conference, San Jose, March 1995.
Hall, P. 'The turbidity of the binary fluid mixture methanol-cyclohcxane near the critical point." Senior thesis 1995.
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Kinetic and Transport Phenomena in a Microgravity Environment
Principal Investigator: Prof.DavidJasnow
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
University of Pittsburgh
Task Objective:
Theoretical research will be carried out in several areas which involve kinetic and transport phenomena in a
microgravity environment. Specifically, attention will be paid to a number of two-phase phenomena in which
thermocapillarity effects play an important role. These include, kinetics of phase separation, coupled diffusing fields
(e.g., temperature and concentration) and the motion of and transport through two-phase interfaces.
Task Description:
Methods proposed include modeling of conserved order parameter dynamics in two-phase situations at the coarse
grained or semimicroscopic level. Optimized codes are being developed to carry out the modeling. Coupling of
order parameter to hydrodynamic fields and temperature fields are included. Thermocapillary effects such as
thermomigration of drops and coalescence are observed, characterized and the underlying physics analyzed. Modeling
will also be performed using techniques developed in the study of dynamical systems.
Task Significance:
The modeling at the coarse grained, semimicroscopic level allows description of phenomena over length scales
ranging from the correlation length on up to semi macroscopic sizes. Local thermodynamics is included using the
coarsegrainedfrccenergy.The interfacemotion isnaturallytrackedand surfacetensiondependenceon temperature
and other parameters is naturally included in the specification of the coarse grained free energy. Hence universal
features of transport in complex situations can be extracted, and, for example, examination of phenomenological
boundary conditions can be performed at a somewhat more microscopic level.
Modeling from the perspective of dynamical maps abandons the familiar partial differential equations of the subject,
but preserves the essential physics, symetries, etc. Here, if successful, a substantial improvement in computational
efficiency can be achieved, at the cost of being able to compute specific material-dependent quantities.
The coarse grained modeling allows one to study phenomena from rather short length scales, i.e., on the scale of the
diffuse interface thickness on up to macroscopic, the Lattice Boltzmann modeling of flows combined with parallel
processing will yield efficiencies far beyond that of traditional computational fluid mechanics, and our studies of
phase asymmetry indicate that a temperature gradient could be used as a control parameter in separating phases.
Progress During FY 1995:
The main effort under this theoretical project during this period has been to observe thermocapillarity effects such as
thermomigration in two-phase systems, within a coarse-grained, semimicroscopic description, to characterize the
phenomena and to understand the physical mechanisms for them. There are three main areas of progress: (a) The
response and dynamics of a two-phase interface, in a coarse grained description, to a temperature gradient: (b)
Thermomigration phenomena and phase separation kinetics in a temperature gradient, where the dominant effects are
diffusion driven; and (c) A study of two-dimensional capilarity driven motion of single and multiple droplets, and
phase separation kinetics, including hydrodynamical effects.
Project (a) was designed to gain insight to the effect of a temperature gradient on a two-phase interface. Both using
analytic approaches and numerical relaxation methods for the dynamics of a nonconserved order parameter, we have
determined the motion of an interface for a nonconserved order parameter under a temperature gradient, and have
analyzed the free energy landscape for an interface under different boundary conditions.
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In Co)we observe, and analyze using arguments derivable from the coarse-gralned free energy for the system,
therrnomigration phenomena in purely diffusive systems. Temperature variations of the interracial free energy drive
the motion, which occurs via diffusion. We have also considered phase separation phenomena in a temperature
gradient to investigate potential anisotropy in domain growth introduced by the gradient.
In (c) we have developed a new method for forward integrating the coupled dynamical equations for a conserved order
parameter (at the coarse grained, semimicroscopic level) and hydrodynamic flow fields for two-phase systems in two
dimensions using a biharmonic solver. The method has been tested on single drop thermomigration in a
temperature gradient, simple multiple drop configurations, coalescence, and phase separation kinetics.
Recent studies indicate that our research will continue on modeling multi-phase flows using coarse grained free
energetics and the associated fluid mechanics equations as well as using lattice Boltzmann techniques. In the latter
case very efficient codes for parallel processing are being developed for T3D processors and applied at the Pittsburgh
Supercomputing Center. Research will also continue on phase asymmetry and on the development of interface
equations to describe interface motions at the macroscopic level. In addition, an experimental group has begun
careful experiments based on the ideas concerning the effect of phase symmetry.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 1
TASKINITIATION: 1/93 EXPIRATION: ]2/95
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-24-05-42
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG3-1403
RESPONSIBLECENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Bhagavatula, R.S. and Jasnow, D., Phase asymmetry in thermocapiUary motion. Journal of Chemical Physics, (in print
1995)
Jasnow, D. and Vinals, L, Coarse-grainexl description of thermo-capillary flow. Physics of Fluids, (1995).
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Surfactant-Based Critical Phenomena in Microgravity
Principal Investigator: Prof. Ericw. ]ruder University of Delaware
Co-Investigators:
Paulaitis, M.E. University of Delaware
Task Objective:
Our objective is to characterize by experiment and theory the kinetics of phase separation and the metastable
structures formed during phase separation in a microgravity environment. The system we are studying is a mixture
of water, nonionic CiEj ethoxylated alcohol surfactants, and supercritical CO= at temperatures and pressures where
the coexisting liquid phases have equal densities (isopycnic phases).
Task Description:
1. Locate and characterize ordinary and tricritical points in surfactant/water/SCF mixtures about which two
coexisting phases will be matched in density.
2. Examine usingscatteringmethods thenon-equilibriumstructuresinsideboth thespinodaland binodalregions
afterquenchingwitheithertemperatureorpressurejumps throughornearacriticalpoint.
3. Examine the kinetics of mixing of two phases "quenched" into one phase.
4. Carry out polymerizationina non-equilibriumphase.
Task Significance:
The potential ability to con_ol the phase separation of liquid mixtures in a microgravity environment has led us to
investigate novel processing strategies for materials synthesis in space. As a cost-effective fu'st step in this research
program,we have begun toexamine phaseseparationkineticsand materialsynthesisundersimulatedmicrogravity
conditionsinearth-basedexperiments.These conditionsareachievedby usingmixturesofsurfactantsand highly
compressiblesurecriticalfluidsatelevatedpressurestoproducetwo co-existingfluidphasesofequaldensity,thus
eliminatingthedensitydifferencesthatnormallydrivephase separation.The drivingforceforphase separationis
obtainedby rapidexpansionofthesupercriticalfluid,which can alsobe polymerizedtokineticallycapturefluid
su'ucturesinordertomeasure theirphysical,chemical,and mechanicalproperties.Our goalistoexploredifferent
processingstrategiesand thefabricationofawide rangeof materialsthatwould eventuallybemanufacturedin
space.
Progress During FY 1995:
We have continued our characterization of isopycnic phases in ternary mixtures of CsEs, CO2, and H20. Measured
densitiesofthewater-richand surfactant-richphasesinthesemixturesverifythevisuallocationofisopycnicphases
at30.0C and 305 bar.The searchforisopycnicphaseshas alsobeen extendedtodifferentethoxylatedalcohol
(C_Ej)surfactants.Isopycnicphaseshave been found internarymixtures containingC12F__,CO2, and H20, and we
have visually located isopycnic phases at several different temperatures and pressures in ternary mixtures of C_oE_,
CO_, and H_O. Since CIoE6 is a stronger amphiphile than CoEs, and is available in purer form, we chose C_oE6
mixtures as a model system for studies of phase separation kinetics.
We have measured the binodal line on the water-rich side of the three-phase region of ternary mixtures of C_oF-_,
CO2, and H20 at 28.2 C and 105 bar. We have found that separation is slow over the entire two-phase region,
which precludes determining the critical point on this binodal from measurements of relative phase volumes.
However, the observed relative critical opalescence allows us to approximately determine the critical point to be 4.5
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wt% C]oE_, 6.2 wt% COs, and 89.3 H_O at 28.2C and 105 bar. For a more precise determination of the critical
point we plan to measure the turbidity of samples con_g varying surfactant concentrations close to the binodal.
The concentration closest to the critical point will have the greatest turbidity.
We are also searching for isopycnic phases in solutions containing different supercritical fluids. The motivation for
changing the supercritical fluid is to replace water with D20 to facilitate neulron scattering investigations of phase
separation in a simulated microgravity environment. Two promising supercritical fluids: sulfur hexafluoride (SF6)
and trifluoromethane (R-23) have been identified based on their density, accessible critical properties, and their
relative solubilities in water and suffactant.
We are measuring the binodal on the water-rich side of the three-phase region in pseudoternary mixtures of CxoEe,
R23, H20, and D20 at 25.0 C and I08 bar. The binodal for this mixture is more sharply curved than the one in CO2
mixtures and phases separate faster than those in the CO2-contalning mixtures. These differences make it possible
to more accurately approximate the critical point from the observed relative phase volumes and critical opalescence.
These observations locate the critical point at 7.1 wt% CnoE_and 3.0 wt% R,_, with the balance H=O/D20 in equal
weight ratios.
We are studying phase separation of the isopycnic mixtures using both small angle fight scattering (SALS) to
determine the rate of phase separation, and dynamic light scattering (DLS) at large angles (20-120 degrees) to
characterize morphology during separation. The SAI._ apparatus has been calibrated by measuring the static fight
scattering from a dilute solution of 2.875 micron polystyrene particles. The location of the minimum in the
scattered intensity agrees with that calculated from Mie scattering theory (using program written by Dr. W.J.
Wiscombe at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center). The high pressure cell for the SALS experiments is under
construction, and a new rectangular geometry of the bath and CCD camera setup has been shown to give much
cleaner data than the circular geometry we had been using previously. Cm_nt SALS measurements on phase
separating critical binary mixtures of C22E5 surfactant and water in the square cell geometry will validate the method
by comparison with published literature data. In addition, we are modifying an existing high pressure cell with flat
sapphire windows for use in small angle fight scattering from phase separating isopycnic mixtures of
surfactant-water-CO_.
The range of length scales probed by neutron scattering compliments those examined with light scattering. We
have published results showing the interactions of CO2 at high pressures with CnE_ micelles at compositions,
temperatures and pressures near the isopycnic phases described above. We will perform neutron scattering
experiments on the isopycnic quaternary mixtures of CnoE_, R-23, H_O, and D20 as they are phase separating in the
near future. Requests for neutron beam time have been approved by NIST.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: O
MS Students: O
PhD Students: 2
TASK INITIATION." 1/93 EXPIRATION: 12/95
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-24-05-75
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG3-1424
RESPONSIBLECENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Zielinsld, R.G., Paulaitis, M.E.. Kaler, E.W., Microstructure in Water/CO2/Cl2E6 mixtures determined by small angle
neutron scattering. J. Phys. Chem., 99, 10354 (1995).
Presentations
"Simulated microgravity using water/supercritical fluid/suffactant mixtures." NASA Graduate Student Researchers Program,
Washington, DC, May 17-19, 1995.
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Instability of Velocity and Temperature Fields in the Vicinity of a Bubble on a Heated Surface
Principal Investigator: Dr.MohammadKassemi Ohio Aerospace Institute
Co-Investigators:
Rashidnia, Dr. N. NYMA, Inc., NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC)
Task Objective:
The objective of this combined experimental/numerical work is to investigate the fluid flow and temperature fields
in the vicinity of a bubble attached to a heated solid surface. The goal of the research is to investigate the interaction
between thermocapillary and natural convective flows in the vicinity of the bubble and identify the parametric range
for which unsteady periodic oscillations occurs on earth and in a low-gravity environment. It is hoped that the
experience gained during this investigation will aid in designing and proposing the right space experiments.
Task Description:
Ground-based experiments are performed to identify the following criteria:
1. the appropriate experimental design and fluids
2. the required diagnostic tools
3. the parametric ranges for which oscillatory flow and temperature fields are obtained.
A numerical model is developed and its accuracy is tested by ground-based experimental results, the verified
numerical model is used to predict the fluid flow and temperature fields in the low-g environment, the experience
and knowledge base gained during this effort will be used to design an experimental system for both 1-g and low-g
applications.
Task Significance:
The oscillatory thermocapillary phenomenon is not only of fundamental importance in understanding the behavior
of fluid flow in space but it also has practical significance in terrestrial applications. For example, in crystal
growth, the osciliatory temperature and flow fields created by unavoidable bubbles next to the solid-liquid interface
may seriously affect the quality of the emerging crystal and in nucleate boiling the presence of bubbles on the solid
surface may increase the heat transfer rates considerably. The results of this investigation will enhance our
understanding of the role of capillary forces in fluid management, boiling processes, and materials processing for
both space and ground-based applications.
Progress During FY 1995:
Although the funds for this research were initiated in late fall of 1994, significant progress has already been made.
The design and construction of a test cell for the preliminary experiments has been completed. Interesting results
have been obtained with this test cell using both Mach-Zehnder and Shearing interferomeu'y and laser sheet flow
visualization techniques. The 1-g experimental results have shown that both steady and periodic oscillatory motions
are attainable in the vicinity of the bubble depending on the value of the Marangoni number.
As pan of the theoretical/nnmerical study, the equations describing the temperature and flow fields around the bubble
were formulated and cast into dimensions form using appropriate scaling parameters. A finite element numerical
model was developed and used to simulate the temperature and flow fields around the bubble. Steady state
temperature and velocity fields predicted by the fmite element model are in excellent qualitative agreement with the
experimental results. More rigorous quantitative comparisons are near completion and will be reported in the future.
A parametric study of the interaction between Marangoni and natural convective flows including conditions pertinent
to microgravity space experiments is in progress.
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Based on the above preliminary simulations and experimental results, the following conclusions can be made:
1. Both experimental observations and numerical predictions ind/cate that the thermocapillary flow induced by
bubbles on Earth is greatly influenced and affected by its inevitable interactions with buoyancy-driven convection.
2. Prel/minary interfometric measurements in our laboratory demonstrate that the flow and temperature fields
around the bubble can go through various oscillatory modes depend/rig on the parametric space of experiment. The
nature and origin of these modes and their dependence on the interactions between natural and thermocapillary
convection are as of yet not clearly known,
3. Preliminary steady-state numerical pred/ctiom indicate that the temperature and fluid fields generated by the
bubble in low-gravity and its shape are sign/ficanfly d/fferent from their ground-based counterparts. There has been
no direct low-gravity experimental verification or confirmation of the numerical predictions.
4. Results and conclusions obtained during ground-based experiments with regard to oscillatory convection cannot
in any way be extrapolated to determine the behavior of the thermocapillm-y flow in space.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION:12/94 EXPIRATION: 12/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-24-05-86
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NCC3-405
RESPONSIBLECENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
NASA Teeb Briefs
Ruh/dnia, N., Balasubramin/am, R., Del Signore, D., Measuring interracial tension between immiscible Uqu/ds. NASA
Tech Brief, (January 1995).
Presentations
Kassem/, M. and Rag_dn/a, N. "the_ocapUlm7 and natural convoctive flows generated by a bubble in 1-g and low-g
environments." AIAA paper, 96,0734, 1995.
Rashidn/a, N., "Observation of flow oscillations around a bubble on a solid surface subject to a vertical temperature
grad/ent." AIAA 33rd Aerospace Sciences Meeting, at the 9th Annual Symposium on Microgravity Science and Space
Processing, Rena, Nevada, January 9-12, 1995.
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Stabilization of Thermocapillary Convection by Means of Nonplanar Flow Oscillations
Principal Investigator: prof Robert E. Kelly University of California, Los Angeles
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
It has been demonstrated theoretically that small amplitude, nonplanar flow oscillations can stabilize
Rayleigh-Benard convection. The ftrst goal of this research is to discern if similar stabilization can be achieved for
the thermocapillary (Marangoni) instability by the same means.
Task Description:
An asymptotic expansion based on Reynolds number will be used to perform stability analysis on both
Rayleigh-Benard and Marangoni-Benard convection. A numerical approach using a Fourier representation in the
horizontal directions and a spectral approach in the vertical direction will be used to obtain a coupled set of ordinary
differential equations in time which can be solved by use of Floquet theory.
Task Significance:
If stabilization is possible, then the effects of finite .maplitude oscillations will be determined in order to see how
much stabilization is possible. And if significant stabilization is predicted, an experiment will be proposed at a
later time.
Progress During FY 1995:
A numerical analysis for finite Reynolds number was carried out to determine how much stabilization or
destabilization can be achieved by means of nonplanar oscillations. One important result is that the range of
stabilization (when it occurs) is limited to a certain interval of Re. For the operating conditions corresponding to
Earth, the Pearson mode is most critical mode at Re - 0. As Re increases, this mode is clearly stabilized (higher
Mac) up to a value of Re equal to 193. At Re - 193, the long-wave mode becomes the most unstable mode and
instability occurs. The great stabilization of the Pearson mode can be achieved with proper selection of the
frequency of the unsteady shear. The critical Marangoni number can be increased by a factor of 7.5 for certain cases.
The cut-off Re (at which long-wave mode destabilizes) has been found to follow Re - 1.86 sqrt [B/(Cr Pr)], where
B is the Bond number, Cr is the Crispation number, and Pr is the Prandtl number. In microgravity environment,
long-wave modes become dominant for high Re. It was shown that the flow can become unstable even a liquid is
heated in a stable manner (from above).
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 2/93 EXPIRATION: 2/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION:962-24-05-56
NASA CONTRACT No.: NAG3-1456
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Or, A.C. and Kelly, R.E., Onset of marangoni convection in a layer of fluid modulated by a weak nonplanar oscillatory
shear. International Journal Heat Mass Transfer, vol. 38, 2269-2280 (1995).
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Microgravity Heat Transfer Mechanisms in the Nucleate Pool Boiling and Critical Heat Flux
Regimes Using a Novel Array of Microscale Heaters
Principal Investigator: Prof. J_gho University of Denver
Co-Investigators:
Moore, C. University of Denver
Task Objective:
The objectives are to determine the relative contribution of the various heat transfer mechanisms to the overall heat
fluxina sub-cooled,nucleatepool boilingina microgravityenvironment,and to obtainquantitativedatameasuring
localheattransfercoefficientsatcriticalheatfluxconditions.
Task Description:
A two-dimensional array of microscale heaters will be used for these tests to provide control and make
measurements. These heaters will be kept at a constant temperature and their power input will be measured to
control the heat flux. With the ability to measure and control temperatures and heat flux over very small areas, it
should be possible to adequately quantify some of the behavior during nucleate pool boiling and critical heat flux
during various stages of bubble growth. Testing would be limited to normal gravity tests.
Task Significance:
The development of such a microscale heater could significantly enhance the state-of-the-art in scientific
instrumentation in the area of flow boiling and two-phase flow. Understanding the boiling phenomena has
tremendous impact on electronic cooling in the nuclear, oil, and electric power industries.
Progress During FY 1995:
Progress was made in the areas of heater design and construction, chip mounting, data acquisition setup, and heater
calibration. A set of masks was designed and consmlcted for the working heaters. After four attempts, a working
set of nine chips each containing an array of 148 heaters was obtained. The heaters are platinum deposited in a
serpentinepattern.Numerical analysisofthisheatergeometry showed thattheheatersurfaceisuniformtowithin
0.2degreesC. Two ofthesechipswere mounted on a Pin GridArray (PGA) and wirebondingbetweenthechips
and thePGA was made forthecentersixteenheatersinthearray.The PGA was mounted on aprintedcircuitboard
(PCB) so that connections to the heaters could be made through card edge connectors. The resistance of the heaters
was found to vary from 500 to 700 Ohms. The control circuits for these heaters have been laid out on a PCB
containing 16 control circuits. One PCB was made and wired with components so that testing of the circuits with
the actual heaters could be performed. If this board checks out, then ten additional boards will be constructed. A
circuit that controls the resistance of the heaters in the array through computer control has been consWacted and
tested on a protoboard. Layout of this circuit on a PCB will begin soon. A data acquisition system was also
obtained during this period. The system consists of an I/O Tech Dagbook 216 capable of sampling 16 channels of
dataat 100 kl-Iz. The system can be expanded to 256 channels of data. Data acquisitionand reductionroutines are
currently being written. A board for calibrating the heaters was also designed and constructed.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 3 BS Degrees: I
MS Students: 0 MS Degrees: 0
Phi) Students: 0 Phi) Degrees: 0
TASK INITIATION: 5/94 EXPIRATION: 5/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION:962-24-05-87
NASA CONTRACT No.: NAG3-0386
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Presentations
Kim, L, "Microgravity heat transfer mechanisms in the nucleate pool boiling and critical heat flux regimes using a novel
array of microscale heaters." National Heat Transfer Conference, Open Forum Session, Portland, August 1995.
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Molecular Dynamics of Fluid-Solid Systems
Principal Investigator: prof. Joe]Koplik City College of New York
Co-Investigators:
Banavar, J.R. Pennsylvania State University
Task Objective:
The purpose of this theoretical research is to examine the molecular behavior of fluids in small confinements and
near boundaries using molecular dynamics calculations and the statistical mechanics of classical fluids. It looks at
time and spatial scales where continuum fluid mechanics provides no insight.
Examples investigated include (1) non-Newt!utah fluid flows (2) phase separation of thin films of fluid mixtures
(3) the breaking and coalescence of droplet interfaces driven by gravity or flows and (4) molecular scale studies of
wetting and adhesion.
Task Description:
The numerical calculations are based on Molecular Dynamicst wherein one integrates the (classical) equations of
motion for interacting molecules of various species, based on a prescribed interaction and specified thermodynamic
operating conditions and mechanical forces. Within the framework of molecular dynamics, it is straightforward to
impose a desired value of gravity or simulate the presence of g-jitter.
Task Significance:
We intend to carry out a number of calculations involving coexisting liquid, vapor and solid phases under flow
conditions, with two common features. First, the systems will be studied at the molecular scale to obtain otherwise
unavailable information. Second, the problems to be studied deal with fundamental issues in the physics of fluids
and interfaces that are of relevance to the mOor!gravity program.
Progress During FY 1995:
We have begun molecular studies of non-Newtonian fluid flow, using chain molecules made by tying Lennard-Jones
atoms together via imposed confining potentials. The first flow considered is in a 'rlinear Couette rheometer", a
channel with sliding walls and periodic boundary conditions. We have studied steady unidirectional flows, start-up
flows and time- periodic flows in order to characterize the computer fluids to be used in further studies. Two
configurations of direct physical relevance are now
being studied by simulatio_ a liquid bridge extensional flow, (relevant to forthcoming Shuttle experiments by
McKinley), and flow in an expanding- contracting channel (relevant to corner flow singularities).
We have studied the 'Roughening of the Liquid-vapor Interface Induced by Phase Separation". The effect occurs in a
thin binary liquid film when one of the liquid phases has an affinity to the solid subs,rate and when the interfacial
tension between the two fluids is large. We have studied this phenomenon using molecular dynamics simulations,
and a phase-field model based on "Model-B" of dynamic critical phenomena. The model results are in qualitative
accord with observation, and elucidates
the roughening process. A paper has been submitted to Phys. Rev. Left.
We have published a paper on "Stokes Drag at the Molecular Level" in which we have studied the translational and
rotational motion of a sphere in a bulk viscous fluid using MD simulations. The results of continuum lubrication
calculations are reproduced even for spheres comparable in size to the fluid molecules. However, the divergences
present in lubrication theory are removed at very short separation distances due to a depletion of fluid from the
region between the solids and the breakdown of no-slip boundary conditions. We have begun molecular dynamics
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simulations of the contact mechanics problem of a compressible sphere squeezed between two confining molecular
plates. Interesting phenomena that can uniquely be addressed by our simulations will include the effects of a liquid
layer on the rough wall and hysteretic effects associated with the cycling of the load.
We have submitted a paper "Suppression of Coalescence due to Shear and Temperavae Gradients" to Phys. Fluids.
The work is in collaboration with the Italian Microgravity Center in Naples. The paper contains ground and space
experimental results, molecular dynamics simulations, and simple continuum hydrodynamic estimates showing how
motion of an intervening fluid can suppress the coalescence of fluid bodies which would otherwise occur readily.
Calculations of molecular scale interfacial dynamics are in progress. One such calculation considers the effects of
contaminants and surfactant-like additives to driven interracial rupture processes, as arise in cusp-forming
experiments.
We are continuing our molecular studies of wetting processes, and MD calculations of advancing and receding
contact line motion in a simulated Wilhelmy-plate configuration continue. Three types of plate surface are being
considered - atomistically smooth, smooth with an isolated defect, and atomisticaUy rough, respectively. The first
shows no hysteresis as expected, the second is being analyzed to compare to earlier theoretical work, and the
hysteretic aspects of the third are being pursued.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
Phi) Students: 3
TASK INITIATION: 6/90 EXPIRATION: 12/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-05-43
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG3-1167
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
D'Onona, U., DeConinck, L, Koplik, L, and Banavar, LR., Terraced spreading of chain molecules via molecular
dynamics. Phys. Rev. Left., 74, 928 (1995).
Keblinsky,P.,Maritan,A.,Toigo,F.,and Banavar,LR. Morphologyand scalingincontinuumballisticdeposition.
Phys.Rev. Left,74, 1783 (1995).
Kopl/k, L and Banavar, LR., Continuum deductions from molecular hydrodynamics. Ann. Rev. Fluid Mech, 27, 257
(1995).
Koplik,L and Banavar,LR., Comer flowintheslidingplateproblem.Phys.Fluids,(1995).
Ma, W.-L, lyer, L.K., Vishveshwara, S., Koplik, J., and Banavar, LR. Molecular dynamics simulations of systems of
conf'med dumbbell molecules. Phys. Rev. ESI, 441 (1995).
Vergeles, M., Keblinski, P., Koplik, L and Banavar, LR., SWkes drag at the molecular level. Phys. Rev. Left., 75, 232
(1995).
Presentations
Koplik, J., 'q_luid flows at the molecular scale." Invited presentation at the APS Fluids Dynamics meeting in Atlanta,
Georgia, November 20, 1994.
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Fluid Dynamics and Solidification of Metallic Melts (FDSMM)
Principal Investigator: prof. Jean N. Koster University of Colorado, Boulder
Co-Investigators:
No Co-rs Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The objective of this effort is to investigate surface tension-driven convective flow of low Prandtl number melts,
e.g.. metals, and their effect on the solid-liquid interface. (The Prandtl number is the ratio of the kinematic
viscosity to the thermal diffusivity.) This will require flow visualization which will be achieved by using tracer
particles and a real time X-ray system. This research will focus on fluid physics phenomena of
surface-tension-driven flows in material processing. It is known that liquids for which pr>l have different
underlying fluid physics than liquids for which pr<<l. The research is focused on gallium melts.
Task Description:
progress toward achieving radiographic particle image velocimetry (RAPW) of liquid metal convection has required
extensive technological development. The RAP1V will be used to obtain system flow velocity vector fields using
appropriate computational analysis. RAPIV has been used successfully to detect the solid-liquid interface of
solidifyinggalliumand toobserve tungstenparticles in molten gallium.
Rectangular, two-dimensional test cell geometries for the series of high temperature RAPIV experiments have been
chosen. Two aspect ratios (length:height) will be used: 4:1 and 1:1 (with unit integration depth). The 4:1 ratio is
the classical "Hurl," geometry which is used often for comparative numerical studies.
The Integrated Convection Apparatus and Rotating Undercarriage Support (ICARUS) is a high-temperature (up to
1,000°C) modular furnace capable of establishing any combination of vertical and horizontal gradients in test cells
of various geometries. This provides the capability to vector the gravity body force from 0 deg. (horizontal) to
90 deg. (vertical).
Task Significance:
Fluid physics is the foundation of material solidification. The primary purpose of this research is to develop a
unique research capability for convective flow visualization of metallic and electronic melts during the solidification
process in real time. By observing the flow pattern of a liquid metal during solidification, knowledge will be gained
in understanding the solidificationprocess. This knowledge canbe used to build better processingfacilitieswhich
can produce metals and electronic materials with improved properties (e.g., yield strength and toughness).
For example, titanium is used in today's aircraft, but little is known about titanium solidification. The design
engineer uses a safety factor of 1.33 which causes the parts to be heavier than they need to be. If the solidification
process was better understood, the titanium parts would be lighter. This would reduce the aircraft weight, thereby
improving the fuel efficiency or allowing greater payload capacity.
Progress During FY 1995:
The funding for this project has been completed. The advanced research facility for liquid metal (pr<< 1) flow
visualizationusingan X-ray systemand hightemperaturefurnace(uptoIO00"C)has been builtand tested.Gallium
has been selectedasthetestmaterial.Visualizationofthedensityfieldhas been achievedwiththeX-ray system.A
densitychange of0.1% can be detectedand isenhancedusingfalsecoloring.A IO°C horizontaltemperaturegradient
was imposed. The mottleisobscuringsome ofthedata;thisproblem isbeingaddressed.Eventually,flow patterns
willbe observedusingtracerparticles.The particlesmust exhibitgood wettingcharacteristics,highX-ray
absorptionand be neutrallybuoyant.
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Thedevelopmentofneutrallybuoyant,chemicallyinerttracer particles with high radiographic absorptivity is
essential to the RAPIV project. A substantial ongoing portion of the development effort was directed toward the
design of the appropriate tracer particles: The particles are currently being developed through the support of a
different task. The most promising particles are glass particles coateA with nickel with a final layer of gold.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 2 MS Degrees: 1
Phi) Students: 0 Phi) Degrees: 0
TASK INITIATION: 2/91 EXPIRATION: 7/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-05-33
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NCC3-210
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LcRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Campbell, T.A. and Koster, J.N.
Bridgman-Stockbarger technique.
Radioscopevisualizationofindiumantimonidegroth by the vertical
J.CrystalGrowth,147,408-410(1995).
Campbell, T.A. and Koster, J.N. A novel verticle Bridgman-Stockbarger crystal growth system with visualization
capabilities. Meas. Sci. and Tech., (1994).
Campbell, T.A., Pool, R.E., and Koster, J.N. Melting and solidification of a liquid metal at a vertical wall. AIAA,
94-0792, (1994).
Canpbell, T.A. and Koster, J.N. Visualization of liquid/solid interface morphologies in gallium subject to natural
convection. J. Crystal Growth, 140, 414-425 (1994).
Koster, J.N. and Junior, V. Natural convection in a miscibility gap model alloy. J. Mater. Synth. Proc., (1994).
Pool, R.E.,and Koster, J.N. Visualization of density fields in liquid metals. Int. I. Heat Mass Transfer, 37, 2583-2587
(1994).
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Thermocapillary Convection in Floating Zones under Simulated Reduced Gravity
Principal Investigator: Prof.SindoKou Universityof Wisconsin,Madison
Co-Investigators:
No Co-rs Assigned to thisTask
Task Objective:
The main objective of the research is to enable comparison between calculated and observed patterns of
*herin,capillaryconvectioninfloatingzones,regardlessofwhetherornotthezonesarecylindricalinshape.
Ground-based flow visualization experiments will be conducted under simulated reducod-gravity conditions, i.e.,
where ,herin,capillary convection dominates over natural convection just as in mlcrogravity. This will include
silicone-oil zones and molten zones in NAN*3 rods. Computer simulation of thermocapillary convection will be
conducted and the calculated results will be compared with those observed in flow visualization.
Task Description:
A mathematical formulation will be used to quantitatively describe the optical distortions. This formulation allows
the calculatedflow patterns and solid/liquid interfacestobe convened into distorted ones so that they can be
compared directly with those observed in flow visualization to verify the validity of computer simulation.
Conversely, it can also be used to convert the observed flow patterns and solid/fiquid interfaces into undistorted
ones.
Task Significance:
Comparisons between calculated and observed patterns of thermocapillary convection in floating zones, though
significant, have been rare (ff performed at all), due to complications from optical distortions caused by the lens
effect of the floating zones. With the numerical tool, thermocapillary flows in floating zone configurations can be
more deeply understood. The capability of prediction can help the design of process active control, thus the quality
of the material and medicine will be improved.
Progress During FY 1995:
I. Equations have been derived to relate the optical distortions caused by floating zones to their refractive indexes
and free surface shapes.
2. Both computer simulation and flow visualization of *herin.capillary convection have been conducted on a liquid
zone of silicone oil, a molten zone in an NAN*3 rod, and floating zone crystal growth.
3. Good comparisonhas been achievedbetweencalculatedand observedresultsbasedon flow patternsand velocity
fields.
4. An image analysis system for flow measurements was put together as planned, consisting of a PC, frame
grabber, CCD camera, macro lens, TV monitor, VCR, particle tracking software, and commercial image processing
software. Interaction between one software system and another was being worked out. Work on thermocapillary
convection in NAN*3 molten zones was written up and submitted for publication.
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STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 2
TASK INITIATION:12/92 EXPIRATION: 12/95
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-24-05-46
NASA CONTRACTNo.: NAG3-1393
RESPONSIBLECENTER: L_RC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Tao, Y.W. and Kou, S. Computer s_nulation and flow visualizaUon of thermocapillary flow in a silicone-oil floating zone.
International Journal Heat and Mass Transfer, (1995).
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Analysis of Phase Distribution Phenomena in Microgravity Environments
Principal Investigator: Prof.RichardT. Lahey Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Co-Investigators:
No Co-rs Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The objective of this research is to map the void distribution throughout the tube cross-sectional area m two-phase
flows. The principal flow patterns to be studied are the bubbly and slug-flow regimes.
Task Description:
The research approach is to conduct normal gravity testing using equal density simulation experiments. Normal
gravity experimental data, as well as available microgravity data, will be used to verify computational fluid dynamic
models that are being developed. Two types of equal density simulations will be used: liquid with solid spheres, and
a pairof immiscible liquids.
Task Significance:
The orientation of the phases with respect to each other and the tube wall affects the heat transfer characteristics and
the work required to pump the two-phase mixture. Terrestrial applications include the nuclear, electric power and oil
industries.
Progress During FY 1995:
The focus during the past year has been on the equal-density, immiscible liquid experiments using either n-butyl
benzoate or silicon oil as the dispersed phase in water at 20=C. Initially, a closed loop was built whereby both
phases were recovered and recycled; however, in this configuration, droplets ranging from 40 to 600 microns in
diameter were generated without the ability to achieve a monodispersed droplet size. An open loop operation is
being tested with a new droplet injector that will hopefully provide the capability to control the flowrate of the
continuous phase, the capability to control the diameter of the dispersed phase droplets, the capability to produce the
desired global void fraction, and the capability to produce a nominal droplet size and distribution.
Some single and two-phase testing has been conducted at various Reynolds numbers. It was determined that LDA
did not produce an accurate measurement of the droplet size distribution. Testing is now focusing on whether the
use of Fiber Phase Doppler Anemometry (FPDA) can produce a better size distribution; however, the use of
receiving probes at all locations is not easily accomodated as the probes traverse the test section. Work is in
progress to effect the necessary changes to utilize the FPDA system.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: O
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 2
TASK INITIATION:12/92 EXPIRATION: 11/95
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-24-05-72
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NA03-1400
RESPONSIBLECENTER; LeRC
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Nonlinear Drop Dynamics and Chaotic Phenomena
Principal Investigator: Dr. L. G. Leal University of California, Santa Barbara
Co-Investigators:
Trinh, E.H. Jet Propulsion L._boratory (JPL)
Task Objective:
The general objective of this collaborative experimental and theoretical project is to explore nonlinear phenomena
associated with acoustic and/or electrostatic levitation of drops or gas bubbles in airor a viscous fluid. These
include both phenomena intrinsic to large amplitude oscillations of shape (or volume, in the case of gas bubbles),
and phenomena that are a consequence of the levitation process. In the former category, we include studies of newly
discovered coupling between shape modes and volume oscillations for gas bubbles, and oscillations of non-spherical
uncharged and charged drops in electric fields, and in combined acoustic and electric fields. When experiments aimed
at understanding or exploring these fundamental, intrinsic phenomena are carried out in an acoustic field, which may
be either steady or time modulated, there can be strong coupling between the bubble or drop position or shape, and
the acoustic levitation force, which can lead to additional nonlinear oscillatory phenomena that can be difficult to
separate from the intrinsic phenomena of interest.
Task Description:
Following earlier work based upon small deformation asymptotics, coupled with a nonlinear dynamics analysis of
the weakly nonlinear amplitude equations, current theoretical work is focused upon numerical solutions for t'mite
deformations of shape. Our most recent work has considered an inviscid drop (charged or uncharged) in a steady or
time-dependent electric field. We utilize the well-known boundary integral technique for this case, but we have also
developed both full finite-difference and spectral techniques to solve free boundary problems with viscous effects.
Experimental studies have utilized ground-based levitation systems located at JPL. These include both acoustic
levitation for small gas bubbles, and a combination of acoustic and electrostatic levitation for viscous drops in air.
The latter is particularly interesting because it allows compensation for the mean deformation associated with the
levitation process, so that the mean drop shape is spherical.
Task Significance:
We have worked on nonlinear dynamical effects due to time-dependent forcing, and/or an initial deformation for both
gas bubbles and viscous drops. These problems are important both from a fundamental point of view as a concrete
and accessible physical system which exhibits many of the classical nonlinear phenomena, but also because the
problems being studied have significant application to phenomena in multiphase flow. The work on gas bubbles
has yielded a fundamentally new understanding of forced or free volume oscillations in the sense that we laave shown
that purely radial oscillations, without change of shape, is an exceptional phenomena. The generic behavior is that
there is an exchange of energy between volume (radial) and shape modes, which becomes extremely strong near
resonance. Current numerical and experimental work is aimed at understanding large amplitude effects, including
conditions that may lead to sufficiently large oscillations of shape that the bubble breaks. Bubble breakup due to
time-dependent fluctuations of an isotropic background pressure has not been investigated previously as a
mechanism for breakup, insofar as we are aware.
The dynamics of viscous drops in an acoustic or electrostatic levitator was originally studied in the microgravity
program of NASA primarily because it was viewed as the basis for containerless materials processing applications.
Although this is no longer a major priority, the fundamental problem is still one of considerable interest, especially
as a model system for understanding drop dynamics in e]ectric fields for applications ranging from meteorology
(raindrops) to ink-jet printers. There is also a growing interest in the possibility of using time-dependent droplet
motions as a basis for measurement of material properties of the liquid or interface at extreme conditions of
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temperature. Finally, as with the bubble, the oscillating drop offers a convenient laboratory system to continue to
improve our understanding of the theory of nonlinear systems.
Progress During FY 1995:
The experimental effort in FY 95 has concentrated on four separate tasks: (1) the study of large amplitude shape
oscillations of ultrasonically levitated drops in a time-varying electric field; (2) the investigation of large amplitude
shape oscillations of large bubbles ultrasonically trapped at reduced hydrostatic pressure; (3) the analysis of mode
coupling for nonlinear oscillations of drops levitated in air and drops and bubbles levitated in a liquid medium; and
(4) the investigation of large amplitude capillary waves on levitated thin liquid shells.
1. Oscillations of non-spherical uncharged and charged drops ultrasonically levitated in air and in the presence of a
constant or time varying electric field have been quantitatively investigated. A soft nonlinearity has been measured
for the fundamental mode of shape oscillation, sub-harmonic resonant excitation of the fundamental 1-2 and the
next higher mode 1-3 has been discovered, hysteresis in the large amplitude response of the fundamental mode has
been documented, and anomalous free decay frequencies for drops driven into the higher resonant modes have been
observed.
2. Air bubbles up to 5 ram in diameter have been trapped in 1 g in an ultrasonic standing wave at 22 kI-Iz and at a
hydrostatic pressure reduced to about 0.3 atmosphere. Shape oscillations have been excited for various resonant
modes described by spherical harmonic expansion. For the water and air combination, shape modes up to 1-5 can
be excited to macroscopic amplitude. No observation of coupling to the radial mode has been possible due to the
cavitation onset in the host liquid due to the high intensity acoustics required for trapping the bubbles in 1 G. An
approach for a microgravity experiment to investigate this radial to shape coupling is being developed.
3. Digital video analysis of shape oscillations of drops and bubbles in a liquid has been used to investigate the
resonant mode coupling of driven and freely decaying oscillations. For drops, direct coupling between the 1-6 and
1-3 axisyrnmelric modes has been observed for ultrasonically driven oscillations. Similar coupling between the
axisymmetric 1-4 and 1-2 non-axisyrnmetric modes has been documented. Coupling between the f_t four
resonant modes of freely decaying bubbles has been quantitatively measured through spherical harmonics expansion
of the observed oscillations.
4. The observation of the optically scattered signal from a levitated liquid shell has been used to characterize the
evolution of large amplitude acoustically-induced capillary waves. An interpretation of the power spectrum of the
waves has been attempted using the interaction of symmetric and antisymmetric waves on the shell. High speed
video observation has revealed a highly turbulent shell surface corresponding to a continuous frequency spectrum
prior to the bursting of the shell.
The theoretical effort in FY 95 has been focused on three specific directions:
(1) Application of our numerical boundary-integral code to study the problem of an electrostatically levitated drop in
a gravitational field, where both the charge Q and the electric field strength E must be nonzero. We are concerned
with steady shapes in steady E fields, oscillation frequencies for perturbed initial shapes as a function of E and Q,
and the response to time-dependent electric fields, among other issues. This work is currently in the final stages of
publication.
(2) Re-examination of the problem of instabilities in the position of particles, bubbles or drops due to coupling
with the acoustic field in levitation. We have specifically been studying the computation of acoustic pressure forces
and fields when a body undergoes large (or at least not small) changes in position or shape. This has led to a new
formulation of the instability of position first studied theoretically by Rudrtick and Barmatz (J. Acoust. Soc. Am.
87 (1), 81 (1990)). It is also the basis for numerical computations of time-dependent position and/or shape in an
acoustic pressure field.
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(3) We have completed a study of the translation instability of a bubble in a time-dependent pressure field. A new
asymptotic theory predicts a reghne of chaotic dynamics in which a near-resonant coupling between two shape
modes is modulated by direct dynamic interaction with the translational motion. Two nearby shape modes grow via
interaction with a pressure-driven radial oscillation, and this produces a translational motion as described
approximately by Benjamin and other earlier investigators. However, unlike earlier work, we find that the
translational motion damps the shape modes and thus the process is forced to start over (ref. Feng and Leal, Phys.
Fluids, 7, 1325 (1995).
(4) We have prepareda reviewpaperon "nonlinearbubbledynamics fortheAnn. Rev. ofFluidMechanics (to
appearin1996).
(5) We have continuedtowork on numericalsimulationsoffiniteamplitudecouplingofshapeand volume fora
gas bubbleinsteadyand time-dependentpressurefieldsinsuplx)rtofthecorrespondingexperimentalstudies.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: O
MS Students: O
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 12/91 EXPIRATION: 11/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-24-07-01
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: YPL
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Feng, Z.C. and Lea], L.G.
Flow, (in press 1995).
numericalsimulationofthedynamicsofanelectrostatica]lylevitateddrop.int.J.ofMultiphase
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Oscillatory Cross-Flow Electrophoresis: Application to Production Scale Separations
Principal Investigator: Dr. DavidT. Leighton University of Notre Dame
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The task objective primarily consists of an experimental verification of the expected performance of an oscillatory
cross-flow binary separation device. This device is designed to use an oscillatory electric field across the narrow gap
of a specially designed electrophoresis channel to cause species with different electrophoretic mobilities to have
different time/location histories within the gap. This oscillatory motion is coupled with an oscillatory fluid
cross-flow to achieve rapid separation of molecules based on their electrophoretic mobilities. The system acts as a
semi-permeable barrier, actively transporting molecules with mobilities either greater or lower than some adjustable
value across the cell, while rejecting all others. Because the throughput is largely governed by the amplitude of the
oscillatory cross-flow, protein throughputs several orders of magnitude greater than those in conventional
continuous flee-flow electrophoresis devices are theoretically achievable.
Task Description:
Initially, the design for the oscillatory cross-flow binary separation device will be finalized and the device itself
constructed. After construction of the device, its performance will be f'n'st qualitatively tested using the dyes phenol
red and naphthol green B. As the amplitude of the electric field is changed, the dyes will be selectively allowed to
pass through the separation cell from one reservoir to another. Subsequently, quantitative measurements of the
separation achieved by the device will be made using the proteins cytochrome-C, albumin and thyroglobulin. These
readily available proteins can be analyzed using HPLC equipment available to the PI at the Center for
Bioengineering and Pollution Control at the University of Notre Dame. Concurrent with the experimental studies,
we will also conduct simulations of the device to investigate end effects, finite concentration effects, and the
influence of more general elecffic fields and oscillatory cross-flows. It is hoped that these investigations will allow
us to optimize the device and further improve the selectivity and throughput.
Task Significance:
Because the amplitude of the throughput is largely controlled by the amplitude of the fluid motion and only
indirectly by the electrophoretic mobility, the throughput of this device is potentially several orders of magnitude
greater than conventional free-flow electrophoresis devices. Experimental verification of the theoretical concepts
underlying the proposed device are crucial, however. The research program is designed to 1) provide such
verification and 2) to further optimize the system.
Progress During FY 1995:
The graduate student chosen for the project began 1995 by atta_g theoretical background in the research group and
throughout the field, designing the experimental system and selecting hardware and software. The final experimental
system includes the separation cell, a bipolar power supply to drive the electric field, a specially designed syringe
pump to drive the oscillatory buffer flow, and a computer and software to acquire data and accurately control and
phase lock the oscillatory driving forces. Key design problems included shielding the proteins from gas generated at
the electrodes in the separation cell and selecting a buffer fluid to carry the proteins through the device. To address
these problems, a plexiglass cell was designed and built to investigate the resistances of the buffer with and without
added membrane. Results of the experiments allowed selection of a membrane of ideal pore size and electrical
resistance and a buffer solution that would both minimize Joule Heating while maintaining the protein solubility.
The final design is complete and the Binary Oscillatory Crossflow Electrophoresis technique experiments are
projected to begin by November I.
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STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH;
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
Phi) Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 9/94 EXPIRATION; 9/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION; 962-24-08-16
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG8-1080
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
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Low Dimensional Models for Thermocapillary Convective Flows in Crystal Growth Processes
Principal Investigator: Prof. A. Liakopoulos Leh/gh University
Co-Investigators:
Blythe, Prof. P.A. Lehigh University
Task Objective:
The objective of this work is to consWact and validate low dimensional dynamical models of surface tension driven
flows that are relevant to crystal growth processes. The models will be used to study process stability and the use
of reduced-order models for conWolschemes.
Task Description:
A data base of 2-D, axisymmetric, and 3-D numerical solutions of the full nonlinear governing equations will be
constructed using spectral element methods. These simulations are based on a variation formulation for unsteady
viscous flow and an Arbitrary-Lagrangian-Euleriandescription. The Karhunen-Loeve, K-L, procedure is used to
determine spatial structures of the computed flow and thermal fields. Coupling of the K-L procedure with the
method of weighted residuals for the full models will yield a low-dimensional representation of the flow system.
Task Significance:
Reduced-order models make feasible stability andbifurcation calculations for thermocapillary flows of practical
interest. Furthermore, they can provide the basis for designing model predictive controllers for the suppression of
instabilities that occur during crystal growth processes in a m.ierogravity environment.
Progress During FY 1995:
Collection of data from direct numerical simulations of thermocapillary flows in rectangular cavities has continued,
Two configurations are under investigation: a) differentially heated open cavities of aspect ratio (width/height) A -
1,2,4 and b) open shallow cavities with spatially periodic temperature distribution imposed on the free surface. In
case Co)the governing equations are solved in a computational domain consisting of a single module with periodic
boundary conditions on the side boundaries. All simulations are time-accurate and they incorporate the flexibility of
the free surface.
We have developed computational tools for the Karhunen-Loeve decomposition (POD) of 2-D, oscillatory,
convective flows and the construction of low-dimensional dynamicalmodels. We have successfully constructed and
validated low-order models for transitional, forced and free convection flows in cavities and channels and have been
working on extending the methodology to problems with moving geometry and deformable meshes.
We found that it is necessary to include a minimum number of eigenmodes in the low-order model for a successful
reconstruction of the full numerical data. Retaining fewer modes in the truncated series expansion either does not
produce stable oscillations in time or falls to predict the correct amplitude of the oscillations. Keeping more modes
however, can both reduce the accuracy and restrict the validity of the low-order models because of noise introduced
by higher modes even though the energy level of the associated fluctuations is extremely low. The influence of the
spatial resolution of the original data, and the number of snapshots utilized on the performance of the low-order
models has been studied. In addition, the effects of scaling on the properties of the low-order models was examined.
Investigations on interfacial instabilities in two-layer Poiseuille flow are also in progress. Initially, we have
neglected temperature and viscosity fluctuations. We are currently working on incorporating these effects in our
analysis. Preliminary results indicate that temperature and viscosity perturbations have a pronounced effect on the
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interfacialmode ofinstability.This isincontrastoour findingson thestabilityofplane,single-layer,Poiseuille
flow forliquidsexhibitingexponentialviscosity-temperaturedependence.
The Prandtl-Batchelortheoremhasbeen successfullyappliedtothermallydrivenflowsincavities.Convective
flowsincavitiesarecharacterizedby thepresenceofsingleormultipleregionsofclosedstreamlines.We have
recentlypresentednew resultsforthestructureofclosededdiesinthermallydrivenflowsoflow Prandtlnumbers and
high Grashofnumbers. The analysisprovidesan extensionoftheclassicalPrandtl-Batchelortheorem. Numerical
calculationsgivenforlaterallyheatedrectangularcavitiesareinexcellentagreementwiththeextendedtheorem.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 2
TASK INITIATION: 6/94 EXPIRATION: 6/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-05-88
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG3-1632
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Blythe, P.A., Liakopoulos, A., and Harum, E., Thermally driven flows at low prandd numbers: an extension of the
Prandd-Batchelor Theorem. International Journal of Engineering Science, vol. 33, no. 12, 1699-1711 (1995).
Pinarbasi, A. and Liakopoulos, A., The effect of variable viscosity on the interracial stability of two-layer poiseuillc flow.
PhysicsofFluids7,(5),1318-1324(J'une1995).
Pinarbasi,A. and Liakopoulos,A., The roleofvariableviscosityinthestabilityofchannelflow.International
CommunicationsinHeat and Mass Transfer,vol.22,no.6,837-347(1995).
Presentations
Gunes,H.,Sahan,R.,and Liakopoulos,A., "Low-dimensionalrepresentationftransitionalbuoyancy-drivenflowina
verticalchannel."NationalHeat TransferConference,Portland,Oregon,August 1995.
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Absolute and Convective Instability of a Liquid Jet at Microgravity
Principal Investigator: Prof.SungP. Lin Clarkson University
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The objective is to establish a definite role of capillary, viscous, and inertial forces in the absence of gravity by
using the fluid dynamics problem of the stability of a liquid jet as a vehicle. The objective will be achieved by
re-examining the known theories that can be verified completely only in microgravity. Of particular interest are the
wavelengths and growth rates of instabilities in a convective Rayleigh-type jet. In addition, atomization-type
Taylor-mode jets will also be studied. A wide range of Weber and Reynolds numbers will be studied, and any
unexpected phenomena in microgravity that may require a new interpretation of dynamic capillary force will be
examined.
Task Description:
The results of the proposed work will provide some benchmark knowledge in fluid dynamics. When the results
obtained at microgravity are compared with the known theories for 0-g and with the known experimental results
obtained at one-g, one will be able to unambiguously assess the significance of gravitational and inertial forces
relative to the capillary forces over a wide range of dynamic flow parameters. The original approach was to design a
rig to conduct one-g experiment during the first year (1993). It was subsequently decided to design and fabricate a
rig able to conduct both low-g and one-g liquid jet experiments. Numerical modeling and preliminary rig designs
were accomplished during the first two years. Ground-based low-g experiments took place during the third year in
the LeRC 2.2 Second Drop Tower. Two drop campaigns were conduced. Companion one-g experiments with the
same rig will be done at the PI's university. Data analysis and flight experiment def'mition will follow.
Task Significance:
From a practical view point, the knowledge gained on the precise mechanisms of various modes of jet breakup will
allow one to improve many existing important indusl_ial processes. These processes include film coatings,
combustion of liquid fuel, and formation of various chemical sprays. Improvements of the efficiency of these
processes also bring about a drastic reduction in environmental pollution. The knowledge may also be exploited for
advanced material processing.
Progress During FY 1995:
The theoretical aspects of the work and the rig design/build-up have now been completed. Numerous discussions
between LeRC designers, electrical engineers, and technicians have taken place leading to a rig design which is
giving good low-g data. The design and build-up were completed and the Clarkson personnel (I. Vihinen and A.
Honohan) arrived at the drop tower on June 22nd. Some modifications to the rig were necessary and were expertly
carried out by tower personnel. Extended discussions with imaging personnel on the subject of proper illumination
and exposure also took place. The first drop tests occurred on June 28th. Three drop tests were done for this team
on this day. Additional low-g testing occurred between July 17th to 28th and September 25th to 29th. Data on the
instabilities of jets in the convective Rayleigh mode was gathered for low Reynolds numbers on the order of 10 -15
using motor oil as the fluid. Additional low-g tests are planned for convective Rayleigh jets at higher Reynolds
numbers.
We are now in the stage of harvesting a great deal of important scientific knowledge from the rig. We have
completed approximately 40 drop tower tests. The results alow us to compare with theory the experiments of
Chandrasekhar's mode for a given set of Reynolds and Weber numbers. The most stunning results are probably the
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photographic evidence of absolute instability which has not been recorded before. We need and additional 120 drop
tower tests for the Rayleigh and Taylor modes.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 2
PhD Students: 0
TASKINITIATION; 1/93 EXPIRATION: 12/95
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION;962-24-05-47
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG3-1402
RESPONSIBLECENTER; LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Lin,S.P.and Woods, D.R. Instabilityofa liquidfilmovera vibratinginclinedplane.J.ofFluidMechanics,vol.294,
391-407 (1995).
Presentations
Hudman, M. and Lin, S.P.
CA, 1995.
"Non-equilibrium evaporation and condensation." 1995 APS Winter Annual Meeting, Irvine,
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Magnetorheological Fluids in Microgravity
Principal Investigator: Prof. Jing Liu California State University, Long Beach
Co-Investigators:
No Co-rs Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
This research investigates experimentally the influence of gravity in the formation of the equilibrium structure of
magnetorheological fluids.
Task Description:
Magnetorheological (MR) fluids are colloidal suspensions whose rheological properties can be varied through the
application of an external magnetic field. The key to this modification is the structure induced in the particles of the
suspension. This work seeks a better understanding of the equilibrium structures and the influence of gravity to its
formation, dynamics of MR fluids, and therefore, the interaction mechanism. This effort will start by identifying
the fluids equilibrium structure, characterizing it, and then examining the parameters controlling its formation,
including the rate of the applied magnetic field and the effect of gravitational settling. The basic experimental
techniques for this work will be static laser light scattering, dynamic light scattering, and optical microscopic
imaging.
Task Significance:
This research will help us to understand the basic physics of a liquid to a solid phase transition of this so called
"smart" material under the application of an external field. It will additionally provide guidelines for making
technologically important materials of the magnetorheological fluids in general. For example, this material can be
used in automobiles as shock absorbers, clutch controls, robotic joint controls, etc., due to the viscosity change
controlled by the field. In order to do so, however, we must understand and design them better.
Progress During FY 1995:
Dr. Martin Hagenbueclde, a postdoc from the University of Konstanz, Germany, was hired and he initiated the static
(SLS) and dynamic (DLS) light scattering measurements on very dilute magnetorheological emulsions.
Using an argon ion laser, measurements were taken at a f'_ed scattering angle of 90 degrees. With no magnetic field
applied, DLS measurements were used to check the monedispersity of the ferrofluid droplets in the emulsions.
These measurements also show that without magnetic field the droplets essentially behave as hard spheres.
If a strong enough (L > 1) constant magnetic field is applied to the sample, the intensity of the scattered light is
observed to increase slowly up to a saturation plateau whereas the short time self diffusion coefficient, extracted
from the measured correlation functions, decreases slowly. A typical time is in the order of one hour. Both effects
reflect the growth of the chains formed by the dipole-dipole interacting ferrofiuid droplets and can be used to
determine the chain length as a function of the time the magnetic field is applied. Turning off the field results in a
immediate disintegration of the chains which is observed by the drop of the scattered intensity back to its no-field
value.
The saturation intensity was also measured as a function of the field strength. Up to a field strength corresponding
to L - 1 no chain formation occurs and therefore the saturation intensity is constant. For L > 1 the saturation
intensity increases linearly with the field strength. This can be interpreted as a linear dependence of the chain length
on the magnetic field strength.
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So far the significance of the results are: I) developing a method to monitor the chain powth, 2) chain formation is
a diffusion limited process in dilute MR fluids and therefore very slow, and, 3) fh'st step of measuring the chain
fluctuation.
In order to continue and extend our studies it was important to resolve some technical problems. We built a
temperature control to keep the scattering cell at a constant temperature during measurements. The Helmholtz coil
we used for the previous measurements provided only field strength up to ca. 40 G. We constructed a watercooled
set of coils which will allow us to proceed to higher field strengths. We modified the setup to enable us to change
the scattering angle. This will allow us to measure the correlation function at different scattering vectors and, by
this, probing the chain dynamics on different length scales. Finally, we replaced the classical detector optic setup
by a single mode fiber which is easier to align and yields better correlation functions.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 6/94 EXPIRATION: 6/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-24-05-90
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG3-1634
RESPONSIBLECENTER; LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Presentations
Liu, J., "Magnet/c-field induced phase transition in magnetorheologica] Fluid." Symposium on Phase Coexistence and
Structures in Dipolar Fluids, American Physics Society, March Meeting, San Jose, March, 1995.
Liu, J., '_Field-induced structures of ferrofluid emulsions." Dept. of Physics, University of Micldgan, March 6, 1995.
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Cross Effects in Microgravity Flows
Principal Investigator: Prof. SudarshanK. Loyalka University of Missouri, Columbia
Co-Investigators:
Tompson,Prof. R.V. University of Missouri, Columbia
Task Objective:
The research objectives are to:
I. Solve the Boltzmann and the Wang Chang Uhlenbeck equations to determine the flow rates (mass and heat) and
the matrix of the phenomenological coefficients, for arbitraryKnudsen number (ratio of mean free path to
characteristic flow dimension), for arbitrary gas (vapor) mixtures, realistic intermolecular and gas-surface interaction
potentials, and for small (linear), as well as large (non-linear), gradients.
2. Verify the results by acquiring experimental data in a diffusion cell.
3. Explore applications of the results above to simulations of flows in ampoules.
Task Description:
The experimental apparatus will be designed to test the theoretical results. The classified diffusion two-bulb setup
with a connecting capillary will be used with the bulbs held at different temperatures. Results from the new
theoretical and experimental understandings will then be used to study flows in specific microgravity experiments
through discussions with the NASA scientists and engineers.
Task Significance:
Film growth by chemical/physical vapor deposition is a process of considerable interest in microgravity
experiments. The absence of natural convection should allow better control of the growth processes, but it has been
pointed out that in the highly nonisothermal ampoules, thermal slip (creep) can become a matter of significant
concern even for Knudsen numbers as small as 103. Thus, it is important to understand and control the flows that
arise from the molecular (rather than the mere continuum) nature of gases and vapors.
Progress During FY 1995:
Regarding the theoretical aspect;
• The Boltzmann Equation for a monatomic gas for rigid sphere molecules and cylindrical geometry, under
noncondensing conditions was solved numerically. All phenomenological coefficients have been computed.
• Initial computations for realistic potentials (monatomic gases), as well as the velocity and the creep slip, have
been completed. The creep slip is found to be dependent on the type of gas, and results confirm the accuracy of
recently reported variational results.
• The variational technique also has been extended, and it has been shown that the planar flows can be computed
very efficiently, for all Knudsen numbers, by use of Burnett solutions.
• The diffusion slip and the creep slip have been computed for gas mixtures. Very general expressions for the
condensation and evaporation jumps for gas mixtures have also been constructed.
• For gas mixtures, an integral representation of the linearized Boltzmann operator, convenient for numerical and
variational computations for all intermolecular force laws, has been obtained. The kernels are currently being used
for computation of the flows.
For the measurement of the _rOSS-flows:
•A glass two-bulb apparatus for isothermal experiments has been constructed. Experimental data on two gas
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mixtures (At-He, N2-He) at several pressures (1 tort to 200 tort total pressure) and mole ratios have been obtained,
and are found to be in good agreement with the theoretical predictions for the diffusion slip.
• Measurements of tangential momentum accommodation coefficients of several gases and gas mixtures in the
Izansition regime have been completed with the observation of torque on a levitated rotating sphere in conu'olled
environments. These measurements have been extended to the slip regime. We have completed new computations
for interpretations of these data and, with the help of these, we have found values for the viscosities, the slip
coefficients, and the tangential momentum accommodation coefficients for several noble gases. The viscosity
values are in excellent agreement with the literature data.
• A stainless steel two-bulb apparatus for both isothermal and nordsothermal experiments has been constructed and
tested and has now been used for extensive nonisothermal data acquisition on several gases and gas mixtures. For
simple gases, the data are in excellent agreement with the theoretical predictions over a wide range of the Knudsen
number. Comparisons of the mixture data with the theory will be carried out as the theoretical computations are
completed.
Regardin_applicationoftheresults
•FIDAP calculationsofthedepositiondue tocross-effectson conjunctionwiththermophoreticmotion was
explored.New computationalschemes were implementedand have worked well.The slipconditionsand the
condensation/evaporationjump conditionsarecurrentlybeingimplemented.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 1
PhD Students: 4
TASK INITIATION: 11-92 EXPIRATION: 11-95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-05-64
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG3-1420
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Gabis, D., Loyalka, S.K., and Storvick, T.S. Measurements of the tangential momentum accomodation coefficient in the
transition flow regime with a spinning rotor gauge. J. of Vacuum Science and Technology, (accepted 1995).
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Controlling the Mobility of a Fluid Particle in Space by Using Remobilizing Surfactants
Principal Investigator: Prof. O, arlesMalch_lli City University of New York
Co-Investigators:
Papageorgiou, Prof. D. New Jersey Institute of Technology
Task Objective:
This research prog:am studies theoretically and experimentally how to use surfactants to control the mobility of the
fluid interface of bubbles or drops moving through a continuous liquid phase. The interfacial mobility determines
the drag exerted on the fluid particle as it is driven through the continuous phase. By controlling this mobility, the
steady translational velocity of the drop can be manipulated independent of the force causing the particle to move,
and this control may prove useful in material processing under rnicrogravity which requires the management of
thermocapillary driven bubbles and drops.
Task Description:
Surfactant affects the inlerfaclal mobility by creating surface tension gradients which resist the interracial flow:
Surfactant molecules dissolved in either the continuous or drop phase kinefically adsorb from the bulk sublayer
adjoining the interface onto the surface. Once adsorbed, the surfactant is convected by the surface flow to the
trailing pole of the particle. Accumulation at the back end causes kinetic desorption into the bulk sublayer; this
increases the sublayer concentration causing a diffusive flux of surfactant out into the bulk. At the front end, the
kinetic adsorption depletes the sublayer, and forces a diffusive flux of surfactant from the bulk to the sublayer. At a
steady state, diffusive, kinetic and convective fluxes balance, and a concentration gradient develops on the surface
with the trailing pole larger than the leading pole. Since surfactant reduces the interracial tension in proportion to
its surface concentration, the leading pole is at a higher tension than the trailing pole. The leading pole tugs at the
trailing pole, and this tangential action opposes the surface flow and hinders the interracial mobility.
To use this retardation mechanism to manipulatethe inteffacial mobility, the kinetic and diffusive fluxes which
maintain the concentration difference across the fluid particle must be controlled. Diffusive fluxes can be controlled
by using bulk concentrations large enough to form surfactant aggregates; these aggregates act as sources of
surfactant monomer thereby reducing the diffusion gradients and increasing the interfaciai mobility. Kinetic fluxes
are controlled by the kinetic exchange coefficient, which is determined by the surfactant s_mcture. The overall goal
is to investigate both of these mechanisms.
Task Significance:
The results can be used to control thermocapillary driven bubble motion, e.g., in a glass melt, and in the
miscibility gap solidification of two phase composites. In each of these examples there is a need for controlling the
thermocapillary migration velocity; in the movement of gas bubbles in a melt, it is desired to have as large a
migration as possible. In the case of miscibility gap solidification, the object is to reduce the migration velocity as
much as possible, so that phase separation does not occur.
Progress During FY 1995:
During this reporting period, the following have been accomplished:
1. The kinetic rate constanthas been obtained for a test polyethoxylated surfactant at the air/water surface by
measuring dynamic tensions during surfactant transport from the axisymmetric shape analysis of a pendant bubble.
Two types of experiments were performed. First, adsorption onto an initially clean surface was observed by
forming a pendant bubble quickly (< 1 sec.) by injection of gas through a needle immersed in the surfactant
solution. The surfacUmtthen adsorbed onto the freshly formed interface, reducing the tension of the bubble surface
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and elongating the bubble. The bubble elongation was captured on digitized video images. Second, desorption
following compression of an equilibrium monolayer was recorded by allowing a bubble to form an equilibrium
monolayer on its surface and the quickly reducing the bubble area (< I sec.).
2. A preliminary hydrodynam/c model has been developed to describe how the terminal velocity can be controlled
by the kinetic rate, for the case in which the bubble motion is buoyantly driven and no dif_sion gradients exist.
An inviscid incompressible bubble is assumed with a fLxed spherical shape moving at a relatively low Reynolds
number such that the usual Stokes equations may be used to model hydrodynamic motion. This kinetic limited
model has been extended to include the effects of both diffusion of surfactant in the continuous phase. This allows
for the description of the effect of the bulk concentration on the terminal velocity. The PI has shown that for t-Lxed
kinetic parameters, as the bulk concentration is increased, diffusion mass transfer can be enhanced, causing the
terminal velocity to be increased.
3. The PI has used the pendant bubble technique previously utilized to measure kinetic rate constants, to measure
directly the equation of state relating the surfactant concentration on the surface to the surface tension. Accurate
equations of state are necessary for the theoretical modeling of the effect of surfactant on bubble motion.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH;
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 6/94 EXPIRATION: 6/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-o5-9o
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG-1618
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Pan, R., Maldarellit C., and Green, I., Conditions for promoting kinetic control during surfactant exchange and their use in
measuring kinetic parameters by the pendant bubble method. Accepted for publication to J. Colloid and Interface Science,
(1995).
Pan, R., Maldarelli, C., and Green, J. Measuring the surfactant surface equation of state by using the pendant bubble as a
Langmuir film balance. Accepted for publication to Langmuir, (1995).
Wang, Y., Papageorgiou, D., and Maldarelli, C. Theoretical study of diffusion limited to suffactant adsorption onto rising
spherical gas bubble at low Reynolds numbers. Accepted for publication to I. Colloid and Interface Science, (1995).
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Stabilization and Low Frequency Oscillations of Capillary Bridges with Modulated Acoustic
Radiation Pressure
Principal Investigator: Prof Philip L. Marston Washington State University
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The objectives of this investigation are to: (l) investigate the response of liquid capillary bridges to acoustic
radiation pressure excitation, and (2) acoustically suppress capillary breakup of long liquid bridges.
Task Description:
Liquid bridges surrounded by another liquid are studied in a modified Plateau tank apparatus. The liquid bridge is
usually a silicone-oil/tetrabmmoethane mixture surrounded by water. The bridge length and location are adjusted to
investigate the mode coupling of the radiation pressure of the surrounding ultrasonic field. The ultrasonic field has
been mapped with a hydrophone. For dynamic studies, the spatial and temporal modulation of the radiation pressure
is used to selectively excite mode resonances. After deactivating the transducers, mode frequency and rate of the free
decay has been monitored optically. Static bridge shapes are measured with CCD cameras attached to digitizers and
a persona] computer. Conditions are being investigated experimentally and/or theoretically for acoustic stabilization
of bridges surrounded by air as well as water.
Task Significance:
The proposed research furthers the understanding of the dynamics of capillary bridges which can lead to improved
control of float-zone crystal growth processes. The research may also lead to an increase in dynamic gravity
tolerance levels for liquid bridge related phenomena on the Shuttle.
Progress During FY 1995:
A system has been built for the deployment of neutrally buoyant bridges of a silicone-oil/tetrabromoethane mixture
in an ultrasonically excited water bath. The equilibrium diameter of the bridge is fixed by the size of the support
but the bridge length (and volume) may be adjusted. The amplitude of the ultrasonic field is modulated at low
frequencies representative of the natural frequencies of the bridge. By optically monitoring the response of the
bridge while scanning the modulation frequency and adjusting the bridge location, the desired ultrasonic excitation of
bridge modes has been demonstrated. The natural frequencies as a function of bridge length were measured for
weakly damped modes. Ultrasonic deformation of static bridges has also been observed and a mode excitation
method using frequency modulation of the transducer drive was also demonswated. A new static method of
measuring the interracial tension between density matched fluids was also developed. The method makes use of
CCD camera images.
Modifications of the dynamical theory of liquid bridges due to the radiation pressure of a sound field were
investigated. For stabilization, the sound field should be such that the radial component of the radiation pressure
automatically squeezes more on the larger radius (fatter) parts of the bridge and less on the slender parts of the
bridge. An analysis of the dependence of the scattering of sound on the local bridge radius suggests that this may be
passively achieved for a liquid bridge in air in low gravity by appropriate design of the sound field. Another strategy
is active stabilization where the bridge profile is optically sensed and the ultrasonic transducer drive is modified to
bring about the desired change of radiation pressure. Both mechanisms for acoustic stabilization should cause the
natural frequency of the most unstable mode to be shifted to a higher frequency when the bridge length is in the
stable region. This frequency shift was experimentally detected when the active control was activated for a bridge in
a Plateau tank. That observation confirms that the desired control of the ultrasonic field has been achieved and
suggests that acoustic stabilization could eventually be used to suppress bridge breakup in low gravity.
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Marston, P.L., Capillary bridge stability in an acoustic standing wave: linearized analysis of passive stabilization with
radiation pressure (abstract). Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 97, 3377 (1995).
Morse, S.F., Thiessen, D.B., and Marston, P.L., Capillary bridge modes driven with modulated acoustic radiation pressure
(absu'act). Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 97, 3377 (1995).
Morse, S.F., Thiessen, D.B., and Marston, P.L., Capillary bridge modes driven with modulated ultrasonic radiation
pressure. Physics of Fluids, (accepted 1995).
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Study of Disturbances in Fluid-Fluid Flows in Open and Closed Systems
Principal Investigator: Prof. Mark J. McCready University of Notre Dame
Co-Investigators:
Chang, Prof. H.-C.
Leighton, Prof. D.
University of Notre Dame
University of Notre Dame
Task Objective:
The objective of this effort is to examine the different instabilities that can affect a liquid film during gas-liquid
flow.
Task Description:
A generalized approach is being undertaken for gas-liquid flow in an open channel with finite length, with or
without gravitational stabilization, as well as for the analytically simpler case of liquid-liquid rotating flows. Either
gas-liquid low-gravity testing or comparison with existing low gravity data is planned.
Task Significance:
The presence of waves can enhance the heat transfer between phases but increase the energy required to pump the
phases through a pipe network. Terrestrial applications include the nuclear, electric power and oil industries.
Progress During FY 1995:
Experimental work in the rotating Couette device has confn'med that the initial instability is super critical because
the amplitude-rotation curve is exactly the same with increasing and decreasing rotation rate. The amplitude -
rotation rate curve has been calculated from the complete Navier-Stokes equations using a weakly-nonlinear
formulation and it agrees with experiments within the expected error. This provides the first experimental
confu'mation of weakly-nonlinear theory for an interfacial system. The dominant mechanism of stabilization is the
transfer of energy from the unstable fundamental to the stable overtone. The mechanism of stabilization is of
particular interest because it shows whether the linearly unstable waves will ever stabilize or if they grow until they
roll over. In the gas-liquid channel flow experiments, the mechanism has been found to be a cubic-order
self-interaction with the overtone interaction being important only in a narrow parameter range. For oil-water
channel flow within the range of the experimentation, a surprising result is that the cubic self-interaction is
destabilizing and that stabilization is caused by interaction between the fundamental and the mean flow.
Experiments cannot confLrm the mechanism, but they do show the expected saturation on linear growth at
approximately the correct amplitude.
Stability calculations for oil-water channel flow have revealed the presence of two different modes that are
simultaneously unstable. This has not been seen in air-liquid flows and it occurs over only a small parameter
region. The experiments agree with these calculations and display the presence of a slow-moving, long-wave
disturbance and a fast, short-wave disturbance simultaneously. The presence of two different unstable modes is
exciting because energy transfer between long and short waves may be important in the generation of slugs in
gas-liquid flows and this provides a good system to study this effect. For the flow regime transition criteria of
gas-liquid flows, there appear to be conditions where long wavelength waves are unstable but no large disturbances
form in both the rotating Couette device and the oil-water channel flow. This issue is critical to resolve because all
of the popular models for flow regime transition (e.g. Barnea's, Hanratty's) assume that if long waves are unstable, a
transition from stratified to either annular or slug flow occurs. Furthermore, comparisons of these one-dimensional
models with the governing differential equations on plots of friction velocity versus liquid depth have shown
significant disagreement in the location of the long wave stability curve. Because the one-dimensional models
match experiments, it means that either long wave instability is not the correct criterion for say, slug formation, or
that the experiments which are used to verify the theory have been done in pipes that are too short.
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Kuru, W.C., Sangalli, M., Uphold, D.D., and McCready, M.J., Linear stability of stratified channel flow. Int. J. Mult.
Row, (February1, 1995).
McCready,M.J.,andChang,H.-C.,Formationoflargedisturbanceson shearedand failingliquidfilms.Chem. Eng.
Comm., (January1995).
Sangalli, M., Gallagher, C.T., Leighton, D.T., Change, H.-C., and McCready, MJ., Finite amplitude wave evolution at the
interface between two viscous fluids. Phys. Rev. Let., 75, 77-80 (1995).
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Study of Forced Convection Nucleate Boiling in Microgravity
Principal Investigator: Prof.HermanMetre,Jr. University of Michigan
Co-Investigators:
Keller, Prof. R.B. University of Michigan
Task Objective:
This task is a continuation of previous experimental work examining the effects of buoyancy on forced convection
nucleate boiling. In nucleate pool boiling, bubble detachment in normal Earth gravity is usually the result of
buoyant forces; in the absence of buoyancy the bubbles have a tendency to remain in the vicinity of the heating
surface, eventually causing dryout at the heating surface which results in reduced heat transfer. For boiling in a
flowing liquid, an additional mechanism of bubble detachment can occur:, detachment due to lift and drag on the
bubble, induced by the flow field. The purpose of this study is to gain an understanding of when bubble detachment
will dominate, and the effectiveness of boiling in such circumstances. Also, this study is intended to clarify the
relative significance of buoyancy and bulk flow inertia forces to the critical heat flux (CHF) in forced convection
boiling, which will also serve to enhance the understanding of the CHF in microgravity, where buoyancy effects are
absent. This information will also increase the understanding of boiling in cases where gravity is present.
Task Description:
A closed-loop flow boiling system, using R-113 as the test fluid, has been developed as part of a previous program.
The temperature and pressure of the subcooled liquid R- I 13 are rigorously controlled at the entry to the test section.
A portion of one wall of the rectangular test section is electrically heated to provide either a constant temperature or
a constant heat flux. Surface temperature and heat flux measurements are made and the bubble growth/departure
process is recorded visually. The relative effects of buoyancy are examined by rotating the entire flow loop. Other
variables in the experiment are the flow velocity, the power input to the heater, and the amount of liquid
subcooling. A long-range goal of the effort is to adapt the current test loop for testing aboard NASA's low gravity
research aircraft.
The project has focused upon two general areas of study: obtaining heat transfer coefficients for nucleate boiling
over a range of variables, and studying the conditions where dryout (departure from nucleate boiling) occurs.
Analysis has been performed in both areas of study to develop physical explanations for the observed results.
Task Significance:
An understanding of the fundamentals of boiling in microgravity is necessary in order to predict the performance and
limitations of space systems where boiling occurs, such as those for thermal control and power generation. Near
absence of natural convection in microgravity also provides researchers the opportunity to study fundamental aspects
of boiling which can improve performance of terrestrial power generation and process equipment.
Progress During FY 1995:
This study is intended to clarify the relative significance of buoyancy and bulk flow inertia forces to the critical heat
flux (CHF) in forced convection boiling, which will also serve to enhance the understanding of the CHF in
microgravity, where buoyancy effects are absent. Measurements of the CHF in subcooled forced convection boiling
of R113 were made on a flat copper heater surface at varying orientations relative to gravity for low flow velocities,
where buoyancy is substantial compared to flow forces. An analytical model describing the effects of the flow
velocity, heater orientation and subcooling was developed, relying partly on empirical relationships derived from hot
wire anemometer measurements of the void fraction and bubble frequency.
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The experiments show that the CHF is a strong function of the heater surface orientation at very low flow
velocities, and that orientation has a considerable effect on the CHF for flow velocities below 55 cm/s. In
orientations where the buoyancy and flow forces oppose each other, the CRF is generally much lower than in
orientations where they act in the same direction, owing to the increase in time during which the bubbles are
resident at the heater surface. The analytical model of the CHF considers the motion of larger bubbles on the heater
surface, relating the inverse of the bubble residence time to the CHF. The model also includes the effects of
subcooling, which act to reduce the net vapor generation rate, thereby deferring the onset of the CRF to higher
levels of heat flux.
Ina relatedstudy,subcooledforcedconvectionnucleateboilingexperimentswithR113 were conductedwiththin
gold fdm and goldcoatedcoppersubstrateflatheaters.Orientationrelativetogravity,flow velocity,liquid
subcooling, heat flux, and heater length aspect ratio were varied to provide a better understanding of the relative roles
of various heater transfer mechanisms in the total heat flux. This work was intended to better define the boiling
process and determine future work for forced convection boiling in the microgravity environment of space.
The experimentsand analysisdemonstzatedthatforcedconvectionboilingmay be describedby amechanistic
approach,underwhich thetotalheatfluxisdividedintoseveralcontributingcomponents. A model ispresentedfor
forcedconvectionboilingwhich has anerroroflessthan25% formost conditions.By varyingtheheatedlength,
thecontributionsofseveraloftheheattransfermechanisms were determined.Through qualitativeanalysisand the
heattransfermodel,microlayerevaporationwas shown tocomprisethebulkofthetotalheattransfer.
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Kirk, K.M., Merte, H. Jr., Keller, R.B., Low-velocity subcooled nucleate flow boiling at various orientations. ACME
Journal of Heat Transfer, vol. 117, no. 2, 380-386 (May 1995).
Presentations
Brusstar, M.J., Merte, H. Jr., Keller, R.B., "rhe role of buoyancy orientation on bubble residence times and the related
critical heat flux." Proc. of 30th 1995 National Heat Transfer Conference, ASME, Portland, Or, HTD - vol. 305, Heat
Transfer in Micro|rarity Systems, 15-27, August 6-8, 1995.
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Control of Oscillatory Thermocapillary Convection in Microgravity
Principal Investigator: Prof. G. P. Neitzel Georgia Institute of Technology
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The objective is to experimentally investigate active control of oscillatory thermocapillary convection in planar
layers. The investigative strategy is as follows:
1. Establish the appropriate basic state for a 'bin" rectangular flow geometry.
2. Establish and detect the oscillatory thermocapillary convection in the form of hydrothermal waves.
3. Suppression and control of the hydrothermal waves.
Task Description:
The basic state will be investigated using available computer programs to help establish the experimental design
parameters and boundary conditions. After choosing the relevant design parametersand boundary conditions, the
dish which will contain the desired basic state will be constructed. The desired basic state is the return flow basic
state of Smith and Davis. LDV will be used to observe and measure the basic state obtained in the experiment.
The surface temperature perturbations of the hydrothermal waves will then be characterized either numerically or
experimentally. Control or suppression of the hydrothermal waves will be attempted using a CO2 laser as the heat
source. Locations along the free surface that appear to most effectively cancel or suppress the hydrothermal waves
will be heated with a laser pulse and the duration and time of pulsing will also be compared with the predicted
estimates.
Task Significance:
Crystals grown by the float-zone process can be improved by successfully suppressing undesirable fluid motion
during the crystal growth process.
Progress During FY 1995:
Recent progress has been made in three key areas:
Laser-Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) measurements have been made to assess the quality of the basic state flow field.
Infraredthermography measurements of the fluid layer's free surface near the critical Marangoni number have been
taken to determine the true surface-temperature gradient. Most importantly, all the equipment is in place to carry
out the control aspects of the project, and preliminary control experiments have been conducted.
The LDV measurements were conducted in both 1 mm and 1.5 mm layers, each at a Marangoni number that
corresponds to 75% of the critical value. Velocity profiles taken in the center of the flow apparatus are in excellent
agreement with theoretical predictions for an infinite layer. Measurements taken through the liquid layer's free
surface from above revealed the nature of the flow near the sidewalls and endwalls of the apparatus. Typically the
flow near the apparatusboundaries approached that occurring in the center of the apparatuswithin 1 layer depth (i.e.
1.0 mm-l.Smm). These t'mdings have allowed us to conclude that the experimental apparatusproduces a very
"clean" flow, approaching that occurring in an idealized infinite layer.
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Determination of the actual temperature gradient occurring on the fiquid layer's free surface is important in that it
allows a consistent comparison with linear stability results to be made. Infrared thermography measurements to
this end have been carried out for different layer depths [0.75 mm-2.5 mm], at the respective critical Marangoni
numbers. Infrared images of the free surface were digitized via a framegrabber and converted to graylevels, allowing
the determination of the temperature gradient in the fully developed part of the flow away from the endwalls. The
temperature gradient determined in this fashion is typically 75% of that previously estimated as the endwall
temperature difference divided by the length of the fluid layer.
The control aspects of the project are in a fully functional state, and preliminary experiments have been rim. For
the control experiments, an infrared CO2 laser beam is focused and spread in one direction to produce a nearly
uniform 1 mm thick sheet that is directed downward onto the liquid layer's free surface. The control signal comes
from a thermocouple near the free surface which is amplified and passed through a phase delay before being used as
input to the lasers controller. Initial experiments have shown that the liquid layer is very receptive in the infrared
heating, and that a laser power of a couple of watts can suppress hydrothermal waves. Unfortunately, this much
power also significantly distorts the basic flow field. Currently experiments with much less laser power (a few
hundred milliwatts) are being conducted, and results should be forthcoming in the immediate future.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 2
TASK INITIATION: 2/93 EXPIRATION: 2/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-24-05-61
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Presentations
Neitzel, G.P., 'Thermocapillary Instabilities." Invited talkat University of Kentucky, October 7, 1994.
Neitzel, G.P. and Riley, R.J. "Hydrothermal-wave and steady, multieellular instability of a thermocapillary-bouyancy
driven flow." 47th Meeting of the American Physical Society, Division of Fluid Dynamics, Atlanta, GA, November 20-22,
1994.
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Industrial Processes
Principal Investigator: Prof. Simon Ostrach Case Western Reserve University
Co-Investigators:
Kamotani, Prof. Y. Case Western Reserve University
Task Objective:
The objectives of this study are to gain an understanding of the role of gravity in various industrial processes and to
develop new applications of microgravity.
Task Description:
The commercial processes and related basic processes which have been investigated or are being investigated, include
supercritical extraction processes, coating flows, formation of bubbles in liquid flow, dynamics of liquid-gas
interfaces, transport phenomena in zeolite growth, rotating electrochemical systems, and transport phenomena in
crystal growth. The roles of gravity in those processes are being studied by using experimental, numerical, and
analytical techniques and potential benefits of microgravity are being assessed. Based on those studies microgravity
experiments will be proposed.
Task Significance:
The roles of gravity in terrestrial and space-based industrial processes are being studied by using experimental,
numerical, and analytical techniques, and the potential benefits of microgravity applications of these processes are
being assessed. Based on these studies, microgravity experiments will be proposed which will lead to an
understanding of how to best utilize the environment of space for various industrial applications.
Progress During FY 1995:
1. Coating Flows
An experiment on dip coating is being conducted to study the conditions for the appearance of wavy films. The
experiment covers the capillary number up to 20 and Reynolds number up to 28. When the non-dimensional film
thickness exceeds a certain critical value, the film interface becomes wavy. The nature of the interfacial instability
is investigated by flow visualization. According to the present experiment a coating fdm becomes unstable after
certain Reynolds number and Stokes number are exceeded. The applicator geometry also influences the film profile
and thickness. One conclusion from the present experiment is that gravity significantly influences the stability of
the coating film and thus coating in microgravity is advantageous in obtaining uniform films.
2. Bubble Generation in Microgravity
The main idea in this work is to study single bubble generation with transition from the bubbly to the slug flow
regime in a continuous liquid flow under microgravity. We are using the Fluid Flow Diagnostics Loop Facility at
NASA/Lewis to run experiments under normal gravity conditions. Both co-flow and counter-flow systems have
been designed and are now in the manufacturing process. The 1.27 cm I.D. flow conduit section is assembled and
certain modification are made in the data acquisition system. After some testings with the 1.27 cm flow conduit
system, pipe diameters and injection nozzle diameters will be varied to observe the changes in flow regime
transition.
3. Zeolite Growth
We have found a way to grow large zeolite crystals. By adding nutrients during the growth period it is possible to
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put the extra nutrients into the existing crystals without increasing the number of crystals, thereby increasing their
average size. A patent has been applied for the method. The time to add the nutrients is determined by observing
the shrinkage of the gel mixture. The method is considered to be very effective in growing large crystals in
microgravity. However, in microgravity the gel does not shrink, but it becomes dilute gradually as the crystal
growth proceeds. We found that by putting a He-Ne laser through the gel it is possible to know structural changes
in the gel, which makes it possible to identify the time to add the nutrients. We are also studying theoretically the
diffusion processes taking place during zeolite growth in microgravity.
4. Rotating Electrochemical Systems
The mass transfer process in shallow rotating electrochemical cells is being investigated numerically, analytically,
and experimentally. Various cases relevant to rotating battery applications (Sclimidt number about 3,000) have
been computed numerically. When the rotational speed exceeds a certain value, secondary cells appear in the core
region. We are also performing a scaling analysis to identify new dimensionless parameters and a mass transfer
correlation which can classify the entire range of our interest. Based on the numerical analysis we are constructing a
new electrochemical test cell. Sectioned electrodes which are specially designed to measure the local mass transfer
rate have been fabricated.
5. Natural Convection in Circular Cylinders
Oscillatory natural convection in circular cylinders filled with a liquid metal is being investigated experimentally.
The conditions for the onset of oscillations are being investigated under various conditions. The problem is very
complex and many factors influence the oscillation phenomenon (e.g. heating rate, wall thickness).
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH;
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 0 MS Degrees: 3
PhD Students: 3 Phi) Degrees: 4
TASK INITIATION: 1/89 EXPIRATION: 3/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-05-30
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Jiang, H., Kam, V., Kamotani, Y. and Ostrach, S.,
Engineering Communication, vol. 132, (1995).
Transport phenomena in super critical fluid extraction. Chemical
Kamotani, Y., ChaD, S., Ostrach, S., and Zhang, H., Effects of g-jitter on free-surface motion in a cavity. Journal of
Spacecraft and Rockets, vol. 32, no. 1, (1995).
Ostrach, S. Kitzito, J,P., and Kamotani, Y., Free coating flow at high capillary and reynolds numbers, in Two Fluid Flows -
With and Without Phase Change, AS/vIE AMD, vol. 184, 1-11 (1994).
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flightresults.JournalofSpacecraftand Rockets,vol.32,no. l,(1995).
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Kamotani, Y., Weng, F., Jiang, H., 'Transport phenomena in shallow rotating electrochemical cells." Poster Session,
Gordon Conference on Gravitational Effects on Physio-Chemical Systems, July 1995.
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Marangoni Effects on the Bubble Dynamics in a Pressure Driven Flow
Principal Investigator: Prof. Chang-Won Park University of Florida
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
Perform theoretical and experimental research to investigate the effect of surface contamination on the relative
motion of air bubbles in a liquid within a Hele-Shaw (I-IS) cell. Results of this effort will be used to enhance the
understanding of the fundamental physical processes and the importance of interfacial flows that occur in a broad
variety of industrial and process of applications.
Task Description:
• Focus the theoretical investigation on establishing a predictive model for the influence of surfactant on the bubble
dynamics (especially on the translational bubble velocity in a pressure driven flow).
• Experimentally confirm the theoretical predictions and prove that many of the perplexing bubble shapes are the
results of the surfactant influence.
Task Significance:
The results of this research will provide an understanding of the bubble motion on diffusional flux of heat and mass
at the bubble-liquid interfaces. This has a close relationship to a number of applications in direct contact mass and
heat transfer devices, bioengineering (e.g., blood oxygenation), and it has direct implication for the fluid systems in
space-based applications.
Progress During FY 1995:
During this period, Professor Park has conducted experiments using water drops containing a predetermined amount
of surfactant. The translational velocities of water drops in an oil-filled Hele-Shaw cell were investigated and
compared to the prediction of Saffman and Taylor. The effects of surfactant concentration on the shape transition
were also investigated. He has also carried out a theoretical analysis for a drop with a circular form to estimate the
extent of retardation in the drop velocity which results from the surface concentration gradient.
Professor Park has plans to continue the project and to avoid using water drops because of unavoidable
contamination problems, Instead he will conduct experiments with oil drops in an organic phase. He will also
conduct a theoretical analysis to extend from a circular plan form to elliptic bubbles to account for shape effects.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: O
MS Students: O
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 6/94 EXPIRATION: 6/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-24-05-92
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG3-1635
RESPONSIBLECENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
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Park, C.-W., Maruvada, S.R.K., and Yoon, D-Y., The influence of surfactant on the bubble motion in Hele-Shaw cells.
Phys. Fluids, vol. 6, no. 10, 3267-3275 (1994).
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Maruvada, S.R.K., and Park, C-W., '_I'he influence of surfactant on the bubble motion in Hele-Shaw cells." 47th Annual
Meeting of the Division of Fluid Dynamics, American Physical Society, Atlanta, GA, November, 1994.
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Nonlinear Dynamics and Nucleation Kinetics in Near-Critical Liquids
Principal Investigator: prof. Alexander Z. Patashinski Northwestern University
Co-Investigators:
Ratner, M.A.
Pines, V.
Northwestern University
Case Western Reserve University
Task Objective:
The objective of this theoretical research is to develop a more complete understanding of the nonlinear response of a
near-critical liquid to strong perturbations of local thermodynamic equilibrium. The consideration is limited to a set
of special physical situations relevant to flight experiments dealing with relaxation and nucleation in a near-critical
state. It entails the hierarchical relaxation in the macroscopically homogeneous liquid following homogeneous
strong, rapid temperature, and pressure perturbations of thermodynamic equilibrium, interaction of such
perturbations with inhomogeneities, their influence on nucleation kinetics, and the kinetics of a sub-critical nucleus.
Task Description:
The general theoretical method is the field theory approach to near-critical systems, the scaling theory of critical
phenomena, and computer simulations. The physical situations to be theoretically studied are described in the form
of idealized experiments. These situations include tempera,re changes in a near-critical liquid at time scales shorter
than the relaxation time of correlated fluctuations. The behavior of a nucleus near the phase separation line in
non-stationary temperature conditions will be examined in order to Fred the way for direct observation of a
sub-critical nucleus.
Task Significance:
The study of the response of an ensemble of large length scale fluctuations in near-critical liquid to strong and rapid
perturbations of the equilibrium is expected to give an insight into phenomena accompanying such perturbations in
experiments very close to the critical point, including already performed fright experiments. The relaxation of a
non-equilibrium near-critical system following strong rapid perturbations is expected to yield conditions for
achieving a near-critical steady state with a constant heat current and to formulate optimal conditions for a potential
flight experiment.
Progress During FY 1995:
The relaxation of an ensemble of long range fluctuations following a sudden strong temperature perturbation from
an equilibrium homogeneous state of a near-critical liquid was studied in a phenomenological scaling theory. The
predicted phenomena include the time relaxation of the distribution function and specific "tails" in the time
dependence of the temperature. The relaxation was found to follow new scaling laws. The response of the material
is nonlinear, and the scaling laws are different for different signs of temperature perturbations.
By studying pressure perturbations in non-uniform, non-equilibrium near-critical liquids, we found that a
temperature gradient in the initial state may result in a near-critical steady state that has unusual properties.
Asymptotically, this non-equilibrium state has a vanishing temperature gradient but a fruit, heat current. A
generalization of the fast adiabatic equilibration method is proposed as a way to archive this new state of matter. A
proposal of a potential flight experiment employing this fmding is submitted to NASA.
In a second area, the difficulty in observing and studying the fluctuations] stage of nucleation, and the interpretation
of experimental data, has motivated a computer simulation of nucleation. In order to study the early stages of
nucleation, we applied the statistical theory of pattern recognition to visualize the kinetics of the local structure of a
computer-generated liquid, following a deep temperature quench. It was shown that the method allows one to see
and to analyze the appearance of the face centered cubic (FCC) order at the level of the first coordination shell.
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STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION; 6/94 EXPIRATION: 6/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-24-05-07
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG3-161"/
RESPONSIBLECENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Mitus, A.C.D Smolej, F., Hahn, H.a and Patashinski, A.Z.0 Shape spectzoscopy of local FCC structures in computer
simulations of crystallization. Europhysics Letters, (submitted).
Patashinski, A.Z.,
Presentations
Parashinski, A.Z.,
Patashinskia A.Z.,
A rapid temperature change near critical points. PRLa (submitted).
"Liquid: local and global structure." University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, 1995.
'The local order in computer generated liquids." University of Chicago, 1995.
Patashinski, A.Z., '_Rapidtemperature changes in a near critical liquid." Gordon Conference on Gravitation Effects in
Physico-Chemical Systems, Hennekera N[-I 1995.
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Two-Phase Interfaces in Weak External Fields.
Principal Investigator: Prof. JeromeK. Percus New York University
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The aim of this work is to understandfrom first principals the behavior of two-phase interfaces in the absence of
assumptions as to gravitational effects.
Task Description:
l. Analytical Sta_tical Mechanicalformalisms will beemployed. ClassicalHamiltoniansof the interfaces of
interacti_ fluids will be modified or developed as needed.
2. General external fiel_ are included.
3. Equilibrium, followed by non-equilibrium, descriptions are to be employed. It is expected that familiar and new
strategies will be utilized.
Task Significance:
The above Objective is fundamental to our ability to deal with the fluid structures that abound in the real biological,
chemical, and physical world.
Progress During FY 1995:
Since the state of thermal equilibrium is basic to all effective descriptions of the dynamical processes involved, its
study has heavily colored our initial investigations, culminating durin8 this year with the publication of a detailed
analysis of the '_nean-field hydrodynamical" limit of fluid matter, a low resolution caricaau'e of such systems. Tiffs
was joined by a more refined treatment in which the inherent inteffacial thermal fluctuations, that are crucial e.g., to
the timing of coalescence processes, were included. The full set of consideratiom was then subsumed under the
aegis of the heavily studied density functional theory, but in a framework, that of expanded density functionals, in
which one is able to focus at will on microscopic, mesoscopic, or macroscopic elements of the structure.
A substantial effort was mounted duri_ this period to determine how familiar hydrodynem/cal concepts have to be
modified and interpreted in order to make them appropriate to the multi-level structure alluded to above. Tiffs was
primarily in the context of the microscopic symmetric pressure tensor which was, for the f'u'sttime, expressed in
the invaluable density functional format, and then used to follow the predictions of popular microscopic models on
the energetlcs of interracial systems. In the course of these investigations, the previously murky relation between
pressure tensor and thennodytuunics was completely clarified.
The process of extending thermodynamic information to interfac/al dy:aam/cs was initiated along two paths. One
was from the viewpoint of an inertialess lattice gas, resulting in the surprising conclusion that at this level, all
transport is governed by precisely the thermodynamic free energy, albeit with a non-trivial effective panicle
mobility. The other aimed at understanding the fashion in which slow macroscopic motions, accounted for by a
time-varying microscopic energy, generate effective thermodynamic parameters. By examining a solvable model
system, it was found that all current procedures for doing so are deficient, and suitable alleviation is suggested.
We expect to devote the coming year to probing more deeply the manner in which a number of l/m/ted dynamical
regimes can be analyzed with the help of our extensive equilibrium information, stani_ with the models of Araki
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and Munakata; Giacomin and Lebowitz; and Oxtoby. It will also be necessary to have more complete control over
the complex interracial equilibrium configurations required for intermediate stages of two phase separation, and we
are developing '_hase-field" techniques to this end. We hope to arrive at a stage at which the results of physical
experiments can provide incisive tests of our theoretical framework.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 1/93 EXPIRATION: 12/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24.-05-76
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG3-1414
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Kiessling, M.K..-H, and Percus, J.K., Non-uniform van tier Waals theory. Journal Stat Physics, 78, 1337 (1995).
Percus, J.K., Classical liquid-gas interface in thermal equilibrium. Journal Stat Physics, 78, 1165 (1995).
Percus, J.K. and Samaj, L., Adiabatic properties of distributions, exactly solvable models. Physial Review E, (1995).
Percus, J.K., Pozhar, L.A., and Gubbins, K.E., Local thermodynamics of inhomogeneous fluids at equilibrium. Physial
Review E, 51,261 (1995).
Presentations
Percus, J.K., '_xpanded density funetionals." American Chem Soc, Anaheim, CA, April 1995.
Percus, J.K., "Expanded density functionals." Rutgets Stat Phys Conf, May 1995.
Containerless Capillary Wave Turbulence
Principal Investigator: Dr. Seth L Putterman University of Califomiai Los Angeles
Co-Investigators:
Barmatz, M.B. Jet Propulsion Laboratory (J/L)
Task Objective:
We areworking towardthegoalof studyingturbulencein a broad-bandspectrumof capillary wavesthatrunaround
the surfaceof a eontainerlesslypositioned dropof liquid. This experimentwould constitutethefhst controlled
measurement of turbulence in interacting waves.
Task Description:
The problemconsistsof two components.They are (a) the generationof a turbulentdistributionof surfaceripples
and Co)the detection and measurement of this state. These issues are being approached in ground-based experiments
as well as in arrangements that simulate containerless fluids in microgravity. The gronnd-based experiments are
being carried out in a fluid which is excited with a shake table. The preflight experiments are being developed with
a levitated droplet of liquid.
Task Significance:
Consequences of this experiment range from the characterization of turbulence to the determination of universal
properties of nonlinear systems and signal processing. The presence of a new propagating mode (secondsound)in
the capillary turbulence would have importantramifications with regard to attempts to achieve controlled
thermonuclear fusion.
Progress During FY 1995:
We have achieved the first controlled observations of the transition to broad turbulence in nonlinear wave
interactions. These experiments studied the motion of ripples propagating on the surface of water. The key to these
measurements is our ability to determine the height of the rippled off-equilibrium fluid as a function of location and
time. The fluid is set in motion with a vibration exciter ("shake table'9. A CCD camera mounted above the liquid
and focused on the surface records the intensity of light that leaves the surface. By doping the water with
'_olyballs" (neutrally buoyant spheres with 1 micrometer radius) the light is forced to diffuse through the water, so
that the intensity at the top surface is proportional to its local elevation. This new technique (diffusive light
imaging) is our key advance. It circumvents the catastrophic problems posed by caustics in the former shadowgraph
imaging technique.
Our technique can be used to measure the power spectrum or the instantaneous surface topography. Thus the first
records of the full 3D profile of a localized soliton state has been obtained. Our data shows a power spectrum of
surface vibration given approximately by _=(to) ,,, to-,s.0 where g(x,y,t) is the surface height and "(0"is the
frequency. This compares with a theoretical dependence of to-17_s..
Whether we have found a mistake in the theory or if the effects of boundaries (e.g. the side walls of the dish) and a
limited dynamic range has led to this discrepancy will be best answered by a flight experiment!
In a space flight the tipples will be excited on the surface of a levitated drop. For this reason the J/L group has
been studying the dynamics of large amplitude ripples on a levitated drop of fluid. Excitation of large amplitude
waves has been achieved with a "sting" and through modulations of the ultrasonic levitating field. Dipslacement
spectra of the surface oscillations of levitated drops have been obtained using a modified Polytec PI interferomelric
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laser vibrometer with a front-end anti-slosh optics developed by NASA Lewis (Meyer/Tin/Taylor/Mann) for
UCLA/IPL (Putterman/Barmatz/Biswas). This front end optics design was also applied to measure displacement
power speclrum on a fiat liquid surface with amplitudes as high as seven hundred microns (well into the turbulence
regime). This new insa'ument is under development at NASA Lewis (funded by Code UG) and will be assigned to
YPL to assist in characterizing surface capillary wave phenomena on a levitated drop.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH;
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
Phi) Students: 2
TASK INITIATION: 12/91 EXPIRATION: 12/94
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: _3-24-o7-o3
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAGW-2842
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: JPL
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Wright,W., Budak,R.,and Putterman,S. Diffusinglightphotographyofsolitonsand capillarywave turbulence.1.ofthe
AccousticSocietyof America,vol.96,3322 (1994).
Studies of Radiation-Driven and Buoyancy-Driven Fluid Flows and Transport
Principal Investigator: Prof. Paul D. Ronney University of Southern California
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The proposed research will consist of two sets of experiments under simulated microgravity condition. The fast is a
study of instabilities of radiating, initially-homogeneous gas volumes, for both optically-thin and optically-thick
gases with a vertical temperature gradient between two plates. The objectives are to determine the validity of
theoretical stabifity criteria and to determine the spectrum of the nonlinear evolution of the resulting deusifications.
The second set of experiments is a study of the stability of one-dimensional steady temperature profiles and unsteady
thermal conduction waves in gases with strongly temperature-dependent radiative conductivity. The objective is to
determine the stability criterion, study nonlinear evolution's of these instabilities, and develop a stability model.
Task Description:
The following are proposed problem studies:
1. Stability of a cooling optically-thin gas volume (field instability) using NH3 gas condensible 12vapor or other
gas with analogous properties, and measurement of the power spectrum of any resulting nonuniformities.
2. Stability of a cooling optically-thick gas volume which is opaque only at high temperatures (CMBR instability)
using CO or other gas with analogous properties, and measurement of the power spectrum of any resulting
nonuniformities.
. Radiative conduction in optically-thick gases between parallel plates using SF_.
a. Radiatively-induced instabilities of steady planar conduction profiles at _g.
b. Unsteady planar conduction at constant heat flux (thermal waves) at one-g and gg.
c. Critical Rayleigh numbers at one-g at large t and AT.
4. Radiative conduction in optically-thick gases at l_g in spherical geometry.
5. Theoretical stability analysis corresponding to items 3 and 4.
Task Significance:
The study of the coupling of internal radiation to fluid flow is important in a wide variety of practical problems
including glass and semiconductor processing; oceanographic, atmospheric and astrophysical flows; plasma physics;
combustion systems; solar energy collection; and heat transfer in inhabited enclosures. This work consists of a
series of experiments to be carried out in the drop towers that will enhance the understanding of the physics of
internal radiation to fluid flow. Results obtained from the present research could identify potential mechanisms to
improve the Earth's environment and improve solar power systems.
Progress During FY 1995:
A pressure vessel to contain the experiments has been designed, built and tested. A Rayleigh-Bernard (RB) type of
apparatus, i.e., heated and cooled plates, have been designed, built, and tested. A laser shearing intefferometer
system, suitable for use in drop tests, has been designed, built, tested, and incorporated into the above apparatus. To
the PI's knowledge, this is the first interferometer system compatible with NASA-Lewis 2.2 Second Drop Tower
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experiments. The field of view of the intefferometer is a circle 5 cm in diameter. The elecu'ical system for
powering and controll/ng the plate temperatures and interferometer system and recording thermocouple and
radiometer voltages has been designed, built, tested and integrated with a NASA-supplied Digital Data Acquisition
and Control System(DDACS). The above apparatus has been integrated into a NASA-rum/shed frame designed for
use in the 2.2 Second Drop Tower.
Initial one-g tests have been performed using air and SF6 at a chamber pressure of I arm. The purpose of the initial
one-g tests was to verify that radiatively-acfive gases will have different critical Rayleigh numbers (Ra¢) for RB flow
than radiatively inert gases, thereby indicating the role of radiative conductivity. As an example of this, it was
found that Ra¢ was about 10 times higher for the I arm SF6 mixture than that of radiatlve]y-inert air. A
comparison of the flow observed in SF6 at values of Ra slightly above Rac and at a much higher Ra shows the
following. The interferometer fringes are slightly wavy at Ra > R_, whereas they are severely deformed at large
Ra. Also, there are closely-spaced fringes adjacent to bottom plate, indicating a thin thermal layer characteristic of
rad/afively-driven flow. This layer was completely stationary and was not seen in air at any Ra, thus it does not
indicate a laminar-like sublayer of a turbulent thermafiy-induced flow. These quantitative and qua//tat/ve features
indicate the importance of radiative Iransfer in hydrodynamic flow and instabilities, and encourage us to proceed to
low=gravity tests.
A series of low-gravity experiments were performed in the NASA-Lewis 2.2 Second Drop Tower using the
Rayleigh-Benard apparatus developed duri_ the previous quarter and described. A total of 17 drop tests were
conducted. The test gases were air and SF6 at pressures from 0.2 to 2 arm. With SF_, at the highest pressures (2
atra)and plate gaps (2 ¢m), a flow was observed at Iow-g that did not appear to be residual of the flow observed at
one-g before the test. (Experiments were conducted with the hot plate on top, so that the gas between the plates is
buoyantly stable, but some flow occurs above the hot plate which affects the flow between the plates to some
extent.) No corresponding low-g flow was observed in air at any condition. These observations are consistent with
the model postulated by the PI concerning radiation-driven flow in radiatively active gases such as SF6.
The goal of the first drop campaign was to determine in a qualitative way when any radiation-driven flow could be
observed. The conclusion of this set of tests was that such flows appear to be observable. Experiments to be
conducted in the near future will focus on quantifying the characteristics of these flows and determining the
conditions under which they may occur.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 1
PhD Students: 0
TASK INITIATION: 6/94 EXPIRATION: 6/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-05.93
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG3-1653
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Presentations
Abid, M. and Ronney, P.D., "Experimental simulation of buoyancy-induced front propagation using aqueous autocatalytic
chemical reactions." 8th Internat/onal Symposium on Transport Phenomena in Combustion, San Francisco, CA, July
17-20, 1995,
Liu, J.B. and Ronney, P.D., "Robust interferometer system for drop tower experiments." SPIE International Symposium
on Optical Sciences, Engineering, and InsUmmentation, San Diego, CA., July 9-14, 1995.
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Fluid Creep Effects on Near-Wall Solute Transport for Non-Isothermal Ampoules and Suspended
Particle Transport Coefficients
Principal Investigator: Prof. Daniel E. kosher Yale University
Co-Investigators:
Papadopoulos,D.H. Yale University
Task Objective:
One goal of this proposal is to initiate theoretical studies necessary to provide the basis for more realistic future
ampoule-level numerical simulations for multi-component vapor transport, including supercritical vapors. A second'
goal is to provide predictions of particle (or macro-molecule) transportproperties based on similar phenomena
occurring at the particle level.
Task Description:
The following are issues to be addressed in this investigation:
1. Slip coefficients for polyatomic gases, including nondilute, disparate molecular weight mixtures.
2. Simultaneous effects of wall creep due to solute mass-transfer, including the coupling between creep associated
with energy and mass transfer.
3. Nature of the transition from the Enskog-Chapman regime to the case of liquid-like densities.
4. Appropriate "creep" conditions at "porous" solid surfaces; implications for the transport properties of suspended
panicles, including thermophoretic coefficients.
Task Significance:
These phenomena not only influence transport rates in microgravity crystal growth ampoules, but also the
migration rates of suspended macromolecules or nanoparticles (molecular clusters and ultra fine particles).
Progress During FY 1995:
The feasibility of applying a microscopic approach based on the Boitzmann equation for low-density gases to the
'model' problem of thermal creep in a two-dimensional ampoule with strong temperavae gradients established along
its side-walls was investigated early on. Toward this end, a Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method was
selected which was based on the algorithm proposed by G. Bird (1994). For simplicity, the geometry chosen is a
cartesian one. The code for this purpose has been developed and thoroughly tested and validated. Statistical error
has been shown to decrease with approximately the inverse first power of the sample size, as expected from the
relevant kinetic theory literature. Simulations run on a Spare I0 workstation included sample sizes up to 4 X IOs
molecules.
The correlation of number density and velocity components for the test case of a dilute gas in equilibrium has been
examined. It has been confu'med that the number distribution of particles within each cell follows a Poisson
distribution, which essentially agrees with theoretical considerations. As a furtherconsistency check of the code,
resultsobtainedinthenon-equilibriumcaseagree withthosefoundinrecentcomputationalkinetictheoryliterature.
Itwas foundthathesamplingfrequency(i.e.how oftenonecollectsdatatobestatisticallyveraged)isacrucial
factorinsuchsimulations.Ifcorrelationsbetweensuccessivestatisticalsamplesexist,themomentsofthe
distributionfu ctionmay be significantlyaffectedyieldingmisleadingresults.
Upon validating methods, efforts were focused on developing a 2-D cartesian code that could handle confined
geometries of interest and validating it using relevant case studies. In these simulations, a strongly non-isothermal
ampoule charged with Xenon was considered. Xenon is a typical background gas used in metalorganic physical
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vapor transport crystal growth applications at reduced pressures. The presence of the end walls is expected to force
the creep-driven gas into a circulatory motion and thus result in the formation of a vortex rotating in the
counterclockwise sense. This vortical motion has been successfully captured in microscopic level simulations.
In subsequent studies, several computational issues will be examined which arise in DSMC simulations and
determinations of objective criteria to optimize the relevant simulation parameters will be made. It is hoped that
eventually the microscopic approach could provide results which will guide the implementation of a
computationally efficient, yet realistic, macroscopic description of the subject flows, and to economically anticipate
the consequences of these phenomena in crystal growth related ampoule experiments. Finally, it is also planned to
initiate an investigation of the analogous phenomenon of concentration creep using the existing well tested DSMC
microscopic methods. Such creep phenomena take place when disparate molecular weight gases isothermally diffuse
in the presence of concentration gradients parallel to a bounding wall.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 1
PhD Students: 2
TASK INITIATION: 6/94 EXPIRATION; 5/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION;962-24-05-94
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG3-1654
RESPONSIBLECENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
PapadopoulOSl D. H. and Rosner, D.E., Enclosure gas flows driven by non-isothermal walls. Physics of Fluidsl (June 1,
1995).
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Gas Flow from Porous Media and Microgravity Battery Spills
Principal Investigator: Dr. RobertT. Ruggefi Boeing Company
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
This proposal is based on the hypothesis that on-orbit spacecraft battery failures can be traced to electrolyte spills
resulting from gas expanding inside the capillary pores of battery electrodes. The specific objectives of this project
areasfollows:
1. To determine the gas capacity of three porous metals as a function of pore volume and pore diameter.
2. To determine the system temperature and pressure effect on gas capacity.
3. To determine the effect due to the external geometry of the porous material.
4. Analytically determine the effect of gravity on electrolyte spills.
Task Description:
The objectives will be accomplished by one-g experiments and analysis. The PI will identify all critical parameters
that determine a porous metal's gas capacity, then demonstrate, by measurement, the effective volume of
noncondensable gas contained within the pore structureof porous metal plates as a function of the identified critical
parameters. Such critical parameters are expected to beporediameter, pore volume, sample shape, temperature,
pressure and surface tension. The pore volume and the effective gas capacity of three metals well be determined in
volumetric gas flow experiments. The experiments well be conducted at 25 °, 45°, and 60 °C in a constant
temperature chamber. Zinc, silver, and nickel are the three metals that well be investigated. The effect of pressure
cycles will span a range between 14.5 psia and 2.9 psia for each temperature. One to three pressure cycles will be
performed for each metal specimen at each temperature. Numerical models will be developed to study the gas
capacity as a function of the pore diameter, the temperature, and the ambient pressure. The effect of gravity on these
experiments well be determined analytically.
Task Significance:
Spacecraft batteries have been documented to discharge electrolyte, which causes a short circuit. The electrolyte
discharging mechanism is not yet fully understood. In order to prevent mission failures in the future, critical
parameters which determine a porous metal's ability to hold and discharge gas should be investigated. This will lead
to design of batteries that can retain electrolyte in the microgravity environment of space and thus prevent battery
failure in space missions.
Progress During FY 1995:
Thefollowinghave beenaccomplishedto date:
1. The contract with Boeing Company was officially started on the first of October. A kick-off meeting was held
at LeRC on November 8, 1994. Project tasks were reviewed and the approach was discussed.
2. The hardwarefor the ground-based 1-gexperimentwere acquired. Setupandcheckoutwill takeplacein the next
few months.
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However, progresshas been hindereddue tothereluctanceofthebatterymanufacturers,citingproprietaryconcems,
torendermetalspecimensforconductingtheplannedexperiments.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 10/94 EXPIRATION: 10/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION; 962-24-05-95
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAS3-27258
RESPONSIBLE CENTER; LeRC
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Ground Based Studies of Thermocapillary Flows in Levitated Drop
Principal Investigator: Prof. Satwindar S. Sadhal University of Southern California
Co-Investigators:
Trinh, E.H. Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
Task Objective:
For the measurement of the thermophysical properties of undercooled liquids, the idea of spot-heating a test sample
in a levitated state is to be explored and applied to relevant materials. That is, a liquid drop levitated in an acoustic
field could be heated on a small fraction of its area by a laser beam. In addition, simple filament heating will also
carried out, since this can be achieved with considerable ease. The physical interference of the filament with the
fluid mechanics will of course have to be taken into consideration. By carrying out the measurements of the
thermocapillary effects of such heating it is possible to derive the thermal properties of the sample. However, this
can only be done with the development of a successful predictive model of the system. The effort will therefore
consist of both experimental and analytical work.
1.1 Analytical Part
The purpose of the analytical part of the proposed program is to develop such a model over several phases. The
major thrust at present is in ground based studies with plans for a future space experiment. In the current studies
therefore, the experimentation will involve significant interference of the acoustic field. Thus, for most cases for
ground based studies, the drops will be deformed to a spheroidal shape. In addition, there is general asymmetry of
the flow field. While it is acknowledged that many of these complexities do not arise in low gravity, there is a great
deal that can be achieved by ground based studies provided the interference by the acoustic field is fully accounted for
in the analysis. For model development in the direction of a zero-g space experiment, analysis will be carried out
for liquid shells and compound drops.
Under the scope of the current investigation, the analytical work will consist of several tasks that will encompass
the formulation of the differential equations pertaining to levitated drops, their analytical and numerical solutions
and the development of results.
1.2 Experimental Part
The experimental problem of interest in this proposal is the thermal response of a spot-heated levitated drop in a
convective gas flow of varying intensity. The ultimate objective of the tasks proposed is to quantitatively
determine the transient and steady-state temperature distribution on the drop surface as a function of time, sample
physical properties, geometry, and of the input radiant energy. Because of the coupling of thermocapillary and
thermoacoustic phenomena, the interpretation of the resulting thermal state must be carried out in conjunction with
the theoretical analysis of the problem. The experimental work will thus be divided into several sub-tasks, each of
which must provide data that can be directly correlated with theoretical predictions. Although the final goal will be
to carry out an experiment in microgravity, this proposal will limit itself to ground-based investigations using
proven experimental techniques in order to correlate with and to verify the theoretical work, as well as to develop
experimental methods for a potential future microgravity investigation.
Task Description:
In the usual Earth-based environment, the convective contribution arises due to buoyancy as well as to the effects of
the levitation mechanism. In this particular case, the sample may be levitated in a gaseous environment by a high
intensity ultrasonic field, and the convective flow field external to the specimen is caused by acoustically-driven
streaming flows in addition to the normal buoyancy-driven circulation. The heat transfer problem of determining
the transient and steady-state temperature distribution at the surface of the sample will also require the solution of
the flow field inside the drop driven by thermocapillary effects (and perhaps also by acoustic radiation stresses)
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because of the surface tension gradient introduced at the drop surface by the localized heating. Under other
circumstances, the sample may be levitated in a vacuum or gaseous environment by electrostatic forces which do
not generate detectable outer convective flows or droplet distortion. This approach requires, however, the permanent
non-uniform charging of the drop surface; the effects of which are still unknowns but might also alter the
thermally-driven capillary flows.
Under these conditions, the relevant non-dimensional parameters will thus include the Reynolds numbers of the
internal thermocapillary-driven flow, of the steady outer acoustic streaming flow, and perhaps of the high frequency
acoustic particle motion. The Bond number will be of relevance in order to distinguish between low gravity and
Earth-based conditions. The Nusselt, Caashof and Marangoni numbers will also play a primary role. Because we
shall be restricted to rather moderate temperature and to conditions far enough from the boiling point of the liquids
investigated, mass transfer processes will not be taken into consideration in this case.
Task Significance:
The proposed research will provide fundamental understanding of the Marangoni flows associated with localized
heating of drops and bubbles. For ground based studies where there is interference from the acoustic field, a sound
numerical model will provide significant new information about the behavior of these complex systems. The new
work on compound drops will play a f_ndamental role for a zero-g space experiment. Most importantly, the model
development along with the experimental studies will represent fundamental groundwork for the measurement of
thermophysical properties of undercooled liquids.
Progress During FY 1995:
2. Analytical Part
2.1 Spherical Particle in an Acoustic Field
The flow induced by a solid sphere oscillating in a viscous fluid when the amplitude of the oscillation is small
compared with the radius of the sphere was considered by Lee & Wang [1]. They considered a sphere slightly
displaced from the antinode of a standing wave. This analysis relied on the tangential velocity calculation based on
an analytical algorithm. We have conducted a more detailed analysis of such a system based on Riley's [2] method.
For the flow surrounding the sphere, an expansion for small ka of the standing wave velocity was used. For a
sphere displaced from the antinode, the leading order reduces to a particle in a spatially uniform flow. This was
given by Riley [2]. The analysis has been extended to include the next order, which is linear in z. Detailed
calculations with the singular perun'bation procedure have given expressions for the outer and inner field. Here, we
consider the case of high frequency which means that the vorticity generated at the surface of the sphere is confined
to a thin 'shear-wave' layer.
The outer and inner solutions are quite different from those obtained by Lee & Wang [1]. In particulars we notice
that the inner field includes fourth order terms in Legendre polynomial derivatives. While attempts are being made to
explain the discrepancies, it is likely that the conditions for the applicability of the algorithm in [1] for tangential
velocity calculation may be limited. This is presently being investigated.
2.2 Internal Circulation In A Drop In An Acoustic Field
The internalflowina drop at theantinodeofa standingwave has been investigated.Thiswas done throughthe
applicationofthestresscontinuityconditionattheliquid-gasinterface.To theleadingorderofcalculationsthe
internal flow field was found. It is observed that the strength of this flow exhibits an exponentially negative
behavior with the frequency parameter, M. For large M this is very weak. The reason for such a weak flow is
mainly because of the rec/rculating Stokes layer. This layer is very thin and since it has opposing velocities within
it,a verylargeshearstressisrequiredtosustainitsmotion.The systemcannotafforda largestressattheinterface
and theresultisa weak internalcirculation.The largedrop viscosityascompared withthegasalsohas a rolein
weakening thiscirculation.
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2.3 Relaxation of Ellipsoidal Drops
The relaxation of initially extended (ellipsoidal) drops is being examined numerically by the boundary integral
method for the purpose of viscosity measurement. This work is being conducted in collaboration with Howard
Stone (Harvard University). For different ratios of the drop viscosity to that of the surrounding medium has been
studied for initial aspect ratios of 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0. For Stokes flow, the evolution of the drop shape has been
studied. Typically, the surface- tension forces act to restore the sphericity of the drop. The shape- time description of
the relaxation process is being used to calculate the viscosity of the drop.
3. Experimental Part
3.1 Internal Circulation in Ultrasonically Levitated Drops
The internal flow within acoustically levitated droplets in 1 G has been determined to be negligible in the
isothermal case and for non-rotating samples. Internal flow fields have been measured using fluorescent tracer
particles and Argon-ion laser sheet illumination. For a differentially heated drop with a maximum temperature
difference of about 6 C, an uncontrolled droplet rotation has prevented accurate measurement of thermocapiUary
flows in 1 G. Coupling between the non-isothermal environment and the ultra_nic field generates a random torque
on the levitated sample.
3.2 Internal Flow Field Visualization for Electrostatically Levitated Charged Drops
Laser-heated electrostatically levitated charged droplets have been shown to be more stable under non-isothermal
conditions. The internal flow fields are being currently measured using fluorescent tracer particles and ray tracing
techniques for correcting the optical distortion due to the curved droplet surface.
3.3 Development of a Glovebox Flight Experiment
A breadboard and experimental procedure are being developed for potential microgravity investigations using the
Middeck or Spacelab Glovebox during a future Space Shuttle mission. A scaled down version of an ultrasonic
levitator coupled to a solid-state laser sheet illuminator will be implemented in the study of the stability and internal
flows of droplet stabilized in microgravity in anticipation of a full scale flight experiment.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
Phi) Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 1/93 EXPIRATION: 3/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-07-19
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: JPL
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Proceedings
Sadhal, S.S., Gopinath, A., Oosthuizen, P.H., Hashemi, A. "Heat transfer in microgravity systems." Proc. 30th National
Heat Transfer Conference, Portland, Oregon, Aug. 8-I I, 1995, Vol. 3, No HTD-305, American Society of Mechanical
Engineering (New York), pp. 193, 1995. ISBN 0-7918-1704-0.
Trinh, E.H. and Sadhal, S.S. "Acoustic streaming and ultrasound processing of low melting point materials." ASME Int.
Congress &Exposition, Chicago, Nov. 6-I I, 1994. ASME HTD-VoL 290.
Books
Sadhal, S.S. and Gopinath, A. "Heat Transfer in Microgravity Systems 1994." American Society of Mechanical
Engineering (New York), Vol. No HTD-2901SBN 0-7918-1408-4, pp 1Of, 1994.
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Effects of Gravity and Shear on the Dynamics and Stability of Particulate and Multiphase Flows
Principal Investigator: Prof. Ashok S. Sangani SyracuseUniversity
Co-Investigators:
Koch, D.L.
Louge,M.
Comell University
Comell University
Task Objective:
To understandthepaniculateandmultiphaseflowbehaviorsanddynamicsthatwilloccurinthemicrogravityand
Earth's gravity environments, and to investigate systems in which the inertial effects are important on the length
scale of particles and bubbles.
Task Description:
Complementary theoretical, simulation and experimental approaches to achieve the aforementioned task objective.
The study will consider two types of inertial suspensions that are amenable to detailed theoretical studies. The first
type is a solid-gas suspension, in which the inertia of the particle and the gas viscosity are more important than the
gasphaseinertia.The secondtypeisasuspensionofbubbleswithhighReynoldsnumberindicatinginvicidflow,
butwithsmallWeber numberindicatingthattheirdeformationissmallTheoreticaldevelopmentofsheared
particulate and bubbly liquids will make useof concepts borrowed from the kinetic theory which has been
successfully applied to granular flows. The kinetic theory will be complemented by a numerical simulation of the
solid-gas and gas-liquid suspensions. These simulations include detailed calculation of the hydrodynamic
interactions among the panicles in both microgravity and Earth gravity conditions. To validate the equation of
motion of the suspension systems, experimental measurements of suspension properties in simple basic flow
situations are necessary. The initial Earth-based experiment will involve a sheared fluidized bed by using
capacitance probes to measure the volume fraction as a function of time, the shear rate required to overcome the
gravitational instability. The knowledge gained from the theoretical, simulation, and experimental work will set the
necessary background to propose low gravity experiments.
Task Significance:
Shearingfluidizedbedandbubblysuspensionsareusedinchemicalprocessingandunderstandingthedynamicsand
flowbehaviorinthesesystemsiscrucial.
Progress During FY 1995:
The purpose of this project is to study, in detail, two suspensions in which inertia plays an important role at the
lengthscale of particles and bubbles. The fh'st is a gas.solid suspension at small Reynolds numbers and t'mite
Stokes numbers, and the second are bubbly suspensions at large Reynolds numbers. With the fast, the inertia of
the panicle phase is important, but with the second, the inertia of the continuous phase is importanL Gravity has a
destabilizing influence on both these suspensions and it may be possible to stabilize these suspensions by shearing
them. The object of our investigation is to demonstrate this through a combination of theory, numerical
simulations, and experiments.
To date we have completed an analytical investigation of sheared gas-solid suspensions in the absence of gravity.
We developed kinetic theories to predict the panicle-phase velocity fluctuations and stress, to cover a wide range of
values of Stokes numbers, volume fraction of panicles, and coefficient of restitution of panicles. These theories are
compared against the results of numerical simulations of gas-solid suspensions and an excellent agreement is found
between the two.
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We have completed dynamic simulations of shear flows of bubbly suspensions and developed a kinetic theory to
explain the results of simulations. A manuscript based on this study is currently under preparation.
We are also constructing a Couette cell that will allow us to study the effects of gravity and shear on gas-solid
suspensions.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: l
TASK INITIATION: 5/94 EXPIRATION: 5/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-05-96
NASA CONTRACT NO,: NAG3-1630
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Sangani, A.S., Mo G,, Tsao H.-K., and Koch, D.L,, Simple shear flows of dense gas-solid suspensions at t'mite Stokes
numbers. J. Fluid Mech., 296, 211-245, (1995).
Tsao H.-K., and Koch, D.L., Rapidly sheared, dilute gas-solid suspensions. Journal of Fluid Mechanics, 296, 211-245
(1995).
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Dielectric and Electrohydrodynamic Properties of Suspensions
Principal Investigator: Dr.Dudley A. Saville Princeton University
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
This investigation focuses on understanding those electrokinetic properties of particulate suspensions related to the
so-called "electrohydrodynamic effect," specifically, the dielectric constant and electrical conductivity. These
properties are of crucial importance in defining the behavior of samples in various electzokinetic separation
processes. The work involves two research tasks:
I. Measurements of the electroldnetic properties of a series of suspensions with particle volume fractions between
1% and 20% by volume.
2. Development of a theory for the dielectric constant and conductivity of suspensions which encompasses the
measured behavior.
Task Description:
Experimentalwork: We havebeenattemptingto preparemodel particleswhichconformto the classicaltheory.
Previous research showed that with some particles annealing at 120°C (above the glass transition temperature)
smoothed the particle surface so suspensions behaved according to the classical theory. Attempts to prepare such
particles using both anionic and amphoteric latexes purchased from the Interracial Dynamics Corporation met with
limited success. The reasons for this behavior are not at all clear. Accordingly, we have been working to adsorb
polymer on latex particles to increase their dipole moment. Suspensions prepared with these particles will have
large dielectric constants which can be controlled by the amount and size of the adsorbed polymer.
Theoretical work: We continue to work on theoretical models of the electrohydrodynamic effect and on models of
the electrokinetic behavior of dispersions. The purpose of these efforts is to provide the requisite theory to interpret
our results.
Task Significance:
This research is intended to develop an understanding of one of the major obstacles to effective separation of
particles by electrokinetic methods. During the past year we uncoveredways of adapting our techniquesto
understanding the behavior of particles in non-aqueous systems. Thus, in addition to its use in separations, our
work should fred applications in ceramic processing.
Progress During FY 1995:
During the past year we have focused on three activities: measuring the properties of colloidal particles with
adsorbed polymer, measuring the properties of concentrated, and using electrohydrodynamic phenomena to
manipulate suspensions. As the list of presentations demonstrates, these objectives have been pursued vigorously.
The work on physisorbed polyethylene oxide is almost complete and the student is writing her Ph.D. thesis.
We are currently developing an improved spectrometer to measure the properties of concentrated dispersions.
New ways of mampulating dispersions using electrohydrodynamic effects have been developed. As noted in the
papers cited, we have been able to manipulate dispersions so as to form interesting structures in oils and aqueous
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dispersions. In the latter case, we discovered how to form colloidal monolayers elect_ohydrodynamically. A paper
on this topic was submitted to Science.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 0 MS Degrees: 0
PhD Students: 3 Phi) Degrees: 1
TASK[NITIATION: 6/91 EXPIRATION: 6/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-08-08
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAGS-878
RESPONSIBLE CENTER; MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Barchmi, R., and Saville, D.A.
Science, 176, 86-91 (1995).
Dielectric responsemeasurementson concentrateddispersions. J. of Colloid & Interface
Gittings, M.R., and Saville, D.A. Electrophorctic mobility and dielectric response measurements on electrokinetically
ideal polystyrene latex particles. Langmuir, I l, 798-800 0995).
Saville, D.A. Dielectric behavior of colloidal dispersions. Colloids & Surfaces, 92, 29-40 (1994).
Trau, M., Sankaran, S., Saville, D.A., and Aksay, I.A. Electric field-induced pattern formation in colloidal dispersions.
Nature, 374, 437-439 (1995).
Presentations
Barchini, R. and Saville, D.A. "Dielectric response measurements on concentrated colloidal dispersions." 68th Annual
Colloid and Surface Science Symposium, Stanford University, Stanford, California, June 1994.
Gittings, M.R. and Saville, D.A. 'Whe dielectric properties of latex dispersions with physisorbed polyethylene oxide."
68th Annual Colloid and Surface Science Symposium, Stanford University, Stanford, California, June 1994.
Lettow, J., Trau, M., Saville, D.A., and Aksay, I.A. ''Field induced formation of nickel/silica nanolaminates." Annual
Meeting of the Materials Research Society, November 1994.
Saville, D.A. "Dielectric properties of colloidal dispersions: the role of transport processes behind the shear plane."
International Colloquium on Surface and Colloid Science, Adelaide, Australia, February 1994,
Saville, D.A. "Fundamentals of electrokinetic phenomena." 1994 Workshop on Chromatography, Electrokinetics and
Separations in Porous Media, NIST, Gaithersburg, Maryland, August 1994.
Trau, M., Sankaran, S., Saville, D.A., and Aksay, I.A. "Electrohydrodynamic pattern formation in colloidal dispersions."
International Colloquium on Surface and Colloid Science, Adelaide, Australia, February 1994.
Trau, M., Sankaran, S., Saville, D.A., and Aksay, I.A. "Field assisted patterning in materials processing." Annual Meeting
of the American Ceramics Society, April 1994.
Trau, M., Sankaran, S., Saville, D.A., and Aksay, I.A. "E]ectrohydrodynamics of non-aqueous colloidal dispersions."
1994 Annual Meeting of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers, November 1994.
Trau, M., Sankaran, S., Saville, D.A., and Aksay, I.A. "Pattern formation in colloidal dispersions via electrohydrodynamic
flow." Annual Meeting of the Materials Research Society, November 1994.
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Electrohydrodynamic Pool Boiling in Reduced Gravity
Principal Investigator: Prof.Benjamin D. Shaw University of California, Davis
Co-Investigators:
No Co-rs Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
To investigate the effects of electric fields on reduced-gravity pool boiling. The electric fields are expected to
significantly and controllably increase reduced-gravity nucleate boiling rates and maximum heat fluxes. The
presence of an electric field will result in the production of smaller bubbles in reduced gravity and the average speed
will be increased.
Task Description:
A drop apparatus will be constructed for use at the NASA Lewis 2.2 Second Drop Tower. This apparatus will
consistofa poolboilingtestchamber and associatedinstrumentationmounted on aNASA drop frame. Boiling
willoccuron an electrically-heatedplatinumwiresubjectedtoa nonuniformexternalDC electricfield.Boiling
experimentswithR-113 (trichlorotrifluoroethane,(CC 12FCIF2,forwhich t_>>to)orwater (forwhich t_<<tb)willbe
performedinboth l-gand p_. Data willbe gatheredon appliedelectricfieldsand wireheatfluxesand temperatures.
High-speedmotion picturephotographywillprovidevisualrecordsofboilingphenomena.
Task Significance:
Anyone who has ever boiled water on a stove is familiar with nucleate pool boiling. Even though it is an everyday
event, scientists do not understand precisely how it works, because the Earth's gravity influences how bubbles form
and grow in boiling liquids.
NASA is interested in the results from this experiment, because boiling liquids generate bubbles which are very
efficient at transferring large amounts of heat. Finding new ways to dissipate heat from the space shuttle or future
manned space platforms will be vital to the success of long-term missions.
The potential benefits closer to home, including more effective air conditioning and refrigeration systems, and
improvements in power plants that could reduce the cost of generating electricity.
Progress During FY 1995:
The initial efforts of the past year focused upon designing an experiment to study the effects of applied electric fields
on reduced-gravity pool boiling occurring with thin platinum wires heated in a host fluid. Calculations were
performed to identify the experimental conditions (e.g., wire diameters, host fluids, etc.) that would be roost likely
to yield the best experimental data. It was decided that three fluids would be used: water, R-113, and the
cholorine-free refrigerant (and environmentally friendly) FC-72. A prototype boiling chamber was subsequently
built and tested with water. This chamber helped us to determine the best way to support the wire and allowed us to
test critical electronic components (e.g., a programmable microcontmller and programmable power supply) needed
for the boiling experiments. This chamber also allowed for the evaluation of schemes to support the platinum wire.
In addition, different lighting schemes for the experiments were evaluated with this prototype chamber, and a
suitable lighting scheme was selected. All of the components and materials needed to construct the apparatus have
now been designed and/or acquired (e.g., high-voltage power supplies, the platinum wire power supply, batteries,
battery boxes, the drop frame, the boiling chamber, control electronics, boiling chamber insulation, boiling
chamber heaters (cartridge and tape), a special flexible bladder to allow for volume expansion without significantly
raising the chamber pressure, etc.). Construction of the apparatus is now well underway and it is expected that
normal gravity experiments will be initiated within the near future. Reduced-gravity experiments (50 to 100 drops
are planned) will be performed at the NASA Lewis Research Center, commencing in the fall of 1995.
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STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: I
PhD Students: 0
TASK INITIATION: 6/94 EXPIRATION: 7/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-05-97
RESPONSIBII:: CENTER: LcRC
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Transport Processes Research
Principal Investigator: Dr. Bhim S. Singh NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC)
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The objective of this task is to promote, foster, and enhance the quality and breadth of microgravity research
conducted in the discipline of fluid physics by advancing the understanding of thermal and mass transport processes
when buoyancy-driven convection is reduced or eliminated.
Task Description:
The approach to achieving the task objective is to provide LeRC in-house support to assist sponsored principal
investigators in the conduct of their research (particularly when that research can benefit from unique expertise or
facilities at LeRC), while guiding and assisting in the definition of flight experiments.
Task Significance:
This task will assist in program planning and outreach programs in the external community, and it will conduct
in-house research to advance the understanding of transport and inteffacial phenomena through exploitation of the
microgravity environment.
Progress During FY 1995:
Transport Process Research:
Support to Ground-Based Principal Investigator_;
Support was provided for the fn'st ever study of the absolute instability of liquid jet in microgravity using Lewis'
2.2 Second Drop Tower. Professor Lin (Clarkson University) and his students conducted approximately 40 drops
using their specially designed rig. Professor Lin reported "the most stunning results are probably the photographic
evidence of absolute instability which has not been recorded before". Lewis support included providing drop rig
frame, consultations on design of experiment for drop tests, providing film camera and technical assistance,
scheduling the drops, assistance in modifying the test set up to make it fully compatible with drop tower, and
assistance in conducting the tests. Also provided support to Professor Ronney (University of Southern California)
on studies of radiation-driven and buoyancy-driven fluid flow and heat transport. Professor Ronney's student
conducted tests in the 2.2 Second Drop Tower. Assistance was also provided to several PIs planning to use DC-9.
Marangoni Benard Instability (MBI);
Experimental investigation on Marangoni Benard Instability (MBI) in a liquid sheet with 2 free surfaces was
conducted in FY95. A 10 cSt silicone oil layer, sandwiched by an air gap from above and a thin layer of FC-43
from below, was used for the study. The onset of MBI was observed, the pattern appears to be irregular polygons.
A qualitative observation of the post-onset evolution of the convection pattern indicates that the cell size increases
with increasing temperature gradient across the liquid layer. Due to the lack of inteffacial tension data for silicone
oil-FC 75, a quantitative comparison with the theoretical results previously obtained by Dub, et. al. is not yet
available. Further efforts will be devoted in FY96 to quantitatively compare the experimental data and the theories.
Surface temperature profile in Benard convection is being measured using an Inframetrics-760 infrared imager. A
new apparatus was designed and built to allow better control of the cooling from top with computer-controlled
random mixing of Helium gas. The use of Helium gas and an optical window made of ZnSe also minimize the
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attenuation of the IR signal while maintaining good temperature control in the convection cell. Interesting mode
switching was observed as a function of aspect ratio, Marangoni number, and Rayleigh number, as predicted by
theoretical calculations by Narayanan et al. At the concurrent mode, pattern oscillation was also experimentally
observed. This work was conducted by Duane Johnson (University of Florida),a GSRP fellow with NASA Lewis
mentors Ray Skarda, and J.C. Dub.
A numerical effort to directly simulate the onset and post- onset evolution of Marangoui Benard convection started
in the past year. A three-dimensional numerical code using the least-squares, lrmite element method (LSFEM) is
currently being developed. This code will be capable of solving the unsteady, three-dimensional Navier Stokes
equations, and is able to track the motion of the free surface of a liquid. We intend to use this code to explore the
two different modes of onset, i.e., the pearson mode and the longwave instability mode, and to study the post-onset
evolution of the convection pattern.
Thcrmocapillarv Mi_ation of Drops and Bubbles:
Significant progress has been made by Dr. Balasubramanian on the analysis of thermocapillary migration of a drop
when convection of energy is predominant inside it. The temperature field inside and outside the drop have been
determined by matched asymptotic expansions. Numerical solution of an integral equation to determine the
temperature distribution inside the drop near the stagnation point and the drop migration velocity is underway.
The effect of convective transport on the temperature distribution around a slowly settling sphere in a slnttified fluid
is being pursued. An analysis by Merritt (1987) shows unusual logarithmic singularity in the wake region of the
sphere. It has been shown that there is another solution of the problem that does not have a wake singularity.
Optical techniques for measurement of temperature distribution in a tramparent liquid for use in space fright
experiments have been evaluated. During IML-2 experiments, Point Diffraction Interferometry (PDI) did not
perform well. Drs. Rashidnia and Balasubramaniam investigated the use of Wollaston Prism Interferometry (WPI)
for this application. The results showed that with properly selected prism angle this technique can provide
temperature gradient measurement for most of the range of interest for Professor Subramanian's flight experiment.
Working with ESA and appropriate personnel, WPI was successfully implemented in BDPU facility.
Development of Liquid Crystal Point Diffraction Interferomea'y (LCPDI) was undertaken and sufficient progress was
made. LCPDI was used in a Benard convection cell with 1OCS silicone oil. The results of LCPDI were compared
with Mach Zender Intefferometry (MZI). The LCPDI proved to be much more stable and insensitive to external
vibration than MZI.
Two-Phase Flow in Micro m'avity Environmem:
Work on arranging the experiments needed to study reduced-gravity two phase flow at a pipe junction is proceeding.
A series of normal-gravity tests were conducted to identify the potential problems which may arise in conducting
these experiments. The instrumented test sections had been fabricated and installed in the existing Lear Jet two
phase flow rig. Modifications needed to conduct the proposed experiments using that test rig are being done now.
The experiments will be conducted in early FY96. The setting up of the two-phase flow diagnostics flow loop has
been completed. Dr. Jayawardena (NRC) is conducting this research.
A drop tower rig for conducting two-phase gas flow tests is being currently developed to support external PIs. The
rig provides liquid and gas flow capabilities and imaging as well as data acquisition and control system. A variety
of test sections can be incorporated. The initial tests will be conducted using a curved circular tube.
Development of Droplet In iector:
A droplet injector capable of injecting a droplet with a minimal droplet momentum has been designed. This concept
was developed by Dr. Chal. Nomud-gravity tests have been completed and the device is ready for reduced-gravity
testing. This type of device could have applications for several ground-based and flight investigations.
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Capillary Driven Flows:
Four closed form solutions concerning capillary driven flows in containers with interior comers were determined
mathematically, all of which may be directly applied to the design of inspace fluid systems. Such solutions could
not be determined in the past because the key to closure of the governing differential equations came from
experimental observations of the flow phenomena during concurrent drop tower tests. Over 100 drops were
conducted and the large data set is being compared with the quantitative theory. Two Baldwin-Wallace student
interns have assisted in the collection of the data throughout the year.
An experimental study of a novel technique producing capillary driven flows which are steady was completed by M.
Weislogel. The test configuration, adapted to the low-g environment, may prove ideal as a means for studying the
physical phenomena associated with the moving contact line. A large data set was compiled with both drop tower
and laboratory experiments which show good agreement with an over-simplified theory developed as a presentation
tool for the data. The work is being prepared for publication.
A small effort was initiated by M. Weislogel and K.C. Hsieh to determine the stability of capillary surfaces in
irregularly shaped containers. This study is of interest because regions of stability are probed where the surfaces
exhibit discontinuous behaviors yet to be observed experimentally. Though related experimental work has been
undertaken in certain flight experiments (DYLCO on IML-2 and ICE on USML-2) the subject analysis sheds light
on results which, in some cases, are indeed difficult to explain. Two high school summer shadowing students (one
with SHARP) have assisted in the computer runs.
A visiting graduate student, Gerrit Woclk, from Bremen University in Germany, was mentored for four months on a
problem related to surface reorientation and settling in cylinders in low gravity. The study was numerical and
hinged on an analytic/empirical model for the contact line boundary condition which could be furtherhoned by
comparison to a large data set previously acquired at NASA LcRC. A functional form for the boundary condition is
suggested making quantitative analysis of such system possible. The results will be included in Mr. Woelk's thesis
and a joint paper is in preparation.
Other."
Gravity modulate Benard problem is under investigation using spectral methods. The case of insulated upper and
lower surfaces exhibits similar behavior in (gl, f_) space as previously published results for conductive surfaces.
Multiple finger shaped regions of instability were observed in (gl, l/W) space. For insulated surfaces, the fingers
were stretched and their distorted appearance compared to the results for conductive surfaces.
On measurements of surface deformations due to thermocapillary convection several objectives were achieved. Due
to the delays in fabrication of test section cells and acquisitions of a few key pieces of equipment much of the
research was not able to be performed. Fortunately, by using another facility, some of the preliminary results were
taken. These preliminary test runs showed quite promising results qualitatively that with the future results will be
very promising. Although, measuring deformations for smaller test cell dimensions will be very tricky, it seems
that the results will be accurate. Preliminary results with larger test sections showed rather good matchings with
the results obtained from the ronchi measuring technique which is another favorable trend. This work was
performed by Dr. J. Lee NRC fellow for whom Dr. A. Chal served as research advisor.
Dr. Nengli Zhang (NRC fellow) setup temperature profiling apparatusfor thin liquid layers. He termed temperature
measurement accuracy to 0.01 °C and prepared for the investigation of Benard instability involving evaporation in
liquid layers. Dr. A. Chal is the research adviser for Dr. Zhang.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 4 BS Degrees: 1
MS Students: 0 MS Degrees: 0
Phl) Students: 0 PhD Degrees: 0
TASK INITIATION: 1/94 EXPIRATION: 1/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION:962-24-05-01
RESPONSIBLE CENTER; LeRC
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Oron, A., Deissler, R. and Dub, J. C., Marangoni convection in a layer with two free surfaces. European Journal of
Mechanics B/Fluids, (accepted 1995).
Presentations
Rashidn/a, N., "Interferometric visualization of instabilities near a bubble on a heated surface." 7th ISFV, Seattle,
Washington, September 10-14, 1995.
Weislogel, M.M., Lichter, S., "Low gravity capillary flow in a comer." American Physical Society Meeting of the
Division of Fluid Dynamics, CAI, Atlanta, GA, November 1994.
_umg, N. and Chai, A. "Experimental study of thermocapillary instability and temperature field anin evaporating
droplets." Second Microgravity Science Symposium in China, May 23-28, 1995.
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Solute Nucleation and Growth in Supercritical Fluid Mixtures
Principal Investigator: Dr. Gregory T. Smedley California Institute of Technology
Co-Investigators:
Wilemski, G. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Task Objective:
We plan to study the nucleation and growth of naphthalene in supercritical carbon dioxide. This system is chosen
due to the accessibility of relevant experimental conditions in the laboratory, and the importance of CO2 in many
technological applications. The strong dependence of solubility on pressure in supercritical fluids enables us to
decouple the nucleation and growth processes so they may be studied independently.
Task Description:
1. Defme experimental parameters for supercritical expansion processes. These include thermodynamic process
paths, equilibrium solubilities, particle size and growth rate estimates.
2. Determine solid particle nucleation and growth rates from Mie scattering and extinction measurements.
3. Analyze experimental data, including phenomenological analytical modeling as necessary.
4. Develop and recommend a flight experiment design based on the results of the ground-based experiment.
Task Significance:
The experiments will employ rapid, but controlled, changes of the supercritical fluid pressure to vary the
thermodynamic state of the fluid from a stable condition to one favoring solute nucleation and then to one fostering
only solute particle growth. By using optical methods to measure the number of particles formed and their size, we
can determine nucleation rates and growth rates at various thermodynamic conditions. Since the rates of nucleation
of solid particles have never before been measured under these conditions, the data to be obtained will be invaluable
for testing and improving nucleation theory as well as for guiding the design of a space-based experiment. One of
the most important goals of the ground-based experiment will be to evaluate the effects of gravity on the measured
nucleation rates. Because the density of near- and supercritical fluids varies rapidly with pressure, gravity may induce
nonuniform conditions in the experimental fluid mixtures. This would make accurate ground-based measurements
difficult if not impossible.
The results of this experimental/analytical work can be applied to the understanding of nucleation and growth
problems found in many fields such as biotechnology (protien crystal growth), material science (sintered alloys), and
analytical chemistry (supercritical fluid extraction and chromatography).
Progress During FY 1995:
The focus of the f'Lrstyear of this project has been to define the thermodynamic process paths likely to be of greatest
interest to the scientific objectives and design an apparatus and suitable instrumentation to carry them out and
measure the results. Within these tasks lies the need to trade off instrumentation sensitivity, apparatus effectiveness,
and process path optimization to arrive at an acceptable compromise. The operating temperatures and pressures have
been defined, and has led to a conceptual design for the apparatus. The operating process for the experiment has
been conceptually set forth. A source of thorough information on the equation of state for pure CO2 has been
identified and has been used to define thermodynamic paths. These calculations have indicated that the rapid volume
expansions necessary to span the supercritical operating envelope are significantly smaller than initially expected.
Smaller expansions directly translate to reduced stroke and therefore reduced average velocity for the expansion
piston motion; a usefu] design input. As a result, a high-speed servo controlled hydraulic actuator is being
considered as a replacement to the pneumatic drive piston and adjustable stops. A computer and data acquisition
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software have been obtained. The use of fiber optics for the scattering measurements is being considered. Pressure
and temperaturesensors and zero dead volume gas/optical access port concepts are being evaluated. The
experimental portion of this project will be conducted at Caltech, yielding access to instruments used in aerosol
science that allow classification of aerosol particles in Differential Mobility Analyzers (DMA) and measurement of
number concentration using Condensation Nucleus Counters (CNC). This allows for the opportunity to calibrate
the optical diagnostics used to measure number concentration and size in this research program.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 8/94 EXPIRATION: 8/97
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-24-05-69
NASA CONTRACTNO.: C-77951-B
RESPONSIBLECENTER: LeRC
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Behavior of Unsteady Thermocapillary Flows
Principal Investigator: Prof. MarcK. Smith Georgia Institute of Technology
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The objective is to investigate thermocapillary instabilities to provide an understanding of the mechanisms of flow
instabilities. The study will also indicate how well the stability theory results for simple geometries apply to the
behavior of thermocapillary flows in more complex geometries.
Task Description:
The research approach consists of both a theoretical and an experimental effort. Two nonlinear analytical models for
study of post-critical thermocapillary flows in a bounded domain will be constructed as part of the theoretical work.
The models will be used to explore the effects of Pr, interfacial heat transfer, domain size, 3-D disturbances, and
interfacial deformation on system flow stability. An experimental investigation of thermocapillary instabilities of
opaque, low Pr and high Pr fluids will be also be performed.
Task Significance:
This understanding will assist fluid system designers optimize system designs in which thermocapillary flows are
important.
Progress During FY 1995:
We have continued our analysis of the behavior of the thermocapillary flow in a thin liquid layer by considering two
more geometries: an annular ring with a free upper surface, and a thin cylindrical shell wrapped around a solid rod.
Lubrication theory was used to derive the nonlinear partial differential equation describing the evolution of the free
surface of the liquid layer for both geometries.
Steady-state thermocapillary flows in the annular ring geometry with heating from the inner surface were found
numerically by solving the evolution equation using a pseudo-spectral method. The solution is parameterized in
terms of a modified capillary number that measures the effect of surface tension and another parameter measuring
the curvature of the ring. For large rings and small capillary numbers (large surface tension), the free surface of the
layer is almost fiat. As the capillary number increases, the deformation of the interface increases with a bulge
forming near the cold end of the cavity and a depression occurring near the hot end. The thermocapillary flow has
two steady-state solutions for capillary numbers less than some limit-point value. The lower-branch solutions are
characterized by a smaller amount of free-surface deformation than the upper-branch solutions. As the capillary
number decreases (larger surface tension), the free-surface deformation decreases on the lower branch, but increases
on the upper branch. Two-dimensional stability calculations have shown that the lower branch is linearly stable
and the upper branch is linear unstable, Changing the contact-line conditions from pinned contact lines to fixed
contact angles greatly reduces the value of the capillary number at the limit point. For capillary numbers greater
than the limit-point value, the behavior is unsteady.
As the azimuthal curvature of the ring increases, the limit-point value reduces at first and then increases. It appears
to move off to infinity as the inner radius of the ring approaches zero. This indicates that a circular liquid film
heated from the center would always have a stable, steady-state solution. This is in direct contrast to the
two-dimensional case in which only unsteady behavior is seen for large enough capillary numbers.
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Similar calculations for the thin cylindrical shell are currently underway. The results so far show that the steady
shape of the interface is the reverse of what was seen before: a bulge is near the hot end of the layer and a
depression is near the cold end. This behavior is the result of the capillary pressure due to the cylindrical nature of
the shell geometry. Further explm_tions of this phenomena and the relevant stability and time-dependent
calculations are being prqm_.
The experimental work planned for this year is a detailed measurement of the free-sm'face deflection in a thin layer of
molten gallium. The thickness of the liquid layer will be measured by a laser beam reflected off the free surface of
the gallium. A video camera will monitor the incident and reflected positions of the beam as it passes through two
diffusing screens. From these positions, it is a simple matter to calculate the layer thickness. Scans will be done
to monitor the thickness in the entire layer as the end-to-end heating is increased. These measurements will be
compared to the calculations for the planar liquid layer geometry done previously. We are particularly interested in
the region near the hot end when the layer gets very thin and the possibility of dry-out exists.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: O
PhD Students: l
TASK INITIATION: ]/93 EXPIRATION: 5/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-05-62
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG3-1455
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Presentations
Vrane, D.R. and Smith, M.K. "]'he high capillary number behavior of a viscously-dominated, thermocapillary-driven flow
in a two-dimensional rectangular cavity." 4?th Meeting of the American Physical Society, Division of Fluid Dynamics,
Atlanta, GA, November 20-22, 1994.
Vrane, D.R. and Smith, M.K. "The influence of domain curvature on the stability of viscously-dora/hated thermocapillary
flows." AMS-IMS-SIAM Joint Summer Research Conference on "Analysis of Multi-Fluid Flows and Interracial
Instabilities," Seattle, WA, July, 23-27, 1995.
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Flow-Influenced Shape Stability: Breakup in Low Gravity
Principal Investigator: Prof. Paul H. Steen Comell University
Co-Investigators:
No Co-rs Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
I. Understand the influence in low gravity of flow on interface shape. For example, document and control the
influence of axial flow on the Plateau-Rayleigh instability of a liquid bridge.
2. Extend theground-baseddensity-matchingtechniqueoflow gravitysimulationto situationswithflow; i.e.,
developPlateauchamber experimentsforwhich flowcan be controlled.
Task Description:
The configurationofa liquidheldby surfacetensionunderlow gravityissusceptibleto significantmodificationby
liquidmotion.Motion destabilizesingeneralbuttherearenarrow circumstanceswhere motion can stabilize.We
identifythesecircumstancestheoretically,b solvinglinearand nonlinearstabilityproblems,and trytolocatethem
inexperimentsconductedwitha dynamic Plateauapparatus.Overall,thegoalisan understandingoftheinfluence
offlow on shape.
Task Significance:
Containerless containment of liquids by surface tension has broad importance in low gravity. For space vehicles,
the behavior of liquid/gas interfaces is crucial to successful liquid management systems. In microgravity science,
free interfaces are exploited in various applications. Examples include float-zone crystal growth, phase separation
near the critical point of liquid mixtures (spinoidal decomposition) and quenching of miscibility gap molten metal
alloys. In some cases, it is desired to stabilize the capillary instability while in others it is desired to induce
capillary breakup. In all cases, understanding the stability of interface shape in the presence of liquid motion is
central.
Progress During FY 1995:
Both analytical/numerical and experimental approaches are employed.
Stabilityanalysesincludelinearand nonlineartechniques.The linearstabilityapproachhas been used to analyzethe
shapestabilityofa cylindricalinterfacecontainingaxialshearflows,both isothermally-and thermocapillary-driven.
Computationalfeasibilitycurrentlylimitsthisapproachtobase statesthatareseparableflows,effectively,the
axial-infinitenterfaces.Itisnow wellknown thatinfinitecylindricalinterfacescan be stabilized.For finite
interfacesan alternateapproachisneeded. Inthelimitofno motion,minima ofthefreeenergyfunctionalare
obtainedusingthecalculusofvariationssupplementedby numericalbranch-tracing.For weak motion (creeping
flow),we extendthisapproachusinga modifiedfunctional.Near thesingularityrepresentedby the
Plateau-Rayleighlimit,bifurcationtheoryusingLiapunov-Schmidtreductionisanaturaltoolforthesolutionof
theappropriatenonlinearEuler-Lagrangeequation.Alltheseanalytical/numericaltoolslendthemselvesto
understandingthephysicsofstabilityintermsofsimplecompetitionmechanisms.
As for the experimental approach, a dynamic Platcau chamber has been built and is used to study liquid bridges held
captive by red-ends and embedded in an axial surrounding flow. Theory has guided the experiments to a particular
window in parameter space. Such guidance is crucial since interesting stabilization effects occur over narrow
parameter ranges for this problem.
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Disturbances may be classified by symmetry relative to the midplane of the liquid bridge. Axial gravity is
antisymmetric. "Full-zone" thermocapillary effects are symmetric and "half-zone" effects, antisymmetric, for
example.
Theory shows how two antisymmetric effects of opposite signs cancel with a nonlinear "bonus" that can extend
stability beyond the classical limit. To prove the concept such stabilization with respect to the Rayleigh-Taylor
instability has been demons_'ated (by analytical solution) for two problems: 1) interface on 2D channel tilted with
respect to gravity and sheared to generate a lubrication pressure; and, 2) interface in a Hele-Shaw slot with tilt and
pressure induced by natural convection.
With one symmetric and one antisymmetric effect, stabilization of a different kind can occur. This kind may be
relevant to stabilization of float-zones ("full-zones') in the low gravity of spacecraft, as observed in the MEPHISTO
experiment.
Pro_ess on extmriment
Control of thermal disturbances has been improved. This is imperative to systematic achievement of liquid bridges
beyond the Plate_u-Rayleigh limit as predicted by the above nonlinear theory.
Future plans include: 1) to further refine results for symmetric/antisymmetric interactions, 2) examine float-zone
data from MEPHISTO spacelab experiment to determine the relevance of various stabilization theories, and, 3) to
continue our efforts in the laboratory on bridges using axial flow and density balance as the competing disturbances.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 1 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 0 MS Degrees: 0
PhD Students: 1 Phl) Degrees: 1
TASK INITIATION: 1/93 EXPIRATION: 1/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-05-57
NASA CONTRACT No,: NAG3-1401
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Chen, Y.J. and Steen, P.H.,
(1995).
Suppression ofthe capillaryinstability in the rayleigh-taylor slot problem. Physics Fluids A,
Lowry, B.J. and Smen, P.H., Capillary surfaces: stability from families of equilibria with application to the liquid bridge.
Proc. Roy. Soc. A, 449, 411-439 (1995).
Lowry, B.J. and Stun, P.H., Row-influenced stabilization of liquid columns. Journal Coll. Int. Sci., 170 (1), 38-43
(1995).
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Interactions of Bubbles and Drops in a Temperature Gradient
Principal Investigator: Prof. R. S. Subramanian Clarkson University
Co-Investigators:
Balasubramaniam, Dr. R. NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC)
Task Objective:
The objective of this research is to study the interactions of bubbles and drops in the presence of a temperature
gradient in the continuous phase. The goal is to understand how the presence of a neighboring drop alters the
motion of a test drop and whether the two drops coalesce. Both theoretical and experimental research is planned on
the interactions of drops with each other or with a neighboring boundary.
Task Description:
The emphasis of the initialeffort is on the design, fabrication and set up of the experimental hardware, and to check
its performance. Experiments will then be performed using a suitably chosen liquid-fiquid system such that the
drops sink due to buoyancy, The drops will be subjected to a vertical temperature gradient; thermocapillary forces
will then cause the drops to move upwards. Initially experiments will be performed with single drops and the
results will be compared with existing theory. Subsequent experiments will focus on drop interactions.
Task Significance:
This research attempts to provide important information on interactions of drops, i.e., how the presence of a drop
affects the motion of another, in a medium where the temperature is non-uniform. Primary emphasis is on
thermocapillary flow, thereby the research is more applicable to drop interactions under reduced gravity. The nature
of these pairwise interactions determines whether the drops speed up or slow down as they approach each other and
whether they collide or glide past each other. Palrwise interaction data are very useful in models that track
coalescence in a many drop dispersion.
Progress During FY 1995:
The apparatus for studying drop motion in a vertical temperature gradient was reassembled. Successful experiments
were conducted on the migration of pairs of drops. The drops are of diethyl maleate and the continuous phase is
propanediol. Because of the three-dimensional nature of the Irajectories, it was necessary to obtain two orthogonol
views, using two video cameras. Frame by frame analysis of the video data is currently in progress.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 3/93 EXPIRATION: 2/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-05-58
NASA CONTRACT No.: NAG3-1470
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONB FOR FY 1995:
Presentations
Lacy, C.E., Subramanian, R.S., and Balasubramaniam, R., "The behavior of drops in a vertical temperature
gradient-influence of convective transport of energy." AIChE Annual Meeting, San Francisco, CA, November 1994,
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Instability in Surface-Tension-Driven Benard Convection
Principal Investigator: Prof. Harry L. Swim_ey University of Texas, Austin
Co-Investigators:
McCormick, Prof. W.D.
Swift, Prof. J.B.
University of Texas, Austin
University of Texas, Austin
Task Objective:
The objectives of this work are to investigate the primary and secondary instabilities in surface-tension driven
convection and in double-diffusive convection in the Hele-Shaw geometry, and to characterize both the global
structures and the local flow properties of Bernard Convection.
Task Description:
Noninvasive optical techniques will be developed and employed to study the primary and secondary instabilities over
a wide range of Marangoni numbers. Theoretically, nonlinear analyses for the long wave (k-O) instability will be
conducted with surface deflection included. Direct numerical simulation of the two- and three-dimensional
incompressible fluid equations will be used to investigate both weakly non-linear behavior near the primary
instability and secondary instabilities in Marangoni convection.
Task Significance:
Surface tension force dominates many physical processes in space and strongly influences many important practical
problems on Earth, such as the processing of commercially important materials (electronic or biological crystal
growth), manufacturing (welding, coatings), as well as industrial heating, cooling, and mixing (thin film heat
exchangers). This work seeks to elucidate clearly the basic mechanisms that can cause fluids to change from a
simple quiescent state to a turbulent behavior. Such a transition can have a dramatic effect on the practical
problems described above. Furthermore, in the course of this work, new experimental techniques such as enhanced
infrared imager will be developed that may later find wider use in other space/terrestrial applications of commercial
importance.
Progress During FY 1995:
n Experimental onset of hexagonal convection was determined precisely and found to agree with linear theory.
Previous experiments had found instability at parameter values nearly an order of magnitude smaller than predicted.
-- First measurement of hysteresis at the onset of hexagons sets a standard for comparison of competing nonlinear
theories, whose current estimates of hysteresis disagree with each other and with the experiment.
First experimental observation of a long-wavelength (non-hexagonal) instability is found at parameter values
35% smaller than predicted by linear theory. This instability, which may be the dominant primary instability for
Benard convection in micmgravity, leads to the formation of a large scale "dry spot".
First experimental observations of competition between the hexagonal and long- wavelength instabilities reveal a
fundamental imbalance: the presence of hexagons suppresses the long-wavelength instability, while the presence of
the long-wavelength mode may induce the formation of hexagons.
-- High purity (>95%) silicone oils have been refmed from commercial oils, which are used in many fluids
experiments. The purification method yields superior working fluids that have wen-characterized physical properties
and are free of deleterious evaporation and condensation effects.
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A new secondary instability leading m an ordered pattern of square convection cells has been observed. The
square pattern, which bifurcates from the hexagonal state, appears at a Marangoni number of approximately 400;
there is a large range of Marangoni number where both hexagons and squares coexist.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 4
MS Students: 1
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 12/92 EXPIRATION: 11/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-05-41
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG3-1382
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Gun_ame, G.H., Ouyang, Q.,and Swmney, H.L.,
2802-2820 (1994).
Pattern formation in the presence of symmetries. Phys. Rev. E50,
Huth, J.M., Swinney, H.L., McCormick, W.D., Kuhn, A., and Argoul, F., Role of convection in thin-layer
electrodeposition. Phys. Rev. ESI, 3444-3448 (1995).
I._e, KJ., and Swinney, H.L., Lamellar structures and self-replicating spots in a reaction-diffusion system. Phys. Rev.
E51, 1899-1915 (1995).
Ouyang,Q.,Li,R.,Li,G.,and Swinney,H.L.,Dependenceofturingpatternwavelengthon diffusionrate.J.Chem. Phys.
102,2551-2555 (1995).
Prcdtechensky,A.A.,McCormick, W.D.,Swift,J.B.,Rossberg,A.G.,and Swinney,H.L.,Travelingwave instabilityin
sustainedouble-diffusiveconvection.PhysicsFluids,6,3923-3935(1994).
Schatz,M.F.and Howdcn, K., PurificationofSiliconeOilsforFluidExperiments.ExperimentsinFluids,(September
1995).
Schatz, M.F., Barldey, D., and Swinney, H.L., Instability in a spatially periodic open flow. Phys. Fluids 7, 344-358
(1995).
Schatz,M.F.,VanHook, S.J.,McCormick,W.D., Swift, J.B.,and Swinncy,H.L.,Onsetofsurface-tension-drivenbenard
convection.Phys.Rev. Lett.,75, 1938-1941(1995).
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Crystal Growth and Fluid Mechanics Problems in Directional Solidification
Principal Investigator: Prof. SalehTanveer Ohio StateUniversity
Co-Investigators:
Baker, Dr. O. R.
Foster, Dr. M. R.
Ohio State University
Ohio State University
Task Objective:
The primary objective of this task will involve efforts to build a comprehensive theory for dendritic crystal growth0
with and without fluid convection. This is a difficult task as it involves a nonlinear time-dependent evolution
equation that is nearly ill-posed when capillarity effects are small. Bridgman Crystal Growth situations will also be
studied.
Task Description:
The effort will primarily consist of a numerical study of possible bifurcation of steady-state solutions that may be
steady or oscillatory in two or three dimensions.
Task Significance:
It is expected that some interesting subclasses of problems will be found for exmtme values of parameters; in these
cases, it is possible that the essential phenomena can be captured by a nonlinear analysis of equations that contain
only a few parameters.
Progress During FY 1995:
During the funding period of support, Jan 1994 to present, continued progress has been made in two different crystal
growth problems - dendritic crystal growth and the Bridgman problem.
A. Dendritic Crystal Growth
In the small Peclet number asymptotic limit, we have carried out both numerical and asymptotic analysis with a
view to understanding some controversial issues in selection theory and in the time development of dendrites.
If we recall, in studying certain classes of disturbances superposad on an initially parabolic dendrite, in the
asymptotic limit of small Peclet number Pc, it was recognized that there are different regions where the equations
for the temperature field and boundary conditions have different forms. In an 0(1) region around the dendrite tip, the
diffusive field reduces to a Laplacian. With a novel numerical scheme, we have computed highly accurate solutions
in the tip region showing the evolution of an initially parabolic dendrite with nonzero surface tension. For a long
time, perturbation from the initial parabola is found to be restricted to the 0(1) region surrounding the tip, while the
other regions play a passive role and remains steady. It was found that regardless of the initial condition, a bulbous
expanding region forms near the tip in the absence of crystalline anisotropy. For long time, this bulbous region
evolves in a way independent of the initial condition. In the presence of noise, represented in our formulation by
certain complex singularities, this bulbous tip region will split. The calculation suggests that there can be no
globally time dependent state with a locally steady tip. However, with an assumed four-fold crystalline anisotropy,
with a minimal surface tension direction coinciding with the needle crystal axis, it is found that the tip region
settles to a steady state where the tip radius and velocities are in accordance to microscopic solvability. This
happens within the time scale where disturbances have not moved away from the 0(1) region around the tip.
A family of exact solutions describing the time evolution of a zero surface tension dendrite in the 0(1) tip region
was reported last year. Some of these solution exist for all times and result in tip-splitting or side-branching of an
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initially nearly parabolic dendrite. Later on, a criterion involving the sign of the real part of the residues of poles
was found that determined the side of the needle crystal on which disturbances advect. Some of these exact solutions
result in a finite-time cusp singularity on the interface. We have addressed the relevance of some of these solutions
to the actual evolution of a dendrite in the small surface tension, small Peclet number limit. For instance, through
an inner region analysis, it was found that the time at which a zero surface tension solution forms a cusp is preceded
by the effect of the so-called daughter singularities that result in tip fattening in the absence of crystalline anisotropy
effects. The actual interface in such cases does not come close to cusp formation even for arbitrarily small surface
tension. In the presence of anisotropic small surface tension, a cusp does not form either but in this case a locally
steady solution results when the anisotropy axis is aligned appropriately.
The fate of various types of disturbances advecting along the sides of a needle crystal, as represented by certain types
of complex singularities approaching but never hitting the real domain, is also being examined. In particular, it is
seen that for an approaching complex pole, significant surface tension effects on the interface occur in a slow time
scale that scales inversely with the surface tension parameter. For sufficiently small Peclet number relative to
surface tension, such effects can be felt at the interface in the 0(1) region around the tip. For other relative ordering
of surface tension and Peclet number, surface tension effects are only felt once the disturbance has advected to other
asymptotic regions. The interaction of multiple singularities and their implication to side branching coarsening is
currently being examined.
B. Bridgman Crystal Growth
In the Bridgman problem, we investigated analytically the limit of large solutal Rayleigh number in the case when
the rejected solute is heavier that the rest of the alloy, i.e. in a solutally stable arrangement. Unlike the case of
large thermal Rayleigh number reported last year, where to the leading order the expressions for radial segregation
and crystal melt interface do not involve the heat transfer at the top edge of the insulation zone, we find that in this
case the heat transfer at both the top and bottom edges of the insulation zone is involved in the explicit expressions
for radial segregation and crystal melt interface shape. We also trmd some criteria to minimize each of these
quantities.
Accurate numerical schemes are being developed to extend and verify the asymptotic scaling results found
analytically. In addition, the transient problem that is free of any quasi-steady hypotheses is also being investigated
numerically. The numerical results for the quasi-steady equations, so far only with the linearized equations but a
more realistic no-slip side wall condition, are in accord with the asymptotic results in the large thermal
Rayleigh-number limit, where a more mathematically convenient no-stress condition was used. The calculations
also demonstrate clearly the efficacy of the optimal heat transfer condition suggested analytically.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 1/93 EXPIRATION: 12796
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-05-53
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAS1-18605
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Baker, G.R., Siegel, M., and Tanveer, S. A well-posed numerical method to track isolated conformal map singularities in
Hele-Shaw flow. J. of Computational Physics, 120, 348-364 (1995).
Tanveer, S. Convection effects on radial segregation and crystal melt interface in verticle Bridgman growth. The Phys.
Fluids, vol. 6, 2270-2292 0994).
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Oscillatory Chaotic Thermocapillary Flow Induced by Radiant Heating
Principal Investigator: Dr. Robert L. Thompson NASA Lewis Research Center CLeRC)
Co-Investigators:
DeWier, Prof. K.
Hsieh, Dr. K.
Van Zandt, D.
University of Toledo
NYMAs Inc.
ADF
Task Objective:
The main objective of the research is to study the oscillatory and chaotic thermocapillary flows induced by radiant
heating of the free surface of a high Prandtl number fluid. Both ground-based experiments and numerical analysis
will be conducted to study effect of heating level (supplied by CO2 laser), surface shape, aspect ratio, and Prandtl
number on the conditions for transition from steady to oscillatory flows and then to chaotic flows. In the
experiments, flow structures will be observed using a flow visualization technique and temperature distribution on
the free surface will be measured using an infrared OR) imager. Numerical results will be compared with
experimental data.
Task Description:
A COz laser is used to provide the heat source. The profile of the laser intensity in the radial direction can be a
Heaviside function or a Oaussian function with variable beam diameter. The material of the test chamber is a
copper water jacket, providing well-controlled wall temperature. The bottom wall of the test cell is insulated. An
IR imager is used to measure surface temperature disuibution and several there,couples are implanted in the test
chambers, including one at the bottom. Critical powers of the C02 laser at the onset point of oscillatory flow are
measured at various aspect ratios and dynamic Bond numbers.
Task Significance:
The strategy of this study is to first compare the measured onset conditions for oscillatory flows with results from
linear stability analysis. With the designed experimental conditions, surface tension and buoyancy effects are
equally important. If close comparison between experimental and numerical results can be obtained, it could
support the validity of numerical prediction of the onset conditions for pure Marangoni flow. This can help the
design of possible space experiments. Results obtained in this study can help the design of surface tension driven
convection experiments in space. Furthermore, a deeper understanding of the there,capillary flow can be achieved,
and the knowledge can be used to improve materials processing procedures.
Progress During FY 1995:
In study of post-onset oscillatory flow structures, it was found that a series of transitions occur and trmally lead to
chaotic motion. Power spectra of surface temperature at a fLXed location were obtained from time history of the data
with fast-Fourier-transformation. When laser power increases, sup,there,nee mode starts to appear and finally a
white spectrum occurs which indicates the chaotic flow motion.
A new design of the test chamber has been made to reduce the evaporation rate of the silicone oil when the
experiments are conducted under high laser power. A new stablized CO2 laser was also acquired for achieving more
stable operating conditions. System with new test chamber and laser has been setup and tested. A series of
experiments will be conducted to study the post-onset behavior of the oscillatory flow in detail.
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Light Scattering Studies of Relative Motions of Solid Particles in Turbulent Flows
Principal Investigator: Prof.PengerTong Oklahoma State University
Co-Investigators:
Goldburg, Prof. W.I. University of Pittsburg
Task Objective:
The primary objective of this task is to understand particle concentration fluctuations in turbulent flows, particularly
how the dispersion is affected by particle inertia and the characteristics of the turbulence.
Task Description"
This proposal describes a series of experiments on the dispersion of particles in turbulent flows. The task plan is to
study the particle dispersion phenomena in two well characterized turbulent flows. One is turbulent
Rayleigh-Benard convection in water and the other is a turbulent grid flow in a water channel.
Task Significance:
The proposed research will add extremely important data to that presently available to further develop an
understanding of the interaction of solid particles and a turbulent fluid. Such data would be valuable not only in
revealing phenomenology, but also in testing model representations of turbulent suspensions.
Progress During FY 1995:
The progress for the project so far were: (1) Using dynamic light scattering, PI and his associates have measured the
panicle velocity decay rate as a function of the length of a thin cylindrical scattering volume CL). The results show
a cut-off length (lc), above which the decay rate is proportional to L _6, and below this cut-off length the decay rate is
proportional to L TM. This cross over from Bodgiano-Obukhov scaling at large L to Kolmogorov scaling for
smaller L is an important issue of an unresolved theoretical debate. These experiments provide a benchmark against
which future theoretical models can be tested, (2) Studying sedimentation of heavy particles in a fluid at
equilibrium, and (3) PI has demonstrated, for the first time, that the depletion-attraction potential is accurate to
describe the colloidal interaction in polymer solutions.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 7/94 EXPIRATION: 6/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION:962-24-05-98
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG3-1613
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: I._RC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Presentations
Tong, P. "Measured local velocity fluctuations in turbulent convection." Annual Meeting of the Divesion of Fluid
Dynamics, APS, Atlanta, GA, November 20-22, 1994.
Tong, P. "Measured probability distribution of the local velocity in turbulent convection." American Physical Society,
San Jose, CA, March 20-22, 1995.
Tong, P. "Scattering experiments in mixtures of colloid and polymers: Depletion and absorption." Physics Depaztment
Colloquium, Oklahoma State University, April 13, 1995.
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Computational Studies of Drop Collision and Coalescence
Principal Investigator: Prof.Gr_ Tryggvason University of Michigan
Co-Investigators:
Jacqmin, Dr. D. NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC)
Task Objective:
The objective of this research is to investigate the behavior of bubbles and drops in microgravity by full numerical
solutions of the governing equations. The collision and thermal migration of drops are studied in detail to provide
essential input for material processing and fluid handling in space. These problems also serve as a test bed for
refinements and extensions of the numerical technique being used, thus helping to develop the capability to predict
accurately the behavior of free-surface fluid systems.
Task Description:
A numerical technique, based on explicit tracking of the interface between two immiscible fluids, is used in this
study. This method has now been extended to deal with both the thermal migration and the rupturing of thin films.
Task Significance:
The unique aspect of the method is that it accounts fully for both inertia and viscous effects in both fluids and
allows the inclusion of surface tension. It is also well suited for complicated interface geometries and has been
implemented for fully three-dimensional flows. The basic aspect of this method is described in the Journal of
Computational Physics, vol. lO0 (1992), p. 25.
Progress During FY 1995:
Our research is aimed at developing a basic understanding of the behavior of drops in microgravity and developing
numerical tools to allow accurate predictions of their behavior. We have focused on: Collision of drops; thermal
migration of both bubbles and drops; and the motion of drops in shear flows.
For collision of drops we have simulated the head-on collision of two equal size drops for a wide range of Weber and
Reynolds number, which are the main controlling parameters, as well as several fully three-dimensional off-axis
collisions. The simulations reproduce experimental data well, showing that the evolution of the drops depend to a
large degree on the Weber number of the drops before collision, but only weakly on the Reynolds number, once it
becomes sufficiently large. One of the more critical questions about drop collisions is whether the drops coalesce
permanently, or separate again. Several collision modes are possible, and we have examined a number of them.
For head-on collisions the drops deform into a disk-like shape as they hit each other and may separate again as
surface tension pulls this disk shape back into a more spherical form, often leaving one or more drops in between
the original drops. For off-axis collisions, the drops, on the other hand, may continue on their original path after
the initial coalescence, and stretch apart again (usually called "grazing collision"). We have recently started to
collaborate with Professor C.K. Law who sent a student to Michigan this summer to learn to use our codes. He has
now simulated the evolution of several bouncing drops and reports excellent agreement with his experiments.
Our simulations of thermal migration have focused on the collective behavior of many drops as they migrate toward
a hot surface. Two-dimensional simulations of a large number of drops showed a strong tendency for many (up to
25) drops to form layers across the channel, and also that the drops only deformed during the initial transient.
Subsequent fully three-dimensional simulations using up to nine drops have confirmed the general behavior
observed in two-dimensions, but showed that for a given Marangoni number they do not line up across the channel
as rapidly as the two dimensional computations did. Since all interactions fall off much more rapidly in three
dimensions as compared with two-dimensions, this is perhaps not too surprising. However, as the Marangoni
number increases, the effect of the drops on the temperature field increases and the interactions become stronger.
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We have examined indetailtheevolutionofdropsinbothshearflowbetween moving wallsaswellasthemotion
ofdropsina pressuredrivenflowbetween stationarywalls.Both thefluidizationfa layerofdropsinitiallyneara
wallas wellasthelongtime evolutionofan initiallyuniformlydistributionfdropshas been examined. For the
shearflow,theresultsgenerallyshow a shearthickeningbehaviorfordropswhen theReynolds number ishigh and
theWeber number islow,and theevolutionisdominated by collisionofthedrops.For thepressuredrivenflows,a
singledrop willmove toapositionhalfway between thecenterlineofthechanneland thewallfora fairlywide
rangeofparameters.ThiseffectisusuallycalledtheSegre-Silbergeffectand we have foundthatforrelativelydilute
suspensions,thisleadstoa localconcentrationofdropsatthislocation.At higherconcentrations,a walllayerthat
isrelativelyfreeofdropsisobserved.Both two and three-dimensionalsimulationsofthiseffectshow similar
behavior.
The above computations have all been done using explicit tracking of the boundaries between fluids. Although the
method is robust and accurate, it is somewhat complex and for many problems it may be possible to use capturing
where the interface is simply marked by as rapid change in material properties instead of full tracking. D. Jacqmin
has been exploring this possibility and has now developed a code capable of doing short time simulations of
relatively complex problems of both coalescence and breakup of drops. For long time simulations, the interface
needs to be better preserved, and we are currently exploring ways to do that.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESE_OH:
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 0 MS Degrees: 0
PhD Students: 2 Phi) Degrees: 2
TASK INJTIATION: 1/92 EXPIRATION: 10/95
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:963-24-05-07
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG3-1317
RESPONSIBLECENTER: I_RC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Nobari) M.R. and Tryggvason, G. Numerical simulations of 3d drop collisions. AIAA Journal) (accepted 1995).
Nobari,M.R.,]an,Y.].,and Tryggvason,G. Head-oncollisionfdrops-A numerical/nvest/gat/on.Phys.ofFluidsA,
vo].8,29-42 (1995).
Proceedings
Esmaeeli,A.)Ervin,E.A.,and Tryggvason,G. "ProceedingoftheIUTAM Conferenceon Bubble Dynamics and Interracial
Phenomena,editedby J.R.Blake)1995."Numericalsimulationsofrisingbubblesand drops.
Presentations
Jacqmin,D. 'Three-dimensionalcomputationsofdropletcollisions,coalescence)and droplet/wallinteractionsusinga
continuumsurfacetensionmethod."AIAA 95-0883,AIAA 33rdAerospaceSciencesMeeting,Reno,NV) 1995.
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Nonlinear Bubble Interactions in Acoustic Pressure Fields
Principal Investigator: Prof. 1ohnTsamopouios State University of New York, Buffalo
Co-Investigators:
Ashgriz,N. State University of New York, Buffalo
Task Objective:
This project proposes both theoretical and experimental studies of the interactions between bubbles immer'=_l in an
immiscible liquid. Specific objectives include the following:
I. To investigate the conditions when linearly accelerating motion of two interacting bubbles turn into a spiral
motion of one of them.
2. To study the delay and prevention of break up of accelerating bubbles.
3. To incorporate bubble velocity and fluid viscosity into a coalescence model.
4. To study the coalescence of two bubbles.
Task Description:
The analytical study will focus on bubble oscillations and interactions of moderately large amplitude and will
determine conditions under which the ax/symmetric flow turns into three-dimensional. For viscous liquids or large
deformation either the Boundary Element method or a combination of Fin/te Elements with the Volume of Fluid
method will be used. Bubbles will be suspended in an/mmiscible liquid using the acoustic levitation technique for
the experimental part of this project. Bubble motions and interactions will be induced by an additional acoustic
field. The bubble motions, shape oscillations, collision and breakup will be recorded with high-speed
cinematography.
Task Significance:
The results from this project will be beneficial to others in the bubble dynamics studies. It is well known that the
formation and collapse of cavities of gas inside a flow stream cause erosion in fluid-handling equipment. The effect
of a properly tuned acoustic field may help in the correct detection of submerged objects in the production of bubble
dispersions.
Progress During FY 1995:
During this reporting period, the following have been accomplished:
1. In order to distinguish the attractive Bjerknes forces from other forces, the exact pressure field has been
determined in more than 300 points at 3 different levels inside the test section tank.
2. Levitation of two bubbles at some distance apartwas achieved. The sizes and thus size ratios and the initial
distance between them were varied. By repeatedly increasing the volume of the bubbles (injecting with a syrinse
needle), the Bjerknes forces between the two bubbles have been increased until they overcome the weak horizontal
pressure gradient and the bubbles accelerate towards each other. Velocities and accelerations were recorded using
high speed video.
3. A new mathematical description of secondary Bjerlmes forces in terms of amplitude and frequency of the external
pressure field; volume and size ratio of the bubbles; distance between bubbles; and material properties of the liquid
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fordifferentcasesofphaseshiftsofbubbleoscillationwithrespectoexternalforcingwas developedbasedon a
more accuraterelationoftheacousticfieldradiatedby abubble.
4. The nonlinear interaction between two bubbles was modeled and an analytical solution was determined.
Velocities and forces predicted by the new model were found to be in good agreement with the experimental results.
5. Analysis of experimental data showed that the time interval necessary for the two bubbles to overcome the
separation between them can be correlated with two important dimensionless parameters: one is based on the
geometrical quantities (initial distance, radii), and the other is based on the acoustic field pressure amplitude and the
hydrostatic pressure at the location of the bubble.
6. Contrary to the theoretical predictions, experimental results indicated that the ratio of average accelerations
approached a limiting value as the size ratio decreases. A power-law correlation was determined between the
characteristic parameters of the two bubbles: initial velocities and radii.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
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vol.283, 97-123 (1995).
Nonlinear instability of liquid jets with thermocapillarity. Journal of Fluid Mechanics,
Obcrle, C., and Ashgriz, N., Spray sizing by tomographic imaging. Atmomizadon and Sprays, vol. 5, 45-73 (1995).
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Residual Accelerations in a Microgravity Environment
Principal Investigator: Prof.JorgeV_als Florida State University
Co-Investigators:
No Co-l's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
This research program aims at developing a realistic theoretical model of the high frequency components of the
residual acceleration field (or g-jiner), and at studying its effect on a variety of typical fluid experiments.
Task Description:
The high-frequency components of the residual acceleration field are modeled as a stochastic or random process; that
is, a succession of random values of the intensity and orientation of the acceleration. Our research is divided into
two major parts, one analytic and the other numerical in character. In the first part, we formulate a hydrodynamic
problem that explicitly includes a random, time-dependent gravitational acceleration which is modeled as a narrow
band noise. In the second part, we develop numerical algorithms to simulate this type of random field and
incorporate them into Navier-Stokes equation solvers.
Task Significance:
All space experiments performed in the manned space environment are exposed to the high frequency components of
residual accelerations (g-jitter) on board the spacecraft. This effect can significantly alter experimental results. A
numerical approach is taken to determine what regimes of g-jitter will effect experiments conducted in a
microgravity environment. A generic class of problems is considered with emphasis on materials experiments.
Progress During FY 1995:
We have verified the stochastic model of g-jitter introduced by analyzing actual g-jitter data collected during the SL-J
mission (SAMS-258). The time series of head A between MET 0017 and MET 0023 has been analyzed in detail.
A scaling analysis has been performed to determine the existence of deterministic or stochastic components in the
time series. We find that during this period of six hours, there appears to be a monochromatic contribution of 17
Hz with an amplitude _/< g2 >. 3.56 x 104 _, where _ is the intensity of the gravitational field on the Earth's
surface. There are two additional components that have a finite correlation time: For the component at 22 I-Izwe
estimate _/< g2 >. 3.06 x 10.4 _ and a correlation time T - 1.09 s, whereas for 44 Hz we find _/< g2 >. 5.20 x
10.4 and T - 0.91 s. There is a white noise background of intensity D - 8.61 x 104cm 2/s3.
Buoyancy driven convection induced by a fluctuating acceleration field has been studied in a two dimensional square
cavity. This is a simplified model of fluid flow in a directional solidification cell subject to external accelerations,
such as those encountered in a typical microgravity environment. Approximate analytic solutions to the flow field
have been found in the limit of large aspect ratio. We have been able to isolate a few important characteristics of
cavity flow that result entirely from the stochastic nature of the acceleration field, and that would not have been
obtained under a strictly periodic gravity modulation. We have extended previous early time calculations up to the
asymptotic (statistical) steady state. The flow intensity is seen to be proportional to a stochastic Rayleigh number
that differs from the classical definition. This result has been validated numerically by direct solution of the
Navier-Stokes equation in the Boussinesq approximation driven by a random gravitational field.
Preliminary results of experiments to measure the growth of dendrites from pure supercooled succinonitrile in
microgravity were reported by Glicksman at the Microgravity Materials Science Conference held in Huntsville,
Alabama, May 24-25, 1994. Subsequently, some preliminary data (based only on the analysis of telemetered binary
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digital_nages)on dendritegrowth velocityversussupercoolingwere published.Thesedataindicatedthatdendrite
growth velocitiesareaffectedby convectioninEarth'sgravityforsupercoolingsAT < IK but arealsoaffectedby
convectioneven inmicrogravityforsupercoolingsbelow AT < 0.3K. New microgravitydataforsupercoolings
between0.3K and IK agreedwith"power law"extrapolationofdataforlargersupercoolingsforaconstantvalueof
the"selectionparameter"s. Itoccurredthata simplescalinganalysisoftheglobalconvectionthatoccursinthe
melt surrounding an approximately spherical dendritic array could be used to explain these results. In collaboration
with researchers at NIST, we hypothesized that the important aspects of natural convection can be accounted for by
considering the global convection that would occur in the vicinity of a sphere of radius R that characterizes the size
of a dendritic array that is growing from a point source and solved the steady-state problem of a paraboloidal dendrite
at temperature TM growing toward a confocal paraboioid at temperature Too located at a distance d from the tip. Our
results are in remarkably good agreement with the data of Glicksman et al. for growth of succinonitrile on Earth and
in Tier,gravity. The value of g at which this model indicates that convective effects become significant has an
extremely strong dependence (~ A T9.5) on supercooling. Therefore, unfortunately, lowering g to 10_ would only
lower the supercooling above which convection would have little effect on dendritic growth to about 0.1K.
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Chella, R. and Vinals, J. Mixing of a two-phase fluid by cavity flow. Phys. Rev.E, in press, (1995).
Gunin, M. Polignone, D.I and Vinals, J. Two-phase binary fluids and immiscible fluids described by an order of parameter.
Mathematical Models and Methods in Applied Sciences, in press, (1995).
Jasnow, D. and Vinals, J. Coarse-grained description of thermo-capillary flow. Phys. Fluids, in press, (1995).
Sekerka,R.F.,Coriell,S.R.,and McFadden,G.B. Stagnantfilmmodel oftheeffectofnaturalconvectionon thedendrite
operatingstate.L CrystalGrowth,vol.154,370 (1995).
Thomson, J.R. and Vinals, J. Statistical saturation of buoyant flow induced by a fluctuating acceleration. AIAA Journal, in
press, (1995).
Thomson, J.R., Casademunt, J., and Vinals, J. Cavity flow induced by a fluctuating acceleration field. Phys. Fluids, vol. 7,
292 (1995).
Zhang,W. and Vinals,J. Secondaryinstabilitiesand spatiotemporalchaosinparametricsurfacewaves. Phys.Rev.Lett.,
vol.74, 292 (1995).
Presentations
Sekerka, R.F., Coriell, S.R., and McFadden, G.B. "Stagnant film model of the effect of natural convection on the dendrite
operating state." 9th European Symposium on Gravity Dependent Phenomena in Physical Sciences, Berlin, Germany, May
2-5, 1995.
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Experimental Study of the Vapor Bubble Thermosyphon
Principal Investigator: Prof.PeterC. Wayner,Jr. Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Co-Investigators:
Plawsky, Prof. J. Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Task Objective:
The objective of this effort is to better understand the physics of evaporation and condensation as they affect the heat
transferprocessesina vaporbubblethermosyphon (VBT). Insmallsystems,interfacialintermolecularforcescan
be used tocontrolfluidflow and heattransfer.The VBT, one such system,consistsofa smallenclosedcontainer
partiallyfilledwitha liquid.When a temperaturedifferenceisappliedtotheends oftheVBT, evaporationoccursat
thehotend and condensationatthecoldend --resultingina veryeffectiveheattransferdevice.
Task Description:
A transparentVBT willbe designedand developed.The microscopicintermolecularforce(pressure)field,which isa
functionoftheliquidthicknessprofile,willbemeasured usingmicrocomputerenhanced videomicroscopybasedon
interferometry. The temperature field will be measured using the interline absorbed film thickness and small
temperature sensors.
Models of the transport processes in the contact line region of a VBT which include the effects of liquid-solid and
liquid-vapor intermolecular forces have already been developed. As part of this effort these models will be further
refinedand the transport characteristicsofVBTs willbe obtainedby comparing theexperimentaldatatonumerical
solutionsofthemodel.
Task Significance:
By studying liquid-film thicknesses and temperatures in VBT, a better understanding of the processes can be gained
that will lead to optimization of VBT designs.
Progress During FY 1995:
The experimentalstudiescan be dividedintoequilibriumand non-equilibriumstudiesoftheCVBT. We notethat
we have changedthename oftheexperimentaldesignfrom VBT toCVBT (ConstrainedVapor Bubble
Thermosyphon) which ismuch more descriptive.The finalresultsoftheequilibriumstudiesusingapolarfluidsarc
giveninthepapersand presentationslistedinthebibliography.We have alsocompletedsome additional
equilibrium studies using the polar fluid water. The effect of pH and temperature on the wetting characteristics of
the water/glass system were obtained and are being correlated. Needless to say, water is a very complex fluid to
study experimentally when inteffacial forces are being emphasized. However, we fred that the CVBT results adds
significant new irtformation on the classical water/glass system. In addition, since most industrial metals naturally
have a significant oxide coating due to corrosion and the surface characteristics of glass are close to those of a
metal/oxide coating due to corrosion, the surface characteristics of glass are close to those of a metal/oxide in an
engineering environment. We will present some of the results obtained using water at the 995 Annual Meeting of
AIChE. We fred that an apolar passive system is easier to control and use than the polar system. On the other
hand, a well controlled water heat exchanger would be highly desirable for the microgravity environment.
The nonequilibriumstudiesareconsiderablymore complicatedthantheequilibriumstudiesbecauseairhastobe
removed from the cell and both temperature and pressure measurements are needed. During the past year, we
received a customized microscope which allowed us to optimize the experimental optical measurement of the film
profile. A purification system for removing the air and improving the purity of the apolar fluids was built and
tested. The heat source and heat sink for the CVBT were designed and tested. Preliminary experimental and
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theoretical results using the CVBT under non equilibrium conditions were obtained. We found that we could operate
the cell as a capillary controlled thermosyphon (heat pipe). The important characteristic in the Earth's environment,
where there are natural convective heat losses, is the presence of a region where the temperature gradient almost
vanishes. We find that the Earth's gravitational field restricts the design and operating conditions where this can be
obtained. This demonstrates the need for a microgravity environment to remove the complications and natural
convection. In addition, the relatively large dimensions of our cell require a microgravity enivronment for
symmetry. We are rebuilding our cell to include the capability to measure the vapor pressure in the cell. This
should be the final cell modification.
A numerical study of the evaporating extended meniscus in the corner of the constrained vapor bubble thermosyphon
was completed for two operating conditions. We fred that the model is very stiff and that the selection of the
appropriate boundary conditions is not obvious. We anticipate that a complete set of experimental measurements
will clarify the choice of the proper boundary conditions.
Based on the above results we can make the following conclusions:
1) The use of an image analyzing interferometer, IAI, with a constrained vapor bubble thermosyphon, CVBT, was
demonstrated under equilibrium conditions at lg.
2) Using the augmented Young-Laplace equation, good agreement between the theoretical and experimental values
of the dispersion constant was obtained.
3) A gravitational field restricts the range of forces that can be studied because the curvature gradient, K', is a
function of gravity.
4) The Earth's gravitational field also restricts the range of heat transfer conditions that can be studied because of
heat losses due to natural convection.
5) Experiments using apolar fluids are easier to control than experiments using polar fluids.
6) Ground-based studies indicate that a 'Yelafively simple" flight experiment can be designed to evaluate the
augmented equilibrium Young-Laplace equation using the CVBT.
7) A flight experiment for (at least) a study of the augmented equilibrium Yount-Laplace equation is warranted.
8) Ground-based non equilibrium experiments are being developed. These experiments are considerably more
complicated than the equilibrium experiments. However, our preliminary results indicate that a flight experiment
under non equilibrium conditions is also warranted.
The paper "Determination of the Dispersion Constant in a Constrained Vapor Bubble Thermosyphon" received the
Best Paper Award at the 1995 ASME/JSME Thermal Engineering Conference. We believe that this independent
evaluation is a good indication that we are both moving in the correct direction and obtaining excellent results. An
expanded version of this paper was published by the AIChE Journal.
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DasGupta, S., Plawsky, J.L., and Wayner, P.C., Jr. Inteffacial force field characterization in a cortstained vapor bubble
thermosyphon. AICHE Journal, 41(9), 2140-2149 (1995).
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DasGupm, S.,Plawsky, J.L.,andWayner, P.C.,Jr., "Determina_on of the dispe_ion constant in a constrained vapor
bubb_thermosyphon." Proceedmgsofthe ASME/JSMETherm_Engineering Joint Conference 1995, ASME, New York,
vol. 2, 43-50, 1995.
Presentations
DasGupta, S., Plawsky, J.L., and Wayner, P.C., Jr., "Determination of the hamaker constant in an extended meniscus using
image processing." Presented at the 1994 Annual Meeting of AIChE, San Francisco, CA, Nov. 13-18, 1994.
Reyes, R., and Wayner, P.C., Jr., "rhe thin film prot'ile of an extended meniscus in a cuvette." Presented at the Annual
Meeting of AIChE, 1995.
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Study of Two Phase Flow Dynamics and Heat Transfer at Reduced Gravity
Principal Investigator: Prof. tarry wi_ University of Houston
Co-Investigators:
McQuillen, J.B. NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC)
Task Objective:
The objective of this study is to develop and experimentally verify theoretical models that predict gas-liquid flow
regimes and their characteristics in reduced gravity.
Task Description:
Reduced-gravity experiments will be conducted in NASA aircraft to measure two-phase flow parameters for a range
of tube diameters, gas and liquid flow rates, and fluid properties. The gas phase for the experiments will be air; the
liquids to be employed are water, water-glycerin mixtures, and water-zonyl mixtures. A theoretical modeling effort
will be integrated with the experimental efforts.
Task Significance:
The purpose of this study is to achieve a better understanding-better predictability-of two-phase (gas-liquid) flow in
pipes to assist in the design of space-based power and thermal management systems and of the terrestrial-based
nuclear power plants and oil and natural gas pipelines.
Progress During FY 1995:
Previous experiments included testing a 2.54 cm inner diameter tube in the reduced gravity environment aboard the
NASA JSC KC- 135. This work has been centered on experimental and modelling studies of the characteristics of
two-phase flows in microgravity. In addition to high speed photographs of the flows, electronic measurements of
void fraction, liquid film thickness, bubble and wave velocity, pressure drop and wall shear stress have been made
for a wide range of liquid and gas flow rates. The effects of liquid viscosity, surface tension and tube diameter on
these flows were assessed. From the data collected, maps showing the occurrence of various flow patterns as a
function of gas and liquid flow rates were constructed. Normal gravity two-phase flow models were compared to the
results of the microgravity experiments and in some cases modified. Models were developed to predict the
transitions on the flow pattern maps. Three flow patterns, bubble, slug and annular flow, were observed in
microgravity. These patterns were found to occur in distinct regions of the gas-liquid flow rate parameter space.
The effect of liquid viscosity, surface tension and tube diameter on the location of the boundaries of these regions
was small. Void fraction and Weber number transition criteria both produced reasonable transition models.
An additional series of low gravity tests were conducted aboard the NASA JSC KC-135 in October 1994. The focus
of these tests were to obtain heat transfer coefficient measurements using a sub-cooled liquid, sensible heat transfer.
These tests were conducted in a 2.54 era. inner diameter test section using air and two liquids -- water, and
water-glycerin.
The test section was designed to obtain local, time-averaged heat transfer coefficients along the heated length as well
as instantaneous coefficients that can be correlated with the motion of liquid waves or slugs. The test section
consisted of a 56 cm nickel-plated copper tube, wrapped with etched-foil heaters. Resistance temperature elements
(RTD's) were positioned between the heaters and the external tube wall to estimate the internal wall temperature. A
thin-film thermocouple, capable of response times as short as 103 milliseconds, was mounted inside the tube near
the exit. A film thickness probe just after the exit is used to correlate the temperature fluctuations with waves or
slugs. A special mixer section is used after the heated test section to obtain the mixing-cup temperature. The
heated section has been used in the UH laboratory to investigate heat transfer in falling films as a means of proving
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its effectiveness as well as collecting important additional data. Modelling of the heat transfer enhancement that
occurs under interracial waves as they pass over the surface has begun.
Additional rests were conducted in Sepmmber 1995 to examine the effect of gas-liquid flows through contractions.
The test section inlet diamemr was 2.54 cm. and the outlet diamemrs were either 1.27 or 1.90 cm. Differential
pressure was measured over the length of the rest section, and liquid film thickness and void fraction was measured
both upstream and downsu'eam of the contraction.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0
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TASK INITIATION" 12/92 EXPIRATION: 11/94
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION" 963-24-0A-35
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Fore, L.B., and Witte, L.C., '_Roll wave effects on the h_ting of viscous liquid films." Proceedings of the 30th National
Heat Transfer Conference, ASME HID vol. 314. 23-30, 1995.
Schrage, D.S. and Shoemaker, J.M. "Operational character/sties of a two-phase free-vortex separator for microgravity
environments." Proceedings of the 30th National Heat Transfer Conference, ASME HTD vol. 37, 97-104, 1995.
Presentations
Bousman, W.S., "Studies of gas-liquid flow in ndcrogravity." PhD Dissertation, Dept. of Chemical Engineering,
University of Houston, December 1994.
Bousmanq W.S., "Studies of two-phase gas-liquid flow in microgravity." NASA Contractor Report 195434, 1995.
McQuiUen, J. "NASA sponsored low gravity gas-liquid flow research." presented to Iustitut DeMecanique Des Fluides,
Toulouse, France, May 17, 1995.
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Interactions Between Solidification and Compositional Convection in Alloys
Principal Investigator: Prof.M. G. Worster Northwestern University
Co-Investigators:
Davis, Prof. S.H. Northwestern University
Task Objective:
The project aims to quantify the effects of convection on the structure and composition of cast alloys. Particular
attention is to be focused on the form and influence of convective flows through the interstices of mushy layers
during solidification.
Task Description:
Combined experimental and theoretical studies will be undertaken. The laboratory experiments will involve the
solidification of aqueous salt solutions, as representatives of general binary systems. The theoretical studies will
employ linear and nonlinear stability theory, asymptotic and numerical methods in the development and analysis of
predictive mathematical models.
Task Sig nificance:
This study of fluid dynamics during solidification will aid the design of improved casting procedures (e.g., for the
manufacture of high-performance turbine blades). Additionally it will improve our understanding of air-sea
interactions in polar regions, where the formation of sea ice is a dominant contributor to the global heat budget,
leading to better climate modelling and prediction.
Progress During FY 1995:
A study of the evolution of nonlinear perturbations to a growing mushy layer was completed yielding a
comprehensive set of coupled amplitude equations, which were used to predict the modes of convection in a mushy
layer and their stability. The conditions for absolute stability have been determined in terms of various physical
parameters of the system. A new oscillatory mode of convection that we discovered has been analyzed in detail,
which has elucidated important interactions between convection and solidification in mushy layers that had not
previously been comprehended. Extensive laboratory experiments have been performed to study the formation and
evolution of sea ice. The data from these experiments is being used to guide the development of predictive
mathematical models.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
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Anderson, D.M., Weakly-nonlinear analysis of convection in a mushy layer during the solidification of alloys. Journal of
Fluid Mechanics,(1995).
Chiareli, A.O.P., Flow focusing instability in a solidifying mushy layer. Journal of Fluid Mechanics, (1995).
Wettlaufer, J.S., The dynamics of premelted f'dms: frost heave in a capillary. Phys. Rev., E 51, 4679 (1995).
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Nucleation and Chiral Symmetry Breaking under Hydrodynamic Flows
Principal Investigator: Dr. Xiao-lun Wu University of Pittsburgh
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The aim of this research is to investigate nucleation and chiral symmetry breaking under shear flow. It has been
proposed that the symmetry breaking is a result of a strong first order phase transition coupled to a macroscopic,
velocity field. The process, often referred to as autocatalysis, is considered as one of the key steps for chemical and
biological evolutions. However, its very existence remains elusive.
Task Description:
An individual molecule of sodium chlorate (NaCI03) is symmetric, but its crystal form shows distinctive optical
activity. If a solution of sodium chlorate is left undisturbed, hundreds of crystals slowly form as the solvent
evaporates. If these crystal are examined under crossed polarizers, one t'mds that half are left-handed and the other
half are right-handed. Equal percentages of the two species indicates that the energy barrier for the nucleation is the
same for the different handedness. It was discovered by Kondepudi et al that under gentle stirring condition the
crystallization seems to proceed in one direction, favoring either all crystals being right-handed or left-handed for
each individual experiment. The optical purity in each experiment is greater than 99%. However, if an ensemble of
experiments is carried out under the same conditions, one again finds an equal distribution of left and right-handed
species. This remarkable observation indicates that the system undergoes a transition from a totally symmetric state
to a totally asymmetric state simply by the introduction of a hydrodynamic flow.
The current experiments are designed to probe two important aspects of the above observations: (1) We would like
to know if the transition from the symmetric state to the asymmetric state is an abrupt transition or a smooth one,
as the flow parameters are varied; and, (2) To observe the existence of autocatalysis it will be useful to fred
correlations between the local order parameter O,-InL-nRI/InL+nRI,averaging over some spatial scale l, and
hydrodynamic flow patterns in the system. Here nL and nRare the number densities of left- and right-handed crystals
on the scale I. Low Reynolds number hydrodynamic convections, such as Taylor-Conette flow and Rayleigh-Benard
convections, provide fertile testing grounds. In these hydrodynamic systems, the flow consists of many local
coherent structures, rolls and eddies, and the convective mixing is most effective within these coherent structures.
Task Significance:
Effect of hydrodynamic convection on phase transitions is a significant problem not only for basic science but also
for technology. Microgravity provides a unique environment for which some of the above theoretical ideas can be
tested. Here minimization of sedimentation is crucial for both the experimental observations and for the theoretical
analysis. This study will enrich our general knowledge about nucleation and growth under hydrodynamic flow and
may be exploited to produce chirally pure materials.
Progress During FY 1995:
Over the past year we have carried out extensive measurements aimed at clarifying the physical origin of secondary
nucleation in supersaturated sodium chlorate solution under controlled shear flow. Earlier experiments by
Kondepudi and by ourselves clearly indicate that explosive growth of these secondary nuclei is responsible for the
symmetry breaking. Our new results indicate that mechanical damage to the incipient nuclei is the dominate feature
of chiral symmetry breaking, and the secondary nucleation is therefore not spontaneous, contrary to early
speculations. We noted that the effect of contact interaction between nuclei and stirrer has been previously
investigated; yet the severity of the effect has not been fully recognized. By varying the shear rate continuously and
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using samples with different amounts of solutions, we showed that the degree of chiral symmetry breaking can be
approximately tuned. Moreover, when the flow is generated by means of electric convection, rather than mechanical
stirring, no chiral symmetry breaking can be observed.
The second issue of concern for this experiment is the mixing effect due to hydrodynamic convection. As noted in
our previous report, hydrodynamic convection is a significant problem in a wide range of phenomena concerning
transport of pollutants in geostrophic flow and heat transfer in turbulence, as well as phase transitions in fluids. In
light of this we have spent a considerable effort in investigating how a passive scalar, any physical quantity (such as
the distribution of a dye, temperature or nucleated crystals) that is strongly effected by the flow yet has no or
negligible influence on the velocity field itself, is dispersed in a chaotic flow. To simplify the problem, the flow is
confined in a plane using very thin liquid (soap) films that are freely suspended. An ingenious technique, similar to
that of three-dimensional Couette cell, has been developed to drive the liquid fills in a controlled fashion. Both
laminar and chaotic flows can be generated using this apparatus. In the chaotic flow regime, it was observed that
fill thickness variations are coupled strongly to the fluctuating velocity field. A semi-quantitative calculation
suggests that film thickness can be treated as a passive scalar. The measured structure function S(k), which is the
Fourier transformation of two-point thick-thickness correlation function, is in remarkable agreement with
Batchelor's calculation for small scale structures of a passive scalar subject to turbulence flow. The result of this
work has been recently published in Phy. Rev. Lett. A more extensive work which includes statistical properties of
velocity fluctuations in 2D Couette flow has just been submitted to Phy. Fluids.
The apparatus that we built not only allows us to study flow in two dimensions, but also allows us to characterize
physical properties of liquid films. Among various flow parameters, the shear viscosity is perhaps one of the most
important ones yet it is seldom measured. The shear viscosity measurements gave rise to a number of surprises that
were not accounted for by current theory. The film viscosity work is to appear in Rev. Sci. Instr. We are confident
that research using thin liquid films is rather new, and will stimulate further theoretical and experimental work in
this area.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 6/93 EXPIRATION: 6/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION:962-24-08-12
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG8-959
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Martin, B., and Wu, X.-L. Shear flow in a two-dimensional couette cell: a technique for measuring the viscosity of
free-standing liquid films. Rev. Sci. Instr., vol. TBD, pp TBD (accepted).
Martin, B., Goldburg, W.I., and Wu, X.-L. Soap film thickness as a passive scalar in a two-dimensional couette flow. Phy.
Fluid, vol. TBD, pp TBD (submitted).
Wu, X.-L., Martin, B., and Tharrington, A. Nucleation and chiral symmetry breaking under hydrodynamic flows. Phys.
Rev. E., vol. TBD, pp TBD (submitted).
Wu, X-L., Martin, B., Kellay, H., and Goldburg, W.I. Hydrodynamic convection in a two-dimensional couette cell. Phys.
Rev. Lett., 75, 236 (1995).
Presentations
Martin, B. "Thermal convections in freely suspended soap films." American Physical Society, March Meeting, San Jose,
California, March 1995.
Martin, B. 'q'wo-dimensional hydrodynamics of thin films in microgravity." NASA Graduate Student Research Program,
Washington, D.C., May 1995.
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Oscillatory Thermocapillary Convection
Principal Investigator: Prof.AbdelfattahZebib Rutgers University
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The main objective of this work is to investigate the influence of free-surface deflection on the onset of oscillatory
thermocapillary convection in microgravity. The study is to investigate the flow instability of thermocapillary
flow. The Hopf bifurcation will be studied using a numerical method with the consideration of free-surface
deflection. In addition, the disappearance of the Hopf bifurcation will be investigated.
Task Description:
In the domain perturbation approach (valid for small capillary numbers (Ca-g))), time-dependent, two-dimensional
combined buoyant thermocapillary motions in a rectangular cavity are computed using a second-order accurate
finite-volume method. Two situations are investigated: The 0(1) pure buoyant convection (with the Marangoni
number Ma-O) is known to exhibit a Hopf bifurcation at some critical value of the Grashof number, Gr_ Thus, by
studying the combined thermocapillary-buoyant convection for values of
(Ma, Gr) near (O, Grcr)
we seek to determine the stability boundary for onset of oscillatory motion and its nature in the limit of vanishing
buoyancy, Gr-0. Both positive and negative values of Ma are considered. In the second problem we consider pure
thermocapillary driven convection (Gr-0). The solution to the zeroth order system is known to be stationary.
Higher order effects are unknown and will be investigated.
Task Significance:
These studiescan contribute to our fundamental understanding and potential control of thermocapillary instabilities.
Detailed information of thermocapillary flows can be obtained through this comprehensive numerical study.
Mechanisms for controlling the flows will be identified. Thus the fluid management and heat transfer processes will
be better controlled in space.
Progress During FY 1995:
From the numerical study, it was found that thermocapillarity stabilizes when it acts in support of buoyancy. On
the other hand, thermocapillarity destabilizes for small Re but stabilizes for moderate Re when thermocapillarity
acts in opposition to buoyancy. The energy-like stability analysis shows that thermocapillarity tends to smooth out
intense shear layers caused by buoyancy.
The PI has demonstrated that thermocapillary convection of small Prandtl number fluids is steady for a range of the
MarangonJ number, Ma. It is also shown that surface deflection has a small effect on the motion as expected for
small Capillary numbers.
Stability boundaries in the Ma were computed - A plane for transition to oscillatory convection in a rectangular
cavity of aspect ratio Ar assuming a nondeformable interface. It was reported that the boundaries move in the
direction of increasing Ar and Ma as the Prandtl number is decreased. A study based on both energy and linear
stability methods to help understand these transitions is planned.
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Work is in progress to determine stability boundaries for bifurcation to time-dependent convection in rectangular
cavities with nondeformable free surfaces. These stability boundaries are computed in the Reynolds number -
Aspect ratio (Re - At) plane for different Prandtl numbers. From the results we have obtained so far, we fred that as
Pr decreases, the critical value of Ar becomes larger. We are also conducting energy-type analysis to understand the
mechanism of transition.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
Phi) Students: 1
TASK JNITIATION: 2/93 EXPIRATION: 2/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-05-49
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG3-1453
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Mundrane, M. and Zebib, A., Low Prandtl number Marangoni convection with a deforming interface. AIAA Journal of
Thermophysics & Heat Transfer, (1995).
Mundrane,M., Xu, J.and Zebib,A., Thermocapillaryconvectionina rectangularcavitywitha deformableinterface.
Advances inSpaceResearch,vol.16,741-753(1995).
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Superfluid Transition of 4He in the Presence of a Heat Current
Principal Investigator: Prof.GuenterAhlers University of California, Santa Barbara
Co-Investigators:
No Co-rs Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The objective of this project is to study the superfluid transition in a heat current. One issue which we are
addressing is whether the superfluid transition remains continuous in the presence of a heat current. A second
objective is to make measurements of the effective conductivity of the system very close to but slightly above the
transition temperature T_ as a function of the current.
Task Description:
Theoretical work by Onuki has predicted that the transition will be hysteretic. We are looking for this hysteresis in
a finite current. Onuki's theory does not take the effect of gravity into consideration, and it is not clear to what
extent the gravitationally induced inhomogenity will hide the predicted effect. Recent calculations by Haussmann
and Dohm have indicated that a nonlinear range of parameter space should be accessible where the conductivity will
depend upon the current. This range will be exceedingly close to T_ where the ultra-high resolution thermometry
developed previously in our laboratory will be essential, and where gravity effects will play an important role.
Task Significance:
We expect that our earth-bound measurements will yield information about possible advantages to be gained from
microgravity experiments. We will have to determine whether gravity effects completely obscure the nonlinear
regime, thus necessitating mJcrogravity experiments in order to make these nonlinear effects observable, or whether
useful informationcan be obtainedinan earth-bound laboratory.
Progress During FY 1995:
Since January l, 1995 we have continued to study the finite heat current effect on the thermal conductivity of 'He
near the lambda transition. Here we briefly describe the problem, and then outline the progress we have made.
The superfluid transition of 4He has long been a testing ground for theories of critical phenomena. Particularly
interesting have been the transport properties. When the transition temperature Tx is approached from above, the
finite conductivity _. of the fluid diverges. The precise behavior of _. as a function of t - 1 - Tfrx has been studied
in great detai] both by experiment and theoretically. As T is decreased below Tz, the effective conductivity remains
infinite because the heat current Q is carried by superfluid counterflow. The focus of recent work has been on the
behavior as Q is increased beyond the point where linear response theory applies. The properties of phase
transitions under such non-equilibrium conditions are relatively unexplored, even though they are an important
problem in condensed matter physics. It is well known that thermal gradients in the superfluid phase can be
established by a sufficiently large Q due to the generation of vortices. At even larger Q, it is expected that the
superfiuid counterflow should become (thermodynamically) unstable even if vortices are absent. A number of early
attempts have been made to describe this instability theoretically, but experimental evidence for it remains scarce.
Recently, a quantitative prediction, based on the renormalization-group theory, of the line Tx (Q) of absolute
instability of the superfiow in the T-Q plane has been made by Haussmann and Dohm. This line has much in
common with the spinodal line of equilibrium first-order phase transitions. When approaching it from below, one
should not expect to reach it because fluctuations will induce a transition at a lower temperature, say at T_(Q)<T<Tx
(Q). However, there is no theoretical prediction of T=(Q) and about the nature of the state which will be reached
beyond it.
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With support from NASA, we obtained experimental measurements of the width and thermal resistance of an
intermediate dissipative region in the range Tc<T<T x (Q). The thermal resistance is much larger that expected from
the dissipation due to vortices, but still much smaller than typical thermal resistances in the normal phase above
Tx(O). Let us consider a typical example for Q ~ 40 ttW/cm 2. Proceeding from high T, the resistivity plummets
towards zero near Tx (Q) with Tx (Q) - Tc ~ 5 RK. In the new dissipative region the resistivity is over an order of
magnitude smaller than it is a gK or so above Tx (Q). However, the resistivity expected from mutual friction
(vortices) is several orders of magnitude smaller than the measured resistance.
We made measurements in five different cells with different spacings between parallel top and bottom plates. A
consistent picture has emerged from them and from previous measurements by others. It is as follows: As the
superfluid transition is approached from below in the presence of a heat current, vortices are generated above a
critical temperature relatively far below Tx. Although in principle thermal gradients are associated with the
vortices, these gradients are relatively small. At a temperature somewhat below Tx (Q), the superfluid counterflow
which carries the heat current Q becomes thermodynamically unstable and a new phase is entered. The nature of this
phase is not very well known, but we fred that it has a thermal conductivity much smaller than that of the
superfluid state with vortices, but an order of magnitude larger than that of the normal fluid. This dissipative state
persists until the temperature "Ix(Q) of absolutely unstable superflow is reached. At that point the thermal
resistivity rises dramatically to values characterisitic of the normal fluid.
Our measurements have a direct relationship to the NASA-sponsored microgravity experiment DYN MX, which
hopes to explore the behavior of the superfluid transition in the presence of a heat current at very small currents
where gravity plays an important role. We hope that our results will be helpful in choosing the detailed parameter
ranges of DYNAMX.
A paper based on our work will be submitted to Physical Review Letters in the near future.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 1/93 EXPIRATION: 12/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-O%17
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: JPL
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Liu, F.-C. and Alders, G.
Letters, (submitted).
A new dissipative region below the superfluid transition of 4He in a heat current. Physical Review
Presentations
Ahlers, G. "The superfluid transition of 4He under unusual conditions." Seminar, Low temperature Workshop, Jet
Propulsion laboratory, February 28, 1995.
Liu, F.-C. "1"he superfluid transition of 4He under non-equlibrium conditions." APS Meeting, Washington, DC, April
1995.
Liu, F.-C. 'Whe superfluid transition of 4He under non-equilibrium conditions." Condensed-Matter Seminar, University of
California, Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara, CA, January, 1995.
Liu, F.-C. and Alders, G. "A vortex phase near the lambda U'ansition in 4He." APS Meeting, San Jose, CA, March 1995.
McElroy, J. "The superfluid transition of 4He in the presence of a low density aerogel impurity." Poster Presentation,
NASA Graduate Student Researchers Program, May, 1995.
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Microgravity Test of Universality and Scaling Predictions Near the Liquid-Gas Critical Point of 3He
Principal Investigator: Dr. Martin B. Barmatz Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
Co-Investigators:
Hahn, I.
Israelsson,U.E.
Rudnick,J.
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
University of California, Los Angeles
Task Objective:
The objectives of this task are to test the universality and scaling laws at the liquid-gas critical point of SHe in a
microgravityenvironment.The taskobjectiveswillincludeI)precisionmeasurements oftheisothermal
compressibility along the critical isochore to determine the critical exponent and 2) precision measurements of the
constantvolume specificheatalongthecriticalisochoreto determinethecriticalexponenta,and 3)sound
attenuationand dispersionmeasurements to testdynamic scalingtheories.
Task Description:
Theories describing the behavior of thermophysical properties near critical points were developed using the concept
ofscalinglaws. These models ledto thedefinitionofuniversalityclasseswhere criticalpointsofthesame classare
predicted to have the same critical exponents. Efforts to validate the scaling law predictions near a liquid-gas critical
point in ground-based laboratories are limited due to the gravity-induced vertical density gradient associated with the
divergence of the isothermal compressibility. This density gradient becomes appreciable as the critical point is
approached, leading to a significant smearing of the transition. Calculations have shown that in a microgravity
environment (10 "6g) accurate specific heat and isothermal compressibility measurements could be obtained two
orders of magnitude in reduced temperature closer to the critical point. Techniques are being developed for the
simultaneous measurement of both static (specific heat, sound velocity, and compressibility) and dynamic (sound
attenuation and dispersion) properties. These studies will require accurate measurements of pressure (Ap/p -,1011),
density (Ap/p ~ 109), and temperature (AT/]" ~109). These simultaneous measurements in microgravity should
provide a very stringent test of theoretical predictions.
Task Significance:
The ability to perform these simultaneous measurements in microgravity should provide a very stringent test of the
universality predictions.
Progress During FY 1995:
During this last year, we designed and fabricated a heat capacity cell for the SHe critical point experiment. This cell
has three capacitive density sensors for measuring the density of the fluid and for leveling the cell in a gravitational
field. We are currently mounting the cell on the high resolution thermometer stage of the thermal control system.
For thermal control,we have implemented a new fuzzy gainscheme in a proportional-integral-differential(PID)
controller. Computer simulations show that the new controller settles faster with less overshoot than a regular PID
controller. Testing is now in progress with the real system containing high resolution thermometers. We have
also collaborated with Dr. Ulf Israelsson to evaluate a high resolution pressure gauge for compressibility
measurements nearthecriticalpointthatisbasedon siliconmicromachiningtechnology.
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Proceedings
Hahn, I., Barmatz, M., and Clark, A.
MRS Fall Symposium, volume 41.
"A new liquid helium low l=mperatur¢ valve using a magnetostrictiveactuator," 1994
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Measurement of the Heat Capacity of Superfluid Helium in a Persistent-Current State
Principal Investigator: Dr. Talso C. Chui Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The objective of the task is to detect any changes in the heat capacity of helium as result of superfluid flow very
near the superfluid transition temperature.
Task Description:
The flow in the form of persistent current will be created in a toroidal-shaped calorimeter. The heat capacity is then
measured from below to above the transition, where the persistent current will decay to zero. The heat capacity will
subsequently be remeasured below the transition to detect any difference. If the experiment shows that the heat
capacity is different with superfluid flow, then a space experiment can be designed to map out the heat capacity
curves as a function of temperature and superfluid velocity.
Task Significance:
The results will be compared to the ten,finalization group (RO) theory, which has recently been applied to calculate
the expected behavior. Although RG theory has been remarkably successful in explaining many properties of
matter near a phase transition, the effect being studied here is a unique manifestation of quantum properties of
superfluid helium. The theory developed to explain this involves a way to combine RG theory and quantum
mechanics through the use of the Josephson relation. The experiment will examine whether such an extension of
RG theory will correctly describe nature.
Progress During FY 1995:
Recently there was new experimental evidence supporting the idea initially proposed by us that in heat flow
experiments near the lambda transition, the fast rise in temperature is associated with vortex creating of the type
proposed by Langer and Fisher to explain the intrinsic critical velocity observed by Clew and Reppy in a superfluid
gyroscope. If this interpretation is correct, it would affect the experiment design significantly. The real shift in the
lambda transition temperature as predicted by the renormalization group theory (RG) cannot be easily reached.
Based on these developments, the emphasis of the experiment has shifted to charting the region of experimental
interest where the RG prediction can be realized. A thermal conductivity cell has been fabricated for this purpose.
The apparatus is currently in operation with high resolution thermometers capable of resolving temperature to
5x10 -_ K/I-Iz I_.
We have also performed theoretical studies to f'md ways to reach the critical velocity predicted by RG theory. We
found that in a cylinclrical flow the RG critical velocity can be reached. One obvious example that this is true is the
case of superfluid flow near the core of a vortex where the flow velocity increases as 1/r until the RG critical
velocity is reached, where the fluid becomes normal. This process would give a reasonable vortex core radius of
about 1.6 times the correlation length. We are currently performing theoretical studies to map out the phase
diagram of rotating helium in small cylinders.
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STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
Phi) Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 12/92 EXPIRATION: 11/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-04-08
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: JPL
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Presentations
Chui, T.C.P. "Measurement of the heat capacity of superfluid helium in a persistent-current state." 1995 NASA/JPL Low
Temperature Microgravity Physics Workshop, Pasadena, CAe February 28 - March 1, 1995.
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Nonequilibrium Phenomena Near the Lambda Transition of 4He
Principal Investigator: Dr. Taiso C. Chui Jet Propulsion Laboratory (YPL)
Co-Investigators:
Israelsson, Dr. U.E. Jet Propulsion Laboratory (YPL)
Task Objective:
The objective of this project is to obtain information on the order-parameter relaxation time in superfluid helium
near the lambda trrausition.
Task Description:
The experiment will measure the heat capacity of superfluid helium near the lambda transition under a pressure
oscillation at variable frequency. There will be a small change in the averaged heat capacity when the frequency is
increased above the reciprocal of the order-parameter relaxation time, thus allowing a measurement of the relaxation
time. The proposed technique is well suited for performance in space where close approach to the transition is
possible without the smearing effect of gravity induced inhomogeneity. Since the relaxation time is predicted to
slow down considerably near the transition, getting closer to the transition will avoid problems on earth associated
with extremely fast relaxation.
Another approach to be attempted is to measure the temperature change in helium following a sudden application of
pressure. This approach requires the use of a very fast bolometer.
Task Significance:
The order-parameter relaxation time is an important parameter characterizing all dynamic processes in a phase
transition. Accurate measurement of this quantity will allow a stringent test of the dynamic renormalization group
theory which can be applied to predict the behavior of this quantity with no adjustable parameters.
Progress During FY 1995:
Parts have been fabricated for the experimental probe, This probe is a duplicate of one that is currently in service for
another project. A new post doctoral associate has joined our group. Detailed design of the experiment has begun.
Some calculations were performed to understand thermodynamics of helium under a sudden pressure quench.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 9/94 EXPIRATION: 8/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-04-12
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: YPL
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Presentations
Chui, T.C.P. and Israelsson, U.E. '_lonequ/librium phenomena near the lambda transition of 4He." 1995 NASA/JPL Low
Temperature Microgravity Physics Workshop, Pasadena, CA. February 28 - March I, 1995.
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Nucleation of Quantized Vortices from Rotating Superfluid Drops
Principal Investigator: Prof. Russell J. Donnelly University of Oregon
Co-Investigators:
Niemela, J.
Rhim, W.-K.
University of Oregon
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
Task Objective:
The objective of this research is to study the nucleation of quantized vortices in helium II by investigating the
behavior of rotating droplets of helium II in a reduced gravity environment.
Task Description:
Two methods well-suited for levitating the helium drop in the near vacuum environment are electrostatic and/or
magnetic levitation. A pure electrostatic scheme requires active feedback control, while a purely magnetic levitation
requires large fields. A hybrid system is probably the best choice. Rotation can be accomplished by coupling to a
charge distribution on the drop surface. We will initially use purely electrostatic levitation for studying drops. The
required charging of the drops can be accomplished by forming the drops around a sharp electrode tip held at a high
voltage. Film flow of helium II can be utilized to create drops at the bottom of a suitable container which can be
filled by a fountain pump and situated above a pair of capacitor plates having an appropriate voltage difference
between them.
Task Significance:
Nucleationphenomena, in general,are fundamentalto many fieldsof physicsand engineering.In the caseof a
rotatingsuperfluiddrop, it will be possibleto producea state of zeronucleation, analogousto growing a perfect
defect-freecrystal It shouldalso bepossible to adda controlledimpurity to causenucleation of a quantized vortex
line in the drop. At low enoughtemperatures,thisnucleationwill be a pure quantummechanical tunnelling
phenomenon.At highertemperatures it should be possibleto seethermally activated nucleation taking over, for a
demonstrationof nucleation under morefamiliar classicalconditions. In conventionalsystemsit is evidentthat
vortex lines comefrom somepreexistingsource, probably vorticestrappedby pinning siteson the walls. While
this kind of sourceof vorticity is undoubtedlyimportant,it is notas fundamentalas the "extrinsic nucleation"
problem where vortex line appears when none was present before.
Progress During FY 1995:
We have investigated the placement of positive charge in superfiuid helium drops and the means of levitating
positively charged drops. We have succeeded this past year in suspending drops of superfluid helium, up to 1ram in
diameter, in a vertical electric field between parallel plates. The drops are positively charged, as fn'stdetermined by
their deflection as they pass through vertical plates having prescribed potentials. The actualcharges are positive
helium ions produced in a controlled corona discharge using a normal point-plane geometry. The superfiuid drops
are simultaneously formed and charged at the positive point electrode via electron-atom collisions which occur in the
forming drop. The drops are accelerated downward through a small hole in the cathode plate, which serves as the
upper levitation plate. An additional plate, displaced 1 cm below the cathode is kept at a positive potential.
To make further progress, it was necessary to place a large ballast resistor in the external charging circuit to inhibit
the formation of arcs and, further, to restrict the dark discharge current in the vapor to an acceptable value Coelow 10
nA). Drops with sufficient charge-to-mass ratio have been observed to drift laterally out of the field in the absence
of additional electrodes and a feedback mechanism.
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To correct the above problem, we are currently working on an electrodynamic levitator which utilizes parametric
modulation of the electric field to facilitate levitation of charged drops. With this type of levitator, there is a
time-averaged force which acts on the charged drop, and for certain parameter regimes levitation is achievable even in
the absence of a constant electric field. The electrode surfaces are hyperbolic in cross-section and are constructed of
clear epoxy, which has been coated with a thin layer of gold. The levitator we have consffucted has three electrode
surfaces. An upper and lower hyperbofic surface are kept at a constant potential so that the weight of the drop can
be partially compensated for. The middle electrode is a hyperbolic toms to which is applied an alternating voltage of
tunable frequency and amplitude. The correct values for these quantities are determined from the solution to a
Mathieu equation. We have constructed an AC source with adjustable frequency and amplitude by amplifying the
output of a HI' signal generator using an audio amplifier and then inputing the amplified signal to a step-up
transformer.
We have investigated additional means of charging that may have advantages for this project. A pulse generator,
which can generate 200 ns voltage pulses of amplitudes between 4 kV and 10 kV, is connected to a fine tungsten tip
which is directed vertically just above a free surface of liquid helium. We have succeeded in producing charged drops
in this manner which are sprayed upward. This has the advantage of producing charged drops with small velocity
near the center of the levitator. On the other hand, the amount of charge produced by this transient pulsing is less
than that achieved by the DC corona and this may limit the size of drop which we can suspend in our levitator.
During the past year Greg Bauer has received his Ph.D. for work based on this
project. His thesis (June, 1995) is titled "The behavior of a quantized vortex in a drop and on a sphere."
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 2 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 0 MS Degrees: 0
PhD Students: 1 Phi) Degrees: 1
TASK INITIATION: 1/93 EXPIRATION: 12/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-07-12
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: JPL
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Nam, S. T., Bauer, G. H., and DonneUy,R. J.
Physics, accepted for publication, (1995).
Presentations
Niemela, J.J. and Donnel]y, R.3. "Nucleation of Quantized Vortices from Rotar.ing Superfluid Drops." NASA Principal
Investigators Meeting, Pasadena, CA, February, 1995.
Vortex patterns in a freely rotating superfluid. Journal of Low Temperature
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Kinetic and Thermodynamic Studies of Melting-Freezing of Helium in Microgravity
Principal Investigator: Prof.CharlesElbaum Brown University
Co-Investigators:
Kosterlitz, J.M. Brown University
Task Objective:
The objective of this project is to study, experimental]y and theoretically, the effects of gravity on the
melting-freezing transitions, including kinetic processes and the equilibrium shape of solids. The research is carried
out on helium, whose unique properties render such investigations possible on a time scale consistent with
experiments in space, under microgravity conditions. Indeed, morphological changes of the solid-liquid interface
(i.e., the "surface" of helium) generally occur fast enough to satisfy the time constraints mentioned above.
Task Description:
An optical system with special lighting applied to a growth cell contained in a liquid helium dewar allows viewing
of the solid-liquid interface (SLI) and of crystal shapes. Rapid image capture equipment allows recording of the
evolution of the SLI and of the crystal shapes in response to changes in temperature and pressure.
Task Significance:
These studies are addressing a number of fundamental questions, especially as they relate to the effects of gl"avity.
These questions include the kinetics of first order phase transitions, the critical behavior in the evolution of crystal
shapes as they approach equilibrium, faceting-roughening phenomena on various surfaces, relative and absolute
values of interracial free energy for different crystal faces, and the minimization of a system's free energy subject to
various constraints. Furthermore, many applications should benefit from a deeper understanding of the above
phenomena, among them crystal growth, surface configurations, sintering, and surface reactivity.
In the course of this research we discovered a new phenomenon of nucleation in a fast order phase transition,
whereby a nonequilibrium phase nucleates and persists in a metastable state. This nucleation occurs from
overpressurized superfluid helium-4 into the body-centered cubic (BCC) solid phase, in preference to the expected
equilibrium hexagonal close-packed (HCP) phase. These observations provide a new perspective on the kinetics of
first order phase transitions occurring near the triple points, and in systems having two or more phases with modest
f_ee energy differences.
We are directing a part of our research effort to this newly discovered phenomenon.
Progress During FY 1995:
Nucleation and growth processes in fast-order phase transitions have been the subject of extensive studies for many
years. These studies are motivated by both the scientific and technological importance of such transitions. While
the macroscopic, thermodynamic descriptions of such phenomena as, for example, freezing-melting and
condensation-evaporation axe of long standing, many of the detailed kinetic and morphological aspects still remain
to be fully elucidated. In the technological domain, the success of many industrial processes depends on an
understanding of first-order phase transitions. These processes cover a very wide range, which includes such diverse
areas as the casting of steel, the growth of silicon crystals for semiconductor based devices, and the manufacture of
pharmaceutical products. Our discovery of the nucleation of a non-equilibrium phase may have an important impact
on the way many of these processes are Lrfifiated and controlled.
A first-order phase transition usually involves the nucleation and growth of a new stable phase rendered unstable by
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changes in intensive variables, like temperature or pressure. We observed nucleation and phase transitions in
superfluid 4He in which a metastable solid phase nucleates and grows from the overpressured liquid in preference to
the stable phase. Ultimately, the stable phase nucleates from the superfluid independently and the metastable phase
disappears. While the persistence of a phase in a metastable state is fairly common, the type of nucleation into a
phase out of equilibrium described here has not been previously reported.
We account for these events in terms of interracial free energy differences and resulting nucleation probabilities for
different values of supercooling. Both classical and quantum mechanical evaluations of nucleation probabilities give
similar results.
The theoretical effort has been in constructing a model to explain the dramatic differences observed when a 4He
crystal is grown from the superfluid or normal fluid. When grown from the superfluid, the crystal, either in the bcc
(body-centered cubic) or hcp (hexagonal close-packed) phase, is observed to flow under gravity very much like a drop
of very viscous fluid. On the other hand, when the hcp solid is grown from the normal fluid at a higher temperature
and pressure, it behaves like a normal rigid crystal and does not flow under gravity. We assume that the crystal in
contact with the fluid has the same properties of rigidity and that the differences are due to the different natures of the
fluids.
We have constructed a model of a superfluid in contact with a solid. Since the experiments have been carried out at
temperature T > T_ where TRis the roughening temperature of the crystal, the crystal has a rough surface and is
described by a scalar field _(r) where _ -- +I in the solid and _ - -I in the fluid. The superfluid is described by a
complex field _ = h/,'/•mwhere I_ 2=10,, the superfluid density, and the superfluid velocity v,-(S/m)hS. To
obtain the two-fluid hydrodynamics in the liquid phase, a conserved field q, which is the linear combination of mass
density and entropy coupling to the superfluid velocity v, is also included. The free energy of the system F(w,q,_)
is
F(_/,q,#j) , .f[dSr ((1/"2)IL_I2+ (1/2.)K,(L(_y + f(_,q,_))]
where
f(_/,q,_) - (1/2)ro t_ + u, t_ + (1/2)a_ + 7oql_ + (1/4)8(# - 1)_+ (1/2) a_/t e- #X3.r- A_
We choose the phenomenological ro, uo, etc., so that the coupling term (1/2) _ leads to an effective quadratic
term ( 1/2)(ro + ¢_)1_/2 sothat in the liquid ro+ _ - ro- a < 0 andin the solidr, + a > 0 sothat the liquid is a
superfluid (_f o 0) and the solid is not (_ = 0). The driving term - AS with A > 0 tends to drive the system to
the solid phase, as does the term -_,r where G is proportional to the gravitational acceleration. Since the solid
is about 10% denser than the fluid, such a term will tend to drive the solid downwards, as is required physically. In
equilibrium, this F(v/,q,_) is to be m/n/mized and gives a reasonable description of the equilibrium phase diagram.
To describe the evolution of the system from an initial state of pure superfluid, one must supplement this with
some dynamical equations which reproduce the main features of the hydrodynamics of a superfluid liquid. A set of
equations which do th/s are
I_ = -2F_VIFAWIf) - _o (MF/Mq) + 77v,
Mq/Mt . LA(_oL(MF/Mq) ) + 2golm_'(MF/M_.)+ rlq
M_/Mt . -.T',(MF/Mrk) + rl,
where 77_,etc. are Ganssian distributed stochastic noises obeying the fluctuation dissipation theorem.
The above set of equations should be a reasonable description of the solid/superfluid system in a gravitational field
as they include a first-order solid/liquid mmsition with the liquid being a superfluid with _, o O. The a/m of this
work in progress is to simulate this set of equations with initial conditions $ = -1 so the system is in an unstable
liquid phase and will evolve into the solid by the driving term -A$. We shall nucleate a drop of solid on the
boundary of the system and study its evolution and we believe that we shall see the solid undergoing apparent
viscous flow under gravity. Presumably this flow is related to the previously observed phenomenon of
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melting/freezing waves under gravity. We have checked that our equations do yield this wave phenomenon. We
have also constzucted a model for the growth of a solid from a normal fluid which includes gravity, advection and
thermocapillary effects.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 1/93 EXPIRATION: 12/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-07-13
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: JPL
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Presentations
Elbaum, C. and Kosterlitz, J.M. "Nucleation of a non-equilibrium phase in a fn'st-order phase transition: BCC 4He from the
superfluid." NASA/JPL 1995 International Low Temperature Microgravity Workshop, Pasadena, CA, February 27, 1995.
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Dynamics of Superfluid Helium in Low Gravity
Principal Investigator: Mr. David1. Frank Lockheed Martin Missiles & Space Co.
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The objective of this project is to simultaneously record the 3-axis acceleration time history and make a video
recording of the position of superfluid helium (SFHe) in a test cell while in a low-gravity environment. This data
can then be used as a benchmark for validation of a 3-D CFD simulation of SFHe flow behavior.
Task Description:
The first part of the project is to build a SFHe dewar and a support equipment package to allow operation of the
dewar and recording of 3-axis accelerations and video images of the fluid motion on the DC-9. The dewar wig have
optical windows in the side to allow viewing of the liquid helium in the inner test cell. The data recording is
intended to be digital data stored on a hard disk. The float package will be self-contained except for power and
supply of liquid helium.
The completed dewar float package will be taken on the DC-9 for one or more flights to observe the motion of the
liquid in low gravity. The recorded accelerations will be used as an input to a LMSC-developed CFD code that
incorporates the two-fluid model of SFHe. The simulation output will be compared to the actual fluid motion
recorded during the DC-9 flight to verify the accuracy of the computer mode.
Task Significance:
The final product of the project will be to have a CFD code for SFHe that has been verified in low gravity. This
will allow predictions of SFHe behavior on future satellites such as SIR'IF, GP-B, and AXAF with increased
confidence in the accuracy of the simulation.
Progress During FY 1995:
Accomplishments
The refurbishment of the SFHe dewar that will be used in the DC-9 low gravity flights has been completed. A
complete new inner SFHe tank has been constructed and assembled. The tank has windows in it that allow a video
camera to record the motion of the fluid. Thermometry was installed inside the tank to measure the temperature of
the fluid. The dewar was built and subjected to the required proof pressure tests to qualify it's use on the NASA Low
Gravity DC-9 Aircraft. The dewar has been subjected to a number of tests at SFI-Ie temperature to demonstrate ifs
vacuum integrity and hold time. These tests were all successful. The dewar has been shipped to the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory where it is being integrated with JPL's Low Gravity Aircraft Float Package. Once the integration is
completed and a series of tests performed, the entire package with all the cryogenic ground support equipment will
be shipped to NASA Lewis Research Center.
Peter Mason of JPL and myself have visited the Lewis facility to familiarize the DC-9 personnel with the cryogenic
test apparatus and operations. This will be the first cryogenic payload that they will be flying. Due to the
cryogenic aspects of this experiment, there are unique requirements for servicing the experiment. A review of these
operations with them showed that, even though they are out of the ordinary, they can accommodate us. It is
expected that the experiment will be conducted in January 1996.
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With the completion of the hardware phase of this program, I am concentrating on the fluid modeling aspects of the
project. Tests were conducted in the laboratory at l-g to measure the SFHe slosh frequency and damping in the
same dewar that will be used in the low gravity tests. The fluid models are being exercised against the data. Two
models are being used. The first is a CFD (computational fluid dynamics) code by FLOWSCIENCE called
FLOW3D and the second is a modified version of FLOW3D that incorporates the '_wo fluid model" aspects of
superfluid helium.
The l-g simulations are not yet compete, but preliminary results are showing that the slosh frequencies are being
predicted correctly and that the damping coefficients calculations still need some refinements. Optimizing
computational mesh sizes and convergence criteria are still being investigated. The interesting result to date has
shown the fluid in l-g behaves trice a Newtonian fluid in respect to slosh frequency and damping. This is further
confirmation that low gravity tests are required to get data to verify models that are to be used for predicting the
behavior of SFHe in zero gravity.
Plan
It is planned to conduct the low gravity tests in January on the NASA Low Gravity DC-9 aircraft. The motion of
the fluid will be recorded. Following the flight, the data will need to be reduced to get it into a format that is of use
to this project. It is expected that this will take place during the month of February after the hardware has been
returned to JPL. The data will be used to evaluate the CFD codes.
Due to a change in the computer resources, the CFD computer codes for this project need to transferred to another
computer. Use of another computer at Lockheed will result in charges to the project that were not initially planned.
Computer usage at Lockheed is now charged to the contract rather than treated as indirect costs. JPL has agreed to
make their CRAY computer available. The new Lockheed computer costs and cost associated with using the ]PL
computer (i.e. cost of transferring to a new platform and licensing from FLOWSCIENCE) are being evaluated. In
either case, it is expected that the project will be completed with the available funds. The costs associated with the
build of the dewar were much lower then originally planned since JPL made use of some existing hardware. The
remaining funds that were planned for construction of the dewar will be used in the computational modeling.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 10/93 EXPIRATION: 10/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-07-18
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: JPL
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Condensate Fraction in Superfluid Helium Droplets
Principal Investigator: Prof. j. Woods Halley University of Minnesota
Co-Investigators:
Giese, C.
Campbell, C.
Goetz, K.
University of Minnesota
University of Minnesota
University of Minnesota
Task Objective:
The scientific goal of the proposed project is to obtain information about the condensate fraction in superfluid
helium four by studying elastic scattering of helium atoms from a freely floating macroscopic sphere of the fluid.
Task Description:
During the third year we have completed experiments demonstrating the use of Cs-covered surfaces to partially
suspend He for a ground based experiment. Our computational studies of various magnetic suspension methods
have led to a design which is being built using neodynium iron boride magnets. We have completed preliminary
application to the Florida State University National High Magnetic Field Facility for use of a magnet there for
droplet suspension. Many body calculations of transmission rates in the experiment are being carried out
numerically by graduate student Arun Setty.
Task Significance:
The condensate fraction of the superfluid helium wavefunction is the microscopic manifestation of Bose
condensation which is universally believed to be the origin of the fluid's superfluid properties (as originally
proposed by London more than 50 years ago). If successful, the experiment would be important because direct
experimental study of the condensate fraction has proved extremely elusive. Only neutron scattering experiments
give direct information, and interpretation of these has proved difficult.
Our basic idea is that, in a microgravity environment, it will be possible to do a tunneling experiment (analogous
to a Josephson tunneling experiment in some respects) in order to study the condensate. We envision sending
pulses of gaseous helium atoms at one side of a suspended sphere of superfluid helium four and detecting helium
atoms emerging in coincidence from the other side of the sphere.
Progress During FY 1995:
1. Overview
The objective of this project is the completion of a ground based study of the scientific and technical feasibility of
an experiment in which the presence and nature of the longrange quantum coherence (condensate) in superfiuid 'He is
detected. Pulses of gaseous helium will be f'a_! at a suspended droplet of superfluid 4He and the resulting emission
of helium atoms will be detected.
2. Theory
Theoretical results from the previous fiscal years are reported in references 1-4 and in last year's Progress Report.
This work suggested the existence of a large effect but also clarified the need for a more complete many-body
analysis of the problem. Analytical aspects of this analysis were completed inthe 1994 fiscal year. This year
numerical work has been undertaken to make the needed variational calculations with graduate student Arun Setty
and postdostoral visitor Sang Hoon Kim.
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In last year's progress Report we presented formal results which provided a framework for calculation of the
time-dependence of the emission in the case of a pulsed incoming beam and a slab geometry, given knowledge of
eigenstates of the N + l-particle system including the superfluid and one incoming particle. To utilize these formal
expressions we require approximate expressions for the most important of these eigenstates. During the last year
we have been making variational Monte Carlo calculations of the wave functions describing such states. To make
optimal contact with experiment at an early stage, we have elected to study solutions with boundary conditions
containing an incoming, reflected and transmitted wave in a slab geometry. The system!tics of the dependence of
the transmission coeffÉcient of such solutions on cross-sectional area, slab thickness, and incoming particle energy
will already be useful guides to experiment, even without the full time-dependent analysis.
We areworkingwithavariationalwavefunctionforthesescatteringstateswhichdependson5 parameters:the
amplitudeandphaseofthetransmissioncoefficient,thephaseofthereflectedwave,andtwo parameters
characterizingtheshapeoftheenvelopeoftheincoming,reflected,andtransmittedheliumwavefunctions.We vary
theseparametersystematicallytobringthefollowingquantifiessimultaneouslyascloseaspossibletotheirknown
values:theenergyand thevaluesofthecurrentatasetofpointsinsidetheslabofsuperfluid.
The numericalcalculationofthecurrentcorrespondingtothiswavefunctionhasturnedouttobeaformidabletask
andhasrecentlybeencompleted.We arepresentlyundertakingtheoptimizationoftheparametersetbythecriteria
justdescribed.Preliminaryindicationsaethataverylargetransmissioncoefficientwillbeobtained,consistentwith
ourearlierspeculationsandmodels.
3. SuspensionofSuperfluidwithCesiatedSurfaces
We areengagedindevelopmentoftwotypesofgroundbasedexperiments.NASA GraduateStudentResearcherM.
C.WilliamsiscarryingouttheexperimentsatMinnesotatodemonstratethefeasibilityofamethodforproducing
two parallelheliumsurfacesusingthefacthatcesiumsurfacesarenotwetby superfluid'He.Duringthepastyear,
thisexperimentwas successfulindemonstratingthepossibilityoflevitatingafilmofliquidheliuminthisway.
A capacitancebridgewas usedtomeasuretheliquidlevelinacancontainingacesiatedholeof70nun diameterina
platinumfilminthebottom.We foundthat,consistentwiththeoreticalpredictionswhichwe made,liquidat
depthsgreaterthanabout2mm ranthroughtheholeatvelocitiesconsistentwithcriticalvelocitiesreportedby
others.However,a2-rnmthickfilmwas suspendedoverthecesium-coveredplatinumholeat1.2K formorethan
twohours.We confirmedtheresultinasecondruninwhichImm ofsuperfluidwas suspendedforacomparable
time.Inasecondsetofexperiments,currentlyunderway,themethodwillbeusedtomeasurethetemperature
dependence of the contact angle for the first time. In view of the success of this experiment, we are planning a
version of the experiment for studying the condensate in a configuration in which the superfluid is a suspended slab.
This, however, will require acquisition of a dilution refrigerator.
4. Magnetic Droplet Suspension
Magneticsuspensionhasoftenbeensuggestedasamethodfordropletsuspensionofliquidheliuminamicrogravity
environment.ExperimentsatBrown Universityweresuccessfulthisyearinachievingmagneticsuspensionof
heliumdropletsonEarthusingsuperconductingmagnets.As analternative,NASA OraduateStudentResearcherJ.
Schmidtofthisgrouphasinitiatedastudyofthepossibilityofusingpermanentmagnetsforthispurpose.Ifitcan
beachieved,thismethodwouldhavegreatadvantageswithrespectosimplicityandexpense.Itmay evenbe
possibletoachievesuspensionofheliumdropletson Earthusingpermanentmagnets.To studythesepossibilities,
Mr.Schmidtdevelopedcomputercodesfordeterminingtheoptimumconfigurationofpermanentmagnets,which
codeswereordersofmagnitudemoreefficientthanpreviouslyexistingsoftware.A permanentmagnet
configurationwas foundwhichproducesafieldconfigurationwhichcansuspendheliumdroplets.Itconsistsofa
pie-shapedconfigurationofmagnetsarrangedsothathemagnetizationpointsinwardintwodimensionstowarda
centralpoint.We haveshown thatheresultingmagneticfieldconfigurationshouldbecapableofsuspendinga
small(orderof0.Imm) superfluidheliumdroplet.A prototypeofthismagnetconfigurationisunderconstruction
usingneodyniumironboridemagneticmaterialandwillbetestedbysuspendingbismuthandliquidhydrogen.
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Studies of suspended helium droplets at the National High Magnetic Field Facility in Talahassee, Florida are also
planned. We have made application to NHMFF for use of their facilities for two sets of experiments. In the fwst
experiments we shall suspend superfluid helium droplets at dilution refrigerator temperatures; this has not yet been
done and low temperature is required for our objectives. In the second set of experiments we shall carry out the
helium atom transmission experiment.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 3
TASK INITIATION: 1/93 EXPIRATION: 12/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-07-14
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: IPL
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Williams, M.C., Giese, C.F., and Halley, J.W. Suspension of Superfluid Using Cesium Coated Surfaces. Physical Review
B, (submitted).
Proceedings
Campbell, C.E. "Recent progress in the theory of highly correlated quantum fluids." Proceedings of "Progress in
Many-Body Theories", vol. 4, pages 29-64. Edited by E. Schachinger, H. Mitrer, and H. Sormann (Plenum, 1995).
Presentations
Campbell, C.E. "3He scattering from 4He films." Workshop on Quantum Evaporation, Condensation, and Sticking
Phenomena, Pisa, Italy, December 14-16, 1995.
Halley, J.W. "Experiments to detect the condensate fraction in superfiuid He-4 droplets." 1995 JPL/NASA Microgravity
Low Temperature Physics Investigator Meeting, Pasadena, CA, Feb. 28-March 1, 1995.
Halley, J.W. "Interaction of a pulsed atomic beam with a large helium four cluster." Conference on the Physics and
Chemistry of Quantum Solids, Fluids, Films, and Clusters, Newport Beach, CA, February 15-18, 1995.
Halley, J.W. "Using the non-wetting properties of a cesiated surface to create a free-standing film." American Physical
Society April Meeting, Washington, DC, April 18-21, 1995.
Halley, J.W., and Campbell, C.E. "Calculation of condensate mediated tunneling rate through a slab of supeffluid helium ."
American Physical Society March Meeting, San Jose, CA, March 20-24, 1995.
Halley, J.W., Campbell, C.E., Kim, S.H., and Setty, A. "Variational calculations of coupling of an incident helium atom to
a slab of superfluid helium four." American Physical Society April Meeting, Washington, DC, April 18-21, 1995.
Halley, J.W., Schmidt, J., and Giese, C. "Design of a permanent magnet configuration to suspend a droplet of a cryogenic
fluid." American Physical Society April Meeting, Washington, DC, April 18-21, 1995.
Schmidt, J. 'Techniques of helium droplet suspension ." NASA Graduate Student Researchers Program 1995 Annual
Symposium, Washington, DC, May 17-19, 1995.
Williams, M.C. 'Techniques for the observation of long-range quantum coherence in superfluid 4He." NASA Graduate
Student Researchers Program 1995 Annual Symposium, Washington, DC, May 17-19, 1995.
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Ultra-Precise Measurements with Trapped Atoms in a Microgravity Environment
Principal Investigator: Dr. Daniel J. Heinzen University of Texas, Austin
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to Sis Task
Task Objective:
Our taskobjectivesforFY95 areto(i)demonstrateevaporativecoolingofU-appealatoms tonanokelvin
temperatures,and (ii)confinetheseultra-cooledatoms inan "opticalbox trap".Such ultracoldatoms arecrucially
important for potential zero gravity applications because they dramatically reduce the required strength of the
conf'ming potential. In turn, employing a weaker confin/ng potential reduces the purturbations to atomic transition
frequencies introduced by the confinement and should allow for a dramatic increase in resolution and accuracy in
atomic resonance experiments. These steps should bring us closer to our ultimate goal of realizing ultraprecise
measurements with trapped atoms in a zero-gravity environment.
Task Description:
Evaporative cooling experiments will be carried out in a new apparatus that was recently developed in our
laboratory. About 109 atoms at a temperature of 10 microkelvins will be loaded into a magnetic atom trap. From
there, they will be evaporatively cooled to temperatures in the nanokelvin range. The atoms will then be released
from thistrapintoan opticalbox trap.Inordertosimulatemicrogravityconditions, theatoms willbe levitatedby
an additionalgradientfield.The ultralowtemperatureoftheevaporativelycooledatoms willsignificantlyeasethe
requirementstogeneratealarge-volumeopticaltrap.Thisopticaltrapwillbe createdby intersectingbeams from
singlemode diodelasers,possiblyusingopticalbuildupcavitiestoenhancethed/odelaserpower and tobetter
definethelasermode. Zeeman resonanceexperimentson thesetrappedatoms may alsobeperformed.
Task Significance:
Precision atomic resonance devices have tremendous practical and scientific importance. An important example is
the atomic clock, which has widespread applications to navigation, geophysical measurement, and astrophysics.
Precise tests of fundamental scientific principles such as time-reversal symmea'y are also carded out with such
devices. Substantial advances in the accuracy of these devices are therefore of great importance. One very promising
avenue is to make use of ultracold, laser-cooled atoms. These atoms can move as much as 10,000 times more
slowly than the atoms in convetltional devices. This very low velocity can in principle substantially increase the
accuracy of an atomic resonance device. This is because certain measurement errors are proportional to the velocity
of the atoms, Unfortunately, gravity seriously limits the usefulness of laser-cooled atoms for this purpose, because
it quickly accelerates the atoms back to high velocities. Thus, only in the gravity-free environment of space can the
full potential of these ultracold atoms be realized. Our goal is to develop techniques that could be used to produce
and store a large number of ultracold atoms in the gravity-free environment of space. If successful, atomic
resonance devices based on these techniques could lead to dramatic increases in accuracy.
Progress During FY 1995:
During the past year we have built a new apparatus to evaporatively cool atoms to nanokelvin temperatures. With
this new apparatus we have demonstrated loading of an optical trap with more than 109 atoms at a temperature of
less than 100 microkelvins. Experiments are in progress to further evaporatively cool these atoms from a magnetic
trap. In a separate apparatus, we have demonstrated the generation of a TEMol mode laser beam in an optical
buildup cavity inside a vacuum chamber. Use of such a cavity will allow us to efficiently generate a version of our
"optical box" dipole force trap using only low-power diode lasers. Finally, we have carried out calculations of the
"quantum conr.rol" of the cesium Zeeman sublevels using tailored RF magnetic fields. This new technique will
allow us to achieve maximum sensitivity in a cesium electric dipole moment experiment.
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STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 9/94 EXPIRATION: 9/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-24-08-14
NASA CONTRACT No.: NA(38-I090
RESPONSIBLECENTER: J'PL
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Carter, Z.D., Gardner, J.R., and Heinzen, D.J. Quantum control in a finite anharmonJc ladder of states. Bulletin of the
American Physical Society, vol. 40, 1330 (1995).
HarmD.-J., Mochizuld, K., Gardner, J.R., and Heinz,n, DJ. Blue-detuned f&-off resonance optical trap for evaporative
cooling of atoms. Bulletin of the American Physical Society, vol, 40, 1348 (1995).
Presentations
Carter, Z.D., Gardner, J.R., and I-leinzen, D.J. "Quantum control in a finite anhannordc ladder of states." American
Physical Society, Division of Atomic, Molecular, and Optical Physics Annual Meeting, Toronto, Canada, May 1995.
Caner, Z.D., Gardner, J.R., and Henri=n, D.J. "Arbitrary quantum state preparation in a manifold of Zeeman levels."
Annual Meeting of the Optical Society of America, Portland, OR, September 1995.
Caner, Z.D., Moch/zuki, K., M=thews, M.R., Gardner, J.R., and Heinz,n, DJ. "Quantum control in a finite anharmon/c
ladder of states." Quantum Elecltonics and laser Science Conference, Baltimore, MD, May 1995.
HarmD.-L Gardner, J.R., Mochizuld, K., and Heinz, n, DJ. "Blue-daumed optical dipole force ,rap for evaporative cooling
of atoms." Annual Meeting of the Optical Society of America, Portland, OR, September 1995.
I-Inn,D.-J., MochizukJ, K., Gardner, J.R., and Heinzen, D.J. '_lue-detuned far off resonance optical trap for evaporative
cooling of atoms." American Physical Society, Division of Atomic, Molecular, and Optical Physics Annual Meeting,
Toronto, Canada, May 1995.
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Dynamic Measurement Near the Lambda-Point in a Low-g Simulator on the Ground
Principal Investigator: Dr. UIf E. Israclsson Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
Co-Investigators:
Duncan, R.V. Sandia Nat/onal Laboratory
Task Objective:
The objective of this work is to perform dynamic measurements on a short cylindrical sample of helium very near
the lambda-point in an effective gravity environment of about 0.01 g. Dynamic conditions will be created by
passing a heat current through the sample. The effective low-gravity environment will be created by applying a
magnetic field gradient which closely cancels hydrostatic pressure differences in the sample. Specifically, the
reduced gravity conditions will enable a test of theoretical predictions of the effect of small heat currents on the
nature of the lambda-transition and will allow probing of the interface region between co-existing normal and
superfluid portions of the fluid. These measurements are not possible to perform in a regular lab environment on
the earth due to the influence of hydrostatic pressure effects and the need to apply large heat currents to overcome
hydrostatic effects, tending to perturb the fluid sufficiently to render the measurements questionable. The
suppression of the lambda-transition due to heat currents will also be investigated at lower values of the heat current
than possible in a one-g environment. The magnet will be procured from a magnet winding company and installed
in a thermal platform under construction at JPL. Melting curve thermometers, which can operate well in strong
magnetic fields, will be used for high resolution thermometry.
Task Description:
The magnet will be designed and constructed by a magnet winding company. An experimental cell will be
constructed with attachment points for melting curve thermometers to enable high resolution thermometry to be
performed in the high field conditions of the experimental cell. The melting curve thermometers will be cons_ucted
at Sandia under a sub-contract to JPL. A high performance thermal platform will have the experimental cell and the
magnet installed into it for performing the measurements. A vibration isolated and magnetically shielded helium
dewar will be used to cool the thermal platform in order to minimize noise generation and improve the fidelity of
the collected data.
Task Significance:
Recent investigations of the influence of an applied heat current on the properties of helium near the superfluid
transition have revealed many new phenomena. Agreement with theories based on scaled mean field calculations and
dynamic renormalization group calculations is not good. The disagreement may stem from the fact that theories
assume zero-gravity conditions, while experiments are performed in a one-g environment. To overcome the
influence of gravity on properties near the transition in a heat current, large values of heat current are required which
has detrimental effects on the very properties in need of study. It has also been predicted that imposition of a heat
current will change the very nature of the lambda-transition from continuous to first order. Investigating these
phenomena in a simulated low-gravity environment would enable lower heat currents to be used and would enable
observation of phenomena washed out by gravity effects.
Progress During FY 1995:
During the last fiscal year, all of the components for the experiment were integrated and successfully tested at liquid
helium temperatures. During this cooldown, a number of important milestones were reached. A magnetic field in
excess of what is required to cancel gravity to the 99% level on the ground was successfully trapped in the magnet.
All temperature sensors on the apparatus, including the melting curve thermometers, were calibrated. The operation
of all sensors were verified to be within specifications even when the high field magnet was energized. In particular,
the melting curve thermometers were shown to be unaffected by the extreme magnetic field environment inside the
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apparatus. Also, a detailed performance study of the melting curve thermometers was completed, demonstrating that
the science objectives can be achieved with the current design. We were able to demonstrate a noise level of less
than 10nK in a one Hertz bandwidth. Finally, data gathering routines were developed using Labview software and
were used to take preliminary thermal conductivity measurements.
Unfortunately, two problems were identified in the initial cooldown. First, there was a small leak into the vacuum
area which led to unacceptable variations in the parasitic leak into the helium cell. The leak was small enough to
enable us to nm the experiment as planned and develop detailed data-gathering routines which were successfully run,
but the science data collected were unacceptable. Second, none of the side wall thermometers were functioning
properly. Despite these problems we were able to demonstrate correct behavior of the system using applied heat
currents in the 1 - 10 microWatt/cm: range. We were successfully able to ramp the top temperature of the cell in a
controlled fashion at constant applied heat current such that the cell moved across the entire range of interest, i.e.,
from initially full of superfluid to full of normal fluid, and back down again.
Following the warm-up of the experiment, we corrected all the problems encountered during the initial cooldown in
a satisfactory manner. Currently, the experiment has been successfully cooled down again, and we are in the early
phases of preparing to gather useful data.
The modeling effort initiated in FY94 was also continued. The modeling was extended during the past year to study
a wider range of heat currents, from 1 to 30 microWatt/cm :. The model was also extended to study the effect of
varying the thermal resistance between the helium in the cell and the temperature controlled top of the cell. Finally,
the model was quantitatively compared to physical data taken in ProL Ahlers' lab. This comparison to physical data
showed some discrepancies which can be attributed to the flow of heat through the cell's side walls. During the
coming year, we plan to extend the model to include the effect of the side walls.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 12/92 EXPIRATION: 11/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-04-09
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: JPL
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Larson, M. Thermal conductivity measurements of helium 4 near the lambda-point using a magnetostrictive low gravity
simulator (abstract). Bulletin of tbe American Physical Society, vol. 39, (1995).
Larson, M. The superfluid transition of helium-4 in the presence of an applied heat flow in 1-g and below: Comparison
between experiment and numerical simulations (abstract). Bulletin of the American Physical Society, vol. 40, (1995).
Larson, M. and Israelsson, U.E. Reducing the effects of gravity on the ground. Oxford Instruments Research Matters,
(1995).
Presentations
Israelsson, U.E. 'q'ransport measurements near the lambda-point of liquid helium in a reduced effective gravity environment
on the ground." AIAA 33rd Aerospaces Science Meeting and Exhibit, Reno, NV, January, 1995.
Larson, M. "Dynamic measurements near the lambda-point in a low-g simulator on the ground." International NASA Low
Temperature Microgravity Physics Workshop, Pasadena, CA, March 1995.
l.arson, M. 'q'bermal conductivity measurements of helium 4 near the lamtxla-point using a mangetostrictive low gravity
simulator." American Physical Society 1995 March Meeting, San Jose, CA, March 1995.
Larson, M. "The supeffluid transition of helium-4 in the presence of an applied heat flow in l-g and below : Comparison
between experiment and numerical simulations." American Physical Society 1995 April Meeting, Washington, DC, April
1995.
Larson, M. "Performance of a helium-4 melting-pressure thermometer in large magnetic fields." Symposium on Quantum
Fluids and Sofids, Ithaca, NY, June 1995.
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Atom Interferometry in a Microgravity Environment
Principal Investigator: Dr. Mark A. Kasevich StanfordUniversity
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
Our scientific objectives are: (l) to develop a rugged laser cooled source of atoms using DBR (distributed Bragg
reflector) laser technology; (2) to use this source and these lasers to demonstrate coherent atom wavepacket
manipulation techniques; and (3) to incorporate these techniques into an atom interferometer gravity gradiometer.
We plan to experimentally study the performance of the prototype device to evaluate the feasibility of a space-based
system.
Task Description:
In year one of the grant period we will develop the laser sources and apparatus needed for the proposed experiments.
We will employ standard laser cooling and trapping techniques with atomic cesium to create the cold atomic source.
Our first experflments, to be carried out near the end of year one, will focus on demonstration and characaterization
of the proposed coherent atom manipulation techniques. In year two we will demonstrate and characterize an
interferometer accelerometer - fu'st in a low sensitivity regime in order to study potential systematic phase shifts and
subsequently in a high sensitivity configuration to explore the potential accuracy and resolution of the device.
Since vibrational noise will severely hamper the performance of an Earth-bound accelerometer, we will switch to a
more complicated gradiometer geometry which is far less sensitive to vibrational noise in the final stages of the
proposed work.
Task Significance:
The convergence of recent advances in the field of laser manipulation of atoms with technological developments in
the electronics/opto-electronics industry opens the possibility of a new class of experiments involving laser
manipulated atoms in a microgravity environment. In the past five years, light-induced forces have been used to
coo] ensembles of atoms to temperatures below 1 gK, providing researchers with a novel source of ult_-cold atoms.
These laser cooled sources have revolutionized experimental atomic physics and have led to new classes of precision
time standards and inertial sensors. Application of these techniques in a microgravity environment could result in
robust gravity gradiometers and gyroscopes with sensitivities exceeding current state-of-the-art devices by several
orders of magnitude. Such instruments would have important applications in a number of fields. For example,
satellite gradiometry studies yield important geophysical data concerning Earth and ocean dynamics. A
satellite-borne accelerometer/gravimeter used in conjunction with the (3PS system could be used to obtain highly
accuratemaps oftheglobalEarthgravityfield.Inaddition,techniquesdevelopedforsatelliteinterferometersensors
might alsohave terrestrialapplicationsin,forexample, mineral/oilexplorationand navigation.Finally,with
minor modification,thetechniquescouldbeemployed todevelopatomicstandardswithunprecedentedaccuracy.
Progress During FY 1995:
I) We have developed, built, and tested the laser system for cooling and trapping atomic cesium. Using SDL DBR
lasers at 852nm we have demonstrated that up to 108 atoms/see can be loaded into a magneto-optic trap, and that the
atoms can be cooled to temperatures below l0 microKelvin. Atoms were subsequently launched in a moving
molasses configuration.
2) We have finalized the design and have nearly implemented the wavepacket manipulation laser subsystem, the
system employs a high frequency acousto-optic modulator in an optical injection lock scheme to generate two high
power, phase coherent, laser beams separated in frequency by 9.2 GHz. We ahve tested the system using a low
frequency modulator.
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3) We have implemented the data collection and computer contolled timing system, this system was tested during
the initial laser cooling measurements.
4) We have designed a compact UHV vacuum system which will be used in the proposed gradiometry
measurements.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 9194 EXPIRATION: 9/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-08-15
NASA CONTRACT No.: NAGS-108|
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: JPL
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Kasevich,M,A. Sensinginertialforceswithlaser-manipulatedatoms.IEEE LEOS UniversityResearchHighlights,
(December 1995).
Presentations
Kasevich, M.A. "Atom interferometry." Atomic Physics Seminar, Yale University, New Haven, CT, Nov. 1995.
K=evich, M.A. "Atom inferrer|merry." Atom Optics and Coherence Symposium in honor of Prof. Takuma, Tokyo, Japan,
August 1995.
Kasevich, M.A. "Atom interferometry." Nonlinear Optics Gordon Conference, New Hampshire, July 1995.
Kasevich, M.A. "Atom interferometry." Max Planck Institute fur Quantenoptik, Garching, Germany, April 1995.
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Effect of Confinement on Transport Properties by Making use of Heium Near the Lambda Point
Principal Investigator: Prof.JohnA.Lipa Stanford University
Co-Investigators:
No Co-rs Assignedto this Task
Task Objective:
The objective of this project/s to study the effect of confinement on the thermal conductivity of helium near the
lambda point. The thermal conductivity is a transport property most readily accessible to precision measurement,
allowing the effects of confinement to be quantified. The extent to which the results could be improved in a
microngravity environment will also be studied.
Task Description:
Dohm and collaborators have predicted the fu'st order departuresof the thermal conductivity from the bulk behavior
as on approaches the lamlxla point. As the transition is approached, the relevant length scale increases dramatically,
allowing the effect to be measured in conventional apparatus. Higher order, nonlinear effect8 are also predicted, but
quantitative information is not yet available. We plan to measure these effects for confinement in parallel plate
geometry as a function of plate separation. Earlier measurements indicated that the first order effect was different to
that predicted. This needs to be verified, and higher order contributions need to be explored.
Task Significance:
The results will be used to test the emerging theory of transport properties in confined geometries, which has
application to physical and chemical processes near surfaces or in small channels.
Progress During FY 1995:
Funding for this research became available at the beginning of FY95. Projvess to date included investivations of
previous thermal conductivity data to look for possible finite size effects. Experiments with helium confined within
gaps as small as 70 microns have been examined.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
Phl) Students: I
TASK INITIATION: 9/94 EXPIRATION: 8/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION:962-24-04-14
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: SPL
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Theoretical Studies of the Lambda Transition of Liquid 4He
Principal Investigator: Prof. Efstratios Manousakis Florida State University
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
We study the critical properties of liquid helium near the supeff]uid Iransition temperature Tl using recently
developed numerical simulation techniques and f'mite-size scaling. In particular, we are interested in the scaling
behavior of the supeffluid density and the specific heat. We shall study different f'mite geometrics, namely pure
two-dimensional, pure three-dimensional and the crossover from two-dimensional to three-dimensional superfluidity
in order to verify the validity of scaling and to determine the universal functions associated with scaling.
Task Description:
A recently developed updating technique called cluster Monte Carlo, which elliminates the long-standing problem of
critical-slowing-down will allows us to approach close to the lambda point for large size lattices and, thus, extract
the critical exponents and scaling properties of the physical quantities of interest. We shall study the temperature
and the finite-size dependence of the superfluid density and the specific heat. From these studies we can determine
the critical exponent using finite-size scaling techniques.
In addition we shall determine the superfluid/normal phase boundary Tx (h) for films of thickness h. We shall
calculate the supeffluid density as a function of the film thickness and we shall examine the validity of the
finite-size scaling theory. We shall also calculate the specific heat as a function of h and this will be used to
understand the results of the CHeX experiment.
Finally, the role of vortices and the Kosterlitz-Thouless scenario will be also examined in the course of this work.
We shall calculate the renormalization group beta function for two-dimensional superfluids and we shall compare it
to that predicted by the Kosterlitz-Thouless theory. In addition, we shall study with our simulation technique the
intimate connection between the superfluid transition and the unbinding of vortices.
Task Significance:
The results of these studies are relevant and will be compared to the experimental measurements obtained from the
lambda-point experiment (LPE) and to the confined helium experiment (CHeX).
Progress During FY 1995:
Periodic Boundary Conditions. Suoerfluid Density,
Using the X-Y model and anon-localupdatingscheme calledClusterMonte Carlo,we calculatedthe supeffluid
densityp,ofa superfluidina filmgeometry,i.e.on a finitelatticeofsizeL x L x H (whereL>>H). Inthis
geometry thesuperfluidensityshows a three-totwo-dimensionalcrossoverbehavior.Thismeans thatbelow a
certaincrossovertemperaturethehelium filmbehavesasifitwere inf'mitelythickand,thus,itexhibits
three-dimensionalbehavior.Above thecrossovertemperatureand stillbelow thebulkcriticaltemperatureT_ the
heliumfilmshows two-dimensionalbehavior.Because ofthatthecriticaltemperatureisreduced,thesuperfluid
phasetransitionccursattemperaturesTo(H)smallerthanT_. These reducedtemperaturesdepend on thethickness
ofthehelium film.InordertodeterminethecriticaltemperaturesTo,we appliedtheKosterlitz-Thouless-Nelson
(KTN) theory,which was formulatedforpurelytwo-dimensionalheliumfilms,tothequantityT/(Hr).Namely, by
solvingtheKTN renormalizationgroup equationsforthisquantity,we were abletoobtainthevaluesT/(I-It)inthe
limitL Y 4 ;thus,thedependence on theplanardimensionsL ofthelatticewas completelyeliminatedand
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T/(Hr(H)) is a function of the film thickness only. We have been able to compute accurately the ratio T/t-It) for
various values of the film thickness H and we found estimates for the critical temperatures To(H). We have also
found that if we plot T/(Hr(H)) versus t H _/"(t - I-T/T_, n-0.6705 and is the critical exponent of the bulk
correlation length), we obtained one universal curve for all film thicknesses. These results have been published in
Physical Review B.
Periodic Boundary Conditions. S_cific Heat.
We have studied the specific heat of the X-Y model on cubic lattices of sizes L x L x L and on lattices L x L x H
with L >> H using the Cluster Monte Carlo method. Periodic boundary conditions were applied in all directions.
In the cubic case we obtained the ratio of the critical exponents a/n from the size dependence of the energy density at
the critical temperature Tx. Using finite--size scaling theory, we found that, while for both geometries our results
scale to universal functions, these functions differ for the different geometries. We compare our findings to
experimental results and results of renormalization group calculations. These results have been published in
Physical Review B.
Dirichlet Boundary Conditions. Specific Heat.
Again using the Cluster Monte Carlo method, we have studied further the specific heat of the X-Y model on lattices
L x L x H with L>>H. In the H-direction we apply Dirichlet boundary conditions so that the order parameter in the
top and bottom layers is zero. We find that our results for the specific heat of various thickness size H collapse on
the same universal scaling function. The extracted scaling function of the specific heat is in good agreement with
the experimentally determined universal scaling function using no free parameters. These results have been
published in Physical Review Letters.
Boundary effects in su_rfluid films. Superfluid Density.
We have also numerically studied the superfiuid density and the specific heat of the X-Y model on lattices L x L x H
with L>>H where in the H-direction we applied staggered boundary conditions so that the magnetization in the top
and bottom layer is zero, whereas periodic boundary conditions were applied in the L-directions. We find that the
system exhibits a Kosterlitz--Thouless phase transition at the H-dependent temperature Tcm below the critical
temperature T_ of the bulk system. We do not observe finite-size scaling of the superfluid density with respect to H.
However, the data can be collapsed onto one universal curve by introducing an effective thickness I-I,n> H into the
corresponding scaling relations. Applying this idea to the data for the superfluid density of Rhee et al., we are able
to scale their data reasonably well. We argue that the effective thickness depends on the type of boundary conditions.
The scaling function fl(x) of the specific heat is not very sensitive to this boundary effect within error bars and we
fred good agreement between ft(x) calculated from our Monte Carlo results and the experimentally determined
universal scaling function. The results will be submitted to Physical Review B very soon.
The calculations reported above were performed on a heterogeneous environment of workstations which include
DEC Alpha, Sun, and IBM RS/6000 workstations and on the Cray-YMP supercomputer and took several months of
CPU time.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 1/93 EXPIRATION: 12/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-07-15
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: JPL
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Schultka, N. and Manousakis, E. Crossover from two-dimensional to three-d/mensional behavior in superfIuids. Physical
Review B, vol. 51, 11712 (1995).
Schultka, N. and Manousakis, E. Specific heat of superflulds near the transition temperature. Physical Review B, vol. 52,
7528 (1995).
Schultka, N. and Manousakis, E. Scaling of the specific heat in superfluld fiims. Physical Review Letters, vol. 75, 2710
(1995).
Schultka, N. and Manousakis, E. Three-dimensional x-y model with a Chem-Simons term. Physical Review B, (accepted).
Presentations
Manousakis, E. "Numerical simulation of scaling in superfluld fLlms." 1995 Microgravity Low Temperature Physics
Workshop, Pasadena, CA, February 28-March 1, 1995.
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Dynamics and Morphology of Superfluid Helium Drops in a Microgravity Environment
Principal Investigator: Prof. Humphrey J.Marls Brown University
Co-Investigators:
Seidel, G. Brown University
Task Objective:
The long range goal of our research is the study of the hydrodynamics of drops of superflnid liquid helium by means
of microgravity experiments conducted in space. At the present time we are developing a series of earth-based
experiments to levitate superfluid drops so that we can acquire data and experience that will be needed for the design
of experiments in space.
Task Description:
We are conducting a series of earth-based experiments to study the behavior of superfluid drops. We will develop a
means to levitate helium drops in earth gravity, primarily by magnetic levitation. We will then investigate I) how
to inject and position drops in a microgravity chamber, 2) how to manipulate drops and to give them angular
momentum, 3) how to observe accurately the vibrations and rotations of the drops, and 4) what drop sizes are best
suited for the study of a variety of phenomena.
Task Significance:
The goal is to achieve data and experience critical for the design of experiments in space.
Progress During FY 1995:
We have completed construction of an apparatus to magnetically levitate liquid helium. The helium is levitated as a
result of the force exerted on it when it is placed in a high field-gradient superconducting magnet. To balance the
gravitational force, the product of the field B and the field gradient dB/dz must exceed 22 Tesla2/cm. A magnet
meeting this specification was constructed by Oxford Instruments and has been installed in a large Janis dewar in our
laboratory. The magnet is enclosed by a can filled with superfluid helium at 2 K. The experimental call has an
internal diameter of 2.5 cm and extends throughout the length of the magnet bore. The cell temperature can be
varied independently of the temperature of the magnet helium bath. At the present time the cell is cooled through a
heat link to a pumped (He pot; in the near future we plan to add a 3He system to cool the cell to lower temperatures.
The cell has windows at the top and bottom. Through the use of mirrors mounted inside the cryostat and the cell,
we can view levitated drops from both the side and the top. The cryostat is mounted adjacent to a large optical table
on which we can mount lasers for illumination and an optical recording system. This cryostat has been designed to
be suitable for a variety of experiments on helium drops, at temperatures down to 0.5 K.
For recording the motions of the drops, an EGG high speed video system has been purchased and has recently been
delivered to our laboratory.
During the summer we were able to levitate helium drops with this apparatus. The magnet current that was required
to achieve levitation was in accord with our expectations, and the dependence of the position of the point of stable
levitation on the magnet current was in agreement with calculations. Drops could be introduced into the magnetic
trap either by allowing them to drip from walls or by injecting them in with the aid of an ul_asonic transducer
located below the surface of the bulk liquid lower in the cell. We were able to levitate drops indefinitely and the
drop size was as large as 8 mm diameter.
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In the course of these experiments we made a remarkable observation. On several occasions we imxoduced two
drops into the trap. When these drops came together at the bottom of the trap, they did not coalesce immediately
but were clearly in contact with each other. They were observed to remain in this state for more than a minute
before some unknown event caused coalescence to occur. One possibility is that the drops remain separated by a
thin layer of gas maintained by evaporation from each drop. We are planning experiments to test this hypothesis.
It appears that the magnetic levitation system we have developed will serve very well for ground-based exploratory
studies of superfluid hydrodynamics.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
Phi) Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 1/93 EXPIRATION: 12/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-07-16
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: JPL
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Weilert, M.A., Whitaker, D.L., Maris, H3., and Seidel, G.M. Laser levitation of superfiuid helium. J. Low Temp. Phys.,
vol. 98, 17 (1995).
Weilert, M.A., Whitaker, D.L., Marls, H3., and Seidel, G.M. Laser Levitation of Superfluid Helium. IEEE _rs and
Electro-Optic SocietyNewsletter, February, (1995).
Presentations
Maris, H3. "Levitation of superfluid helium." Ecole Normale, Paris, France, January 20, 1995.
Marls, HJ., Weilert, M.A., Whitaker, D.L., and Seidel, G.M. "Dynamics and morphology of superfiuid helium drops in a
microgravity environment." 1995 NASA/JPL Low Temperature Micmaravity Physics Workshop, Pasadena, CA, February
28 - March 1, 1995.
Weilert, M.A. "Levitation of superfluid helium." University of Massachusetts, November 9, 1995.
Weilert, M.A., Whitaker, D.L., Marls, H.J., and Seidel, G.M. "Optical and magnetic levitation of superfiuid helium."
American Physical Society April Meeting, Washington, DC, April 1995.
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Equilibration in Density and Temperature Near the Liquid-Vapor Critical Point
Principal Investigator: Prof. HorstMeyer Duke University
Co-Investigators:
Zhong, F. Duke University
Task Objective:
Ground-based experiments will be carried out to study the density equilibration process at constant average density r
in a pure fluid, (3He), near its liquid-vapor critical point (Tc,p_ after a step change in temperature AT of the
container walls. Measurements are to be carried out for both the region above Tc (one phase) and below T,
(coexisting phases). Numerical simulations are to be performed of the density, temperature and pressure
equilibration processes in 3He for the regimes above Tc and below To, both ground-based and uncler reduced gravity.
The measurements are to be extended to binary (3He-4He) mixtures near their liquid vapor critical point ('plait
point"), and corresponding computer simulations are to be carded out.
Task Description:
Two fiat, horizontal cells of somewhat different geomelry are used in different series of experiments. The fluid is
contained between two parallel flat OFHC copper plates with high thermal conductivity, kept at the same
temperature that is regulated to within a few mK before and after the step AT. In both cells, the fluid layer height is
approximately 4 ram, the diameter is 30 mm and the density is measured by two thin horizontal superposed
capacitive sensors, spaced by 2 mm that record the dielectric constant. The density is then derived via the
Clausius-Mossotti relation, and is recorded by both sensors, Pt_ and p_,_ (0, as a function time t after a
programmed small temperature step of the cell walls. At temperature above To, immediately after the step AT, the
fast density change from adiabatic energy transfer ('piston effect") followed by the slow stratification change at each
sensor are recorded by computer. Experiments are carried out along several near-critical isochores and along several
isotherms. Below To, the two sensors detect respectively the coexisting liquid and vapor phases. An induced
temperature change in the cell walls will permit following the density evolution in both phases at the sensor
locations with time.
With help of the known scaled expressions for the static and transport properties of 3He above and below T c,
numerical simulations in one dimension are carried out to predict the temporal and spatial evolution of the
thermodynamic parameters (density, temperaturei pressure and their derivatives) and to predict the asymptotic
relaxation times. This simulation is to be done at arbitrary values of the gravitational acceleration g, and will
assume the absence of convection - which appears justified by experimental data. The departure from equilibrium
values of the properties upon temperature ramping will be investigated by simulation both above and below T c.
Below T¢, the simulations will also predict the motion of the interface between the liquid and vapor phases.
After completion of the 3He program, measurements and numerical simulations are to be extended to binary
(3He-4He) mixtures.
Task Significance:
Such studies - both for pure fluids and binary mixtures - are very relevant to experiments on fluids under micro-g
conditions, where investigations of static and dynamic properties near critical points are to be carried out. It is
important to know how long a fluid system takes to approach closely enough thermodynamic equilibrium, and
what are the basic mechanisms that control the equilibrium process. The numerical computations above Tc are to be
compared with experiments. Simulations under microgravity conditions will be able to assess the permissible
temperature ramping rate in experimental data taking that will enable measurements of critical properties in a
quasi-equilibrium state. In the two-phase regime below T_, little is known about the equilibration dynamics and the
proposed experiments are expected to substantially help in understanding these processes.
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Progress During FY 1995:
During this period, there were four main projects associated with the program which consists in investigating the
density equilibration of a pure fluid (3He) near the liquid-vapor critical point To. In the previous FY94, the data
reduction and computer simulation had been mainly concerned with the single phase above To, which led to a
detailed comparison between experiment and predictions. During FY95, we have concenlrated out analysis in the
region of the two coexisting phases below Tc. Because of the presence of these two phases, the system is much
more complicated, and therefore the observed density temporal evolution is more complex - but also still more
interesting than above T o. Here our detection system measured separately the density in the liquid and in the vapor
phase. Similarly, the computer simulation has to deal with the spatial and temporal evolution of temperature,
density and pressure in the two coexisting phases. The effect of the interface, including the latent heat of phase
change, is to be taken into account.
Our projects were the following:
A) Experimental data analysis along the critical isochore and along isotherms in the regime T< To, obtained in a
ground-based laboratory (g-go).
B) Computer simulation of the equilibration under identical conditions of temperature and density as for the
experiments, both along the critical isochore and along the isotherms, (both at go and under microgravity
conditions).
C) The drafting of a very detailed paper including both the experimental results and those from computer
simulation, to be submitted by the end of October '95.
D) Complete overhaul of the apparatus, construction of a new equilibration cell with an improved geometry in
preparation for a new series of measurements both in 3He and in binary _He-_He mixtures, which should help in
understanding the discrepancies between predictions and our past experiments.
A) An extensive program of data analysis was carried out of the very abundant experimental results obtained below
To. These consisted in the temporal density evolution r(t) in _He at two superposed locations after a programmed
temperature step AT below 1"=. Two superposed capacitive sensors measured the dielectric constant of respectively
the vapor and the liquid phases, and the density could be then obtained from the Clausins- Mossotti relation. The
measurements were carried out both along the critical isochore for -8x10 _ < (T- Tc)/To <-lxl0 _ and along two
isotherms. Of these the first one was far below To, with (T- To)/To --lxl0 _. where the earth's gravity effects are
negligible, and the other close to Tc, with (T- T_)/T_ - -3 xl0 "(, where stratification is significant. The analysis
has led to the effective relaxation times "tau".
B) A computer simulation program was developed and refined for the regime T< To. This program is the extension
of the simulation described in the single phase above T¢ (F. Zhong and H. Meyer, Phys. Rev. E, 51, 3223 (1995).
It is a computation in one-dimension (1D) that determines the spatial and temporal evolution of the temperature
T(z,t), density r(z,t) and pressure P(z,t) of the fluid in the cell after a temperature step of the wall container. Here z
is the vertical coordinate of the cell, and the 1D approximation assumes the radius of the cell to be much larger then
the layer height. The conditions of density, (T- To) and of AT in the computation are the same as in the
experiments. This computer simulation was carried out below T_ both in the presence of the two coexisting phases,
and also m presence of only one of the phases. This latter situation arises when the interface has moved out of one
of the horizontal cell walls for average densities away from the critical one and sufficiently close to T¢, as can be
calculated from the equation of state of the fluid. This simulation for two phases proved to be much more
complicated to handle than that in the case of the single phase above T¢, and it took correspondingly more time
until all the computational problems had been satisfactorily solved. However the physics of the phenomenon
proved to be all the more interesting. Here we briefly summarize the comparison of the results from experiments
and from simulations:
1) On the whole, there is a reasonable agreement in the shapes and amplitudes of the density temporal evolutions
between experiments and simulations, and the agreement improves as the critical point is approached and
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stratification becomes significant. However the differences are more pronounced than in the homogeneous phase
above To.In particular, there are striking differences between experiment and simulations in the vapor phase well
below To, where stratification is negligible.
2) This difference is also reflected by a discrepancy in the effective relaxation time as measured and predicted for the
vapor phase. However, as T¢is approached, the trend of the predicted and measured relaxation time for both vapor
and liquid is similar:, the relaxation time increases and then levels off. This behavior is understood as resulting from
the "critical slowing down" when the thermal diffusivity AT along the coexistence curve tends to zero. However the
divergence in the relaxation time tau is prevented by stratification that causes a vertical profile of the AT values,
and produces the levelling off in tau, just as in the single phase above To. Both experiments and simulations show
the curves for tau from both regimes above and below T¢to join smoothly at the critical temperature.
3)Computer simulations show also that under microgravity conditions, tau will diverge as Tc is approached from
both the single and the two-phase regimes.
4) The experiments and simulations along isotherms gave particularly interesting results, as they describe the
change of the system when the interface is moved by changing the average density. While again there were striking
differences between experiments and simulations in the behavior of the vapor along the isotherm
(T- T_)/T c - -1 xl0 "2,the agreement was much better for the isotherm (T- To)/T c- -3 xl0*. In both cases, it was
clearly seen that the effective relaxation times are quite different for the two phases. Also, when one of the phases
had disappeared from the cell, the relaxation time precipitously dropped, confirming that in the absence of the latent
heat of phase transformation, equilibration is considerably accelerated.
C) A comprehensive paper has been written, and that has considerably evolved in the course of five months. In the
24 Figures both the experimental and computer simulations results are shown. A detailed discussion of the
success and failure in the description of the data by the simulation is given. The title is : Density equilibration near
the liquid-vapor critical point of a pure fluid: 1I- coexisting phases I"<T_, by F. Zhong and H. Meyer.
D) A new densitycellwithtwo superposedcapacitives nsorshasbeenbuilt,andinstalled.Thisdensitycellhasa
geometrythatapproximatesmorecloselytoanidealID configuration(flatceil)thanthecelluseduntilnow. Such
aredesignwasmandatory,becauseofthediscrepanciesbetweentheexperimentandsimulation,bothaboveand
especiallybelowT_.
The vacuumsystemhasbeenoverhauled,thebridgecircuitsforthecapacitives nsorsupgraded,andground-loops
eliminated.The samplehandlingsystemhasalsobeen improvedandupdated.Thisworkhasbeencarriedoutby
Mr.AndreiKogan.asecond-yearg aduatestudent.Theseextensivechangeshavebeenalmostcompleted,anditis
hopedtostartestingthenew cryostatlow temperaturesinOctober'95.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 1/94 EXPIRATION: 12/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION:962-24-0%20
RESPONSIBI I=:CENTER: JPL
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Zhong,F.andMeyer,H. Densityequilibrationneartheliquid-vaporcriticalpointofapurefluid:SinglephaseT>Tc.
PhysicalReviewE,vol.51,3223(1995).
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Precise Measurements of the Density and Thermal Expansion of 4He Near the Lambda Transition
Principal Investigator: Dr. Donald M. Strayer Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
Co-Investigators:
Chui, Dr. T.
Yeh, Prof. N.-C.
Lysek, Dr. M.
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
California Institute of Technology
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
Task Objective:
The objective of this ground-based Annual NRA project is to demonstrate the value of high-precision density
measurements in the study of the lambda transition of liquid helium. During the two years of Annual NRA
funding, we shall demonstrate the capability to perform high-precision density measurements using superconducting
cavities, applying high resolution thermometers fliRTs) for temperature control. We shall also demonstrate the
ability to deconvolve nonuniformities caused by gravity from the density data.
Task Description:
We shall employ superconducting microwave cavities having Q-values near 101°, operated in modes that have
standing wave patterns that are axially symmetric and whose z-dependences are well known. Upon filling the cavity
with liquid helium, and adjusting the temperature near to "Ix, measurements of the cavity resonant frequency will
reflect the helium density. Very near the transition a normal-superfluid interface will form in the cavity: Moving
this interface across antinodes of the standing wave pattern by high resolution temperature control will allow the
density to be probed in the interfacial region. Measurements at many temperatures will provide density data for
deconvolving the temperature dependence of the density from the gravity-induced effects.
Task Significance:
We expect that our earth-bound measurements will demonstrate the value of precision density measurements to
exploration of the lambda transition, and to study of cooperative transitions in general. The preliminary
measurements to be conducted in this Annual NRA task will provide useful information about future exploration of
related experiments to be conducted in the microgravity experiments. The results will lead to applications of the
technique to problems that include studies at many pressures, studies of nonequilibrium effects, or studies in
confined geometries.
Progress During FY 1995:
During FY95 this task has concentrated on two activities: Building the cryogenic probes to support the high-Q
niobium cavity at a very stable temperature; and determining the method to process the frequency data to deduce the
dependence of density on temperature very near the lambda transition.
Our analysis of the requirements for temperature stability that would demonstrate the benefits that high-resolution
frequency measurements can provide for determining the behavior of the fluid near the transition showed that the
platforms already existing in Prof. Yeh's laboratory were not adequate. Therefore, we set out to build a cryoprobe
that will be suitable for our measurements. The building has been delayed because the graduate student we expected
to work on the design was late in acquiring her Ph.D., and has been further delayed because the technician
fabricating the parts for the probe has been diverted to other tasks frequently. The probe parts are all fabricated, and
assembly has begun. We expect a cooldown by the end of CY95.
In the meantime, we have begun to assemble a system at JPL that will reach temperatures below 1 Kelvin so we
can use the high resolution measurements to investigate the tricritical point of 3He-4He mixtures and the phase
boundaries at low temperatures. A small dilution refrigerator (DR), built by Oxford Instruments, was acquired from
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another group at JPL and installed in one of the labs of the Cryogenic Operations, Research, and Applications
Laboratory at JPL. This apparatus was set up and put through a test cooldown, and appeared to operate normally,
although the temperature resistor that was calibrated to low temperatures acted strangely, so precise knowledge of
the operating temperature was not available. During the DR's original shakedown testing it reached temperatures
below 0.020 K; we expect to operate at temperatures down to 0.10 K in our experiments on this apparatus.
Material has been obtained for fabricating niobium cavities, and designs for cavities to operate in the TEo, modes
are completed. Fortunately the DR has a waveguide installed that transmits frequencies in the band 12 to 18 GI-Iz, so
a stable oscillator can be set up at any mode in that range. The cavity design will allow at least the first three
modes to be excited with the microwave electronics presently available.
Calculations of the frequency shift caused by the change of density near the lambda point have been performed for
both the TE0, and TMo_0 modes being excited in a cylindrical superconducting cavity. Both these mode types yield
a total shift of tens of Hertz as the superfluid-normal fluid interface passes through the cavity. The millihertz
resolution of our present microwave sources and frequency measuring instruments will allow us to demonstrate the
value of precision measurements. As the temperature regulating capability improves to the nanokelvin range, the
frequency measurements must be improved to below microhenz resolution to fully exploit the capability of the
high-resolution measurements. We have access to high stability frequency standards at JPL that can provide this
stability. These improvements will be implemented if further funding is afforded this experiment. The results of
our calculations of the density measurement resolution allowed with this apparatus will be reported at a meeting of
the American Physical Society.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 9/94 EXPIRATION: 8/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-24-04-12
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: JPL
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Presentations
Strayer, D.M., Yeh, N.-C., Chui, T.C.P., Lysek, MJ. '_Precise measurements of the density and thermal expansion of 4He
near the lambda transition." 1995 International Low Temperature Microgravity Workshop, Pasadena, CA, February
27-March 1, 1995.
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Analysis of Residual Acceleration Effects on Transport and Segregation During Directional
Solidification of Tin-Bismuth in the MEPHISTO Furnace Facility
Principal Investigator: Prof. ]. Iwan D. Alexander University of Alabama in Hunsrville
Co-Investigators:
Favier, Dr. J.-J.
Gerandet, Dr. J.-P.
Centre d_Etudes Nuclealre de Grenoble, France
Centre d' Etudes Nucleaire de Grenoble, France
Task Objective:
The objectives of this project are as follows:
1. Systematic preflight characterization of the impact of specific residual accelerations on solute transport and melt
flow.
2. Analysis of instantaneous pulling rate adjustments to offset composition nonuniformity caused by residual
acceleration.
3. Characterization of planned and incidental USMP-3 acceleration events and comparison and correlation with
experimental results.
Task Description:
The USMP-3 MEPHISTO experiments will be fully devoted to the analysis of the plane-front solidification of a
tin-bismuth alloy. The experiments focus on mass transport during solidification. Three samples will be
simultaneously processed in the MEPHISTO furnace, while residual acceleration will be recorded by SAMS. In
addition real-time Seebeck measurements and Peltier interface demarcation will allow for unprecedented
characterization of the growth conditions,the effect of pulling velocity in global mass transport, and the sensitivity
of transport and compositional uniformity to residual acceleration.
The task undertaken by the Center for Microgravity and Materials Research is to carry out numerical simulation of
the impact of specific residual acceleration on the USMP-3 experiments. This includes the determination of
optimum operating conditions for monitoring the response to specific types of disturbances. Thereby, the
possibility of '_ull-responses" will be eliminated. Post-flight analysis will involve the comparison of predicted and
observed experimental responses.
Task Significance:
Current understanding of residual acceleration (steady and transient g-jitter) effects on experiments conducted in low
earth orbit is inadequate. Many theoretical sensitivity studies have been carried out for directional solidification
experiments. However, no quantitative experimental confu'mation of the predictions of these studies is available.
Without such confirmation such studies are of limited use and could lead to either unnecessary design restrictions, an
undesirable low gravity environment, or unsuitable experiment operating conditions. This benchmark study which
correlates well-conm311ed and characterized experiment conditions with the predictions of realistic numerical
simulation is an essential step towards optimizing use of low gravity laboratories. It is a prerequisite for:
- future design of orbital experiment facilities and choice of orbital attitude
- optimal choice of operating parameters
- assessing local vibration isolation requirements
- optimal scheduling of crew activities and quiet periods etc.
The results of this work will greatly benefit NASA's microgravity program by providing, for the f'ursttime, a
definitive correlation between model predictions of g-jitter sensitivity and actual experimental results.
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Progress During FY 1995:
The object of this work, started in March of 1995, is to approach the problem of determining the a-ansport
conditions (and effects of residual acceleration) during the plane-front directional solidification of a tin-bismuth alloy
under low gravity conditions. The work involves using a combination of 2- and 3-D numerical models, scaling
analyses, 1D models, and the results of ground-based and low-gravity experiments. The latter are to be conducted
during the MEPHISTO experiment scheduled for USMP-3 in early 1996. The models will be used to predict the
response of the transport conditions and consequent solute segregation in directionally solidifying tin-bismuth melt.
Real-time Seebeck voltage variations across a Sn-Bi melt during directional solidification in MEPHISTO on
USMP-1 show a distinct variation which can be correlated with thruster firings. The Seebeck voltage measurement
is related to the response of the instantaneous average melt composition at the melt-solid interface. This allows a
direct comparison of numerical simulations with the Seebeck signals obtained on USMP-1. The effects of such
accelerations on composition for a directionally solidifying Sn-Bi alloy have been simulated numerically. USMP- 1
acceleration data was used to assist in our choice of acceleration magnitude and orientation. The results show good
agreement with experimental observations. We are currently focusing on the USMP-3 experiment when a more
concentrated alloy will be solidified. Thus, our models must account for thermo-solutal convection.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 5/95 EXPIRATION: 4/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: YOF'2248
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG3-1740
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Alexander, J.I.D., Scaling and estimation of experiment response to g-jitter. Microgravity Quarterly, vol. 5, no. 1 (1995).
Proceedings
Alexander, J.I.D.t "Response of crystal growth experiments to time-dependent residual acceleration." Proceedings of the
9th Erurpean Synposium on Gravity Dependent Phenomena in Physical Sciences, Lecture Notes in Physics, Springer,
Berlin, 1995.
Presentations
Alexandert J.I.D., ''Response of crystal growth experiments to time-dependent residual acceleration." Ninth European
Symposium on Gravity Dependent Phenomena in Physical Sciences, Berlin, May 2-5, 1995.
Alexander, J.I.D., "Response of solute transport during directional solidification caused by thruster firings: Predictions for
the USMP-3 Mephisto experiment." presented at the Microgravity Measurement Group Meeting, Houston, March 20,
1995.
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Synthesis and Characterization of Single Macromolecules: Mechanistic Studies of Crystallization
and Aggregation
Principal Investigator: Prof.SpiroD. AJexandratos University ofTennessee
Co-Investigators:
Cook, K.
Joy, D.
Phillips, P.
Wunderlich, B.
University of Tennessee
University of Tennessee
University of Tennessee
University of Tennessee
Task Objective:
The principal objective is to prepare single-molecule polymer amorphous particles and crystals by thermally induced
precipitation/crystallization from bulk dilute solutions and by precipitaton/crystallizafion via solvent evaporation
from electrosprayed nanodroplets of dilute solutions. Polymer-polymer interactions will be controlled in order to
compare the effects of interchain and intrachain entanglements on the chemical and physical properties of a polymer
particle or crystal. Successful preliminary studies will be extended to studies in microgravity which will allow for a
much more sensitive probing of intermolecular interactions through differences in properties of the polymers.
Task Description:
An electrospray attachment will be constructed for a conventional mass spectrometer, allowing for individual
polymer chains to be isolated as they emerge from the instrument. Gravity complicates their isolation but its effect
could be minimized with very dilute solutions. The morphology of the single chains will be characterized by high
resolution low voltage scanning electron microscopy. Backscattered electron imaging will also be utilized, with
spatial resolution of 1-3 run. Thermal analysis will reveal details of chain motion, including details of
crystallization kinetics and the effects of inter- and intrachain entanglement.
Task Significance:
The commercial and technological importance of plastics cannot be overstated. Specially designed plastics have
been applied as materials in aerospace construction, medical prosthetics, and organic semiconductors. This wide
range of applications stems from the wide diversity of chemical and physical properties of the macromolecules (i.e.,
polymers) which serve as the building blocks of the plastics we encounter. While our understanding of the origins
of this diversity has advanced in recent years, it remains far from perfect. With the increasing importance of
composite materials, the gap between theory and experiment may even be widening. An investigation into the role
of the interactions between discrete macromolecules on the final observed macroproperties requires the availability of
samples of controlled molecularity (i.e., one, two, three .... macromolecules). It is the goal of this research to
prepare and characterize samples comprised of single polymer molecules of known molecular weight, then compare
the observed properties with those of comparably well-controlled systems where the number of interacting
macromolecules is known. This will allow for the design of new plastics with targeted properties including
strength, durability, and biodegradability.
Progress During FY 1995:
A general survey of the literature was made to identify the different methods for separation of single
macromolecules. Five techniques are suitable: (1) spray methods; (2) the l.angmuir method; (3) freeze drying of
glassy solutions; (4) rapid precipitation and crystallization; and, (5) microemulsion polymerization. It is essential
that the polymer solution used for the experiments is dilute enough to ensure the presence of single molecules
without intermolecular entanglements. Methods (1) - (4) are different approaches to transfer the isolated molecules
in solution to isolated solid particles. The fifth method attempts to hinder the polymerizing molecules from mixing
in the ftrst place. Methods (1) - (3) were tried in the laboratory, methods (4) and (5) are being planned.
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The experimental work of the fast year concentrated on electro-spray experiments (1). Polystyrene with high
molecular weight and very small polydispersity was used. Small amorphous particles were obtained. The particles
were relatively monodisperse, but consisted of up to ten molecules. Microscopically measured particle diameter
agreed with predictions based on literature models of the spray process and may be helpful in corroborating and/or
refining those models. An optimization of the procedure for better control and further decrease of the particle size is
in progress. Extension of our earlier work with the Langmuir method (2) has enabled electron microscopic
observations and morphological characterization of single crystals of poly(ethylene oxide). With the freeze drying
method (3), small polystyrene particles were obtained and their morphology was investigated through electron
micrographs. Further work will concentrate on the production of larger amounts of the single molecule particles.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: l
TASK INITIATION: 6/94 EXPIRATION: 6/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-21-08-25
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG8-1065
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Bu, H., Shi, S., Chen, E., Hu, H, Zhangi Z., and Wunderlich, B. Single-molecule single-crystals of poly(ethylene oxide).
J. of Macromolecular Science - Pure and Applied Chemistry, vol. TBD, pp TBD (submitted).
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A Novel Electrochemical Method for Flow Visualization
.Principal Investigator: Dr. Timothy J. Anderson University of Florida
Co-Investigators:
Narayanan, R.
Fripp, A.
University of Florida
NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC)
Task Objective:
The objective of this research program is to develop and demonstrate a novel electrochemical technique to visualize
the dynamic states in high temperature liquid metals. This technique uses the oxygen anion-conducting ceramic
electrolyte ym-ia stabilized zirconia in a crucible material which holds the model liquid metal tin in a Bridgman
configuration. Electrochemical cells will be constructed at various positions along the side wall and bottom of the
solid electrolyte. The bottom cell will operate in the electrolytic mode to establish a well defined boundary
condition with respect to the titrated oxygen tracer concentration. The side wall cells will be operated in the
galvanic mode to measure the dynamic oxygen concentration at the various wall locations. Well defined convective
flow patterns will be established for this model geometry and the results will be compared to numerical predictions
of the flow patterns. In this manner the sensitivity of the technique will be determined.
Task Description:
In order to identify the sensitivity of the technique, a cylindrical crucible with local electrochemical cells at 5
vertical and 4 azimuthal positions (20 total cells) will be constructed. A thin (1/8") alumina rod will be rotated in
the melt along the central axis in an isothermal furnace to produce a well-defined dynamic state. At suitable rotation
speed and aspect ratio, Taylor vortices are expected and the oxygen concentration variation along the side wall will
be measured after establishing a zero concentration boundary condition at the bottom face of the melt cylinder.
Next, the flow directions of dynamic states (oscillatory flow) developed in a Sn melt without the rod in a
destabilizing vertical temperature gradient will be studied. In this experiment, a single cell will be electrochemically
pulsed and the time response monitored at the other cells. The experiment will be repeated with different electrolytic
cells and pulsing experiments will also be performed to identify the natural oscillation frequency. In a final series of
experiments, the continuous response of the sensor cells will be measured to a step change in boundary condition.
The results will be compared to a complete 3-D calculation of buoyancy-driven flow accounting for sidewall
conductionand radialtransport.
Task Significance:
Intheprocessingofmany advanced materials(e.g.,thebulkcrystalgrowth ofsemiconductors)thefluidflowstate
oftheliquideterminesthequalityofthematerialproduced.Although flowsintheliquidarenotintentionally
created,naturalforcesproduceflows.Sincethemeltisoftenathigh temperature,exhibitsa high vaporpressure,
and isnot transparent,itisextremelydifficulttoseethefluidflow pattern.Thus,we must relyon theresultsof
calculationswhich have drawbacks. We have proposeda novelmethod tomeasure flowpatternsinliquidmetalsby
usingsolidstateelectrochemicalsensorstomeasurethetimevariationofa tracerspecies.Ina microgravity
environment,itisanticipatedthatthemagnitudeofnaturalfluidflowwillbe greatlyreducedand produceimproved
materials.Inordertocorrelatematerialpropertiestothefluidflow pattern,we must know thepattern.This
techniquepromisestoprovidesuchinsight.Potentially,themethod couldbe adaptedforimproved processcontrol
and manufacmrability.
Progress During FY 1995:
A modifiedBridgman ampoule,constructedfrom recrystallizedaluminaincorporatedwithmultiplelectrochemical
sensors(YSZ plugs),was used tovisualizetheconvectiveflow patternsinhightemperatureliquidmetals.
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Dissolved oxygen was used as the tracer species, which could be potenstiostatically injected or extracted locally at
one of the sensors and the oxygen concentration changes were monitored at the other cell locations on the
melt/electrolyte boundary in the galvanic mode as a function of time. Flow patterns were ir_erred for different
aspect ratios of the melt and as a function of the imposed temperature gradient. The technique was also able to
discern transcritical points in the dynamic states of the melt.
Computer-based data acquisition of the temperature and voltage readings was possible by interfacing the
electrochemical cells with a PC carrying a DAS-1600 card.
We intend to test this flow visualization technique in a low gravity environment. It is essential to isolate the
diffusion component from the convective component, both of which are comparable in a microgravity environment.
Therefore an electrochemical cell was specifically designed to measure the molecular diffusivity of oxygen across
cylindrical tin melts, prior to flow visualization studies.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 2 BS Degrees: 1
MS Students: 1 MS Degrees: 0
PhD Students: 0 Phi) Degrees: 0
TASK INITIATION: 7/94 EXPIRATION: 7/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-21-08-26
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NCC8-051
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
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Foam Metallic Glasses
Principal Investigator: Prof.RobertE. Apfel Yale University
Co-Investigators:
Boa-Teh, C.
Qiu, N.
Yale University
Yale University
Task Objective:
The scientific objective is to determine the parameter space for which foamed glasses are possible. The engineering
objectives are to design apparatus to operate in this parameter space and to investigate the practicality and
desirability of this process for satisfying technological needs and for producing new opportunities for the application
of these materials.
Task Description:
Amorphous materials are an important class of materials because of their many unique features, such as the absence
of crystal defects (e.g., grain boundaries or dislocations) and a wide compositional range over which a single-phase
amorphous material can be formed. A novel processing approach and experimental design to achieve as-cast bulk
amorphous materials are investigated, since a bulk form of amorphous material is required in many applications.
By sudden decompression of a melt that is seeded with a volatile liquid, the dispersed 'Teaming" liquid vaporizes,
taking its latent heat of vaporization from the melt, thereby homogeneously cooling the melt. Due to a high
decompression rate, a sufficient cooling rate may be produced to yield an amorphous solid foam.
The experimental program is divided into three major sections: (1) proof of foaming principle with organic
materials; (2) tests with the water-tin system, even though it is known that such systems will not form a glass;
and, (3) tests of an alloy system for forming a foamed metallic glass. The first of these is to verify our expectations
with regard to the foaming process and the production of a bulk foam. The second is to give us experience with a
metallic system that others have worked with and which may present behaviors unique to metals and not observed
with organic materials. The third step is obviously an important milestone toward foamed metallic glasses. The
experimental program will be complemented by a theoretical/computational study of this highly transient '_oaming"
process and by comprehensive materials analysis of all product specimens.
Task Significance:
Rapid decompression of seeded melts is a novel processing approach to produce foam metallic glass, which is an
open solid bulk structure that may have glass properties and low density. These foam metallic glass materials
should possess few structural defects and may have many potential applications, such as lightweight and high
strength structural materials, or matrix materials that can be filled with other materials to suit some special
requirements.
Progress During FY 1995:
The major effort of the project has been to redesign the dynamic decompression and cooling (DDC) apparatus so that
we can tackle the very difficult problem of dispersing micron-scale water drops in a melt of a low melting point
alloy at a temperature slightly above the melt temperature and at a pressure slightly above the vapor pressure of
water at that temperature. This trine dispersion is necessary so that the water drops do not rise out of the melt or
coalesce before the dynamic decompression can be initiated. [This difficulty would be removed in a microgravity
environment] In order to accomplish this task, a custom hollow ultrasonic horn extender was consU'ucted that
allows for the introduction of water drops into the melt through the horn while simultaneously producing the
ultrasonic cavitation needed to cause emulsification of the water into the melt. Initial tests have shown that the
elevated pressures required to prevent boiling can also suppress the cavitation that is necessary for producing a fine
II. MSADProgramTasks-- Ground-based Discipline: Materials Science
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dispersion. However, if the acoustic pressure amplitude of the horn can be increased sufficiently, through proper
horn tuning, then the necessary cavitation may be achieved. The pressure cell that holds the melt-water mixture bas
been modified to take a burst disk that will provide an opportunity for a much higher decompression rate than is
possible from a manual or electrically controlled valve. Efforts at theoretically modeling the DDC process
continue.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 1
PhD Students: 2
TASK INITIATION"3/93 EXPIRATION; 3/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION:962-25-08-24
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG8-947
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
,Journals
Qiu, N., and Apfel, R.E. Rapid decompression of se.edext melts for materials processing. Rev. Sci. Instrum., 66, 3337-3343
(1995).
Patents
Patent Pending, E.S. Patent #: 5,384,203
Apfel, R.E. "Foam Metallic Glass."
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Nucleation and Cluster Formation in Levitated Droplets
Principal Investigator: Prof. StephenArnold PolytechnicUniversity,New York
Co-Investigators:
Izmailov, A.F.
Myerson, A.S.
Poly_chnic University, New York
Poly_chn/c University, New York
Task Objective:
1. Employment and improvement of the existing experimental Electrodynamic Levitator Trap (ELT) technique in
order to investigate stochastic motion of the ELT confined microdroplets of supersaturated solutions in the case
where the dimensionless drag a and driving b parameters are much greater than one.
2. Development of an appropriate theoretical formalism to describe stochastic motion of the ELT confined
microdroplets of supersaturated solutions in an atmosphere near the Standm'dTemperature and Pressure for the case
where the dimensionless drag a and driving b parametersare not necessarily small (less than one).
Task Description:
Components of this research include:
1. Experimental study of stochastic motion of the confined levitated rniorodroplets of various supersaturated
solutiom. The containerless levitation allows one m considerably delay mzleation onset and, thus, provides a
unique method to study the formation and evolution of subcritical solute clusters. This study includes measurement
of such time-dependent rnicrop_icle characteristics as the standarddeviation of its conf'med stochastic motion,
activity of the solute dissolved, etc. Since the measured characteristics are exuemely sensitive to the appearance of
subcritical solute clusters (solid inclusions) inside of the studied microdroplet the proposed experiment provides an
unique opportunity to study the metastable state of matter.
2. Development of theoretical models of the microparticle confined stochastic motion for the two principally
different cases: (1) when there are no solid inclusions inside (i.e., when the mlcrodroplet solution is undersamrated);
and, (2) when there are solid inclusions inside of the micropanicle (i.e., when the microdroplet solution is
supersaturated). These two models will be developed for the particularcase where energy dissipation of the
microdroplet motion in the levitator atmosphere is linear.
Task Significance:
Understanding the metastable state evolution in supersaturated solutions is of extreme importance in the problem of
governed nucleation and crystal growth. Since this evolution consists of the birth-death process of subcritical solute
clusters, we outline the following significance:
1. It is a challenging experimental problem to study metastability since any heterogeneity may cause instantaneous
nucleation followed by crystallization. Therefore, development of the contaiuerless (without heterogeneities due to
container walls) experimental technique is of interest.
2. Analytical description of stochastic motion of the cont'med supersaturated solution microdroplet will allow
treatmentof the obtained experimen_ data.
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Progress During FY 1995:
I. One ofthemost difficultthingstodetermineinconnectionwithnucleationand prenucleationisthediffusivity
ofthesubcriticalsoluteclusters(embryos).For theRrsttime we have found a theoreticaldescriptionwhich
connectsdiffusivityand viscositywithwateractivityabove themicrodroplet.
2. In the process of working with our experiments we have found that nucleation very often occurs before we reach
the spinodal even in containerless microdroplets. The problem has been identified as having to do with impurities.
Because of this we have begun to assemble a device which will enable us to detect impurities down to a single
molecule, and locate whether these impurities are in the bulk or on the surface of the droplet. The device is called
an Aerosol Particle Microscope (AIM). It owes its high resolution to a theoretical effort to understand the
stochastic motion of a microparticle in an electrodynamic trap. This effort has led to a new principle for imaging
Brownian particles in such a device, "Squeezed Imaging." A surprising result predicted by theory and conftrmed by
experiment is that Brownian motion of the particle's center of mass may be eliminated from long term images using
a technique, which we term "Squeezed Imaging." In its current form the AIM enables us to determine whether
impurity molecules are on the surface of the droplet or in the bulk. For surface molecules polarization selective
imaging in inelastic scattering provides the orientation of the molecule relative to the surface normal. Further
studies will connect the location and concentration of impurities with nucleation.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Studems: l
TASK INITIATION: 6/94 EXPIRATION: 6/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-25-08-30
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAGS-1060
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Arnold,S.,Li,J.H.,Holler,S.,gore,A.,and lzmallov,A.F. Recordinglong-termopticalimagesofa brownianparticlein
a PaulTrap essentiallyfreeofthermallyinducedpositionalnoise.J.Appl.Phys.,76,I (1995).
Izmailov, A.F., and Myerson, A.S. Concentration dependence of solution shear viscosity and solute mass diffusivity in
crystal growth from solutions. Phys. Rev. E., 52, 805 (1995),
Izmailov,A.F.,Arnold,S.,Holler,S.,and Myerson,A.S. Microparticledrivenby parametricand randomforces:theory
and experiment.Phys.Rev.E.,52, 1325(1995).
Izmailov,A.F.,Myerson,A.S.,and Na, H.S. Supersaturatedlecffolytesolutions:theoryand experiment.Phys.Rev. E.,
52, 4 (1995).
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Studies of Nucleation and Growth of Intermetallic Compounds
Principal Investigator: Prof. RobertJ.Bayuzick Vanderbilt University
Co-Investigators:
Hofmeisteral W. Vanderbilt University
Task Objective:
The objective of this research is to quantitatively defme the nucleation behavior of selected intermetallic compounds
and the relationship between degree of undercooling and the speed of growth of the solid.
Task Description:
This work focuses on the undercooling of intermetallic compounds and their pure metal constituents by
containerless processing. This ground-based research involves a continuation of already established drop tube work
and electromagnetic levitation (on the bench). Specifics to be addressed are maximum undercoolings, nucleation
frequency, the effect of undercooling on solidification velocity in refractory metals and alloys, and mi_ostructural
development as a function of deep undercooling/solidification velocity.
Research At_m'o_h
This work will consist of a comprehensive investigation on nucleation and growth of the solid from the undercooled
liquid of selected intermetallies and their pure metal constituents. In order to do this, containerless processing is
essential not only to eliminate the effect of the container on nucleation but also because the metals and alloys of
interest are highly reactive and become contaminated with crucible material.
Three ground-based techniques for containerless processing will be applied to the effort. These are free fall in the
long drop tube at the Marshall Space Flight Center, electromagnetic levitation "on the bench" at Vanderbilt
University, and electrostatic levitation "on the bench" at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
The intermetallic compounds chosen to be studied initially are TiAI and NiAI. In addition, studies will be done on
pure Ti and pure Ni, as points of reference and because of their standalone contribution to science. The particular
intermetallics are chosen because both exhibit a wide solubility range as seen in their respective phase diagrams and,
within compositions ranges, exhibit a tendency to be unencumbered by competition between alternate phase
selection in the deep undereooling regime.
Nucleation frequencies as a function of temperature will be obtained for each combination of specimen type and
ground-based processing technique. In each case, the nucleation probability distribution and the cumulative
distribution will be constructed from the nucleation frequencies. To do this, a large number of undereooling
experiments on each specimen type will be conducted by each of the ground based containerless methods. From
analysis of the cumulative distributions, the kinetics of nucleation of the solid from the liquid for each specimen
type under each processing condition will be quantitatively defined and examined in comparison to nucleation
theory.
The ordered intermetallic alloys as well as their pure constituents will also be studied in order to determine the
solidification velocity as a function of melt undercooling. The velocity will be determined using ultra high speed
imaging to track the solidification front as it moves through the specimen. In opaque samples this can be done by
monitoring the movement of the thermal field developed by recalescence. An instrument has been developed that
consists of a 10 by 10 array of parallel tapped photodiodes and data acquisition. The system is capable of capturing
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data at rates of up to 1 million frames per second and the output from the array is calibrated for conversion to
temperature. For each alloy and pure element, a plot of the solidification velocity as a function of undercooling will
be developed. This data will be compared to present solidification theories and any areas of discrepancy will be
addressed. Of particular interest are the mechanisms controlling the rate of solidification at various undercoolings.
Task Significance:
Intermetallic compounds and their composites are of considerable interest because of their potential use in high
temperature structural applications. One strong driver for this interest is future goals for aircraft propulsion
systems. Future aircraft engines will require high thrust-to-weight ratios and low specific fuel consumption, while
remaining reliable, affordable, and highly maintainable. Effort involving innovative designs, advanced materials and
processing, and improved design and analysis tools is required to meet Integrated High Performance Turbine Engine
Technology goals for doubling propulsion system capabilities by the year 2005. Benefits of the required increase in
engine cycle temperature must not be offset by increased turbine weight or cooling air. Thus, new materials and
design technologies are needed for advanced high-temperature turbines.
The materials of interest in this study show potential for use in such applications because of their significantly
increased high temperature strength and acceptable low temperature damage tolerance. It is therefore necessary to
fully understand the nucleation and solidification behavior of these intermetallic compounds.
Progress During FY 1995:
The ultra high speed imaging system used for velocity determination was upgraded for improved operation. The
system was enhanced by adding a programmable microprocessor such that variable frame length files (512 to 8192
frames) could be recorded. Additionally, the new processor allowed manual triggering of the data acquisition system
such that low speed events and events that do not trigger data acquisition could be imaged.
The method used to determine the solidification velocity from the sets of images was significantly refined for more
accurate analysis. The improvements include treating the drops as ellipsoids rather than spheres, more accurately
determining the interface position on the images, more accurately relating the position of the interface on the
images to the position of the interface on the drop, and more accurately determining the distance that the interface
moved between images. All of the improvements to the data analysis were made in order to create a method of
looking at the data that realistically related to the actual solidification event and in order to limit the number of
assumptions required in the analysis. Additionally, a detailed error analysis of the velocity determination method
developed was performed. The error analysis determined the magnitude of the error caused by the assumptions made
in the velocity determination and it indicated that the uncertainty in the velocity measurement was _-t.2m/s in the
high undercooling regime.
As a benchmark for the study of the NiA1 system the solidification velocity of pure nickel was measured. Samples
weighing 1.0 gram were processed in a bench electromagnetic levitator. The results of the study indicate that the
solidification velocity increases with increasing undercooling up to 173K undercooling (10 percent of the melting
temperature (Tin)). At undercoolings of 173K or greater the solidification velocity remained constant at -32 meters
per second. This is not in accordance with present theories relating solidification velocity to the degree of
undercooling. These theories predict that the solidification velocity increases continually with increasing
undercooling. One possible explanation for the measurements made in this study is that there is a maximum
thermal gradient reached at the interface that limits the driving force for solidification and therefore the solidification
velocity.
This explanation was investigated further by testing drops of varying masses. By changing the mass of the drops
the surface area of the drops were changed and therefore the macroscopic heat transfer from the drops was changed.
Sample weighing within the limitations of the electromagnetic levitator were processed. The experiments indicate
that at undercoolings greater than 173K the velocity remains constant at ,,32 m/s, independent of drop size. The
theoretical implications of these results on solidification theory are under investigation.
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NASA CONTRACT No.: NA08-1087
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Proceedings
Bassler, B.T., Kral, M.V., Hofmeistcr, W.H., and Bayuzick, RJ. "The effect of erbium additions on the solidification
behavior of y-TiAl." MaL Res. Soc. Syrup. Proc., vol. 364, pp 1011-1015 (1995).
Kral, M,V., Bassler, B.T., Wittig, J.W., and Hofmeister, W.H. "Microsmactures in rapidly solidified gamma
titanium-aluminum alloys." MaL Res. Soc. Symp. Proc., vol. 364 (1995).
Presentations
Bassler, B.T., Hofmeister, W.H., and Bayuzick, RJ. "The velocity of solidification of highly undercooled nickel." TMS
Spring Meeting, Las Vegas, Nevada (1995).
Bassler, B.T., Kral, M.V., Hofmeister, W.H., and Bayuzick, R.J. "The effect of erbium additions on the solidification
behavior of y-TiAl." MRS Fall Meeting, Boston, Massachusetts (1994).
Kral, M.V., Bassler, B.T., Hofmeister, W.H., and Witting, J.W. "Microstructures in rapidly solidified gamma
titanium-aluminum alloys." MRS Fall Meeting, Boston, Massachusetts (1994).
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Transport Phenomena During Equiaxed Solidification of Alloys
Principal Investigator: Prof. Christoph Beckermann University of Iowa
Co-Investigators:
deGroh Ill, H.C. NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC)
Task Objective:
To investigate the macrosegration and slauctural inhomogeneities resulting from gravity-induced thermosoluta]
convection and solid sedimentation during equiaxed solidification of alloys on a bulk level.
Task Description:
The melt flow and solid transportphenomena occurring during equiaxed alloy solidification are investigated in
experiments using both metal alloys and transparent analogues. The drag and heat/mass transfer coefficients of
single equiaxedcrystalsaremeasured byemployingfabricateddendritemodelsand, in situ usingtransparent model
alloys.Thisinformationiscombinedtodevelopamulti-phase/-scalesimulationmodelthatallowsforthe
calculationoftheindividualsolidandliquidmotionsduringsolidificationandincorporatesthedetailedphase
interactionsamicroscopicscale.
Task Significance:
This investigation complements NASA-sponsored research on the influence of fluid flow in alloy casting by
including the important effects of gravity-induced motion of flee equiaxed crystals. This combined experimental and
theoretical numerical study will provide (I) needed fundamental understanding of how liquid convection and the
movementoffree quiaxedgrainsinterrelate andproducesegregationa dstructuralzones in castinss, (2) progress
towards a more complete numerical simulation model of transport and solidification phenomena, and (3) a base for
defining future microgravity flight experiments on equiaxed dendritic solidification.
Progress During FY 1995:
Bulk solidification experiments using both Pb-Sn alloys and ammoniumchloride-water solutions have been
completed. An analysis of the compositional and structuralpatterns achieved in the Pb-Sn experiments is presently
underway. This data is intended for comparison with predictions from the numerical simulation model.
The workonmeasuringandcorrelatingthedragcoefficientofsingleandmultiplequiaxedendriticcrystalsi also
completed.Considerableprogresshasbeenmade inmeasuringthemasstransfercoefficientofsinglegrowing
equiaxedtransparentmodelalloycrystalssettlinginanundercooledmelt.The ammoniumchloridecrystaldatahave
beencorrelated,andadditionalexperimentsarebeingconductedusingasuccinonilrile.acetonealloy.Simultaneous
measurementsofthedendriteipgrowthvelocitiesarealsobeinganalyzed,
A multi-scale/-phasemod lofequiaxedendriticalloysolidification with meltconvectionand transport of free
crystals has been developed. Work during the past year focused on performing numerical simulations for a variety
of alloys and solidification conditions. Detailed comparisons of the model predictions with the transparentmodel
alloy experiments (see above) have been carried out. More comparisons with the metallic alloy experiments are
beingplanned.
Thefindingsofthisresearchhavealsobeenusedtodevelopan initial conceptforafuturemicrogravityexperiment
involvingthegrowthandinteractionsfmultiplequiaxedendrites.A proposalhasbeensubmittedinresponseto
arecentNRA.
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Beckermanno
Experiments.
C., Wang, C.Y., Equiaxed dendritic solidfications with convection: part 3. comparisons with NH4CI-H20
Metalurgical and Materials Transactions, (1995).
deGroh Ill, H.C., Undercoolin8 induced macrosegregation in directional solidification. Matallurgical and Materials
Transactions A, vol. 25A, 2507-2516 (November 1994).
Wang, C.Y., Ahuja, S., Beckermann, C., and deOroh0 H.C.III., Multiparticle interracial drag in equalaxed solidification.
Metallurgical and Materials Transactions B, vol. 26B, 111-119 (1995).
Wang, C.Y., and Beckermann, C., Equiaxed dendritic solidification with convection: Part t. multi-scale/-phase modeling.
Metallurgical and Materials Transactions, (1995).
Wang, C.Y., Beckermann, C., Equiaxed dendritic solidification with convection: pan 2. numerical simulations for an
A1-4wt% cu alloy. Metallurgical and Materials Transactions, (1995).
Proceedings
Wang, C.Y., and Beckermanno C., "Multi-scale/-phase modeling of dendritic alloy solidification." Transport Phenomena
in Solidification, eds. C. Beckermann etal., ASME, New York, HTD-voL 284, pp. 75095, 1994.
Wang, C,Y., and Beckermann, C., "Computer simulationsof mitt,structural development in dendritic alloy solidification
with convection." Materials Processingin the Computer Age - II eds.V.R. Voller0 S.P. Marsh, and N. El-Kaddah, TMS,
Warrendale, PA, 239-143, 1995.
Wang, C.Y.,and Beckermann,C. "Modelingofcombinedmeltconvectionand solidtransportduringequiaxeddendritic
solidification."ModellingofCastingConferenceVII,London,1995.
Wang, C.Y.,Beckermann,C. "Effectsofgrainrefiningon grainstructureand macmsegrationinequiaxedcastingots." 2nd
PacificRim InternationalConferenceon Advanced Materialsand Processing,Koria,1995.
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Gravitational Effects on the Development of Weld-Pool and Solidification Microstructures in Metal
Alloy Single Crystals
Principal Investigator: Dr. Lynn A. Boatner Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Co-Investigators:
David, S.
Workman, G.
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
University of Alabama, Huntsville (UAH)
Task Objective:
The objectives of this research are to achieve an in-depth quantitative understanding of the role played by
convection-driven and surface-tension-driven heat and mass transport in determining the shape and surface
morphology of fusion weld pools and, thereby, to control the nature of the solidification processes that determine
the microstructural and mechanical properties of welds and castings.
Task Description:
By combining ground-based results with those obtained in the low- and high-g environments provided by NASA
aircraft, detailed microstructural information can be obtained through the use of single-crystal alloy specimens, and
both gravitational and surface-tension-driven effects on weld-pool formation and microstructural properties can be
delineated and quantified. The results of these investigations are currently yielding new information that is serving
to advance our level of understanding of various phenomena which determine both weld-pool shapes, mass transport,
and the morphological properties of solidification surfaces.
This research represents a new and innovative approach to the investigation of gravitational effects on melt-pool
shapes, solidification phenomena, and weld microstructures. This approach is based on the application of our
recently developed alloy single-crystal methods for the delineation of solidification microstructural properties and on
the new quantitative analytical methods that have been developed in conjunction with the unique experimental
results that can be obtained through the application of these single-crystal techniques. This approach to the study of
weld and solidification microstructures begins with the growth of macroscopic single crystals of the alloy system
that is to be investigated. As in the case of our previous studies, Czochralski-grown single crystals of the pure
ternary alloy 70Fe-15Ni-15Cr (a compositional analog.of one of the 300 series of stainless steels) are being utilized.
Task Significance:
The long-term goal of this research effort is to achieve a firm scientific basis for the development of a
comprehensive scientific program in which more-complex solidification and welding experiments can be carried out
on NASA aircraft, on Space Shuttle flights, and eventually on the Space Station. Since the microstructural
properties of weld pools and the distribution of certain impurities within the weld are central to determining the weld
mechanical strength, these experiments have practical implications regarding a wide range of construction,
fabrication, and manufacturing operations both in space and on earth.
Progress During FY 1995:
Time-resolved macro-video techniques, surface profilometry, and conventional metallographic methods have been
combined in carrying out detailed investigations of the surface-morphological properties of stationary melt pools
formed by gas-tungsten-arc (GTA) and electron-beam heating. The investigations of the unique surface morphology
represented by the formation of concentric "ring-like" "ripples" on the surface of GTA spot welds, which were
initiated during FY 1994, were expanded to encompass a detailed study of the effects of various parametric variations
on the melt-pool surface-morphological properties. The observed surface undulations are ascribed to fluid-dynamical
effects arising from "capillary wave" oscillations of the melt pool during solidification. The analytical techniques
employed in the present work have shed new light on the mechanism of surface-tipple formation during the
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solidificationofstationarymeltpoolsformed on orientedsinglecrystalsofa ternary70%Fe-15%Ni-15%Cr
stainless-steelal oy.Inparticular,macro-videorecordingsofthesolidificationprocess,when analyzedon a
frame-by-framebasis,indicatethatliquid-phase(capillary-wave)oscillationsoccur,whose amplitudecan be
influencedby externalperturbations.These oscillationsin-turnproducean alternatingsolidificationprofileatthe
solid-liquidnterfaceofthesolidifyingmeltpoolwhose amplitudedecreasesasthesolidificationproceedsand whose
f_quency simultaneouslyincreases.Thisphenomenon resultsindimensionalvariationsthataffectthetopmost
dendriticsolidificationcellsasrevealedby cross-sectionalmetallographicanalysis.The individualand combined
effectsofcoolingrate,gravity,and externalperturbationssuch asdeliberatelyintroducedvibrationson theformation
ofsurfacerippleswere investigated.Additionally,studiesoftheimplicationsofcapillary-wavemotion on mass
transporteffectsinsmallstationarymeltpoolshave been carriedout by usingourpreviouslydevelopedtechnique
involvingthecontrolledintroductionofatracerelementsubsequenttotheformationand fulldevelopmentofthe
meltpool,followedby anelementalmapping ofthetracerdistributionby means ofback-scattered-electronanalysis.
These resultsuggestthatcapillary-wavemotion ofthemeltpool may playa significantroleinthefinal
mass-transportand distributionprocessesthatoccurduringsolidification.
A new laser system was assembled and utilized by O. Workman and G. Smith of the Materials Processing
Laboratory of the University of Alabama in Huntsville, Alabama. This system was used to form melt pools in
oriented stainless steel single crystals in both the low- and high-g conditions provided by the NASA KC-135
aircraft. In spite of some initial problems with the new laser melter, some limited data was obtained on the last
available KC-135 flight, and this data is being analyzed in order to compare the results with those obtained in the
course of the more-extensive FY 1995 ground-based studies. The preliminary analysis indicates that solidified
surfaces are formed under both low- and high-g conditions whose properties are similar to those observed for
solidification in a 1-g environment. These effects are interpreted as arising from g-jitter on the KC-135 aircraft or
from instabilities in the laser power supply.
A numerical analysis and modeling of the capillary-wave mechanism was carried out by solving the Navier-Stokes
equation for a set of boundary conditions and parameters appropriate to the experimental conditions. The results of
these calculations were then used as the basis for a VHS video display and simulation which clearly illustrates the
mechanism leading to the formation of capillary-wave-induced ripples on the surfaces of solidified stainless steel
stationary melt pools.
In the course of the above-noted investigations of the formation of surface "ripples" on solidified melt pools, it was
found that many of the same perturbations that led to alterations in the characteristics of the capillary-wave-induced
small surface undulations concurrently led to changes in the overall surface topology. In fact, the magnitude of
these overall profile alterations was up to a factor of 100 times larger than that characteristic of the surface "ripples"
themselves. This finding has opened up an entirely new line of inquiry involving the role of gravitational,
vibrational, atmospheric, and other effects on the gross surface morphological properties of stationary melt pools.
These overall surface-profile geometries have both practical and fundamental implications that extend to the areas of
welding, surface glazing, and casting.
Additional progress has been made in carrying out investigations of the microstructural properties of stationary melt
or "weld" pools and has provided new information concerning the relationships between the weld-pool shape, the
crystallography of the sample, and the resulting microstructural and dendritic properties of the solidified region. A
detailed microstructural analysis of stationary weld pools has been made using oriented stainless-steel single crystals
with a composition of 70%Fe-15%Ni-15%Cr (wt %) for the cases of stationary melt pools formed using either
electron-beam or gas-tungsten-arc heating on (001)-, (01 I)-, and (I I l)-oriented planes of ternary austenitic, fcc-alloy
crystals. Metallographic characterization was performed for each crystallographic plane and welding method. Since
the two types of heating produce different melt-pool shapes, significant differences were observed in the
microstructuralcharacteristicsofe-beam versusGTA stationarywelds.These resultswere subsequentlyused in
making a three-dimensionalreconstructionofthesolidificationmicrostructureineach case.The resultsofthis
investigationprovidean experimentalbasisforthefuturedevelopmentofmathematicalmodels forthepredictionof
solidificationmicrostructuresinstationarymelt and weld pools.
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TASK INITIATION: 2/93 EXPIRATION: 2/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-25-08-23
NASA CONTRACT NO.: H- 13059D
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Books
Vitek, J.M., Zacharia, T., David, S.A., Rappaz, M., and Boatnerl L.A. "Laser Materials Processing IV (Modeling of
Single-Crystal Laser Weld Microstrnctures)." Edited by: Mazumder, J.g Mukherjee, K., and Mordike, B.L. Minerals,
Metals, and Materials Society, pp 213-220, 1994.
Presentations
Boamer, L.A., Gardner, M.J., Baldwin, A., and David, S.A. "Martensitic Wansformation in an austenitic stainless steel
single crystal." International Metallographic Society and ASM International - 1995 International Metallographic Contest,
First-In-Class Award - Color Microscopy, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee.
Boamer, L.A., Sipf, J.B., Rappaz, M., Corrigani D.P., and David, S.A. "Surface morphological properties of stationary
GTA and e-beam melt pools." 4th International Conference on Trends in Welding Research, Gaflinburg, Tennessee, June
5-9, 1995.
Sipf, J.B., Boatnerw L.A., David, S.A., and Corrigan, D.P. "Solidification microstructures in single-crystal stainless-steel
melt pools ("Best Poster Paper Award" recipient, presented by the conference sponsors: ASM International and The
American Welding Society)." 4th International Conference on Trends in Welding Research, Gatlinburg, Tennessee, June
5-9, 1995.
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Microstructure Formation During Directional Solidification of Binary Alloys Without Convection:
Experiment and Computation
Principal Investigator: Prof.RobertA. Brown Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
A combination of experimental and theoretical research will be aimed at developing a predictive understanding of
cellular and dendritic microstructures of dilute binary alloys and lamella spacing in the growth of eutectics formed
during thin-film solidification. The results will form the basis for prediction of the dependence of micros_'ucture
formation on macroscale properties of bulk solidification systems, such as the imposed temperature gradient and the
sample growth rate.
Task Description:
The extensive theoretical and experimental research on microstructure formation point to the formation of cellular
microstructures in binary alloys and lamella eutectics as being formed under conditions of long time-scale,
spatiotemporal chaos in the pattern. These patterns involve a band of wavelengths that evolve with changes in the
operating conditions, such as growth rate and temperature gradient, and include very long wavelength interactions
through which the pattern communicates over length scales much larger than the characteristic cell size. The
outstanding problem that will be addressed in the research is to begin to construct mean field models for
solidification rnicrostructure that are based on microscopic mechanics of individual elements in the microsU'ucture.
Experimental, theoretical and computational studies will be conducted that will lead toward this goal. These
elements of the research plan are:
• Experimental studies of spatiotemporal chaos in cellular solidification and the role of externally applied forcing
functions on regnlarization of the pattern;
• Extension of the analysis of wavelength selection to thin-film eutectic solidification;
• Experimental studies of lamellar eutectic growth in thin-film solidification; and
• The development of stochastic and mean field models for pattern formation in directional solidification.
The microstructure of metal alloys formed from directional solidification plays an important role in the mechanical
and electrical properties of these materials. This investigation describes experimental and theoretical research aimed
at developing a predictive understanding of cellular and dendritic microstructures of dilute binary alloys and the
lamella spacing in the growth of eutectics formed during thin-film solidification. The combination of experimental
and theoretical results will form the basis for prediction of the dependence of microstructure formation on macroscale
properties of bulk solidification systems, such as the imposed temperature gradient and the sample growth rate. The
experimental studies are carefully designed so that bulk convection, driven by density gradients, is unimportant. In
this way, the results are applicable to gravity-free experiments that will be undertaken during space flight. The
theoretical framework for understanding nonlinear pattern formation during sofidification is so complex that there is
little hope of unraveling the mechanisms for pattern formation in the presence of convection without rigorous
analysis and experiment in the absence of convection. The thin-film experimental geometry offers the ordy
mechanism for accomplishing this goal on Earth.
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Task Significance"
The research has the promise of malting significant progress towards the development of a theoretical framework for
characterizing the formation of microsU'ucture in alloy solidification. The experiments and microscale calculations
to be conducted will lay the foundation for detailed description of the mechanisms for length scale adjustment in
cellular and larnellar eutectic growth. The development of kinetic theory for describing the evolution of the
microscale will give the connection between processing variables and microscale formation that is necessary for
adaptation of the theory to practice/n industrially/mportant systems, and will provide a framework for hhe
characterization of alloy systems for microstructural modeling parameters.
Progress During FY 1995:
Substantial progress in both the experiments and theory has been made in the last funding year. Experiments on the
thin-film crystal growth of large collections of cells are being performed using the succinonitrile-acetone alloy.
High purity succinonitfile is being produced at M.I.T. using vacuum distillation in a distillation facility that has
been especially designed for this purpose. Two types of experiments are underway. First, new image processing
software is being used to study the dynamics of large collections of small amplitude, two-dimensional cells. These
experiments will compliment results published previously by us and will be a testbed for comparison of the
theoretical simulations described below with experiments. Second, experiments in cells confmed to small channels
with widths less than or equa/to ten cells will be performed to explore the effects of latera/dimension on non/ineaf
cell dynamics.
Numerical simulations of large collections of ceils during solidification is particularly challenging because of the
need to resolve the deforming melt-crystal interface as a function of time. As a result numerical methods that rely
on fixing the mesh or grid with the interface become very involved as the deformation of the interface becomes
severe. We are developing a new numerical method for simulating the dynamics of large collections of cells. The
method is based on a fixed Cartesian mesh in which the moving boundary is immersed. The method is based on
numerical approximation to a two-dimensional delta-function and a phase indicator function to signify the location
of the interface and the melt and crystal phases. This approach follows fcom the work of LeVeque and Li (SIAM J.
Num. Anal. 31, 1019 (1994)). Although fine finite difference or finite element grids are needed for accurate
resolution of the interface, the grids are regular and are not updated with time. Moreover, semi-implicit time
integration methods will make feasible the development of a highly parallelizable simulation tool. We are pursuing
this approach.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 2
TASK INITIATION: 7/93 EXPIRATION: 7/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-25-08-25
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAGS-a62
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Kyrilidis, A., and Brown, R.A. Density functional theory of melt-solid interfaces in hard sphere systems. Physical Review
E, 51, 5832-5845 (1995).
Xia, Y., and Brown, R.A. Measurement of the onset of two-dimensional cellular solidification in the succinoni_ie-acetone
binary alloy. J. Crystal Growth (1995).
Presentations
Brown, R.A. "Large-scale numerical simulation: the link between chemical engineering science and systems engineering."
Donald L. Katz Lecture, University of Michigan, April 1995.
II. MSAD Program Tasks-- Ground-based Discipline: Materials Science
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Modeling of Convection and Crystal Growth in Directional Solidification of Semiconductor and Oxide
Crystals
Principal Investigator: Prof.RobertA.Brown Massachusetts InstituteofTechnology (MIT)
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The research effort focuses on the development of a detailed understanding of the interactions of heat, mass and
solute transport on the quality of crystals grown from melt by the vertical Bridgman (VB) method. Both
semiconductingalloy(GeSi)and oxide(Bismuthgermenate)crystalsarebeingstudied.
Task Description:
The researchisaimed atdevelopinga detailedsimulationforVB crystalgrowth systemsforsemiconductorand oxide
materials that begins to relate macroscopic analysis of heat, mass, and solute transport with the microscopic
properties of the grown crystal. The analysis and simulation tools developed will be applied to the analysis of
several crystal growth systems. The binary alloy GeSi and the pseudo-binary BGO Bismuth germenate are selected
for analysis of VB growth. The researchisdivided into three sections:
• Development of integrated model for vertical Bridgman growth,
• Parallel processing and simulation of three-dimensional convection,
• Application to GeSi alloy crystal growth, and BGO crystal growth.
Fundamental understanding of the interactions of heat, mass, and solute transport on the quality of crystals grown
from the melt is important in the design and control of systems for crystal growth in microgravity and for the
interpretation of the results of experiments performed both on Earth and in space. The research program focuses on
the development of the detailed analysis of these features in the vertical Bridgraan (VB) crystal growth of
semiconductor crystals and oxide materials used in optoelectronic applications. The analysis has two parallel goals:
to develop the fast integrated model and numerical analysis for the growth of these materials that accounts for the
details of the design and operation of the furnace; and to link the predictions of the macroscale analysis of heat
transfer and convection with the quality of the crystal as measured by the number of crystallographic defects and the
compositional homogeneity of the material. The research integrates several aspects of research that are ongoing at
M.I.T. to accomplish these goals: the development of numerical analysis for integrated heat transfer throughout a
high temperature furnace, including internal radiation in a semitransparent material; the modeling of dislocation
motion and multiplication in semiconductor materials; and applications of new robust algorithms for parallel
computation.
The analysis of coupled furnace design and the prediction of material quality will be applied to two distinct crystal
growth technologies that have potential application for crystal growth in microgravity: the growth of C-eSi
semiconductor alloys, a substrate material used for superlattices, and the growth of Bismuth G-ermanate or BGO, a
scintillating oxide material used in high energy detector applications.
Task Significance:
The techniques for analysis and the quantitative insights developed in this research have broad application to a
variety of ground-based and space flight experiments supported by NASA and its European counterpart, ESA. Many
of the previous research results conducted in this research area represent theoretical collaboration with experiments
supportedby NASA. These interactionsbetweendetailedmodeling and experimentsarecrucialtothedesignof
well-controlledxperimentsforspace,aswellasoptimizedcrystalgrowthon Earth.The developmentofa
user-friendlysimulatorforVB growth systemswillbe a directresultofthisprogram and willbe made availableto
others in the research community.
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Progress During FY 1995:
A major impediment to the application of large-scale modeling of material processing experiments in a large
number of laboratories is the need for very large computer memories and disk space for the solution of the large sets
of linear algebraic equations that result from finite element and finite difference discretizations of complex
physico-chemical models of these processes. Iterafive methods for solution of algebraic equations are the preferred
method for circumventing this problem, but suffer from lack of convergence for the poorly conditioned, asymmetric
equations that are typical for the complex models of interest in this project, We have addressed this problem by the
development of a new set of preconditioned iterative methods for linear equation solvers. These methods use
generalized Krylov iterative method with block preconditioners based on additive and multiplicative Schwarz domain
decomposition methods. Here the finite element mesh is divided into domains composed of many elements. The
linear equation set is decomposed on these domains into approximate linear subsets, which are each solved
approximately to build a preconditioner for the iterative solution of the exact equation set. The resulting
Schwarz/Krylov methods have been demonstrated by us to give much improved performance over previously
available iterative decomposition methods for fluid mechanical problems. Moreover, when implemented on a
single-processor computer the Schwarz/Krylov methods are competitive with the concurrent factorization and storage
(CFS) methods for direct solution of linear equations. Because both the Schwarz and Krylov algorithms ate highly
parallel, a very high efficiency parallel algorithm is expected. We are pursuing this avenue of research.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH;
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 0 MS Degrees: 0
PhD Students: 2 Phi) Degrees: 1
TASK INITIATION: 7/93 EXPIRATION: 7/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-21-08-17
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG8-961
RESPONSIBLECENTER; MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Cai, Y., and Brown0 R.A. Application of Krylov-Schwarz domain decomposition methods for solution of transport
problems. MIT Technical Report, vol. TBD, pp TBD (submitted).
Cai, Y., and Brown, R.A. Block preconditioned Krylov iterative methods for solution of incompressible flow problems:
application to buoyancy-driven convection. MIT Technical Report, vol. TBD, pp TBD (submitted).
Covert, H.0 and Brown, R.A. Dynamics of a small-scale floating zone: the thermal capillary limit. MIT Technical Report,
vol. TBD, pp TBD (submitted).
Mehrabi, M.R., and Brown, R.A. Parallel implementation of finite-element/Newton method for solution of steady-state and
transient nonlinear partial differential equations. J, Sci. Computing, 10, 93-137 (1995),
Books
Mehrabi0 M,R., and Brown, R.A. "Contemporary Mathematics ("Finite-Element/Newton Method for Solution of Nonlinear
Problems in Transport Processes Using Domain Decomposition and Nested Dissection on MIMD Parallel Computers")."
vol. 180, pp 413-425, 1994.
Presentations
Brown, R.A. "Modeling the connections between growth and microdefect formation in bulk silicon crystals." Department
of Chemical Engineering, California Institute of Technology0 December 1994.
Brown, R.A. "Large-scale numerical simulation: the link between chemical engineering science and systems engineering."
Donald L. Katz Lecture, University of Michigan, April 1995.
Covert, H., and Brown, R.A. "Flows and flow instability in small-scale floating zones." Annual AIChE Meeting, San
Francisco, California, November 1994.
Covert, H, and Brown, R.A. "Dynamics and stability of small-scale floating zones." Annual AIChE Meeting, San
Francisco, California, November 1994.
Mehrabi, M.R., and Brown, R.A. "A study of oscillatory convection in low Prandti number fluids using parallel
computing." Annual AIChE Meeting, San Francisco, California, November 1994,
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Evolution of Crystal and Amorphous Phase Structure During Processing of Thermoplastic Polymers
Principal Investigator: Prof. Peggy Cebe Tufts University
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
Our objective is to study microstructure evolution during melt processing and secondary thermal treatment of high
performance thermoplastic polymers which are candidate materials for advanced composite applications. We will
investigate formation of structure in both the crystalline and the amorphous phases. The purpose of the study is to
determine the effects of processing conditions on the resultant structure and physical properties of thermoplastics.
We hope to address the manner in which self-deformation stresses affect the microstructure of the solidifying
polymer melt. Processing in a microgravity environment will impose very different stress states on molten
polymers during solidification, compared to ground-based processing conditions. Dependence of polymer
microstructure and physical properties on processing conditions can more easily be predicted and controlled under
microgravity conditions where self-deformation forces are avoided.
Task Description:
Present ground-based processing methodologies requires gravity compensation to support the processed piece during
solidification. Therefore nearly all melt processing approaches (e.g., extrusion, film blowing, fiber drawing)
involve very rapid quenching of the molten material to avoid imposing self deformation stresses on the melt. Rapid
quenching results in inhomogeneous cross-sections, since the center of the piece cools more slowly than the
exterior. In a microgravity environment, it would be possible to use very slow melt processing techniques to
obtain more uniform microstructure throughout the section, minimizing the morphology gradient between the skin
and the core of the section.
The proposed research is a ground-based study of slow melt processing in the gravity environment. We will process
thermoplastic polymers by solidification from the melt without gravity compensation. First we will use real-time
x-ray scattering at elevated temperature to study the kinetics of solidification. Then we will examine the resultant
microstructure at room temperature after processing. Self deformation stresses on the melt will be studied to
determine the effects of gravity on the development of crystalline structure and morphology from the (stressed)
amorphous melt. We will characterize the unit cell structure of the crystal phase, the disposition of unit cells
within the crystals, and the organization of crystals into larger units such as spherulites, fibrillar bundles, or
shish-kebab structures. We will also study the amorphous phase structure to determine degree of chain alignment
and the amount of rigid vs. mobile amorphous phase. Additionally, the location of rigid vs. mobile amorphous
chains with respect to the crystals will be examined.
The principal approaches used in this study will be real-time wide and small angle x-ray scattering, which will be
performed at the Brookhaven National Synchrotron Light Source and in our in-house x-ray laboratory. In addition,
we will use differential scanning calorimetry, optical microscopy and birefringence, optical waveguide prism
coupling, scanning electron microscopy, and dynamic mechanical spectroscopy to characterize the polymers after
processing. Standard mechanical tests, such as stress-strain and impact resistance measurements, will be used to
study the performance of the test pieces. One unique aspect of the proposed research is the combined study of both
the crystal and the amorphous phases. We will be concerned not only with the nucleation and growth of crystals,
but also with residual stresses and chain alignment in the amorphous phase.
Task Significance:
Our ultimate goal is to contribute to a fundamental understanding of microstructure evolution in thermoplastic
polymers solidifying under influence of self deformation stresses, and to determine the ameliorating effects of the
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microgravity environment. Once we know the effect of self deformation stress during processing, we will be better
able to predict the solidification behavior of polymers in the microgravity environment. This will lead to
development of unique processing applications that capitalize on the microgravity environment. Complementary
experimentation under reduced gravity conditions would later be proposed to be performed on the Space Shuttle or
on Space Station. Ground-based facilities, such as drop towers and KC-135, would not provide the capability for
real-time studies of microstructure development under practical processing conditions.
Progress During FY 1995:
As part of our study of amorphous and crystalline orientation in polymers, real-time high temperature small angle
x-ray scattering experiments were conducted at the Brookhaven National Synchrotron Light Source. A tensile
deformation stage was used to apply uniaxial strain to polymer films 50-150 lma thick. A zone heater, capable of
temperatures as high as 200* C, heated a small portion of the films to temperatures near their glass transitions. At
the same time, tensile strain was applied causing local deformation of the films. The x-ray beam was incident on
the film during the deformation process, and the observed scattering pattern was typical of oriented amorphous
polymers. In addition) we observed formation of voids during deformation. These experiments are combined with
optical birefringence measurements of the films during and after deformation.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION:12/94 EXPIRATION: 12/96
PROJECTiDENTIFICATION:962-26-08-12
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG8-1110
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
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Optical Properties for High Temperature Materials Research
Principal Investigator: Dr. Ared Cezajdiyan National Institute of Standards and Technology
Co-Investigators:
Krishnan, S.
McClure, J.
Contamerless Research, Inc.
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
Task Objective:
The objective of this research is to obtain definitive values for the normal spectral emissivity of selected
high-melting-point metals by two independent techniques in order to provide a foundation for reliable radiometric
temperature measurements in materials research at high temperatures, both in microgravity and on the ground.
Task Description:
The research will include accurate measurements of the normal spectral emissivity of selected metals near and at
their melting points in a series of subsecond pulse-heating experiments in which the emissivity will be determined
at two laser wavelengths in the range 0.5-0.9 fun by two independent techniques involving high-speed pyrometry
and laser polarimetry, respectively. The simultaneous measurements by the two techniques on the same specimen
will minimize a number of major experimental uncertainties, in particular those arising from specimen surface
conditions and specimen purity.
Task Significance:
The results of this research will enable the establishment of reference values for normal spectral emissivity (also
leading to high temperature radiometric standards) which are critically needed for accurate temperature measurements
in materials research on high-temperature liquids and melts and in the determination of their thermophysical
properties at high temperatures, under either microgravity or terrestrial conditions. In addition, the proposed work
will resolve the current major controversy in the scientific literature regarding the wavelength dependence of normal
spectral emissivity of metals at and near their melting points.
Progress During FY 1995:
Definitive accurate measurements of normal spectral emissivity were performed on two refractory metals,
molybdenum and tungsten, by two independent techniques, namely spectral radiometry and laser polarimetry. The
measurements were in the wavelength range 600-650 nm and covered the temperature range 2000-2800 ° K for both
metals. The agreement between the normal spectral emissivity values obtained by the two techniques was within
2% over the entire temperature range, demonstrating reliability of the direct measurements of normal spectral
emissivity with the new laser polarimetry technique. This new technique will provide much-needed accurate data on
normal spectral emissivity of selected high-temperature materials and will enable accurate measurements of true
temperature from measurements of surface radiance temperature. In addition, applicability of the laser polarimetry
technique to the non-contact detection of phase transformations in metals and alloys at high temperatures was shown
by performing a preliminary series of experiments on nickel (magnetic transformation), iron (structural
transformation), zirconium (solid-liquid transformation - melting point), and 53Nb-47Ti alloy (solid-liquid
transformation - solidus point). During the coming year, det'mitive measurements related to the applications of the
laser polarimetry technique to the detection of phase transformations will be made. Also, modifications to the laser
polarimeter will be made to improve: stability of the optical system, calibration procedure, and ease of overall
operation relating to optical alignment and data processing.
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STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 3/93 EXPIRATION; 3/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION; 962-25-08-27
NASA CONTRACT No.: H-iS067D
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Presentations
Cezairliyan, A., Krishnan, S., and McClure, J.L. "Simultaneous laser polarimetric and radiometric measurements of the
optical properties of molybdenum at elevated temperatures in rapid heating experiments." Fourth International Workshop
on Subsecond Thermophysics, K6in, Germany, June 1995.
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Microgravity Chemical Vapor Deposition
Principal Investigator: Dr. Ivan O. Clark NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC)
Co-Investigators:
Jesser, W.A.
Hyer, P.V.
Johnson, E.J.
University of Virginia
Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co.
Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co.
Task Objective:
This research will develop a better understanding of the scientific principles underlying chemical vapor deposition
(CVD). The proposed research will determine to what extent microgravity can elucidate and separate these
competing phenomena and will form the basis for a proposal to perform a series of flight experiments to more fully
elucidate these scientific principles.
Task Description:
Ground-based experimental and numerical investigations will provide both basic scientific information on the heat
and mass transfer effects central to the CVD process and define specific follow-on reduced-gravity investigations.
This multi-pronged approach will maximize the utilization of available resources and capabilities. In the numerical
modeling, both finite difference and spectral element techniques will be used and the predictions compared. In the
experimental phases of the effort, a horizontal CVD reactor design will be used for the growth of a model material,
such as aluminum, and a commercially important material, ImP. Laser velocimetry measurements of the flow fields
in the reactor will also be performed.
Task Significance:
CVD is an extremely important industrial technique with applications in the fields of semiconductors, optics, and
corrosion resistance. The nature and quality of the layers formed are dependent on mass and energy transport as well
as homogeneous and heterogeneous chemical reactions and nucleation. Commercial CVD processes currently
employ reactors developed through decades of empirical trial and error. Scientific understanding of the CVD process
is limited by the difficulty of separating the heat and mass transport due to externally forced convection and that of
the internal processes of buoyant thermal convection, buoyant solutal convection, and thermal (Soret) and solutal
diffusion. There is also forced convection due to volume changes arising from both reactive chemistry and thermal
effects. A better understanding of these effects is essential to achieve desired improvements in perfection,
uniformity, and size of grown layers and to provide an engineering design basis for these systems.
Progress During FY 1995:
The design of the test vessel is being refined using a pararnetric numerical study of geometric vs analytical
resolution requirements for measuring the reactor effects. A candidate organometallic material has been selected and
efforts are underway to develop the thermophysical properties database necessary to accurately model deposition.
Thermal imaging and particle imaging velocimetry (PIV) techniques have been applied to a model chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) reactor. The thermal imaging provided much improved boundary conditions for use in the
numerical modeling effort. It also demonstrated that jets were present in the reactor when hydrogen test gas was
used and that the thermal image of these jets could be used as a diagnostic tool to improve the repeatability of
experiments in CVD reactors. The effects of entry geometry on thermal field development have been studied with
three different geometries and with three different carrier gasses.
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Glass Formation and Nucleation in Microgravity: Containerless-Processed, Inviscid Silicate Oxide
Melts (Ground-Based Studies)
Principal Investigator: Dr. Reid F. Cooper University of Wisconsin, Madison
Co-Investigators:
Perepezko, J.H. University of Wisconsin, Madison
Task Objective:
1. Nucleation by internal oxidation or reduction of transition metal.bearing silicate glasses and melts.
If a change in valence state of a transition metal cation within a silicate melt is associated with a change in its
structural role within the melt, one might be able to effect internal homogeneous nucleation within the melt via a
change in the external environmentl for example, by a redox reaction. Critical to the hypothesis is the nature of
transition metal cations to make the melt into a semiconductor: Conduction electrons or electron holes are majority
defect species and thus serve to decouple cation and anion diffusion fluxes that occur in an oxygen chemical
potential gradient. One consequence is that oxidation or reduction reactions can occur internally (i.e., within the
body of the melt) instead of solely on the surface. These reactions can result in the destabilization of the melt such
that crystallization reactions occur in freely (nm-scale) dispersed regions of the melt body (e.g., the formation of
Fe3+ -bearing spinel precipitates via the internal oxidation of an originally Fe 2÷-beating aluminosilicate melt). One
can thus create free-grained glass-ceramics from what would normally be non-glass-forming melts. Specific research
involves control reaction experiments on silicate glasses and levitated reaction experiments (nero-acoustic and
electrostatic levitation) on silicate melts.
2. Internal nucleation of inviscid pseudobinary silicate melts via met, arable liquid-phase immiscibility.
Binary alkaline Earth oxide-silicate melts are highly exothermic. Nevertheless, the structural variations between
highly polymerized (silica-rich) and poorly polymerized (silica-poor) silicate liquids result in the creation of
composition zones (on the silica-rich end of the phase diagram) where a single silicate liquid is not stable. On the
silica-poor end of the diagram, this immiscibility would be met,stable. As a consequence, if one can sufficiently
undercool an inviscid, silica-poor melt, one could perhaps cause metastable amorphous-phase separation to occur
prior to any crystallization. The phase separation could further promote the internal, free (gm)-scale, uniform
nucleation and crystallization of the material. The creation of unique glass-ceramic materials becomes a possibility.
Scientifically, measurements of heat evolution rate in such droplets will address questions concerning the role of
amorphous phase separation in crystalline nucleation.
Task Description:
Two research approaches are employed for the two tasks:
1. Containerless processing for oxidation of Fe 2÷-bearing alkaline Earth aluminosilicate melts via aero-acoustic
levitation (AAL). Small droplets (~3mm diameter) of ferrous iron-bearing calcium aluminosilicate glass, prepared
initially by bulk melting in a controlled-oxygen activity furnace, are levitated and remelted using AAL and laser
heating. The droplets thus formed are evaluated for their surface reactions, using Rutherford backscattering
spectroscopy (RBS), and for their internal reactions using analytical transmission electron microscopy (AEM and
TEM). The kinetics of the redox reaction are evaluated as functions of temperature, time, and oxygen activity, the
latter controlled via the gas used as a levitation medium. The results of these experiments are compared to those
done at low temperature on glasses of identical composition; with such a check, the study can be later extended to
melts too inviscid to be glass formers. The nature of nucleation as affected by local oxygen fugacity will be
explored using electron diffraction study of the internal oxidation front.
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2. Drop-tube processing of pseudobinary silicate melts. Binary MgO-SiO 2metasilicate compositions near the deep
cristobalite (SiO2)-enstatite (MgSiO3) eutectic are melted in a drop tube. Initially free, crystalline powder, the fine
droplets are allowed by the degree of undercooling to experience metastable phase separation. Those droplets
receiving sufficient undercooling to additionally penetrate the glass transition can be thermodynamically analyzed to
explore the nature of nucleation in phase-separated amorphous materials. Primary analysis tools of the processing
include secondary electron emission microscopy (scanning electron microscope), X-ray diffraction, TEM and electron
microdiffraction, and differential thermal analysis and scanning calorimetry. These data should allow discrimination
of the role of amorphous-amorphous interfaces on crystalline nucleation in the phase-separated amorphous droplets.
The study will be extended to the binary A1203-SiO2 system, the alumina-rich end producing highly inviscid melts
that, ff sufficiently undercooled, could produce interesting alumina/mullite glass-ceramics.
Task Significance:
Both of the specific tasks in this research are critically dependent on containerless processing: in both cases,
avoiding containers eliminates the most blatant source of heterogeneity's that could promote heterogeneous
nucleation. In the case of redox reactions (Task I) the containerless requirement is additionally (and particularly)
important in that chemical (as opposed to structural, e.g., nucleation reactions can grossly affect the ionic-scale
dynamics and structure of a transition metal-bearing melt. For example, noble-metal crucibles (e.g. platinum) that
are often employed to contain refractory ionic melts will alloy with the transition metal ions incorporated in the
melt: chemical diffusion different from that desired in the redox experimental results.
Microgravity comes into play when working with inviscid ceramic melts, specifically in the same two manners
cited for dealing with molten metals : (1) density contrast amongst phases and (2) the need for quiescence. Both of
these aspects are evident in our levitated melt drop experiments: melt viscosities of approximately I Pa.s (I0
Poises) allow for shear-force-induced convection (droplets are far too small for thermal convection at this viscosity;
processing of modestly larger melt bodies could promote thermal convection), which allows continuous exposure of
new melt to the outside atmosphere thus short-circuiting the desired chemical diffusion process; in droplets avoiding
convection, Ostwald ripening of internally formed ferrites allows them to sink to the bottom of the droplet, thus
removing them from positions to act as internal nuclei for silicate phases.
Progress During FY 1995:
Efforts on this project concentrated in two specific areas in FY 95:
(I) Development of a physical model to describe the dynamics of oxidation in ferrous iron-bearing alkaline earth
aluminosilicate glasses/melts and the application of this model to the experimental results on both natural and
synthetic glasses and levitated melts and (2) initiation of a study of dynamic reduction in ferrous iron-bearing
alkaline earth aluminosilicate melts.
Our experimentalresultson theoxidationofferrousiron-bearingglassesand (levitated)meltsprovideda complex
datasetdescribinga complicatedchemicaldiffusionprocessinvolvingthemotion ofmany ionsinresponsetothe
oxidationpotential.While we had known fora whilesincecommencing thiswork thattheone speciesthatdoes
not move inresponsetotheoxidationpotentialismolecularorionicoxygen,i.e.,thatthedynamic responseis
providedby cationmotion thatischarge-compensatedby a counterfluxofelectronholes(polarons),themotionof
which speciesand the thermodynamical/structuralevolutionoftheglassormelt specimen was difficulttomodel.
Happily,we made some intellectualbreakthroughsthisyear,discoveringthat,inglassesofbasalticomposition,
rapidchemicaldiffusionofalkalionstotheoxidationfrontallowstheoxidizedglasstoavoidstructuralchange
leadingtonucleationofcrystallinef rrites;theionbackscatteringspectrand transmissionelectronmicroscopy
resultscould thusbe integratedintoa singlemodel. Thismodel,tobe publishedinGeochimica etCosmochimica
Acta (thepremierejournalinthechemistryand physicsofsilicateglassesand melts)in1996 (seebibliography),
became thebasisofunderstandingthephysicalprocessofthe isothermalundercoolingthatoccursinthelevitated
meltdroplets.The manuscriptdescribingthemeltdynamics shouldbe submittedthisautumn.
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Experiments were initiated in dynamic reduction. Specifically, ferrous iron-bearing magnesium aluminosilicate
melts (droplets suspended from F _metal wire) were reduced in a carbon monoxide/carbon dioxide flowing gaseous
buffer. The chemical diffusion process so involved should be (and appears to be, from our initial ion backscattering
work) the kinetic mirror image to the oxidation process: polarons should flux to the free surface while reduced iron
ions/atoms diffuse inward. The result is the internal nucleation/crystanization of metallic iron. The precipitation
appears at first inspection to be periodic (Lies,gang band formation). The belief is that the metal precipitates will
have notably slower coarsening kinetics than ferrite precipitates in oxidized melts of the same original composition;
as such, the reduction process may prove a better approach to internal nucleation of inviscid oxide and/or silicate
melts than oxidation. This reduction work will be our future emphasis, and is the specific focus of the MSAD
renewal proposal submitted in this fiscal year and presently awaiting decision.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 0 MS Degrees: 2
Phi) Students: 1 Phi) Degrees: 0
TASK INITIATION: 12/91 EXPIRATION: 1/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-26-07-01
RESPONSIBLE CENTER; JPL
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Cooper, R.F., Fanselow, J.B., and Poker, D.B. The mechanism of oxidation of a natural basaltic glass: Chemical diffusion
of network-modifying cations. Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta., (in press).
Cooper, R.F., Fans,low, J.B., Weber, J.K.R., Merkley, D.R., and Poker, D.B. Dynamics of oxidation of a basaltic melt.
Science, (submitted).
Smith, D.R., Cooper, R.F., and Poker, D.B Chemical diffusion of network.modifying cations and the oxidation of ferrous
iron-bearing aluminosilicate glasses. (in process).
Presentations
Cooper, R.F. "Kinetic process of oxidation in Fe(superscript 2+}-bearing aluminosilicate glasses (and melts?): redox
without oxygen diffusion." Petrology Seminar Series, University of California at Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA, 1
November 1994.
Cooper, R.F. "Glass formation and nucleation in microgravity containerless-processed, inviscid silicate melts."
Mierogravity Seminar, NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CAt 2 December 1994.
Cooper, R.F. "Chemical diffusion, structural change and crystalline nucleation in radox reactions in iron-bearing
aluminosilicate melts and glasses." Seminar Series, Center for Materials Science, Los Alamos NationalLaboratory, Los
Alamos, NM, 23 February 1995.
Cooper, R.F. "Chemical diffusion, structural change and crystalline nucleation in redox reactions in iron-bearing
aluminosilicate melts and glasses." Seminar Series, Materials Research Group for High-Pressure/High-Temperature
Materials Synthesis, Arizona State University, 21 April 1995.
Smith, D.R. and Cooper, R.F. "Chemical diffusion of network-modifying cations and the oxidation of natural and synthetic
ferrous iron-bearing aluminosilicate glasses." V.M. Goldschmidt Geochemistry Symposium, Pennsylvania State
University, State College, PA, 26 May 1995.
Smith, D.R. and Cooper, R.F. "Homogeneous nucleation during oxidation and reduction of transition-metal-bearing
silicate melts and glasses: Application to the microgravity containerless processing of inviscid ceramic melts."
Wisconsin Space Grant Consortium Fifth Annual Conference, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater (Whir,water, WI)I 17
August 1995.
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Directional Solidification in 3He-4He Alloys
Principal Investigator: Prof.ArnoldDahm Case Western Reserve University
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The goal of this research is to enhance our fundamental understanding of crystal growth kinetics, liquid-solid
interface morphologies, and the stability of alloys.
Task Description:
Preliminary observations of dendritic growth in two-dimensional samples of 'He and mixtures growth of the planar
interface have been made. Systematic studies of cellular and dendritic growth in 3He-4He alloys will be conducted to
complement work that has been done in other alloys. Attempts to observe the initial instability of the planar
interface will by undertaken.
Task Significance:
The study of morphologies is of intrinsic interest in testing theories of non-linear systems. Results which differ
from those of classical alloys will guide both theorists and experiments in their future studies, and significant
differences should result in new ideas for space-based alloy growth experiments. 3He-4He alloys have a large
advantage over other alloys in that the parameters which control the interface morphology, such as the latent heat,
thermal conduction, 3He mean free path, and the phase diagram (temperature versus concentration), can be varied
over a large range by a small change in temperature or solute concentration.
Progress During FY 1995:
The goal of this research is to observe dendritic and cellular growth of the in 3He - 4He alloy interface in regions
with different values of the parameters which control the interface morphology and, in particular, in the temperature
range near 1.4 K where the melting curves for different concentrations of 3He cross.
In our experiment solidification is driven by a pressure differential at constant temperature. Solidification occurs at
pressures > 25 atm. Our initial attempts to observe cellular patterns led to some unforeseen difficulties. These
include difficulty with consistency in sealing of glass windows onto the cell, 3He convention currents in our cell,
blocking of the fill capillary with the solid phase, growth of the solid phase on the inner sides of our bellows which
supply the alloy to the cell, and lack of control of location of the interface in our cell.
The difficulty in sealing windows was resolved with a new technique of epoxying indium shims between the glass
windows and brass frames of our cell. This is described in the publication listed in the bibliogrphy. Convection
problems were greatly reduced and possibly eliminated by placing a sieve in front of the inlet (fill) capillary through
which helium is added to increase the pressure to a value greater than the melting pressure to supercool the sample.
The rest of the problems were associated with wetting of metals with the solid phase of our alloy.
Pure solid helium does not wet metals. However, we discovered that with arbitrarily small concentrations of 3He
the solid phase would begin to grow from the metallic sides of the cell instead of advancing from the horizontal
solid-liquid interface in the cell. In addition, the fill capillary would block when solid wet the walls of the capillary.
We undertook a study of wetting by the solid phase of 3He-'He alloys on different materials. We found that
preferential wetting of the solid phase of alloys occurs in order of decreasing wetting on brass, epoxy, stainless
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steel, and indium, and the solid phase does not wet glass. We have solved the problem of fill capillary blockage and
growth on bellows by replacing our CuNi capillary with stainless steel fill lines and replacing our copper bellows
with stainless steel bellows. We have designed our sieve which prevents convention currents by drilling small
holes in a piece of brass shim stock and coating all parts of the sieve including the channels with indium. Our
present cell has glass front and rear portions for viewing and a brass frame on the sides. The brass sides of the cell
are coated with indium, the top is covered with our indium coated sieve, and the bottom from which the solid phase
is grown is brass. We are presently fabricating a similar cell with thin glass replacing the indium coating the sides
of the cell. Each step of improvement has increased our ability to control the location of the interface. Our last
attempt to study dendrites and cellular growth indicated some difficulty with growth of the solid phase on epoxy
which was squeezed into the cell during fabrication. This problem should be easily resolvable.
Our preliminary investigations have been in two directions: attempts to study the onset of instability of the planar
interface, and dendritic and cellular morphologies of the interface. After initial attempts, we worked to eliminate
problems such as convection currents and undesired locations of wetting of surfaces by the solid before proceeding to
a more extensive study. Our work to date has been with a 100 ppm 3He concentration. Before some of our recent
improvements, we were able to grow a planar hcp solid interface at arbitrarily small velocities. However, at some
particular interface velocity dendritic growth suddenly appeared on a brass surface near the top of the cell so that the
initial instability of the planar interface could not be studied. We believe that this was due to convection 3He
currents and having brass surfaces in contact with the sample. We were unable to grow a planar interface of the bcc
solid phase of the alloy. We do not know whether this is an inherent problem or a difference in wetting properties
of the hcp and bcc phases.
It is straight forward to observe dendritic growth of the interface at larger interface velocities. We made preliminary
measurements on two-dimensional samples of the alloy and pure _He. Dendritic tips under some conditions, those
which we studied, are of dimensions of 1 - 3 ram, while our cell thickness is 0.5 ram. Thus, heat flow is restricted
toa plane.The boundary conditionson equationsdescribingtwo-dimensionaldendriticgrowth differfrom the
three-dimensionalcase.Some ofthepatternswe observedappearedtobe cellular,althoughwe arenotsureofthis.
We believethatwe have resolvedthemost severeproblemswhich have interferedwitha controlledstudy,and will
begina systematicstudywhen ourglasscoatedcellissealed.
Our program istofu"ststudytheinstabilityoftheplanarinterface at differentemperatures(differentparameters).
We willstudythedifferencesinplanargrowth ofthehcp and bcc interfaces.Then dendriticgrowthand cellular
growth willbe studied.We expecttohave initialphasesoftheseinvestigationsata lO0 ppm concentrationtobe
finishedsoon. Furtherstudieswillincludea more extensivestudyoftheabove and a studyatdifferentsolute
concentrationswhich willprobedifferentpartsofthephasediagram.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: I
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: i
TASK INITIATION: 1/92 EXPIRATION; 12/95
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-25-05-25
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAO3-1412
RESPONSIBLECENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Chen, M.T., and Dabm, A.J., Optical cell for observing solidification of helium. Cryogenics, 35, 71 (1995).
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Advanced Photonic Materials Produced by Containerless Processing
Principal Investigator: Dr. Delbert E. Day University of Missouri, Roila
Co-Investigators:
Ray, C.S. University of Missouri, Rolla
Task Objective:
The objectives of this research were to 1) investigate non-linear optical glasses which have the potential for use as
ultra-fast, all optical switches and other photonic devices for communication and advanced computer application, and
2) investigate and compare the kinetics of nucleation and crystallization for these glasses prepared by containerless
melting with the crystallization kinetics for the same glasses conventionally melted in a container.
Glasses with the potential for non-linear optical (NLO) applications such as the heavy metal oxide (HMO) glasses
containing PbO, Bi20_ and Ga203 are, in general, highly fluid and chemically corrosive. These melts readily
crystallize during cooling and develop unwanted color centers primarily due to impurities dissolved from the
container. The traditional procedures used to melt these glasses yield colored and chemically inhomogeneous glasses
of limited usefulness for NLO applications.
Containerless melting provides the opportunity to suppress or eliminate the undesirable heterogeneous nucleation
and crystallization in such melts. Since no container is used, color centers caused by impurities dissolved from a
container can be completely eliminated, even in highly corrosive melts. Containerless processing offers a viable
alternative for preparing glasses with improved purity and homogeneity, and NLO properties.
Task Description:
Investigations of the NLO glasses are to be conducted with two HMO compositional systems: (1) PbO-Bi203-Ga203
and (2) compositions based on TeO_. The importance of the PbO-Bi203-Ga_O3 glasses for NLO applications have
been demonstrated by scientists at Coming Inc., but these glasses had a color ranging from orange to yellow which
is believed to have come from impurities dissolved from the container. Attempts will be made to obtain colorless
PbO-Bi203-Ga203 glasses by changing the melting parameters that generally affect the color of a glass such as the
crucible material, melting temperature, time and atmosphere, and the starting raw materials. Containerless melting
technique will also be used to process these glasses so as to eliminate the color centers that are developed from the
impurities dissolved into melt from a container.
Like the PbO-Bi203-Ga203 glasses, the tellurite glasses also have a high refractive index (>1.9) along with a low
Abbe number (10 to 20), or high dispersion. Calculations using the empirical equation, n2- 391(r_ - 1)/Vd 5/_which
was developed by Boling et al. (N. L. Boling, A. J. Glass and A. Owyoung, IEEE J. Quantum Electronics, QE-14,
601, 1978) and widely used by others, indicate that the tellurite glasses have a non-linear refractive index, n2, even
larger than that of the PbO-Bi203-Ga_O 3glasses (r_ and V dare the usual linear refractive index and Abbe number,
respectively, for the glass with respect to sodium D-light). Also tellurite glasses have excellent optical
transmission (>85%) over a wide range, from 400 to 3500 urn. These make the tellurite glasses promising laser
hosts for a variety of rare earth ions, including Nd 3÷(primary laser wavelength 1060 urn).
The tellurite glasses for NLO applications will contain oxides of heavy metals such as Nb, Ta, Pb, and Bi to ensure
high density and refractive index (linear). Generally, glasses with a high refractive index also have a non-linear
refractive index (see the equation above). Minor addition of the oxides of Zn, Ga, Ca, AI and Ba in these glasses
will also be considered ff needed to improve glass formation. The following work will be performed for both type
of HMO glasses.
(1) Measure critical cooling rate for glass formation, 1_ (container), using the pendant drop technique (spherical
glass melt hanging from a thermocouple bead) to determine the glass forming tendency for these melts.
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(2) Use containerless melting techniques to prepare the glasses if P_ (container) for these glasses appear to be very
high and/or contamination of the melts with the container melts is significant.
(3) Measure and compare I_ (containerless) and 1_ (container). The ratio of 1_ (container) to R_ (containerless)
will be used to determine the improvement in glass formation for containerless melts at 1-g. The 1L:(containerless)
will be measured at CRI, Inc., using their aero-acoustic levitator furnace.
(4) Measure selected properties such as the density, molar volume, linear refractive index and Abbe number,
chemical durability, thermal expansion coefficient, glass transition and crystallization temperatures, and the
transmission in the visible-ultraviolet and IR to determine the suitability of these glasses in practical applications.
(5) Calculate the non-linear refractive index, n2, for each glass from the equation n2- 391(rid - 1)/Vds4 an identify
those compositions best suited for NLO applications.
(6) Investigate and compare the kinetics of nucleation and crystallization for these glasses prepared by traditional
method and by containerless fashion.
(7) Measure XRD, IR and Raman spectra and evaluate the structure of these glasses.
Task Significance:
The following results are anticipated from this ground based investigation.
(1) The effect of different cations on the NLO properties of these glasses wiU be understood. This result will be
useful to developing glasses that have the NLO properties superior to those presently available.
(2) Comparing the properties for the glasses prepared by the traditional method with those for the glass prepared by
containerless melting, the need for processing these glasses in the microgravity environment of space for achieving
improved NLO properties will be known. However, the absence of gravity driven convection on the NLO
properties for these glasses will remain unknown. The results from several space-borne (low gravity) glass melting
experiments indicate that a glass prepared in microgravity is more resistant to crystallization and more chemically
homogeneous. The optical properties including the NIX) and lasing efficiency for a glass processed in microgravity
are, therefore, expected to be improved compared to those for a glass at 1-g.
(3) The physical, thermal, optical, and spectroscopic properties for these HMO glasses that have the potential for
NLO and laser applications will be known for the first time. The kinetics of nucleation and crystallization for these
glasses along with their tendency towards glass formation will also be known.
Progress During FY 1995:
A. PbO-Bi203-Ga_O3(PBG) Glasses:
Measurements of the nucleation and crystallization rates of heavy metal oxide glasses containing PbO, Bi=O3,and
Ga203 were completed using differential thermal analysis (DTA). Except for the glasses containing high amounts of
PbO (50-60, cat%), all the glasses investigated in the present work yielded multiple DTA crystallization peaks.
These multiple peaks make it difficult to determine either the activation energy for crystallization or the relative
nucleation rates at different temperatures for such glasses. A single DTA crystallization peak for a glass is ideally
suitable for determining the activation energy for crystallization or the nucleation rate at different temperatures.
The activation energy for crystallization for a 60PbO. 10Bi0L_30GaO].s,cat% (PBG-12) glass, which contains a
single DTA crystallization peak, was determined to be 470+/- 15 kJ/mol. A nucleation rate type curve was measured
for this same glass using a DTA technique developed by ourselves (Ray and Day, J. Amer. Ceram. S.c. 73, 439,
1990). With this DTA technique, glass samples of constant weight and particle size are first heated isothermally in
the DTA furnace for a fixed time (nucleation), and then heated at a constant rate until the glass crystallizes
(crystallization). A graph of the maximum height of the DTA crystallization peak, (dT)p as a function of nucleation
temperature is a curve similar to the well known nucleation rate vs. temperature curve found in many silicate
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glasses. When measured and plotted as a function of nucleation temperature, the (dT)p for this glass is the same as
that of the as-quenched glass until the glass is nucleated above ~265°C. This graph reaches a maxima at ~343°C and
then decreases to the value for the as-quenched glass at 375"C. In other words, the temperature for nucleating this
glass ranges from -265 ° to 375 ° C and the temperature where the nucleation rate is a maximum, is 343:C.
B. Na20-TeO 2 Glasses:
The formation, crystallization, and structure of binary NeqO-TeO: glasses have been studied as a function of
composition using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), X-ray diffraction (XRD) and IR spectra. The objectives
of this work are to gain a better understanding of (1) glass formation and crystallization kinetics of tellurite melts
and (2) the structural role of the Te -ions in these glasses. This knowledge will be valuable in controlling the
composition of telludte (TeO:) glasses that have potential for non-linear optical (NLO) and laser applications. For
DSC measurements, about 20 mg of glass powder composed of ~100 mm particles was sealed in an aluminum pan,
which was then heated at 10*C/min. in an atmosphere of flowing nitrogen until crystallization was complete. The
DSC crystallization curves for five glasses, composition of NaaO.2TeO_ (NT2), Na_O.3TeO2 (NT3), Na_O.4TeO_
(NT_), Na_O.STeO2 (NTs), and Na_O.6TeO2 (NT 6) have been measured to date. With the exception of the NT 4 glass,
all the other glasses exhibit multiple crystallization peaks, indicating crystallization of two or more phases. The
onset temperature for crystallization is highest, about 390 +/- 10*C, for the NT, glass indicating this glass is the
most stable of those measured. These sodium tellurite glasses were crystallized at their respective maximum
temperatures (obtained from DSC) for 24 h and analyzed by XRD. The crystalline phase(s) found in each glass
agree with the published phase diagram for the binary Na:O-TeO_ system, with the exception that in the devitrified
NT3 glass, both NT_ and NT 2 crystals should be present according to the phase diagram, while only NT_crystals
were identified in this sample.
The IR spectra for these sodium tellurite glasses and their devitrified counterparts have been measured using the KBr
pellet technique. Analyses of the IR spectra indicate that the structure of the NT_ glass contains primarily [TeO,]
bipyramidal groups, while the structure of all the other glasses contain both [TeO_] pyramidal and [TeO_]
bipyramidal groups. Further analysis of the IR spectra for these glasses is continuing.
The specific heat, cp, for the Na20.4TeO_ (NT_) glass was also measured as a function of heating rate, q. At q-20
C/min, the glass transition region ranges from 522 to 540 C. The specific heat below the glass transition, %(g), for
this glass is about 480 mJ/g/deg whereas the c v above the glass transition region, cp(1), is about 840 mJ/g/deg. The
average glass transition temperature, Tg, increases with increasing heating rate and a plot of in(q) vs l/T_ is a
straight line. The slope of this straight line, which is the activation energy for glass transition, was about 530
kJ/mol for the NT, glass.
C. PbO-NbzO_-TeO 2(PNT) Glasses:
A new class of optical glasses in the system PbO-Nb_OrTeO: (PNT) has been developed. Their glass formation
tendency, selected properties, and glass structure have been investigated with the aim of identifying glass
compositions suitable for nonlinear optical (NLO) and laser applications. The properties investigated as a function
of composition for these glasses include density, molar volume, thermal expansion coefficient, dissolution rate in
solutions of different pH, transmission in the ultraviolet-visible (350 to 750 lain) and infrared (1 to 22 _m), and
glass softening, transition and crystallization temperatures. The structure of these glasses were investigated using IR
spectra from 450 to 2000 cm t. The composition-property relations and IR spectra suggest that Nb 5. ions are located
in the network and improve the glass formation tendency and chemical durability. Pb 2÷ions primarily occupy
interstitial positions in the glass network and behave as network modifying or charge compensating ions.
The refractive index of one particularly interesting PNT glass (20PbO- 20NbO2 _-60TeO:, cat%, composition) was
measured as a function of wavelength from 250 to 850 nm, from which the coefficient of nonlinear refractive index,
n2, was calculated to be about 18.4 x 10 _3 esu. This value ofnz for this PNT glass is almost twice the 10.6 x 10 t3
esu value calculated for a PbO-Bi203-Ga_O3 (PBG) glass which is considered to have the highest nonlinear refractive
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indexamong alltheoxideglassesup tothistime.The highern2valueshouldgivethePNT glassa fasteresponse
thanthePBG glassinopticalswitchingdevices. A comparativepropertyanalysisalsoshows thatmost ofthe
physical,thermal,and chemicalpropertiesofthePNT glassesaresuperiortothoseofthePBG glasses.For
example,thisPNT glasshas a much lighteryellowcolor,a highercrystallizationtemperature(440"C compared to
410°C forthePBG glass),and 2 to3 ordersofmagnitudehigherchemicaldurabilitythanthePBG glass.A clear
superiorityofthesepropertiesalongwitha higheropticalnonlinearitymake thesePNT glassesmore usefulthan
thePBG glasses.Accordingly,a patentdisclosuredescribingthePNT glasseshas been fliedwiththeUniversityof
Missourisubsequenttosubmittinga patentapplication.
D. Li20.2SiO2 (lithium disilicate) Glass:
A knowledge oftheprimarycrystallizationmechanism, surfaceand/orinternal(volume),inglassesisimportantto
determining the heat treatment schedule used to fabricate glass ceramic materials like cordierite. Using a lithium
disilicate (LS2) glass, a DTA method has been developed that distinguishes surface from internal (or volume)
crystallization. This method is fast, convenient, and requires only a small quantity of sample, about 1 g, to identify
the dominant crystallization mechanism in the glass.
In this DTA method, either the maximum height of a crystallization peak, (AT)p, or T:/(AT)p is plotted as a
function of particte size, where Tp is the temperature at (AT)p and (DT)p is the width at half peak maxima (peak
width). The amount of sample, about 40 rag, and the AT heating rate, about 15" C/min, were kept constant for all
measurements with different particle sizes. Both (AT)p and TpZ/(AT)p increase with increasing particle size when
internal crystallization predominates and decrease when the glass crystallizes primarily by surface crystallization.
This DTA method demonstrates that an as-quenched, unnucleated LS2 glass crystallized primarily by surface
crystallization and the same glass crystallized by internal crystallization when doped with small amounts of
platinum. The surface crystallization of the LS2 glass was enhanced when the glass particles were deliberately
exposed to moisture prior to DTA measurements. These DTA results were confirmed by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) of crystallized bulk glasses. The validity of this DTA method is now being tested
theoretically at the Washington University in St. Louis and experimentally at the University of Missouri-Rolla
using NT_, PNT, and PBG glasses.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 12/91 EXPIRATION: 11/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-26-07-02
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: JPL
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Huang,W., Ray, C.S., and Day, D.E. Application of electric properties to research on glass crystallization process (in
Chinese).. Journal of the Shanghai Institute of Building Materials, vol. 8, no. 3, 1-10 (1995).
Huang, W., Ray, C.S., and Day, D.E. Color and selected properties of PbO-BiOL:Ga0Ls glasses. Journaal of the American
Ceramic Society, volll.77, no.4, 101%24 (1994).
Ray, C.S., and Day, D.E. Identifying internal and surface crystallization by differential thermal analysis for the glass to
crystal transformations. Thermochimica Acta., 2640, 1-12 (1995).
Proceedings
Huang, W., Ray, C.S., and Day, D.E. 'Tormation and properties of PbO-NBO2s-TeO _ ." Proceedings of the XVII
International Congress on Galss (Pg. 395, published 1995., Vol. 5).
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The Effect of Gravity on Natural Convection and Crystal Growth
Principal Investigator: Dr. Graham D. de Vahl Davis University of New South Wales
Co-Investigators:
deGroh HI, H.C. NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC)
Task Objective:
1. To experimentally measure natural convection during Bridgtmm growth at varying gravity-driven levels and to
quantitatively determine how this convection affects parameters of critical importance to the crystal grower such as
interface shape, and radial and longitudinal segregation.
2. To produce an accessible, experimentally verified numerical code capable of accurately determining levels of
convection in real systems at varying gravity levels and directions, and the effects of this convection on the
solidification process.
3. To supply and supplement numerical modeling efforts for the MEPHISTO II flight experiment of Dr. R.
Abbaschian.
Task Description:
The major goalofmany spaceexperimentsinsolidificationistodeterminehow convectioninfluencesvarious
phenomena such asundercoolingatthesolid/liquidnterface,redistributionfsolute,and crystalquality.However,
inmost flightexperiments,as intheMEPHISTO experimentswhich arebeingdone usingan opaque alloyof
Bi-Sn,no measurements ofconvectionarepossible.Experimentsand numericalstudiesarebeingdone toestimate
convectionand itseffects.Two codesareunderdevelopment:I.A modifiedversionofthecommercialfinite
elementcode FIDAP (duetoM. Yao),and 2. A finitedifferencecode (duetoG. de Vahl Davis,E.Leonardiand
students).Both may bc availabletoinvestigators.Inour experiments,we areusingthetransparentmetalanalog
succinonitrile,which allowsdirectanalysisofconvectionand interfaceshape.
Task Significance:
Our researchwillyieldexperimentallyverifiedcodescapableofcalculatingamounts ofconvectionpresentinthe
melt atl-ghorizontal,vertical,and variousintermediateangles,and inlow-gwithvariousresidualgravityvalues,
anglesand frequencies.Thus itishoped thatcurrentflightexperiments,aswellasfutureflightexperiments,will
benefitfrom thisresearch.The models willcomplement thescaling,analyticalmodeling and parametric
experimentalstudiesofothers(Coriell,Favier,Thevenard and Camel) and willbe used tocheck thevalidity,
extensionand generalizationfscalinglaws.
Progress During FY 1995:
Closer collaborations have developed among MEPHISTO teams in France, the University of Florida, NASA Lewis,
and the University of New South Wales. de C-rob and de Vahl Davis are listed as CoI's on R. Abbasehian's
MEPHISTO-4 reflight proposal. An effort to assist the French on MEPHISTO-3 is also underway; in this effort,
giventheinitialsegregationofthe startingsample,homogenizationtimes,heat,mass and solutetransportat
differentgravitiesarebeingmodeled. Modeling researchdone duringthesummer of 1994 on MEPHISTO-I and -2
was completed,published,and presented(seepublicationslist).
The studyofheatand mass transferduringsolidificationusingsuccinonitrileand modeling ofthesystem continued.
Calibrationsystemsforstereoimage velocimetryhave begun withM. Betheaand examinationofPAF dyes foran
additionalflow velocitymeasuringsystembegan withW. Lempert ofPrincetonUniversity.
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STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 1
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 11/92 EXPIRATION: 10/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-21-05-09
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
deGroh III, H.C. and Nelson, E.S., On residual acceleration during space experiments. Heat Transfer in Microgravity
Systems, edidted by S.S. Sadhal and A. Gopinath, HTD-vol. 290, 23-33, ASME, (November 1994).
deGroh III, H.C. and Yao, M., Numerical and experimental study of transport phenomena in directional solidification of
succinonitrile. Transport Phenomena in Solidification, edited by C. Beckermann et al., HTD-vol. 284, AMD-vol. 182,
227-243 (November 1994).
Yeoh, G.H., de Vahl Davis, G., Leonardi, E., de Groh IH, H.C., and Yao, M., A numerical and experimental study of natural
convection and interface shape by crystal growth. Journal of Crystal Growth, (Accepted 1995).
NASA Teeh Briefs
Yao, M., Raman, R., and de Groh III, H.C., Numerical simulation of heat and mass transport during space crystal growth
with MEPH]STO. NASA Tech Brief, NASA TM - 107015, (1995).
Proceedings
Yao, M., Raman, R. and deGroh IH, H.C., "Numerical modeling of bridgman growth in space with MEPHISTO."
Computational Mechanics '95, Theory and Applications, vol. 1, proceedings of Int. Conf. on Computational Eng. Sci.,
Edited by S.N. Atluri, G. Yagawa, and T.A. Cruse, 514-519, 1995.
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Use of Synchrotron White Beam X-ray Topography for the Characterization of the Microstructural
Development of Crystal - Normal Gravity Versus Microgravity
Principal Investigator: Dr. Michael Dudley State University ofNew York, Stony Brook
Co-Investigators:
Larson, D. Northrop-Grumman
Task Objective:
The objective of the research proposed here is to provide an assessment of the influence of the accelerated cooling
rates, imposed by severe limitations on available flight time, on the defect microstructure of crystals grown in a
microgravity environment (using, for example, modified Bridgman or Vapor Transport techniques). Results
previously obtained on ground-based ZnTe samples (grown by Vapor Transport at NASA Marshall Space Hight
Center) seem to indicate that if cooling rates are too high the accentuated thermal mismatch stresses can give rise to
deformation processes, comprising the formation of dislocation slip bands.
The objective of the present research is to extend the preliminary work on ground-based samples, to further
ground-based samples, and also to flight samples grown with different cooling rates. The microstructures of the
as-grown crystals will be non-destructively characterized using the technique of Synchrotron White Beam X-ray
Topography (SWBXT). Correlations between the existence of significant post-growth deformation and accelerated
growth rates will be directly examined.
The influence of accelerated cooling rates on the significance of the comparison drawn between normal gravity and
microgravity crystal growth can thus be determined.
Task Description:
The research proposed here will be carried out using Synchrotron White Beam X-ray Topography (SWBXT) at the
Stony Brook Synchrotron Topography Facility, with is under the direction of Prof. Dudley. It will consist of
SW'BXT characterization of crystals grown in a microgravity environment primarily obtained from co-investigator
Dr. D.J. Larson, Jr., of Grumman Corporate Research Center, as well as from other sources such as Drs. D. Gillies
and C.-H. Su at NASA Marshall Space Flight Center. Crystals of CdZnTe and ZnTe will be examined, although
many other systems of interest to NASA are expected to be studied, for example ZnSe, CdTe, HgCdTe and PbSnSe.
Opportunities will be sought amongst the NASA crystal growth community to maximize the amount of data
obtained on as many different systems as possible. Crystals grown at various cooling rates will be examined, and
the influence of these rates on the resulting microstructure will be assessed.
In the approach adopted here, reflection topographs from the cylindrical outside surface of the as-grown boules will
be initially examined. These will provide information on the defect structures in the region from the outside surface
down to the penetration depth of the x-ray beam, which is typically 5-10 _m. This enables an overall assessment
of the distribution of defects such as twins, sub-grain and grain boundaries, and dislocations to be made. This can
aid in the development of optimal wafering geometries to enable clearest visualization of the defect microstructure.
Following this, both reflection and transmission topographs will be recorded from the individual wafers. Images
obtained from the various wafers will be compared with those obtained from the original boules, and an overall
representation of the three dimensional distribution of defects throughout the boule will thus be developed. By
comparing such three dimensional representations of defects in crystals grown with various cooling rates, the
influence of the cooling rate on the type and distribution of defects in the crystals can be determined.
It is anticipated that results may indicate that accelerated cooling rates, dictated by schedule limitations, have a
dominant effect on the microstructure of crystals grown in a microgravity environment, thus obscuring information
on the influence of the magnitude of the gravity vector. It is further anticipated that these results may lead to a
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change in the criteria used to determine time allocation for individual crystal growth experiments on future flights in
order to avoid effects on crystal microsu-ucture resulting from effects unrelated to the magnitude of the gravity
vector.
Task Significance:
Much effort has been, and continues to be, expended by NASA in evaluating the influence of a microgravity
environment on the defect microstructures developed in crystals during crystal growth. While the influence of a
microgravity environment on crystal growth is generally accepted as being beneficial, it is not clear that prior
studies of this influence have been unperturbed by artifacts related to the particular choice of experimental
conditions. Indeed, in order to properly compare crystal growth in a microgravity environment to that in a normal
gravity environment it is important to be able to isolate the influence exerted by the difference in magnitude of the
gravity vector on the resultant crystal quality. Effects associated with accelerated cooling rates, or sudden changes in
temperature gradient, imposed either deliberately or inadvertently, detract from the significance of such experiments.
Results already obtained from ZnTe crystals grown in a normal gravity environment seem to indicate that stresses
generated by thermal mismatch effects during cooling can significantly affect the observed, as-grown defect
microstructure. These stresses lead to the formation of dislocation slip bands which tend to obscure and/or break up
the true growth defect microstructure. Should such effects occur in crystals grown in a microgravity environment,
the true influence of microgravity on crystal qual/ty cannot be assessed.
It is thus of paramount importance to be able to assess the effect of the accelerated cooling rates, dictated by flight
schedule limitations, on resulting defect microstructures. One can gain insight into the chronological history of the
development of the final defect microstructure from analysis of images recorded using Synchrotron White Beam
X-ray Topography (SWBXT). This is a non-des_nctive imaging diffraction techrfique capable of revealing the
detailed defect microstructure in large single crystals. Such defect microstructures in crystals grown with various
cooling rates will be compared and examined for evidence of extensive, post-growth slip. Maximum usable cooling
rates can thus be determined.
Determination of the influence of cooling rate on the defect microslructure of crystals is crucial for selection of
experimental conditions under which the effects of the gravity vector on crystal growth quality can be usefully
investigated. Once such selection has been optimized, differences in micmstructure observed in microgravity grown
crystals may be safely attributed to the influence of the gravity vector, and not to artifacts related to compressed
growth schedules.
Should accelerated cooling rates be shown to have a delrimental effect on defect micros_ctures in microgravity
grown crystals, it is likely that this result could modify the criteria used to determine the experimental schedules for
microgravity crystal growth.
Progress During FY 1995:
In addition to continuing the previously reported characterization of CdZnTe (CZT) flight samples, the systems also
studied include CZT crystals grown at MSFC by the PVT method, Oa doped C-e crystals grown at MSFC by
directional solidification, and HgCdTe (MCT) flight samples grown at MSFC by the traveling heater method.
Systematically recorded topographs from wafers cut from the two CZT flight samples grown by Dr. DJ. Larson, Jr.
show that defect structures in these samples are strongly influenced by cooling rates. In flight sample number 2, no
occurrence of significant sLip processes can be observed. However, in the flight sample number I, which was more
rapidly cooled than flight sample number 2, extensive slip bands belonging to the [10T]/(ITI) and [0"I'I]/('I'I I)
(I" indicates a "I" with a line across the top) slip systems nucleated from the periphery propagate into the interior
of the crystal. This observation strongly suggests that stresses induced by rapid cooling and constrained growth
give rise to deformation process. Moreover, numerous subgraln boundaries generated in the area close to very
rapidly cooled regions in flight sample number I which indicates that large thermal mismatch sl_esses associated
with rapid cooling can be a major driving force for the formation of these subgrain boundaries. Our observations
strongly suggest that modification of the cooling rate has a significant effect on the final crystalline perfection of
such materials.
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Defect structures in CZT ground-based samples grown by the PVT method were studied using SWBXT. Defects
such as precipitates and slip bands were observed. Extensive 180* rotation twins comprising both large-volumel
macroscopic twins, and thick twin lamellae were also revealed. On the other hand, irregular distributions of slip
bands across twin boundaries indicate that the twinning process may have occurred earlier than the slip process and
that the twin boundaries may act as barriers to dislocation motion, which agrees with previous observations in
crystals of ZnTe. Subgrain boundaries of two different configurations were observed in these CZT samples. The
first type is composed of dislocation cell structures with subgrains of 50~200 lam in width. The formation of
dislocation cell smactures may be attributed to dislocation glide and climb caused by thermal-gradient-induced
stresses generated during crystal growth. On the other hand, the formation of the second type of subgrain boundary,
which are long and straight, running approximately parallel to <110> directions, may arise from polygonization of
slip dislocations generated during the post-growth cooling process. These observations indicate that thermal stresses
induced during the crystal growth and post-growth cooling processes can play an important role in the development
of defect structures in these as-grown crystals. Therefore, an optimization of thermal conditions is required to reduce
the dislocation density in the as-grown crystals.
Directionally solidified Ga-doped germanium crystals subjected to Peltier pulsing were studied using SWBXT. Both
the melt-back interface and marked growth interfaces were clearly visible. Our observations reveal that growth
interfaces were axisymmetrically concave facing the liquid during seeding and remain concave during continued
growth. The spacing between adjacent striations increases gradually indicating that the growth rates increase during
crystal growth. Structural defects such as subgrain boundaries comprising dislocation cell structures and precipitates
were characterized. Direct evidence of dislocations present in the seed crystal propagating into the as-grown crystal
through melt-back interfaces during crystal growth was also obtained.
Structural defects in an MCT flight sample grown at MSFC using the traveling heater method and obtained from
Dr. D.C. Gillies were studied by SWBXT. Defects such as subgrain boundaries inclusions, surface scratches, and a
micro-crack were observed. No twins nor lattice distortion associated with inhomogeneous strain can be observed.
Our preliminary results reveal that the MCT crystal exhibits a very high crystalline quality.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH;
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 6/94 EXPIRATION: 6/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-21-08-27
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NCC8-048
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
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Proceedings
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defects in ZnTe single crystals." Infrared Detectors - Materials, Processing, and Devices, A. Applebaum and
L.R. Dawson (eds.), Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc., 299, 203-208, (1994).
Presentations
Chung, H., Raghothamachar, B., Wu, J.,Larson,Jr.,D.J.,and Gillies,D.C. "Characterizationof growth defectsin CdZnTe
singlecrystalsby synchrotronwhite beam x-raytopography." Spring 1995 MRS Meeting Symposium on "Defect and
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Reverse Micelle Based Synthesis of Microporous Materials in Microgravity
Principal Investigator: Prof. Prabir K. Dutta Ohio State University
Co-Investigators:
Kresge, Dr. C.T.
Ansari, Dr. R.
Meyer, W.
Mobil Research & Development Corporation
NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC)
NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC)
Task Objective:
The objective of this research is to better understand the synthesis of microporous materials, especially those based
on a network of connecting substructures. Examples of microporous materials include zeolites which are widely
used as catalysts and absorbents.
Task Description:
The synthesis of zincophosphate microporous material is studied via a novel synthesis route using reverse micelles.
The reverse micelles isolate small portions of reactant and allow examination of mechanism of crystal formation.
The crystal growth processes are studied to determine the influence of convective flows and Stokes setting.
Conditions for zincophosphate growth appropriate for an orbit experimentation are being identified.
Task Significance:
Microporous materials have extremely wide application as catalysts and absorbents. Their complex structure is
derived from chemical and physical transformations which have to date eluded investigators. This research separates
portions of the nucleation and growth process for examinations. It is leading to a greater understanding of how
these materials form, to new synthesis routes, and eventually to new materials and thereby to changes in economics
of technologies, such as petroleum processing.
Progress During FY 1995:
Three paths for zincophosphate crystal growth from reverse micellar reactants have been identified. These routes
appear to follow single layer additive growth, agglomeration of subsize particles and reconstruction of an amorphous
gel-like mass. The synthesis procedures are appropriate for performance on orbit. It has been shown by tests using
rotating cells that the synthesis is sensitive to Stokes settling. It has also been shown that laser light scattering
tracks particle growth, and provides evidence for the different dynamics of the growth processes. Detailed
understanding of the growth process has come from using phosphorous NMR spectroscopy, x-ray diffraction
scanning, transmission and atomic force microscopy.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 1/93 EXPIRATION: 12/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-26-05-01
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG3-1416
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Dutta, P.K., Jakupca, J., Savait, L., Reddy, K.S.N., and Ansari, R.R., "Reverse micelle based synthesis of microporous
materials in hydrocarbon solvents", Zeolites and Related Microporous Materials: State of the Art. Elsevier, 235-242
(1994).
Dutta, P.K., Reddy, K.S.N., Salvati, L., and Jakupca, M., Controlled formation of microporous crystals from reverse
micelles. Nature, vol. 374, 44-46 (1995).
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Investigation of Local Effects on Microstructure Evolution
Principal Investigator: Dr. Donald O. Frazier NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
Co-Investigators:
Rogers, J.
Downey, P.
Facemire, B.
Witherow, B.
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
Task Objective:
The objective of this proposed work is to perform modeling and experimental studies on the development of
microstructures and the growth of a second phase in a two-phase system. Most modeling and experimental studies
focus on the average particle and the late stages of growth processes. However, experimental observations of
dynamic local behaviors within the context of a particle ensemble are accessible by optical techniques, including
holography. Interest extends to examining these systems in all stages of growth within the limit of holographic
resolution. Additionally, holography provides and archives data to employ emerging techniques for measuring
diffusion fields during growth.
Task Description:
The primary method of data collection is by the use of holography. The holographic techniques are crucial to
capturing the entire cell volume. A unique capability to apply phase shifting interferometry to holography is under
development by one of the co-investigators of this work. With this technique it is possible to measure the
concentration gradients, hence diffusion fields, surrounding individual droplets. Such data, not attainable by any
other techniques, would provide essential input to computer models. Additionally, a two-color holography
technique, also under development by the same co-investigator, may provide measurement of spurious thermal
gradients over the lifetime of an experiment. It should be noted that use of narrow path-length cells can introduce
the effects of "mixed" dimensionality, as observed in recent analysis of an experiment performed in this laboratory.
"Mixed" dimensionality refers to 3-D droplets located on a 2-D substrate. Such systems follow different scaling
laws than fully 3-D systems.
The research approach includes observation of diffusional growth of the secondary phase in a transparentmonotectic
system. Ultimately, this work will rely on the benefits of microgravity processing to eliminate the buoyancy
caused by concentration or temperature gradients. Ground work requires a transparent isopycnic system. Sensitivity
to gravitational fields is tested, in the laboratory, by tethering two droplets in a test cell and comparing growth
kinetics at varying temperatures. Convective flows increase with increasing conjugate phase density differences
which are relatively strong functions of temperature. Quench experiments in narrow path-length cells allow
observation of local effects in an ensemble of droplets. Narrow path-length is a prerequisite for establishing
transparency quickly in high droplet density media.
Task Significance:
To a large extent, particle growth and distribution determine the mechanical properties of an alloy. An
understanding of mierostructure is essential to predicting the behavior of a material with respect to, for example,
metal fatigue. The unique capabilities provided by holographic techniques enabling observations of local effects
during diffusional growth of a second phase in a model transparent two-phase system allows detailed analyses of the
local dynamic and resulting microstructures. Additionally, holographic studies of droplet diffusion in model
systems are in agreement with Rutherford backscattering measurements of Ga and Sn "island" growth on Si.
Likewise, cloud dynamics derives some of its physics from such coarsening phenomena. Diffusional studies to
model the time evolution of the total surface area of particles comprising polar stratospheric clouds, for example,
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suspected as catalysts for ozone decomposition, can be potentially important to the study of the rate of ozone layer
depletion.
Progress During FY 1995:
Observations reveal that droplet number decays as t°'_33 and the average radius increases as t°'z4_in the asymptotic
limit. This shows good agreement with theoretical predictions for diffusional growth of spherical caps on a
two-dimensional substrate which is a valid approximation for the geometry of this experiment. Unlike the global
averages, closer observation of finite clusters reveal that experiment varies widely from calculations by a multipole
expansion method for individual droplet evolution. The multipole model calculates time dependencies of individual
droplet radii, given the droplet locations. This task records detailed microstructure evolution and provides a fh'm
basis for refining the multipole model.
The multipole model that introduces concentration gradient asymmetries ignores non-ideal long range interactions
between particles. Analogous to the Debye-Huckel theory of ionic solutions, potential sinks and sources are not
uniformly distributed. Sources are more likely found near sinks, and vice versa. Overall, the behavior is
statistically as expected, but near any droplet (source or sink), there is an excess of "counter" droplets ("counter"
droplets being droplets bigger/smaller with respect to the droplet of critical-size within a given characteristic length).
The chemical potential, therefore, of any given droplet is reduced as a result of these near-neighbor influences, or
screening effects, and a droplet beyond the cluster should sense, from the screened droplet, a deviation from the ideal
Gibbs-Thompson boundary condition. The unique capabilities provided by holographic techniques, enabling
observations of local effects during diffusional growth of a second phase in a two-phase system, allows detailed
analyses of screening effects, the local dynamic, and resulting microstructures. Non-ideal considerations in low
volume fraction systems are estimable on the basis of the Debye-Huckel analogy
This group has submitted a new proposal which will address ref'mements to predictive models by the incorporation
of non-ideal diffusional behavior between droplet clusters.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 6/94 EXPIRATION: 6/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-26-08-]3
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NCC8-054
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Fradkov, V.E., Mani, S.S.Á Glicksman, M.E., Rogers, J.R., Downey, J.P., Witherow, W.K., Facemire, B.R., and Frazier,
D.O. Coarsening of three-dimensional droplets by two-dimensional diffusion: part 2. theory, lournal of Electronic
Materials, 23(I0), 1007-1013 (1994).
Rogers, J.R., Downey, .LP., Witherow, W.K., Facemire, B.R., Frazier, D.O., Fradkov, V.E., Mani, S.S., and Glicksman,
M.E. Coarsening of three-dimensional droplets by two-dimensional diffusion: part 1. experiment. Journal of Electronic
Materials, 23, 10, 999-1006 (1994).
Presentations
Fradkov, V.E., Glicksman, M.E., and Mani, S.S. "Kinetics of solidification: coarsening in Sn-Pb at high volume fractions
of solid." Symposium on Development of Microstructure During Solidification, Materials Week, Chicago, Illinois,
October 4, 1994.
Fradkov, V.E., Glicksman, M.E., and Mani, S.S. "Coarsening in thin films: mixed dimensional modeling." MRS Fall
Meeting, Boston, Massachusetts, December 1, 1994.
Fradkov, V.E., Glicksman, M.E., and Mani, S.S. "Kinetics of high volume fraction coarsening." Second International
Conference on Microstructure and Mechanical Properties of Aging Materials, Annual Meeting TMS-AIME, Las Vegas,
Nevada, February 14, 1995.
Glicksman, M.E. "Dependence of phase coarsening rates on the volume fraction of dispersed phase." Moving Boundaries
1995, Bled, Slovenia, June 28, 1995.
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Electronic Materials
Principal Investigator: Mr. ThomasK. Glasgow NASA Lewis Research Center (T_RC)
Co-Investigators:
No Co-rs Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The major objective of this task is to provide monitoring of a number of ground-based research projects performed
in academia. The task also supports some ground.based laboratory facilities and a limited research program,
particularly in the areas of mixing driven by steady and time variant acceleration, salt solidification, and physical
vapor transport.
Task Description:
The phenomena being studied include diffusion, coarsening, solution crystal growth, physical vapor transport,
palm formationinsolidificationofaggregation,soluterejectionand transport,and nucleationbehavior.The
gravitationalccelerationconsideredrangesfrom constantl-gtolow-and variableg-levels(g-jitter).
Task Significance:
The important feature of this work is the coordinated approach; i.e., quantitative agreement is sought between
physical and numerical experiments. Attention must therefore be given to the development of diagnostic tools as
well as to advanced numerical techniques.
Progress During FY 1995:
Measurements of relative solid and liquid thermal conductivity have been made in support of ground-based research.
Work has continued on algorithms describing pattern formation and on mixing in variable acceleration
environments.
Under this task we cover the monitoring of numerous ground-based investigations. In a notable case we provided
hardware originally purchased for use at Lewis to a university investigator avoiding a duplication of a $50K
expense.
Lewis personnel engaged on this task also provided services to students through presentations at elementary and
high schools and through summer employment of college students in our laboratory.
A new larger diameter furnace for salt solidification has been constructed.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 1
MS Students: l
PhD Students: 0
TASK INITIATION: 10/92 EXPIRATION: N/A
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-21-05-02
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Duval, W.M.B. Convection in the physical vapor transport process - II: Thermosolutal. J. of Chemical Vapor Deposition,
vol. 2, 282-310 (April 1995).
Duval, W.M.B. Convection in the physical vapor transport process: Thermal. J. of Chemical Vapor Deposition, vol 2,
188-218 (January 1995).
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Kim, G.T.,Duval,W.M.B.,GHcksman, M.E.,and Singh,N.B. Thermalconvectiveffectson physicalvaportransport
growthofmercurouscloridecrystalsforaxisymmetric2D cylindricalenclosure.ModelingSimul.Mater.Sci.Eng.,vol.3,
331-357 (1995).
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Combustion Synthesis of Materials in Microgravity
Principal Investigator: Prof. Irvin Glassman Princeton University
Co-Investigators:
Brezinsky, Dr. K.
Law, Prof. C.K.
Princeton University
Princeton University
Task Objective:
The experimental investigation involves detailed probing and quantification of the heterogeneous flame structure,
and the materials characterization of the nitride powders obtained. It builds on the experience already gained in a
related NSF-supported program examining the gas phases combustion synthesis of materials through metal/halide
exchange reactions. The theoretical investigation involves analyses of the propagation, structure and stability of the
heterogeneous flame, and the reaction mechanisms of individual metal particles in variable density.
Task Description:
A comprehensive experimental and theoretical program has been initiated to synthesize metallic and nonmetallic
nitrides (especially titanium nitride) under microgravity conditions, and to understand the underlying combustion
mechanisms. The program applies the Self-propagating, High-temperature Synthesis (SHS) technique to titanium
(or other metal) particle suspensions in supercritical nitrogen: the nitride particles are formed upon passage of a
self-sustained flame through this suspension.
Task Significance:
Microgravity prevents particle settling, agglomeration, and liquid/metal film formations and permits the use of
suspensions of particles of specified characteristics. This facilitates the production of nitride powders of high purity,
uniformity, and specificity. The novel use of supercritical nitrogen to provide a supply of reactant at conditions
near the critical temperature and pressure avoids bubble formation that occurs when liquid nitrogen is used and also
provides a means for greatly changing reactant density with a modest change in pressure because of the very high
isothermal compressibility near the critical point.
Progress During FY 1995:
The experimental results obtained in the prior fiscal year in which high yields of titanium nitride conversion were
obtained from the self propagating high temperature synthesis (SHS) of undiluted titanium powder in supercritical
nitrogen have been the basis for further experiments and analysis. The analysis has led to the publication of a
Master's thesis and the preparation and submission of an archival publication to the Symposium (Int'l) on
Combustion. Further experimental work has focused on generating a fluidized bed of titanium powder that could
also undergo reaction with near supercritical nitrogen in a manner similar to the loosely packed powders.
The loosely packed powders when reacted with supercritical nitrogen at pressures near 7Mpa and at initial
temperatures of approximately 132K have resulted in yields of over 70%. A systematic study of the effect of
pressure on the yield revealed that pressure was not a universal correlating parameter. If filtration transport of the
nitrogen to the reacting particles were controlling the yield, pressure would systematically influence the yield.
Instead, it was found that the initial nitrogen density was a better correlating parameter with yields obtained both at
supercritical nitrogen conditions and at those reported in the literature for conversions in high pressure nitrogen gas.
These results have suggested that synthesis experiments using fluidized beds and microgravity stabilized suspensions
of titanium powders would be the next steps in the investigation of the coupling of interparticle distance with the
initial density of nitrogen. In accord with both the results and the original proposal, experimental work was
initiated in 1995 on the generation of the appropriate fluidized beds.
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STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH;
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 2
PhD Students: 0
TASK INITIATION;11/92 EXPIRATION: 10/95
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION;962-26-05-09
NASA CONTRACTNO.; NAG3-1418
RESPONSIBLECENTER: I.,cRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Makino, A., and Law, C.K., Propagation and diffusion - limited extinction of nonadiabatic heterogeneous flame in the SHS
process. Twenty-Fifth Symposium (International) on Combustion, 1659-1667 (1994).
Thesis
Brehm, J.A.,
June, 1995.
"Self-propagating hihg-temperature synthesis of titenium nitride of supercritical nitrogen." M.S.E. Thesis,
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Evolution of Microstructural Distance Distributions in Normal Gravity and Microgravity
Principal Investigator: Prof. Arun M. Gokhale Georgia Institute of Technology
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
1. To develop the methodology for estimation of distribution of distances between microstn_ctural features by using
digital image analysis and stereological techniques.
2. To apply the methodology to quantify the evolution of microstructural distance distributions during the materials
processes such as liquid phase sintering.
3. To quantify the role of gravity in the evolution of microstructural spatial distance distributions during materials
processes.
Task Description:
Digital image analysis procedures will be developed and applied to obtain the relative locations of microstructural
features observed in metallagraphic planes. Computer codes will be developed and utilized to obtain the
two-dimensional distance distributions from the image analysis data. Computer simulations of three-dimensional
microstructures and stereology will be utilized to obtain quantitative information concerning the microstructural
distance distributions in three-dimensional microstructure. The methodology will be applied to quantify the
evolution of microstructural distance distributions of tungsten grains during liquid phase sintering of tungsten heavy
alloys in normal gravity and subsequently microgravity.
Task Significance:
An important effect of gravity on microstructural kinetics is through its effect on the spatial arrangements of
features in microstructure. This research program will develop the techniques for quantitative characterization of the
evolution of microstructural distance distributions during materials processes. The results should be useful to gauge
the relative contributions of the intrinsic materials processes and gravity on the evolution of the spatial arrangement
of features in microstructures during materials processes.
Progress During FY 1995:
Interactive software has been developed to create a '_nontage" of a large number of microstructural fields in the
memory of the image analyzing computer. The software removes the "edge effect" problems associated with
individual microsmactural fields, and permits measurements of centroid coordinates and sizes of a larger number of
microstructural features in a series of microstructural fields. Software codes have been developed to extract the
statistical descriptors of the spatial arrangement of the microstruetural descriptors of the spatial arrangement of the
microstructural features, such as radial distribution function, pair correlation function, and nearest neighbor
distribution function. These procedures have been applied to quantify the evolution of the spatial distribution of
tungsten grains in the liquid phase sintered specimens of tungsten heavy alloys supplied by Professor German of
Pennsylvania State University. Computer codes are developed to simulate the three-dimensional microstructures to
study the spatial characteristics like connectivity of the microstructural features.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 1
PhD Students: 0
TASK INITIATION: 7/94 EXPIRATION; 7/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-25-05-29
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG3-1651
RESPONSIBLECENTER: LeRC
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Pascal, Louis and Gokhale, Arun M., Application of image analysis for characterization of spatial arrangements of features
inmicrostructure.Metallurgicalnd MaterialsTransactions,vol.26A, 1449-1455(1995).
Pascal,Louisand Gokhale,Arun,M., Computersimulationofspatialarrangementand connectivityoffeaturesin
three-dimensionalmicrostructure:applicationtomodel electricalconductivityofpolymermatrixcomposite.Acta
MetallurgicaetMateriallia,(1995).
Presentations
Gokhale, Anm M., "Application of digital image analysis for characterization of spatial distance distributions in
microstructures." Structural Mechanics Seminar Series, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA, May 15, 1995.
Gokhale,Arun M. "Characterizationofspatialarrangementoffeaturesinmicrosu'uctures."Symposium on Developments
inMaterialsCharacterizationTechnologies,InvitedLecture,21stAnnualInternationalMetaIIographicSociety
Convention,Albuquerque,New Mexico,July13-24,1995.
Gokhale, Arun M., "Stereological estimationfrom projected images." Keynote Lecture, 9th International Congress for
Stereology, Copenhagen, Denmark, August 21, 25, 1995.
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Evaluation of Microstructural Development in Undercooled Alloys
Principal Investigator: Dr. Richard N. Gmgel University SpaceResearchAssociation (USRA)
Co-Investigators:
Flanagan,W.F.
Hua,F.Dr.
Vanderbilt University
Hewlet Packard
Task Objective:
The objectives of this study are to be conducted in view of experiment and pertinent theory, and will, upon
completion,serve toenhance ourscientificunderstandingofsolidificationprocesses. These includevaluatingthe
microstructuralmorphology,externalandinternaltothesample,asfunctionsofundercooling(AT),composition
(Co),andvolume(Vo).Furthermore,throughtheuseofatransparentanaloguematerial,dynamicsofthesolidifying
process will be directly observed and recorded for subsequent evaluation.
Task Description:
A seriesofcylindricallead-tinalloysamples,some 16raminlengthand 8ramindiameter,havebeencontainedin
quartztubesandplacedinawellcontrolledfurnace.Nucleationofthesolidisinducedby oneofthemonitoring
thermocoupleswhen thedesiredundercooling,from5 to25K,isachieved.The sampleisthenmetallographically
preparedandmicrosu'ucturaldevelopmentfromthepointofnucleationisfollowed.Parameterswhichhavebeen
variedaresamplecomposition,degreeofundercooling,and,tosomeextent,samplesize.Thisexperimental
procedurehasbeenparalleledbyamodellingeffortwhichpredictshemicrosm_cturaldevelopmentofasingle
dendritethatisinitiatedattheuppersurfaceandgrowsdown intotheundercooledmelt.Modelverificationhasbeen
complementedby directobservationfthesolidificationpr cessusingsamplesbasedon thetransparent,metal
analogue,succinonitrile-watersystem.
Task Significance:
The microgravity environment of space is envisioned as a novel processing arena for the solidification of metals and
alloys.Contaminationfhightemperatureand/oreactivematerialsisexpectedtobeminimizedasacontaineris
notrequiredtoholdthemeltandthesamplesarenotlimitedinsize.Greaterundercoolingsmightalsoresultdueto
eliminationfheterogeneousnucleationsiteswiththesubsequentsolidificationm crostructureexpectedtoconsist
ofextremelyfreeconstituentsand/ornovelphases,i.e.improvedmaterialproperties.Unfortunately,processingin
themicrogravityenvironmentisexpensiveandtimeconsuming.Consequently,theintentofthiswork isto
conductathorough,ground-basedinvestigationwhichwillevaluatemicrostructuraldevelopmentinbulk,
undercooledalloyswiththeaimofascertainingtheadvantageofprocessinginmicrogravity.
Progress During FY 1995:
To gaininsightregardingmicrostzucturaldevelopmentinpreviouslyinvestigatedhypereutecticPb-Snalloys,
succinonitrile-1wtpctwatermixtureswereundercooled2,4,6,and8K afterwhichnucleationwas inducedatthe
liquid's top surface. This work utilized commercial grade succinonitrile to which 1 weight percent water was added.
Repeated melting and freezing cycles determined the liquidus temperature to be -49oC. A long rectangular tube,
closed on one end, with a cross-sectional dimension of 3 x 10ram was filled to a height of 20mm with the solution.
The section containing the solution was then well submerged in a large water bath, the temperature of which could
be accurately controlled.
Typically, the bath temperature was raised to 65°C, held for about 10 minutes, after which it was slowly cooled
until the desired undercooling, as set by the controller, was reached. Nucleation was carefully induced by a copper
needle at center of the sample's top surface with the subsequent solidification event being recorded by a VCR. By
measuring the dendrite tip position at selected time intervals the instantaneous growth velocity could be determined.
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Upon nucleation the sample temperature rapidly increases which translates to a primary dendrite growth velocity that
rapidly decreases, an effect which is magnified by increasing the initial undercooling. Agreement with the model
was good for AT - 4K, suggested when AT - 6K, but questionable where AT - 8K. The reason for this increasing
discrepancy lies in the experimental procedure.
The model assumes that a single dendrite grows into the undercooled melt while, experimentally, a great many are
nucleated. While competitive growth can quickly eliminate most of these dendrites, the latent heat generated by the
initial mass does contribute to raising the sample temperature. The consequence of this is an overall slower
velocity for any dendrite which escapes the pack and proceeds to makers way through the melt. By including
multiple dendrites into the model considerably better agreement was achieved.
The model, however, could not account for the columnar to equiaxed dendritic transition that was observed in Pb-Sn
alloys with smaller initial undercoolings. Consequently, similar experiments which utilized the above mixture were
undertaken with the intent of directly observing the solidification event. Upon nucleating a succinonitrile - water
mixture which was undercooled 2K a small radius of dendritic growth was seen about the needle tip. While this
continued to increase dendrite fragments, originating near the point of nucleation, were seen to sink to the bottom.
growing along the way. As time continues the size and number of these grains increased until their eventual pile-up
impedes further movement.
The equiaxed grains arise from dendrite branches which detach near the point of induced nucleation; they do not
heterogenously nucleate in the hulk liquid. These grains continue to grow while settling at an average velocity of
.-0.58mm/s. The model does predict that a SCN dendrite initiated at an undercooling of 2K would require ~77s to
traverse a 20ram length, an average velocity of,4).26mm/s. The average velocity of a dendrite initiated at AT - 4K
is -1.5mm/s and, consequently, would overgrow any settling grain; experimentally, equiaxed grains are not
observed with this initial undercooling. Thus, with a mechanism to provide seed grains, it follows that equiaxed
microstructures can develop when nucleation is induced at small undercoolings. Work presently ongoing is leading
to the conclusion that initially formed secondary arms fred themselves, after recalescence, surrounded by
solvent-depleted liquid and are prone to dissolve, predominantly at the root, after which the remaining arms ate free
to be transported about the bulk melt.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH;
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: O
MS Students: 0 MS Degrees: 0
PhD Students: 1 Phi) Degrees: 1
TASK INITIATION: 12/91 EXPIRATION: 11/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-25-07-03
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: JPL
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Grugel, R.N., Hua, F., and Wang, T.G. Evaluation of the NaNO3-Ba(NO3)2 eutectic system for use in investigating
solidification phenomena. J. Materials Science Letter, vol. 13, 1419-1421 (1994).
Hua, F. and Gmgel, R.N. Microstructural development in undercooled lead-tin eutectic alloys. Metallurgical and Materials
Transactions A, vol. 26A, 2699-2706 (1995).
Hua, F. and Grugel, R.N. Direct observation of the columnar to equiaxed transition in an undercooled melt. Scripta
Metallurgica et Materialia, (in presss).
Presentations
Hua, F. and Grugel, R.N. "Development of equiaxed zones in bulk, undercooled alloys." TMS Fall Meeting, Cleveland, OH,
29 October - 2 November 1995.
Hua, F. "Microstructural development in bulk, undercooled alloys." U.S. Steel Technical Center, MonroeviLle, PA, 7
December 1994.
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Hum,Fay "Microstructuraldevelopmentinbulk,undercooledalloys."Ph.D ThesisDefense,VanderbiltUniversity,
Nashville,"IN,15June 1995.
Hum,Fay "Evaluationofmicrostructuraldevelopmentinbulk,undercooledalloys."Alumax TechnicalCenter,Golden,CO,
14July 1995.
Hua,Fay "Microstructuraldevelopmentduringsolidificationofbulkundercooledalloys."lipElectronicAssembly
DevelopmentCenter,PaloAlto,CA, I0November 1995.
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Influence of Free Convection in Dissolution
Principal Investigator: Prof. Prabhat K. Oupta Ohio State University
Co-Investigators:
Korpela, S.A.
Cooper, A.R.
Ohio State University
Case Western Reserve University
Task Objective:
To study the influence of natural convection in dissolution of silica glass into a melt consisting of PbO and SiO_.
Task Description:
The following two-part task has been undertaken. The first portion of the task consists of designing an
experimental apparatus. The second portion of the task involves the design of a computer program for theoretical
calculations. Each portion of the task is under way.
Task Significance:
The aim of the research is to understand the influence of free convection in dissolution dynamics of solids subjected
to a corrosive environment. In terrestrial applications a better understanding of this phenomenon should lead to
savings by way of improved life of silica liners in containers used in batch processing of various corrosive
materials. The aim of this task is to achieve a good enough theoretical model so that the proposed ground based
experiments can be faithfully simulated via computer calculations.
Progress During FY 1995:
The composition of 50 mole percent PbO - 50% SiO= has been selected as the melt and pure silica as the solute to
examine the influence of free convection on dissolution. The density variation with mole percent of silica is found
to be linear with a slope of 0.081 g/cc per mole percent of PbO. The construction of the experimental apparatus
has been initiated. A computer program has been written to solve the fundamental equations describing dissolution
phenomenon in presence of free convection. Results have been obtained for large Schmidt numbers by solving
these equations numerically.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 1
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 5/94 EXPIRATION: 8/95
PROJECTiDENTIFICATION:952-25-05-24
NASA CONTRACTNo.: NAG3-1602
RESPONSIBLECENTER: LeRC
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Noncontact Thermal, Physical Property Measurement of Multiphase Systems
Principal Investigator: Dr. Robert H. Hauge Rice University
Co-Investigators:
Margrave, J.L. Rice University
Task Objective:
The long range goal this equipment development effort is to create a prototype measurement facility for the physical
and chemical properties of levitated samples. Our objectives are as follows:
1. To determine the capabilities and accuracy of newly developed techniques for measurements of surface optical
properties, density, temperature and surface tension of levitated solids and liquids.
2. To test the overall performance of current concentrators in combination with controlled gas flows and axial DC
magnetic fields with respect to the creation of axially symmetric RF fields and control of liquid sample rotation,
vibration and translation.
Task Description:
Measurement techniques for the properties are as follows:
1. Temperature: A simultaneous measurement of sample brightness at a vareity of wavelengths through the visible
and near infrared is obtained along with the sample emissivity and optical constants at 632 rim.
2. Density: A triggered high-resolution video camera image of the liquid drop is obtained with bacldighting of the
sample by a 670-nm diode laser. Images are taken when the sample has spherical symmetry, and the density is
obtained from a calculation of volume with use of an accurately determined sample profile.
3. Surface tension: Surface-tension measurements are obtained from the vibrational frequencies of the oscillating
drop. The vibrational frequencies are obtained from a frequency analysis of reflected or emitted light.
4. Electromagnetic levitation coils: Current concentrators which provide both vertical and lateral electromagnetic
symmetry have been developed for efficient EM coupling to the sample and improved symmetry of the positioning
forces. Symmetries other than cylindrical are under investigation as a means of controlling sample rotation.
Task Significance:
Accurate methods for measuring liquid metal physical properties will permit improved modeling of liquid metal
flows in direct coating of metals to near final dimensions.
Progress During FY 1995:
A fifteen channel multicolor pyrometer with wavelength coverage from 0.4 to 1.5 microns has been constructed and
tested for accuracy and use with levitated liquid metal samples.It was concluded that multicolor pyrometry provides
an excellent means for determining wavelength dependent changes in emissivity where the emissivity is
independently measured with ellipsometry at a specific wavelength.
A final report on Contract No. 958336 with the Jet Propulsion Laboratory was submitted to the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory on June 30,1995. The title of the report is THE DEVELOPMENT OF NONCONTACT
MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE LEVITATED SOLIDS AND
LIQUIDS.P.I.Robert Hauge,Rice University, Co.PI John L. Margrave, Rice University and Houston Advanced
Research Center, Left Fredin,I-Iouston Advanced Research Center.
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STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 0 MS Degrees: 0
PhD Students: 1 Phi) Degrees: 1
TASK INITIATION: 12/91 EXPIRATION: 11/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-25-0%04
RESPONSIBLE CENTER; JPL
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Microgravity Processing of Oxide Superconductors
Principal Investigator: Dr. William Hofmeister Vanderbilt University
Co-Investigators:
Bayuzick, R.
Hopkins, R.
Vlasse, M.
Vanderbilt University
Westinghouse S&TC
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
Task Objective:
Since the discovery of superconductivity in ianthanide-based perovskite systems, considerable effort has concentrated
on the synthesis and characterization of these materials. Melt processing techniques have shown great promise in
developing bulk crystalline materials with critical current densities necessary for practical application. The YBaCuO
system has received the most intense study, as this material has shown promise for the application of both thin film
and bulk materials. However, little information is available on the complete melting relations, undercooling, and
solidification behavior of these materials. In general, the understanding of undercooling and solidification of high
temperature oxide systems lags behind the science of these phenomena in metallic systems. Therefore, this research
will investigate the fundamental melting relations, undercooling, and solidification behavior of oxide
superconductors through melt processing, with an emphasis on improving ground-based synthesis of these
materials. The techniques developed by this project will apply to oxide superconductors in general and will provide
additional avenues for research in this field. An additional goal of this program is to develop collaboration with
other groups and provide access to the unique processing strategies developed by the microgravity program.
Task Description:
The proposed research will continue experiments with YBa2Cu30_. _ using drop tubes at Vanderbilt University, the
105 meter drop tube at MSFC, and aero-acoustic levitation at Containerless Research, Inc. Microstructural and
compositional analyses will be performed at Vanderbilt University and the Marshall Space Flight Center.
Application of acoustic levitation and microwave heating at JPL, electrostatic levitation at JPL, undercooling
combined with rapid heat removal in the URQT drop tube at Vanderbilt, and addition of small amounts of Ag to the
material for improving electromagnetic susceptibility, will be explored and incorporated if the techniques prove
useful. Also, rare-earth substituted 1:2:3 will be processed in order to decrease the melting temperature and ease
melting. In order to correctly assess thermal profiles upon melting and solidification in aero-acoustic levitation
experiments, the ultra high speed thermal imager (UHSTI) at Vanderbilt University will be utilized.
Task Significance:
Since the discovery of high-T c superconductivity in copper oxide systems, much progress has been made in the area
of thin film technology for small scale applications. However, the science suffers from the lack of crystalline
materials with high critical current densities that are large enough for bulk or large scale applications. Melt
processing in general has proven to be the best technique for producing bulk materials with significant critical
current densities (<104 amp cm: in melt texturing experiments).
The novel techniques developed in this study have brought new insight into the understanding of the phase relations
in this complex system. These enhancements will help to advance the understanding of the science of high-To
superconductivity and of the material properties of oxide superconductors. Advancements have a direct impact on
the production of bulk materials for large scale applications.
Progress During FY 1995:
Investigations utilizing aero-acoustic levitation (AAL) at Containerless Research, Inc. in Chicago, Illinois were
performed. This technique allows for processing samples ranging in size from 2 - 3 mm and direct visual
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observation is possible. In prior experiments, samples were completely molten and solidified with either a cellular
structure consisting of tetragonal YBa2Cu30_ coupled with free dendrites of Y4Ba309 or as single phase tetragonal
YBsaCu30_. s. These samples exhibited critical current densities on the order of 103 A cm-2 up to about 45 kOe
applied magnetic field at 5° K after a post-processing anneal in flowing oxygen. These experiments were extended
to include processing of Gd and Nd substituted YBa2Cu3OT.6 in collaboration with R.W. McCallum at Ames
Laboratory. These rare-earth compounds are known to decrease the melting temperature of the material without
adversely affecting the superconducting properties. In addition, a processing atmosphere of argon was used as well
as dry air. Argon-processed samples exhibit large cracks and decompose to some of the more stable compounds in
this system when exposed to air. The use of ultra high speed thermal imaging (UHSTI) for accurate temperature
measurement over the entire sample surface proved successful, providing valuable solidification transition
information.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: I
TASK INITIATION: II/94 EXPIRATION: II/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-25-08-22
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG8-832
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
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Non-Equilibrium Phase Transformations
Principal Investigator: Dr. Kenneth A. Jackson UniversityofArizona
Co-Investigators:
Zelinski,B. University of Arizona
Task Objective:
Our computersimulationshaveresultedinabreakthroughinourfundamentalunderstandingofphasechangeswhich
takeplacefarfromequilibrium.Thesephasechangesaredominatedbykineticsoupledtothethermodynamic
propertiesofthematerial.The objectiveofthisprogramistoexploretheimplicationsandinsightsprovidedby
thisbreakthroughusingcomputersimulationscoupledwithlaboratoryexperimentalstudies.
Task Description:
The experimentsinvolveananalysisofmicrosegregationthatwillultimatelyrequireexperimentationina
microgravityenvironmentwheretheeffectsofconvectionareminimized.The programcombinessimulationswith
experimental studies, and both aspects are viewed as essential in that the simulations provide new insights for the
experimental work, and the experiments verify important aspects of the simulations and keep them relevant to the
real world. Experimental studies include the dopant segregation during the crystal growth of the semiconductor
indium antimonide. Computer simulations predict the magnitude and orientation dependence of these effects. The
simulations will be used to explore, in detail, the transition between the diffusionless regime and the
diffusion-dominated regime of crystallization, and these are correlated with the transformation-induced segregation
effects at various growth rates and transformation temperatures. Simulations of the early stages of the development
interface instabilities using a model based on the motion of individual atoms of an alloy (rather than an analytical
model which assumes that the crystal is bounded by a mathematical surface and is growing into an alloy of uniform
composition) will be compared with the experiment results.
Task Sig nificance:
The structureandpropertiesofmaterialsproducedby transformationsthatoccurunderconditionsthatarefar from
equilibriumisoneofthecentraltopicsofmaterialsscienceandareimportantforavarietyofcommercialprocesses
includingrapidsolidification,spraypowderformation,crystalgrowth,condensationprocesses,andglassformation.
Non-equilibriumphenomenaandsegregationeffectswhichareobserveduringrapidcrystallizationarenotpredicted
by thestandardquasi-equilibriumthermodynamicmodel.Our simulationscapture,forthefu'sttime,theessenceof
theseffectswhichoccurinnon-equilibriumtransformationsthatoccurintherealworld.Our Monte Carlo
computersimulationspredictthathesephenomenadependon theundercooling,on thegrowthrate,andon the
diffusion coefficient in the fluid phase. These effects are generally important in the regime where the phase
transformation takes place far from equilibrium. Projects supported by NASA using levitation and the microgravity
environment are making major contributions to our understanding of nucleation and crystallization under these
conditions, in the regime where these non-equilibrium effects are very important. Our simulation results provide a
new framework for the interpretation of these experiments.
Progress During FY 1995:
The analyticalmodelwhichdescribesmostofthefeaturesofthesimulationshasbeenfurtherdeveloped.The model
includestheorientationdependence,thegrowthratedependence,andthecompositiondependenceofthesegregation
coefficient.The segregationcoefficientinthesimulationsdoesnotdepen_ion compositionfordilutealloys,butis
stronglycomposition-dependentforalloyswithgreaterthanabout5% ofalloyconcentration.The analyticalmodel
predictsanovelfunctionalformforthedistributionc efficientasafunctionofgrowthrate,whichprovides
significantlyimprovedagreementwithexperimentson thesegregationfbismuthinsilicon.The effectof
crystallographicorientationon segregationhavebeenshowntodependonthedensityofkinksitesattheinterface.
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Code has been developed to incorporate a temperature gradient into the Monte Carlo program for simulations of
cellular growth. This code is capable of modeling the phenomena of fluctuating growth rates which have been
observed during the laser melting of alloys, which involves an interaction between the non-equilibrium growth rate
and the temperature gradient. A Bridgman apparatus has been constructed for the growth of crystals of indium
antimonide, in order to measure the growth rate and orientation dependence of the incorporation of dopants during
growth. The apparatus includes Peltier pulsing to determine the growth rate, and the segregation of dopant is
measured by spreading resistance. A solution growth apparatus has been used to measure the singularity in the
growth rate of ammonium chloride dendrites growing into an aqueous solution. These ground-based experiments are
subject to uncertainties due to convection, and these experimental results will require verification in a convection
free microgravity environment.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESF_._CH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 2
TASK INITIATION: 2/93 EXPIRATION: 2/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-25-08-29
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG8-944
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Jackson, K.A., Giimer, G.H., and Temkin, D.E.
silicon. Phys. Rev. Letters, 75, 2530 (1995).
Monte Carlo simulation of the rapid crystallization of bismuth doped
Proceedings
Jackson, K.A. "Introduction m the modem theory of crystal growth." Proceedings of the Eighth Intemat2onal Summer
School on Crystal Growth.
Jackson, K.A., Gilmer, G.H., TemkJn, D.E., and Beatty, K.M. "Microsegregation." Proceedings of the East-West Surface
Science Workshop, 1994.
Presentations
Beatty, K.M. "Monte carlo simulations of crystal growth processes." Materials Science and Engineering Department
Seminar, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona, January 24, 1995.
Beatty, K.M., and Jackson, K.A. "Non-equifibrium melting/freezing in binary alloys." Fourteenth Conference on Crystal
Growth and Epitaxy, Fallen Leaf Lake, California, June 6, 1995.
Jackson, K.A. "Computer modeling of crystal growth." Applied Mathematics Seminar, University of Arizona, Tucson,
Arizona, February 15, 1995.
Jackson, K.A. "Crystal growth processes." 1995 Tri-Lateral Materials Workshop, Saltillo, Mexico, May 5, 1995.
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Combined Heat Transfer Analysis of Crystal Growth
Principal Investigator: Dr. Mohammad Kassemi Ohio Aerospace Institute
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The technical objective of this research effort is to provide a quantitative understanding of the role of radiation heat
transfer on crystal growth in low-gravity space experiments. To accomplish this goal a generalized combined
conductive-convective-radiative numerical model is developed which can accommodate various crystal growth
experiments.
Task Description:
Radiation heat transfer affects crystal growth in both space and ground-based processing. This is due to the high
operating temperatures of the crystal growth processes, the semi-transparency of the crucible and phase change
materials and the heat transfer link between the crucible and the furnace. In ground-based experiments, radiation and
convection coexist and compete for dominating the heat transfer process in the ampoule. The role of radiation,
however, becomes more prominent in low-gravity environment of space where convection heat transfer is
considerably minimized.
A numerical methodology was developed for radiation exchange in the generalized multi-dimensional cylindrical
geometries encountered in crystal growth. The radiation scheme which is based on the Discretized Exchange Factor
method (DEF) uses node-to-node exchange to calculate radiation heat transfer in an absorbing emitting scattering
non gray medium. One of the advantages of this radiation model is that it can be easily incorporated into existing
f'mite difference or finite element codes.
The radiation model was incorporated into a finite element code for fluid flow and heat transfer and a generalized
radiation-convection-conduction model was developed for crystal growth in cylindrical ampoules. The solution
algorithm tracks the movement of the interface during the solidification process and adjusts the f'mite element mesh
to accommodate changes in the shape and position of the growing solid. Radiation view factors are also
continuously update as the geometry is altered.
Task Significance:
Low gravity simulations performed using the combined heat transfer model, clearly indicate that radiation effects are
dominant during solidification of oxide crystals, such as BSO, and may cause highly stretched and curved interfaces
during low gravity solidification experiments. The convection-conduction models that do not include radiation
effects rigorously cannot be used to predict the shape and movement of the solidification front correctly.
Thermal radiation governs the energy balance in many earth and space processes. It plays a crucial role in production
of glasses, semi-conductors, and advanced pay-off materials such as optical crystals. This study is geared towards
understanding the effects of radiation heat transfer on crystal growth in both low-g and 1-g environments and to seek
possibilities of exploiting these effects for improving the quality of the growing crystal.
Progress During FY 1995:
The studies in FY94 dealt with growth of pure oxide crystals such as BSO and YAG. In their pure form, these
materials are almost fully transparent to radiation in the wavelength region up to 6 microns. Therefore, oxide
crystals (in their pure form) are basically subject to surface radiation loss through the crystal which acts like a light
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pipe.Additionofeven smallamounts ofdopantcan changetheradiativecharacteristicsofthesolidby increasing
itsabsorptioncoefficient.In thiscase,volumetricradiationabsorptionand emissioninthesolidbecome important.
Thishas been themain focusof thework inFY95.
A new banded nongrayradiationmodel was developedtocompute volumeu'icradiationexchange insidethecrystal
growthampoule. This radiationmodel,designedfora generalizedabsorbing-emitting-scatteringno raymedia,is
based on a variation of the Discrete Exchange Factor (DEF) method. It evaluates radiation exchange between any
two points within the participating media based on node-to-node exchange.
The volumetric radiation model was tested against other existing methods for computing radiation and also
experimental results based on well established benchmark cases. The results of the comparisons indicate excellent
agreement with benchmark experimental results 0ess than 5% discrepancy). It also proves that the new algorithm
has similarorbetteraccuracycompared totheothercommonly usedtechniquessuchasdiscreteordinatemethod and
P-N approximations.Thereforeitcan be used insituationsotherthancrystalgrowth,suchascombustion,where
radiationcalculationsand models areindemand neededforthenongraygases.
The volumetric radiation model and the associated algorithm were encoded and incorporated into the finite element
code FIDAP. In order to further test the numerical model, a case study based on growth of semitransparent sapphire
single crystal fiber from the melt was undertaken. This study was complemented by the experiments performed by
Dr. Sayir (Case Western Reserve University) and by the analytical analysis performed by Professor Korpela (Ohio
State University). The predictions of the numerical model for cooling of sapphire fiber by convection, conduction,
and radiation, were in excellent quantitative agreement with the experimental results. Simulations were also
performed for limiting cases (within the range of validity of the analytical perturbation analysis) and numerical
predictions were almost exact matches to analytical solutions.
Solidification's of BSO and YAG were also considered for both typical low-gravity and ground-based experiments.
The effect of increase in absorption coefficient of the solid which can be brought about by an increase in the dopant
level was examined for various microgravity and ground-based applications. The numerical predictions indicate that
for both BSO and YAG an increase in absorption and emission in the solid results in a reduction of heat loss from
the solidification interface. In both low-g and lg environments volumetric radiation transfer in the solid and
surface-to-surface radiation exchange between the interface and the crucible seem to have opposing effects on the
curvature of the crystal interface. As the opacity of the solid increases, the extent of the interface curvature and
suetching decreases. From these results it can be deduced that even small amounts of doping can have a profound
effect on the interface heat balance, cooling rate of the crystal, and flow structure in the melt, for both low-g and lg
solidification experiments of oxide crystals.
Work isinprogresstostudytheintricateeffectofradiationheattransferingrowthofdoped oxidematerialsby
consideringitsimpacton bothradialand axialsegregationinthemelt.These effectscan be substantialduring
growth inthemicrogravityenvironment.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 1/93 EXPIRATION: 1/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-21-05-10
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NCC3-411
RESPONSIBLECENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Kassemi,M. and Naraghi,MHN., Combined heatu'ansferand fluidflowanalysisofsemitransparentcrystalsinlow-gand
l-gsolidification.TransportPhenomena inSolidificationeditedby C.Beckarman etal.,HTD vol.284,245-254(1994).
Korpela, S., Chair, A., and Kassemi, M., Radiative heat t_ansfer in fiber drawing and crystal pulling. Journal of Crystal
Growth, (1995).
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Proceedings
Kassemi, M. and Naraghi, MHN., "Radiation-convection int.ractions in solidification of semi transparent crystals."
Proceeding of The International Symposium on Radiative Heat Transfer, Kusadasit Turkey, 1995.
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Fundamentals of Thermomigration of Liquid Zones Through Solids
Principal Investigator: Prof. Michael J. Kaufman Umversity of Florida
Co-Investigators:
Abbaschian,R.
Gokhalc,A.
University of Florida
University of Florida
Task Objective:
Currently, significant resources in terms of expert manpower as well as direct costs are being expended to develop
advanced materials such as the high-temperature structural interrnetallics MoSi 2and NiA1, and the fast
semiconductors GaAs and GaSb. Despite considerable efforts in these areas, the intrinsic properties of many of
these compounds, and alloys based on them, remain poorly understood to the degree needed to enhance their
development and application. For example, it is unclear if the brittle nature of many of the intermetallics of current
interest is an intrinsic property of these compounds or is associated with interstitial impurities or impurity phases.
Consequently, there is a need not only to produce single crystals of controlled purity, perfection and orientation, but
also to understand the details of interfacial atomistics during crystal growth in order to bring about such control.
For many of the exotic compounds of technological interest currently, conventional crystal growth techniques have
not proven successful in this regard because of the many problems associated with container contamination or loss
of stoichiometry due to preferential vaporization of one or more of the elements with high vapor pressures (e.g.,
arsenic in GaAs, antimony in GaSb, silicon in MoSi 2, and aluminum in NiA1). In addition, these conventional
techniques are not amenable to a scientific study of correlations between thermosolutal convection and key aspects
of crystal growth such as the interface (growth) temperature and morphological stability. For example, the use of
electromagnetic induction to produce float zones introduces an additional electromagnetic stirring component in the
liquid zone and also precludes the use of most sensors to measure interface temperatures.
Task Description:
Although this method was discovered more than 35 years ago, there have been few attempts to utilize it as a means
for processing materials in spite of the fact that most materials typically can be processed (e.g., grown as single
crystals, joined and sectioned) at temperatures well below their melting points. In addition, coupling of this scheme
with both acoustic emission/reflection and possibly Seebeck techniques should allow the interface positions, zone
length, and interface temperature to be monitored in situ in real time.
Task Significance:
The focus of this research is intended to circumvent the common problems (e.g., crucible contamination and loss of
stoichiometry) associated with conventional crystal growth methods by using the relatively unique technique of
TGZM to grow single crystals of materials of current technological interest. In addition, the low-growth
temperatures require much lower power inputs and result in enhanced safety during both ground operations and
spaceflight. Also, it is anticipated that significant, hitherto unavailable data on liquid diffiasivities will be generated
during these experiments. Finally, it should be emphasized that the capability of producing high quality,
inexpensive crystals of some of these rather exotic compounds could greatly facilitate advancements in these fields
of current technological interest.
Progress During FY 1995:
Research efforts in FY95 concentrated on characterization of thermomigration of liquid aluminum zones through
<100> and <111> single crystal silicon wafers subjected to stationary temperature gradients. In addition, attempts
were made to determine the rate controlling step for thermomigration: either diffusion across the molten solvent
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zone or dissolution/deposition at the solid-liquid interfaces. Thermomigration of the molten aluminum zone
through <11 I> silicon wafers produced continuous zones with planar solid-liquid interfaces. <100> type wafers,
however, showed rather discontinuous zones with irregular, triangle-shaped zone segments. Determination of the
rate controlling step was based on establishing a relationship between migration rate and zone thickness. Results
from this portion of the study proved inconclusive resulting most likely from non-uniform wetting as a result of
oxidation. Continuing work on this system is focused on overcoming the oxidation at the solid-liquid interface and
also on attempts at assessing the three dimensional nature and characteristics of a planar zone propagating through
single crystal silicon wafers.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 0 MS Degrees: 1
PhD Students: 1 PhD Degrees: 0
TASK INITIATION: 2/93 EXPIRATION: 2/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-21-08-16
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAGS-946
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
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Compositional Dependence of Phase Formation and Stability
Principal Investigator: Prof.Kenneth F.Kelton Washington University
Co-Investigators:
Robinson, M.
Rath, T.
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
Task Objective:
The objectives of this research are to extend computer models developed by us to model fast order phase
transformations involving cases where the composition of the f'mal phases are different from those of the initial
ones.This studyisimportanttoresolveconflictsintheexperimentalliterature,to develop theoreticalmethods for
treatingbothsteadystateand timedependentnucleationina partitioningsystem,toextendtheunderstandingof
basicnucleationphenomenon, and toaidintheeventualdevelopmentoftechniquesformaking qualitative
predictionsofdesiredphasesand microstructures.This researchwillleadtoimproved methods foranalyzing
thermoanalyticdatathatwillhave wide applicabilityforphase transformationsstudies.Inparticular,itwillaidin
thedesignand dataanalysisofremoteexperiments,such asmight takeplaceina microgravityenvironment.
Drop-tubeexperimentsmay revealnew effectsofcompositionon thenucleationofrelatedcomplex periodicand
quasiperiodicphasesthatwilllikelysuggestfuturecontainerlessolidificationand microgravitystudies.
Task Description:
The steady state and time-dependent nucleation rates as a function of temperature and SiO_ concentration will be
measured in one pseudo-binary silicate glass, Na20.CaO.3SiO,. Initial work by others suggests a strong
compositional dependence of the steady state nucleation rate, though the dependence of the transient behavior has not
been measured. The concentration dependence of the maximum undercooling in drop-tube experiments in Ti-Mn-Si
and A1-Cu-Co-Si, and if time permits, Ti-Cr-Si and Ti-Ni-Zr-Si, all metallic liquids that form quasicrystals, will be
measured. These data will be used to refine a model, developed previously by us, of the magnitude and time
dependence of the nucleation rate as a function of composition. That model for nucleation will then be incorporated
in our numerical model for phase transformations. Initial tests of that extended model will be made by comparing
calculated and measured trends of DSC data for the devitrification of Na20.CaO.3SiO2 glass as a function of SiO 2
concentration.
Task Significance:
Although in most situations solid phases grow from liquids having a different composition, systematic work
focusing on the development of the correct treatment of phase nucleation under these conditions is needed. We are
therefore carrying out a theoretical and experimental investigation of the nucleation and crystallization kinetics in
model silicate and metallic systems. The insight and new theoretical framework gained from this work will enhance
our basic understanding of nucleation, provide new insights into solidification processes and lead to new methods,
based on computer simulations, that will allow the analysis of crystallization data under isothermal and
nonisothermal conditions. One specific application of these new methods will be the analysis of data obtained
remotely, such as in a microgravity environment. This work will ultimately enhance our ability to predict and
control microstructural development, which is essential to the development of new materials to meet changing
technological needs.
Progress During FY 1995:
During the past year, experimental and theoretical investigations of the compositional dependence of the nucleation
rate and transient time were carried out.
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I. The ability to levitate and melt Ti-3d transition metal-Si-O samples of the desired composition has been
demonstrated. To better collect undercooling data by improving the positional stability of the melted alloys within
the rf coil, smaller samples of Ti-Cr-Si and Ti-Cr-Si-O and new samples Ti-Mn-Si-O and Ti-Ni-Zr, which also form
phases with local icosahedral order, are being prepared.
2. The first measurements of the compositional dependence of the time-dependent nucleation rate in any system
were made as a function of SiO2 in Na20.CaO.3SiO2 glasses. The diffusion coefficient and AG, as a function of
composition were estimated from the measured growth data and fiquidus temperatures respectively. Based on these
estimates, the interface-limited rate equations normally assumed in the classical nucleation theory do not accurately
describe the data.
3. To accurately model the measured time-dependent nucleation data, we have developed a theory of diffusion
limited nucleation, which couples the stochastic nature of cluster evolution with the evolving diffusion fields near
the cluster. The resulting differential equations are much more stiff than the set of coupled equations central to the
classical theory. They have been solved in the limits of small times; these solutions will be extended to longer
times in the coming year.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: l
TASK INITIATION: 6/94 EXPIRATION: 6/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-26-08-14
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NCCS-049
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Kelton, K.F. Transient nucleation in glasses. Mat. Sci. and Eng., B32, 145 (1995).
Kelton, K.F., Narayan, K.L., Levine, L.E., Cull, T.C., and Ray, C.S. Computer modeling of nonisothermal crystallization.
I. Non-Cryst. Solids, vol. TBD, pp TBD (submitted).
Levine, L.E., Narayan, K.L., and Kelton, K.F. Finite-size corrections for the Johnson-Mehl-Avrami-Kolmogomv equation.
I. Non-Cryst. Solids (Acta Metall.), vol. TBD, pp TBD (submitted).
Narayan, K.L., Kelton, K.F., and Ray, C.S. Effect of Pt doping on nucleation and crystallization in LLaO.2SiO2 glass:
experimental measurements and computer modeling. J. Non-Cryst. Solids, vol. TBD, pp TBD (submitted).
Ray, C.S., Huang, W., Narayan, K.L., Cull, T.C., and Kelton, K.F. Nonisothermal calorimetric studies of the
crystallization of lithium d/silicate glass. J. Non-Cryst. Sofids, vol. TBD, pp TBD (submitted).
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Solutocapillary Convection Effects on Polymeric Membrane Morphology
Principal Investigator: Prof. William B. Krantz University of Colorado, Boulder
Co-Investigators:
Todd, P.
Owen, R,
University of Colorado
Owen Research
Task Objective:
• Design experiments for casting polymeric membranes under low-g conditions to study the influence of
solutocapillary convection effects on membrane structure.
• Utilize the low-g environment provided by the KC-135 aircraft in order to conduct experiments to discriminate
between two hypotheses which have been advanced to explain macrovoid-pore formation in polymeric membranes.
• Modify and couple an exiting model developed for the dry-cast membrane formation process to a model for
macrovoid growth caused by solutocapillary convection.
Task Description:
In order to study the influence of solutocapillary convection on polymeric membrane morphology and to
discriminate between the two hypotheses advanced to explain the growth of macrovoicls in the dry- and wet-cast
membrane-formation processes, the following tasks are identified:
1. Specification of membrane-casting solutions
2. Design and constructionofthetest cells
3. Perform ground-based control experiments
4. Carry out low-g experiments in KC-135 flights
5. Carry out structural characterization of membranes
6. Model development
Task Significance:
Polymeric membranes are used for a variety of purposes ranging from water purification to environmental cleanup
of effluent streams. Membranes remove impurities because of submicroscopic pores. One problem in creating
submicroscopic pores in membranes is the propensity to form large pores or macrovoids which "short-circuit" the
membrane's ability to separate dissolved impurities. Optimal means for eliminating macrovoids have yet to be
developed owing to our lack of knowledge of what causes them. This research exploits the unique low-g
environment to discriminate between two hypotheses advanced to explain macrovoid formation. The results of this
research should enhance our ability to eliminate these undesirable defects during membrane manufacture.
Progress During FY 1995:
The following progress has been made in addressing the tasks listed above:
1. Specification of membrane-casting solutions: The composition range of the casting solutions (cellulose acetate,
acetone, water) has been determined to satisfy the criteria of low-gravity experimentation: macrovoid formation
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occurs, and phase inversion occurs in less than 20 seconds. Steps have been added to the preparation of the
solutions, namely controlling water content using molecular sieves and controlling polymer molecular weight using
ultracentrifugation, in order to make the solutions stable and predictable.
2. Design and construction of the test cells: Four flight-qualified test cells were constructed. Each
membrane-casting apparatus (MCA) is capable of automatically casting 6 membranes 1 cm in diameter having
depths ranging from 80 to 259 ram. Mass transfer of evaporating acetone is extremely rapid, being driven down a
steep gradient by adsorption to a 100-fold excess of activated carbon. The exact transfer rate is being determined
from a modified comprehensive model (see below). The reaction is initiated by pulling a trigger and allowing a
sliding block to spread the casting solution during a period of several milliseconds. Phase inversion occurs in less
than 20 seconds, and the membranes are subsequently dried. This process is tracked by optical monitoring using a
bifurcated fiber optic and measuring reflected light from the surface of the casting cell. The fiber-optic data are
accumulated simultaneously with g-sensor and parabola-count data on a personal computer. This real-time
measurement capability for studying membrane formation in low-g is novel and represents an added feature which
we did not anticipate in our original proposal. It has added significantly to the value of the data.
3. Perform ground-based control experiments: Numerous membranes have been cast in the laboratory using the
MCA's, and the conditions for forming macrovoids, as evaluated by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), are
reproducible.
4. Carry out low-g experiments in KC-135 flights: Mr. Konagurthu completed all of the pre-flight physiological
and medical procedures and is qualified to perform experiments on NASA's KC-135 low-g aircraft. Subsequent to
guidance from Dr. Owen and from the BioServe Space Technologies Center staff, he assembled supporting flight
hardware and performed low-g experiments for three days. About 50 membranes were cast during low-g, 2-g and
level flight. The results were clear: membranes cast in low-g were saturated with macrovoids, some of which
completely perforated the membrane; membranes cast in 2-g were, according to our observations, lacking in
macrovoids; membranes cast in level flight were the same as on the ground -- a moderate incidence of macrovoids.
These results are consistent with our original suggestion that solutocapillary flow, and not diffusion, is the cause of
macrovoid formation.
5. Carry out structural characterization of membranes: SEM has been used to quantitate the incidence of
macrovoids and to seek any other unusual characteristics. The only usual characteristic observed so far is '_rmeling
macrovoids", those that completely penetrate the membrane resulting in a straight hole from one side to the other.
6. Model development: A coupled heat- and mass-transfer model is under continuing development in parallel with
experimental research. It consists of a combined FORTRAN code by Shojaie and SPRINT subroutines by Berzins.
It has been partially adapted to account for heat and mass transfer in low-g.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 1
TASK JNITIATION: 6/94 EXPIRATION: 6/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION:962-26-08-15
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAGS-1062
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Proceedings
Konagurthu, S., Krantz, W.B., and Todd, P. "Use of low-g to t_st alternative hypotheses for macrovoid growth in
polymeric membranes." Euromembranes 95 (1995).
Presentations
Konagurthu, S., Kxantz, W.B., and Todd, P. "Experimental studies of hypotheses for macrovoid formation in polymeric
membranes." Regional Meeting of the Southwestern and Rocky Mountain Division of AAAS, Norman, Oklahoma, May
1995.
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Konagunhu, S., Krantz, W.B., and Todd, P. "Use of low-g to test alternative hypotheses for macrovoid growth in
polymeric membranes." Euromembranes Conference, Bath, England, September 1995.
Kooagurthu, S., Todd, P., and Knmtz, W.B. "Mechanism of m_rovoid formation during polymeric membrane casting."
Life Sciences and Space Medicine Conference '95, Book of Abstracts, pp 154-155, American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Houston, Texas, April 1995.
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Containerless Property Measurement of High-Temperature Liquids
Principal Investigator: Dr. Sha__ar Kristman Containerless Research, Inc.
Co-Investigators:
Nordine, P.C. Containerless Research, Inc.
Task Objective:
The task objective is to measure the optical properties of high-purity liquid metals and alloys (AI, Zr, Ni, and Ni-Zr
alloys) over wide wavelength (220-1100 rim)0 temperature (Tin + 300 K), and composition ranges under
containerless conditions. Spectroscopic, pulsed dye-laser eUipsometry is used to obtain the complex dielectric
functions and spectral emissivity data at high temperatures on clean liquids using electromagnetic levitation. These
data are needed for accurate noncontact temperature measurement, and for measurements of the total hemispherical
emittance by integration of emissivity over the wavelength range of thermal emission.
Another major outcome of this research will be the determination of the optical properties of liquids over a wide
wavelength range. These measurements are of fundamental importance to advancing the theory of liquid metals. For
example the presence or absence of important interband transitions provides information on the valence, bonding,
joint density-of-states0 and the extent to which nearly-free electron behavior is exhibited by liquid metals and alloys.
Task Description:
The research approach is to levitate liquid metals and alloys (A1, Ni0 Zr0 and Ni-Zr alloys) electromagnetically and
use a spectroscopic pulsed dye-laser ellipsometer to measure the complex dielectric function and the spectral
emissivity in the wavelength range 220-1100 rim. Pulsed radiation is generated by a Molectron dye-laser, and the
wavelength is automatically set and adjusted by a laboratory computer. Light reflected by the specimen is collected
and analyzed by a unique rotating analyzer ellipsometer.
The rotating components of the ellipsometer are motorized and controlled by the computer. The signals are detected
by a pair of photodiodes and an EG&G boxcar averager is used to extract the mean value of the light intensities at
the two photodiodes which receive the orthogonaUy polarized components of the reflected light. The signals are
automatically measured by the computer.
A Molectron dye laser is used to generate pulsed radiation in the 220--1100 nm wavelength range. The light is
steered through several mirrors, and transmitted through a pair of Glan Thomson linear polarizers. The second
polarizer is fixed in azimuth, and rotation of the first polarizer allows light levels to be adjusted to the optimum
values. The light is incident on the liquid specimens at a fixed incident polarization, and the reflected polarization is
analyzed for its new azimuth and ellipticity.
A modified rotating analyzer ellipsometer is used to measure the outgoing polarization at 6 azimuths of the
analyzer. The analyzer is of the beamsplitting type such that the two orthogonal components of the beam are
simultaneously obtained. Three intensity ratios are measured at three independent pairs of azimuths. The complex
dielectric constant0 indices of refraction, and spectral emissivities are derived from standard equations. The light
intensities are detected by a pair of high speed, UV-enhanced silicon photodiodes and measured by a pair of gated
integrators.
The emphasis of measurements on liquid metals and alloys is to determine the temperature and (for alloys)
composition dependence of all optical properties over the accessible wavelength range. Measurements are possible
from approximately 0.8 of the melting temperature, (Tm) in undercooled liquids to at least 30(0 above Tin. The
observed effects of temperature and composition on optical properties and the wavelength dependence of these
properties are interpreted in terms of liquid structure and bonding.
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The liquid nickel, zirconium, and their alloys have been chosen to be investigated in this research because they
display unique glass forming behavior, typify early and late transition metals, and because they are also of interest
to other NASA investigators. Measurements at 633 nm on these metals is being conducted in collaboration with
Professors Bayuzick of Vanderbilt University and Johnson of the California Institute of Technology.
Task Significance:
The relevance and significance to the microgravity program are twofold. First, the spectral emissivity and total
hemispherical emissivity form the basis for new noncontact thermophysical property measurements in microgravity
experimentation. For example, knowledge of total hemispherical emittance allows heat capacity and thermal
diffusivity to be accurately determined from free-cooling and pulse-heating experiments. Spectral emissivity data
allow true specimen temperatures to be determined using optical pyrometry. Second, spectral emissivity
measurements on specific materials are needed by other NASA investigators in ground-based and microgravity
experimentation.
Progress During FY 1995:
During the past year, work has continued towards optical property measurements on liquid metals and alloys.
Materials investigated include liquid Ni, Fe, Ni-75%Zr, and some of the materials investigated by other PI's on the
TEMPUS experiments. The optical properties including the complex dielectric function and the spectral
emissivities for these liquid materials have been measured in the wavelength range of 360-1000 nm (1-4 eV) and at
selected wavelengths as functions of temperature. Based on these results, some modelling has also been conducted
to extract approximate values of the total hemispherical emissivity needed in the analysis of heat transfer. A few
papers and presentations summarizing the results have also been made. During this last year of performance, two
NRA proposals have been submitted for continuing work in the area of optical and thermophysical property
measurements. Work has also continued to disseminate results obtained in our laboratory over the past year, in the
form of three new publications.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 5/92 EXPIRATION: 5/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-25-07-05
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: JPL
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Krishnan, S. and Nordine, P.C. Spectral emissivities in the visible and infrared of liquid Zr, Ni, and nickel-based binary.
Journal of Applied Physics, (In Press, 1995).
Krishnan, S., Yugawa, K. Y and Nordine, P.C. Optical properties of liquid nickel and iron. Physical Review B, (Submitted
for Publication, 1995).
Presentations
Krishnan, S. and Nordine, P. C. "Spectral emissivities and optical properties of liquid metals and alloys." 4th
International Workshop on Subsecond Thermophysics, June 27-29, 1995, Koln, Germany.
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Noise and Dynamical Pattern Selection in Solidification
Principal Investigator: Prof. Douglas A. Kurtze North Dakota State University
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
To understand the fundamental mechanisms by which a pattern-forming system can change the spacing of its
pattern, and to devise a means of calculating the preferred spacing to which external noise will drive the pattern.
Task Description:
Numerical computation of the time evolution of mathematical models of solidification fronts, and analytical
arguments to extract the preferred spacing from the model equations are both aspects of this task.
Task Significance:
Properties of materials grown from the melt are largely determined by their microstructure, which in turn is strongly
affected by the front shape during solidification. This research will establish whether processing in a noisy
environment (such as the Space Shuttle) can lead to more reproducible, and hence better controlled, front shapes than
processing in a quieter environment. This study will definitively enhance our understanding of the fundamentals of
solidification. A more complete study (such as this) is required for the design of materials with specific materials
properties; a difficult task, but an important practical goal.
Progress During FY 1995:
Using an liP workstation acquired through this grant, we have been investigating the unstable "saddle-point"
steady states of the Swift-Hohenberg equation. The Swift-Hohenberg equation can be derived from a free energy
functional, and the periodic steady state with the lowest value of this functional is the preferred state which is
selected by the action of random noise. The saddle-point states are saddles on the free energy surface which separate
the local minima corresponding to periodic steady states, and so they are the most likely fluctuations which change
the wavelength of the pattern. We have calculated the free energies of the periodic states for small values of the
instability parameter, and are working to calculate the free energies of the saddles. This will allow us to determine
the rate at which noise drives the system to its preferred wavelength. This work is being done in collaboration with
undergraduate research assistant Jed Overmann, who has been funded by the Science Bound program run ASEND,
which administers the NSF EPSCoR grant to North Dakota. I expect that he will return to work on this project in
the fall (his sophomore year) and will be supported by this grant. I am working on analytical arguments to identify
the preferred wavelength in systems whose deterministic evolution does not come from minimizing a free energy.
This involves solving the Fokker-Planck equation for the steady-state probability distribution for interface shapes in
the limit of weak noise. At present we have found that the problem of finding the preferred state maps onto a
many-body classical mechanics problem, and we have hints that there may be a local test which can determine
whether a given steady state is the preferred one or not.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 1
PhD Students: 0
TASK INITIATION: 10/94 EXPIRATION: 10/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION:962-25-05-30
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG3-1603
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
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Microstructural Development during Directional Solidification of Peritectic Alloys
Principal Investigator: Dr. Thomas A. Lograsso Iowa State University
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The mechanisms of and conditions required for the formation of peritectic solid dendrites, cells, or planar growth
between the primary solid dendrites or cells and the transitions between these swactures will be investigated. In
addition, alternating bands of solid phases perpendicular to the growth direction have been observed in peritectic
systems. However, the precise conditions under which these bands form and the mechanisms by which these bands
form are not clearly understood. It has been postulated that the development of these different sm]cmres is related to
changes in the composition of the liquid. A model has been developed that predicts the compositional variations
that occur in the liquid under the assumption of no convection. This model will be compared to experimental
results to evaluate the importance of convective effects on the formation of various structural characteristics.
Task Description:
This research will focus on:
1. Establishing the growth conditions in terms of temperature gradient and growth rate for the formation of planar,
cellular, and dendritic growth of the peritectic solid in a two-phase peritectic under convection-free conditions, with
an emphasis on the morphological transition from cellular front primary and planar front peritectic solid to single
phase planar front solid; and
2. Determining the effect of convection-flee conditions on the formation of a banded su'ucture during directional
solidification of a two-phase peritectic alloy.
The research approach is to initially focus on two alloy systems, In-Sn and Sn-Cd. In-Sn has a very low peritectic
temperature, which allows for the possibility of direct observation during solidification. In addition, In and Sn have
essentially equal densities in the liquid state in the temperature range of interest, which should minimize
density-driven convection. In the Sn-Cd system, the solute element (Cd) is more dense in the liquid state, which
should minimize density-driven convection when solidification occurs upward. This system has been well
characterized and is more tractable in terms of sample preparation than ln-Sn. These results can be compared to
previous work on the Pb-Bi system, in which the solute element (Bi) is less dense and thus provides a driving force
for mixing in the liquid through convection.
Task Significance:
This research effort will establish the ground-based data required for the identification of the appropriate alloy
system, composition, and growth conditions for microgravity processing. Studying solidification for these types of
systems is important, because a number of industrially significant materials solidify in a similar manner such as
brass, bronze, some steels and high temperature superconductors. The utilization of a microgravity environment
greatly facilitates the analysis and modeling of data, since gravity-induced mixing in the liquid can strongly affect
the solidification process.
Progress During FY 1995:
The research effort concentrated on experiments in the Sn-Cd system using solidification conditions which produced
banded microstructures. Initial experiments with different compositions allowed the selection of the alloy with the
most regular and repeating bands. Focusing on this particular composition, band lengths and band compositions
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were measured as a function of growth velocity. These lengths and compositions did not vary significantly with
solidification distance, which suggested that long range convection did not occur in the liquid. However, the
dependence of band length on growth velocity was different than that predicted by the model, indicating that other
factors, such as nucleation behavior or localized mixing in the liquid near the solid-liquid interface, need to be
evaluated. The band compositions showed no variation with growth velocity, which is consistent with the model.
However, the specific compositions determined for the phases raise questions about the accuracy of the published
phase diagram near the peritectic isotherm; a quantitative comparison of the model with the experimental results
requires a verification of the phase compositions at the peritectic temperature.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 7/93 EXPIRATION: 7/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION:962-23-08-28
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG8-963
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Trivedi, R. Theory of layered-structure formation in peritectic systems. Met.all. and Marls. Trans. A., 26, 1583-1590
(1995).
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Numerical Investigation of Thermal Creep and Thermal Stress Effects in Microgravity Physical
Vapor Transport
Principal Investigator: Dr. Daniel W. Mackowski Auburn Umversity
Co-Investigators:
Knight, R. Auburn University
Task Objective:
The objective of this research is to quantitatively predict the roles of thermal creep and thermal stress on
microgravity physical vapor transport through detailed numerical calculations.
Task Description:
The research will formulate thermal creep and stress effects into a variable property, two-dimensional representation
of heat and mass transfer in cylindrical ampoules under typical operating parameters. Physical conditions at which
thermal creep and stress significantly alter vapor transport from a pure diffusion-limited mode, as well as the
resulting effects upon mass transfer rates and mass flux uniformity at the crystal surface, will be determined. The
research will benefit the prediction and development of microgravity crystal growth technology by providing, for the
first time, an accurate accounting of all relevant physical vapor transport mechanisms.
The potential for growing high-quality crystals in closed, cylindrical ampoules using chemical vapor transport and
physical vapor transport processes under microgravity conditions has been demonstrated in a number of experiments.
The development of this technology will require an accurate modeling of the relevant vapor transport mechanisms
occurring in buoyancy-free environments. Previous numerical efforts to predict microgravity crystal growth rates
have employed a diffusion-limited formulation of vapor transport. However, theoretical arguments strongly indicate
that the non-isothermal conditions encountered in ampoules can lead to an appreciable motion of the bulk fluid as a
result of previously unrecognized phenomena. Temperature gradients tangential to the ampoule side walls can,
through the mechanism of thermal creep, drive a slip flow of gas over the surface. In addition, temperature gradients
within the gas itself can induce a fluid stress, and resulting fluid motion, through the mechanism of thermal stress.
Order-of-magnitude estimates suggest that, under typical ampoule conditions, the fluid velocities resulting from
thermal creep and thermal stress can be comparable to vapor diffusion velocities.
Specific tasks include:
• Develop code for numerically solving governing differential equations. Assemble thermodynamic and transport
property database of commonly used PVT samples and carrier gases.
• Perform numerical calculations of diffusion-buoyant convection vapor transport in the absence of thermal creep
and thermal stress. Check numerical results with previously published results.
• Incorporate thermal creep boundary conditions and thermal stress constituitive law into numerical code.
Determine model parameter values at which thermal effects significantly alter vapor transport from diffusion and
buoyant convection predictions.
• Determine the individual effects of thermal creep and thermal stress on vapor mass transport rates and the
uniformity of mass flux at the crystal surface. Based on numerical results, develop rational expressions for
estimating the relative contributions of the thermal vapor transport mechanisms to mass flux as a function of
ampoule, sample, and carrier parameters.
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Task Significance:
Under earthbound conditions, heat and mass transfer within nonisothermal physical vapor transport (PVT) crystal
growth ampoules will often be dominated by buoyant convection. The rationale for performing PVT experiments
in microgravity conditions is that the buoyant convective mechanisms will be suppressed, and crystal growth will
occur in a diffusion-limited mode. However, qualitative arguments indicate that the convective mechanisms of
thermal creep and thermal stress, which are usually negligible in comparison to buoyant convection in earthbound
environments, could significantly effect mass transfer rates in microgravity PVT systems. A quantitative
understanding of the role of these mechanisms in microgravity PVT crystal growth processes requires detailed
numerical modeling.
Progress During FY 1995:
Our efforts during this period focused on: I) formulating and examining the effects of thermal stress convection in
nonisothermal ampoules; and, 2) examining the effects of conduction heat transfer through the solid crystal on the
temperature and mass flux uniformity at the crystal interface.
Thermal stress is predicted from the Bumett contributions to the fluid stress tensor - which constitute the
second-order approximation to the Boltzmann equation for small Knudsen flows (the Navier-Stokes equations being
the first order approximation). In an effort to account for all sources of convection in l_g PVT, we have included the
thermal stress terms in our 2-D and transient numerical model of binary PVT. Our predictions indicate that: I)
thermal stress convection is only significant for extremely high temperature gradient conditions (i.e., - 100 K/cm);
and, 2) the thermal creep flows generated from these temperature gradients invariably overwhelm the thermal stress
flows. Consequently, in regard to crystal growth, we do not believe that conditions exist in which thermal stress,
by itself, would have an appreciable effect on the growth rates and morphology of the crystal. However, the thermal
stress flows that we have predicted are intriguing in themselves. Under earthbound conditions thermal stress
convection in nonisothermal gases will be insignificant compared to buoyant convection. The P.g environment, on
the other hand, offers conditions in which thermal stress convection could become a significant if not dominant
mode of convection in nonJsothermal gases.
Previous PVT numerical modeling efforts have taken the crystal interface to be planar and isothermal. In reality,
conduction heat transfer through the solid, coupled with the latent heat release of the depositing crystal, can lead to
nonuniformities in the crystal surface temperature. This, in turn, will affect the saturation partial pressure of the
nutrient above the crystal and thus alter the arriving flux. To examine the effects of solid phase heat transfer, we
have: l) developed an analytical model (based on steady state and I-D convection/diffusion) to predict the critical
system parameters at which crystal growth is affected by solid phase heat conduction; and, 2) extended our
numerical model to include solid phase conduction through the crystal/end wall solid. Our conclusions are: 1) the
2-D numerical simulations of crystal growth, including solid phase heat transfer, are in very good agreement with
the I-D analytical model; and, 2) conduction through the solid acts to even out the distribution of mass flux at the
interface. This effect is the result of the thicker regions of the crystal having a relatively higher temperature than
the thinner regions, which consequently slows down the growth rate of the thicker regions.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: l MS Degrees: l
PhD Students: 0 PhD Degrees: 0
TASK INITIATION: 6/93 EXPIRATION; 6/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-21-08-18
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAGS-977
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
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Polymerizations in Microgravity: Traveling Fronts, Dispersions, Diffusion and Copolymerizations
Principal Investigator: Prof. Lon J, Mathias University of Southern Mississippi
Co-Investigators:
Lochhead, R,
Pojman, J.
University of Southern Mississippi
University of Southern Mississippi
Task Objective:
Polymerization studies of bulk-phase diffusion and polymerization in monomer and co-monomer mixtures or in
monomer droplets in a non-solvent are being performed to study density effects on polymerization.
Task Description:
These experiments will allow determination of fundamental monomer and polymer properties. The diffusion rate
constants to be measured in the absence of convective mixing have not been accurately measurable on earth. This
data will provide new insights into the fundamental behavior of polymers in a variety of situations important to
their formation and processing. For example, molecular weights and distributions are directly dependent on the
relative diffusion behavior of monomers and polymers. Processing of polymers, either in solution or from the
melt, involves molecular reorganization and motion. The combination of convective mixing with diffusion
determines the ability of polymers to effectively orient into crystalline domains. A further example is provided by
co-polymerizations at high conversion. In this regime, which is industrially important on Earth, the diffusion
constants of monomers and polymers become extremely important. The co-polymer composition throughout the
reaction must be amenable to calculation and prediction. This is currently not possible without accurate knowledge
of polymer and monomer diffusion constants.
Three separatebutcloselyrelatedresearchinvestigationsarebeingconductedthatalldealwithdevelopinga
fundamentalunderstandingofmonomer and polymerdiffusionduringpolymerizationorprocessingunderwidely
differentconditions,and withapplyingthisknowledge totheformationofuniquematerials.The threeprojectsall
involvebulk-phasediffusionand polymerizationinneatmonomer orco-monomer mixtures,orinmonomer
dropletsdispersedinnonsolvent.Allthreedealwithdiffusioneffectsthatshouldun/quelymanifestthemselves
undermicrogravitywhere analysisby optical,interferenceand lightscatteringwillgivecompleteunderstandingof
macroscopicdown tomolecularlevelbehavior.
Task Significance:
Microgravity offers a unique environment for studying polymer diffusion and polymer polymerization reactions.
The absence of convection currents, which are the major mode of mixing at the molecular level on earth, are
eliminated or reduced in the microgravity environment. More importantly, the prediction of unique co-polymer
composition development in microgravity will allow controlled formation of new compositions of matter. The
absence of mixing at the molecular level should produce unique short-block co-polymers available for the f'u'sttime
for co-monomer compositions which normally lead to random or long-block co-polymers under good mixing.
Progress During FY 1995:
Significantprogress was made duringthe year on bothground-basedand flightexperiments. Despite the factthat
our project is just over two years into its first three year cycle, we have not only developed sufficient ground-based
data to design experiments for microgravity, but we have actually carried out a number of flight experiments and
have developed hardware and schedules for additional flight experiments during the coming year. Flight experiments
include:
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• KC-135 homopolymerizations of methyl methacrylate which showed significantly higher molecular weights
in microgravity than on earth. A repeat is planned in the near future along with model development and correlation
of results with light intensity and gravity.
• A GAS can experiment returned in September 1995 from the Space Shuttle in which several types of
polymerizations were evaluated. Preliminary results confu'm successful reaction although detailed analysis must
still be done.
• Two weeks of KC-135 experiments were prepared for October 17-27, 1995, involving homo- and
co-polymerizations, including experiments designed to test spinodal decomposition and phase separation dynamics
using twenty second intervals in a photo reactor.
• A sounding rocket experiment involving traveling fronts began development. Reactor design was modified
per NASA instruction in preparation for final testing the second week in October for a January-February 1996
flight.
• Several industrial sponsors were lined up for Code C sponsorship of the 3M Gosmar rapid mixing reactor.
Experiments will involve polyanaline single crystal formation (IBM collaboration) and several experiments with
sterically stabilized polymer dispersions (GE and Calgon main sponsors). This will be designated for Shuttle flight
in the next twelve - eighteen months.
Ground-based work has been as extensive as our flight efforts. Specifically, we have accomplished much in all three
components of the project::
• Developed a series of new monomers for photopolymerization which are much faster than other methacrylates
and that will allow detailed evaluation of homo- and co-polymerization studies in microgravity using both thermal
and photoinitiation.
• Evaluated the role of polymerization fronts in developing new compositions of matter such as composites,
filled and reinforced thermosets, and thermally generated two-component interpenetrating polymer networks.
• Carried out detailed evaluation of the absorption of hydrophobically-modified polymers at oil-water interphases
during extremely slow (15 hour) quiescent conditions as well in rapid experiments in a turbulent flow regime. It
was confirmed that a critical Reynold's number must be attained to allow absorption of the polymers to confer
emulsion stability. Experiments were carried out under isopycnic conditions to mimic microgravity.
The extensive flight and ground-based effort for this year is substantiated by the numerous publications, preprints,
and presentations given. This has been an extremely productive year. In fact, to the best of our knowledge, we
have accomplished more during the first two years of this project than any PI or group of PI's in the history of
NASA-funded materials research. And, we have done it with less: $200,000 to date, and $300,000 over three years.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 3
TASK INITIATION: 4/93 EXPIRATION; 4/95
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION;962-26-08-10
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAGS-973
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Avci, D., Kusefoglu. S.H., Thompson, R.D., and Mathias, L.J. Ester derivatives of ct-hydroxymethylacrylates: itaconate
isomers giving high molecular weight polymers. J. Polym. Sci. Part A: Polym. Chem., 32, 2937-2945 (1994).
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Hoyle, C.E., Griffin, A.C., Mathias, L.J., SundeU, P.E., Williamson, S.E., Jariwala, C., Watanabc, T., Sheng, D., Chawla,
C.P., and Dang, D. Relating order and kinetics in the photoinitiatad polymerization of liquid crystalline monomers.
Polymeric Materials Science & Engineering, 72, 579 (1995).
Ilyashenko,V., Solovyov, S.,and Pojman, LA. Theoreticalaspectsof self-propagatingreactionfrontsin condensed
medium. AIChE Journal,vol.TBD, pp TBD (inpress).
Keresztcssy,A., Nagy, I.P.,Bazsa, G., and Pojman, J.A. Travelingwaves in the iodatc-suifiteand bromam-sulfitesystems.
J. Phys. Chem., 99, 5379-5384 (1995).
Michalovic, M., Thompson, R.D., and Mathias, L.J. Lower criticalsolutiontemperaturebehavior of
poly(cz-methoxymcthylacrylicacid). Polymer Preprints,36(2),398 (1995).
Nagy, I.P.,Keresztessy,A., and Pojman, J.A. Periodicconvectionin the bromate - sulfitereaction:a "jumping wave". J.
Phys. Chem., 99, 5385-5388 (1995).
Nagy, I.P., Sike, L., and Pojman, J.A. Thermochromic composite prepared via a propagating polymerization front. L Am.
Chem. Soc., 117, 3611-3612 (1995).
Nagy, I.P.,Sike,L.,and Pojman, ].A. Thermochromic composites: new materialsmade a new way. Adv. Mat., vol.TBD,
pp TBD (in prass).
Pojman, J.A., Ilyashenko, V.M., and Khan, A.M. Spin mode instabilities in propagating fronts of polymerization.
Physica D., 84, 260-268 (1995).
Pojman, LA., Willis, L, Fortenherry, D., llyashenko, V., and Khan, A. Factors affecting propagating fronts of addition
polymerization: velocity, front curvature, temperature profle, conversion and molecular weight distribution. J. Polym.
Sci. Part A: Polym Chem., 33, 643-652 (1995).
Stewart,M.J..and Mathias, L.J. Using molecular modeling as a syntheticscreeningtool. ScientificComputing and
Automation, February, 23 (1995).
Thigpen, K., Avci, D., and Mathias, L.J. Synthesisand photopolymerizationof esterderivativesof ethyl
ct-hydroxymethylacrylate.Polymer Preprints,36(2),306 (1995).
Thompson, R.D. Structure/propertyrelationshipsof [3-heteroatomcontainingmethacrylate monomers and theirpolymers.
Ph.D. Dissertation(Universityof Southern Mississippi),(1994).
Thompson, R.D., Barclay, T.B., Basu, K.R., and Mathias, LJ. Facile synthesis and polymerization of o_-ether substituted
methacrylatcs. Polymer Journal, 27, 325-338 (1995).
Volpert,Vit.,Volpert ,VI.A.,Pojman, J.A.,and Solovyov, S.E. Hydrodynamic stabilityof a polymerizationfront.Eur. L
Appl. Math., vol.TBD, pp TBD (inpress).
Proceedings
Mathias, L.J., Pojman, J., and Lochhead, R. "Polymerizations in microgravity: bulk, emulsion, and travelling front
polymerizations." Ninth European Symposium on Microgravity, 89, May 2-5, 1995.
Presentations
Lochhead, R.Y., and Rulison, C.J. "l'he effect of diffusion of macromolecuiar emulsifiers on interfacial adsorption."
American Chemical Society, Colloid and Surface Science Meeting, Utah, June 1995.
Lochhead, R.Y., and Rulison,C.J. "The mechanism of microgel polymeric emulsifiers."Societyof Cosmetic Chemists
Annual ScientificSeminar, Cleveland,Ohio, May 5, 1995.
Lochhead, R.Y., and Rulison,C.J. 'Whe kineticsof polymer diffusionto liquid/liquidinterfacesby drop volume
techniques."
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Lochhead, R.Y., and Rulison, C.J. "An investigation of the ability of poly(acrylic acid) microgels to stabilize oil-in-water
emulsion systems under shear flow conditions."
Math!as, L.J. '_Polymerizations in microgravity." IBM Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, New York, February
8, 1995.
ojman, J.A. "Instabilities in propagating fronts of polymerization." Workshop on Instabilities and Propagating Fronts,
University Lyon I, Lyon, France, April 27, 1995.
Pojman, J.A. "Gas phase chemical reaction systems: experiments and models 100 years after Max Bodenstein."
Heidelberg, Germany, August 25-28, 1995.
Pojman, J.A., Ilyashenko, V., and Khan, A. "Spin modes and pulsations in propagating fronts of addition
polymerization." Dynamics Days, Houston, Texas, January 5, 1995.
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Quantitative Analysis of Crystal Defects by Triple Crystal X-Ray Diffraction
Principal Investigator: Dr. Richard J. Matyi University of Wisconsin, Madison
Co-Investigators:
Gillies, D. NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
Task Objective:
The objective of this task involves the development of various x-ray diffraction methods for the analysis of
semiconductor materials, particularly ZnSe and its ternary alloys. The specific goals are: (1) the development of
high resolution triple crystal x-ray diffraction (HRTXD) methods for the quantitative analysis of sa'uctural defects in
semiconductor crystals; (2) the application of these analytical methods to compound semiconductor crystals (grown
both in ground-based experiments and, eventually, in microgravity) to achieve a better understanding of the effects of
the crystal growth environment on the generation of defects; and, (3) the transfer of this analysis technology to the
Space Sciences Laboratory at the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC).
Task Description:
The overall investigative approach of the research is the coupling of a new materials characterization tool (high
resolution uiple crystal x-ray diffraction) to the development of a new crystal growth system (ZnSe and its ternary
alloys grown in microgravity). ZnSe and various alloy samples are being supplied by MSFC and are currently
being analyzed by HRTXD to articulate the mosaic structure and the density of statistically distributed dislocations.
Diffuse scattering is also being used to monitor the surface preparation. Plans are being made to investigate the use
of anomalous transmission as an alternate means of characterizing the defect stn_cmre, and to measure the volume
fraction of twinned material using x-ray methods. The information obtained in these analyses is being forwarded to
MSFC for corroboration by other analytical methods.
Task Significance:
The Microgravity Science and Applications Division at the Marshall Space Flight Center is engaged in a program
under an approved flight experiment for the growth of the important semiconductor ZnSe and its alloys in space. Of
prime importance in any crystal growth process is the reduction of the density of grown-in structural defects and the
understanding of the relation between crystal growth and defect generation. Recent research at the University of
Wisconsin, Madison has demonstrated HRTXD is capable of clearly differentiating the defect-flee, '_aerfect crystal"
regions of a sample from regions that are structurally defective. In this research program, we will use HRTXD and
related methods to examine the evolution of crystal growth defects as a function'of crystal growth and relate the
nature and quantity of these defects to the growth process. This differentiation and measurement of the effect of
defects will be used to give a clearer insight into the effects of microgravity on the growth of
technologically-important crystals.
Progress During FY 1995:
Selected samples of crystals grown both on earth and in microgravity have been studied using our HRTXD
capability. In one of our first analyses we studied the diffracted intensity about the 333 reciprocal lattice point from
a sample of CdZnTe grown on USML-1. The data showed a well-defined crystal mmcation rod, or surface streak,
extending perpendicular to the surface. The presence of a well-defined surface streak is indicative of two qualities of
the diffracting crystal: (1) the bulk crystal has sufficient structural perfection in order to diffract dynamically, and,
(2) the crystal surface is of high enough quality to produce the surface streak at all. It should be noted, however,
that the surface streak in this sample was less intense than is typically seen in samples of highly perfect CJe or
GaAs; this degradation is likely to be due to the grown-in dislocation density in this sample. This interpretation is
supported by the diffuses intensity located off the surface streak in the vicinity of the 333 reciprocal lattice point. A
roughly symmetric distribution of diffuse intensity about the 333 point was observed; this is indicative of a
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relatively isotropic distribution of dislocations in the diffracting volume. In contrast to the relatively perfect
CdZnTe, a 111 reciprocal space map of a ZnTe sample grown at the MSFC revealed multiple surface streaks; this
behavior is characteristic of a sample with large mosaic blocks that are relatively perfect 0ow in dislocation density)
but with a high degree of misorientation with respect to each other. This interpretation was in agreement with the
topographic observations of the same material described above.
Reciprocal space maps have also been obtained from ZnSe samples grown at MSFC. A ZnSe crystal with a cleaved
[110] surface showed both a well-defined surface streak and a relatively large amount of diffuse scatter distributed
perpendicular to the [110] surface normal direction. The diffuse scatter indicates a high dislocation density;
however, the uniformity of this intensity suggested that the dislocations were randomly distributed throughout the
crystal and not concentrated into subgraln boundaries. A reciprocal lattice map from a ZnSe sample with a polished
surface showed the complete absence of any surface streak, and both the intensity and the angular extent of the
diffuse intensity indicated a highly defective surface region in this sample. This interpretation agrees with
observations from x-ray synchrotron topography of the same sample, thus supporting our belief in the
complementary nature of the two characterization techniques.
In order to better understand the results of our HRTXD analyses, work is _trrently underway to model the observed
intensity distribution. This modeling effort involves the simulation of the triple crystal diffraction scans with the
inclusion of the effects of the strain fields of an assumed dislocation population. While still in its early stages, this
modeling effort appears to show the correct trend in the dependence of the diffuse scattering as a function of
deviation from the exact Bragg condition for a sample containing 10_ edge dislocations/cm 2 in CdTe; work on
refining and extending this modeling effort is currently in progress.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 7/94 EXPIRATION: 7/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-21-08-28
NASA CONTRACt NO.: NCCS-052
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
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The Interactive Dynamics of Convection, Flow and Directional Solidification
Principal Investigator: Prof. T. Maxworthy University of Southern California
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
In order to assessand control the effects of residual spacecraft accelerations on the growth of high quality crystals,
full numerical simulations will be conducted. It is anticipated that this approach will lead not only to a
minimization of the adverse effects of the flow on the crystal growth process, but also to the development of
strategies for employing externally imposed flow fields to gain some degree of control over the solidification
dynamics. Questions of interest concern the selection of length scales, the persistence of traveling waves, and of
oscillatory instabilities in the nonlinear regime. Time dependent direct numerical simulations performed will allow
investigation of these mechanisms in isolation, as well as with their combined effects.
Task Description:
1. Study the types of morphological instability that are to be found during the directional solidification of binary
n'dxtures;
2. Attempt the control of such instabilities using forced flow over the solidifying interface and assess the
usefulness of reduced gravity in modifying the process, thereby improving the quality and reducing the defect in
manufactured products.
Task Significance:
The basic mechanisms involved in controlling such nonlinear dynamical phenomena are of value to other fields of
science and engineering, and the space environment may provide a suitable test bed for examining such ideas. This
could be beneficial to control the solidification process by employing externally imposed flow fields to improve the
quality and reduce defects in manufactured alloy products.
Progress During FY 1995:
As of January 1996 the design and construction of the basic apparatus has been completed. This includes a
cell-traversing subsystem, that was not part of the original proposal, but that was found necessary to incorporate the
test-cell with the Leitz Intefferometric Microscope made available by the Materials Research Section of NASA
LeRC. Also, a visit by Dr. Eli Raz was arranged in order to become familiar with the operation and idiosyncrasies
of the microscope as quickly as possible. This visit proved to be particularly effective in pointing out a number of
problem areas that were then addressed in a subsequent redesign. Also, during this period the acquisition of a supply
of 99.999% pure SCN became a source of difficulty. The only known source, Professor M. (31icksman, has a huge
backlog of orders. Because of this strong demand and the long time-scale of the production method, we believe that
this source cannot be relied upon to supply the needed material in a consistent and timely fashion. Two solutions
have been proposed. The In'st is to build our own zone-refining system based on a commercially available device.
However, presently funds are not available to do this. The second solution is to use commercially available SCN
(99.9% pure) and use this as the base, "pure" material against which the effect of adding the second component,
acetone, can be compared. Until our new proposal, submitted to the NASA Microgravity Program in August 1995
is funded, we will take the second approach. Experimentation on the techniques needed to fill the cell and to operate
the heating and cooling, and especially, the flow-control systems was begun in early January 1996 with full
operation expected by late February of this year.
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We have been fortunate in securing independent, one year funding for a student to work on this project. His
experience in this area of research has proved invaluable in modifying the original design to include a number of
refinements that will improve the overall operation of the system. However, his continued employment by the
project depends critically on the fate of the above mentioned proposal.
Independently, we have also begun work on an interesting fluid dynamical analog to the problem of directional
solidification. This steady state version of the so-called "Printer's Instability" is easier to work with experimentally
and it is possible to test many of the features of the prototype problem with relative ease. In particular, the
problem of the dependence of the instability wave length on the operating parameters, especially the cell gap-width,
can be studied in depth and used to interpret the solidification experiments.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 6/94 EXPIRATION: 6/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-25-05-26
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LERC
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YlBaCuOs Segregation in YBalCu3OT.xDuring Melt Texturing
Principal Investigator: Dr. Paul J.McGinn University of Notre Dame
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The objectiveofthisground-basedinvestigationstounderstandthesegregationffinesecondphaseY=BaCuOs
(21I)precipitatesduringso-called'_melttexturegrowth"ofthesuperconductorYBa2Cu30.(123).
Task Description:
In melt texturing of 123, one of the goals is to refine the 211 that is present in the textured microstrucmre as much
as possible to enhance flux pinning. However, segregation of fine 211 will affect the ability of the 123 to pin
magnetic flux. It is unclear ff segregation is an unavoidable consequence of precipitates being pushed by the
solidification growth front, and what role is played by gravitational effects. The goal of this project is to understand
the causes of 211 segregation. The effect of a number of factors on texturing will be examined to determine what is
causingthe observed segregation.
Through a series of melt texture growth experiments the effect of Pt additions on 211 size, and more importantly
the 211 size dependence of segregation, will be determined. The effect of 123 growth morphology on 211
segregation will also be examined. This will allow for determination of whether the observed segregation is specific
to only one morphology of 123 growth, or is characteristic of all 123 growth. The growth mode will be altered by
using different techniques to achieve 211 refinement. It is anticipated that contalnerless processing experiments will
be included in this part of the study as they will provide the best opportunity to observe impurity-free growth.
After the effect of the above factors is understood experiments will be performed to attempt melt texturing of 123 in
a microgravity environment.
Task Significance:
It is expected that thisresearch will identify important factors affecting the segregation of fine 211 particles during
the melt texturing of the 123-type high temperature superconductors. It will enhance the understanding of the
crystal growth process and the development of the microstructure. It is anticipated that knowledge gained from
working with this technologically important system will be applicable to other systems exhibiting similar crystal
growth features.
Progress During FY 1995:
Using a solid modeling program, a three-dimensional structure model of the 211 particle segregation in 123 domains
was created. The model allows for visualization of the three-dimensional 211 segregation patterns in the 123
domains at various viewing angles. The model can be rotated and tilted along any axis to get a two-dimensional
projection, allowing one to see what a pattern should look like in the two-dimensional plane of polish of a sample.
A model of 211 particle segregation on three sets of mutually intersecting {I I0) type of planes in 123 domains has
been proposed which can be used to generate 211 particle tracks similar to those observed in polished
microstructures. Use of the model allows one to produce segregation patterns duplicating those seen in sample
cross sections. Either of two proposed Y123 growth mechanisms can lead to the description of 123 domains
consisting of mutually intersecting planes containing 211 particles, and such a structure explains all the track
patterns that are observed in samples.
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STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 1
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 6/94 EXPIRATION; 6/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-21-08-29
NASA CONTRACT NO.: N.A_G8-1064
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Presentations
Black, M.A., Varanasi, C., and McGinn, P. "The demonstration of Y2BaCuO s particle segregation in melt processed
YBa_Cu30 x through a computer visualization model." MISCON Group Meeting, University of Missouri, Columbia,
Missouri, July 1995.
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Interaction of Hele-Shaw Flows with Directional Solidification: Numerical Investigation of the
Nonlinear Dynamical Interplay and Control Strategies
Principal Investigator: Prof.EckartH. Meiburg University of Southern California
Co-Investigators:
Maxworthy, T. University of Southern California
Task Objective:
In order to assess and control the effects of residual spacecraft accelerations on the growth of high quality crystals,
full numerical simulations will be conducted. It is anticipated that this approach will lead not only to a
minimization of the adverse effects of the flow on the crystal growth process, but also to the development of
strategies for employing externally imposed flow fields to gain some degree of control over the solidification
dynamics. Questions of interest concern the selection of length scales, the persistence of traveling waves, and of
oscillatoryinstabilitiesnthenonlinear egime.Time dependentdirectnumericalsimulationsperformed willallow
investigationofthesemechanisms inisolation,aswellaswiththeircombined effects.
Task Description:
1. Study the types of morphological instability that are to be found during the directional solidification of binary
mixtures;
2. Attempt the control of such instabilities using forced flow over the solidifying interface and assess the
usefulness of reduced gravity in modifying the process, thereby improving the quality and reducing the defect in
manufactured products.
Task Significance:
The basic mechanisms involved in controlling such nonlinear dynamical phenomena are of value to other fields of
science and engineering, and the space environment may provide a suitable test bed for examining such ideas. This
could be beneficial to control the solidification process by employing externally imposed flow fields to improve the
quality and reduce defects in manufactured alloy products.
Progress During FY 1995:
Over thelastyear,our effortshave focusedon thedevelopmentand implementationofa highlyaccurate
computationalapproach.Sincethecomputationaldomain has a curvedboundary atthesolidificationfront,we
employ a couformalmapping approachtoobtainarectangulardomain. By assuming periodicityinthespanwise
direction,we can performthismapping analytically,which has theadvantageofprovidinguswithanalytical
relationships between the original and the transformed variables. We have derived the relevant equations, boundary
conditions and transformation terms in the computational domain. Since the problem is nonperiodic in the direction
of solidification, we employ a compact finite difference method in this direction, while a spectral representation has
been chosen for the spanwise direction. For the case without flow, we have numerically computed the growth rates
of small wavy perturbations to the interface and made preliminary comparisons with the classical linear stability
theory of Mullins and Sekerka. The comparisons indicate excellent agreement. We have furthermore implemented
the effect of surface energy into the computational scheme as well. Again, comparison with linear stability results
confn'ms the high accuracy of our computational approach. Currently we are working on implementing the effects
of flow in the melt. As soon as this step is finished, we can carry out fully nonlinear simulations of a variety of
interesting cases, in order to investigate various possibilities of flow control.
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STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
Phi) Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 6/94 EXPIRATION: 6/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION:962-25-05-27
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG3-1619
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
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The Synergistic Effect of Ceramic Materials Synthesis Using Vapor-Enhanced Reactive Sintering
Under Microgravity Conditions
Principal Investigator: Prof. JohnJ. Moore Colorado School of Mines
Co-Investigators:
Ready, Prof. D. Colorado School of Mines
Task Objective:
The primary objective of this research is to develop a technique for processing advanced ceramics in the form of fine
powders, whiskers or platelets. The secondary objective is to determine the extent of vapor phase reactions,
including convection, in combination with gravity driven flow, in the process. Important concerns include product
particle size and purity. Products should have particle sizes allowing efficient handling and subsequent processing
and/or function. Control of the chemical reactions and particle sized is necessary for the achievement of this
objective.
Task Description:
Titaniumdiborideissynthesizedaccordingto thereactionTi+2B-TiB 2and titaniumdiboride+ alumina(A1203)
compositesarcsynthesizedby thereaction3TiO2+3B203+10Al-3TiB2+5A1203. The fn'streactionwas chosenfor
itsrelativelysimplesolid-solidreaction,allowingthefundamentalsofthereactiontobe accuratelyevaluated.The
TiB 2isformed viaa combustionsynthesisreactioninthepropagatingmode, which has highproductpurityand
rapidreactionratesasinherentadvantagesofthisprocess.The secondreactionalsousesthepropagatingmode, but
iscomplicatedby thefactthatthereactingcomponents become bothmoltenand gaseousduringtheignition
process.Convection,therefore,playsamuch greaterolethaninthefirstreaction.Both reactionswillbe carried
out inboth inert,i.e.,Ar gas,and reactive,i.e.,HCI gas,environmentsinordertoevaluatetheeffectsofvapor
transporton the combustionsynthesisreaction.A completeexaminationoftheprocessvariables,includingmicro
and increasedgravity,willbe completedtoexamine theeffecton thereaction.
The project has taken on two new areas of interest during the FY 1995. The first area is the effect of varying
amounts of liquid of varying specific gravity at the reaction front. Reactions will be investigated to achieve liquids
with differing specific gravity and quantity at the reaction front. The effect of gravity on density-driven fluid flow
will be an important variable in investigating the role of liquid at the reaction front. The first set of experiments
will have a range of compositions between TiB and TiB2 to obtain an increasing amount of liquid at the reaction
front.
The second area of interest is the development of a numerical model of the heat transfer processes that take place in a
Ti + 2 B - TiB2 combustion synthesis reaction. This model should predict the effects of microgravity on the heat
transfer process, especially convection.
Task Significance:
Fine powders may be used as raw materials for subsequent processing techniques, while platelets and whiskers may
be used as reinforcement materials in composite structures. Evaluation of reactions in microgravity enhance basic
understanding of ground-based reaction mechanisms.
Progress During FY 1995:
Effects of gas pressure on the combustion synthesis of TiB 2 in both argon and HCI have been investigated. In both
cases as the pressure increases the ignition temperature increases and the combustion temperature decreases. It is
also noted that as the combustion temperature increases the grain size of the product increases. Experiments in
microgravity have been completed, and all reactions show a large increase in combustion temperature over
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ground-based results, as well as a more uniform grain size. Microgravity environments decrease the effect of
convection, but the reaction mechanisms that depend on convection have yet to be fully clarified.
The alumina-titanium diboride system has also been investigated using reactive and inert gas pressure and
microgravity. In this system, a vapor-liquid-solid reaction occurs at the reaction front, producing different results.
Under normal conditions, gas pressure increases, ignition temperature decreases, and the combustion temperature
increases, producing varied microstructures. In addition, the reactive gas seems to have little effect on the
combustion temperature. Microgravity results show large increases in combustion temperatures. However,
microstructures still show large variations even within a given sample.
The data acquisition equipment is being computerized. The thermocouple and pyrometer signal are monitored using
a computer. These signals are processed and converted to engineering units. This system is being tested and used in
current reactions.
An experimental system has been designed and is being built to study in detail the heat transfer processes. The
system will provide a two dimensional surface temperature profile of the pellet throughout the reaction process.
The temperature profile will be taken by a thermal imaging camera, and captured by a computer. The image will
then be calibrated to provide the temperature at every point on the surface. The system should be completed in the
1996 fiscal year.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 0 MS Degrees: 1
PhD Students: 3 PhD Degrees: 0
TASK INITIATION: 1/93 EXPIRATION: 12/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION:962-26-05-10
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NCC3-289
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LcRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1095:
Journals
Fens, H.J. and Moore, J.J. The design of an affordable, one-step process for the production of a functionally graded
material. J. of Materials Synthesis and Processing, Vol. 2, No. 6, 367-377 (1994).
Feng,H.J.and Moore,J.J.Insitucombustionsynthesisofdenseceramicand ceramic-metalinterl_nctratingphase
composites,Metallurgicalnd MatrialsTrasactionsB, Vol.26B, 265-273(April1995).
Hunter, K.R. and Moore, J.J. The effect of gravity on the combustion synthesis of ceramic and ceramic metal composites.
J. of Materials Synthesis and Processing, Vol. 2, No. 6, 355-365 (1994).
Lantz,C,C.,Tefft,P.A.,Moore,J.J,,and Readey,D.W. Selfpropagatingreactivesynthesisofceramicsina microgravity
environment.The Minerals,Metals,and MaterialsSociety,41-44(1995).
Miller, R.L.i Rando, C., Moore, J.L, and Readey, D,W. Atmosphere effects on combustion synthesis of SiC and TiB2
Powders. Ceramic Trans., ed. by K.T. Logan, (ACERS, Westerville, OH), vol. 56, 77-85 (1995).
Moore, J.J. and Fen s, H.J. Combustion synthesis of advanced materials: Part 1. Reaction parameters. Progress in
Materials Science, vol. 39, 243-273 (1995).
Moore,J.J.and Feng,H.J. Combustionsynthesisofadvancedmaterials:PartII.Classification,applications,and
modeling.ProgressinMaterialsScience,Vol.39,275-316(1995).
Moore, J.J., Readey, D.W., Fens, H.J., Monroe, K., and Mishra, B. The combustion systhesis of advanced materials. J. of
The Minerals, Metals, and Materials Society, Vol. 46, No. 11, 72-78 (November 1994).
Proceedings
Moore, J.J. "Combustion synthesis of ceramic-metal composite materials in micrograviw." NASA Workshop, April
11-13, 1995.
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Moore, J.J. and Feng, HJ. "Exothermic reaction synthesis of composite materials." Synthesis/Processing of Lightweight
Metallic Materials, Edited by F.H. Fores, C. Suryanayana, and C.M. Ward-Close, The Minerals, Metals, and Materials
Society, pp. 295-310, 1995.
Books
Moore, J.J.
Coatings."
"Combustion Synthesis and its Application to the Synthesis of Coatings," in "Intermetallic and Ceramic
Macel Dekkler, Inc., 1995.
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Diffusion, Viscosity, and Crystal Growth in Microgravity
Principal Investigator: Prof. Allan S. Myerson Polytechnic University, New York
Co-Investigators:
Izmailov, A. Polytechnic University, New York
Task Objective:
The results of this research should improve the operation and data analysis of existing microgravity crystal growth
experiments and aid in the design of new hardware for such experiments.
Task Description:
Components of this research include:
• Experimental studies of the diffusion coefficients and viscosity of triglycine sulfate (TGS), KDP, and other
compounds of interest to microgravity crystal growth in supersaturated solutions as a function of solution
concentrations, solution age, and solution history;
• Development of a theoretical model of diffusion and viscosity in the metastable state;
• Development of a model of crystal growth from solution including nonlinear time-dependent diffusion and
viscosity effects;
• Employment of the model with and without buoyancy-driven convective flows to predict results of Earth and
microgravity crystal growth experiments and to compare these results with experimental results; and
• Development of a computer simulation of the crystal growth process that will allow simulation of microgravity
crystal growth, including the effects mentioned above.
Plans are to develop the adequate physical description of the crystal growth process in the supersaturated solutions.
To achieve this goal, it will be necessary to take into account the nontrivial dependencies of such transport
coefficients as diffusivity and viscosity on the solute concentration and solution temperature and age. The research
program's approach will include obtaining the characteristic time for the crystal growth process in the supersaturated
solutions, i.e., to obtain the duration of the metastable state relaxation that leads the system "crystal +
supersaturated solution" to the equilibrium state. This equilibrium is the equilibrium between the crystal surface
and the entire remaining volume of the surrounding saturated solution.
Another facet of the program will theoretically determine from the proposed model the difference in the
concentration, temperature, and convective flow fields between an Earth-grown crystal and one grown in
microgravity. This will also allow a comparison of the gains in face size and stability that might accompany
microgravity crystal growth.
Comparison of theoretical predictions to the real experimental data will verify the theoretical model and determine
numerical values for model parameters that have not been measured.
Task Significance:
Since crystallization from solution occurs in supersaturated solutions, the properties of these solutions and their role
in nucleation and crystal growth are of interest. Recognition of this has led to a number of studies of supersaturated
solutions and their properties.
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Progress During FY 1995:
DiffusioncoefficientofTGS has been measured atseveraltemperaturesintheconcentratedsupersaturatedregions.
A method tocalculatethedegreeofassociationand thenumber averageclustersizeofADP, KDP, and TGS from
activitydatainthesupersaturater gionwas developedand isbasedon theassumptionoftheclustersbeinginthe
form ofelectricallyneutralBjerrum pairsand theiraggregates,
Gradientcolumn experimentstoexamine clusteringinTC-C,KI)P,and ADP were conducted.
Analysisofconcentrationprofilesaroundgrowingcrystalsaccountingfortheeffectofconcentrationdependent
diffusioncoefficientand viscositieswas continued.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 0 MS Degrees: 0
PhD Students: 1 Phi3 Degrees: 1
TASK INITIATION; 3/93 EXPIRATION; 3/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: %2-26-08-09
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG8-900
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Izmailov, A.F., Myerson, A.S., and Na, H.S. Concentration dependence of solution shear viscosity and solute mass
diffusivity in crystal growth from solutions. Phys. Rev., E 52, 805-812 (1995).
Izmailov,A.F.,Myerson,A.S.,and Na, H.S. Supersaturatedlectrolytesolutions:Theoryand experiment.Phys.Rev.,E
52, #4 (1995).
Presentations
Izmallov, A.F., and Myerson, A.S. "Some new results in crystal growth from solutions: relationship between solution
shear viscosity and density at the saturation point." Fifth Eastern Regional Conference on Crystal Growth, Atlantic City,
New Jersey,October 1994.
Izmailov,A.F.,and Myerson,A.S. 'Tneroleofconcentrationdependenceofsolutemass diffusivityand solutionshear
viscosityon crystalgrowthfrom solutions."11thInternationalConferenceon CrystalGrowth,The Hague,The
Netherlands,June 1995.
Izmailov,A.F.,Myerson,A.S,,and Na, H.S. "Supersaturatedlectrolytesolutions:Theoryand experiment."11th
InternationalConferenceon CrystalGrowth,The Hague,The Netherlands,June 1995.
Kessel, A.R., Temnikov, A.N., Izmallov, A.F., and Myerson, A.S. "New and effective technique to study supersaturated
solutions by the pulsed (spin-echo) NMR method." Third International Workshop on Crystal Growth of Organic Materials,
Washington, D.C., August 1995.
Myerson, A.S. "Nucleation in crystallization." American Institute of Chemical Engineers Annual Meeting, San Francisco,
California, November 1994.
Myerson,A.S.and Izmailov,A.F. "Studyoforganicsupersaturatedsolution:theoryand experiment."ThirdInternational
Workshop on CrystalGrowth ofOrganicMaterials,Washington,D.C.,August1995.
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An Electrochemical Method to Measure Diffusivity in Liquid Metals
Principal Investigator: Prof. Ranga Narayanan University of Florida
Co-Investigators:
Anderson, T.
Fripp, A.
University of Florida
NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC)
Task Objective:
A research program will be conducted that uses coulometric titration to measure oxygen diffusivity in liquid metals.
Important aspects of the program are to estimate the effect of low gravity on the diffusivity measurements and to
design experiments where the use of a low gravity environment significantly reduces the adverse effects of
convection in the melt. The availability of these "benchmark" values of diffusivity will be useful for assessing the
reliability of different experimental designs and operational procedures for measuring diffusivity on earth.
Another science objective of this study is to establish a clearer picture of the constitutive behavior of "Fickian
diffusion" of oxygen in liquid metals. In particular, we will accurately measure the temperature dependence of the
oxygen diffusion coefficient.
Task Description:
In this study an existing experimental "cell" that has been modified by these investigators is used. An example of a
system that is studied is the diffusion of oxygen in tin. The experimental arrangement consists of two
electrochemical cells sharing a common working electrode, viz: tin. A representation of the cell is given by:
Cu,CuO II YSZ IIO in Sn II YSZ II Cu,CuO
Here yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ) is the solid state electrolyte through which oxygen ions are transported into or
out of the liquid tin. In these experiments, one cell is used to establish a known boundary condition, usually a
negligibly small concentration, while the second cell is operated in an open circuit mode to measure the
concentration at the opposite boundary. The solid state electrolytes and tin are physically arranged so that the
gravity vector is co-linear with the gradient of concentration.
One of the YSZ plates is at the top and has a small overflow port to accommodate the expansion of tin, upon
heating. Care is taken to avoid leakage of oxygen from this or other sources. Temperature gradients, in this
so-called isothermal experiment, are reduced in order to avoid natural convection under earth's gravity. Under earth's
gravity, it is also important to ensure that oxygen concentration gradients are parallel to the gravity vector so that
the melt is not "top heavy." This means that the oxygen concentration should be low at the "bottom" of a
vertically oriented cell. This in turn implies that oxygen depletion takes place from the bottom or oxygen addition
takes place from the top.
Task Significance:
The availability of a method that gives benchmark values of diffusivity in liquid metals has many uses. These
include the assessing of the reliability of different experimental designs and operational procedures for measuring
diffusivities under Earth's gravity, as well as defining the constitutive relationships in liquid metals. This latter use
is of fundamental importance in understanding the behavior of liquid metals and alloys.
Progress During FY 1995:
A leading post-doctoral researcher with solid state electrochemical background joined the project last December. The
results obtained during this period are as follows:
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The current operational parameters involved in measuring the molecular diffusivity of oxygen in liquid tin included a
square base geometry for the fluid cell in addition to the circular geometry with various cell configurations and
measurements on liquid lead with a circular geometry. The reliability of the previously measured values at NASA
with liquid tin and with circular cell geometry had been confirmed by repeating similar experiments for different
aspect ratios. In the first mode of operation, the concentration gradient was such that the fluid was heavy at the
bottom and lighter at the top. The reverse was true for the second mode. In the second mode, the fluid was unstable
and gave rise to convective flows. The measurements on liquid tin with square base geometry indicated that the
fluid flow was less intense than with the circular geometry. Spontaneous convection was observed in the second
mode of operation.
Transient measurements were conducted to measure the diffusivity of oxygen in liquid lead and it was inferred that
liquid lead is more prone to convective flows than liquid tin.
All of these experiments confLrm our conjecture that convection interferes with accurate diffxtsivity measurements
and that a low gravity environment will be essential to obtain the important physical property of oxygen diffusivity
in liquid metals.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 2 BS Degrees: 2
MS Students: 2 MS Degrees: 1
PhD Students: 1 PhD Degrees: 0
TASK INITIATION: 2/93 EXPIRATION: 2/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-2,.5-08-2,,6
NASA CONTRACTNO.: N¢¢S-:Z0
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Proceedings
Narayanan, R., Zhao, A.X., Anderson, T.J., and Fripp., A.L. "Modeling of gravitational induced convection during
diffusivity measurements in liquid metals." 9th European Symposium on Gravity Dependent Phenomena in Physical
Sciences, Berlin, Germany, May 4, 1995, pp 353-355.
Presentations
Narayanan, R., and Zhao, A.X. 'Tae modeling of solutai convection in liquid metals during electrochemical titration."
47th Annual Meeting of the American Physics Soc. Div. of Fluid Mechanics, November 22, 1994, Atlanta, Georgia.
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Crystal Growth and Segregation Using the Submerged Heater Method
Principal Investigator: Prof. A. G. Ostrogorsky Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Co-Investigators:
MiJller, G.
Monberg, E.
Universitat Erlanger-Ntirnberg
AT&T Bell Labs
Task Objective:
Fundamental studies of solute segregation at low levels of melt convection will be conducted using a programmable
multi-zone furnace modified for growth by the Submerged Heater Method. The specific objectives of these studies
are to:
1. Evaluate the suitability of the multi-zone furnace with the submerged heater to serve as a ground-based
solidification facility, useful for pre- and post-flight studies.
2. Seek explanations for previous space experiments not demonstrating the diffusion controlled segregation.
3. Determine the criteria that will allow the diffusion-controlled segregation.
4. Evaluate the benefits of using the SHM within a PMZF for future space experiments.
Task Description:
The research plan is to use the Submerged Heater Method in ground-based experiments for studies of mass transport
in the melt at low Ra numbers. The effect of the equilibrium coefficient k will be particularly investigated. The
studies will focus on electronics materials previously studied in space (e.g., Ge, InSb) doped with elements having
different equilibrium distribution coefficients, ranging from k--0.5, to k~10-3. Directional Solidification and zone
melting procedures will be used during growth. The studies will be conducted using a programmable multi-zone
Mellen furnace modified for the SHM. The ground-based experimental and theoretical work will be accompanied by
numerical simulations. Numerical simulations will be used to model the transfer processes in the melt and to
optimize the growth conditions. Future space experiments designed for the SHM will also be modeled.
Task Significance:
We hope to demonstrate that the multi-zone furnace with the submerged heater is useful for pre- and post-flight
studies. The pre-flight studies may help to optimize the future space experiments. Our current "post-flight studies"
focus on solvent-solute systems previously used in space (doped G-e, InSb and GaSb). We hope to explain why
some space experiments did not result in diffusion controlled segregation.
Progress During FY 1995:
Fourteen doped Ge single crystals were grown in an 18-zone 'qVlellen" furnace using the submerged heater method
(SHM). The influence of the level of convection on macro- and micro-segregation in Ga-doped Ge crystals was
investigated. When used without rotation, the submerged heater drastically reduces convection at the solid liquid
interface. In several experiments, the submerged heater was set into rotation or oscillation to produce vigorous
mixing (yielding close-to perfectly stirred melt). Exceptionally high radial uniformity was obtained by rotating and
oscillating the submerged heater. Although heavily doped, the crystals were free of unintentionally produced striae,
even when grown under the oscillating submerged heater.
Single crystals were obtained in virtually all experiments. Intentionally produced striae indicate that the shape of
the growth interface was planar or slightly convex in all experiments.
II. MSAD Program Tasks -- Ground-based Discipline: Materials Science
A flow visualization apparatus was set up to study the flow in the melt produced by rotation of the submerged
heater. The visualization was conducted using the same crucible and submerged heater as used in the crystal growth
experiments. Water was used as a model fluid. Fine aluminum powder mixed in water was used as a tracer
substance to study the flow direction and to measure the maximum velocities in horizontal (angular) and vertical
(axial) direction. The fight from the light source was bundled in a planar beam in order to trace the light reflection
from the metal particles that passed or moved within the illuminated plane.
Numerical analysis of the growth was performed using the code NEKTON and FIDAP. Simulations of the initial
transient were carried on, while the shape of the solid-liquid interface was recalculated in each time step. Realistic
boundary conditions are imposed on the melt.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: I MS Degrees: 1
PhD Students: 1 PhD Degrees: 0
TASK INITIATION: 4/93 EXPIRATION: 4/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-21-08-15
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAGS-952
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Meyer, S., and Ostrogorsky, A.G. Interface shape and segregation in vertical Bridgman configuration with and without the
submerged heater. J. of Cryst. Growth, vol. TBD, pp TBD (in print).
Meyer, S., and Ostrogorskyi A.G. Forced convection in vertical Bridmgan configuration with the submerged heater. J. of
Cryst. Growth, vol. TBD, pp TBD (submitted).
Proceedings
Ostrogorskyi A.G.i and Dagojlovic, Z. "Heat and mass transfer in solidification by the submerged heater method."
Proceedings of ASME Winter Annual Meeting, HTD-Vol.284/AMD-VoI.182, 255-263 (1994).
Presentations
Meyer, S., and Ostrogorskyi A.G. "The interface shape in vertical Bbridgman configuration with the submerged baffle."
Conference on Crystal Growth (AACG/East), Atlantic City, New Jersey, October 5, 1994.
Meyer, S.i and Ostrogorsky, A.G. "Vertical Bridgman growth using a rotating submerged baffle to drive forced melt
convection." Fourteenth Conference on Crystal Growth (AACG/West) Stanford Sierra Camp, California, June 1995.
Ostrogorsky, A.G. "Control of heat and solute transfer in vertical Bridgman configuration." National Conference of Israeli
Association for Crystal Growth (IACG), Jerusalem, Israeli November 1994.
Ostrogorsky, A.G. "Control of heat and solute transfer in crystal growth." Mechanical Engineering Department, Carnegie
Mellon University, June 1995.
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Investigation of "Contactless" Crystal Growth by Physical Vapor Transport
Principal Investigator: Dr. Witold Palosz UniversitiesSpaceResearchAssociation
Co-Investigators:
Sha, Y. -G.
Gillies, D.
Su, C.-H.
Lowry, S. (Associate)
Universities Space Research Association (USRA)
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
CFD Research, Inc.
Task Objective:
The primary objective of this study is to evaluate the conditions required for growth of crystals without contact with
the side walls by physical vapor transport (PVT) in closed ampoules. The potentials and limitations of this
technique Ccontactless" PVT - cPVT) with respect tO crystal size, growth rate, crystal quality, and the potential
benefits of the microgravity environment for this technique will be assessed. The conditions for growth of Pb(Se,
Te) by PVT will be determined. The evaluation of capabilities and limitations of the existing facilities and
recommendations for space crystal growth facilities with respect to this PVT technique will be made.
Task Description:
I. Development of numerical model of heat and mass transport in the growth system.
2. Development of thermochemical model of transport of Pb(Se, Te) by PVT.
3. Fabrication and/or modification of existing crystal growth furnaces.
4. Experimental investigation of transport of Pb(Se, Te) by PVT.
5. Performing test crystal growth experiments.
Task Significance:
The benefits of the microgravity environment for crystal quality may be offset by strains and related crystal defects
caused by interaction of the crystal with the walls of the growth container. The cPVT technique offers improved
growth conditions which may be beneficial for crystal growth both under ground and microgravity conditions. The
study will provide a comprehensive assessment of the technique as opposed to only limited scope of the literature
reports on the subject.
Progress During FY 1995:
Budgeting of project started in May 1995.
Theoretical thermochemical model of mass transport in Pb(Se, Te) PVT system has been developed. Fluid dynamic
modeling of "contactless" crystal growth has been initiated. Construction of new crystal growth furnaces has
started.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASKINITIATION: 2/95 EXPIRATION: 2/97
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-21-08-20
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAGS-1139
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
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Containerless Processing for Controlled Solidification Microstructures
Principal Investigator: Prof.JohnH. Perepezko University of Wisconsin, Madison
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The main research objective is the evaluation of the undercooliag and resultant solidification microstructures in
containerless processing including drop tube processing and levitation melting process of selected alloys as an
experience base for microgravity experiments.
Task Description:
The degree of liquid undercooling attainable in a laboratory scale (3m) drop tube and levitation melting system can
be altered through the variation of processing parameters such as melt superheat, sample size and gas environment.
In a given sample, the competitive nucleation and growth kinetics between equilibrium and metastable phases
controls microstructural development. The solidification behavior is evaluated through metallography, thermal
analysis and x-ray diffraction examination in conjunction with calorimetric measurements of falling droplets and a
heat flow model of the processing conditions to judge the sample thermal history.
Task Significance:
In the current program studies, solidification microstructures are being examined in selected Ni and Mn based
systems. The specific alloy selection is based on a metastable phase diagram analysis that allows for the
identification of unique microstructures and microstructural transitions that may be produced by microgravity
containerless processing.
Progress During FY 1995:
In the current program studies, solidification microsmlctures are being examined in selected Ni, Co and Mn based
systems. The specific alloy selection is based on a metastable phase diagram analysis that allows for the
identification of unique microstructures and microstructural transitions that may be produced by microgravity
containerless processing. A duplex partitionless solidification reaction involving fcc and bcc crystalline phases has
been identified over a range of compositions near that of the eutectic in the Ni-V system. The reaction can be
thought of as the limiting case of a eutectic transformation the solid phases each have the same composition as the
liquid phase. Drop tube experiments are being conducted to characterize the competitive formation kinetics of the
fcc and bcc phases. Near-equiatomic Ni-V alloys were solidified via containedess processing methods and studied
with electron microscopy techniques. TEM has hown the presence of a duplex structure of fcc and bcc in large
(c.100 mg) droplet samples. TEM analysis has suggested that the duplex structure is not the result of a solid state
transformation and that the fcc and bcc phases have apparently nucleated independently from the liquid phase. A
thermodynamic model has been applied to the Ni- V system to calculate TO temperatures for the relevant phases to
map compositions and temperatures for which the duplex partitionless reaction is possible. A kinetic model has
also been forwarded which takes into account both the nucleation and growth rates of the competing fcc and bcc
phases. The nucleation kinetics analysis is in reasonable agreement with experimental results. Further refinement
of the model is underway to consider the effects of transient nucleation and heat flow effects. The study of the
duplex partitionless reaction has been extended to Co-A1 al]oys. Rapid solidification processing of alloys of
near-eutectic composition has yielded a duplex partitionless stucture of fcc and B2 (ordered bcc) phases. Drop tube
processing experiments are in progress to assess the competitive phase selection in small droplet saraples. The
analysis of these alloys will build upon the foundation of experimental results and analysis developed for the Ni-V
system.
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Near equiatomic Mn-AI alloys represent an important class of permanent magnet materials. The key ferromagnetic
phase is a metastable structure produced by solid state heat treatments. Recent drop tube and levitation melting
studies have demonstrated for the first time that the metastable ferromagnetic t phase can be produce from the liquid
provided high undercooling is achieved. With specially prepared samples it has been possible to assess the
thermodynamic driving forces involved in metastable t phase solidification. It also has been determined Tot_
temperature to help understand the metastable solidification reaction pathways which yield the metastable
ferromagnetic t phase during the containerless processing.
Building on the thermodynamic analysis a competitive nucleation model has been developed to account for the
observed phase selection. As part of a test of the kinetics model a detailed statistical study of the metastable product
yield as a function of sample size and processing gas such as He and Ar gases is underway. Furthermore, by
optimizing the containerless processing conditions in levitation melting process it has been possible to obtain
essentially single phase samples of the t structure for scale-up sample size (nun size) to approach bulk levels. In
the above studies a new calorimetric system is being used measure the temperature of falling drops during
containerless processing to assess the complete thermal history.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 1 MS Degrees: 1
PhD Students: 1 PhD Degrees: 1
TASK INITIATION: 12/91 EXPIRATION: 11/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-25-07-06
RESPONSIBLE CENTER; JPL
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Gremaud, M., Allen, D.R., Rappaz,M., and Perepezko, J.H. The development of nucleation controlled microstrucmres
during laser treatment of AI-Si alloys. Acta Metallurgica et Materialia, (to be published).
Proceedings
Allen, D.R. and Perepezko, J.H. "Kinetic competition during duplex partitionless solidification." Proceedings of the
Fourth Annual Symposium, Wisconsin Space Grant Consortium, 1995.
Byrnes, M.E. and Perepezko, J.H. "Microgravity processing of composite materials." Fourth Annual Symposium,
Wisconsin Space Grant Consortium, Whitewater, Wisconsin, August 1995.
Presentations
Allen, D.R. "Kinetic competition during duplex partitionless solidification." Fourth Annual Symposium of the Wisconsin
Space Grant Consortium, Whitewater, Wisconsin, August 1995.
Allen, D.R. "Kinetic competition during duplex partitionless solidification." NASA Graduate Student Researchers Program
Symposium, Washington, D.C., May 1995.
Byrnes, M.E. "Composite processing in microgravity." NASA Graduate Student Researchers Program Symposium,
Washington, DC, May 1995.
Byrnes, M.E. "Microgravity processing of composite materials." Fourth Annual Symposium of the Wisconsin Space
Grant Consortium, Whitewater, Wisconsin, August 1995.
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Containerless Processing of Composite Materials
Principal Investigator: Prof. JohnH. Perepezko University of Wisconsin, Madison
Co-Investigators:
No Co-rs Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The effects of containerless and low gravity processing are investigated in the synthesis of composite materials.
Existing models predicting criteria for incorporation of particles dispersed in a melt are applied to metallic systems
in a microgravity environment. The specific goals of the proposed research are to determine conditions necessary for
an effective dispersion (i.e., uniform distribution of small particles), to characterize the bonding characteristics of
panicles with the matrix when processed under microgravity conditions; and to determine the implications of the
results for effective solidification processing of composites. The ultimate goal of this work is to def'me conditions
necessary for effective containerless or low-gravity processing as well as to determine characteristics which are
unique to microgravity processing. Specifically, the results of this work will allow a critical test of existing
theoretical models dealing with melt-particle interaction as well as processing conditions for particle incorporation.
The outcome of these experiments will also furtherdevelop the basic understanding of relationships between
microstructure and properties of metal matrix composites during microgravity processing.
Task Description:
The focus of this study is on a model system of pure nickel with a discontinuous dispersion of reinforcement
particles. The effects of gravity and containment on the microstructuraldevelopment in particle reinforced
composites is studied using free fall to offset the linear acceleration of gravity. Given the extensive knowledge base
of the solidification behavior of nickel, assessment of melt and particle interaction becomes possible through a
variety of means. The evaluation of the microstructure obtained during containerless processing allows for
understanding of the conditions necessary for a uniform distribution of particles without complications introduced by
containing vessels such as chemical contamination or particle/mold interaction. When containerless processing is
coupled with solidification during free fall, gravitational effects such as flotation, sedimentation, and density driven
convection can be reduced. Variation of the magnetic field allows for vigorous mixing of the particles within the
molten matrix, as well as solidification with or without external contact. The degree of undercooling may be
controlled by monitoring the temperature with a two-color pyrometer and seeding crystallization with a needle when
the desired temperature is reached. Through variation of the amount below the equilibrium freezing temperature a
specimen is cooled, the driving force, and therefore the rate of solidification, can be directly influenced. The varied
solidification front velocity allows comparison to both predictions made by theoretical models as well as
experimental data obtained without containerless or microgravity processing.
Task Significance:
Processing of panicle reinforced composites under microgravity conditions can result in more uniform distributions
of particles. With the reduction of the effects of gravity, problems inherent to conventional fabrication of metal
matrix composites such as flotation, sedimentation, and density-driven convection can be avoided. As has been
demonstrated in directional solidification experiments, there is a critical rate at which solidification must occur for
full incorporation (i.e. engulfment) of panicles to occur. Particle engulfment into a forming solid in directional
solidification experiments has been shown to depend on the temperature gradient, the solidification front velocity,
and the size of the panicles for a fixed chemical composition. The limitation in these experiments has been the
container, which changes the shape of the front and which affects distribution of the panicles through
panicle/surface interaction. Solidification under microgravity conditions permits a study of panicle distribution
without the effects of a container or gravity, which supplements information obtained from prior directional
solidification experiments. As with all ground-based microgravity experiments, this work serves as a guideline of
steps to be followed in subsequent work actually conducted in space.
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Progress During FY 1995:
The primary experimental facility, a ground-based levitation system coupled with a laboratory scale drop tube, has
been constructed and tested. Composite samples ranging from Imm to 5ram diameter spheres are levitated, melted,
and allowed to solidify during free fall. Altematelyl the system also has the capability of melting and solidifying
the specimen on a substrate, which allows the thermal history of the droplet to be recorded using a two-color
pyrometer. Preliminary results indicate selection of nickel with aluminum oxide panicles and nickel with titanium
carbide panicles are combinations at two extremes of surface energy balance. Aluminum oxide panicles are
typically excluded from the melt before solidification while the titanium carbide is almost exclusively incorporated.
The cooling cycles which have been recorded are directly related to the resultant microstructures. Samples which
cool below the equilibrium freezing temperature have a greater driving force for solidification and thus freeze at a
higher rate than those which do not undercool. The changing rate of solidification is evident from the varied particle
density across the composite sample upon metallographic examination of interior sections. The particle distribution
as well as the cell morphology can indicate the comparative velocities during solidification of the droplet. These
estimates of front velocity will be used to extend the experimental basis of support for existing models and possibly
make additional constraints to their use.
An additional model system for microgravity composite study has been identified. The Cu-alumina system shows
particular promise for undercooling studies through microgravity processing. The combination of high purity
copper with low aspect ratio alumina panicles is the only system found to date which produces undercooling of up
to 100 ° K despite the presence of foreign panicles in the undercooled liquid. Undercooling of this magnitude has not
been seen in any previously studied composite system. A differential thermal analysis (DTA) system has been the
primary means for establishing the relationship between sample microstructure and thermal history. Through DTA
processing, a distribution of different values of undercooling is achieved ranging from 0* to 100" K below the
equilibrium solidification temperature. The basis of behavior seen in these results is essential for estimation of
thermal history in microstructures obtained under free fall conditions in which temperature measurement is not
possible. Additional experimental support has been recently provided by the MSFC drop tube facility and staff.
The longer duration of available free fall time with the 100 m tube provides additional cooling time necessary for
larger samples, and accommodates the slower cooling rate of liquid copper which is not as fast as higher temperature
liquids which cool predominantly through radiative heat loss. The complete set of results for Cu/A120_ composite
processing is currently under analysis.
The current experience, in the second and last year of the program, has shown quite clearly that the proposed
approach to testing the concept of a critical velocity for particle incorporation is valid. This experience is based on
drop tube studies both in Madison and at MSFC (with the help of Tom Rathz). When the analysis of results is
complete, it should be possible to demonstrate a new application for containerless processing in the study of basic
solidification behavior.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: I
MS Students: 1
PhD Students: 0
TASK INITIATION: 7/94 EXPIRATION: 7/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-25-08-31
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG8-1068
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Proceedings
Byrnes, M.E. "Microgravity processing of composite materials." Proceedings of the Fourth Annual Symposium)
Wisconsin Space Grant Consortium, Whitewater, Wisconsin, August 1995.
Presentations
Byrnes, M.E. "Composite processing in microgravity."
Washington, D.C., May 1995.
NASA Graduate Student Researchers Program Symposium,
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Comparison of the Structure and Segregation in Dendritic Alloys Solidified in Terrestrial and Low
Gravity Environments
Principal Investigator: Prof. David R. Poirier University of Arizona
Co-Investigators:
Heinrich, J.C.
Tewari, S.N.
Hellawell, A.
Tandon, K.N.
University of Arizona
Cleveland State University
Michigan Teehnoloical Institute
University of Manitoba
Task Objective:
A primary goal of this research is to identify the growth conditions for microgravity experiments delineating the
macrosegregation, rnicrosegregation, and microstructure in comparison to the same features in directionally
solidified alloys grown on earth with inevitable thermosolutal convection.
Task Description:
Growth conditions are being def'med by combining mathematical modelling and simulation with terrestrial
experiments on binary metallic and model alloys. The investigation is carried forward at three universities, the
University of Arizona with D.R. Poirier and J.C. Heiurich, Cleveland State University with S.N. Tewari, and
Michigan Technological University with A. Hellawell.
Task Significance:
This research relates directly to almost all casting of metals as almost all practical cast metals are alloys which
solidify under conditions of directional heat transfer. Alloys develop microstructures of dendrite primary and
secondary arms, with micro-and macrosegregation patterns influenced not only by the basic physical processes of
solidification but also by convective currents. To separate out the convective effects, microgravity experiments are
necessary. Results of this work will eventually be included in numerical models for casting of alloys and will
thereby impact alloys and will thereby impact a major portion of the economy.
Progress During FY 1995:
Hypoeutectic Pb-Sn alloys, with compositions ranging from 10 to 58 wt. % Sn, have been directionally solidified
at rates of 4 to 66 lun s_ in measured thermal gradients of 67 to 110 K cm t. As shown in Fig. 1, this results in
macrosegregation along the length of the directionally solidified alloys. In the absence of thermosolutal convection,
the tin content along the length would have been uniform, except for an initial length of the order of mushy zone
length.
Using the solutal build up between the fraction solids corresponding to 0.2 and 0.6 as a measure of the
macrosegregation, it has been observed that the extent of macrosegregation increases with increasing tin content,
becomes maximum for 33.3 wt. % Sn, and decreases with further increase in the tin content.
The intensity of the segregation along the length of the samples (and hence the presumed thermosolutal convection)
has been explained in terms of a parameter which includes the primary arm spacing, the volume fraction
interdendritic eutectic, and the eutectic and tip compositions in the liquid. Alloy composition, thermal gradient and
solidification rate control primary arm spacing, fraction eutectic, and liquid concentration at the dendrite tips.
To date numerical simulations have been done using the thermal conditions and composition of one of the
experimental ingots exhibiting "freckles" (also called "channel segregatesn). As early as 1000 s after the onset of
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solidification, the numerical simulation shows upward flow next to the walls of the container, reminiscent of
plumes that emanate upward from a remelted channel within a mushy zone. At 2000 s in the simulation, the
channels along the walls are clearly evident and segregation is extensive, even though the leading part of the mushy
zone has advanced only 1 cm. For example, the concentration of solute in the remelted channels is as much as
31.5% Sn and, of course, some of the Sn is transported from the mushy zone into the all-liquid zone by the upward
flowing plumes. With no convection, the simulation shows essentially no maerosegregation except for an initial
portion where solidification was effected in a temperature field with a variable gradient.
We now have many experimental DS castings that have been prepared in measured or known temperature fields. The
macrosegregation in each has been measured. In addition, microstrnctures have been taken from quenched ingots,
including regions near the leading part of the advancing mushy zone. With these microstructures, we have been able
to discern whether the solid solidified with a dendritic or cellular morphology. This is important because the extent
of macrosegregation increases with decreasing growth speed as the solid changes from a dendritic to cellular
morphology.
An investigation into the influence of a transverse magnetic field (0.45) on the mush zone morphology and
macrosegregation in directionally solidified hypoeutectic Pb-Sn alloys shows that the field has no influence on the
morphology of dendritic arrays. The field does, however, cause severe distortion in the cellular array morphology.
Cellular arrayed growth with the magnetic field results/n an extensive channel formation in the mushy zone, as
opposed to the well aligned and uniformly distributed cells formed in the absence of the field. The channels are
produced due to the anisotropy in the thermosolutal convection caused by the magnetic field. Macrosegregation,
however, along the length of the directionally solidified samples, is not influenced by this magnetic field for either
the cellular or dendritic arrays. These experiments demonstrated that the low gravity environment is necessary to
affect solidification with minimal convection because convection cannot be suppressed by the magnetic field.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 2 BS Degrees: I
MS Students: 0 MS Degrees: 0
Phi) Students: 2 PhD Degrees: 0
TASK INITIATION: 2/93 EXPIRATION: 1/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-25-05-09
NASA CONTRACT NO. : NAG3-I446
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Lu, S.Z. and Hellawell, A.
38-40 (1995).
Modification of A1-Si alloys: Microstructure, thermal analysis, and mechanisms. J. Metals, 47,
Porier, D.R., and Heinrich, J.C., Segregation in solidification: modeling. The Encyclopedia of Advanced Materials,
Pergamon, Oxford, U.K., 2363-2368 (1994).
Tewari, S.N., Shah, R. and Song. H., Effect of magnetic field on the microstructure and macrosegration in directionally
solidfied Pb-Sn alloys. MataUurgical and Materials Transactions A, vol. 25A, 1535-1544 (1994).
Proceedings
Hellawell, A. "The grain structure of castings: Some aspects of modeling." Modeling of Casting, Welding, and Advanced
Solidification, VII, eds. Cross and Campbell, Minerals, Metals, and Materials Society, pp 565-576, 1995.
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Kinetics of Phase Transformation in Glass Forming Systems
Principal Investigator: Dr. Chandi'a S. Ray University of Missouri, Rolla
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The objectives of this research are to: develop computer models for realistic simulations of nucleation and crystal
growth in glasses, which would also have the flexibility to accommodate the different variables related to sample
characteristics; and design and perform nucleation and crystallization experiments to verify these models. This
research will lead not only to improved methods for the analysis of kinetic parameters for nucleation and growth
determined from the peak profile studies of nonisothermal differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) or differential
thermal analysis (DTA) measurements of crystallization, but also to determination of the relative merits and
demerits of the theories presently used to study the phase transformations in glasses.
Task Description:
This research is to study and explain the critical issues for the nucleation and crystallization in glass-forming
systems. The reported data for the kinetic parameters that determine the overall nucleation and crystallization
mechanisms are often difficult to interpret on the basis of existing theory. The interpretation becomes more
difficult when a variation in the characteristics of the glass, such as the thermal history, composition, particle size
of the sample, and concentration of the nucleating agent, are taken into account. This is probably due to the fact
that the theories that are presently used to analyze the isothermal and nonisothermal crystallization data for
glass-forming systems are over simplified. Glasses are traditionally prepared by cooling a melt and are not in a state
of stable equilibrium. Consequently, phenomena such as atomic mobility, cluster distribution, nucleation and
crystal growth rate, and viscosity pertaining to the nonequilibrium state need to be accounted for to establish an
accurate description of the phase transformations in glass forming systems.
Glasses (primarily silicate based) that devitrify polymorphically by homogeneous nucleation will be studied
experimentally and by computer modeling. A lithium-disilicate (Li20.2SiO2) glass will be used for most
calculations and experimental measurements since the necessary thermodynamic and kinetic parameters are available
for this system. Other glasses that will also be investigated to verify the general applicability of the model include
soda-lime-silica (Na20.2CaO.3SiO:) and barium-disilicate (BaO.2SiO2). Crystallization experiments for the glasses
will be conducted by DTA or DSC using the conditions used for computer modeling, such as the quench rate used to
prepare the glass, sample weight, particle size of the sample, precrystallization heat treatment temperature and time,
type and amount of nucleating agent, and DTA or DSC scanning rate. The experimental results will be compared
with those predicted by the model. If flight opportunities become available, glasses of identical compositions will
be prepared in space, and the same crystallization experiments as were conducted for the Earth-melted control
samples will also be performed for the returned flight samples. The results from this research are anticipated to
yield a realistic model for nucleation and crystal growth processes occurring in glass-forming melts which would
provide not only an improved scientific understanding for these processes, but also allow a more accurate
quantitative analysis of the thermal analysis data. This would help to explain several anomalous experimental
results obtained for the kinetic parameters for crystallization and would lead to values that ate more physically
interpretable. The relative role of heterogeneous and homogeneous nucleation on glass formation can be determined,
and the reported observation that a glass prepared in low gravity is more homogeneous and more resistant to
crystallization than an identical glass prepared at 1-g can be explained.
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Task Significance:
The results from this research are anticipated to yield a realistic model for nucleation and crystal growth processes
occurring in glass-forming melts, which would provide not only an improved scientific understanding for these
processes, but also allow a more accurate quantitative analysis of the thermal analysis data. This would help to
explain several anomalous experimental results obtained for the kinetic parameters for crystallization and would lead
to values that are more physically interpretable. The relative role of heterogeneous and homogeneous nucleation on
glass formation can be determined, and the reported observation that a glass prepared in low gravity is more
homogeneous and more resistant to crystallization than an identical glass prepared at l-g can be explained.
Progress During FY 1995:
I. An experimental method that uses differential thermal analysis (DTA) was developed for determining the
nucleation rates at different temperatures for a lithium disilicate fLS_) glass. The DTA peak height for
homogeneously nucleated LS2 glasses was compared with that for glasses containing different amounts of platinum.
The only assumption made in developing this method was that the crystal growth rate on a heterogeneous nucleus
was essentially same as that on a homogeneous nucleus, Nucleation rates for the LS 2glass determined by the
present method are in excellent agreement with those reported in the literature. The validity of this method was
tested using computer modeling developed by Dr. K. F. Kelton at the Washington University in St. Louis.
2. Heterogeneous nucleation and its effects on nucleation frequencies and induction times for a lithium-disilicate
(LS2) glass containing small amounts of Pt were investigated. A realistic computer model that describes phase
transformation for heterogeneous nucleation was developed. An excellent agreement between the experimental
results and computer modeling was observed.
3. The effect of particle size on DTA peak parameters (height, temperature and width) was experimentally
established for the LS2 glass. Analyzing the data as a function of panicle size, it is possible to predict the dominant
growth mechanism (bulk or surface) that occurs during crystallization of a glass. The DTA peak profiles for the
LS2 glass as a function of particle size indicated a considerable contribution of surface crystallization, which was
also observed in the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) for the crystallized glass particles. The computer
programs developed by Dr. K. F. Kelton were modified to take into account the effect of surface crystallization, and
an excellent correlation between the experimental and theoretical results for the LS2 glass were obtained.
4. An experimental method was developed to determine the nucleation rate-like curve for the LS2 glass from
dielectric constant measurements. The dielectric constant was measured at 1000 kHz for samples of about 2 mm
thick and 8 mm in diameter after prenucleation and crystallization treatment at different temperatures for different
times. The plot for the inverse of dielectric constant as a function of nucleation temperature yields a curve similar
to that of the nucleation rate curve for the LS2 glass.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 12/9] EXPIRATION: 12/94
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-26-08-08
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG8-898
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Kelton, K.F., Narayan, K.L., Levine, L.E., Cull, T.C., and Ray, C.S. Computer modeling of nonisothermal crystallization.
J. Non-Cryst. Solids, vol. TBD, pp TBD (in press).
Narayan, K.L., Kelton, K.F., and Ray, C.S. Effect of Pt doping on nucleation and crystallization in Li=O.2SiO_ glass:
experimental measurements and computer modeling. J. Non-Cryst. Solids, vol. TBD, pp TBD (in press).
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Ray, C.S., and Day, D.E. Identifying internal and surface crystallization by differential thermal analysis for the glass to
crystal transformations. Thermochimica Acta, vol. TBD, pp TBD (in press).
Ray,C.S.,Huang,W., Narayan,K.L.,Cull,T.C.,and Kelton,K.F. Nonisothermalcalorimetricstudiesofthe
crystallizationoflithiumdisilicateglass.J.Non-Cryst.Solids.vol.TBD, pp TBD (inpress).
Proceedings
Ray,C.S. "Kineticsofphasetransformationsinglassformingsystems."MicrogravityMaterialsScienceConference,
Huntsville,Alabama,May 24-25,1995.
Presentations
Huang,W., and Ray,C.S. "Nucleationratecurvefora Li_O.2SiO_glassby dielectricconstantmeasmmments."96thAnnual
MeetingoftheAmerican CeramicSociety,Indianapolis,Indiana,April24-28,1994.
Narayan,K.L.,Cull,T.C.,Kelton,K.F.,and Ray, C.S. "Heterogeneousnucleationinlithiumdisilicateglass."96th
AnnualMeetingoftheAmerican CeramicSociety,Indianapolis,Indiana,April24-28,1994.
Ray,C.S.,and Day,D.E. "Separatingbulkand surfacecrystallizationinglassesby DTA." 97thAnnualMeetingofthe
AmericanCeramicSociety,Cincinnati,Ohio,April30-May 4, 1995.
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The Effects of Microgravity on Vapor Phase Sintering
Principal Investigator: Prof.Dem'dsW. Readey Colorado School of Mines
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The objective of this research is to develop an improved understanding of solid sintering by investigating the effects
or reactive atmospheres and vapor transport on the sintering of ceramics. Ceramic systems that have been studied to
date show a wide range of behavior that is thought to be due to the close proximity of particles in powder compacts
appropriate for sintering and densification. The microgravity environment offers the unique opportunity to compare
behavior of dispersed particles, or particles with minimal agglomeration, with those in a dense powder compact.
These comparisons allow the separation of the relative contributions of particle interaction by gas phase diffusion
and coalescence controlled by grain boundary mobility.
Task Description:
This research combines a study of the effects of vapor transport in powder compacts with those of dispersed
particles. Ideal systems for space-based experiments will be determined from initial ground-based research. First,
such an ideal system must exhibit significant microstructural effects of vapor transport. Second, the ideal system
must show a difference in behavior between constrained particles in close proximity such as those in a typical
ceramic powder compact compared to dispersed, unconstrained particles. Finally, an ideal system would be one that
could be used at low temperatures, would not involve toxic materials or atmospheres, and would be amenable to
short-time experiments. The latter would allow experiments to be performed in drop tower or aircraft parabolic
maneuvers.
Task Significance:
The significance of this research is that it will lead to:
1. An improved understanding of solid state sintering of ceramics.
2. An improved understanding of the contributions that various transport processes make to microstructure
development during the sintering of ceramics.
3. Will provide information for the design and production of porous ceramics through enhanced vapor phase
sintering.
The latter is particularly important from a technical point of view since materials such as AI20 _are being sintered to
a controlled pore size and porosity for filter applications and for infiltration to form interpenetrating ceramic-metal
composites.
Progress During FY 1995:
Prior work (see FY94 MSA Task Book) has shown that the main effect of enhanced vapor transport is significant
particle coarsening with virtually no densification. This coarsening occurs over an extended period and is made
difficult to model and understand by contacting particles, hence the need for extended microgravity experiments.
Examination of traditional systems showed problems of high temperature, toxicity, and difficulties in measuring gas
diffusion coefficients and solid surface energies.
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INORGANIC SURROGATES
Various halides were examined in FY94. In this year attention was turned to sulfides. Zinc sulfide, ZnS, and
cadium sulfide, CdS, have high vapor pressures although at somewhat higher temperatures than desired.
Never-the-less, these are harder materials and can be formed into powder compacts and behave, in general, similarly
to other ceramic materials. In addition, different atmospheres can be used since hydrogen enhances the vapor
pressure through the reaction:
ZnS(s) + H2(g) II Zn(g) + H2S(g).
Both of these materials were studied extensively and quantitative data on grain growth during sintering has been
obtained. The data on these materials and the other inorganic surrogates investigated is has been incorporated into
an M.S. thesis completed December 1995.
ORGANIC SURROGATES
An extensive survey of organic surrogates was conducted over the last two years. While these have low melting
points and high vapor pressures, their particle size analysis is difficult. The research on organic surrogates has been
incorporated into an M.S. thesis completed December, 1995.
VAPOR TRANSPORT IN DISPERSED SYSTEMS
In addition to the surrogate materials, another avenue that was to be investigated is the coarsening of more dispersed
systems. This is being accomplished in two ways: 1) investigating coarsening in a multi-component system in
which only one component coarsens; and 2) investigating coarsening in an extremely low density powder compact
made by sol-gel techniques. Work has been initiated with FeaO3 as one of the main constituents in HC1 since
previous research has shown that this material is the most well behaved in terms of coarsening by vapor transport.
Also, it coarsens in HC1 at temperatures between 900 and 1300"C so that the existing Crystal Growth Furnace
could be used in shuttle experiments. Coarsening experiments have begun in the Fe203-AI_O 3 system which show
only limited solid solubility and only the FcaO3 coarsens at low temperatures. Preliminary data show that the
presence of the A1203 inhibits the coarsening of the Fe203. In contrast, preliminary experiments in the FeaO3-NiO
system in which both components coarsen, show that coarsening is not inhibited in this system. Finally,
extremely low density (as low as 10 volume percent solids) power compacts of FeaO3 are being prepared by sol-gel
techniques to investigate coarsening in this lightly constrained system. This research is being performed by a Ph.D.
candidate.
CONCLUSIONS
The necessity for long flights and non-toxic atmospheres has led to a search for suitable low temperature surrogates
to study vapor phase sintering of ceramics. The most promising inorganic compound found to date is ZnS.
Although ZnS requires temperatures in the neighborhood of 1000*C, it has a sufficiently high vapor pressure to
produce the desired effects without the presence of a reactive, and possibly toxic, atmosphere. Cinnamic acid is a
suitable low temperature (around 100*C) surrogate to investigate coarsening.
FUTURE WORK
The coarsening experiments in multi-component and low density systems containing FeaO3 in HC1 will continue.
Since Fe203 in HC1 is the one system studied that seems to fit the sintering and coarsening models most closely,
transport processes and reactions in this system are being precisely characterized to answer questions about the
effects of vapor transport during sintering of ceramics. Some of these questions include: 1.) "Are the forward and
reverse surface reactions sufficiently fast to be ignored?" 2.) "How does the presence of a non-coarsening second
phase (A 1203) affect coarsening?" 3.) "What happens in a multi-component system in which all components are
volatile (Fe203-NiO)?" and 4.) "How does the initial green density affect the shrinkage and coarsening in a powder
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compact?" Finally, preliminary experiments on powder aerosol agglomeration both l-g and m microgravity (DC-9)
experiments will begin. The goal of these latter experiments will be to determine the degree of powder
agglomeration and try to characterize the dimensionality (fractal geometry) of these agglomerates.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 2
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 12/92 EXPIRATION: 12/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION:962-26-05-08
NASA CONTRACT No.: NCC3-289
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: I.,eRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Presentations
Readey, D.W., Aldrich, D.J., and Ritland, M.A., "Vapor transport and sintering." presented at the International Sintering
Conference, Sintering '95, Pennsylvania State University 9/27/95.
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Modeling of Detached Solidification
Principal Investigator: Dr. Liya L. Regel Clarkson University
Co-Investigators:
Wilcox, W.R. Clarkson University
Task Objective:
The long term objective of this research is to develop techniques to achieve detached solidification reliably and
reproducibly, in order to produce crystals with fewer defects. To achieve this objective, it is necessary to understand
thoroughly the physics of detached solidification. It is the primary objective of the present project to achieve this
understanding.
Task Description:
Ingots directionally solidified in space often have had diameters smaller than their containing ampoules, after
correcting for the difference in thermal expansion coefficients. It is believed that such ingots have greater
crystallographic perfection (i.e., fewer dislocations, twins, and grain boundaries). This is a better reason to grow
crystals in space than the classical objective of achieving uniform doping.
Following is our mechanism for detached solidification in space. When solidification first begins, the solid is in
intimate contact with the ampoule wall. As it cools from the freezing temperature, stress builds up between the
ampoule and the solid because of the difference in their thermal expansion coefficients. Eventually this stress is
sufficient to break the solid free from the ampoule. The gap between the solid and the ampoule is filled by
evaporation of a volatile constituent from the melt. This constituent, probably residual gas that has dissolved in the
melt, had accumulated near the freezing interface because of the usual impurity segregation. The gap width adjusts
itself with subsequent solidification until transport of the volatile constituent to the meniscus is sufficient to
provide the pressure difference across the meniscus required by surface tension.
The primary FY95 task was to derive and develop methods to solve the steady state equations relating the gap width,
the meniscus curvature, the gap pressure, the velocity field, and the concentration field. We were also to have
looked at the possibility of ground-based experiments on detached solidification.
Task Significance:
Solidification in space has often yielded crystals that were smaller in diameter than their containing ampoules.
When this occurs, crystals of much higher perfection are produced. We now understand how this occurs and why
crystal perfection is greater. This research project aims to put this understanding on a firm basis so that detached
solidification can always be achieved. The research should also yield improvements in crystal growth on earth.
Progress During FY 1995:
1. Recruited Ph.D. student in Engineering Science in February 1995 (previous M.S. student failed his course work
and had to leave).
2. Obtained an equation relating melt contact angle, growth angle, steady state gap width, and the pressure
difference across the meniscus.
3. Derived the steady state differential equations and boundary conditions for convection and transport of a volatile
species in the melt during detached directional solidification at zero gravity. To avoid a singularity where the
meniscus contacts the ampoule wall, it was necessary to make the usual assumption of slip at the wall when the
shear exceeds a critical value. The value chosen for this critical shear stress proved to have little effect on the flow
field or concentration field.
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4. Developed fmite difference numerical techniques to solve the above equations, with the equations of motion
expressed in stream function and vorticity forms.
5. Began a parametric study of the influence of physical properties and operating parameters on the flow field,
concentration field, and steady state gap width. Found, for example, that although Marangoni convection driven at
the meniscus has a large influence on the nearby flow field, it does not have a large effect on the gap width.
6. Concluded that acceleration influences detached solidification primarily by causing buoyancyqh'iven convection,
which perturbs the concentration field and inhibits the transport of volatile species into the gap. The pressure
difference across the meniscus was found to be much larger than the hydrostatic pressure at earth's gravity.
Consequently, the experiments originally proposed were deemed to be irrelevant to our mechanism for detached
solidification. We have developed a new concept for achieving detached solidification in earth.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 6/94 EXPIRATION: 6/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-21-08-21
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG8-1063
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Shetty, R., Wilcox, W.R., and Regel, L.L.
Growth, 153, I03-i09 (1995).
Influence of ampoule coatings on cadmium telluride solidification. J. Crystal
Sun, l., Carlson, F,M., Regel, L.L., and Wilcox, W.R. Particle motion in the fluid experiment system in microgravity.
Acta Astronautica, 34, 261-269 (1994).
Wilcox, W.R., and Regel, L.L. Influence of gravity on the microstructure of fibrous euteetics. Microgravity Quarterly, 4,
147-156 (1994).
Wilcox, W.R., and Regel, L.L. Detached solidification. Microgravity Science and Technology, 8, 56-61 (1995).
Yuan, W., Banan, M., Regel, L.L., and Wilcox, W.R. The effect of vertical vibration on the directional solidification of
InSb-GaSb alloy. J. Crystal Growth, 151,235-242 (1995).
Presentations
Wilcox, W.R., and Regel, L.L. "Materials processing at low and high gravity (plenary lecture)." CAM '95, Canadian
Association of Physicists Congress, Quebec, June 1995,
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Drop Tube Operation
Principal Investigator: Dr. Michael B. Robinson NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The objective is to maintain and upgrade the operation capability of and to conduct experiments in the MSFC
105-meter drop tube. The drop tube facility includes, in addition to the tube itself with the associated pumps and
valves, such items as furnaces, levitators, other sample holding or handling devices, and data recording systems.
This research includes the operation of a facility laboratory located at the facility. This laboratory includes furnace
test facilities as well as pyrometer calibration platforms.
Task Description:
This research covers work in the area of deirming, developing, and conducting experiments using the low-gravity
capabilities of the drop tube. Such experiments may be in themselves complete investigations to develop new
knowledge or to prove theories, or they may serve as precursors for more extensive experiments to be conducted in
space. This research also includes studies and experiments to define the effects of various levels and durations of
acceleration perturbations on microgravity experiments.
The research approach will be to:
• Study the limits of undercooling in a low-gravity containerless environment and ascertain if nucleation occurs
homogeneously at the undercooling limits.
• Evaluate the effects of deep undercooling by containerless processing on resulting microstructure and define and
understand the types of phases formed, their shapes and sizes, and their distribution, abundance, composition,
homogeneity, and substructure.
• Study the formation of quasi-crystalline material through deep undercooling.
• Study the spreading of liquids as a function of undercooling in order to better understand the thermophysical
properties of materials.
Task Significance:
This research activity is an essential part of a successful program of research in microgravity science and
applications. Many experiments proposed for flight on the Space Transportation System (STS) can be developed
and tested in preliminary form using drop facilities. This can result in significant savings through the proving of
experiment concepts and equipment designs before proceeding to much more costly space flight hardware. It also
provides additional data that can be compared with data obtained from the space flight experiments. And in some
cases, the data obtained from the drop tube or aircraft experiments prove to be sufficient to satisfy the experimenter's
requirements, thus obviating the need to proceed with an experiment on the STS. The result is an overall savings
in the cost of conducting microgravity experiments while adding to the scope and quality of the results obtained.
Progress During FY 1995:
In FY95, the MSFC 105 Meter Drop Tube Facility supported six ground-based investigations and tlu'ee flight
programs. Recently a series of testswere conducted where the spreading of a liquid drop was recorded by high-speed
photography with frames rates as high as 50,000 frames per second. This research is performed in conjunction with
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Dr. Julian Szekely of MIT. The purpose of this research is to determine the viscosity of undercooled metals by the
rate and shape of spreading of the sample after impact with a heated copper plate.
Other drop tube research supported the study of nanocrystalline materials, the nucleation temperature distribution of
tmdercooled high-purity metals, the undercooling of immiscible metal systems, and easy glass forming metallic
systems. In addition, the drop tube supported the ground-based research supporting the recent fLightof the
TEMPUS program aboard the Second International Mierogravity Laboratory (IML-2) space mission.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 1/78 EXPIRATION: 1/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION:962-28-08-02
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
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Measurement of the Optical and Radiative Properties of High-Temperature Liquid Materials by
FTIR Spectroscopy
Principal Investigator: Dr. Michael B. Robinson NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
Co-Investigators:
Khrishan, S.
Rathz, T.
Workman, G.
CRI
University of Alabama, Huntsville (UAH)
University of Alabama, Huntsville (UAH)
Task Objective:
The objective is to fully develop the use of mR spectroscopy for the purpose of determining, at a high rate of
speed, the normal and total hemispherical emissivities of deeply undercooled materials over the wavelength range of
2 to 20 microns. Due to the nature of the approach, the spectral emissivities can be determined quickly over a wide
wavelength range and applied over a wide temperature range.
Task Description:
The task will involve development of the technique of measuring the radiative properties of high-temperature,
highly reactive materials in the liquid and undercooled liquid state by use of FTIR spectroscopy. The sample will be
positioned in a containerless environment by either electromagnetic or electrostatic positioners. The technique
offers the advantage of fast measurement so that sample temperature stability will not present insurmountable
problems.
Task Significance:
Optical property measurements are essential to the understanding of the behavior of liquids at high temperature.
Accurate knowledge of these properties provide an ability to validate theories of nucleation, solidification, and
undercooling, and provide the basis for accurate non-contact temperature measurement. They are particularly needed
for accurate measurement of high temperatures so that existing and new thermophysical property measurements can
be interpreted correctly.
Progress During FY 1995:
The FTIR system design has been completed and all necessary hardware purchased. Construction of the optical
system and supports are underway. In addition, the uniquely designed electromagnetic levitation coils and system is
nearly complete. The near-term goal is to characterize the optical properties, including emissivity, of a tungsten
standard with a black-body source. Once the standard is completely characterized and the resultspublished, the
optical properties of unknown, undercooled alloys can be measured.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 9/94 EXPIRATION: 9/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION:962-25-08-32
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAGS-1069
RESPONSIBLE CENTER; MSFC
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Undercooling Behaving of Immiscible Metal Alloys in the Absence of Crucible Induced Nucleation
Principal Investigator: Dr. Michael B. Robinson NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
Co-Investigators:
Frazier, D.
Facemire, B.
Rathz, T.
Workman, G.
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
University of Alabama, Huntsville (UAH)
University of Alabama, Huntsville (UAH)
Task Objective:
The objective of this effort is to determine if processing immiscible metals in a containerless environment would
alter the critical point wetting mechanism and the extent to which this would lead to changes in the subsequent
nucleation kinetics. If the nucleation kinetics are suppressed enough to allow bulk undercooling, the nucleation
recalescence will be measured. In addition, the droplet surface conditions can be varied by processing in a vacuum
versus a gas environment to alter the surface composition and thereby the wetting potential of the fluid phases.
Task Description:
Research in a containerless, low-gravity environment provides much information as to whether preferential wetting
of the free surface occurs and more importantly whether it can be controlled. The MSFC 105 Meter Drop Tube
Facility will provide the low-gravity, containerless environment necessary for this study.
Task Significance:
Cooling of monotectic alloys into the miscibility gap will lead to nucleation of droplets within the liquid matrix.
Previous earth and space experiments have concentrated on the morphology of the bulk microstructure by
attempting to control the convective-diffusive flow of these droplets with the proper selection of the crucible
material and thermal fields. Immiscible metal systems have as yet not been studied in a containerless environment,
eliminating crucible induced flows,
Progress During FY 1995:
Numerous samples have been processed in the MSFC 105 Meter Drop Tube Facility. Samples have been centered
around the study of two immiscible systems, the Vanadium-Gallium system and the nickel-silver system. As yet
complete metallurgical analysis has not been completed, with primary focus during FY95 being on the finding of a
suitable system for study.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 9/94 EXPIRATION: 9/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION:962-25-08-33
NASA CONTRACT NO.: H-I5269D
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
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Undercooling Limits in Molten Semiconductors and Metals: Structure and Superheating Dependencies
Principal Investigator: Dr. Frank O. Shi University of California, Irvine
Co-Investigators:
Rhim, W.K.
Rulison,A.J.
JetPropulsionLaboratory(YFL)
Space Systems/_ral
Task Objective:
The objectiveofthiswork istostudytheonsetofnucleationof crystals and thustheundercoolinglimitsformelts
of semiconductors and metals in order to experimentally test and further develop a model for the onset of nucleation.
Task Description:
The undercooling experiments are performed using DSC-7 and the High Temperature Electrostatic Levitator
(HTESL). The HTESL is fully operational and has proven to be effective in melting and undercooling metals (e.g.,
zirconium and nickel), semiconductors (e.g., germanium), and ceramics (e.g., silicon dioxide based glass-ceramics).
The HTESL is fitted with a single color pyrometer which is used to measure the undercooling limits of all the
samples. The DSC experiments which are not included in the original proposal are found to be necessary in
elucidating the effects of container in determining the undercooling limits.
Task Significance:
The onset of nucleation in the underconling liquids and thus the achievable undercooling level determines the
selection of the t'mal microstructures and formation of metastable amorphous phases. The ability to predict and
control the onset of nucleation is therefore important in advanced materials processing.
Progress During FY 1995:
Experiments: Se, LI2B407 and Sn_Biso have been selected to examine the dependence of the maximum
undercooling on the temperature at which melts are annealed above their melting points. A series of experiments on
Se have shown that, as our theory predicted, the maximum temperature of undercooling is indeed a function of the
temperature at which the melt is annealed above the melting point. While continued DSC experiments have being
done on Se,Li2B407and SnsoBi_0,parallelexperimentshave alsobegun todeterminetheundercoolinglimitsusing
theHTESL
Model: Our model fortheonsetofnucleationisbeingrefinedtopredictheoverheatingdependenceoftmdercooling
limits.As an extensionoftheproposedresearch,we have developeda new approachformeasuringthenucleation
freeenergybarrier,which has been appliedtovarioussystems.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: l
TASK INITIATION: 10/94 EXPIRATION: 9/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-21-08-22
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG8-1082
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Rulisoni A.J.i and Rhim, W.K. Constant pressure specific heat to hemispherical total emissivity ratio for undercooled
liquid nickel, zirconium, and silicon. Metallurgical and Materials Trans. B, 26B, 503-508 (1995).
Rulison, A.J., and Rhim, W.K. Non-contact measurement technique for the specific heat of undercooled materials. Review
of Scientific Instruments, 65, 695-700 (1994).
Sift, F,G. Direct measurement of free energy barrier to nucleation of crystallites in amorphous silicon thin f'dms. J. of
Applied Physics, 76, 149-154 (1994).
Shi, F.G., Tong, H.Y.i and Ayers, J. The free energy barrier to nucleation of amorphous-to-crystalline transformation
selects the scale of microstructure of crystallized materials. Applied Physics Letters, 67, 350-352 (1995).
Shi, F.G. and Tu, K.N. Entropic origin of the free energy barrier to nucleation of crystalUtes in amorphous CoSi a thin
films. Physical Review Letters, 74, 4476-4478 (1995).
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Double Diffusive Convection during Growth of Lead Bromide Crystals
Principal Investigator: Dr. N. B. Singh Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Co- Investig ato rs:
No Co-rs Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The main objectiveofthisprogram istoevaluate,understandand eliminatethermosolutalconvectionduringthe
crystalgrowthofPbBre-AgBr systems.The program willprovidea quantitativeunderstandingofconvectiveeffects
and a correlationofexperimentaldatawiththeoriesdevelopedforthermosolutalconvectionwillbe carriedout.For
thePbBr2-AgBr systemlessdensesolutecausestheconvective(thermosolutal)instabilityinadditionto
morphologicalinstability.Also,thissystemisopticallytransparentand we can monitortheinterfaceshape to
studytheconvectiveand morphologicalinstabilities.The technicalobjectivesofthisprogram aretodefinethe
parameteratnormal gravitytominimize thethermosolutalconvectionduringgrowth ofdoped leadbromide crystals
toachievehomogeneous distributionfdopant,significantlyreducetheopticaland acousticscatteringcausedby
convectionduringleadbromidecrystalgrowth,and produceleadbromidecrystalswithunparalleledoptical
homogeneity foradvanceddeviceapplications.Thiswillbe achievedby experimentallyverifiedstabilitydiagrams
and directobservationsofsolid-liquidnterfaceduringcrystalgrowth.
Task Description:
To achievetheseobjectives,crystalgrowthexperimentswillbe conductedon earthand inspace.Measurements
involvingRayleighnumber asa functionofaspectratio,and theradiusofthegrowth tubetothelengthofthemelt
column,willbe made. Experimentalresultswillbe compared with thestabilitydiagram totestthevalidityof
morphologicaland convectivestabilityheories.
Task Significance:
The scientific objectives of this program are to understand the thermosolutal convection during the crystal growth of
PbBr:-AgBr system. This will be achieved by growing five crystals at five different concen_ations, which will lead
to different solutal convective levels. The experimental values of the concentration distribution will be compared
with the theories based on pure diffusional growth to evaluate the effect of convection. Also, numerical studies will
be carried out to study the convective and morphological instabilities, and to determine the critical concentration of
dopant for a particular growth velocity and gravity level. Theoretical instability diagrams will be compared with the
experimental studies. Relevant analytical characterization techniques are to be used to evaluate the effect of
convection on crystal quality. These studies will provide basic data on convective behavior in doped lead bromide
crystals grown by the commercially important Bridgrnan process.
Progress During FY 1995:
Direct observations were taken during crystal growth of lead bromide samples doped with 500 and 5000 ppm silver
bromide in 1-g conditions. Stationary solid-liquid interface was flat. When we started growth by moving the
ampoule at a velocity in the neighborhood of the critical velocity for interface breakdown, the interface got depressed
and the shape of depressed pit varied with the velocity. It became sharply pointed and the instability then slowly
formed by pulling down the central part of the interface. When the translation rate was increased, the interface broke
down. The preliminary data showed that theoretically predicted stability curve agrees well with experimentally
observed values. The flow patterns can be described as toroidal rolls. After many hours of sustaining the toroidal
flow with the tube moving, we observed pinching of the interface at the node where radial inward flow converges
and a line defect was formed. The instability could be explained as follows: When growth of doped crystal started,
the radial gradients increased due to the effect of drawing the hotter material downward through the viewing block
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and due to latent heat emitted from the solid-liquid interface. The convective flow pattern was correspondingly
altered.
Theoretical calculation on convective and morphological stability curve required diffusion coefficient and thermal
conductivities for the solid and liquid. For this reason we measured diffusion coefficient of molten lead
bromide-silver bromide system in a two chambered diaphragm cell separated by porous membrane of a sintered glass
disk. The interdiffusion coefficient was determined to be 1.71 x 10_ cm2/s above the melting temperature (400C) of
lead bromide.
The ratio of the thermal conductivities of liquid and solid lead bromide was determined by measuring the temperature
in the solid and liquid lead bromide and by using the heat flow equation. The temperature measurements provided
the ratio of gradients in the liquid and solid lead bromide and we used 10.5 x 10 .4cal/K.cm.s as the value of thermal
conductivity of liquid lead bromide from the literature. The ratio of thermal conductivities was determined to be
1.65 and thermal conductivity of solid lead bromide, 6.36 x 10 .4 cal/K.cm.s, was calculated from the thermal
gradient measurements.
The effect of thermal convection on crystal quality was studied by growing four crystals in different thermal
convective conditions. The convective conditions were achieved by varying the thermal Rayleigh number by several
orders of magnitude. The crystal grown at the lowest thermal Rayleigh number had full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of 0.18 °, the contour scan showed a variation of 2 0/to ranging from -0.7 to + 0.7, and etch pit density of
1.9x10: cm 2, while the crystal with the largest thermal Rayleigh number had full width at half maximum (FWHM)
of 0.52*, contour scan showed a variation of 2 0/¢o ranging from -1.5 to +1.5, and etch pit density of 3.3 x 10_
cm 2. These data on x-ray rocking curves, x-ray contour scans and etchpit studies showed that crystals grown at
lower Rayleigh numbers had the best quality. The effect of solutal convection on crystal quality was studied by
growing crystals at different solutal Rayleigh numbers. For crystals grown at solutal Rayleigh numbers 5.83 x 103
and 2.7 x 104 FWHM were 0.2* and 0.52*, 2 0/co ranged from -1.0 to +1.0, and -1.5 to +1.5, and chemical etchpits
were 5.83 X 10 3 and 2.7 x 104 per cm 2 indicating that homogeneity was better for crystals grown at lower solutal
Rayleigh number.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 10/93 EXPIRATION: 9/94
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION;962-24-05-01
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAS3-25811
RESPONSIBLECENTER; LeRC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Singh, N.B., et al. Direct observations of interface instabilities. J. of Crystal Growth, (1995).
Presentations
Singh, N.B. and Mani, S.S. "Direst observations on convective-diffusive instability." 1995 TMS Annual Meeting, 7th
International Symposium on Experimental Methods for Mierogravity Materials Science II, Las Vegas, NV, February 12-16,
1995.
Singh, N.B., et al. "Direct observations of interface instabilities." International Conference on Crystal Growth,
Amsterdam. The Netherlands, June 19-24, 1995.
Singh, N.B., et al. "Assessing the performance of acousto-optic crystals and devices: Users perspectives." The Joint
Engineering Technical Symposium, Cleveland State University, Cleveland, OH, September 1995.
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Crystal Nucleation, Hydrostatic Tension, & Diffusion in Metal and Semiconductor Melts
Principal Investigator: prof. Frans A. Spaepen Harvard University
Co-Investigators:
Aziz, M.J.
Turnbull, D.
Harvard University
Harvard University
Task Objective:
The objective is to develop basic understanding of the phenomena and processes that are central to the microgravity
program: crystal nucleating, glass formation, and diffusion in the liquid state.
Task Description:
Crystal nucleation is studied in elemental metal, semiconductor, or quasi-crystal-forming droplets coated with
different fluxes, droplets with clean surfaces in vacuum, and droplets solidified in a drop tube. The effect of
hydrostatic stress on the nucleation kinetics is studied by dilatometry. The crystal-melt interracial tension is studied
experimentally and theoretically. The dfffusivity in the liquid state is measured from the broadening of impurity
profiles after pulsed laser melting.
Task Significance:
Studiesoftheundercoolingofliquidsand thekineticsofcrystalnucleationareanimportantcategoryofexperiments
thatexploithecontainerlcssenvironmentprovidedby microgravity.Our work, ground-based,isaimed at
advancingtheunderstandingofthefundamentalsofundercooling,nucleation,and glassformation;atexploringthe
potentialand limitationsofgroundbasedalternativessuch asfluxingand drop-tubeprocessing;and atexploringthe
potentialofground-basedcontalnerlessprocessingfacilitiesprovidedby themicrogravityprogram.
Progress During FY 1995:
The work on the undercooling of molten Si has continued. The SiO2.BaO.CaO flux, developed to have the
necessary fluidity and chemical compatibility to be used with molten Si, allowed us to achieve undereoolings up to
350K, even larger than those reported last year. This tmdereooling is 75K greater than that achieved in earlier
experiments on bulk uncoated Si. The result implies that homogeneous crystal nucleation did not occur in the
earlier experiments; most likely, it did not occur in our present experiments either. The crystal-melt interracial
tension of 0.38J/m 2derived from the application of the classical theory for homogeneous nucleation is therefore a
lower limit. A comparison with the value derived at even larger undercoolings from experiments on laser-melted
thin films by Stifler et al. (0.34 J/m 2) indicates that the interracial tension has a positive temperature coefficient.
The temperature dependence can be accounted for by reasonable values of the interfacial entropy and enthalpy; the
entropy drop in the liquid near the interface is similar to that in other metallic melts, such as mercury (F. Spaepen,
Solid State Physics, vol 47 (1994) p.1).
To exploit the new flux further and to understand the relation between the undercoolings achieved in molten Si and
Ge, we have started a series of experiments on the undercooling of Si-Ge alloys. So far, morphological
observations of the solidification product have been made. These will be correlated with the undercooling
measurements.
The volumetric behavior of Ni as a function of temperature indicates that it may be possible to undercool pure bulk
liquid Ni to the glassy state. To explore this possibility, we have started a number of undercooling and
glass-forming experiments, using a B 2O3 flux, on Pd-Ni-P alloys. Starting from the composition Pd4oNi4oP=o,
which isa wellknown easyglassformer,progressivelymore Ni-richalloysarebeingexplored.
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All the work on bulk undercooling, both for the semiconductors and metals, is being carried out by a graduate
student, Yah Shao,
In order to interpret quantitatively our drop tube experiments on the solidification of Ga-Mg-Zn alloys, in which the
Frank-Kasper phase MgZn 2 appears to nucleate abundantly at low undercooling, we have started a detailed analysis
of fluid flow and thermal transport in a drop falling in a gas atmosphere, in which we concentrate on the regime at
low undercooling. So far we have obtained results for the fully liquid drop. At this time we are extending them to
include the growth of a moving nucleus. This work has been the carried out by a postdoctoral fellow, Jan Fransaer.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: I
TASK INITIATION: 4/92 EXPIRATION: 3/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-25-07-07
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: JPL
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Isono, N., Smith, P.M., Turnbull, D., and Aziz, M.J. Anomalous diffusion of Fe in liquid AI measured by the pulsed laser
technique. Metallurgical & Materials Transactions A, (In press 1995).
Presentations
"Pressure- and stress enhanced kinetics." Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC, 5 April 1995.
"Rapid solidification." AIME Symposium on Analysis and Modelling of Solidification, Chicago, IL, 3 October
Aziz, M. J.
Aziz, M.J.
1994.
Aziz, M.J.
Spaepen, F.
"Rapid Solidification." University of Massachusetts at Lowell, April 26, 1995.
"Measurements of the interface stress and interface tension." Second International Conference on
Nanostructured Materials, Stuttgart, Germany, 3-7 October 1994.
Spaepen, F. "Interface stresses in multilayered thin films." Materials Reserach Society Fall Meeting, Symposium on Thin
Films: Stresses and Mechanical Properties V, 30 November 1994.
Spaepen, F. "Viscosity, diffusivity and structural relaxation in amorphous metals and semiconductors." Department of
Energy Workshop on Diffusion and Relaxation in Amorphous Materials, Lake Tahoe, CA, 25-27 March 1995.
Spaepen, F. "Diffusional and interface stresses in multilayers." Materials Research Society Spring Meeting, San
Francisco, CA, 19 April 1995.
Spaepen, F. "The interface between a crystal and its melt: Structure, tension, and implications for nucleation."
Wetenschappelijke Vergadering, FOM Werkgemeenschap voor Materials, Veldhoven, The Netherlands, 23 May 1995.
Spaepen, F. "Stresses and interdiffusion." Gordon Research Conference on Epitaxial Thin Films and Interfaces, Plymouth,
NH, 10-14 July 1995.
Spaepen, F. "The interface between a crystal and its melt: structure, tension and implications for nucleation." Department
of Metallurgy and Materials Engineering, University of Leuven, Lcuven, Belgium, 1 September 1994.
Spaepen, F. "Interface tension and interface stress." Division of Engineering, Brown University, Providence, RI, 17
October 1994.
Spaepen, F. "Interface between a crystal and its melt: Structure, tension and implications for nucleation." Institute-Wide
Materials Seminar Series, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA, 10 January 1995.
Spaepen, F. "Interface between a crystal and its melt: Structure, tension and implications for nucleation." Department of
Physics, Washington Unversity, St. Louis, MO, 22 February 1995.
Spaepen, F. "Interface between a crystal and its melt: Structure, tension and implications for nucleation." Henry Krumb
School of Mines, Division of Metallurgy and Materials Engineering, Columbia University, NY, 7 March 1995.
Spaepen, F. "Interface stress and diffusional stresses." Solid State Seminar, Philips Research Laboratories, Eindhoven,
The Netherlands, 24 May 1995.
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Micro- and Macro-Segregation in Alloys Solidifying with Equiaxed Morphology
Principal Investigator: Dr. Doru M. Stefanescu University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa
Co-Investigators:
Nastac, L.
Curreri, P.
University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
Task Objective:
The objective of this research is to extend the recently developed model for microsegregation from a closed system
to an open system. This means that the new model should include the influence of (i) buoyancy-driven flow
(thermosolutal convection), (ii) of convection caused by the relative motion of the liquid/solid interface, and (iii) of
convection caused by density variation with change of phase, on both micro- and macro-segregation. The analysis
will be conducted only for equiaxed dendritic and eutectic alloys.
Microgravity experimentation will be used to assess the relative value of the three factors affecting solute
redistribution. The experimental work will be performed on the KC-135 aircraft for multi-directional solidification.
Task Description:
The theoretical work will consist of the following tasks:
1. Develop a formulation to describe the rheology of the particular two-phase equiaxed systems of interest (dendritic
and eutectic);
2. Develop an analytical solution for microsegregation for the case of an open system;
3. Develop a formulation for thermosolutal and shrinkage flow that includes description of both macro- and
micro-segregation;
4. Couple the macro-transport to micro-transport through description of solidification kinetics;
5. Develop a numerical code to solve the above algorithm;
6. Evaluate the validity of the closed system microsegregation model for the case of low-g environment.
The open system model will be used in validation in conjunction with both high-g and low-g experiments. In
addition, by turning off the shrinkage flow and/or the solid-liquid relative motion flow, the relative effects of these
flows can be evaluated. The closed system model should come reasonably close to the low-g experiments.
Validation of the models will be done through experimental measurement of solute concentration at the macro- and
micro-scale level, and of the temperature distribution.
The equipment that will be used for the experiments is NASA's Isothermal Casting Furnace that has a temperature
range of 100 to 1350 ° C, and quenching rate capabilities of 1 to 50* C/s. This furnace will be flown on the KC-135
aircraft. The samples will be melted before the low-g period of the flight, and solidified during the 25 s of low-g.
Parallel experiments will be conducted on ground.
Task Significance:
At the micro scale level, the assumption that mass transport is purely diffusive is quite reasonable, and thus, a
closed system may be a good approximation for certain alloy systems solidifying under terrestrial gravity. This
assumption is even more valid when considering low-gravity (low-g) solidification. However, for most alloy
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systems the influence of fluid flow caused by thermal and solutal convection cannot be ignored. During
solidification of a multicomponent alloy, buoyancy-driven fluid flow occurs due to the temperature and
concentration gradients. Even in upward directional solidification it is difficult to avoid horizontal temperature
gradients since the container walls are not perfectly adiabatic. Accordingly, there is a need to further develop the
model to address the open system case.
Progress During FY 1995:
During FY95 two compositions of AI-Cu alloys have been investigated: A1-2%Cu and A1-5%Cu. A total of 35
samples were cast and amongst them eight samples were chosen for ground experiments and KC-135 flights. Two
samples each of AI-2%Cu and Al-5%Cu were solidified under the ground conditions and in the KC-135 parabolic
flights under the low-g maneuvers.
Vertical sections of the cast ingots were polished and etched to examine the micro- and macrostructures of the
samples. Preliminary results show some significant variation in the ingot macrostrucmres in the low-g and the
ground solidified samples. The dendritic size and the different zones of the cast ingots are quite different in the two
cases. This clearly shows the effect of gravity on the solidification behavior of the alloys. The effect is manifested
both in the change of size of the dendrites and the area of different zones (chilled, columnar, and the central
equiaxed).
Further studies are ongoing to investigate the change in the composition of the ingot in the different microsWactural
zones. This would give an idea of the effect of gravity on the microsegregation. These studies are being done on
the EPMA by running composition line profile scans.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 8/94 EXPIRATION: 8/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-25-08-34
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NCC8-59
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Presentations
Stefanescu, D.M., Nastac, L., and Chuzhoy, L. "An analytical model for microsegregation in open and expanding
domains." VII Conference on the Modeling of Casting, Welding, and Advanced Solidification Processes, London, England,
September 1995.
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The Impaction, Spreading, and Solidification of a Partially Solidified Undercooled Drop
Principal Investigator: Dr. Julian Szekely Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
Co-Investigators:
Trapaga, G. Massachusetts InstituteofTechnology (MIT)
Task Objective:
The purpose of this project is to examine the spreading of molten metal droplets and their solidification upon
impacting onto a solid cooled surface.
Task Description:
This project is aimed at studying the splatting and solidification behavior of undercooled and partially solidified
metallic specimens. The project consists of both an experimental component and a computational and analytical
component.
In the experimental arrangement a levitated and inductively melted metallic droplet will be allowed to fall in the
Marshall drop tube, cool during flight, and then impinge on a chilled solid substrate. The flattened droplets will be
collected and analyzed. The thermal management of the system will be so arranged that upon approaching the
chilled substrate, the droplets will be undercooled in the range of 10" - 800* C, although, for some control
experiments we will impinge superheated droplets or droplets close to their melting temperature. Furthermore, a
number of experiments will be carried outi such that undercooled droplets will be made to impinge on the flat
surface of the substrate.
However, perhaps the most novel feature of the investigation is that for the experiments, immediately prior to
impingement of the droplet on the target, nucleation of the solid phase will be triggered by contact with one or
more of many spikes raised above the substrate. The height of the spikes will be such that the specimen will be
only partially solidified before impact.
Experiments to be run include impacts on a flat target by non-undercooled drops for comparison to previous work
and undercooled drops to study the effect of the degree of undereooling on the stability (splashing tendency) and fn_!
microstructure of the drop. The study will also include the effect of controlled nucleation on the liquid-solid phase
transformation by contact with a spike raised above the chill block. The occurrence of nucleation at a controlled
time before impact will add a new dimension to the study of the competition between solidification and spreading of
the droplet.
The theoretical work will include the development of a new set of equations to describe the behavior of the partially
solidified droplet upon impact and the calculation of the rate of cooling of the specimen as it falls and the velocity
field in the specimen as it falls. In addition, we will address issues of impingement and splatting.
Task Significance:
The problem of the spreading and solidification of molten metal droplets is of both fundamental and practical
interest. The fundamental interest is provided by the fact that the simultaneous spreading and solidification of metal
droplets is a generic problem in materials processing. The practical interest is associated with the immediate
relevance of these phenomena to spray forming and the formation of coatings.
Progress During FY 1995:
During the first year, two sets of experimental campaigns were performed using NASA's unique tower facility at the
Marshall Space Hight Center. The experiments were performed in collaboration with NASA personnel and
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researchers from Caltech. The experimental component of the project was combined with a theoretical part in which
computer simulations were employed to better understand and establish the conditions required to design such
experiments. The MIT team taking part in this project included a master's student and a research associate who were
involved with the principal investigator. The main accomplishments obtained in this period involve, the
demonstration of the experimental approach to produce splats of different materials and a large number of recordings
of splattings were obtained using state of the art high speed photography. Data analysis and comparison between
experimental data and predictions is currently in progress.
Results to be published pending further data collection and analysis.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH;
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 1
PhD Students: 0
TASK INITIATION: 9/94 EXPIRATION: 9/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-25-08-35
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NAG8-1069
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
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Microporous Membrane and Foam Production by Solution Phase Separation: Effects of Microgravity
and Normal Gravity Environments on Evolution of Phase Separated Structures
Principal Investigator: Dr. John M. Torkelson Northwestern University
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The objective of this research is to develop a quantitative understanding of the microstructure formation in glassy,
polymeric microporous membranes and foams produced via thermally induced phase separation. In particular, this
study will delineate the role of gravity (resulting in buoyancy-driven flows resulting in macroscopic layering of
phases) or the absence thereof in both the early-stage phase separation mechanisms, spinodal decomposition versus
nucleation and growth, and the later effects of coarsening, by Ostwald ripening and/or hydrodynamic flow.
Coarsening effects will be studied quantitatively by experimental determination of the growth in pore size over time
as a function of quench depth, polymer molecular weight and concentration, surface tension, etc., in near-critical and
off-critical point phase separation processes. Comparisons to expectations based on Ostwald ripening and
hydrodynamic flow mechanisms of coarsening will be made. By developing a quantitative understanding of the
thermodynamics and kinetics of polymer solution phase separation processes, both in terms of gravitational effects
and the more ordinary effects of polymer/molecular weight/solvent/concentration/quench temperature/qnench time
conditions, it may be possible to optimize microporous membrane and foam structure and performance.
Comparisons between coarsening effects in 3-dimensional and 2-dimensional environments, the latter expected to
behave as if they are in a microgravity environment even if the polymer and solvent have differing densities and the
experiments are done on earth, will also be undertaken.
Task Description:
A microgravity environment will be simulated by use of isopycnic (iso-density) solutions of polystyrene in diethyl
malonate, which upon thermally induced phase separation do not exhibit any macroscopic layering effects on the
time frame of a week. Comparisons will be made to conventional, nonisopycnic polystyrene solutions.
Early-stage spinodal decomposition effects will also be investigated by comparing the experimental temperature
dependence of pore size to predictions from the linearized Cahn-Hilliard theory for spinodal decomposition.
Measurements of the average pore size and pore-size distribution in membranes and foams produced by thermally
induced phase separation will be characterized by scanning electron microscopy and mercury intrusion porosimetry.
Comparisons of the growth rate in pore size observed from the three-dimensional membranes will be made to in
situ measurements of phase separation and coarsening in polymer solutions by optical microscopy; the thin nature
(10 microns between the base slide and cover plate) of the solutions yields two-dimensional coarsening effects when
the phase separated droplets are equivalent to or larger than the film thickness.
Task Significance:
The effects of gravity in the production of microporous membranes and foams from phase separated polymer
solutions will be studied quantitatively for the first time. By accessing microgravity conditions, it will be possible
to study critically how the phase domain growth rate during coarsening compares to theories, including those related
to the Ostwald ripening mechanism and the hydrodynamic flow mechanism of coarsening. From a scientific
standpoint, by simulating microgravity conditions it will be possible to test for the first time the evolution of
coarsened microstructure in polymer solutions over five to six decades in phase separation time and to determine
how gravity-driven flows affect this evolution. From a technological standpoint, the microgravity environment
using the isopycnic solution will allow determination of how space processing of microporous polymer membranes
and foams may result in materials unobtainable or obtainable only for limited polymer species (where isopycnic
solutions can be found) in a conventional terrestrial environment. These studies will also allow for a determination
of how novel materials may be developed in 2-dimensional phase separation. As buoyancy driven flows should
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occur only in 3-dimensional phase separation, 2-dimensional phase separation may be expected to simulate
microgravity environments even on earth regardless of the solvent and polymer densities as buoyancy driven flows
should occur only in 3-dimensional phase separation.
Progress During FY 1995:
Polymer solutions of various compositions have been phase separated in two dimensions in order to monitor the
growth rate of the domain size, d, associated with coarsening in restricted dimensions. These two-dimensional
coarsening studies, which are not subject to gravity-driven macroscopic phase separation, have also been compared
to three-dimensional coarsening of phase-separating polymer solutions, where gravity-driven buoyancy effects can
become important on short time scales if the difference in polymer and solvent densities are significant enough. We
completed the first experimental two-dimensional coarsening study of any type to demonstrate that the domain-size
growth rates are dependent on overall composition (specifically, distance from the "critical" point) and that a
crossover in growth rates from d scaling as the 1/3 power in time to d scaling as the 2/3 power in time for
originally near-critical solutions. While such growth rates and crossover had been predicted by theory and numerical
simulation, this was the first study to show such effects experimentally in two-dimensions. These growth-rate
effects compare favorably to the results obtained by us in three-dimensions using similar polymer-solvent systems,
where d scales as the 1/3 power in time with a crossover at longer times to a linear (ls0 power in time. In both
two-dimensional and three-dimensional cases, the short time effects (1/3 power) are consistent with coarsening by
Ostwald ripening and/or coalescence while the long time effects (2/3 power in two-dimensional and 1st power in
three-dimensional) are consistent with the hydrodynamic flow mechanism of coarsening. More detailed comparisons
are underway with the effects of interfacial tension, quench depth, polymer molecular weight, and solvent viscosity
receiving special attention.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 6/94 EXPIRATION: 6/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-21-08-23
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAG8-1061
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Haas, C.K., and Torkelson, J.M. 2-D coarsening in phase-separated polymer solutions: dependence on distance from
criticality and interfacial tension. Polym. Prepr., 36(2), 360-361 (1995).
Presentations
Haas, C.K., Song, S.-W., and Torkelson, J.M. "2-D vs. 3-D coarsening in phase separated polymer solutions: dependence
on interfacial tension." National American Physical Society Meeting, San Jose, California, March 1995.
Hass, C.K., and Torkelson, J.M. "2-D coarsening in phase-separated polymer solutions: dependence on distance from
criticality and interfacial tension." Fall 1995 National American Chemical Society Meeting, Chicago, Illinois, August
1995.
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Fundamentals of Mold-Free Casting Experimental and Computational Studies
Principal Investigator: Prof. Gr(_tar Tryggvason University of Michigan
Co-Investigators:
Ceccio, S.L.
Jacqmin, Dr. D.
University of Michigan
NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC)
Task Objective:
1. Provide the scientific knowledge necessary to operate a net-shape drop and spray casting facility by a computer
designed and optimized process. In addition to its importance for earth based manufacturing, such knowledge will
allow the operation of a space based facilities by computer programs developed on Earth.
2. Develop a detailed understanding of the fluid mechanics, heat transfer, and solidification of drops splatting on a
solid surface or a layer of other drops, that can be used to predict the microstructure of solids formed by such
depositions.
Task Description:
The project has both an experimental and a computational part. The experiment will consist of a facility that will
allow drops of controlled size and velocity to be deposited on a flat substrata where they solidify. The numerical
part will build on techniques developed under previous NASA support for accurate simulations of drop motion. By
a careful comparison of the numerical and the experimental results, we expect to be able to identify the key physical
aspects of the process that must be included in the numerical model so that it yields accurate results, yet is
sufficiently fast to be of practical use. To scale-up the drops to allow more detailed observations of the process, we
expect to eventually conduct the experiments in a low gravity environment where the drops can be made larger and
the velocities smaller, while keeping the essential balance of physical effects the same as for the small drops that
will be used in the actual production of artifacts.
Task Significance:
Moldfree casting by precision controlled deposition of drops of molten metal is an emerging manufacturing process
with considerable promise for rapid prototyping and the production of high quality, custom artifacts. A detailed
understanding of the process, and the ability to predict the effect of the controlling parameters, is essential if the
technique is to reach its full potential.
Progress During FY 1995:
The project has both an experimental and computational part. The experiment will consist of a facility that will
allow drops of controlled size and velocity to be deposited on a fiat substrata where they solidify. The design of the
facility is complete, and construction of the facility will be finished at the end of FY 1995. Already completed are
the drop generator, the substrate holder and traverse, and the control electronics. A vacuum chamber is currently
being built. A computer program has been developed that models solidification together with two phase
(liquid-vapor) surface tension induced flow. Preliminary results have been obtained, but more testing is needed,
particularly for the heat transfer and solidification part.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH;
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 7/94 EXPIRATION: 7/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION:962-25-05-28
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NCC3-355
RESPONSIBLECENTER: LeRC
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Electromagnetic Field Effects in Semiconductor Crystal Growth
Principal Investigator: Dr. Martin P. Volz NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
Co-Investigators:
Mazuruk, K.
Watring, D.A.
Dulikravich, G.S.
Universities Space Research Associates (USRA)
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
Pennsylvania State University
Task Objective:
The objectives of this investigation are the following:
1. To investigate the effects that combined electric and magnetic fields have on gravitationally-driven fluid flow
processes during the bulk growth of selected semiconductor alloys.
2. To examine the criteria for the onset of thermal instability as a function of electric, magnetic, and gravitational
field strength in electrically conducting liquids via theoretical analysis, computer calculations, and laboratory
experiments.
3. To assess the possibility of using externally applied magnetic and electric fields to influence fluid motion in the
melt, the rate of solid phase accrual, and the shape of the solid/liquid interface during solidification experiments both
on earth and in a low gravity environment.
Task Description:
A series of specific tasks are planned to achieve the proposed objectives. A model growth cell will be developed
which will allow for the passage of electric current through the melt simultaneously with the application of a
magnetic field. In situ temperature measurements will be made using gallium as a model material. Both
zone-melting and vertical Bridgman thermal profiles will be applied and the onset of thermal fluctuations will be
measured as a function of electric and magnetic field strength. Crystal growth experiments will then be made on
GalnSb and CdTe under various electromagnetohydrodynamic conditions. Computer modeling of the above systems
will be accomplished by using a three-dimensional mathematical model which takes into accoum both
magnetohydrodynamic and electrohydrodynamic phenomena. The model predictions will be compared with the
experimental results from the model growth cell.
Task Significance:
Electromagnetic fields can interact with electrically conducting melts and substantially affect their fluid flow
processes. Indeed, the intriguing possibility exists of using combined electric and magnetic fields to control fluid
flow in the melt during the directional solidification of semiconductor alloys. The significance of this study is to
gain a basic understanding of the possible interactions that combined electric and magnetic fields can have on fluid
flow processes during semiconductor crystal growth.
Progress During FY 1995:
A cylindrical test cell has been constructed and placed in the center of a rotating magnetic field. The cell contains
liquid gallium and thermistors inserted in the cell are used to measure temperature fluctuations. Critical Rayleigh
numbers have been measured as a function of rotating magnetic field strength and several different stability regimes
have been identified. These regimes are determined by the values of the Rayleigh and Hartmann numbers. For weak
rotating magnetic fields and small Hartrnarm numbers, the experimental observations can be explained by the
existence of a single non-axisymmetric roll rotating around the cylinder, driven by the azimuthal component of the
magnetic field. The measured dependence of rotational velocity on magnetic field strength is consistent with the
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existence of laminar flow in this regime. In conclusion, the model fluid cell experiments indicate that a flow
regime exists in which the benefits of a rotating magnetic field on the crystallization process are not compromised
by time-dependent flow.
A new theoreticalformulationofcombined electromagnet,hydrodynamicshas been developedand shows the
inconsistenciesand shortcomingsoftheexistingseparatelectrohydrodynamicand magnet,hydrodynamic theories.
The new model isforthree-dimensional,unsteady,viscousfluidflowsinvolvingelectricallychargedparticlesand
electricpolarizationand magnetizationeffects.Allinteractionbetween externallyappliedand internallyinduced
electricand magneticfieldsareincorporatedinthemodel. An eigenvalueanalysisofthegoverningsystemofnine
nonlinearcoupleddifferentialequationshas been performed.For certaincombinationsofmaterialproperties,itis
possibletoobtaincomplex conjugateeigenvaluesindicatingthatthehyperbolic-ellipticsystemcouldbecome
inherentlyoscillatory.Derivationofcharacteristicand non-reflectingopen boundary conditionswere alsoperformed,
thuscompletingtheanalyticalpartoftheresearcheffort.Numerical algorithmdevelopmentand computer coding
willbe performedduringthenextfiscalyear.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 1
PhD Students: 0
TASK INITIATION; 9/94 EXPIRATION; 9/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION:962-21-08-24
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NCC8-56
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Proceedings
Dulikravich, G.S., and Martin, T.J. "Inverse problems and design in heat conduction." 2nd IUTAM International
Symposium on Inverse Problems in Engineering Mechanics, Paris, France, H.D. Bui and M. Tanaka, eds. (1994).
Dulikravich,G.S.,Choi,K.-Y.,and Lee,S. "Magneticfieldcontrolofvorticityinsteadyincompressiblelaminar flows."
Symposium on DevelopmentsinEIectrorheologicalFlows and MeasurementUncertainty1994,ASME WAM 1994,
Chicago,Illinois,D.A. Siginer,J.H.Kim, S.A.Sheriff,and H.W. ColIeman,eds.,ASME-FED vol.205/AMD vol.190,pp
125-142 (1994).
Presentations
Dulikravich, G.S. and Martin, T.J. "Inverse solution of Poisson's Equation with partially unknown boundary conditions."
10th Seminar of Applied Mathematics, Budva, Yugoslavia, May 1995.
Mazuruk, K., and Volz, M.P. 'q'he effect of a rotating magnetic field on fluid flow in crystal growth configurations."
Alabama Materials Research Conference, Birmingham, Alabama, September 1995.
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Containerless Liquid Phase Processing of Ceramic Materials
Principal Investigator: Dr. Richard Weber Containerless Research,Inc.
Co-Investigators:
Nordine, P.C. Containerless Research. Inc.
Task Objective:
This research uses the control of chemistry and nucleation achieved by containerless liquid-phase processing to study
non-equilibrium phase formation and crystal growth. The work is intended to advance the basic understanding of the
high temperature chemistry of hard, refractory oxide and boride ceramics. Borides are of fundamental interest; they
are a unique class of compounds which form highly covalent, complex crystalline structures.
Ground-based containerless experiments will enable non-equilibrium phase formation phenomena to be identified.
This will allow candidate materials for more detailed investigation to be selected. Subsequent low gravity
experiments will provide the high degree of control over molten specimens required for detailed studies and analyses
of the liquids as well as crystal growth kinetics and solid-liquid phase relationships.
Task Description:
High temperature liquid-phase processing is achieved by aero- acoustic and aerodynamic levitation in combination
with continuous wave CO2 laser beam heating. Levitated materials are viewed by optical pyrometers and video
cameras. Materials are being examined by optical and scanning electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction, nuclear
magnetic resonance, Raman spectroscopy, and laser fluorescence measurements.
The effects of melt chemistry, temperature and process variables, including gravity-driven convection on
solidification kinetics, metastable phase formation, and epitaxial growth onto isostructural seed crystals from
undercooled melts is being investigated.
Task Significance:
The work provides insights into subtle chemical and transport effects on the solidification of complex oxide and
boride melts. The investigation explores the limits of ground-based methods and identifies systems which require the
additional control of transport which may be possible in low gravity.
Progress During FY 1995:
The first year of this project is an investigation of liquid-phase processing and properties of non-metallic materials.
The principal experimental technique is containerless melting using the aero- acoustic and aerodynamic levitation
methods in combination with cw CO: laser beam heating and non-contact diagnostics. Materials selected for the
investigation were oxides based on the aluminum oxide-silicon dioxide system. Research results have been/will be
published in refereed journals and relevant citations are presented in this report. In addition, results and progress
have been reported to NASA and presented at international conferences and workshops on materials and microgravity
materials science. Principal achievements of the research were:
1. Determined the limits for liquid-liquid phase separation in binary alumino-silicate melts. Undercooled melts
from ca. 30-60 % SiO_ formed two immiscible liquids which separated due to their density differences.
2. Investigated solidification of melts f(pO_), solidifaction and phase separation were influenced by ambient oxygen
pressure in equilibrium with the melts.
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3. Characterized recovered materials.
4. Conducted collaborative investigations.
5. Developed new synthesis technique for high purity oxides.
6. Performed preliminary low-gravity melting experiments in KC-135 in collaboration with Canadian rese&ch
team.
Future directions of the research include (i) continued investigation of liquid-liquid phase separation effects, and (ii)
measurements of liquid surface energies and viscosity as a function of composition and process variables including
melt temperature, thermal history, ambient oxygen fugacity, and bulk liquid composition.
Papers in preparation will present detailed interpretation of the results.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 5/92 EXPIRATION: 5/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-26-O7-03
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: IPL
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Biswas, A.B., Weber, LK.R., and Nordine, P.C. Cr3+ fluorescence in contalnerless melt-purified aluminum oxide. 1. Mat.
Res., 10, 1823-27 (1995).
Weber J.K.R. and Nordine, P.C. Contalnerless liquid-phase processing at high temperatures. Microgravity Science and
Technology, VII, 279-282 (1995), vol. II, 279-282 (1995).
Weber, LK.R., Anderson, C.D., Krishnan, S., and Nordine, P.C. Structure of aluminum oxide formed from undcrcooled
melts. J. Am. Ceram. Soc., 78, 577-82 (1995).
Weber, LK.R., Felten, J.L, and Nordine, P.C. New method for high purity ceramic synthesis. Rev. Sci. Insxz., (in presss).
Weber, J.K.R., Felten, JJ., Cho, B., and Nordine, P.C. Aero-acoustic levitation processing of molten oxides (invited
paper). JASMA Journal, (submitted).
Weber, LK.R., Krishnan, S., and Nordin¢, P.C. Effects of melt chemisu'y on the spectral absorption coefficient of liquid
aluminum oxide. I. Am. Ceram. Soc., vol. 78, 3067-3071, (1995).
Weber, LK.R., Krishnan, S., Anderson, C.D., and Nordine, P.C. Absorption coefficient of liquid aluminum oxide from
0.420-0.780 l_m. L Am. Ceram. Soc., 78, 583-87 (1995).
Weber, J.K.R, Nordine, P.C., Goretta, K.C., and Pocpp¢l, R.B. Effects of oxygen pressure on the stnlctu_ of Y-Ba-Cu-O
Materials formed by containlerless melting and solidification. J. Mat. Res., 9, 1657-60 (1994).
Proceedings
Weber, LK.R. "Containerless property measurements on molten aluminum oxide and alumino-silicat¢ binary mixtures."
4th Asian Thermophysical Properties Conference, Tokyo, 5-8 Sept., 1995, Ed. A. Nagashima, pp. 873-876.
Presentations
Weber, LK.R. "Containerless processing - A tool for the materials research scientist." Northwestern University Materials
Research Seminar May 16, 1995.
Weber, LK.R. "Thermophysical property measurements on molten materials." 4th International Subsccond
Thermophysics Conference, Cologne, June 27, 1995,
Weber, I.K.R. "Property measurements on molten aluminum oxide and alumino-silicates." 4th Asian Thermophysical
Properties Conference, Tokyo September 5-8, 1995.
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BSO/BTO Identification of Gravity Related Effects on Crystal Growth, Segregation, and Defect
Formation
Principal Investigator: Prof. August F. Witt Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
Knowledge gained from space experiments and the related ground-based program is expected to advance the science
base for crystal growth of oxides and thus to narrow the still existing gap between theory and experiment. More
specifically, the proposed program provides an approach to the deconvolution of the effects of largely uncontrolled,
complex processing variables on crystal growth and segregation, leading to the identification of growth conditions
by which device specific property requirements in oxides can be approached. Such growth conditions are expected to
be realizable in a modified Bridgman growth geometry, the subject of development in the ground-based support
program.
Task Description:
The on-going research program on growth and characterization of BSO places focus on a class of materials (optical
and opto-electronic) with theoretical properties that are outstanding, but which have so far failed to reach their
potential primarily because of our inability to adequately control during growth their stoichiometry, incorporation of
functional minority constituents0 crystal defect formation and confinement related contamination. Theoretical
considerations indicate that the majority of existing growth deficiencies, which are responsible for our inability to
produce viable device structures, are directly or indirectly related to gravitational effects. Thus it appears that an
assessment of the true potential of selenites, which exhibit outstanding piezoelectric properties and exceptionally
light optical rotative activity in device application, can at this time best be made on material obtained from
controlled growth experiments in a reduced gravity environment. Under such conditions convective interference,
otherwise unavoidable, is projected to be substantially suppressed and defect structures resulting during growth are
expected to approach equilibrium values. Magnetic melt stabilization, found effective in growth of semiconductors,
is ineffective in oxide systems.
Task Significance:
The research to date has focused on (a) the development of BSO single crystal growth capability by the Czochralski
technique, Co) the characterization of growth and defect formation in BSO, and (c) the development of a
Bridgman-type growth configuration for BSO that permits enhanced heat transfer control under quantifiable thermal
boundary conditions and which is functionally compatible with NASA-generated existing hardware. The
establishment of quantifiable growth conditions and the in situ growth characterization capability by means of
current induced interface demarcation are considered essential in efforts directed at assessing the potential of reduced
gravity environment for crystal growth research and development since the customary empirical approach is
considered prohibitive in space experimentation. The approach taken is in addition also considered a key element in
efforts to establish advanced crystal growth capabilities on earth, a prerequisite for the meaningful assessment of the
potential of selenites in device applications.
Progress During FY 1995:
Crystal Growth of BSO
The heat pipe-based Czochralski system which can provide for controlled ambient atmosphere and current induced
growth interface demarcation has been used extensively to grow single crystals of BSO for the development of
characterization techniques, analysis of growth and segregation behavior in conventional operation and to provide for
seeds and bulk material for the development of an advanced Bridgman growth facility.
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Existingfacilitiesforopticaltransmissionmicroscopyand forrelatedcomputationalimage processingand analysis
wereupgraded.
To determinethebasicgrowthcharacteristicsofBSO, Ca-doped aswellasundoped crystals,grown inthis
laboratoryaswellascommercialcrystalswere analyzedindetail.Itwas found that(I)rotationalstriationsare
absentincommercial materialaswellasincrystalsgrown with theheatpipe-basedCz system; (2)non-rotational
striations,highlyperiodicinnatureand exhibitingtwo distinctlydifferentfrequencies,arepresentinboth coreand
off-coreregions;theintensityofstriationsi greatestinthecrystalperipheryand most pronounced infacetgrowth
regions;(3)thefrequencyofstriationsinthecrystalsisa weak functionoftheaspectratioofthecharge,
independentoftherateofseedrotationand notnoticeablydependenton therateofcrystalpulling;(4)theprimary
macroscopiccrystaldeficienciesaregaseousinclusions--theirappearanceisa functionofboththerateofcrystal
rotationand therateofcrystalpulling;(5)generationofdislocationsisfound tobe predominantlyrelatedto
inclusions,togas bubblesand toprecipitates;(6)dislocationshave been made '_isible"throughdecorationby
annealingina reducingatmosphere;and,(7)currentinducedinterfacedemarcationhasbeen successful-its
formationismore consistentwiththeactionofJouleheatingthanwiththatofaPeltiereffect,generallyassumed.
Desian of an advanced Bridgman _owth facility
A heat pipe-based Bridgman facility has been designed and constructed. The system is equipped for growth interface
demarcation and can provide growth rate as well as thermal gradient stabilization. It is currently being subjected to
extensive testing in efforts to optimize its performance characteristics and the predictability of growth conditions
based on limited data input, a prerequisite for the effective application of computational growth modeling.
SUMMARY
The ground-based research phase on growth and segregation of BSO, considered essential for the conduct of related
space experiments, is considered as completed. The basis for informative growth experiments in a reduced gravity
environment has been established. In the course of this work, fundamental deficiencies in commercial BSO have
been identified and approaches for their elimination and/or control have been developed. It is anticipated that space
experiments to be conducted in the follow-up phase will provide experimental data which will establish the potential
of materials with induced photo refractivity for device applications.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 0 MS Degrees: 0
PhD Students: 2 PhD Degrees: 1
TASK INITIATION: 1/93 EXPIRATION: 1/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 962-21-08-19
NASA CONTRACTNO.: NAO8-949
RESPONSIBLE CENTI=R: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Lin,C.,andWitt.A.F. SelfdecorationofdislocationsinBiL_SiO20(BSO) crystalsby annealingina reducingatmosphere.
J.CrystalGrowth,140,444-446(1994).
Proceedings
Glasow,P.,and Witt,A.F. "Interactionwithindustry,researchinstitutions,and academia:knowledgebaseand technology
transfer."EURO-CRYST (BMWK, 1995).
Lin,C.,and Witt,A.F. "New approachestogrowthand characterizationofBSO." AACG-East IX,extendedabstracts,
AACG, AtlanticCity,New Jersey(1995).
Witt,A.F. "The materialsrevolution."EuropeanForum on Technology,pp 39-46,ORF (1994).
Witt,A.F.(panelist)'WlacstatusofcrystalgrowthintheU.S.."AACO-East IX,AACG, AtlanticCity,New Jersey(1995).
Presentations
Witt,A.F. "Projecteddemands on advancedmaterials."AustrianAcademy ofSciences,Vienna,Austria,September21,
1994.
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Free Float Trajectory Management ATD
Principal Investigator: Mr. A. P. Allan University of Delaware
Co-Investigators:
O'Donoghue, D. Nyma, Inc.
Task Objective:
Many researchers perform experiments that are sensitive to the effects of gravity aboard aircraft flying low gravity
trajectories. The aircraft is flown in a ballistic trajectory during which a period of free-fall is attained, providing the
desired low gravity environment. These trajectories are characterized by an initial trajectory entry phase which can
be very dynamic, followed by the stabilized low-g period and finally, an exit phase. Ideally, the entry phase should
be minimized to allow the longest possible low-g time.
The low-g environment experienced by an experiment attached to the aircraft is degraded by vibrations from the
aircraft as well as directly imposed disturbances from acoustics, air flow or that are self-induced. However, an
experiment package allowed to free-float during the stabilized low-g phase will only be affected by the direct
disturbances. The drawback of free-floating an experiment is that the package typically contacts the walls of the
aircraft after only a few seconds due to the initial velocity of the package at release and the rotation of the aircraft
during the parabolic trajectory. Longer free-float times are achievable, but are not predictably reproducible.
The objective of this work is to develop the technology for an extended, consistently reproducible acceleration
environment during the stabilized low-g phase of the trajectory, specifically for free-float packages. The goal is to
extend the free-float time to 10 seconds or longer and obtain stable accelerations of 0.001 g or lower in a consistent,
reproducible manner.
Task Description:
Improving the low-g environment for free-float packages requires the optimal control of the aircraft trajectory and
the release of the package. The control of the trajectory is dependent on the limitations of the specific aircraft used
and the feedback the pilots use to maneuver through the trajectory. The definition of the trajectory in terms of air
speed and pitch angle when entering the trajectory, the acceleration level during pull-up, and the air speed and pitch
angle when exiting the trajectory is the first step in maximizing the overall trajectory time and, in particular, the
stable low-g time.
To control the aircraft maneuver during the Iow-g phase, specific commands for pitch, roll and throttle must be
provided to the pilots. This requires parameter identification of the aircraft and the development of a control law to
develop the appropriate commands to maintain the stable Iow-g environment for the longest time possible. The
control law will be based on the states of the aircraft and the relative position, velocity and acceleration of the
experiment package. For a free-float package, the motion detection will be accomplished non-intrusively.
The controlled release of the experiment package once the stable Iow-g environment has been established is the next
step in achieving the maximum duration free-float time. A technique or mechanism will be developed to optimally
release the package during the Iow-g phase.
The test bed for the developed technology will be the NASA LeRC DC-9 aircraft.
Task Significance:
Numerous researchers utilize low-g aircraft trajectories to perform scientific investigations in the fields of
combustion, fluid physics and materials processing. For some, an extended, high-quality low-g free-float
environment, as is the goal on this ATD, would be sufficient for most or all of their testing needs without the need
for more expensive, time-consuming suborbital or orbital carriers.
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Althoughthe developed system will only be applicable to a specific aircraft, the NASA LeRC DC-9 in this case,
the technology to develop the system will be applicable to other aircraft.
Progress During FY 1995:
This ATD project was initiated in fiscal year 1995 and is planned to continue through fiscal year 1997. To date, the
NASA LeRC DC-9 trajectory profile was def'med through flight testing. Development of two data acquisition
systems, a rack-mounted system and a free-float system, has been completed. The rack-mounted system will record
the accelerations of the aircraft and the free-float system will record the accelerations of the package during free-float.
These systems will be used to measure the performance of the aircraft and free-float environment for the duration of
the program.
Initial flight testing will be performed to obtain baseline data on the performance of the aircraft and quality of the
trajectories. Aircraft parameter identification studies will begin during the last quarter of 1995. Development of the
pilot command guidance system will start in 1996, followed by flight testing on the DC-9. Concept development
for a free-float package release system will begin in 1996.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 10/94 EXPIRATION: 9/97
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION:
NASA CONTRACT NO.: NCC3-429
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LcRC
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Stereo Imaging Velocimetry
Principal Investigator: Dr. Mark Bethea NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC)
Co-Investigators:
No Co-rs Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The objectives of this project are to develop a stereo imaging velocimeter that will:
1. Measure quantitatively and qualitatively velocities up to 10.0 cm/sec with an accuracy of 2.0% of full-field for
150-micron seed particles in a 2.0-inch field of view.
2. Have streamlined data processing which processes 100 time steps of consecutive stereo images to obtain 3D
velocity fields in less than ten minutes.
3. Be able to track at least 100 particle pairs per frame.
4. Require minimal apriori assumptions about the flow.
5. Initiate tracking and matching out automatically.
Task Description:
The approach to successful implementation is to develop robust and efficient 3D camera calibration, edge
finding/centroid determination, overlap decomposition, particle tracking, and stereo matching algorithms that will be
used in the Stereo Imaging Velocimetry system. These five tasks are the basis for the velocimeter and will
determine its final processing speed and accuracy. We will then test the prototype for accuracy on particles with
known trajectories. A user interface for both the front-end and post-processing will be created. The velocimeter will
be tested on real fluids experiments. This testbed experiment will be done with a water tunnel experiment that is
currently under development. Using the water tunnel experiment, we can set the flow rate and compare the results
with the SIV system results.
Task Significance:
Stereo Imaging Velocimetry will permit the collection of quantitative and qualitative, three-dimensional flow data
from any optically transparent fluid which can be seeded with tracer particles. This includes such diverse
experiments as the study of multiphase flows, bubble nucleation and migration, pool combustion, non-contact
measurements, and crystal growth -- all of which are part of NASA's Microgravity science program.
Progress During FY 1995:
A neural network approach to particle tracking has been invented, coded, and tested. The results show a substantial
improvement over our existing particle tracking scheme. This work is significant in that we use a globally
optimum neural network instead of a locally optimum one. This increases our particle tracking yield by as much as
10%.
A 3D camera calibrationtechniquehasbeen developedand testedfortheSIV system.We arenow abletotaketwo
2D calibration(orthogonalviews)and extract3D informationtoproducea robust3D cameracalibrationroutine
capableof calibratingour fluidvolume towithin0.17% offull-field.
The Neural Network implementatipn of the overlapping particles reported in FY 93 has been combined with our
edge fmding-centroid processing algorithm to form one robust algorithm.
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The 3D camera calibration technique, overlap decomposition with edge-centroid determination, along with particle
tracking and stereo matching are currently being combined in one SIV algorithm. This will produce our SIV
software system package and accuracy and speed will be analyzed.
All 1995 activities have been concentrated on identifying potential users of SIV technology. We have space act
agreements with two local companies and two possible flight projects.
We are also concentrating on a user-friendly interface for users of the SIV system.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 1 BS Degrees: 0
MS Students: 1 MS Degrees: 3
PhD Students: 2 PhD Degrees: 0
TASK INITIATION: 10/91 EXPIRATION: 9/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-70-0C-00
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
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Real-Time X-Ray Microscopy for Solidification Processing
Principal Investigator: Dr. Peter A. Curreri NASA Marshall Space Right Center (MSFC)
Co-Investigators:
Kaukler, W. University of Alabama, Huntsville (UAH)
Task Objective:
The objective of this ATD consists in the development of an X-ray Transmission Microscope (XTM) for the in
situ and real-time observation of interfacial processes in metallic systems during freezing or solid-solid
transformation. The XTM should have the following capabilities:
1. Provide a resolution for specimen features of 10-100 Ixm;
2. At solidification rates of 0.1 to 20 Ixm/sec;
3. Temperatures up to 1100 ° C with temperature gradients up to 50 C/cm;
4. With contrast sensitivities sufficient to detect 2-5% difference in absorptance;
5. Offer 1, 2, and 4 in exposure times of a few seconds; and,
6. Permit recording of stereo pairs for depth information.
Task Description:
The purpose of this ATD is the development of a high resolution x-ray either during freezing or solid-solid
transformations. We will use the X-ray Transmission Microscope (XTM) to view, in situ and in real-time,
interracial processes in metallic systems. XTM will operateinthe hard x-ray range (10 to 100 KeY) and achieve
magnification through projection.
Task Significance:
Physical processes which occur at, or neat, interphase boundaries during solidification, or other phase
transformations, play a major role in the determination of many of the technologically important properties of
solids. To date, inteffacial morphologies and particle-interface interactions in the respective metallic, optically
opaque systems have been deduced from post-process metallographic analyses of specimens. Thus, little
information is obtained about the detailed dynamics of the processes. These investigations have been considerably
augmented by real-time observations of transparent materials; yet, since some of the interfacial and transport
properties of these materials differ greatly from those of metals and semiconductors the results are not necessarily
representative of these opaque systems.
Progress During FY 1995:
The main efforts for FY95 were the construction of the x-ray furnace, evaluation and selection of the technology for
the advanced x-ray camera, the establishment of criteria for and selection of peripheral equipment, solidification
experiments with AI alloys and A1-Zirconia composites in the prototype furnace, evaluation of the specimens for
the '_Patticle Pushing at Interfaces" flight definition experiment (Dr. Stefanescu, UA, P.I.), measurements of emitted
spectra from x-ray source, and testing of higher resolution x-ray targets.
Many of the goals of the Project objectives have already been met. Cellular structures have been observed during
solidification of A1-Ag alloys with dimensions of 50 micrometers width or less. Imaging of solidifying interface
with growth rates of 0.2 Ixm/sec to 34 lam/sec has been demonstrated. A 3.5% contrast sensitivity was achieved
using the high definition x-ray source and detection system with large features.
Four technologies, all based on CCD's, were evaluated for the advanced x-ray camera/converter. A cooled CCD with
a fiber optic faceplate and a CsI phosphor material 1242-by-1152 pixels and 16-bit gray scale resolution was found
to provide the optimum performance.
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An advanced x-ray transparent furnace has been designed and is being constructed. The prototype furnace enables a
maximum real-time magnification of a solidifying sample of about 50 X. The advanced furnace is designed to allow
a magnification of 200 X, which could allow real-time imaging of growth of f'me microsl_ctural features (such as
fibers in eutectic and monotectics) in these opaque metallic alloys for the first time.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 10/94 EXPIRATION: 10/97
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-70-04
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION8 FOR FY 1995:
Proceedings
Curreri, P.A., and Kaulder, W.F. '_eal-Time Transmission Microscopy of Solidifying Al-In Alloys." Proceedings of the
Seventh International Symposium on Experimental Methods for Microgravity Materials Science Research, Metallurgical
and Materials Society Annual Meeting, Las Vegas, Nevada, February 12-16, 1995 (Metallurgical Transactions).
Presentations
Curreri,P.A.,and Kaukler,W.F. "X-raytransmissionmicroscopystudiesofmetalsolidification(posterpaper)."Gordon
ResearchConferenceon GravitationalEffectsinPhysicochemicalSystems,July9-14,1995,New EnglandCollege,
Henniker,New Hampshire.
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Advanced Heat Pipe Technology for Furnace Element Design
Principal Investigator: Dr. Donald C. Gillies NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
Co-Investigators:
Palosz, W. USRA/NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
Task Objective:
The principal objectives for this study are to improve the capabilities of heat pipe technology for use as isothermal
liners, by (1) fabricating liners to operate at up to 1500°C, (2) to determine the feasibility and establish the protocol
for the incorporation of liquid metal heat pipes as furnace liners in a man tended environment in space, and (3) to
develop a furnace with no moving parts which can solidify or cool materials with a high degree of control. The
performance of this device, the Moving Gradient Heat Pipe Furnace (MGHPF), will be extensively characterized.
The rest of the first part should be transferred to the Task Description - next section. I suggest that the sentence
starting "In conjunction with..." should end with the phrase" .. processed in the MGHPF,.." The material
not used in FY95 Task Objective would then go in, and the phrase about the "possibility of fabricating a high
temperature version of the MGHPF will be explored" could go in at the end.
Task Description:
A major consideration of the high-temperature heat pipe is the selection of materials for its successful fabrication.
The first year's effort will focus on reviewing possible materials and examining their known history'in conventional
heat pipes. The isothermal furnace liner has a more complex geometry than the heat pipe traditionagy used for heat
transfer in that there is a central bore in which the load is processed. This puts considerably more strain on the
welding of the end caps to the main body. With the anticipated high temperature differential between the inner and
outer surfaces of the pipe, the potential for the welds to crack is much higher. Suitable test articles will be
fabricated and extensive testing will be initiated. The aim is to produce heat pipes capable of operating within
0.75-BOC of the required temperature over long periods of time (a matter of days) and withstanding many cycles
between room and the operating temperatures. These tests will culminate in the growing of crystals in a new
facility. In conjunction with the high-temperature heat pipe effort, materials will be processed in the MGHPF, and
the possibility of fabricating a high-temperature version of the MGI-IPF will be explored.
Task Significance:
Each of the instruments presented here will impact materials science. The MGHPF, primarily aimed at flight
experiments, simplifies a furnace facility by dispensing with the need for a translation device for moving the sample
during processing. The equipment also operate with a much simpler heating and control system by being able to
operate with only one heating element and controller system. Other benefits will include saving space, positioning
the sample accurately in the furnace, and maintaining the position of the sample during processing.
While specifically aimed at manned flight applications, ground-basedbenefits are equally important. Since a high
temperature heat pipe of the specifications described does not exist for crystal growth, it will immediately produce
dividends for individuals growing crystals and conducing other materials science work in the temperature range
1100-BOC - 1500-BOC. In flight experiments, where the investment per mission is so high, it is essential that
thermal conditions for experiments be optimized to maximize science returns. The heat pipe is a major step toward
this goal.
Progress During FY 1995:
This project started in FY 1995 and was planned as a four-year effort, but a later decision trimmed the effort back to
only two years. During the first six months progress was made in identifying the most cost-effective materials and
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design for fabricating the high-temperature heat pipe. The first three heat pipes were designed and fabrication
initiated in FY 1995. Installation and testing is planned for FY1996. Meanwhile, dialog to establish the protocol
for flying liquid metal heat pipes was also begun.
The Moving Gradient Heat Pipe Furnace (MGHPF) was installed at the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) and
initial thermal testing begun. It was found that interface Iranslation rates of 1 through 50 mm/hr could readily be
achieved and controlled. Additionally, during the first year a crystal of indium antimony (InSb) was grown. Other
materials, including seeded germanium, were grown to demonstrate the capability of the equipment. Additional
instrumentation, such as a current pulsing system, will be added during FY 1996.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION:10/94 EXPIRATION: 10/96
PROJECTIDENTIFICATION: 963-70-07
NASA CONTRACTNO.: ES71-6-30
RESPONSIBLECENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Presentations
Baldassare, G.J., Gemert, N., Gillies, D., Lehoczky, S.L, and Palosz, W. "Moving gradient heat pipe furnace (MGHPF) for
microgravity crystal growth." IX International Heat Pipe Conference, Albuquerque, NM, May 5, 1995.
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Microgravity Combustion Diagnostics
Principal Investigator: Dr. Paul S. Oreenberg NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC)
Co-Investigators:
Griffin, Dr. D.W.
Vander Wal, Dr. R.L.
Weiland, Dr. K.J.
Piltch, Dr. N.D.
NASA lewis Research Center (LeRC)
NYMA, Inc.
NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC)
NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC)
Task Objective:
Currently available diagnostic instrumentation for achieving these objectives has been extremely limited, consisting
primarily of conventional film-based imaging systems and intrusive temperature and velocity probes, such as
thermocouples and hot wire anemometers. This situation has arisen primarily because of the unique and severe
operational constraints which are inherent in the conduct of reduced-gravity experimentation. It is the recognition of
this pressing need to provide diagnostic systems of greater sophistication that has motivated the existence of this
particular development program.
Task Description:
For a variety of reasons, predominant emphasis has been placed on the development of optical diagnostic techniques.
Principal among these is the relative fragility of the physics and chemistry of reduced-gravity systems relative to
their 1-g counterparts. The action of buoyancy-induced convection is vigorous when compared with the dominant
mechanisms associated with reduced-gravity phenomena, such as surface tension and thermal and concentration
driven diffusion processes. The essentially nonperturbative nature of optical measurement techniques is therefore
extremely appropriate in this context.
Optical measurement techniques are, in general, well-suited to the acquisition of multidimensional data fields (e.g.,
two- and three-dimensional imaging). This is an important consideration in the present state of understanding of
microgravity science, since a clearer understanding of basic phenomenology, including the verification of
fundamental length and time scales and dominating physical mechanisms in still being developed.
Task Significance:
The success in achieving a significant scientific return from existing and proposed microgravity fluid physics and
combustion science experiments depends substantially on the availability of diagnostic systems for the collection of
the required scientific data.
Progress During FY 1995:
In the area of full-field infrared emission spectroscopy, calibration of the IR sensitive staring array camera has been
conducted. This was accomplished through the use of a blackbody radiation source and several infrared bandpass
filters. An end-to-end calibration is required in this case because of the varying response of the detector array and the
transmission characteristics of the lens and bandpass filters. All of these elements exhibit behavior that is
wavelength dependent; the detector response may exhibit nonlinearities with respect to absolute intensity as well.
The response of the detector array has been observed to be nearly proportional to blackbody intensity when narrow
band filters are employed. As a first step in exploiting this calibration, images of radiating thin filament fibers
suspended in jet flames have been obtained. The resulting data will be compared to thermocouple measurements of
the hot gases above the flame that were obtained simultaneously.
During this year, a blackbody source needed for camera calibration was recalibrated. This is necessary to characterize
the camera response for quantitative measurements. Also, an infrared monochromator with lead salt detector was
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configured to acquire wavelength resolved emission scans. Future plans include the acquisition of bandpass filtered
images, and multi-point temperature measurement using thin-filament pyrometry.
A preliminary literature search was made investigating the inverse problem wherein infrared emission measurements
are inverted to provide temperatures and concentrations of selected species. The present search focused on references
comparing modelling efforts and experimental data for an experimentally tractable (soot-free, relatively simple
chemistry, straightforward geometry) combustion system. Published infrared spectra of some laboratory flames,
such as a Bunsen-type natural gas flame, have also been found.
In addition, a new Phase I SBIR work entitled "Analysis Tools for Spectrally-Resolved and Broad-band Infrared
Imaging Data" was successfully proposed by Aerodyne, Inc., with much of the proposal being based on discussions
with ATD personnel regarding the data analysis requirements for both bandpass filtered and spectrally resolved
infrared imaging data obtained by several microgravity combustion experiments. The proposed work involves a
survey of available optimizer routines, an evaluation of their adaptability to the Aerodyne Radiation Code, and the
fitting of synthetic data with and without synthetic noise added in preparation for the fitting of real data. It is
anticipated that the contractor will propose for a Phase II SBIR contract. The results of the competition will be
announced during the upcoming year.
Independent of but complementary to this ATD, the Phase II SBIR contract with SSG, Inc. for the development and
delivery of an infrared imaging spectrometer capable of supplying spatially and spectrally resolved images made
much progress and is nearing its end. All requirements for the instrument have been finalized and the hardware
components are complete. The design of the system is such that the system can be accommodated in an aircraft rack
for reduced-gravity experimentation and the components have been mggedized as much as possible. An aircraft rack
is under construction. Integration of the hardware and software is being done now, after replacement of the flawed
Pentium processor in the computer. The PI was invited to present a talk on the contract results at the Third
International Microgravity Combustion Workshop. All hardware and software systems have been delivered to LeRC
and are presently undergoing acceptance testing in the laboratory.
Efforts supporting two-dimensional species and temperature measurements were initiated with the completion of the
procurement process for the titanium:sapphire laser. The laser, built by Continuum, Inc., was installed into a new
laboratory room in the Space Experiments Laboratory. Through frequency doubling, tripling, and mixing of the
titanium:sapphire fundamental output, light in the blue and ultraviolet has been successfully generated. These lines
cover the wavelength regions of 431 nanometers and 308 nanometers, providing the ability to perform laser-induced
fluorescence measurements of the CH and OH radicals, respectively. This laser system is currently being
characterized as to its operational capabilities. Optics and other support equipment (burners, chamber, etc.) to
perform Rayleigh scattering, laser-induced fluorescence, and other optical diagnostics have been obtained and are
presently being assembled.
Characterization of this new device began by looking at water, which is optically active throughout the fundamental
wavelengths of the laser and allowed familiarization of the laser system without the worry of frequency conversion.
A photoacoustic cell and associated electronics were constructed. Excitation of various absorption bands of water at
room temperature can be detected, thus serving as a frequency marker to reference the laser tuning process.
Synchronization of the laser pulses, data collection systems, and wavelength tuning has also been implemented.
Next, the frequency doubling capabilities of the laser were characterized. Several miUijoules of light could be
produced at 390 rim, which is in the range of one of the CH radical electronic transition. The laser was set up to
automatically scan the frequency conversion crystal angle as the wavelength is scanned. The scan rate for
auto-tracking was determined to be at least 0.1 nm/sec. The tuning range of the laser when optimized at a particular
wavelength is greater than 60 nm, although the auto-tracking alignment must be slightly realigned for good tracking
at roughly 20 nm intervals.
A Bunsen-type methane/air flame was set up and a point, laser-induced fluorescence signal of the CH radical present
in the inner cone of the flame was obtained with the use of a monochromator and photomultiplier tube detection
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system. The peaks were assigned using published line positions. From the difference in the actual versus measured
wavelength of about 2.32 nm, a wavelength calibration of the laser can be made.
During the past year, the solid-state laser system was relocated to a new laboratory to minimize conflicts with the
extensive soot production from the laser-induced incandescence (I_,II)ATD which lead to the damage of several
optical components. The laser system was characterized at 308 nm, which allows the detection of the OH radical,
one of the most important flame front markers. The pulse energy as a function of wavelength or the tuning curve,
and the shot-to-shot stability were measured in this wavelength range. The pulse energy and stability are both
within specifications and sufficiently good for OH detection experiments. Writing of a computer program for the
control of wavelength and multi-channel data acquisition has begun.
In preparation for imaging laser-induced fluorescence experiments, a demonstration of the synchronization of the
pulsed laser, gated image intensifier camera, and digital frame-store capabilities was conducted. The first
demonstration was for the fluorescence imaging of an acetone-seed, non-reacting jet. The image was obtained at an
excitation wavelength of 266 nm using the new laser for the LII/ATD. The synchronization set-up is identical for a
combusting system, but is easier to accomplish for a system with essentially zero background, as there is no flame.
The jet had a Reynolds number of roughly 2000 based on the nitrogen flow.
Also in support of the laser-induced fluorescence experiments, several OH and CH chemiluminescence images were
obtained for burning methanol and decane fiber-supported droplets. These experiments were performed at low
pressure in an attempt to simulate low-gravity conditions and obtain an approximate signal level of the OH and CH
chemiluminescence intensity to guide potential reduced-gravity measurements of the same. The methanol images
reveal significant emission from OH A-state and CH A-state electronically excited radicals. The CH emission may
be used as an alternative to the OH emission in determining the position of the flame front. Since emission is seen
from CH A-state radicals, this hints that other reactions may produced CH in the C-state, whose emission overlaps
that from the OH radical. Detailed high resolution spectroscopic measurements are needed to discern the relative
contribution of the CH emission to the light collected near 308 rim. Previous modelling by Prof. Dryer does not
predict the formation of CH in the combustion of methanol droplets. These observations provide an alternative
method of spectroscopically determining the flame front position during the burning droplet lifetime, provide input
for the theoretical modelling of the combustion chemical mechanism for methanol droplets, and provide a caution
against the assumption that light emission centered at 308 nm is due solely to OH radical emission. The decane
droplet chemiluminescence images provide a point of comparison for the methanol droplet.
Future work in this area will be to conduct OH point laser-induced fluorescence experiments. The successful
demonstration of the synchronization of the laser, camera, and computer digitizer permits the extension of the
laser-induced fluorescence measurements to line and imaging configurations. Rayleigh scattering experiment will
alsobeconducted.
During this period of performance, a related effort was undertaken to determine oxygen spatial extent and
concentrations profiles in flames, using non-intrusive optical techniques. Absorption in the ultraviolet
Schumann-Runge bands was selected based on sensitivity, compactness of the apparatus, and ability to measure hot
oxygen without interference from ambient oxygen. In addition, the same technique would sirnilarly be able to
measure ambient oxygen by suitable choice of wavelength.
The absorption spectra for these bands were modeled with a simulation program obtained from Princeton University,
over a temperature range from ambient to 2000 K. Several groups of transitions were identified that promised high
sensitivity and minimum interference by ambient oxygen. Since several excited vibrational levels are populated and
can be probed in this region, temperature can be determined from these measurements. The simulated spectra at 300
K and 1500 K show spectral regions, such as that near 195 ran, where hot oxygen absorbs but room temperature
oxygen does not.
AlsoconsideredaretheFranck-Condonfactorsasafunctionofwavelengthandvibrationalquantumnumber.The
Franck-Condonfactoristhevibrationalcontributiontototaltransitionprobability.Thisfigureshowsthatthereisa
fourorderofmagnitudeincreasefromv"= 0tov"= 4.The productofFranck-Condonfactorandpopulationofthat
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state is nearly constant within a factor of ten for states from v" - 0 to v" - 4 at flame temperatures. Therefore
vibrationally excited states can be detected at nearly the same sensitivity as v" - 0, while also allowing temperature
determination from the spectra. The vihrationally excited states have the additional advantage of being shifted
toward longer wavelengths where transmission through optical elements will be improved.
Measurements are planned in line-of-sight absorption, point fluorescence, and planar imaging. A lightweight,
compact, low power xenon arc lamp has been purchased with a repetition rate of 300 Hz and sufficient intensity in
the sub-200 nm region for these measurements. UV optics (lenses, filters, and a monochromator grating) have also
been obtained. Initial absorption measurements are in progress.
Exciplex thermometry experiments are being performed utilizing a small pulsed nitrogen laser operating at 337
nanometers. The objective is to utilize this method to measure the temperature of a vaporizing droplet, and extend
the technique to a burning droplet. Exciplex thermometry utilizes the ratio of fluorescent intensities of an excited
state monomer and exciplex compound (formed through the interaction of an excited state monomer and ground state
partner). By referencing this ratio of fluorescence intensifies to calibration measurements in which the intensity
ratio is measured at known temperatures, the temperature can thus be determined. This technique has been applied
to measure the volume average temperature of a fiber suspended droplet in an inert atmosphere in response to
heating by a hot wire coil surrounding the droplet. The system in this case is hexadecane doped with PYPYP.
Application of exciplex thermometry to burning droplets remains a challenge as the fluorescence from the monomer
and exciplex are quenched at different rates in the presence of oxygen. Current efforts are aimed at addressing this
issue.
Several hardware modifications were accomplished to enable these investigations. These include: a) a refurbishment
of the existing droplet combustion chamber to serve as a glove-box for performing experiments in an oxygen-free
environment, b) the design and fabrication of a glass vacuum system for degassing solutions of dissolved oxygen,
(the capabilities of this system have since been adopted for use by the DCE program) c) the design and fabrication of
a new calibration cell, d) dual fluorescence detectors for measuring the fluorescence of the monomer and exciplex
compounds simultaneously, independent of the experimental geometry, e) an improved hot-wire ignition
mechanism, and f) the identification and procurement of new potential exciplex compounds based on a survey of the
open literature.
Several new exciplex compounds and fuel combinations were tested for their temperature dependence and
fluorescence signal levels. The two most promising systems were identified as PYDMAP/Decane and
PYPYP/Decane. The PYDMAP was previously unavailable and neither exciplex compound had been tested in
combination with the fuel decane.
Most significantly, these compounds are intramolecular compounds which form an exciplex compound through an
intramolecular rearrangement. Since the two 'parts' of the molecule are in relatively close proximity to each other,
far lower concentrations can be used. It has been routinely observed that intermolecular compounds require
significantly higher concentrations for an exciplex compound to form. The resulting drawback is that with such
high concentrations, not only is the burning rate constant of the droplet altered (a significant perturbation), hut the
droplet is frequently difficult, if not impossible to ignite. Furthermore, the differences in vapor pressure between
the fuel and dopant dictate that the relative concentration of the dopant varies throughout the burning process.
Establishing experimental procedures to produce repeatable and robust calibrations is an extremely daunting task.
The overall lower concentrations required by the use of intramolecular compounds tends to reduce this undesirable
effect.
The fluorescence of an exciplex compound and monomer is also sensitive to the presence of oxygen. While
adequate signal levels are attainable in the presence of oxygen, its quenching effect on the fluorescence differs for
both the monomer and exciplex compound. Calibration experiments are performed steady-state, where in order to
bring the solution temperature to a predetermined level, a period of several minutes is required. In contrast, the
ignition of a fuel droplet occurs within a few seconds. As the temperature of the droplet varies both temporally and
spatially (which is what is desirable to measure experimentally) during the ignition and burning stages, the oxygen
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concentration in the solution will vary as well, owing to the temperature dependence of the dissolved oxygen
concentration. Since the fluorescence intensity of exciplex to monomer is a strong function of both temperature and
oxygen concentration, the inferred temperatures based on fluorescence intensity ratios will not necessarily accurately
reflect the true temperature of the droplet.
It does not appear feasible to begin with an oxygen free fuel droplet (for a single fiber-supported droplet) and
accomplish ignition in air before significant changes in the fluorescence intensities occur due to oxygen dissolving
in the solution. Given the rate of diffusion of oxygen to the droplet, it is observed that the dissolving of oxygen
into the solution occurs almost instantaneously.
The temporal and spatial variation in the oxygen concentration essentially renders a suitable calibration procedure
exceedingly difficult, if not impossible. Thus our approach involves a comparison of droplet temperatures prior to
ignition for an oxygen-free fiber-supported decane droplet (doped with either of the two indicated exciplex forming
compounds) residing in an oxygen free environment, and an identical aerated decane droplet residing in air. The
calibration for each experiment will be performed in the appropriate oxygen-free or air environments. Comparison
of the temperatures of the decane droplet during the ignition process for both sets of experimental conditions (with
calculated temperatures being based on the appropriate calibration experiment) will be made for both experiments to
empirically determine how much error may be incurred in an actual experiment performed in air referenced to a
calibration procedure performed under similar conditions. If similar temperatures are indicated, then the technique
should also be applicable to burning droplets. At a minimum, the technique is clearly applicable to studying
droplet temperature prior to ignition, a situation of expressed concern to several MSAD funded investigators.
During the course of these experiments the nitrogen laser failed, preventing a direct comparison of the two sets of
experimental conditions. It was possible, however, to perform the calibration experiments in air. Using the
resulting functional fit describing the calibration curve, the experimentally determined fluorescence intensity ratio of
a fiber-supported oxygen-free decane droplet in an oxygen-free environment was used as an input. The ignition
point is based on the observed time to ignition for an identical droplet in an air environment. Rough measurements
have indicated that the very low concentrations of these intrarnolecular exciplex compounds do not change the
burning characteristics of the host fuel. Additionally, the ratio of thermal conductivity of air to pure nitrogen is
nearly unity, thus validating the determination of the ignition point in the oxygen-free environment based on
measurements performed in air. Most importantly, the inferred radially averaged droplet temperature is significantly
lower (~ 90 Celsius) at the point of ignition than the boiling point of decane (~ 175 Celsius). Preliminary results
from the PYDMAP exciplex compound in decane yield similar results. Thus our initial conclusion indicates that
hot-wire ignition does not bring the bulk droplet temperature near the fuel boiling point. The accuracy of these
results however, will require a comparison to the oxygen-free experiments as previously discussed.
Point-wise and imaging velocity measurements are also in progress. Addressing the former, compact, solid -state
laser doppler velocimeter modules have been obtained on loan to supplement the module being completed under
contract. This module is implemented for coaxial backscatter measurements, utilizing common optics for
simultaneous transmission and detection. This simplifies the experimental geometry, and eliminates the
requirement for precise alignment of separate transmission and collection sample volumes. Acceptance tests of the
optics module were performed during September of 1993 at EG&G's facility in Montreal. The results of these tests
indicate that the unit performed as per specification. A comparative basis for the resulting performance was afforded
by the availability of a pair of similar units presently in use in our laboratory. These units were loaned from the
David Taylor Institute of the Naval Research Laboratory. Both the EG&G and NRL units employ diode laser
sources operating at 780 nanometers, delivering approximately 15 milliwatts at the sample volume. Both units
also employ DC coupled, avalanche photocliodes operating in the sub-geiger module (i.e. analog detection as
opposed to photon counting). For comparable optical power present at the sample volume, the EG&G module
affords an improved detection sensitivity by roughly a factor of four. A two-fold improvement is evident directly
from the indicated data, whereas the additional factor of two results from F# considerations; both modules employ a
collection aperture of 50 millimeters, but the EG&G module has a working distance which is 1.4 times as long.
Also visible in the data is the considerable improvement in the spatial definition afforded by the EG&G module.
The radial profile of the sample volume is very close to the predicted value of 100 microns, and much more closely
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resembles the 1/e2 profile associated with the source. The NRL unit, in contrast, has inferior beam shaping optics,
resulting in a series of unwanted "wings" which contribute to the overall scattered signal.
Upon receipt of the EG&G optics module at LeRC these tests were repeated. Unfortunately, two anomalies in the
performance of the system were observed which were not seen previously. The first corresponds to a misalignrnent
between the transmitted and detected sample volumes. Data was cotlected to indicate the output of the avalanche
photodiode detector as a partially reflective target was translated along the optical axis. It is seen from the resulting
plot that the detection sensitivity peaks approximately 20 millimeters behind the sample volume as defined by the
transmitter. Because the detection optics operate at a conjugate ratio on the order of 10:1, this is indicative of a
misalignment of the detector by roughly two millimeters. This distance was later revealed to correspond to a shift
in the distance between the entrance window and sensor surface that had been altered in the final version of the
detector. This change had evidently not been indicated in the final configuration drawings, and hence had become
inadvertently misaligned in the fmal cleaning, purging, and sealing of the module which occurred prior to shipment.
The second anomaly relates to 50 KHz bleed-through from the detector high voltage power supply, and was traced to
a leaky by-pass capacitor. The module has subsequently been returned to EG&G, where these problems were
addressed.
When the moduLewas received from EG&G, these same tests were revisited. The results were favorable, indicating
that the identified problems had been adequately rectified. A number of additional tests were then conducted, serving
to both validate the module's performance, and as a basis for furthercomparison with the existing NRL units. The
actively cooled APD utilized by EG&G affords a net increase in detection sensitivity of eight fold. A similar
increase in signal to noise ratio (SNR) is not achieved, however, due to the larger noise floor attributable to the
initial design goal of incorporating the high voltage generation circuitry internal to the module. Factoring in this
consideration provides an improvement in SNR of roughly 3:1. This improvement affords the use of smaller seed
particles, and offers the possibility of confocal masking to improve the axial spatial resolution. Also evident is an
improvement in sample volume geometry. The anamorphic prisms effectively circularize the output, providing a
l/e2 diameter that corresponds well with the design specification of 150 microns. This is not to say, however, that
true diffraction limited performance has been achieved. A circular stop preceding the beam splitter does result in
some observable diffraction at the sample volume; this is manifest by the occurrence of modulation f_ges external
to the nominal 1/e2 envelope. Scattered signals resulting from particles traversing these regions are normally
rejected by frequency domain faltering. The modulation in regions external to the sample volume resulting from
residual diffraction effects reduces the effectiveness of this filtering process. The increase in detection sensitivity,
however, affords the possibility of enhanced axial rejection through confocal masking. Because confocal masking is
achieved through the use of a central obscuration, a loss in effective collection efficiency results.
The difference in detection sensitivity also influences the minimum resolvable scattering cross section (i.e. particle
diameter for a specified seed material) that is required. Velocity field data from a droplet seeded jet was obtained from
both the TSI and EG&G optics modules. The droplet seeder used for these measurements produces a broad size
distribution, particularly in the range of 0.5 micron and below, and thus provides a useful demonstration of this
specific point. In the more laminar core flow, the impact of the droplet size distribution is diminished regarding the
ability to accurately follow the flow. At larger radii, the ability to track increasing levels of turbulence intensity
becomes biased towards smaller droplet diameters. The relative decrease in detection sensitivity afforded by the
non-cooled APD begins to underpredict the level of turbulence intensity, and biases the estimate of the mean
towards lower velocities. This is also reflected in the corresponding data rates, wherein the more sensitive APD is
seen to more adequately resolve a larger percentage of the net droplet flux. The more sensitive detector provides
velocity estimates over a broader range of SNR, produces higher overall data rates, and a broader velocity probability
density function.
Also acquired during this period of performance is a novel LDV signal processor. This processor belongs to a
relatively new generation referred to as burst-resolved, and implements the calculation of complete frequency spectra
at a maximum rate of ten thousand spectra per second. This particular device possess several advantageous features
useful for the conduct of reduced gravity experiments, most notably its configuration as a pair of stand-alone circuit
cards which plug into the bus of a conventional PC. Also of significance is the ability to operate as a digital
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transient recorder. This option is useful for performing experiments of limited duration, such as in the drop towers
or reduced gravity aircraft. The complete set of raw data can be rapidly digitized and archived, allowing post
processing and velocity estimation to be performed off-line. Another attraction is the interactive graphical user
interface, which enhances the ability of the user to perform real-time assessments of the attributes of the incoming
signals, and implement parameter settings to optimize the accuracy of the resulting velocity estimates. This latter
feature is viewed as particularly favorable under the scenario where measurements are to be performed by an operator
of somewhat lesser experience and expertise, such as a crew member.
This processor also includes provisions for synchronization and control of external events. The principal
motivation for this capability is to provide an integrated system for performing rapid spatial scans. To accomplish
this function, the output beams are steered by a pair of galvanically controlled turning mirrors. Because of the
coaxial optical configuration, the sample volumes corresponding to the transmitting and receiving optics coincide.
A compact, high bandwidth scanning head with compensating electronics to provide constant linear scan velocity
has been identified, and includes provisions to interface with the processor's synchronization and control protocol.
During the next period of performance, the optics, processing, scanning, and particle seeding systems will be
integrated and tested in the reduced gravity facilities.
In the area of Particle Image Velocimetry, a specially configured, pulsed Nd:YAG laser was received. This laser was
designed to emit a 4 pulse burst every second; shots in the burst are repeated at a rate of 1KHz. It also can produce
single pulses with a 30Hz repetition rate, although the energy produced is much less. The output is frequency
doubled to 532 nanometers via an internal doubling crystal. This laser uses a recently developed folded-resonator
configuration, resulting in an extremely compact optics package. Although some "tweaking" of this system was
required by the manufacturer, subsequent acceptance testing of this unit has validated that the specified performance
has indeed been achieved. In addition to the rugged, compact packaging of the optical head, this laser system is
configured so as to be compatible with operation in either the NASA Learjet or KC-135 aircraft.
Following receipt of the laser, a cyclonic insertion fluidized bed seed chamber was designed and fabricated. This
seeder is intended for use with gas jets which are identical to those in use by investigators currently funded under the
MSAD program. Clear acrylic was used as the material so that the flow structure in the interior could be viewed.
Testing revealed that the injection velocities were too low to entrain sufficient numbers of particles due to the
diameter of the inlet port and the relatively small mass flow rates employed in these experiments. Additionally, the
flow tended to "tunnel" through the particle bed which further precluded entrainment. Based on these results, a new
design was developed, with the goal of developing fully-turbulent flow inside the seeder plenum. The diameter of
the burner, which forms the outlet of the chamber is 1.65 mm. With an inlet diameter of approximately 0.1 mm, a
Reynolds number of roughly 2000 inside the seeder was achieved. This design was tested using a new type of seed
particle known as 'qVIicrospherical Feathers," manufactured by Osaka Gas and discovered by Paul Greenberg while
working on the LDV portion of this project previously described. These particles are essentially hollow spheres of
silicon dioxide, and are extremely monodisperse. They possess extremely large scattering cross sections and small
effective hydrodynamic diameters, both properties being advantageous for this application. Initial testing showed
that the particle entrainment was excellent and velocity vectors were determined using images captured both live and
from a pre-recorded sequence recorded in Sony BetaCam format. To simplify the experimental configuration, the
illumination for these tests was provided by a CW argon-ion laser. The data reduction algorithm being utilized was
developed by Dr. M. P. Wernet of the Instrumentation and Control Technology Division of LeRC, and has been
previously described.
In order to measure velocity maps, the video system and laser must be properly synchronized to insure that an image
is recorded on all frames. Additionally, particle images must appear as points and not streaks so that the software
can accurately locate the centroid of each particle image. During this last reporting period, the synchronization of
the pulsed Nd:YAG laser and video was successfully demonstrated, resulting in the capability for flow analysis in a
range between 5 and 150 cm/sec. Given that the sub-buoyant velocity range is 5-40 cm/sec, the current setup can
easily accommodate most phenomena of interest. Velocity maps were recorded with the limitation on measurement
accuracy being determined by the resolution of the array currently being used.
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Previous analysis of particle images was performed using software that was written using support from the previous
ATD award. However, that software required 5 images to accurately determine velocity vectors. As a result, flows
with curvilinear characteristics were difficult to accurately quantify. More recent versions of the software have
incorporated fuzzy logic algorithms, which reduce the image requirement to only two. This software has been used
with data generated from the Droplet Combustion Experiment (DCE) in the 5.2 Second Tower to compute velocity
vectors for the large soot aggregates generated during the burn. Due to the illumination system used, these numbers
were two-dimensional projections of a three-dimensional velocity. Based on the results to date, MCD personnel are
assessing designs for an improved illumination system to better record the flow.
As PIV technology is transferred to investigators external to the MCD group, investigators frequently want to know
the appropriate design parameters required to properly engineer a PIV system. To develop an intelligent design, the
intensity of the scattered light and sensitivity of the array must be known. While the latter is provided by the
manufacturer, the former must be computed from light scattering theory. To that end, software was acquired to
calculate intensity factors for Mie scattering. These results are used directly to determine intensity distributions at
the receiving optics, or integrated using MCD-developed software to determine the scattering cross section. Use of
these two codes allows direct engineering of PIV systems in terms of required source suengths, scattering cross
sections, integration times, and fields of view. The capability has since been made available to the general research
community. Also derived and disseminated is a program that describes the propagation of Oaussian beams and
allows the design of optical systems to generate points, lines and sheets of arbitrary dimensions using a variety of
laser sources.
While the laboratory development is still in progress, the transition to reduced gravity platforms has begun. The
initial effort involves a collaboration with Fletcher Miller, technical analyst/monitor for NRA awardee, Fokion
Egolfopolous of the University of Southern California. MCD personnel have designed and tested a particle seeder
that will be used in the 2.2 Second Drop Tower tests. This seeder is a scaled-up version of the seeder that MCD
personnel have been using in the laboratory over the past year.
In addition to assisting Professor Egolfopolous, MCD personnel have taken steps to provide PIV capability in the
small drop tower and on the DC-9 aircraft. In the former facility, PIV and LIF would be facilitated by using a large
diameter optical fiber to transmit 10-20 nanosecond laser pulses with energies on the order of tens of millijoules.
Typical fibers suffer laser damage at those levels, but initial testing with a new fiber type revealed a transmission
capability of 15 millijoules at 532 nm. Exhaustive testing could not be completed in time for this report due to a
failure of the flash lamp and associated electronics in the compact Nd:YAG laser. Upon completion of repairs,
testing will resume.
Finally, fabrication was begun on a frame to accommodate the use of the compact Nd:YAG laser on reduced gravity
aircraft. This frame will be used as a platform for the laser and will be used in conjunction with a rig from the 2.2
Second Drop Tower to demonstrate gas phase PIV in reduced gravity. We anticipate completing these experiments
at the end of the present performance period.
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Small, Stable, Rugged Microgravity Accelerometer
Principal Investigator: Dr. Frank T. Hartley Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
Co-Investigators:
Zavracky, P.
Dolgin, D.
Northeastern University
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
Task Objective:
The objective of this ATD task is to build a novel micromachined accelerometer that is capable of measuring
accelerations from 102g to 10Sg with a better than 10"Sg accuracy (<10-gg/4Hz) for the frequencies from 10 .4 to 20
Hz. The device should have low temperature sensitivity and have a build-in calibration. The accelerometer must
withstand the launch environment. The task objectives include: 1) development of micromachined flexures;
2) development of an electronic parking mechanism; 3) development of active controls for the accelerometer, and
4) development of electronics for data acquisition and control.
Task Description:
The most important parameters are independent measurements of all three spatial components of acceleration, high
accuracy,and low-frequencymeasurements. The sensitivity,accuracyand frequency domain are determinedby the
different acceleration sources that are found aboard the Space Shuttle and other spacecraft. The lowest frequency is
determined by the low Earth orbit period. The "as designed" device should be able to measure accelerations at
frequencies lower than 104Hz - 1/180 minutes, but the accuracy may decrease. Inertial navigation requires precise
positioning in space as well as the orientation tracking (sets of six or more accelerometers working as a
three-dimensional gradiometer). Seismology applications require high sensitivity in the presence of a constant
acceleration (g). All of these applications are possible with a flexure suspension and electrostatic actuation design
of the accelerometer. The flexure permits precise measurements of very small accelerations in the presence of a
large cross-axial acceleration. In other words, the accelerometer can measure the components of the acceleration
independently. The electrostatic actuation reduces temperature dependence and permits ir_:_itu calibration.
Task Significance:
The accelerometer will find applications in microgravity research, inertial navigation, seismology, geophysics,
planetary physics, and DoD programs. The device under development is optimized for a microgravity application,
and additional applications should require only minor modifications.
Progress During FY 1995:
Custom multi silicon wafer micro machined accelerometers have been built and tested. Each of the three operational
modes of the accelerometer sensor have undergone testing. The re-deployable electrostatic 'caging' mode was used
for shipping accelerometers and evaluated in a load jig. The transitional mode, between caging and tunneling tip
control, was implemented with both low and high frequency controllers. Finally closed loop tunneling tip control
was implemented in a one-g field on a small displacement test stand and found to exhibit comparable sensitivity to a
collocated QA3000. Low 'g' (horizontal) acceleration measurement trials, which will be more sensitive, are
awaiting further funding. A Space Acceleration Measurement System (SAMS) interface was designed, built and
flight tested. Precision voltage reference, filters and accurate analog to digital converter systems were developed that
provided ppm accuracy. The accelerometer controller, interface and metrology circuit modules were designed and are
ready for flight electronics fabrication.
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BS Students: 0 PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 93-1
MS Students: 0 RESPONSIBLE CENTER: JPL
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High Resolution Pressure Transducer and Controller
Principal Investigator: Dr. Ulf E. Israelsson Jet Propulsion Laboratory (/PL)
Co-Investigators:
Michelson, Prof. P.
Lipa, Prof. L
Barmatz, Dr. M.
Stanford University
Stanford University
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
Task Objective:
The objective of this project is to develop high resolution preuure transducers and controllers with many orders of
magnitude better performance than presently commercially available. The main use of these devices will be for
fundamental science investigations in the area of low temtm'aane physics at helium temperatures.
Task Description:
Two types of pressure transducers will be developed for use in the 1 to 10 bar pressure range. The first will utilize a
capacitive readout technique and will be capable of operating at any temperature from 300K to 2K. The second will
utilize inductive readout by means of a SQUID and will operate at helium temperatures only (2K to 7K). The
expected resolution of these transducers are about one part in 10 n°'and they will dissipate neglible mounts of heat
when operated. The pressure controller will be based on similar techniques as the transducers and will be capable of
controlling pressures in the 1 to 10 bars range over a limited pressure swing to near one part in 10 l°.
Task Significance:
The current capability of the MSAD program in fundamental low temperature physics is limited to controlling and
reading out one experimental variable, temperanue, to subnaao kelvin resolution at helium temperatures. By
providing a similar capability for a second variable, pressure, many new important flight investigations can be
performed. An example would be to test the validity of the Universality hypothesis in the theory of second order
phase transitions by performing high resolution measurements of some experimental quantity at several fixed
pressures.
Progress During FY 1995:
A prototype capacitive pressure transducer operating in the 2.5 PSI range was constructed using silicon
micromachining techniques. It employs a flexible silicon membrane which is sealed to a helium sample chamber
with an indium seal. Attached to the back side of the membrane is a thin film capacitor plate. A second thin film
capacitor plate is located a short distance away on a fixed block of silicon. Pressure variations in the sample cell
will flex the membrane thereby adjusting the relative capacitance of the circuit. The transducer was tested on an
existing high resolution thermal platform at YI'L. The resolution was determined by making use of the known
temperature dependence of the saturated vapor pressure of helium and by applying known temperature changes
measured with a high resolution thermometer. With a room temperature reference capacitor, a resolution of better
than one part in 107 was obtained, thereby demonstrating the viability of the concept. The pressure stability of the
transducer was found to be less than desirable. It is believed that this is due to relaxation problems associated with
the Indium seal. A new transducer for operation at the desired higher pressures of 1 to 10 bats has been fabricated.
Because of it's higher operating pressure, the new device will be less sensitive to relaxation problems associated
with the indium seal. If need be, harder metal seals can also be used in the current design to reduce the drift to
acceptable levels. In order to improve the resolution of the device further, a cold reference capacitor has been fitted
to the apparatus.
A prototype inductive pressure transducer has also been constructed. It employs a niobium diaphragm and a
superconducting coil in close proximity. The diaphragm serves as a ground plane for the coil. A pressure change
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will bend the diaphragm thereby changing the inductance of the coil. The inductance change is detected with a DC
SQUID sensor at low temperature. The initial test results are very encouraging. At low pressures, a
SQUID-limited resolution of about 0.1 billionth of an atmosphere has been demonstrated. The actual resolution is
about 1.5 times worse, probably limited by vibration noise. If the measured performance holds up at high
pressures, it is likely that the goal performance on resolution of about 0.01 parts per billion at 10 bars can be
achieved.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH;
BS Students: 1
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 0
TASK INITIATION: 10/93 EXPIRATION: 9/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-01-04-00
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: JPL
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Echtnemach, P.M., Hahn, I., and Israelsson, U.E. A novel silicon micromachined cryogenic capacitive pressure transducer.
Advances in Cryogenic Engineering, vol. 41, (1995).
NASA Tech Briefs
Echtemach,P.and Israclsson,U. Novelsiliconmicromachinedcryogenicapacitancepressuretransducer.NASA Tech
Brief,(1995).
Presentations
Echtemach,P.M. "A novelsiliconmicromachinedcryogenicapacitivepressuretransducer."CryogenicEngineering
Conference,Albuquerque,NM, July1995.
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Single Electron Transistor (SET)
Principal Investigator; Dr. Ulf E. Israelsson Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
Co-Investigators:
LeDuc, Dr. H.G.
Maker, Dr. P.D.
Bozler, Prof. H.
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
University of Southern California
Task Objective:
The objective of the proposed effort is to develop an electrometer (Single Electron Transistor) capable of a
resolution of l0 "6e/Hz v2, where e is the electron charge, operating at 4.2K using Nb/A120_'b technology. The
objective of FY95 task period is to develop the Single Electron Transistor with relaxed size constraints.
Task Description:
A mesoscopic single electron transistor (SET) is formed from two tunnel junctions whose capacitances are small, of
the order of l0 "isFarad or smaller. The common electrode is capacitively coupled to the source of the charges to be
measured. Changes in the capacitively coupled charge by fractions of a single electron charge will modulate the
current passing through the junctions. The main technological problem is fabrication of the junctions. The
junctions will be formed using e-beam lithography. The technological basis is developed in JPL's Microdevices
Laboratory.
This task will result in a design for the charge amplifier that will take into account the feasibility of the processing
steps involved in it, such as the limits of electron-beam lithography and the verticality of etch during the reactive
ion etching steps, for example. The size constraints at the first period of the task, to be concluded in FY95, will be
relaxed to facilitate fabrication and thus decrease the turn-around time for each design version. The devices fabricated
will be tested at 4.2 K and at subKelvin temperatures. The success criteria of the task will be obtaining devices with
satisfactory current-voltage characteristics.
Task Significance:
Development oftechnologiesrequiredforproductionofa SET willallowmaking working SET inthenexttask's
period.This inturnwillopen new possibilitiesforcontrollingand readingoutdifferentexperimentalvariables.SET
issuitableformeasuring many parametersofthematerialsunderinvestigation.Examples includemeasurementsof
dielectricconstant,pressure,density,temperature,charge,voltage,etc.The parameterswhose measurement can be
reducedtocapacitancemeasurementsareespeciallysuitableformeasurementswithSET. Unlimiteddynamic range
ofSET allowsprecisemeasurements even incaseswhen a capacitivemethod withpresenttechniquesdoesnotlead
tosufficientsensitivity.
For example, it is feasible that SET-based thermometers will have resolution comparable to or exceeding that of
High-Resolution Thermometers, presently used in several flight experiments, designed or supported by/PL. In
addition, SET is compact in size. This small size will allow miniaturization of SET-based devices and creating
arrays of them, accelerating i.,fformation collection and in many cases decreasing flight time required to conclude an
experiment. Miniaturization of the experiments is also very much in line with YPL's goal of creating miniature
spacecraft.
Progress During FY 1995:
Two different approaches to the design were taken. The first approach is based directly on minianu'ization of the
technology already existent at the Microdevices Laboratory for fabrication of small tunnel junctions. The second
approach is a departure from the 'kraditional method" and involves a different technology of making junctions called
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"edge junctions." Each method has its advantages and disadvantages. In each approach roughly three designs were
tried, each solving problems encountered in the previous version.
Tests of the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of the devices fabricated were performed at JPL. Single junctions
fabricated using the two approaches showed reasonably good I-V characteristics. Full devices (that is, two tunnel
junctions connected in series capacitively coupled to the external world via a gate) showed good I-V characteristics
for the second method ("edge" junctions) so far. The I-V characteristic displayed small subgap leakage current and
gap voltage corresponding to that of the bulk niobium, indicating good quality of both the electrodes and of the
oxide barrier forming the junctions.
The devices fabricated using the "edge" method that showed good I-V characteristics at 4.2K were tested at dilution
refrigeration temperatures. No charge amplification behavior was observed in any of them so far. This is probably
due to a parallel path for conductance that is inherent to the "edge" junctions method and is being circumvented in
another redesign. In the redesigned "edge" junction SETs the effect of this parallel path is minimized. Tests at 4.2K
revealed good I-V characteristics.
As part of this task, a new measurement setup with significantly lower noise was designed and built at USC. This
setup also has the capability of voltage biasing the devices very precisely using a feedback scheme. Improved
low-temperature microwave filters were installed at USC as well to ensure that measurements are not affected by
ambient electromagnetic noise.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION; 10/94 EXPIRATION: 10/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION; 963-01-04-02
RESPONSIBLE CENTER; JPL
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Surface Light Scattering Instrument
Principal Investigator: Dr. William V. Meyer Ohio Aerospace Institute
Co-Investigators:
Mann, Prof. J.A.
Tin, Dr. P.
Rogers, R.B.
Case Western Reserve University
Case Western Reserve University
NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC)
Task Objective:
We are developing a miniature, non-contact instrument which examines laser Light scattered from fluid/fluid
interfaces to measure surface tension, viscosity, true surface temperature, and their gradients. The fluid/fluid
interface can be either liquid/liquid or liquid/vapor, and it may include a monolayer. Our work springboards from
traditional designs which are bulky and difficult to use because of their extreme sensitivity to vibration. For these
reasons, surface light scattering instruments have never been commercially available. The new generation of
hardware developed under this program is significantly improved and has widespread applications, so that
commercialization is the next logical step.
Task Description:
While individual surface light scattering (SLS) insmunents have been built and used successfully by experienced
researchers in isolated labs around the world, the method has been unavailable to non-specialists wishing to use it in
their applications. To bring surface light scattering instrumentation out of the lab and into the worlds of space
research, the natural environment and the commercial sector, we had to address the problems of vibration sensitivity,
size, and optical alignment. We have designed, built, and successfully tested a new anti-slosh cat's eye optical train
which makes the instrument immune to vibration. Previously, the instrument could only be used if extreme
measures were taken to isolate the experiment from ambient vibrations. We have used the new instrument to
accurately measure the surface properties of water, ethanol, acetone, silicone oils, and Liquid gallium the presence of
ambient laboratory vibration. We have greatly reduced the size and simplified the optical alignment by developing a
fiber optics version of the instrument. With these improvements, surface light scattering instruments are ready to
graduate from the research lab and enter the world of applications. Brookhaven Instruments Corporation (among
others) has already expressed an interest in making this happen, and has designed and provided us with a custom
version of their next-generation correlator with this in mind.
Task Significance:
Surface tension is an elusive phenomena which controls many everyday processes. It is the two-dimensional analog
of pressure, and it attempts to maintain the smallest possible surface area. It affects cooking, cosmetics (improved
formulation), tertiary oil recovery (20-30% more oil can be pumped from the ground), detergents (better wetting of
fibers), controlled release and targeted drug delivery, and materials processing such as steel making. Accurate surface
tension data is vital in the development of lead-free solders. The multi-billion dollar solder industry is actively
searching for lead-free solders because lead leaches from discarded soldered pieces in landfills and contaminates water
supplies.
In addition to surface tension data, surface light scattering instruments provide viscosity and, for pure substances,
temperature information. Viscosity is the internal friction of fluid (how sticky it is). This affects liquid crystal
displays such as the flat screens used in computers and other applications. Surface temperature is useful because it
indicates heat transfer rates and the presence of buoyancy driven flow.
The study of surface tension driven phenomena is often masked by gravitational forces which are not present in the
reduced gravity environment of a space station or space shuttle. Because of this, a number of space experiments
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have been proposed and flown which examine the effects of surface tension in near-weightless conditions. Despite
their stated interest in surface tension, these experiments have lacked a means to measure it. The surface light
scattering instrument described here is a unique and valuable addition to space science in that it permits accurate,
non-invasive, in-situ measurements of surface tension and viscosity. From these, one can extrapolate the local
surface temperature of a known, clean sample. It has also been developed to be rugged, power efficient, miniature,
and flexible in set-up. The knowledge gained with its application will have diverse impacts in many fields of
endeavor.
Progress During FY 1995:
The anti-slosh cat's eye optical train has been ref'med and successfully tested in both the transmission and reflection
modes as well as on the front end of the high-amplitude laser vibrometer we have developed for JPL. The SLS
instrument has also been tested with good results on a Langmuir trough, which permits tests of controlled thin
films (monolayers, etc.). The fiber optics SLS instrument has been built and tested on a variety of dielectric
materials. For all versions of the instrument, the overall errors have been within 0.1% of established surface
tension values for dielectrics and room temperature liquid gallium (with an oxide layer). We are testing the SLS
instrument on electromagnetically levitated molten aluminum (m.p. 660 *C) and copper (m.p. 1083 °C). The high
amplitude laser vibrometer development has been completed, and the instrument was delivered to JPL for their use
in studies of high amplitude turbulence and chaos. Our work on this surface light scattering instrument has
prompted many new ideas which we will be exploring in another Advanced Technology Development project.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 1
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 10/91 EXPIRATION: 9/95
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 92-4
NASA CONTRACT NO,: NCC3-419
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
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The Laser Feedback Interferometer: A New, Robust, and versatile Tool for Measurements of Fluid
Physics Phenomena
Principal Investigator: Dr. Ben Ovx'_ Nyma, Inc.
Co-Investigators:
Task Objective:
The objective of this Advanced Technology Development (ATD) project is the evaluation, adaptation, and delivery
of a novel form of in_rferometry, based upon laser-feedback techniques, which will provide a robust and versatile,
state-of-the-art diagnostic instrument applicable to the ground measurement of a wide variety of microgravity and
ground-based fluid physics and transport phenomena.
Task Description:
Laser feedback intefferometry U-.R) differs from conventional intefferomeUv by using the laser as both a light source
and as a phase detector. Either a cavity or a semiconductor (diode) laser can be used. LFI can be used either in direct
reflection of the interrogating beam can pass through the sample and then be reflected into the laser.
The instrument developed under this ATD will be a robust, phase-measuring device (with simultaneous imaging of
the sample) which can determine both slowly time varying and dynamic phenomena over a microscopic and
macroscopic field-of-view. Since the interferometer can be used to count fringes, there is no upper limit to the size
of the measured displacement. Additionally, the direction of the displacement can also be obtained. The apparatus
will accommodate both small and large working distances (many cms). For a microscopic field-of-view, the laser
feedback interferometer will be incorporated with an optical microscope.
Because LH utilizes a common-path geometry (the incident and reflected fight traverse the same path)0 and utilizes
only a few optical components, requirements on stability, optical alignment, and sensitivity to external disturbances
are much lower than other forms of interferometry.
This ATD consists of a multi-year effort to accomplish three specific goals: (1) build an interferometer based upon
a continuous wave HeNe laser with stationary imaging optics and a translated sample, quantify the random and
systematic measurement errors (including sensitivity to external perturbations) and calibrate the technique; (2)
modify the two-dimensional scanning technique so that the sample remains stationary and he optics translate; and
(3) investigate the LFI response with semiconductor diode lasers and incorporate a diode laser into the previously
designed instrument.
Task Significance:
Often the primary science requirements of experiments of relevance to the micmgravity Science and Applications
Division (MSAD)l both ground-based and those requiring reduced gravity, involve the measurement of phenomena
which can be evaluated by measuring the spatial variations of the path length of an interrogating light ray. These
variations can arise either from changes in the index of refraction (a function of temperatures pressure, mass densityl
and concentration) along the path of the ray or from changes in the distance a ray travels.
Some examples of science requirements from experiments of relevance to the Fluid Physics and transport Dynamics
Discipline which can be determined from accurate measurements of the change in the optical path length include the
determination of : (1) the location and orientation of a contact line and interface shape between two fluids; (2) the
evolution of the thickness of a thin film; (3) deformation of a free surface due to evaporation or vibration; (4)
resonant mode shapes in bubbles; (5) fundamental fluid parameters such as surface tension and viscosity; (6)
variations in temperature and density in a fluid; (7) diffusion coefficients; and (8) fluid velocity.
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The developed technology is likely to be attractive to many users outside the aerospace community. In fact, LFI
will augment the ubiquitous uses of intefferometry which have demonstrated applicability to nearly every scientific
discipline including: physics, materials science, mechanical engineering, chemistry, and biomedical sciences.
Progress During FY 1995:
The fast goal of the project has been achieved; a laser feedback interferometer has been constructed and calibrated by
measuring the cantilever bending of a piezoelectric bimorph; static bending of less than a nanometer has been
observed. This instrument has also been used in fringe counting mode to measure several microns of displacement.
The systematic and random errors have been quantified.
Presently, the interferometer is being incorporated into an optical microscope. The instrument will be calibrated by
measuring the three-dimensional surface profiles of static liquid drops. This instrument will incorporate
piezoelectric stages to scan the sample underneath fixed optics. Once calibration tests are completed, the sample
will remain stationary and scanning beams optics will be incorporated.
A demonstration of the technique was presented at Technology 2005 in Chicago, 1I. (October, 1995). the
instrument and software performed flawlessly in a noisy environment and demonstrated the feasibility of using this
instrument to measure static and oscillatory optical path length changes with high accuracy.
One spin-off application of this project, currently being pursued at NASA Lewis, is the application of the
technology to emission sensing in jet engines.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 10/94 IZXPIRATION; 9/98
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION:
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: LeRC
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Crystal Growth Instrumentation Development: A Protein Crystal Growth Studies Cell
Principal Investigator: Dr. Marc L. Pusey NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The goal is to design and construct prototype cells which will permit study of the growth process of protein crystals
by a variety of techniques. Two cell designs are proposed. The first and most important will be for studies of the
solution concenu'ation gradients surrounding a growing crystal. The second design will be to study interfacial
features of protein crystals under growth and etching conditions. A second goal of the proposed work will be to
develop practical methods for protein storage prior to use in crystal growth (and other) experiments. The
characteristics desired for a Protein Crystal Growth Analysis Chamber system for p.g growth studies are:
1. Several types of growth cells to accommodate specific study goals
2. Temperature control of the growth cell from 0 - 40 ° C (i'0.05 ° C)
3. Control of nucleation and growth of crystals at a defined location
4. A fluidic system to accurately prepare crystal growth solutions from stock solutions of protein, precipitant,
buffer, etc. and deliver them to the growth cell
5. The cells should be accessible for additions to and/or modification of the solution
6. The ability to do follow-up experiments based upon preceding growth runs
7. Some cell adjustment to bring selected crystal faces in line (perpendicular or parallel) with the optical axes
8. Easy accessibility to other solution measurement systems (pH, conductivity, etc.) for maximum data return
9. Remotely operable from the ground to the maximum extent possible
10. Ability to maintain proteins in a viable state prior to use
Task Description:
Current microgravity (ttg) protein crystal growth (PCG) hardware systems are hybrid, attempting to both acquire
data about the processes of crystallization while growing crystals suitable for x-ray diffraction studies. This leads to
compromises in the design, with the result that neither approach is successfully accomplished. The proposed
hardware will be designed solely for studying the growth of protein crystals, which requires fewer experimental
growth cells, but each having the maximum amount of data return and control of solution physico-chemical
parameters.
For the upcoming year's effort the primary emphasis will be shifted from growth cell design to methods suitable for
protein storage during long term (three months) lxg missions. This will employ 8-12 different proteins, each stored
in two forms (in solution or as a freeze-dried powder) at three different temperatures (20 ° C, 4 ° C, and -20 ° C). At
periodic intervals the stored material will be sampled and tested for changes in crystallizability, turbidity, and
structural and functional integrity. These measurements will determine if the net charge, molecular size, or shape,
of the protein have altered during storage. Concurrently with the above we will begin designing and testing
potential storage containers suitable for g use.
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Task Significance:
In usage on board an orbiting platform ground-based researchers will be able to monitor and change selected solution
parameters within the growth cells, and conduct follow-on experiments based upon recently acquired data. This will
enable the realistic studying of how pg affects the protein crystal growth process, and how it can be improved both
in space and on Earth. Long-term protein solution storage and stability will become a dominating concern as the
time scale of g experiments increases. Developing methods for long-term protein storage will improve both this
and future g-based instrumentation.
Progress During FY 1995:
Due to advances in interferometric methods, we now believe that a single cell design can be used for all the
experimental goals of this project. The current cell design is a 25 mmx 10 mmx 0.5 mm chamber enclosed by a
circulating water jacket, with all surfaces made from high optical quality glass. Thermal control will be provided by
a small circulating water bath now under development.
The fluids preparation system has been delivered by NRL, and found to work according to specifications. However,
the solutions in this system are each delivered by a separate line, necessitating additional syringes and hardware to
functionally integrate it with the cell. Accordingly, we decided to build a second fluids preparation system based
upon the NRL system. At this point, working with only a single syringe and valve system, we are able to
accurately take up, mix, and dispense a 50:50 mixture of a 20% PEG (chosen for its high viscosity) and dH20.
Mixing is accomplished by passing the solutions back and forth to an inert (non-motorized) "take up" syringe.
Current work, while awaiting the delivery of additional motorized valves, is centered on passing the solution back
and forth to a second motorized syringe. In the final configuration we anticipate that this will be a smaller volume
syringe for accurate measurement of small amounts of protein and other solutions.
In connection with Dr. Alex McPherson and William Witherow we responded to the FY95 Glovebox solicitation
and were selected for the initial trial period. The tasks assigned to this laboratory are the delivery of a working
growth cell, a thermal control system, and a manual solutions delivery system. The cell design and temperature
control system are identical to those being developed above. The solutions delivery system, under development, are
a simple hand-held syringe array to deliver protein crystal nucleation and growth solutions at predetermined
concentrations.
Stability testing of protein solutions was initiated this year, starting with lysozyme and ovostatin at 20 °, 4 ° and
-20* C, in the lyophilized and solution states at each temperature. Stability was measured by sitting drop
crystallization trials carried out at two week intervals, with the data collected being the numbers and sizes of crystals
in the sitting drops. Most surprising was the result that the least stable method of storing lysozyme was as a frozen
solution. Ovostatin rapidly degraded in the 20* C conditions, but was viable at 4* and -20* C.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION; 10/94 EXPIRATION: 10/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-70-02
RESPONSIBLE CENTER; MSFC
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High Resolution Thermometry and Improved SQUID Readout
Principal Investigator: Dr. Peter Shin-on Goddard Space Flight Center (OSFC)
Co-Investigators:
DiPirro, Dr. M.J.
Tuttle, Dr. J.G.
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC)
Hughes/STX
Task Objective:
The objective of this work is to develop two technologies which are becoming increasingly central to low
temperature microgravity research: high resolution thermometers and Superconducting Quantum Interference
Devices (SQUIDs). A penetration depth thermometer (PDT) which uses thin film supercondutors is being
developed which can meet the performance of existing parmnagnetic salt thermometers, while offeriag greater
flexibility and immunity to particle radiation. Advanced SQUID sensors have been manufactured with far better
intrinsic energy resolution than commercially available sensors. These sensors use a second stage array of 100-200
SQUIDs to amplify the signal from a single input SQUID. SQUID arrays and control electronics will be developed
and evaluated for potential use in spaceflight applications.
Task Description:
The two efforts mentioned above have until now proceeded along independent paths. The emphasis during FY95 for
the PDT development was to fabricate superconducting films with a transition temperature (T=) in the range of
2.3-2.4 Kelvin. This would result in a thermometer with peak sensitivity at 2.17 Kelvin and make it suitable for
use in both microgravity and ground-based studies of the lambda transition in liquid helium. Different geometries
and film deposition techniques have been explored to determine which factors most significantly impact the
sensitivity and noise of a thermometer. Measurements of temperature sensitivity and intrinsic resolution have been
made using commercial SQUID system. The emphasis for the SQUID development has been the fabrication of
flight quality control electronics and the continued evaluation of SQUID array chips which have been supplied by
HYPRES, Inc. System level measurements of noise, power dissipation, bandwidth, and sensitivity to operating
temperature and external magnetic fields are underway. Following this evaluation, the SQUID array system will
replace the commercial system for reading out the PDT sensors.
Task Significance:
When studying critical phenomena (for example, the lambda point of liquid helium), the focus is usually on how
certain parameters such as density or heat capacity vary with temperature close to the critical point. It is crucial for
such experiments to determine or control the thermodynamic state to very high precision. Particularly in the
microgravity environment, the precision to which temperature and/or pressure can be measured sets the limit for
science return. Advances in current state-of-the-art for thermometry and SQUID sensors therefore translate into
improvements in the quality of microgravity experiments. The SQUID technology will be particularly beneficial
since SQUIDs have a wide range of uses, both in spaceflight applications and in ground-based laboratories. The
PDT concept also can be adapted to allow non-contact temperature measurement. By not physically contacting the
sample, parasitic heat inputs are minimized (important for heat capacity measurements) and mechanical dissipation
is eliminated.
Progress During FY 1995:
• A PDT sensor fabricated with a 70 -C5 thick aluminum film having a T- c of 1.72 K was assembled and tested.
The peak sensitivity was observed at 1.65 K, and corresponded to an intrinsic resolution of 1.0 nanoKelvinM/Hz.
Preliminary tests showed the device, operated in a vacuum, had an equivalent thermal noise background of
approximately 15 nanoKelvin/',/Hz. While this is better than any previous thermometers which use superconducting
films, it is well shy of the intrinsic resolution. A stable thermal platform for further testing is being fabricated
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which will allow the PDT to be immersed in liquid helium, to minimize statistical thermal fluctuations.
• Concentrated efforts at increasing the T= of aluminum films by progressively reducing the film thickness were
not successful. Using a different technique, in which oxygen is admitted into the chamber during the aluminum
deposition to produce small aluminum grains in the film, a transition temperature of 2.23 K was achieved. This
film could provide useful thermometry from 0 to 2.14 K. Additional effort is still needed to tune the Tc into the
2.3-2.4 K range. An unexpected benefit of this approach is an increase in the effective penetration depth in the
films, and possibly greater temperature sensitivity.
• Improvements in the design of the SQUID array chips have reduced noise levels markedly. At signal frequencies
above 300 Hz, the energy resolution (the figure of merit for SQUIDs) is less than 500 h Cnis Planck's constant),
which is a factor of two better than for commercial systems. However, below 25 Hz the noise rises as the inverse
of frequency. This 1/f noise is typical in electronic systems, but has an onset at a higher than desirable frequency.
Recent modifications to the chip design were made to address this. Testing is in progress.
• Control electronics for the SQUID arrays with a "flux-locked loop" feedback circuit have been manufactured and
delivered. Preliminary tests indicate overall system noise levels are 50% higher than the open-loop measurements
mentioned above, however it appears the noise is due to the chip under test and not the electronics. A more careful
study of the open loop characteristics will confu'm this. Nevertheless, the system noise levels are well below the
design criteria.
• Measurements of the sensitivity of the SQUID output signal to changes in electronics box and SQUID sensor
temperature are in progress, and will be followed by EMI sensitivity tests.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH:
BS Students: 0
MS Students: 0
PhD Students: 1
TASK INITIATION: 9/93 EXPIRATION: 9/96
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-70-?0
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: GSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Proceedings
DiPirro, M.J., Tuttle, J.G., and Shirron, P.J. "Development of a high-resolution penetration depth thermometer."
Presented at the Cryogenic Engineering Conference, Columbus, OH, July, 1995.
Shirron, P.J., DiPirro, M.J., Tuttle, J.G., Castles, S.H., Welty, R., and Radparvar, M. "A two-stage series array SQUID
amplifier for space applications." Presented at the Space Cryogenics Workshop, Washington, DC, July, 1995.
Shirron,P.J.,DLPirro,M.J.,Tuttle,J.G.,Castles,S.H.,Welty,R.P.,Radparvar,M. "Low noisetwo-stageseriesarray
SQUID amplifiers."PresentedattheTechnology2005 Conference,Chicago,IL,October,1995.
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Determination of Soot Volume Fraction Using Laser-Induced Incandescence
Principal Investigator: Dr. RandallL. VanderWal NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC)
Co-Investigators:
No Co-I's Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
This project will develop a laser-basedopticaldiagnostictechnique,laser-induced incandescence(LII), for the
measurement of soot volume fraction. The major objectives are to obtain the hardware and choose a combustion
system of interest that yields relatively high soot concentrations, verify and develop the technique in the laboratory,
including establishing LH on a quantitative basis, demonstrate LII in a laboratory flame under a variety of conditions
and geometries, conduct reduced-gravity tests with LII and other complementary optical measurements, and assess
the usefulness of LII as a measure of soot volume fraction.
Task Description:
We intend to develop laser-induced incandescence (LII) as a two-dimensional imaging diagnostic for the measurement
of soot volume fraction for microgravity combustion research. LII, in conjunction with other optical imaging
techniques, would provide unparalleled temporal and spatial resolution, and therefore, yield insight and sensitivity
into soot formation and oxidation processes. Present methods of measuring soot volume fraction are limited to
line-of-sight methods. These methods offer poor temporal and spatial resolution and require assumptions about the
path length and soot physical properties. LII utilizes the spatial and temporal properties of pu]sed laser excitation to
heat soot to far greater temperatures than ordinary flame temperatures and exploits the resultant blue-shifted
incandescent emission from the laser-heated soot. The incandescence is predicted theoretically to be a measure of
soot volume fraction, which is the feature of soot that governs many physical processes such as radiative heat
transfer from flames. This technique will be extended to two-dimensional imaging applications and will be
calibrated against gravimetric sampling.
Task Significance:
Successful developmentof this diagnostic technique will provide detaileddataonsootformation, growth,and
oxidationprocessesfor a varietyof combustionsystems,which may leadto a better understandingandcontrolof
sooting processes in flames.
Progress During FY 1995:
I. Laboratory Hardware Setup
Five manufacturers of gated intensified arraycameras were contacted along with several researchers using similar
devices, regarding manufacture of a cooled intensified array camera. One responded positively and an order has been
placed with the manufacturer. The thermophoretic sampling device was completed, tested and utilized in a variety of
investigations described below. A gravimetric sampling device was also designed, fabricated and used both in
measuring the dependence of the LII signal upon soot volume fraction and also in quantification of the LII signal.
A premixed fiat flame produced on a McKenna burner stabilized by means of a chimney above the burner proved
suitable for investigating through thermophoretic sampling, the effects of the pulsed laser light upon the soot.
Stabilization of the flame proved challenging, however. A burner to facilitate the investigation of soot aggregate
size upon the LII signal has been fabricated and will be tested this summer. Design of a variable pressure chamber
is near completion.
2. Technique Verification and Development
Successful development of any laser-based combustion diagnostic requires characterization of the physical
phenomenon being used to probe the flame. For laser-induced incandescence, the dependence of the signal upon a)
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excitation and detection wavelength, b) excitation intensity, c) soot aggregate size effects and d) soot volume
fraction must be studied. Our primary goal was to determine how to minimize laser-induced and natural
interferences, maximize the laser- induced incandescence signal, and ensure a known dependence of the signal upon
soot volume fraction. Investigation of the physical basis for the observed LII signal dependence upon laser intensity
and the dependence of the LII signal upon soot volume fraction was the central focus of this year's studies and
resulted in two archival journal submissions.
Excitation laser intensity dependence
As illustrated in last years annual report, the dependence of the LII signal upon laser intensity has been investigated
at 1064 and 532 ran. In both cases, the curves exhibited a steeply rising portion, next a 'plateau' region where the
signal is relatively independent upon the laser intensity followed by a falling portion where the LII signal decreases
with laser intensity. The 'plateau' region is still considered the optimum region for performing LII measurements
slight differences in the laser intensity across the spatial profile of the beam and small attenuations of the laser light
by the soot will not affect the LII signal in either 'point' or planar measurements. The utility of such curves is that
for a specific beam area and temporal duration, the curve is readily interpreted as laser energy. Hence laser energies
necessary for different experimental configurations in which the laser beam may be formed into a sheet may be
estimated.
Our efforts this year have focused on understanding the physical basis for the observed excitation laser intensity
dependence. Depending upon the nature of the laser interaction with the soot during the heating process, laser
intensities other than those in the 'plateau' region may be preferred. The issue of the laser effect upon the soot is
vital to discern the appropriate laser excitation intensity and signal collection duration in LII measurements. To
examine then issue of the appropriate excitation laser intensity and the effect(s) of the laser upon the soot, we began
a series of investigation in collaboration with Prof. Mun Y. Choi of UIC last summer further experiments to be
conducted this summer.
In our experiments, soot was collected on 200-mesh copper grids for observing the laser-heated soot particles using
transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Unlike non-laser-heated soot, unusual shell structures were observed.
These changes in the soot structures are similar to the morphological changes observed during high-temperature
oxidation of carbon black. In some particles, small substructures or rosettes within the shell are observed. In
others, the structures appear to have a void or a porous material (less dense glassy or amorphous carbon) in the inner
core. Energy dispersive x-ray analysis confirrns that the chemical composition of the soot exhibiting shell
structure is carbon with negligible amounts of other elements and thus not an artifact of some possible
contamination. Variations in the temperature-time history of the soot particles relative to irradiation by the laser
and thermophoretic collection and flow streamlines within the flame may account for the variable degree to which
shell-like structures are found in the experiments. On the basis of tests described in the references, these alterations
appear to arise through a combination of thermal annealing and interior pyrolysis of the soot particles. While
different researchers have found encouraging agreement between the laser-induced incandescence signal and soot
volume fraction these results caution use of laser-induced incandescence without careful consideration of excitation
laser intensity and possible variation in soot composition at different measurement locations.
Excitation wavelength dependence
Preliminary investigation of the usefulness of different laser excitation wavelength such as 532 nm light has found
significant photochemical interferences to be produced at laser intensifies suitable for LII. Similar interferences are
expected for other available excitation wavelengths such as 355 and 266 nm. Visible or ultraviolet wavelengths
offer far greater ease of alignment and allow lower intensities to be used due to the higher absorption coefficient of
soot at the shorter wavelength. Testing of the visible wavelengths will aid in determining the systems in which
simultaneous LII and scattering measurements will be made. In contrast, using 1064 nrn light for laser heating of
the soot generally does not produce photochemical interferences. Furthermore, commonly used detectors of the LII
signal such as photomultiplier tubes and gated intensified array cameras are incapable of detecting this wavelength,
thus scattered laser light by the soot is not a problem. Even though higher excitation intensities are necessary at
this wavelength along with alignment difficulty of the invisible laser lightfor the purpose of Performing onlY LII
measurements. 1064 nm is the otgtimum excitation wavelength.
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Optimal spectral imaging wavelength region
The optimal spectral imaging detection region will be determined by avoidance of spectral interferences, availability
of commercial bandpass interference filters and sensitivity of the PMT or gated intensified array camera. In general,
the optimal spectral range for collecting the LII signal appears to be application specific and hence needs to be
investigated for each new combustion process. We will continue to document results for each combustion system
we study.
Quantification of the LII signal via light extinction
Absolute soot volume fraction measurements may be obtained by calibration of the LII signal against a known
value. The LII signal in two different flame systems has been quantified by comparison to light extinction and by
referencing the Lrl signal to that observed in a gravimetric chimney. The calibration via the technique of
gravimetric sampling conveys several advantages to the accuracy of svf determination via LII. Both calibration
methods and results are briefly described below and in full detail in the cited references.
For calibration of the soot volume fraction in fiber-supported burning droplets, a small coflow burner with a soot
volume fraction previously measured via full-field laser extinction replaced the droplet. The laser sheet geometry,
detector gating, and optical collection system are identical for obtaining the LII signal for both the droplet and this
'reference' flame. Comparison of LII intensites arising from the coflow burner and the droplet flame allowed
assignment of absolute soot volume fractions to the LII images of the burning fuel droplets. Our peak value of 6.5
ppm produced by a burning decane droplet is consistent with the lower sooting tendencies of alkanes compared to
aromatic compounds as has been found in gaseous diffusion flames.
Quantification of the LII signal via gravimetric sampling
As an alternative method of calibrating the LII signal, a second technique involves comparison of the LII signal
with soot volume fraction determined through the technique of gravimetric sampling. Gravimetric sampling
involves measuring the mass of soot within a measured volume of flame gas. Calibration of the LII signal via this
method avoids any reference to the optical properties of soot. We observed excellent linearity between the LII signal
and the soot volume fraction determined via gravimetric sampling under a variety of conditions.
Imaging Characterization of the gravimetric chimney and application to a turbulent gas-jet flame
To serve as a calibration device for imaging applications, both temporal and spatial uniformities of soot volume
fraction over the entire imaged region are critical. Thus before calibration was performed, the spatial and temporal
fluctuations in the soot volume fraction within the chimney were characterized by LII. Although single laser-shot
LII images illustrate a nonuniform and chaotic spatial and temporal variation in soot volume fraction. A temporal
average of individual LII images, however, rapidly converges towards a final uniform pattern in a time short
compared with the GS sampling time (-30 individual LII images obtained at 10Hz compared to minutes of GS
time) thus validating the assignment of soot volume fraction to the average pixel intensity obtained by spatially and
temporally averaging several LII images. Averaging greater than 30 images in this manner assured invariance of the
calculated average pixel intensity upon additional averaging. This calibration procedure was then performed for a
variety of flame conditions. Each measurement yielded an identical calibration factor within 10%. The average of
these three measurements was then used to assign soot ppm levels to pixel intensity values. Independent
measurements demonstrated the linearity of the camera detection system with soot volume fraction. With this
calibration, a series of single laser-shot LII images of a turbulent ethylene gas-jet flame (Re - 5000), at three
different heights above the nozzle were calibrated for absolute soot volume fraction. Further details are provided in
the cited references.
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3. Laboratory demonstration of LII in laminar diffusion flames:
Geometric versatility
Although the geometric versatility of LH has been demonstrated last year, better quality data have been obtained in
the interim. Single laser-shot LII images were obtained of the soot distribution within an ethylene/air diffusion
flame surrounded by an air coflow. LII images revealing the soot distribution and concentration were obtained with
the laser sheet oriented both vertically and horizontally. The vertically oriented laser sheet reveals the convergence
of the soot towards the jet centerline with increasing height above the burner. The LII images obtained with the
horizontally oriented laser sheet illustrate 'tings' clearly locating the soot containing regions of the diffusion flame
as being a thin annular region centered on the gas-jet ten'dine. Such images reveal the capability of the technique
for determining svf in diffusion flames.
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Multi-Color Holography
Principal Investigator: Mr. William K. Witherow NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
Co-Investigators:
Trolinger, Dr. J.
Vikram, Dr. C.
Metrolaser
University of Alabama, Huntsville
Task Objective:
A noncontact method of simultaneously determining concentration and temperature variations in fluid systems is
underway. An additional benefit will be the additional simultaneous data acquisition capability and thus a possible
reduction in the number of experiment runs required per mission.
Task Description:
In this system, two fluid parameters will be varied simultaneously, and this technique will measure the variations
by using two different frequency lasers.
Task Significance:
More complete multivariable research on fluid science experiments will be enabled by this new capability.
Progress During FY 1995:
The KC-135 flight unit has been delivered to MSFC/NASA. Prospective PI's and experiments will be sought that
might make use of the technology that was developed for this project. The final report has been written and is in
the process of being printed for delivery to NASA Headquarters. The final report will also be published as a NASA
TM for wider distribution.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK INITIATION: 10/91 EXPIRATION: 9/94
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: 963-70-01
RESPONSIBLE CENTER: MSFC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS FOR FY 1995:
Journals
Vikram, C.S., Witherow, W.K., and Trolinger, J.D. Fringe contrast in two-color holography in the presence of a
transparent test medium. J. of Modem Optics, vol. 42, no. 8, p 1665 (1995).
Vikram, C.S., Witherpw, W.K., and Trolinger, J.D. Fringe contrast and phase effects in multi-color holography. J. of
Modem Optics, vol. 41, p 1531 (1994).
Proceedings
Witherow, W.K., Rogers, J.R., Facmire, B.R., Armstrong, S.D., Trolinger, J.D., Weber, D., and Vikram, C.S. "Methods to
detect and measure gradients in fluids and materials processing." 6th International Symposium on Experimental Methods
fro Microgravity Science, R.A. Schiffman and J.B. Andrews, eds., The Minerals, Metals, and Materials Society, San
Francisco, CA, 1994.
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Ceramic Cartridges via Sintering and Vacuum Plasma Spray
Principal Investigator: Dr. Frank R. Zimmerman NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
Co-Investigators:
No Co-['s Assigned to this Task
Task Objective:
The objective of this development work is to provide a manufacturing process for containment cartridges used in
high temperature (12000 to 2000°C) crystal growth furnaces. A thermal spray process will be used to build up
refractory metals and ceramics into a containment cartridge for high temperature, single crystal semi-conductor
growth experiments. These plasma spray-formed materials will be evaluated for mechanical properties, density,
microstructure, and resistance to liquid metal attack. Forming techniques and the resultant mechanical and
metallurgical properties will be identified.
Task Description:
A thermal spray process is being used to build up refractory metals and ceramics into a containment cartridge for
high temperature, single crystal semi-conductor growth experiments. This process uses high energy plasma inside a
low pressure (100-200 ton-) inert environment to apply layers of material onto a removable mandrel. A variety of
materials are being characterized and evaluated against a demanding set of requirements, including high service
temperature (I 700 °C), oxidation resistance, and resistance to liquid metal attack. Techniques to spray form
refractory metals (tungsten, molybdenum, niobium, tantalum) and ceramics (alumina, boron nitride) are being
developed in the Plasma Spray Cell at Marshall Space Flight Center.
Task Significance:
NASA's Crystal Growth Furnace (CGF) has flown on the United States Microgravity Laboratory missions
(USML-1 and -2) to conduct single crystal growth work on a variety of semiconductor materials. These
semiconductor crystals (GaAs, CdZnTe, HgZnTe, HgCdTe) are grown in quartz ampoules surrounded by insulation,
thermocouples, and other instrumentation. The entire experiment is contained within a Sample Ampoule Cartridge
(SAC) which facilitates handling and installation into the furnace. The SAC also functions as a containment
system, which is required to protect the flight crew from the highly toxic materials used in these crystal growth
experiments. If the ampoule containing the crystal growth material should rupture, these cartridges provide a
necessary level of containment. The containment requirement is complicated by the fact that most of these crystal
growth compounds are known to aggressively attack most common structuralmetals at furnace operating
temperatures. Currently, these cartridges are made of materials which are attacked at a rate that will not fully
penetrate the camidge within the duration of the experiment. For experiments of longer duration, a more chemically
resistant material is required to assure no breach in the containment will occur. Regardless of the material used, the
currentmanufacturing sequence is labor intensive, dependent upon product availability, and contains several
fabrication steps and joining processes.
Progress During FY 1995:
Pre-machined adjustment blocks were successfully brazed to tungsten and molybdenum/rhenium cartridges. Units
passed helium leak and proof pressure testing.
Addition of I-3% nickel to tungsten was found to improve VPS product ductility, and verified to resist attack by
gallium. Nickel was shown to diffuse into tungsten matrix, eliminating concerns about local chemical attack.
Introduction of non-contact failure detection system into the VPS formed cartridge. Objective is to embed sensor in
the cartridge that will reliably detect ampoule failure without interfering with the ongoing science.
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Journals
McKechnie, T., Krotz, P., Liaw, Y.K., Poorman, R.M., Zimmerman, F., and Holmes, R. Vacuum plasma spray forming of
refractory metals and ceramics for space furnace containment cartridges. ASM Journel of Thermal Spray Technology (C.
Bemdt, ed.), voL 4, 143-144 (1995).
NASA Tech Briefs
Krotz, P., Davis, W., Power, C., Liaw, Y.K., Poorman, R.M., Zimmerman, F., McKechnie, T., and Holmes, R. Removable
mandrels for vacuum plasma spray forming. NASA Tech Brief, vol. 19, no. 5, 82 (May 1995).
Proceedings
Krotz, P., Liaw, Y.K., McKechnie, T., Zimmerman, F., and Holmes, R. '_zthanced near net shape ceramic refractory
composite high temperature cartridge by VPS metallurgical alloying techniques." Proceedings of the 8th National Thermal
Spray Conference, ASM, C. Bemdt and S. Sampath, eds., 729-735 (1995).
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Advanced High Brilliance X-Ray Source
Principal Investigator: Dr. Daniel C. Carter NASA Marshall Space Right Center (MSFC)
Co-Investigators:
Gibson, W.
Kumakhov, M.
Ho, J. (X. He)
State University of New York, Albany
I.V. Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
Task Objective:
The primary objective of this research is to produce the first x-ray generator and Kumakhov lens system optimized
in design for 8.0 KeV x-rays.
Task Description:
The x-ray unit will be integrated with existing x-ray diffraction equipment at Marshall Space Flight Center to
produce a diffraction facility with the most advanced laboratory x-ray source for application in crystallography in the
world. The approach to complete the task will be to produce intense small cross section parallel x-ray beams for
structural analysis using third-generation Kumakhov optics.
Task Significance:
Protein crystallography is currently the most powerful method for the determination of the three-dimensional
structure of proteins and other macromolecules. This method usually requires crystals which are relatively large in
size and which possess a reasonably high degree of internal order. This research is concerned with the development
of an extremely bright x-ray source for application in the evaluation and determination of the atomic structure of
crystalline matter from both ground-based and current flight experiment activities.
Progress During FY 1995:
1. Advanced x-ray multicapi]lary optics have been successfully designed, constructed and evaluated by a team of
scientists at MSFC, SUNY, and X-ray Optical Systems, Inc. to produce high intensity x-ray sources.
2. Initial tests of Stage II lenses surpass the original performance estimates and tests conducted in the MSFC
Laboratory for Structural Biology indicate that the brightness of lens/x-ray source combinations should exceed by a
factor of 160 those currently obtainable by a Rigaku RU200 rotating anode.
3. Low power systems operating at 37 watts have been demonstrated to exceed brightness of the current rotating
anode generator by a factor of 2. The low power requirements and high brilliance of this prototype system have
important implications for the development of a future orbiting diffraction facility on Space Station (i.e., feasibility
has now been demonstrated), and in addition, also has applications in numerous other areas including medical
imaging.
STUDENTS FUNDED UNDER RESEARCH: TASK [NITIATION: 4/93 EXPIRATION: 3/96
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Flight: Biotechnology
Ban, N., Escobar, C., Hasel, K.W., Day, J., Greenwood, A., and McPherson, A. Structure of an antl-idiotypic fab against
feline peritonitis virus neutralizing antibody and a comparison with the complexed lab. The FASEB J., 9, 107-114
(1995).
Canady, M.A., Day, J.,and McPherson, A. Preliminaryx-raydiffractionanalysisof crystalsof turnipyellow mosaic virus
(TYMV). PROTEINS, 21, 78-81 (1995).
Canady, M., Lcja,C., Day, J.,and McPherson, A. Preliminaryx-raydiffractionanalysisof crystalsof tomato aspermy
virus(TAV). PROTEINS, 21,265-267 (1995).
Delucas, L.J., et al. Recent results and new hardware developments for protein crystal growth in microgravity. J. of
Crystal Growth, vol. 135, 183-195 (1994).
Hymer, W.C., Grindeland, R.E., Salada, T., Nye, P., Grossman, EJ., and Lane, P. Experimental modification of rat
pituitary growth hormone cell function during and after spaceflight. I. Appl. Physiol., (in press 1995).
Hymer, W.C., Salada, T., Avery, L., and Grindeland, R.E. Experimental modification of rat pituitary prolactin cell
function during and after space flight. I. Appl. Physiol., (in press 1995).
Hymer, W.C., Shellenberger,K., and Grindeland,R. Pituitarycellsin space. Adv. Space Res.,14(8),61-70 (1994).
Kathman, A., Cole, T., Wells, M., Jenkins, O., Koszelak, S., and McPherson, A. "Advanced optics module for monitoring
protein crystal growth in microgravity." SPIE Proceedings, Volume 22145-36 (1995).
Ko, T.-P.,Day, J.,Oreenwood, A., and McPherson, A. The structuresof threecrystalforms of the sweet proteinthaumatin.
Acta Cryst.,D50, 813-825 (1994).
Koszelak, S.,Day, J.,Leja,C., Cudney, R., and McPherson, A. Proteinand viruscrystalgrowth on International
Microgravity Laboratory-2. Biophysical Journal,69, 13-19 (1995).
Kuznetsov, Yu.G., Malkin, A.J.,and McPherson, A. "Interferometricstudiesof growth mechanisms in proteinand virus
crystalgrowth." Proceedings of the 11th InternationalConference on CrystalGrowth, The Hague, The Netherlands,p 369,
June 1995.
Kuznetsov,Yu.G., Malkin, A.J.,Greenwood, A., and McPherson, A. Interferometricstudiesof growth kineticsand surface
morphology in macromolecular crystalgrowth. Canavalin,thaumatin and turnipyellow mosaic virus. J. Structural
Biology, vol. 114, no. 3, 184-196 (1995).
Malkin, A.J.,Kuznetsov, Yu.G., Land, T.A.,DeYore_, J.,and McPherson, A. "Observationsof canavalinand satellite
tobacco mosaic viruscrystallizationusing in situatomic force microscopy." Proceedings of the IIth Inmmational
Conference on Crystal Growth, The Hague, The Netherlands, p 5 I, lune 1995.
Malkin, A.J.,Kuznetsov, Yu.G., Land, T.A.,DeYoreo, J.,and McPherson, A. "Physicalanalysisof macromolecular
crystallization."Proceedings of the 14thConference on CrystalGrowth and Epitaxy,FallenLeaf Lake, U.S.,p 32, June
1995.
McPerson, A. "Studies on macromolecular crystals grown in space." Tohoku University, Sendal, Japan, November 2,
1994.
McPherson, A. Increasingthe sizeof microcrystalsby finesampling of pH limits.J.of Applied Crystallography,28,
362-365 (1995).
McPherson, A. "X-ray crystallographicstudiesof seed storageproteins."Unidad de IruapatoWorkshop on
Macromolecular Crystallography,Leon, Mexico, October 3-5, 1994.
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fluid of nearly the same density." Poster Presentation, Gordon Research Conference on Gravitational Effects in
Physicochemical Systems, Henniker, NH, July, 1995.
Macari, E.J.P., Runesson, K., and Sture, S. Response prediction of granular materials at low effective stresses. J. of
Geotechnical Eng. (Amer. Society of Civil Engineers), vol. 120, no. 7, 1252-1268 (1994).
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Mason, T.G. and Weitz, D.A., Optical measurements of frequency-dependent linear viscoelastic moduli of complex fluids.
Phys. Rev. Lett., 74, 1250 (1995).
Mason, T.G. and Weitz, D.A., Linear viscoelasticity of colloidal hard sphere suspensions near the glass transition. Phys.
Rev. Lett., (1995).
Mason, T.G., Bibene, J., Weitz, D.A., Yielding and flow of monodisperse emulsions. J. Colloidal Interfac. Sci., (1995).
Mason, T.G., Krall, A.H., Gang, Hu, Bibene, L, and Weitz, D.A., Mondislmrse Emulsions: properties and uses.
Encyclopedia of Emulsion Technology, vol. 4, P. Becher, Ed., (1995).
Mason, T.G., Weitz, D.A., Elasticity of compressed emulsions. Phys. Rev. Lett., 75, 2051 (1995).
McKinley,G.H., "Steadyand transientmotionofa spheresexlimentingthroughshear-thinningand constantviscosity
elasticfluids."A presentationgiventotheBritishSocietyofRheologyon April20, 1995.
McQuillen,J."NASA sponsoredlow gravitygas-liquidflowresearch."presentedtoInstitutI_MecaniqueDes Fluides,
Toulouse,France,May 17,1995.
Mundt,M.D.,Brummell,N.H.,and Hart,I.E.Linearand nonlinearharoclinicnstabilitywithrigidsidewalls.J.Fluid
Mech.,291, I09-138(1995).
Mundt,M.E.,and Hart,J.E.Secondaryinstability,EOF reduction,and the transitiontobaroclinicchaos.PhysicaD, 78,
65-92 (1994).
Page,J.H.,Lui,J.,Abeles,B.,Herbolzheimer,E.,Deckrnan,H.W., andWeitz,D.A. Adsorptionand desorptionofa
wettingfluidinvycorstudiedby acousticand opticaltechniques.Phys.Rev. E.,52,2763 (1995).
Page, J.H., Schriemer, H.P., Bailey, A.E., and Weitz, D.A., Experimental test of the diffusion approximation for multiply
scattered sound. Phys. Rev. E., 52, (1995).
Rame, E. "The boundaryconditionata moving contactline:an experimentalstudyof theinterpretationofthedynamic
contactangle."AmericanPhysicalSociety/DivisionofFluidDynamics,Atlanta,GA, November, 1994.
Rame, E.and Garoff,S.,Microscopicandmacroscopicdynamicinterfaceshapesand theinterpretationofdynamiccontact
angles.JournalColloidInterfaceScience,(1995).
Russel,W.B. and Sperry,P.R.,Effectofmicrom'uctureon theviscosityofhardspherecolloidsandmodulusof
composites.ProgressinOrganicCoatings,23,305 (1994).
Rutgers, M.A., Russel, W.B., Chalkin, P.M., and Dunsmuir, J.H., Real hard spheres. American Physical Society, vol. 40,
no. 1, (1995).
Rutgers,M.A.,Xue,J.Z.,Herbolzheimer,E.,Russel,W.B.,and Chaikin,P.M. Crystallinefluidizedbeds. Physical
Review E.,(toappear).
Saville, D.A. 'The leaky dielectric model of electrohydrodynamics." SIAM Conference on Mathematics and Computation
in the Materials Sciences, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, April 1994.
Schachinger,E.,Miner,H.,Fen'ell,R.A.,and Sormann,H., A proposedinteractionmodel forthehighTc cuprates.
RecentProgressinMany-Body Theories,375-380,vol.4,Plenum Press,New York,(1995).
Schmitt, M. Koster, J., and Hamacher, K. Particle design for displacement _racking velocimetry. Measurement Science
and Technology, vol. 6, 682-689 (1995).
Schrage, D.S. and Shoemaker, J.M. "Operational characteristics of a two-phase free-vortex separator for microgravity
environments." Proceedings of the 30th National Heat Transfer Conference, ASME HTD vol. 37, 97-104, 1995.
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Shi,T.and Apfel,R. Oscillationsofa deformedliquidropinan acousticfield.Phys.Fluid,7,1545(1995).
Shi,W.T. and Apfel,R.E. Deformationand positionofanacousticallyevitatedliquidrop.JournaloftheAcoustical
SocietyofAmerica,(accepted).
Shi,W.T.,Apfel,R.E.,and Holt,R.G. The instabilitiesofLiquidropsina soundfield.Phys.Fluid,(submitted).
Spiegelberg, S., Ables, D. and McKinley, G., Extensional viscosity of polymer fluids: hoger fluids. Journal of
Non-Newtonian Fluid Mechanics, (1995).
Spiegelberg, S. and McKinley, G. "Generation and deformation of newtonian and non-newtonian liquid bridges." AIChE
Conference November, 17, 1994.
Subramanian, R.S. "ThermecapiUary motion of drops and bubbles." Symposium on Muitiphase Flow V, 26th Annual
Meeting of the Fine Particle Society, Chicago, IL, August, 1995.
Tian, Y and Apfel, R.E. The study of dense spray evaporation using a novel multiple drop levitator. Journal of Aerosol
Science, (sbumitted).
Tian,Y.,Holt,R.G.,and Apfel,R.E. Investigationsofliquidsurfacetheologyofsurfactantsolutionsby droplet
shapeoscillations.I.Theory.Phys.FluidA, 7,(inpress).
Tian, Y., Holt, R.G., and Apfel, R.E Investigations of liquid surface rbeology of surfactant solutions by droplet
shape oscillations. II. Experiments in lg and 0g (USML-I) environments. J. Colloid Interface Sci., (submitted).
Tian, Y., Holt, R.G., and Apfel, R.E. A new method for measuring liquid surface tension with acoustic levitation. Rev.
Sci. Instrum., 66, (1995).
Wang, T.G., Anilkumar, A.V., and Lee, C.P. Oscillations of liquid drops: Results from USML-I experiments in space.
Journal of Fluid Mechan/cs, (1995).
Wang, T.G.,Anilkumar,A.V.,Lee,C.P.,andLin,K.C. Bifurcationfrotatingliquidrops:Resultsfrom USML- I
experimentsinspace,journalofFluidMechanics,276,389-403(1994).
Weitz, D.A. and Ladd, A.J.C. Response to comment. Phys. Rev. Lett., 75, 2253 (1995).
Weitz,DavidA., "Elasticityofemulsions,orhow solidsludgeslips."The Gordon Conferenceon condensedmatter
physicsinHong Kong, July9-14,1995.
Weitz, David A., '_lasticity of emulsions, or how solid sludge slips." International Meeting on Complex Fluids and
Monte Carlo Methods, July 24-August 5, 1995.
Zhang, R., and Sture, S. "Discrete particle analysis at low stress states." Proceedings of the 10th Engineering Mechanics
Conference, American Society of Civil Engineers, S. Sture, editor, l103-1L06 (1995).
Zhu, J.X., Phan, S.E., Russ,l, W.B., and Chaikin, P.M., Absorption of tetra'in by PMMA spheres in decalin/tetralin
mixture. American Physical Society, vol. 40, no. 1, (1995).
Flight: Low Temperature Microgravity Physics
Boukari, H., Gent, D., Shaumeyer, J.N., and Gammon, R.W., Turbidity transients during temperature changes: calculations
vs. measurements. Am. Phys. Soc., 40, 1022 (1955).
Boukari, H., Palik, E.D., and Gammon, R.W., Closed-form expressions to fit data obtained with a multipass Fabry-Perot
interferometer system. Appl. Optics, 34, 69-86 (1995).
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Boukari, H., Pego, R.L., and Gammon, R.W., Calculation of the dynamics of gravity-induced density profiles near a
liquid-vapor critical point. Phys. Rev. E, 52, 1614-1626 (1995).
Briggsg M.E. and Gammon. R.W., Photothermal deflection in a supercritical-fluid, Intl. J. Thermophysics, 16,
1614-1626 (1995).
Bye, M.t Dolese, J.t and Sapilewski, G. "Bearing development at Stanford." Stanford STEP Symposium, Stanford, CA,
June 29, 1995.
Byeg M., Dolese, J., Torii, R., Worden, P. Satellite test of the equivalence principle 'QuickSTEP' Phase A study report.
NASA Tech Brief, JPL D-12453, (January 1995).
Coleman, M. and Lipa, J.A. Heat capacity of helium confined to 8 micron cylinders near the lambda point. Physical
Review Letters, 74, 286 (1995).
Duncan, R.V. "Chairman's comments on superconductor applications." Session on Revolutionary Superconducting
Sensors, Instrumentation and Measurement Topical Group, American Physical Society March Meeting, San Jose, CA,
March 1995.
Duncan, R.V., Boyd, S., Moeur, W., and Hensinger, D. '_Effects on sidewall probes in helium thermal conductivity cells."
International Symposium on Order and Disorder, Santa Barbera, CA, June 1995.
Duncan, R.V., Moeur, W., Boyd, S. "Science objectives of the DYNAMX microgravity experiment." AIAA 1995 Reno
Meeting, Reno, NV, January 1995.
Duncan, R.V., Moeur, W., Boydg S., Adriaans, M.J., and Strayer, D.M. "Cryogenic design of the microgravity helium
experiment DYNAMX." Proceedings of the 1995 Space Cryogenics Workshop, Cryogenics, December 1995.
Duncan, R.V., Moeur, W., Boydt S., and Hensinger, D. "Update on DYNAMX issues ." Meeting of the JPL Low
Temperature Science Steering Group, Pasadena, CA, February 1995.
Duncan, R.V., Moeur, W., Boyd, S., Hensinger, D. "Critical dynamics in microgravity." 1995 International Low
Temperature Microgravity Meeting, Pasadena, CA, February 1995.
Gammon, R.W., Shaumeyer, J.N., Borden. J.M., Torrealba, D., Reinker, R., Wilkinson, R.A., and Lauver, R.W.,
"Performance of the critical fluid light scattering experiment (Zeno) on USMP-2." invited talk at the AIAA 9th Symposium
on Microgravity Science, Reno, NV, talk AIAA-95-0611 in Session 92-SP-6, January, 1995.
Li, W.B., Sengers, J.V., Gammon, R.W., and Segre, P.N., Measurement of transport properties of liquids with equilibrium
and nonequilibrium Rayleigh scattering. Intl. J. Thermophysics, 16, 23-31 (1995).
Lit W.B., Sengers, J.V., Gammon, R.W., Ortiz DeZarate, J.M., Nonequilibrium Rayleigh light scattering in a polystyrene
solution. Am Phys. Sot., 40, 1023 (1995).
Palik, E.D., Boukari, H., and Gammon, R.W., Line-shape studies for single- and triple-pass Fabry-Perot interferometer
systems. Appl. Optics, 34, 58-68 (1995).
Qin, x., Nissen, J.A., Swanson, D.R., Williamson, P.R., Stricker, D.A., Lipa, J.A.B Chuo, T.C.P., and Israelsson, U.E. "A
heat capacity experiment for very high resolution tests of the theory of confined materials." Space Cryrogenics
Workshop, (to be published in Cryogenics), Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD, July, 1995.
Strayer, D.M., Duncan, R.V., Ruiz, R. "Technological developments for the DYNAMX microgravity experiment." AIAA
1995 Reno Meeting, Reno, NV, January 1995.
Torii, R. "SQUID position sensor development." Fundamental Physics in Space Symposium, London, England, October
16-19, 1995.
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Torii, R. "Flux trapping in niobium thin films." Stanford STEP Symposium, Stanford, CA, June 29, 1995.
Torii, R. "Superconducting position sensor development." Stanford STEP Symposium, Stanford, CA, June 29, 1995.
Williamson, P.R., Nissen, J.A., Swanson, D.R., and Lipa, J.A. "Specific energy loss in low Earth orbit." Proceedings of
the International Cosmic Ray Conference, Rome, Italy, August 1995.
Worden, P. MiniSTEP Science Requirements. NASA Tech Brief, (1995).
Worden, P., and Bye, M. "Accelerometer development at Stanford." Fundamental Physics in Space Symposium, London,
England, October 16-19, 1995.
Worden,P.W. "HeliumconstraintforSTEP." StanfordSTEP Symposium,Stanford,CA, June29,1995.
Worden,P.W. QuickSTEP ScienceRequirementsDocument (revised).NASA Tech Brief,(October1994).
Zhang,K.C.,Briggs,M.E.,Gammon, R.W.,Sengers,J.V,,Measurementofthetemperaturederivativeoftherefractive
indexofliquidswithan opticalbeam-bendingtechnique.Am. Phys.Soc.,40,1024 (1995).
Flight: Materials Science
Abbaschian,R.,et.al."A studyofdirectionalsolidificationoffacetedBi-Snalloysinmicrogravity."33rdAerospace
SciencesMeetingand Exhibit,Reno,NV, AIAA 95-0608,January9-12,1995.
Abbaschian,R.,et.al."In-situmonitoringofcrystalgrowthusingMEPHISTO; missionSTS-62 -ProgramUSMP-2
experimentanalysisone yearreport."OfficeofPayloadScientista MSFC, Dr.PeterCurreri,1995.
Abbaschian,R,,et.al.'In-situmonitoringofcrystalgrowthusingMEPHISTO; MissionSTS-62 -ProgramUSMP-2
experimentanalysislaunch+ sixmonth report."OfficeofPayloadScientista MSFC, Dr.PeterCurreri,1995.
Andrews,J.B.,and Coriell,S.R. "Coupledgrowthinhypermonotectics."SecondInvestigatorWorking Group Meeting,
Lifeand MicrogravitySpacelab,Noordwijk,The Netherlands,May 9-I0,1995.
Andrews,J.B.,Hayes,L.J.,Arikawa,Y.,Cheney,A.B.,and O'DelI,J.S."TheLMS experimenton coupledgrowthin
hypermonotectics."NinthEuropeanSymposium on GravityDependentPhenomena,Berlin,Germany, May 2-5,1995.
Andrews,LB.,Hayes,L.J.,Arikawa,Y.,O'DeII,J.S.,and Cbeney,A.B. Instabilitiesduringcoupledgrowthof
hypermonotectics.Advances inSpaceResearch,vol.16,177-180(1995).
Andrews,J.B.,Hayes,LJ.,Asikawa,Y.,O'Dell,J,S.,and Cheney,A.B. "Microgravitysolidificationofimmiscible
alloys."Second InternationalConferenceon Solidificationand Gravity,Miskolc,Hungary,April25-28,1995.
Andrews,I.B.,Hayes,L.J.,Arikawa,Y.,O'DeIl,J.S.,and Cheney,A.B. Microgravitysolidificationofimmiscible
alloys.Key EngineeringMaterials,vol.TBD, pp TBD (accepted).
Asikawa,Y.,and Andrews,J.B. "Modelingand numericalsimulationofdirectionalsolidificationofhypermonotectic
alloys."Proceedingsofthe7thInternationalConferenceon ExperimentalMethods forMicrogravityMaterialsScience,
TMS. R.S.Schiffman,ed.,III-I14(1995).
Arikawa,Y.,and Andrews,).B. "Modelingand numericalsimulationofdirectionalsolidificationofhypermonotectic
alloys."TMS AnnualMeeting,Las Vegas,Nevada,February12-16,1995.
Arnold,W. A.,MatthiesenD.H.,and Keith,J.M.,"Numericalsimulationofsoretdiffusioneffectsusinga shearceiL"
AIAA Paper# AIAA 95-0502,1995.
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Barber, P.G. "I'he use of moments of momentum to predict crystal habits." ICCG-XI, The Hague, The Netherlands, July,
1995.
Barber, P.G., Fripp, A.L., Debnam, W.J., Berry, R.F., Woodell, G.A., and Simchick, R.T. Experimental verification of
agreement between thermal and real time visual melt solid interface positions in vertical Brldgman grown germanium. J.
Crystal Growth, (accepted 1995).
Bene, A.V, Gillies, D.C., and Lchoczky, S.L. "Optimization of bulk HgCdTe growth in directional solidification furnace
by numerical simulation." Proceedings of the 1995 Fall Meeting of the Materials Research Society, Boston,
Massachusetts (1995).
Busch, R., Kim, Y.J., and Johnson, W.L. Thermodynamics and kinetics of the undercooled liquid and the glass transition
of the Zr4j.2Tit3+Cu_2._Nilo.oBe2a.5 alloy. J. Appl. Phys., 77(8), 4039-4043 (1995).
Busch, R., Kim, Y.J., Johnson, W.L., Rulison, A.J., and Rhim, W.K. "Determination of the specific heat capacity and the
hemispherical total emissivity of the deeply undercooled Zr+uTi13.+Cu,2.sNi,o.oBe,,.s alloy." Proc. 7th Int. TMS Symp. on
Experimental Methods for Microgravity Materials Science, February 12, 1995, Las Vegas, Nevada, TMS, pp 15-21 (1995).
Busch, R,, Kim, Y.J., Johnson, W.L., Rulison, A.J., and Rhim, W.K. Hemispherical total emissivity and specific heat
capacity of deeply undercooled Zr41.2Ti13.8Cu12.5Ni10,0Be22.5 melts. Appl. Phys. Lett., vol. TBD, pp TBD (in press).
Bushnell, L.T., "Effects of convection on dendritic growth in microgravity." ACCG-eastJ9, Atlantic City, NJ, October
1994.
Chan, K.T., and Wiedemeier, H, The temperature-composition phase diagram and miscibility gap of Hg l-xCdxTe solid
solutions by dynamic mass-loss measurements. J. Electronic Materials, 24, 405 (1995).
Chen, K.-T., George, M.A., Zhang, Y., Burger, A., Su, C.-H., Sha, Y.-G., Gillies, D.C., and Lchoczky, S.L. Selenium
precipitation in ZnSe crystal grown by physical vapor transport. J. Crystal Growth, 147, 292-296 (1995).
Chen, K.-T., Zhang, Y., Egarievwe, S,U,, George, M.A., Burger, A., Su, C.-H., Sha, Y.-G., and Lehoczky, S.L.
"Post-growth annealing of CdS crystals grown by physical vapor transport." 1lth International Conference on Crystal
Growth, The Hague, The Netherlands, June 1995.
Cheney, A.B., and Andrews, J.B. "An evaluation of ampoule materials for microgravity processing of hypermonotectic
aluminum-indium alloys." Proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Experimental Methods for Microgravity
Materials Science, TMS. R.S. Schiffman, ed., 5-13 (1995).
Cbeney, A.B., and Andrews, J.B. "An evaluation of ampoule materials for microgravity processing hypermonotectic
alloys." TMS Annual Meeting, Las Vegas, Nevada, February 12-16, 1995.
Cr611, A., Szofran, F.R., Dold, P., Lichtenstciger, M., Benz, K.W., and Lehoczky, S.L. "Floating-zone growth of silicon
under large axial magnetic fields." Eleventh International Conference on Crystal Growth, The Hague, The Netherlands,
June 18-23, 1995.
Hemings, M.C., and Koseki, T. "Solidification of stainless steels in strip casting." Proceedings of the Etham T.
Turkdogan Symposium Fundamentals and Analysis of New Emerging Steelmaking Technologies, Iron and Steel Society,
pp 207-215, (1994).
Fripp, A.L., Debnam, W.J., Berry, R.F., Woodell, G.A., Barber, P.G., and Simchick, R.T. Growh rates and interface
shapes observed with X and g rays in real time during Bridgman growth of germanium and lead tin telluride. J. Crystal
Growth, 147, 83-90 (1995).
Ge, Y.R, and Wiedcmeier, H. Crystal defects and interdiffusion behavior of HgI.,Cd_Te/(100)CdTe epitaxial layers grown
by CVT. J. Electronic Materials, 23, 1221 (1994).
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George, M.A., Collins, W.E., Cben, K.-T., Hu, Z., Zhang, Y., Burger, A., Su, C.-H., Sha, Y.-G., Gillies, D.C., and
Lehoczky, S.L. "Selenium nanoclustering in vapor grown ZnSe crystal." 41st National Symposium of American Vacuum
Society and the 3rd International Conference on Nanometer-scale Sci. and Tech., Denver, Colorado, October 1994.
German,R.M., Microstructureofthegravitationallysettledregionina liquidphasesinteredilutetungstenheavyalloy.
Metallurgicalnd MaterialsTransactions,vol.26A, 279-288(1995).
German, R.M., Space study of gravitational role in liquid phase sintering. Industrial Heating, vol. 62, no. 2, 52-54
(1995).
German, R.M., "Microstructure of the gravitationally settled region in a liquid-phase sintered dilute tungsten heavy
alloy." Proceedings entitled Metallurgical and Materials Transactions A:, vol. 26A, 279-288, February 1995.
German,R.M., GrainAgglomerationinsolid-liquidmixturesundermicrogravityconditions.Metallurgicalnd Materials
Transactions,(1995).
German, R.M., lacocca, R.G., Johnson, J.L., Liu, Y., and Upadhyaya, A., Liquid-phase sintering under microgravity
conditions. Journal of Metals, vol. 47, no. 8, 46-48 (1995).
Glicksman, M.E., "Convection in microgravity: first flight of the isothermal dendritic growth experiment." AIChE
meeting in San Francisco, CA, November 1994.
Glicksman, M.E., "Isothermal dendritic growth experiment USMP-2, 3, 4." Raumsimulation Institut, DLR, Koln, FRG,
November 1994.
Glicksman, M.E., "Dendritic growth in terrestrial and microgravity conditions." Material Research Society (MRS) Fall
Meeting, Boston, MA, November 1994.
Glicksman, M.E., '_['he isothermal dendritic growth experiment- anniversary review of space flight result." Burgess
Memorial Lecture, Washington D.C. Chapter, ASM, March 1995.
Glicksman, M.E., 'q'he isothermal dendritic growth experiment." Second International Conference on Solidification and
Gravity, Miskolc, Hungary, Aprtl 1995.
Glicksman, M.E., "Dendritic growth measurements in microgravity." 9th European Symposium on Gravity-Dependent
Phenomena in Physical Sciences, Berlin, FRG, May 1995.
Glicksman, M.E., "Free boundary aspects of dendritic growth in microgravity." Free Boundary Problems: Theory and
Applications Conference, Zakopane, Poland, May 1995.
Glicksman, M.E., "Isothermal dendrite growth." Gordon Research Conference on Gravitational Effects in
Physicochemical Systems, Henniker, NH, July 1995.
Glicksman, M.E., 'Whe isothermal dendritic growth experiment." The Ninth Annual Alabama Materials Research
Conference, The University of Alabama at Birmingham, September 1995.
Glicksman, M.E., Koss, M.B., Bushnell, L.T., and LaCombe, J.C. '_"he isothermal dendritic growth experiment:
implications for theory." Modeling of Casting, Welding, and Advanced Solidification Processes VII, edited by M. Cross
and J. Campbell, (The Minerals, Metals & materials Society, Warrendale, PA) 663, 1995.
Glicksman, M.E., Koss, M.B., Bushnell, L.T., LaCombe, J.C., and Winsa, E.A., "Dendritic growth of succinontrile in
terrestrial and microgravity conditions as a test of theory." ISIJ International, 35 (6) 1216, 1995.
Glicksman, M.E., Koss, M.B., Bushnell, L.T., LaCombe, J.C., and Winsa, E.A., "Dendritic growth in terrestrial and
microgravity conditions." Mat. Res. Soc. Syrup. Proc., vol. 367, Materials Research Society, 13, 1995.
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Glicksman, M.E., Koss, M.B., Bushnell, L.T., LaCombe, J.C., and Winsa, E.A., "Evaluation of U;leoperating the IDGE on
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electro-osmosis. Langmuir, ii, 2768-2776 (1995).
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TissueEngineering,InReview,(1995).
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lactate and ammonia concentrations by near-infrared spectroscopy. Applied Spectroscopy, Submitted, (1995).
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under simulatedmicrogravity."American Instituteof Aeronauticsand AstronauticsMeeting, Houston, TX 1994.
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AppendixA: MSADProgrammFY1995 Tableof Acronyms
The following list of acronyms, though by no means complete, includes those used in this document as
well as some that are often found in text associated with Microgravity Science and Applications research
and which may be encountered when reviewing references cited in the bibliography herein.
AADSF ...................................................................... Advanced Automated Directional Solidification Furnace
AAL .................................................................................................................................... Aero-acoustic Levitation
ACRT .................................................................................................... Accelerated Crucible Rotation Technique
AO .......................................................................................................................... Announcement of Opportunity
AOMS ...................................................................................................... Advanced Optical Monitoring Systems
APCF .................................................................................................... Advanced Protein Crystallization Facility
APCG ................................................................................................................ Advanced Protein Crystal Growth
ATD .............................................................................................................. Advanced Technology Development
BDPU ...................................................................................................................... Bubble, Drop and Particle Unit
BTF .......................................................................................................................................... Biotechnology Facility
CADAP ........................................................................................ Computer-Aided Dendrite Analysis Program
CAST .......................................................................................................... Casting and Solidification Technology
CBE ...................................................................................................................................... Chemical Beam Epitaxy
CCD ...................................................................................................................................... Charge-coupled Device
CFLSE .................................................................................................. Critical Fluid Light Scattering Experiment
CFTE ........................................................................................ Critical Fluid Thermal Equilibration Experiment
CFVME .................................................................................. Critical Fluid Viscosity Measurement Experiment
CGF .................................................................................................................................... Crystal Growth Furnace
CM-1 .......................................................................................................................................... Combustion Module
CNES .............................................................................................................. Centre Nationale d'C.tudes Spatiales
[The French National Center for Space Studies]
CoDR .............................................................................................................................. Conceptual Design Review
CPF ............................................................................................................................................ Critical Point Facility
CSA .................................................................................................................................... Canadian Space Agency
CVD .............................................................................................................................. Chemical Vapor Deposition
CVTE ........................................................................................................ Chemical Vapor Transport Experiment
CW ................................................................................................................................................ Continuous Wave
DARA ........................................ Deutsche Agentur ftir Raumfahrtangelegenheiten [German Space Agency]
DARTFire ............................................................................................ Diffusive and Radiative Transport in Fires
DLR ............................................................................................ The German Aerospace Research Establishment
DPM ........................................................................................................................................ Drop Physics Module
DSC .................................................................................................................... Differential Scanning Calorimetry
DSF ...................................................................................................................... Directional Solidification Furnace
DTA .......................................................................................................................... Differential Thermal Analysis
EDM .................................................................................................................... Engineering Development Model
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EDS ...................................................................................................................... Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy
EHD ........................................................................................................................................ Electrohydrodynamic
ESA .................................................................................................................................... European Space Agency
FDSMM .............................................................................. Fluid Dynamics and Solidification of Metallic Melts
FES ................................................................................................................................ Fluids Experiments System
FES/VCGS ............................................................................ Fluid Experiment/Vapor Crystal Growth System
FFEU ...................................................................................................................... Free-Flow Electrophoresis Unit
FFDF .............................................................................................................. Fluid Physics and Dynamics Facility
GaAs .............................................................................................................................................. Gallium Arsenide
GAS Can ........................................................................................................................ Get-away Special Canister
GBX .............................................................................................................................................................. Glovebox
GFFC ............................................................................................................................ Geophysical Fluid Flow Cell
HRT ........................................................................................................................ High-Resolution Thermometer
ICE .................................................................................................................. Interface Configuration Experiment
IDGE .................................................................................................... Isothermal Dendritic Growth Experiment
IML .............................................................................................................. International Microgravity Laboratory
IWG .............................................................................................................................. Investigator Working Group
JPL .................................................................................................................................... Jet Propulsion Laboratory
JSC ............................................................................................................................................ Johnson Space Center
KSC ........................................................................................................................................ Kennedy Space Center
LaRC .................................................................................................................................. Langley Research Center
LDV .............................................................................................................................. Laser Doppler Velocimetry
LeRC ...................................................................................................................................... Lewis Research Center
LIF ...................................................................................................................................... Large Isothermal Furnace
LPE .................................................................................................................................. Lambda Point Experiment
MCF ............................................................................................................................. Modular Combustion Facility
MEPHISTO ........................................................................ Materiel pour l'l_tude des Phenom_nes Int(._ressants
de la Solidification sur Terre et en Orbite
[Interesting Phenomena of Solidification on Earth and in Orbit]
MGM .................................................................................................................. Mechanics of Granular Materials
MMSL ................................................................................................ Microgravity Materials Science Laboratory
MP .......................................................................................................................................... Microgravity Pressure
MPA ...................................................................................................................... Microgravity Pressure, Ambient
MSA ........................................................................................ Microgravity Science and Applications (Program)
MSAD ........................................................................................ Microgravity Science and Applications Division
MSFC .......................................................................................................................... Marshall Space Flight Center
MSL ...................................................................................................................... Microgravity Science Laboratory
NASA ...................................................................................... National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NASDA ........................................................................................ National Space Development Agency of Japan
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NIST .......................................................................................... National Institute for Standards and Technology
NLO ................................................................................................................................................ Nonlinear Optical
NRA ...................................................................................................................... NASA Research Announcement
NRC ................................................................................................................................ National Research Council
OARE ..................................................................................................... Orbital Acceleration Research Experiment
OLMSA .......................................................................... Office of Life Sciences and Microgravity Applications
OMCVD ................................................................................................ OrganometaUic Chemical Vapor Epitaxy
OPCGA ...................................................................................... Observable Protein Crystal Growth Apparatus
PBE ...................................................................................................................................... Pool Boiling Experiment
PCG ...................................................................................................................................... Protein Crystal Growth
PDA .......................................................................................................................... Phase Doppler Pneumometer
PIV .................................................................................................................................. Particle Image Velocimetry
PMZF ................................................................................................................ Programmable Multizone Furnace
POCC ............................................................................................ Payload Operations Control Center (at MSFC)
PVT .................................................................................................................................. Physical Vapor Transport
RAPIV .................................................................................................. Radiographic Particle Image Velocimetry
RDR ...................................................................................................................... Requirements Definition Review
RPCVD ................................................................................ Remote Plasma-enhanced Chemical Vapor Epitaxy
RSD .................................................................................................................... Rainbow Schlieren Deflectometry
RTE ................................................................................................................................ Radiative Transfer Equation
QSAM .......................................................................................... Quasi-steady Acceleraton Measurement System
SAA .................................................................................................................................... South Atlantic Anomaly
SAMS .................................................................................................. Space Acceleration Measurement Systems
SCF ................................................................................................................................................ Supercritical Fluid
SEM .......................................................................................................................... Scanning Electron Microscopy
SL .................................................................. ESA Spacelab (in Space Shuttle cargo bay; e.g., IML and USML)
SQUID .................................................................................... Superconducting Quantum Interference Detector
SSCE ............................................................................................................ Solid Surface Combustion Experiment
SSFF .......................................................................................................................... Space Station Furnace Facility
STDCE ...................................................................................... Surface Tension Driven Convection Experiment
STEP ...................................................................................................... Satellite Test of the Equivalence Principle
STS .............................................................................................................................. Space Transportation System
SVP ........................................................................................................................................ Space Vehicle Pressure
TEM .................................................................................................................. Transmission Electron Microscopy
TEMPUS ................................................................................ Electromagnetic Containerless Processing Facility
TGDF ................................................................................................................. Turbulent Gasjet Diffusion Flames
TME ............................................................................................................ . ..... Test and Measurement Equipment
TMS .......................................................................................................................... Thermal Maneuvering System
USML ........................................................................................................ United States Microgravity Laboratory
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USMP .............................................................................................................. United States Microgravity Payload
VCGS ........................................................................................................................ Vapor Crystal Growth System
VDA .............................................................................................................................. Vapor Diffusion Apparatus
VIBES ......................................................................................... Vibration Isolation in a Box Experiment System
XRD ................................................................................................................................................ X-ray Diffraction
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AppendixB: MSADProgrammFY1995 GuestInvestigatorList
Universityof AlabamaGuestInstitutions(c.f.p.II-11)
Academic, Domestic:
Medical College of Buffalo
Rutgers University
University of Alabama, Birmingham
University of Houston
University of Minnesota
University of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston
Academic, Foreign:
Kyoto University (Japan)
McMaster University (Canada)
University of Hamburg (Germany)
University of Saskatchewan (Canada)
University of Toronta (Canada)
Government, Domestic:
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
Government, Foreign:
EMBL (Germany)
Industry:
Eli Lilly & Company
SmithKline Beecham Pharmaceuticals
Bristol-Myers Squibb
Schering Plough Research Institute
Vertex Pharmaceuticals
(Note: L. Delucas is PI)
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Dr. Reza Abbaschian
Dr. Davood Abdollahian
Prof.Brace J. Ackerson
Prof. Ajay K. Agrawal
ProL Guenter Ahlers
ProL J. lwan D. Alexander
Prof. Spiro D. Alexandratos
Mr.A.P. Allan
Prof, Robert A. Altenkirch
Department of Materials Science and Engineering
University of Florida
132 Rhines Hall
Gainesville, FL 32611-2066
Office Ph: 904 392-1454 Fax: 904 392-6359 ................................. I.!.3.
S. Levy Incorporated
3425 South Bascom Avenue
Campbell, CA 95008-4870
Offiee Ph: 408 377-4870 Fax: 408 371-6804 ................................ 39.2
Department of Physics
Oklahoma State University
Stillwater, OK 74078
Office Ph: 405 744-5796 Fax: 405 744-6811 393
• ..,.,.,,.... ..... ,.,, ...............
School of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering
University of Oklahoma
865 Asp Avenue, Room 212
Norman, OK 73019
Office Ph: 405 325-1754 Fax: 405 325-1088 ................................ 29.7
Director, Center for Nonlinear Sciences
Quantum Institute
University of California, Santa Barbara
Santa Barbara, CA 93106
OfficePh: 805 893-3795 Fax: 805 893-4170 558
,..,.... ......... ..o.. ............ ...
Center For Microgravity And Materials Research
University of Alabama, Huntsville
Huntsville, AL 35899
Office Ph: 205 895-6050 Fax: 205 895-6791 395, 592
.... ..,.. ................. . ......... .
Department of Chemistry
University of Tennessee
575 Buehler Hall
Knoxville, TN 37996-1600
Office Ph: 423-974-3399 Fax: 423-974-3454 594
• .,. .... ......,H.,..,, ........ .,....
University of Delaware
1200 Sycamore Street
Wilmington, DE 19805
Office Ph: 302 757-1991 731
,, .................. .,,, ........ ...,,...,,.,.....,... ......... , ....
Dean, College of Engineering and Architecture
Washington State University
146 Dana Hall
Pullman, WA 99164-2714
Office Ph: 509 335-5593 Fax: 509 335-9608 ........................ 26:..30:.32
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Prof. C. D, Andereck
Prof. John L. Anderson
Dr. Timothy J. Anderson
Dr. J. B. Andrews
Prof. Robert E. Apfel
Prof. Stephen Arnold
Prof. Arvind Atreya
Prof. C. T. Avedisian
Prof. Portonovo S. Ayyaswamy
Department of Physics
Ohio State University
174 West 184 Avenue
Columbia, OH 43210
Office Ph: 614 292-2360 Fax: 614 292-7557 ................................ 3.9..7
Department of Chemical Engineering
Carnegie Mellon University
Pittsburgh, PA 15213-3890
Office Ph : 412-268-6986 Fax: 412-268-7139 ................................ 39?
Department of Chemical Engineering
University of Florida
227 Chemical Engineering Building
Gainesville, FL 32611
Office Ph : 904-392-0882 Fax: 904-392-9513 ................................ .5..9.6
Department of Materials Science & Engineering
BEC 360
University of Alabama, Birmingham
1150 Tenth Avenue South
Birmingham, AL 35294-4461
Office Ph: 205-934-8452 Fax: 205-934-8485 ................................ .I.!.6
Robert Higgin Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Yale University
9 Hillhouse Avenue
New Haven, CT 06520-8286
Office Vh : 203-432-4346 Fax: 203-432-7654 ........................... 6?:..59.8
Department of Physics
Polytechnic University
Six Metrotech Center
Brooklyn, NY 11201
Office Ph: 718-260-3085 Fax: 718-260-3139 ................................ .6.0.0.
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics
University of Michigan
2250 G. G. Brown Building
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-2125
OfficePh: 313 747-4790 Fax: 313 747-3170 ................................ 3.00
Sibley School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Cornell University
Ithica, NY 14853-7501
Offiee Ph: 607 255-5105 Fax: 607 255-1222 .......................... 302:..4.0!
Department of Mechanical Engineering & Applied Mechanics
School of Engineering and Applied Science
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, PA 19104-6315
Office Ph: 215 898-8362 Fax: 215 573-2065 162
• .o**.,... ......... ,... ....... ,...,..
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Dr. William D. Bachalo
Dr. M. Y. Bahadori
Dr. Martin B. Barmatz
Prof. James C. Baygents
Prof. Robert J. Bayuzick
Jeanne L. Becker, Ph.D.
prof. Christoph Beckermann
Dr. Robert F. Berg
Dr. Mark Bethea
President
Aerometrics, Inc.
550 Del Rey Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
Office Ph: 408 738-6688 Fax: 408 738-6871 ................................30 4
Thermal Sciences Division
Science Applications International Corporation
21151 Western Avenue
Torrance, CA 90501-1724
OfficePh: 310 781-8723 Fax: 310 781-8730 .................................. 3.4
Technical Group Leader
Mail Stop 183-401
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena, CA 91109-8099
Office Ph: 818 354-3088 Fax: 818 393-5039 ................................ 560
Department of Chemical and Environmental Engineering
University of Arizona
Harshbarger Building, Room 120
Tucson, AZ 85721
Office Ph: 520-621-6044 Fax: 402520-621-6048 .....................................
Department of Materials Science and Engineering
Materials Science and Engineering Program
Vanderbilt University
Box 1593, Station B
Nashville, "IN 37235
4 645 !19 602OfficePh: 615-322-7047 Fax: 615-3 3-8 .............................. : ......
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology
University of South Florida
4 Columbia Drive
Tampa, FL 33606
Office Ph: 813 254-7774 Fax: 813 254-0940 ................................ 1.6.3
Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of Iowa
Iowa City, IA 52242
OfficePh: 319 335-5681 Fax: 319 335-5669 ................................ 605
Thermophysics Division
National Institute of Standards and Technology
Building 221, Room AI05
Gaithersburg, MD 20899
Office Ph: 301 975-2466 Fax: 301 869-4020 404
..... ,.. ..... °. ........ . ........... ..
NASA Lewis Research Center
21000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, OH 44135
OfficePh: 216 433-8165 Fax: 216 433-5033 733
°. ...... .., ........ .° ...... . .... ...,.
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Prof Rajcndra S Bhamagar
Dr Lynn A. Boamer
Prof. Melvyn C. Branch
Prof. Robert A. Brown
Prof. John D. Buckmaster
Prof. Van P. Carey
Prof. Charles W. Carter
Dr. Daniel C. Carter
Laboratory of Connective Tissue Biochemistry
University of California, San Francisco
Box 0424, S0512
San Francisco, CA 94143-0424
OfficePh: 415 476-2923 Fax: 415 476-4204 165
.... ,,,.. ........... .,.,,,..., ...... ,
Head, Ceramics and Interfaces Section
Solid State Division
Mail Stop 6056
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
P.O. Box 2008
Oak Ridge, TN 37831
Office Ph : 423-574-5492 Fax:
607
423-574-4814 .....................................
Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of Colorado, Boulder
Engineering Center, Campus Box 427
Boulder, CO 80309-0427
OfficePh: 303 492-6318 Fax: 303 492-2863 306, 308,,,... ...... ,.. ....... ..., ..... .,,..,
Head, Department of Chemical Engineering
Chemical Engineering & Materials Processing Center
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Room 66-342
77 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02139
Office Ph: 617-253-4561 Fax: 617-253-9695 610, 612,. ............. ,.. ...... ,, ...... . ....
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Room 321 Talbot Lab
104 Wright Street
Urbana, IL 61801
310
Office Ph: 217 333-1803 Fax: 217 244-0720 .....................................
Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of California, Berkeley
6185 Etcheverry Hall
Berkeley, CA 94720
Office Ph: 510 642-7177 Fax: 510 642-6163 406
. ......... ,.,,° ....... ... .... ..°°.,.,
Department of Biochemistry and Biophysics
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Campus Box 7260
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7260
167Office Ph: 919-966-3263 Fax: 919-966-2852 .....................................
Chief, Biophysics Branch
Microgravity Science and Applications Division
Mail Stop ES76
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812
Office Ph: 205-544-5492 Fax: 205-544-1777 9, 169, 770
......... ,.. ......... ,,°,,° .... ,,...,
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Prof. Peggy Cebe
Dr. Ared Cezairliyan
Dr. An-Ti Chai
Prof. Paul M. Chaikin
Prof. S. H. Chan
Prof. Chuan F. Chen
Prof.L.- D. Chen
Dr. Robert K. Cheng
Department of Physics and Astronomy
Tufts University
Science & Technology Center - Room 208
4 Colby Street
Medford, MA 02155
OfficePh: 617-627-3365 Fax: 617-627-3744 ................................ 6.1.4
Program Leader, Metallurgy Division
National Institute of Standards and Technology
Building 236
Gaithersburg, MD 20899
Office Ph: 301-975-5931 Fax: 301-990-2572 ................................ .6.!..6
Mail Stop 500-327
NASA Lewis Research Center
21000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, OH 44135
Office Ph: 216 433-2073 Fax: 216 433-8660 ................................ 408
Department of Physics
Princeton University
P.O. Box 708
Princeton, NJ 08544
Office Ph: 609 258-4338 Fax: 609 258-6360 ..................................7!
Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee
P.O. Box 784
Milwaukee, WI 53201
Office Ph: 414 229-5001 Fax: 414 229-6958 ................................ .4.!..0
Department of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering
College of Engineering & Mines
University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ 85721
OfficePh: 602 621-8199 Fax: 602 621-8191 ................................ 4.1..2
Department of Mechanical Engineering
The University of Iowa
Iowa City, IA 52242
OfficePh: 319 335-5674 Fax: 319 335-5669 313
oo....... ...... o° ....... .,...o .......
Combustion Group
Energy & Environment Division
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
1 Cyclotron Road
Berkeley, CA 94720
Office Ph: 510 486-5438 Fax: 510 486-7303 316, 318
..... . ..... .°,, ...... .o ........... .o°
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Prof. Norman Chigier
Prof. Mun Y. Choi
Dr. Talso C. Chui
Prof. Jacob N. Chung
Prof. Lcland W. Chung
Dr. Ivan O. Clark
Prof. Noel A. Clark
Prof. Paul Concus
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Carnegie Mellon University
Schenley Park
Pittsburgh, PA 15213-3890
Office Ph: 412 268-2498 Fax: 412 268-3348 ................................ 4!.4
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Mail Code 251
University of Illinois, Chicago
842 West Taylor Street
Chicago, IL 60607-7022
Office Ph: 312 996-7389 Fax: 312 413-0447 .................................. 3.7
Mail Stop 79-24
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena, CA 91109-8099
OfficePh: 818 354-3104 Fax: 818 393-4878 ......................... .5.6.2:..5.6.4
Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering
Washington State University
Pullman, WA 99164-2920
Office Ph: 509 335-3222 Fax: 509 335-4662 416
.............. ., ........... ° .........
Urology Research Laboratory
Department of Urology
Box 422
University of Virginia
Health Sciences Center
Charlottesville, VA 22908
Office Ph: 804 243-6649 Fax: 804 243-6648 171
Information & Electromagnetic Technology Division
Mail Stop 473
NASA Langley Research Center
5 North Dryden Street
Hampton, VA 23681-0001
Office Ph: 804 864-1500 Fax: 804 864-7891 ................... .4.19:...42!:..6).8
Department of Physics
University of Colorado, Boulder
Boulder, CO 80309-0390
Office Ph: 303 492-6420 Fax: 303 492-2998 ................................ _
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
University of California, Berkeley
1 Cyclotron Road
Berkeley, CA 94270
OfficePh: 510 486-5508 Fax: 510 486-5401 ................................ 42.5
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Dr. Reid F. Cooper
Dr. Sam R. Coriell
Dr. Gerard L. Cote
Dr. Peter A. Curreri
Prof. Arnold Dahm
Prof Robert H Davis
Prof Stephen H Davis
Dr. Delbert E. Day
Dr. Graham D. de Vahl Davis
Department of Materials Science and Engineering
University of Wisconsin
1509 University Avenue
Madison, WI 53706
OfficePh: 608 262-1133 Fax: 608 262-8353 ................................ 62.0
National Institute of Standards and Technology
Materials Building 233, Room A-153
Gaithersburg, MD 20899
OfficePh: 301 975-6169 Fax: 301 926-7975 ................................ 42.7
Bioengineering Program
Texas A&M University
233 Zachry Engineering Center
College Station, TX 77843-3120
Office Ph: 409 845-4196 Fax: 409 847-9005 ................................. 17.3
Microgravity Science & Applications Division
Mail Stop ES75
NASA Marshall Space Hight Center
Marshall Space Hight Center, AL 35812
Office Ph: 205-544-7763 Fax: 205-544-1777 ................................ 7.3.5
Physics Department
Case Western Reserve University
10900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44106
OfficePh: 216 368-3586 Fax: 216 368-4671 ................................ 623
Department of Chemical Engineering
University of Colorado, Boulder
Campus Box 424
Boulder, CO 80309-0424
Office Ph : 303-492-7314 Fax: 3 49 4341 429 431 43330 - 2- . ....................... ,....... ,......
Department of Engineering Sciences and Applied Mathematics
Northwestern University
2145 Sheridan Road
Evanston, IL 60208
OfficePh: 708 491-5397 Fax: 708 491-2178 435
• .., .................. , ..............
Graduate Center for Materials Research
Materials Research Center
University of Missouri, Rolla
Rolla, MO 65409-1170
Office Ph: 314 341-4354 Fax: 314 341-2071 ................................6 2 5
School of Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering
University of New South Wales
Sydney, 2052
AUSTRALIA
OfficePh: 612 697-4099 Fax: 612 663-1222 629
• .., ..... .. ............. .° ...........
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Dr. Lawrence J.DeLucas
Dr. George T. DeTitta
Dr. Daniel L. Dietrich
Dr. S. D. Dimitrijevich
Dr. Ellen R. Dirksen
Prof.Russell J.Donnelly
Dr. Edward L. Drcizin
Prof.James F. Driscoll
Dr. Michael Dudley
Center for Macromolecular Crystallography
79-THT, BHSB 262
Universityof Alabama at Birmingham
1918 UniversityBoulevard
Birmingham, AL 35294-0005
Office Ph: 205-934-5329 Fax: 205-934-0480 .....................!! : !7..5....!7..6
Hauptman-Woodward Medical Research Institute
73 High Street
Buffalo, NY 14203-1196
OfficePh: 716-856-9600 Fax: 716-852-4846 ................................. 17.7
Mail Stop 110-3
NASA Lewis Research Center
21000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, OH 44135
Office Ph: 216 433-8759 Fax: 216 433-3793 ..........................._P:. _9
Health Science Center at Fort Worth
University of North Texas
3500 Camp Bowie Boulevard
Fort Worth, TX 76107-2699
Office Ph: 817 735-2125 Fax: 817 735-2133 ................................. 1.7.9
Department of Neurobiology
UCLA School of Medicine
73-235 CHS
University of California, Los Angeles
Box 951763
Los Angeles, CA 90095-1763
OfficePh: 310 825-9565 Fax: 310 825-2224 ................................ :._!
Department of Physics
University of Oregon
Eugene, OR 97403-1274
Office Ph: 503 346-4226 Fax: 503 346-4708 ................................ 56.5
AeroChem Research Laboratories
P.O. Box 12
Princeton, NJ 08542-0012
Office Ph: 609 921-7070 Fax: 908 329-8292 ................................ _?
University of Michigan
3004 FXB Building
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-2118
Office Ph: 313 936-0101 Fax: 313 763-0578 ................................ _
Department of Materials Science & Engineering
State University of New York, Stony Brook
Stony Brook, NY 11794-2275
Office Ph: 516-632-8500 Fax: 631516-632-8052 .....................................
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Dr. Robert V. Duncan
Prof. Douglas J. Durian
Dr. Don J. Durzan
Prof. Prabir K. Dutta
Prof. Fokion N. Egolfopoulos
Prof. Charles Elbaum
Prof. Said E. Elghobashi
Prof. C. F. Everitt
Prof. Gerard M. Faeth
Department 9255
Mail Stop 09880
Sandia National Laboratory
Albuquerque, NM 87185
Office Ph: 505 844-4833 Fax: 505 844-2057 ................................ /.02
Department of Physics
University of California, Los Angeles
405 Hilgard Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90024
Office Ph: 310 206-2645 Fax: 310 437825-0897 .....................................
Department of Environmental Horticulture
University of California, Davis
Davis, CA 94616-8587
Office Ph: 916 752-0399 Fax: 916 752-0399 .................................183
Department of Chemistry
Ohio State University
120 West Eighteenth Avenue
Columbus, OH 43210
Office Ph: 614 292-4532 Fax: 614 292-1685 ................................ _
Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of Southern California
University Park
Los Angeles, CA 90089
OfficePh: 213 740-0480 Fax: 213 740-8071 328
.... ... ..............................
Physics Department
Brown University
Box 1843
Providence, RI 02912
Office Ph: 401 863-2186 Fax: 401 863-2024 ................................ 567
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
University of California, Irvine
Irvine, CA 92717
OfficePh: 714 824-6131 Fax: 714 824-8585 ................................33 0
Hansen Experimental Physics Laboratory
Gravity Probe B
Stanford University
Stanford, CA 94305
OfficePh: 415 725-4103 Fax: 415 725-8312 ................................ 106
Department of Aerospace Engineering
University of Michigan
3000 FXB Building
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-2118
Office Ph: 313 746-7202 Fax: 313 936-0106 .................................. 47
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Prof. Robert S. Feigelson
Dr. Frank Fendell
Prof. A. C. Femandez-Pello
Prof. Richard A. Ferrell
Prof. Merton C. Hen'tings
Prof. John A. Frangos
Mr. David J. Frank
Dr. Donald O. Frazier
Lisa E. Freed, M.D., Ph.D.
Center for Materials Research
Stanford University
Stanford, CA 94305
Office Ph: 415-723-4007 Fax: 415-723-3044 ................................ /.8.5
TRW Space & Technology Division
TRW Space and Electronics Group
One Space Park
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
Office Ph: 310 812-0327 Fax: 310 812-7589 46
........... o.. .......................
Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of California, Berkeley
Etcheverry Hall
Berkeley, CA 94720
OfficePh: 510 642-6554 Fax: 510 642-6163 49
.. ......... .oo.o ........... * ...... ...
Department of Physics and Astronomy
University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742
Office Ph: 301 405-6148 Fax: 301 314-9465 73
Department of Materials Science & Engineering
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Room 8-407
77 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02139-4307
121
OfficePh: 617-253-3233 Fax: 617-258-6886 .....................................
Department of Bioengineering
University of California, San Diego
9500 Gilman Drive
La Jolla, CA 92093
Office Ph: 619 534-0421 Fax: 619 534-5722 ................................ _
Lockheed Martin Missiles & Space Co.
O/92-10, B/205
3251 Hanover Street
Palo Alto, CA 94304-1187
OfficePh: 415 354-5311 Fax: 415 570354-5415 .....................................
Space Sciences Laboratory
Mail Stop ES01
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812
637
Office Ph: 205-544-7825 Fax: 205-544-2102 .....................................
Division of Health Sciences & Technology
Mail Code E25-342
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
77 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02139
OfficePh: 617 253-3858 Fax: 617 258-8827 .......................... !.8.9.:_!9.2
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Dr. Archibald L. Fripp
Dr. D. T. Gallagher
Prof. Robert W. Gammon
Prof. Stephen Garoff
Prof. Alice P. Gast
Prof. Randall M. German
Dr. Donald C. Gillies
Mr. Thomas K. Glasgow
Prof. Irvin Glassman
Flight Electronic Technology Division
Mail Stop 473
NASA Langley Research Center
5 North Dryden Street
Hampton, VA 23681-0001
Office Ph: 804 864-1503 Fax: 804 864-7891 .......................... !23:..!25
Center for Advanced Research in Biotechnology
9600 Gudelsky Drive
Rockville, MD 20850
195OfficePh: 301-738-6272 Fax: 301-738-6255 .....................................
Institute for Physical Science and Technology
University of Maryland
Building 85
College Park, MD 20742
OfficePh: 301 405 4791 Fax: 301 314-9509 ................................ 1.08
Department of Physics
Carnegie Mellon University
5000 Forbes Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
Office Ph: 412 268-6877 76
.............. ,. ............ ,,,, ................... ° .......... ,,,,.
Department of Chemical Engineering
Stanford University
Stanford, CA 94305-5025
Office Ph: 415 725-3145 Fax: 415 725-7294 439
Department of Engineering Science
Pennsylvania State University
118 Research West
University Park, PA 16802-1401
Office Ph: 814 863-8025 Fax: 814 863-8211 ................................ 1.2.7
Mail Code ES75
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812
OfficePh: 205 544-9302 Fax: 205 544-8762 737
Mail Stop 105-1
NASA Lewis Research Center
21000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, OH 44135
OfficePh: 216 433-5014 Fax: 216 433-5033 ................................ 63.9
Department of Mechanical & Aerospace Eng.
Princeton University
Princeton, NJ 08544
OfficePh: 609 258-5199 Fax: 609 258-5963 641
......... ,,,,.. ....... ,,.,,.,, .... ,,.
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Prof. Martin E. Glicksman
Prof. Amn M. Gokhale
Prof. Alessandro Gomez
Dr. Steve R. Gonda
Thomas J. Goodwin, M.S.
Prof. John A. Goree
Dr. Paul S. Greenberg
Prof. James B. Grotberg
Dr. Richard N. Grugel
Materials Engineering Department
MRC- 104
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Troy, NY 12180-3590
OfftcePh: 518 276-6721 Fax: 518 276-8554 ................................ .1.3.!
School of Materials Science and Engineering
Georgia Institute of Technology
778 Atlantic Drive
Atlanta, GA 30332-0245
Office Ph: 404 894-2887 Fax: 404 853-9140 ................................ 6.4.3
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Yale University
New Haven, CT 06520
332Office Ph: 203 432-4384 Pax: 203 432-7654 .....................................
Biotechnology
Mail Code SIM
NASA Johnson Space Center
2101 NASA Road One
Houston, "IX 77058
Office Ph: 713 483-8745 Fax: 713 483-6227 ................................ :._
Biotechnology
Mail Code SD4
NASA Johnson Space Center
2101 NASA Road One
Houston, TX 77158
Office Ph: 713 483-7129 Fax: 713 483-3058 ................................ .1.9.7.
Department of Physics & Astronomy
University of Iowa
Iowa City, IA 52242-1479
441OfficePh: 319-335-1843 Fax: 319-335-1753 .....................................
NASA Lewis Research Center
21000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, OH 44135
OfficePh: 216 433-3621 739Fax: 216 433-3793 .....................................
Northwestern University
Evanston, IL 60208-3112
Office Ph: 708 491-3009 443Fax: 708 491 4928 ......................................
Mail Stop ES75
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, AL 35812
OfficePh: 205 544-9165 Fax: 205 544-8762 ................................ 6.4.5
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Prof. Prabhat K. Gupta
Prof. Hossein Haj-Hariri
Prof. J. Woods Halley
Prof. Kevin P. Hallinan
Dr. Timothy G. Hammond
Dr. John E. Hart
Dr. Frank T. Hartley
Dr. Charles R. Hartzell
Department of Materials Science and Engineering
Ohio State University
2041 College Road
Columbus, OH 43210
OfficePh: 614 292-6769 Fax: 614 292-1537 ................................ .6..4..8
Department of Mech and Aerospace Engineering
University of Virginia
Thornton Hall
Charlottesville, VA 22903
OfficePh: 804 924-6290 Fax: 804 982-2037 445
....... • ...,... ................ ......
Physics Department
University of Minnesota
116 Church, SE
Minneapolis, MN 55455
Office Ph: 612 624-0395 Fax: 612 624-4578 ................................ .5.7.2
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Department
University of Dayton
300 College Park
Dayton, OH 45469-0210
Office Ph: 513 229-2835 Fax: 513 229-3433 ................................ 4.4.7
Department of Internal Medicine
Section of Neurology
Mail Code SLA5
Tulane University Medical Center
! 430 Tulane Avenue
New Orleans, LA 70112-2699
Office Ph: 504 588-5346 Fax:
200
504 584-1909 .....................................
Department of Astrophysical, Planetary, & Atmospheric Sciences
Campus Box 391
University of Colorado, Boulder
Boulder, CO 80309-0391
79Office Ph: 303-492-8568 Fax: 303-492-3822 .....................................
Supervisor, Advanced Test and Measurement Group
Instrumentation Section
Mail Stop 125-177
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena, CA 91109
OfficePh: 818 354-3139 Fax: 818 354-8153 ................................ 7.4..8
Director of Research
Alfred I. DuPont Institute of the Nemours Foundation
P.O. Box 269
Wilmington, DE 19899
Office Ph: 302 651-6800 Fax: 302-651-6888 ................................ 20.2
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Prof. T. A. Hatton
Dr. Robert H. Hauge
Prof. Carole A. Heath
Dr. John Hegseth
Dr. Daniel J. Heinzen
Prof. Jean R. Hertzberg
Dr. William Hofmeister
Dr. R G. Holt
Chevron Professor of Chemical Engineering
Department of Chemical Engineering
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
77 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02139
Office Ph: 617-253-4588 Fax: 617-253-8723 ................................ 449
Chemistry Department
Rice University
P.O. Box 1892
Houston, "IX 77252
Office Ph: 713 527-8101 Fax: 713 285-5155 ................................ .6.4.9
Department of Chemical Engineering
Iowa State University
2114 Sweeney Hall
Ames, IA 50011-2230
Office Ph: 515 294-4828 Fax: 515 294-2689 ................................ _
Department of Physics
University of New Orleans, Lakefront
New Orleans, LA 70148
Office Ph: 504 286-6706 Fax: 504 286-6048 ................................ 45.!
Department of Physics
College of Natural Sciences
University of Texas, Austin
Austin, TX 78712
Office Ph: 512-471-3960 Fax: 512-471-9637 575
Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of Colorado, Boulder
Campus Box 427
Boulder, CO 80309-0427
Office Ph: 303 492- 5092 Fax: 303 492-2863 ................................ 335
Department of Materials Science & Engineering
Vanderbilt University
Box 6309, Station B
Nashville, "IN 37235
OfficePh: 615-322-7311 Fax: 615-343-0466 ................................ 65.!
Member of Technical Staff
Mail Stop 183-401
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena , CA 91109
OfficePh: 818 393-2531 Fax: 818 393-5039 452
• ...... . ................... ...,. .....
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Prof. George M. Homsy
John H. Hughes, Ph.D.
Dr. Wesley C. Hymer
Dr. Marylou Ingrain
Dr. UIf E. Israelsson
Dr. Kenneth A. Jackson
Prof. Donald T. Jacobs
Prof. David Jasnow
Dr. J. M. Jessup
Department of Chemical Engineering
Stanford University
Stanford, CA 94305
Office Ph: 415 723-2419 Fax:
455
415 723-9780 .....................................
Children's Hospital
Ohio State University
308 Wexner
700 Children's Drive
Columbus, OH 43205
Office Ph: 614 722-2795 Fax: 614 722-2716 ................................ 20.7
Department of Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802
OfficePh: 814-865-2407 Fax: 814-865-2413 12
.....................................
Huntington Medical Research Institute
99 North E1 Molino Avenue
Pasadena, CA 91101-1830
Office Ph: 818 795-4343 Fax: 818 795-5774 209
Mail Stop 79-3
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena, CA 91109-8099
Office Ph: 818-354-9255 Fax: 818-393-6383 ................... 577:..750.,..752
Arizona Materials Laboratory
Department of Materials Science & Engineering
University of Arizona
4715 East Fort Lowell Road
Tucson, AZ 85712
Office Ph: 602-322-2981 Fax: 602-322-2993 ................................ 65.3
Physics Department
The College of Wooster
Wooster, OH 44691
Office Ph: 216 263-2390 Fax: 216 263-2516 457
....... , .... . .............. . ..... ,,..
Department of Physics and Astronomy
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, PA 15260
Office Ph: 412 624-9029 Fax: 412 624-9163 ................................ 45.9
Department of Surgery
New England Deaconess Hospital
Harvard Medical School
110 Francis Street, Suite 3A
Boston, MA 02215
OfficePh: 617 632-9817 Fax: 617 632-7424 ........................... 1.4:..21.2
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Dr. William L. Johnson
Dr. K. Kailasanath
Prof. Eric W. Kaler
Dr. Mark A. Kasevich
Dr. Takashi Kashiwagi
Dr. Mohammad Kassemi
Prof. Michael J. Kaufman
Prof. Robert E. Kelly
Department of Materials Science
Mail Code 138-78
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, CA 91125
Office Ph: 818-395-4433 Fax: 135818-795-6132 .....................................
Laboratory for Computational Physics and Fluid Dynamics
NRL Code 6410
Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, DC 20375
Office Ph: 292 767-2402 Fax: 202 767-4798 ................................ 33.7
Department of Chemical Engineering
Colbum Laboratory
University of Delaware
Newark, DE 19716
Office Ph: 302 831-3553 Fax:
461302 831-4466 .....................................
Department of Physics
Stanford University
Stanford, CA 94305
Office Ph: 415-725-1311 Fax: 415-723-9173 ................................ .5.7.9
Center for Fire Research, Building and Fire Research Laboratories
National Institute of Standards and Technology
Building 224, Room B258
Gaithersburg, MD 20899
Office Ph: 301 975-6699 Fax: 301 975-4052 54
o,,..., ....... • ........... ,., ...... ,.
Ohio Aerospace Institute
Mail Stop 1105-1
NASA Lewis Research Center
21000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, OH 44135
Office Ph: 216 433-5031 Fax: 216 433-5031 ......................... 463:..65.5
Department of Materials Science & Engineering
University of Florida
201 Rhines Hall
Gainesville, FL 32611-2066
Office Ph: 904-392-6662 Fax: 904-846-0403 ................................ 6.5..8
School of Engineering and Applied Science
University of California, Los Angeles
408 Hilgard Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90024-1597
Office Ph: 310 825-5489 Fax: 310 206-4830 ................................ 4.6.5
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Prof. Kenneth F. Kelton
Prof. Jungho Kim
Prof. Daniel A. Kirschner
Dr. John H. Konnen
Prof. Joel Koplik
Prof. Jean N. Koster
Prof. Sindo Kou
Prof. William B. Krantz
Department of Physics
Washington University, St. Louis
Box 1105
One Brookings Drive
St. Louis, MO 63130
Office Ph: 314-935-6228 Fax: 314-935-6219 660
,.,,.o. ..............................
Department of Engineering
University of Denver
2390 South York Street
Denver, CO 80208
Office Ph: 303 871-3816 Fax: 303 871-4450 ................................ 46.6
Department of Biological Sciences
University of Massachusetts, Lowell
UMass Lowell - Olsen 6
One University Avenue
Lowell, MA 01854
Office Ph: 508-934-2892 Fax:
215
508-934-3044 .....................................
Laboratory for the Structure of Matter
Code 6030
Office of Naval Research
4555 Overlook Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20375-6000
Office Ph : 202-767-3267 Fax: 202-767-6874 ................................ _!._
Department of Physics, Levich Institute
City College of The City University of New York
Convent Avenue & 138 th Street
NewYork, NY 10031
Office Ph: 212 650-8162 Fax: 212 650-6835 ................................ 46.8
Department of Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Campus Box 429
University of Colorado, Boulder
Engineering Center
Boulder, CO 80309-0429
Office Ph: 303 492-6945 Fax: 303 492-7881 ........................... 8]:.470
Department of Materials Science and Engineering
University of Wisconsin
1509 University Avenue
Madison, WI 53706
OfficePh: 608 262-0576 Fax: 608 262-8353 ................................ 47.2
Department of Chemical Engineering
Campus Box 424
University of Colorado, Boulder
Engineering Center, ECCH 1-43
Boulder, CO 80309-0424
Office Ph: 303-492-7050 Fax: 303-492-4341 ................................ _?
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Dr. William E. Kraus
Dr. Shankar Krishnan
Prof. Jerry C. Ku
Prof. Douglas A. Kurtze
Prof. Richard T. Lahey
Dr. David J. Larson, Jr.
Prof. Chung K. Law
Dr. L. G. Leal
Dr. Sandor L. Lehoczky
Department of Medicine
Division of Cardiology
Duke University Medical Center
Durham, NC 27710
OfficePh: 919 684-3644 Fax: 919 684-8907 ................................ _!.8
Containerless Research, Inc.
910 University Place
Evanston, IL 60261-3149
Office Ph: 708 467-2678 Fax: 708 467-2679 665
...... • .*..*°.°..,.*..i..*°. .... .°1..
Mechanical Engineering Department
Wayne State University
5050 Anthony Wayne Drive
Detroit, MI 48202
OfficePh: 313 577-3814 Fax: 313 577-3881 ......................... .3..._.:..3..4.!
Department of Physics
North Dakota State University
SU Station, Box 5566
Fargo, ND 58105-5566
Office Ph: 701 231-7048 Fax: 701 231-7088 ................................ 667
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics
Center for Multiphase Research
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Troy, NY 12180-3590
OfficePh: 518 276-8579 Fax: 518 474276-3055 .....................................
Department of Materials Science and Engineering
State University of New York, Stoney Brook
Engineering 318
Stony Brook, NY 11719-2275
OfficePh: 516-632-8485 Fax: 5 13716-632-8052 .....................................
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Princeton University
Engineering Quadrangle
Princeton, NJ 08544
OfficePh: 609 258-5271 Fax: 609 258-6233 ................................ .3.4.5
Department of Chemical and Nuclear Engineering
University of California, Santa Barbara
Santa Barbara, CA 93106
OfficePh: 805 893-8510 Fax: 805 893-4731 ................................ .4.7..5
Crystal Growth & Solidification Branch
Microgravity Science & Applications Division
Mail Stop ES75
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812
4 2 139, 142Office Ph: 205-544-7758 Fax: 205-5 4-876 .....................................
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Dr. David T. Leighton
Dr. Peter 1. Lelkes
Prof. Abraham M. Lenhoff
Dr. Elliot M. Levine
Prof. A. Liakopoulos
Prof. Sung P. Lin
Dr. Gregory T. Linteris
Prof. John A. Lipa
Prof. Jing Liu
Department of Chemical Engineering
University of Notre Dame
South Bend, IN 46556
Office Ph: 219-631-6698 Fax: 219-631-8366 478
.....................................
Laboratory of Cell Biology,
Sinai Samaritan Medical Center
University of Wisconsin Medical School
Box 342
945 North 12th Street
Milwaukee, WI 53201-0342
OfficePh: 414 283-7753 Fax: 414 283-7874 ................................ 220
Center for Molecular & Engineering Thermodynamics
Department of Chemical Engineering
University of Delaware
Newark, DE 19716-3119
224
OfficePh: 302-831-8989 Fax: 302-831-4466 .....................................
The Wistar Institute
3601 Spruce Street
Philadelphia, PA 19104-4268
OfficePh: 215 398-3884 Fax:
226
215 898-0847 .....................................
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Lehigh University
Bethlehem, PA 18015-3085
OfficePh: 610 758-4929 Fax: 610 758-6224 ........................ ............. 480
Department of Mechanical and Aeronautical Engineering
Clarkson University
Box 5725
Potsdam, NY 13699-5725
OfficePh: 315 268-6584 Fax: 315 268-6438 482
.... , ....... ,°, ................... ,o.
National Institute of Standards and Technology
Building 224, Room B356
Gaithersburg , MD 20899
347
Office Ph: 301 975-2283 Fax: 301 975-4062 .....................................
Department of Physics
Stanford University
Stanford, CA 94305-4060
OfficePh: 415 723-4562 Fax: 415 723-8451 111, 581°,,. ..................... ,oo° ....... ,
Department of Physics
California State University, Long Beach
1250 Bellflower Boulevard
Long Beach, CA 90840
Office Ph: 310 985-4013 Fax: 310 985-7924 ................................ 48.4
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Dr. Bruce R. Locke
Dr. Thomas A. Lograsso
Prof. Sudarshan K. Loyalka
Dr. Daniel W, Mackowski
Prof. Charles Maldarelli
Prof. Alexander J. Malkin
Prof.Efstratios Manousakis
Prof. Humphrey J. Marls
Prof. Philip L. Marston
Department of Chemical Engineering
FAMU/FSU College of Engineering
FloridaState University
Tallahassee, FL 32316
Office Ph: 904-487-6165 Fax: 904-487-6150 ................................ _
Institute for Physical Research & Technology
Iowa State University
111 Metals Development Building
Ames, IA 50011
Office Ph: 515-294-8425 Fax: 515-294-8727 ................................ 66.8.
Particulate Systems Research Center
University of Missouri, Columbia
0039 Engineering Complex
Columbia, MO 65211
OfflcePh: 314 882-8366 Fax: 4 486314 882-2 90 .....................................
Assistant Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering
Auburn University
Auburn University, AL 36849-5341
Office Ph: 334-844-3334 Fax: 334-844-3307 ................................ 67.0
Levich Institude & Department of Chemical Engineering
The City College of CUNY
Covent Avenue at 138th Street
NewYork, NY 10031
Office Ph: 212 650-8160 Fax: 212 650 -6835 ................................ 4.8.8
Department of Biochemistry
University of California, Riverside
900 University Avenue
Riverside, CA 92521
Office Ph: 909-787-3397 Fax: 909-787-3790 ................................ 23.0
Department of Physics
Florida State University
318 Keen Building
Tallahassee, FL 32306-4052
Office Ph: 904 644-3713 Fax: 904 644-8630 ................................ 5.82
Physics Department
Brown University
Providence, RI 02912
Office Ph: 401 863-2185 Fax: 401 863-2024 ................................ _
Department of Physics
Washington State University
Pullman, WA 99164-2814
Office Ph: 509 335-5343 Fax: 509 335-7816 ................................ _
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Andreas Martin, M.D.
Mr. Larry Mason
Prof. Moshe Mataion
Prof. Lon J. Mathias
Prof. Bernard J. Matkowsky
Prof. David H. Matthiesen
Dr. Richard J. Matyi
Prof. T. Maxworthy
Division of Endocrinology/Metabolism, Dept. of Medicine
Mount Sinai School of Medicine
Mount Sinai Medical Center
1 Gustave L. Levy Place
NewYork, NY 10029-6574
OfncePh: 212 241-9528 Fax: 212 241-4218 ................................ 23.2
Mail Stop B0560
Lockheed Martin
P.O. Box 179
Denver, CO 80201
Office Ph: 303-971-9067 Fax: 303-971-9141 16
....... • ................. ,, ..........
McCormick School of Engineering
Northwestern University
2145 Sheridan Road
Evanston, IL 60208-3125
Office Ph: 708 491-5396 Fax: 708 491-2178 .......................... .. ........350
Department of Polymer Science
University of Southern Mississippi
Southern Station Box 10076
Hattiesburg, MS 39406-0076
Office Ph : 601-266-4868 Fax: 601-266-5504 ................................ 67.2
Department of Engineering Sciences of Applied Mathematics
Northwestern University
Evanston, IL 60208
352Office Ph: 708 491-5397 Fax: 708 491-2178 .....................................
Department of Materials Science & Engineering
Case Western Reserve University
420 White Building
10900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44106
Office Ph: 216-368-1366 Fax: 216-368-3209 ................... !..44..,..!.4..6:..!47
Department of Materials Science & Engineering
University of Wisconsin, Madison
1500 Engineering Drive
Madison, WI 53706
Office Ph: 608-263-1716 Fax: 608-262-8353 ................................ 676
Department of Aerospace Engineering
University of Southern California
854 West 36th Place, RRB 101
Los Angeles, CA 90089-1191
OfficePh: 213 740-0481 Fax: 213 740-7774 ................................ 67..8
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Prof. Mark J. McCready
Dr. Paul J. McGinn
Prof. Gareth H. McKinley
Prof. J. T. McKinnon
Dr. Alexander McPherson, Jr.
Prof. Eckart H. Meiburg
Prof. Suresh Menon
Prof. Herman MeRe, Jr.
Prof. Horst Meyer
Department of Chemical Engineering
University of Notre Dame
!82 Fitzpatrick Hall
Notre Dame, IN 46556
OfficePh: 219 631-7146 Fax: 219 631-8366 ................................ 49..2
Department of Chemical Engineering
University of Notre Dame
Notre Dame, IN 46556
OfficePh: 219-631-6151 Fax: 219-631-8366 ................................ 6.8.0
Division of Applied Sciences
Harvard University
Pierce Hall, Room 316
Cambridge, MA 02138
Office Ph: 617 496-5167 Fax: 617 495-9837 ..................................8 3
Department of Chemical Engineering and Petroleum Refining
Colorado School of Mines
Golden, CO 80401
Office Ph: 303 273-3098 Fax: 303 35573-3730 .......................................
Department of Biochemistry
Room 2466, Boyce Hall
University of California, Riverside
Riverside, CA 92521-0129
Office Ph: 909-787-5391 Fax: 909-787-3790 ............................. !_:._!
Department of Aerospace Engineering
University of Southern California
846 West 36th Place, RRB 101
Los Angeles, CA 90089-1191
Office Ph: 213 740-5376 Fax: 213 740-7774 ................................ _82
School of Aerospace Engineering
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, GA 30332-0150
Office Ph: 404 853-9160 Fax: 404 894-2760 ................................ _?
Department of Mechanical Engineering
The University of Michigan
2250 G. G. Brown Building
Ann Arbor, MI 48109
Office Ph: 313 764-5240 Fax: 313 747-3170 ............................8..5:4.9 .4
Department of Physics
Duke University
Durham, NC 27708-0305
Office Ph: 919 660-2520 Fax: 919 660-2521 ................................ .5..8.7
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Dr. William V. Meyer
Prof. John J. Moore
Dr. D.J. Mo_6
Prof. David W. Murhammer
Prof. Allan S. Myerson
Prof. Ranga Narayanan
Prof. G. P. Neitzel
Dr. James R. Norris
Ohio Aerospace Institute
Mail Stop 105-1
NASA Lewis Research Center
21000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, OH 44135-3191
Office Ph: 216 433-5011 Fax: 216 433-5033 754
Department of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering
Colorado School of Mines
Golden, CO 80401
Office Ph: 303 273-3770 Fax: 303 273-3795 .......................... 3.5.9:..6.8..4
Department of Medicinal Chemistry
HANS 136
Purdue University
South University Street
West Lafayette, IN 47904
Office Ph: 317-494-1388 Fax: 317-494-4007 ................................ 23..4
Department of Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
University of Iowa
125 B Chemistry Building
Iowa City, IA 52242
OfficePh: 319 335-1228 Fax: 319 335-1415 ................................ 23.6
Department of Chemical Engineering
Polytechnic University
Six Metrotech Center
Brooklyn, NY 11201
Office Ph: 718-260-3223 Fax: 718-260-3776 ................................ _?
Department of Chemical Engineering
University of Florida
227 Chemical Engineering Building
Gainesville, FL 32611
Office Ph: 904-392-9103 Fax: 689904-392-9513 .....................................
George W. Woodruff School of Mechanical Engineering
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, GA 30332-0405
Office Pit: 404 894-3240 Fax: 404 894-2291 496
Chemistry Division
Argonne National Laboratory
Building 200, Room E133
9700 South Class Avenue
Argonne, IL 60439
Office Ph: 708-252-3547 Fax: 708-252-9289 ................................ 23. 9
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Prof. Kim O'Connor
Dr. Paul E. Oefinger
Prof. Simon Ostrach
Prof. A. G. Ostrogorsky
Dr. Ben Ovryn
Dr. Witold Palosz
Dr. Bernhard O. Palsson
Prof. Chang-Won Park
Department of Chemical Engineering
Tulane University
Boggs Center, Suite 300
New Orleans, LA 70118
Office Ph: 504 865-5740 Fax: 504 865-6744 .......................... 242:..245
Department of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine
University of Texas Medical School at Houston
6431 Fannin
Houston, TX 77030
Office Ph: 713 792-5085 Fax: 713 794-4149 ................................ 25.0
Department of Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering
418 Glennan Building
Case Western Reserve University
10900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44106
Office Ph: 216 368-2942 Fax: 216 368-6445 ........................... 87:.498
Department of Mechanical Engineering,
Aeronautical Engineering, & Mechanics
JEC 2026
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Troy, NY 12180-3590
Office Ph: 518-276-6975 Fax: 518-276-6025 ................................ 69.!
Mail Stop 110-3
Nyma, Inc., NASA Lewis Research Center
21000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, OH 44135
OfficePh: 216 433-8335 Fax: 216 433-3797 ................................ 756
Staff Scientist
Mail Stop ES75
Universities Space Research Association
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812
Office Ph: 205-544-1272 Fax: 205-544-8762 ................................ 69.3
Department of Bioengineering
Mail Code 0412
University of California, San Diego
9500 Gilman Drive
La Jolla, , CA 92093-0412
Office Ph: 619 534-5668 Fax: 619 534-5722 ................................ _
Department of Chemical Engineering
University of Florida
227 Chemical Engineering Building
Gainesville, b'L 32611-2022
Office Ph: 904 392-6205 Fax: 904 392-9513. 500
,.,, ............. ,, .............. ,.,
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Prof. Alexander Z. Patashinski
Dr. Neal R. Pellis
Prof. Jerome K. Percus
Prof.John H. Perepezko
Prof.David R. Poirier
Dr, Marc L. Pusey
Dr. Seth J.Putterman
Dr. Peter J. Quesenberry
Department of Physics and Astronomy
Northwestern University
2145 Sheridan Road
Evanston, IL 60208-3112
OfficePh: 708 467-2618 Fax: 708 491-9982 ................................ 502
Biotechnology
Mail Code SD4
NASA Johnson Space Center
2101 NASA Road One
Houston, TX 77058
OfflcePh: 713 483-2357 Fax: 713 483-3058 ................................ _._
Courant Institute
New York University
251 Mercer Street
New York, NY 10012
Office Ph: 212 998-3130 Pax: 212 995-4121 ................................ _4
Department of Materials Science & Engineering
University of Wisconsin, Madison
1509 University Avenue
Madison, WI 53706-1595
Office Ph: 608-263-1678 Fax: 608-262-6707 ......................... 694:..696
Department of Materials Science and Engineering
College of Engineering & Mines
University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ 85721
Office Ph: 520 621-6072 Fax: 520 621-8059 ................................ 69..8
Biophysics Branch
Microgravity Science and Applications Division
Mail Stop ES76
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812
Office Ph: 205-544-7823 Fax: 205-544-1777 ................... 256,..25.8.,.75.8
Physics Department
University of California, Los Angeles
Los Angeles, CA 90024
Office Ph: 310 825-2269 Fax: 310 206-5668 ................................ _
Cancer Center
University of Massachusetts Medical Center
Two Biotech
373 Plantation Street, Suite 202
Worcester, MA 01605
OfficePh: 508 856-6956 Fax: 508 856-1310 ................................ 260
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Dr. Chandra S. Ray
ProL Dennis W. Readey
Dr. Liya L. Regel
Prof. David C. Richardson
Dr. Michael B. Robinson
Prof. Paul D. Ronney
Prof. FranzE. Rosenberger
Prof. Daniel E. Rosner
Graduate Center for Materials Research
University of Missouri, Rolla
Rolla, Me 65401
Office Ph: 314-341-6432 Fax: 314-341-2071 ................................ 70.0
Coors Professor of Ceramic Engineering
Department of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering
Colorado School of Mines
Golden, CO 80401
Office Ph: 303 273-3770 Fax: 303 273-3795 ................................ .7.0.3
Research Professor of Engineering
International Center for Gravity Materials Science & Applications
Clarkson University
Box 5700
Potsdam, NY 13699-5700
Office Ph: 315-268-7672 Fax: 315-268-3841 ................................ 70.6
Department of Biochemistry
Duke University Medical Center
Box 3711
211 Nanaline Duke Building
Durham, NC 27710
Office Ph: 919-684-6010 Fax: 919-684-8885 ................................ _2
Crystal Growth & Solidification Branch
Microgravity Science & Applications Division
Mall Stop ES75
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812
Office Ph: 205-544-7774 Fax: 205-544-2176 ................... 70.8:,..71..0:..7.1.!
Department of Mechanical Engineering
OHE 430L
University of Southern California
University Park
Los Angeles, CA 90089-1453
OfficePh: 213 740-0490 Fax: 213 740-8071 56, 363, 508
....... , ....... ,, .......... . .... ...,.
Center for Microgravity and Materials Research
University of Alabama, Huntsville
Room M65
Huntsville, AL 35899
Office Ph: 205-895-6050 Fax: 205-895-6791 ................... !.4.8.:..264.:..26.7
Chemical Engineering Department
Mason Laboratory
Yale University
P.O. Box 2159. Y.S.
NewHaven, CT 06520-2459
Office Ph: 203 432-4391 Fax: 203 432-7232 ................................ _!.9
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Dr. Howard D. Ross
Dr. Robert T. Ruggeri
Prof. Satwindar S. Sadhal
Prof. W. M. Saltzman
Prof. Ashok S. Sangani
Prof. Robert L. Sani
Dr. Dudley A. Saville
Dr. David W. Scharp
Prof. Benjamin D. Shaw
Mail Stop 500-115
NASA Lewis Research Center
21000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, OH 44135
OfficePh: 216 433-2562 Fax: 216 433-8660 ........................... 5?:..3.65.
The Boeing Company
P.O. Box 3707
Seattle, WA 98124-2207
Office Ph: 206 773-8908 Fax: 206 773-4946 ................................ 5_._
Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of Southern California
Los Angeles, CA 90089-1453
OfficePh: 213 740-0492 Fax: 213 740-8071 ................................ 5!.4
Department of Chemical Engineering
Johns Hopkins University
Room 24, New Engineering Building
3401 North Charles Street
Baltimore, MD 21218
Office Ph: 410 516-8480 Fax: 410 516-5510 ................................ 2_?
Department of Chemical Engineering & Material Science
Syracuse University
Syracuse, NY 13244
OfficePh: 315 443-4502 Fax: 315 443-2559 ................................ 5!. 7
Department of Chemical Engineering
University of Colorado, Boulder
Engineering Center
ECCH 1-43, Campus Box 424
Boulder, CO 80309-0424
OfficePh: 303 492-5517 Fax: 303 492-4341 .................................. 9.0
School of Engineering & Applied Science
Department of Chemical Engineering
Princeton University
The Engineering Quadrangle
Princeton, NJ 08540-5263
OfficePh: 609-258-4585 Fax: 609-258-0211 ........................... 92:..5.1.9
Department of Surgery
Washington University School of Medicine
Box 8109
4939 Audubon Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63110
Office Ph: 314 362-8320 Fax: 314 361-0426 ................................ 27.2
Department of Mechanical, Aeronautical & Materials Engineering
University of California, Davis
Davis, CA 95616-5294
OfficePh: 916 752-4130 Fax: 916 752-4158 .......................... 3.7!:..5.2!
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Dr. Frank G. Shi
Dr. Peter Shirron
Dr. Joel A. Silver
Dr. Bhim S. Singh
Dr. N. B. Singh
Dr. Gregory T. Smedley
Craig D. Smith, Ph.D.
Prof. Marc K. Smith
Prof. Mitchell D. Smooke
School of Engineering
ZotCode 2575
University of California, lrvine
Irvine, CA 92717-2575
Office Ph: 714-824-5362 Fax: 714-824-2541 ................................ 7}.?
Mail Stop 713
NASA - Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt Road
Greenbelt, MD 20771-0001
Office Ph: 301 286-7327 Fax: 301 286-1702 ................................ 76.0
Southwest Sciences, Inc.
1570 Pacheco Street, Suite E-1I
Sante Fe, NM 87501
OfficePh: 505 984-1322 Fax: 505 988-9230 ................................ 3_
Mail Stop 500-327
NASA Lewis Research Center
21000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, OH 44135
Office Ph: 216 433-3321 Fax: 216 433-8660 ................................ _._
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
1310 Beulah Road
Pittsburgh, PA 15235
Office Ph: 412 256-1469 Fax: 412 256-1661 ................................ 52..3
Mail Code 210-41
California Institute of Technology
1201 East California Boulevard
Pasadena, CA 91125
Office Ph: 818 395-4130 Fax: 818 568-8743 ................................ 527
Center for Macromolecular Crystallography
79-THT, BHSB 262
University of Alabama at Birmingham
1918 University Boulevard
Birmingham, AL 35294
Office Ph: 205-934-7233 Fax: 205-934-0489 ................................ 274
George W. Woodruff School of Mechanical Engineering
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, GA 30332-0405
OfficePh: 404 894-3826 Fax: 404 894-2291 ................................ 529
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Yale University
P.O. Box 2159 - Yale Station
New Haven, CT 06520-2159
Office Ph: 203 432-4344 Fax: 203 432-6775 ................................ 37.6
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Dr. Robert S. Snyder
Prof. Frans A. Spaepen
Prof. Paul H. Steen
Dr. Doru M. Stefanescu
Dr. F. M. Stewart
Dr. Donald M. Strayer
Dr. Stein Sture
Dr. Ching-Hua Su
Chief, Microgravity Science & Applications Division
Mail Stop ES76
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812
Office Ph: 205-544-7755 Fax: 205-544-8762 22
Division of Applied Sciences
Harvard University
29 Oxford Street
Cambridge, MA 02193
OfficePh: 617 495-3760 Fax: 617 495-9837 .............................. .......716
School of Chemical Engineering
Cornell University
Olin Hall
Ithaca, NY 14853-5301
OfficePh: 607 255-4749 Fax: 607 255-9166 531
...... , ..............................
Department of Metallurgical & Materials Engineering
Solidification Laboratory
University of Alabama
141 Bevill Building
P.O. Box 870202
Tuscaloosa, AL 35487-0202
OfficePh: 205-348-1749 Fax: 150 718205-348-8574 .............................. : ......
Department of Medicine
University of Massachusetts Medical Center
55 Lake Avenue, North
Worcester, MA 01655
OfficePh: 508 856-3903 Fax: 508 856-6715 275
Mail Stop 79-24
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena, CA 91109-8099
OfficePh: 818 354-1698 Fax: 818 393-4878 590
..................... ,. ..............
Department of Civil, Environmental & Architectural Engineering
University of Colorado, Boulder
Engineering Center OT6-26
Campus Box 428
Boulder, CO 80309
Office Ph: 303-492-7651 Fax: 303-492-7317 94
...... , .... .,, ....... , ...... .,,., ....
Crystal Growth & Solidification Branch
Microgravity Science & Applications Division
Mail Stop ES75
NASA Marshall Space Hight Center
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812
OfficePh: 2055447776 Fax: 205-544-8762 152
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Prof. R. S. Subramanian
Prof. Harry L. Swinney
Dr. Julian Szekely
Dr. Frank R. Szofran
Prof. James S. Tien
Prof. Saleh Tanveer
Dr. Robert L. Thompson
Dr. David M. Tie,de
Department of Chemical Engineering
Clarkson University
Box 5705
Potsdam, NY 13699-5705
Office Ph: 315 268-6648 Fax: 315 268-6654 ........................... _:.._
Department of Physics
University of Texas, Austin
Austin, 'IX 78712-1111
Office Ph: 512 471-4619 Fax: 512 471-1588 ................................ 53._
Department of Materials Engineering
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Room 4-138
77 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02139-4307
Office Ph: 617-253-3236 Fax: 617-253-8124 .......................... !54:..720
Crystal Growth & Solidification Branch
Microgravity Science and Applications Division
Mail Stop ES75
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812
Office Ph: 205-544-7777 Fax: 205-544-8762 ................................. 1.5.6
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
415 Glennan Hall
Case Western Reserve University
10900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44106
OfficePh: 216 368-4581 Fax: 216 368-6445 .................................. 62
Department of Mathematics
Ohio State University
231 West 18th Avenue
Columbus, OH 43210-1174
OfficePh: 614 292-5710 Fax: 614 292-1479 ................................ 53.6
Mail Stop 500-102
NASA Lewis Research Center
21000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, OH 44135
Office Ph: 216 433-3321 Fax: 216 433-8660 ................................ 53. 8
Chemistry Division
Argonne National Laboratory
Building 200/Room El 13
9700 South Cass Avenue
Argonne, IL 60439
Office Ph: 708-252-3539 Fax: 708-252-9289 ................................ 2.7.7
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Dr. Paul Todd
Prof. Penger Tong
Dr. John M. Torkelson
Dr. Bruce Towe
Dr. Eugene H. Trinh
Prof. Gr6tar Tryggvason
Prof. John Tsamopoulos
Dr. David L. Urban
Dr. Randall L. Vander Wal
Department of Chemical Engineering
University of Colorado, Boulder
Campus Box 424
Boulder, CO 80309-0424
Office Ph: 303-492-5936 Fax: 303-492-4341 ................................ 27..9
Oklahoma State University
Stiilwater, OK 74078-0266
OfficePh: 405 744-5800 Fax: 405 744-6811 ................................5 4 0
Department of Chemical Engineering
Northwestern University
Evanston, IL 60208-3120
Office Ph: 708-491-7449 Fax: 708-491-3728 ................................722
Bioengineering Program
College of Engineering and Applied Sciences
Arizona State University
Box 876006
Tempe, AZ 85287
OfficePh: 602 965-4116 Fax: 602 965-8013 ................................2 8 !
Mail Stop 183-401
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena, CA 91109
OfficePh: 818-354-7125 Fax: 818-393-5039 ................................ 2.8.3
Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of Michigan
2250 G. G. Brown Building
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-2125
Office Ph: 313 763-1049 Fax: 313 764-4256 .......................... 5.42:..724
Department of Chemical Engineering
State University of New York, Buffalo
507 Fumas Hall
Buffalo, NY 14260
Office Ph: (716)645-6229 Fax: 716-645-3822 544
• ., ........ , ....... , .................
Mail Stop 500-115
NASA Lewis Research Center
21000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, OH 44135
OfficePh: 216 4332835 Fax: 216 433-8660 378
., .... ** .............. ..,, ...........
Mail Stop 110-3
NASA Lewis Research Center
21000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, OH 44135
OfficePh: 216 433-9065 Fax: 216 433-3793 ................................76 2
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Prof. Arvind Varma
Prof. Jorge Vifials
Prof. Viola Vogel
Dr. Martin P. Volz
Prof. Peter W. Voorhees
Prof. Taylor G. Wang
Dr. Keith B. Ward
Prof. Peter C. Wayner, Jr.
Dr. Richard Weber
Department of Chemical Engineering
University of Notre Dame
Nortre Dame, IN 46556
OfficePh: 219 631-6491 Fax: 219 631-8366 ................................ _!
Super Computer Research Institute
Florida State University
444 Science Center Library
Tallahassee, FL 32306-4052
Office Ph: 904 644-1010 Fax: 904 644-0098 ................................ 54.6
Center for Bioengineering
University of Washington
Box 357962
Seattle, WA 98195
Office Ph: 206-543-4043 Fax: 206-685-1732 ................................ _
Crystal Growth & Solidification Branch
Microgravity Science & Applications Division
Mail Stop ES75
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812
Office Ph: 205-544-5078 Fax: 205-544-8762 ................................ 72.5
Department of Materials Science and Engineering
Northwestern University
2145 Sheridan Road
Evanston, IL 60208-3108
OfficePh: 708 491-3537 Fax: 708-491-7820 ................................ 158
Center for Microgravity Research & Applications
Vanderbilt University
Box 6079, Station B
Nashville, TN 37235
OfficePh: 615 343-6965 Fax: 615 343-8730 .................................. 9.8
Laboratory for the Structure of Matter
Code 6030
Office of Naval Research
4555 Overlook Avenue, SW
Washington, IX: 20375-5000
Office Ph: 703-696-0361 Fax: 202-767-6874 ........................... _:.._
Isermann Department of Chemical Engineering
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Troy, NY 12180-3590
OfficePh: 518 276-6199 Fax: 518 276-4030 ................................ 5.4.8
Containerless Research, Inc.
910 University Place
Evanston, IL 60201-3149
Office Ph: 708 467-2678 Fax: 708 467-2679 ................................ 72.7
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Dr. David A. Weitz
Prof. Indrek 5. Wichman
Dr. Heriben Wiedemeier
Dr. John M. Wiencek
Prof. Forman A. Williams
Dr. W. W. Wilson
Dr. Michael Winter
Mr. William K. Witherow
Prof. August F. Witt
Department of Physics and Astronomy
University of Pennsylvania
209 South 33rd Street
Philadelphia, PA 19104-6396
Office Ph: 215 898-7522 Fax: 215 898-2010 ................................ .10..0
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Michigan State University
East Lansing, MI 48824
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